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Most sought-after guy in
for lunch and dinner dates (and already booked
solid for the next six months):

situation is highlighted by
the ‘successive openings in less
than a week’s time of two of the
top critical smashes in several sea“Picnic” and “Wonderful
sons,
Town.” Both drew raves and are
indicated boxoffice powerhouses.
The success parade began to
take shape in January with the
arrival of a string of shows getting generally respectful attention
from the aisle-sitters and some
support at the b.o. They included

The

ex-CBS

“Red”
and now. radio-TV
Reynolds,

;

Sales'

di-

rector of Fletcher Richards
agency. He was the foreman of
the Jelke jury.

$16,000,000 in ’52,

“Love of Four Colonels” “Crucible,” “Fifth Season” and “Mid-

Summer.”
The pace stepped up in February with the opening of “Hazel
Flagg,” “John Brown’s Body” and
“Misalliance,” preceding the “Picnic”
and “Wonderful Town”
grandslam. Among the promising
entries for the balance of the season are “Porgy and Bess,” “My
Three Angels,” “Camino Real,”.
“Can-Can” and rt Me and Juliet”

(Continued on page 56)

George Alabama Florida,

ASCAP

Records

Milton Berle’s “Texaco Star Theis in sponsor trouble for the
On the basis of preliminary negotiations, NBC is upping the weekly program tab from
$59,000 to $90,000. That, coupled
with the $60,000 for 60 minutes of
network time, brings the weekly
nut to $150,000. Rather than go
for that kind of money, Texaco h£s
indicated that it may sit it out
next season and forget all about
the Berle show, even in the face of
a rejuvenated stanza that’s paying
off handsomely in the Nielsen rating sweepstakes.
The impasse highlights the undercurrent of revolt that’s fomenting among sponsors and agencies
oyer the high cost of television, a
revolt which, by season’s end, may
well grow into a fullblown crisis in
atre”

’53- ’54 season.

network TV programming. From a
3.
host of Madison Ave., N. Y., offices
income for have come cries and protests over

Hollywood, March

The

official* tally of

Amefidari Society of Com- the stepped-up coin rap for sponPublishers for sorship of network shows, and
posers* ".fyllthdrs
1952. revealed that the Society’s while commitments for next season
income climbed to the alltime high aren’t due in most cases until May
of over $16,000,000. Expenses for or June, the lamentations over exthe fiscal year, ending October, orbitant costs are causing consider1952, were $3,100,000 or 20%, able apprehension within the trade.
which is standard.
One major agency exec last week
Figures were disclosed at the
*
(Continued on page 38)
semi-annual meeting of ASCAP
members on the Coast by controller
the

&

George'. Hoffman. Prexy Otto A.
Harbach, however, had to dampen

Out Ahead of ‘Oklahoma’
New Orleans, March 3<
%

George Alahama Florida, who’s
rated something of a character
even among advance men, added a’
page to his colorful book here recently. The p.a., who sometimes
goes completely Dixie by listing his
first name as Georgia, is out ahead
of “Oklahoma,” but continues to
pay deference to his former boss,

.

Blackstone, the magician.
Forgetting that during his local
stay to ballyhoo the Theatre Guild
musical, the Mardi Gras would be
on, Florida neglected to make a
hotel reservation and arrived to
find the town shoulder-deep with

set

Christine Jorgensen, ex-GI
recently underwent surgery and became a femme, reportedly aspires to be an actress,
so she’s being mentioned for strawhat appearances next summer.
One barn- producer says
he’d like to book her in “Boy
Meets Girl”
playing both

weeks,
approximately
$400,000
richer. Actually, he’s not the first
Hollywoodite to qualify, since Sam
Spiegel and John Huston passed
the 18-month period a' few months
ago.
They benefited, however, because they were abroad when the
tax law of 1951 was passed; Kelly

parts.

was the

who

—

to

Loews Would Sell

MGM Record Co,
Along With Radio

Ray’s $20,000

Makes Three.” His departure came
In addition to its desire to un- only a few weeks after Congress
load its New York radio outlet, had passed the now tax law,
which
WMGM, for $2,000,000 to Bertram provided that any U. S. citizen
Lebhar, Jr., Loew’s, Inc., is also could claim a 100% exemption
on
interested in disposing of the
all coin earned outside the count
Records label which only of late try, provided he remained
abroad
has caught on as click diskery. Both for 17 out of any
18-month period.
were regarded as valuable coinci- Actually, Kellyte 18-month
stretch
dental exploitation media for Metro would
not be up until June of this
pictures.
year, but he’s, entitled to come in
Lebhar’s syndicate plans putting under the wire on a 17-month basis
$500,000 on the line, the rest out
(Continued on page 63)
long
the

MGM

Lebhar has
been
operating head of the station,
whose antecedents go back to
and ‘prior thereto to WGBS, when

WHN

New Haven Wonders

and Gimbel Bros, stores
had a hookup in. New York. Only
recently Metro and Mutual Broadcasting System worked out an opJohnnie Ray has been signed erating agreement on MGM Radio
Attractions
getting program outlet
for tfie Desert Inn, Las Vegas, for
over WOR (N. Y.) and the Mutual
a September or October date at
Loew’s

In Vegas Bidding

$20,000, highest figure the

Weeper

Williams

—

up by Roberts

a total of 2,387 records.

were in a newly-refurbished dressOnce a fiddler for a Mey6r Davis
ing room, with' mahogany panelled
society combo, Garber formed his
walls, carpeted floor, tiled toilet
own band and debuted at the Wiland shower room with hot and cold
lard Hotel, Washington," D. C., on
water, gas and electric heat. As a
March 3, 1917. Through the years
final touch, a framed picture of
he has been almost exclusively in
Blackstone was taken from the the- the ranks of the “sweet” bands,
atre lobby and hupg over Florida's
save for a brief period about 11
bed.
ago when his daughter
years
The p.a. has only one complaint. Janice, then his vocalist, talked him
He’s afraid his wife may hear of into batoning a swing crew. The
the ^etup and, when he gets home, experiment cost him $50,000 and
disallow his $75 expense item for Garber went back to the sweet
the week*m the family budget.
rhythms.
-

claimed

that the
figure for which
Ray was booked at the Sands, today was “unrealistic.” It was also
claimed by GAC- that if the Sands’
general manager, Jack Entratter;
offered a more comparable sum,
there was a strong' chance he
would have gotten, the act.
original

according to GAC,
Entratter upped his bid to $12,500
and stopped there. By necessity,
act then had to go on the market.
Desert Inn increased its bid. Rockwell also claims that when Entratter upped to $15,000, the competitive 20G deal had already been
signed for the Sands.

As

it

was,

for

If

‘Real’

New

»

Haven, March

3.

After a premiere weei^ of pre'
tuning up,
“Camino
Real” left town Saturday (28) as
one of the most controversial plays

affiliates.

Broadway

.

further

Is

Or What’s a Plastic Value?

In effect, the Loew move to der
ever got for a week’s appearance. centralize would follow Warner
His two-week pacting by the Des- Bros, which, too, in order (1) diert Inn climaxes a tiff betweeri the vested itself of Brunswick Records
Sands Hotel, Las Vegas, which (later merged into Decca Records),
claims that it had a verbal comit(Continued on page 63)
ment to play the singer at $8,500

JAN GARBER’S 37TH
ANNI AS BAT0NEER GAC
$8,500

Hollywood, March 3.
at the Palladnum terpery here tonight (Tues.)
to start his 37th year as a batoneer
by far a record for a name band.
During that period he has etched

first of several film names
embark on a protracted overseas

stay to take advantage of the benefits of the tax law.
Kelly's imminent return has cued
a shift in plans for “Brigadoon,”
which was to have been the last of
the films he made overseas.
Instead, Metro will make the musical on the home lot, and possibly
in a 3-D process.
Kelly left the U. S. Dec. 30, 1951,
to begin his lengthy stay overseas
with the filming of “The Devil

to hit this village in

many

seasons.

Reaction to this latest Tennessee
Williams opus ranged from outand-out raves for a dramatic feast,
to a situation of longtime -friends
not speaking to each other after
Ideated discussions of the play’s
merits. A small percentage of stubholders ankled the house in the
middle of proceedings, and a lively topic of the week was the debate on the play’s ultimate Broad-

:;

Jan Garber opens

3.

First of the Hollywood names
deliberately to trek to Europe for
an 18-month tax-free stay, Gene
Kelly is due home in about 12

Twofers?

of profits.

J.

and General Artists Corp., .representing Ray, which stated that
there was no such understanding.

Civic Theatre, with an adjoining
room as an office. The p.a. said it
was the first time in 55 years of
road agenting that he ever slept
on the job.

The quarters

the writers' expectations for a bigger melon by pointing out that
ASCAP currently also had a peak
membership enrollment.
Harbach emphasized that under
terms of the antitrust consent decree, admission to the Society has
been a lot easier. As a result, the
per-capita disbursements had not
increased due to the swelling membership. Since 1949, 700 new writers haVe been admitted to ASCAP,
bringing the present total to over
3,000, which is tops in the Society’s
history. In that period, also, 200

(Continued on page 57)

tourists. However, he made out all
right, for manager Johnny Roberts
set up living quarters for him in
a dressing room backstage at the

CENTS

After 18 Tax-Free Months Abroad

'

Only Louisiana’s Best For

25

Hollywood, March

New York

a, volley of hits.

PRICE

MARKET

By GEORGE ROSEN

Chow—and Wow!

and an unusually slow
Broadway has finally

copies, 35 cents.
3, 1878.

1953

T

4

After a couple of years of mestart last fall,
rung the bell

4,
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WHITE BACK TO B’WAY

FOR VERSAILLES SHOW

George White will do his first
New York show in many years. He’s way reception.
been signed to stage a package for
Critical
interpretation
of the
the Versailles starting some time in play’s' complex theme ranged from
April, White,

who

the facetious “Williams is trying
to tell us that, when we die, we

did a succession

of “Scandals” for the legit stage
ancf later for vaude,

New York

was

last

as operator of the

become

in

Gay

White Way, a short-lived cafe on
the site of the. Latin Quarter.

Two nitery revue packages produced by Georgie Hale have had
successful runs here. Current occupant, “More About Love,” will

Originally Ray’s $8,500 deal was wind up March 14, Succeeding
for last November. Pact was made show hasn’t been signed as yet.
around April, 1952, when Ray was First Hale produced unit was “All
About Love.”
(Continued on page 63)

cats,

yowling under the

balconies of retroactive virgins”
(an opinion appreciated only by
those who see the play), to agreement with Williams’ own premise
that it is “an examination of those
values which people have to face.”
Lack of clarification that punctuated the play’s opening night
was somewhat modified by end of
the run here. This factor, together
with revisions outlined for subse.

(Continued on page 56)
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Whs Wh in Tribute to BA Hope

Hefis Pic Deal
Of State Dept. Films, Etc.
Washington, March %.
Sen. Bourke B. Hlckenlooper (R H
IaJ will head a Senate Foreign Relations sub-committee which will
investigate the oversea* use of mo-

Forcing Fold Of

.

At

Friars’ Testimonial in N.Y.

By ABEL GREEN

testimonials to Joe E. Lewis, Jack

Benny and now Bob Hope, who was

C*y

HajW

and other informational programs

Stact

-

of the State Dept.
Chicago, March 3.
Although no date has been set
"The Shrike," which had been
for the hearings here, Hickenlooper
.slated to tour to the Coast with
said his group intend* to call repreVan Heflin as star, folds here
sentatives of government, motion
March 21. Cldsing leaves a gap in
pictures, broadcasting and other in- the
Theatre Guild-American Theadustries to- testify. In addition, a tre Society
schedule in Los An"team" of Senators will be sent to geles, where Joseph
Kramm’s PulLatin-America to study the effec- itzer Prize drama
was to have
tiveness of the program there.
opened April •; arid subsequently
in San Francisco. The situation is

Saaiu D.CNews Diners

saluted Friday night (271 at the
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., in a night
that was, to com a cliche, "one
truly to remember.” Once again,
in the best show biz traditions the
after-dinner speeches, sparked by
toastmaster Georgia Jessel, must

Washington, March 3.
Uncertainty dver whether President Eisenhower will attend any of
the new* correspondents? dinners
this spring have scrambled plans ‘of
the various .associations, and is
cramping the style of those affairs
have parred and mayhaps even which lean on professional name
eclipsed the salubrious times to talent.
which Jessel likes to hark back so
Recent dinner of the Radio Corsentimentally as he name-drops respondents Assn.,, at which Bee
Chauncey Depew, Rennold Wolf, failed to show after first saying
Willie Collier, Raymond Hitchcock, "Maybe,” has put the damper on
George M. Cohan, Thomas A. Wise, the other affairs. While the radio
CapL Irving O’Hay and others who newsmen assembled a. top name
undoubtedly made the hallowed show, it will be extremely difficult
bMT« of The Lambs and The Friars to do so in the future without posisomething to cherish.
tive assurance that the President
But none of the dais need have will show at the head table, since
deferred to any of the yesteryear the talent is asked to contribute- its
greats. The large newspaper con- services.
tingent at Hope’s night as "the
The White House Photographers
comedian of the year" were busy Assn., which includes the newsreel
paying guests in their notes-taking lenser*, has indefinitely postponed
oh the bon mots, nifties, intra-trade the dinner it planned to have at the
and general wit that flowed in a end of February.
constant stream of high-level caliGridiron Club has another ®r
bre from pros like Fred Allen, Mil"maybe" acceptances for its
ton Berle, Jesse Block (& Eve those
April 11, and is going ahead
dinner
saluted
Sully), who was roundly
plans. *White House Corfor the hangup and painstaking job with full
Assn, is' planning a
respondent*
he did, alohg with Senator W. Stuin May, without any assurdinner
Cleve(Missouri),
Symington
art
will come, and ditto
Ike
ance
that
land Press publisher-editor Louis B.
Women’s National Press
Seltzer, Cleveland Mayor Thomas for the
primarily
Burke, New York’s Mayor Vincent Club. Latter affair is
President’s wife each
L. Impellitteri, Bernard Baruch, keyed to the
Alben W. Barkley, Maj. Gen. Em- year and, if Mamie finally decides
mett (Rosy) "O’Donnell and Eric to attend, the chances are' that the
Johnston. Other dais guests were President will come, too.
RCA prez Frank M. Folsom, NBC
prez Frank White, dean of the
Friars

Harry Delf, and Adolph

Zukor.

Fred Allen’s Nifties
Allen pulled the first 3-D gag
when he put on his glasses to read
his address, which rates as something of a masterpiece in an affectionate, albeit cynical, doseup on
the guest of honor. He. opened by
observing that these affairs "for the
guest of honor must be akin to
coming back to life in a mortuary.
(Continued on page 20)
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Children’s

Sat

Enchanted Mornings As
Disk Jocks on WNBC,

BELLSON QUITS DUKE
TO DO HR. & MRS/ ACT
Louis Bellson and Tony Scott,
only ofay sidemen in the Duke Ellington orch, ankled the band last
week after Ellington’s Apollo
Theatre, N. Y., stand.
Bellson, who’s been on drums
with the Ellington crew for about
two years, is prepping an act with
his wife, singer Pearl Bailey, Scott
joined the band to head up the
sax section at the beginning of the
Apollo booking.

Jelke Case Prompts New
Brit. Play, ‘Call Girl’
London, March 3.
Cashing in on the publicity of the
Jelke case, a British theatrical company is rushing out a new play entitled "Call Girl

NY.

Ezio Pinza and his 12-year-old
daughter Clelia will start a disk
jockey program for children in the
9:30-10 a.m. slot on WNBC, N. Y.,
Saturday (7), period formerly occupied by the Jackie Robinson
show: Basso will also tell juve
stories.

•

western music, with records ranging from "High Noon" to Aaron
Copland’s "BiHy the Kid." Second
frame will be devoted to nautical
music, ranging from sea chanties
to Debussy’s "La Mer" Later on
in the series, Pinza will be joined

ment by public

carrier.

3/4
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For Hard-of-Hearing
An ad

!

Closing of the show became necessary when Heflin exercised a

four-week cancellation clause in
his contract with producer Kermit
[Bloomgarden, reportedly to take
a $75,000 bid to appear in "Wings
of the Hawk" for Universal-International. Actor had been expected
to stay with "The Shrike" through

about a "foundation to
hard-of-hearing," which
Johnnie Ray uttered at the Capitol
during his past Winter’s Broadway
engagement, has quickly snowballed into the JR Foundation, the balance of the season, although
Inc.; under his manager, Bernie hi* original agreement to do the
When kids in show had only been until midLang’s direction.
the audience started raining down March. Bloomgarden, who came
$1 and $5- bills, and similar here over the weekend from New
amounts came anonymously Ybrk, at first figured on getting a
through the mail, this hastened its [replacement to continue the tour,
functioning. The Foundation was but was unable to do sa and ancapped on Ed Sullivan’s ‘Toast of nounced the" March 21 closing.
pitch was made to persuade
the Town" CBS-TV show this past
Sunday (1) when Hay’s $7,500 fee Jose Ferrer to return to the show,
in which he was the original star,
was allocated to the fund.
as well as producer^director on
Even before the Capitol Theatre
Broadway last season. It was hoped
sparking, when Ray was first at
he might he interested in the propthe competitive Paramount Theaosition, particularly since it would
(and
tre, he had allocated his
enable him to be seen in an efLang’s) cut from the souvenir profective stage role .in Hollywood,
grams to P. S. 47, the elementary where he is
known only as a film
school on New York’s East 23d actor.
However, Ferrer is currentStreet which particularly teaches ly involved in
staging "My Three
the hard-of-hearing. (Ray himself Angels,” due March
11 on Broadhas been that, since childhood, way, and after that he reportedly
and during the Sullivan show he has a commitment In England.
publicly donned the hearing aid
Ironic angle on the closing of
which he has worn off and on dur- "Shrike" is that the production
ing theatre engagements, in re- would presumably hive gotten into
cording sessions, and the like). The the black in just a few more
Par engagement also benefited the weeks. Production has a fairly
United Cerebral Palsy fund, in high operating hookup and has
which Paramount Theatres’ topper done uneven business on tour, but
lib

the

!

!

;

For U.S. Gamblers

!

I

By JAY MALLIN
Havana, March 3.
During 1952 about 200,000 Americans visited Cuba and spent approximately $45,000,000 on everything from hotel rooms to souvenir
postcards. In addition to this, they
expended at least another $2,000,000 in a generally fruitless attempt
to enrich themselves at Havana’s
gambling establishfive major
ments. Thus, of every $23.50 which
Americans left behind in Cuba,
$1 ended up in the pockets of the
gambling fraternity and their associated friends.
'
This type of sugar closely competed with cane sugar as one of
the island’s main sources of revenue. Or it would have If the funds
remained in Cuba, which is highly
doubtful in view of the number of
Americans on the management side
of -the gambling tables. Sans Souci
is run by Americans; the dice table
at Montmartre is American; the
Tropicana gambling setup is managed by an American (but for
Cuban interests). Only the Casino
Nacional and the two gambling
(aside
from the
races) at Oriental Park racetrack

A

4

Leonard Goldenson is vitally in- finally hit its stride in recent
terested; Ray split his cut of the weeks and bad nearly earned back
souvenir books 50-50 between CP its investment*
The show was
and P. S. 47. Just pre-Xmas Ray backed by a. group of theatre mancame to New York ahead of sched- agers in key cities.
Heflin’s decision to withdraw
ule to play Santa to the public
school children there. (His home from "Shrike" became known to
members
Salem,
Ore.).
of the company only
town is
when It appeared in a syndicated
Hollywood column a day or so
after the opening here. Immediate
On-and-Off Probe of
reaction of the other actors is understood to have been bitter, especially since the news broke imCleffers’
mediately
after the appearance of
Tin Pan Alley firms/ received
the local reviews, which were
a form letter from the State Demixed regarding the play itself, alpartment early last week requestthough favorable to the star. Gening that they screen all ’writers of
eral feeling was that the notices
material they were shipping overwere negative from a boxofficc
seas for possible Commie or fellowstandpoint.
[

j

j

Red Res

traveler

WW to Coast in April,

association.

The

!

letter,

however, was rescinded later in the
week by a telegram from a higher
branch of the State Department.
Although the pubs didn’t have
any time between the initial letter
and the rescinding wire^to take any
steps in the screening of their
writers, switch in orders indicates
that there’s some action afoot within the State Department to investigate alleged Commie infiltration

SWEDES SWEET ON RAY,
KRUPA, SINATRA, 3-D
By

BOB CONDON
Stockholm.

—

Gene Krupa has come and gone

real gone according to the jazz
critic*.
They played a total of
seven concert* here in four days
and
did
enough business to keep
The letter requesting the screening process left it up to the Eddie Condon in guitar picks for
in the

music

I

biz.

•

,

pubs to conduct their own investi- the next 300 years.
Airing Some Shows There gation. Pubs were asked to reThe Swede* have become 3-D
Walter Winchell treks to the turn an affidavit that they had .conscious and one movie house is
preparing to show the three old
Coast in mid-April and will orig- screened their writers.
Rescinding wire said letter mis- Metro shorts.
inate his ABC and ABC-TV gabWe are in the last days Of shootcasts there, starting April 19, for interpreted a directive.
ing and our picture will finish with
several weeks.
a 9-week schedule.
Signe Hasso
Winchell is interested in conand Bill Langford go on to Paris
verting his show next fall into a Gershwin Manuscripts
returns
for
a
vacation,
Brady
Ruth
simulcast.
However, there’s the
Given to Cong. library to California, while Mike Road and
problem of clearances in TV for a
I
stay
humming
Washington,
for
and
March 3.
cutting
9 p.m. Sunday slot, his traditional
Valuable collection of George tunes.
time in radio. The tele edition is
Gershwin original manuscripts has
The Swedes are amused with
skedded at 6:45 pm.
just been acquired by the Library “The Thief,” especially Rita Gam,
of Congress, in accordance with the as gam means vulture in Swedish.
JTG to Mark Soph’s
will of Mrs. Rose Gershwin, comMy command of Swedish gets

50th

City

particularly
embarrassing
since
subscription drives have just been
opened in both towns.

Ray Parlays.

Ad Lib Into Foundation

aid

Ban

West End.

is

FOR LUCKY STRIKE
Under Personal Management
JOHN LEER
111 Fifth Avfc, New York.

On

slated only for a provincial tour,
and is unlikely to come into the

This

HORACE HEIPT

appear to be cqntrolled locally.
The Yankee gentlemen of games,
include Norman Rothman, Edward
(Eddy) Altman, M. P. (Kitty) Klein,
Sidney (Sid) Jacobs, Dino Cellini
and Sam Lawrence (Bratt). One or
by his nine-year-old son, Pietro.
two have been involved in incidents with the law in the'U.S. over
gambling matters. The names of
others .cropped up during the
Senate Tightens
Kefauver hearings. In fact it was
‘Lewd’ Shipments the chill of the Kefauver hearings
Washington, March 3.
which to a large measure induced
Senate last week voted two the Americans to seek warmer and
laws to tighten the ban against in- more hospitable grounds to the
south. Cuba, with its large number
terstate shipment of lewd and obof fun and thrill-seeking tourist*,
scene material, including motion provided fertile land for the gamepicture film and phonograph rec- sters.
Under a Cuban law promulgated
The bills now go to the
ords.
(Continued on page 56)
legislation, the
ban is expanded to prevent move-,
meat across’ State borders by private automobiles or any other way.
The present law simply bans ship-

Davis, Ltcf:, a local firm which in
the past has been associated with

Johnnie

Produced by Steve White and
written by Len Weinles stanza
will
be a music appreciation
series, with each edition on a
specific theme. Initialer will be on establishments

The venture is being promoted House for action.
Under the new
by Johnhif McGregor and Pete
revues and pantomimes.

‘Shrike’ March 21

tion picture*, radio, press, libraries

The Friars have batted a thou- Ike’s
sand three years running with its

Show Biz Atmi

Sophie tucker’s Golden Jubilee
in show business will be marked by
the Jewish Theatrical Guild which
will tender her a banquet Oct. 4
at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Miss Tucker was the guest of honor at a JWT dinner in 1946.
JWT board member Harry Gould
has been named chairman of the
dinner
committee
and James
Sauter, USO-Camp Show’s prexy,
has been made executive vicepresident of the committee.

poser’s mother, who died a couple
of years ago.
Collection includes the original
score of "Rhapsody in Blue," a pencilled manuscript for two pianos;
pencil draft and full ink score of
the Piano Concerto in F, originally
entitled "New York
Concerto";

better; and better, i sent, a telegram* the' other bight and it was
promptly delivered* to me in an

hour signed with the name of the
man I wished to send it to. But
it’s always fun to get a wire.
There is a plan afoot to introduce the Swedes to sponsors. The

piano vocal score and full ink score only commercial- advertising tied
of “Porgy and Bess;” full score for to entertainment are the short ad
"Cuban Overture," and several films that sell Swedish products
others.
before the main feature picture
Most of the manuscri ,ts are Starts. Radio is subsidized and TV
dated to show when and for how will be too.
But this summer
long Gershwin worked on them.
(Continued on pagd 57)
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At 80, Marking 50, Never

VETERAN’S OTHER Schenck’s Bowout at 20di Linked

biz tonight at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York, salutes
Adolph Zukor, at 80, marking his 50th anniversary In the Indus‘30/ the symbol for “end” (of
try. The traditional newspaperese
story) Instead, sees the dean of the industry putting a great
in
newspaperman’^
argot on the
again
the
kum”
to
“more
film industry's future.

Show

4-

The next 50 years

Zukor, the sparkplug of Paramount pep meetings in hisjatterday aggrandizement as chairman of the board, today is also the
sparkplug of that company’s new excitement about third-dimenIn the best traditions of showmanship,* the founder of
sion.
Paramount sees bigger and broader horizojns for the industry he
helped cradle and the big business he helped make great.

To

Says

All B.O.,

RKO’s Schwartz
show biz tradition to find
excuses for bad business but raretheatremen bothered to
have
ly
explain or rationalize good busi“It’s

ness,” says Sol A. Schwartz, prez
Theatres and a veteran obof
server- of the eternal battle of the

RKO

“But because business has
suddenly become good, the big
whodunit seems to be ‘how come?’,
when it’s really obvious that, fundamentally, good shows will always command good business.”
b.o.

“True,”
continues
Schwartz,
“there have been frustrating and
interludes
unexplainabl?
when
nothing seemed to help. It nonplussed
everybody
when
apparently good or offbeat films In
the then-accepted standard shows
didn't do business, on the one
hattd, and in another cycle of
events did get attention at the b.o.
“So what is the answer to this
sudden robustness at the cash tills
and robust it is, too! Not just
Broadway all over. When you get
$45,000 with ‘Peter Pan' in Cleve( Continued on page 16)

Grainger Defers N.Y.
prez,

has

put

off

his

return

to

New York and takeover of operaoccasion of his half-century
tions at the homeoffice.
in the filih industry, sees teleNow on the Coast, Grainger had
vision, the film-makers and film exhibitors equally benefiting from the figured on returning to Gotham
show biz of the future.
yesterday (Tues.), but he’s not
“Major films will be made in due now until sometime next
Hollywood, as now,” predicts the week.
pic pioneer, but with “the pictures
being distributed to homes by way
of television as well as to theatres
in the regular way.” He emphasized
this week: “The public will demand
our films at home on television and
will be willing to pay for them.”
the

'

mark

TV, Pix Boosting

1st Legitheatre TV;

Resolve Cost, Pay Scale
Negotiations are currently underway for a large-screen theatre TV
presentation of the Broadway musical hit, “Pal Joey.” Most of the
details regarding costs and pay
scales for the unions involved have
been worked out, with only Actors
Equity remaining to present to the
sponsors the remuneration rate for
the performers.
Unlike previous theatre TV
events, presented exclusively by
Nate Halpern’s Theatre Network

j

[

The large-screen will still draw
patrons to the theatres, opines Zukor. And after this exhibition the
pix will be televised to the homes,
on some sort of subscription basis,
for persons who can’t attend the
theatre showings. Zukor is convinced that an arrangement will
be worked out beneficially for
exhibs, such as via a role for them
in the telecasts of pix, in addition
to operation of theift. theatres.
As for the immediate future, Zukor is plenty high on 3-D, which
he’ bills as “a great. step forward.”

Each Other Seen

—

NBC Asks Earlier

Curtain

On Broadway March 19 In
Tieup With Oscar on TV
In an effort to give the RCAr

be a payoff for both
and film production via
the American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres. setu,p, prexy Leonard Goldenson stated this week.
The TV operation will be alert to
new talents which, in turn, can
There’li

Awards the importance of a major national event, NBC, as one
exploitation endeavors, has
requested via the League of New
York Theatres that all Broadway
shows schedule an early curtain on
“Oscar” night, March 19.
Thus,
of

its

of the

Wedding”

(Continued on page 20)

Disney in

On

New RKO

Deal

‘Sword’ and 2-ReeIer

Rosen conferred Friday (27) with
Equity prez Ralph Bellamy, who is
bullish on the idea. Question, including the scale for actors, was
(Continued on page 20)

’53

Cues

RKO

Extended

-

Socko click of Rosalind Russell
new Broadway legit musical
hit, “Wonderful Town,” has caused
RKO to reappraise the b.o. value
of “Never Wave at a WAC,” actress’ latest pic, which the fiimery
is releasing.
Produced by Independent Artists, firm headed by
Frederick Brisson, the star's husband, “WAC” has played a number
of engagements but hasn’t been
booked into New York yet.
Prior to Miss Russell’s opening
on Broadway, RKO had sought a
N. Y. house for “WAC,” but
couldn’t reach a satisfactory agreement on terms. As a re*sult of the
raves received by the star for her
“Town” performance, RKO re-

negative.

Film,

films'
personalities,
radio. And television certainly hasn’t hurt Martin

and Lewis.”
Only reservation Goldenson has
concerns frequency of pic performers’ jobs on TV, his feeling
being that they can overplay that
medium to the extent of wearing
out their effectiveness in pix.
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British Exhibs Suffer

From Worst

$10

'Foreign

Single Copies

Slump

in

Postwar Era; Biz Off 20%

London, Feb.

of their case sent to the
is indicative of the current serious situation.

the last tax changes were
introduced in 1951, the Chancellor
of the Exchequer estimated future
revenue on the continued high

As one

theatre operator said last week, the

level

average *has extended
throughout the winter period, and
pre-Christmas slump
normal
the
is taking on the appearance of being permanent.
grosi' receipts
has been consistent with*. few exceptions. There have been the unusual pix that have succeeded in
boosting the boxoffice, but normal-

now

the decline may become more critical, and, if sponsored television
comes a reality, the added competition will make conditions even
more acute. Their main hope rests
in their current campaign for alleviation of admission tax. The

ly

exhibs

As

TV

But

Assn, is now asking the Chancellor
to adjust the taxation from his
original estimate to the actual boxoffice yield.
If the government
agrees, exhibitors will benefit to
the tune of more than $10,000,000.

in

15% —20% below

receipts.

actually
these have not been realized and
Cinematograph
the
Exhibitors

summer

The decline

of

Most

circuits are
their annual reports.

|

now

readying
Almost without exception, these are expected
to reflect the big slump. The position of the exhibitors is spotlighted

by the current stock exchange quotations of major companies. Odeon
shares in 1947 were quoted at $7
but now rate at $1.50. Gaumont
British stock,- which was valued at
$4, is now quoted at 75c while Associated British Picture shares are
down from $5 to $1.30.

’

;

No. 13

INDEX

Treasury

When

Editor

^j3gS&°

basis

24.

British exhibitors are experiencing their worst season in the postwar era. Throughout the country,
grosses are on the decline but the
dip appears to be more marked in

London than elsewhere.

Vol. 189

$11

25 Cents

ABEL GREEN*

*

Y

Chicago 11
612 No. Michigan Ave.

London

in

36. N.

1292 National Press Building

!

at a cost of $318,000,

made

boxoffice

biggest

4

England with Richard Todd and had an ad budget of $420,000.
Clynis Johns in the leads. Feature
Warth spent six months in the
is already completed.
Samoan Islands for preparation
Also part of the new deal is and production of the Technicolor
Prowlers of the Everglades,” next pic. He leaves N. Y. Friday (6) for
ln Disney’s True-Life Adventure London with a work permit for
scries of two-reelers.
processing by British Techni*

Brave,”

ob-

came up through

(Continued on page 56)

500G

lensed

he

applied to radio before,” comments
Goldenson. He adds: “Bob Hope

—

United Artists execs and indie
producer Theron Warth, at a
meeting in New York Monday (2),
decided on an ad campaign budget
for Warth’s “Return to Paradise”
which almost equals the cost of
the

filmaking,

and Bing Crosby, two of

3-D, TV, etc. Zukor still clings to
his oft-expressed observation: “The
motion picture is like any other
product. If it’s good, the public accepts it, if it’s inferior it will be

PIX B.O. WILL BEAT '52

Ballyhoo

into

serves.

—

FABIAN PREDICTS

in

It

segue

convinced that a way
fected for the dual-Tens projection
of 3-D which will not require specs.
Zukor, incidentally, has a pair of
Polaroid goggles which are worn as
conveniently as sun glasses.
the Show’s the Thing
Still Goes
Outside of the new- approaches

say they are running
average.
extends its grip over the
fear that
owners
theatre
country,

actioner.lensed in Technicolor

Roz’s B’way Boffo

Goldenson advocates TV appearances for pic players, and vice
versa, each medium complementing the other. His views are con- ceived a number of bids from
sistent with the slow but percepti- Broadway ops.
A deal reportedly
ble trend among major film out- has been set with the Criterion,
fits on permitting their contract
(Continued on page 57)
will be per- players to appear on TV.
“Same

in the
Walt Disney Productions has. en- Samoa with Gary Cooper
tered a new distribution deal with lead, was brought in at $515,000.
is set at $500,000.
Promotion
RKO, it was disclosed in New York
This is no precedent, though.
yesterday (Tues.). Pact covers release of “The Sword and the Rose,” Stanley Kramer’s “Home of the
live

UATC president George Skouras
has been doing a burn over what
he feels are injustices in film company dealings with the exhib outUATC
fit's outlets in New York.
owns 52% of Metropolitan Playhouses which, in turn, has a finan( Continued on page 20)

.

Television, the bidder for “Joey” Disagreeing with many other inis circuit chief S. H. (Si) Fabian. dustry leaders, he feels that the
Leo Rosen, Fabian exec handling public will not consider the use of
the outfit’s theatre TV activities, viewing glasses as an intolerable
has held numerous confabs with inconvenience, instead will wear
Jule Styne, producer of “Joey,” them to enjoy the maximum enterand has received the green light tainment benefits of the new optito proceed with the plans. No date cal effects in pix.
has been set for the presentation!
But in line with this, he’s also

—

“Member

Under an agreement with, the
Dept, of Justice, Schenck has had
his UATC stock trusteed as a condition to his occupying the 20th
spot. Doubtless he’ll now exercise
the stock’s voting privileges, that
is,
controlling voice in management, with his departure from the
film company.

Plans for Her ‘Wac’

Films’ b.o. for the entire current year will be ahead of 1952 on
the national average, S. H. (Si) Fabian stated in New York yesterday
it's figured, three major segments
(Tues.). He said he based this on
of the entertainment industry
legit,
films
and radio-tele will “the excitement over 3-D and the
join in pushing the “Os£ar” cere- fine pictures coming up.” Circuit
monies.
Belief is that an early op, who has taken over control of
curtain will give patrons a chance Stanley Warner Corp., reiterated
to get home in time to catch the his “great confidence” in tlie fu10:30 to midnight telecast.
ture.
Another aspect of advancing the
In a unique situation, Fabian recurtain lifting is that a pair of vealed that the Warner chain has
femme_ thesps * nominated for booked the Warner 3-D-er, “The
awards are currently appearing in House of Wax,” In 75 situations
Broadway legits.
Shirley Booth,
(Continued on page 20)
nominated for her .performance in
“Come Back, Little Sheba” (Par),
is
starring
in
“Time of the
Cuckoo,” and Bette Davis, named Taradise’ Cost 51 5G,
for “The Star” (20th), has the lead
in “Two’s Company.” Julie Harris,
Set at
cited for

other interests.

in the

Academy

sponsored telecast of the

sion at the policy-making level at
Artists Theatre Circuit, extensive exhibition outfit of which
Schenck is controlling stockholder,
it’s reported by insiders.
Schenck
announced last Thursday (26) he’s
ankling 20th immediately to give
full attention to his theatre and

television

*

—

UA Circuit

at

Prompting Joseph M. Schqnck’s
surprise bowout as exec production head of 20th-Fox was. dissen-

James R. Grainger, RKO’s new United

being saluted with a Waldorf-Astoria get-together tonight (Wed.) on

Fabian Bids for ‘Joey’

As

will be great,

Adolph Zukor,
The Par board chairman, who’s

too, says

This week’s salute to Zukor is the accumulative result of an
industry which will ever be indebted to him for his daring in its
infancy, achievement in maturity, and imaginative vision ip.
future horizons* Adolph Zukor is truly the grand old man of the
Abel.
picture business.

3-D Hoopla Help

To Reported Snarl
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Loews Stockholders,

The Stooge (Par).
Bad & Beautiful (M-G).
Peter Pan (RKO).
Hans Andersen (RKO).

1.
5.
2.

3.

New Economies

4.

Mississippi

*

econoConsiderable
lilies are planned by Loew’s, veepee
additional

and treasurer Charles C. Moskowitz told a stormy session of stockholders Thursday (26) at the company’s annual meeting in New
York- An SRO crowd of disgruntled
shareholders was particularly incensed about the cut In the company’s dividends, which dropped
from $1.50 per share to 80c.

GAEL SULLIVAN JOINS
LAW FIRM AS TRUST REP

in

Hassle on Red

'

*

‘Salt’

Pic

El Paso, March
International complications“have
developed in the filming of “The
Salt of the Earth” in Silver City,
N. M., by several members of the
Hollywood film colony who wei*e
involved in the Communist probe.
Now the National Assn, of Actors
in Mexico has authorized d ban on
all north - of - the - border thesps
Jif.

ties.

Unless she is permitted to complete her role in “Salt of the
Earth,” she said, sweeping action
Her aiiwill be taken at once.
announcement of the ban against
Hollywood talent working in Mexico, she declared, was authorized
by Jorge Negrete, executive secre-

there’s

no backlog for beyond that

time.

Continuing production

RKO

on

Maas h Jap Trip

To Hike Permits,

TOA, Allied Leave

Thaw $4500,000

I

It

Up to Locals In

i

!

!

DELAY PACT TALKS
WITH PiC SALESMEN

Delay is expected in the opening
of talks between the film companies
and the Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen for a new contract
to replace the agreement expiring
this month. Company negotiators

pressure from varied sources to
take a stand on the Legion’s ac-

key cities. -Heightened interest in
3-D films meant big trade for three
types of such screen subjects and
probably, helped other pix in' some

by luring additional trafdowntown an numerous keys.

instances
fic

Despite such an alignment,, only
one 3-D subject, “Bwana Devil”
(UA), figured big in top boxoffice

in
campaigning against
the exhibition of certain pictures.
and Allied leaders stressed
the. autonomous aspects of their
locals and pointed out that it was
not the policy of the parent orgs
to tell their members what to do
in such situations. Since most pressure tactics originate locally, the
exhib outfits feel that policy must
be established by the local theatreowner, since he has “to live” 'with
the people taking part in the protivities

TOA

Meanwhile, salesmen’s present
an 18-month deal, will be extended, with all gains from a final
agreement being retroactive. Peddlers will ask for a wage hike as
well as a boost in traveling expenses. David Beznor, the Colosseum’s general counsel who headquarters in Milwaukee, is expected
in New York for the talks.

-

So. America Snowballing

As ‘Fastest Continent,’ Sez
U’s Daft After Junket
South American film market is
expanding fasjer than that of any
other continent with biz booming
and many new theatres bring built,

Savoia Wins on Distrib.
Rights to

Two

Valli

Pix

NAA.

‘

-

,

“The Stooge” (Par) was the February winner at the wickets. Not
only did the Martin-Lewis comedy
garner the greatest amount of coin
in the four-week period (nearly
$800,000) but it was also outstanding on individual playdates, majority of which were sock to terrific.
Pic also racked up a record number of holdovers and extended-run
dates during the month.
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) was
second in boxoffice ratings last
month, .although slipping -sharply in
the final two weeks of the period.
Third money went to “Peter Pan”
(RKO-Disney). Film experienced a
great upsurge the last two stanzas
in February, when it cashed in on
juvenile patronage In droves.
“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO(Contiriued on page 16)

U

in

Report to SEC:

Decca Doesn’t Control
Pic Co.’s

Common

Emphasis that Decca Records,
with its ownership of 42.2% of
Universal’s common stock, doesn’t
control
and is not in the position
of a “parent” company, comes in
U’s annual report to the Securities

U

&

Exchange Commission

week (27).
The accounting
which

For .the fiscal year 1952-53,
ends April 1, the Japanese govern- ending Nov.

ment

pact,

tests.

ratings.

filed last

discussion in Nippon newspapersr

allocated a total of 152 licenses for all countries, of which
122 wgnt to American distribs. The
British got 14, the French 10 and
the Italian four, with one each to
are now involved in discussions two other countries.
with the exchange unions of the
Pressure has been brought to
International Alliance of Theatribear on authorities in Tokyo to incal Stage Employees, and it’s ancrease the overall figure, with the
ticipated that palavers with the
U. S. distribs also plugging for a
film peddlers will not get underway
higher quota. In addition to the
until the exchange talks are com(Continued on page 16)
pleted.

‘

U

lull
lot is necessitating

the
approach to the indie film-makers.
related
producers
outside
Several
week they’ve been asked
this
about possible package deals, that
is, lensing their own properties At
RKO’s studio. RKO reps disclosed
that several pacts already are in
the final stages of negotiation.
Important factor, of course, is
Inability *of the Japanese governthat any pic generally requires ment to decide on the -questions of
four tonve mOnths. That’s cov- film import licenses for the 1953-54
ering preparation and actual pro- fiscal ye:.r and .the unfreezing of
duction. This means if RKO were some $4,500,000 in American earnto start prepping new product -#t ings is taking Irving Maas, Motion
this time, it wouldn’t fee ready un- Picture Assn.* of America internatil
next August, excepting in- tional division exec in charge of
stances where shooting scripts and the Far East, to Japqp tod&y
casting already have been set.
(Wed.).
Presence of an MPAA
rep was requested by the Japanese.
Maas will devote himself primarily to the permit problem,
which has beeri a topic of lively
the

U

^

Bret,

Cannes Film

Long-pending suit in N. Y. FedAlfred E. Daff, Universal exec v.p.,
reported yesterday (Tues.) upon eral Court over Italian distribution
rights to two pictures in which
If the ban goes into effect it will his return over the weekend from
Alida Valli has top roles was setapply to at least two major Holly- a 14-day swing through the ter- tled out of
court last week. Action
ritory.
wood studios’ and a number of top
was^ brought by Savoia Films, an
Daff,
prexy Milton R. Racknames.
At present Warners is
Italian
firm,
against Vanguard
filming “Blowing Wild” in Mexico mil; A1 Lowe, U Latin American
Films and the Selznick Releasing
with Gary Cooper,' Barbara Stan- supervisor, and Ben Cohn, assistCorp.
to
restrain
the defendants
wyck, Ruth Roman, Anthony Quinn ant to America Aboaf, U foreign
and Ward Bond. RKO is producing sales head, together and in pairs from granting th'e distrib rights to
anyone
except
Savoia.
“Second Chance” there with Rob- covered Mexico, Panama, Peru,
Complaint was withdrawn .after
ert Mitchum and Linda Darnell. Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela.
The ban would also affect scores Sales confabs with U regional Selznick paid $12,500 to Savoia.
Dispute
had its origin in a 1946
of American performers appearing heads were held in Mexico City
and Lima, Peru. Trip completed pact under which Savoia held exin Mexican hotels and niteries.
clusive
rights
to Miss Valli’s servMiss Revueltas asserts that her Daff's round-the-wowlder in con- ices.
Italian outfit later released
entry papers were in order but nection with the Daff Third-of-aher from the agreement to permit
were not properly stamped because Century sales drive.
Daff noted the catching on of her to make “The Miracle of the
of an “administrative error by ihe
the driveins in various countries. Bells” and “The Paradine Case.”
immigration officials.”
There is theatre building activity
all over the continent with 15 new
SAG’s ‘No Union Matter*
N. Y. to L. A.
houses
planned for Venezuela
Hollywood, March 3.
Sao Paulo, Brazil, is blueSara Berner
The Screen Actors Guild an- alone.
printing ozoners and a new theatre
Irving
Berlin
swered Negrete’s beef with a wire
is planned for Lima. Latin AmerMort Blumenstoek
suggesting that Miss Revueltas’
ican producers and exhibs are
Bill Burton
detention at El Paso was a matter
showing intense interest in U.S.
Wendell Corey
for the Mexican and U.S. govern3-D developments, the U exec reOrrin E. Dunlap, Jr.
ments to- settle and not a subject ported.
Frank M. Folsom
for the unions. SAG exec secretary
He said .he found the Argentine
Huntz Hall
John Dales, Jr., pointed out that
Mervin Hauser
the actress was working for a “non- situation status quo, but noted
George Jessel
union company and is not a signa- considerable industry disturbance
in Mexico over the threatened 50%
Don M. Mersereau
tory to our contract.”
screen quota. “Even the local proMilt
Rosner
“Salt ..of the Earth” location
ducers can’t see where it will realManie Sacks
(Continued on page 20)
ly benefit them,” Daff obsfcrvcd.
David Sarnoff

tary of the

1

Paris, Feb. 17.

Le

Favre

J

working

south-of-the-border, according to Rosaura Revueltas,
Mexican actress who was recentlyarrested by immigration authori-

SEES BIG 1953 SHOW

|

1

Probe Group’s

Above & Beyond (M-G).
Meet Me at Fair (U),

Boosted by two holiday weeks
business at first-run theatres over
the country soared last month
Washington’s and .Lincoln’s birthday observances hypoed trad**, former being probably the strongest
Feb. 22 in recent years for many

i

Limelight’ Hassle

Thesps

CANNES FETE’S CHIEF

For Outside Pix

Robert Rubin, Leopold Friedman,
Charles C. Moskowitz, Joseph R.
Vogel, William A. Parker, Henry
Rogers Winthrop, Eugene E. Leake,
William F. Rodgers, F- Joseph HolTheatre Owners of America and
leran and George A. Brownell. FolAllied States Assn., the two leadlowing the stockholders meeting,
ing
exhibitor organizations, indithe directors met and reelected the
cated this week that they would
present officers headed by Schenck.
maintain a “hands off” policy reStockholders, led by Benjamin garding American Legion
picketHartstein, who described himself ing of Charles Chaplin’s “Limeas a member of an investment light.” Both exhib groups,
whose
trust, asked for independent rep- combined
membership includes
( Continued on page 24)
the majority of theatres in the
U.S., have been under constant

Hex Ban on U.S.

1

(20th>.

RKO On Prowl

of the stockholders, featured

Threaten

4*

head of the
Festival, is back here
to the U.S.
trip
looksee
after his
and Mexico to eye* the film industries and confer with biggies on
the forthcoming participation in
the Cannes show. Le Bret feels the
real $ense of the festival was not
completely understood by the
American film people. He tried to
make them aware of the value of
competition.
RKO is on the prowl for prod- international
Le Bret cited that the technical,
uct from outsiders in a major efand philosophical
Jiuman
artistic,
fort to guard against any serious aspects of a film were more imlapse in a release sked later in the portant than the commercial asCompany is sufficiently pects in choosing a pic for festival
year.
entry. He feels only high caliber
heeled with pix to carry it through
pix should be entered In the fetes.
most of the summer, it’s said, but

&

by applause and shouts of approval
of critical statements against mantors presented by management was
elected overwhelmingly, with each
nominee receiving more than 4,000,000 votes. Directors reelected
included Nicholas M. Schensk, J.

Niagara

(U).

12. Thunder in East (Par).

•

entire slate of direc-

7.

Gambler

Devil (UA).

10. Jazz Singer <WB).
11. Thief of Venice (20th).

'Gael Sullivan, former exec director of -Theatre Owners of America, has joined the New York law
firm of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin
Krim. It’s understood he’s on an

.

tiie

Bwana

9.

*

agement,

6.

8.

assignment basis, working on antiSession was also marked by
trust suits being handled, by the
sharp questioning concerning the
Nizer outfit.
and
earnings
drop in the company’s
Sullivan is specializing in the
what the management planned to economic aspects of trust actions,
do to improve the situation. Par- including the suit now pending
ticularly irking the shareholders
against National Screen Service. In
was a finacial statement covering this connection he’s been contact12 weeks which disclosed a per- ing poster-renter companies around
share earning of 6c. Moskowitz, the country, amassing data on costs
however, said that on the basis of and operations in the theatre accescurrent returns he expected a 40c sory field.
per share earning on the company’s
Prior to, his job with TOA, Sul28-week statement.
livan served as an economist with
from
prodding
continued
Despite
several Washington lawyers in trust
stockholders, Moskowitz declared litigation. Growing practice among
that he was not a prophet or psy- attorneys is to take on economy
chic, and could not predict what specialists when handling trust
the next dividend payment would- cases.
be. Board of directors, he noted,
During the last election, Sullivan
would determine this in May.
wa$: also chairman of the National
Notwothstanding the belligerent Democratic Committee.

mood

1953

Fdb.GoHei Dozen

Irked by Cots

In Divvies, Told of

4,

L.

A. to N. Y.

Jess Barker

N.

J.

Blumberg

Robert F. Blumofe

Edmund

L. Cashman
Rosemary Clooney
Bill Doll

Jack Entratter
Joan Fontaine
Greer Garson
Samuel Goldwyn
Alex Gottlieb
Mishel S. Green
Susan Hayward
Raoul Kraushaar
Arthur B. Krim
Perry Leber
David A. Lipton
Maggie McNamara
Adolphe Menjou
Lou Mindling
Erin OTBrien-Moore

Morgan
Marilyn Nash
Priscilla

Artur Rubenstein
Fred J. Schwartz
Herbert Silverberg
Maximlian Slater
Earl Sponable
Morton A. Spring
James Stewart
David Swift
Paul Weston

N. Y. to Europe
Larry Adler
George Balanchine
Cass Canfield
Mrs. Maria Chaliapin
"Frank Crawshaw

A1 Crown
Vernon Duke
Susan Hayward
Dorothy Kirsten
Harold Kreutzberg
Tanaquil LeClerq
Antonio Marquez
Michael MindUn, Jr.
Conception Piquer
Michael Stern
Spencer Tracy
Alec Waugh
.

covers the year

and shows that
Decca owns 406,175 shares of U
1,

1952,

common in addition to warrants
for the purchase of another 37,500
shares of common. As of Nov. 1, U
had 127,609 warrants for the pur(Continued on page 12)

Europe

to N. Y.

Joseph Attles
Catherine Ayers
Irving Barnes
Lawson Bates

James Hawthorne Bey
Lawrence Bland
Rlioda Boggs'

Robert Breen
Walter P. Brown
Georgia Burke
“Cab Calloway
Elsie Clark
Helen Colbert
Charles Colman
Clarice Crawford

Blevins Davis

Meyer Davis
Helen Dowdy
Robert Dustin
Helen Ferguson
Elizabeth Foster

Doris Galiber

Ruby Greene
Dorothy Hayward
Kenneth Hibbert
George A. Hill

LeVem

Hutcherson

Joseph. James
Eva Jessye
Sara Kasakoff *
Samuel Kornblatt

•

Moses LaMarr
Jerry Laws
Urylee Leonardo

Samuel Matlowsky
John McCurry
Pauline Philips
Leontyne Price
George-' Quick
Walter Reimer
Edna Ricks
Annabelle Ross
George A. Royston
Helen Sanborn

Leslie Scott

Alexander Smalien*
Osborne E. (3n?ith
,

Sherman Sneed
Christine Spencer

Dolores

Swan

Helen Thigpen
Jack Trado
Clyde Turner
Eloise C.-Uggami
Dorothy van Kirk
William Veasey
Barbara Ann Webb
Ray Yate*

.
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Exhibs Concerned Over

Urge H’wood’s 3-D Unity Approach

H’wood Prod. Cut, Rank Exec Reveals
British exhibs are concerned over
any possible tapering off in Holly-

Follow RCA’s Share-TV-Weakh Slant

4-

wood production, Kenneth N. Hargreaves, managing director of GenFilm Distributors and assistant
Organim d. of the J. Arthur Bank
zation, said in N. Y. Friday (27).
and a
Florida
in
vacation
a
After
eral

trip to the Coast, the Rank exec
return to London
to
expects
March 24.

Hargreaves is here to o.of recent
developments in three-dimensional
and wide-screen pix. He discussed
Cinemascope with 20th-Fox execs
but said he couldn't comment on
it until he had seeh it in action
on the Coast
‘Bwana Devil," the Arch Oboler
pic lensed in Natural Vision, is due
in four of Rank’s Odeon houses
March 19 for what Hargreaves described as “an experimental run."
Polaroid glasses are being imported
for the “Devil" run.
British film biz is down, partly
because of bad weather and TV’s
inroads, according to Hargreaves.
While exhibs have applied for special theatre TV channels and stand
a chance to get programs when
sponsored TV is authorized; shortages of material will prevent estate
lishrfient of such circuits for some
time, Hargreaves said. Meanwhile,
the 2,000,000 video sets now installed are making themselves felt.
Good pix still rake in the coin but
“average programs don’t do average business,” he stated.
Rank exec emphasized that, despite the natural preference of

*

Sets Precedent in

By MIKE KAPLAN

OK

Hollywood, March 3.
After 19 years of rigid self-regulation^the film industry apparently
is ready to drop the Production

Of Barry Sullivan Vidpix

Kansas

The

City,

March

3.

license to operate a
television station in .Wichita has
gone to a theatre circuit with
headquarters in Kansas City, Mo.
first

to

On Two Roberts

Films

Los Angeles, March

Newbery Named

.

'

To Slash Costs

A

Prior to Yates* announcement
persistent trade reports indicated
that Newbery would be named to
the sales berth. Meantime, it’s anticipated that Newbery will leave
for
the New York homeoffice
within the next 10 days to assume
his new duties.

George Jessel and tried to enhim on the false theory
that
the
ex-20th
producer
would “tell all” on Darryl
list

Zanuck,

his

longtime

boss,

Jessel parried:
“You’ll have to excuse me
because right now I’m tired
from fighting my other crimes,
such as stealing the Lindbergh
baby and being the brains of
the Brink’s stickup.”

Yates

also appointed Reginald
Armour to Newbery’s old post as
veepee and chief executive officer
He
of Rep's British organization.

required, has yet to be indicated.

RKO

Under the plan, branches in New
Haven, Albany, Memphis, Denver
and Portland, Ore., would be
dropped, with exhibs in those

In

areas serviced from other field offices.
If the plan is successfully
adopted, other branch cities might
be added to the list.

Companies operate in the domestic market at a cost of $160,000
per week each.

to $200,000

Pay

’

theatres.

Ready Motion to Dismiss
‘Moulin Rouge' Suit

As*

For breaking an agreement to
produce “Appointment in Samarra," RKO was ordered by Superior
Judge Joseph W. Vickers to pay
$375,000 and legal costs to Gold
Seal Productions. Plaintiff had sued

Current session is reflecting the
expected dip after such a great
holiday week, with few new, big
films and storms handicapping results in key cities covered by
Several midwest cities
Variety.
were hard hit by blizzards and extreme cold.
Nothing, however, appeared to
hold back the stronger grossers.
(RKO-Disney) is
“Peter Pan”
winding up No. 1 again for third
successive week. It is pacing the
“Hans
*pack by a wide margin.

for $2,125,000.

Gold Seal declared RKO had
in Wrong Court’ agreed to make the film, based on
the John O’Hara novel, and pay
Los Angeles, March 1.
the indie $125,000 for film rights
Charles A. Loring, defense attor- plus 20% of the profits. Testimony
ney in the $5,000,000 suit brought showed that the studio had gone
against the “Moulin Rouge" film so far as to announce Gregory Peck
by operators of the Paris cafe of as star of the film. In announcing
that name, will j^sk Federal Court his decision, Judge Vickers said
to dismiss the case oh March 9.
there was probably “no comparable
Defense contends the court lacks case in the industry,”

20th’s 25c Divvy

Quarterly cash dividend of 25c.
Another contention is that a trademark cannot exist with reference per share on the outstanding comto the cabaret business in this mon stock was declared by 20 thcountry, and that even if it exists Fox last week (26).
in France, the recognition of it
Dividend is payable March 28,
here would be to give extra-terri- 1953, to stockholders of record at
torial effect to French law.
the close of business March 10.

of

1

now

in the

last

$4,775,000,

hands

made pub-

up the first nine
year with a deficit
each of the three

quarters being in the red. Final
quarter similarly is downbeat.
'Considered on a pro forma basis,
that is, apart from exhibition when
the RKO chain was a part of the
integrated
corporation,
RKO’s
production-distribution had losses
of $5,832,000 in 1950, $4,219,000 in
in
and
1949,
$5,596,000
1948,
$1,787,000 in 1947.

“Sound

Barrier" (UA), “Anna”
(IFE) and “Never Wave at Wac”
are the rUnner-up pictures.
( RKO )

“Back on Broadway” (WB), due

next at N. Y. Paramount, was getting along nicely in K. C. Until a
blizzard hit the city last Sunday
(1). “Tonight We Sing” (20th),
which was no great shakes at the
N. Y. Music Hall, is doing nicely in
a small Minneapolis house. “ConfiResurrecting ’41
dentially Connie” ( M-G ) also new,
looms disappointing this session.
‘Jekyli; ‘Woman’s Face’
Same is true of “Taxi” (20th).
“Stars Are Singing” (Par) cohAs TV-Plugged Dualer
tinues mild to NSG currently.
Christian Andersen” ( RKO-GoldRecalling RKO’s success with the
wyn) is second, highest position it “City Beneath Sea” (U), another
newcomer, looms good in Toronto, 20-year-old “King Kong,” Metro
has held since out on release.
Danny Kaye starrer is turning in big in Boston and fine in Frisco. has set plans to test the pulling
“Road to Bali” (Par) still is power of a pair of 1941 exploitamany big to terrific sessions this
racking- up consistently nice to big” tion-type pictures. Films are “Dr.
week.
“Ivanhoe” Jekll and Mr. Hyde,” starring
“The Stooge” (Par), which was biz in several keys.
out on . popscale dates, Spencer Tracy, and “A Woman’s
second a week ago, is neck-and- ( M-G )
ranges
from
good
mild this Face,” with Joan Crawford in the
to
neck with “Hans,” but winding up
top role. Films, which will be preMartin-Lewis comedy has round.
third.
dual program, will be
“Face to Face" (RKO) is fine sented on a
been on top or up with the winners
supported by an extensive TV bally
now for six weeks in £ row. in Frisco and okay In Cleveland. campaign, similar to the one cred“Moulin Rouge" (UAL-out exten- “All Ashore" (Col), mild in Buf- ited with making “Kong” a b.o,
hefty
in
Toronto.
sively for first time this round, is falo, , looks
winner.
7
Techniques"
(Indie)
capturing fourth money: '“Bwana “Stereo
Before launching extensive bookDevil," from same distrib, is fin- shapes good in Omaha.
experimental engagements
ings,
ishing fifth.
“Against All Flags" <U)
is
will be tried in Columbus, O., and
“I Confess" (WB) is sixth-place rated okay in Detroit. “Thunder- Louisville, Ky., with March 26 set
winner this stanza, while “Niagara” birds" (Rep) is satisfactory in as the opening date. Video Outlets
“Silver Whip"
(20th)
“The Star” Seattle.
(20th) is seventh.
in both cities will be flooded with
(20th) is perking up to land eighth looms good in Cincy.
specially-prepared spots and clips,
“Jeopardy" (M-G) shapes mild with the theme of the campaign
Sheba”
with
“Little
position,
“Pathfinder” (Col) is dubbed “Two Faces You’ll Never
(Pari, just getting started, in in L. A.
ninth. “Jazz Singer” (WB), “Bad oke in Montreal. “Promoter” (U), Forget." TV drive will be supportand Beautiful” (M-G) and “Man big in Frisco, still is okay on ed by local newspaper ads. New
Behind Gun”.(WB) round out the N. Y. longrun.
copy and layouts for the special
Golden Dozen in that order*
bookings have been prepared by
( Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Metro’s ad department.
Gambler”
(U), Pages 8-9.)
“Mississippi

M-G

,

,

.

jurisdiction, since the dispute is
basically between a French firm
and Romulus Film Co., Ltd., a
British film production company.

is

RKO wound
months of

.

Tried

report

of auditors and will be
lic in April.

Grosses Dip; ‘Peter Pan’ Champ for 3d Week in Row,
‘Hans’ 2d, -‘Stooge’ 3d, ‘Moulin Rouge* 4th

,

Ik Red in ’52

RKO

National Boxoffice Survey

)t

$6,000,000

Pictures likely will show
a loss of over $6,000,000 for 1952,
as compared with a profit of $334,
600 the previous year, according to
Wall St. estimates. Company’s
official

CWC

RKO

*

Be Shut In 5

Grainger at Rep

the circuit, last week Richard G. Yates, who previously
were revealed to be the principal was Grainger’s assistant, will take
backers of the C.W.C. Co., which over a similar chore under Newwas granted a license by the FCC bery.
to operate a station on UHF ChanPersonnel shifts, prexy Yates
nel 16 in Wichita.
said, are in line with his policy of
The
company Is expected upping men from the ranks. Upon
to invest more than $750,000 in the his return to N. Y. next month the
project. The Durwoods own 85% Rep topper will attend several reof the stock in the company. The gional sales conclaves with Newbalance of the stock is owned by bery throughout the U. S. Similar
the
Beacon
Broadcasting
Co. sales confabs in Britain are being
Wichila, which last week withdrew set up by foreign chief Richard W.
an application for a separate sta- Altschuler, who’ll accompany Artion in Wichita.
mour in the round jof sessions.
Stanley Durwood is directing
the work of constructing the new
station, aiming at a May 1 opening
Must
375G For
date. The circuit has theatres in
several cities in Missouri and Kan- Reneging on ‘Appointment’
sas
Los Angeles, March 3.
and also operates drive-in

the
in

is

Exchanges Would

As Successor To

of

rammed home

fact that “the pix industry
state of disunity."

3.

Edward D. Durwood and Stanley formerly was Far East supervisor
Durvvood, father and son and for the compjfLny. At the same time
heads

some top-line execs in the film
The confusion over the new

biz.

dimension has

Foreclosure suit seeking $408,In sharp contrast was the situ.840 on promissory notes was filed ation with television when TV first
against Roberts Productions, Inc., became prominent. At that time
Dubois Co., Inc., and Abraham Frank M. Folsom, president of RaPolonsky by the Bank of America dio Corp, of America, made all
in Superior Court. Films involved RCA patents' available to other
are “Force of Evil” and “Body' and manufacturers. There was no gimmick, the RCA move bejng solely
Soul.”
Plaintiff declares Roberts exec- in the interest of standardization.
uted a note for $908,776 at 4Vz%
Standardized 3-D will evolve
interest, the security being “Tuck- eventually, it’s hoped,, but at preser’s People,” later called “Force ent all studios are at work on difof Evil.” In a subsequent transac- ferent depth processes with the
tion, Roberts pledged all rights to result that exhibitors are uncertain
“Burning Journey,” later known over which to equip for.
as “Body and Soul." In addition
Probably doing the biggest burn
to the unpaid balance and dispo- over the lack of organization withsition of the' two films, the bank in the film
trade is Charles P.
asks $2,600 yi attorney fees.
Skouras,
president of National
Theatres and board chairman of
Theatre Owners of America. Nearly two years ago Skouras proposed
been offered to the Breen office
a joint industry research program
for approval or revision. -It’s conto
investigate
3-D possibilities
sidered likely v however, that the
among other techniques'.* All filmcomedy will noT be granted a seal.
eries, as’ well as exhibs, would have
In preliminary discussions, before
on a collective basis.
Cities benefited
filming of the legit hit actually got
Skouras arranged for -a tie-in with
underway, it's understood that the
the School of Technology, UniverBreen office told the producers that
sity of Southern California, but
the script would be unacceptable
the proposed project, which was
if it followed the stage version.
budgeted at $1,000,000 per year
There is a PCA regulation about
Film exchanges in at least five for the first three years, was nixed
“treating sex as a comedy.”
by the film execs.
Preminger and Herbert, however, cities would be shuttered in a disIndividual experiments have protribution streamlining program beduced advancements in the new
(Continued on page 12)
ing advanced by some major comfield, but some industryites feel
panies. The program, designed to
that much more could have been
cut costs, has been brought up beaccomplished via the research infore
various meetings of the sales
Harried Jessel
stitute which Skouras had outlined.
managers committee of the MoA dissident stockholder tion
Picture Assn, of America, but
planning legal harrassnjent
unanimous endorsement, which is
against 20th-Fox buttonholed

Pictures.

750G TV Splurge

Bank Seeks Foreclosure

Hollywood, March 3.
Marking a precedental step for Code Authority. No announcement
has been made, and actually none
a major picture studio, Metro has is expected, but
there are definite
granted its exclusive pactee, Barry signs that the industry feels the
Code
has
outlived
its usefulness.
Sullivan, the right to topline a
More importantly, however, the
teTepix series.
Previously, some
Code no longer has the weapons
majors had granted video rights at its command to enforce
its decito thesps pacted on one or two sions on product. Divorcement has
ended
the
ties
between
pix a year deals, but that is the
exhibition
first time a major has given an and production branches of the inexclusive player the right to ap- dustry, and the studios are no
longer obligated to see to it that
pear in vidpix.
Sullivan was before the Revue their theatres book no product
Productions cameras at Republic which fails to carry the PCA seal.
What may be a major test of the
over, the weekend, starring in an
untitled dramatic series. Bob Fin- booking potential of a film lacking
the
PCA seal may come up this
kel directed the pilot, which was
summer when the Otto Premingerpenned by Lawrence Kimble.
F. Hugh Herbert production of
“The Moon Is Blue” is released by
United Artists. Thus far, the film,
only recently completed, has not

London, March 3.
New veepee and* sales chief of
Republic Pictures *is C. Bruce
British audiences for quality local
Newbery, it was disclosed here
productions, exhibs still depend
yesterday
(Mon.)
by company
heavily on U. S. pix, and that they
prexy Herbert J. Yates. He sucwere disturbed over reports that
ceeds James R. Grainger, who reHollywood might reduce its output.
cently was released from his employment contract to head RKO

Theatre Circuit’s

Hollywood ought to try the TV
approach with its 3-D, according

4-

M-C
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,
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€all Me MaiaM
(MUSICAL—COLOB)

Vc^wlay, Marck
ina prevented from dancing

Jostle* Is
’‘Justice tig Dene,”.

serioua,

Fren<h-

Much

moftla with

Merman*

20th-Fox relea** of Sol C. Slefel proStar* Kth«l Merman, Donald
O’Connor, VorA-EUan, George Sandora;
foatdros Billy D« Wolf*. Helmut Dsmfino,
Steven Geray, Lud^OIt Std*»el, Llli* Skala.
Charier Dingle. Emory Parnell. Percy
Holton. Directed by Walter Lang. Dances
and musical numbers staged by Robert
Screenplay. Arthur Shaekman:
Alton.
adapted from the Leland Hayward legit

reduction, book by Howard Lindsay and
Crouse; muik and lyrics. Irving
Berlin; camera (Technicolor), Leon Sham*
roy; musical direction, Alfred Newman;

Vera-EUen
George Sanders
Billy De Wolfe

Pemberton Maxwell

Walter Slezak
Steven Geray

Ludwig

Grand Duke
Grand Duchess
Senator Brockway

Stossel-

Lilia Skala

Senator Gallagher ........
Senator Wilkins

Leader
Chamberlain
Mlccoti
Proprietor

Charles Dingle
Emory Parnell
Percy Helton
Leon Belasce
Oscar Beregi
Nestor Paiva
Sidney Marlon

Supreme Court Justice ...Richard Garrick
Walter Woolf King
Secretary of State. .

she

finally

ac-

Paganini.” Credit SadWells choreographer Frederwith some topnotch
dance arrangements.

•

.

Three Loves

Story

ing

combo

Girl

of top calibre. Sanders

Top names

comes through as choice casting in
switching him from the
a- role
suave- and sardonic posturing with
which he’s been identified in past.

'

And he’s got a voice.
“Madam” is, in a sense,

A literate
musical, and it avoids most of the
common cliches. Arthur Sheekraan’s screenplay, from the Howard
Lindsay-Russel Crouse book, is
imaginative and whimsical. Miss
Merman’s solicitous telephone conversations with “Harry,” about his
and the family’s health, and the
critics’ appraisals of “Margaret,
are gems of high-level humor. The
star’s stilted acceptance speech immediately following her appoint
ment to Lichtenburg and, in fact
the dialog throughout, has been
scribed with the accent on toporder comedy.
Miss Merman is at her robus
best with a tune. At the opening
she gives “Hostess with the Montes
on the Ball” a powerhouse delivery
and it’s a cinch to provoke heavy
mitting, Her “You’re Just in Love’
duet with O’Connor also is stand,

.

stories

good

Among
are

Berlin’s

“Best

other

Thing
duet,

Broadway, “Madam” was a

one-gal show, but not so in the
film. O'Connor takes a good share
of the spotlight with his nimble,
graceful hoofing and the boy-gir]
stuff with Miss Ellen. This pari' of
the story business, incidentally,
gets a little sticky at times.
De Wolfe Is properly stuffy as
the charge d’affaires whose life is
dedicated to “protocol,” and Dantine registers with the right sinister effect as the prince interested
iri the money benefits of a marriage with Miss Ellen. Walter
Slezak does a clever job as the
Lichtenburg finance minister plotting the big lean from the U. S.,

.

fits in amusingly
as his conspirator.
Particularly
- engaging among the
J
dance numbers tfre= those trickily

''
it's just a fair
Agnes Moorehead program drama that will have to
... Ricky Nelson
get by mostly with companion fea
hookings for- its playdates,
Marcel
Richard Anderson
Talents ot William- Powell, ElizaMetro has put some top stars beth Taylor and Fernando Lamas
into, a beautifully dressed Techni- are more or less wasted in the
color combination of three stories, talky, implausible plot, and' the
While the pic is impaired by un- dramatics seem dated, even though
even story quality and excessive, ,such modern touches as telecasts
running time, it shapes good box- of U. S. crime investigation hearoffice via its strong name .lineup, ings are used.
Three yarns are tied together by
Film is based on a novel by
placing the key characters aboard Adela Rogers St. Johns, with Art
an ocean liner. -With each done as Cohn doing the screenwriting.
a flashback, the next episode is Script is a mild affair, long on
begun by having the camera move
to a new character, completing
the previous sketch by returning
to its principal aboard ship. DeVJ^amuntcho,” French film
vice serves to integrate the three
version of the novel by Pierre
stories neatly.
Loti, which op ened. at the
With a strong- initial entry and
55th. { Sk Playhouse, N; ,Y..
a
suspenseful
finale,
picture’s
Saturday (28), was reviewed
weakness lies in the middle. Story
by Variety from Paris in the
here is overlong and ineffective,
issue of March 23, 1938.
In
and together with a slow start In
appraising the picture, Speck
the closer, tends to diminish inwrote “there is little in this
terest in the flint* as a package.
one but heart tugs .
Some cuttting could be used to
Story’s a sentimental yarn
advantage, but in this .case it’s the
about romance among smugstory as a whole that’s at fault.
glers on the Franco-Spanish
Opening spisocje, “The Jealous
border.
Top roles are hanLover,” starring James Mason and
dled by Franqoise Rosay, Louis
Moira Shearer, is easily the most
Jouvet and Paul Gambo. Areffective, both from the scripting
lan Pictures is distributing the
and -»
—
artistic
wuwv Viewpoints;
,,u<r^viuiu.
MlSS
Arthur Davis presentation in
Shearer plays’ an aspiring ballerthe XJ. S.<

years)

Bnnlnnteho

.

1

'

and Steven Geray

-

I

i

assists to dress up the physical
look of the film, but short-changed
the paying customers on story
value and entertainment.
Miss Taylor, spoiled daughter of
Powell, rich criminal lawyer, falls
for a client. Lamas, a suave, ruthless head of a betting syndicate
with a-long record of unpunished
crime. Despite the opposition of
Powell and Gig Young, wealthy
*

who wants to marry
romance continues to the
point of marriage. To save her
Kentuckian

her, the-

this final mistake and make
Lamas pays for past crimes,
he is made the. victim of a gang-

from
sure

land killing at the fadeout. Since
considerable time is spent throwing sympathy towards Lamas as a
gangster who wants; to get .out of
the rackets and live a life of
respectability, the reversal to a
heel in the concluding sequences
is unbelievable and unsatisfactory,

kept to a. minimum.
Miss Taylor is lushly gowned,
.wearing the Helen Rose costumes
for maximum visual impact. Young
is likeable in a' thankless role.
James Whitmore, as Lamas* aide;
Robert Burton, Powell’s law partner, and William Walker, a butler,
have no more-than walkona;
Paul Vogel’s lensing, the Andre
Previn musical score and other
contributions to the film are skillBrog.
ful*

Italian star Vittorio

had

Another who comes

script and. direction make her character much too caricatured, but
it
sells
she
anyway. Douglas
Spencer, immigration, inspector
Jerry Paris, clarinetist who is the
only one who can back up the
fugitive’s
tale
of
underground
work during World War II, and
Ann Robinson, his fiancee, are the
other featured players.
Gassman, without proof of aiding
the Allies during the war, is told
he cannot land on the promised
land.
He jumps* ship and flees
through the night, trying to find
a bandsman he -knows only as Tom
who works in Times Square. As
the night and the search wear on
he dodges the Taw, takes up with
Miss Graham, whom he saves from
the police after she tries to steal
a coat, gets separated from her
and meets Miss Raymond. By now
the law has been told by Paris of
Gassraan's record and is trying to
catch him to give- him the good
news. His frightened flight eventually carries him to the UN Building; at dawn, and he is saved from

jumping from its lofty roof at the
minute by the good-intentioned

last

pursuers.

-

.

Joseph F. Biroc’s camerawork

is

effectively tricky in lighting and

angle shots that bring N. Y: streets
and crowds to ‘life with a documentary feel. Leith” Stevens has provided the film with an excellent
music score, and there is a jazz
beat in the appearance of Jack
Teagarden and Shorty Rogers and
his band to help express the cacophony of the city.
-Brog.
-

(COLOR)
Outdoor actioner in color depicting founding- of the Pony
Express. Average kv.
Paramount rdcaw •( Nat Holt

produc.

uon. 5tar» Charlton H**ton, Rhonda
Ffemlnr, Jan Sterling. Forroat TutJter,
.JOchart Maora. Porter Hall.
Rk*art» Shannon. Henry Brandon. Stuart
RandaU, Lewi* Martin. Pat Hogan. DiJerry Hooper. Screenplay,
Charle* Marqui* Warren, baaed on a story

hr Frank GruWrr eamera (Technicolor).
Ray Ktouichan; editor. Eda Warren; music
score* Paul sawtell. Previewed Feb.

^unninff time.
Buffalo Bill Cody
'fiJ-

Eralyn

HI

Denny

26,

MINS.'
Charlton Urston
Rhonda Fleming

. . . . . .

..

.

Jan Sterling
.. ...... Forrest Tucker
.... ....... Michael Moore
Porter Hall

Wild BUI Hickok

Ranca Bastingr
Bridjer
Barrett

. . .

Chief Yellow

b.o.

to

mond, a burley dancer with a tough
exterior and a soft heart.
The

S*t. Russell

Gassman*

medium

fled.

his aid in the dark, troubled night
of the story period is Robin Ray-

Cooper
Pemberton

Gloria Grahame in DP drama
filmed in N. Y. Some exploitation values, but

nam.*

that of -Gloria Grahame, a i s
doing well as a girl down on her
luck who tries to help the fugitive
after he has jumped the Ihip that
was to carry him back to the horrors of the Europe from which he

even though probably up to Production Code requirements. The
players are "required to stand and
talk out much of the plot, so any
high dramatics or suspense are

Fair program drama, despite
some name importance; talky
and implausible.

Aunt Lydia

“It’s

stance for Richard Thorpe’s direction. Under his handling th^ performances are smooth and polished,
but the players can’t do much with
the soap opera-ish plotting. Ad*
mand Deutsch’s production guidance drew on expert technical

The Glass Wall

^W2te-::::::;::-M2iSr*sJ2SS Had Everything
Tommy (u

dialog, and the characters aren’t
sufficiently lifelike to provide sub-

.hSL.

‘

a Lovely Day Today,” appealingly
handled by Miss Ellen and O’Connor. For the uninitiated, SanderS
will be a surprise, revealing a lyric
bass of dimension and warmth*

On

Who Had

life -and

performances
Cast’s
love.
drew the critic’s praise.

Everything

.

strong
for Me

and

b.o*

Metro release of Sidney Franklin production. Stars Pier Angeli, Ethel Barry-

Woi<d Be You,” which Miss Mer-

man and Sanders

of

boost' three short
varying quality;

more# Leslie Caron, Kirk Douglas, James
Macon, Farley Granger, Moira Shearer;
Hollywood, March 2.
features Agnes Moorfehead, Ricky Nelson,
Metro release of Armand .Deutcch proZsu Zsa Gabor, Richard Anderson. Editor, duction. Stars Elizabeth Taylor, Fernando
Ralph E. Winters; camera (Technicolor), Lumas, William Powell; features Gig
Charles Kosher, Harold Rosson; music, Young, James Whitmore, Robert Burton.
Miklos Rozsa (Jacob Glmoel, pianist); William Walker. Directed by Richard
choreography, Frederick Ashton. "The Thorpe. Screenplay, Art Cohn, based on
Jealous ttyer" directed by Gottfried novel by Adela Rogers St, Johns; camera,
Reinhardt;
screenplay,
John
Collier. Paul Vogel; Editor, Ben Lewis; music
"Mademoiselle” directed by Vincente Min- Andre Previn. Previewed Feb. 23, '53,
nelli;
screenplay,
Jan Lustig, George
------ Running time, 44 Ml N5.
. _
-vi
Froeschel,
based on Arnold Phillips story.
T
,
Elizabeth Taylor
"Equilibrium" directed by Reinhardt;
ndo ama
screenplay. Collier, adapted by Lustig and
^S,?M?i
»
«
"William Powell
Froeschel, from story ^y LadLslas Vajda Steve Latimer
Vance
vaucc
Court
V/Uurc
Gig Young
ixlg
xoung
and Jacques Maret. Previewed in NT Y ”
Menlow. .James Whitmore
Feb. 25, '53. Running time, 122 MINS.
John Ashmond
Robert Burton
_.
„
Pier An Seli Julian
•-•••• v*
William Walker
Mrs. Pennicott
Ethel Barrymore
Mademoiselle
Leslie Caron
Despite some name importance
Pierre Narval
Kirk Douglas
Tommy
Farley Granger in the casting of “The Girl Who

out.

tunes

•

(COLOR)

whose selfishness ruins

cousin Annette Bach’s

Second episode, ‘’Mademoiselle,

—

by Hobert Alton, with
O’Connor and Misk Ellen as a terp-

that

scheming -woman (Miss Dowl-

&

staged

“dampened

script

ing)

.

’

an involved

ick Ashton

*

*

by

rarely catches fire, but nevertheless it’s a slick job which
should rate Its share of reabout a
Yarn’s
turns.”

ler’s

John Wengraf staged in
Rtmchin
a wine cellar of the
Fritz Feld
Hat Clerk
firao Verebes Lichtenburg palace and up the
Musle Clerk
Switchboard Opecator. .Hbnnelore Axnaan steps and around a blue-shaded
Minister from MagrmdOr. .Lai Chand Mohra
pond, the- set designing in both inn
stances offering colorful backdrops
hit musical on Broadway,
"Call
’Madam” has been pic- for Miss Ellen's and O'Connor’s
footwork. O’Connor does an amusturized to the hilt in terms of cash
‘What
values. Elaborate, bright and zesly, ing song-dance single* with
Chance Have. I With Love.’ Numit can’t miss as an important b.o.
her, which Berlin wrote a decade ®nd Miss Barrymore is sufficiently
click.
bizarre in a humorous sort of way.
airo wasn’t in the nlav
“Madam,” Leland Hayward-pro“Madam” runs into several slow But the. lightweight script just
duced lejfiter, scored a run of close spots because of the tempo of some doesn't carry,
to two years in Gotham with Ethel of its 13 songs. But Walter Lang’s
Final episode has Kirk Douglas
Merman as Ambassador Sally direction gives fluidity to the as a trapeze artist who &.retired
Adams, the fabulous, femme. -diplo- screenplay and paces the charac- after being accused of killing: n»
mat representing^ the U. S. in the ters briskly- through the dialog and femme partner by giving her too
mythical Grand Duchy of Lichten- story situations.
risky a. trick. After he fishes Pier
burg. Miss Merman still reigns in
Concerning the topical factor, Angeli, a lonely young widow, out
the einemaiic version, although her the “I Like Ike” number from the of the* Seine, he decides she. would
entourage has ehanged substan- stage prototype has. been removed, be a good partner, since- she has
tially. In key spots, George Sanders
with Berlin’s "International Rag’* no will to live. His warning that
is the tiny country’s foreign depart- as substitute*' Latter is an okay too much desire for life, can enment chief, and Donald O'Connor intenutionally - flavored rAzmataz- danger an aerialist sets the* stage
press attache, replacing zer, shouted nut by Miss Merman for a thrilling ending, since they
is the-U.
Paul Lukas and Bussell Nype, re- with characteristic gusto. Second fall in love and desire is reawakspectively, from the original. Billy chorus of the Berlin oldie
has been ened in Miss Angeli. There’s a
De Wolfe is now the American given updated lyrics.
switch ending in that they do succharge d’affaires; the- role- of the
Scenic values are greatly en~ cessfully complete their dangerous
j.
^
princess is far .more prominent hanced
by Technicolor. Camera
is au dition for a circus, but decide
with Vera-Ellen in that spot, and an especially big asset in a multi- not to take the offer and go off to
Helmut Dantine-is now on hand as tinted costume dance to “The get married instead.
the prince who’s spurned by the Ocarina,” with Miss- Ellen in the
Story gets roff to a slow start,
princess in favor of the American lead. Excellent color also accents with too much time devoted to setpress fcp.
the "old world” splendor of the ting the character, and motivations
“Madam” offers, an ingratiating palace scenes.
of each, but it builds* suspense and
book loosely fashioned after the
Lesser acting assignments are thrills for a solid close. Both Dougcareer of Perle Mesta, former U. S. uniformly well handled and, tech- las and Miss Angeli are topnotch.
Minister to Luxembourg. Added nically,' "Madam” is a competent
Production values are solid in
plusses are via the widened scope job althoughv in a few spots the all departments. Charles Kosher
and richness- of the Sol C. Siegel editing, could have been tighter, and Harold Rosson have provided
production, lush mountings- and
fluid and eye-catching lensing, and
Gene.
extra trimmings fdr the delightful
Miklos Rozsa’s^ music. enhances the
Irving Berlin score. .Also, there’s
Chan.
entire production.
of
the fresh, inventive choreography
•

values are

film’s

Theme by

Me

Massimo

Hawk.

and Constance Dowling have top roles in this
IFE release.
Reviewer added that the

much

a fantasy, is aimless in direction
and lacking in interest. A boy, in
Rome with his parents, wishes he
could grow up so as to be rid of
his French governess. Ethel Barrymore, as an old lady believed by
children to be a witch, grants him
the wish for four hours, and as a
man he falls in love with the governess, Leslie Caron. Comes midnight and he changes back to a
boy, leaving Miss Caron in Jove
with someone who doesnt exist,
Farley Granger is a bit iweven
as the man, but Bicky Nelson
scores as the child. Miss Caron is
effective as the lonely governess,

.

Girotti

fall in

too

of

4, 1953

familiar, although not itrong,
is

,

opinion

Both Mason and Miss Shearer

Olan Soule

A

"Duel Without Honor” (DuSenza Onbre) t Italian
import which preemed at the
Cinema Verdi, N. Y*, Friday
-*(27), was reviewed by Variety from Genoa in the Issue
of April 26, 1950. "A handsomely produced period piece
with dialog to match” was the

Mason unaware of her
She inspires the xiew bal-

and in the process they

IlM«r

ell*

score, the latter especially in her
beautiful terping to the music of
Rachmaninoff’s “Rhapsody in a

.

Clerk

condition,

love, but tfie strafn ’is
for her, and she dies.

.

Torben Meyer

Rudolph

let,

Acting, he added, “is uniformly fine.” Picture, incidentally,
was winner of the Grand Prize
at the 1950 Venice Fest. Joseph Burstyn is distributing
in the U.S.
(Cut 9 mins, for the U. S.
trade, a brief English narration describing the French
jury system has been added.
Otherwise, Mosk’s critical summation stands as is).

Helmut Dantlne

Prince Hugo.
Tantlnnin
Sebastian

illness.

.

"Donald O’Connor

,
Kenneth.
Princess Maria
Cosmo Constantine

heart

Critic felt' that "some exploitation pegs may get the
film by in some U.S; spots.
Extremely talky, It has good
direction and competent acting to keep the film moving.”

editor. Robert Simpson. Previewed Feb.
25, '53. Running time, 114 MINS.
Mrs.- Sally Adams ......... Ethel Merman

When.

>

cepts. with

killings*”

S.ussel

condition.

Mason, ‘a famous choreographer,
sees her Improvising id a At of
loneliness on an empty stage, he
asks her to his studio to perform
for him so he can do a ballet
which her dancing has inspired,
Tom between the desire to dance
and create, and the fear of her

entsy width preemed at
the Trans-Lug 60th St. Thea-*
tre, N. Y.* on March 2, was re-viewed at the 1950 Venice
Film Festival by Variety in
issue of Nov. J, 1950* MosJc
described the Silver Films
production as a “series of
character sketches Intriguingly based on a story of mercy

mide

duction.

heart:

Ikidl WUftiMit

by a

”

This

Hand

Richard Shannon
Henry Brandon
Stuart RandaU
Lewis Martin
Pat Hogan

a well-titled outdoor action feature that should rate an
average run through the market
that makes the best use of this
type film subject.
Nat Holt production for release through Paramount, the film takes nicely to the
Technicolor tints and some spectacular scenic shots, and. features
is

A

Hollywood, March

3.

Columbia release of Ivan Tor* (ShaneTors) production. Stars Vittorio Gassman,
Gloria Grahame; feature* Ann Robinson.
Douglas Spencer, Robin Raymond. Jerry
Paris. Jack Teagarden. Shorty Roger* and
his band. Directed by Maxwell Shane.
Screenplay. Tors and Shane; camera,
Joseph F. Blroc; editor. Herbert L. Strock;
music. Leith Stevens. Previewed Feb. 27,
'53.
Running time, 74 MINS.

some

tight western action, good
performances and the other standard ingredients that go with re-

lease intentions.

Charles Marquis Warren’s screenGassman
Grahame play is based on a story by Frank
Ann Robinson
Nancy
approDouglas Spencer Gruber. While the dialog is
Inspector Bailey
Tanya
Robin Raymond priate and the situations are solid
Jerry Paris action, the plot development is so
Tom
Elizabeth. Slifer
Mrs. Hinckley
Eddie
Richard Reeves obscure at times it almost thwarts
Joseph Turkel its entertainment aims by keeping
Freddie
Else Ncft the
Mrs. Zakolya
audience, instead of the playMichael Fox
Toomey
Ned Booth ers, in the dark about what’s going
Monroe
Fnt Woman
Kathleen Freeman on.
Also the picture is on the
Juney Ellis
Girl Friend
lengthy side at 101 minutes.
Jerry Hopper’s direction sends
“The Glass Wall” builds its
drama around the efforts of a dis- stars Charlton Heston, Rhonda
placed person to get into the U, S. Fleming, Jan Sterling and Forrest
and is of the “long chase” variety Tucker through the story paces as
of screen entertainment. Results the script details the founding of
are effective enough for the de- the Pony Express and how it linked
mands of the more general market early California with the rest of
and offer some exploitation possibles] the country and prevented the
state
from becoming an indeties for certain ballyhoo houses.
Picture is an indie by Sliane- pendent republic. Heston, as BufTors Production being released by falo Bill Cody, first crosses paths
Fleming and her
Columbia. Actual New York set-, with
Miss
tings are used for the principal brother, Michael Moore, when he
portions and help to make the story prevents their creation of an inmore valid. Plot, written by Ivan cident that might provoke a CaliTors and Maxwell Shane, and di- fornia uprising.
They are loyal
rected, by the latter,, has dramatic Californians who ;,iipnesfJy believe
value^ bdt' too often slips off into a republic statii’s .wbdld be. fetter
stock’ mpUer .tricks and. obvious than statehood because' of the dissituations’.
Considerable montage’ tance 'froitf Wa^hrlrigtoh. However,
and composite footage ai‘e used| they are’“ bcitift' used, by Henry
making for another distraction but, BVdn'don', - stag'd line dp’erittar, and
overall, it lives up to its entertain- Stuart Randall, a foreign;” agent
ment intentions sufficiently to rate trying to split California from the
as regulation lieavy-drama screen- Union.
,
fare.
Devious schemes are employed
Vittorio Gassman, Italian actor, by Brandon and" Randall to hah
is a potent factor in holding the
the plans of Heston and Tucker,
picture together. Ke packs much ’the latter as Wild Bill Hickok. to
emotion into his role as the DP get the Pony Express started, Tne
Without flamboyant theatrics;
In heavies* plan to-. arm Indians;
this type of character, afl^ast, he kill the two. heroes; fails after Hcsdisplays a lot of ability.
(Continued on pnge.,18)
more
Peter

Vittorio
Gloria

Maggie
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‘3-D No Antidote for B.O. Dls’-DeMille
Cleveland, March 3.
Cecil B. DeMille, here last week (27) to accept the Cleveland
annual
award
for
Circle’s
his
‘‘Greatest Show on
Critics
Film
Earth,” which it unanimously picked as the best picture of 1952,
against
regarding
exhibitors
three-dimensional films as a
warned
perfect antidote for boxoffice ills and TV.
DeMille said: “You cannot put your reliance in a mechanical
gadget. The theatre in 5,000 years has gone through many similar upheavals, but the one thing that has governed its success in
No matter what stars, directors and proall forms is the Story.
ducers you use, the final result can be no better than your story.
If theatre operators place all their hopes in 3-D, they will be selling a gadget, not drama.”
DeMille, describing his forthcoming remake of “Ten Commandments,” predicted all-color films were just coming into their own
and refused to regard TV as the pic industry’s ogre. It will be
“only as good as the idea it distributes—and not better.”

1 Camera,

20th

No

Mirrors
In Dunningcolor’s 3-D

Works Oat

Hollywood, March 3.
Dunning 3-D, n new process that

Doable-Duty 3-D,
‘Flat’

Projection

Optical method of converting
film lensed in CinemaScope pro-

projection

cess for regular “flat”

has been developed by 20th-Fox,
Earl I. Sponable, studio’s technical
research director, said in 'N.Y.
Friday (27) on his return from the
Coast. He added that only “The

Robe,”

now

in production,

in double version

afford pro-

to

tection.

Sponable explained
system currently
'

lens

that

the

used

for
to

CinemaScope couldn't be made

the requirements of the Technicolor camera but that the latter
could eventually be modified for
CinemaScope purposes. “Robe” is
being shot in Eastman color.
Scenes front the pic will be used
at the first CinemaScope demon-

fit

stration in N.Y.

looks

16.

r

junction with stereophonic sound.
Whatever changes are- necessary,
he said, the eventual cost of the

CinemaScope “package”

—

—

lens,

screen and sound
will be “in
line” with exhib ability to pay,
but will depend on the individual
theatres.

War

company reportedly has been
Under an agreement recently
inked in Hamburg by Bosnia Films
film
set.

American

the cameras on Aug.

1.

Venture would be directed by
Robert Siodmak from a script by
Johan Simel and Borivoje Jeftic.
Versions in Efiglish, German and
Serb-Croat are planned, while the
cast is slated to be headed by Hollywood and Yugoslav stars. Most of
the shooting will be done on location in and around Sarajevo, scene
of the assassination on June 28,

wide-screen films. CinemaScope, a
French invention, uses a special
five-prism, wide-angle lens at the
T0A, Allied Arbitration
camera which records a distorted
image on the film. Corresponding
Meet Still Unlikely
lens rectifies it at the projector to
fill a screen two-and-a-half times
Chances of an informal meeting
the regular size.
between Theatres Owners of America and Allied States Assn, for
discussion of arbitration and other
exhib problems continued slim
Rank Brass Here for 3-D
this week. Call for such a palaver
was issued two weeks ago by TOA
Look; Can’t ’See’ Specs prexy Alfred Starr. However, AlPartly in preparation for the ad- lied topper Wilbur Snaper notified
vent of sponsored TV in Britain, Starr that he would have to sound
the J. Arthur Rafik Organization is out the Allied board before he
giving the o.o. to hew U. S. devel- could Agree to a conference.
With Starr slated to leave for
opments in 3-D and wide-screen
production and projection.
Ken- Europe March 10/ there appeared
be great doubt that the meetto
neth N. Hargreaves, general director of General Film Distributors ing Would take place before that
and exec 'Assistant to John Davis, date, if at all. Main drawback is
Rank’s managing head, is currehtly Allied’s continued reluctance to
here and. expects to go to the.Cdast, discuss any phase of arbitration
particularly to view 20th-Fox’s Cin- unless it receives some assurance
.

that distribs will remedy certain
alleged trade practice abuses.
*

is

"Week,

will trek to Holly-

.

and he too

due here next

wood

for a fooksee.
Indications
are that Rank at this point is more
interested in wide-screen processes

than in stqreo, with which the British already have had some experience. The Rank toppers feel there

much of a future beyond the
novelty stage, in 3-D with glasses.
isn’t

’

:

the filing of
against distribs
has been followed by a new flood
of treble-damage suits involving
claims for close to $15,000,000 during February alone,
lull in

actions

Distrib attorneys called the antiactivity “seasonal,” but expressed surprise since it runs
counter to the general impression
that the number of exhib actions
is diminishing gradually. Distribs
chalked up another victory last
week (25) when a Federal Court
jury in N. Y. found for the defendants in a $3,075,000 antitrust
suit brought by J. J. Theatres, Inc.,
and the Luxor group against 20thFox, RKO, Warner Bros.* Universal and Skouras Theatres.
trust

Washington, March

3.

Likelihood of further hearings
TV has been foreclosed
Plot Caesar-Coca Tunepic
as the result of a petition filed by
Hollywood, March 3.
the motion picture industry last
Abe Lastfogel, William Morris week with the Federal CommunicaAgency topper, is in town to try to tions Commission.
set a deal for production of a musiThe petition, offering “a possible
cal starring Sid Caesar and Imocompromise solution” to the stalegene Coca, of NBC-TV’s “Your
mate over the industry’s bid for
Show of Shows.”
exclusive channels for the medium,
Lastfogel is talking to heads of is interpreted here, in effect, as
the major studios concerning the asking the Commission to “call the
pic.
Paramount had previously whole thing off.”
been reported interested in starThe industry’s proposal, w hich
ring the comedy team in a Don
Hartman-produced musical, but ne- provides for use of frequencies
allocated to common carriers but
gotiations were stalled.
or a more specialized service than
If the deal jells, the TV pair
would make the pic during their that pow provided by American
Telephone & Telegraph, is besummer hiatus.
ieved already to be provided for

on theatre

f

1

Foreign Race

To Present 3-D
For ‘Prestige

Although the implications and
Sum total of pending antitrust permanency of 3-D in the domestic
actions varies from company to market are still uncertain, a race
company. Where 20th has 190 is developing for presentation of
.

medium abroad.
Peculiar aspect of the rush to
present stereopix in foreign countries is that the desire is not based
primarily on an attempt for a
quick buck. The objective, to a
large extent, is to gain added presElmwood Theatre Corp vs. RKO tige among foreign exhibs and filmRhode Island Corp. and the ma- goers / for the company getting
jors, In behalf of the Liberty The- there \|*first” with a new medium.
treble- Warner Bros, especially is proI.;
atre; Providence. R.
pounding this pitch, playing up the
(Continued on page 16)
fact that “the company which first
brought you sound” will deliver
the first feature picture produced
by a major studio. Another angle
for hurrying foreign exhibition is
to maintain good relations with
foreign customers who have become excited by the 3-D fanfare
stemming from the U.S.
the

under existing FCC policy, The
request conforms with suggestions
by the Commission and its staff at
various informal conferences with
the industry and at a special hearing called by the agency last month
to determine whether the proceedngs should be continued.
Petition makes one request that
ikely will be denied. This calls
for an assurance, through a declaration of policy, that the Commisor other
sion will expect
common carriers to interconnect
their facilities with any which may
be established for special theatre
TV transmission service. The
agency has refused in the past to
require interconnection as a general policy, but has indicated it will
consider such questions on a caseto-case basis.

AT&T

Action on the petition is not expected for some time, as the Commission will wait for comments by
other parties involved. It’s regarded as virtually certain that,
(Continued on page 12)

Cinerama Shifting

WB’s “New Era’

On Broadway After
Snarl With Shuberts

Gets Underway

As

a result of reported differences with the Shuberts on terms
Although
will' be the first for renewal of its lease at the
Production-distribution and thea- major production company to preBroadway Theatre, N. Y., Cinertre operations of Warner’ Bros, sent an illusion pic abroad, United
ama will shift to the Warner (forofficially launched fheir separate Artists will
be the first with actual merly Strand) on June 1. Cinecareers Monday (2) following the
(Continued on page 24)
rama’s present pact with the the‘oompletibn of the final legal and
atre ops expires on May 28, And
financial aspects of reorganization
conversion of the Warner has been
as ordered by a Government constarted to assure continuity of
sent decree judgment.
Berger
Backing Of
presentation
of the new
film
Dissolution of Warner Bros. Picmedium.
tures, Inc., was completed in WilSen.
in 0.0.
Originally, installation of equipmington, Del., on Saturday (28) and
ment at the Broadway cost Cinea new picture company under the
Of ’Distrib Gangsterism’ rama around $85,000, but it’s figsame corporate title was formed.
ured the conversion of the Warner
Minneapolis, March 3.
In addition, the domestic theatre
North Central Allied has the will cost about $40,000, the sum
assets* and business were transspent for installing Cinerama at
ferred to the new theatre company, written promise of Senator Hubert
Humphrey (D., Minn.) that he’ll Detroit’s Music Hall, set for un-

WB

Has

Humphrey

Stanley Warner Corp.
Final details of the

•

about an veiling March 23. With the New
immediate Senate Small Business York changeover, Cinerama exhiCommittee investigation of what bition topper Joseph Kaufman
Bennie Berger, NCA president, also revealed that the new medium
will bow on the Coast April 29 at
calls “distributor gangsterism.”
In taking this action in compli- Warner’s Hollywood Theatre.
Dudley
Meanwhile,
Roberts,
ance with a NCA request, Humphrey said that film exhibition “al- Jr., Cinerama Productions prez, is
ready” is in the midst of a depres- on the Coast conferring with board
sion and that hundreds of more chairman Louis B. Mayer about adtheatres are “threatened with ex- ditional financing for the company.
tinction.” Therefore, he has ad- Because of the confusion with Cinvised NCA, he feels that Congress erama, Inc., the company which
should determine what aid and re- furnishes the production and exmedial measures can be taken to hibition equipment, the production
help rectify matters and avert “fur- unit is not seeking' public financ-

financial, spare

aspects were consummated Monday
morning via the transferance of the

Warner family stock in the new
theatre company to Fabian Enterprises for $7,498,994. That same
evening a board of directors, previously announced to stockholders,

no

effort to bring

was officially elected.
Board includes S. H. (Si) Fabian,
Samuel Rosen, David G. Baird,
Harry M. Kalmlne and Moe A. SilBoard immediately named
ver;
Fabian as president; Rosen, executive veepee; Baird, chairman of the
finance committee; Kalmine, viceing but is concentrating on findpresident and general manager; ther catastrophe.”
Nathaniel
Lapkin,
veepee; -W.
Berger describes “distributor ing private coin sources. Cinerama,
Stewart McDonald, veepee and gangsterism”, as comprising an InC.» incidentally, reveals a net
treasurer; Frank Kieman, control- “oppressive sales policy,” namely, loss of $46,575 for the quarter endDavid FOgelson, secretary; the pre-release of practically every ing December, 1952.
ler;
,

.

Miles

Alben,

assistant

secretary,

outstanding

picture

at

“confisca-

and James M. Brennan, assistant tory” and “Unconscionable” terms
treasurer*.*
and a law violation by indirectly

$11,700,000 for ’Show’

*

Gunzburg’s ‘No Sale’ on

Hollywood, March 3.
Paramount’s “The Greatest Show
on Earth,” in its first year in re-

requiring exhibitors to charge advanced admissions for such pre-

NY

releases.

It is this sales policy which
Hollywood, 'March 3.
Natural Vision's 3-D process is Humphrey will specifically call
“hot for sale,” Prexy Milton' Gunz- upon the committee to investigate.
Starter. burg said here in disclosing that Another Minnesota senator, EdCoP. 9
“lots of people-” have approached ward Thye (Rep.), Is committee
Hollywood, March 3.
Announcing the launching of “a him on deals/ including “a number chairman.
Bufttihoned to an emergency
year of unparalleled studio-, afc- Of studios.”
Gunzburg insisted, “We’re not NCA meeting this week, Twin
tivity,” Columbia will start a total
of nine pictures, budgeted at more interested in selling; we’re dot sell- Cities independent exhibitors wete
t
(Continued on page 12)
ing to anybody.”
than |10,000,000, during March.

lease, has grossed $11,700,000 in
the U. S. and Canada, it was an-

•

;

nounced by Y. Frank Freeman.
Records show a total take of $10,700,000 in the domestic market and
the rest above the border.

March

1

TV Hearings

MPAA Offers ‘Compromise Solution’

U
&

Company isn’t neglecting development of the Eidophor color 1914.
theatre TV system, Sponable adAlthough Yugoslavian film comded. New and compact Eidophor panies have discussed possible counit will be demonstrated soon, productions with foreign producers
with the CinemaScopd wide-angle from time to time in the past, the
lens adaptable to it.
Bosnia-G. B. deal is said to be the
Conversion of CinemaScope pix first such project in which negoto standard versions is seen as im- tiations were actually consummatportant in the initial switchover ed. Entire film, incidentally, will
period when only a limited number be confined to the one-day’s events
of houses will be equipped to show that touched off World War I.

ema-Scope,
Davis himself

Comparative

antitrust

cases pending, involving claims of
IS expected
close to $400,000,000,
World
I Set For
Exchange
to tell the Securities
Commission soon that it is named
Filming in Yugo-U.S. Deal in 173 suits involving approximateFirst co-production between a ly $270,000,000.
Among the February suits were:
Yugoslavian studio and a foreign

“pretty

healthy,”^ Sponable stated. He
exploring' w hat and how much
the present projection equipment
can bfe retained when used in con1

Which Started

of Yugoslavia and G. B. Films, an
firm, the two companies
will put an untitled yarn about
is the assassination of Austrian Crown
of Prince Francis Ferdinand before

around March

CinemaScope

8

TO 8 [(IT DEADLIMEA

does not require the use of mirrors
and employs only a single lightBelief prevails that, with diweight camera, was announced here
vorcement and a stiffening attiby Dunningcolor Corp., long in the
tude on the part "of the >courts,
field of tinted film. It calls for the
there will be fewer antitrust suits
use of Polaroid glasses. Company
as time goes by. Flock of current
is headed "by Carroll and Dodge
filings is seen partly the result of
Dunning.
exhib" desire to beat the statute of
Nat Levine has exclusive licens- limitations in the various states
ing rights to the system, which will and fear of a possible Federal
be ready for use shortly. He says statute applicable to the entire
it will be available to producers on
country. Latter was proposed reterms calling for 10% of the pro- cently by Rep. Chauncey W. Reed,
duction cost of the pictures, plus chairman of the House Judiciary
5% of the distributor’s gross.
Committee.

CinemaScope feature
would be made Incident

first

See Closeont on Tbeafre

EXHIBS IN RUSH

T

-

Freeman estimates that the Cecil
B. DeMille production will gross at
least $15,000,000 In these two coyn•

.

i

tries.

—
March

4,

—

;

—

,
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'V*

SNOW SLOUGHS
‘STOOGE’

ST. LOO;

B’way Rosy Sans New Bills;

FAT $16,000

St. Louis,

March

‘Tonight’

3.

Ail-day snowstorm Sunday (1),
which virtually paralyzed all traffic, is sloughing biz here this stan-

lOfiG Exit,

“Bwana Devil,” after sensational take opening week, still is
hottest draw in town. “Stooge” did
nicely on week* ended Monday
night at the vast’ Fox.
Same is
true of “Under Red Sea” at small

Pan’ Hot 85G,

‘Stooge’ Big

za,

Tan’ 39G, 4A, ‘Stooge -Vande #G, 2d
Loop

Chicago, March 3. 4
theatres are weathering

Estimates Are Net

day* of Lent with some fine
returns. “Peter Pan" and “Hans
Christian Andersen” are really
first

Film gross estimates as re*
ported herewith from the various key cities, are net; I. e. t
without the 20% tax. Distribujors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the

giving the boxoffice its healthy
hue, but the other houses are also

,

getting in direct benefits.
Among the new pictures there is

some solid fare. “The Bing” and
Marilyn Monroe reissue, “Dangerous Years,” at the Grand, is being
boosted by heavy exploitation to

estimated figures are net in-

come.

The

parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

nifty $14,000.

"Come Back, Little Sheba” has
settled at small arty Zlegfeld,
with terrif $9,000 opening week.
“Castle in Air”’ at Surf should
trim $14,000
look a neat $5,000.
looms at Roosevelt for “Man Behind Gun” and “Kansas. Pacific.”
“Last of Comanches” and “Prince
of Pirates” at United Artists is
okay $13,000.
“Peter Pan” at the State-Lake
leads stayoyers with smash $39,000

tax.

A

for fourth frame. “Hans Christian
Andersen” shapes lush in third
week at Oriental. “Stooge” at the
Chicago plus vaude should hit
in second week.
nifty $40,000
“Anna” at Monroe looks smart for
fifth frame, “Bad and Beautiful”
is headed for sharp takings for
fourth week at Woods. “Stars Are
Singing” at the Palace is slim in

second week.
Estimates for This Week
Chicago -(B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)
“Stooge” (Par) (2d wk) plus
Eileen Barton onstage. Excellent
$40,000. Last’ week,- $60,000.

—

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 55-98)—
“The Ring” (UA) and “Dangerous
Leather
Years” (20th) (reissue).
jacket trade giving this combo a
bright $14,000. Last 'week, “Clown”

(M-G) ^nd “Desperate
(M-G) (2d wk), $9,000.

‘Stooge’

Smash

$18,000, Cleve
March

Cleveland,

3.

There is nothing wrong with
Cleveland film biz that can’t be
cured by such grossers as “Peter
Pan” and “Stooge.” After blasting
away all Palace’s former film records in its first week, “Pan” is
heading for another smash stanza.
But it is not hurting “Stooge,”
which shapes up extra strong at
next-door State. Hippodrome has
“The Star” doing okay. “Man Behind Gun” shapes good at Allen.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 55-85)
“Man Behind Gun” (WB). Good
$12,500.
Last week, “I Confess”
(WB), $13,500.
Hipp (Telemanagement) (3,700;
t

60-85)—“Star”

Search” Last

(20th).

week,

Oke

$15,000.

“Niagara”

(20th),

Despite the absence of any new Danny Kaye and all-vaude bill (7th
bills, aside from an arty house wk). Sixth round ended Saturday
Shady Oak. “The Star” looks only opening and the natural letdown (28) was smash $54,000 after caafter a holiday week, Broadway pacity" $55,000 for fifth week.
modest* at the Missouri.
film business continues in favorable
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)
Estimates for This Week
stride this .stanza. Strong .weekend
“The Stooge” (Par) with Joni
Ambassador (F&M1 (3,000; 90- biz gave first-run theatres a lift,
$1.20)—“Bwana Devil” (UA) (2d while favorable weather proved a James,* Johnny Long orch, Dave
wk). Great $19,000 after terrific positive factor. As usual, when Barry topping stageshow (5th wk).
Fourth session ended last night
$45,000 opening frame.
there are three or four sturdy box- (Tues.) continued very strong at
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)
office pictures on Broadway* in“Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO) and terest in these standout vehicles $67,000 after giant. $98,000 for
“Cripple Creek” (Col). Opened to- gives the whole Sector a bright hue. third week.
Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1,80)—
day (Tues.), Last week, “Stooge”
Top money for current session,
(Par) .and “No. Time for Flowers” of course, is going to “Tonight We “Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
(RKO), good $16,000.
(15th
wk). The 14th round ended
Sing” with stageshow at the Music
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172: 50-75)— Hall. However, it is down to a fair Monday (2) was $8,000 after big
“Last
Comanches”
(Col)
and $106,000 in third (final) week, like $10,800 for 13th week. Holds on,
“Pathfinder” (Col), Fair $12,000 or so many other bills as compared
Rialto (Mage) (596; 50-96)—“Trinear. Last week, “Ivanhoe” (M-G), with
previous Washington orama” (Bolex) (4th wk). Third
the
same.
Birthday round. “Story of Three stanza ended Monday (2) was off
Missouri (F&M) (3,300; 60-75)— Loves”
tomorrow to $4,000 after solid $8,000 in
supplants
“Stooge” (Par) and “No Time (Thurs.).
second.
Flowers” (RKO) (m.o.s). Opened
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel“Peter Pan,” with iceshow ontoday (Tues.).
“Tonight
In ahead, “The stage, is making one of the best lers) (5,945; 90-$2.40)
Star” (20th) and “Target Hong showings currently at the Roxy. We Sing” (20th) and stageshow
Kong” (Col). Modest $12,000.
Third frame wound up smash $85,- (3d-final wk). Off to fair $106,000
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; 000. Nearly as big comparatively in final session ending today (Wed.)
90)—“Under Red Sea” (RKO). is “The Stooge” with Joni James, after very good $133,000 for second
Nice $4,000. Last week, “Passion Johnny Long band, Dave Barry round, with an assist from holiday
for Life” (Indie), $3,500.
heading stageshow. Fourth stanza weekend. “Story of Three Loves”
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; at the Paramount finished with (M-G) opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
90)— “Cry, Beloved Country” (UA). $67,000. Holds a fifth.
Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 70-$2)
Fancy $4,500. Last week, “Face To
“Moulin Rouge” still is going “The Star” (20th) (6th wk). “"Fifth
ended yesterday (Tues.)
Face” (RKO), $4,000.
great guns with fat $70,000 for frame
third round at the Capitol. “Bwana dipped to around $12,000, oke for
Devil” was socka $42,000 for second this stage of run. Fourth week was
week at the State. Also in second big $21,000. “Destination Gobi”
session, “Anna” is holding up in (20th) opening has been held back.
‘Confess’
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 50-$2.20)
smart fashion with $19,000 at the
“Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) and
Globe.
“Story of Mandy” wound up its iceshow onstage (4th wk). Third
ended last night (Tues.)
first week with fine $8,500 at the session
was off from second week but still
Sutton. It is holding,
D.C.
“Above and Beyond” continues very big with $85,000 after terrific

—

—

—

—

—

Hot 13G

Tops

New

Pix

.'Washington,

March

stoutly,

3.

for

a holdover session along the
mainstem, so the general biz averIt’s

age

$14,000.

67G, ‘Rouge’ Fat 70G, ‘Devil’ Sock 42G

is

$15,000, also in fifth, at the Astor,

lower than last week. Neither

“Stars Are Singing" comes in
March 10.
“The Star” wound up its fifth

of the newcomers hr in sock class,
Lower Mall (Community) (585)
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)
but “I Confess” at Warner shapes
“Anna” (IFE) (5th wk). Nifty “Face to Face” (RKO). Okay $3,- along solid lines. “Taxi” at Loew’s
000. Last week, “Under Red Sea”
$4,000. Last week, $6,000.
Palace is weak. “Peter Pan” conOriental (Indie) <3,400; 98-$1.25) (RKO), $2,500.
tinues holdover champ in “third
“Hans
Christian
Andersen”
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,30(5; 55-85)—
eek at RKO Keith's while “Hans
(RKO) (3d wk). Fine $31,000. Last “Naked Spur” (M-G) (m.o.). Fine Shristian Andersen” remains sock
Week, $45,000.
$5,000 on third downtown round in second stanza at Metropolitan.

session just oke at $12,000 in the

—

$19,000.

Roosevelt (B&K)

following $7,000 last folio.
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 50-$1.19)—
“Peter Pan” (RKO - Disney).
Grooved on sensational side at
(1,500; 55-98)— $29,000 after new record for house

“Man Behind Gun” (WB) and last week at $48,500.
“Kansas Pacific” (AA). Brisk $14,State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-85)
000. Last week, “Redhead Wyoming” (U) and “Lawless Breed” (U) “Stooge” (Par). Sock $18,000. Lasl;
“Ivanhoe” (M-G), $11,000.
week,
(2d wk>, $12,000.
55-85)

$ 10 000

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98$1.25)— “Peter Pan” (RKO) (4th
Giant $39,000. Last week,

<£oew’s)
—Stillman
“Little Sheba” (Par)

(2d

wk).

Dupont (Lopert)

Smart $8,000 after $12,500

last

“High Noon” (UA)

$50,000.

week.

(2,700;

‘

Surf (H&E Balaban) (686; 98)—
“Castles in Air” (Indie). Pleasant
$5,000. Last wek, “Promoter” (U)
(9th wk), $3,500.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5598)
“Last Comanches” (Col) and
“Prince of Pirates” (Col). Okay
$13,000. Last* week, “Bluebeard

Bliz

—

$4,000,
Stays.

Bops K.

C. Biz

wk).

Kansas

—

.

after

(372; 55-$l)
(9th wk). Solid
last week.

$4,200

Still

March 3.
Sunday cut down
City,

lrfst

Metropolitan (Warner) (1,200; 90$1.25)—“Hans Christian Andersen”
(RKO) (2d wk). Big $18,000. Last
week, $25,000. Stays Am,

Severe bliz last
what started out to be a fairly
good week, nearly all spots suffering. “Naked Spur” looms okay at
000
World (Indie) (587; 98)
“Sum- Midland while “Man Behind Gun”
breaking
is
mild at Missouri.
mer of Happiness” (Indie) (10th
Barrier” is streaking to
wlc). Staunch $3,500. Last week, Sound
bandbox
at
the
money
smash
$3,700.
Vogue. “Thief of Venice” likewise
Zlegfeld (Lopert) (437; 98)
shapes
Paramount
Kimo.
great
at
is
“Little Sheba” (Par). Building to
capacity $9,000.
Last week, not fair with “She’s Back on Broad-

Woods

$18,-

—

.

—

Palace (Laew’s) (2,370;., 55-85)
with $41,000 after $42,000 for 21s(
4G, ‘Hans’ Hep 16G, 2d
“Taxi” (20th). Slim $12,000. Last week. Stays on indef.
Pittsburgh, March 3.
week, “Mississippi Gambler” (U)
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.50)
are doing the real biz
Holdovers
(2d wk), $14,000.
“Importance of Being Earnest”
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)
The 10th round in city this week, with “Peter Pan”
(U) (11th wk).
“Little Sheba” (Par) (3d wk). Very ended Sunday (1) held at sturdy still strong in its third stanza at
sturdy $8,000 after $8,500 last $6,000 after $6,300 for ninth week. the Warner and “Hans Christian
week. Continues.
Continues on, 'with no new pic set. Andersen” ditto in second at the
Warner (WB) (2,174; 55-85)—
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80) Fulton. Nothing much for the new
“I Confess” (WB). Trim $13,000,
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (4th wk). entries. Despite good campaign,
but not up to. hopes. Last week, Third stanza ended last night “Stars Are Singing” is slim at the
“Jazz Singer” (WB), $11,000.
way.”
(Tues.) continued in great fashion Stanley and “Confidentially ConTrans-Lux (T-L) (600; 55-$l)— with around $70,000 albeit down nie” will last only five days at the
Estimates for This Week
“Androcles and Lion” (RKO) (3d from huge $95,000 of second week, Penn. “Taxi” won’t stick out full
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 65-85)
week at the Harris
wk). Okay $5,000 after $6,000 for taking in the holiday weekend.
“Thief of Venice” (20th). Strong second. *
Estimates for This Week
Criterion "(Moss) (1,700; 70-$2.20)
$2,500, Will stay. Last week, “Four
Andersen”
“Hans
Christian
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$1.40)—
Poster” (Col) (9th wk), $1,400.

(Essaness) (1,073; 98)
(4th

“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G)
Trim $13,000. Last week,

wk>.

—

queues for this with

smash $25,000 after $35,000
Week. Holds again.

$6,000; ‘Redhead’ 11G

Pirate”

—

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 90-$1.25)
—“Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) (3d

But

‘Back on B’way’ Fairish

(RKO) and “Tarzan’s Savage Fury” (RKO) (2d wk), $12,000.

,

—

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)
“Story of Mandy” (U) (2d wk).

with “Destination Gobi” Initial week ended Sunday (1) was
scheduled to come in prior to fine $8,500. In ahead, “Member
“Hans of Wedding” (Col) (8th wk-6 days),
launching of “Salome.”
Christian Andersen” still is hold- $3,500.
Trans-Lux 60th St, (T-L) (453;
ing the longrun championship for
Done”
“Justice
Is
two houses, now being in 15th week 90-$1.50)
Opened Monday (2). In
at the Criterion and Paris. The (Indie).
(4th
(Indie)
“Curtain
Up”
ahead,
14th round was. a stutdy '$24,000
wk-9 days), was oke $3,900 after
for the two spots.
round.
for
third
good
$3,800
Estimates for This Week
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; 90Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50) $1.50)—
“Face To Face” (RKO) (8th
—“Road To Bali” (Par) (5th wk). wk).
Seventh week ended Monday
current
in
$15,000
okay
Off to
(2) was $3,100 after $3,400 for sixth
week ending today (Wed.) after round. “Lili” (M-G) opens March
smash $24,000 in fourth stanza,
benefit preem that night.
which was given a great boost by 9 with
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 70crowds.
Birthday
Washington
$1,80)—“Little Sheba” (Par) (11th
“Stars Are Singing” (Par) is due
wk). The 10th session ended yesterin March 10.,
day (Tues.) held around $12,000
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; 90-$1.50)
great $24,000 for ninth week.
“DonCamillo” (Indie) (8th wk). after
Continues on.
Seventh session ended Monday (2)
was $7,000 after big $7,800 for
sixth week. Stays on.
Pitt Spotty; ‘Singing’
Broadway (Cinerama) (1,250; 90“Cinerama” (Indie) (23d
$2.80)
Slim $9,500, ‘Taxi’ Slow
wk). The 22d frame ended yesterday (Tues.) was virtual capacity

Other holdovers are steady.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)—
“Niagara” (20th) plus vaude topped
by Dagmar (2d wk). Fine $16,000
after sock $27,000 last week.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-80)
“Ivanhoe” (M-G) (2d.wk). Good
$6,000 on popscale run. Last week,

wk>.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.80)—
(3d wk>. Initial
holdover session was down to
smash $42,000 or close. First week
was giant $82,000,

“Bwana Devil” (UA)

Rivoli,

—

Palace (Eitel) (2,500; 55-98)
“Stars Are Singing” (Par) (2d wk).
Not-too-good $10,000. Last week,

with $20,000 in prospect $100,000 for second.

fifth stanza at the Mayfair.
To. Bali” still is okay around

“Road

—

first-run pix.

4

—

—

•

‘Niagara’ Lofty $12,000,

4

—

Mpls.; ‘Tonight’ Hep 6G
Minneapolis, March 3.
Sub-zero temperatures, snow and

—

Midland (Loew’s)
75)
“Naked Spur”

.

50-

(3,500;

(M-G)

J

and

icy streets are currently ganging “Target Hong Kong” (Col). Okay
Last week, “Ivanhoe”
up on film grosses which had the $10,000.
boot put to them the previous week (M-G), at popscale, ditto and under
by the winter’s worst blizzard. expectations.
With holdovers hogging the Loop,
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)

fresh entries are limited io three,
but a pair of the newcomers, “Niagara” and “Tonight We Sing,”
rate in big league class. Former is

Behind Gun” (WB) and
“Dangerous Years” (Indie). Mild
$5,000. Last week, “Jazz Singer”
(WB) and “Voodoo Tiger” (Col),

being helped by Magnaram&’s local debut and bojff selling campaign.- It is second week, for “Jazz
Singer” and “Mississippi Gambler.” Near blizzard Monday hurt

$7,500.

most

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
700; 1,217; 50-75)—“Redhead from
Wyoming” (U) and “Woman of
North Country” (Rep).' Moderate
week, “Niagara”
$11,000. ' Last
(20th) with '‘Gambler and Lady”
(Lip) at Tower and Granada, giant

“Man

spots'.

(Tri-States)
—“She’s Back.
on Broadway”

Paramount

,

50-75)

;

(1,900;

(WB).

Fair

“Stars

Are Singing”

$6,000.

Last

week,

(Par), same.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) ( 1,600?
.
“Tonight We Stag” >(29th). Strong
approval for this one and the advanced scale is drawing no customer
squawks. Advertised as a special
date simultaneous With that at
N. Y. Music Hall. Fine $6,000. Last $19,000.
week, “Face to Face” (RKO),
Vogue (Golden (55Q; 65-85)—
"
$1,500.
“Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA).
Gopher (Berger) (1,020; 50-76)^— Rush of biz from opening hour,
“Naked Spur” (M-G) (3d wk). Fair solid $2,500. Last week, “Clouded
Yellow” (Col), $ 1 , 600 .
(Continued on page 24)
‘

•

.

i

.

(RKO) (15th. wk). The 14th week “Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
‘Bwana* Big 16G, L’ville
ended Monday (2) slipped to $16,- (2d wk). Dropping off only slightly
‘Confess* Robust $7,000 000 but big for stage of run. The after great getaway but still smash
Louisville,

March

3.

at the Kentucky
providing the big boxoffice noise
this week. Rialto, with “Niagara,”
is big. Mary Anderson's “I Confess” looks sturdy.
Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 75-90$1.25)—“Bwana Devil” (UA)i First
local showing of 3-D feature ptc is
plenty big, but under hopes. However, smash $16,000 i$ terrific for
this house. Last week, “Meet Me
At Fair” (U) ,and.“Bonzo Goes
College” OJ) (3d wk), $3,500.

“Bwana Devil”

is

.

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,200;
50-75)—“I Confess” (WB). Looks
virile $7,000. Last week, “Miracle
Of Fatima” (WB), $8,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
and
50-75)
(20th)
“Niagara”
“Tangier Incident” (AA). Big $15,000. Last week, “Stooge” (Par) (2d

13th stanza was giant $27,500, with
great uplift from holidays.

at $16,000
$23 000

or better. Last week,

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)—
—“The Promoter” (U) (19th wk). “Taxi” (20th) and “Ride Man
The 18th frame ended Monday (2) Down” (Rep.) Small $4,000 in 5
still was okay with $4,300 after day. Last week, “Mississippi Gam$5,000 for 17th week. Stays on, no bler” (U) (2d wkt9 days), socko
other pic having been set to fol- $9,000 to give this $20,000 on run.
low thus far.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)—
Holiday (Per-Rose) (950; 60- “Confidentially
Connie”
(M-G>.
$1.20)— “Thunder in East” (Par) Just in for 5 days to get house
Fourth round ended back on Thursday opening again.
(5th wk).
Monday (2) slipped to $6,000, but Drab $6,000. Last week, “Ivanhoe”
okay, after fine $7,500 for third (M-G), $11,000.
•

week
Globe (Brandt)

—“Anna”

(IFE)

(1,500;

(3d

50-$1.50>

wk).

Initial

Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)—
for Flowers” (RKO) (2d
wk). Fair $1,500. Last week. $2,000.

“No Time

holdover round ended last night
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)—
(Tues.) held at fine $19,000 after “Stars Are Singing” (Par). Strong
smash $30,000 opening week.
campaign and okay notices for
50- Rosemary
Mayfair (Brandt)
Clooney's debut but
(1,736;
$1.50)—“Above and Beyond” (M-G) slim $9,500 looms. Last week, “I
(5th wk). Present session ending Confess” (WB). $12,500.
tomorrow (Thurs.) continues in the
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-$1.25)—
wk), $7,500.
chips with about $20,000 after “Peter Pan” (RKO) (Sd wk). TheyState (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-75)
“Bad* add Beautiful” (M-G) and great $31,000 for fourth week. ’re still storming this one. Smash
Hoaxters” (RKO). Good $10,000. Stays on.
$17,500 as against $19,500 last
Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.80-$6)— week.
Last week, Vtlvanlioe” (M-G), same.

—

—

4

:
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Distribs

Firm on Rental Hikes,

virtually no major changes
translating the play to the
screen. Their attitude is that if the
Blasts last week by Allied States*
picture fails to get a seal they will
go ahead with release plans withpres Wilbur Snaper against rental
‘Navy’
out one.
for
earlier,
and,
terms for “Peter Pan”
Two years ago such a' policy
Los Angeles, March 3.
by Allied board chairman Abram
the film to
Damage suit for '$100,000, charg- would have restricted
F. Myers against various highin art houses and scatbookings
title,
the
priced pix, are failing to -shake ing unauthorized use of
Only
situations.
Navy Now,” was tered independent
distrib execs from their rentaFpoli- “You’re in the
major film in recent Hollywood
filed by Arthur Curtis against one
eies.
history has attempted to feuck the
20th-Fox in Superior Court.
-toppers insist that the 60-40
Code’s restrictions. That one was
Plaintiff declares he wrote a Howard Hughes’* “The Outlaw,
deal being offered exhibs for “Pan”
in the
You’re
Mac,
“Hey
book,
pic
the
because
is wholly justified
although the film rang up genhe al- and
has proved itself a mamrtiath Navy Now” in 1944, Later,
erally good business in its scatfilm
the'
released
studio
leges,
the
grosser in numerous situations. At
tered engagements, its conceded
conthe Palace, Cleveland, it’s said, the using the title without his
in Hollywood that its gross was far
deWalt Disney production racked up sent. He contends this action
below what it would have amassed
title
of
the
use
of
him
the
prives
A
take
$45,000.
of
a first week’s
if it had been able to play the
gross of less than $10,000 is aver- for pictures,
regular circuit houses, which were

Upped

made

Costs, Biz, Concessions

in

Tag

Asks 100G

Shtf—Pictures

5 meeting on 3-D between exhib organization
reps and execs of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engireplies to some of the questions asked at
containing
neers in N. Y.,
the conference, have been mailed by. SMPTE to exhib spokesmen who
attended.
_
„
Points now clarified by SMPTE staff engineer Henry Kogel include
the following: Painting of existing screens may be satisfactory if carefully done so that perforations are not filled; polarizing filters and
glasses have been standardized with the axis of polarization at 45 degrees and meeting above the glasses or projection filters.
Twenty-five inch magazines and 24-inch reels will be the probable
It’s recommended
size of future magazines and reels, respectively.
that reel fl an ges be free-running to reduce to a minimum inertia effects
and conseqU ent film damage. This size provides a capacity of 5,500foot black and white or' 5,000-foot color film, permitting a color stereo
pr0 g ram to run 110 minutes with a single intermission. Motion Picture R esearc h Council believes the spindle diameter may have to be

Resume of the Feb.

Continued from page

Cite

Inside

Divorcement Dies
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RKO
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The council is now preparing written instructions for theatre pro
on i s t s which include splicing instructions; rewinds probably will
require
requ re modification as will the synchronizers. Kogel is currently preparing a detailed report on the various 3-D systems and how they work.

j ect i

,

j[

•

age for that house.

With such

1

then controlled by the major stu-

tall

coin, exhibs are coming out on top
with much to spare, says RKO.

Today, with no

3-D Onslaught

Two

other angles are being
Disney has about $4,000,000
invested in “Pan,” which means top
terms must be asked of theatremen
in order for the producer to show
the profit he’s entitled to, the disCostly pix such as
trib contends.
Sudden industry rush into 3-D
“Pafi,” which “benefit the entire
production has created a shortage
industry” would be discouraged

—

the film-makers were in some
restrained from asking big
rental money, RKO avers.
On the other count, exhibs pick
up hefty revenue ffom concessions
with “Pan” drawing the crowds
and there’s no split with the distribs on income from this source,
adds. The Cleveland Palace
reportedly grossed.$8,500 in candy,
etc., sales in the first week’s run
of the pic, states RKO.
Exhibs’ beef also has been that
they’re forced to raise admission
prices ‘with pix in the “Pan” rental
category, and this is against their
business principles. RKO’s answer
Is that the distrib doesn’t dictate
admission scales, the prices being
determined only by the exhibs.

way

available until late April. However,
Eastman is understood to be pushing plans to' start production of its
color positive in France during
the summer and in Britain by the
end of the year.

According to W. J. German, EK
enough of the negative
stock is on hand to fill current orders, but there may be considerable

RKO

distributor,

delay in filling new ones. Most of
the stereopik and all of the CinemaScope films blueprinted or in
production so far are being lensed
in Eastman color. Printing is done
either by Technicolor or by the
regular labs on Eastman positive,
which is in plentiful supply.
Difficulty there is the limited
capacity of the labs, which are not
geared to volume output. In the
east, only Consolidated, Tri-Art and
Pathe labs are currently equipped

(

Allied has asked the Department
of Justice to investigate the uppedprice situation as pertaining to a
number of films as feeing in violation. of the consent decrees.

Big-Screen

Tint

of Eastman Kodak color negative
with no further rawstock supplies

if

NTS

EK

to handle Eastman color. Warner
Bros.’ Ace Lab is currently being
set up and 20th-Fox’s DeLuxe Labs
are installing equipment. Latter expect to start handling Eastman col-

TV Unit

ties

and theatre, there appears to cant than a mere ruling for the defendants in a trust action. Plaintiff,
be no major roadblock to booking J. J. Theatres and Luxor Group, Inc., had complained* that Skouras’
“Moon” in all situations. Preminger Park Pl aza Theatre, Bronx, has been given a better crack at product,
and Herbert, it’s understood, be- over J. J.’s Luxor Theatre, as result of collusion.
lieve that they can get, through
Point made-by lawyers is that a finding against Skouras would have
their United Artists release, the linked that chain with the same conspiracy which the Skouras outfit
full complement of bookings even itself , has been complaining about.
Skouras for some time has been
without PCA approval. Their ex- threatening a $100,000,000 suit against the major distribs (except 20lhperience may open the gates for Fox) and the RKO and Loew’s circuits, based on alleged violations of
other indie producers to seek more the antitrust laws.
realistic approaches to filming and
A ruling favoring J. J. and Luxor would have placed Skouras on
ignore the restrictions heretofore unfirm legal ground with its threatened action, say legalites. Decision
placed upon them.
l-throwing out the J. J.-Luxor complaint was made by a Federal Court
‘New Production Era*
jury after a one-month trial. Indications are that an appeal will be
If the independents take this taken by the plaintiff, repped by attorney Monroe Stein.
tack, it’s figured that it will only
be a matter of time before the ma
Still silent on his motive for doing so, Rep. Franklin D. Roosevelt,
jors follow suit, opening up what Jr., (D., N. Y.) last week (27) inserted into the Appendix of tba. Conmay be an entirely new era of gressional Record the second part of a 1951 Collier’s magazine article
film production.
by Gordon Schendel, entitled “How Mobsters Grabbed a City's Transit
The Production Code Authority Line.” Yarn spotlights Charles Green, currently the protagonist in
began functioning in 1934 under a threatened proxy fight at 20th-Fox.
the industry’s suddeilly-awjakened
This is the second time within a week that Roosevelt -inserted exinterest in self-regulation. It was cerpts from the article in the Congressional Record. Last time he did
launched at a time when it was so was Feb. 20. Insertion automatically protects any used of the
find
might
feared that Hollywood
. _
.
piece from the libel laws. The story is unfavorable to Green, who is
.
,
A A
itself subject to rigid Federal cen- depicted as a manipulator out for a quick buck.
It tells how he beSorship unless immediate steps came pre xy of the Minneapolis-St. Paul transit system and allegedly
faere taken to offset mounting criti- rajl ^
g roun(i before being bought" ont by his own partners,
cism by a system of regulation
originating with the studios.
Samuel Goldwyn office inf New York this week received a bill for
Opponents of PCA feel that the $25.08 for the services of a stagehand during a brief taped recording
time has come for Hollywood to made by Danny Kaye at the Palace for. promotion of the Goldwyn
utilize the film medium as a ve- film, “Hans Christian Andersen.”
Goldwyn reps are disputing the emhicle of greater realism or “adult ployment tab, claiming 5 an IATSE member happened to be backstage
production” as" it is sometimes during th^ taping and couldn’t qualify for “standby” pay, as claimed.
dio

cited.

Knifes

Dismissal of the $3,075,000 antitrust suit against Skouras Theatres,
New York, which had been based on charges of conspiracy, was rebetween stu- garded by Gotham attorneys this week as considerably more signifi-

v

dios.

Gets Ozoner Test in N.J.

.

.

.

^

—

called. The success, limited naturally bv the booking problem, of
foreign films in the past underlines
the hjelief that the general tenor of
public thinking has changed sufficiently to permit more mature

or by July and should process between
LW Cell 250,000,000 to 300,000,000
•
J
the time 1954 rolls around
feet
Worries
No Skyscraper
film-making.
r
Kodak expects to be on the marHollywood veterans have been
Tests of National Theatre Supket with its new tungsten-balance noticing in recent months an apply’s GPL theatre TV unit at the
color film by late April or early parent gradual relaxation- of some
Totowa, N. J., drive-in, have
May, Stock requires no arcs for in- of the old PCA tabus. Whether this
achieved “excellent” results, acdoor shooting and, like the present indicated a IJreen office awareness
cording to John Currie, NTS v.p.
base, will sell for $125 per 1,000 that it no longer commanded the
Company is now surveying ozon- feet for the negative.
DuPont, authority of former years has not
ers to establish where the directwhich already has a color positive,, been determined. In any event, it rs
projection equipment can be lobring
new
out its
is due to
nega- expected that the “Moon” situation
-

1

cated.

tive soon.

Outdoor

installations

are

ex-

pected to figure importantly in the
eventual establishment of a theatre TV network, but drive-in tele
Berger
present&r special problems when
Continued from page 7
projected instantaneously. Experiments so far have used the film- to consider further ways .and
storage system.
Only exception means to force distributors “to do
was the Walcott-Marciano bout last business legitimately” and to disyear which the S-3 drive-in, also
cuss how they can meet the presin N. J., carried via a direct-proent 3-D development.
jection RCA unit mounted on a
truck,

NTS equipment

for $15,000 to $16,000, according to Cur/ie. Most of the system is housed
at the projection booth, but the
bell is located closer to the screen.
Ozoner booths as a rule are from
200 to 500 feet from the screen,
which is too long a throw for theatre TV. Since drive-in projection
booths are. frequently very small,
additional housing may have to be
constructed for the equipment.
Signal pickup represents less of
a problem with the ozoners than
with indoor houses, Currie , said,
since there are no tall buildings to
worry about.
sells

Loew’s Pub-Ad Staffers
Get $10 Hike, 2-Yr. Pact

Myers’ Senate Confabs
Washington,. March 3.
Allied States hoard chairman
Abram F. Myers today conferred
with William D. Amis, chief investigator for tlie Senate* Small Business Committee, and C. M. Noone,
counsel for the group, anent theatremen’s complaints of alleged
violations of antitrust ’.decrees by
the distribs.
Allied was one of the biggest
groups asking for the upcoming
committee hearings. Myers said
he’ll take the stand as a fyreliminary witness in April and, meanwhile, will contact exhibs across
the country on their appearances
before the Senate unit.

$10

.

1

,

,

.

&

-

Guild International Films, new outfit headed by Harry J. Allen, is
being set up on a franchise basis. Allen, who is head of Cardinal
Films, Toronto, is partnered with Hal E. Roach, topping the production
end. Roach has a lensing sked of 12 features for this year. Financing
of the new operation will be via the franchise ops’ investments.

may prove the turning point in the
long battle conducted in some quarters against what has been called
Continued from page 7.
Hollywood’s “Pollyanna attitude.”
If the Preminger-Herbert “rio-seal”
meantime, np further hearings will atre TV transmission services, are
experiment works, tljie Production
be held on theatre TV.
bound to arise.
Code Authority may not live to see
“While as a technical matter
The industry proposal was conits official 20th birthday, July 15,
tained in a petition filed by the most such conflicts might he re1954.
solved,
as an economic matter
Motion Picture Assn, of America
through Vincent Welch, counsel, solutions in some cases may be
and National Exhibitors Theatre impractical. Thus, a high degree
TV Committee through Marcus of cooperation by existing common

See Closeout

U in Report

Cohn, counsel.

Continued from page

4

Provision for Service
It
stated that while the m.p.
chase of a like number of stock
outstanding. Holders of the war- industry believes that adequate
rants are entitled to purchase^ theatre service from existing comshares of
‘common at $10 per* mon carriers (Bell system and
share before April 1, 1956.
Western Union) is still “a very long
A total of 175 civil antitrust suits way off,” a “possible compromise
in which U was named as one of solution” to the problem
may now
the defendants were pending as of be offered in view of testimony
by
Nov. 1, the SEC was told. It’s un- the telephone company that it
will
derstood that the damage claims make an effort to provide
the
involved run to about $270,000,000. necessary
facilities
for
quality
As of Nov. 3, 1951, 177 antitrust service.
cases involving U were pending.
Under
this
plan,
the
petition
During ’52, another 91 were added
asserted, “the Commission would
and 33 were settled.
The report stated that no other authorize the use of the current
Decca Records rep besides Milton common carrier frequency bands
or restricted common
R. Rackmil, Decca prexy, was being by a limited...
,
considered for the U board at the carr \ei furnishing only a TV transU stockholders meeting March 11. mission service suitable for thea
tre
or
other
large screen TV
Total compensation of
officers
•

U

•

,

Eye Congress Support

Allied States Assn., leading the
across-the-board wage fight against alleged trade practice
hike and a change in certain classi- abuses ,by. distribs, is lining up
fications has been obtained for SUpfeort of congressmen not assopub-ad staffers of. Loew’s.. Theatres ciated with the Senate Small Busiand Loew's International in a deal ness Committee. Units in various
between the film outfits and the states are contacting their Senators
Sign, Pictorial & Display Union, and Representatives to present the
Local 230, AFL. Pay boost is- ret* exhib views to the compiittee either
roactive to Dec. 29, date of expira- in person or via letters.
tion of the former contract. Pres^
Several letters from Influential
ent deal is set to run for two years. Senators, it’s indicated, have alUnion, which also reps pub-ad ready been forwarded to the Senpersonnel at RKO PicturesThe- ate body. A fullscale probe of im
atres, will begin negotiations with dustry trade pi'actices is
skedded
l&r tate March jr, early ^ril^
i

A

Jack Seaman’s indie production, “Project Moon Base,” started out
as a half-hour TV pilot film and wound up as a feature film. During
first day’s shooting Seaman decided, he had the makings of a feature.
After working all night to enlarge the screenplay, he started
filming next day. Picture deals with a space station on the way to the
moon and stars Donna Martel, Ross Ford and Hayden Rorke.
the

carriers with such a new carrier
would be* essential if a theatre TV
service is to be established.”
In view of refusal of the Bell
system to interconnect its TV
cable facilities with Western Union
relays, the petition proposed that
FCC issue a general policy declaration “to the effect that the
.

Commission expects

common

all

carriers furnishing video transmission service to cooperate fully”
theatre TV interconnection.

m

Such a declaration, the petition
said, “would make it clear that
the Commission intends to assure
the theatre TV industry reasonable
opportunity ta establish and develop a nationwide theatre tele
service. Such a policy declaration
would encourage the industry to

go ahead with the development of
U
a theatre TV service, by alleviating
difficuland directors for the fiscal period operations, such service to be doubts with respect to .
ended Nov.^ 1, ’52, was $577,902, available to all persons engaged in ties inherent in the sharing of
the
showing
of
large-screen
TV
with Rackmil’s share not exceeding
frequencies with ihp general comprograms for entertainment, educa$25,000, since his compensation
mon carriers.”
tional or governmental purposes.
started only July 15; ’52.
“Safeguards -should be provided,
N. J. Blumberg was down for
$76,000, Alfred- E. jDaff for $63,000, however, against certain difficulties
Rep's Stepup
John O’Connor for $50,800, Leon inherent in this type of arrangeHollywood, March 3.
Goldberg for $50,000- and Edward ment which might impede the
After a slqwdpwn since the first
development of a theatre TV serv- of the year, /Republic will $t e P
Muhrfor $63,400.
ice. Since theatre TV will undoubt- production this month with four
Fred Kohl mar’s first producer, as- cdJy have its initial major trjans- stfirt^rs
signment under his new Columbia mission requirements among the
Only one picture, a Rex Allej
contract is “A Nafrie For Herself,” existing general common carriers o&ter, has been in operation lately
starring Judy Holliday^
on the lot.
l and a new carrier, jfyrnishin^ thej
4
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Barrett Co/s Scot Season
After South Africa Tour

20th Fox Adaptation of Chretien

Brit Filmites, Confident on

Edinburgh, Feb.' 24.
Co., back
lengthy tour of South

13

‘Flats,’

The Wilson Barrett

System Stirs Paris Interest in 3-D
Paris,

March

3,

Interest in 3-D here has been
hypoed by 20th-Fox’s adaptation
of the Henri Chretien invention,
the Cinemascope, Deal got plenty
of space in Paris publications. With
.

from, a

Barbara Perry

Fills

In

Africa,. is set to open a spring season at the Lyceum Theatre here
March 31. Repertoire includes

•

No Rush to.Hop 3D. Bandwagon

“Worm’s Eye View,” “An Ideal
Husband,” “September Tide,” “To Paris Comique Denies
Dorothy, a Son” and probably
Operetta Policy Switch

In

Quickie London Date

Paris, March 3,
Group will also present ShakesRumors that the Opera Comique,
“The Merchant of Venice.”
Revivals of the Bard are not well state-angeled second opera house
supported here, and if “Venice” (the Opera is the No. 1 longhair mensional pictures are still very
doesn't click, company won’t re- emporium) would soon be turned much alive.
into, a theatre for operettas or mupeat any Shakespeare.
Industry leaders, who haye been
sicals, were spiked by assistant diwatching the current wave of Holrector Louis Breydts.
.

peare’s

Paris,

March

lywood hysteria, but who nre tread13 the Opera Comique ing cautiously, were heartened last
giving an operetta, “Ciboulette,” week when
Herbert J. Yates, the

On March

New Paris Legits

*

is

in homage to its late composer,
Republic prexy, declared on arrival
Reynaldo Hahn. This, however, is here that he
was staying out of the
an exceptional revival of an oper- 3-D race.
It was a medium of
etta
originally
created at the which
the industry knew nothing,
Comique, and marks no change in he declared, likening the present
the present grand-opera-only policy.
scramble to a fisherman who fished
In .May the new Stravinsky opin a lake without fish.

3.

New legiter, “The Coco Tree,” by era, “Rake’s Progress,” goes into
Jean Guitton at the Gymnase, was the Comique’s repertory.

Exhibitors, who are normally respected for their astuteness, have

given

generally unfavorable reOnly plus factor of this
macabre comedy, of a family who
decides to do away with the rich Scblesinger Signs Sock
grandfather who interferes with
Producer Invoked In
triple-screen method for his firm,
their parasitic lives, is the acting
London Legit List For
“Napoleon,” in 1927. Gance utilof ex-singer and comedian Rayarranged
side
by
screens
three
Big
ized
Actions mond
Souplex. Piece was found
side, each having a different image
South African Chain
Milan, Feb. 24.
generally lacking in ability to bring
thrown from three projectors. This
London, Feb. 24.
Remigio Paone, whose Errepi off the satire.
.
moderate run,
gave a feeling of panoramic scale.
at most, is in store for this one.
John Schlesinger, head of South
Chretien wanted this panoramic Productions make him one of the
New young playwright George African Theatres, left for New
effect using only one projector and coyntry’s top impresarios, is curBeaume has his first play, “Perone lens on a gigantic screen. By rently involved in a series of suits
York this week to seek talent and
petual
Carnival,” at the Theatre
1935, Chretien had his lens, and
and countersuits running into mil- A L’Humour, but it looks in for shows for his houses.
baptized it the hypergonar, meanlions of lire. In a case which only a short stay. It was found to
While here he finalized several
ing a great angle. There was no
reaches court March 12, actress be full of excesses and trite shock attractions for this year, which he
depth involved; anly a great panElsa Merlin! is suing Paone for literature.
calls his “Coronation- Jubilee Year,”
oramic effect.
$1,500 back pay for 20 days extra
Mogador opens its new big oper- as Coronation event coincides with
Earl Sponable, 20th-Fox head of rehearsal time required to tune up etta spec, “La Belle De New York,” 50 years of show biz of the Schleresearch, discovered the Chretien a Paone-produced musical, which under the banner of Henri Varna. singer family in Africa.
setup some months ago. He and later became a hit in September, Reprise of an oldie turn-of-the-cenFirst star show to go over is the
Spyros Skouras saw Chretien and 1951.
tury operetta this will boast a repli- Tom
Amold-Ivor Novello hit,
got the lens for a test. 20th tested
Meanwhile, for damages evolving ca of the Brooklyn bridge. Studio “King’s Rhapsody,” with a West
it and added the curved screen for
from- her failure to show up for De Champs Elysees will have End cast, comprising Barry Sin-j
depth and special stereophonic
General” by Jacques clair, Zena Dare, Muriel Barron
the. Milan opening of his latest “Frederic
sound effects.
show, “Attanasio, Cavallo Vanesio,” Constant, a parody with Suzy Prim and Olive Gilbert. Show opens at
Recent showing here of a Tri-Opand
Jacques
Clancy.
Paone is suing co-star Lauretta
His Majesty's theatre, Johannesticon process with Polaroid glasses
Masiero for $30,000. Gal ankled
burg, March 20. An all-Italian opdid well in a sureseater on the
the show just before its preem at
era season from the Scala, Milan,
Champs-Elysees.
will soon refollows “Rhapsody.”
Nuovo- Theatre here because of a
lease its “Bwana Devil,” and there
disagreement over marquee billing.
Italian chirpers will be succeedis a growing public interest in all
Flora Medini stepped into lead opAlfred Black
ed by the George
3-D processes.
posite comedian Rascel at last minrevue, “Sky High,” with star cast
London, March 3.
ute, but show’s pace, as reflected
Bernard
Bros.,
Zoe Gail
headed
by
A ban on all hypnotic stageshows
in reviews the next day, was upset.
is likely to be introduced in the (who makes her first return to her
Arg. Legit Swings Over
since
she beIn the meantime, with her pos- London area. At its meeting tonight native South Africa
sessions impounded by court pro- (Tues.), the London County Coun- came an English star), Ernest Arncedure, Miss Masiero has filed cil will consider a recommendation ley and Gloria, Three Andrea DanBeach *Resorts
Countersuit, asking $3,750 damages that the ban should operate start- cers, 16 Tiller Girls, and more talent to be recruited locally. George
Paone for “having been forced ing next Jan. 1.
Buenos Aires Swelters of
to refuse to appear at the openAction is recommended under Black leaves for S. A. early July
Buenos Aires, Feb. 24.
ing” because contractual billing ar- the Hypnotism Act, 1952, which to stage, taking with him Joan
Because only one legit theatre rangements had not been met.
comes into force next April 1. The Davis to do the dances. Show is
here has air-cooling, it is natural
Council’s public control committee skedded for end of July.
at this time of year, when the
Bernard Delfont-Paul Derval
considers that protection of the
mercury soars, that legit biz is
public, as recommended under the “Folies Bergere” show, with some
Neagle-'Glorious Days’
practically nil. Despite this setup,
act, can be effected only by pro- of cast recruited from the current
11 of the 25 legit houses continue
Prince of Wales show, is next, with
Looks Hit in London hibition. They claim it is impossible Eddie Vitch already signatured.
in operation. Only three present
to devise satisfactory regulations to
straight legit
shows, remainder
London, March 3.
control performances of hypnotism Dickie Hurran, Delfont’s produccatering to male patron^ with varyTom Arnold’s Coronation musi- so as to provide any real safeguard tion chief, goes over to stage the
ing forms of cheesecake or smutty cal, “The Glorious Days,” which
show, which is expected to open in
for people taking part.
farce. Almost all legit talent is had its West End preem at the
early October.
employed, or nas had its share of Palace Saturday (28) should be a
Schlesinger also has acquired an
jobs at the strawhat Hbeach resort hit, despite an adverse press, with
interest in James P. Sherwood’s
Cronyn Raps Picketing
of Mar del Plata where most shows out-of-towners. Show stars Anna
“Dial
For Murder,” which he
move as soon as torrid weather .Neagle and was devised and staged
will stage in conjunction with Brian
Threat
Freedom
to
sets in.
Brooke,
local Impresario, who has
by Robert Nesbitt. Four male
Best grosser of the Mar del Plata leads are played by Peter Graves,
the African rights.
Toronto, March 3.
Season has been “Mama’s Hus- James Carney* Patrick Holt and
Of course, all these attractions
“Today we are in danger of losbands,” by radio script-writer Abel Olaf OLsen.
ing our prime freedom freedom will play Schlesinger's Alhambra,
Santa Cruz.
Presented by Juan
Book is by Harold Purcell and of speech,” Hume Cronyn, Cana- Durban, the new 2,000-seater, and
Carlos Thorry, if features Gloria Robert Nesbitt with additional dian-born costar of “Fourposter” Alhambra, Capetown, after their
Guzman and Analia Gade.
This scenes by Miles Malleson. Score is at the Royal Alexandra, told the session in Jo’burg.
play opened here in October but by Harry Parr Davies and lyrics Canadian Club in a luncheon adswitched to Mar del Plata in Jan- by Purcell. The show has had an dress here.
uary. It will return In March. Santa
“In the American theatre stage, Lisbon Cinema Biz
extensive provincial tour which
Cruz will have another one of his began last July and ended a fort- films, radio and TV you have to
plays opening here in March at
play Little Red Riding Hood if
night~ago.
Via U.S., Italian Films
the Odeon. It is “Mademoiselle My
Musical cavalcade is crammed you wish to ignore the obvious. Let
Lisbon, Feb. 24.
Wife,” with a cast headed by Mawith pomp, splendor and senti- not any portion of the public be
lisa Zini, Jose Cibrian, and Carlos
Carnival time, which extends
ment. Miss Neagle makes a strong offended by anything is the credo.
Cores, all three as well-known on^
practically
from
Christmas to the
impact playing Queen Victoria, There are exceptions, of course,
the screen as in legit. Still another
first two weeks in March, has
Nell# Gwynn and a modem girl but for the most part the effort is
Santa Cruz opus, “Thieves Drop
Lisbon cinemas,
boosted
biz
for
to please everybody all the time,
from Heaven” is set to open at with equal facility.
lest we lose one sale of favorite which have mostly used Hollywood
the Odeon in Mar del Plata.
pix and a few Italian ones. Trade
breakfast food.
Proxy Of
The city will add' several legit
Crotoyn cited this “disdain for has been bolstered by vaude shows
theatres this year. The Lumiere
in the last two weeks and extend
democratic
procedure”
with
the
Italo Technical
film house in the Flores district
Charlie Chaplin, the George Kauf- Into March. Nearly every film
Rome, Feb. 24.
will be converted to a legiter and
house
had one. About the biggest
man
“Silent
Night” radio show and
Goffredo Lombardo has been
called Roberto Casaux.
show is the S. Luiz production,
Another
some film picketing cases.
small- capacity theatre is fceipg built named head of the newly constitut“Two Tickets for Broadway.”
by the Experimental Art Group. ed National Union of Motion PicThe Imperio playing “Detective
Swedish Scientific Fifth Trek
The General San Martin Municipal ture Technical Industries. New
Story,” has a vaude show with five,
Btfgrit#, Feb. 24.
Theatre,, a vast, ugly parh of a Union .rejmlts from the fusion pf
acts and the Luis Menchero orch.
Rolf Blomberg leaves early in The
Place witfv bad accpustics,
Monumental has “Excuse My
under- the Rational IJnion of Film Stugoing a complete facelift An 8- dios with a similar' organization ’MaTch for southern Colombia and Dust” plus a lineup of acts. Howstory wing is beingadded, Three embracing Italian film processing the Amazon region' heading a ever, other important first-runs
floors of this wing will hold dress- units. Formed as a means of tight- Swedish film-scientific expedition like the Tivoli, the Eden and the
ing rooms with individual baths for ening the technical end of Italian financed by Nordisk Tonefilm of S. George ore using American pix
each, while the remainder will film production, the Union will be Stockholm and scientific institu- and no vaude and are doing well
house workshops, storerooms, prop subdivided into four groups to tions. Group includes Torgny An- despite absence of stage fare.
rooms, etc. The stage also is being paver studios; processing plants, derberg, .director, and Walter Borebuilt. Remodelling of this obso- dubbing studios; and plants pro- berg, cameraman.
Alee Finlay, Scot comic,, is set
Expedition plans to make a for world tour of army locations,
lete barn will give the city fathers ducing rawstock or other accesdocumentary film on the Indian following which he sails Sept. 3
a fine auditorium for production sories.
of propaganda plays.
Also discussed at the assembly tribes in the Caqueta and Putu- on another, jaunt to Canada and
Roberto Casaux Theatre will was the advisability of adopting mayb regions of Colombia and wild the U. S. to entertain Scot emi•
>"animal lifer
grants and societies.
open March 19.
^on-flam stock."

shown no desire to make a
buck by exploiting the novelty.
They too are sitting back and will

views.

so far

fast

how the bigger boys fare. Later
month, the J. Arthur Rank
group starts a series of four London and provincial simultaneous
see

this

Damage

*

screenings of “Bwana Devil.” There
will naturally be acute interest in
seeing whether the added expendi-

A

UA

ALL STAGE HYPNOTISM

was

ture

justified.

The Rank group

mulling the idea of upping admission charges for the run to meet
the cost of new equipment and
Polaroid specs.
But this, reportedly, will be done only if the extrfi
coin is exempted from admission
duties.
Otherwise, they will be
putting more into the treasury than
is

into their

own

coffers.

As an adjunct

to “Devil” showings, Rank’s advertising subsidiary
has closed a deal with a cigaret
company for a 3-D ad film. This
will be made by the Stereo Techniques process in color.
One of the obstacles toward^
widespread 3-D development has
been removed with the news that

LONDON MULLS BAN ON

To

London, March 3.
seems here as though the Brit-

ish film industry is quite content
to let Hollywood do all the costly
pioneering in 3-D films. There is
no visible anxiety to get into the
act quickly. Also there appears to
be a strong conviction that two-di-

“Winter Journey.”

London, March 3.
Barbara Perry, due to have sailed
the film setup here vastly different
from U. S. conditions, because of to her home in N. Y. last Saturday
lack of TV competition and the dif- (28), has postponed her return to
ferent filmgoing habits, 3-D may fill a last-minute cabaret booking
be a novelty rather than a logical at the Cafe de Paris. She opened
evolutionary step in Prance. Chre- last night (Mon.) with Albert Satien has asked 20th-Fox to hold veen, the ventriloquist. Latter was
simultaneous ppenings of the first recently booked by Merriel Abbott
Cinemascope pic, “The Robe,” in to play the Palmer House, Chicago,
N. Y. and Paris as an example of in the fall.
Miss Perry was recently the
the solidarity and the international
femme star of “Zip Goes a Million”
origin of the process.
Chretien has a series of impor- which ended its West End run a
tant optical inventions to his credit. fortnight ago, and is currently tourCinemascope is in public domain, ing. She is scheduled to return for
but the 74-year-old inventor said a Coronation cabaret date at the
Dorchester.
it would take skilled opticians over
a year to work out the formulas for
lenses involved. Chretien invented
the hypergonar, as he calls the
He says he Leading Italian Legit
special lens, in 1935.
was stimulated by Abel Gance's

3

It

a British manufacturing

has

&

company
made a screen which would be

suitable for Cinemascope. Natural
Vision and other processes. The

company, Stableford Screens, with
which Rank is associated, took, the
wraps off a prototype for a press
demonstration. It is similar to a
screen now being marketed on behalf of the manufacturers by Sol

As

[

Lesser.

Belgium Seeking Lower

|

Ceilings for

I

1

M

As

I

Blow

Yank

Pix;

at Rich Market
Paris, Feb. 24.

Trade circles here are watching
the latest U. S.-Belgian pic accord
talks with interest. Belgium, now
beginning to use a tough policy, is
demandingr-much lower rental
ceiling.

Belgium

has

seen

the

Dutch control on American
pix and rentals, and wants some of
the same.
tight

!

In 1951, Belgium was a heavy
creditor nation in the European

—

—

—

Payments Union but suffered from
a dollar deficit. There was a need
to cut imports from the U. S.
Now Belgium is a debtor nation,
and the position is improved eco-

Up

nomically, but wants to revise the
film deals with the U. S. which
run out this coming April. Holland has practically a monopoly in
distrib and can call rentals at a
32% ceiling for U. S.-pix. Belgium
wants the same celling.

I

Under present

New

Lombardo
„

Union

•

American foreign market.

-

&

when

with its 1,500 theatres, big population and good rental for the 300
pix absorbed every year. Negotiations are now in progress.
This
new Belgium demand is viewed as
another
attempt to
dent the

.

.

conditions,

income is of paramount
importance to American companies, this move by Belgium Is an
added blow. Belgium has been one
of the more lucrative film markets
foreign

•

>

M. ANDERSON’S NIP TOUR

,

f

.

Tokyo, Feb. 24.

Marian Anderson is due in
Japan April 26 for a series of recitals from May 1 to May 25 in
Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya and Hiroshima.

i

'

*

Singer will be accompanied by
pianist Franz Rupp during tour,
which Is sponsored by the JapAn
Broadcasting Corp. (NHK).'

—
'

FKClfJlIfiS

16

See Complete Switch to Safety

Fin
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Amusement Stock Quotations

3-D Hoopla

(N.Y. Stock Exchange)

Continued from page 3

Way Off

Still

,

Impeding Insurance Cut

Despite exhib anxiety to push-f
Industry conversion to safety film
Stanwyck,
and to tackle Insurance compaHdllywood, March 3.
nies for lo\ver rates, complete
Barbara Stanwyck aBd Clifton
switchover is still several years
Webb go to Rome this summer to
away and even then may require costar in "Three Coins in the
concerted action by the theatres.
Fountain," to be. filmed by 20thConversions to non-inflammable Fox in Cinemascope.
Picture, based on a modern novel
acetate has been slower than origiby John H. Secondari, will be pronally anticipated even though none
duced*
by Sol C. Siegel and directed
of the nitrate stqck is being promore 'and the new re- by Jean Negulesco.

Webb

Team

.

duced any
leases of
safety.

now

all the majors
Still making the

are on
rounds,

however, are nitrate prints of older pix and of foreign imports. In
addition, several newsreels print

on

Par’s Big-Screen

nitrate stock.

And 3-D Merger

Execs point out that the industry doesn’t stand a chance of bring-

ing down insurance rates unless
there is 100% conversion to acetate.

20%

real business."

Continues Schwartz, "There have

'

atre construction.

In favor of business. It used to be
fashionable for the so-called hepsters to scoff, ’Aw, we haven’t seen

42 Vi
42

a picture in months!’ hut it’s now
in reverse. It’s fashionable to talk

11

RKO

•.Ned E. Depinet, former
president,
has
correspondence
from associates abroad reporting

MOST OF BRAZIL COIN

a«new 3-D system developed by
Brazil apparently intends using
Belgian interests.
the present administrative system
It’s
a Polaroid process which
to pay off its debt to the American
distribs once the $300,000,000 Ex- calls for use of a large viewing
glass
placed
immediately in front
port-Import Bank loan is formally
Viewer is
signed. Money is intended to help of the theatre screen.
Brazil clean up outstanding debts not required to wear glasses.
U. ,S. companies have accumulated more than $8,000,000 in
frozen earnings in Brazil and .expect to recover most of that coin,
according to Robert Corkery of
Continued from page 4
the Motion Picture Assn, of America’s international department. The 122 brought in by the American
companies,
30 others were importdistribs’ applications for monthly
dollar quotas have been filed at ed by six Japanese and two other
the Bank of Brazil’s exchange con- Ideal firms during ’52.
trol division, and the money probThere is concern in New York
ably will «be remitted on that over indications that the Japanese
monthly basis. Barring unforeseen intend to “package" the problems
developments,
the
Americans of allocation and of accrued funds.
should get all their coin out by Of the $4,500,000 at stake, $2,500,July.
000 represents coin accumulated in
Japan from the start of the occupa-

Maas

'

’

At least
a boxoffice plus.
they’re talking affirmatively about
going to see something. Not so
long ago it was a case of 'Since
we got a TV set in the house we
I
can’t drag Junior away,’ etc.
now hear the reverse that the
they’ve started going
they’re the same 8 or 9-yearolders now 10 and 11.”
The strengthening of teenage
business, along with the adolescents, is one of the most heartening things to Schwartz and his
field executives. Whether it’s

RKO

& Lewis or Marilyn Mon"Ivanhoe,"
it’s
whether
“Greatest Show on Earth," "High
"The
"Quiet
Man,”
Noon,”
Stooge," "Come Back, Little Sheba,” “Niagara," or whatever is doing business right now, fact is that
big pictures still do phenomenal
It proves one thing
business.
they’ll buy only good attractions.
“More important for Hollywood," continues Schwartz, “they
seem to have been shaken to the

Martin
roe,

—

realization

(1)

$5,000,000

for

‘Ivanhoe,’

over $3,000,00 for 'Greatest Show’
short, there no longer is any

—in

on

ceiling

profit in relation to in-

vestment, providing the end-result
Sure there are exceptions,
is big.
'Bwajtla Devil’ for example, but
that comes under the heading of a
novelty.
first-timer,
a
freak a
Best answer is that, despite all the
pros and cons and trade gags about
SedMrg Eye Dogs, which even the
laymen must know about right
now, they're packing the theatres
because the ‘roundies’ are a new
sensation compared to the ‘flatties.’
Looks like there must be
plenty,
of
people
who either
couldn’t get into Cinerama or have
heard about it, and are willing to

—

So,
road company.
lasts, and the

for a

settle

while the novelty

gimmick

is

what

it is,

go-

it’s

“Actually, we all know that in
the past 20-25 years we’ve made
such vast strides and big advances
in electronics that it’s inevitable
that this 3-D thing will be resolved so that there’ll be no glasses,
and the new production values will
best be mated to the best production standards. Fundamentally, it
still must be a good picture, or

%

else.

“Above all, it looks like the one
thing we’ve lacked in the picture
business for some time a concen-

—
—

tration of good product has finally come to pass.
Two years ago

Loew’s

was

mopping

up

with

‘Father of the Bride’ and we (RKO
Theatres) had” ‘Born Yesterday.’
And. that was all. So we both did
business, and, all the others suffered.
Now there is a concentration of good product around, and
you know how the traffic must
help everybody. It’s not just the
turnaways and spillovers into the
secondary attractions or the hold•

over

houses

Am

CBS, "A"
...
.

Decca

41% Eastman Kdb
11% Loew’s

3%

Nat’l Thca.

.

47/8

4V4

5%

'

4&6
134
134
42
7
Rep., pfd.
42
Stanley War..
20th-Fox, .... 203
Univ. Pic
33
.

3% RKO Piets.
3% RKO Theats..
3% Republic ....
.

11%
11%

994
1094

17

10%

15%

11*

65

57
1594
68

16%
88%

.

.

.

Univ., pfd. ..
Bros.

.3

Warner

29
40
Zenith
American Stock Exchange
Du Mont .... 85
1934 15
123
4
294 Monogram
28 Vi 20% Technicolor . 51
7
374
2% Trans-Lux
Over-the-Counter Securities
Cinecolor
.

•

.

1434
41

25
16
14
240
173
232
318
73
160

.

Cinerama
Chesapeake Industries (Pathe)

Net.

Change
for week

14V4
40
40

•

407/8

4P
40%
12%
10%

12%
10%
44%
12%

1234
11
457/s

13%

6%

-

•HV*

447%
'

12%

6%

57/8

28%

27%

3436

3234

.27%

26%

4

334
334

4

28

34%
27

*

334
334

'

334

3%

11%
11%
16%

11
1034

11%

15%
14%

1594

1434

63%
16%
80%

/

167 s

.

63
1534
78

1636

3%

4
28
3

2714

3%

14%
63%

.v4

14

+m
+1
—
—%

*

+1

1534

80%

+ 214

16%

+

4

*8

27%
3

Bid

Ask
276
4
4
834

4
U. A. Theatres
794
W*It Disney
734
8%
( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)
..*

—
—
+ 74
—
%

107/s

3

1%
3%

—%
+ %
+ %
—
%
•
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—
+

1

8

%
.-8
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'Stooge/ 'Bad'
s

Continued from page 4

Goldwyn), which was sixth in January, pushed up to fourth mainly
by dint of a batch of additional,
big bookings late in the month.
that mediocrity no
“Mississippi Gambler” (U), high in

longer can get by; and (2), which
is more important, that if they put
big money in, they can always get
big money out. I’m referring to the
$4,000,000 Goldwyn spent for ‘Andersen,’

13%
33

32% CBS, "B”
10% Col. Pic.
8

Tue*.
Close
••

100s
Br-Par TJi 167

21% Paramount.
36% 26% Philco
29% 23% RCA

—is

if

Weekly Weekly Weekly
Vol. in
High
Low
•

307/8

—

—more

important

is

tion to March 31, ’52,
The rest the proposition of getting them out
of their homes.
are current earnings.
“And if we’re back at that old
Col. Richard T. McDonnell, special
Washington, March 3.
rep, has been in Tokyo TV thing again, fact is that 'the
Eric Johnston is scheduled to tes- for several months trying to un- public, and that does go for the
tify Friday afternoon (6) before z thaw the $2,500,000.
Earlier he kids as well, are becoming more
Senate Foreign Relations Osub-com had succeeded in freeing $5,000,- selective.
You can’t say the TV
mittee studying the overseas infor- 000, representing about 64% of the programs are getting poorer if
mation program of the State Dept. earnings which piled up during anything, they must get better.
Motion Picture Assn, of America the occupation.
Thus, it means only one thing;
topper is one of several industry
While not unsympathetic to the they're now accepting TV like the
and State Dept, brass who will ap- idea of upped importation, Japa- telephone or the electric refrigerapear at the hearings, which may nese authorities are concerned over tor, a modern convenience for usget started either tomorrow (Wed.] the large amounts being accumu- age when and if, but not compulor Thursday. Johnston will prob lated by the distribs. Permit allo- sorily so."
ably be asked about State’s foreign cation is based on. several factors,
motion picture program and the including production in the counFrank Tashlin will produce “The
effect of American entertainment try of origin and practices
in other Kittenball
Story," based on his
films overseas on our foreign lela quota countries.
This formula may own story, as an indie
with Glenn
tlons.
now be modified.
Ford as top male.

MPAA

—

•

6%

very excitement of some new value
in show business third dimension

Johnston to Testify in D.C.
On State Dept/s O’seas Pix

;

137/s

48
18V4

about ’Moulin Rouge’ and ‘Hans
Christian Andersen’ and Cinerama. It’s even slick to deprecate
’Bwana Devil’ as not being the
answer to the 3-D prayer, but the

b.o.

EXPECT TO GET

1J5%

—

ing to do big. business.

New Belgian 3-D

1952-’53
High. Low

factors, of late,

been a number of

3.
now
own stereo- same kids, two years later,
it isn’t as
known as Para-, want movie-money. Andwith
girls;

—

For the Week Ending Tuesday (3)

that’s

prices,

its

vision. Paramount expects to unveil
in circulation is still on nitrate and
two entirely new systems within
that as long as even one reel of
the next two months. One is the
the Inflammable stock is 'shipped,
optical process designed to give the
a fire hazard definitely exists and
illusion of depth to old 2-D picthe necessary precautions must be
tures, thereby salvaging the film intaken.
dustry’s $350,000,000 backlog. The
Evenutal action will have to other is a combination of the two
come from the exhibs, execs feel. systems currently competing sterAs one put it, the industry right eoscopic and peripheral vision, also
now is in no position to undertake known as wide-screen.
the very large expense of transferThis combination, according to a
ring everything to acetate; but that Paramount spokesman,
aims at
in two years the natural' develop- "true 3-D
with a wide screen.” It
ment may have reached the point employs the big screen and rewhere a solution is feasible. Ac- quires the wearing of polarized
4
tual manufacture of nitrate stock
glasses*.
Understood one of the
by Eastman Kodak and others has vital points is a device whereby the
stopped long ago but the labs had wide
screen can he narrowed down
a considerable amount of nitrate to conventional
size almost infilm stockpiled.
stantly, permitting clear closeups
Conversion to safety, once comin third dimension.
Important is
plete, stands to save the industry
the economy, both in filming and
a considerable hunk of coin since,
projection, of the new process. Stuin addition to the theatres themdio feels it can be installed in all
selves, storage vaults and shipping
theatres with a minimum of exfacilities are involved among othpense,
^
ers.
Tentative approaches have
Paramount is aiming to perfect
been made to fire departments in
its "wide-screen Paravision" withvarious cities, but the reply is always the same: Convert, and then in the next five weeks.
It’s
possible the Fine-Thomas
we’il talk business.
Exhibs can’t- argue since, even “Sisters. From Seattle," already anthough key spots may play only nounced for Paravision* may be
in wide-screen Paravision. If
new releases using acetate prints, made
replacements on nitrate do oc- the process is ready, it would
debut
on "Seattle" rather than on
casionally come through.
Insurance situation differs from state to "Red Garters" as originally expected.
state and conversion benefits in
Meanwhile, the studio is rushing
terms of theatre rates alone would
change considerably. Where in work on the purely optical system
for use on the backlog. It’s pointseveral states houses with standard booths aren’t stuck with an ex- ed out that this system is “vitally necessary" to the whole industra charge for. film, and reduction
try as a means of averting a dupliin rates would be slight, in others
they pay a high levy and would be cation of the tremendous waste
that resulted from the sudden
relieved of a financial burden.
Switch to safety also would make transition from silent to sound
films 25 years ago.
itself felt in specifications for the-

U.S. COS.

children’s

—

Hollywood, March

In addition to
estimated that between
scopic 3-D process
and 25% of all footage now
It’s

at

land,

—%

%

...

.

mMR#
yjVHiEnr*
IJHrzsz

ing somewhat of a sleeper, with
several fine to stout showings.
"All Ashore” (Col), light in one
key, was trim in two others. “Gunsmoke" (U) started out nicely.
ratings for three weeks in a row,
‘‘Androcles and Lion” (RKO)
captured fifth place by a tidy mar- added some additional solid coin
gin,
close
behind
“Andersen." during the month. "Monsoon” (UA)
“Gambler" showed up stronger did fairly well on opening playthan even anticipated by Universal. dates. “Treasure of Condor” (20th)
“Bwana Devil" (UA), cashing in ranged from light to big on some
on the yen to see 3-D pix, climbed of first dates. “Invasion U.S.A.”
to sixth spot. It was" ninth in Jan- (Col) showed up strongly in some
uary. With United Artists handling locations. "Promoter" (U) still was
the film, “Devil” landed many fresh doing solidly in arty theatres for
most part.
key bookings.
“The Clown" (M-G), which never
“Niagara” (20th) wound up sevseemed
to get started, continued
enth, having a flock of dates late,

month jthat paid' off. "Above quite- uneven*-- "Blackbeard the Piand Beyond” (M-G), I0tl| in Janu* rate" (RKO) showed stoutly in a
ary, moved up to eighth position as number of keys.
the pic was spotted in stronger key

in the

situations.

“Meet Me at Fair” (U) took ninth
money, after a comparatively leisurely start. “Jazz Singer” (WB),
obviously on the disappointing side
as a big grosser, was 10th, while
“Thief of Venice” (20th), a foreignmade film, landed 11th slot. “Thunder in East” (Par) rounded out the

Golden Dozen.
“Naked Spur” (M-G), "Man Behind Gun” (WB) and “Stereo Techniques" (Indie) all new and likely
to be heard from in the future,
were the runner-up films in that
order. “Triorama” (Bolex), third
3-D system, was just getting started. It was big in first two N. Y.

$15,000,000 Suits
Continued from page

7

damage

claims- of $3,000,000 on the
first count, $2,500,000 on the second and $500,000 on the third.
W. D. Fulton is suing 20th for
$600,000 treble-damages allegedly
sustained by the Howard Theatre,

Arkansas

City, Kan.; Normandie
Corp., in behalf of the

Amusement
Normandie

Theatre, N. Y., vs.
Loew’s, Inc., and the majors for
$1,200,000 in treble-damages; Herbert I. Brown vs. Massachusetts
Theatres and the major distribs.
Damage claims involving his Victoria Theatre, Greenfield, Mass.,
weeks.
A number of new pictures loom total $2,000,000 on the first count,
500,00b on the second and $500,$1,
potentially big on the basis of their
showings -in final week of month, 000 on the third.
There
were also four suits filed
but obviously were not rated on the
Variety monthly list from corre- against the distribs in Los Angeles
spondents in some 25 key cities District Court. One was brought
because they were out only one by Dave and Leah Rector against
week in most instances. One of the majors and National Theatres
these is “Moulin Rouge" (UA), ter- in 'behalf of the Lennox Theatre,
rific in first two weeks at N. Y. asking $736,500 in treble-damages.
Capitol, sharp in L. A. ar\d smash The second action, for $702,000,
for
in Frisco. Another is “Come Back, had Lorraine Valuskis suing
Little Sheba” (Par), which was fine the Bell Theatre, Bell, Cal.
Theatres
In
the third
case.
to great in some six keys the final
Amusement and Valuskis Theatres,
week in February.
“I Confess"
(WB) shapes -as another strong en- Ltd., sought from National Theain
try, being good to smash on its first tres and the majors $700,000
treble-damages involving the Valfive playdates.
The
Angeles.
uskis Theatre,’ Los
“City Beneath Sea" (U) also
fourth action, brought by K. C.
looms big, predicated on several
Manny and J. G. Venable, asked
opening test playdates. “The Star"
$3,021,000 treble for damages al(20th), still on extended-run in
legedly sustained by the Park and
L. A. as the month ended, was good
Huntington Theatres, Huntington,
to sock in some four locations.
Cal., and the Elite .Theatre, Bever‘

“Never Wave At a Wac" (RKO) also
ly Hills, cai.v& ,
shows real promise, being good
to big the first week out on disJud^e'Upholds 2-Yr/Limft
tribution to any extent.
"Anna"
(IFE) shaped strong late in'iftonth,
Judge
Philip.; (SuUivaft; ($1 Fedthe Italian import being especially
eral District Court, last.W&fc upsock where plugged on the sex
held the two-year Illinois State
angle in the bigger keys.
limitation oh antitrust .actions. In
“Jeopardy" (M-G), with some the Norwall Theatre case he dishefty to big playdates, also looms missed Paramount, RKO, Balaban
as a comer. “Stars Are Singing" & Katz,
and Publix-Great States
(Par), another newcomer, chipped as defendants.
in with a couple of good to solid
Still remaining are Warner Bros.*
sessions, but was inclined to be Loew’s,
20th-Fox, Columbia, United
spotty. “Girls in Night” (U) is provArtists and Universal*
*

!
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NAKED SPUR'

IS

DYNAMITE

M-G-Ms SATURATION CAMPAIGN
(This

wire

Naked

is

typical of Colorado,

Wyoming,

New Mexico,

Spur’ opened to largest

Nebraska, Texas whirlwind.)

number of admissions

any theatre or any attraction in
Denver. The campaign is the talk of the city. Holding
them out ever since opening day. This is a top hit!”
— Harris and John Wolfberg, Paramount Theatre, Denver
in the history of

TECHNICOLOR
TORNADO!
Bomb -shell campaign
echoes across country:
ik

Colorado Legislature honors
James Stewart and party with
presentation of Gold Nugget

\

Awards! Governor Dan
Thornton proclaims “Hollywood in the Rockies Day”!
Mayor Quigg Newton of Denver declares city wide “James
Stewart Day”! Silver Dollar
Award to James Stewart by
Denver mayor! Girl Scout

honor citations to
players!

“Naked

M-G-M

Spur”, Mine,

presented to James Stewart!
Denver’s top civic, social event!
.Greatest news coverage ever

given motion picture by Denver
press! 27 radio and TV shows,
parades, civic ceremonies,

greet

AND
i

.mtk

presents James Stewart, Janet Leigh, Robert Ryan,
Ralph Meeker in "The Naked Spur” with Millard Mitchell;
Harold
color by Technicolor; written by Sam Rolfe and

M-G-M

produced by
Jack "Bloom; directed by Anthony Mann;
William H. Wright.

“Naked Spur”

IT’S

stars!

THE SAME

STORY NATIONWIDE!
’'Shows what happens

when you’ve got
a

picture

behind

and get

it!”

!— Hollywood Reporter

.

'

fKCWlBS

IS

¥(dhc«l&yy Mareli 4, 19SS

PSsaffft
Lamont

story and the Charles

di-

rection.

The Leonard Goldstein producion throws in a few musical

Film Reviews
Contftraed

Ferny Express
ton'takes on the redskin chief, Pat
Hogan, in a personal battle. So
does their wrecking of express relay station^ when Heston and
Tucker manage to get the information through that California had
led a majority of states in the fight
Climax, unfortu'against slavery.
nately, has Miss Sterling, a hoyr

denish, Army post-raised girl who
loves Heston, shot down while saving the hero from ambush. A good

however, doesn’t- have him

twist,

falling into Miss Fleming's waiting

arm?.

The

principals

do

their

work

well and would appear even to better advantage were- the purposes
of their work more in the open for
viewers. Brandon and Randall are

good heavies* as. is Hogan, Moore,
Porter Hall and Lewis Martin are
among others showing up in the
action.

Holt’s production’ supervision' is
especially notable for the striking
outdoor location scenes, colorfully

lensed by

Ray Rennahan.

Techni-

cal credits are generally, satisfactory,-

Brog.

.

(COLOR)
Socko science-fiction thriller
with big b.o. potential*
Hollywood, March 2.
Paramount release of George Pal production. Features Gene Parry, Ann RobinTremayne, Bob Cornthwalte,
Sandro Giglio, Lewis Martin. Directed by
Byron Haskin. Screenplay, Barre Lyndon,
based on nover by H, G. WeUs; camera
(Technicolor),
George Barnes; editor,
£verett Douglas; music score, Leith
Ltes
'

special photographic
effects,
Gordon Jennings, Wallace Kelly, Paul
Lerpae, Ivyl Burks, Jan Domela, Irmin
Roberts; astronomical art, Chesley Bonestell. Previewed Feb. 30, '53. Running

Stevens;

time. IS MIMS.

Gene Barry

Clayton

Ann

Sylvia

Gen.

Mann

-Robinson

Les Tremayne
Bob Cornthwalte

,Dr. Pryor
Dr. Bilderbeck
Pastor Collins

Sandro Giglio
Lewis Martin

Gen. Mann's aide.. Housley Stevenson. Jr.
Radio Announcer
Paul Frees
Wash Perry
Bill Phipps
Col. Heffner
Vernon Rich
*.

Cop

“The

.

Henry Brandon
Jack Kruschen

Salvatore

Commentary by

War

.... Sir

Cedric Hardwicke

of the Worlds”

is

huge meteor lands near a small
town but, after.it has cooled from
its flight, turns opt to be a Martian machine that raises itself on

a
as

socko science-fiction feature,
fearsome as a film as was the
Orson Welles 1938 radio interpretation of the H. G. Wells novel. Its
exploitation and word-of-mouth poare tremendous and the
boxoffice possibilities big.
Just as listeners willingly mesmerized themselves into being
scared half-to-death by tjie broadcast, so will viewers take vicarious
pleasure in the terror loosed in
the film and then walk out of
theatres relieved to find the world
still as it was. The George Pal production tops by a wide margin his
previous film ventures into the
realm of space and gives Paramount a release that can’t miss
being a b.o. winner.
The film wisely uses no estab
lished marquee names to detract
from the feeling that what is being
seen is real. Instead, what starring
honors there are go strictly to the
special effects, which create an

tentials

On Ton

Brog.

SnoUy

of Old

pulsating beams, extends a hooded,
(SONGS)
snakelike, electronic shape and
promptly turns deadly heatwaves
Fair Gene Autry oatuner for
on humans, buildings and anything
secondary bookings.
else that comes within range. More
Columbia release of Artnand Schaefer
and, more of these machines land
production. Stars Gene Autry; features
in. various spots on earth and start
Smiley Burnette, Gail Davis, Grandoii
heir alarming purpose of prepar- Rhodes, SheUa Ryan, Kenne Duncan, Cass
ing the world for a Martian migra- County Boys. Directed by George Archainand screenplay, Gerald
Story
haud.
tion. The nations of the world join Geraghty; camera, William Bradford; edihands to fight off the invaders with- tor, 'James Sweeney; musical director,
out success as cities and people fall Mischa Bakaleinlkoff. Tradeshown, N.Y.,
'S3. Running time, 5* MINS.
Feb.
victim. The terrified people of the Gene 37,
Gene Autry
Autry
world succumb to panic and con- Smiley Burnette
Smiley Burnette
Gail Davis
sternation as the picture moves re- Jen Larrabce
Grandon Rhodes
Judson
climax "Doc"
lentlessly
towards
the
Sheila Ryan
Lila Maryland
Kenne Duncan
where Hie miracle of the .germ McQuald
Robert Bice
Kirby
frees them of’ terror.
Bud
Zon Murray
Fred S. Martin
The special effects miniature Freddie Cass
Jerry
Jerry
Scoggins
Cass
work is outstanding* giving no evi- Bert Cass
Bert Dodson
dence of its comparatively tiny
Cass County Boys
scales as lensed in Technicolor by
George Barnes.* His photography
“On Top of Old Smoky,” Columand the use. of tints sharpen the bia's latest Gene Autry oatuner,
film's dramatic impact. Practically adds up to a fair entry for* the
all of the scenes were* created on secondary market. It has .a strong
stages, both interiors and exteriors, quota of songs, but the action tends
with only two outside locations.
to lag in comparison with some
In' the siege of dread terror, the of the star’s recent releases.
story finds opportunity to develop
Screenplayed by Gerald Geraghty
a logical love story between Barry
and Ann Robinson, a romance that from his own story, the script is
a
weak affair. He and the Cass
points up the danger gripping the
earth and its people. Both are good County Boys are cast as itinerant
entertainers
mistakenly taken for
and others seen fo advantage inIn the
clude Les Tremayne as_a general; bonafide Texas Rangers.
tradition
of
the
mccoy TR’s, Autry
Lewis Martin, a pastor who faces
the invaders with a prayer and is and his pals help but Gail Davis.
struck' down; Bob. Cornthwaite, Operator of a toll road, she’s harSandro Giglio, Houseley Stevenson, rassed by elements, who seek an
Jr., Paul Frees, Bill Phipps and end to the impost and also have
Vernon Rich. An ominous com- designs on valuable mica deposits
mentary is spoken by Sir Cedric on her property. Final frame finds
*
the outlaws jailed.
Hardwicke.
The picture is an unusually tight
Per usual, Autry croons appeal85 minutes as edited .by Everett ingly whether it be the title numDouglas. The Leith Stevens music ber or several other country ditscore heightens the frightening ties. He’s also in there swinging
mood, that grips the story unfold- in the thesping department despite
ment. Of particular ndte in help- the script’s limitations^
Smiley
ing to wallop the $ care values is the Burnette supplies standard comedy
sound recording by Harry I4nd- relief, while okay support is progren and Gene Garvin. The art di- vided by Miss Davis, the CC Boys
rection by Hal Pereira and Albert and
Grandon Rhodes, among
Nozarki, and the astronomical art others.
of Chesley Bonestell are among the
George Archainbaud’s direction
other worthy conributions. Brog
of the Armand Schaefer production leans toward the leisurely
Kettle
side.
There are a few exciting
sequences in the film such as a
burning trestle and the roundup of
the villains but these are insufLatest entry in “Kettle” series
ficient to satisfy tastes of most
up to standard. Okay b.o.
action fans.
Camerawork of WilHollywood, March 2.
•
Universal release of Leonard Goldstein liam Bradford is good,' as are other
production. Stars Marjorie Main, Percy
Gilb.
Kilbride; features Ray Collins, Bodil Mil- technical credits.
ler, Sig Ruman. Barbara Brown. Directed
by Charles Lamont; screenplay. Jack

—

atmosphere of soul-chilling appre
hension so effectively audiences
will actually take alarm atrthe danger posed in the picthre. It can’t
be recommended for the weakhearted, but to the many who de
light in an occasional good scare,
it’s sOck entertainment of hackleraising quality.
The east is very competent in
capitalizing on the shocker demands
of Byron Haskin’s -forceful directorial drive, and Barre Lyndon’s

able script, based on the Wells
novel, gives him plenty of melo
dramatic meat on which to build
frenzied panic among the plot's
characters. Gene Barry, as a scientist, is the principal in this story
of a dismaying invasion of the
earth by weird, spider-like characters from Mars, against whom the
world’s newest and most potent
weapons, even the atom bomb, are
of no avail.
Into this setup, the special effects group

Photography by George Robinson,
and other

editing, musical direction
credits are okay.

.

.

tVar of the Worlds

son,'

touches for Paris nitery sequences.

from >i|« •

'

Ma & Pa

—

Vacation

—
.

,

Luxury Girls

Henley; camera, George Robinson; editor,
Leonard Weiner. Previewed Feb. 35, '53.

(ITALIAN)

Running time, 75 MINS.
‘

Pa Kettle

Marjorie Main
Percy Kilbride

*

Jonathan Parker
Inea Kraft
Cyrus Kraft
Elizabeth Parker

Ray Collins
BodU Miller

Exploitable

for

,

White

camera, Lester whiter editor, Bruce
Shoengarth; music. Marlin Skiles. Pre-

viewed Feb.
MINS.
Mike
Jack

market.

27,

*53.

Running time,

41

Stanley Clements
Steve Brodie
Gloria Blondell
Barbara Bestgr
Lyle Talbot

Ann

Margaret

Rocky
Benny
Stew

Frank Jenks
Paul Bryar
Lee Van Cleef

Brutus
Nelson

Myron Healey

Norwin
Announcer

Riley Hill

Tom Hanlon
Jana Easton

Sig

John Blelfer
Duncan Richardson

Davey

femme

interest, as well as leaving

room

for

some

stock

footage.

mates, as well as the boss’, but it’s
somewhat overlooked because his
ability now finds the team on a

winning streak.

Myron Heal-

Devil player

ey, on payroll of the gangsters to
fix the games, is found out and

lero

;

,

•

!

side of gay. Paree, Kilbride also
finds the time to get mixed up in
a spy plot and become a dubious
hero.
i
En route by plane to Paris, Kilbride is entrusted with a letter
containing
intelligence
secrets.
He s to return it after * arrival to
Peter Brocco, a spy, but more spies
enter the picture, bump off Brocco

and Pa

Ballot Mistress
Princess De Vick-Bcranger

....

_

,

,

Riding Instructor
Boy friend of Val

direction is par
Mary Alcaide for
the course. Technical credits

Liana Del Balxo
Franco Lodi
Leopold Savona

filmgoers, exhibitors may be able
to stimulate business by accenting
the film’s sexy overtones.

used by the Secret ServOtherwise, this Carlo Civallero
to help corral these new men- production adds up to an
overlong
is

ice
aces,

Sig Ruman and Bodil Miller,
latter a sirenish Mata Hari.
The spy' chase is mixed in with
Ma and Pa seeing Parisian bright
lights and ni £ht life and finales
with Pa luring the French police
to the gang’s hideout for
a mass

are likewise.

Neal.

Smn Antaie

“Luxury Girls,” Italian -made
drama in English dialog, is an exploitable piece of merchandise for
the programmer market. Although
the cast is unfamiliar to American

on’s three pals, sing

1

(Songs-Dance)

(RUSSIAN)
Artkino release of Lcnfilm production.
Directed by A. Ivanoviky and H. Rapp&«

Camera (Maficolor), s. Ivanov.
Clements is the brash, young ice port.
Cast; M. Mihailov, N. Guselnlkova, B.
hockey expert who joins the Red KhaUdn, L. Maaelnnlkova* Sergei LemeDevils, team headed by Steve shev, S. Preobraxshenakaya, K. Sergeyev,
V. Dubovsky. N. .Dudinskaya, N. AnisiBrodie. His manner is enough to mova,
V. Gerbek, Ivan Bukayev, A*
get under the skin of his team- Shelest, S. Kaplan, T. Yecheslova, N. Z.

,

French postcards, ogle
can-can dancers and generally trying to gander the reputedly saucier

Jr.,

working in the routine action and

4

naughty

aims.

ion, the conflicting forces are evident
early,
with
development

Ruman

Barbara Brown

herd to ransom Tucker so he can
exact vengeance. The Misses Whelan and Jurado accompany him, the
former because she wants to join
Tucker. Finale finds Cameron deciding to let Tucker live, but with
Miss Whelan, figuring that is «
more malicious form of vengeance
than death.
There’s not much the four Istars
can do with the film’s pretentious

Bob Steele, Harry Carey,
and James LUburn, as Camer“South of San
The thrills and spills of ice Antone,” “Ten Thousand Cattle’*
“The Cowboy’s Lament.”
hockey form the backbone of Al- and
lied Artists’ latest in its Stanley Acosta is good. Bud Thackery conClements series, “White Light- tributes satisfactory outdoor lensning. 0 Formula yarn is enhanced ing, and the other technical credBrog.
by good performances, and overall its are okay.
result shapes as okay filler fare.
As scripted by Charles R. MarCoieert of Stars

Girl
'Tailor

When

programmer

(SONGS)
So-so .outdoor actioner.

H

°Uywood, Feb. 25.
Republic release of Joseph Kane uro,

R»4

w£u»
wnelan.

fis?
Forrestl Tucker, Katy Juradot
Rodolfo Acosta. Roy
y Robert*
StC C ’ H*/™ Carey. Jr.,
jaS*» lii!
nlir ctcd fc
y . Kane. Screenplay,
.
5, £
qilfv.
F
h r
on novel, "The
v,* % :,

excursion into behind-the-scenes
ky Curt Carroll; camera,
puppy love at an exclusive girls* mullcT R Cln«^; we*‘Htor«, T ^ny Martinelll:

finishing school iq Switzerland. The
Ennio Flaiano/ screenplay establishes the plot primarily' via a series
of character studies of some of the
more interesting students.
arrest q{ the heavies after Ma has
Daughter of a wealthy American
knocked them out.
couple, Susan Stephen is enrolled
Miss Main and Kilbride run at a swank institution
run by Elisa
through their familiar characters Cegani. Students
are there ostenHeatly and spark chuckles. Collins sibly to
improve their .minds and
down, victims of earth’s lowliest and Miss Brown are
germs to which their life in the villainous and Miss good, Ruman acquire the social graces. But
Miller seduc- actually the gals, spend most of
sterile world of Mars had given tlve
A °llver Blake and Teddy Hart, their- time pursuing eligible young
them no defense.
as Geoduck and Crowbar, the
two bachelors instead of concentrating
While following closely the plot Indians for whom Pa
tries to buy upon classroom routines.
Script
pattern laid down in Wells’ novel, the postcards, are
seen at the be- abounds in familiar types.
the film transfers the first invasion ginning and end of
the film. Brocco
Sandwiched in the story are the
to a small town ift Southern Cali- and others are
up to the require- traditional hair-pulling scuffles, a
fornia. What is believed to be a ments of the
Jack Henley screen threatened suicide by a pupil slated

m

*

suspended, the baddies go after
United Artists release of Carlo Cival- Clements. Latter, who by this time
production. Stars Susan Stephen, has
tangled bodily with both
Ivan Triesault
j
Geoduck
Anna
Marla
Ferrero Jacques Sernas, Brodie and Healey,
Oliver Blake
seriously conow a
Teddy Hart Steve Barclay; features Marine Vlady. siders
?/
^
their offer, but at the last
Directed by .Piero Mussetta. Screenplay,
Enno Flaiano; camera, Piero Portalupi; minute comes through to win thie
Universal has another of its editor, Gabriel Varrlale; music. Nine big game.
Rota. Tradeshown, N.Y., March 3, '53.
“bread-and-butter” family corner Running
time, 94 MINS.
Clements and Brodie both regis*
dies in this latest “Ma and Pa Ket- Lorna Whitmore
Susan Stephen ter well and get
top support from
tle” entry. It will please followers Valerie' De Ber anger. .Anna Marla Ferrero
other
Jean-Jacques
players. Especially good in
...-Jacques Sernas
of the series and register okay at Geferge Whitmore
Steve Barclay lesser roles are Barbara
t
Bestar,
the boxoffice in those situations EUay
Marine Vlady the pert
and talented femme lead;
BruotUa Bovo
that find this •group of features Jeannie Gordon
Pereira
Rosanna Podesta Gloria Blondell, Lyle Talbot and
profitable.
Mme. Charpentier
Elisa Cegani Frank Jenks. Myron
Healey, per
This time, for laughs, the script Prof. Charpentier
Claudio Gora usual,
is tops, and there’s a neat
Whitmore
Estelle Brody
sends Marjorie Main and Percy Mrs.
Greg Wilson
Lawrence Ward comedy bit turned in by Jane
Kilbride, the title characters, to Beejay
Paula Mori Easton.
Pans on vacation as the travelling Steve
Robert Risso
Ben Schwalb’s production superEva Vanicek
companions of Ray Collins and Statistician
Knitter
Vera Palumbo vision gives a good
visual presentBarbara Brown, wealthy parents £B>In°
Anna Cagini ation
to the subject matter, this
Colette Laurent
of the Kettle’s daughter-in-law. B°opie.
Bianca Manenti despite limited budget, and
Between attempts to buy some Maid
the
Jean-Jacques* friend. .Charles Rutherford
Edward Bernds

headed by Gordon Jen- the

nings loosens a reign of screen
terror, of futile defense, demolished cities, charred landscapes
and people burned to ashes by the
invaders’ weapons. Just as it seems
nothing will prevail against the
onslaught, and those of the populace still able to think at all
the
•atmosphere of horror have turned
to prayer, the invaders are struck

On

.o be expelled and countless esca- stir up some business in the regpades pulled by the would-be ular Republic market.
Eventually, Miss
sophisticates.
A complicated plot, based on
Stephen’s mother extricates her “The Golden Herd,” novel by Curt
environment to Carroll, is used for the Joseph
curious
from this
follow her natural inclinations Kane production; but the story is
elsewhere in a less trying atmos- too involved and the Steve Fisher
phere.
script too talk to permit the kind
While director Piero Mussetta of fast pacing required of outdoor
makes a good attempt at it, his dramas. Kane’s direction often
guidance nevertheless falls short lets the movement slow tediously,
of bringing an aura of credibility although he has injected several
into Flaiano’s script. Performances, good action sequences, such as the
in the main, are undistinguished. knife, and fistic clashes between
Miss Stephen, however, shows Cameron and Tucker, an Indian
promise and Anna Maria Ferrero attack, and a fight between the two
is interesting as a vixenish adoles- femme stars, Arleen Whelan and
cent. Jacques Sernas provides a Katy JuTado.
dash of virility as a commoner in
Obscure plot running through
search of romance. the welter of incident revolves
Camerawork of Piero Portalupi around Cameron, a Texan who
good, especially in ‘outdoor adopts a neutral position in the
is
N
sequences depicting some mountain War Between the States; Tucker,
climbing and skiing. Production a bullyboy coward who wears the
values adequately establish the Confederate uniform; Miss Whelflavor of the Continental locale. an, a shallow, selfish Texas belle,
Nino Rota’s score also measures up. and Miss Jurado, Mexican girl
English dubbing on this United loved by Cameron. After a lot of
Artists release' is well done. Pacing unnecessary footage in the first half
of the film could be speeded via setting up conflicts between Camjudicious trimming of 10 or 15 eron
and Tucker, And during
Gilb.
minutes.
which Cameroon spends most of the
time in a Union prison, .the pace
begins to pick .up a bit, £fter his
Lightning
release from prison at war’s end,
Cameron returns to find Tucker
Okay filler fare with ice
has killed his father and is now
hockey for backbone.
the prisoner of Rodolfo Acosta, a
leader in Juarez’s fight against
Hollywood, Feb. 27.
Maximillian and the French in
Allied Artists release of Ben Schwalb Mexico.
roduction. Stars Stanley Clements, Steve
S rodie; features Gloria Blondell, Barbara
The hero starts a cattle drive
Be star, Lyle Talbot. Directed by Edward south of the border to use
the
Bernds. screenplay, Charles R. Marion;

:

jSli.

AUwby

aSm/wS
tSw

’

Brian Culver
Forint
Ueroa ••••••.. Kat? jXgfi
08
Acosta
John° Ch^su
m *•••••.••• •* Rodolfo
Chisun
* Roy ^Roberts

J*

V

Bob

r

>

Ubkovsky, V. Ivanovsky, I. Tratov, other*.
At Stanley Theatre. N.Y., Feb. 28, '53.
Running time,
MINS.

M

Considerable artistic endeavour
has been incorporated in this ambitious patchwork of the arts which
makes up “Concert of Stars,” sequel to the successful “The Grand
Concert.” Here again the Russians
show that they are masters of the
ballet, but the operatic excerpts
are undistinguished and poorly
recorded, and the whole » picture
appears hastily thrown together
without regard for continuity or
uniformity.

Magicolor leaves much to be
wished for and tends to bathe proceedings in blueish
light.
S.
Ivanov’s camera handling is unimaginative in the extreme and
there are several instances of poor
synchronization,
I n
particularly
the opening symphonic number,
when the picture and soundtrack
go their separate ways.
Uninspired opening presenting
the Symphony Orchestra of the
Leningrad State Philharmonic Sothe third movement of
Tschaikovsky’s Sixth Symphony,
Is followed by a lengthy, excerpt
from Glinka’s relatively unknown
opera, “Ivan Susanin,” in which
M. Mikhailov of the Leningrad
Kirov Opera House shows himself
in fine vocal fettle.
Ballet sequence featuring .Galina
Ulanova and V. Prebrazhensky in
Chopin’s “Valse” is probably the
best part of the pic. L. Maselnnikova and SergCi Lemeshev go
through a routine, rendering of a
scene from Tschaikovsky’s “Queen
of Spades” opera. The bit suffers
from poor sound. N. Dudinskaya
and K. Sergeyev dance scenes
from A. Glazunov’s “Raymonde”
''

ballet.

Rest of the program features
a Spanish dance, expertly done by
v
the .StatejPolk; Dafice Enseir\ble of
tb’C ;US$k}. iVa^ibUk sdhgsl Jipfcenes
. James JLllbum
from the ballet “Gayane” and, .for
a fitting climax, excerpts from the
Shostakovich oratorio, “Song of
a
.

TW?

*

^S^':r.'.'.'xSgffi. gSla8
Col, Allerby

::::::::

the Forest,” which
and others won’t.

some
0

will like
Bijt.

George Cleveland
Int’l

A

pretentious stab at outdoor action is made by “San Antone”
but
the results are spotty, as will be
the grosses. Names of Rod Camer-

on and Forrest Tucker

may

Shorts Congress in Paris

The fourth International Congress of Short Films began in
Paris March 2. Congress includes
reps from 30 nations who have

help contributed films.

W*due*d*)Y MarcJi 4^ 1953

—
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HEMINGWAY’S

GI Entertaining Hope,

‘Who’s Who' Toasts Bob Hope
They don't plan a dinner until
Georgie Jessel is available. . .
is banquet insurance. ... I
happened to bump into Bishop
Sheen at an AFRA meeting/’ he
continued, “and I now hear that

*.

.

.

Jessel

j

est bow, was laughingly admonished, “Is that all you’re going to
of that fashion investment?”
In introducing his three brothers,
who also took, a bow, Hope observed, “Of course, they’d be just
as happy getting it by mail.” He
saluted Jessel as a legend in his

show

Schenck’ Bowoil

Plus Flock of Awards,

Continued from page 2

Capped the Friars Fete
.

Continued from pare 3
cial

tie-in

with over 125 ‘houses

went in Gotham.
Skouras has been threatening an
was also
antitrust suit asking alleged damlining up the show which ages of $100,000,000 against the

The same

diligence

that

Into the casting of the dais

evident in

1,953

‘SDN’ TO
BE FILMED BY HAWKS

Producer-director Howard Hawks,
who sailed for Europe last week on
the Queen Mary, plans to make a
film version of the Ernest Hemingway novel, “The Sun Also Rises,”
in Hie course of a year’s stay
abroad. He’s held rights to the
work about eight or 10 years and a
script is ready for lensing."

comprised a set of acts that never distribs, with the exception of 20th,
dreamed that they Would be play- and the Loew’s and RKO chains
Schenck, on the other
Y.
ing a benefit for Bob Hope. It’s in N.
While distribution and casting arhand, has been exerting efforts to
herecard
cuffo
only
the
probably
FaKing
kosher
“the
own time; as
effect an amicable solution 'of the rangements are vague at the morouk, whose life is always so gay, abouts in a long time that got the differences out of court. Schenck’s ment, Hawks said that Dewey Mardespite the seriousness of his ar- sanction of the American Guild of peace-maker role so far has been tin will likely appear in the Hemingway venture. Actor also had a
duous work, that he must wake up
Variety Artists, which had a table successful to the extent Qf striking
in the morning wearing a papef
a settlement between Loew’s and role In “The Thing,” which Hawks
is the AGVA
Hope
affair.
the
at
job
skillful
a
such
hat.
He does
turned out for RKO in 1951.
Skouras.
honor guest’s antecedents. Born as toastmaster that he invites girls prexy. Incidentally, this is one
Hawks said that “Sun” will be
However, the threatened court
Leslie Townes Hope in London, he up to his apartment just to see his phase of Hope’s multitudinous ac- action has reportedly led to a done largely in Paris arid Madrid,
menus.”
even
but
“was prematurely ftoor
was never billed by straiped
between inasmuch as th'ose capitals are the
relationship
He hailed Adolph Zukor as tivities that
in his youth knew how to blow up
Schenck and Skouras, and the. for- background for much of the story.
any of the speakers.
a kipper into a bloater. ... He “the daddy of Paramount, which
theatre Producer-director said he’ll also
the
onto
moving
mer
is
The card was a collection of acts
went to Hollywood a place where he started with $6 and a young
film a couple of other projects
scene to patch things up.
after you struggle for recognition crooner, and 50 years later, after that wanted to work this affair
overseas from scripts he
AcUATC’s holdings are far-flung. companying him on the owns.
they put on dark glasses to hide taxes,, he has $6, and an old before one of the top show biz
junket is
Company owns .United Artists his bride, Dee Hartford. They
Regarding Berle, “He’s
it. Hollywood is a place that was crooner.”
were
audiences. Jesse. Block emceed and Theatres of California, has partstarted by a writer with a cliche/’ great and I like him on television;
wed Feb. 20.
the Clark nership operations with Loew’s in
(Allen’s observations on the film I like to sit home and watch my he chose to open, with
Mr.
Bros. (2), who came over from Har- several states (which are now being
is
he
really
own
jokes.
But
community were bitingly kiddingHe achieved the Television, or was until Tallulah lem's Apollo Theatre. The Negro dissolved), and holds 5Q% of the
on-the-square.
hoofers worked in a spirited man- Rowley United chain in the south- Col Using
3-D System
unusual of “stopping a banquet*’ for got on.”
Saluting his wife, he observed, ner executing intricate tapology west in addition to the 52% inan extra bow).
that “this is probably the first time combined with some startling steps terest in Metropolitan.
‘Man
On
Lived Twice’
combanquet
Entertainment and
that drew a smash salvo.
Schenck’s resignation from 20th
Block Dolores knows what I do for a livJesse
chairman
mittee
Hollywood, March 3.
I was
thought
probably
She
ing.
Jane,
Betty
with
The
Kean
Sisters,
Sc
association
20-year
a
ends
opened with a nifty, “If I had anyColumbia is using its own 3-D
pilot for United Airlines. doubUngv from the Copacabana, Darryl F. Zanuck, with whom he
thing new to say, I’d be working/* & test
prove donated a generous portion of their 'co-founded 20th Century Produc- process; still unnamed and deand went into a humorous dis- And she’s right our towels
they’re marked Tiers’ and ’Wel- catalog. Their Christine bit com- tions, Inc., in 1932.
Firm was veloped secretly in the studio lab,
course on the Friarf finance com- it;
come Traveler'.” In an adult, lit- bined with some xan? mimicry, merged with Fox Pictures Corp. on “The Man Who Lived Twice.”
mittee, and its casting of “who’d be
sentimental.
yet
humorous
erate,
with
the
mob
and
hit
songs
Steps
the pres- Process requires two cameras but
become
later
to
years
two
a surefire g. of h.” (Besides the
no mirrors and is described as
Without being sticky speech, he a heavy impact.
ent 20th organization. #
Friars, the Cerebral Pels? fund
happen
simple^ light and mobile.
could
that
“this
concluded
Tony ic Sally De Mateo are still
benefits, at Hope’s request, from
like me only in show busi- one of the top ballroom twains.
Meanwhile, Sam Katzman, curthe profits, with CP guaranteed at to a guy
finer This vet team seems never to lose
ness.
one
of
my
This’ll
be
rently producing “Fort Ti” in
least $5,000. The dinner was scaled
memories.”
Vision, will make “Charge
Natural
Their,
appeal
freshness.
and
its
at $35 anct $50 a head, the front
Fabiaa Bids
Jesselfmns
of the Lancers” and “Tripoli to the
“Beguine” Is one of the dance
tables at the higher tab as one
patterned
patter
paprika
Jessel’s
Continues
from
pace
.3
Sea” in the same medium. He has
classics ..of Hie' cafe orbit. Three
means to get off the hook on “good”
general pace of speeches. He numbers and several bows satisfied
a three-picture commitment.
table requests. NBC had taken lfr the
'
discussed late yesterday (Tues.) by
introduced:
the crowd.
of the $500 10 places'—tables; Parthe Equity council.
Frank ML Folsom • . ‘. “a man
amount had three, etc.; over 1,300
Should Rosen tie up the loose
whose goodwill runs from Rome * Brought Hie Orchestrations
attended.)* Block went on that the
One of the surprises of the eve- ends, it’s figured he’ll contact ex- Mass. Eyes Proposal
tty Radio City, yet not an easy
Friars decided to salute Hope “bening
was
stint
this
Eddie
Fisher’s
at
jsaid that one of
hibs with tele-equipped theatres.
Foreign-Pix Censoring
cause he was the average American taskmaster* It is
’Sir, I would gathering. About to be discharged This Would be the first legit offerBoston, March 3.
who makes $3,000,000 a year,” to his employees said,
like tomorrow off; it is my 25th and still in his Army uniform, ing aired via theatre TV and would
leave
observed,
“Hey,
Jessel
which
Proposal to institute censorship
wedding anniversary,* and Folsom Fisher came on stage with 10 addi- conceivably set a pattern .for future
something for me!’’
of
all
foreign
films prior to their
said to the fellow, *OK, but must tional strings and a pair of French telecasts of Broadway shows. Only
showing in Massachusetts has been
Jessel in Stride
I have this trouble with you every horns to provide a truly lush or- presentation similar to the prointroduced
in
”
the Massachusetts
chestral background. One of the posed event was last. December’s
There was plenty left for Jessel, 25 years?’
legislature. Scissoring would be unWho was in his prime stride as he
Frank White “and of like im- top conductors of the day, Hugo closed-circuit telecast from 'the dertaken by the
Department of
introduced Baruch who, on a late portance, the president of NBC as Winterhalter, who arranged and Metopera of “Carmen” in the first
conducted Fisher’s disk hits at non-sports
entertainment
event Public Safety.
entrance' and an early departure
of Friday, 10 a.m., EST.”
RCA-Victor,
was
Act,
also
on
hand
for
on
which
a
hearing
piped
was held
theatres.
there was a question whether the
to
Adolph Zukor—-“And now the
bedded - by - a - cold octogenarian dean of the motion picture indus- Fisher’s post-service bow in New
Since the opera airing, there has last week, was formulated by John
York.
He
warmed
up
with
“Lady
could make it saluted Mrs. (Do- try, who has served it well for over
been a lull in big-screen offerings. P. McMorrow of Boston. The state
lores) Hope; made some cogent ref- 50 years. He has gone through a of Spain” and did' “Wish You Were Halpern’s TNT has held numerous has no censorship per se.- However,
“Hope springs great deal; he started with Sarah Here” and “Pennies from Heaven.” exploratory talks with producers of Boston does sift pix for Sunday
erences
about
eternal/* and finaled with an Irish Bernhardt and wound up losing He doesn’t have far to go to events deemed suitable for thea- showings, and it’s that version that
achieve his pre-service form. He’s
axiom, “May the Lord take a liking Betty Hutton.”
tre telecasting, but no deal has is generally released throughout
to you, but not too soon!”
Mayor Impellitteri “I am told practically there.
been finalized. Possibility was sefen Massachusetts.
Virtually
unnoticed
not
by
the
crowd
will
again.
He
will
run
this
week of renewed activity on
that
he
Eric Jahnston c5ntinued the punning that show business “has Cros- be alone, for every Tom, Dick and was the complete switch in this the opera front. This is based on
case.
One
of
the
rarest
sights
N.
Y.
in
of
a poll, issued today (Wed.), of the
by for faith, Benny for charity and Halley wants to be mayor
Fabian Predicts
Bob for Hope.” He was cued into Not only thstf, but I also under- show biz annals a uniformed man audience reaction to “Carmen.”
Ballots,
distributed
at theatres
the Iron Curtain attitude on Amer- stand Christine Jorgensen is going entertaining Bob Hope.
Continue^ from page 3
split
ticket/’
carrying
the
vid
cast,
were
mailed
run
a
on
to
The
evening
was climaxed by a
ican films by Jessel’s intro that
Eric Johnston “He had the quartet of awards to Hope.
Johnston has visited Moscow, etc.
An direotly to the Metropolitan Opera even though production was only
Molotov
Stalin,
Assn.
talk
with
Explorer-Eagle Scout, Bill Hoeft,
The MPAA topper went on with the heart °to
completed last week. Fabian, who
observation about Hollywoods’ top and Vishinsky, and after leaving provided a touching part of the
According to TNT, sponsors of has $een the “dailies,” said “Wax”
zanies, Hope and Crosby, steering that trio he had enough courage evening.
In an extremely serious the event, the poll revealed that is far superior to earlier tries in
to go into business with Warner speech, he kudosed Hope for his 91% of the audience termed the the new field.
them onto the “Road to Utopia.”
Some of Bcrle’s nifties won’t Bros., Darryl Zariuck, Harry Cohn extensive efforts on behalf of the telecast “excellent,” with 87% inTheatre exec, incidentally, beever get on the NBC taped excerpts and Sam Goldwyn. ... I hope, Mr. Scout movement. Actually the kid dicating that they would come to lieves there’ll eventually be some
(aired the following evening), such Johnston, you are also familiar made a very fine talk, but his ex- see more operas.
form
of marriage of 3-D and the
TNT said that nearly 4, 000. bal- wide-screen
as his reference to “Jack Benny, with the optical business, as the treme seriousness had some commethod
as 20thwho is in the Pat Ward at Cedars way things are going the next three edy touches, a facet that was en- lots were filled out by the audi- Fox’s Cinemascope. such
He reported
of Lebanon” (Comedian’s upset years all in the motion picture in- couraged by a few si? expressions ence in the 31 theatres carrying
200 Warner houses and 30 Fabian
will
makirigjglasses.”
dustry
be
the opera coast-to-coast and that
stomach had him bedded). Berle
from Hope.
theatres will be equipped for 3-D
Fred Allen “If rank werfe the
added, to Jessel, “You’ve said some
Hope, who has entertained more nearly half of the ballots contained shortly and other spots will install
of the nicest things I've heard order of importance among come- GIs than any performer, was hailed voluntary contributions to the Met
the Cinemascope apparatus when
about people who were still stand- dians, the next speaker would be by
James Sauter, USO-Camp Opera Fund. Among the operas the available. Fabian chain comprises
ing up.” He continued with the a Field Marshal. I first met him Shows prexy who gave
Hope a audience would particularly like to 60 houses, six of which are now
in
the
days
of
the
lost
of
vaudeart
see
on theatre TV, the poll indiV-girl comedy that “Pat Ward was
plaque expressing the gratitude of
closed, and the Warner company
writing a column, ‘Vice to the Love- ville. He was a juggler who told a the organization.
Parchment was cates, ate “Aida,” “Rigoletto,” has 318 locations, 25 of them shutlorn.’ ” He called Danny Kaye “the joke when he missed a trick; he
signed by Sauter, Abe Lastfogel, “Madame Butterfly,” “La Boheme” tered.
Hans Jewish Andersen/’ He spot- has not missed many since.”
organization’s board chairman, and and “Tosca.”
The Friars shindig was accented Lawrence
Fgbian repeated that the two
lighted the new NBC prexy, Frank
Phillips, exec veepee.
more
on
the
radio-TV
note
as
than
^coih^ihles will be operated sepaWhite (“he fixed sets the hard way
Leonard
Goldenson,
United
rately and there Will be no perin Paley’s office”).
He was un- Hope the Paramount star, with “the‘ Paramount
Theatres
president,
sonnel cuts.
der the impression that the next 15th anniversary with NBC” as the
Command Performance would be key. Incidentally, the $35 and $50 who is active in the Cerebral Palsy
work,
gave
Hope
Continued from page 3
an
award recoggiven under the reign of Danny dinner tab was voted a general barKaye. He seriously kudosed Jessel gain, particularly in light of the nizing the comedian’s services on (Col), is touring with “I’ Am a
and Hope, the latter as “America’s expert catering and unusual cuisine behalf of the afflicted. Hope re- Camera” arid is expected to be in
Threaten
for a mass production dinner. This, cently headed a telethon effort for
second greatest comedian.”
either Baltimore or Philadelphia
Continued from page 4
Symington saluted Hope, “whose of course, was a tribute to the new the CP victims.
on the night of the awards.
Final award was by Block on
heart is wrapt in the American “Oscar of the Waldorf,” Claude C.
Thought is that if any of the afore- troupe has been asked to leave the
flag,” and reprised his GI junkets Philippe, properly recognized by behalf of the Friars who gave the mentioned
mining
town of Central, N. M.
trio wins the award for
to Alaska, the Berlin airlift, etc. the Hilton management by being comic the organization’s Oscar. “best actress,” she'll be available
upped
to
a
veepee
last
week.
Immediately
Barkley was in the same idiom.
after the presentation, for a radio-TV appearance
Rep. Jackson’s Queries
followTed Lewis in his battered topper ing the actual “Oscar”
Jessel introduced Allen as being
ceremonies
Washington, March 3.
came onstage and parodied Hope’s emanating from the Coast.
born into show business, “in the
Joseph Stark Head
Rep. Donald R. Jackson (R-«
theme, “Thanks for the Memory”
Jolson era when everyone in the
‘Arthur
Schwartz,
prez
of
the
Of Schlesinger’s N.Y. Org with special lyrics by Benny Davis.
Cal.) has written to the Attorney
ghetto went into blackface.” He
introduced Hope, “In the words of
Joseph Stark, for many years A choir of frocked Friars chimed League, is sounding out Broadway General and the Secretaries of
my sainted grandmother, he’s a veepee of International Variety and in with a choral dressing. It was producers this week on the NBC State and Commerce in connection
proposal. Both Robert Whitehead, with the Silver City filming of
wonderful goy.”
Theatrical Agency, Inc., New York a touching and effective curtain
producer of “Cuckoo,” and Michael “Salt of the Earth,” which he has
Finally Convinced
subsid of Schlesinger Enterprises to the proceedings.
Reportedly Ellis, co-producer of
“Company,” termed pro-Red.
The No. 1 guy of the evening re- of South Africa, has been named some 25 other awards were omitted'
indicated they might accede to the
sponded, *T said no man could be prexy of the company to succeed at Hope’s request in order
Jack&n, a member of the House
not to request in deference to their stars.
this great, but they finally con- Max A. Schlesinger. Latter died overbalance the
Un-American Activities Commitpace.
However, the reaction of other tee, is
vinced me. I feel grateful (refer- in N. Y. Feb. 23 (see obits).
asking two questions: Does
Paul Ash, former Roxy maestro, Broadway producers has
not been the law permit export of a TJic that
ring to the large turnout at such
Louis
Zimmerman,
formerly batoned the major part of the determined.
Moving up the cur- contains Red. propaganda and are
fancy prices) and deductible.” From counsel, takes over as
v.p. There show.
A
Meyer
Davis unit pro- tain presents some problems. Many
.then on he saluted Block, Jessel, will be no other changes in
the principals in any such film rethe of- vided the music. The chairman of tickets
have already' been sold for quired to sign up under the Alien
Allen, Mack Millar (”my publicity fice, it’s understood.
Among other the entertainment committee was. the regular
performances. In addi- Agents Registration Act, particuman, who has been with me 20 things, I VTA buys and books
prod- Harry Mayer, Warner talent scout, tion, it entails
expense in the form larly if the pic is found to contain
years”), introduced his wife, Do* uct for the
Schlesinger houses in and the Friars’ executive secretary,
of additional advertising to call atlores, who, upon* taking a very mod- South Africa.
propaganda favoring a foreign
Carl Timins, coordinated the affair. tention to .the early
curtain.
power?*
deference to its new
TV star is manufacturing a set
glass tube/’ (Berle
stained
with a
had opened the Bishop Sheen gaging by observing “We both have
the same sponsor. Sky .Chief/’
nifty that got a salvo.)
Allen continued to review the
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Jack Lait’s 50th Anni
This Friday marks the 50th anniversary of Jack Lait’s career as

working

a

newspaperman.

The

present editor of the N, Y. Daily
Mirror/ currently convalescing on
the Coast, started March 6, 1903.
on the Chicago American.

Sez Which?

Thomas F. Brady, in a London
dispatch to the N. Y. Times Saturday (28), discussed a simplified
spelling bill currently up before
Parliament. Brady gagged up the
piece with a lead paragraph that
read: "Dhe Konservativ Government suferd its ferst difict in
Parlement tuddei on dhe kuestehen
ov simplifaid. speling, but noubudi
wuried mutsch. abaut dhe konsikuensez bikoaz ounli 118 members
aut ov 625 wer prezent foar dhe
vouting.”
The usually staid Times, taking

cue from the lead, ran the following head: "Ezier Speling Bil
Skors In Kommuns.”

its

It’s

All Lustful to

Him.

W.~R. Boswell, owner and opera-

library

or not they are

ait.

It’s all lust-

On

the subject of calendars, specifically the Marilyn Monroe version, the pastor said: "Yes, there
are some calendars that ought to

come down.”
Even Geoffrey Chaucer’s

spici-

est works probably would come under the provisions of the law, ac"Of
cording to the preacher.
course,” lie said, “I will have to
reread Chaucer before I could say

about him specifically.”

As far as is known, passage of
this law and its subsequent signing gives Georgia the dubious distinction of having the .first 'state
censorship law of this kind.
Lasky Syndicate’s Tecoff
heretofore
Spadea syndicate,
chiefly identified with fashion disteed off this week 'under
Victor Lasky’s editorship with 3540 papers, among them the Philadelphia Bulletin, Newark News,
Cleveland Plain Dealer, Boston
Globe and San Francisco Chronicle, who will buy three to five
These
feature columns a week.
include byliners like James A.
Michener, Eugene Lyons, Irene
Kuhn, Maurice - Zolotow, Gene
Fowler, William L. White, Budd
Schulberg, Upton Sinclair, Taylor
Caldwell and Gerald Johnson, writing on a variety of subjects.
tribution’,

1
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Brother

pacifist.

It took Lew Ayres and his ambulance-service sublimation to buck
ideas.
He became a- director of City InRobert, his
vesting Co. and was soon on the executive committee.
president.
company
brother; meanwhile had become
By 1945, Allen retreated to California, where, significantly, his
He bought
grandfather, Robert Emmett Dowling; had ben a 49©r.
William Allen White’s house In Santa Barbara and, perhaps- spurred
on by the ghost of the editor of th© Emporia Gazette, he became the
owner and publisher of Partisan Review.

up Dowling’s peace-loving

Now a Producer
other day he walked into Bedside Manor, looking just about as
I last saw him 20 years ago on the Riviera. Of course, he
seemed better nourished, and why not with all those millions? But
his beard was back to work, looking as red and as well groomed as
it did in 1930.
He gave out with the amazing«news that he was making "Donovan's
Brain,” starring Lew Ayres; that Tommie Gries, who some years ago
worked on Variety in N. Y., was his producer, and that Hugh Brooke,
that schoolmate of long ago, who had written four novels in the years
between (the last one, "Saturday Island,” having been made into a
picture version, "Island of Desire,” starring Linda Darnell) was his associate producer.
He told me Felix Feist wrote the screenplay and
was directing "Donovan’s Brain,” an offbeat suspense drama based on
the novel by Curt Siodmak. The story had a shakedown cruise on
radio, with Orson Welles as the "Brain.”
Dowling Productions is making the picture at Motion Picture Center, where Stanley Kramer made his hits.
This primary Dowling production is obviously loaded wtih erudition.
An encephalograph would probably show any of them, including Hank
Fine, the p.a.; and Ben Chapman, the production supervisor (they
were colonels in the Air Force), as haying a higher IQ than Donovan
or his brain. Their job is to dissect what made Donovan's noggin work
so ruthlessly.
From what I saw they seemed to be coming to the
conclusion that such a brain, or possibly any brain, is not worth keeping alive after the owner’s soul has gone upstairs.
All are might proud of the way Lew Ayres is playing this Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde role of a doctor-scientist who confuses for a- while
his role with God’s in,the running of the universe.
The

he did when

—

6

Swimmer*

This was no .empty threat.
threatened to sue Dowling for libel.
solvent, probably the only poet on the Riviera who could
make that statement. Hi* father, Robert M. Dowling, was the organizer of City Investing Co., realtors who started New York on its
skyscraper binge:
^
Young Dowling and his brother Robert were swimmers. The
brother, now head of City Investing Co., swam around Manhattan
Island in 1916 in 13 hours and 45 minutes, probably looking for waterAllen went to Cutler School,
front properties that had possibilities.
which began its career with Theodor’© Roosevelt as its first student.
to Harvard but fell off on
formula
Roosevelt
Dowling followed the
the first turn. H© picked himself up and, with Hugh Brooke, wrote a
full-length nonsense drama, burlesquing Dadaism; fell in love with
Kitty Kresge, a five-and-dime heiress; took a trip to Europe, which
seemed to cure him of Kitty; published his first book of. poems,
"Truth And Music”; toured the banana republics to get over the lack
of enthusiasm the public showed for hi* work; turned to a book of
prose-fiction called "The Swimmer,” and went on. another tour of
Europe to get over the failure of peasants to buy this on©, and finally
settled down on the Riviera, grew a red beard and married.
That was where I met him/ with Hugh Brooke, who had appeared
with Helen Hayes on Broadway when she starred in "Dancing Mothers.”
Brooke was his house guest.
Around 1935, Dowling returned to New York and got himself hired
by the Starrett Bros, who built the Empire; State Bldr. After he cut
off his beard, they, let him manage 6a Wall St. It was a retreat, but
who didn’t, come off his high horse in those depressing days?
On the war fronts, Dowling did some retreating too. Dinring World
War I, he was a pacifist. During World War II, he was a discouraged

BOM

job.

Stage pros will enjoy "Prince
of Players,” and should be grateful
that legit’s golden days will be
brought to a wide new audience
through this book.
Doitm.

CHATTER
‘Allen Churchill profiling Goodfor Esquire.
Cass Canfield, board chairman of
'Harper’s, sailed for Paris Thursday

man Ace

(26) on the lie de France.
A1 Hine, Holiday mag film reviewer, to Florida for a fortnight
on a. story for the monthly.

magazine, has resigned to resume
as a publisher’s counsel, which he
tfas prior to joining the McCall
Corp. William E. Terry, ad manager, will be in charge of the Red-

First edition of comic books featuring the Three Stooges will hit
the stands on April Fool’s Day.

Foreign

Goodman

publication get for bi-

monthly issuance, it joins Movie
World, Screen Stars and Filmland
in the Goodman screen group. Bessie Little is editor.

book ad department.
Louis Devon, former Philly filni
Oliver Klein promoted to circula- and legit reviewer, and author of
tion director of Pines Publications. the recent "Aide to Glory” (CroSince 1944, he has been sales man- well),., was in N.Y. last week to disager of the firm, which publishes cuss possible film sale on the book.
Silver

•

>.

Francis N. McGehee, veepee and
advertising director of Redbook

’

Dowling was

Edwin Booth Blog

Group.

MMd4

Now

It’s .a tribute to the author’s research and writing ability that
Sid Marks, once lightweight "Prince of Players,” Eleanor Rugohamp of Canada, and later a stunt gles’ biography of Edwin Booth
man in Hollywood, had an odd (Norton; $4.50), is also being dishobby which he has built into a tributed
Book-of-the-Month
by
book. It's an Oscar for newsies. Club. Less nimble a study of the.
He has interviewed notables who foremost actor of the 19th century
once worked paper routes. Their might have drawn negative reacautographed pictures are worked tions from
in an offbeat asinto a publisher’s Ripley ("News- sessment.
paperboys Hall of Fame,” HouseCaptious stage scholars may find
Warven, Hollywood; $5).
it difficult to align Miss Ruggles'
Marks himself had been a news- masterly organization of her book
boy in London, or "newspaperboy” with certain plush, almost fictional
as he recalli them. Later he Was passages which stem from the
wounded in the Battle of Jutland. "biography by intuition” school. It
He begged the surgeons not to am- may be argued that in early chapputate his leg. They let him have ters the author presents biased achis wish. Despite the banged-up counts of Booth and his father,
gam, he worked up to a pretty emphasizing alcoholism and ingood fighter.
sanity in the Booth clan while negIn World War II he rose to a lecting to underscore sufficiently
sergeant in an American outfit and many of the family’s redeeming
demonstrated how a smart boxer qualities.
with no weapon could dump an
The book contains two historical
onrushing expert who was armed boners in reporting Lincoln’s slaywith a bayonet.
ing by Wilkes Booth. It incorrectly
All the while he kept hunting assumes, because of Edwin’s failure
for newsboys who made good, ig- in managing his own
playhouse,
noring those who made bad or that he was a poor business man.
stood on the same corner for 50 Principal shortcoming of the tome
several
hundred
years.
lists
He'
is its unsuccessful recreation of Edsuccesses in his book Hoover, win in biographical 3-D
terms. But
Truman and Eisenhower among the man was an elusive, complex
Scul.
them.
personality, and in the main Miss
Ruggles has done a noteworthy

,

«

!

a serious
I knew him as a generous friend of Frank Harris.
poet, he also wrote- literary portraits of people like Shaw, Wells and
Middleton Murray. Shaw was so incensed with his profile that he

Hobby

£

Scully 4 4HM«

-

now

Newcastle; Eng.
N. Y. School of Fertormm&iA.rt’it
Dance Dept, has a tworpagO, picture-and-text spread in the current
(March) Dance News.
Simon & Schuster has set Joe
Bryan III as ghost for the Aga
Khans memoirs which that firm
will publish in America.'
Roy W» Martin, formerly with
Cosmopolitan mag and ScrippsHoward Newspapers, joined the
eastern sales staff of Ideal Women’s

SCRAPBOOK

< »»»»+ By Frank

MWA

correspondent Charles
See in Hollywood doing a profile
of Yvonne Godfrey for South African newspapers.
Life-story of Albert Burdon,
w.k. North .of, England comedian,
bring serialized in Sunday Sbn,

444.

Almost as if on cue, a tall, handsome Norman came in the door.
He wore a well-groomed reddish beard. Walker looked at him and
wondered If he had overheard the scurrilous remark.
After the doctor had gone over my chest I said to Walker, "Come
on, Jim. I’ll blow yqu to a checkup.”
The year before. New York’s top anatomical checkers bad gone over
Hizzoner with a fine tooth-comb. It had taken them five days to find
that his heart was not quite in the right place.
My erdaker worked over him about 15 minutes, and gave an identical diagnosis, as if he- were cribbing from the New York- chart.
„"How do you like that?” said Walker. "This guy- has the same
ahswer they had in 15 minutes!”
"Yeah,” I said, "but don’t forget a beard is a guy’s fault:”
Another Riviera beaver of that era and, incidentally; built very much
like the Norman M.D., was an American poet named Allen Dowling.
Like Walker, whom he knew, Dowling- was a. New Yorker, born, like
George M. Cohan and Calvin Coolidge, on July. 4. He used to write
light verse for the old Life, but had since turned serious.

MWA

Neilson’s "Two Worlds”
quadruple click as actor, author, playwright and statesman,
Francis Neilson will sum it up in
"My Life in Two Worlds,” twoRogers Sellout
The Beverly Hills Citizen, bought volume autobiog listed for March
last week by Roy A. Brown and 19 by the C. C. Nelson Co., AppleLowell E. Jessen from Will Rog- ton, Wis..($10).
British-born and 86, Neilson
ers, Jr., is understood to be converting to a daily from its thrice- played in William Gillette’s "Seweekly schedule, under, a plan be- cret Service,” was an M.P. with
ing worked out by its new owners. seniority over Winston Churchill,
Rogers, who had published the (1910-15) critic for Theatre Magapaper since 1935, sold out due to zine (1899), editor of The Freeman
increased pressure of his film ac- (1920-24), stage manager and actor
tivities. He’s currently. working on with Charles Frohman, and for
the Warner Bros, lot in "The Boy four years stage-managed the Royal Opera in London’s Covent GarFrom Oklahoma.”
den. Of his dozen or so plays, his
topper is "A Buttrefly on the
^Ballyhoo Ball’
Wheel” produced .in Europe and
The Publicists Guild will spon- U.S. (1911).. Of his 40 books, his
sor a costume frolic, tagged, "The piece de resistance is "How DipBallyhoo Ball,” at the Hotel Roose- lomats Make War” (1915), which
velt. N.Y., April 22. An entertain- aroused a storm of controversy in
ment card is being lined up and England.
the Elliot Lawrence orcli already
Neilson was prexy of the. Nahas been set for the dansapation. tional Drama League of America
Proceeds will go to the Guild's (1920-26), member of the board of
Welfare Fund.
governors of the Shakespearean
Memorial Theatre and recently
Press Centre Drive
spoke on Founder's Night at the
Overseas Press Club of America Players Club, N.Y.
has pledges of $145,000 in its
Memorial Fund Drive to create
British Grab Markova
Press Centre dedicated to the
British rights to "Alicia Marmemory of the over 60 Yank corre kova,” Anton Dolin’s biography of
spondents who gave their lives the noted British ballerina,
was
since start of World War II while sold last Friday (20) to
Hutchinson,
gathering news,
one day after Hermitage House
OPC, established in 1939, has a brought the book 'out in America.
membership of 700 and has out- In an unusual arrangement between

I

day, sitting on the balcony of Villa Variety above Nice on the
French Riviera with the late Jimmy Walker, the grand old playboy
of the western world, we were discussing how much We are to blame
for what befalls us; The fallen idol of New York’s political economy
said: "There are lots of things a man is not wholly responsible lor
but a beard is a guy’s own fault.” '

and archives, press confer- March 14 in "Giselle.” She’ll

A

H M l#

One

for
ence room with complete facilities, with Sadler’s through June;
then
dining and meeting room, offices the Coronation month, and
the
U.
S.
to
return
servspecial
lounge,
affiliates,
for
ices for messages and mail, lecture
booking service, recording equipMystery Writers Course
ment, newsroom with typewriters,
Mystery Writers of America has
etc. Co-chairmen of the building set up a 10-week workshop course
project campaign are Edward R. in mystery writing under super*
Marrow and’ Patricia Lockridge.
vision of Robert Arthur, editor of
Mysterious Traveler mag. Sessions
start around March 21 at
Commie Ce'Soir Fold#
headquarters in N.Y.
Paris’ Communist afternoon paCourse is designed primarily for
per, C<* Soil?, and, its Sunday ediwith some experience.
writers
out
tion, Le Soir Dimanche, went
lecturers will include, among
Guest
of circulation March 1 exactly 17 others, such
members as1936.
years after their founding in
Ellery Queen, Hugh Pentecost,
This demist leaves Paris with only Lawrence G. Blochman and Will
two other Commie dailies, the Oursler. .
head organ, L’Humanite, and Liberation, both morning papers,
Mike Stem’s New Book
Louis Aragon, author and forMichael Stern back to Rome for
mer editor of Ce Soir, blamed the
several weeks before returning
rag's end on the Introduction of
for the ballyhoo which
the Marshall Plan Into France, and April 27
has planned attendAmerican pressure on advertisers Random House
Fawcett Publications*
the
to
ant
to refrain from inserting matter
European correspondent’s
in the Coihmie papers which led roving
new book, "No Innocence Abroad.”
to the final failure. Aragon conon w.k so-called
cluded In his editorial that the ex- This is an expose
’International” names, pointing up
istence of a press of national ‘inr
chicaneries.
or
'frailties
dependence in France has been their
Stern, as a war correspondent,
systematically destroyed.
in Rome the night’
Ce Soir had a. top circulation in was actually
it was liberated,- having
before
1946 with 602,000; but by 1951 had
the. retreating' rear
through
broken
fallen to .135,600., There are 16.
guard of the fleeing Nazis in time
Communist papers in France now;, to
Allied forces.
incoming
greet
the
there were 30 In 1945. Circulation
He has been a Rome resident since,
of L’Humanite has fallen to 174,periodic returns to his
for
save
000 since its peak 600,000 after the
war, and Liberation
has a native U. S.

tor ofjwo action picture theatres
in Greensboro, Ga.; Hubert Dyar,
editor of the Royston (Ga.) Record,
and the Rev, James Wesberry, 'pastor of Atlanta's Momingside Baptist Church, constitute Georgia's
three-man "literature commission.”
They were sworn into office
Thursday (26V by Gov. Herman
Talmadge, after he had signed
Georgia’s new so-called "censor*
ship law” aimed at elimination of
©bscenfe literature from the Geor"
gia scene.
.
Dr. Westbury was named chairman of the commission, which is
charged with bringing to the attention of the public and law en*
forcement officers- any literature
which is "offensive to the chastily
©r modesty of the people.”
Queried about works of art and turnover of 115,000.
reproductions thereof. Dr. Wesberry declared: "I don’t discriminMarks’ Newsies
ate between nude women, whether
ful to me.”

t

author and subject. Miss Markova
reportedly shares 50% of royalties
with Dolin, who was her longtime
dancing partner.
.
Eric Johns, staffer on the British
weekly. The State, did research on
childhood for the
grown its Times Square quarters. Miss Markova’s
book, but inadvertently was left
Press Centro will be set up in a
credits as
volume’s
S.
the
U.
out of
five-story building on East 39th
collaborator. He'll get it in the
St., N. Y.
in any
as
well
as
edition
Companies which have subscribed British U. S. editions.
further
$10,000 include CBS, RCA and
season,
all
Miss Markova, here
Time, Inc. Those subscribing for
last Monday
$5,000 include Mr. and Mrs. Gard- returned to Europe
of
ner Cowles (Look), Hearst Founda- (23), after a guestcr on "Show
guest perof
series
a
for
Shows”
Rocketion, N. Y. Times, Winthrop
BalWells
formances with Sadler’s
feller, Warner Bros, and Metro.
opens
Press Centre would include a let at Covent Garden. She
dance

Screen, Screenland, Real, To me.is a historical novel about
Popular Library and See.
John. Ra wjin*, *ide to Gen. Ulysses
First .edition of comic books featuring th^ 3 Stooges, CojUimblaV
Australian NewsttyoVreel * contract, comedian*/-' yfilt
>w Aussie setup, has
appear on the stafids:>.A$yft' L
'J&ollancz for the Bing
Books are being published bi^Martin series in the
_
monthly by the St. John Publish- &atevepo& ^Iby
$15,500
paying
ing Co.
(against the proffered $13,500 by
William Raney, executive editor Gollancz)' for both the English and
•

'

.

&

of Henry Holt
Co., upped to edi-. Australian book- rights. The Aussie
tor-in-chief, succeeding to the post news syndicate invades the British
vacated by Ted Amussen who re- book publishing market in this
signed to become veepee and g.m. manner.
The (London) Sunday
1

of the trade book department of
Rinehart A Co.
Screen Magazine, new film fan
book, preems March 25.
Martin

A

Graphic’s

10-parter

starts

next

month, and Franc© Calling, us
French counterpart, will also
serialize

it.
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Schoenstadt circuit took over
operation of Star- Lite drive-in;
will open ozoner March 20.
Continued from page 4
'f?—Ridge, Griffith, Ind., outdoor
Hart- had been paid out during a ninehouse starts March 6 also does resentation on the board.
Sunset and Double Drive-In, Chi- stein declared that the board need- year period, It was noted.
Of the 5,142,655 shares outstandcago.
ed a detached point of view which
ing,
4,056,000 were represented
The Fern, in Alexis,' 111. sold to
obtained by directors who either in persqn
or by proxy. Of
Vern Baker by Harold Tell; will could be
compensation
direct
no
received
the latter, management controlled
operate four days weekly.
and
acall
Veepee
but
29,526
shares.
111,,
Canton,
company.
the
from
New Garden,
quired by the Kerasotes cham counsel Leopold Friedman, who
from Hainline circuit.
conducted the meeting, pointed out
National Screen held midwest
that four of the present directors
Foreign
sales meeting here last week.
salaried employees of the
Mrs. Jen Hoffman appointed were not
Continued from page 7
asked
for
Theatre,
also
Art
Hartstein
Hinsdale
of
company.
manager
Hinsdale, 111.
a censure of prexy Schenck “for dates. “Bwana Devil,” the first
never attending board meetings.” feature-length pic (Natural Vision),
However, a vote on the question which UA bought outright from
never came up on the floor. Hart- Arch Oboler, *will open in four
stein also charged that-the directors situations in England on March 19
did not own sufficient shares, in- in what is termed., an “experimentdicating a lack of faith in the com- al run.” UA’s foreign sales staff is
also busy lining up dates in other
pany.
Shareholders were also critical areas.
9)
page
(Continued from
Warners will hit England with
of the large salaries being paid to
$2,500. Last week, moderate $4,200. the top executives of the company. “House of Wax,” its first 3-D film,
Lyric (Par) (1,00; 50-76)—“Mis- Moskowitz, defending the company, on or about April 15, with the picsissippi Gambler” (U) (m.b.). Here made a comparison between the ture slated to bow at the Warner
Radio City coin received by Loew and 20th- Theatre, London. Company’s forafter virile Initial
stanza* Hefty $4,000. Last week, Fox execs, noting that the latter eign offices have been notified that
“Ivanhoe” (M-G) (2d run), $4,200. was higher. He noted also that the the picture will be available to
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)— total executive sum could be re- English-speaking countries on May
“Niagara” (20th). Going to town duced by not listing many high- 1 and that Its. Latin-American outin solid boxofiice way. Elegant salaried
execs fits can expect Spanish-version
as
employees
$12,000 or near. Last week, “Mis- which, he said, some film, com- prints by May 15. June has been
good panies did.
(U),
Gambler”
sissippi
set as the target month for other
$ 12 000
foreign sectors. With U.S.

Loew’s Stockholders

From Film Row

H

NEW YORK/

its West End, a 990-seat nabe, dark
since Jan. JO.
George Pliakos, owner of CriTrans-Global Films, joined Casino terion and Regal, in the Jewish
Film Exchange as sales manager, hospital here.
Jimmy Boyle, one-time'
Edward Ditzenberg joined St.
publicist, back in town after five Louis
booking staff. He is son
for Universal
weeks of exploiting
of
late Fred Ditzenberg, vet East
'
in the midwest.
St. Louis exhib.
J. D. Trop, who recently acMilton F. Napier, a general counquired distribution rights to the sel for Better Films Council of
Italian import, “World of St. An- ^Greater St. Louis, is seeking Rethony,” dubbing film into English publican nomination for comptrolat Tru Sync studio. „
ler in March primaries.

Mario deVeechi, formerly with

RKO

WB

Hennan Temple, formerly with
and RKO, named
20th-Fox,
consulting art director of Charles
Schlaifer & Co., -film agency.
Organization of a survey outfit
for ozoner information announced
by Jack H. Levin. Known as National Drive-In Theatre Institute,
Inc., it is affiliated with Levin’s
national checking and survey firm.
Michael Mindlin, Jr., signed by
Ilya Lopert for publicity on two

WB

Alexander Korda pix, left last Friday (27) for Berlin, where one of
them, “The Stranger,” with James*
Mason, is currently shooting. After
move to London, he will work on
other pic, “Paradise,” Alex Guinness starrer.
This year’s, dinner of the Motion
Picture Pioneers will be held Nov.
12 at the Astor Hotel.
Sigmund Gottlober, exec director of the foreign-language press
film critics circle, has been named
promotion manager for foreign
press and radio for the 1953 American Red Cross drive.

ST.

LOUIS

James Johnson, manager

Race

of two

Tiirner-Farrar houses in Albion,
III., for five years, resigned to join
a defense plant in Pontiac, Mich,,
succeeded by George Dunn, Harrisburg, Ijlr
.

MINNEAPOLIS

DALLAS
Raymond

Willie,

Jr.,

who has

been Metro exploitation rep here,
will take over new duties as adpublicity director for Trans-Tex
Theatres’ four houses here. Willie
also will manage the Melba here.
Charles Weisenburg, owner-operator of Weisenburg Drive-In Theatres, elected new prez of Texas
Drive-In Theatre Owners Assn.
Association has 222 members repping 363 ozoners. New prez is
board member of Allied Theatre
Owners of Texas and exec committeeman of Texas COMPO.
Captain here closes March 15 to
remodel for its opening as arty
theatre. First film will be “Mem-

.

Moskowitz disclosed that for the
(2,800; 40the
Audie Mur- fiscal year ending August, 1952,
company received 50% of its earnphy, Susan Cabot and Reneta Ray
productions
and
ings
film
from
in person opening day, and stimuHo pointed
lating boxoffice. Fair $7,000. Last 46% from theatres.
week, “Jazz Singer” (WB), $8,000. out that 38% of the company’s
the foreign
from
stemmed
earnings
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40V76)—
Company, he revealed,
“Jazz Singer” (WB) (m.o.). Okay .market.
ordered by
11
theatres
as
had
sold
“Rogue’s
week,
Last
$5,000.
March” (M-G) and “Sky Full of the Government’s consent decree
,

RKO-Orpheum (RKO

76)—“Gunsmoke”

(U).

ber of Wedding.”
Max Gendel, of Cinerama Corp., Moon” (M-G), slow $3,500.
talking Cinerama with InterStale (Par) (2,200; 50-$H0)—
near Camgaro, 111,, are building state Circuit execs, with the Palace “Bwana Devil” (UA) (3d wk).
another near Charleston, being as possible ’outlet.
Winds up run with sweet $7,500.
readied for 1953 season.
George J'. Hamrah and Charles Last week, $11,000.
Business biggies in Gainesville, Hothoot are new owners of the
World (Mann) (400; '55-$1.20)—
Mo., are building a new ozoner Trinity, suburban filmer.
“Bad .and Beautiful” (M-G) (2d
near the town. Will be opposition
Last week,
Fast $5,000.
Frank B. Kershaw appointed co- wk).
for the Ozark, operated by L. H.
ordinator of production here for $5,500.
Pettit in Gainesville.
National Screen Service. J. O. McSt. Louis Amus. Co., relighted
Clanahan continues as head of special service department.
Walter R. Tinney elected prez of
(Continued from page 8)
Projectionist Local No. 407 at San “Tangier Incident” (AA).
Oke
Theatres -Antonio'.
“Tropic
week,
Last
$13,000.
Bobby Bixler, Paramount ad-pub- Zone” (Par) and “Last Train Bomlicity rep with headquarters here, bay” (Col), $14,000.
added New Orleans, Memphis and
Masie hall—
-radio
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 40-75)—
Rockefeller Center
Oklahoma Oily areas to territory “Niagara” (20th) (2d wk). Smash
he
serves.
or near. Last week, $21,000.
$16,000
"THE STORY OF THREE LOVES"
Bob Jones, salesman here with
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 40-75)
km MASON , fwkj CKANCER
Kirk HtfCUS
to take over “Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (3d wk).
this
week
Metro
leaves
MwiSHEAEtt
FitfAHttU
tatitCMM
buyer-booker
for Nice $9,500. Last week, $13,000.
as
duties
An M*C*M WtKire
affiliated Theatres in Indianapolis.
phi mtuciui stmi r« item at n*
Odeon (Rank) <2,390; 50-90)—
Ritz Theatre building in San An- “All Ashore” (Col) with 3-D shorts.
tonion undergoing complete re- Hefty $16,000. Last week, “Taxi”
modeling.
(20th), $9,000.

Tom

Falk

Charleston,

111.,

and

Jack

Taylor,

who -own an ozoner here

TORONTO

New York

cm

'

Mto-iffls,

pre-

engagements starting on

release

April 23, some foreign countries
will be getting the film almost
simultaneously with domestic theatres.

Major problem, of course, in
quick foreign presentation is the
equipping of theatres. Almost at
the outset of production on “House

He of Wax,”
for a total loss of $134,000.
alerted its foreign
noted that it had to dispose of 13 managers to urge key-run exhibs
Treasurer noted to contact Western Electric or
more theatres.
that the company had an inventory
for the necessary conversion
In answer to a equipment. In addition, detailed
of $80,000,000.
stockholder’s query as to whether reports on the technical aspects of
this large inventory would be hurt 3-D were sent to the foreign stafby the new 3-D systems, Moskowitz fers for forwarding to theatremen.
declared that there are and would With its vast foreign organization
be plenty of customers for flat* pix. and. its close ties with many formay beat
On question of 3-D, he revealed eign theatre circuits,
that the company was making two
in several countries*'. Detail of
pictures in the process requiring ‘the Polaroid specs has also been
Polaroid specs, and was also work- considered by WB, with an alloting closely with 20th in the devel- ment being set aside for the inopment of CinemaScope. He said itial foreign presentations.
it would not be to the benefit of
While placing great importance
the stockholders to disclose the on 3-D abroad,
has also warned
terms of the arrangement the com- its staffers not to neglect the
pany had with 20th. However, he bread-and-butter biz of 2-D films.
declared, “we helped further that
development.” One of the lowest
figures yet announced for equipping a theatre for CinemaScope

WB

RCA

WB

UA

WB

was issued by Moskowitz. He disclosed it would cost about $5,000
and that the cost of production
would
not be increased.
40-75)—
“Jazz
Shea’s (FP) 12,386;
Singer” (WB). Big $11,000. Last
Beefs against management also
week, “Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO), concerned the profit-sharing arLeonard Grossman reopening $ 8 000
rangements with Schenck, Edgar J.
Rena Theatre March 6.
University (FP) (1,556; 40-75)— Mannix, veepee, and J. Robert
Isadore Lipcowltz made manager “Stop, You’re Killing Me” (WB). Rubin, veepee and counsel, with
of the Adelphi.
Nice $8,000. Last week, “Miracle several shareholders demanding
“Bwana Devil” goes into sub- Fatima” (WB),'$6,500.
that this agreement be shelved until the company’s financial condition improves. However, no action
was taken on this suggestion.
Moskowitz revealed that $970,000
was earned during the most recent
fiscal year from the sale oi candy
in Loew’s Theatres, which has a
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kt your next dinner petty,
serve proudly one of the world’s
finest wines... grown

de Letour
in lovely

on the

vlneyecd.estote

Nepe

Volley.

concession
deal
with, People’s
Candy Co. Moskowitz defended
the pact in reply to a stockholder^
observation that a member of the
candy firm was related to Schenck.

The veepee and treasurer, who
was called on to answer most of
the stockholder queries, acknowledged that the company was negotiating for the sale of
the
company’s N.Y. indie
outlet,
but that a deal had not yet been
finalized.
During 1952, Moskowitz
reported that the company spent
$6,000,000 in advertising, a sum
hiked by the expenditures on “Quo
Vadis.” He said the company’s ad
budget would be less for 1953.

WMGM,

AM

l

Congratulations

and a

Stockholders were notified that
the company’s retirement plan cost
the shareholders 25c per share and
that $31,500,000 has been paid in
to the Equitable Life Assurance
Co. About $4,000,000 in benefits

Hotel
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ENNDS PLANS ADDED
STARTER ON NBC-TV
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|

Bartlett Plan’ for New TV Areas

addition to its half-hour
Monday night sponsorship on NBCTV (in the opposite-“Lucy” period), Ennds is buying the Saturday evening 7:30 to 7 period on the
network. Client hasn’t picked the
show as yet, but has taken an option on “One Man’s Family.”
Saturday period is currently occupied by the Robert Cummings

* From

Hie Production Centres
4 M H M HH HI H 4 H 144-HH
+ M4
YORK CITY . . .

In

A plan to cut through the redtape of competitive hearings before
the FCC and bring TV service
rapidly to many U. S. communities,
has been evolved by Paul R. Bartlett, topper of WFRE, Fresno. Plan
has won support from some FCC
commissioners and many segments
of the industry. “Bartlett Plan” is
to permit two or more competing

Plaquating Rivals
In a unique demonstration
of inter-network amity and
good will, D. Gordon Graham,
public

tag.
In his letter to his friend
Coe, Graham said that he had
citations (two
kept the

WABC

Wounded) for “sentiment’s
sake” and added, “In view of
the fact that the call-letters
have now risen again
like the phoenix, I am sending
these along. There are years
of use in them yet, and I
know they will be a nestegg
for a long series of similar

WABC

are 3,500,000 families who can tune
in only one channel.
Although the public is clamoring
for additional TV coverage, the
FCC now has a backlog of some
900 applications, many of which
'will require lengthy hearings. This
could delay a truly national TV

awards which you

will richly

deserve.”

:

Chi

NBC Wants

.

WMGM

.

.

.

.

As Sub

for Ex-Singer

.

.

.

.

.

CBS-TV, resigned as first v.p. of
Society and G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, of the
post and Don McClure, of McCann-Erickson,
CBS Radio program veepee Lester GottThe N. Y. eatery chain, Chock taking his second v.p. spot .
Anne BurFull O’ Nuts, which originally pro- lieb to Hollywood Saturday (28) for two-week biz trek
is current “Miss Subways” on Gotham
staff,
Godfrey
filmed
Arthur
video
the
15-minute
gess,
of
jected a
Jack Lightcap, WINS sports director, in Florida with the
musical series so that it cou^d farm car cards
out the show to sponsors in other Yankees, setting up station’s broadcasts of the Bomber’s exhibition
disk jockey Ted Brown received the Williamsburgh
cities and thus retrieve its costs, is games .
currently in the centre of an odd Settlement’s Good Neighbor Award for his work in aiding the undersales crew to join
exited the
Weissman
Stu
privileged
.
.
situation.

In Eatery Tele

week

Gotham

in

.

.

Fritz Snyder, of

.

Radio-TV Executives
Show NAM,
moving into the

.

.

,

.

.

.

WOR

.

Musical series was originally to
have starred Don Cornell, together
with Jean Martin, latter the wife
of the president of the concern.
Kaye starts March 12 on WNBT,
N. Y., at 7 p.m. with Miss Martin as

.

WMGM

.

.

.

WABC

sales staff.

John Bosnian left WINS after two years as a newscaster with the
station ... William N. Jay me, ex-Life mag, named copy chief of CBS
Radio sales promotion and advertising . CBS’ Lowell Thomas leaves
tomorrow (Thurs.) and will originate his newscasts from the Coast for
Murrow cover-profiled in tomor. CBS veepee Edward R.
a month
thrush.
row’s Newsweek mag . . Donald Buka on Mutual’s “Search That Never
However, tlie beanery outfit Ends” last night (Tues.); ABC’s “True Story” and “Tales of Tomorrow”
signed Sammy Kaye’s orch for a (Thurs.), and CBS’ “Grand. Central Station” Saturday.
.

.

.

.

multiple

the

The

garded

Duggan Back In
Hassle on IBC

application

parties

,

inently without

FCC

significant

approval.
that in N.

where the channel

fight is

Y.

sharp

(Continued* on page 36)

WMGM’s

$500,800

‘Continental’ Deal
In one of the biggest talent deals
set by an independent radio station
in recent years, WMGM, N. Y. this
week signed an exclusive pact with
Renzo Cesano, “The Continental,”
under which he would receive upwards of $500,000 over a four-year
period.

Cesano

Monday
Monday

an 11-12 a.m. show,
through - Saturday, next

starts

-

(9) on the station. It’s his
daytime series, and would feature him introing romantic records,

first

reciting love

poems and

letters

and

interviewing women in both the
studio and home audience, the latter via telephone.
Pact calls for a guarantee plus
percentage of the sales gross on
the show. Station will start selling
the program on a participating
basis of 15-minute segments and
one-minute spots. Cesano will do
the commercials. Also planned is
an extensive merchandising and
promotional campaign which will

have Cesano making p.
women’s clubs, department

at
stores,

a.’s

etc.

Pact was negotiated by Bertram
Lebhar, Jr., director of the station,

and Ray

program director,
with Charles Wick repping Cesano.
Katz,

New

airer will replace the Rick
Llewelyn segment, started by the
station only a few weeks ago.
Cesano first scored here via his

•‘Continental” nightime TV show.
He’s currently being seen on a syndicated film show akin to the “Continental” airer.
Aal.ih My . y . .
i

»>

presentation at $1,500, reas the irreducible mini.
.
.
At .scale for 16 musicians,
Hallmark’s Hall of Fame became a CBS radio property and Bill Gay
less vocalists, fees will come to
as producer .
.
$1,000, that is if no more than moved over from Foote, Cone & Belding to continue
three hours’ rehearsal is required. Bill Pennell, who used to be Walter Winchell’s announcer, lugged his
If Kaye wants a few vocalists and belongings from Albuquerque, N. M., to Griffin, Ga„ where he’ll manHarry Maizlish set aside a Sunday hour on KFWB
. .
a glee club, he’s liable to be pay- age the station
ing a deficit out of his own pocket. where records will pass in review before Roger Beck, music editor of
Trade had been wondering just L. A. Mirror . . * Pedestrians are being warned of Lester Gottlieb’s
why Kaye should have gone into presence in town at the wheel of a rented Jaguar. Last time here he
the venture, since he’ll be hard scored several near-misses and Guy della Cioppa, CBS radio programFollowing him here from
pressed to come out even.
It’s ming veep here, is still squaring his tickets.
known, however that Cornell, a. N. Y. will be Adrian Murphy, CBS-Radio prez, and Lou Hausman, genCarol Davis, onetime press head here for Benton &
former Kaye vocalist,' left the maes- eral exec . .
tro on terms -that were not exactly Bowles, now with Young & Rubicam as feature writer . . . “What’s the
live

would agree that
Chicago, March 3.
no testimony based on the operaBecause Tom Duggan, the freetion of the outlet under the temporary grant would be taken as wheeling sports commentator who
sparked the whole affair, is recovevidence in the hearing.
ering this week from emergency
Time Saver
appendectomy, one of the most
Plan envisages that the success- bizarre episodes in Chi NBC’s genful applicant would buy the assets erally staid history
is still simmerof the trusteeship on a basis that ing.
would return to the losing appliNBC
spokesman
freely admit
cant his entire original outlay, plus
a share of the operating profits (or that the incident which saw the
disputatious
gabber
and the web
minus his share of the losses).
severing relations over the matter
Partners would agree that the trusof
airing
an
apology
to Internateeship would end whenever both
competing applicants stopped press- tional Boxing Club prexy James
Norris has stirred up a public fuing their individual applications
rore unequaled in in its annals.
or when a final decision was made
on the licensee. Intention is to Partly as a result of the frontpage
newspaper play the situation has
provide for termination of the
been given public reaction last
trusteeship and also to prevent the
week reached fever pitch. And to
competitors from merging perma

I

.

.

IN

mum.

management would be employed.
The FCC would be asked to

It’s

NEW

Kit Tucker, formerly in NBC personnel, is new aide to Steve White,
WNBC program exec . . Jack Popp.ele, ex-veepee of WOR, is first

.

tee corporation” to be divided
equally between the contesting applicants (say 49% and 49%), with
impartial “public members” holding tlie remaining 2%, and where
necessary resolving conflicts over
Independent
policy.
operating

rule.

IN

’

I

I

’

Bartlett’s solution is for*a “trus-

waive

fH

chairman of the new Presbyterian AM-TV Committee in New Jersey
Harry Wismer named chairman of sports committee of Boy Scouts
sent radio-tele editors morocco
“My Hero” series, sponsored by 1953 finance campaign . .
Dunhill cigarets, but latter show bound bibles on occasion of 30th anni of the Calvary Baptist Church
moves into the 8 to 8:30 niche next airer
George B. Adkisson named Free & Peters account exec in Chi.
month when “All Star Revue” goes
Gladys Finke added to CBS Radio script staff as a senior writer
off the network.'
and Paul Aff elder rejoins the staff after sick leave . Harry Feeney,
CBS flack, on jury duty this week . . . Martin Starr, WINS pic-drama
Stuart Novins, CBS -Radio pubcritic, moved-tq new slot, 7:30 p.m
confabs with officials on
lic affairs director, back in town after D. C.
Kaye’s Nutty Dilemma
Lewis R. Tower named a union relations
upcoming documentary •
Philly staff, spent last
CBS’
of
Trent,
John
coordinator for NBC

from the Treasury Department
and one from Stamps for -tlie

In the latter group there

*

Gotham

WABC

Interests may forestall the advent
Further,
of tele for some years.
there are 51 communities which
now have only one TV outlet and
can’t expect another for many

service.

of

director

Columbia’s

key, sent some of the station’s
old awards to Don Coe, newsspecial
events director for
ABC. Reason: the awards were
issued to WABC, which was
the CBS outlet’s call-letters
until 1946,' and WJZ, the ABC
station, this week took over the

applicants in a community to form
*n interim “trustee corporation,”
which would operate the station
until a decision is made on which
party gets the franchise for the
channel.
The need is spelled out in the
69 markets of over 25,000 population without TV, where competing

months.

affairs

WCBS,

»0 4

.

.

.

cordial. Cornell left the Kaye outfit in the middle of a salary hassle.

a

serious powwow with ABC-TV’s
Bob Kintner and Bob Weitman, respectively prez and veepee of the
revitalized video network under its

On

,

•

be .open in Washington startMarch 17, televised. Press
conference Monday (2) announcing
the WCBS show was lensed by

of

.

.

.

UNIQUE ABC-TV DEAL
Although George Jessel had

WCBS Show

will

ing on

That Song?” moves away from Don Lee in June after nine
Jim Hawthorne will
years. It’s being revamped for client attention
shelve his insanities to be a roving emcee in CBS’ “Cocoanut Grove,”
« ,
the usual remote with interviews from the Ambassador nitery
Margaret Whiting, who is gradually getting recognition as more than
just a singer, plucked by ABC to head up “Saturday Night Dancing
Party”
There’ll be no commuting by Harry Engel when he puts
his radio station on the air in Guam. It’s 6,500 miles from L. A., much
longer than his shuttling to Ventura, where he runs KVEN.

Name

.

.

.

JESSEL PONDERING

new United Paramount Theatres
affiliation, he has not as yet signed.
further complicate a delicate is- ABC wants to woo the present
sue, with big coin overtones, the NBC-TV
“All-Star Revue” star
response has been practically unan- over as a veepee, super-talent coimously in Duggan’s favor.
ordinator,
producer-actor-director
Local NBC exec have made no and general good will ambassador.
secret of the fact that they would Part of the deal is for Jessel to do
like to have the sportscaster back a topical events 15-minute proon the job. And Duggan has let it gram, perhaps up to five times a
be known he’s willing to return. week. A sponsor (Hudnut) has
Negotiations
between' the
two been standing by for this chore
parties were broken off when Dug- alone, titled “The Last Word.”
gan was Pushed to the hospital, but
Jessel, since leaving 20th Century-Pox Film where, for 10 years,
(Continued on page 36)
he was ,a producer, has been more
active on TV, besides his intensive
schedule of banquet and other
Tobey Doesn’t Object
after-dinner speechmaking engagements. He also has an indie production setup with RKO on the
Small Pay, Tabes
agenda.
In the meantime, RCA president
Weekly
Frank M. Folsom has expressed
Washington, March 3.,
himself personally interested in
Sen. Charles Tobey, wfio. starts not letting Jessel “get away from
a weekly stint on WCBS, N. Y., will NBC.” This is where the
matter
get $200 per week for an indefinite stands, as Wally Jordan ( Morris
period for his Saturday at 6:30- office) has the ABC deal, and
6:45 p.m. show. He said he “knows Jessel has meantime headed west
this is cheap,” but added he has to start rehearsals on his
next
“always been a poor man” and NBC-TVer with Eddie Cantor on
didn’t care for money.
“Colgate Comedy Hour.”
Then Senator, Incidentally, plans
to have his hearings on the New
York waterfront situation, which Frank Nelson Heads

To

HOLLYWOOD

AFRA

IN

.

CHICAGO

.

.

•

Tom Paro is back in his Mutual account exec berth after a twoyear Army reserve hitch served wtih the Defense Department’s Information section . Roland Kay added to the Chi CBS radio spots sales
crew. For the past 10 years he’d been merchandising manager and
salesman at KNX, Los Angeles . Alex Dreier’s “Holiday From Headlines” transcriber currently riding on 93 stations . . Fred Wagenvoord,
general manager of KCRG, Mutual’s Cedar Rapids, la., affiliate, made
the Michigan ave. rounds last week
Dirk Courtenay working a
.
heavy spot campaign for Berman TV on several of the local indies
Jack Taylor,
staffer, has been assigned the announcing duties
on CBS’s “Quiz Kids.” Show moves into the 9 p.m. slot Sundays on
the web as of next week
Dixon Harper, ex-WIBC, Indianapolis,
.
joins WLS this week as farm news editor. First assignments will be
the early morning “Farm Bulletin Board” and the noontime “RFD890”
Chi ABC radio chief Don Roberts in New York for sales
.
huddles
Chi Herald- American sponsoring the “Comic Weekly Man”
transcribed series on
education deDorothy Miller’s
partment aired a special 15-minute show Sunday (1)' describing the activities of the Chi Maternity Centre
Monday, Wednesday and Friday slices of Len O’Connors'
“News on the Spot” strip has
been peddled to the C. B. O’Malley auto firm.
Arnold Greene joined Variety Monday to cover the radio-TV beat,
replacing Farrell Davisson who leaves March 14 to join Zenith Radio
Corp.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WBBM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WMAQ

.

.

WBBM

.

.

WMAQ

IN

BOSTON

.

.

.

.

.

Egbert Hans,^ Massachusetts Dept, of Conservation Parks planning
consultant, has inaugurated a series of broadcasts over WEEI. A weekly
Sunday night segment, Hans will interview various authorities on aspects of conservation
“Our Believing World,” WBZ-TV’s inter-faith
religious series, received a citation from the National Conference of
Christians and Jews on program’s second anni last week. Richard V*
McCann, coordinator, and W. Lawrence Baker, producer and director
of the programs, accepted the scroll .
Daisy Meadows, for the past
couple of years via WNAC airwaves for Whiting Milk Co., is expanding
her activities to include a twice-weekly TV stint over WNAC-TV. Tabbed
“Daisy’s Beauty Bar,” she’ll take over the final segment of “ShoppingVues” . . Recent joint survey by WNAC-TV shows a total of 1,014,445
TV sets in Hub coverage area. This is a jump of 13,413 sets during
month of January . . . Harvey S. Truthers, Emmett Heerdt, Jr., and
Bob Sinnett, WEEI’s general manager, sales manager and account exec
respectively, have returned to their desks following trek to Chicago
to attend National Food Brokers Assn, confabs . . . WLAW’s Sherm
Feller off on another tubthumping tour plugging his “This Is Heaven”
etched by Julius LaRosa on Cadence label * . , Rita Wexler, WBMS
traffic manager, returned to duties following surgery.
.

.

.

,

.

.

on Coast

Hollywood, March 3.
Frank Nelson, former American
Federation of Radio Artists presiif the WCBS show might dent, was elected prexy of
The
go network, Tobey said, “Barkus is American Federation of Television
willing.” Web may pick it up if it & Radio Artists local here, thus
clicks in N. Y. He has sighed up becoming the first leader of the
exclusively with CBS for both combined AFRA. and Television
radio and tele, although guest Authority groups.
.
.
.
shots on other skeins are not ruled
Tyler McVey, Don Wilson, Lee
Story of the United Nations educational, scientific and cultural orout.
Hogan and Harry Stanton were
WCBS stanza will be live- when elected vicepresidents. New offi- ganizations told by panel of six prominent educators on a. Minnesota
possible, taped on occasion. Solon cers were installed at the first statewide radio broadcast.
Panel was headed by Dr. E. C. Stakwam
plans to concentrate on crime com- AFTRA general membership meet- chief of plant pathology at the University Of Minnesota and American
mittee hearings in initial shows, ing last Thursday (26).
representative of UNESCO in Paris
Localite Bob Robinson named
.
but has ''carte blanche” to tackle
Membership voted to hold an vice-president of the Hub City Broadcasting Co. and WHSY, Hattiesany subject.
He’s holding 'three annual AFTRA frolics to raise burg, Miss. . . . Barnes-Zimmerman Co., Minneapolis, now sponsoring
days of closed hearings on the money for the union’s relief fund Bill Ingram’s 15 minutes “News In Sight,” over KSTP-TV, 12:30 n.im.
N. Y. pier situation in Gotham this Affair will probably be held in Thursdays, advertising jams and jellies. Agent for account is Nelsonweek.
iJune.
(Continued on page 36)
- *

CBS-TV.
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O’Neil’s ’Strange Interlude’
Around WOR-Mutual, they’re

calling

the “strange interlude”
the interim period which, with the ascendancy of Tom O’Neil as
flagship staboss man of the Mutual network, now finds the
tion virtually decimated of all top-level execs in practically all
areas of operation, and with the general managership still vacant.
If O’Neil contemplates a ^substitute echelon crew, thus far he’s
given no -evidence of who o'r when.
Since O’Neil moved in as Mutual kingpin, Frank White has resigned his berth as network prexy to become top man at NBC.
Latter’s No. 1 aide at Mutual, William H. Fineshriber, Jr., the exec
veepee, has also shifted to NBC,
is far more drastic. Ted Streibert, president
Scorecard at
and general manager, has exited. (Thus far he’s not announced any
new affiliation.) J. R. Poppele, v.p. chief engineer, is gone. (He’s
now a consultant.) R. C. Maddux, who was veepee and head of
sales, was a casualty of the new regime, as was Dave Driscoll, head
Ditto Bob Blake, fyho was head of
of special events and news.
publicity and has since shifted over to WCBS, N. Y. Harvey Marlowe also exited as WOR-TV program manager. Joe Creamer, who
was head of promotion,, is also gone. (He’s now an agency man.)
Only department not affected Is radio programming, with Jules
S-eebach now doubling from
into the network operation.
Nat Abramson is still head of the
Entertainment Bureau, but
this is a subsid division and not a part of the station proper.

—

‘Death

N

it

WOR

WOR

WOR
WOR

Field-Day Seen for Legatees

As

m the Afternoon

Ban on Hearings

public affairs director, argued for
and TV to cover
the right of
legislative hearings before the N. Y.
County Lawyers Assn. Fair TrialFree Press Conference;

AM

*

Another bill was making
rounds in the state legislature to
permit witnesses to refuse to testify if TV cameras are present at
(3

a hearing or court procedure.
Legalites at the networks took
the stand that the state law would
not be applicable to proceedings
of federal bodies. Where a law can
be interpreted in two ways, one of
which is unconstitutional, it should
be interpreted in the constitutional
way, the web legal eagles said.
They are acting on the .advice of
counsel that the state law doesn’t
apply to hearings of federal bodies
such as the senatorial probes.
In his statement before the N. Y.
lawyers group, Mickelson made a
strong plea for recognition of TV’s
rights to cover events in the public
interest. He said that right “should
be an inherent one and not subject
to interpretation, and not to be
given or withheld by public- officials who assume to themselves
such a power.”
Matter of Confidence
“We xnugt trust the public if we
have any confidence in democracy,”
Mickelson declared. He pointed out

a

circuit

of

local

television

tions throughout the country, with
headquarters in New , York, is a
project envisioned for the not-too-

future by Warren Wade,
N, Y., general manager
and producer of the station’s
“Broadway' TV Theatre.”
distant

WOR-TV,

Wade would use his 90-minute,
seven-days-weekly dramatic airer
as the base for such a company:
Program, which presents tele remakes

Broadway legiters,
repeats same show all week, in
old

of

c o

day (8) at 10 p.m.
CBS-TV's “The Web” is
beaming his script, “Googan,”
and NBC-TV’s “The Doctor”
is

simultaneously
screening
for Dying.” He’s

“A Time

his agent, Larney
Goodkind, to catch one of the
shows while he sees the other.

assigned

mpany

fashion. Wade
would package each attraction,
send it touring to whichever stations wanted it, then bring the cast
back to N. Y. to do another play.

stock

Ben Radin, who in the past
a half years has sold
35 original scripts to TV, has
a problem on his hands Suntwo and

his

Thus, there ' would be a number
of companies on the road at the
same time, and as each play was
done in N. Y., its troupe would go

Ford Foundation
Puts Blessing

Plans for ‘such a project were
by Wade last fall, after the

laid

On

But following

DuMont Tostcd’
i
I

Satevepost will cancel its sponsorship of “Keep Posted’?
-DuMont* folio wmg'-thir Malifeh 3i broadcast after 72 weeks:' Mag -stresses
reason for the axing is a shift in
media, not dissatisfaction with the
1

Pasadena, March

’

3.

'

Sponsor Bunny

From Easter Hat

—

NBC-TV TO

EASTER DAY PICKUPS

on

“Hawkins Falls” show on NBC-TV,

As daytime programming goes, it’s
a major casualty,- representing an
approximate

program

in timedouble blow

$2,000,000

billings. It’s a

NBC, coming on

the heels of
the decision of Colgate to switch
its “Big Payoff” afternoon show to
CBS-TV to effect a contiguous rate
for

discount.

In view of the “Hawkins” effective audience pull, NBC will
keep the Chicago-originating show
on a sustaining basis in hopes of
inviting new sponsorship. It’s understood that even Lever was reluctant to part with the daytime
entry, but the Surf division, on
whose behalf the show has been

sponsored,
was forced into a
budgetary cutback. It’s understood
future Surf coin will be put into
participation shows.

Notice of the “Hawkins” cancelcomes simultaneously with

lation

revelation that the Surf account,
representing in excess of $3,000,000,
is exiting the N. W. Ayer agency,
shifting over to BBD&O. “Hawkins” deal had been negotiated by
Ted Sisson, who until recently was
radio-TV director of the Ayer
agency.

NBC-TV Deal For
Mack & Amateurs
Abe

Lastfogel (William Morris)
personally handling the NBC neTed Mack’s “Original
Amateur Hour” to return to the TV
network where it was slotted for
four years until Old Gold decided
to shift to Fred Allen in the format now presided over by Herb
Shriner, when Allen tpok ill.

is

gotiations for

Previous attempts *to clear 30
minutes on CBS, and also ABC,
had stymied the “Amateur Hour”
which Mack emcees and co-owns
with Lou Goldberg, longtime associate of Major Bowes’ “Original
Amateur Hour,” from which this is
an evolution. An ABC sponsorship
is

practically set.

LIFE-NBC-TV SERIES

basis' of

for a fashion advertiser or a firm
eyeing a seasonal spring campaign.
However, agencies and clients

seem

cancelling out of

after a two-year sponsorship run.

NetsTrytoPull

to

age of previous Easter parades. It
will
be produced under “controlled conditions

the

clude

which

will pre-

over-commercialization

injected in previous years by pubseekers,” according to

licity

web

program v.p. Charles (Bud) Barry, and will be conducted with
dignity and recognition of the religious significance of the day.

s

Program

will be

skedded from

12:30-1:30 p.m. and will originate
the Palazzio d’ltalia roof
Patrick’s
opposite
St.
garden
Frank Blair
Cathedral in N. Y.
will be host, with Eleanor Lamthe Couture
director
of
bert,
Group of the N. Y. Dress InstiA
tute, as fashion commentator.
dozen professional models Will be
used, showing fashions ranging
Hollywood, March 3.
from expensive to budget-priced.
NBC’s Charles Barry last week Will Garden will produce and
renegotiated Eddie* Cantor’s ex- Jack Mills direct the stanza, which
clusive radio and TV contract with will also have juve features, such
the network. .New pact Calls for a as an Easter egg hupt.

from

•

CANTOR’S PAY

Satevepost Axes

AM-TV Workshop

appointment as general manager of the station, he had to drop
them temporarily because of the

his

is

the late afternoon cross-the-board

Scriptophrenic

sta-

Television-Radio Workshop
of
the Ford Foundation has been
press of his new duties. But Wade given a greenlight for full-scale
hopes to resume work on the plan operations next season. Trustees
of the Foundation, meeting here
this spring.
The legit and tele veteran got last week, gave the operation,
the idea after he sent the script headed by Robert Saudek, a full
of his remake of “Angel Street” vote of confidence.
Saudek flew back to Gotham yes-’
to Toronto for the official opening there of Canadian television. terday (Mon.) and will study the
Station execs there requested that organization’s plans for 1953-54.
he send up the entire package, but Status of “Omnibus,” the 90-minthe idea wasn’t feasible at the ute Sunday stanza on CBS-TV
which the TV-Radio Workshop cretime.
Wade feels the plan is entirely ated, is also under study. There’s
workable. Production nut for the a strong possibility that the show
week’s show on WOR-TV runs will come back again next season,
about $7,500, including talent, sets, since the trustees were enthusiasabout its results and it was SRO
rehearsal time, etc.
Additional tic
commercially.
“Omnibus” winds
cost of sending the cast on tour
the current season May 3.
would include only talent and
However, the Foundation has
transportation costs.
Wade feels
stations buying the attraction for placed the task of blueprinting
Tele webs are puzzled by the fact
week
easily meet the next season’s operations completely
could
a
that although for the past few
in Saudek’s hands and the Work(Continued on page 38)
years network sponsors have been
shop topper may evolve a different
snagged for the Easter Parade, this
formula for the group’s activities.
season rfo bankroller has yet been
It’s understood that Saudek is also
pacted with only a month to go
interested in developing program‘DIGNIFY’
to April 5.
ming for younger viewers and may
First web to sign a sponsor could
come up with a children’s AM-TV
undoubtedly get almost complete
project.
clearance, since stations are willing
NBC-TV has set an Easter Day
to preempt time for such a public telecast designed to avoid some
of
service event. Chains are pitching
the situations criticised in coverthe
the natural tieups

be shying away, due to
thq public reaction to the overcomnlercialism that marked the
blurbs on. last year’s telensing of
the parade. There were also beefs
about some dress and hat designers
insinuating themselves into the
shows.
If no sponsors are inked, webs
will probably sustain their coverthat radio’s mikes and TV's camthis will be on a reduced
eras do not impede the functions age, but
of a trial or hearing, citing the cov- scale. Cost of sponsoring the event
erage of the Presidential conven- lor two hours would probably come
around $100,000.
tions and the United Nations ses- to
sions. He made the suggestion that
hearing rooms and, in some cases,
HIKE IN
court rooms planned, in the future

(Continued on page 38)

Lever ^ros.

4-

A touring stock company, playing

program began.
industry is fighting*
back against the New York state
A1 Capp’s ‘Today’ Insert
law, passed last year, which would
A1 Capp, cartoonist of “Li’l Abbar AM, TV and newsreels from
hearings at which witnesses appear ner,” has been signed to do a
once-weekly
subpoena.
stint for NBC-TV's
by
“Today,” for six weeks starting"
In the week’s developments:
March 10. Web also has options
(1) NBC-TV lensed the Senator
on extending Capp’s participation
McCarthy probe into the Voice of
on the morning show.
America from New York;
(2) Slg Mickelson, CBS-TV newsBroadcast

Strikes

Again in Lever NBC-TV Bowout

on tour.

Industry Fights
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NEW NBC AM-TV PACT

Goldberg huddled with Lastfogel oh the Coast. While there he
also surveyed a 3-D, hour-long vaWith NBC-TV’s stations in New riety film feature which Sol Lesser
York and Washington set to launch and Sherrill C. Corwin might have
financed.
But when the $70,000
their “Life In’. ...” series at tHfe
end of the month, the first two pro- budget stretched to $200,000, Goldberg-Mack,
as well as the bankrollLife
grams in the
Mag-NBC projers, felt that this was pricing themect are already in the commercial
selves out of what would still recolumns.
main a big short.
“Life in Cleveland,” which is beAlthough his radlo-TV “Original
ing beamed by WNBK, was bought
by the Central National Bank, Amateur Hour” has been off the air
for several months, Ted Mack goes
through Fuller, Smith
Ross,
to Korea next week and will reacthree days before the opening protivate a unit comprised of GIs and
gram.
Life
In
Detroit,”
over

HITS SPONSOR JACKPOT

&

WWJ-TV, was sold to the Michigan
Hospital Service three days after
the first edition. In both cases the
stations were ready to carry the
airers as sustainers if a sponsor
weren’t inked.
NBC and Life are cooperating in
the project, with the web’s o-and-o
stations and some affiliates to originate programs highlighting the
industrial, economic, social and cultural picture of their communities.

increase.
He continues his taped radio
series and contract also commits
him to a series of starring shows
on “Colgate Comedy Hour.” >

NBC
’

i
.

’

DuMont lias •planh'cfd 'no programrriihg cliahge because, of. the
Hollywood, Match 3.
cancellation. It’s likely that it will
Jack Benny left Cedars* of
keep the show in its present Tuesday. night spot, following Bishop Lebanon hospital over the weekend
Sheen's “Life Is Worth Living.” after being stricken by abdominal
Number of sponsors are reported pains cause'll by the flu.
Interested, and the adjacency to
He goes tO:Palm Springs today
the -high-rated Bishop Sheet) pro- (Tubs.) for a week’s vacation. His
gram is viewed as an added sponsor, radio shows are already taped, and
lure.
his next TV show will be March 22.
1

•

’

'

Mack

performers. While in Korea,
will also play hospitals.

Mack will also do
special Crusade for Freedom
at Constitution) Hall in Washington. In years past, the Mack
This spring,

a

show

“command

performances”
have
been a major D. C. social event,

with

a

patriotic-charity

benefit

motif.

FONTAINE EXITS IN

pay

show or web.

USO

‘MUSIC HALL’

lo Piel’s: ‘No
hi

Can Do’

{

Deal* whereby Ptel's-Beer, would take over practically the entire
Friday might raflioApragraih roster on WNBC, the- network’s New
York flagship (and in the* process enable the station to wrap up one
of the most fabulous single-station coin deals on’ record), went
flying out the window last week when the NBC high command
nixed the whole project.
Ted Cott, general .manager of the station, sought to negotiate
the marathon sponsor deal on the basis that, since the network
has nothing but sustaining shows to offer op Friday night the
o.&o. key .outlet could parlay the evening into some lucrative
’

billings.

this would invite a wholesale
affilat? stations to recapture Friday time

Fear that

demand on the

part qf
segments for local programming, cued the network's decision to keep the network intact
and reject the Plel biz.

REVAMP

Scott Paper Co. has renewed the
alternate-week Wednesday evening
(opposite Godfrey) period on NBCTV through the summer for its
“Scott Music Hall.”
But Frank
Fontaine has exited the show, and

undergoes a drastic revamp on
next time up. Fatti Page stays
put as program's star and accent
henceforth will be all music, with

it

fts

guest talent.
Sqptt company wants to acquire
the time on a weekly basis in the
but. this would be contingent
on resolving a time slot for the ah
ternate-week duPont sponsor and
lits “Cavalade of America” stanza.
fall,

television mrvikws
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EDDIE ALBERT SHOW

.

With Ellen Hanley, Norman Pari*

I

NEWS-O-RAMA

f

Tele Follow-Up Comment
H H MlUl

[

•

Trio
Writers:

Charles

Jack Woods,
Remfne, Leslie Lieber
Director: James Sheldon
Producer: Franklin Heller
30'Mihs.;*Mouu thru Fri., 3 p.m,

I

if
%

Sustaining

CBS-TV, from N. Y.
Grooving Eddie Albert in an afternoon slot should shape up as a
more promising experiment than
the previous GBS venture using
the legit-film comedian opposite
NUlton Berle on Tuesday nights
with the defunct “Leave It To
Larry” series. *In this cross-thefcoard airer, Albert has a good
chance to build his engaging personality into an important audience winner.

19S3

Jfarcli 4,

kXkiEff

In something approximating a Esmond Knight as the lightheaded
happy TV hangover from the pre- and henpecked duke was highly
vious night’s Friars frolic in honor effective, as were Claudia Morgan,
of Bob Hope, Saturday night’s (28) Mary Welch, Rosemary Pettit and

while John Vee is the polidemanPuppets, or Lilliputians,
clown.
as they are called on the show,
are handled. Jsy Paul Ashley and
Frank Milano, with voices by Milano and Naomi Lewis.
High spot of the show caught
was an adaptation of TinbcchiO,
with Rootie reading the story and
Poochie (the dog) acting it out.
There was some clever manipulating here by Milano, with the dog
going through almost every type
of emotion. Regular story line is
mainly carried by Rootie (Ashley
manipulating, Milano speaking),
who, dressed in a baseball suit,
is supposed to represent the ideal

installment of the NBC-TV “All Ernest Graves.
Warren Wade’s production was
Star Revue,” presided over by
George Jessel, parlayed the talents good in’ all respects, Kenneth
of Jessel, Fred Allen and Bob Mapes’ sets were substantial and
Hope (the three major clicks at realistic-looking. Costuming, tenshe Friars hpopla) into one of the ing and lighting were all topnotch.
Chan.
better “All Star” festivities of recent vintage.
This was one of the periodic
Sherman Billingsley showcased
essel-emceed segments of “All
comedienne, Betty
Star,” with a New York origina- a bright new
whose “Anything
Grove,
a Ann
The kickoff stanza Monday (2) ion, and as it turned out it was
Goes” and VHoneybun” opener
long
the
field
Allen
day
for
seemed to be mostly ad libbed or
bespeak of
respectively
closer
and
based on a loose outline. In any hoped-for video-hep Allen, who, much promise for the pert person- boy, and Russell.
propped by proper material,, could
case, it belied the, existence of no
her table
permit
didn’t
Moppets’ attention is maintained,
She
translate it into some delightful' ality.
less than three writers on the credunlike also by a weekly contest in’ the
TV comedies. In one of his rare anchorage to curb her stuff; thrush
its’ roster. Albert was in the foreballad,
reposed
Questions were good, both
more
studio.
the
front for virtually the full half appearances on television this sea- who frequently is the singing per- for their informative value and
hour. He chatted informally about son after a health-induced layoff, sonality up-front she gave out with their selection as to age of the conplugged Allen seldom showed up to better bounce and verve as if she were testants.
the show’s inaugural,
Contest, \^hich is also
other CBS programs and sang sev- advantage than he did on Saturday. more mobile, and proved a high- a clever plug for Powerhouse
eral numbers in acceptable fashion Registering as a warmup in his light to the “Stork Club” half-hour candy (wrappers must be mailed
banquet-table
monolog
with
some
after some background gab. Albert
The in by the kids in order to be eliSaturday night over CBS.
doesn’t press for the knockout boff material, the prize sequence boniface also showcased the per- gible to .compete), was amicably
punch, works easily as if pacing (proving conclusively there’s a TV sonable Anne Jeffreys and Bob handled by Russell and the puphimself for the laps to come and for Allen when the producers and Sterling; actor Lee Bowman was pets.
achieves the intended friendly and writers do right by him) came given
good trailer for his new
Credit also Steve Carlin with a
almost casual atmosphere typical when he and Jessel teamed up for insurance business; The Honey- topnotch producing and writing
what, basically, was intended to be
of afternoon shows.
“Third
their
with
scored
dreamers
job;
Joe Stuhl with some excellent
Jessel-produced film based on
Working with Albert is song- The' Life of Fred Allen,” which Man In a Mixed Quintet”; and special effects; Dave Davidow with
stress Ellen Hanley. Aside from came off rather as
it & polished
gave
Whiting
Jack
smooth
but crisp direction and
a Jessel cavalher delivery of one number in cade with Allen reduced to stooge") topper-offer with his commercial Milton Kaye with imaginative or©kay style, her function was other- status.
for his incumbent “Hazel Flagg” gan work.
wise clearly defined on the preem.
“Cream*
Idea of having youngsters in the
It was a cleverly contrived in- chore, although he utilized
She was supposed to act as a con- tegration of film clips and live In Your Coffee,” excerpt from one studio audience, participating in
versational foil to Albert but her buffoonery with
Jessel spanning of his- yesteryear Broadway mus- the show via songs and in the conlines were aimless and generally such interpretive
his [-tests, is a good on?, helping to give
histrionics
as icals, “Hold Everything,” for
dull. The Norman Paris rhythm
Abe Lincoln, Robert Fulton and specialty. One of the best “glamor the kids at home a feeling of identrio supply neat musical backings
A.’s was the inside tification with the show. This feelStephen Foster. Even the inevit- panel” Q.’s
for the vocals.
able succession of plugs for the stuff on nitery oferation, nite club ing of identification is, achieved in
Albert opened with a vocal of Jessel - produced
“Tonight
We fights, nitery tips, competition and all respects, through the charachis theme, ^‘Just Around The Cor- Sing,” far from intruding as inof- the- like. Billingsley pawied the ters, writing and format. Chan.
ner,” segued into a special mate- fensive, were geared strictly for “young folks” question by putting
in a good sound commercial for
rial number, “I’m Just A Hungry laughter.
Bob Hope approximately had a
Man,” delivered a medley of sea
If the Toots Shor-Sara Berner the better hotel rooms.
Broadway and show biz autobioShow remains a solid commer- graphical cavalcade
chanties and closed with “The Sep- insert, with the restaurateur’s emas the theme
tember Song.” En route, he also porium as the simulated back- cial blend of glamor and entertain- of his New York-originated show
interviewed a sea captain about ground, came off as some excess ment, and also commercial spring- “Colgate
Comedy
Hour”
Sunday
treasure-hunting, also one of Al- comedy baggage, or the show’s board for Gemex watchbands (al(1).
It tied in patly with the .albert’s hobbies,
Herm.
combined vocalizing and terps con- ternating with Chesterfield cig- most semi-official three-day celetribs had a par-for-the-course en- arets). Most of all it is easily the
bration of the comedian’s 15th
tertainment quotient, it didn’t par- No. 1 automatic institutional bal- year with NBC in radio and TV,
THE CALL
lyhoo for any public eatery, nitery
With Dwight D. Eisenhower, Bob ticularly matter or lessen the qyer- or hoofery extant. It achieves the capped first by the tiptop Friars
Hope, Jane Froman, Red Buttons, all impact. Allen was a revelation paradoxically difficult chore of es- Club banquet tendered him at the
and he and Jessel made it a reTallulah Bankhead, Edward R.
tablishing the bistro as a glamor- Waldorf, reprised in part by George
Murrow, Ted Husing, Johnny warding hour of viewing. Rose
ous’ yet folksy going-out place. The Jessel on the latter’s “All Star ReDesmond^ Ray Charles Chorus,
famed names provide the glam vue” videoer on Saturday (also
Meredith Willson Orch, E. Ro“Broadway Ty Theatre” came up and Billingsley’s own disarming NBC), with Jessel doing a noblesse
land Harriman, Leroy A. Lincoln. against one presumably unexpected emceeing, along with daughter oblige on Hope’s own Colgate
Producers: James Sheldon, Richard difficulty this week;
He worked with
The
Shermane’s weekly pooch prizes to stanza Sunday.
Lewine
TV drama segment found too much other adolescents wanting these Constance Moore, just closed at the
Director: John Peyser
time on its hands in its produc- puppies, is surefire folksy insur- Hotel St. Regis’ Maisonette, in New
Writer: Harold Flenders
tion of Edwin Justus Mayer’s farce ance.
York, for the femme vis-a-vis;
Abel.
30 Mins.; Sun. (1), 3:30 p.m.
on Benvenuto Cellini, “The FireRobert Alda in a double “Chicago
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
brand.” Play ran 10 minutes short
“Rootle Kazootic” looks as if it Style” number (later in a gang“Answer the Call” inaugurates on its first night (2), in spite of could go on forever. Now on ABC- ster bit); Jessel in the “lower 5th
the annual March drive by the this needed further tightening.
TV after its switch from NBC, it Ave. sewer” address. There was a
The romantic escapades sur- retains all the values that make it solid tongue-in-cheek filmed bit,
American Red Crossr. the half-hour
film being made available to other rounding the Florentine goldsmith a top kiddie s.how it’s presented showing Danny Kaye, Milton Berle,
networks by the producing CBS- and the Duke of Medici was fairly from the children’s viewpoint, stays Fred Allen and Jessel deadpanTV. The- cause is currently fore- pleasurable viewing, but the crisp- at their level without being con- ning Hope in the guest-of-honor
most Snd, with the talent on tap, ness that makes for prime farce descending about it, and most im- sequence from the Friars’ dinner.
a nifty combo is luring the $93, was lacking. Maybe Gerald Savory, portant, develops and maintains The production was not lavish but
effective, Hope depending more on
000,000 sought. That the film itself in staging the comedy, took into their interest.
should be of such poor quality, account the fact that he had an
Program is run comic-strip style, his suave authoritative style which
especially as a one-shotter for so hour and one-half to fill, but none- in that the weekday cross-the-board he utilized to strong advantage.
theless, quicker pacing was neces- early evening strip carries over
lofty a purpose, constitutes an eye
It’s
coincidental that some of
Perhaps an extra scene one story, while the Saturday Hope’s ‘best video shows follow the
brow-raiser, as does the indifferent sary.
lensing and other technical credits. could ha^e been retained from the morning half-hour runs another format of his radio programs. As
Apparently this was too much of original.
story line from week to week. a stand-up comic, Hope has few
A fine cast, headed by Basil Saturday ayemer was the one peers, as was demonstrated on this
a hurry-up job.
“Colgate Comedy Hour.” Some of
Taking their turns to spread the Rathbone as Cellini, made the best caught.
With a cast of two adults and his initial lineage* followed pracgood word or present their spe- of the inert pace v.- Rathbone played
the role in a broad sweeping comic three puppets (one of them a dog), tically verbatim the script he decialties are Edward R. Murrow
who intros the program; Jane Fro- manner that at times might have program aims stories and contests livered at the Friars’ shindig.
Todd Russell (Big When Hope is in form, his innate
man, singing her dramatic “I Be- been overplayed, but was entirely at the kids.
lieve” backgrounded by the Ray excusable considering the story. Todd) is more or less the emcee, smoothness and charm are virtually sufficient to carry a show with
Charles Chorus; Bob Hope, with a
Abel.
little outside help.
snappy series of gags; Ted Husing
on the work of ARC; Johnny Des
mond, who does “I’ll Be Seeing
Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
You”; Red Buttons, with a couple
Town” was back in the variety
of stories plus his always engaging
groove as of last Sunday (1) on
“strafige things are happening
CBS-TV. Odd sequencing had an
NBC-TV’s coverage of Senator McCarthy’s subcommittee invesroutine; and Tallulah Bankhead,
elaborate production number as the
tigating the Voice of America on Saturday (28) pointed up the
hardly understandable at times, in
teeoff and a first-act curtain stanza
value of the etectronic media bringing the American viewing puba narrative on a little boy in the
at that. This was from the hit
lic into Congressional probes.
Certainly, seeing the conduct of
ruins of Seoul.
musicomedy at the Mark Hellinger,
the
legislative inquiry brought into focus many facets of the proOn briefly for talks are Leroy
“Hazel
Flagg,”
a
big,
brassy,
ceedings that otherwise might have gotten less attention.
A. Lincoln, national fund appea
bouncy session of the Robert Alton
It
once
again
proved
that
TV
not
does
disrupt
the
functioning
chairman, and E. Roland Harriman,
dancers
fronted
by
star
Helen
Galof these bodies. Things moved smoothly and the image orthicons
ARC prexy. The closing salvo is
lagher with Johnny Brascia in hoofdid not visibly bother any witnesses.
In fact, if there was any
delivered by President Eisenhower
ing support on the Roseland Balldistracting element, it was when a still photographer popped up
from the White House, with three
room j-bug sizzler. As far as TV
to shoot a witness.
guests fa wounded Army officer
is concerned, the Brascia lad, as
a little girl victim of Cooley's
This is not to say that lensing such probes "does not present certhe terping sailor, was more than
anemia who already has received
tain problems.
A key question is that of fairness. For example,
equal to the solo Gallagher billing.
nearly 150 pints of blood, and *a
statements were made by some witnesses, reflecting on the loyalty
The other extra-special was
woman Red Cross recreation
and/or competence of State Dept, and Voice staffers. Some got a
Johnnie Ray, who can really shatworker in Korea).
Trau.
chance to reply to the subcommittee yesterday (Tues.), when hearter the ‘nerves, though His showings were lensed one hour; others may not get a chance to testify.
manship (if that’s the proper tag)
Thus, in some cases, the TV audience may get only half of the
AUTO
was evident. Firsted in “Walkin’
By contrast, newspaper accounts on Sunday (1) did carry
story.
With Jim McCann, Jinx FalkenBaby Back Home” and was bound
burg
statements by these individuals alongside the ‘testimony about
to do “Little White Cloud.” He
Producer: Roddy Rogers
them.
and Sullivan did a candid pitch, on
Directors: Walt Wagenhurst, Lee
In short, hearingcasts leave some questions unanswered. The
Ray’s hearing aid, turning it into
Davis
a human interest slice with the
webs are cognizant of .this fact, and want first to settle the Issue
150 Mins., Sun., 2 p.m.
emcee stating that Ray’s check for
of their right to equal access to the news. But they also know
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia
the stint would go to the singer’s
that eventually some doctrine .of procedure may have to be evolved.
foundation to aid the hard of hearThe first full-scale automobile
In discussions of public issues, on forum and townhall programs,
ing. For his closer, Ray went into
show designed for teevee was prethe skeins know their responsibility for fair play. Some execs bethe aud for a hand-elapping, resented by the Philadelphia Inlieve that it may be necessary to come up with a
pattern, such
vivalist rendering of “Walk and
quirer and its station (WFIL-TV)
as the need to carry cross-examination if the direct testimony
has
Talk
'With My Lord.” The climax
in what was more or less Uvo-andbeen beamed.
was almost too elcetrifying in its
a-half hours of straight commerT1 e responsibility is not only .TV’s— it is up to bodies
conductVocal and acl’o antics.
J
cials, ringing with steady flow of
ing hearings to set standards of just procedure, and certainlv the
Balance of the bill consisted of
(Continued on page 32)
H esence of TV will be a spur to fairness.
(Continued On page 32)
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Fair Play Responsibility
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Director: Ted EstabrooE
3d Mins.; Mon., $ pjn.

Sustaining

»

>

WPIX, New York
News program is produced

In cooperation with the Columbia U,
Graduate School of Journalism,
whose students provide the talent.
A quintet of the students take
part, each reporting on a different
phase of the news and working
with props, newsreel clips or still
photos. Format is good, with some
news bulletins leading into background material prepared by the
students.

In a sense this is an amateur or
semi-pro show, since the participants have had some experience in
news gathering and writing, but
little or no tele work beliind them.
As training, it’s excellent for them.

As

a news entry, it’s informative,
lacking in polish.
On the initialer Monday (2) it
opened with an analysis of farm
if

prices and parity. Student made
an effort at explaining parity and
price supports, but wouldn’t have
registered with the average citizen, despite his use of the blackboard. A blind student-journalist
demonstrated how he writes shorthand in Braille, taking down a reporter’s telephoned notes and typing out the copy, cogently proving
that the handicapped can function
in skilled newspaper jobs.

A femme
manly job*

student did a workgiving the back,

in

ground of the UN’s selecting a new
secretary general and profiled one
candidate,* Canada’s Lester Pearson. Another panelite contributed
a feature piece on the subway’s
lost-and-found 'department; interesting but overlong, written for

the eye rather than the ear, and

accompanied by some stale still
pix.
“Tomorrow’s Headline Makers” was the
student.

subject of

another

¥

Show adds up

to

an viewable

half-hour, considering it’s a local
sustainer and using cuffo scripters
and gabbers. And it should help
prepare the Columbia students for
Bril.
news careers in TV.

THROUGH THE ENCHANTED
GATE

With

Victor D’Amico,
Moreen
Maser, Frances Wilson, Bob

Denton
Producer: D’Amico
Director: Jim Elson
30 Mins.; Sat., 5:30 p.m.

Sustaining

WNBT, New York
“Through the Enchanted Gate,”
one of the best educational telestanzas which had a 13-week run
last year, has been brought back
by WNBT. It has an excellent
niche, Saturdays at 5:30 p.m., following “It’s a Problem” with adult
appeal and preceding “Dick Tracy,”
which should get it some young
viewers. Fact that it’s in-between
adult and juve series is appropriate, because the new edition has
parents and children working to-

gether.

This is an unusual airer from.
several points of view. Chiefly it
viewer participation, with
the home audience asked to work
along with the families on the
program. Its approach is in the
best traditions of modern pedagogy
and art. In the view of Victor
D’Amico, director of the Museum
of Modern Art’s People’s Art Center, art is directly related to everyday experience. Thus works of art

calls for

can be made from odds and ends
around the home bits of tin foil,
colored paper, wire, coa£hangers,
etc. The important thing, D’Amico

—

stresses, is not mimicking reality
or apeing the old masters, but expressing one’s own em'otions_and
view of the world.
On the initialer Feb. 21 D’Amico,
as emcee-instructor, outlined the
general approach and showed the
families at work (and play) with
art. In talking with one mother,
who had drawn a figure by using
circles, he commented that while
this is the “easy way” of making
a picture, that reliance on such a
crutch destroys one’s ability to
“see” objects. On the second frame*
Saturday (28), the theme was
“Family Portrait,” and the participants made character studies of
themselves or their relatives in
various media and with differing
approaches, realistic, - impression>

istic,

caricature, etc.

Show is simply and directly
produced. D’Amico does a fine
job, but at times his desire for.
warmth SeCms uhnalural. Similarly, his’ carrying the banner of selfexpression goes overboard, In spots,
and some items passed off as art
.

were actually
if

artificial.

However,

he does lean too far in one diit’s
generally the right

rection

direction, and overall this is an
•outstanding entry with healthy,
constructive goals.
Bob Denton
handles the announcing chore*
pleasantly and Mrs. Moreen Maser
and Miss Frances Wilson are exBril.
cellent aides to D’Amico.
•

'

;

The Blacklist ‘Hot Potato’

F,

“blacklist” controversy, it’s felt in New York radio-TV
circles, has' taken a peculiar turn in which confusion now exists
over the status of shows that have been off the air purely for cancellation reasons to affect budgetary cutbacks or change of programs, but which suddenly find themselves lumped with suspect
personalities and properties. It’s known that several such shows
are currently dangling in this “questionable area” and, through
nonetheless -find it
no fault of their own, and entirely innocent,
"
necessary to get off the “tainted hook.”
Tempestuous meeting of the N. Y. local of American FederaRadio Artists is on tap for March 17, when a battle
tion of TV
looms on the issue of “blacklisting.” Question is being raised, as
a result of the N. Y. Post series by Oliver Pilat, in which it was
leaders had been in contact with a Syrareported that two
cuse businessman Who has been a key figure in what the Post
called “a letter-writing claque” directed against artists of alleged

'

1
.
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RCA Going Whole Hog ($250,400) On

TV FILM

The

Show;

‘Oscar’

TV Format Designed
RCA, which

NBC moved

in

two important

directions yesterday

in’ a

(Tues.)

CBS, which

tp all purposes
has an exclusive lien on Bing
services, is scratchCrosby’s
ing its collective head in be-

continuance of
istrative

&

its sweeping adminrevamp, with the inte-

TV

AM-TV programming de-j
partment and the NBC-TV Film

grated

AFTRA

wilderment, Thus far, the web
has been unsuccessful in pinning Crosby down to any defi-

Division as the “target areas.”
j

Gus Margraf, veepee and

•

series,

be-

Charles (Bud) Barry, with the

when the CBS

title

peared

of vice-president in charge of tal-

all

ent' administration.
As such Margraf will become the sole talent

TV

star has

ap-

were
—they
year’s 24-

on video

on NBC. Last

Even as general counsel, it was
Margraf who in the past master-

pic.
And last week,
Crosby did a surprise walkon
and bit in the Joan Davis vidpic series on NBC-TV.

cut-in to the Hudson Theatre, N.Y.,
for additional ceremonies featuring
past Oscar winners (and those singled out for citation this year! who
are currently in N.Y.

minded a number of deals includ-

Down

To Track

Hollywood, March 3. -f
Taking the opposite viewpoint
Robinson that'

of CBS’ Hubbell
naturally
“talent

gravitates

to

N. Y., Hollywood or Chicago,”
Charles “Bud” Barry, NBC’s radio
and TV programming veepee, is
“going out after it.” He’s putting
on the road three teams of scouts
and calling on the net’s affiliates
to put on their coonskin caps and
do a little Daniel Boonemg on their
own.
First safari has already turned
up what Barry calls “the finest
young comedienne I’ve seen in
years.” She’s Helen Halpin, first
scouted in Manhattan's Village,
tracked to Boston and run down
at the Blue Angel in Gotham. Barry
immediately put her under exclusive contract

and set her

to co-star

Radio,

WOR-TV

TV

ing the “lifetime” pacting of Milton Berle, the Bob Hope deal,, etc.
(Prior to his ascendency as top
man in the- RCA Victor Division,
.

Talent

Space Dilemma

Manie Sacks had also played a.
dominant role as a key network!
talent troubleshooter.)

WOR-TV, N. Y., is 'in the embarrassing position of asking
one of its tenants to rent back
to the station its- own studio.
Station rents its Studio A, the
largest of the three studios at
its 67th St. building, to NBC.
Now, due to its expanding
schedule of live dramatic programs, WOR-TV is finding itself short of studio space. It
has launched talks with NBC
about possibility of paying the
network, its own tenant, rent
for parttime use of Studio A.

As part

Command Status

I

of the consolidation of

the negotiating and administrative

i

’

On

functions.within the Program Department, Barry added that Margraf will supervise the work of the
NBC Talent Office, which is managed by Hal Kemp. Also reporting
to Margraf will be the new position
of Director of Program Administo which Fred Shawn,
presently Director of Production
Services, and an NBC veteran Of
many years’ service, has been appointed.

CBS-TVIn30%

Shawn will head up an organiconsisting of Arch Robb,
Manager of Program Services;
Ludwig Simmel, Manager of Co,

RCA BOARD ENROUTE
EN MASSE TO COAST

.

&

Majors

& Minors

playbacks of preceding day’s conon dates when no major
league games were scheduled.
Web has signed for 24 games
tests

%

13 weeks afterwards.

The new setup, which raises the
program contribution and elimitime discount,
the old 10
nates
from among seven miqor leagues.
according to
On open dates and days when all is more equitable,
Bill Hylan. Any adtopper
sales
clubs are playing night games, Muvertiser who remains on the web
tual’s sportscasting team of A1 Hei52 weeks is entitled to a 10
fer and Dizzy Dean will pick up a for
on his time billings for
minor league contest, In addition to discount
year. It’s also expected
the minor league clubs, network the full
program contribution
the
30%
that
has 13 of the majors under conwill mean better fare for the sumtract for the airings.
mer.
Interesting facet of the plan is
Last year CBS-TV retained its
fact that one minor league club
intact for the trapresident, Sen. Edwin Johnson (D- sponsorship rolls
Col) recently blamed the! major ditional hiatus season, and the new
that
leagues for hurting the bbxoffic.e. of plan is expected to duplicate
feat.
tl} e minors via
their radto-TV ‘policies... Here’s a^ cage, where', tfie
minors theirikelvqs’ are' taking to a
network for airing of their games. Piets Exits ‘B’way Theatre’
Sen. Johnson’s piass
Western
Piel’s Beer is cancelling out of
League is not one- of the seven
the “Broadway TV Theatre” on
pacted by the web.
Among the participating leagues WOR-TV, N.Y., upon completion of
are the International, American its 13-week cycle.
Ankling leaves General Tire,
Assn., Southern Assn., and Texas,
Sally,
Piedmont Mennen and Beacon Wak as sponEastern
and
Leagues. Only day games Will be sors of the seven-day, 90-minute

%

%

.

,

;

A

carried.

drama

series.

*

HERMAN HICKMAN IN
M0VE0VER TO ABC-TV
snagging the Herman
Hickman show, currently on NBCTV in the 7-7:15 p.m. Friday slot,
for an early Sunday evening period.
Hickman is backed by General
Cigar for its Robert Burns brand.

ABC-TV

is

General Cigar may move Hickman
into the 6:45 p.m. slot ndw held by
Walter Winchell for Gtuen -watches,
if Winchell moves down into the
6:30 p.m. spot. The T>:30 frame is
at present occupied by “Lash of
the West,” a vidpic sustainer, which
replaced the “Billy Daniels Show.”

!

HEATTER HOT AGAIN

—SRO ON MUTUAL

Sam Goldwyn,

Jr.,

To

CBS-TV News Setup

Samuel Goldwyn Jr., son of the
film producer, this week joined'
CBS-TV as a news and public affairs producer. Appointment followed unsuccessful negotiations by
On the local New York scene, Ed Goldwyn with ABC recently for a
and Pegeen Fitzgerald’s “Manners” production spot.
Goldwyn h$s just completed a
show, a televersion of their radio
stanza, goes into the 6:30 period two-year Army tour during which
ABC-TV. It he headed the SHAPE film unit
with a sponsor on
Pres. Eisenhower was in
is planned for the Mr. and Mrs. .while
team to convert their radio “Man- command there. Prior to that, he
worked
as a writer, and producer
the
TV-er
with
a
ners” stanza into
taped aud’o rebroadcast the fol- for his father and for J. Arthur
Rank
productions.
lowing night.
’

W

NBC

AM-io-TV Bender

As Sumner Lure

Mutual will pick up minor league
games in its “Game of the Day”
program in order to maintain its
seven - days - weekly broadcasting
commitments. Web last year did

the event. Significance is at- publicity.
tached to the Sarnoff on-the-spot
AH NBC affiliates are going for
o.o. since, in essence, this projects the ride, with theatres also pledgTV into the first major transat- ing reciprocal promotion.
lantic hoopla, with likelihood of
charting some future TV horizons.
While trans-oceanic live pickups
are still something of the future,
it’s hoped that out of the Coronation event will merge some blueprints on bridging the TV instantaneity problem.
All the networks, in consequence,
are prepping “blue-ribbon, all-star”
representation and coverage at the
Charles (Bud) Barry, NBC proCoronation.
gram veepee, is pushing plans to
After several weeks of vacation bring several of the web’s radio
skiing in the French Alps, Syl- stanzas to tele. He’s eager to start
vester L. Weaver, NBC vice-chair- “Halls of Ivy” <on NBC-TV and
man of the board, is currently in while on the Coast last week conLondon setting up preliminary de- ferred with Nat Wolff, one of the
tails for the NBC move-in.
package owners with Don Quinn
and NBC, and Don Sharpe, representing the Ronald Colmans.
Other radio shows that may
also get teleditions next fall are
“Fibber McGefe & Molly,” “Great
Gildersleeve” and Robert Young's
For the first time, the RCA board “Father Knows Best.” He’s planof directors is going out en masse ning to have pilot films cut, alto the Coast for its meeting in Los though some of the stanzas may go
Angeles on March 16. Group leaves on TV as live shows.
on a special car of the Century,
Robert Welch, recently hired by
Friday ( 6 ).
the web as a producer, has been
In the party will be board chair- assigned to do the audition film on
man David Sarnoff, prexy Frank M. “Fibber 3c Molly.”
Folsom, secretary John Q. Cannon,
Barry is mapping a buildup for
treasurer Ernest Gorin, Manie Johnny Dugan, the Irish singer,
Sacks, John T. Cahill, Orin Dun- and hopes to develop him along
lap, Jr., and the rest of the RCA comedy lines.
He also set Eddie
echelon and board.
Polo to produce ttye new Dinah
They'll stop 6 ff in Chicago to Shore AM-erJ;or Chevrolet.
look over the NBC midwest division and the RCA distribution setup, and will also cover the, NBCRCA operations in San Francisco.
In L. A. they’ll o.o. the new NBC
Burbank studios, the RCA radar
plant and other phases of RCA*
Gabriel Heatter is SRO on MuNBC operations there.
tual again, with the American
Home Institute moving into the

Barry on a

op Programs; Leslie Yaughan,
Business Manager for Public Affairs; Grace Sniffin, Office Manager for Radio Programming; and
the business offices in the various
program units. His responsibility
will include control of programming and departmental expense,
package program pricing, and general departmental administration.
Re-assignment of Shawn’s duties
as Director of Production Services
will be announced 'shortly by Frederic W. Wile, Jr., Vice President in
charge of the Production Department.
The second reorganization inNew plan offers a 30% contribu- volves the expanding Robert W.
bankrollto
a
network
the
tion by
Samoff-sparked Film Division of
ed program costs during the eight television network which now becomes
a completely distinct unit
This
August.
and
July
in
weeks
o setup.
as with the network’s o
differs from last year’s setup, when
will operate on his own,
Sarnoff
was
contribution
a 25% program
discount on reporting, only to prexy Frank
made and also a 10
White. He takes along Carl Stantime charges for the eight-week
ton as his No. 1 aide.
span.
Film Division has projected itTo qualify for the 30% program
self into such an important operacontribution, a sponsor must be on
sphere as to necessitate the
tional
the
prior
to
the chain for 13 weeks
network proper.
July-August period and remain on split from the

Cost-of Show Aid

Mutual Pacts For

Interesting aspect of the RCA
sponsorship is that the entire
awards presentation will be “formatted” for TV, in plsiee of the
customary speeches an4 acceptances
of past years, to permit for maximum dramatic values. Including
pickups to capture the excitement
and color of the annual event.
Meanwhile, NBC press chieftain
Syd Eiges left for the Coast over
the weekend to set in motion the
extensive
publicity - exploitation
campaign, planning huddles with
Welch, John Green, Academy director; John West, head of the NBC
Coast operation and Norman Seigel, handling the Academy’s Oscar

to

zation

with Mary Costa in Frank Tashlin’s
“Oops, It’s Daisy.” Coniedy piece;
gets a piloting within a few weeks,
with Tashlin writing-directing and
Lester Linsk, up to now an agent,
producing.
Scouting teams will work in
pairs and the following have been
bracketed: Joe "Bigelow and Pete
Barnum; Sidney Piermont, former
CBS-TV has evolved a new sumLoew’s booker and Hal Kemp;
Barry and Tom McAvity. Affiliates mer incentive plan, designed fo
first report their “finds” to Barry,
keep its sponsors op the air for the
who’ll assign one of the teams to
warm weather months and at the
catch the act. In the discovery of
same time to improve the quality
(Continued on page 36)
of summer shows and replacements.

Coronation

Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board
chairman, is going to London for
the Coronation ceremonies in June,
and will be in top command in
overseeing the NBC crew assigned

tration,

&

NBC has pacted Bob Welch to
produce the Oscar ceremonies for
TV from the Pantages Theatre,
Hollywood, with the additional 30
minutes of RCA time allowing for a

Bali”

facets.

NBC radio and TV
pickup of the Oscar
film awards on March 19, has negotiated for an additional half-hour
of TV time, with result that the
annual Academy of Motion Pictures Arts
Sciences hoopla will
get a 10:30 p.m. tQ midnight crosscountry showcase. RCA in all is
lavishing $250,000 on the project,
including $100,000 to the Academy
for exclusive TV and radio rights;
$80,000 for the 90 minutes of air
time, with the remainder going into
an extensive promotional, exploita‘
tion campaign.

tion.

hour telethon with Crosby and
Bob Hope was an NBC attracA few weeks ago, Crosby did a 10-minute “Colgate
Comedy Hour” windup with
Hope, to plug their “Road to

-

negotiator for the network, thus
leaving Barry, Tom McAvity and
Davidson Taylor, key programming aides, to operate unhindered
on the
creative
programming

NBC Sending Out Scoring Parties

a

although he gave a ten-

nod a few weeks back.
But more irksome is the fact
that on the three occasions

tative

comes No. 2 man in the programming department under veepee

.

commitment for

nite

'gen-

eral counsel of the network,

'
leftist sympathies.
It’s understood that the individuals involved have admitted contacts with groups fighting against performers cited by “Red ChanHpwever, it’s reported they say that they
nels” or other lists.
were serving the “best interests of the union.” Leadership of the
supporting
them.
However, some elements feel the inis
union
dividuals should be censured for “giving information to enemies
of the union” and to forces “which threw many artists out of
work.”
Meeting will be held in the afternoon at the N. Y. City Center.

originally pacted for

a full hour of
facilities for a

Foiled Again

Monday and -Wednesday segments
the

cross-the-board early-evePact calls for the full
network on a 52-week basis. Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
Bayles
agented the deal for American
Home’s Anacin and BiSodol.
Other bankrolfers on the news
show are Credit Union National
Assn, on Tuesdays, Deep Freeze
Appliance division of Motor Products Corp. on Thursdays and Union Pharmaceutical Corp. on Fridays. In addition, VCA Labs sponcross 7 the - hoard
Heatter’s
sors
of

ning

airer.

&

Monday and
show.
morning
Wednesday Segments were vacated
Hearing
recently by Bell-Tone

Aids.
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re-]

prised their topflight “Carnegie
Hall” routine miming the instruments of the Philharmonic. One
production slip was the lack of
Continued from page
time for the Billy Williams Quartet at the end of the first half- superlatives from the nation’# top the previous
regime. If the
tune’s
In
the
rest of the radio talent from the
hour, which resulted
lyricists -in the ad copy, field.
sister
being clipped for a Camel comand
American
operation,
19
df
is able
Displays
mercial a rare flaw for the usual- eight English-made cars were al- to make the TV straddle as easily
ly spit-second-timed Max Liebman lotted five minute segments iff as does sportscaster John Harringgood show, if not up WFIL - TV’s
operation.
newly completed ton, veep Les Atlass should have
to the stanza’s usual high stand- (48x68 feet) Studio B.
one-min- no trouble extending the showmanBnl »
ards.
ute film after each spiel allowed ship banner to WBBM-TV.
Vet sportsman (he recently
the studio crew to dismantle lights
“Four Star Playhouse” on CBS- and equipment for interior shots in notched his 18th anni on WBBM)
Pro- is a highly facile ad lib gabber
TV last Thursday (26) was chock^ one car and set up in next.
with cars and immediately -fits right into the
ful of surprises that, however, left gram worked smoothly
one feeling tricked at the close. in-and-out of studio in 45-second front ranks among the town’s TV
the.
commentators. Show watched (25)
in
“Man
changeover.
titled
Production,
lineup of guest stars .ran sec- was a fast-paced wrapup of the
Box,” was a play-wlthin-a-play. A
announcers
sports picture, with hardly a glance
In
'a
thesat
seasoned
such
Bdyer)
to
ond
(Charles
man
atre box, intently listening to a as Jim McCann/ Jeff Scott and at the copy.
nota*
in
presence
seemed
who
Man’s
Brooks,
Norman
onstage.
drama
Stanza was brightened by a film
compared . to Eddie sequence of Rocky Marciano and
pros
the box occasioned surprise among ble
others in the audience, who sev- Bracken’s fumbling spiel for the Joe Walcott signing for the return
eral times wondered why he was Dodge. George Gobel got mileage heavyweight bout. Reel was shot
th&r6
with his hub cap routine -hut by the new WBBM-TV newsreel
Onstage, the drama concerned other acts, the Duke of Iron, the crew and provided a strong plus.
was
jig
whose
dictator
and
arrogant
an
Honeydreamers
Walt Newton works the plugs
about up. The people were in re- Wright, did singing commercials. With neat salesmanship. Dave.
volt; a popular general was lead- Paul Whitman and Roy K. IV^arshali
ing them; there was a possibility introduced their regularly TVthat the dictator was to be assassi- sponsored Nash and Ford.
The opposing
nated that night.
Jinx Falkenburg handled the im- With Jean Mostly
general slipped between palace ported cars in fashion show style," Producers Bert Claster
guards to enter and entice the dic- noting baby-blue and other color- Director: Bob Kelly
tator’s wife away, pleading there ing and describing dashboard con- 60 Mins.; Mon.-thm-Fri. 9 a.m.
would he bloodshed if she didn’t veniences, but tending towards Participating

Television Reviews

Tele Followups
the Carzoni Bros/ (3), who do about
everything in the balancing line
hut hang from their ears and are
distinctive in any layout; the Kean
Bisters (Jane & Betty), over from
the Copacabana with their songs
and comedy repertoire (some of it
too niteryish for tele consumption),
and vet trick Instrumentalist and
pantomlmist Joe Termini, who,
spotted at the end, was about to
pull down the biggest yocks when
he was yanked for time.
With this show the principal
video showcaser for pictures set*

VeAmdayt

PTSUEFr

MAMO-TOLSVISMlt

M

M

The

play, however, had no sharp
dramatic structure.
The ballet Sequence, performed
by the N. Y. City Center Ballet and
based on a Mark Twain fable, was
very long, running about 30 minutes, It was excellently done but
the slice was too big. Also much
too long was a history of the Britwhich
ish Coronation ceremony
was outlined through film closeups
on details of ancient; British tapes-

WBKB
AM

(

WBBM

—

A

•

A

tries.

There were also a couple of okay
short bits, one narrating the history
of
the income tax and the other
for release, the offering this trip
was a seven-minuter (four scenes) showing how a blind man adjusts
his situation. Latter segment
to
from “Battle Circus” (M-G), costarring Humphrey Bogart and June could easily have been a RemingHem.
razor commercial.
ton
Allison. Latter had originally been
slated for an in-person as well, but
her illness and that of husband
With Sid Caesar and Imogene
Dick Powell prevented. ‘Sullivan's
intros of aud sitters included Bevo Coca on vacation, NBC-TV’s “Your
Francis, high-scoring basketballer Show of Shows” didn’t quite hit
from Rio Grande College, Ohio, the level reached on other occasions when the stars were off.
and film' star Leslie Caron.
However, the airer built steadily,
Trau.
winding up with a* sock “Jazz Mikado” utilizing the full cast in a
winning
20-muiute version of the
“Omnibus” offering on CBS-TV
Sullivan opus. All hands,
Sunday. (1) was not among this Gilbert
including
Carl Reiner, Howard
series’ better packages.
The 90minute -show had some interesting Morris, Bill Hayes, Judy Johnson,
Jack
Russell,
the singing and danchighlights but the session tended
ing choruses, et al, scored effecto drag for the most part.
tively
in
delightful
presentation.
a
Making another appearance on
“Omnibus,” Helen Hayes starred Were- it spotted earlier, it would
the
90-minute
lift
to
have
given
a
in a video adaptation of Thornton
span/
"Wilder’s
one-acter,
Journey.” It was a talky piece
Jan Sterling was a so-so’ femcee,
staged without scenery and prov- but did well in an amusing sketch
ided a good vehicle for Miss Hayes’ takipg off on the oldfashiohed
dramatic talents. As the talkative “problem play.” Guest acts, “Texand slightly eccentric mother of*a aco Star Theatre” ventrilo Dapny
New Jersey brood who go on a Nelson "and the vet Calg*ary Bros.,
visit to another member of the offered clicko turns.
A highspot
family, Miss Hayes played with her was ihe Bambi Linn-Rod Alexanusual sensitive probing of her role: der -terpplogy to Gershwin’s /’Rhap-

A

1

.

•

*j

•

—

Martha

.

*

ROMPER ROOM

’

&

McCann was on hand WB^L-TV, Baltimore
repetition.
dictator, the opposing gen- to help out with more notable v sellThis morning schoolroom format
even the secretary were all ing points: Lensing had tendency geared for moppets ot pre-school
played by Boyer. A good, but not to make models seem squat, a age is another topdrawer producCame curtain for strange perspective making their tion from local indie packager
original twist.
the play-within-play, and a servant much-touted
lose Bert Claster, He has here a propstreamlining
entered the theatre box to lead the some of its effect. Special job was erty with a sound basis of educalone spectator away. The man in done
Barbour, who had tional knowhow*' as well as excelSam
by
the box was blind; an actor, he’d
difficult problem of eliminating lent saleability. In Jean Mosley,
been blinded a year ago.
glare from wealth of chrome trim. he has a' poised and assured hand
That was all. Despite good perSession is step forward in mer- sparking the entire formula.
formances by Boyer, in his four
Show uses a dozen children, sealthough doubtful that
chandising,
roles, and by Patricia Morison as
would he as satisfactory as ac- lected bi-monthly from audience
the abused wife, the whole thing it
requests.
Careful screening was
The
look-around.
tual
showroom
seenied at the end so-whattish and
armchair customer, however, had evidenced in personable but not
Broru
obscure.'
precocious
kiddies
viewed on show
complete
leisurely
preview,
with
a
Within
caught:
an
attractive
full description and price range.
schoolroom set, Miss Mosley leads
Gagh.
her
charges
through
different
types of activity. Kids tuning in
STAG PARTY
are urged to participate by carWith Russ Cogiin, Freddie Jorgen- rying out the activity at home
sen, Nancy Andrews," Jack Wash- simultaneously with the doings
on
burn, Eve Myers, Jimmy Dia- the screen. Pace is varied. Active
mond Trio, others
play, such as rhythm band, games,
Producer: Jay Grill
drawing, etc., is spelled by more
Director: Jim Baker
relaxed activity such as a story,
Writers: Cogiin, Grill and Baker
an animated cartoon, or, on recent
60 Mins., Fri., 11:30 p.m.
show, the introduction of a live
leave.

.

The

.

—

eral,

“Happy

.

DAVY JONES AUTOS
KGO-TV, San

Burm.

rabbit.

Francisco

With only two outings under

its

screwball
script,
“Stag
Party”
threatens to knock the audience
out from under
the midnight
movies.It’s a carefully staged,
wildly haphazard montage of gals,
gags and music.

Packager Jay Grill designed it
men only,” knowing full well
that was a magnetizing attraction
for the femmes, too.
The result
is the best approach yet to night
club atmosphere. First show went
somewhat blue in the script de“for

MrCBS

irtwr
• *

Arthur ;

in our

s ° nR

eleven^

v.

i,

lude to pleasant dreams.
Russ Cogiin, the wheel horse of
the show, is a natural for this freewheeling comedy. He gets a solid

'

• „n«
*
110

.

^

partment, but continuity put on
the clamps and the second one,
minus shady innuendoes, sailed to
good fun, bright comedy, lots of
lens-looks at the lovelies and a pre-

caleI dar
*

and

tW*

,
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ing last

to the last gasp of the
“Eve,” a sultry siren
come-hither voice, slinks

sell

auarY^

deserved
deS

a

around the set, works some of the
skits, employs a question and answer phone gimmick with gentle-

rep« a

men

short
short

commercials,
transitions.

To pad
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to
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.WHEN YOU WANT IT—
WHMK YOU WANT IT AT THf
MICE YOU WANT TO PAYI

bal-

And good

his feminine fancies,

—

in

Whatever
he

Show

f or

lensed informally with
guests qt tables as in nightclub.
Program jumps so fast you hate
to leave the room for fear of missing a song, a skit, a joke or a
glimpse of a girlie.
Dwit.

tW * 01V

you*, lighting

r

needs, rent Jack Frost equipment for greater convenience
.
.
. greater lighting! ^ Jack

/

ti

y

Frost's unique national
service includes complete,
installation and removal—
inywhire! When you call on
Jack Frost . . , the worlds

(i

aplenty;

Joan

^ia

short songs,
balances

guest singers
Kay
Lerond the first week, Frances
Lynn and Rene Claire on the
second round. Jimmy Diamond’s
Trio enriches the ears with rhythm

r

Rental Equipment

He

lads by Jack Washburn.
ones.

Gr&te fuUY

'CC(4V

MOTION PICTURE

callers.

Grill keeps his show moving at
an ultra fast pace.
Short skits,

Nancy Andrews’ capers with

Wednesday •

?S.

• DISPLAY
• THEATRICAL
• STUDIO

transmitter.

.yj.

•

the,

voicing
spotlight.
Her rowdy
apl6mb and Mermanesque manner-

1

.

straight,. man Freddie
Singer Napcy Andrews

up from Hollywood for

flys

with

,

from

Jorgensen.

Y>er* orm

is

\

a
•*3

finest specialized lighting is
'

just a phone-call

away!
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SPORTS PAGE
With John Harrington, Walt New-

fcibuio.

ton
Director: John Alexander
10 Mins.; Mon.-thm-Fri., 10:15 p.m.

OKLAHOMA

WBBM-TV,

OIL

Chicago
( Futton-M orris sey )

|

This nightly sports show is the
production curtain-raiser for CBS’

new
the

Chi, tele

station.

WBBM-TV

web shows and
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m Woutrn

Please send me full informaation on your rental service;
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LANNY ROSS SHOW

ANSWER THE CALL

»»»»»

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES

Tom’s Cabin)
WitS Present Elseakswer, Shir- With A1 PaiieUl Trio, John Scott, (Uncle
With Prank Palmer, Robert Chrisannouncer
ley Booth, Leroy A. Lincoln, E.
Lorna Green, Alice. Hill,
tie,
Rottnd Harriman, others
Producer-director: Mel Bailey
Kate Reid, Sandra Scott,' Alex
Producer: Pr. Georse Crothers
1$ Mins., Sun., 1:15 p.m,
McKee, Pama Storey, Timothy
Director: Homer Pickett
J. R. WOOD & SONS
Findlay, Beth Lockerby, others
~
*
Tunick
Writer: Irve
MBS, from New York
Writers: Allan Kin*, James Bannerman
(BBfi&O)
St Mins.
Frank Willis
Sustaining
Vet radio crooner Lanny Rogs Producer-director:
All Networks
returned to the airlanes Sunday 150 Mins.; Wed., 8 p.m.
song
comquarter-hour
in
tasty
Sustaining
(1)
a
networks
The four national
bined for this radio pitch for the segment. Ross’ tenor styling is out CBC, from Toronto
annual Red Cross drive, and their of the top drawer aqd bis tune
One of the highest budgeted pro?,
efforts showed what a topnotch delineation is flawless* Each item; grams on the Canadian Broadcastpublic service job radio can do is worked over with care making ing Corp. network (40 stations), the
when the industry pools its talents. the overall a tiptop listening treat. “Wednesday Night Series” is a 150Mainstay of the show was a 20The Sunday sessions will fea- minute stint, without commercials,
minute series of vignettes based ture Ross in a potpourri of stand- that is aimed at the “cultural mion the diary of Barbara Hussey, ards and current pop clicks. nority.” Sometimes stuffy to most
-

j

one of the first Red Cross recre- They’re given slick arrangements
ation workers in Korea, which aptly suited to his mellow songselling and although the current
starred Shirley Booth.
The sketches,* scripted by Irve items don’t come across with the
Tunick, brought home in sharp drive of the disk artists who popfashion some of the needs and emo- ularized them, Ross’ versions still
tions of the GIs in Korea. With^ have plenty of merit.
His renditions of “Till I Waltz
out overdramatizing or overselling,
the story of Miss Hussey brought Again With You’’ and “Why Don’t
home solidly to the radio aud the You Believe Me” on the preem
fact that the war in Korea has show came across okay but the
needs other than strictly military, more solid tunes in the repertoire,
fhat the Red Cross and its work “We Kiss In A Shadow” and “You
are needed as they were needed in Are Always In My Heart” were
World War II. Miss Booth gave really socko. A concentration on
a warm, intelligent performance standards for future programs
as Miss Hussey, and supporting would make the series a surefire
winner. A1 Fanelli’s Trio aids Ross
bits were excellently done.
Other aspects of the Red Cross’ with a refreshing backing.
Commercial spiels are shared by
work Were pointed up by Miss
Booth, in a short appeal following Ross and announcer John Scott.
the playlet, by Leroy A. Lincoln, Although they’re handled with
chairman of the 1953 fund drive, finesse, they come up a bit too
and by E. Roland Harriman, presi- often for such a brief stanza.
Gros.
dent of the Red Cross.-who introduced President Eisenhower. * ^
,

was a warm,
appeal
Ike’s
straight-from-the-shoulder pitch,
delivered
a tone more personal
than his political addresses. It was
a credit both to Jhlm and to the
One unfortunate aspect,
drive.
however, was his use of the same
address for both radio and TV. Apparently the speech was written
for video, since he made mention
of three guests of his who could
be seen on the screen. But via
radio, the silent presence of his
guests made for a bit of confusion.
Dr. George Crothers, CBS’ di-.
rector of religious programming,
did a fine job as exec producer.
Homer Fickett’s direction of the
playlet was smoothly paced, while
Harold Levey’s original score was
nicely executed by a CBS house

MODERN ROMANCES
With Kathi Norris, others
Director: Fred Welhe

m

Min*,; JSat.,
Sustaining

3ft

-

11:3ft a.tn.

NBC,, from N. Y.
This revived series on NBC,
which dramatizes yams that have
appeared in Modern Romances
mag, falls into the soap opera
groove and should draw the housefraus and other gals who thrive
on that type Of entertainment. Stories to be depicted will probably
follow the pattern set by initial
offering, in that they will deal
with problems' of an emotional nature.

Preem

*

airer,

Saturday

(28), laid

on thick in relating the problems of a 19-year-old gal who feels
compelled to take care of her family following her mother’s death
in childbirth.
While undertaking
NIGHT OWL
this chore gal marries and difficulWith A1 Burns
100 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl., 11:15 ties between husband and wife because of latter’s devotion to famP.m.
0
ily are played upon heavily. BeParticipating
sides troubles with husband, gal
WPTR, Albany
has to worry about father who
WPTR features A1 Bums, its also
new announcer, on a late-evening takes to drink and loses job. Howdeejay show. Bums, who’s had ever, all tunjs out well in the
long experience on Boston stations, windup after girl’s father attempts
shuttles between the straight and suicide.
Kathi Norris, who also acts as
zany or tongue-in-cheek. On broadcast caught, the spoofing of his story editor, did a brief but pleasant
job as show’s hostess. Jess.
and
supposed
diction,
program’s
features, were quite amusing, although occasionally it may have
been a shade too subtle or inside- and a vigorous delivery. Perhaps
stuffish for some listeners. Pos- the latter should be shaded, for
sibly they prefer more music and intimacy
and change of pace.
less talk. Burns is both articulate Burns' selection of numbers is unand loquacious; in spots, uneven.
usual;
he delivers commercials
He possesses a clear, deep voice authoritatively.
Jaco.
orch,

it

Chan.

-

'

•

listeners,

the

presentation

of

“Uncle Tom’s Cabin” packed plenThis was
ty of dramatic punch.
not a pickup of a “Tom” show
script but adapted for radio by Allan King from Harriet Beecher

Stowe’s novel. Program had full
production values, including a cast
of over 30 top name Canadian
players, a 26-piece orchestra under the vibrant direction of Samuel

Hershenhorn, and a large mixed

;;

!»» •
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TWENTIETH CENTURY

ing

Canadian underground, including Producer-director: Howard Philthe Rev. Josiah Henson, on whose
lips
slave career Miss Stowe based her
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” after she /Writer: Saul Carson
heard his story when Rev. Henson 30 Mins*.; Tues. (24), 9:30 pjn.
visited the Boston home of her Sustaining
famous brother. Also noted that, WMCA, New York
during the earlier part of the Civil
Indie outlet last Tuesday (24)
War, some 75,000 Canadians enlisted in sympathy in the Northern did a documentary biog of Chaim
forces but that Canadian public Weizmann, late president of Israel
opinion later changed when certain Northern editors, calling for and one of the pioneers of Zionism,
total American continental unity, as part of its monthly “New World
proposed the invasion of Canada A-Coming” series. It was an effecand its inclusion in a new geotive presentation, detailing Weizgraphical setup, this leading to
wholesale desertions and the suc- mann’s life from boyhood in Ruscessful defense of the Canadian sia to his research work in Engborder in battles between the Ca- land and his leadership in the new
nadians and Americans, plus the
hasty arrival in Ontario of thou- Jewish state. It covered several
phases of history, with Lloyd
sands of British redcoats.
Ducking the plight of Eliza over George, Lord Balfour and Winston
the ice floes and the pursuing Churchill figuring in the account.
bloodhounds, ditto the ascension
to Heaven of Little Eva, this radio Relatively unfamiliar aspects of
adaptation of the novel itself was Weizmann’s life, such as his disstraight drama, marred only by the coveries in organic chemistry and
clowning treatment of Negro charthe manufacture of much-needed
acters who had stepped right out
explosives for the British during
ofi a minstrel show.
But the whole World
War I, added to the interest.
story was there in stirring narraSaul Carson’s script competently
tion the political speeches of Lincoln and Jefferson Davies, Gettys- incorporated the various highspots
burg just 300 miles from the Ca- in the Zionist’s long political canadian border, the spies and sa- reer, although the broad scope of
boteurs in Toronto and Montreal, the material and the 60-year span
Harper’s Ferry and the trial of covered resulted in a somewhat
John Brown, the recurrent musical episodic stanza that sketchily
theme of “Battle Hymn of the Re- treated some complex problems.
public,” the changing trend of Can- An interesting angle was the use
ada's sympathy tQ the North and of some taped segments from the
actual memorial services last year.
the switch to the Confederacy.
A topflight performance was
“Uncle Tom” was superbly played
by Frank Palmer who has remained turned in by Maurice Tarplin in
in Canada as a night club singer the title role (with sock doubling
since the breakup of the road com- as Churchill), with Owen Jordan
pany of “Carmen Jones.” All ojjher nicely playing the young Weizprincipal- and bit parts in the mann. Original music composed
lengthy cast were well played ex- and conducted by George Gill
cept for that stage-type whining rounded out Howard Phillips’ proNegro dialect.
McStay.
duction.
Bnl.

—

•

—

who seemingly all but wrecked
one legit show’s already dubious
chances by showing themselves in
“filthy shirtsleeves” while the performance was on. Morgan’s “honesty” and untrammeled expression
are part of his pattern and general
appeal, but his lack of balance be-

times

something which he must

is

reappraise. Fact is that he is one
of the more literate midnight deejays in the metropolitan New York

area, although WNEW’s straightmusic Art Ford continues with the
accredited toprated midnight show,
and Gray (WMCA), Lou Quinn
(WINS), “Big Joe” (WVNJ), and
others apparently have their share
of audiences as evidenced’ by the

strong sponsorship roster; Morgan
remains the master of tongue-inche&k commercial spieling, be it
Adler’s Shoes, Stuhmer’s Bread,
Abel.
or what.

Mary Margaret

.

McBride,

gabber, crossed network lines to guest on WNBC’s
Jinx Falkenburg show Wednesday
(25), repaying a visit Jinx made to
recently, Gais had a candid
hour, letting their hair down on
matters such as how they handle
interviewees who freeze or, conversely, talk too much. Miss McBride told the story of her career,
including an anecdote about almost
fouling up a potential sale by
devoting the audition stint to a

MMM

.

circus.
from dialers,
flea

Regarding

cx*iticisms

she said that in the
early days she tried to conform to
the various suggestions offered in
but found the demands so
conflicting she decided “just to be

letters,

myself.”

Show

originated from a break-

fast in the Waldorf-Astoria,

The. spielers* managers,
Schuyler Chapin (Jinx) and Stella

Karn (MMM), were semi-audible
in the background. It was an entertaining stanza,- giving Jinx a

helping

McCrary

hand while hubby Tex
is making a global tour.

FIFTEEN

WILLIAM ESTY AGENCY Representing Colgafe-Palmolive-Peet Co. and Reynolds Tobacco Co.

-to

WALT FRAMER, Co-Owner

"MAN AGAINST

of "STRIKE

IT

RICH"

a-

ite guests.

“MAN AGAINST CRIME”
-to LAWRENCE KLEE, Creator of

and

femme fans were on
hand to ask some questions, such
as who were Miss McBride’s favor-

half-dozen

Frank Cooper Associates
programs— “strike it rich” and
to the

the

ABC-WABC

of all Shows seen on Television are...

THANKS

;;

authority 'on show biz matters—
especially Ibeing a show biz vet
on his own it’s plain good showmanship for him to know whereof
speaks. He may well argue that
but so stimulates the dialer-inner he
being in the business, he doesn’t
as to defeat sleep for the rest of
have
to logroll Danny Kaye, for
off-key
is
Morgan
the night. When
he is off-base almost right down instance, who was one of his targets,
but he must also have an
personal
his
when
the line. That’s '
awareness that if he doesn’t like
asides are snide and must get the
oysters there are many more peoneeda
many
into
jabberjockey'
ple who do. Morgan is too good a
less hassle. They also constitute
commodity to get himgratuitous bad taste which is not nocturnal
needlessly involved, either by
pertinent to his stint. More im- self
de
vivre,- of which he
the
joie
is
This
reporting.
bad
it’s
portant,
bones over the air, or by
particularly true of his opening makes no
personal prejudices. He has been
are
which
“criticisms”
legit
night
sharp in keeping controversial, seas often wrong in their enthusiasms or pans as not. It is kinda rious or “message” stuff off his
with result he has carved
cute that Morgan is apparently program,
“making character” as a frustrated as loyal a show biz following as
adhered
to
Barry Gray.
once
drama critic who buys his opening
are times, of course, when
night seats, or finds himself com-, There
is
spleen
Morgan’s
not without
pelled to see the previews or dress
rehearsals, but: if he is to sit in justification, such as his diatribe
against careless or, more apparently, downright inimical stagehands

When Henry Morgan Is In stride
he’s the No. 1 post-midnight menace to insomniac*, because he not
only keeps them awake until 3 a.m.

AMONG THE FIRST

Olir

„

1

Radio Follow-Up Comment

J. Frank Willis’ taut guidPROPHET
hand was evident throughout
On Canadian government financ- (New World A-Coming) t
research
ing, plenty of historical
With Maurice Tarplin, Owen Jorhas gone into this stirring opus,
dan, Sidney Paul,* Sandy Bickart,
with 30-ifiinute preamble pointing
Guy Repp, Bernard Lcnrow,
up the facts that some 50,000 slaves
Gregory Morton, Mason Adams,
were brought into Ontario by the
narrator; George Gill, music.

choir.
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Wednesday, March 4/1953
St. Pat’s,

From the Production Centres
.V

.

'

Continued from page 26

'

-

Jim Borman, WCCO’s news and public
Willis, Minneapolis .
director, in Hawaii at U. S. Navy’s invitation, having been one
Twin Cities’ men selected among 15 other American business
tives and editors, to board a cruiser for a five-day trip to the
.

.

where they’re the guests

of

Adm.

affairs

of two

execu-

islands
A. W. Radford, Commander of Pacific
They£e participating in a series Of

Naval Forces at Pearl Harbor.
news conferences and a submarine pr<lctice”'cruise during the next three
weeks. Ralph Keller, Minnesota ESitoria^Assn. executive secretary,
Is pinchhitting for Borman as moderator on “Editorial Roundup,”
WCCO Sunday noon quarter-hour dealing with discussion of topics
vital to the Northwest
WTCN disk jockey Jack Thayer's “Man
About Town” column re radio gets a front page play on the MinneapJim Boysen, WTCN anolis News, weekly shopping newspaper
houncer, rounded up town’s top radio and TV personalities and prominent sports figures for a PTA show at suburban Hopkins.
.

.

.

.

.

IN PITTSBURGH

.

...

KDKA

educational director, back at her desk after
Vickie Corey,
six-month safari through South America gathering material for her
“School of the Air”
Ray Scott has started five-minute sports show
on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evening at 6:25 for Colonial
Trust Co. .
Kay Riehl, local actress now living in Hollywood, just
finished a role on a Bums and Allen telecast, due for release in April.
She’s also in the new Bette Davis picture, “The Star” . . . Otto Krenn
has been appointed director of the George Held School of TV and
Radio Arts
Carmen Conderata, Girl Friday to Jimmy Murray,
.
.
KQV manager, convalescing at the St. Francis Hospital from an operation ... Announcing staff at
will be plenty busy passing
out cigars this summer. Ralph Fallert, Warren Gerard and Chuck
Nuzum are all expectant fathers . . Tommy Editing, Jr., son of Channel
2 stagehand, smashed up in a Turnpike crash driving home on leave
from Boston with five other sailors. He’ll be laid up at the Somerset,
Pa., Hospital for some time . .
Boh Lloyd,
announcer, has a
role in the current Playhouse production, “The Royal Family”
.
Jan Andree’s "Star Showcase” on WPIT has been increased from 15
to 30 minutes every Saturday afternoon beginning at 3:15.
.

.

.

WDTV

.

.

.

WCAE

.

WDTV

.

.

IN WASHINGTON ...

Easter Parade

Sponsors for

.

WPIX

WPIX, N.Y. Daily News station,
has picked up sponsors for its upcoming videocasts of two parades,
the

Patrick’s

St.

Day Parade on

March 17 and the Easter Parade
on April 5. Coca-Cola, via the
D’Arcy agency, will bankroll the
four-hour St. Pat’s affair, while
Peerless Camera Store, through
the Newmark agency, will sponsor
the Easter Parade.
Jack McCarthy will handle announcing of the Irish parade,
which has been carried by the station for the past four years. The
Easter parade will be carried for
the second straight year.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Staff-Radio

WMGM, N. Y.-is exploring the possibility of programming an Italian
counterpart to its weekly “American-Jewish Caravan of Stars.” Station
air such a show with performers of Italian descent doing English
broadcasts sprinkled with. Italian idioms and background. Show would
29
be aimed at second-generation Italians in N. Y.
‘‘Jewish Caravan,” incidentally, celebrates its second anni on the
Miss Halpin in Boston by Barry,,
each of the teams was dispatched station next week.
there, unbeknownst to the other,
“The Challenge of Our' Prisons,” NBC’s 13-week series of hour-long
and all ^turned in rave reports.
Barry then put her under contract documentaries on prison life and the recent flareup of riots, is getting
and sent her to Hollywood for the commendations from prison officials and college heads.
Warden of San Quentin has requested disks to play for prisoners
“Daisy” series.
“Talent is where you find it,” and several universities, including Wisconsin, Temple and Maryland,
contends Barry, “and we’re going have asked for recordings for their criminology classes.

NBC Scouting Party
u— Continued from page

may

i

out after them.”
niteries incubate

He

believes the

Inauguration of President Eisenhower copped first three places in
more promising
performers than any other medium Nielsen’s daytime radio Top 10 with ABC leading the list for the first
time
in many years.
will
concenand the scouting teams
ABC’s “coverage of the inaugural hit an 11.6 rating and reached
trate on these points. In the case
5,192,000
homes. NBC followed with 10.6 and 4,744,000 homes and
of' Miss Halpin, Barry describes her
as a femme counterpart of Martha CBS was in third place with D.9 and 4,431,000.
NBC-TV
took the lion’s share in the inaugural video audience, with
Raye, Joan Davis, Jerry Lewis and
Red Skelton “rolled into one.” 51% of the total audience, according to Trendex; For every 100 viewers
Tashlin calls her and Miss Costa snagged by NBC-TV, CBS-TV scored 49, ABC-TV 10 and DuMont 3,
the distaff version of Martin and Trendex reports.
Lewis.- Miss Costa is ‘a singer.
Barry, who likes to call himself first 48 hours after the Duggan de- will eventually produce a greater
“a creative realist,” doesn’t believe fection.
A heavy load of mail volume of business than
and
that all the undiscovered talent is poured in all last week, much of it TV.
in this country. Should reports in the form of petitions asking that
(8) Transistors are being dereach him from abroad of a comic the controversial gabber be put
veloped by RCA for mass producor singer with high potential, one back to work.
tion and a multiplicity of new uses
of the teams will be dispatched
Fact that some of the newspaper are being studied.
overseas to make an on-the-spot comments and many of the letters
(9) RCA was in production at
check of the talent and report back and phone calls have intimated
to Barry.
that the network is knuckling un- end of last year on complete line
Barry said NBC will make full der to IBC “pressure” has not of equipment to transmit and re-

—

George A. Bernstein, former exec of Peoples Broadcasting Co., Columbus, has been named manager of WOL here. Bernstein worked
in the capital with WCFM before going to Peoples . * . William T, Stubblefield has resigned his post of director of NARTB’s station relations
department to join firm of Bl&ckburn-Hamilton Co., Inc., radio, TV
and newspaper brokers, with D. C. headquarters . . Arnold H. Katinsky, ex of WFIL, Philadelphia, has joined promotipn-publicity staff
of WMAL-ABC
Dave Dayis has been promoted to senior producer
.
for WMAL, with jurisdiction over directors, production coordinators
and assistants
. Felix Grant, vet
d.j., has joined announcing staff
of WMAL .
. National Education
Assn, announces that the 8th National Conference on Higher Education, to be held in .Chicago March
5-7, will he highlighted by a panel on “the future of TV in higher
education” for the first time in group’s history .
Jared Rolston, ex
of WLRB, Lebanon, Pa., is new assistant to Cody Pfanstlehl in WTOPCBS’ audience promotion and publicity department . . Unique theatreuse of its TV facilities in HollyTV tie-in between WTQP and RKO Keith's, for mutual promotion of wood
and Burbank and that at least
“Peter Pan” and Pick Temple TV show paying big dividends for both*.
three or four shows would be
moved here from N. Y. next season.
It’s no secret, he says, *that most
of the performers prefer to live in
California. He has returned to
N. Y., but will be back in three
ISSUE
weeks for a month’s stay to survey
H
studio space for the impending in.

bade

imaginative promotion has been worked out by NBC with Bowbubble gum, Pliilly outfit, with the latter bringing out “NBC
Stars” bubble gum. Idea is to get kids to collect the cards, each of
which has a four-color picture of an NBC radio or tele performer and
a 100-word biog, which are enclosed in each package of the cud.
Kids for years have collected, traded and flipped cards of baseball
players, fighters, Hollywood stars, national heroes, etc., distributed
with gum, candy or ice cream cups. However, this is probably the
first time that a gum firm is turning over its entire output to one company. And although in the past the trading has generally been confined to*boys, this series of 36 NBC stars is expected to lure young
femme fans as well.
Gum outfit spent $102,000 to print the cards, of which five are included in each 5c package. In the N. Y. area alone, 40,000,000 cards
were shipped last week and total sales for the year are expected to
hit 100,000,000 or 150,000,000. NBC’s o-and-d stations are giving Bowman cuffo spots as part of the tieup.
Idea was conceived by Ted Cott, v.p.-manager of WNBC-WNBT,
N. Y., with Syd Eiges, press v.p., giving the project an assist.

An
man

AM

ceive UHF signals, including three
types of UHF selectors which can
enable virtually any VHF set to
get UHF signals.

NBC brass any happier
over the whole affair. It is generally admitted that, the Gillette
Friday night boxing bouts packaged by the IBC on NBC is a factor
in the stiuation.

.

made the

;

NEW

flux.

Continued from page 31

SOUTHWEST

Oil

were up 18% over

CORPORATION

AM

—WHOM

—
WOV

rivals
and
decided to apply for
jointly
rather than lose time by slugging
it out.
However, their bid is for a

two

—

COMMON STOCK
Par Value 10£ Per Share

permanent

TV

TV

wedding,

’51,

to

new

high of $162,521,000 in ’52. NBC
yielded 23.4% of RCA’s income,
an increase from the 22.9% of ’51.

Bartlett Plan
Continued from page 26

582,000 Shares

1

Lifting of Freeze

*

(5)

Sales of “Victrola” phono-

graphs were up
ous year.

20%

over previ-

rather

(6) Overseas manufacturing opsuggests.
erations of firm were extended
There are some objections to the with formation of associate comBartlett plan, along the lines of
panies in Spain and Greece. RCA’s
its being too complicated. Another
contention is that there might be wholly-owned foreign subsidiaries
inherent difficulties in two or have assets of $20,268,000 and
more diverse groups having to de- their net profits in '52 were $3,cide on common policies.
Then, 924,000, with $277,000 in dividends
too, there may be beefs from sta- paid to parent company.
tions, currently enjoying a monop(7) RCA entered the gas and
oly and wanting to preserve that
electric range business and added
status' as long as possible.
consoles to its line of air condiBartlett feels that his formula
tioners, pointing up board chairwould permit the almost immediate
man David Sarnoff’s and prexy
opening of many new stations in
Frank M. Folsom's dictum, “One
areas at present without TV or
of the most significant things about
with only one channel, add simulta-

along the pro tempore lines Bart-

less-

Offered at

50$

Per Share

These shares are offered as a speculation. Send for
offering

circular

giving

full

.

information
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company.
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JOE SILVER
Featured Weekly on

“Red Buttons’ Show”

I

Sponsored

CBS-TV Network
Monday, 9:30 P.M., EST
ky IsitMt Maxwell Hsom

ADDRESSING
(w

the electronics industry is its
neously allow all applicants to have
long-range capacity for expansion
their cases presented in orderly,
and diversification,” and the prefull fashion.
It’s also argued that
diction that the “non-entertainin the long run it would result in a
ment
applications of electronics”
more competitive industry

$2.50

PER lOOO

Inquiries Invited

SERVICED MAILINGS
28

St.

FI., Now
AL 4-7M2

Marks

York 3

picture,
by reducing the incentive of rival
applicants to merge, and at the
same time end the Existing onestation monopolies more rapidly.
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to thank their

many friends in the profession for their
new venture,

enthusiastic response to their
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•
•
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•

•
•
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Directors

MADDUX
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President

•
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.

some form of a retraction.
The Duggan “story” has been
played up under front page banfor

ners by three of the four Chi dail-

ies.
The NBC switchboard was
swamped with over 1,500 calls the

toe offer

150,000 SHARES

Continued from page 26

they will be resumed later this
week.
But the major point—that of
Duggan making a public apology
to Norris for his remarks three
weeks ago on his regular WNBQprograms—is still to be
clarified. Duggan has been quoted
as saying he refuses to apologize
and the IBC, meanwhile, has reportedly strengthened its demands

ISSUE

As a speculation ,

Duggan
The management of Southwest Oil Corporation wishes

Doug Allan
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the spiraling TV costs. The cigaret
companies are having their trou-

Inside Staff-Television

bles. Lucky j5trike found it was
overexpending in TV and has
dropped “Biff Baker, USA," relinquishing the CBS-TV time as well.
(

Mark Goodson and Bill Todman are instituting a rotating panelist
policy on CB.S-TV’s “What’s My Line?" Bennett Cerf^just returned
from a lecture tour, rejoins the panel Sunday (8), with Steve Allen,
Dorothy Kilgallen and Arlene Francis as co-panelists. Hal Block, who
is off the show, will go back on it on an occasional rotating basis.
Other celebs are spotted on ther aircr from time to time.

cigarets, it’s reported, is
waiting until the smoke clears to
will pyramid the cost
see how

Camel
Programs as salesmen for
th« midwest and south.
George Gould has rejoined CBSTV! after two-year leave of absence, and has been assigned to .direct “Rod Brown, Rocket Ranger."
He had been directing “Tom Gorbett. Space Cadet" for Rockhill
Radio. Joan Lorring, Leslie Nielsen and Hope Miller on “Philco
TV Playhouse" Sunday (8)
Stephen Elliott to do “Heathcliffe"
on WABD’s “Mono-Drama Theatre.". .Nancy Coleman stars in
“Tales of Tomorrow” Friday (6).
Linpup on March 20 will include
Mercedes McCambridge, Everett
Sloane and Paul Lukas... Mindy
Carson's “Club Embassy" renewed
for second cycle on NBC-TV.
Connie Clausen, young actress
starred on “Tales of Tomorrow"
Friday (27), is being screen-tested
by Metro and Paramount.'. .15-

New York

vision

Owen

Jordan repeating Ills
You Go” stint on
“ Wherever
WABD’s evening ‘*Mono Drama
this
week (2-6)... A.
Theatre'*
Clcdge Roberts, ex-CBS-TV, named

TV

NYU

production consultant at

.

,

.

.

.

Malcolm (Bud) Laing succeeds him
and George Smith takes over as
manager of TV station clearances
Johnny Ray donated his fee for

Town" appear-

ance Sunday

(1) to buy hearing
aids for deaf youngsters ... Shelia

.

ol Levine, who moved to 'the station’s Film Department. . .C. J.

Molthop named to the new post of
manager of new market development for DuMont Labs... Ernest

Hollywood

Alternate-Week Angle
The webs had pinned high hopes
Suggestion that the Government require tele stations to display over
on the participating formula (sev- the air the address of the FCC to stimulate “constructive criticism"
eral sponsors sharing the tab), but is made in an article, “TV in ’Fifty-Three" in the current America
that it hasn’t provided the desired mag. Bylined by William A. Coleman, head of Fordham’s Radio-Teleanswers is evident from the fact vision division, piece says such criticism by audiences to the FCC will
that the Saturday night “All Star result in improved program quality. Discussing other phases of video,
Revue" enters the casualty rosters Coleman predicts that live programming will increase next fall due to
Norman Tokar directing the CBS next month due to insufficient “unsatisfactory quality" of filmed shows.
frame. .Roscoe Ates inked to 13- sponsor support, (Only two of the
week pact for KTLA’s “Western necessary three clients were availsince the state doesn’t have the
Varieties.". .Tom Wright and Bob
able.)
Hardin joined KECA flackery.
right to dictate procedures to fedLegits
The alternate-week sponsorship
Retail Clerks union local 770 reeral bodies.
Continued from page XT
newed its KTTV show for 52 pattern may find increasing favor
In N. Y, some network and local
weeks. .Dallas Preston, 13, signed next season as advertisers seek
costs/ since, as in legit, a stock station execs said they would fight
ways
to
reduce
the
cost
burden.
for KLAC-TV’s “Hometown Jamagainst
the N. Y. state law. Some
Hinshawfs Department American Tobacco Co., for one, ap- company attracUon playing the stations which didn’t pick up
boree."
the
Stores
angeling “Before Your pears to be an ardent champion of hinterlands provides a special ocMcCarthy
hearings Saturday (28)
Eyes,"
documentary series on the divide-the-cost formula, with casion for the viewers
and
is a na- said they did not because either
KTTV
Ron Randell returned the Robert Montgomery Monday
they couldn’t dear the time or
Gled- night dramatic show getting anoth- tural for local sponsors.
from video stint in N.Y.
hill Dodge-Plymouth bankrolling er Lucky Strike-Johnson Wax alLineup for such a jaunt would didn’t think it was a “good show."
“first-run” feature films on KTTV ternate-week ride
next season. include the three General Telefor 26 weeks. -Henry Li Nace Sr. Lucky Strike is hopeful of sharing radio stations, of which WOR-TV
and Henry L. Nace Jr. of Mesa, its TV “Hit Parade" with another is one. The others are KHJ-TV,
Ariz., in town, to o.o. equipment, 'sponsor next
season, -and the com- the Don Lee. station in Los Anpersonnel and talent for their pany’s king-size ciggie
subsid, Pall geles, and WNAC-TV, the Yankee
KTYL-Ty at Mesa, which begins Mall, is content with splitting
the network station in Boston. Other
programming Easter day.
tab on “Big Story" with Simoniz.
stations, mainly independents,
It’s reported American Tobacco would have to be lined up in such
may embrace alternate-week TV on a geographical order as to keep
an even more ambitious scale to transportation costs for the itinerTV’s High Prices
encompass all Its programming, to ary from becoming prohibitive.
get a wider spread throughout the
Continued from pace 1
But Wade, with the critical and
week, despite the shared product commercial success of his “Broadput it this way: “It could very well identity.
way Theatre" in mind, feels that
Niv tfarrlna on NBC's
be that, come next season, the sponWhatever the sponsorship for- he’s got just what the doctor OfALL STAB RKVUB
sors will be rediscovering radio as mula
of the future (and at the mo- dered for those hinterland outlets.
Saturday*,
EST
the’ soundest buy of all, while TV
ment it’s still a guessing game), the
prices itself out of the market."
M*»4 William Morrit Aomtcy
TV webs fail to see how costs can
How Texaco finally resolves its be pared. Despite the client-agen-

Todd’S Clothing picks up tab on
second prelim
KLAC-TV’s
of
Olympic boxing Tuesdays. .“Crusade in the Pacific" begins series
of 26 stanzas on KECA-TV March
6, with Southern California Willy
Dealers bankrolling. .Alan Young
rehearsing his live TV show, with

to. stay after

.

serving as program director, at
Philadelphia. ...Henry Corley and Nathan Zucker^ president
and board chairman of Dynamic
Films, received an award at the

WPTZ,

.

Motor Sports Show from Speed

mag

for “contributing the
most for auto racing in 1952*' via
their racing films. . .Robert
T.
Cavanagh named assistant research director at DuMont Labs.
Atfe

,

.

WOR-TV

.

L_^

Kroger Babb, Hallmark Productions chief, in town last week negotiating for network deals eft his
Wesimore TV beauty show.
Reub Kaufman, Guild Films prexy,
.

Em

j

A

McKeon, former Brooklyn Eagle
staffer and publicist with the Dave
Alber office, joined the press department of WPIX, replacing Car-

Walling back in N.Y.

WHAS

.

.

ent Scouts." broke his leg while
week ... Robert L.
last
skating
Stone, biz manager of ABC-TV
sales, named biz manager of TV
Services Dept, of the network. .

his “Toast of the

Sid Caesar-Imogene Coca

“Show of Shows." (It’s understood
Two awards in the field of broadcasting were made by the American
the weekly talent-production nut
will go to $85,000 next season, with Public Relations Assn, at its annuhl convention in Washington yesterboth Caesar and Coca due for hefty day (Tues.). A certificate of public relations achievement was con-*
and WHAS-TV in Louisville for its community betterincreases.) Camel presently plunks ferred on
down $2,250,000 a year for a week- ment program. John Hopkins U. in Baltimore was awarded a silver
ly half-hour participation in the 90- anvil trophy for its “John Hopkins Science Review" TV program on
.
minute Saturday night marathon. DuMont network.
Harwood Martin, Washington ad agency topper, told the Association
Ciggie company considers it a lot
.
of coin, even though. Hie program that TV’s growth has been the fastest of any industry in American
invariably grabs a Top 10 rating history. However, he advised agencies to use radio and TV hand in
berth, and its apprehensive about hand in allocating ad budgets for the broadcast media.
upping Hie ante.
Claudia Morgan plays her first lead on WOR-TV’s “Broadway TV
What Colgate decides to do about
her uncle, the late Frank Morgan,
its
Sunday night, “Comedy Hour" Theatre" in the same play in which
.
scored
on Broadway in 1924. I\t’s “The JFirebrand," and Miss Morgan
next season is still in the conjecwill play opposite Basil Rathbone.
tural columns. It’s a $6,000,000 anActress is daughter of actor Ralph Morgan.
nual time-and-talent investment
for the soap company, and in past
Two offbeat instructional programs bow over local video stations this
year old Patti Oneill playing years renewals have always been
course in oil painting preemed Sunday (1) via WPIX, N. Y,
a feature part on “Kraft Theatre * preceded by money hassles, Colgate week.
Wednesday (11). .Marcel Hillaire maintaining that it costs too much. Daily News station, while on Friday, WOR-TV kicks off a gardening
show.
will do a lead on “Hollywood There won’t be any decision one
Conni Gordon, art author-lecturer emcees the painting show, which
Screen Test” Monday (9).
way or the o(her until May, but it
is bankrolled by Art Activities, Inc., via Hie J. Gabriel Bromberg
wouldn’t surprise the trade if Colagency.
Will Peigelbeck, ex-Cornell instructor, handles the hortigate reverses itself this time up.
cultural InstrucHon on the WOR-TV sustainer.

,Lt. Robert Macltall assigned to
head the AM-TV division for First
Army George Bryan, announcer
on CBS-TV’s “Arthur Godfrey Tal.

NBC

of the

7

ssa

.

.

. . .

a 10-day sales-production
jaunt to Chi, 'Denver, Atlanta and
L.A
George Weiss and Charles
McNamee have joined United Telestarted

.

. .

.

W

Eileen BARTON
O petting March 9
GAY HAYEN,
U. $.

TV

DET.

COAST GUARD SHOW

EVERY SATURDAY; ABC, RADIO

MCA

Dir.:

WANTED!
Exporlonctd

practically a certainty now that it
go off at the end of the season.)
Lacking a Buick participation or

will

with contact* In loglt-TV-Motion Pic-

u*ncy.

—

Confidential.
salary.
Box

iKcolIont opportunity
V3153, Variety, 1S4 West
New York 3*, N. Y.

cy squawks, the networks are

four-weeks basis to sponsor. the Joe
E. Brown “Circus Hpur," but it’s

CASTING DIRECTOR
fwrat, top-flight

status for next season will de-

4*th

some

VPIusU
L

:

Continued from page 31 ~~
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provide for electronic coverage as
well as for print-media coverage.
In the N. Y. Legislature a bill
has been introduced by State Senator DeOptatis to amend the civil
practice act and the code of criminal procedure “to protect witnesses
from being compelled to give testimony broadcast by radio or televised." While the proposed

'

NBC

compromises on coin, If all sets, VHP as
well as UHF,
Texaco may wash out completely.
are used as the base, “Lucy” would
Texaco Isn’t alone in bemoaning be placed at
a disadvantage where
it’s on a UHF channel, since it’s
being measured agairist homes it
doesn't have the potential of reach-

St.,

Ban on Hearings

still

pend on the outcome of negotia- lucky to break even, the facilities
tions with NBC, which have already rap being what it is. And if the
been incepted, looking toward some sponsors are crying “enough" now,
kind of coin compromise. It may it’s anybody’s guess what will hapwind up with Texaco and ’Buick pent to that $1,000 a minute time
splitting that tab and alternating charge in the-foreseeable future,
weekly on the Berle show. (Buick when more and more stations ,and
currently takes over the Tuesday 8 markets open up in the skeins.
to 9 Berle period on a once -every-

ment

amend-

is broadly written and would
indicate an intention to cover federal bodies, the web legal departments feel that such an interpretation would be unconstitutional,

MUSIC
arranged
composed

METIS
Broo4way, N. Y, C. I
Clrtlir

—

-

^

44MV 1

_

M

.

Further, the sponsor, seeing
a low rating, would be given a
distorted, untrue picture of the
show’s ability.

ing.

WGAL

Another problem is that of measuring^ftie number of sets able to
get UHF. Counting sets has been
a mooted issue even in the VHF-

LANCASTER, PA.*

only era, With some channels
puting the accuracy of the

mates provided by

NBC

disesti-

on’*

as a serv-

ice to the industry. In the VHFperiod even sharper hassles
are expected, since NBC is better
entrenched in VHF than the other
three chains. One gripe voiced by
some local, stations is that NBC
isn’t providing estimates for markets in which it doesn’t have any

ri eh

* ,t

UHF

MR. CHANNEL

8.

.

symbol of WGAL-TV*
increased power, now give
larger coverage, bigge
audience, greater sales poten
tial to WGAL-TV advertisers
*Markel include* Harrisburg, Yori
Lancaster, Reading,

WGAL

Represented-

AM

TV FM
A Ste'fHnon S*al>o^
Calf MiCoHovgh

-|

Chicago Los Angtlt* San Francisco

and some

UHF

groups

fearful that they won’t get a

shake from NBC.
The situation has broad ramifications, because stations’ rates and
gross sales are dependent upon the
number of sets they cover.
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Omaha William
been

Talbert, 35,

lias,

named manager of KOIL,
Omaha. He took over Sunday (D.
He succeeds Arden E. Swisher, who

joined K3VITV here as general sales
manager.
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to anxious TV audiences.

Here's a real bonanza for local and
•>

*

An unusual

regional advertisers!

opportunity to cash in on a
prestige

A

name show

at low

cost

once-in-a-biue-moon chance to

send sales zooming as never before.

Name
,

_

(Rebuild)
6 half-hour dramatic susponat
hows with tremendous adult appeal;
iard-hittine shock and surprise endngs. Produced hy Bing Crosby Enteririses. Voted "best’' by Hath Foun-

(Firesidt Theatre) l
Tht highest rated dramatic film pro*
ram in Its first run as "FirasWt

f heatrO; 11 Series

of 52 half-hours,

each a hit. Produced by Bing Crosby
Interprets. Outstanding audience-

TV

compelling, sates-bulldlng

lation

series*

for Psychological Research.

GOOD NEWS! “FIRST RUNS” STILL AVAILABLE

IN

DOUBLE PLAY (WITH

• DICK TRACY

DUROCHER AND DAY)

•

HOLLYWOOD OFF-BEAT

•

ENCHANTED MUSIC

•

NEW HANK McCUNE SHOW

*

OLD AMERICAN BARN DANCE
f

•

WASHINGTON SPOTLIGHT

New
•

«

(Bit Town)

market

A

leader tni national ratings. Famous
half-hour series that scored s meshins successes for Lever Brothers at
"Big Town. 1 Features popular redidTV characters, crusading reporters
Steve Wilson and Lorelei Kilbourne.

. . .

ahd you can just about

name your

sales ticket.

.’

-

Don’t delay

.

. .

contact

UTP today!

s

Rift friat skews frtR

*

• STUDIO TELECMPTION LIBRARY

.

3-4420
Y.rk, 44* Medl.ee Aveeee. PL
*'

W

name your

MANY MARKETS. ..IF YBU HURRY!

ASK US TO TELL YOU MORE ABOUT THESE
OTHER ATTRACTIVE PACKAGES
*

your show,

HEART OF THE CITY

COUNTERPOINT

ROYAL PLAYHOUSE

•

Chieege. 340 North Michigan,

CE

4-0041

Hollywood, 150 HorHi Irons#* Avon*#
i

'

a

Wedii«*Jty,

Boycott

§p«g

United Television Programs has

jOal little

picked

Man’

"

AFL

‘^to^ueM

WGN-TV Top Pix

Consumer In Chi

m

—

—

:

I

‘Comedy Quartet’

*

grams.
Also bought was the Kling Studios.’ “Old American Bara Dance”
the bundle of 26 haIf-haur ' shows,

Set For Telepix

Producer said that Audrey Wisberg, writer 01 the series, received

a

presumably

letter,

from

made

t'lepix.

and Comdr.

the balance
gory.

WNBQ pre-

13 0f the series and
the first-rub cate-

is in

toppers

_

v

rums SdUD
r lO

Stay With Nidorf Pacting

9*

Official Films will" continue in

former setup despite the appointment of Mike Nidorf as a veepee of the vidpix firm. Nidorf, who
manages Jo Stafford, won’t be any
its

t

.

•

DEATH VALLEY DAYS
(Swamper Ike)
With Jack Mahoney, Margaret
Field, Denver Pyle, Hank Patterson, Henry Rowland, Tex Terry

of Metropolitan,

Hew York

Gems

On Texas Ranger’ Series
Screen Gems, Columbia’s

1.

Top ndulf* programming

2. Strong

3. Inherent

li sten#*

4. Potential

loyalty

buying power

Send for a copy of

on the
*

•

nmjAic
WHU o nraft
WaU a«,
WziYO
OH mrirn)
Henry Greenfield, Man.

wn/n 117-119 West
WEVD,
New York 34

Soiling

Dir.

44th

tele-

vision subsidiary, has nabbed the
video rights to “Tales of the Texas
Hangers,” and has finished a pilot

awdipneb impact

St.

series.

Video counterpart

of the Joel McCrea-sfarring radio
shOW Will go into production at
the Columbia lot in Hollywood

with Stacy Keach producing,
Series will run a half-hour each
with some shot on location.

do some dancing, but it’s slated
to he mostly a gabfest along the
style of the Palmer show. Filming
of the 13 pix will be done in New
York, or if details can be worked
out, in London. If Oasis can’t sell
the series fo'a network it. will syndicate the pix.

Jerrold Brandt

'

Named

To Les Hafner Board
Film producer Jerrold T. Brandt,,
son. of the late Joseph Brandt of
Columbia Pictures and member of
the Brandt- ’"’heatres family, has
been elected to the board of direcCo., Inc.
tors of Los Hafner
Brandt recently became a stock-

Allsntown, Bethlehsm, Easton

&

WLEV-TV

holder in the firm when' Les- Hafner acquired television, motion picture and radio rights to -all of the

Bethlehem. Pa.

Mark

Hellinger story properties.

West Coast headquarters

gin shooting the Hellinger

,

to be-

TV

film

series.
While in Hollywood, he’ll
also shoot the first several installments of Rex Morgan, M. D., the
syndicated feature strip, in which
his company also owns the con-

trolling interest for
tures and radio.

TV, motion

pic-

Anti-Pollution Vidpic
Film unit of WNYC, N. Y.’s
municipally-owned
station,
has
completed a pic on the city's antipollution campaign and will offer
it to tele stations and webs.
Pic
is
called
“The Waters
Around Us” and deals with con-‘
struction by the Public Works
Dept* of new sewiige disposal units
and other methods of cleaning up
the waters surrounding Gotham.

LIABILITY
For the

Entertainment Field

BROADWAY BROKERS

McCann-Erickson )
This story of a man reared as
an Indian but actually white is a
entry in the series, bearing
a stamp of authority in its realistic

fitting

unfoldment.
Purportedly drawn
from the true annals of Death
Valley, its plot carries persuasive
action, further enhanced by the
bleak but magnificent Death Valley
photographic background.
Jack Mahoney is the Indian, in
love with a white girl who despite
her own love refuses to marry him
because he is a tribesman. Sent
away by femme, a red brother
brings the news that his Indian
mother has just died, leaving him
a golden locket with a white baby’s
picture inside. The truth abcfht him,
the mother’s last words were, “is
on the rock by. the wagon wheel.”
Setting out to establish his true
identity so he may marry the gal.

CORP.
150 Broadway, New York 38
REctor 2-2195

HOUSE FOR SALE
Now

Milford vicinity, historic colonial
stylo. Ixcollont condition; ft
Now York City lino. At*
tractively redecorated, liryi llvin«
room, largo fireplace, crano, dutch
ovan, dlrtlng ol. Four bedrooms, two
with . flreplaee*, larso studio, north
light. Modorn kitchen, bath, ortosian
Wall. Now oil burner and copper
plumbing' throughout. Stono torraco,
magnJflcont vfow. Parklike sotting.
Guest house. Poach, apple orchard.
with
Exclusive neighborhood;
five acres mbre available. Terms arranged.
salt

box

milos from

Owne^ GEORGE

WHITESIDE-

Sky tine Ridge, Bridgewater, Cenn.
Tol. Now
i lford, Conn. Elgin 4-4410

M

flADIQ
KSTP newsmen

.

Hafner departs next week for
his

&

(

don after the Coronation.
Format calls for Miss Markova to

Sets Pilot

JEWELRY, FUR

30 Mins.; Tues., 8:30 pjn.

PACIFIC COAST BORAX CO,
KTTV, Hollywood
I

roll-

INSURANCE

McGowan
Director: Stuart McGowan
Writer: Ruth Woodman

hy

year to reach the vast

.

Producer: Dorrell

FOR

Screen

.

Dave.

cally.

MARKOVA

Jewish Market

.

good buy. Client has whipped up ing at Hal Roach studios
some patent blurbs, inserted lo-

clusive contract to NBC.
Youngman is also doing a solo
series for Kling, to be called
“Youngmania.” Production outfit
has also dubbed heckling hy the
comedian .on the soundtrack of an
old feature film, “Demon Bottle
of Fleet St.” All productions will
go into syndication.

more active in the organization
than he was formerly, when as
member of the board he served in
an advisory capacity. Nidorf em- OASIS SETS
phasized this week as he returned
from Europe after a 10-day jaunt
TELEPIX SERIES
covering Miss Stafford’s affairs.
Firm continues without a central
Ballerina Alicia Markova has
chief at N. Y. headquarters. Bud signed for a 15-minute vidpix series
Austin handles national sales while with
Oasis
Telecasts.
Charles
iMfi
\nr * Herman Hush is syndication chief. Kebbe, who produced the Lilli
.Top .decisions continue to go to Palmer series on CBS-TV, will proand focal
Kii feromest
foremost nolfonsi
wKii id Mi
bc«[ board chairman Isaac D. Levy.
duce the projected series following
advertisers um WEVD year after
Miss Markova’s return from Lon[

4 _Reasons

.

.

Station likewise has completed a
deal with Consolidated TV Sales
for the “Jackson And JilT’ situation
comedy package which is set for a
Sunday night showing,

They are Pace! Blunt OlflCiat

Franciscetti,

Bill Bailey.

.

.

.

•

emceed by
v QUJf

m

is LIBERACE
„ he takes a job as a swamper—
f
musical di- driver—on one of the 20-muleprobably the only situation comedy With George Liberace,
team borax wagons. Events leading
rector
vidpix series currently available bn
up to his finding the rock covered
Producer: Louis D, Snader
a syndication basis.
with Indian writing which tells he
Director: Duke Goldstone
McCune is producing the show 34 Mins.; <5dU 9:39 p m.
really is the child of white pioneers
himself, following the Coast pact BREAST O* CHICKEN TUNA
who died of thirst, lend a stirrinc
with Dr. Ross Dog Foods to spon- WGN-TV, Chicago
note td the Ruth Woodman teleplay.
sor the shows there,. He’s gotten
(Foote, Cone k Belding)
Mahoney handles his role easily
financing for the pix, 13 of which
Liberace’s flashy pianistics and and seems perfectly at
have already been shot. Cast feahome in
suave deportment are the setting, which gets
generally
tures Hanley Stafford and Florence
interesting
via
showcasing
getting a topnotch
camera treatment from lenser WilBates. McCune had a similar series
this series of half-hour pix being liam
Bradford. Margaret Field
nationally bankrolled by Mounds
distributed by Guild Films. Cur- makes her work count
as the
candy in 1950.
tain-raiser, viewed Wednesday (18),
Other show picked up by UTP was strictly a one-man exposition femme- who goes to Mahoney even
“Enchanted Music,” half-hour and as such a treat for the devo- before his white identity is estabis
lished, and Hank Patterson is effecclassical music series produced and tees. And the TV exposure will
tive as the
who befriends
owned by George Richfield. Series certainly enlarge his already hefty him. Denver driver
Pyle is a good heavv
impact
overall
of 13 was shot in Europe and fea- fandom. That the
sharing
this
honor
with
Henry Rowtures the Berlin Philharmonic and may be too cloying for some tastes; land.
opera and ballet groups from the is the calculated risk involved
Stuart McGowan’s direction
West Berlin Opera House. Rich- the highly-stylized pattern the key- terse, and Dorrell McGowan as is
protailored his
field was dickering with Sterling board smoothy has
effect ducer gives the half-hourer approFilms to distribute, but apparently presentation. (The schmaltzy
priate and above-average values
the
on
further
couldn’t come to terms and went was heightened
Whit'.
opener hy a few unnecessary trick
to UTP. He’s got an older music
camera shots.)
series, featuring the Vienna State
numown
his
introes
Liberace
Orch with the CBS Films Syndicabers and here director Duke Goldtion division.
stone does 'right by him, using
tight shots to effectively capture
the guy’s intimate patter. He uses
a nice intimate, conversational tone
Hollywood
to project a great deal of personGroucho Marx back from twoThe ringing and obvious
ality.
canned applause follo\Ving each weeks vacation, resumes work on
number badly jars the personal TV show, with Filmcraft shooting
Paul Garrison inked Kareu
mood, however.
Sharpe and Aline Towne for scPianist runs the gamut on his ries produced by his
Workshop
Chicago, March 3. * bundle of seven tunes, ranging Productions .
Adolphe Menjou
an
Kling Productions will produce from Paderewski’s “Minuet” to
off to N. Y. on first of series of
“Cement
of
a series of 26 telepix featuring “operatic” treatment
personals for breweries bankrollare run off with much ing Ziv
TV’s
combination of Hentty Youngman, Mixer.” All
Story” seHe unlooses- his pipes on a ries he intros“Favorite
flair.
.
.
Janies Burke
Willie Shore, Ish Kabibble and an
nice, warm handling of “All In the
comedienne,
unselected
to
be Game.” Brother George Liberace and Ned Glass cast in “Bum for a
called the “First American Comedy comes on with the Latino hard- Day,” “My Hero” episode being
shot by producer Ed Beloin at
Quartet.”
ware to backstop “Tico Tico.”
Idea was formulated by Young- Otherwise, with the exception of a RKO Pathe . . . Earlene Maxberry
local editor of TV Guide
man after he did a filmed com- string quartet which is spotted .on namedElizabeth
.
Fraser and Del
mercial with comedienne Jean a couple of numbers, it’s Liberace’s
Moore grabbed leads in Bing CrosCarroll for the Admiral Corp. -Miss spotlight.
by Enterprises’ “Crown Theatre”
Carroll was unavailable for the
Tuna firm has the series going telepic, “Uncle Harry,” produced
Kling series since she's under ex- in six markets and it looks like a and directed by Harve Foster,

W

'

Council, ^vising him to do the
the U. S. Instead -of Italy.
series
to Hoy Brewer, head
*5 .5
of the Council, Genng charged that
the Council’s policy was “shortsighted” and wars a threat to free
enterpise.
Meanwhile, two Italian vidpix execs have arrived in Washington to
confer with the Italian Embassy
over the issue of the Hollywood
Film Council’s boycott .on foreign-

distribution rights for
series, one of which,

“New Hank McCune Show,"

the

OT

tions of the vidpix.

up

two new film

^o1ly\TOdS*o£ TheUs Films of Hpme, a comset UP » year ago to make
Fllm Council’s recent boycotting of
foreign-made viciplx was. ley (-tied vidplx for U. S. consumption,
the Embassy wfll on
Understood
iiarlon
producek
indie
by
week
this
protest on the
Gering, who has started production their behalf lodge ,
With
the
State Dept. Its also
Issue
dramas
13
vidptT
of
of one cycle
reported that the Italian GovernIn Italy and who Is planning' two
ment has made a formal complaint
series.
more European made
over the Council’s boycott of
, ..
g
foreign-made vidpbc.
d
ha
•‘little man,” Gering charged that
despite the fact that the Council
has altered its opposition, the damage has already been done. Gering
said that as a result of the boycott,
few sponsors or agencies are willing to touch a 'foreign-made vidpic.
fOICllYWHT ill I 111
VfWldlllllvl 111 V/lll
He pointed out th*t the boycott
didn't hurt the major film distributors that they went on producing
Chicago, March 3.
overseas because they were “too
WGN-TV, on a vidplx buying
powerful” for the Council to block, spree, has grabbed off two-year loBut the indie vidpic producer, Ger- cal exclusives on four celluloid
ing said, is the one who's hurt.
series. Latest purchase strengthens
Gering has a deal with INCOM, the station’s position as the top
the Italian newsreel outfit* under Windy City film consumer,
which he'H* produce ContinentalBundle is topped with two Ziv
type vidpbc starring foreign actors xv packages
“Boston Blackie”
speaking English at INCOM's Home
“Times Square Playhouse.”
studios. Under the arrangement, xhe "Blackie” series includes firstkeep yidpix rights while runs on 13 still, to. be produced,
he'll
INCOM will get revenues resulting plus 59’ re-runs. The “Playhouse”
from theatrical distribution in Eu- series hosted by Herbert Marshall
rope of films made from combina- is comprised of 78 half-hour problast at the

1953

DM

:

A

4,

Rights
UTP Gets
To Two New Pix Series

Gering Cban^es Foreign
-

Marek

.

armed with the boot

equipment and

^

facilities available,

,

not only boat their competing broadcasters but scored several major
nows boats on daily newspapers.

KSTP’S nows coverage system can
compote favorably with
networks’’—Variety,
Borne nows periods
are available,

Ask Your Petry

Yfachiesda?,

March

4,

n-fioiM

1953
Yidfilm Quizzer Built

ABC-TV’s $260,000

EX-SEN.

Around Dodgers Team

MOODY TO

SYNDICATE TELEPIX

Major Studio Huddles On

SWG

A

Blair Moody, ex-Senator from
unique sports quiz show, feaof the
Brooklyn Michigan, is producing and syndibeen packaged by cating his own film show, “Meet
Hollywood, March ‘2L
ABC-TV, in line with its new Leonard
L(
Key and set for distribu- Your Congress.” Half-hour vidpix
week
last
plans,
programming
Negotiation session held between
tion
with Guild Films. Titled series will have Moody heading up
Guild
from
purchase
completed
the Play,” the 15-minute a panel of Congressional leaders, the Screen Writers Guild arid
C
westerns. “Call
Films of 91 quarter-hour
major studios over the weekend
features
footage
from discussing topical issues.
qU
Series “Lash of the West,”' went quizzer
$260,000,
games, with a live anD<
Dodger
Vidpic series is the counterpart were described by one SWG nefor a reported
stopping each clip before of a seven-year-old
no
nouncer
radio program gotiator as in a healthy climate
Guild, which has been syndicatthe key play is made and asking a
“more favorable than ever.” It’s
13 completed vidpix, goes th
j n g the
telephone contestant what mana- that’s still syndicated throughout understood'" the majors suggested
te
on
immediately
production
into
gerial
decision he would have the country. Moody, prior to his only studios actually in vidpix progc
the remaining 78 in Hollywood,
made.
m
appointment as Senator to fill out duction negotiate for a telepact,
with Ron Ormond producing-diKey, who cleared rights for the the term of the late Arthur Van- but no decision has been reached
recting the Lash LaRue starrers.
whether LaRue pix
with the Dodgers and filmed denberg, *was Washington corre- yet on a suggestion.
pi
It’s not yet certain
th Club during the 1951 and 1952
the
will appear in the new oaters,
Columbia’s Screen Gems and
spondent for the Detroit News and
se
has completed 130 of the
ABC-TV had been playfng the seasons,
Paramount’s Par TV Productions,
Films were made dur- did the radio show.
p;
oaters in five key cities in the slot packages.
are the only subsidiaries currently
Sunday evening ing
in
actual games and contain
Series has been picked up by producing telepix, -A-subcommittee
preceding the
soundtrack and number of WPIX, N. Y. Daily News station, is being activated to study portions,
cr
Walter Winchell program. Web crowd
for
series
singly
narrators.
the
n
had bought
for Michaels Bros, and the Sealy of the demands not in dispute,
each station and beamed it out at
Guild will staid selling the Mattress Co. Program bowed last such as credits.
the same time. High ratings of the series
sc
Sunday (1) evening.
by the end of the month.
SWG seeks vidpix pact patterned

films
»
For Telepk Oaters turing
Dodgers, has

Telepact Regarded as Healthy’
lYan^ofjTV Film Producers:

/

•

I

I

!

Guild source said. No date has
been set for the next session.

-

WAVE-TV installed
Louisville
new 100,000-watt transmitter
week on a new site, insuring
a 50% increase in coverage for the
Installation was novel in
station.
that the entire antenna and auxiliary equipment was assembled on
the ground, then hoisted into place
atop the new 500-foot tower.
its

last

.

i

show, plus possibility of a national
sponsor, are said to have cued the
purchase.
Guild will stop syndication of
the series, since the sale is on an
exclusive basis, until ABC-TV decides how to program the vidpix.
Guild will then sell to markets untouched by the skein. It’s not yet
decided in what time slot the network will schedule the series.

reached with the AIperqehta^e;‘pf coin from old pix sold
to TV'ab’d upjped minimums.
The Majors and the Guild are
In preliminary skirmishes of what’s
expected to be a long affair, with
both inclined to take a wait-and-see
attitude because of the fluctuating
conditions in the industry today.
jafteP

.

|

3-D a Natural For
Color TV: Goldsmith;

Glenn Scouts Vidpix
Three

-

dimensional

television,

possible, won’t
commercially for many
years, Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith,
topper of DuMont
Jr., research
Labs, told the National TV Film
Council last week. He feels that
3-D TV will have to await color TV,
“because the realism of 3-D is so

while

technically

come

in

great

it

«<*:<

vy/vsji.y
'

>,

just cries out for color.”

He added that color TV, although
it s now of excellent quality, won’t
be a commercial factor for another
The black-andcouple of yeHrs.
white and color- TV markets will
have to be saturated first before
3-D becomes a commercial reality.
Jack Glenn, of the March of
Time, was featured speaker of the
luncheon meeting- and discussed
vidpix, live TV and the role of the
•

m

-

He criticized films-fordirector.
TV as being produced “on the basis
of budgets rather than of beauty.”

g^netr^g
a’s&ssbb —
:ve

In the east, he said that vidpix are
being held back by the lack of technical facilities. Generally speaking,

s*»* “

live tele is far ahead of telefilm,
Glenn said, pointing not only to

better

to

M

fes-w-*”*

better

stories but
equipment, the tele camera’s need
and its greater mobility and depth of focus.
Next meeting of the NTFG will
be held in N. Y. on- March 26 with
a panel, headed by -Dr. Goldsmith,
discussing engineering techniques.
It will include Frank- Marx, -ABC
engineering v.p.j Dr. Peter C.* Goldmark, CBS; and representatives
from General Jllectric,- -EastmanKodak and other firms.

also

i^een

for less light

j

FATHER PEYTON VIDPIC

ON

ST.

PAT'S THEME

Albany, March 3*
Father Patrick J. Peyton’s Fam-.
ily Rosary group, in. Hollywood is.
working on the production of a
.

.

-

half-hour television film dramatizing the story of St. Patrick’s arrival
in Ireland in 432 A.D. It will be released March 17 for use by video
stations all over the country.

Father Peyton emigrated from
Ireland 25 years ago, working as*a
miner and as sexton of a Scranton;
Pa., church before studying for the
priesthood (at Notre Dame).

yj.,

afOtf

Houston Mayor Okays

TV Filming

of

Meets
*

Houston; March 3.
Mayor Roy Hofheinz has given
his

•

^0

approval for radio recording

TV filming of his two daily
news conferences. This is a turnabout; for the Mayor* who, .when
he tOok'offlfcMhejfirst of the year,
refused to allow. r*dta or TV. cov-

and,

erage’ of -the City: .Council .meetings. Hofheinz is owner of
here as well as several pther.T?xas

mm

KTHT

outlets.

In addition to

KPRC

.

hi?

.

PWb

.

PU.tlet,

and KPRCrTV.V’iU. present

portions of the news conferences
as well as several other local stations.

1
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WcjMokjr, MarcV

MWWm^MISIC
Jocks, Jukes
9
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a,

J
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and Disks
-

*
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LAWRENCE WELK
*

verse

'

(

I

Laughed Until

I

by

combine

the Cole-May
rates strong spins.

Cried

I

stature. “It Really Doesn’t Matter,”
a top drawer Tin Pan Alley ballad,
will attract attention via the Solo

and

Glow-Worm

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

her

tender interpretation. best, phances for the juke trade.
fortunate with
Workover of the oldie on the re-
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10 Best Sellers

4.

Tell me you’re mine

5.

HAVE YOU HEARD

6.

WHY

7.

SIDE BY SIDE

9.

10 .

<7)

(11),

(17)

:

(5)

. .

‘

(8)
.

,

JUST A POOR BACHELOR
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART

I’M

GLOW-WORM
OH HAPPY DAY

^

.

!

......

.

Mills Bros

‘

. . .

.

,

*

..« «.«.*•».

. . .'.

‘

]

n

.
.

i

’ ’

‘

.

’

'

•

k

.

!WHY DON’T YOU: BELIEVE ME
TE LL ME YQU’RE MINE

.
.

Pierce,

. »

,

t

'tFitiures in ixirenthtses. indicate nurr\ber of

•CttMIMf MOIHtHOHMtHmHftt

,

. .

.

weeks
ttttli tt

Santly-J
*

Chappell

Marks ,...Erwln-H

1

...Broadcast
Acuff -R
.^Carmen
Acuff-R

.

.

Peer
Hill

A R

Brandom
Disney

Harman
Pops
Capri

Burvan
Simon
.

Acuff-R

.

Top 10 Songs On TV
(More In Case of Ties)
Appreciation
Because You’re Mine'

Duet

Snow of Winter
Give a Cheer
It's Autumn Again

Duet
Duet
Duet

Feist

First

“

Shapiro-B

M-G-M

« >

Side by Side

.

Duet
Shapiro-B

)

Summer Symphony
Till I

Decca

.

.

Why

l

Duet

Waltz Again With You
Don’t You Believe Me

.

Village

*

Brandoir

...Coral'*’

.

;

MMM M t+4+t +

1

}0]

\

Fire

Alexanders Ragtime Band

T
4

Any
>

T
<

"
:

.Berlin;

Little Girl Is a Nice Little Girl
Little Bumble .Bee

* . . .

;Bc"My
Call

Me Up Some

Rainy Afternoon

Darktown Strutter’s Ball
Fancy Free
Got a Date With an Angel *
I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now
Take Me Out to the Ball Game
'
t Filmusical.
»

*

i

* Legit musical.
.

„

Shapiro-B
Harms..

,

'

.’.Berlin

Feist

Harwin

Harms

.

'

*

•

Top Standards

(More In Case of Ties)

.

been in the Top
t

.

*

You’re Mine

Wild Horses
Your Cheatin' Heart

t

.

t

.

To See You

*

sqy,g has

Paxton

Love

of

Me

•

Jefferson

No Help Wanted

Tell

'

.

Pickwick
Burvan

M-G-M
M-G-M

Mercury
Percy Faith ........ .Columbia
Normqn Brooks
Zodiac
Rusty Draper ......... Mercury
Four Knights
Capitol
Perry Como
..Victor
Bing Crosby
.Decca
Karen Chqndler ....... Coral
Patti Page
Mercury
Mindy Carson
Victor
.

Brandom

Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps (Qui4as, Quizas, Quizas)
Peter Cottontail
Pretend
Second Star to the Right t“Hans C. Andersen”, .
Small World

;

.

.’
^

,

•

V

.,

•

Village

Andersen”. ... Frank

Jambalaya

Columbia

Lawrence Welk
Ralph Marterie

Frank

Me

C.

Feist

Shapiro-B
Broadcast

John, John, John

)

V.

•

Window

Capitol

Franlde Laine
Joni James ...

:

PRETEND
SWEDISH RHAPSODY ...... .....*
HELLO SUNSHINE
NO HELP WANTED
OH HAPPY DAY >.
VlTLD HOR$ES ....
OPEN UP YOUR HEART
jffik D ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME

..

—

Keep It a Secret
Rockaway Beach.

......

......

Believe

Hello Sunshine
I’ll Be Hangin’ Around

Nat King Cole ....... Capitol
Columbia
Jo Stafford
Joni James
M-G-M
(

*

t

Downhearted
Ecstasy Tango
Forget Me Not
Girl Without a Name

Mercury
Mercury

Gaylords
Joni James
Joni James
Kay Starr

,

You

rson

Longridge
®erlin

Second Group

Second Group

-

Don’t

Blue Violins
Chicago Style
Doggie in the

Coral
Victor

Page

Patti

£tf^
BVC

—

Teresa Brewer \
Perry Como

. .

(7)

YOU BELIEVE ME

PRETEND (1)
KEEP IT A SECRET
WISHING RING (I)

8.

Webb

Famous

So

It Isn’t

Tango

3.

DON'T

.

•

t
Wonderful Copenhagen— “Hans

“The Last Waltz” (Decca).

.

2.

(Federal).

Home

OX
E
u
Roxbury

Jealous Eyes

Why

od Coin-Machines

TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU (9) l , %
DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW (4)

1.

Blue”

‘

isn’t as

Shapiro-B

of Spain
Baby’s Cornin’

—

.

.

Thrush

Jerome

“Moulin Rouge”
Song From Moulin Rouge
Thumbelina f “Hans Christian Andersen”
Till I Waltz Again With You

,

.

Chappell

5?.?,
Witmark

Secret

.

.

Mills
Coachella

*

It a

It With' Your Heart
Side by Side

•

.

Love You So

Say
Say

.

.

.

Paramountf

No Moon at All
Oh Happy Day
Open Up Your Heart

.

.

Confess

I

My
My

.

-

.

•

—

I

Keep
Lady

A
Silvana
Mangano: “Anna” - “I Shcltoir)
has a standout cut of “I
Loved You” (M-G-M). Soundtrack Shall Return” (London)
Mantoslice from the Italian Films Export
vani rates spins on his “Red Pettipic, “Anna,” should make some coats”
(London) ... Russ Morgan
nice noise in the market. Exploita- could move out fast with “I’ll Be
tion Values of film and its star Hangin’
Guy
Around” (Decca)
Silvana Mangano will nab strong Lombardo is in good form on “Bluespins on all levels. Side, due for Bells of Scotland” (Decca)
Les
big play is title song from the pic. Brown’s version of the oldie “Back
It’s an exciting Latino-styled melIn Your Own Back Yard” on Cora
ody with a vibrant vocal workover is a jukebox natural ... Lawrence
by Miss Mangano. Fact that she Welk has a fair etching of “Minnie
warbles in Italian won’t keep it the
(Coral ...June
Mermaid”
from becoming a jukebox special. Christy’s “I've Got a Letter” on
Reverse is weak in comparison.
The Pineit
make
could
Capitol
and choral group.
Douglas Duke Trio: “Mambo at
and the Marlin Sisters have
Rosemary Clooney: “What Would the Meadowbrook” - “Little Old toppers
a slick workover of “Seven Lonely
You Do”-“I Laughed Until I Cried” Lady” (Mercury).
The Douglas Days” (Coral).
(Columbia). When the material is Duke Trio, instrumental combo,
Standout rhythm, blues,' western,
right it’s a cinch that Rosemary makes an impressive bow on its
Clooney can ‘belt it into the win- initial Mercury cut. Combo sets folk, polka, jazz, religioso, etc.:
ner’s circle. “What Would You Do” its lively beat against some stand- York Bros., “Baby Come Home”
Georgie
Cook O r c h
is right up her alley so it’s a good out arrangements. It makes for (King)
Zeb
bet to pick up hefty returns on all exciting listening and is a natural “Maple Leaf Polka” (Decca)
levels. Tune is out- of Tin Pan for those disk devotees whose wax Turner, “Jersey Rock” (King)
Alley’s top, drawer and she turns 0 refer21n.ee is strictly instrumental. Bill Davis, “Lullaby of Birdland”
it into a socko piece of shellac The mambo-grooved
etching has (Okeh)...The Royals, “I Feel So
.

’

*

—

slice in
(Coral). .Aipie

Me Up”

,

Golden Years i “Houdini”
Hold Me, Thrill Me, KisS Me
Hot Toddy
How Do You Speak to an Angel *“Hazel Flagg”..
Hush-A-Bye— 1“The Jazz Singer”

Art Lund has a cute
“Bottle

•

•

Even

Platter Pointers

will

•

•

*

’

Nasai” disk sweepstakes becomes
Wide open race. Market is flooded
with disk versions and it’s a tossup
as to which waxing will break
through. Howard makes a strong
bid for top slotting with a fine
workover grooved along his familiar styling. When the “GomenNasai” flurry shbsides, Howard can
shoot right back into the payoff
bracket With “Someone to Kiss
Your Tears Away,” on the reverse.
It’s a legitimate ballad With an
affectionate lyric idea and a neat
melodic line. It’s given a big and
effective production by Howard

with

24.

calist.

,*

spins.

“Believing In You,” on the

slice.

reverse, has a nice lilt
a win its share of spins.

Auditorium March

nicipal

With the singer will be Count
Basie orch and Ruth Brown, vo-

.

dahl orch. assist is a definite, plus.
A sock programming bet for jocks.
Ballad on the bottom deck also is
produced with taste and deserves

and these sides and gives them clicko

Eddy Howard: “Gomen-Nasai”“Someone To Kiss Your Tears
Away’-' (Mercury), With this Eddy
Howard etching, the “Gomen-

^

’

Eckstine to San Antone
Billy Eckstine has been booked
for a one nighter here at the Mu-

•

Hutton-Alex Stordahl wax combine.
It’s topdrawer ballad blend of sentimental lyric and sensitive melod
which Miss Hutton enriches wit:
her effective warbling. The Stor-

WH^T WOULD YOU DO

Columbia )

the

good

.

June Hutton-Axel Stordahl: “The
of Home”—“You Are My
Love” (Capitol), “Lights of Home”
is a firstrate entry for the June

GOMEN-NASAI

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

by

All

The top 30 songs of week ( more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman
Director, Alphabetically listed
Survey Week of February 20-26, 1953
^ 0^ins-M
A Fool SUch As I
Frank
Anywhere I Wander— t“Hans Christian Andersen
h a P pe11
**»*»***
April in Portugal
V*:
£
t
Feist
Mine
You’re
“Because
Because You're Mine—
» ourn *
>.
Bye Bye Blues
Four-Star
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes
Pickwick
Now

Lights

Someone To Kiss Your Tears Away

Mercury

overtures

performances.
Brahins “Tragic” and “Academic
Festival” Overtures (Decca, $2.50 >.
Two worthwhile readings of the
familiar works by the Berlin Philharmonic, under Fritz Lehmann
Kempen.
Bron.
and Paul van
X

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

action with the jukes or jocks. Harwell’s got a pleasant piping quality
and tiptop wax projection that's
sure to score when right tune
comes along. Sides are average and
don’t show him off to advantage.

Blue Gardenia

EDDY HOWARD
(

CAN’T

“Athens”

and

Munich Philharmonic.

A

George Harwell: “Sure I’ve Forgotten You”-“Out of My Mind”
(Rainbow). George Harwell needs
stronger material than offered on
this coupling before he’ll see any

'.

,

Overtures (Decca
“Fidelio” prelude by the

rates spins.

.

Capitol )

presented with class and

is

Beethoven:
$2.50).

Bamberg Symphony; “Prometheus”

with lovely bel canto singing
throughout. Lina Pagliughi is a
coloratura lead, with her
fine
limpid, pure tones a standout.
Ferruccio Tagliavinl and Cesare
Siepi are distinguished co-leads.
Chorus, too, is fine. Franco Capuana conducts with authority.
Love-Death
Wagner: Prelude

“OH HAPPY DAY” backed
by “Your Mother and Mine”

FRANKIE LAINE-JIMMY BOYD. .LITTLE BOY AND OLD MAN
Tell Me a Story
Columbia ........
(

his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

Week, Aragon
Consecutive
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif.
Exclusively for Coral , Records

80th-

Best Bets
NAT IKING COLE)

and

recording.

$2.95). Columbia reprint offers the
tone poem in a dashing performance by the Pittsburgh Symphony
under Fritz Reiner, with Gregor
Platigorsky’s cello making a distinguished Don.
Bellini: “La Sonnambula” (CetraSoria, 3 LP, $17.85). First recording of the unpretentious, charming
opera, and a honey of an album,

.

(

(“Tristan”) and Siegfried’s Rhine
Journey and Funeral Music (“Gotterdammerung”) (Capitol, $4 98>
The Pittsburgh Symphony, under
William Steinberg, in a full-bodied
lush performance of the Wagnerian
Fine singing tone
selections.
throughout, with only occasional
blurred, thick passages. A good

Kodaly: “Hary Janos” Suite and
Bart ok: Divertimento for String
Orchestra (RCA Victor, $5.72).
Charming Kodaly suite about the
fabulous warrior has its rich orchestral colors brought out perfectly in a sparkling performance by
the Minneapolis Symphony under
Antal Dorati. Latter gives a spirited reading to the light but engaging Bartok work.
Strauss: “Don Quixote” (Entre,

Boyd: Laughed Until I Cried” on the flip.
Laine - Jimmy
“The Little Boy and the Old. Man” It’s, one of the those tunes that’s
tpq. heaV^ on lyric and too weak on
Story”
(Columbia).
“Tell Me A
With Boyd and Laine reading: the melody -‘and she’s bogged down all
the W&y. Paul Weston backs on
and
the
boy
ol^tjqclan,
parts of the
respectively, this piece o£,special “What Would You Do” while Percy
Faith assists on “Cried.”
payoff
on
the
for
a
due
material is
jock and juke level. It's an offbeat
Sunnjr Gale: “I Feel Like I’m
it
into
the
belt
duo
entry but the
Gonna Live* Forever”~“How Could
commercial brackets. Tune has an You” (Victor). Sunny Gale’s driveffective story line and melodic ing warbling style gets an okay
backing and both Laine and Boyd showcasing on this coupling.
get the message across with socko Tunes, however, aren’t in the bestimpact. Reverse is a more rhyth- seller groove, and the waxing will
mic item and should do as Well in Avih spinning time on thrush’s
all fields. The Paul Weston orch draw alone^ “Gonna Live Forever,”
comes up with a fine orch assist on from the legituner, “Hazel Flagg,”
“Boy .and Man.”
displays her top piping form and
Nat (King) Cole-Billy May Orch: the jocks could get behind it. Bot“Can't I”-“Blue Gardenia” (Capi- tom deck deserves a share of the
tol). This is a hot biscuit. Teamup spins because of its catchy melody
of Cole- and May’s orch on a pair and Miss Gale’s fetching warbling
of standout melodies is due for a attack. Ralph Biirns rates kudos
big play along the hit bracket route. for his orch backing,
COle is in his usual tiptop form
Sandy JSolo; “It Really Doesn’t
and May’s backing gives the platter Matter”-“Believing In You” (Baran extra added attraction that ry). Sandy Solo is one of the
can’t miss. “Can’t I” is a neatly best of the legit crooners around
constructed ballad that blends mel- today and is* due to crack through
ody and lyric for sock impact. Cole the male vocalist hit lineup with
gives the wording special meaning one of his slices. This indie Barry
with his sensitive reading while the etching could be it. The ballad maorch shines with an effective reedy terial is excellently suited to his
backing. “Blue Gardenia” from the romantic piping technique and the
Warner pic of the same name, also teenagers should eat it up. Solo
gets a warm and tasteful workover projects lots of wax warmth on
Frankie
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•
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Broadway

'
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Geo. Levy’s

‘Wonderful Town’ Raves Crack Disker

Apathy On Legit Tunes; Rush To Cover

that will result in a flock of waxings of show's plug tunes being
lushed into release. Critical praise

Coral’s

BMI

Baby Binge

Coral Records

is

have

pubberie#
tough time

been

109Gigs

ASCAP Ballots
For New Board;
1

I

1

a

Decca’s Enviable

down

Nominees Sifted

With the naming of a new prez
looming as the big problem for

ASCAP In the next couple of
months, elections for the new board
of the American Society of Composers, Authors
Publishers got
under way this week with the mailing of ballots to member publishers
and writers. Nominees include the

&

Status in Picking
Legit Disclicks

24 incumbent members of the
board, divided equally among pubs
and writers, plus 12 additional pub
nominees and 24 cleffer candidates.
Ballots must be returned within
20 days.

Riding with the rave crix notices
“Here” and “Angel/* incidentally,
were pushed into the hit columns for the new Broadway musical,
Elected board members, who
RCA
for
waxings
“Wonderful
Fisher’s
Town,” Deccg Records serve for two-year terms, will have
by Eddie

now rates as the wax industry’s top as their first job the naming of
The current “Town** tune stam- picker of hit shows for cast album the new ASCAP prez to replace
trade
as
In
the
upon
rights.
Diskery has bet and won incumbent Otto A. Harbach. Latter
looked
is
pede
an important factor in helping re- on such previous Legit clicks as is ineligible to run under the new
diskerbetween
“Guys and Dolls,” “The King and by-law limiting presidents to three
move the barriers
ies and legit score publishers. Al- I,” “Oklahoma,” “Carousel” and consecutive one-year terms. At this
ready out on the market are Dec- "Annie Get Your Gun,” all of stage, writers Jack Yellen. and

Victor.

Bing Crosby coupling of which were bestselling albums.
ca’s
“Ohio” and “A Quiet Girl” and
Advance retailer orders for
Lisa Kirk’s RCA Victor etching of “Wonderful Town,” on the impe“Ohio.”
tus of the notices and boxoffice
Despite the diskery interest, the reaction, indicates that the Decca
change in the nature of the music set of the Rosalind Russell starrer
biz was noted by Max Dreyfus, will be another big money winner.
Chappell topper, in huddles with Deeca is waxing the cast album
his staff the day the show’s notices Sunday (8) with release set for
Dreyfus remarked later In the month.
lilt the street.
on the ordinary* run-of-the-mill
Another facet to Decca’s luck
business day at Chappell and noted with Broadway shows is the comthat in the music bix heyday of the pany’s click with its “Call Me
1920s and ’30s. the firm would be Madam” album.
Although RCA
jumping with phone calls and Victor had the cast rights, Decca
across-the-counter requests for pro- would not release the show’s star,
fessional copies if the score it was Ethel Merman, for the Victor set.
publishing received the kind of As -a result, Decca’s version with
raves won by “Town.”
Miss Merman far outsold the com|

petitive Victor set.
Diskery also Is slated to release
the soundtrack album of the 20th-'
Fox filmusical, “Call Me Madam.”

Brit Music Biz Hits

Lowest Low in 20 Years;

Set features Ethel Merman, George
Sanders, Donald O’Connor and
Yefa-Ellen.

Copy Sales Slumping

Decca picked up rights to “Wonderful Town” via a $17,500 invest“The music-publishing business ment in the show. The diskery, of
has hit a new low. Ih fact, -it’s the course, will also get a considerable
lowest low I can remember in my profit on this investment aside
sales.
experience, and I’ve peddled songs from the album

London, March

3.

A

leadmore than 20 years.”
ing British music-publisher made
this gloomy statement to Variety,
and it sets the seal on a song
slump that has hit Britain’s Tin

for

Pan Alley.
The sales

MILLS SETS MASTERS

ON LATINO TALENT

hlvalting the sign from American
Federation of Musicians’ prexy
Flanagan’s
James C. Petrlllo for the start of
Hollywood, Biarch 3.
fle'gbtiations for a new tooter pact
Ralph Flanagan otth* toes* •& to replace the five-year deal expirrecord string of 109 consecutive ing at the end of this year. At this
©ne-nighters tonight (Tues.) on a stage, however, the majors haven’t
safari that will carry the band yet decided whether they will neclear across the country and keep gotiate on an industrywide or init busy until around the Yule sea- dividual Company basis
but it’s
son. Flanagan wound a stand at the likely that the talks will be conPalladium here Sunday.
ducted jointly as in the past.
One of the highlights of the first
Petrillo has not yet tipped his
three weeks of the trek is a date mitt
on his demands burtjhe disk
March 16 at Anaconda, Mont., industry is expecting a series of
where Flanagan will be the first still proposals from the union chief.
name^band to play the town in 25 One demand is Virtually certain,
years.
and that’s the hiking of the percentage cut for tile Music Perform'

both 14-year-old

having

Disk industry execs are currently

i
•

veterans.

disk
company resistance to showtunes.
“Wish
of
breakthrough
recent
The
You Were Here/* from the musical
of the same name, and “How Do
You Speak To An Angel/’ from
“Hazel Flagg,” helped open some
diskery doors for the pubs but it
still required a strong selling job
to win record assignments. Both

breaking

deal.

going in for

Situation marks -a reversal In
a.&r. attitude on showtunes. In the
past couple of years legit score

Disk Industry, PetriDo Square Off

in N.-Y.

some baby-snatching to supplement
its artists’ roster. As part of its
back-to-the-cradle movement, diskBernstein-Adolph
for the Leonard
ery has inked six-year-old Little
Green-Betty Comden score brought Barbara and
has picked up the masin calls from artists Sc repertoire ters on a couple of
sides by eightcopies
for
Music
men to Chappell
year-old
Jeanie
Dell.
of the songs. Even Alan LivingYouth
movement
on wax was
ston, Capitol Records a.&r. chief given momentum last
year by Jimheadquartering orr the Coast, got my Boyd on
Columbia
and Molly
into the act by long-distancing the Bee on Capitol,
pubbery for air-mailed copies.

Setup

Levy is dickering for other catalogs before making an ASCAP or

Hit notices racked up the legir-j^

“Wonderful Town/* last
tuner,
week started a chain reaction!1
of the major diskeries
most
among

Own

George Levy, who recently severed connection with his brother,
Lou Levy, in Leeds Music, has
opened his own firm, Lowell Music,

Adams are being pushed
the' ASCAP writers on the board
but the publishers have as yet
given no indication whether they
will go along w ith either of these
Stanley

by

ance Trust Fund, which

pop songs had been

is

run by

industry trustee Samuel R. Rosenbaum for the alleviation of tooter
unemployment via cuffo concerts
In hospitals and parks. 9
The. Fund is oneof Pctrillo’s pet
projects and he has established a
similar setup in the?video-pix field
where the producers have to shell
out 5% of their gross, less specific
'
deductions; to the MPTF No. 2. In
the disk industry the' companies
Capitol Records, which has been pay contributions based on their
volume of sales at retail price levholding its planned eastern accent
els. The percentage rate is about
in abeyance for almost a year, will
1% and Petrillo is slated to hold
increase its New York recording
out for a much, higher figure, probwithin the next few
activities
ably nearer the 5%. figure.
weeks with the appointment of Sid
The disk companies are expected
Feller as eastern imp artists
Feller, who’s to resist any hikes in their conrepertoire topper.
tributions
to the Fund. Since the
been associated with Cap in the
past as musical director, currently diskere fear the prospect of raising
prices
to
the consumer, any inis being briefed for the post at the
crease* of payments to the Fund
diskery’s Coast headquarters.
will
have
to
come directly out of
Diskery cut- down its eastern pop

Feller

Sated

For Cap’s East

A&R

Pop Spot

&

profits.
two-thirds vote disk cutting when Dave Cavanaugh
The Fund received $865,000 from
of the board is required for the was shifted from the New York
a. Sc r. slot last summer to the the diskers during the first half of
election of ASCAP officers.
1852, representing a-drop from the
the
on
division
kidisk
company’s
The writers’ roster of nominees
$946,000 shelled out for the same
for the board are incumbent board Coast. The pop a. Sc r. work was
period the previous year. Over 150,members Yellen, Adams, Frtfd E. taken over by Dick Jones, who also 000 musicians’
dates were obtained
but
division,
classical
the
heads
Ahlert, Gene Buck, Paul Cunningby the various
locals via the
ham, Oscar Haramerstein 2d, Otto the bulk of \ the diskery’s output Fund’s concerts.
pop
by
Cap's
the
Coast
on
cut
was
A. Harbach, John Tasker Howard,
Lat.r. chief Alan Livingston.
A. Walter Kramer, Edgar Leslie, a.
George W. Meyer* and Deems Tay- ter also made frequent hops to the

two candidates.

A

AFM

&

lor.
Other writer nominees areWalter Bishop, Jimmy Cavanaugh,
Philip Charlg, Erwin Drake, Kim
Gannon, v Lewis Gensler, Kermit
Goell, Al Goodhart, Walter Hirsch,
Alex C. Kramer, Johnny Marks,
Vic- Mizzy, Alberta Nichols, Noble
Sissle; Al Stillman, Kay Swift, Bee
Walker, George Weiss, A. Walter
Kramer, Leroy Anderson, Samuel
Barber, Philip James, Douglas
Moore, Geoffrey O’Hara and Virgil
Thomson.
Pub nominees are incumbents
Louis Bernstein, Saul Bourne, Irving Caesar, Frahk H. Connor, Max
Dreyfus, Bernard Goodwin, Jack
Mills, Abe Olman, J. J. Robbins,
Gustave Schirmer and Herman
Starr. Other nominees are Ben
Barton, Joe Davis, Robert Gilmore,
Charles Lang, Johnny Marks, Carson Robison, Julius Schein, Abner
Silver, Nat Tannen, Joseph Fischer,
Edwin Guenther and Dorothea
%

N. Y. branch to

o.o.

the eastern

pop situation.
Appointment

TOO

50%

JAMES CHOPS

Granz Unit

of Feller will expedite Cap’s waxing schedule since
is split begenerally
its stable

tween both

Fund,

The

London, March 3 .
complete Norman Granz

“Jazz at the Philharmonic” group
will play two concerts In London
‘CRY’
on Sunday (8), thus being the first
U. S. jf&zz unit to perform here for
SUIT VS.
18 years. A dispensation by the
Long hassle between Churchill Musicians* Union and the Ministry
Kohlmann, composer of “Cry,” of Labor was granted because all
and publisher Perry Alexander proceeds from the concerts (esti(Mellow Music) over payment of mated at $11,000) will be devoted
performance coin wound up last to the Lord Mayor’s National Fund
week with a decision in favor of for the relief of victims of the reKohlmann by the American Arbi- cent East Coast floods.
tration Assn. Latter gave KohlGranz is touring the Continent
mann a 100% award on his claim with the unit, and he telephoned
for payment of 50% of the per- London from Stockholm to offer
It’ll be
con- the services of the group for a
formance monies.
firmed by the N. Y. Supreme flood show. He will fly the 11
decision
the
Court, which received
members (total Salaries, $14,000
Monday (2).
weekly) over at his own expense.
The award amounted to $15,000 Group includes songstress Ella Fitfor royalties due through June, gerald, ^rummer Gene Krupa, sax1952, and it’s expected to be more es Lester Young and Flip Phillips,
than doubled when the tally is pianist Oscar Peterson and others.
brought up to date.
Venue is the Gaumont State, KilLaw firm of Freedman & Lilien- burn.
thal handled the action for Kohlmann with assist from accountant
David Blau in the preparation of
the case. Latter works for mem- Cugat Set for Nitery,
bers of the Songwriters Protective
Assn,
Theatre Dates in Japan

KOHLMANN WINS

ALEXANDER

Show

Bow

Tokyo, Feb. 24.
Present, schedule for Tokyo appearances of Xavier Cugat and his

30-member troupe, due to arrive
from Manila March 11, includes
one show for U. N. servicemen at
the Ernie Pyle Theatre March 12.
Eighteen-piece rhumba band and

12-member

Lalin-American

show

will also appear at least one .night
at tiie Latin Quarter, newly-opened
South American style nitery.

Japanese fans of the Tabascoflavored music will be able to hear

Cugat and crew at $he Imperial
Theatre for a one-night stand
March 13 and for. the next four
days at a newly-completed Tokyo
theatre, the Shinjuku. Toho Entertainment Supply Corp. is sponsoring Cugat in Japan.

.

Benny Goodman,

is set for a conwith .the Dallas Symphony
Orchestra. Under the direction of
Walter Handl, Sunday (8) at

cert

,

-

>

Play For

Cracks Ban on AFMers

Jones will then

coasts.

to

British' Flood

be free= to devote all his time to
his classical a. Sc r. activities.

Sidney Mills, general professionsteadily decreasing during last fall, al manager of Mills Music, rebut, three weeks before Christ- turned to New York last week from
mas, the seasonal rush that is al- a tour of Latin America where he Schroeder.
ways on was expected to turn the cut numerous masters with southUnder the ASCAP setup three
tide.
It did nothing of the kind. of-the-border talent. The Mills firm writers and three publishers on the
The -expected flood of orders has been selling most of its mas- board will represent the standard
ters, previously etched in the U. S. or longhair phase of the industry.
turned out to be a weak dribble.
The situation, since the New to other disk companies and recentYear, has become steadily worse, ly made a deal with the indie BBS
and the poor sheet sales and gen- label in Philadelphia for a couple
SLICE
MUCH,
eral apathy at British song busi- of sides Mills made with the Starnoters vocal combo.
ness.
operating
firm
is
also
music
The
MGR.
JONI
Whereas an average hit had been
selling about 15 to 20,000 copies a its own record company, under the
Joni James, currently the No. 1
week and really big hits have gone America label, and the initial disk gal vocalist via her succession of
up to 30,000, the average sales of a by film actress Jane Russell Is M-G-M Records clicks, has splitMills Is
hit in Britain at the moment is as slated for early release.
with her manager, Roy Rodde, a
of 1953’
low as 6 to 7,000 a week. The vol- in the process of lining up distri- Chicago television-appliance deal- ^Biggest
ume of business is less than half bution outlets for its platter com- er. Miss James* attorney, Stanley
April
for
L.A.
Set
what it normally is to be at this pany.
Goldstein, said the management
Initial week teeoff of the “Bigtime of the year.
pact was “unconscionable” in al- gest Show of 1953” has been set
The BBC, according to the pub- Lyres to Headquarter
legedly providing that Rodde was
by the Gale Agency, which is hookcontinued on page 46)
receive half of the songstress’ ing the package in association with
In Gt. Northern Hotel to
earnings for life.
General Artists Corp. Unit, which
The Lyres Club, music trade's
Miss James is currently head- headlines Ella Fitzgerald, Frankie
recently formed social organization,
Conkling in Quickie
Paramount,
N.
Y., stage Laine. Louis Jordan Sc His Tymthe
lining
has taken over the Vermillion
show.
pany Five and the Woody Herman
Phillips Talks Abroad Room of the Hotel Great Northern,
orch, will kick off its five-week run
N. Y., for its permanent hangout.
on the Coast and work its <voy eastColumbia Records prexy Jim
Org moves in April 1. Meantime, Campbell Reopens
wards to New York.
Conkling is returning this week
scouting the
are
execs
Lyres
the
where
Show opens In Los Angeles April
from a short trip to Europe
Cornell Music Firm 4. It’ll then play successive dates
he conferred with Phillips Co. ex- field for a candidate to mgnage
club.
the
ecs on implementing their new exPubbery head Nick Campbell re- in Oakland, Portland, Seattle, Salt
change distribution deaL Col is
opened hfs Cornell Music firm last Lake City, .Denver, and Milwaukee.
haiidiitig the Phillips masters in
week after a year’s shutdown. Nat
the Americas While Phillips reTannen will be Cornell’s selling
Not Quite 100% B.O.
Perry Exits Santly-Joy
placed the Electrical Sc Musical
agent Firm is an American Society
Omaha, March 3.
Industries (EMI) as Col’s distrib
of Composers, Authors Sc PublishJack Perry ankled his professionHank Winder orch proved a draw ers affiliate.
for England and Europe.
al manager’s post at Santly-Joy MuNeb., Fire*
Conkling is due to attend a board at the annual Decatur,
Campbell is kicking off the firm’s sic last week.
meeting of the Columbia Broad- men’s Ball. Winder drew 675, activities with “Someone to Kiss
Perry had repped the firm in
dance crowd
casting System, the diskery’s par- Decatur’s biggest
Your Tears Away” by KJm Gannon New York and Chicago for the past
ent company, in New York, today ever.
years.
six
Wayne.
Mabel
Decatur'* population: 409, j&w. + and
(Wed.).
of

43

McFarlin
I

Dallas.

Memorial

Auditorium,

Wedaecday, Marek 4, 1953
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Bands on Blues & Rhythm Wax Kick

Scoreboard
Bat Ballroom Ops Aren’t Jumping

OF
i

't

<
i

If

.

L

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Zodiac’s ‘Sunshine’

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet

now .taking hold

in the orch disk
Bands, heretofore identified
lilting
style, are inwith aJbouncy,
Further pointing up the wide- creasingly switching to r. & b. aropen-field nature of the current rangements for their shellac outIs

Breaking for Rif

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
Coin Machines

Thei* rhythm & blues styling.
Which i^ias been making steady inroads in the pop vocal wax picture.

;

Music

i

as Published in the Current Issue

;

j

i

The orchsters figure that
put.
they can cash in on the r. & b.
trend with the new styled waxings,
especially on the jukebox level.
The Buddy Morrow orch adopted
the style several months ago and
has moved into a top wax posimark and is still going strong.
The indie was formed by Mel tion as well as strong bargaining
position for one-niters and locaErwin, composers

wax market for the indie disk company, is the quick breakthrough of
Zodiac’s etching of "Hello Sunshine” by Norman Brooks. In less
than, three weeks on the market,
disk has passed the 100,000 sales

Howard and Lee

and publishers of the tune.

NOTE: The

current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enur
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from under sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in t]\e case of talent {disks, coin machines ),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

field,

IDeccasMopop

Morrow

clicked inistyling with
"Greyhound” and since has been
concentrating on similar diskings.
Latest orchster to hop on the

tion

dates.

tially In

r.

&

b.

the

r.

&

b.

bandwagon

is

Art Mooney,

who

cut four independent sides in
groove recently.
Mooney,
who’s pact with M-G-M Records
ran out several months ago, Is staying with M-G-M on these new
Danny Kaye's Decca albumiza- disks. However, he feels that
the
r. A b. arrangements will be
tioft of the Frank Loesser score
from the Samuel Goldwyn pic, able to introduce Rim to an entirely new audiehce.
is
Christian Andersen,”
that

On Kaye’s ‘Hans’

TALENT
POSITIONS
Last

This

Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

1

1

TERESA BREWER

2

2

PERRY COMO

"Hans

climbing rapidly in the bestselling
bracket with over 210,000 sets
turned over to date. It's the No.
1 pop album in the market despite
the fact that the pic has opened in
a small percentage of its potential
play dates.
Another unusual aspect of the
album’s sales power is that it con-

Waltz Again
(Don’t Let the Stars
)Wild Horses
Till I

.

1

(Victor)...

Why Don’t You Believe Me

JONT JAMES (MGM)

4

3

TUNE
(Coral)

Have You Heard
Wishing Ring

Your Cheatin’ Heart
4

PATTI PAGE

3

6
7

6

8

9

9

7

JULIUS LaRQSA
FRANKIE LAINE

10

8

KAREN CHANDLER

(Cadence)

no hit singles by Kaye. Only
one number, "Anywhere I Wander,” from the score has broken
through as a topseller and that’s
tains

Doggie in the Window
Tell Me You’re Mine
Pretend

,

GAYLORDS
NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)
KAY STARR (Capitol)

5

5

(Mercury)
(Mercury)

.

.

i

j

Side by Side

,

Anywhere

.

.

LOMBARDO’S BOFF

Me

Kiss

*

B.O.

ON ANNUAL JUNKET

Hold Me, Thrill Me,

(Coral)

Ops feel that potential terpsters
will get the wrong impression of a
band’s ability to play straight dance
music if they hear the orch beforehand on the r. & b. platters.
In selling orchs to ops lately, some
agencies are finding it tough to
convince buyers that the disks are
no indication of what the band
can do in a ballroom. "They’re
forced to gimmick up their records
for the jukeboxes,” one agency man
pitched, "but* they can still play
straight dance dates!”

Wander

I

Believe
I’m Just a Poor Bachelor
)
(I

(Columbia)

viS Julius La Rose’s cut for the
indie Cadence label.

Meantime, band agency and ballpromoter reaction to the
growing r. Sc b. switch is mixed.

room

Guy Lombardo
start last week on

On the
men and

other hand, some agency
ops contend that if the

band scores on wax with an r. & b.
disk, its b.o. values jump and the
terp dates usually end up in the

got off to fast black.
the first leg of

annual concert tour. The
wps
two-month
swing,
which
his third

TUNES

-

TUNE
TILL I

PUBLISHER

WALTZ AGAIN
DON’T LET THE STARS GET

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

6

5

TELL ME YOU’RE MINE
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
PRETEND
KEEP IT A SECRET

7

9

ANYWHERE

5

.

.

8

8

9

6

10

7

off

Thursday

Last

Week Week

Vicksburg, Miss.,
include a twoweek locafibn date at El RancHo,
Las Vegas, at $25,000 per, before
the package moves -eAst.
In Vicksburg, Lombardo racked
up $8,800 drawing 2,400 payees.
The following night (Friday) in
Monroe, La., band pulled in 2,150
people for a gross of $8,550. A
socko $8,350 was racked up Saturday (28) in Magnolia, Ark., and
despite an all-day rain Sunday (1)
kicked

POSITIONS
This

".

YOUR EYES

IN

Village

Four Star
?... Capri

Santly-Joy,
Brdndorii

Shapiro-B

WANDER
WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
OH HAPPY DAY
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KI SS ME

Frank

I

Brandom

BVC
Mills

in

(26), will

in Beaumont, Tex., band drew a
near-capacity crowd of 1,800 for a
$6,000 gross.
Lombardo continues on his

swing through Texas this week.

Pluggers to Resume

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Pact Talks With Pubs
1

V

f

\

Pfatisfr

Co.
Co.
Co.

Survey of retail sheet music
sales- based ort reports obtained
from leading stores in 10 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

—

Dumont

Music

T

(A

Pearson’s

1

W

This Last

V

Grinnell

Capitol

Carl

Title

4

4

5

7

Oh Happy Day (BVC)

6
7

6t.

r

12T
8

9

:

Minneapolis,

9

11

10

12
13
14
15

l

10
*

•

»

12

Indianapolis,

Philadelphia,

1

Wander

;V

I

JPoggie in

me winnow

Detroit,

T

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

2

3

1

4

5
9

4
3
5
7

2
3
6
5
9

» •

7
2
M

6
o
Js

TV

i&anuy-j;

7
10

8

6

4

-Hold ike; ThrUl Me, Kias Me (Mills)
........
(Brandom)
Me
Don’t! You BeUeve
"
M
.1,1
,|
Pretend (Brandom) .
Because You're Mine- (Feist) .
Have Yon Heard. (Brandom)..
.
I BeUeve (Cromwell)
My Baby*s Coming Home (Boxhury).

• •

» o

• *

• •

• •

Glow-Worm

• o

0 o

•

•

e 0

"

.

IQ

3

,

.

.

(R.

* V

9
7

B. Marks).

. . .

-

o •

5

N

Seattle,

«

• •

8
9

’«

8
¥

•

O

Vi

• •

• o

o *

• o

m •

*

• -

*
• •

1

1

3

2
9

2

1

4

2

8

7

10

8
3

3

4

53
44
40

3

• •

# •

• m

5
m •

8

••

o •

5

* o

•

o

7

« o

o •

• o

• •

«

•

« *

m •

e>

•

• •

8

,

• o

1

5

3

94
88

39
—
37
g
6
8 ~30
9
27
5
• m
21
• •

10

• •

IO

«-

6
2

• •

2
4
8
5
7

2
4
9

.

4
wo

* •

10
• •

A
V

%

several points added to the new
contract. Among the clauses under
discussion are pn increase in the
minimum Wage agreement, a
lengthening of the minimum period
for which a pub can hire a plugger
and a raisp in the maximum severance pay.

Chicago, March 3.
Spike Jones hit a hefty $16,000
for two dates at the Opera House
here last Friday and Saturday
(27-28).

11
10

• O

>

• »

7

Roy Rogers will make a personal
appearance on April 23 at the

4

m

nr

9

->

*
o.

(RCA)

Victor

Winners Belong

The Spoils—2 Sedans
RCA

Two top distrib winners of
Victor’s syndicate store sales contest, which increased the diskery's
syndicate

business

33%

last

fall

and accounted for an 11% overall
chainstore sales increase, are due
to get Ford sedans for copping the
sales prize. Winners, who will get
the cars at regional ‘office meetings
March 29-30, were Carl W. Ertman, of the Main Line Cleveland
Co., Cleveland, and S. A. Wallace,
of the Yancey Co., Atlanta.
Victor inaugurated the sales competitions ,as part of a long-range
campaign to expand its chain store
operations and also help the syndicates to develop their own disk departments.
The sales hypo was
particularly successful in areas
where chain stores promoted Vic-

INDUSTRY IN SALUTE

TO

VOL ROSSITER
Chicago, March 3.

Will Rossiter, dean of the U. S.
music industry, will get an industrywide salute on the occasion
of his 86th birthday March 15. Eddie Ballantine, orch leader on Don
McNeill's "Breakfast Club” on the

Spike Jones Pulls 16G
- In Two Chicago Dates
ABC

Concerts played for Herb Car-*
were way above last year and
while Friday night was not a
complete sell-out, Saturday was
with 60 extra seats in the boxes
and 100 chairs in the pit

• w

the

Distrib

Confabs between the Music Publishers Contact Employes Union tor’s 45 rpm Extended Play
line.
and the Music Publishers Protec-,
Lesser prizes included a $500
tive Assn, will be resumed this bond to
Raymond Rosen Co., Philaweek. Talks came to a halt last delphia, and the Nortwestern
Auto
month whefi MPCE prez Bob Mil- Supply, Billings, Mont. A $100
ler made his annual Coast trek. bond goes to the
RCA Victor DisMiller returned to New York last tributing Corp., Detroit.
Manie
week.
Sacks, general manager over the
The pluggers* pact with the pubs disk division, announced the prizeexpired in December and the winners this week.
MPCE currently is dickering on

JS

3

10

(Frank) .

.

Kansas

Chicago,

San

8

.

Anywhere

.1,

10

0

Antonio,

fc

and Publisher

TUI I Walt* Again (Village). .
Don’t Let the Stars (Four Star)
Keep It * Secret (Shapiro-B>.
Tell Me You’re Mine (Capri).

3

P

City,

Rochester,

wk.
1

A
L

Alamo

>

2
3

Jenkins

Neisner

M
O

National
Rating

1

T

Charles

Schmitt

j£

2

O

Music

Bros.

Fischer

Q
s

wk.

Co.

Mus.
Piano
Bros.

To

net, is lining
for the salute.

up disk jockeys

Rossiter, who runs a publishing
firm here under his own name, is
the writer of such songs as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland” and
"I’d Love to Live in Loveland.”

lin

Weston

to N.Y,

Paul Weston, Columbia Records
Coast musical director, arrived in

New York Monday
Will Rogers Memorial Coliseum,
Fort Worth, for two performances.

(2) for a series
of huddles with Col brass.
Highlight of the confabs will be
the planning of Col’s future pop
album releases.

WdbitiJayt March 4, 1953
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•

i
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Still another trade estimate on the number of phonograph machines
000.
26.000.
annual report to stockholders. Report says that
given in the
Is

X

RCA

000 machines are currently in U^S. homes as against only
sources have, varied from
000 in 1946. Estimates from
000 to 26,000,000 machines.
rpljppsals have been, made
Since no authoritative census JK
to the Record Industry Assn. or^Amlln^to induct a survey on the
number of home machines as the first step ^calculating the disk industry’s potential market.

8.

avawy

r

^

2.

3.

MY

4:;

*v

i»^

Capitol Records has lined up.^Bimny Hop” dance contests in a flock
of cities to help promote its Ray Anthony disk. Cap is working with
the Fred Astaire Dance Studios fh about 15 key cities with tele channels.
The ‘‘Bunny Hop” contests are held by tele dejays. Winning
team will be flown to the Coast for Anthony’s opening at Ciro’s, Hollywood, in June.

Kay

Jocks, Station Execs
Cincinnati,

Starr

BABY’S COMING HOME
LADY OF SPAIN
IT’S IN THE BOOK (2 Parts)
OH HAPPY DAY

4.

X

5.

X

COLUMBIA

Les Paul-Mary Ford
;

.Four Knights

A MILLION TEARS

volved.

WCPO

LITTLE BOY AND OLD MAN
TELL ME A STORY
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART

1.

Boyd.

F. Laine-J.
/.

.

.

Glenn Clark Miller,
manager, expressed objection to a single station having “exclusive advantage” of firsts on new releases
“to detriment of other stations.”
He said he so informed representatives of record companies. Other
stations sharing same opinion were
said to be
and WSAI.

Frankie Laine

.

BELIEVE
SHE WEARS RED FEATHERS
PRETTY LITTLE BLACK-EYED SUSIE
MR. TAP TOE
YOUR MOTHER AND MINE
KEEP IT A SECRET
ONCE TO EVERY HEART

I
3.

X

4.

X

5.

Another instance of a pop tune stemming from the classics is “The
Golden Years,” which is based on Von Suppe’s “Poet and Peasant
Overture.” Tune, which is being showcased in the Paramount pic,
“Houdini,” was adapted by Jay Livingston and Ray Evans. Tony Martin already has etched it for RCA Victor while Decca cut it with' the
Russ Morgan orch. Paramount Music is publishing.

Guy

Mitchell

WKRC

Day

Doris

Dale chats with record pluggers
about their latest, numbers before
playing them and inviting listeners
tq be critics and mail in their first
choices of tunes played on the session. Winner is played back the following week. Dale said that so far
none of the record representatives
who appeared on the first show has
dropped out because of other sta-

.

Jo Stafford

CORAL
I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU.
HELLO BLUE BIRD

1.

TILL

2.

NEW JUKE BOX SATURDAY NIGHT

.

...

r,

.

.

.Teresa Brewer

Modernaires

RUNNIN’ WILD
went into the Army, a&r head Art
Talmadge sliced 18 sides with them
recently. Another sleeper is “No
Help Wanted” with Rusty Draper, X
who was hired to offset loss of

Mercury Biz 50% Over
Last Year Via, Clicks

& Vets

Frankie Laine, On strength of the
one hit, Draper’s cafe price has
jumped from $500 to $1,000
Mercury Records has hit a 50% weekly.
Diskery has almost junked the
increase in “sales over last year’s
X
January and February with much covering of tunes, unless they suit
a particular artist on the lists.
of the gain coming from relatively While many of the a&r heads are f
unknown artists that the Chicago looking over the country field for
firm picked up last year. The songs which might be adapted to t t
established artists such as Patti the pop side, Talmadge said that*

By Newcomers

Chicago, March

ONLY MINE
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME
ONE DREAM

4.

CAN’T

5.

DECCA
OH HAPPY DAY

1.

to

t

.

TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
JOHN, JOHN, JOHN
SKIPPING ROPE WITH A RAINBOW

Minneapolis, March 3.
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra is asking the state legislature
for approximately $65,000 a year
in Minneapolis tax money to keep
it in existence.
Up to now it has

Todd

.Dick

«

.

Guy Lombardo

YOU FOOLED ME
IF YOU TAKE MY HEART AWAY

3.

4.

PRETEND

5.

THAT’S ME WITHOUT YOU
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU

I

MUST

I

depended entirely upon concert receipts and individual donations for

Four Aces

financing.
Minneapolis delegation in the
senate was told by orch officials
that they’ve reached the point this
year, the orchestra’s 50th anniverits

Guy Lombardo
Russ Morgan

where they no longer can ex“enormous”
contributions
individuals
and business
firms to make up mounting annual

CRY AGAIN

sary,

pect

X
X

DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
MY JEALOUS EYES
TELL ME YOU'RE MINE
CUBAN LOVE SONG
SEVEN LONELY DAYS
IF YOU TAKE MY HEART
NO HELP WANTED
TEXARKANA BABY

2.

3.

+
4

from

MERCURY
1.

4.

"

Patti

deficits.

Delegation was informed that
the 1952-53 season deficit will be
approximately $245,000. Celebration of the golden anniversary has
enabled the orchestra to collect
$222,000 to meet the deficit.
In
return for tax aid, the orchestra
would give two free concerts for
the general public, ofificials said.
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Lombardo

to Nebraska
Omaha, March 3.
Guy Lombardo orch and revue
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Short*
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Eddie Fisher

DOWNHEARTED
SALOMEE
LET ME
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Perry

Harrv
*
Y Belafonte

SPRINGFIELD MOUNTAIN
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Frank Reddle, Hammond organcurrently playing an indefinite
return engagement at the Hotel
Jermyn, Scranton, Pa., following
an eight-month stay at the Hotel
Durant, Flint, Mich.,
ist,

LIES

3.

Artie Valando has rejoined his
brpther Tommy’s firm, Valando
Music, as Coast rep^
Valando, who had been away
from the firm for about three
years, repped Goday Music on the
Coast and had managed the Bell

Ken Remo T
^

A KINGDOM

L DON'T LET THE STARS GET

I

^

RCA VICTOR
2.

SINGS

James I

Crickets

Tommy’s Firm on Coast

X

Hank Williams ^

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
HAVE YOU HEARD

3.

4.

Joni James

KAW-LIGA

2.

DANNY DAVIS

SYMPH ASKS

$65,000 STATE AID

Aipes Bros.

I

LONELY WINE

‘

the overall sales the rhythm anc^ blues division
picture. Miss Page’s “Doggie in might be equally important.
Record outfit just pacted Artie
the Window” passed the 750,000
Wayne who has a hit with “Rasales mark last week,
on Kem, Coast label.
chel”
\ The indie major has also been
hypoing strictly instrumental sides,
working with the National BallMizzy To Clef Metro Pic
room Operators Assn, and other
Composer Vic Mizzy has been
groups to push the dance tunes.
signed to pen the score for Metro’s
Ralph Marterie’s side of “Pretend” forthcoming filmusical, “Easy To
t,4s nearing the 250,000 mark. The Love,”
Gaylords, a. cocktail lounge group,
Mann Curtis, with whom :Mizzy
hit with “Tell Me' You’re Mine.” has been writing for several ygars,
Although one member of the trio will write the lyrics.

Page added

MPLS.

Karen Chandler

3.

2.

beefs.

tions’

....Don Cornell

S’POSIN’
IF YOU WERE

3.

3.

execs and disk jockeys of at least
three other local stations to point
of completely ignoring tunes in-

Johnny Standley
1

March

Cincy introductions of new platters on Rex Dale’s WCKY Saturday
afternoon series, “Platter Premiere,” are reportedly burning

NOAH

%.

Bandleader Sammy Kaye continues in the role Of songplugger for
the compositions of rival orch men. Kaye now has latched on to Duke
Ellington’s tune, “Ain’t Nothin’ Nothin’ Baby Without You,” for his
World Music firm. Several weeks ago Kaye started plugging “Blue
Willows,” tune by Carmen Lombardo, composer-saideman with his
brother Guy’s band. Tune also is published by World.

Nat (King) Cole

.

....

^

In Cincy Burns Rival

ARTIST

PRETEND
DON’T LET EYES SHOP FOR HEART
SIDE BY SIDE

1.

X

Rex Bale’s Exclusives

Best Sellers

CAPITOL

.

22.000.
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Disk

Inside Stuff-Music

Program Today Yesterday's

ON THE BEACH
WITH TOO

is booking into western Nebraska.
Crew has McCook’s Auditorium
& MUSIC, INC.
showing a “terrific set for April 12 for two shows at
U419 Broadway, H.w Y«k>
apathy” towards popular music in $4.80 top.
general.
Programs, which were
able to give a fillip to pops with
the public, such as Billy Cotton’s
Band Show, Jack Jackson’s record
programs, “Music Hall,” etc., have
been taken off at the end of their
runs, and succeeded by others with
Anodier
"Pin
less pop appeal.
Hit
Another factor is that dance
bands On the radio are encouraged
to
over-orchestrate
and sound
“busy” in efforts to impart some
kind of newness to their performPublished by
ance.
The bands who do enable
Halliburton
listeners to hear the melody are
stuck on at bad spots during the
REC ° RDS
AL MARTINO
morning or afternoon.
The en-

Continued from page 43
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RACHEL

croaching march of TV is also
blamed for weaning listeners away
from radio.

Fred Waring’s annual outing for
the music biz contactmen has been
set for June 2 at the Shawnee
Country
Club,
Shawnee-on-theDelaware, Pa.
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HAPPENED IN BOSTON!!

A GREAT TALENT ON A GREAT RECORD
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
New York
Buddy Dc Franco orch into the
Colonial Inn, Toronto, March 9
.
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M-G-M Records
Farrell,
pactee, opens at the Beaver Club,
Montreal, March 9 . .Artie Wayne
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Drum Room

after a threemonth stay and will open at the
McCurdy Hotel, -Evansville, March
27 . . . Carl Ravazza goes west after
his fortnight at Eddys’ here to Chi
Chi, Palin Springs, for two weeks,

.

.

retail disk best
on reports ob-

Stewart Scott takes his orch out

.

.

c

3
O

o
3

o
G

tained from leading stores in
9 cities and showing coniparative sales rating for this

16
crooner Fat Terry
opens at the Club Schaquire, Camden, Friday (6).., Harry Bclafonte
moves into the Black Orchid, Chicago, Friday (6)... Thrush Linda
Hayes pacted by Shaw Artists March 6 . Alex Alstone orch out
Corp... Bette McL&urin opens at of Terrace Grill of Hotel Muehle— the Royal Theatre, Baltimore, Fri- bach to St. Paul for dates there
day (6).
The Mam'selles into Picardy
Cafe of the Muehlebach, following
the Gee Cee Trio which had a
up
London
long stand there.
Sarah Vaughan left last week
for two weeks in Paris after her
three-week tour of Britain. May St.
Paul's Choir Set For
return soon, with London PalMary
ladium stint a possibility
1st U.S. Tour at 2iG Fee
Lou Williams signed with the Jack
Payne office for Variety tour round
St. Paul’s Cathedral Choir of
England in road-show, co-starring London is to make its first tour
of
with British disk jock Jack Jackson . : Perry Como's “Don’t Let the U. S. next season, with ColumThe Stars” still tops the bestsell- bia Artists Mgt. handling. Noted
ing lists in Britain, with Eddie group, consisting of 30 boys, 18
Fisher's “Outside of Heaven” again male adults, an organist and leader,
in second place. Guy Mitchell's will tour eight weeks, from Oct. 1
“She Wears Red Feathers” is to Nov. 25, giving six concerts a
third, and A1 Martino's “Now,” week.
Columbia’s Bill Judd is
fourth.
booking, with fee set at $2,500 per
engagement.
•Tour, by arrangement with 4 the
Chicago
Dean and Chapter of St. Paul’s
Lee Collins brings his Dixieland Cathedral, was instigated by Col.
group into the Beehive this week Nugent Head, of N. .Y.,. with .ex-.
.Art Hodes swings' into’ Jazz
U. S. Supreme Court Justice Owen
Limited for an indefinite stay.
Mel Grant has left th# 1111 Club Roberts heading committee of sponsors underwriting the tour and
to rejoin Muggsy Spanier's band
Choir will
Bill^ Glack, McConkey Chi orch transatlantic passage.
head, is off on two ‘week swing of open Oct. 1, probably in Norwalk,
the midwest and south
Eddie Conn., ending with concerts Nov.
South has been held over the 24 in Manhattan and Nov. 25 in
Towne Room, Milwaukee, until Brooklyn. Troupe will go as far
March 16... Fats Pichon '88’s at west as Chicago, south to New Orthe Drif twood ... Herbie Fields is leans and north to Ottawa,- with
back at the Preview for his fourth four dates in Canada in all. Group
“return in a year April 15 for an- will carry an electronic organ with
other month
Ray Hcrbeck goes it, for such halls where no organ
into the Westward Ho, Phoenix, is available.
April 8 for four weeks ... Betty
McGuire and her Belle,-Tones .repeat at Old Heidelberg, April 14, Intra-Union HI Wffl
for.a month. .Bobbie Shad flew in
Hits Good Wffl Project
to cut some sides with the Ravens
for Mercury last week.
St. Louis, March 3.
Continuance* of a longstanding
jurisdictional hassle between St.
Hank Winder orch into Lincoln’s Louis electricians and stage hands'

March

ariety

i

Survey of
sellers based

<a
co

U

U

Kansas City
of the

o

o

at Fort Knox, Ky., taking' his basic
training ... Larry Faith's band cut
down from 13 to six men for Horizon Room stay. Faith will go back
to hiSJSfifi complement when he
returifor$®the Melody Mill Ballroom bpi :^wcago this summer.
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“Swedish Rhapsody"

11

JONI JAMES (MGM)
“Why Don't You Believe Me"

PERRY COMO
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VOh Happy.

18C

“Oh Happy Day"
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(Coral)

1

-

10

(Essex)

LAWRENCE WELK

unions last week upset plans for
the recording of the St. Louis

8

.

D.ay"

FIVE TOP

3
• •

(Mercury)

“No Help Wanted”

DON HOWARD

Colony Club here ... Walter Har- symph orch concert Saturday (28)
rold quartet returned to The Cave, for rebroadcast in France. Howin the Hill Hotel... Carl DeBord ever, the concert was not cantrio set at Club Reno
Skippy’ celled.
Anderson prch back at Music Box
As a tribute to the city of Lyon,

9
1

• •

“Wild Horses”
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(Victor)

RUSTY DRAPER

Omaha

.

(Columbia)
Secret”
FAITH (Columbia)
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Pla-Mor for one-nighter (25)
harpist-pianist Orlando opened at

“Keep

PERCY

.
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(Columbia)

JO STAFFORD
14A 18
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SWEETHEARTS

KAY STARR STYLE

MGM
MGM 176

Frank Parker

Kay Starr
CapitoL

STRIPES

K 176
E
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Columbia

B

7

• •

5

Marion Marlowe
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9-364

• •

Soundtrack
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4
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PAN

PETER

Hugo

Winterhalter

Victor

EP A407

363

331

176
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Pittsburgh
,

Harry Irwin, trumpet player,
has been added to Tommy Carlyn's
arranging staff
Bill Owens,
saxist, has joined Howdy Baum’s
house orch at Casino Theatre
.
Andy Chakeras will resume names
at his Horizon Room at the Greater
Pittsburgh Airport on April 13
.

.

.

.

.

when Patti Page comes in ‘foT* a*
week
pianist Bobby Kosban is
a newcomer to Jimmy Spaniel's
combo
Bob Rhodes quittingLee Kelton to be vocalist, with
Walter Gable band when Ankara
.

.

.

.

.

.

reopens Friday (6) after two-month
shutdown. Ted Perry used to be
Gable’s singer
Frank Magnanti,
ex-pianist with Louis Prima, now
.

.

.

the U.S. State Department had arranged the recording tb demonstrate the culture of a midwestern
American city and the recording

was to have been flown to France
for the rebroadcasting. The juicers
maintain that the necessary equipment falls within their jurisdiction

Marks Back From
Cuban Renewal Talks

Band Reviews
BOB WELIMAN ORCH

melodies, current as well as oldies,

(6)

With Gtegr Millar
maintain a steady pace which
Mark Hopkins, San Francisco
meshes well with this swank room.
as theirs inasmuch as it is done
This is a compact but wide range
Vocals by Millar, violinist, are
back stage. -The hassle, between Ihe- unit’ which tackles nil facets of easy-to-take classicals.
Ted.
unions has prevented a number of music making from terping chores
radio and TV- broadcasts of events to operatic items for its vocalist. STEWART SCOTT ORCH (4)
held in the Henry W. Kiel (muni- Group mixes the sweet, pops and Hotel President, Kansas City
classical to garner a hefty outpourAfter an interlude of a few
cipal) auditorium.
ing on the dance floor and holding months Stewart Scott and his
the attention of the roadside sit- combo have been brought back to
ters at the same time.
The tenor play for luncheons and dinner
Reynolds, Woods Split
sax, piano, drums, bass violin and dancing in the plush Drum Room
Bandleader ^ommy Reynolds, accordion blend easily and effec- of the President. This time Scott
who recently landed- a disk pact tively and their adroit choice of has revised his lineup and stylings,
with Derby Records, has split with
and all for the best. The current
stand very likely -will extend over
his
personal
manager,
Bernie
12 weeks; the previous stand last
Woods.
fall was for five weeks.
Best British Sheet Seilers
Woods took over Reynolds early
As it is set up now the combo
in January after exiting the Ralph
( Week ending Feb.
while the grippers claim the work

Herbert E. Marks, Marks Music
topper, returned to his New York
desk last week after a two-week
hop to Cuba where he set up renewal deals on his Cuban song
copyrights.

Marks also latched on to. the
current Cuban click, “Piel Canela,”
for U. S. publication.
Tune was
penned by Bobby Capo.
adaptation

lish lyric

worked

is

An

now

Engbeing

on.

*

Sweeping The Country

1

*

21)

•Flanagan organization as co’-man-ager with Herb Hendler.

London^ Feb.

Broken Wings
Don’t Let the Stars.

Spencer To Religioso Label
Hollywood, March *3.

24.

Fields
.Morris

..

Outside of Heaven ..... Wood
Wonderful Copenhagen Morris
Now
.Dash
•You Belong to Me
Chappell
Because You’reMine. .Robbins
.

International Sacred Records, indie religioso label headquartering

.

.

.

Hollywood, has named Tim
Spencer as its general manager.
Spencer, who formerly was a
member and manager of The Sons
of the Pioneers, vocal combo, is a
songwriter and publisher.
in

-

•

.

That’s A-Why
Connelly
.Comes Along a Love Kassner
.

Glow Worm
Lafleur
Went Your Wedding. Victoria
Walkin’ to Missouri
Dash

I

Second 12
Isle

America's Fastest
Selling

-

Records

!

of Innisfree

Maurice

Wears Red Feathers
Dash
Takes Two to Tango .F. D. &‘H.
Don’t Believe Me. .F.D. & H.
Make it Soon
Connelly
Here in My Heart
Mellin
Faith Can Move
Dash
Settin’ W'ds Fire. .New World
gorget Me Not,
Ecstasy Tango
Hi Lily Hi-Lo

Sugarbush

...

Reine
.Bron
Robbins
Chappell

gets the maturity of Continental
stylings and an exceptional fullness
from a basically small group. Emphasis is placed on the fiddle lead
of the leader. Fullness comes from
the Hammond keyboard work of

Buss Roach, who at times switches
Ralph Hockaday on

to the piano.

reeds gives the music an additional
flavoring, with drums worked by
Tony D’Onofino.
Mostly the band has the fine
fiddlings of Scott as its mainstay.
This is rounded out by some vocaling from the leader, and- also by
Hockaday.
Instrumentally, .the
group offers a wide variety of
rhythms and numbers, from Latins
through pops and standards to
Dixieland.

The variety of rhythms and tunes
evidently is what the customers
want, for this is proving a good
session for the room. This shows
up not only in tabs, bul in the flock
of dancers who take to the floor
as soon as it is Opened at 8:30 p.m.
and keep the place busy until
closing.

Quin.

PRODUCERS -r QUARTETTES
RECORDING COMPANIES
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Lively Opening}
Sorig

and Closing
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Solid record entertainment every one

—taken

altogether they

represent important sales volume for the dealer and outstanding

programming for the deejay.

them

Listen" to

—

these are six

to grow on!

THE MAGIC TOUCH
and Orch,

I Ini'

ROMANCE
TRAIN, TRAIN. TRAIN
<" F ™ kiu,,"

u

Can't Get Started With

,

,

.

You

MORE LUCK THAN MONEY

Lily

Are You Tired of Me?

GOMEN NASAI
Springfield

r

Buddy Morrow

)

I

Winterhalter

o

Ann Carol

20/47-5209

and Band

20/47-5212

20/47-5784

(FORGIVE ME]

Harry

Mountain

20/47-5210

CONGRATULATIONS TO SOMEONE

June

LOVE AND HATE

THE DEVIL’S SERENADE

SYMPATHY
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Johnnie Parker)
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Henri Rene
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In Havana Sweepstakes

fl^Milt Shaw’s orch provides propel bftfcf^ng for the singer and Hor"cuts ip tiptop on the cus-

Sh

Vie Kb Rose, N.
Vargas has made extremely popular
:on the island. The orch forms into
Dorothy Dandridge, .Alan Dean.
a chorus and sings a number of Leo De Lyon, Van Smith Trio
; $5
.tunes Jin competent Spanish. One minimum.
.of these is a march in honor of
Jose
Cuba’s George Washington,
Monte Proser’s intimery is again
Marti, whose centenary is being
celebrated. Cuban flags and a large enlivened by Dorothy Dandridge,
picture of Marti and visual color
whose click at this spot during her
to the number.
Dazzled by the effect big names previous appearance put her on the
register,
are having on its cash
The Negro songboxoffice map.
Montmartre is now dickering with stress has returned as a flossier,

Havana, Feb. 24.
brought his 24
girls to Montmartre and stole the
>S
l;.j mj
show world.
Havana’s
in
spotlight
Juliana Larson returns ^tphJY<?.|
Palmer House, Chi
Then Jimmy Durante came along
Maisonette in high-geared’^ndr(EMPIRE ROOM)
quickie and just about stole Carmen Cavallaro.
for
a
Jay.
someness, but, not so on
Chicago, Feb. 27.
the show from Spitalny. For two
She’s a 3-D sight in that -jL£7&urat*|
(with Ted Grouya )
Mary
Meade
nights during which Durante folgown on a frame that squares the Robert Maxwgjl, John & June Bel- lowed Spitalny on stage, Mont9 Hollywood
and besides mont
credits,
couturier
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Bob DeVoye & Betty Lor- martre virtually had to bar its
which she’s a pleasant chirper raine, Claire Leonard, Memel Ab- doors to halt a mass immigration
Harry Richman, Eddie Oliver
who’s informal, though patently by bott Dancers (8), Emil Coleman of customers.
* Orch
(10), Joe Castro Quartet ;
design. Some of her intro patter Orch
monoThe fact that Schnozzola’s
(12), $3.50 minimum, $1.10
$2. coher.
is for the mccoy orioles, as when
log was in English did not dampen
Cover.
she announces » jam session with
the enthusiasm of Cubans. Durante
There can be no doubt as to the
the orch and her song,- comes out
With only one welcome standby, is in the international idiom; business Charlie Morrison's Moa tepid ^’Sometimes I Love You”
Amerilot
of
a
besides, there are
cambo will be doing this fortnight;
that’s neither jam nor session. Dit- Robert Maxwell, Hilton Hotel en- cans in -Cuba eager to see big
with Harry Richman as the lure,
to her le jazz hot tune with a Gal- tertainment - director Merriel .Ab- name U. S. performers.
it's a cinch the ropes will be up
lic lyric .punctuated by a quickie bott, has brought in several- newand
the engagement. He’s
talk
fast-flowing
throughout
Durante’s
comers to make this one of her
around the perimeter.
months. While fast-moving actions were a delight- a must for the veteran nitery
Lush thrush opens with a com- best shows in recent word-of-mouth ful interlude in a Cuban show big habitue and the new crop of saloon
it lacks name value,
pote of love. In this and several
should be heavy and resulting pa- topheavy with musical acts most spenders will be anxious to see
followups she shows good piping
tronage should help the room over of them throwbacks to Africa. He and hear the man some of them
when essaying the high .registers the
busboys, know only through poor imitations.
get the
to
Lenten doldrums.
In Mary managed
(she’s been in operettas). For her
It’s five years since Richman last
Meade (see New Acts) Miss Ab- cigaret girl and photographer into
self-styled “Paris kick” she does a
bott
continues
add
to the .long his act proving again that “every- worked a U. S, nitery, but the long
to
nice, risque “Voulez Vous” in Anlayoff
on his ranch near Reno
of femme chirpers she has
glo-French and segues into a mood list
hasn’t impaired his showmanship.
brought into the limelight. Lovely
piece. Her tricked-up “Last Time
Montmartre,
all
the trademarked tricks are
And
chanteuse can be placed in
I
Saw Texas” gets a callback blonde
Phil Spitalny & All-Girl Orch still trotted out for good effect, the
the roster of room regulars along
spoiled by extraneous chatter re
" (2-day
Co.
Durante
Sc
Jimmy
(or tophat) down over the
composer Earl Brent’s “The Out- with Dorothy Shay, Evelyn Knight, stand); $3.5(f minimum at tables strawhat
Hildegarde and others.
eyes, the twirling cane, the minccast,” then into the tune. Best of
only.
ing steps and the piano songalog
Maxwell seems to grow more
her entries is the tastefully saucy
and only the latter needs to be
each appearance
“April in Portugal” bilingualer, in popular with
intends to
which the orch takes up the vocal here. He is the best male swing body wants to get into the act.” worked out if Richman
do
any nitery stuff beyond the curand
he
has
inharpist
around
an
The regular members of the enpauses with a whistling spree. It’s
The voice isn’t good
gratiating manner. After a Ger- tourage did their share: high- rent stint.
a handy closer.
a stepping Eddie Jackson (with Du- enough (was it ever?) for such
At show caught, Miss Larson shwin medley, always good for
positive reaction, he does a pian- rante 37 years), drummer Jack items as “Wish You Were Here” or
asked Billy Daniel (the hoofer) to
ola type rendition that gets good Roth (33 years), pianist Jules Buf- “Till I Waltz Again With You,”
take a bow for staging her act. It
reaction and contrasts well with fano (11 years) and the four Cover and he’d do better to stick with
brought up interesting speculation
imhis fiery “Malaguena.”
Girls (first season), who were a the stuff that has the nostalgic
on how Billy Daniels (Mr. Black
know,
Musician theA discards his stand- sight for. any nightclubber’s red- pact. He’s shrewd enough to
Magic himself) might have fashmake
to
going
he’s
if
that
though,
up harp for a small Irish one and rimmed eyes. And Durante’s colleche’ll
does a mixture of oldies that, has tion of -hats was undoubtedly the a swing around the circuit
the crowd humming and singing. weirdest this side of Hedda Hopper. need sharp new material.
has lost none of the
Richman
However, his “thanks” takeoff done
that
outfit
Spitalny’s
proves
Phil
gagging
to “Zing Go The {Strings of My while talent is beautiful, beauty authority, timing or casual
Heart” is a corny afterpiece that can be talented also. The 24 lovely that made him a headliner and his
the
Blues”
“Birth
of
Side,”
“Sunny
in no way measures up to the rest musicians provide some of the most
still rank
of his act.
music and “Puttin’ on the Ritz”
entertaining
pleasantly
convoice
is
the
far
as
As
highly.
John and June Belmont are a re- heard hereabouts. With a variety
freshing ballroom pair who don't of numbers ranging from gay cerned, others on the saloon cirlack
they
and
better
take themselves too seriously and alfalfa arias to pulsating marches, cuit are no
infect patrons with their happy at- “Hour of Charm” lives up to its Richman’s showmanship.
erew
Eddie
Oliver’s
As always,
Terping is excellent and name.
titude.
they get an excellent mitt. HandRose Marie’s singing is a high provides impeccable backing. Outsome team have $n unusual en- spot. Her “Play Gypsies” and fit has been enlarged to 10 pieces
core of a square dance done to “Hallelujah” brim over with vim, for the stand sad Oliver keeps
rhumba tempo. It gets them off but at the end her audience is them skillfully under his baton.
Kap
very well.
probably more out of breath than
Robert Frellson, choreographer, she is. Louise plays sparkling
has cpme up with a fine exciting Tchaikovsky. Viola seems to have
Sans Sonel, Montreal
production number for the house more hands than two as she keeps
Montreal, March 1.
Currently
dancers in a musical version of a 17 drums throbbing.
Denise Darcel ( with Fred
GLEBE THEATRE, Ottawa, Ont.
bargain sale. Line work is heightSpitalny has arranged his show Stamer ), Colloza Quintette, Denis
ened by the neat solo work of Bob with an eye to pleasing his Cuban Drouin, Jack Styka Orch (6),
.DeVoye & Betty Lorraine as the audience. A girl is on stage to Peter Barry Combo (5); $1.50
March 12
floorwalker and shoplifter. Claire. translate everything he says into cover.
SEVILLE THEATRE, Montreal
Personal Management
Leonard does well as the produc- Spanish. Evelyn, assisted by
DAVID L. SHAPIRO
tion vocalist. Chorus returns in a Jeanne’s
humming and guitarThis is Denise Darcel’s first
colorful, jazzed-up version of the strumming, plays. “Piel Canela”
AL 4-1077
Montreal cafe appearance and
“Barcarolle.”
Zabe.
on her violin a song which Pedro judging from reception each night,
she's a cinch for quick returns.
Whatever Miss Darcel lacks in the

Horace Diaz Orchs; $2
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Trail.

cariocas.
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more sophisticated tunester. She’s
achieved a more striking sense of
the dramatic, her presentation is
more knowing, and her couturiering is expert. She’s flanked by
British import Alan Dean and
comedian Leo De Lyon. It’s a generally satisfactory layout, but Miss
Dandridge is the major event on
this show.
Miss Dandridge has a provocaOn this trip, she takes
tive style.
standards, endows the verse with
writing that enables
special
some
her to draw the audience to her
permits
them to relax
then
and
when the familiar tune pattern
evident.
itself
This treatmakes
ment is highly effective in all her
numbers. Her vocals tend to acShe is excelcent her basic s.a.
lent for sight and sound and her
mittings are terrific.
The only fairly unfamiliar item
is “Talk Sweet Talk,” a sexy con-
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Havana

coction which constitutes an obvious showcase for Miss Dandridge’s
highly specialized talents.
Other
numbers include “Precious Thing
Called Love,” “There’ll Be Some

Changes,” “If Tliis Isn’t Love” and
a few other standards for a sock
interlude.

De Lyon, on

his opening

show

impressed as needing an audience of intellectuals to

at this spot,

(Continued on page 52)
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BILLY GILBERT

TERRI STEVENS
"Terri Stevens was recently luld over at
my club for thrao weeks. Sha Is always
wolcomo back. Sho it a singer who haa
tha looks* tho clast and talent for any
smart room or top dub/' Gene fovlllo.
(Casa Seville, Lons Island, N* Y.)
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Now Appearing >t
CLUB/ Philadelphia

C-R
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of vocal talent in the accepted
sense, she more than makes up for
with her well-endowed figure, chic
Loper gowns that accentuate her
many attributes and an uninhibited, gamin-like quality when working that endears her to all.
Clad in a low-cut, tight-fitting
white gown decorated with a white
fur stole, Miss Darcel offers a nonetoo-original songalog, but her varied interpretations take each number out of the hackneyed class
with ease. Gal seems a little unsure of her comedies at the mo-
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ment and timing
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Ann

Tolley
Chancellor Hall Hotel

Phila., Pa*

IOANN

Dear Jo Ann;
Your engagement at my new Du
Mond’s Musical Sho Bar the week of
February 19th, ’53, has proven to be a
huge success, as well as your fine performance at every show.
I deem it a pleasure to have had you
at our club, and hope to have you return soon, with many more hit records
such as “TOO
to your credit.

TOLLEY
NOW ON MGM RECORDS
Watch
ARTHUR

for 1st Release
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might have

.Quintette, are animated and fast*
but their Wild Spanish song and
•dance session preceding the Darcel
stint makes for an overdose of vocalizing.
The combo are attractive and the 4wo gals in outfit offer
okay visual moments as they try
to out-d'ecolletage Miss Darcel (but

the competition is too much). Local
radio and tele name, Denis Drouin,
emcees show and the Jack Styka
orch backs performers handily.

Peter Barry and his group spell
customer dancing during interludes.

(0

performer

coverage throughout.
Opening act, the Bobby Colloza

"TOO SWEET TO FORGET"

PINE ASSOC., N. Y. (Publicity)
67 Wilt 44th Strut

»>>•*>

MARY

CARNEVALE
in

a

DANCING mood
Currently

LATIN CASINO
Philadelphia

.as

flubbed, and with reason, but gal
carried it off with aplomb. Pianoisms by Fred Stamer give her good

Sincerely,
.

awkward,

A tour of the floor with a handmike to “Kiss Me” wows all and
sundry, especially the characters
spotlighted for treatment.
Miss
Darcel showed great poise and
showmanship when, just before
windup, an overenthusiastic ringsider rap On the floor and insisted
on singing a number with her. A

Kindest regards,

A

BAystdo

GAC

Dir:

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON.

plaudits.

SWEET TO FORGET”

Stanley

is

RALPH and

evidenced by her Anglo-Gallic version of “Nothing,” which is a surefire yockster with its obvious lyrics.
A dramatic “La Belle France”
comes close to going overboard,
particularly the overlong session
about the invasion and. capture of
Paris in last war.
However, the
Darcel personality comes through
at the right time to pick up solid

Philadelphia

Miss Jo

Now York

way
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Anyone knowing tho whereabouts of
Sammy Rose of tho “Rose and Moon"
review, or George Wiest and Ray Stanton of "Little Rhyme and Less Reason,"
please communicate with Lew Miller,
1444 South Newport, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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Vargas has made extremely popular
on the island. The orch forms into
a chorus and sings a number of
tunes in competent Spanish. One
[of these is a march in honor of
Cuba's George Washington, Jose
Marti, whose centenary is being
celebrated. Cuban flags and a large
picture of Marti and visual color
to the number.
Dazzled by the effect big names
are having on its cash register,
Montmartre is now dickering with
1
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In Havana Sweepstakes

Havana, Feb. 24.
Phil Spitalny brought his 24
Tratt.
tomer cariocas.
girls to Montmartre and stole the
spotlight in Havana's show world.
Palmer House, Clti
Then Jimmy Durante came along
(EMPIRE ROOM)
for a quickie and just about stole Carmen Cavallaro.
Jay.
Chicago, Feb. 27.
the show from Spitalny. For two
55*5
ry Meade (with Ted Grouya ), nights during which Durante folHollywood
Robert Maxw$l, John & June Bel- lowed Spitalny on stage, MontHollywood, Feb. 26.
mont, Bob DeVoye & Betty Lor- martre virtually had to bar its
immigration
Harry Richman, Eddie Oliver
raine, Claire Leonard Merriel Ab- doors to halt a mass
'Orch (10), Joe Castro Quartet;
bott Dancers (8), Emil Coleman of customers.
monoThe fact that Schnozzola’s
Orch (12), $3.50 minimum, $1.10
$2, cover.
log was in English did not dampen
Cover.
the enthusiasm of Cubans. Durante
There can be no doubt as to the
international idiom; business Charlie Morrison's MoWith only one welcome standby, is in the
Ameria
of
lot
there are
cambo will be doing this fortnight;
Robert Maxwell, Hilton Hotel en- besides,
in -Cuba eager to see big with Harry Richman as the lure,
tertainment director Merriel Ab- cans
name U. S. performers.
it’s a cinch the ropes will be up
bott, has brought in several newDurante’s fast-flowing talk and throughout the engagement. He’s
comers to make this one of her
nitery
best shows in recent months.' While fast-moving actions were a delight- a must for the veteran
interlude in a Cuban show big habitue and the new crop of saloon
ful
it lacks name value, word-of-mouth
should be heavy and resulting pa- topheavy with musical acts most spenders will be anxious to see
tronage should help the room over of them throwbacks to Africa. He and hear the man some of them
busboys, know only through poor imitations.
get
the
In Mary managed to
the Lenten doldrums.
It's five years since Richman last
Meade (see New Acts) Miss Ab- cigaret girl and photographer into
bott continues to add to the .long his act—*proving again that “every- worked a U. S. nitery, but the long
layoff on his ranch near Reno
of femme chirpers she has
list
hasn’t impaired his showmanship.
brought into the limelight.' Lovely
Montmartre*
And all the trademarked tricks are
blonde chanteuse can be placed in
Phil Spitalny & All-Girl Orch; still trotted out for good effect, the
the roster of room regulars along
~ ( 2-day
strawhat (or tophat) down over the
with Dorothy Shay, Evelyn Knight, Jimmy Durante & Co.
stand); $3.5<f minimum at tables eyes, the twirling cane, the mincHildegarde and others.
ing steps and the piano songalog
Maxwell seems to grow more only.
and only the latter needs to be
popular with each appearance
to
here. He is the best male swing body wants to get into the act." worked out if Richman intends
any nitery stuff beyond the curdo
harpist around and he has an in- The regular members of the enThe voice isn’t good
gratiating manner. After a Ger- tourage did their share: high- rent stint.
shwin medley, always good for a stepping Eddie Jackson (with Du- enough (was it ever?) for such
positive reaction, he does a pian- rante 37 years), drummer Jack items as “Wish You Were Here" or
ola type rendition that gets good Roth (33 years), pianist Jules Buf- “Till I Waltz Again With You,"
reaction and contrasts well with fano (11 years) and the four Cover and he'd do better to stick with
imhis fiery “Malaguena.”
Girls (first season), who were a the stuff that has the nostalgic
enough to know,
Musician theh discards his stand- sight for any nightdubber’s red- pact. He's shrewd
make
to
going
he’s
if
that
though,
up harp for a small Irish one and rimmed eyes. And Durante's collecdoes a mixture of oldies that has. tion of hats was undoubtedly the a swing around the circuit he’ll
the crowd humming and singing. weirdest this side of Hedda Hopper. need sharp new materiaL
Richman has lost none of the
However, his “thanks" takeoff done
Phil Spitalny’s outfit proves that
gagging
to "Zing Go The Strings of My while flalent is beautiful, beauty authority, timing or casual
made him a headliner and his
that
afterpiece
corny
that
Heart" is a
can be talented also. The 24 lovely
in no way measures up to the rest musicians provide some of the most “Sunny Side," “Birth of the Blues"
of his act.
music and “Puttin’ on the Ritz" still rank
entertaining
pleasantly
John and June Belmont are a re- heard hereabouts. With a variety highly. As far as the voice is confreshing ballroom pair who don’t of numbers ranging from gay cerned, others on the saloon cirtake themselves too seriously and alfalfa arias to pulsating marches, cuit are no better and they lack
infect patrons with their happy at- “Hour of Charm" lives up to its Richman’s showmanship.
As always, Eddie Oliver's crew
Terping is excellent and name.
titude.
they get an excellent mitt. HandRose Marie’s singing is a high provides impeccable backing. Outsome team have an unusual en- spot. Her “Play '‘Gypsies" and fit has been enlarged to 10 pieces
core of a square dance done to “Hallelujah" brim over with vim, for the stand 3*d Oliver keeps
rhumba tempo. It gets them off but at the end her audience is them skillfully under his baton.
Kap.
very well.
probably more out of breath than
Robert Frellson, choreographer, she is. Louise plays sparkling
has come up with a fine exciting Tchaikovsky. Viola seems to have
Sais
9 Montreal
production number for the house more hands than two as she keeps
Montreal, March 1.
dancers in a musical version of a 17 drums throbbing.
Fred
Darcel
( with
Denise
bargain sale. Line work is heightSpitalny has arranged his show Stamer), Colloza Quintette, Denis
ened by the neat solo work of Bob with an eye to pleasing his Cuban Drouin, Jack Styka Orch (6),
.DeVoye & Betty Lorraine as the audience. A girl is on stage to Peter Barry Combo (5); $1.50
floorwalker and shoplifter. Claire translate everything he says into cover.
Leonard does well as the produc- Spanish. Evelyn, assisted by
tion vocalist. Chorus returns in a Jeanne’s
humming and guitarThis is Denise Darcel’s first
colorful, jazzed-up version of the strumming, plays. “Piel Canela”
Montreal cafe appearance and
“Barcarolle.”
Zabe.
on her violin a song which Pedro judging from reception each night,
she’s a cinch for quick returns.
Whatever Miss Darcel lacks in the
way of vocal talent in the accepted
sense, she more than makes up for
with her well-endowed figure, chic
Loper gowns that accentuate her
many attributes and an uninhibited, gamin-like quality when working that endears her to all.
Clad in a low-cut, tight-fitting
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La Vie Ei Raw, N. V.
Dorothy Dandrlgpe, Alan Dean*
teo Be Lyon, Van Smith Trio; $5
minimum.

Monte Proser's intimery is again
enlivened by Dorothy Dandridge,
whose click at this spot during her
previous appearance put her on the

i

Juliana Larson returns
Maisonette in high-geared .'handsomeness, but wot so on j^njpact.
She's a 3-D sight in that l£-karat
gown on a frame that squares the
credits,
and besides
couturier
which she’s a pleasant chirper
who’s informal, though patently by
design. Some of her intro patter
is for the mccoy orioles, as when
she announces » jam session with
the orch and her s'ong r comes out
a tepid ’’Sometimes I Love You"
that's neither jam nor session. Ditto her Ie jazz hot tune with a Gallic lyric punctuated by a quickie
around the perimeter.
Lush thrush opens with a compote of love. In this and several
followups she shows good piping
when essaying the high .registers
(she’s been in operettas). For her
self-styled “Paris kick" she does a
nice, risque “Voulez Vous" in Anglo-French and segues into a mood
piece. Her tricked-up “Last Time
I Saw Texas" gets a callback
spoiled by extraneous chatter re
composer Earl Brent's “The Outcast," then into the tune. Best of
her entries is the tastefully saucy
“April in Portugal" bilingualer, in
which the orch takes up the vocal
pauses with a whistling spree. It's

a handy

30-minute

Larson's

^Milt Shaw’s orch provides proper baking for the singer and Horace
cuts iq tiptop on the cus-

Juliana Larson, Milt Sh

Horace Diaz Orchs ; $2

Miss

stint,

(MAISONETTE)

'

Wednesday, Herds

closer.

At show caught, Miss Larson
asked Billy Daniel (the hoofer) to
take a bow for staging her act. It
brought up interesting speculation
on how Billy Daniels (Mr. Black
Magic himself) might have fash-

MscaMbo,
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Havana

‘

The Negro song-

boxoffice map.
stress has

returned as a

more sophisticated

flossier,

tunester. She’s

achieved a more striking sense of
the dramatic, her presentation is
more knowing, and her couturiering is expert. She’s flanked by
British import Alan Dean and
comedian Leo De Lyon. It’s a generally satisfactory layout, but Miss
Dandridge is the major event on
this show.
Miss Dandridge has a provocative style. On this trip, she takes
standards, endows the verse with
some special writing that enables
her to draw the audience to her
and then permits them to relax
when the familiar tune pattern
makes itself evident. This treatment is highly. effective in all her
numbers. Her vocals tend to acShe is excelcent her basic s.a.
lent for sight and sound and her
mittings are terrific.
The only fairly unfamiliar item
is “Talk Sweet Talk," a sexy concoction which constitutes an obvious showcase for Miss Dandridge’s
highly specialized talents.
Other
numbers include “Precious Thing
Called Love," “There’ll Be Some
Changes,” “If This Isn’t Love" and
a few other standards for a sock
interlude.

De Lyon, on

his opening

show

this spot, impressed as needing an audience of intellectuals to
(Continued on page 52)
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GLEBE THEATRE, Ottawa, Ont.
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SEVILLE THEATRE, Montreal
Personal Management
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TOO SWEET TO FORGET'

GIRL DOES SWEET

BUSINESS
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white gown decorated with a white
fur stole, Miss Darcel offers a nonetoo-original songalog, but her varied interpretations take each number out of the hackneyed class
with ease. Gal seems a little unsure of her comedies at the moment and timing is awkward, .as
evidenced by her Anglo-Gallic version of “Nothing," which is a surefire yockster with its obvious lyrics.
A dramatic “La Belle France”
comes close to going overboard,
particularly the overlong session
about the invasion and capture of
Paris in last war.
However, the
Darcel personality comes through
at the right time to pick up solid

.
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DuMOND'S BAR and RESTAURANT
4683 Griscom

Street

Philadelphia
Wednesday, Feb. 25

Miss Jo Ann Tolley
Chancellor Hall Hotel
Phila., Pa.

Dear Jo Ann:
Your engagement at my new Du
MontTs Musical Sho Bar the week of
February 19th, T53, has proven to be a
huge success, as well as your fine performance at every show.
1 deem it a pleasure to have had you
at our club, and hope to have you return soon, with many more hit records
*

JOANN

such as “TOO SWEET
to your credit.
Kindest regards,

NOW ON MGM RECORDS

A tour of the floor with a handto “Kiss Me" wows all and
sundry, especially the characters
spotlighted for treatment.
Miss
Darcel showed great poise and
showmanship when, just before
windup, an overenthusiastic ringsider rap on the floor and insisted
on singing a number with her. A
less

TO FORGET”

Watch

for 1st Release

ARTHUR PINE ASSOC.,
•7 Watt

N. Y. (Publicity)
44th Street

Mond’s Musical Sho Bar
{

Latest

REGENT RECORD Release—

"TOO SWEET TO FORGET"
b/w

"Milestones"
#7070 B

hep
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performer

might

have

flubbed, and with reason, but gal
carried it off with aplomb. Pianoisms by Fred Stamer give her good
coverage throughout.
Opening act, the Bobby Colloza
.Quintette, are animated, and fast,
but their Wild Spanish song and
dance session preceding the Darcel
stint makes for an overdose of vocalizing.
The combo are attractive and the 4wo gals in outfit offer
okay visual moments as they try
to out-decolletage Miss Darcel (but
the competition is too much). Local
radio and tele name, Denis Drouin,
emcees show and the Jack Styka
orch backs performers handily.
Peter Barry and his group spell

ludes.
f3

STAB MANAGEMENT
New York
BAyside 4491*

144 7th Ave^,

RALPH and

MARY

CARNEVALE
in

a

DANCING mood
Currently

LATIN CASINO
Philadelphia
Dir:

GAC

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,

mike

Stanley A. Stuski,

TOLLEY

—

plaudits.

Sincerely,

Du

TERRI STEVENS
"Terri Stevens Wat recently hild tvir it
my club far three week*. She is always
welcome back. She is a sinter who has
the looks, the close and talent far any
smart room or tot dub." Gene Seville.
(Casa Seville, Lent Island/ N. YJ
Mew ttte srlng at
C-R CLUB/ Philadelphia

dancing

during interNewt.

Currently
LE tlDO, PARIS
AGENCY'
American ..Itet-t
WM. MORRIS
. L
ok .
m
GSBVC

WHEN

IN

BOSTON

If* tk»

HOTEL AVERY
Avmry

The

& WqiMsjtsi

Home

of

Sts.

Show

Folk

Anyone knowing the whereabouts ef
Rojo of the “Rose and Moon"
review, or George Wiest and Ray Stan1
ton of "Lillie Rhyme and less Reason/

Sammy

please communicate with low Miller,
1444 South Newport, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

IMPORTANT.

ITeduefday, Maurck 4* 1953
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AMA in Market (or Top Packages,

Hollywood, March

Eyes Ballet Theatre, Music Circus
Arena Managers Assn, is expected to expand its show business Byfield,
Jr., to Handle
operations at its annual booking
jneeting slated for Buffalo, March
Hotel Advertising
12. Organization of arena owners
Chicago, March 3.
for headlinis looking increasingly
Ernest Byfield, Jr., son of the
ers in order to keep the houses golate head of the Ambassador Hoing.
New propositions to be brought tel, Chicago, has been named acyear for arena bookings count executive in charge of the
up
Ambassador and Sherman Hotels
are jaunts by the Ballet Theatre
this

and St. John Terrell’s Music Circus. Problem of the former is complicated by the fact that there's little facilities in arenas to hang
elaborate sets. Idea is to get the
toeterpers to eliminate as many
hangings as possible and the
arenas to try to add facilities for a
few. If this can be done, the Ballet Theatre may tour the kingsized show shops.
Idea of the meeting is to attempt to preempt as much show
biz time as possible around the ice

hockey, basketball and fight schedules. By submitting as many shows
as possible at the meeting, arena
managers will be able to get an
idea of what will be availably and
buy whatever is thought will go in
their particular areas.

here,

for

the Kastor, Farrell,
Clifford, ad agency handling the inns. Ad firm will work
in cooperation with Robert S. Tap-

Chesley

&

& Associates which
been named national public

linger

has
rela-

tions counsel for the hostels.

Ad men and the Taplinger firm
are currently working on the
opening of the new Beau Nash
Room

Ambassador

the

in

late

March.

Thomas

Incepts

3 on Weekends

*

&

Engagement

of

Danny Thomas

at

the Copacabana, N.Y., starting to-

uations.

For Help on Condon
Twin City Bookings
For

Name

Packages

Minneapolis,

March

an employment agency

“Biggest Show of 1953,” with
Frankie Laine, Ella Fitzgerald,

first

*

COWAN

be obtained for one less session a
night at other niteries. Thomas has
played the Riviera, Ft. Lee, N.J.;
Frank Sinatra, played the now-defunct French Casino and the Latin
Quarter, and other names were
reluctant to have agencies negotiate with the Copa because of the
multiple show policy.
Rest of the show with Thomas
will include singer Dolores Hawkins and the Cerneys. Copa is virtually the last major spot to do
three shows nightly. Other top
spots do a trio of displays only on

$19,500 LEGAL BILL
Arthur W. A. Cowan, who formerly represented American Guild

of Variety Artists in Philadelphia,
has filed suit in N. Y. Federal
Court against present and former
board members of the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America,
claiming an unpaid balance of $19,500 for legal services rendered.
Cowan in his brief charged that
he was retained by Matt Shelvey,
then executive secretary of the
American Guild of Variety Artists. weekends and holidays.
He claims to have held that post
Copa's operator Jules Podell
between March 4, 1947 and Jan.s 7
of the next year. Cowan stated his also made another change. He’s
fee was $25,000, of which $5,500 named Charles Dreyfus-Alan DeLynn office to- handle publicity,
was paid to him.
He claims that Shelvey together succeeding Paul Benson.
with 4A board hired him. Among
those said to have consented to
Cowan's employment are Paul Dullzell, 4A president; George Heller

(American

Federation

of

RED PROBE SUBPOENA
BREAKS UP DANCE DUO

t

Cm;

At AGVA s $250
Welfare

Radio

debate with union representatives resolve the lack of nitery cooperaand threw the required money for tion by having the cafemen’s orTheatre
Restaurant
the musicians and stagehands on ganization
the floor for the officials to pick Owners of America appoint a threeup. They did so quietly and per- man trusteeship to help administer
mitted the crews to go back to the welfare fund. AGVA has appointed Emil Friedlander, chairwork.
Prior to her opening Miss Streat man of the board of Dazian’s, a
announced that local sponsors had theatrical fabric house; James
backed her show to the extent of Sauter, USO-Camp Shows president; and Rabbi Abraham Burstein,
$3,000 in contributions.
spiritual leader of Congregation
Ezrath Israel (Actors Temple). Gus
Van, Jackie Bright and Eddie Rio
are alternate trustees.

BENNY SETS FRISCO

Hollywood, March 3.
several niteries locked out AGVA
Jack Benny will play a three- members in protest against the welweek vaude stand at the Curran fare fund payments.

prejudice.

organized.

Ben Marden Drops Hotel

was put together by
Ratcliff last November when he
hired Miss Burke. They had only

Artists),

Dance

3.

the
idea of a lavish hotel, underground
oceangarage, etc., on the Firestone
front estate as too hazardous and
perhaps mistimed in light of the
disappointing and overpriced Florida seasons of late. Among other
things, the cement foundation for
the underground garage, because
of the beach proximity, has presented an unexpectedly costly item.

Miss Burke's name is the only
one disclosed thus far among the
70 persons subpoenaed for hearings before the committee, starting here March 23. None of them
are “big names,’’ according to William A. Wheeler, committee in-

five

Par Beefs

acts that will

backbone the entertainment layout
for the show which will be staged
at the Shrine Auditorium from
May 7 to May 20. Still to be selected is the top name talent which
will appear on a rotating basis as
headline lures under the agree-

ment worked out with the

;

.

Columbus, March 3.
Burlesque headliner Zola at the
Gayety Theatre here was rushed to

the hospital Saturday .(28) night
after 12-foot python she uses in her
strip act hit her in forearm.
Zola was treated and released.
Corp.

Sacramento.

Greater

New York

Cafe Owners

Assn., N. Y. chapter of the Theatre Restaurant Owners of Amer-

Peter Klunck, Jr., Melody Club,
City, N. J.; Gino Maccarone.
Casa Maccarone, Brooklyn, and
Seven additional skaters must be Tom Abbott, Court Lounge, Brookhired in order to maintain full lyn,
strength while other bladesters are
getting their night out.

The salary hikes will
Roxy around $100,000

cost the
annually.

Union

New TROA

Dallas Unit

Dallas,

I

1

March

3.

7£G
Local nitery owners have formed
Columbus, March 3.
the Texas Club Owners Assn, with
Victor Borge had the best house c! A. (Pappy) Dolsen as temporhere for a single performance in ary chairman.
years.
Pianist - humorist drew
The local group will become a
$7,500 in concert Saturday night
chapter of the national group*
in Memorial Hall.
House was scaled at $3 top with Theatre Restaurant Owners of
America.
200 seated on stage.
J
Borge’s Boff

*

Python Bites Stripper

WALTERS NAMED PREZ

AGVA

Police

Department by Theatre Authority.
vestigator.
Show originally was tagged
“Roman Holiday,” but Paramount
squawked, pointing out it had just
Back in Mufti, Damone
completed a film feature by that
Gets N. J. Riviera Date title. Police show layout’s title was
Vic Damone, discharged last switched to “Carnival in Rome.”
The Continentals,
Allen
set
week from the Army, will get his
comedian Chaz
group;
first major N. Y. cafe showcasing singing
singer
Arthur
Lee SimpChase;
at the Riviera,' Ft. Lee, N. J., starting May 19. The William Morris kins; Trio Bassi, a juggling act;
Agency is lining up a series of and singer-dancer Gene Nash. Annual show will use a 21-piece ork
dates for the former GI.
a 26-girl line. For the last
Riviera boniface, and
Bill Miller,
years, Music Corp. of Amerthree
okayed the deal last week from
ica, which handles both events, has
*
Florida.
used the Police Show unit as one
of the two presentations of the anJerry Colonna has signed with
in
Joe Glaser's Associated Booking nual California State Fair

J

ica, elected Latin Quarter, N. Y.,
operator Lou Walters as president
of the of the
organization. Walters is also
Artists serving as
prexy of the national
last week passed a resolution urggroup. Meeting held last week at
ing that the Roxy Theatre, N.Y., the Pierre
Hotel, N. Y., also named
cast accept the terms proposed by Jack
Silvenrian, Old Roumanian
the
management. Union board op, as first
Vice-president; Ben
stated that under present circumMaksik, Town & Country, Brookstances, the salaries and conditions lyn,
second v.p.; A1 Rogers, Paj-aoffered by the theatre are all that glide,
Hempstead, L. I., recording
the traffic could bear at this point. secretary;
and Gene Seville, Casa
Theatre has proposed $102 for Seville, Franklin Square, L. I.,
chorus for a six-day week to com- treasurer.
prise. 26 shows with overtime beBoard of director posts went
yond that. Skating choruS is now generally to operators
of Spots In
getting $110 for a seven-day 30Long Island, Brooklyn and to ownshow week, but has been holding ers of cafes off the
Broadway beat.
out for the same amount of money
Those elected include Dayld Mufo_r a sixday stretch. Other concessante. Nut Club; Paul Larin, Sunsions include increase from $1.50
rise Village, Bellmore, L. I.; Dave
to $2 an hour for rehearsals, and
Feld, Bandbox, Brooklyn; Jack
payment of the $2.50 per-performer MacDonald*
Village Bam; Lou Vulweekly for the
welfare fund. lo.
Queens Terrace, Queens; Carl
Singing chorus would get an inHoepI, Valley Stream Park Cafe;
crease from $87 to $97 weekly.

Los Angeles, March 3.
Upcoming Los Angeles Police
Show underwent a title change
this week as producer Stuart S.
Allen set the

.

union discipline over its members
can be shot to pieces if every time
an act is ordered to pay 10% to the
agency it’s able to get a court ruling to offset union rulings.
At the same time, it’s admitted*
agencies must have relief from the
present law because they cannot
operate profitably under those conditions. Current crisis necessitating
change in the present law results
from the recent court decision upholding musician Haven Johnson*
who stopped giving the Columbia
Artists Bureau any commissions on
a cafe date in Albany after sending
in more than the amount of commissions required by law.
The Condon amendment provides that agencies can charge commissions In accordance to a schedule approved by the N. Y. State
Dept, of Labor with commission
schedule having been arrived at as
a result of conferences between
corporations or associations. Latter
is generally construed to be agencies,
agency organizations andunions. Amended law would provide that a schedule shall be posted
in every talent office and must provide for maximum, charges. Also
provided for is the gross fee for a
theatrical engagement, except an
emergency date, shall be based on
the money received for the engage-,
ment, except when date is unfulfilled through any act within control of the applicant.

The executive committee
American Guild of Variety

‘

Marden’s sale of his Cuban radioTV chain recently is said to be to
interests close to General Batista,
•

the returned-to-off ice* president of
the Caribbean republic.
Dan Amstein was to have been
his associate in. the Floroda venture. /

‘Carnival’ as

deadline, after which no new bills
could be introduced, it was necessary to revive the previous Condon
bill, and then hope to get together
with the talent agencies and work
out suitable amendments.
ARA spokesmen declare that not
only is the agency business in peril
under the existing general business
law which forbids in excess of 5%
commissions for a maximum of 20
weeks, but neither -can the union
exercise control over its members
under the current setup.
It’s pointed out that the talent
agencies have been operating under the present 10% setup only
with consent of the unions. Thus

OF N.Y.TR0A CHAPTER

AGVA URGES ROXY
CAST TO TAKE TERMS

Cops’ ‘Holiday’ .Becomes

act

two dates prior to their opening
in the Grove, where they were
booked for two weeks at $500 a
week. The team had no regular
agent but was suggested to the
Grove hy Music Corp. of America.

Project for Miami Beach
Miami Beach, March
Ben Marden is abandoning

The Chicago situation Still hasn’t
been
resolved.
There’s
little
change in the situation in which

VAIIDER FOR 3 WEEKS

Faine (American Guild ofLMusical
Rubin Guskin (Hebrew
Actors Union), -Florence Marston
(Screen Actors Guild) and Ruth
Richmond (at that time executive
secretary of Chorus Equity).
Shelvey, who served as AGVA
exec sec from 1943 to 1947, was
dismissed by the 4As.
He later
sued to get the court to restore him
to that post with Cowan representing him. Suit was dismissed with

Dewey Barto (AGVA), Hy

nal trouble spot, Chicago.

The AGVA executive board met
yesterday (Tues.) in an effort to
management. Then Edgar became resolve the difficulties.
So far the AGVA board ‘hopes to
involved in a raucous backstage

Theatre in Frisco, starting April
21. Deal with owner Louis Lurie
Los Angeles, March 3.
is on a four walls basis, with Benny
new
hunting
a
Carl Ratcliff is
femme partner to rebuild his “The supplying all talent.
Only act set so far is Will Mastin
Ballantraes’’ dance team, which
was suddenly disrupted when Lib- Trio with Sammy Davis, Jr. There
by Burke was- subpoenaed for an are four to fill. Benny will preview
appearance before the House Un- show April 20 for Frisco NewspaAmerican Activities Committee. per Guild, layout supplanting the
Team was promptly paid off by the newsmen’s annual frolic.
Cocoanut Grove,’ where the subpoena was served, and has no future bookings until it has been re-

Artists),

be able to

ARA spokesmen explain that in
It’ll mark first time the 4,000-seater United Paramount Theatres has order to get a measure into the
N.
Y. Legislature before the Feb. 17
ever booked such a stage show for

Impending Minneapolis and St.
Paul Builders’ shows will have
By Frisco Unions,
Spike Jones and His City Slickers
and Les Paul & Mary Ford. LatCancels After One Night ter pair will be making their iniSan Francisco, March 3.
tial live appearances in the terriThe Thelma Streat fiasco at the tory.
Curran Theatre here, scheduled for
a three-night run last week but
which shuttered after one performance, began with a backstage hassle
between Miss Streat and her husband-manager John Edgar on one
hand and officials of the musicians’
and stage hands unions on the other, and wound up with a unanimous panning by local crix.
The one-woman revue. was held
up for 50 minutes until the artist
Bite
and her manager met union requirements for the payment of $265
The American Guild of Variety
4or the stagehands and $260 for the
Artists is getting into more difficulmusicians. A $300 house in the
1,775 seater, scaled to $4.20, thinned ties on its welfare program. Bufout as the performance continued. falo cafe ops are rebelling against
The second performance was can- collecting the coin on the ground
celled by Miss Streat before it bethat it would be a violation of the
gan with 75 ticket holders getting

speech from the stage in advance
of the performance explaining that
the delay in putting on the show
had been caused by the theatre

may

union opposition

kill any reform in the commissions’ setup, is seeking conference*
with union attorneys in an effort
to effect a compromise.

Woody Herman and Louis Jordan
and the Tympany Five, comes into
Radio City Theatre here for two
Sunday performances April 12.

that

bill

will be satisfactory to unions and
agents alike. ARA, realizing that

3.

morrow (Thurs.) will inaugurate
major order of busi- the two-shows nightly
policy at
ness will be the routing of the that cafe. However,
the three-shows
touring ice shows. The AMA sponnightly policy will continue Frisored “Ice Capades” an.d “Ice Cydays, Saturdays and holidays.
cles’’ and the Shipstads & JohnThe abandonment of the tri-disson “Ice Follies’’ will get their
play policy comes as a result of refunds.
Taft-Hartley law.
Difficulties are
meeting.
schedules at this
also being encountered in collectthe loss of several headliners who
Opener was 'enlivened by man- ing the $2.50 weekly welfare tax in
objected to working that many
ager John Edgar, who made a
Philadelphia, as well as the origishows when the same salary could
SUES 4A’S FOR
The

Passage

Artists Representatives Assn, is
reported willing to confer with the
Associated Actors and Artistes of
America In the matter of getting

a single day.

Thelma Streat Kayoed

Bill

•¥

lulu.

Split second plane connections from Las Vegas to Los
Angeles and from L. A. to the
Islands are expected to get the
act into Honolulu in time to
debut on schedule.

Compromise With Unions

Buffalo Bucks

2-a-Nhe at Copa,

Practically

every important office has given
AMA a prospectus of what will be
available, since bookings at these
houses are highly desirable because of the tremendous grosses
that can be obtained in those sit-

ARA Will

3.

Quick change artists will
have nothing on The Redheads, come summer.
Act has been booked for a
three-week
stand
at
the
Thunderbird, Las Vegas*
opening Aug. 6. They’ll close
there at midnight on Aug. 26
and open less than 48 hours
later at Lau Lee Chai, Hono-

11
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sleight-of-hander is compelled to
hard at outset after the
hit
fine impression left by the De
Ronman Wallace, Nancy Steele,
Marios.
nie Selbey Quartet, Joe Benjamin

HUM) Note, S. Y.

Attoljpbas Hotel, Balias

(CENTURY ROOM)

Herb Corey, Vikki Carol , Nor-

Night Club Reviews
===== C#ntug|grom

Lh Vie en Ilose>-^

ish accent is evident without being obtrjuslve.

appreciate his ware
Lyon's trick vocals are sdn
repetitious because of. his
on his soprano.
concentration

The Van Smith Trio showbaeks

fully

well.

.

of the preem, he needs
editing and reshuffling of
make a stronger impact.

As

some

values to

Dean, who has assimilated the
styles of

of the

singers, is one
practitioners of the

American

legit

There are times when he
has the vocal quality of Tony Martin, but stylistically he veers to
other popsters. He’s a mixture of
craft.

'

many

influences, but in all manages to break through with his own

,

more accurately gauge

His descriptives don’t
imprint, but .his better-known efforts shell as “Best
Things in Life” and a pair of

French adaptations, “Mile, de
Paris” and “Domino,” more nearly
shows his basic abilities. Given
.the time and opportunity to acclimate himself to the U. S. talent market, he can make good.
He’s personable, handles lines well,
has a deal of charm, and his Brit-

—
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Going from B’way to Hollywood,
or vice versa? “The Best Way" is
to ship your car, not to drive it,
advises Judson Freight Forward-

I
1

celebs.

You save wear and tear on you
and car, actual driving costs,
storage enroute,.and expenses Involved in the long trip. Besides,
you have much better chance of
arriving in one piece yourself if
you take rail or air and let Judson ship your car and belongings.
your

If

engagement

trial

the second full-

although the room has some way
to go before it can stack up against
some of the better eastsiders, this
bill is generally pleasing.
Show is a mixed one, with two of
the acts, Nancy Steele and Norman
Wallace, holding over. Comedian
Herb Corey and thrush Vikki Carol
are the two new faces on the bill,
and Joe Benjamin Trio has been
added as a relief unit for the Ronnie Selbey combo for dancing and
showbacking.
Corey is an energetic little comic

who punches

his material

across,

.

dollar bill trick. Seven

bers.

A little more movement would

sitting,

finish, Dominique takes off ties,
undershirts' and shirts for showstopping capper.
De Marios have a different ballroom turn, based on moderne

choreography.
Sexy mood it retained as pair go into excellent
whirls, lifts and exciting windups.
Copa Girls hold over curtainraiser featuring chirps by Barbara
Luke and torso twisting by Sally

McCloskey. Cuties make with the
postures and smile prettily. Ray
Sinatra gives his usual polished
job at the keyboard podium, relieved by Miss Fabray’s accomper,
Will.
George Wyle.

Erroll Gamer Trio, Ben Webster Quintet; Big Jay McNeely

$1

:

general

admission,

minimum.

$2.50

One

WWi.

*

Moises

if

Southwestern

debut of Yma
plushery adds stature to the wax industry. Previously only a name here via her Capitol albums’ Peruvian singer’s impressive
opening to a curious
roomful of patrons augurs good
biz
when, word-of-mouth
gets
around.
Miss- Sumac offers a miniature
revue, to which she lends her
amazing four-octave
range
in
seven native tunes. With backing

Sumac

.

thii.

ait.

'

native bongo drummers
garbed, in chullos (helmets) and
usutas '(sandals), husband Moises
Vivanco on guitar and June Starr
at the piano, Miss Sumac opens
with “Tumpa” (Earthquake). This
quiets the room and draws heavy
mitting. She sways to the rhythmic lyrics of “Huayno,” a native
dance tune, and hits high and low
registers in the dramatic “Kuyaway” (Inca* Love Song).
With “Birds” the Inca songstress
tosses off stratospheric potes, and
drops to contralto register for an
ovation. “Taiti Inty” goes big before she surprises with a bop-beat,
toe-tapping sesh, “Oh, What They
Do In Peru,” all with foreign
Closer, “Lament,” entirely
in lower register, is socko.

lyrics.

tumes, straight Inca hair-do with
jet black, waist-length braid and
obvious physical assets that spell
s.a.

of

few durable jazz
Broadway in recent

the

of

Feb, 27.

Miss Sumac’s exotic beauty is
enhanced via off-the-shoulder cos-

BirdlaMd, N. V.
Quintet

T ..

Cholita,

,

men from by two

audience furnish yocks by

in chairs magically charged with
electric shocks; then in whirlwind

.

London

m

H

D aJla s

c*

Vivanco, Alejandro Granda, Herman Waldman Orch (0); $3 cover.

spots
on
times, Birdland has settled into a
solid niche with the hepsters Via
its
consistent policy of booking
top instrumental combos and sing?
ers. This spot is now facing tough

help on these.
competition from the abutting
London, Feb. 24.
Miss Carol, closing the bill, is Bandbox jazz dispensary, but BirdLouise Howard, Arnold Bailey
Acts. Benja- land
is still showing considerable
Orch, Santiago Lopez Band; $5.50 reviewed under New
min combo and Selbey share the staying power.
minimum.
backing with two acts each, and
Current
lineup is neatly tailored
soft,
both do a, fine job. They’re
Louise Howard is proving to be
smooth and easy on the dansapa- for this boite’s intimate confines.
a regular and pop standby for this
As
headliner,
Erroll Garner, with
Chan.
tion.
Mayfair nitery. She is in her
drums and bass accomping, is
sixth engagement and since she
staying for a long run here,: demis now married to a British subSands* Las Vegas
onstrating his topflight keyboard
ject, the need for a work permit
style. Garner is still improving as
Las Vegas, Feb. 26.
no longer exists. This is a factor
Nanette Fabray, Frank Fontaine, a jazz artist. He is keeping those
which would have substantial val- Dominique,. De Marios (2), Bar- pianistic flourishes well in reue in the event of a cabaret quota bara Luke, Sally McCloskey, Copq straint currently, but still plays
being introduced.
George Wyle, Ray with a richness and variety that
Girls
(8),
There is little new in her pres Sinatra Orch (11); no cover or hold the customers completely
ent. show and in the main she re- minimum.
during his stint.
lies on the potent ingredients that
Ben Webster, vet saxist, also
she has blended so astutely in the
Loaded with action from curtain registers nicely with his quintet,
past. She is a hep performer, at- to curtain, the new Copa Room
including vibes, piano, drums and
tractively turned out, with the art epic headlines
Nanette Fabray bass. Milt Jackson; featured on
of
projecting
her
personality making her nitery initialer (see the vibes, adds instrumental color
across the room. She was put to New Acts), character impressions to this crew’s
tasteful sounds.
the test on her opening night and of Frank Fontaine, prestidigitation Webster, of course, is in
the lead
succeeded in evoking some re- by the smooth Dominique, and with his expressively facile tenor
sponse from -an apparently frigid eye-filling moderne ballrooming "by with the rhythm backing giving
audience.
the De Marios.
the whole combo a solid jazz base.
Although inclusion of some new
With each act clicking mightily,
The Big Jay McNeely crew is
tunes gives, the management a tablers’ enthusiasm is kept on
useful line for its publicity, the edge. Miss Fabray, stepping into in the curiosity category. This is
another
quintet with two saxes,
customers definitely favor reprise such electric atmosphere, has to
of the brighter comedy hits. Her work plenty hard to keep the pace tenor and baritone, plus a rhythm
trio,
which
specializes in a driving
prohibition and* audition numbers charging along to climax. Fontaine,
may be the “oldest in the act but preceding her, is in the same boat, rhythm and blues style.' McNeely,
on
tenor,
is
quite a showman with
they are still the best. The Ar- what with the legerdemain and
nold Bailey combo show backs pickpocketing of -lightning -fast his stomping and bleating and the
baritone's
counterpoint
gives this
with its usual skill.
«
Myro.
Dominique. Likewise,* the youthful
combo a pounding quality that
sells. McNeely runs wild at times,
at one point rolling on the floor
while blowing his horn. It’s not
exactly first-class jazz, but it’s en-

The 35-minute show has a pair
boff dance turns by Cholita,
(Continued on page 54)

.

ing Division of National Carloading Corporation, now celebrating
ita 75th anniversary, JudXou Has
shipped thousands of cars- and
trunks for stage, screen, radio and

TV

is

at the west side nitery
it opened a month ago. Stress
and
is still on the intimery motif,

show

1

Bagatelle,

—

STARS’ CARS

Current lineup
scale
since

adding singing and dancing to get
maximum impact. He has some special material numbers about the
’20s, the Sears Roebuck catalogs
and one in particular about a family of clocks that had the patrons
rolling opening night. He also
squeezed in a quickie impression of
Ethel Merman that was tops.
Wallace has revised his songalog
to give it a completely Gallic
flavor, and as now constituted, his
act is a solid one throughout. He’s
room.
got a fine baritone, and uses that
August mars his routine by his and his 88ing to good advantage in
gab forays.- He essays some hu- a light French ditty, “Boom,” and
morous intros, most of which fal- in a comic bit showing how a
ter badly such as his -garbling of Frenchman sings “I Can’t Give You
the line, “Liszt is not the least on Anything But Love” in French and
my list.” His chatter makes a nega- English. Closer is “River Seine”
tive impression and he should cut done with a nice blending of sentiit out for better impact of his
ment and bounce. Wallace handles
standout keyboard work.
his chatter and intros personably.
Also a regular here along with
Miss Steele, the- other holdovei*
the' Sorrell combo, Lee Carroll tees off the show with her singing
registers neatly with her piano- turn. Gal’s a looker with a pleasant
song interludes in a smooth Con- voice, and while she gets a ballad
tinental manner.
Herm.
across well enough, she’s not too
sure of herself on the rhythm num-

I

I

Trio,

minimum

-

S. tastes.

—

V.

Jan August, one of the bestselling pianists, for Mercury Records,
returns to this hotel room for another display of his keyboard virtuosity.
He fits nicely into the
subdued atmosphere and, although
biz was not good opening night
(26>, August met a strong reception from the scattered customers.
At the piano in white tie and
tails, August scores as a commanding performer. His is a lush, highly commercial style with flashing
arpeggios and a clear, melodic
line. His repertoire is slightly accented on the Latin tunes, but he
shows equal proficiency -on the
standard ballads for a well-rounded book.
He is backed by the
Frank Sorrell Trio , which also supplies okay dance music for this

make much

+— — — — —

IV.

(RALEIGH ROOM)

Dean’s showcasing here indicates
a need to

Warwick,

Jan August Frank Sorrell
Lee Carroll; $1.50 cover.

individuality.

U.

Jose.

IXoilel

There are passages in which he
imitates an orchestra to deliver
some elegant instrumental tones.
His -French horn is really something. But his top effort is simultaneous humming and whistling of
two different tunes in perfect counterpoint. This always has the audience scratching their collective
heads.
De Lyon’s comedy is of a high
If ant audience
cerebral level,
cares to climb up to his' pitch, an
extremely rewarding ride can result.

Trio;‘ $2.50

page^ft

Fontaine is forced to cut, although show stretches out to 80
ugg
rubbery
i s
minutes.
stretches around the tops of all
such character limning and the
yock-a-second John L. C. Sivonee
sketch*. Before this, he wins with
funny stories, and mimicry based
on an Arthur Godfrey frame.
Dominique magnetizes immediately with card tricks, after which
he rapidly fours audience rifling
pockets of males, grabs wristwatches, purses and miscellany.
After the^e are returned to surprised owners, he hits big with

Yma Sumac

on

STAR OP
I

"THERE'S MUSIC IN THE AIR”'
FRIDAYS, CBS RADIO
NETWORK, 9-10 PM, 1ST
DAVID L SHAPIRO
AL 4-107/

Personal M*f.

.

.

either coast extends into a solid
spot, just call Judson and have
your car shipped to you.

SENSATIONAL

*

i

See your telephone directory for
nearest National Carloading Office or write to: Judson Forwarding, National Carloading Cororation, 19 Rector Street, New
5 ork 6. N. Y.

DANCE ACT

•

— — — — — — — —

.

tertaining

,

(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

WESTERLY
•nd

GAIL

'*'4.

New York
7-1145

13* R. 33rd Street,

PUn

and crowd-pleasing.
Herriu

City

Sky Club* Dallas
••V-vJKw.’.VW.V.V.V.V.’.V

Dallas, Feb. 25.
Dale Belmont, Betty
Lee, Johnny Cola Orch (4); $2.50
cover

LEW

Unveiling (or disrobing) the act
that got headlines for her at Ciro’s
on the Coast, Lili St. Cyr is in for
15 nights here with a unique contract. She gets $500 cash at 10 p.m.
nightly or no show. For this moola
she reveals a fine figure twice
nightly in 10-minute stints that are
artfully done, eschewing hurley

PAT

>

H

Lili St. Cyr,

’.VAV,V«V.V.N
<

Currently Appearing:

s

PLAZA HOTEL, new york
(4TH WEEK)

KATE
*

SMITH SHOW —

'*

NBC-TV

(2ND YEAR)

'C*

v

F"' v&af

Staging:

",

v#vx*:

.,,^1

y.4^

“EMBASSY CLUB"- *,,,
•

*

b

*

*

•

*

(7TH WEEK)
,

•/jy.-Sf,-.-

Miss St. Cyr also is drawing
’em to the huge (1,500) Sky Club.
Platform stage is set as a boudoir-bath
as
the
well-stacked
blonde, aided by a maid; doffs fur
coat, strapless gown' and other
items to enter her trick bubblebath tub, clad in sequinned Gstring and infinitesimal jeweled
breastplates. Aftev a bubble barbits.

rage; .she steps out for a dryoff in
a huge towel, goes through sensuous gyrations and calisthenics on
a chaise longue^ and gets into evening dress and. mink coat. Exotic
routine TaiseS temperatures and
,

Choreographed and performed

tanpry

1 «Hb

“ALL STAR REVUE’' (NIC-TV)

grabs hefty mitting;
''"u

mm

Direction:

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

•nd

..

Duma
t

flMrvty

and

A now

note In

Sterner

Comedy

stjj

GERBCH-WtlSt

AGENCY
IM7 BrwNtwmr.tt.Y.
Club Date*

Sift-S'-Si

NAT DUNN

JACK DENTON
WORLD’S GREATEST .COMEDIAN
(Slightly HliRfr IR

C/O iRVtNO ptAlttiOFP
1610 iroadwat/ nsw Vork

A.

.

GUY

Deuce spot is* a hoff turn by
„
femme-singer Dale Belmont,
whose voice isn’t her only asset.
Aside from her usual expert em-

"Creators of Spaded

ceeing, looker

94

lilts

a fine ballad

and adds a novelty, “She Looks,”
Bark.

•

VISK

Writing Bnterprins

Comgdy

Particulars FREE
Hill

CITY

Street

IThm Mirthpltttt of

Material”

I

Yroyi N. Y.

Show

fix)

, ,

.

!
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Brand New Act—and Already a BOXOFFICE

HIIHTZ HALL
A Whopping Gross

-

BONANZA

GABE

of $81,246 19

On 27 Theatre Days

Canada

in

Played to S.R.O. and Into Percentage- Every Date!
Appearance after 72
STARRING PICTURES averaging
12,000 theatre play dates each—plus
subsequent TV saturation .

a s

First Personal

.

e:

Mr,

36

Queeh

“THE BOWERY BOYS "-voted
No.

AT
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ro *ONT(
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City
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Feb.
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Kerb:

Family Series in America

I

FLASH

Press-Time

o

stkeet

Herb

\

Bear

i

!

Just broke the all time record at the
PENN THEATRE, Wilkes-Barre, Penn-

sylvania, last
first

weekend during Lent-

American playing date.

m
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Miiflc:

JOHNNY RICHARDS
Material:

STAN BURNS

PtrsoMl Mgl.: CHARLES WICK iw Associalioa Witt HERBERT
342 Mmlison Av«nu«, N«w York, N. Y.
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Night Club Reviews
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Trump,

Although Harry James hasn’t
played a New York date since 1950
moncommerrecorded
Adolplius Hotel, Dallas groundingendofall commercials with (Hotel Astor Roof), thatin his
Gotham
cials to
still b.o. magic
Misss Sumac’s cousin. In Peruvian Hayes acting them out. It’s class icker is
jumping
by the
costume, barefooted looker gets product turned out with savvy and was evidenced
in last week (27)
off a flashy, rhythmic turn and a split-second ’timing for 'a wham crowd he pulled
at his Bandbox preem. Room, which
tribal number in modern form to
bowoff.
jazz nitery, is
newest
Broadway’s
a good mitt. Drymmer Alejandro,, Supporting slots ;are well han- is
sure to pick up plenty of .coin durGranda irfserts a native dancevtfnd, T
brings his “faster^dred.jiFraJtson
jshort
a
his two-week stand,
chants obscure lyrics in
than-the-eye” tricks to keep inter- ing
turn. Highly effective are the gui- est
With the dance biz oh the skids
at maximum levels with his
tar obbligatos by Vivanco, who
to the lack of top names playand
radio
due
disappearing
cardology,
backs the Sumac vocals’ in three cigaret legerdemain, -Mavis Mims ing the terping circuit, it seems a
numbers.
spins out three sock heel-and-toe shame that Jamefc’ first appearance
Herman Waldman orch adds routines to tee 'off matters with a in town* in- more than two years
capable assist in showbacking and zing. Garners heavy returns with should be in a concert presentacontinues to please the terp fans. spins and precision tappings.
His .devotees evidently don’t
tion.
Sessions are flavored with mucho
Production numbers by Selma mind shelling out $3.50 tp sit' and
Bark.
Latempos.
Marlowe hold over with Joy Sky- listen (spot also has a Sunday matilar and Ted Lawrie teaming in the
nee pegged for the teenage trade at
lead spots in effective manner.
but the James
Clover €luli,
Tony Lopez and his crew are adept $1.50 admission), dance orch and
crew is primarily a
Lary.
on the backings.
Miami, March 1.
dance bands are meant to be
Hayes & Mary
Peter Lind
Healy, Frakson, Mavis Mims Joy
Desert Iiui, Las Vegas danced to.
Band plays a socko swingy terpSkylar, Ted Lawrie Selma Mar.Las Vegas, Feb. 24.
lowe Dancers $2.50-$5 minimum.
Rudy Vallee, MHzi Green , Black- ing beat and rates more than aud
burn Twins & Marion Colby,
Bandbox, N. Y.
Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy George Milan, Donn Arden Dancers (8), Carlton Hayes Orch (11);
Harry 'James Orch (18), Buddy
in
sevparts
these
haven’t played
no cover or minimum.
Rich Quartet, Joe Loco Orch $3.50
eral seasons, where formerly they
minimum.
were an annual staple at such
Triple-header of Rudy Vallee,
accompany the
to
spots as Copa City and the Beach- Mitzi Green, and Blackburn Twins foot-tapping
biz on rhythm.
There’s plenty of room
comber. They’ve returned with a & Marion Colby will have
frames on the floor for terpsters and it
completely new act to showcase the upbeat for next two
seems incongruous that it remains
their varied and considerable tal- here.
Vallee’s new turn-consists most- empty during the James sesh.
ents. It takes the crowd some minutes to adjust themselves to the ly of patter, humorous and yockTooter hasn’t lost his touch. His
team’s easyl effortless comedic worthy, stressing the “after-40’’ trumpet work remains slick and
ideas, but once they’re warmed, theme. His appearance in scarlet pure and his overall musicianship
the palm-pounders keep building dinner jacket and with hair tinted makes -each offering a surefire
from recent TV chores holds orbs, winner. Band, which is an average
solid reception throughout.
Tee off with trademarked “Get- while his gab registers neatly. He complement of brass, reed and
ting To Know You/’ then work has wisely subdued tendency to rhythm sections, is a jumping
into 'a twist on “New York’s My overbalance with warbling. His crew, well balanced and well inHome” for a travelog sequence deadpan delivery in the gag de- tegrated. They pour out the standthat provides opportunity for char- partment works nicely, but only ards and pops for clicko impact.
There’s
acterization
talents.
a because of the nostalgia could such Tablers sit through the sesh reacthowl-raising bit by Hayes on a expressionless lipping of trade- ing in direct proportion to the
Texan returning by boat from a mark tunes be received hi such a tempo of the orch. James works
trip abroad which sparks tempo big way.
’em into a frenzy with his whammo
Mitzi Green cuts her swath imfor rest of stint. Standout is a
One O’clock Jump.”
literate bit, with Miss Healy .try- mediately to hold throughout by
Buddy Rich, a holdover, works
ing to gather a drunk hubby home clever- mimicry and special mate- over sdme neat jazz items with his
Although holding quartet and -shines* in several skinvia phone, the gags building stead- rial
ditties.
ily. Add their bitiftg takeoffs on deuce spot overlong, she hits for beating sblos. Joe Loco gives the
Eddy-MacDonald, Judy Holliday salvos after clicking with all im- spot a Latino flavor with his sharp
with Mario Lanza (another stand- pressions, plus belting over a rhumba rhythms.
Gros.
out) and Russell Nype-Ethel Mer- honey entitled “I Married An Allman. Demanded encores bring lam- American.”
poon on “toothy’’ .dancers and
Fifth Ave« 9 N. V.
Blackburn Twins always come
piece that tops matters^—a TV ad- up with winners, whenever their
Harry Noble & Frances King,
dict’s nightmare, with deft backfemme partners exit for other pas- Jack Friend Bob Downey & Hartures. In Marion Colby, the freres old Fonville, Hazel Webster; no
have a vivid bundle of energy, cover or minimum.
show-wise, and a gal who not only
sells in the chirp section, but can
One Fifth Avenue, has a couple
exude .the w.k. Blackburn terp of acts in this bill who are no
spirit. Twins, as usual, are their strangers to the room in the team
impeccable selves on the floor, of Harry Noble & Frances King
s
tossing over smart lyrics and romp- and comic Jack Friend.
Both
ing through unison movements, es- broke in their acts there, the fori*d!

4,

Careless Customer
Boift Signed by CNE
Ignites S. F.' Hoofer
At 30G for 10 Days;
San Francisco, March 3.

Jumps at James’

.

...

Mawi

l>5!

’

•

s

•

Miami
,

,

.

.

Merri Ann, James, dancer, was

seriously burned last

week When a

patron dropped a match on her nylon gown following her 'act at- the
Spur Club here. Miss James was
standing at the bar when the accident occurred.
She was saved from possible fa-*
tal burns when Jimmy Hollywood,
headman of the Radio Rogues, now
appearing at the Italian Village,
overcoat
quickly took off his
wrapped it afopnd her and smothher
throwing
flames
after
ered the
to the floor. She suffered second
degree burns from the flames
which completely engulfed her.
.

“Victor Borge^has been signed for
the Canadian Exhibition in Toronto
next August. He gets $30,000 for

10 performances.

CNE had been dickering for Bob
Hope and producer Jack Arthur
had hoped that he would be able to
persuade the comic to play the
date. He attended the Friars’ tribute to the comic (Friday) but
•failed to come to any agreement
with him.
The other major item to be signed

CNE

for

far

so

presentation

is

“Dancing Waters,” the Europeandeveloped fountain display which
HENIE HITS $400,000
was imported by Harold Steinman.
The fountain had a run at the
IN 18 FRISCO
Radio City Music Hall, N. Y., and
San Francisco, March 3.
will return March 19 or 26 for the
The Sonja Henie ice revue, which Easter show at that spot. Two more
closed Saturday night (28) follow- units Will be imported to the U. S.
ing its 18th performance, chalked at the end of March.

SHOWS

up a tremendous $400,000 at the
Show,
14,000-seat Cow Palace.
which was scheduled to shutter
Feb. 22, was held. over.
The show moves to Los Angeles
where it opens at the Shrine Audi-

•

torium, March 6. Following L, A.
run, show is set for a European

-

tour.

MILLER, SMALL

LAUNCH

PALLADIUM SEASON
London, March 3.
The Palladium resumed its variety season yesterday (Mon.) with

Max Miller headlining. Local comTarfel Follies’ Pulls
ic also topped the preem bill last
Fair 7YzG in Hartford year. Comic succeeded in garnerMarch

Hartford',

3.

ing plenty laughs and the sole
U. S. performer, Mary Small, received a topflight reception for a
pop vocal routine. Stand marked
Miss Small’s British bow. She was
accomped by her husband, songwriter
Vic
Mizzy.
Teleterpers
Yiddish-American show followed
James Upshaw & Lydia Kerprina
too closely on the heels of “Bagels
were
fair.
and Yox,” similarily patterned
Bill also included comedienne
show.
Tessie O’Shea, Five Smith Bros.,
harmony vocalists; comedian Alfred Marks; impressionists Tony
Fayne & David Evans; Mathurins,
Vaude, Cafe Dates
knockabout
tumblers;
Douglas
Troupe, springboard aero, and the

Hal Zeiger’s current edition of
“Farfel Follies” grossed a fair
$7,500 in four days (five performances) at the New Parsons ^2528). Usual top of $4.20 prevailed.
Gross was held down because the

;

-

-

New

-

-

-

-

-

Three Karloffs,

Yorfc

One

equilibrists.

Yma Sumac

pacted for the Sans
Souci, Montreal, March 20
.
Beatrice Kay goes into the Sahara,
Las Vegas, March 24
Joel Grey
set for the Capitol, Washington,
March 19 . . , Dick Shawn tapped
for the Town- Casino, Buffalo,
March 23 . . Blossom Seeley &
Benny Fields signed for the Chez
Paree, Chicago, March 23
.
Hazel Scott hits the Sans Souci,
Montreal, March 13.
Jackie Bright signed for the
mer in the early ’40s, the latter in Latin Quarter, N. Y., Nov. 22 for
1950. Bqth are faves in the room four weeks and options. He starts
and this should be reflected in Monday (9) at the Town Casino,
busy trade.
Buffalo ... Beatrice Kay opens at
Noble & King, who scored re- the Latin Quarter, Boston, Monday
cently in London, come through in (9)... Joe E. Lewis set for El
topnotch fashion.
Their act, a Rancho, Las Vegas, May 6, and the
singing duet with Noble on piano, Mocambo, Hollywood, June 2...
Sophie Tucker pacted for the
is best suited for the room, since
he’s seated at the 88 and she Vogue Terrace, Pittsburgh, June
Sans Soutsf, Montreal, has set
stands nearby. But it's their work 29
itself that earns solid plaudits and Irene Hilda, Friday (6) with Rosp
Team has a flair for & LaPierre on the same bill; Roga begoff
showmanship, enhanced by No- er Dann goes in March 13.
.

.

-

.

,

—

....

'

pecially In the fave, “Reflection in
the Mirror.”
Will.

pw

I

Barclay Hotel, Torowlo
(INDIGO ROOM)
Toronto, Feb. 26.
Calvert Sisters, Anita Martell,
Delores Ritter, Dennis Stone Orch
(6); $1.50

minimum

.

BOB
(Bobby)

.

Flaying Indoor Sport Shows

Apri 5 to Apr. 13

AUDITORIUM
MINNKAPOIIS
WILLIAM SHILLING*
165 West 44th Street
New York City

Comedy

Material

for MC'i, Musician i. Eater,
talnori, etc.
Send fer eur
leteet
price llet ef great

ORIGINAL
leg*,
Lfkite,

fbii

ingtllei,

leg

mono*

pared iei,

dlalegi,
ete. Written'

gagmen.

by ehew

Or send

$1® fer $31 werth ef abeve.
Money back if net satisfied,

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
104

W,

JU

45 St., H. Y., H. Y.

2-0373

Pair scares dramatically with
“That Old Black' Magic” and the
Noble-cleffed “Hold Me.” Comedy
values are shown to advantage in
.

style

Gals possess plenty in the sightand-sound departments.
A mobile-faced comedienne,
Anita Martell goes over nicely on.
tennis ball and hat juggling, interspersed With Cockney patter
and comedy songs in British mu-

Jack Friend doesn’t fare so well.
Trouble lies mainly in his mate
In an attempt to get away
from the hackneyed, he manages
only to be dull. His so-called “inrial.

tellectual humor” just isn’t funny
except for his encore bit, a piece

sic hall style.
Ditto reception for
Delores Ritter, tall brunet in Mexican costume, for her brisk rhumba

on the marriage of a Harvard man
and a stripper. Room's setup
doesn’t permit Friend, who’s also
taps and pirouets. Dennis Stone’s
a dancer; to move about too much,
orch gives all acts expert backing, which probably cramped his style.
plus customers’ dance Stints.
Piano team of Bob Dpwney &
McStay.
Harold Fonville has tough sledding against a noisy aud, a product of the staggered-act policy of
the mom. They’re an excellent

1

DOUGLAS
JIMMY

and

GENE

JIM AE

DEPARTED BOMBAY, INDIA
(Boun4 ftr Auttreila)
Thunk* te Lew «l Lnll* Gr.de, Ltd.
New Yerk
Lenden

—

(Md

Betty M.)

'COMEDY ViNTMILOQUIST and MC'

SOMETHING NEW.'/
"EDDIE

ECHO"

MC’s

tfco

Dummy)

(Tht

Show

.

.

Dir.:

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
by
NAT DUNN

Club- Date Bookings

HARRY GREBEN

I

Wabash Ave.

203 N.

Clileage,

|f|_

|
I

•

1650

B’way

New

York

.

I

ups

ROY

THE CHORDS
Instrumentalists without Instruments

ef-

“When You and I Were Young
Maggie Blues” and Irving Berlin’s
and cut- “Only for Americans.” They mix
in
“Persian Kitten” and their selections well with fine pac
“Gimme What You Got Blues.’ ing.
rhythm

.

I

ble’s piano-controlled lighting
fects, some fine ^arrangements

Vicki Calvert is the demure
type, with Betty taking the volcanic vocals in hoydenish spirit
and simian antics. Team is over
big on energetic salesmanship.
Song choices are punchy, particularly their

Thanks to

Latest

.

and
striking lookers in identical strapgood material that varies from
less gowns.
originals to pops and showtunes.

ROLLINS
Now

.

.

.

.

Already having a vaude rep, the
Calvert Sisters make their Toronto
nitery debut that is outstanding on
bounce delivery and comedy values.
Two blonde youngsters are

.

duo, showing

humor

in their arrangements and offering relaxed
but solid execution. They deserved
more attention than they got at
show caught.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y., March 3.
“Rotary Follies of 1953” clicked
with a SRO audience here at the
local Schines’ Pontiac theatre.
It

was directed. and produced by Eddie (Sc Hurst) Vogt, who also acted
as emcee. Marjorie Carey, ex-prodancer,
did
the
Choreography
work. Ernie Burnett songsmith
was the hit of the evening, introducing many of his old and new
numbers. Proceeds go towards the
Rotarian charity fund.
Patricia Payne, Switow Theatres,
Louisville, Ky„ has beat the rap
after

two years.

Leo Mantel, former Randforce
Theatre staffer, took a week out of
the san on a business trip to Broadway, his first furlough since he
checked in here.
Thomas Lewey, outdoor showman, rated an all clear.
He is
bound for Burlington, N. C„ his
hometown, before resuming work.
Reports from’ out-of-town graduates of the Variety Clubs hospital

COMEDY, MATERIAL
For All Branches oi Theatricals

FUN-MASTER

IHI ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG HIM
(Tha’StrvIco o# th* STARS)
First 13 fllos $7.00—All 35 Tsttfos $25
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Saginning with No. 1 No Sklpptaol
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, par Book.. $10 »

—

• MINSTREL BUDGET
,.#25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., oa. Me... *25 •
• BLUE BOOK (Oaf* for Stags). SSa •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES*
$1.00

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth ovor • thousand
-

No C.Q.D/s

BILLY
200 W. 54th

indicate that Mary Lou Weaver is
doing her daily work for Warner
Bros, in Cleveland; Laura (Loew)
Sloan in the pink, and Walter
(CBS) Romanik now a N. Y. store

Hazel
Webster’s
Intehnission
piano is a standby at the room, manager; Shirley Handler (Marion
and rightly* so. Her interpretations Powers) in nitery work; Johnny
click. Fonville does a good job of Nolan now back stage
IATSE’ing
backing Friend, while Downey and The Afnazing Mr. Ballantine
helps oh the Noble Sc King turn always working.
and presents the 'acts.
Chan*
Ida Brandt, while -hedsiding her
husbahd, Al, hit a birthday and
gifted
all patients at the V. C. hosSara Allen, the
1 11C
Mae
lvxac West
YY c
im.persona^or, moved into the
the Lido pital with cake and dee cream,
Club, N. Y., Monday (3)’ for a run.
(Write to those who are 111.)

Ned York 14—Dopt.
Clrdo 7-1130

St..

V

Grant's ttlvlora
RESTAURANT^ AND BAR
W. 44Sf„ Now York LU2-44SR
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS
•

1
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* TALENT CONTEST*

MONDAY NIGHTS
Mill

Professional

Wednesday* Marefc 4, 1953
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Return Engagement by Popular Demand

WITHIN 4 WEEKS !
Opening

MARCH 4th

Empire Room

WALDORF-ASTORIA
£ V

?•

New York

V< r

c’

Persona/

Manafemenf

ARTHUR LESSER
Booked Through LEW &

LESLIE

GRADE,

LTD., INC.,

250 West 57 ih

Street,

New York 19, N, Y.

WtJiittdiy, March 4, I953

S6
Memphis

Miss

Peggy Saunders
Ernie BeH Ore
n» Parker

VARIETY BILLS
,

Numerals

te*l*w,l»Mll«*t* •p*nlntf <l«y *f

Urmorilan wRIvWHi

In

shew

tpUt week
(FM) Fainthan Msrce; (I) Independent;
LeHer In parentheses Inatyc^tf^f
(L) Leew; <M) Mess; (P) Perempwnt; (RJRKO; (*> Well; (Y) Tlvell; (W) Werner;
,s
(Wit) Weifer neede
'

CITY

Mukfe Hell

,

Los Gatoir
Le Roy Bred

James McCracken
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet

Henny Youncman

A

Sym Ore

Jeffreys
•Sterling

-Palace (R)

Morrow

Cerney*

Kean

Doc Marcus
Merry Macs

-

Capitol (L> 5

Aces

Rio Bros

9 only

Horrors

AUSTRALIA
Wim De

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 2
Tommy Trinder
•

Trenholm

Cissy

Dawn

Gloria

Terry Scanlon

—

BRISBANE

Toni Lamond

Babs Maddnnon
Joe Lee
George Pearson
Lloyd Martin
Elizabeth Kent
Gus Bros & Myrna
Frank Cleary

His Milestys (T)
Daresco 3

De

Renita

Lowe

Ladd

Ac

Rotonds
Bert Duke 3

Guy Nelson
Ohio

Prof-

Paulis
Tivoli Ballet
Boy Singers

Kramer

Bouna

Norman Vaughan

SYDNEY

Ames

Carl

Tivoli (T) a

Sonya Corbeau

Armand Perren
Fayes 3
Pat Gregory

Betty Prentice
Alice Ray

Show

A

Singers

Ballet

Hippodrome (M) 2

Dot A Maureen
Jimmy Young

,

Ossie Morris
3 Loose Screws

A

Darban

Phil

|

G Wood A D
Harmer
Plummer

I

Palace (S) 2
Radio Revellers
Nat Gonella Bd
Michael Bentine

J Slack

BLACKPOOL

Farrell
AAV
Doreen A Victor

John McHugh

3 Rethlems
Elaine A Rndolph
6 Cover Girls

Terry Scott

Palladium

Max

2

2

Mai Malkin Ore

Kuprina

Empire (M) 2
Syd Seymour Bd

Jessie ElUott
Harvey Bell

Bunty St

A F

Foss

Clair.

O’Farrells Starlets

PORTSMOUTH

Crack

pots

Eve Boswell
George Martin
Condons
2 Sterlings

i-a^t ham
Metropolitan (I)
Nitwits

2

Ted Andrews Co

Mundy A Earle
Ron Parry

Dashs Chimps
De Campe & Dodge
Bashful Boys

EDINBURGH

Darlys Dogs

BlU Waddlngton
Roy OVerbury A

<S>

Max Carole

G A A Doonan

Gaston Palmer
Williams A Shand
L A L Rogers
Xelroys
Joan A Ernest

Tp

Anne Shelton

Chief Eagle Eye
Barbara

A

Acjt

Betty

Joel

Eric IJoyd
Fred Sloan

Red Caps

Birfhane

Errol Garner

ill Jim McNeely

Galll Galli

Melville Birley
Marceliis

DAL
Ferronl
WOOD GPEEN
2

tS>

Jack Durant
Maria Perilll
Stan Stennett
Furres

Austin A Rove
JAB
Moxhum
NAN
Grant
Allen A Lee

HEW YORK
Bandbox
Harry James Oro

Grey

Roy Walk *r

Empire

Glasgow
E mpire <M) 2
Flack A Lucas

Angel
Kobert Clary
JUrfcweod Ac

Nat King Cole

CITY

Goodman
Connie Sawyer
Felicia Saunders
Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons 3

Blue Nete

Nancy Steele
Vicki Cartel

Danuta Jo
Dave Tyler Ore

Models
Ralph Young
Gloria

>

Bill

Woods

1

Then the- best musical, according
to both the N. Y. Drama Critics
Circle and by boxoffice standards,
wa* "Pal Joey," a

revival. The season’s best straight play, although
it arrived too late for inclusion
in

the

critics'

selection,

Bobby Short
Beverly Alber

J

/

Top

Stella Brooks-**'

Dick Hazard

Tno

Ciro'4

Bob

Green

L

Ellis

Ore

Sahara
Melchior A Co

Blackburn Twins A Sa-Harem DncrsOre
Cee Davidson
Marlon Colby
Sands
Donn Arden Dnccrs
George Milan
Nanette Fabray
Ore
Hayes
Carlton
Dominique
Cortex
El
Frank Fontaine
Joe Cappo
De Marios
Burton's Birds
Copa Girls
Sari
_
Ray Sinatra Ore
,
George DeCarl Ore
Sllvar Slipper
Flamlnfo
Z Z Gabor "FoUes Johnny Matson
Kalantan
Parlsienne**
Hank Henry
Joey Adams
Beau Jesters
A1 Kelly
Jimmy Cavanaugh
3 Rockets
Sparky Kaye
Appletons
Malone
Jo-Anii
Zerbjs
Bill Willard
Dorothy Dorben s
Marah Gates 1111yd
Parislanettes"
Palominos
Last Frontier
Geo Redman Ore
K Thompson A
Thunderbird
Bros.
Earl Barton
Buddy Lester
Joyce Bryant
Roy Fitzell
Jean Devlyn Dncrs Mickey Deems
Bob Copsey Dncers
Bob Millar Qrc
Barney Rawlings
El Rancho
K Duffy Dansations
Billy Daniels
Al Jahns Ore
Benny Payne

W

HAVANA
Castno Nacional

Hermanoa Palau
Havana Cuban Boys
Montmartre
Phil Spitalny Ore
Ballet

Montmartre

Serenata Espanola

LaRuo
Leo Relsman Ore

Celia

Cruz

Sans Souel

Mercedes Valdes
Gloria Wilson
Xiomara Alfaro
Rocio A Antonio
Tropicana
Chiquila A Johnson
A Gloria A Rolando
Zoraida Marrero
Jose LeMatt
Miguel A Ortiz

L'Aiglon

Chuy Reyes Ore
Emile Petti Ore
L*on * Eddie *
Babe Baker Revua
Sandra Barton
1

Cuban Razzle-Dazzle

Kitty O’Kelly
Pat Clayton

Juan Luis A
Eleanor
Perry Bruce
Aercs O’Reflfy
Ralph Gilbert
Don Charles Ore

Lombardy Hotel
Babs Ware
Pedro Ore

Continued from page
in-

2

1908, gambling is permitted only

at the

Gran Casino Nacional and

at

-Oriental Park (which are open only
at certain times of the year). But
with the advent of nightclubs

lie,"

M

TV Homes

New York’s 14th Street Assn,
yesterday (Tues.) honored Zukor
with a luncheon at Luchow's Restaurant and dedication of a plaque
at Ohrbach’s Department Store. It
was on the site of the latter that
Zukor, 50 years ago, operated, his
penny arcade. This was the forerunner of the giant network of Paramount theatres that now covers
the country.
The A-to-Z of Zukor

The prospective payoff shows so
include "Wish You •Were
Here," “Evening with Beatrice Lil-

far

lie," "Millionairess,"

"Time of the

Cuckoo,” "Dial
“Deep Blue Sea,”

for

M

Murder,”

"Seven Year

"Time Out for Ginger.”
"Love of" Four Colonels,” "Fifth

Itch,"

Season,” "John Brown’s Body,”
“Picnic" and "Wonderful Town.”
Those not yet clearly indicated
but figured possible bets to get
into the black include "Crucible,”
At tonight’s jubilee dinner, spon"Hazel
Flagg,”
sored by Variety Clubs Interna- "Mid-Summer,"
"On Borrowed Time” and "Misaltional. a two-reeler depicting the
liance.”
highlights of Zukor's career will
Last season's shows that made
be shown, culled from his personal
files and the Par Newsreel records. money or at least recovered their
"Constant
Pic was produced by A. J. Richard, investments included
editor of the reel, with the as- Wife,” the Dickens readings by
Emlyn
Williams,
Juan in
"Don
sistance of Par eastern production
Hell," "Fourposter,” "I Am a Camchief Russell Holman.
era,"
"Male
Animal," “Mrs. Mc"The Adolph Zukor Story,” as it’s
"
"New Faces," "Pal Joey,”
titled, will spotlight the A-to-Z in Thing
the film biz history, largely as it "Point of No Return" and "The
was guided by Zukor. Scores of Shrike.”
other prominent pioneers in the
trade and present-day execs who
worked with Zukor in the shaping
of the industry will be among the
audience tonight. Top-level indusContinued from par* 1

Nan Haven Wonders

and men of public office
that
will join with the entertainment quent
indicate
insertion,
world figures in the testimonial.
"Camino" will rate serious conBernard M. Baruch, the country’s sideration when Pulitzer Prize
“elder statesman," will be the key- nominations come up this season.
note speaker tonight, with others
Yale Grills Author
to address the session to include
Interesting sidelight of the week
Mayor Vincent R. Impellitteri.
was Williams’ appearance before
N.
Y.
State

trialists

Attorney-General
Nathaniel
Goldstein,
Robert J.
O’Donnell, ringmaster of Variety
international, and Par prez Barney
Balaban. Bob Hope will emcee at
the dinner, chairman of which is
Harry Brandt.
Zukor, now 80, came to N. Y.
from his native Hungary at the
age of 16 with a bankroll of $40.

(Sans Souci is over 35 years old),
Enrica A Novcllo
the government began to grant the The Hungarian-American commuHenry Taylor
The Treniers (7)
Lord Tarleton
Colby's Cove
cabarets (open all year) permission |_nity found him a job at
$2 per
Cannon A Harmon Michael Selkcr Ore to have gambling rooms.
Inevitably, week as an upholsterer’s apprenJeanne Moore
Nicholas Grymes
Ldu Celling
however, the proper officials have tice. Hb shifted to a spot in the
Cork Club
fur
Harvey Grant
Jo Thompson
to
be kept happy financially, trade at $4 weekly. When 19, Zukor
The Goofcrs
Eugene Smith
thatjs.
Dorita
Eddie Snyder
went to Chicago and developed his
Malayan Lounge
Delane Hotel
Traditionally, the gambling rooms own prosperous fur business, reThe CUypsoans
Mclino Trie
MiphticM -Hotel
Zina Reyes Dancerr
have six games: roulette, chemin- turned to N. Y. with four friends
Uanolo A Ethel
Willie Hollander
de-fer,
craps, 21, bird-cage and early in the new century, became
Danny Yates Ore
Delmenlco
Menre Carl*
baccarat. “Early in 1952 a seventh interested in the "flickers," and on
Jose A Aida
Carlos A MeRsa -Ore Leonard Young
game
was introduced: “razzl e-daz- March 3, 1903, the group opened
Gallab Dancers
El Mamba
zle" (also known as "bolero" and the penny arcade.
Raiael Rumbcros
Angelina A Co
Sun Gyswm
"escaparate" or closet). Standard
Zukor was thereupon in show
Bobby Eacoto Or# Belle Barth
equipment for razzle-dazzle are business. Launching the career that
llaro A Rogers
Don Ostro 3
Lao A Minerva
Mac Fadden
eight dice, a board with* numbered brought him into association with
Freddy Calo Oro
Deauville
holes, -a pad and pencil, a smooth- Marcus Loew, David Warfield,
Vocation* 3
FWe O fcleck
WilMartha Itaye
Nautilus Hotel
talking croupier and a set of rules liam A. Brady, Jesse L. Laslcy,
Jackie Kannon
Jan Murray
Kirby Stones (5)
Gomez A Beatrice which makes it 99% certain that Mary Pickford, Daniel Frohman;
Ted Wells A
Freddy Colo Ore
the house W’ill win. The usual pro- Joseph and Nicholas
M. Schenck
L$n Dawapn Oro
Joe HarnelL
cedure is -for the croupier to spot and other of the trade's luminaries
Frolic 'Club
Paddock Club
Kathie McCoy
a
i-Jlmmy Day
likely-looking "apple” (sucker) through the years.
;

—

Thus far, this season’s shows
that have .received generally favorable critical receptions have included "Evening with Beatrice Lil-

"Bemardine," "Time of the
Cuckoo," "Dial
for Murder,”
"Seven Year Itch," "Children's
Hour," "Love of Four Colonels,”
"Crucible," "Fifth Season,” "MidSummer” (for Geraldine Page’s
Pix In
performance, although the play
Continued from page 3
was panned), "On Borrowed Time ”
Flagg,"
"John Brown's
rejected. And the public always has "Hazel
been our only guide on what to Body,” "Misalliance," "Picnic” and
"Wonderful Town.”
make."
•

Hal Derwin Ore
Cafe Gala

IAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Clark Brothers
Capella A Patricia

LeRoy

Jose Cortez Ore

^rakson
Joy SkyJar
Mavis Mims
Tony Lopez Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Arne Bax-nott Trio
Cl re's

A

Mous Choppy
*

George DeVito
Celebrity Club
Alan Gale
I.arvy Foster

Bob

Astor
Nejla Ates

Teddy King Ore
Clover Club
Peter Lind Hayes
Mary Hcaly

Roy Lester
Louis Havdon

Empire (M) 2
Lester Ferguson
Clarkson Rose

George Chattrton
Latin Quarter
Joe E Lewis
Guilda
Charlivel Trio
Carma A Yak!
Janine *Grenet
Charles Ballet

Chris ColumbOr

Empire (M> 2

FINSBURY PARK

A1 Lozito

Jackie Miles

Maya Ore
Giro Rimac 4

Matas

Lucien,

Stan Kramer
Irene King
Tito Valdez
Gene Bari Trio

-

Ruth Palmer

June Gardner
Casablanca Hots)

Nil

jCttitlaitei fr#nt

(which actually premiere* early i
n
June, after the official season-end).
The quality of the recent crop
of openings can be< appreciated by
a glance at last season’s record.

Broadway and this season’s curof the Republic has given definite tailed tour.
instructions to the various police
Indications are that the fullforces to intensify measures of protection for foreign tourists who season figures for 1952-53 will
show
a marked drop in number of
visit us at this time of the year and
who because they do not know the productions, below the declining
level
of
recent years. However, the
language and customs or for other
reasons may receive unfair treat- percentage of hits is likely to be
several
big
ment. General Batista had empha- up sharply, with
sized the necessity for this protec- money-makers. This last angle, in
tion to be especially effective in particular, will be in sharp conthe casinos, cabarets and other cen- trast to the trend of the last few
tres of entertainment where there years.
is gambling, with the object of
assuring that these visitors are not
taken advantage of with illegal
games not played elsewhere and
which do not offer normal possibilities of winning to the player.

Harrv Rlchman
Eddie Oliver Ore
Joo Castro Quartet

(6)

Rudy Vallee

Kenilworth
Jack Cavallaro Ore

Deeva

fill)

A1 Martino
Pansy the Horse
Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore

Desert Inn

Randum

Gene Baylos

SHEPHERDS BUSH The HaydocE3' J2)
Empire
22

SUNDERLAND

Suzctte
Ballet Montmartre

Wilson Keppel

Savoy (I) 2
Terry Wilson
Seanor Dio
Mavis Whyte
Barbara Quavle
Francois A Zandra
Charlie Parsons
A Rogers A A
Dixon

Ted Gilbert
Bill Ryan
C Roche
Conway A Day

Sis

?ony

Davis

Mill Fields Ore
Wall)' Wanger Girls

Ossie Noble
Brook Club
Les Ruyner- A Betty Charlie Farrell
Peter Madden
University 4
De Vere 3
Mickey Roselle

Harry Roy Bd
Don Saunders
Joyce Randall
Leslie Noyes

Empli'e (M) 2

Ronnie RoTIalde
K A J Stuthard

O'Farrells

Edward Victor

SCUNTHORPE

Maxnu

Beachcomber

WiU Mastin 3

|

Mitzl

Honey. Lee Walker
Flash Lane
Marie Stow#
Gaiety Girls
Johmna Hotel
Jack Murphy
ee Darling

Seeley
Blltmore*Terrace
Jacques Peals
Frank Stanley Ore

Ronald Chesney
2

Marvels

Zorita

Wynn

Royal (M) 2
Peter Brough

(5)

(4)

David Elliot
Guy Rennie

Sammy

(one to

Mocambo

BUtmora Hotel
Sportsmen (4)

Bobby Barton

A Mae

**•

(I)

Savina

Jack Durand

Bert Stone
Eddie Shine

Syms

Camile Stevens
Lee Taylor
Ginger Marsh
Gaiety Club

Bar of Musi*
Jordan

Bill

-

Jimmy Ray

Sylvia

Princess Tara

Allison Hotel

Beachcombers
Julio

Palladium Girls
Skyrockets Ore

C Jone3

Coutts

A

A

Liddle
Cycling Brockways

NABDERBY

•

Alfred Marks

ROCKFORD

Roy JMacNoIr
"Shecky” Greene

Pat Carroll

Don Charles Oro
Hartm Club

Joe Delilah

Gwen

Billington
Br!d*rcS

P

Buddy Walker

NOTTINGHAM

Kaye
SAP
Evy A Everto

,

Margaret Phelan

3 Karloffs

Carole Carr
Archie Robbins
Debonaires

Mandos

Mary Small
Tessle O'Shea
S Smith Bros

Mathurins
Douglas Tp

M Lamar
CHISWICK

Billy

Algiers Hotel

T Fayne A D Evans Tony A Renea

Lorraine

Hippodrome

2

Claire Leonard
Abbott Dcrs (8>
Emil Coleman Ore
Vine Gardens
Joey Bishop
Gloria Brooks
Madelyn Wallace
Dcrs (4)
Pancho *Orc

M

Palace

Russell

Bill

i

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

(M)

Lorraine

The Lancasters CD

Eddie Bradford Ore
B Gray'* Bandbox
Betty Reilly

8

Patachou
Nat Brandwynne
MlSftha Barr Oic
Wlvel
Sal Noble
Bob Lee

tatln Quarter

J Belmont

B DeVoye A B

Two Ton Baker

Bob Jacobs

Vanguard

Clarence Williams
Trio
waiderf-Aztei la

Ted Stracter Oro
Cy Waltcffcs
Pepito Lopez Ore

Miller

Upshaw

(S)

Vlllase

Irwin Corey

Jan August
Naomi Stevens

LONDON

Glamazons
Artemus Co

Dr Crock

-

Shields

BAD Post

Hotel Taft
Vincent Loper Ore
Hotel Warwick

Hey-Hey Lovlies

Keefe Bros A
Annette
Michael Roxy

Pa,ula

Maynard
Nudes

Bill

Max Bacon
Dawn While

Empire

Leslie

Piccadilly

CHELSEA

R A

A

Clarkson

<

(I)

2

(I)

Ann

Penny Nickels

Lee Carroll
Larue—.
Joanne Gilbert

Dixon

LINCOLN

Royal

Hippodrome (I) 2
Arthur English
Eddie Gray
Brian Kent
Donovan A Hayes
2 Playboys
Peggy Powell
Cycling Astons
Palace

A

Nixon

BDSCOMBE

(2)

Ambossoder Hetti
Peggy Lee
Ray Noble Ore
Bar of Musi*
Arthur Blake
Gloria Grey
Phil Moody-

Cedrone A Russell
Muller
HAP
Jack Wallace

Netherland

,

,

Cardall

A

J

10S ANGELES

Ted Huston Ore

Yvonne Bouvier
Hugo Pencil Oro

Palace (I) 2
3 Jills
Claudine Careda
_
.
.
AustraUan Air Aces ?urkowi*L<i ®’geon

Ann

B’way’s Bonanza

,

Salvatore Gloe Ore
Panchito Ore
Vlllafe Barn
Ernest Sarracino

Jack Fine Orch

Hotel stetler
Ofc,
Hotel Sherry

'

SpLvak

Cabots

Sammy Kaye

LEICESTER

Sid

Lacy -Tp

Dick La Salle Ore
Monte Continentals
Hotel Roosevelt

Shaw ore
Horace Diaz Ore

Teen Agers

Teddy Roman

Colstons

Deadenderi
Jack Rose
Margaret Naylor
Bill Jordan
Herman Marlelch
Dick Peterson
Dick Salter

Jim Hawthorne

Milt

Palace (1) 2
Carroll Levis Co
Violet Pretty

|

Bright
Jean Bradley
Glenn Burris

Hotel Sf. Resit
Juliana Larson

GRIMSBY

Wendy
Di?n& Dors
Lsn Marten

E A

A

Swinson
Wonder Tones
Tosca De Lab
Authors

Chez Parse
Shore
Johnny Raven
Console A Melba
Johnny Martin
Chez Adorables (8)
Brian Farnon Ore
Conrad Hilton Hot'!
Jeanne Sook Ac

Willie

i

Patricia

Jean Sablon
Harbers A Dale

j

.

"More About
Love”

Chico Rclli Ore
Hotel Plata

The

Am

Versailles

•Uclenne Boyer
Stanley Melba Ora

free.

•

Misha UsdanoR
Kostya Poliansky

Adrian Rollini iTio
Hotel Pierre

BRITAIN
BIRMINGHAM

EU

Bobby Blake
Collin A Leemans

Girls

Nudes
Boy D

Chrlbi

Marika Saary
Phillip Tappln

Sid Krefft

round

are,'

vote or Pulitzer Prize
was "Male Animal," according to some -observers, it also
dazzle cliff-hanger. The game was was a revival.
again going full blast, with one
CHICAGO
The James Thurber-Elliott Nunitery having installed an extra
Denpls A Darien*
•lua Ansel
board to take care of the extra gent comedy was an outstanding
Buddy Rust
Hal WhiU .
"apples" dropping down during the b.o. click, although topped in that
OUie Clark
Bob Wednock
Boulevar-Deam (6)
winter tourist season. Suddenly regard by “Fourposter." The critVclyu A L French
Frankl* Masters
ics’ winner, "I
a Camera,”
Grace Nichols
the game was withdrawn. The gamOre
Raquel
was a split-vote .winner, at least
Edgewater beach
blers had received advance word
Irving Burgess
Quintetto Allegro «
partly on the strength of Julie
about
was
Batista
that President
•lack OrthM
Boliano Ivanko (4)
Harris' notable performance. The
Bob Kirk Ore
to move again against razzle.
Harry BelafonVe
.Palmer House
Pulitzer
Prize
selection,
with M Thomas
"The
Meade
Two days later the Presidential Shrike," was a moderate grosser
Mary
Brace
Janet
on
Maxwell
Kobert
Bob McFadden
Palace announced: "The President

GAG

Jong

Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whttehousa

Jim Gerald
Harry Moreny

tfirst

also

Rosalie -A Stevo

1

Mulcay
JAM Muller
HAP

Held

try
croupier

.

Jack Purcell
*
Ted. Martin
M Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Marshall Iren
Chateau Madrid
Toppers
Alfredo Sadei
fS&san Johnson
Felo A Bruno
Penny Malone
F Alonso Ore
Norman Paris
A1 Castellanos Ore
Julius Monk
El Chlce,
to. 1 Fifth Ave
Perla Marini
Bob Downey
DeLeon Ac GraciCHi iluoU Fonville
Galvan
Bezel Webster
Alvardo de la Crus
Old Roumanian
Carlos Camacho
Sadie Banks
Enrique Vlxcalna
Bonny Sends
Embers
Carolyn Carpenter
Barbara Carroll
Larry Marvin
dor
Hotel Amoo
Joe LaPorte Ore
Jules Linde Orq
D’Aqulla Ore
Net el Aster
Perk Sheraton
Three Suns
Irving Fields Trio
Hotel BIHmero
Town At Country
Michael Kent OrePatay Abbott
Hotel Edison
Chesterfields
Henry Jerome Ore Johnny Morris Ore
•Natal New Yorker
Twe Guitars
Teddy Powell Ore
dig! Ahem

WASHINGTON

4

ARCADIA

Sis

Ramona Lang

TAMPA

Palace (PI 4-7
Asylum of Horrors

the

A

'
Slbiaper*
a Peppers
Magnetmaes
Novetenes
, ,
San Marino Hotel

him

—

Midge Minor
Art Waiter Ore
Le Vie eit Rose
Dorothy Dandridge
Alan Dean
Leo De Lyon
Van Smith 3
LOen a> Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Art Waner Ore
Oliver Dcrs
Le Ruben Bleu

•

Doretta

Slstera

Piroska
Carl Conway
Degenham Pipers
Joan Artus

Norcue Tate
Asylum of Horrors Garland Wilson
MIAMI
Mao Barnea
Cepe cabana
Olympia (P) 4
Plckerts
Danny Thomas
Koko
Dolores Hawkins

Punliills

(P)

Charlie Wliittier

Murphy

Cables (P> 1* enly

Jo Lombardi Ore
Paramount (P) 4
Joal James
Dave Barry
Lewis At Van
Johnny Lon* Ore
Roxy (I) 2
Ice Colorama

of

Ted Lewis
Beni Lynn

Joe Benjamin
Rollule Selby 3
Ben Seir
Jimmie Daniels
Madmoiselles
Alice Ghostley

G Wood

CORAL GABLES

1

Danny Kaye Rev
Pelro Bros
Marquis
Fran Warren
Darvas A Julia

De Sole
Asylum

{n >

Chleep*.

*

(I)

HerhCoray

CHtCAOO;.:<

~

Haven

call liim over, lettin*

"explain*'* the rules, which
however, so complicated that
?
the "apple" doesn't bother to try.
really to grasp them.
Phil Brito
The Ssenyn
Palmer Dancers
In November President Batista
June Taylor Lino
Quinton**
Herman ChRtison 3
held a secret conference with ownlerrento
Herbie Fields Ore
Samar*
A
Charles
ers and representatives of the
Walter Nyo Ore
Marc Kalin
Slim Galllard Oro
niteries, admonishing them to give
Alan Kele Ore
Sent Jtud Notol
up the razzle game. But the niTony Pastor's
Dick Shawn
Ray Bourbon
teries, were loathe to do this. The
Frank Lynn
Sheen
Sheila
Saeasas Ore
razzle take averaged $1,000 to
Jose Enrlguez
Ann Herman Dcrs
Jackie Cole
$7,000 a night at four places (only
-Saxony Hotel
The Mlthens
Los C havales de
Montmartre did not have it). In a
Club
Vagabonds
Epana
Vagabonds (4)
year razzle grossed a minimum of
pupi Camp# Oro
Maria Neglia
Trial Reyes
$300,000 at each place more than
Condos A- Brando
Berate Mayerson
the other six games combined
Elisa Jayne
Ore
Frank Linile Oro
Julie Romero „
brought in.
Eleanor Guipo
Val dm an Oro
Hotel
Versailles
Early in February there occurred
I’ano A Dee
Kerr
Jack
Share Club
the latest episode in the razzleNino Rinaldi 3

puttier.,) toll *r

NSW YORK

and

Patty Lee
Rtvtora
Edith Plaf
Jacques Peals

MARCH 4

W£EK:KNI>ING

Fauate Curbelo

the personnel of the Yale Drama
Dept, in an informal talk to that
group. In introducing the playwright, drama department chairman Boyd Smith invited the students to bombard Williams with
•

"inasmuch as he is a
take it as well as
give it." Williams acknowledged
the intro with the tongue-in-cheek
crack, "I’m here to defend my position . . . or to surrender."
questions,

map who can

The session that followed brought
from- the playwright a brief discourse on hix theory regarding the
grouping of playwriting values into
three general classifications: organic values, meaning what actually passes back and forth between
an audience -.and the players; lit'
erary values, meaning fluency and
style

of

meaning

writing;

plastic

the* relationship

values,
of the

dramatic theatre to other branches
of art, sculpture, dancing, etc. According to Williams, it is the last
of these, plastic values, with which
he has been principally concerned
in his last two plays, "Rose Tattoo

and "Camino RcaL"

.

m

«

,
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MOUSE REVIEWS

once been top radio dance atop it.
Merle & Marie,
<CBC) and she had been seen lo- two gals,
Mitral, March 1.
open bill in excellent
Anthony Dexter ( with Lillian cally before she went to “Club terping style, being both lookers
15 airer as Bob Crosby’s canary.
She opens with racing arrangement of “From This Moment On”
and calms without a stop to
“Waltz Again With You.” From

Molieri ), DeCastro Sisters, George
DeWitt, Cycling Villenaves, Joe
Sodia, Les Rhode House Orch.,
"Babes In Bagdad” ( UA ).

there on, her songs are tailored to
Lineup this week is a well-balfit her style and the selection
is
anced one, though components, in okay.
Best are “Chorus Girl’s
soirie instances, earn lukewarmish
Dream
and
the
cute
FrenchTopHner
is
Anthony
reaction.
language “Le Fiacre,” almost a
Dexter, making a tour based on rep
Gisele
gained from his pic, “Valentino.” ing andtrademark. Colorful gownpert appearance need only
Filmster handles himself w ell,
improved grooming on the chatwith stage deportment on the plus ter bits to
make her act top stuff
Concentrates on graceful
side.
'

’

r

anywhere.
Bruce Stevens, musicomedian,
also emcees. With Miss MacKenzie
on earlier than usual so she could
“Valentino” lovemaking technique. get away to
a broadcast, Stevens
Best of stint is finale, a colorful handles the difficult
stint of folIntro to this sequence is lowing
tango.
the gal and closed the
on the corny side, taking some of snow on night caught (28)
with
overall,
earns
act
fair
off
edge
the
ability.

Buddy Clayton gets heavy mithas two regular ting on impressions
ranging from
returnees.' George DeWitt handles Jo Stafford to Ezio Pinza.
He uses
the emcee chores in smooth man- an Arthur Godfrey “Talent Scouts”
ner and in own spot takes several takeoff to carry the aping, doing
get
them
warmed
up to Godfrey and all the other parts.
minutes to
his assortment of pattfer and carMeribeth Old does most of her
bonings of names. Keeps tossing dancing by tying herself in inuntil he wins them for healthy credible knots. Boff contortionist,
finish.
the looker sells the house solid
DeCastro sisters take the palm with smooth routining and clicko
honors with frenetic approach to twists on floor and a prop table.
their specially tailored harmonyStevens, in own act, employs
comedy catalog. Trio’s delivery of trombone, trumpet, sax and piano
the laugh side of their act is to handle impreshes of w.k. mubroad, though the mugging is over- sicians such as Tommy Dorsey,
done in many instances have them Sammy Kaydi Lombardo, Cavalall the way.
laro.
Teeoff spot has the cycling VilHarry Pozy band, on the stage,
wheeling up standard continues expert support for show,
lenaves
unicycles
and
bicycle.
enhanced
by drumming of Eddie
tricks on
Balancing is achieved smoothly to Ackland. Band also opens bill with
earn requisite amount of gasps. a quickie.
Gorm,
Guitarist Joe Sodja is a regular
around the nitery circuit hereEmpire,
Glasgow
Makes the instrument
abouts.
Glasgow, Feb. 23.
come up with offbeat tonal effects
Diana Dors, Radio Revellers
to buttress standard tune-plucking.
Les Rhode house orch handles (4), Georgie Wood, ( with Dolly
showback assignments in compe- Harmer), Monte Rey ( ivith Monte
Crick), Stan Stennett, Woods &
Lary.
tent fashion.
Jarrett, Annell. & Brask, Gaby
Grossetto 8c Gaston, Merle & Marie,
Apollo, N, Y.
Bobby Dowds Orch,
Wynonie Harris , Larry Darnell,
Diana Dors, British pix starlet,
“Red” Saunders Orch (11), Arriolas (7), Freddie & Flo, Violn makes her tlebut in vaude here
Kemp, Clark Bros (2); "Chicago and proves that success in any
variety layout is not automatic on
Calling ” (UA),
a film rep. Her 10-minute stint is
below average, gal showing attracAero and vocal turns make up
tive face and lines but little abilthe bulk of this w eek’s Apollo bill,
ity to put over a personality act.
with overall show registering as
Routine She opens with “Come On, Get
just fair entertainment.
Happy,” then proceeds to flaunt
slotting of band in teeoff number
her s.a., telling stubholders she’s
is dispensed with this trip around
the gal who caused Certificate X
via the Arriolas, trampoline unit.
in films and branding herself “LitGroup, made up of four gals and
tle Miss Sex.”
three guys, score strongly with
Miss Dors follows this with
their flips, somersaults, etc., all
an impersonation of a “Holiday
done rapid-fire.
Queen”
at a northern British reVocal- end of bill is held up by
sort that’s of average quality* and
blues shouter Wynonie Harris and
then
monologs
“I’ve Got the TheaLarry Darnell. Both are faves at
tre In My Blood,” all to piano acthis house with latter going over
companient.
Long,
slinky
ashbig with the femme element.
blonde locks are interesting gimDarnell delivers “Better Be On
mick,
but
act
is n.s.g. and perMy Way,” “Singing My Blues” and former exits to doubtful queries
“Say Good By” to okay mitting,
She needs a
but gets top response with his among outfronters.
dramatic rendition of “I’ll Get Completely new act, more towards
lately
the
Impressions
she^utilized
Along.” Harris wraps up the pro-,
ceedings in a stompin' vein Via his 4n British TV.
jpiicko
Danish
cycling
is
the
blasting
of
“Greyhound,” “Rot
team of Annell & Brask, man-andGut” and “Keep On Churnin'.”
wife who open by riding cycles
Viola Kemp, reviewed under
while garbed in period costumes
New Acts, fits into both the vocal and
wigs. Femme’s billowing skirt
and aero group. Also in the latter
category are the Clark Bros., acro- covers her bicycle, giving impression
of gliding across stage. Gal
tap team. Guys, decked out in tuxedos, make a nice appearance in propels another cycle by turning
pedals
with her hands the while
addition to coming through solidly
Naughty
in their stint. Comedy spot is filled she lies across frame.
1890s
skit
is well done on ancient
routinely by Freddie & Flo, who
has
thrill
Closing
chit chat in a blue vein with gal velocipedes.
constantly hoisting her gown for male on bike with revolving frame
latter. Duo
'

r

gam

and femme inside the
exit to solid mitting.
Stan Stqnnett, new-style English
comedian recently boosted on London radio, has a jerky, nervous
style plus humorous material, and

display.

“Red” Saunders orch, comprised
of three reed, four brass, piano,
bass and two sets of drums (one
set handled by Saunders when
he’s not batoning), takes the spotlight twice, once for a medley of
tunes, recorded by band on the

neatly skits western films in number he has used so often it’s beOkeh label, and again for a coming too familiar. Comic uses
bounced-up version of “Slaughter creaking, silly-boy voice and plays
guitar while he tilts at the thataon 10th Ave.”
Jess .
wayers.
Georgie Wood, vet English comClrfic,
ic-philosopher, attunes his act well
Ottawa,
Feb.
28.
to Auld Lang Syne taste by pay,
Guele
MacKenzie,
Meribeth ing tribute to late Scot comedian
Old, Bruce Stevens, Buddy Clay- Neil Kenyon in latter’s classic

Ottawa

.

ton, Harry Pozy Orch: "Mr, Peek- “The Postman o’ Dunrobin” numA-Boo” (UA),
ber, which he did recently but
anonymously on video from Lonfhis former nabe filmer, well don.
Sketch hds good blend of
into new vaude policy, shows all humor and sentiment, plus top
.

signs of keeping its stage lit for nostalgic interest for older stubsome time to come. Filling the holders. He follows with his own
geographic stretch between Mon- classic skit about “Mrs. Robinson’s
treal's Seville and Toronto’s Ca- small son,” in which Dolly Harmer,
smo. Glebe can., catch acts on the longtime partner, plays his mother.
way through and. give Ottawa okay
Radio Revellers, lively male
vaude.
quartet, are on before the interval
Current bill, headed by Canad- curtain, opening with bright comian Gisele MacKenzie-, is getting edy song, “Three Little Fishes.”
capacity px*actlcally every show Act scores with takeoff on British
and manager Hye Bessin upped radio dance tutor, maestro Victor
threeto
four-*-day
over the Sylvester, and in impersonations
weekend. In ahead, Peep River of Johnnie (“Cry”) Ray and Bing
Jaoys teed the stage policy, and to Crosby.
follow are Billy Gilbert, Four
Woods 8c Jarrett are okay in
Jan August, others.
song, dance and gags, the humor
Glebe had no trouble selling side not being in top class. One
Miss MacKenzie to Ottawa, her partner mounts piano for a tap

NANETTE FABRAY
Songs

Monte Rey, Scot-bom singer of
romantic tunes, registers strongly
“Black Sombrero,” “Here In
My Heart” and other pops, closing
with “Annie Laurie.” He's accompanied on ivories by Monte Crick,
w.k. pianist.
Final turn is the
juggling duo of Gaby Grossetto &
Gaston, accomplished enough club
tossers.
Gord,

Unit Review
—

„

—

.

i
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(CASINO, _ TORONTO)
Toronto, Feb. 27.

Deep River Boys
Raxlcliffe,

Arnold

(5),

Howell &
Derby

Dover,

Wilson, The Dycrettes (6).

Kicking off at the Casino in a
plush 65-minute stage stint that
goes into the Black Magic Room
for a 21-day stand at the Chez
Paris, Montreal, with Lena Horne
March 13, Deep River Boys’ new
revue is packing them in here.
Whole unit goes over for a Royal

Command

performance in

Buck-

ingham Palace during the Coronation

festivities.

All-colored

unit
will be flown to London by USAF
and, prior to regal date, will play
American air bases in Britain and
Germany for some six weeks before embarking on another European tour commencing at the Tiv-

Gardens, Stockholm, June 5.
climaxed Aug. 10 with start of
their fifth London Palladium date.
New revue, with plenty of production mounting, is smash from
zesty opening of the line girls to
finale. Boss of unit is Harry Douglass, baritone lead, plus the DRB’s
marquee trademark lure of Edward Ware, bass; Vernon Gardner,
second tenor; Carter Wilson, new
oli

top tenor, and the fine pianistics
of Cameron Williams, arranger.
Closing the exciting bill, boys in
tan suits and green ties bounce on
for a rousing “Jubilee,” a ballad
switch to 'Tm Shy,” with the rippling treble background of Williams at the piano, plus his unique
bass chords, a terrific “Old Man
River,” a novelty treatment of
“Who’s Sorry Now?” and a wham

“Old Shanty Town,” with

all

to

begoff ovations.

Lads

have surrounded themselves with plenty of top talent
and are generous in sharing the
spotlight. Notable on comedy and
musicianship are Howell & Radcliffe for their horn and fiddle
work, plus trick falsettos on travestied Italian and Mexican duets;
Arnold Dover for his fine imitations of screen stars and pop
singers; the light and effortless
dancing of Derby Wilson for slow
shuffles and oldtime soft-shoe routines, and then building to plenty
of heel-taps and a smash finale of
simultaneous double wings on both
feetswith triple spins.
Deserved returns also go to the

'

ASCAP’* Highs
^—

1

.

Continued from page

new

1

—

"
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VANNA

OLIVIERI

Songs

She is nicely gowned, .uses
to good effect, and shows a

lights
lot of

20 Mins.
poise.
Addition to rhythm numMarietta Bar, Vienna
bers and some careful pruning of
This black-haired Corsican has material should make her eligible
about as much of the Piaf magic as for some class spots.
Chan.
can be found outside of the mistress of the chanson herself. Vqnna
Olivieri, working in French, Italian, German and (excellently) English, has been charming them in
Vienna night* spots for almost a
year and is a certainly for more

tastes.

The chanteuse uses no special
material, sticking to both old and
new numbers from her international repertoire. French entries
are probably her forte, with emphasis on the rhythmic ones where
she can close her eyes and rock
into a musical ecstasy that carries
the audience right along. The voice

Sweden Sweet on Ray
mmmmmm Continued from page 2

some leading Swedish manufacturers are putting on open-air plays

—

—

and revues

free with ads subtly
slipped in to lure the unwary.
People are awaiting Frank Sin-

atra who is supposed to come over
for a concert around June. Everyone asks about Johnnie Ray and 1
have developed a shrug Myron

Cohen would be proud of. They
have a phenomenon! named Snoddas, a pro athlete, who can’t sing
a note, who was recently covered
by Life mag. Even Snoddas can’t
figure it. out but he is a nice guy
and takes

the

all

money

the rec-

ord companies give him.
I was supposed to play a part
in “Foreign Intrigue” but Jerry
is husky, strong enough to carry
even sans mike in a moderate- Thor can’t dig up a scene requirsized room. In the Tin Pan Alley ing an American. I try to be modsector she does such numbers as est about my Swedish but when
“Blacksmith Blues” and “Man I guys like Thor can’t see how forLove” with complete conviction eign I’ve become what good does
and aplenty of charm. She's devel- it do.
oped both U.S. and native followings here stemming from the several Vienna rooms where she’s ap-

publishers have been enrolled,
bringing the pub total to more than
550, another new high.
Harbach received an ovation
from the writers after Coast
ASCAP rep L. Wolfe Gilbert pointed out tli at the vet lyricist was
stepping down as ASCAP proxy
this year* Deems Taylor rendered peared..
Isra .
the exec committee report in wiiich
he said that ASCAP Is expecting VIOLA
Congress to pass a bill permitting Singer-Contortionist
the Society to license jukeboxes. 6 Alins.
He also stressed that ASCAP is Apollo, N. Y.
Viola Kemp, Negro chirp-contorcontinuing its campaign to license
theatres which use recorded inter- tionist, is a good bet for vauders
and
niteries of the Apollo genre
mission music.
Rudolf Friml was presented with and might go over in other situations. Gal, an okay looker, comes
a plaque for his Contributions to
on fully garbed and tees off act
American music and ASCAP. The with a pleasant vocal of “Squeeze
vet composer, who was 78 last Me*” Following the tune, she starts
piano
month, responded by doing a
to exit stage, but- stops short, takes
medley of his standard hits.
off shoes and removes gown to reTurnout at the meeting was veal herself in shorts and halter.
around 230, about one-half of
In that outfit, gal retakes the
ASCAP’s 500 members on the spotlight and for the ensuing few
Coast In addition to 108 estates minutes puts her body through a
wringer.
Jess*
still drawing ASCAP dividends.
.

'

s

*'

20’ 'Mint.

!

jump from musicomedy b^rds

lo nitery

important dates.
girls for their lively voodoo
Miss Olivieri is no beaut, but
opening with plenty of percussion
sex appeal in a thoroughly
background, later a neat ballet rou- exudes
Gallic way. She has some lessons
tine with high leaps and nonchalto leam in the wardrobe departant acrobatics, and a fine hi-kick
ment, running mostly to severe
finale *on third appearance for a
black in both evening gowns and
strob finish. Notable is that the
semi-formal suits in her appeargirls take' evident delight in their
ances here. She’s plump, but
work and pride in their associates’ wouldn’t have much trouble slimsolo stepouts.
ming down to North American

On Deep River Boys’ new revue,
the troupe likely will be one of
most highly-received American
acts of the forthcoming Coronation
McStay.
celebration.

Grouya
t SO rigir

'

line

the.

Acts
.MARY MEADE

v Pa!nlfe)f- House, Chi
w.k. performer in the
surroundings only 'serv'd smarter supper clubs here and
to sharpen Nanette Fabray’s’Tfrsf “ahi'd’adrtfits blonde thrush is makfresh start in the U. S. It’s
foray.
With succeeding appear- ing
ances, the thrush will ease into, her been a#t£ost four years since the
former radio singer and film acroutine with little trouble.
She looks pert, chirps a work- tress lias played over here, and
manlike job, sells most of the way. meantime she has gained in timSpotting showtunes, in particular ing, projection and polish to make
her own for which she attained a. her ready for all areas of show
name on Broadway, is okay. But biz. All that is lacking is the pubfor Vegas audiences such revela- licity with the traditional disclick.
Most of her stint is special mations are generally received with
only moderate enthusiasm. Fortu- terial for which she has a distinct
nately,. the tunes she chooses to and engaging flair. She’s fine in
display are fairly w.k., including the torch slot, too. Her French in“Evelina,” “Chi Chi Costenango* tro needs, little translation, with
and “Everything I’ve Got -Belongs the few bits of English giving the
customers the needed clues. Loveto You.”
Of minor importance in the set- ly miss has a hilarious session with
up. and a possible deletion for non- a willing male stooge as she inin time boites, is her diva impres- quires where she can get an apartsion of “Sunnyside of Street.” ment during her Chicago stay.
Ringing a bell is the lilt from
Miss Meade does a medley of
“High Button Shoes” of “Jealous,” her husband accompanist’s Ted
and “Papa Won’t You Dance With Grouya’s tunes, the best of these
Me.” Latter has gimmick in. which ’’Flamingo,” to which she gives
ringsider is lured onstage to polka, some warm overtones. Undeniably,
it’s his touch in the sock arrangereceiving a nice buss at finish.
George Wyle’s keyboarding is in ments that sets them off. She does
full .accord
with every Fa bray, a brace of Neapolitan pops, but
nuance.
Her more solid future here one of the numbers would be
in niteries, however, seems to de- sufficient to impress. As a closer
pend upon bookings in sophisti- she dons a 10-gallon for a satire
cated surroundings with audiences on the mores of the unique Texans
that gets her a solid hand. This
Will
hep to Broadway shows.
could be clipped a little with more
of
the same type inserted to disLUC BORNAY
play her talents as a comedienne.
Songs
Definitely
a bet for all visual me25 Mins.
diums.
Zabe.
Continental Cafe, Montreal
Luc Bornay, is a cinch for the
vaude and music hall addicts, but VIKKI CAROL
he hardly comes under the head- Songs
ing of straight cafe entertainment. 15
Bomay is of medium height with BlueMins.
Note, N. Y.
mitts which he
big, expressive
Vikki Carol is a blonde looker
uses forcibly in every song and rewho .knows how to sell a song.
lies on broad comedies with plenty
of hokum and gimmicks to put act She’s got a pleasing, husky voice
that she keeps at a near-whisper,
over.
Bornay works in an easy manner, and an excellent sense of timing.
has an unaffected approach to These factors help her capture the
most songs, but the similar tempos audience, but there are a couple
have a tendency to level out of- of things inherent in her technique
that cause her to loose it soon
fering.
Intros, all in French, are
brief and hurried and guy would after.
One is her apparent inability or
be more at home fronting a production number or as part of a reluctance to sing a rhythm numgroup rather than a single. Voice ber. She did only one moderately
and delivery are oke but language fast number, but the one out of
barrier may limit possibilities (out- six didn’t provide enough change
side of Quebec, etc.), in the aver- of pace at show caught. And with
her low-keyed style, those slow balage American cafe or theatre.
lads start to wear after a while.
Newt.
But thrush has a lot of promise.

/the

:

Weep River Hays Revue

-

•

23 Mins.
Sands, Las Vegas
Apparent nervousness in

m

mitts.

bill

New

and talented. They are attractively
garbed and have more personality
than most other teeoffers.

ballroomology with assist by Lillian Molierl. They offer three routines with middle bit accenting the

Supporting

S7

^mehavmg

KEMP

Roz’s Boffo
I
.n.i

with

Continued from page 3

“WAC”

-

;

)

set to follow the en-

gagement of Samuel Goldwyn's
“Hans Christian Andersen,” also
an RKO release.
Capitalizing on Miss Russell’s

RKO

has

“WAC” a

big

success in the musical,

determined to

give.

bally pitch, tleing in where possible with the stage attraction. Under terms of Miss Russell’s pact

with

Robert Fryer, producer of
“Town,” show's curtain may be deif the performer chooses to
make a personal appearance in conlayed

nection with the

“WAC.”

1

Gotham preem

of
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Wrong Pitch

tomedy

in

acts. Stars

two

RwtfUnd Rush
Edith

Gaynes,

George

features

• ell;

production

Fryer

Alexander is diverting as the amorous soda jerk and Dort Clark is
suitable obnoxious as a lecherous

Adams, Henry Lascoe, Dort Clark,^ Jordan Bentley. Gris Alexander. -Boo£ by
Joseph Fields and Jerome fihfid»rov,
.

-

-

based on their play. My Sister Eileen,
adapted from stories by Ruth -McKcnncy;
niu 3 ic, Leonard Bernstein; lyrics, Be«y,
Comden. Adolph Crecn; production -Jiyected by George Abbott; dances and.
musical numbers staged by Donald Sad
du
er; sets and costumes, Raoul Pene
Peggy Clark; musical
lighting.
jis;
direction and vocal arrangements. LehWalker.
Don
orchestrations,
man Engel;
At Winter Garden, N. Y., Feb. 23, 53,

:t

*7.70 top ($8.60 opening).

f

_

,

,,

Warren Galjour
Henry Lascoe

Violet

*

Dod-y.

Goodman

Edith Adams
Rosalind Russell
Nathaniel Frey
Strange Man
Lee Papell, Delbert Anderson
Drunks
Eiipj*n
2t u t'] t

Warren Galjour

Mrs.

Albert LinviUe

Wade

Hoopes

Isabella

Frank Lippcncott

Nathanle^Frey
Delbert Anderson
Alvin Bean

*

Walter
Delivery Boy
ghick Clark

?2?p?b3i
Patrohnan
David Lober
cadet
Ray Dorian
ad cadet V.V.V.V.V.V
Policemen.... Lee Papell, Mbert Linville,

A

RoSnson, Nathan"ei Frey,
Warren Gaijour, Robert
Cole

Chris Robinson
Greenwich Villagers: Jean Eliot, Carol
Cole, Marta Becket. Maxine Berke, Helena
Margaret
Delaney,
Geraldine
Seroy,
Caddy, Dody Goodman, Ed Bklin. Alvin

Ruth's Escort

R-»y Dorian. Edward- Heim, Joe
Layton, David Lober, Victor Moreno,
William Weslow, Pat Johnson, Evelyn
Page, Libl Stalger, Patty Wilkes, Helen
Rice, Delbert Anderson. Warren Galjour,
Robert Hole, Lee Papell, Chris Robinson.

comedy

star,

Rosa-

lind Russell has what it takes. With
her as the leading performer and
personality, as well as prime marquee draw, “Wonderful Town” is a
critical smash and boxoffice avalanche.
The musical version Of “My Sister Eileen,” the 1940-41 comedy
dramatized by Joseph Fields and

Jerome Chodorov from Ruth MeKenney’s New Yorker mag stories,
is a colorful, lively and very funny

Adler Flies to London

For Some Concert Dates
Larry Adler, who had been appearing as harmonica soloist in the
recent out-of-town tryout of the
revue. “Fasten Your Belts, which
closed a tryout in Boston Sunday (1), flew to London to fulfill
a couple of previously committed
British concert engagements. His
deal with the show’s management
had stipulated that he’d be allowed
to make the jaunt. First date was at
Cambridge U. Sunday (1). He’s also
to appear as soloist at the Mantester Tercentenary Music Festival. Adler’s wife and children,

.

Early Matinee Curtain
The
Goes Over in Pittsburgh

1

Solo presentation), director George
Abbott, the authors, company, backers and even Broadway’s ticket
brokers. * With the performance
such a strenuous one for the star,
the situation could become more
than merely academic.
This is Miss Russell’s first appearance in, a song^and-dance part
and, except for a. stint last season
in Shepard Traube’s touring edition of ‘Bell, Book and Candle,”
marks her return to legit after 22
years in Hollywood. As Ruth Sher’

March

Pittsburgh,

3.

Early legit curtain for the midat the Nixon (2
...
^

week matinee

0 clock instead of 2:30), which was
started in January at beginning of
the four- week run of “Guys and
Dolls,” has been restored and will
continue for remainder of the
season. After “Guys” exited, house
wen t back to the regular schedule,
but women liked the half-hour leeway s0 mUch that the Nixon manderided to accomodate
after a numbM*
D
of ?Smests
requests
^eI e recorded,
Customers pointed out that the
^ 0 c i° c * starting tune permitted
them to get out of- the theatre
ahead of the home-bound shopping
and working crowd, thus avoiding

S

A

Finian’s

Rainbow

(LENOX HILL, N. Y.)
jams and packed streetcars
Equity Library Theatre has a
and busses. Nixon has never tried winner in its high-spirited producan early evening curtain, but may tion of “Finian's Rainbow,” put on
do a little experimenting next year, Wed.-Sun. (25-1) at Lenok Hill
w ith- a good possibility that the Playhouse, N. Y. Like their last
Saturday matinee will^eventually season’s “Lady in the Dark,” this
writer who comes to New York he moV p d 11D too from 2Rn to 9 offering, with one replacement, has
t0
from Ohio with her sister and be- De movea up t00 * rom
likely strawhat possibilities, though
comes hilariously tangled in Greenlimited by a large cast.
wich Village’s rampaging BohemiException is the femme lead,
Current Stock Bills
anism, she is repeating the role
Nance Robbins, who is noticeably
she played in Columbia’s 1942 film
(Mar. 2-Mar. 15)
limited in musicomedy departments
version,- add which Shirley Booth
Bell, Book
WWA «IUU
and Candli
V'ftUWtV— -Chari- and a misfit as Sharon. And Robert
••
« *
'
j
played
in Max Gordon s original ton Heston) Bermudiana theatre, Donley
is efficient but not endearon
Hamilton,
ing as her father Finian, who
Bermuda, (3-8).
l s f^ ar
obviously
Death of a Salesman Arena, comes to America to multiply the
shaky as a singer and dancer, she Rochester (10-15).
gold he has stolen from an Irish
Fledermaus Paper Mill Play leprechaun.
traffic

’

n

•

.

'

.

,

#
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Theatre was renamed
It was Moore’s day, all right. The 48th St.
the Old Vic Theatre for the occasion, and a new sign hung on ti e
marquee as proof. The huge birthday cake which the guests gobbled fast was inscribed to “Victor Moore, the Spirit of 76.” Audience Tuesday night (24), on what was really the birth-date, rose
He
after the performance to sing “Happy Birthday” to Moore.
coulda run for mayor.
stage,
Vice
as
the
on
Presilife
political
At that, he’s had quite a
dent in “Of Thee I Sing,” Ambassador to Russia in “Leave It to
Me” Senator Logansberry in “Louisiana Purchase” and Public
Enemy No. 13 in “Anything Goes.” He had to wait till he was
76 (or 77, or 75) to realize his ambition to do a straight play. “I
always found that musical comedies lasted longer and paid better
than dramatic shows, and so I played in them for selfish reasons,”
he told reporters. He’s not crazy about films. He wants to stay
on Broadway, in “On Borrowed Time/; which he loves, “Time”

I

I

.

pri.J

marily Miss Russell’s show.
star is limited as a singer and
dancer, but combined with her exert, infectious comedy playing and
S er ingratiating stage personality,
she racks up the evening as a can’tmiss item.
There’s just
one disquieting
^however” in the operation. That is,
since the show depends so completely on Miss Russell, her continued health is basic for its continuation and ultimate payoff for
producer Bobert Fryer (it’s his first

WOR

program.

In contrast to last year, when
“Cocktail Party” was the sole legit
will tell.
attraction on the local horizon and
the observance received scant attention, despite State Dept, cooperation, there is an all-out effort
this year to emphasize the importance of the event for international
goodwill. A month of solid legit
New York dailies are all reportedly giving rebates on lineage, inbookings is helping, but, in addicluding amusement ads, carried during the recent strike of delivery
tion, Dr. Evans has personally somen against suburban distribution companies. Journal- American, the
licited interest of the town’s Emonly sheet thus far notifying ad agencies exactly what its adjustment
bassy Row. As a result, the diplowill be, is rebating 2% on lineage in its weekday evening editions and
matic corps turned out in unusually
12% on its Sunday edition. The rebate would cover lineage during
large numbers for last night’s openthe period from Jan. 30 through Feb. 12 and would apply on February
ings.
The paper explains that although suburban circulations were
billings.
reduced during the strike, the effect was somewhat offset by increased
sales, particularly of the weekday evening editions.
newsstand
•
C L J 1 J
Upcnings
0€D€dUl6u i)
Instead of making actual rebates for the period of the strike, the
Times is reportedly offering credits on future lineage. However, this
Merchant of Venice, City Center, has not yet been confirmed by specific notice to ad agencies, so there
is no indication of whether rebates will be paid to accounts no longer
tonight (Wed.).
Porgy and Bess, Ziegfeld, March active, such as shows that have since closed.
10
My Three Angels, Morosco,
“You’ve Got to be Taught” stirred up a couple of Georgia legislators
March 11.
last week, who claimed that the “South Pacific” tune “urged justificaCamino Real, National, March 19. tion of interracial marriage.” Denouncing the musical (which played
Horses In Midstream, unspecified Atlanta the past two weeks) as propaganda, solons said they planned
theatre, April 2.
introducing bills to outlaw pix, plays and musicals having “an underI Found April, unspecified theaLyricist Oscar Hammerstein,
lying philosophy inspired by Moscow.”
tre, April 6.
the song a protest against
Room Service, Playhouse, week 2d, said the solons were right in thinking
racial prejudice. “It’s no undercover propaganda,” he said, “If they
of April 6.
Debut, no theatre set, week of don't like it, it’s just too bad.” Show did very well in Atlanta. This
was the first time such protests were made about the musical. It’s
April 20.
playing Richmond this week.
Can-Can, Shubert, April 23.
Carnival in Flanders, Century,
May 21.
“But Yet a Woman,” by Janet Stevenson, and “The Girl from BosMe and Juliet, Majestic, June 4. ton,” by Joseph Hayes, were the winners last w.eek in the fourth playwriting contest conducted by the Arts of the Theatre Foundation, sponsored by Edward Kook, head of Century Lighting, and his wife, Hilda.
Prizes are $2,000 each in 12 monthly installments.

way

.

‘

is

List included Fred Allen, Benay Venuta, Emily Kimbrough, Joe
E. Brown, William Gaxton, Irene Bordoni and Bert Lahr. The
“Time” cast had autographed a plaque which cast-member Russ-11 Hicks had inscribed, and Allen made the speech of presentation, also airing it on Tom Slater’s “Luncheon at Sardi’s”

Inside Staff-Legit

show. The Fields-Chodorov book, incidentally, live in London.
He’s due back in the U. S. in two
weeks.
tunes and the Betty Comden-

sticking reasonably closely to the
play, provides an entertaining base
for Leonard Bernstein’s amusing

Adolph Green lyrics.
But “Wonderful Town”

Theatre Month

*

•

.

a musical

Striped Pants Turnout
Int’l

'

,

Mrs. Stevenson, a film scenarist, was coauthor with her husband,
Philip, of “Counterattack,” produced on Broadway by Lee Sabinson in
1942-43. Hayes previously wrote “Leaf and Bough," produced by Rouben Mampulian in 1948-49.
Judges in the contest were Mrs. Edith J. R. Isaacs, Herman Shumlin,

Oscar Hammerstein

2d.,

Alfred de Liagife,

Jr.,

and Leland Hayward.

Program for “Wonderful Town,” at the Winter Garden, N. Y., lists
the musical numbers and cast members who perform them, but omits
the traditional list of “scenes” in each act. There’s no mention of
“scenes” at all and the show’s locale is merely identified as Greenwich Village in the ’30’s. It’s apparent from the Raoul Pene du Bois
scenery that the action is in a basement apartment, on the street outside, in a publisher’s office, the backyard of the apartment and a
nitery, etc., but the spots aren’t specified in the program. Following
recent practice, the program lists the performers of the musical numbers by actual names rather than by characters in <the show.

Typographical error in the review of “Misalliance” by Richard Watts,
the N. Y. Post last week, caused a mixup when
pressagent Phil Bloom selected critical quotes for a display ad. He
picked a sentence in which Watts referred to the Shaw revival as an
“infinite delight.”
But the ad agency phoned to inform him that the
quotation actually read “indefinite delight.” Momentarily confused.
Bloom recheck’jd his copy of the Post and insisted his version was correct. Finally it developed that “indefinite” had appeared in the sheet’s
first edition, but had been corrected to “infinite” in subsequent editions.

—

,

Moore

At his birthday party Moore told one reporter: “This is the
nicest birthday I’ve had in all my 75 years.” At this rate, it’ll be
impossible to keep track of him when the youngster hits 100.
He was too darned busy to feel old. Moore, whose show got
unanimous good notices on its recent opening, was wandering ail
over t>.e place. “I’m still looking for one bad notice,”- he comHe couldn’t get it from the host of friends, relatives
plained.
and fellow cast-members who showed up to pay him tribute.

firmly.

cleanly,

For

the Spoils

—

—who

Was given a birthday
can’t count, but does
luncheon party at Sardi’s N. Y., last week <25). He didn’t know
whether he was 76 or 77, and didn’t care. History books have him
down as 77. In his nightly after-curtain speeches at the 48th St
Theatre, where “On Borrowed Time,” his current legiter, is playing, he’s been telling audiences he’s 76.
Victor

Washington, March 3.
Month
Theatre
International
was launched here last night (2)
by special ceremonies at both the
Shubert and National- Theatres,
where top-drawer openings brought
out an unusually array of capital
ber, ”v “One Hundred Easy Ways” and international brass.
Dr. Luand “Pass the Football” as comedy
ther Evans, head of the Library of
tunes and “Christopher Street,”
is serving as chairwho
Congress,
“Conga,” “Swing” and “Wrong
of the annual cultural observ^ote Ra 2” as Upstanding prodllC- man
ance, and Greek Ambassador M.
tion nunil)6rs*
made speeches marking the
Politis,
inan
isn’t
“Wonderful Town”
spired or brilliant musical, but it’s tee-off of International Theatre
an entertaining show with a win- Month at the Shubert. where Julie
ning star in Rosalind Russell. More- Harris in “I Am a Camera” opened
over> it arr i ve d at a moment when a fortnight’s run. At the National,
Broadway was famished for a new Helen Hayes marked the occasion
song-and-dance smash. It's a bulls- with a curtain speech at the interHobe.
eye.
mission of “Mrs. McThing," which
preemed a three-week run.

Beam.

As

and

briskly

while fDonald Saddler has provided
powerhouse dance routines and
musical staging. Raoul Pene du
Bois has created visually witty and
effective scenery and costumes, and
Lehman Engel has supplied rousing
choral arrangements and adept pit
batoning.
Of the songs, the most likely pop
candidates are probably the “Never
Felt This Way Before/’ “A Quiet
Girl" and “It’s Love” ballads, with
‘iOhio” as a potent novelty num-

George Gaynes

Robert Baker
•Associate Editors

little late last

'

Walter Kelvin
Michele Burke
Jordan Bentley

Wreck

^George Abbott has staged the

'production

S

Guide .T..
AppopoIous
Lonigan
Helen

,

a

lorjl.and bogus artist, Jordan BentlAyii* humorously muscular as the
Cris
player,
football
pf-ottebuve

Wonderful
Robert

To Victor Belongs

A

couple customers arrived
Sunday night
(1) at Town Hall, N. Y., for
Segovia.
Andres
recital
by
the
The usher wouldn’t let them
had finguitarist
in until the
ished his first number.
“You can’t go in until the
singing is over/’ she told them

Play on Broadway

Jr., in first edition of

—

*? at house Milbum, N.J; (2-15).
All others connected with the
ei stem has gi ei
r
For Love Or Money—Dobbs production, from director Michael
^ ^!
SS2Sff?.J5
, y
vocally-easy ?
tunes and
lyricists jvixv
(B-R)
Howard to pianist Ernest Warren,
Comden -Green have skillfully
find an Ear-Palm B<!aCh
Rparh (Fii.
<F1 *J deserve kudos for their
talents,
matched them with UughablS
(fsT
which make such a lark of this
Nott,tat
satiric fantasy;
Stewart Baxter
But' Miss Bussell is more than
handles the male lead
assurmerely willing. She performs the
The frequency of Morris M. Schrier’s name in legit angeling “on
sSrtM Mscha Auer)- ance, plus a fine voicewith
numbers with loose-jointed gusto
and good
Hamilton looks to boot; Frank C, Borgman is behalf of the Music Corp. of America” is part of the investment trust
heat
Mamilton
and unerring comedy flavor and Be rmudiana Tlieatee
Bermnda^9-115)
5f
ekpert on all counts as the “heavy,” the agency maintains- for its employees. Schrier is the house attorney.
timing. She is patently too attrac- Bennuaa
bigoted Senator Rawkins, and Donn He’s listed for a $10,000 stake in “Wonderful Town,”
tive in the fetching Main Bocher
¥T „ ^
Simon Rady, longhair a&r exec with Decca, is in for a $17,500 slice,
gowns to have men prefer her sister U.5. r reem for Loyolfe U. Driver is a delight as the lepre*

NY

-

A^HoSSStocS

’

>

in exchange for the company getting the original cast album.
chaun.
Strong assists are made by
dancer Jacqueline Hairston, as the
will make his first Met appearance
mute Susan, and singers Alma
'Boris’
in the title role, London thus beHubbard (who gives a sock rendi- Met Bowing
ing 4he first Amerbwri to sslng the
tion to “Necessity”), Richard Kirby,
With Fistful of ‘firsts’ part both at the. Met; -and, in EuRodester Timmons and Hdgh Hurd.
first- Boris
Walt Witcover, as' the Senator’s
rope. He did
The
Metropolitan Opera will the
yes-man, and Edward Giger, as the
Vienna State Opel a in 1949.
register a few “firsts” whr en it resheriff,
are deftly comic, and
Friday will alio mark the first
moppet Cherilyn Joyce adds to the turns Moussorgsky’s “Boris Godu- time the work will be sung in Engnov” to the N.Y. repertoire Friday
goings-on.
lish at the Met. New English text
Musical direction by Marie Lee night (6), after an absence of six is by John Gutman, Met assistant
W»lter Hwnpden will read "The and choreography
Adarruf is hardly* th/sorfof’blonde
years.
by Betty Lind
manager. Blanche Thebom, F aala
that gentlemen would prefer to Vlsl0n of * Man Named Bell,” are noteworthy. Of the
Performance will mark the first Lehchner* Jean Madeira, Brian
group of
lanky Miss Russell, but her sing- commemorating invention of the six dancers. Sonny Adams
American
presentation
of “Boris” Sullivan and Jerome Hines will
and
lug i* pleasant and her playing is telephone by Alexander Graham Frank Glass are standout. Unit
set in its original version, -instead of
Fritz Stedry win
unaffectedly Appealing. Henry Las- Bell, on the Telephone Hour (NBC
by David Asherman is. both artistic the usual rearranged version by support London;
conduct the opera, for his first
cue is amusing as the greedy land- next Monday 19).
iand practical.
D
«w4* 4b a
Vene.
Rlmsky-Korsakov. George London

Eileen, but there is something so

rhicnen
M*rrh 3.
2
nica 2°, -March
r
i
rr J^
^
Theatre here will
do
unassuming and friendly and likable about her stage personality another American premiere of a
foreign hit, presenting Michel de
that no one could possibly mind.
If the others in tne cast are
defi- Ghelderolde’s “Barabbas” Friday
mitely subordinate to the star, some through Sunday (6-8).
of them are undeniably helpful.
Drama has been translated by
George Gaynes (formerly George Hugh Dickson, of the drama and
Jongeyans) is a satisfactorily virile speech department. Jack Bettener
dIrtct -

genuine about her playing and so

New

.
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Ratoff to Give ‘Advice’

Show Fmances

On B’way in Dual Role
“TWO'S COMPANY"
(As of Jan. 31, '53)
Original investment, Including $35,000 overcall
loan
production
Repaid on production loan
Production cost
Tryout gross (Oct. 20, ’52-Nov. 29, '52)

Click Spotlights Involved

Hollywood, March 3.
Gregory Ratoff will produce and
“My Advice to You,” new
comedy* by Coast radio writers
Everett and Devery Freeman, on

star in

$210,000
37,830
19,000
[\*
192,466
!
203,350
65,229
74,507
232,202
]
298,332
35,962
19,657

A

Town’

.

7T F Hkt.«With

Broadway next season. Script is
‘Banana’ Maestro Hurt
based on a short story penned by
the Freemans for the Saturday
Tryout loss
In Fall, Hospitalized
Evening Post some years ago.
Postponement loss (due to star Bette Davis’ illnws)
George Reiser, orchestra ConducRatoff expects to put the play
Total cost to open in New York
tor with “Top Banana, ’’was injured
into rehearsal shortly after Labor
Gross for B’way run (Dec. 15, '52, to date)
Monday morning (2) at a rehearsal
Day, with a Nov. 1 opening on
Profit for B’way run to date (see note)
of the touring musical at the ParaBroadway in view.
Bonds, deposits, etc
mount, Toledo, where It opened a
Deficit above total capital..
split-week engagement that night.
(Note: Includes week ended Jan. 31, when illness of Miss Davis’ reHe was replaced by Hal Hastings,
quired cancellation of three performances and there was a loss of
who was flown from New York
$4,204 on a gross* of $27,743. In connection with the $74,507 loss from
for the assignment. Hastings, who
the postponement of the New York opening, management hopes to
batoned the musical on Broadway,
recover" a substantial- portion of this amount on an insurance policy
handled the Toledo opening and
Incidentally, “Two’s Company” needs about $32,000 weekly gross to
then .returned to New York, turnt

,

Two s

break even.)

Tour Prospect

in

Complex Pic-Sale

March 28

‘3

Over Rights to French
—

Angels’

—

Tricky situation has arisen over*-the screen rights to “Cuisine des
Anges.” the French play' on which Time Availability
the Incoming “My Three Angels”

May

Snag,Ballet Five Tour
based. Paramount, which owns
Projected tour of the newlythe rights to the original, reportedformed
First Ballet Quintet seems
ly wants to dispose of them, with
the producers of the Broadway uncertain now, due to question of
adaptation in a position of pretty bookings and conflict with the regmuch having^ to purchase if the ular spring season of the N. Y.
City Ballet, of which the quintet’s
price is at all within reason.
Rights to “Anges” were acquired members art lead dancers. Group
was
being propped for a spring
by Paramount shortly after the Albeit Husson comedy opened in. tour of the southwest by Encore
Productions,
with Gordon Pollock,
Paris about a year ago. The price
was reportedly $16,000, with re- of the “New Faces of 1952” backstage staff, as impresario. Dancer
lease a year later that is, sometime this month. However, appar- involved are Maria Tallchief, MeAndre Eglevsky,
ently because none of the studio’s lissa Hayden,
producers has shown an interest Francisco Moncion and Patricia
Wilde.
in the property, Paramount has reTour would need four to six
portedly decided not to film it and
weeks of hookings to make it
would like to sell the rights.
profitable. Apparently, only, two
Sam and Bella Spewack, who
adapted '‘Angels,” are understood weeks are available, and this time
is too short.
to have changed it considerably

—

original.

With the heavy theatre party
bookings all used up and little of
the mail order advance remaining;
the show may have trouble staying
in the black for the remainder of
its run.
Although the stop-limit
on the theatre deal was $30,000, the

ever, it’s feared there might be
confusion between the Broadway
Orleans Hasn’t
play and a film version of the
French text; and that the Broadway
Heard That Legit Is
production might suffer.
For that reason, producers Saint
Supposed to Be Dying
Subber, Rita Allen and Archie
Thompson are dickering with ParaNew Orleans, March 3.
mount to acquire the screen rights
Despite the growing chorus of
to “Cuisine des Anges.” Their idea lament around the country over
is not only to prevent 'the produe- the supposedly imminent “death of
(Continued on page 60)
legit,” the Civic Theatre here is
having its best season since the
closing of the old Tulane and
Crescent many years ago. House,
Opera Stock Co.
managed by Johnny Roberts, has
Project Hypoed by Sock had longer and more profitable engagements than usual, with only
booking in the rod.
Balto
Showing oneSeason
started ominously with a
Baltimore, March 3.
losing engagement of Charles L.
What might turn out to be the Wagner’s “Carmen” production. It
forerunner of an opera stock com- then clicked with “Bell, Book and
pany, which. NBC has been consid- Candle”
performances),
.(nine
ering for some time, was the con- “Paris ’90” (eight performances),
cert given here last Wednesday Jose Greco’s Spanish ballet (five
(25) by the Baltimore Symphony performances), the third appearOrchestra, with Peter Herman Ad- ance In 21 months of “Mister Robler as guest conductor.
erts’* (six performances), “South
Performance was billed as a Pacific”
performances )
( 14
presentation of the NBC Television “Strike a Match” (nine performOpera Theatre, of which Adler is ances), and Notre Dame Glee
music and artistic director. Five Club (one performance).
singers, all of whom have appeared
“Oklahoma,” current all this
in NBC-TV opera presentations this week for Its fifth local appearseason, were soloists with the local ance, had a promising advance
orch in a concert version of Mo- sale and looks set for a profit.
zart’s “Abduction From the Serag- However,
tentative bookings of
lio.” Singers were Laurel Hurley, Ballet Quintet and Constance BenVirginia Haskins, Davis Cunning- nett in “I Found April” have falham, Michael Pollock and Leon len through.
Lishner.
This was the first time that an
opera unit under NBC’s name has Pittsburgh Takes Over
gone out for a non-broadcast con-

$32,000 gross to break even.
Last week’s take was over $35,700, but receipts last Monday night
(2) were only a trifle over $2,700
and prospects for the balance of
this week are little better.
However, the show Is contractually
committed \o cotinue at the Alvin
until March 28, regardles sof how
low the gross goes.
'

Although “Company”' has earned
an operating profit for every full
week on Broadway thus far (see
financial breakdown elsewhere) It
had -two heavily losing stanzas
when a number of performances
were cancelled and refunds had to
be made because Miss Dywis was
ill.
As of last week, the revue had
earned back around $30,000-$35,000
of its huge investment.
After producers James Russo
and Michael Ellis announced last
week that “Company” would tout
following its March 28 closing at

New

Gotham for Weekend
March

3.

Pittsburgh will really take over
Broadway tills ‘weekend. Sixth' Theatre Train of Woman's City Club,
observe the performance. There’s with radio commmentator Jane Elreport that Columhia is mulling a len Ball in charge, hits N. Y. Saturlarge-scale booking of the TV group day (7), where passengers have
for Murfor next season.
their choice of “Dial
der” Or “Time Out for Ginger” in
the afternoon, and “The Crucible
Jacobton Into Booking of “Time of the Cuckoo” in the

M

1

<-:

Clarence Jacobson, vet company evening.
t
At. the same time, another train
with
recently
out
“Misted R&berts,” has opened a will take a flock of Pitt music
booking offlcfe for auditoriums,, lovers to N. Y. for the Manhattan
arenas and theatres in the U. S. debut of the Pittsburgh Symphony
and Canada off the Tegular 'United Orchestra* at Carnegie Hall Friday
*

,

.

.

manager

'

Booking Office

He

list.*

plans to represent about 100
mostly in one-night towns
and Such spots off the usual touring routes, in cooperation '.'frith the
^
UBOt
spots,

(7).

atre

•

original

Celebrity party for the the-

gang before they pull out

will

have Polly Bowles, Pittsburgh girl,
featured in “Ginger" with Melvyn
Douglas, as one of the guests of
honor.

Guild-ATS

May

New

Yorker mag stories

and reworked the same materia]
for the book of the musical, are to
huddle ^his- week with attorneys
for’ composer * Leonard Bernstein,

Test

Charge Accounts In

lyricists

Betty

Comden and Adolph

Several Cities Next Yr. Green, and
Charge accounts for theatremay he offered to Theatre
Guild-American Theatre Society

subscribers in several cities next
season.
Idea would be to offer
the setup on an experimental basis
for one season;
If it increased
business substantially and proved
workable, it would presumably be
extended to other towns. If not,
it would be -scrapped.
Proposal was discussed by GuildATS and Council of the Living
Theatre officials, plus several road
theatre managers and local subscription representatives last week
in New York. Those attending the
session were' told that Guild-ATS
subscription drives sponsored by
the CLT last season had added 13,649 subscribers, 49 more playing
weeks and 183,965 increased prepaid admissions in 11 campaigned
cities last year.
Current subscription drives, in
Los Angeles' and San Francisco,
using “Point of No Return,” starring Henry Fonda, and .“The
Shrike,” starring Van Heflin, may

those representing Fryer and Columbia, with the idea of
working out an agreement covering
the picture rights.
Fryer feels that even if Columbia
does reissue the “Eileen” film. It’s
likely to enhanee rather than harm
the boxoffice draw of “Town.” He
points out that the studio can’t use
the “Town" title in a reissue. And

(Continued on page 60)

Sliced ‘Banana’ Will

Tour All Next Season;
Silvers Stays as Star
“Top Banana,” splitting this
week between Toledo and Indianapolis, is now booked solidly into
next summer. After concluding
stands in Sin Francisco and Los
Angeles next May-June, the production, starring Phil Silvers, will

'

presentation, starring Phil Silvers,
opens next Monday (9) for two
weeks in Detroit, then plays a single week in Milwaukee, a fortnight in Minneapolis, a split between. Omaha and Des Moines, a
week in Kansas City, a split between
Oklahoma City and Denver
Among those present at the
Besides being too ill to play the
show on several occasions, Miss luncheon confab last week were and a week in Portland. It opens
May
12
at the Curran, San FranDavis is understood to be in run- Arthur Schwartz, president of the
cisco, and June 1 at an unspecified
down condition from the physical CLT and the League of N. Y. Theahouse
in Los Angeles.
demands of the performance, her tres; Howard Lindsay, co-chairman;
The musical played a 356-perfirst in a song and dance show. She producers Leland Hayward, Her-

without

notification

to

Al- 21 in Chicago, thus scratching

her.

its

under contract until Coast bookings. However, efforts
May 30, 1954, with three months are ‘reportedly being made to line
off this summer, the star’s state- up an- alternate show for subscribment said a tour is “contrary” to ers in the two towns and thus avoid
her understanding with the man- a black eye for the local campaigns
at the outset.
agement.
though she

Symph

Pittsburgh,

fractured shoulder blade, fractured arm and other injuries.

and-dance show is based, was produced in 1942 by Columbia and it’s
reported that the studio is now
considering a reissue.
Rosalind
Russell, star of the current musical, played the same character in
the straight play version in films.
Max Gordon, who produced the
play in 1940-41, was among a number of Broadway managements interested in having the play adapted
as a musical.
However, Columbia’s terms for relinquishing, its
screen rights always proved a stymie to the project. Finally Robert Fryer decided to go ahead without the film company, and “Wonderful Town” is the result.
Attorneys for Joseph Fields and
Jerome Chodorov, who dramatized
the play from Ruth McKenney’s

be cut down and the musical will
be booked for split-weeks and onenighters on the Coast and then
through the southwest and south
the Alvin, a personal pressagent
for next fall and winter. Silvers
for Miss Darts issued a release stating that the announcement had be crimped a bit by the scheduled will stay with it.
The Paula Stone-Mike Sloane
been made without her consent and closing of the latter show March

NBC-TV

Performance was enthusiastically received by the audience, with
a highly favorable press the next
day.
Several N..Y, concert managers, including Columbia Artists
Mgt.'s Bill Judd, were on hand to

report

production reportedly needs about tickets

How-

cert.

According to telephone

from Toledo, Reiser lost his footing and fell into the orchestra pit,
a mechanical affair which had
been raised above the usual level.
He was taken to the hospital with

cially.

is

from the Husson

at the Alvin, N. Y., is
figured a doubtful prospect to tour,
despite management announcement
that It will.
Not only has Bette
Davis, the star, indicated that she
won’t go on the road, but attendance* at the revue has been declining steadily for weeks, so touring
seems a questionable bet finan-

Situation

ing over the assignment to the assistant
Reiser
conductor
until

Company,” which closes recovers.

‘‘Two’s

Par

Doubtful

“Wonderful Town” an ap-

pjlrent hit at the Winter Garden,
fy. r.Y., efforts are being made to
clarify the situation regarding film
rights to the musical. Picture editioh.**' of
“My Sister Eileen” the
straight play on which the song*

is

mit Bloomgarden, Gertrude Macy, formance run on Broadway during
1951-52;
Alfred de Liagre, Jr.; Richard
Gilbert Miller and Herman
Myers,
ease muscular pains before going
onstage each night.
She is also Sbumlin; League managing direc- Webster Sought as ‘Lady
reportedly
discouraged
by the tor James F. Reilly, plus Marcus
doubtful
reception
show’s
on Helman, John Shubert, Lawrence
Coast Platform Stager
Broadway and her own personal Langner, Theresa Helburn and
Warren Caro representing the
Coast legit producers Russell
notices from the critics.
Guild-ATS.
Lewis and Howard Young planed
Out of town managers .present in to N. Y. to talk with Margaret
included Milton Kranz, Cleveland; Webster about staging “The Lady’s
KIRSTEN
ITALY
Charles Bowden, Hartford; Gabe Not For Burning,” Burt LanRubin, Pittsburgh; Robert Boda, caster starrer which will launch
PICTURE,
Columbus; Ernest Hawley, Toronto, their new Drama Guild series of
platform presentations. Producers
Met soprano Dorothy Kirsten and Paul Beisman, St. Louis.
also have a musical in mind for the
sailed for Italy last week (25) for
subscription series and hope 'to ina six-week stay, during which she’s
terest Agnes de Mille in choreogWorth, Guinness to Head
to discuss a picture and an opera
raphing the show.
While cast, producers also will
deal. Singer is to close with a pic
Canadian Bard Fest hold auditions for their Music Cirproducer in Rome for a single film
cus season at Sacramento next
Toronto, March 3.
to be lensed there next year. She’s
They’ll return to the
Irene Worth, who appeared op- summer.
also to talk with the La Scala
posite
Alec
Guinness
in the Lon- Coast in about 10 days.
Opera, in Milan, to appear there
don visiting production of- “The
part of next season, for the first
Cocktail Party” in New York, will ‘Porgy’
Lead to
time.
be Guinness’s leading lady in the
Milan opera authorities had in- Shakespearian Festival skedded
Concert Tour Next Year
vited Miss Kirsten for this May, for. Stratford, Ontario, to open
Leontyne Price, who lias the sobut singer had .to renege, as she July* 13 aiid carry through to mid- prano lead of Bess
in “Porgy and
must return for the’ Met Opera August. To be staged on alternate Bess,” which opens at tire
Ziegfeld,
spring tour; which starts in mid- nights, plays definitely set are N.Y., next
Tuesday (10), after a
April. She’s also set for lead in “Richard III” and “All's Well That European
tour, has been signed
Edwin Lester's revival of “The Ends Well.”
for a concert tour next season by
Great Waltz” on the Coast this
Local* group of businessmen is Laraey Goodkind.
summer.
Goodkind is also personal manfinancing, with first season to he
presented under’ a 1,600-seater ager of William Warfield, Miss
tent in a civic park on the bank Price’s husband, who whs the PorEquity Shows
of the Avon River in the Canadian gy in the current .revival, in the
(Mar. 2-Mar. 15)
namesake of Stratford,- ‘with the U.S. and abroad, until recently,
Fiuian’s Rainbow—DeWitt H. S., audience Seated on three sides of when he took time out for an
Bronx, N.Y. (6-7); Bryant H. S„ the stage in Elizabethan tradition American concert tour of about 50
Queens, N.Y.' (13-14k
Immediate plan is to build a thea- dates. At close of. the concert trek
Mamba's Daughters Lenox Hill tre for next season as a Stratford- this spring,; Warfield will return
to “Porgy and Bess.”
on-Avon replich.
[Playhouse, N.Y. (11-15).
said to be under continual care
of a physician, with treatments to
is
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UMiinmn

Plays Abroad
has style and piquancy as CathRoom
erine. -Maurice Teynac plays

‘Wife’ Goodly $25,600;

‘Hotter’ $1<>,900
Equity, in alien actor
.with. JJrftish Equity*

Edward Kook, head of Century
Lighting, lectures on the .theatre,
Tuesday nights at Columbia T|.i h
Walter F. Kerr, drama critic'' of the
N. Y. Herald Tribune, had
Joshua
last week with
whose direction of “Picni
severely rapped. The confa
David
described as “amicable’
Powers is associate to Phyllis PenpressByram,’
Marian
and
man
agents of “Wonderful Town.” .Robert Griffith is production Stage
manager of the musical, with Hal
Prince stage manager and Edmund

ing^the Alvin Theatre, N.

Y.,

rpunqipS that he and others may
fit Office building containing
fgit’^playhouse in the West 50s

rwt

the

if

.

.

New York

building code

is

.

.

man and Marian Byram now have
the hottest tickets on Broadway—

“Seven Year Itch” and “Wonder“Camino Real/’ now
ful Town.”
bill at a Purim
Samuel T. Wilson, Columbus
Eyck
Ten
the
of Temple Israel in
music and film
Hotel Ballroom at Albany Sunday (O.) Dispatch legit,
critic, in New York this week to
presented
Goldstein
night (1). Miss
and
comedies
gander musical
dramatic bits and songs,
Robert F.
opera-in-English
Dave Le Grant, who is doing the Boda, manager of the Hartman,
comedy lead in the current produc- Columbus, making i*Qunds of legit
tion of “Lady Be Good” at Mal- booking offices this week inspectcolm Atterbury’s Colonial Play- ing prospects, for next season.*
house in Albany, will remain to
Bob Downing flying to Houston
portray the Dauphin in Maxwell next week to huddle with PlayAnderson’s “Joan of Lorraine,” house co-producers Joanna Albus
Atterbury’s 72nd and final show. and Bill Rozan on his ,new play,
LeGrant’s wife, Barbara Cook, “Around We Go,” to be tested
Liberto the
topped the

-

tryout,
Festival

.

.

.

‘

.

Don

with

shares

there late' this month.

straight lead, honors in the Gershwin musical. Liberto expects to
fill a night club engagement at Lbs
Vegas soon after the closing of

•‘Lady

Be Good” .March

Springfield Legit Perks;

Bow

Springfield, Mass., March 3.
The Gilbert Miller-Donald Oen-

the American Theatre Wing, and

'

.

_

slager production of
enthal’s “Horses in

Katcliffe, president of the

Stock Managers Assn., stock producers last week confirmed an arrangement for choosing not only
Equity players for summer companies, but also trained apprentices
from the wing program.
Bernard Simon is back, pressagenting “Fifth Season” after a
week’s absence to fly to the bed-

Andrew

Ros-

Midstream,”
premiere at the Court

have its
Square here March

will

13-14, as a Play-

goers’ attraction.

headed by Lill Darvas
and Melville Cooper and includes
film starlet Dawn Addams. Sir
Cedric Hardwicke will stage the
Cast

.-

•

is

production.

.

version,

as

in

the case

of

‘

Q/mqwq qie^inuAlc
qmA eritehtainmAit

for a musical edition of “Eileen.”
But now that “Town” has been produced and is an indicated smash,
the rights to the song-and-dance
adaptation have a potentially substantial value, so there’s a strong
Incentive to clarify the situation.
Case somewhat similar to that
of “Town” involves, the rights to
“Having Wonderful Time,” straight
comedy by Arthur Kober, a film
version of which was produced by

io

UftpekMduwjt.
THIS WEEK
at the

ftniei* Theafre

RKO.

The current musical hit,
“Wish You Were Here” was
adapted Jrom the same play, in

FRED WARING
and His Pennsylvanians

DULUTH
Monday, March 9th
Two Performances

Private Secretary, Female,
Showbusiness Background
and

Variety, 154

salary.

West 46th

State full

Box V-35192,
St.,

,

l

•

New

Para-

mount and “Gentlemen Prefer
Columbia
However,
Blondes.”
would never agree to such a setup

details

,

scenes minus action.
Steps Into ‘Affairs’
Play is described as a drama of
Hollywood March 3.
human relationships, treating a
Charles Meredith, Equity rep on
love Story realistically in the manof
the
Coast,
stepped
into the breach
End
“The
author’s
the
ner of
Atlantic City, March 3.
the Affair.” It is set in a house over the weekend when George
Ezra
present
wasn’t
b
London,
Brent
able
headed
to
get up in the
y
in Kensington,
Corporation
Bell, resort hotelman, bought the time, and action centres round re- part on time, and planed to Kanof
room
Somliving
lationships in the
sas City to open there tomorrow
Gateway Casino in suburban
(Wed.) in the touring production
ers Point last week (28), at re- a Roman Catholic household.
young or- of “Affairs of State.” Brent will
Pemberton,
Rose
ported $40,000 price, for theatrical
to
escorted
being,
gal,
is
Gateway
phaned
Group,
the cast in a few weeks.
join
presentations.
by
Also in.' the production are
Musical Playhouse, Inc., plans a home of her aunts and uncle
# mida
Dennis,
Michael
trustee,
her
start
to
Haila Stoddard, Donald Woods,
10-week summer season,
way Irene Hervey, Harry
June 30, With musicals like “Kiss dleaged married man. On the
Bannister
night together.
Me Kate,” “Carousel,” “Student they have spent the
and Leonard Carey. Woods and
love with the
Prince” and “Merry Widow” to be She is deeply in
Carey were in the company when
is
An Equity company older man. Their relationship
presented.
it debuted at the Carthay Circle
intimately dissected in the various
will include New York actors, plus
here last September.
all set in the Theatre
drama,
of
scenes
chorus, ballet and orchestra.
Group includes Bell as, presi- same living-room.
tedious,
while
piece,
Emotional
‘Affairs of State" $12,000;
dent; Jonathan Dwight, vice-presiDirection
is beautifully written.
dent, and Henry Roeser, Jr., of
‘Moment" $4,100, Frisco
by Peter Glenville is always sure,
Ocean City, secretary-treasurer.
and acting reaches a high level,
San Francisco, March 3.
Dwight last year produced mu- particularly from new British acsea10-week
a
for
sicals and plays
Victor Borge opened a two-week
Play makes
tress Dorothy Tutin.
son in the casino. Bell, owner- of heavy demands on her for tense, stand Sunday (1) at the 1,775-seat
Hotel Morton in midcity and its emotional .acting all the way, and Curran. House is scaled to $4.20.
Theatre,
Quarterdeck
adjacent
her love sequences with Ralph The Geary went dark, following
with a 400 seating capacity, was Michael, as the middle-aged man, final performance of “Affair of
identified last summer with Ada have much artistic beauty.
State” Saturday (28).
Fenrfo and Gianni Pitale, produUnusual role goes to Eric PortEstimates for Last Week
cing stock in Pleasant Mills, 19 man as the sympathetic Roman
Affairs of State, Geary (5th wk)
miles from the resort. Shows were Catholic priest, seen all the time as
(Marsha Hunt,
(C-$3.60;
1,550)
offered three nights a week at a cripple in a wheelchair.
He Otto
Kruger).
Down to $12,000
Pleasant Mills and three nights in brings gentleness .and tolerance to
(previous week, $13,500).
the Quarterdeck.
a character not easily drawn, but at
One Moment, Please!, Marines
Dwight this year will also open times tends to swallow words, thus Memorial Theatre (4th wk) (Ra theatre season at the Quarter- making himself inaudible. Fine
$3.00; 640) (Carol Brumm, Jane
deck here beginning Easter Mon- characterizations of two old maiden Connell, Robert Cowell* Louis Benday, April 6, with further plans aunts, almost “Arsenic and Old nett). Up to $4,100 (previous week,
Mary
are given

.

Seeks position, can travel.

*

ATLANTIC CITY GROUP
SETS SUBURBAN STOCK

f

iiit

’•

.

Weidman

.

v

.

Springfield,
AftOr
“Horses” will spend two weeks in
Washington, and is then slated for
the Henry Miller in New York.
Springfield, which has been running a little low on legit this season, has suddenly perked, up. The
Rosenthal play will he the second
tryout in three weeks. Constance later to be announced.
Bennett in “I Found April” opened
haps later on Broadway. Show will here last Thursday (19).
to Star in
have a- book by Charles Lederer
and Luther Davis from the old
Columbia
U. Music-Drama
Edward Knoblock play, with Alex“Poor Eddy.” new musie-drama
ander Borodin music adapted by
Click
‘Town’
with book by Elizabeth Dooley and
Robert Wright and George Forrest.
score by Albert Rivett, will be
Jill Melford v former t Broadway
Continued from page 59
actress, daughter of British actor,
staged by Columbia (U.) Theatre
Jack Melford, will be married in while there are no screen rights Associates at Brander Matthews
London in August to former actor to “Town,” exclusive of those cov- Hall, N. Y. March 11-18.
Because of the late- ering “Eileen,” the picture comKim Mills
Work, based on life of Edgar
ness of the season, John Kennedy pany is similarly unable to use any Allan Poe,
will
have dancer
will have to remain here to ready of the. “Town” material without acCharles
Weidman in the name role.
St.
the
the summer schedule for
title to that.
separate
quiring
will
comprise
Cast
20 actors and
Louis Muny Opera, of which he’s
In several previous instances, a 20 dancers, with Milton Smith distage director, so alternate Alfred
replay
filmed
a
recting, Doris Humphrey doing
Harding will probably go to Lon- studio that had
don as representative of Actors leased its rights in the original choreography and Lester Po Iakov
property for a share of the screen designing sets.
rights of a subsequent legit musical

side of his seriously ill father in
Arkansas. The elder Simon has
since been discharged from the
hospital, but will probably be an
Alfred
invalid for months , .
Drake will star in a musical version of “Kismet,” to be produced
by Edwin Lester for the Los Angeles and San Francisco Civic
Light Opera this summer and per-

.

.

...

'

Rosenthal ‘Horses’ to

As result of negotiations between Louis Simon', director of the
Professional Training Program of

Thomas

•

.

14.

er,

Pierre
Glasgow, Feb. 19.
Donald Albery (for Donmar Produc- pretty heavily and seems out-ofwith the ensemble. Marie
tions) presentation of drama in two acts key
Directed
(five seen os) Jtw Graham Greene.
Ventura brings authority to the
tions providing the
by Peter GAenvlile. Sets by Leslie Hurry. assignment of the
old martinet
will be the next Biltmore Theatre At King’* TUeatre. Glasgow
Dorothy Dewhucst Empress; Roland Bailly is right as
Mary
tenant.
R*lph Michael
Michael Dennl?
.Dorothy Tutin the brutal Potemkin, and Jacques
Council of the Living Theatre Rose Pemberton
Francois scores as Lanskoi, Pierre’s
••• Mary Jerrold
announced it would extend its ac- Teresa Browne
Violet Farebrother confidant, Christian-Gerard’s direcHelen Brpyvpp
tivities to the Coast in the spring. Father Janies ferowne
Eric Pqrtman
tion has given the production
Taylor
Estimates for Last Week
Valerie
Mrs. Dennis
proper smoothness and polish, and
Life With Mother, Carthay Cirthe fancy 18th-century costumes
to
Down
$2.40).
makes
(1,518;
cle (5th wk)
Novelist Graham- Greene
are
tops, though sets are on skimpy
$10,900.
his debut here.es a- playwright with
side.
Biltmore
Curt.
Wife,
Constant
The
“The Laving. Room,’’ surrounding,
Theatre the play with a distinguished cast,
(2d wk) (1,636; $4.20 K
to
it
held
tickets
cutrate
Guild
but giving it a heavy air of talkie$25,600, but biz near, capacity.
talkie, thus bogging it down with Coast’s Equity Rep
long tiresome duologs and tedious
.

Saul
as proposed
. ,
ticket
Leblang’s
Lancotift,
of
weekagency,* goes to Haiti this
.
end for a fortnight’s vacation .
Bob 'Ganshaw joins Karl Bernstein as associate pressagent on
“Can Can” ... P.a.’s Phyllis Perl-

artieifdod

Balin assistant.
Jennie Goldstein, one of the
principals in Tennessee. Williams’
in

The Living

Los Angeles, March 3.
Business continued good last
S. Cullman, legit inthe two touring attracwith
week,
vestor and head of a syndicate opspark. “Gigi”

.

.

discussions

N. Y. 36.

this instance, too, without an attempt to “recapture” the screen
rights as part of the legit musical
comedy setup.
Possible switch on the situation
may occur, in the case of “Having

Wonderful Time” and “Wish You
Were Here,” however. Paramount,
with Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
under contract, would like to star
the pair in a film version of the
musical. But to do so, the studio
must acquire the rights to both the
legit musical and the original play.
Presumably the price in both cases
might be fairly moderate, as the
rights in both cases are contingent.

GAB CALLOWAY
Sportin' Lit#

PORGY AND BESS
Jusf concluded

eminently

successful

six

month

European Tour
Vienna, Berlin, London, and Paris
Oparin? March 10, ZIogfoM. Now York
Mgf.:

1IU

MITTLER,

Ulf

Broadw ay.

Now

m

—

—

—

first

Bouffes-Parisiens Theatre, Paris, Feb. 10,

house March 11.

'S3; $3.

show.

No French playscribe had more
plays imported to the U. S. during
the ’20s or since than Alfred
Savoir. Hollywood lensed most of

It’s

and

understood the produc-

Paramount

are talking
about a $62,500 price for the rights
to the Husson original.
If
the Subber-Allen-Thompson
firm decides to go through with the
purchase deal, the producers would
presumably have to put up the
money themselves, or raise it outside. In the later case, the Spewacks might be willing to supply
some of the coin, since they’d
stand to split with Husson the author’s 60% share of any proceeds
from a sale of the rights to
“Angels.” Without the purchase
of the “Cuisine” rights there could
be no film rights to “Angels.”
The Subber - Allen - Thompson
combo probably could not use the
capital for the “Angels” legit production for a purchase of film
rights. For one thing, the show,
financed at $75,000, will probably
cost almost that to bring in, including bonds, so ,there’d be insufficient balance left. Secondly, the
partnership agreement would not
permit such use of the capital. So
either additional capital would
have to be raised or Paramount
might accept as payment a share of
the screen rights to “Angels,” or
even part of the producer’s end of
the show.
In any case, a deal clarifying the
0

Gaby

Catherine

Empress
Lover
Archbishop

(“Grand Duchess and The

Waiter,” “Lion Tamer,” “Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife”), with remakes on some. “Catherine,” first
staged in Paris in 1930, got a
London production in 1931, but
never made N. Y. Premiere of the
revival here was a gala affair with
President Auriol, an old friend of
the author, attending in state, and
with Savoir’s son, flying from the
U. S. for the opening, grabbing
much news space. Cities gave the
play a strong okay, but show's b.o.

But “Catherine”
being carefully nursed and may

fate is indecisive.
is

tan

und Isolde”

Sylvia

Marie Ventura
Claude Bertrand
Francois Vallorbc
Georges Rex

Chancellor

his hits

Helen Traubcl will make her
Met Opera appearance of the
season as Isolde in Wagner’s “Trisat the N.Y. opera

Maurice Teynac
Jacques Francois
Roland Ballly

Pierre
Lanskoi

Potemkin

ers

Ellerbe, dir.

Paris, Feb. 17.
Jacques Truchot revival of drama in
two acts (seven scenes) by Alfred Savolr.
Directed by Christian-Gerard. Sets and
costumes by Jean-Denis Malcles. Features
Gaby Sylvia, Maurice Teynac,
Jacques Francois, Marie Ventura. At

tion of a film version of the French
original; they also figure on getting a valuable property in the
form of the rights to “Angels” in
case the latter clicks as a Broadway

rights

Tort

Par Involved
Continued from page 59

by
Lace” types,
$4,000).
Jerrold and Violet Farebrother.
domineering,
large and
Latter,
gives sense of autocratic gloom
Shows in Rehearsal
whenever she appears onstage.
Valerie Taylor contributes a brief
Keys: C ( Comedy ), D (Drama),
but commendable piece of thesping CD ( Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue),
as the wronged wife in a scene MC (Musical Comedy ), MD (Muthat goes dangerously near pure sical Drama),
melodrama.
Powerful, thoughful drama adds
Can-Can (MC) Cy Feuer, Ernup to heavy fodder that gives more est H. Martin, prods.; Abe Burlaurels to the cast, especially Miss rows, dir.
Tutin, than to author Greene in
GilHorses In Midstream (D)
Gord.
his theatrical debut.
Donald Oenslager,
bert Miller,
prods.; Sir Cedric Hardwicke, dir.
Pink Elephant (C) Eugene Paul,
Lb Petite Catherine
William I. Kaufman, prods.; Harry
(The Little Catherine)

make the

grade.

“Catherine” is' a sly costumecomedy version of the early life
and marriage of the Russian Empress, with an ironic epilog showing how ascendancy to power can
change a woman. Play commences
with the arrival of Catherine, an
improvished German princess, at
the Russian court to marry the
half-crazy Grand Duke
Pierre.
When Pierre becomes Czar, he
plans to banish Catherine to a
nunnery. She learns of this, and
plots with her lover, Potemkin,
soldier in the palace guard, to gain
the throne for herself. In the last
scene, we see her after 10 years
of reigning, transformed into the
.

situation would probably
person of the old Empress, whose
have to be* worked out by March
manners disgusted the young
19, when “Angels” is due at the J-Catherine.
Morosco, N. Y.
Gaby Sylvia, auburn-haired look-

ADVANCE AGENTS

COMPANY MANAGERS !
We

have been serving theatrical
shows for over 42 years. Ours is
the oldest, most reliable and experienced transfer company on. the
West Coast!
• Railroad privileges for handling
shows and theatrical luggage.

• Complete warehouse
• Authorized
to transfer

sit

facilities

California.

Equipped

pad haul anywhare

in

U. 5.!

• RATES

ON

REQUEST I

Company

Atlantic Transfer

GEORGE CONANT
601 East 5th Street
Los Angeles 12, Calif.

Mutual 8121 or OXferil 9-4764

WALTER
WAHL
"

"Dora"

Ftiriaml hi Coimnly Hit

"TOP BANANA"
Currently 75th

Week

Now Playing
MURAT, INDIANAPOLIS
•

(Mar, 5-7)
Direction

JOSH MEYER

JACK DAVIES

,
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Conventions

LEGITIMATE

Up Chi Legit Biz;
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New Haven, March 3.
Br.eakin of “Camino Real” at the
Shubert last week polled only a
moderate b.o, response. In for a

‘Madam’$38,300, ‘Murder $18,

M

(Richard
1,000)
Showing fine pull with

($4.40;

Greene),

’

$18,800.

The Shrike, Erlanger
($4.40; 1,334)

(Van

(1st wk)
Heflin). Mixed

‘PORGY’ SOCK $92,000

SHOWS

IN 16 PARIS

notices got this off to poor start
with light $16,000. Folds March '21.

Paris,

March

3.
Banana, Great Northern
Blevins Davis-Robert Breen pro
wk) ($6; 1,500) (Phil Silvers).
Closed run Saturday (28) with -Auction of the George Gershwin
ope^a, “Porgy and Bess,” which
brisk $28,500.
ended a 16-performance run at the
Empire here Sunday night (1), garnered $92,000 during its brief stay.
‘OKLA/ RAKISH $33,600
House jacked its top to $7, unhear*i of high here, and had SRO

Top

(13th

ON DEEP SOUTH TREK

Mobile, March 3.
“Oklahoma” just kept on racking ’em up last week, grossing a
total of $33,600 in eight

perform-

—

(9-14).

Takes Atlanta

Book and Candle (Joan

Bell,

With $84,961 in 2 Weeks
Atlanta, March 3.
National company of “South Pacific.”
starring Janet Blair and
Webb Tilton, closed a two-week,
16-performance stand here at the

the upcoming list, “Pink Eleis set for March 26-28 and
“Man of Distinction” makes its initial bow here April 1-4.

‘Gigi’ $20,600,

‘Belts’ 16G,

Hub

Boston, March

Following a week's hiatus,
legit swung back
week with “Gigi,”

Hepburn,

3.

Hub

into action last
starring Audrey

grabbing

top

among three newcomers.

honors
“Fasten

Your Belts” skedded for a t\voweeker at the Shubert, folded here
Sunday (1), at end of first week,
with company returning to New
York-

for

“revisions.”

“Tobacco

Road,” surprise entry at the Majestic, .also shuttered abruptly after
a single stanza.

Newcomers this stanza are
Found April,” starring Constance
Bennett, set for a week at the
*

Plymouth, and “Stalag 17,” in for
an indefinite run at the Colonial.
Both opened Monday (2).

—

Bennett, Zachary Scott)
Nixon,
Pitt (2-7); Locust, Philly (9-14).

Me Madam — Shubert,

Call
(2-14).

— Forrest,

Camino Real

March

Detroit,

3.

“Guys and Dolls” pulled a sock
$48,000 at the 2,050-seat Shubert.
Theatre now goes dark, relighting

Monday

(9) with “Top Banana,”
booked for a fortnight.
At the Cass, “Good Nite Ladies”

did $15,000 in the

week

first

of a two-

run.

Tostcr’ Okay $23,900

(2-14).

In Toronto Stanza
Constant
(Katharine * CorTower Theatre Saturday (28) with nell, Robert Wife
Flemyng, John Emery)
Toronto, March 3.
an amazing $84,961 gross. Show
Biltmore, L: A. (2-7); Russ Aud.,
Hume Cronyn and Jessica Tandid $45,832 last week and $39,129 San
Diego (9-10) p Concert Hall, dy, in “The Fourposter,” did a
the week before.
Long Beach (11); Civic Aud., Pasa- satisfactory $23,900 at the Royal
Rodgers - Hammerstein musical dena
(12); College of the Pacific Alexandra here last night, with
made theatrical history in Atlanta, Aud.,
the 1,525-seater scaled at $4 top
Stockton (14).
in that it marked the first time a
Deep
Blue Sea (Margaret Sulla- with tax.
legit production has started its run
van) Ford’s, Balto (9-14).
On Cronyn’s home grounds, his
as sellout practically from the
Dial
For Murder (Richard prep school (Ridley) pals came out
beginning. Also, a previous twoin full force. Reviews were rave,
week run for any stage offering Greene) Harris, Chi (2-14).
Fourposter (Jessica Tandy, Hume but matinee biz was bad, together
has been unheard of hereabouts.
Cronyn) Her Majesty’s, Montreal with a one-night (Tues.) experi‘South Pacific” company en(2-7). Shubert, Boston (9-14).
ment of early curtain, at 7 p.m.,
trained Sunday (1) for Richmond,
Gl*i (Audrey Hepburn) Wilbur, as a test to accommodate suburban
Va., for a week's run, to be folBoston
(2-7); Biltmore, L. A. (12- commuters. That venture flopped,
lowed by a similar length date in
with both balcony sellouts, b.ut
14).
Wilmington, Del.
'Good Nite, Ladies Cass, Detroit higher-priced orch sale light. No
Next attraction at the Tower is
.more early curtain experiments
(2-7); Hanna, Cleve, (9-14).
Oscar
Straus’
“The Chocolate
Guys and Dolls—Memorial Aud., henceforth, says Ernest Rawley,
Soldier,” presentation of the AtAmerican, St. Royal Alexandra manager.
(2-7);
lanta Opera Co., starring Helena Louisville
Louis
(9-14).
Bliss, John Tyers, Muriel O’Malley
Horse in Midstream
Court
and Detmar Poppen, uhder the
(13-14). ‘April’ $8,100 for Seven
direction of Richard Valente. Dates Square, Springfield, Mass.
I Am A Camera (Julie Harris)
are March 18-22.
In Split-Week Stands
Shubert, Wash. (2-14).
Wilmington, March 3.
I Found April (Constance Ben“I Found April,” George Batson
nett)
Boston*
Plymouth,
(2-7); Her
‘Stalag’ $22,700,
comedy starring Constance Bennett,
Majesty’s, Montreal (9-14).
Shubert, grossed a fair $5,500 In five perMaid In the Ozarks
‘Bell’ Off to $15,600 New Haven (2-7); Parsons, Hartford formances of a tryout stand at the
1,223-seat Playhouse last Wednes(10-15).
ashington, March 3.
Male Animal—Nixon, Pitt (9-14). day-Saturday (25-28). The Kenneth
Stalag 17,” which started slowGreen production
Banghart-Diana
Hayes)
McThing
(Helen
Mrs.
ly despite uniform critical acclaim,
had previous gotten $1,500 in a onecame on strongly during its sec- National, Wash. (2-14).
(23) at the Lyric,
nighter
Monday
Slezak)
(Walter
Three
Angels
.My
ond week at the Shubert Theatre
Allentown, ana $1,100 for another
to ring up $22,700 at boxoffice. “I —Walnut, Philly (2-7).
single Tuesday (24) at the Rajah,
Orleans
New
Civic,
Oklahoma
Am a Camera,” with Julie Harris,
giving it a total of $8,100
*n° ve( /nto the house last night (2-7); Memorial Aud., Spartanburg, Reading,
S. C. (9); Aud., Asheville, N. C. for the -week.
(M °n-)J for a fortnight’s run.
Play is undergoing sharp doctor(11);
Sell, Book and Candle” slipped (10); Carolina, Durham, N. C.
ing this week at the Plymouth,
to $15,600 during its second week State, Raleigh, N. C. (12); Roanoke,
Boston, and next week at Her
Roanoke, Va. (13-14)*
Rational. It was followed
i
Paris ’90 (Cornelia Otis Skinner) Majesty’s, Montreal. Management
last night by Helen Hayes,
longis figuring on taking the show into
Blackston, Chi (2-14).
time D. C. fave (she was born
Point of No Return (Henry New York, probably opening April
who moved in with “Mrs.
Fonda)—American, St. Louis (2-7); 6, if a theatre is available.
McThmg” for a three-week run.
Davidson, Milwaukee (9-14).
Erlanger,
Shrike (Van Heflin)
GRECO 12G, PITT
(2-14),
Chi
‘Camera’
3.
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l&auimore, March

,

3.

Harris.

Am A Camera”

s last

week grossed a poVan Druten comedy,

$19,900.

rH^d

'

play on local
Guild-ATS subscription list, played
,ai^1CU^ arly
matinee
s * ron I

tra'de

1

ugh?
la van
..
"
lth>

a
.

Jn

final

“ wm

r*-<uric ' httu
8 with Margaret Sul-

“The Deep Blue Sea,”
Oklahama” set to fallow.

South

Tilton)

Pacific (Janet Blair,

— Mosque, Richmond

Webb
(2-7);

Playhouse, Wilmington (9-14).
Stalag 17—Colonial, Boston

(2-

,

MD

Top Banana

(Phil Silvers)

$13,000 (previous week,
”
^10 / AA\
$ 12 400 ).
New Faces, Royale (42d wk) (R$6; 1.035; $30,600). Nearly $18,500
(previous week, $20,700): playing
Sunday performances and adver-

I

,

tizing “last weeks.”

On Borrowed Time, 48th St. (3d
wk) (CD-$4.80; 925; $22,297) (Victor Moore, Leo G. Carroll, Beulah
Bondi). Almost $13,500 (previous
week, $9,500).
Pal Joey, Broadliurst 051st wk)
(MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602) (Vivi-

enne Segal, Harold Lang). Over
$29,000 (previous week, $30,500).
Picnic, Music Box (2d wk) (CD$6-$4.80; 1,012; $27,000). First full
week went clean, at over $24,900

on Theatre Guild subscription
(previous week, $13,600 for first
four performances and one preview).

Seven Year Itch, Fulton (15th
wk) (C-$6-$4.8Q; 1,063; $24,400).

Over $24,700 (previous week,

$24,-

700).

South
<MC-$6;

Pacific, Majestic (202d wk)
1,659; $50,186)
(Martha
Wright, George Britton).
Nearly
$3o,7Q0 (previous- week, $33,500).
•

.Time of the Cuckoo, Empire
(20th wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,082; $25,056) (Shirley Booth). Over $19,000
for nine performances (previous

week, $17,500).

Time Out for Ginger, Lyceum
wk) (C-$4.80; 995; $ 22 845

(13th

)

,

(Melvyn Douglas). About $15,600
(previous week, $15,500).
,TWs Company, Alvin filth wk)
/r

(R-$7.20;
1,331;
$47,167)
(Bette
Davis).
Over $35,700 (previous
week, $35,100); closing March 28,
possibly to tour.

Wish You Were Here, Imperial
capacity gross
Price includes 20% (36th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1, 400? $52^
080).
Reached $45,300 (previous
amusement taxf but grosses are
week, $46,700).
net: Le., exclusive of tax
Wonderful
Town, Winter. Garden
Bernardine, Playhouse" (20th wk)
(C-$4.80;
About (1st wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,519; ^55,200)
$21,500).
999;
(Rosalind
Russell).
Opened last
$10,000 (previous week, $6,800);
closed last ISaturday night (28) af- Wednesday night (25) to unanimous raves (Atkinson, Times;
ter 157 performances, at a loss of
Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror;
around $70,000.
Hawkins, World-Telegram
Sun;
Children’s Hour, Coronet (11th
Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,
wk) (D-$4.80; 1,027; $28,378). Over
Journal-American; Watts, Post);
$14,100 with an unorthodox per- grossed
$46,900 on first five performance schedule early in the formances
and two previews.
week, plus the start of two-for-ones
OPENING THIS
(previous week, $11,400).
Merchant of Venice, City Center
Crucible, Beck (6th wk) (D-$6$4.80; 1,214; $31,1000). Over $26,- (D-$3; 2,100; -$35,000) (Luther Adler, Margaret Phillips). N. Y,
000 (previous week, $26,000).
City
Deep Blue Sea, Morosco (17th Drama Co. revival of the Shakeswk) (D-$4.80; 912; $26,000) (Mar- peare classic; opens tonight (Wed.)
Nearly $13,500 for 16-performance run through
garet Sullavan.
(previous week, $13,800); closed March 15.
last Saturday night (28), after 132
performances, at a profit of about
$25,000 on a $60,000 investment;
and

-

of

seats,

stars.

.

&

*

.

Pittsburgh,

March

Joe Greco dance troupe finished
strong on its final day (28) at the

Nixon

last

week and wound up

is

touring.

M

for Murder, Plymouth
wk) <D-$4.80; 1,062; $30,377)
Evans). Almost $30,700

Dial
(18th

OK

‘Angels’

16G,

(Maurice

(previous week, $30,700.
Evening With Beatrice Lillie,
Booth (22d wk) (R-$6; 739; $24,104)
(Beatrice Lillie). Nearly $23,300
(previous week, $24,100).
Fifth Season, Cort (6th wk) (C$25,639) (Menasha
$4.80;
1,056;
Skulnik, Richard Whorf). Over
$24,900 (previous week, $24,500).
Fourposter, Golden (71st wk)
(C-$4.80; 769; $19,195) (Sylvia Syd^
ney,

Romney

Brent).

Got $12,200

with twofers (previous week, $12,-

c

,

John

Venuta,

Howard).

Philadelphia, March 3.
bu.sme ss topered off this
Jiving one marquee
‘My 3 Angels,” at the

.

^

.

lighted’

“nil?
(Tues.)

UL

Tennessee

*
Rea

for

Williams’

ens
L- °£but

^oight

public,

producer
Cheryl Crawford asked crix to
hold
tomorrow because

amenities

*

m

setting

up

light-

Theatre Guild American The-

atre Society subscription
entailed

Guys and

Dolls, 46th St. (119th
wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,904). Hit
$37,200 (previous week, $37,000).
Hazel Flagg, Hellinger (3d wk)
(MC-$7.20; 1,527; $53,000) (Helen
Gallagher, Thomas Mitchell, Benay
*

Philly; ‘Mrs.’ Dips

en#.

100 ).

Tuesday night show,
'^sten Your Belts”

fold

in

Boston leaves one play on immediate calendar, Joan Bennett and
Scott in “Bell, Book and
Candle, due March 9 for week
at
the Locust.
Estimates for Last Week

Almost

$47,000 (previous week, $46,800).

John Brown’s Body, Century

(2d
$43,000)

„ 55?" McThing, Shubert (3d wk)
$4.55) (Helen Hayes, Jules
Munslnn).
Raymond Massey). Over $34,100 missing, With subscription money
fantasy dropped off. still
(previous week, $36,100); schedsatisfactory at $23,000.
uled through April 11.
My 3 Angels, Walnut (1st wk)
King and I,. St. James (101st wk)
(Yul (1,340; $4.55) (Walter Slezak). Sam
(MC-$7.20;
$51,171)
1,571;
Brynner). Nearly $46,100 (previous Spewacks adaptation of French
comedy got nice reception from
week, $47,400).
Love of Four Colonels, Shubert press ana Picked up at boxoffice.
wk) (D-$0-$4.8O; 1,645;
(Tyrone Power, Judith Anderson,

(7th
000)

wk) (C-$6-$4.80;

1,361;

Good

$39,-

$16,400.

Rex

Almost

Harrison, Lilli Palmer).
$36,300 (previous week,

Ballet Theatre $47,100

$36,000).

Mid-Summer,

Vanderbilt

In L.A.-Pasadena

(6th

wk) (D-$4.80; 720; $18,500) (Mark
Stevens, Geraldine Page). About
$13,000 (previous week, $14,000).
Misalliance,. City Center (2d wk)
(C-$3; 2,100; $35,000) (Barry Jones,

with an okay $12,000, two grand Tamara Geva, Roddy McDowell).
better than Greco got the first time Nearly $32,500 (previous week,
at Christmas, 1951.
around
$27,000); moves to the 1, 060-seat
mount, Toledo (2-4); Murat, IndiNixon has “Bell, Book and Ethel Barrymore, reopening Frianapolis (5-7); Shubert, Detroit
current, with Joan Bennett day (6) at $4.80 top and a potenCandle”
(9-14).
White Cargo Royal Alexandra, and Zachary Scott, a return en- tial gross capacity of $24,996.
Moon Is Bine, Miller (104th wk)
Toronto (2-4); Grand, London, Ont. gagement, although Rosalind Ruswere in it (C-$4JG; 820; $21,586). (Donald
(5); Erlanger, Buffalo (6-11); Aud., sell and Dennis Price
Cook, Barry Nelson, Janet Riley)*
previously*
Rochester (12-14).
14).

/Atmos*

WEEK

Chi

Philly

*

j

number

S0CK0 $48,000;
‘LADIES’ 15G, DETROIT

Top Grosser;

A

Business was spotty an.BroaflIlf locf
itri+l*
o Tahv
way
last week, with
a
few*. shftws
improving slightly over the preceding stanza, but others skidding
a bit. The overall pace remained
about even.
One variable during the week
appeared to be attendance early
in
the frame, when individual
shows played various different performance schedules. In general,
entries that played a regular performance Monday night (legallyobserved as Washington’s birthday) had slim takings, but special
matinees that -day drew strong
bumper patronage and Sunday
afternoon- and evening (22) performances were also big. Curiously,
trade slumped last Saturday
night (28).
Last week's only opening, “Wonderful Town,” received the most
enthusiastic press of any show in
the last couple of years, and
jumped off to standee houses at all
performances. The previous week’s
*Ticnic” is also doing capacity, but
on Theatre Guild subscription so
far.
“Misalliance” had a hefty
second week at the City Center
and moves over to the Barrymore
this week for a run at regular
*

MC

‘DOLLS’

()),

Tide’ SRO $2«,‘Hazel’ Big 47G
*

On

phant”

scale.
Estimates for Last Week
Last week’s closings were “Deep
Fasten Your Belts, Shubert (1st
Blue Sea,” which is touring, and
biz at all performances, with stand- wk)
($3.60; 1,700). Sluggish $16,000;
“Bemardine,”
ing room selling for $1 and also tryout collapsed Saturday
which folded. Noth(28) after
ing is announced to exit this week.
hard to come by. House can ac- one week.
commodate 100 standees, which it
Estimates
for Last Week
Gigi, Wilbur (1st wk) ($4.20;
did for all 16 shows.
'Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
1/200)
(Audrey Hepburn).
Tall
CD (Comedy-Drama) R (Revue),
“Porgy” company sails for the $20,600.
( Musical Comedy ),
(MuU.S. today (3), to open at the ZiegTobacco Road,. Majestic (1st wk)
feld, N.Y., March 10.
“Ballets ($3.60; 1,100). Underprivileged $7,- cal Drama).
Other parenthetic designations
Basque” goes into the Empire for 800 and* folded Saturday (28).
refer, respectively, to top prices;
a three-week run, to be followed

ances over six stands. The dates
included Sunday night (22) at the
Auditorium, Dallas; Monday (23)
Auditorium, Tyler, TCx.; Tuesday (24), Municipal, Auditorium,
Shreveport; Wednesday (25), Mu- by Roland Petit’s “Ballets de
nicipal
Auditorium,
Vicksburg; Paris.
Thursday-Friday
Para(26-27),
mount, Baton Rouge, and Saturday, Fort Whiting Auditorium here.
Current Road Slows
Rodgers-Hammerstein musical is
playing all this week at the Civic,
(March 2-14).
New Orleans, but hits the oneAffair of State (Otto Kruger,
night trail again next week.
Haila Stoddard) Orpheum, Kansas
City (4-7); Lyceum, Minneapolis

’Pacific’

Current is “Maid in Ozarks on
a half-price basis for a full week
( 1 8 ).

B way;

Uneven

Roz Smash $46,900

stanza (23-28) at $4.20 top,
eight performances grossed an approximate $17,800.

full

Chicago, March 3. -4Despite Lent, most Chicago legit
an excellent week,
had
houses
Fonda-‘Retarn’ $23,200;
mainly due to the large number of
However,
conventions in town.
‘Heart’ $11 ,000, St. Louis
The Shrike” at the Erlanger, was
not in the majority. Notices were
St. Louis, March 3.
mixed, but the non-favorable ones
“Point of No Return,” with Henwere from the potent pens of
Claudia Cassidy, (Tribune) and ry Fonda, wound up the first of a
Sidney Harris (Daily News).
two-week frame at the American
There was a dual opening last Theatre Sunday
(1).
Eight pernight (Mon.) of “Paris ’90” at the
formances,
with the house scaled
Blackstone, in for three weeks,
to $4.88, grossed an estimated
the
Follies,”
at
Sel“Farfel
and
wvn. “Male Animal” starts at' the $23,200.
Margaret O’Brien, -visiting lead
Blackstone March 23 and “Mrs.
McThing” begins an indefinite in “Peg O’ My Heart,” closed a
week’s frame at the Empress Sunstand at the Erlanger April 6.
day (1). Show, with the usual $2.50
Estimates for Last Week
Call* Die Madam, Shubert (6th top prevailing, grabbed $11,000.
wk) ($5; 2,1Q0) (Stritch-Smith), Got “Claudia,” with June Lockhart in
a good play from the -convention- the top role, opens a week’s engagement at the Empress tonight
eers, Excellent $38,300.
For Murder, Harris (5th (Tues.).'
Dial

wk)

(Holiday Biz Boosts

61

•

.

Week

Los Angeles, March

3.

.

Ballet Theatre racked up $47,100
in eight performances last week,
seven of them (for $41,100)- at the

—Para-

—

i

Philharmonic Auditorium, Los Angeles, with a $6,000 date at Pasadena sandwiched in Thursday (26).
Troupe had garnered $18,300 for
three showings in L. A. the previous weekend, giving it $59,400 for
the L. A. visit*
Dancers arc in Frisco all this
week.

T^

—

^

«

«

Wednesday, March 4, 1953

CiAfTItt

“

t

the Alhambra with a fancy $10,000
weekend.
last weeaena,
the iasr
dly over tne
daily
Dunn giving
Ambassador uunn
U, S. Amnassanor
and Bess"
"Porgy
for
reception
company. It is a smash at Empire.
Jean-Jacques Gautier,’ Figaro
getting #his fourth novel,
eric,
;Bridge,of Asses," published in

|

Broadway

j

Masters, Nannie Jamieson, Muriel
Taylor, and Kinloch Anderson, in

^ ^^ght lUnd

London

Hollywood

at Nuovo.

off to

Eurone

Mam

last

Ellin (Mrs Irving) Berlin to La-

’

*

’

Hollywood immediately.

“

william Farnum
Wnura hospitalized
fm*
^pitaUzed for

Hedy Lamarr took out her

^an

>

uldllj
marry

to
LU

David nations.
tiotivuo*

A.

Dr.
A-r
j.

Trenet

Charles

15.

forRKO-Radio
Grown
Alfred
r
AlIlCU
AU
%
.9- -viUVVi*»
.
»
j
i-'-iSouth e |gn chief,
arrived in, London last

«.

5^T

parter

m

the weekly.
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Argen
and Peru
confab
here
to
Cukor
h<
George
e°r
:u
„,«
?i.S
^L„
with Garson Kanin and Ruth Gordon on the script of their new film
For Herself
"A Name
comedy
•„ j]
...
TT»:_ ..Jll
which Cukor win direct. Pic will
£ar Judy HoUiday.

tina, Chili

grT—
/

circus

songsmith Jesse Greers
z
Harmon) has a painless
(Josephine
postcard greeting system on their

Yhe

^

preem

of
.Evelyn Keyes planed in from
Paris after two years abroad.

Red Skelton returned to work at
Metro after a long hospital siege,
Irving Asher in from Ceylon

.

*

n

owner of Tropics,
for show t0 0Peh mid-

Jobn Bet

M

Berlffl
Berlin

“

“ay

>
.

^

1

Broadcastmg-

Virginia Davis singing leading
role in Pergoiesi’s "Flaminio," hav-

ihg its first U. S. performance
9 at YMHA, N, Y. Soprano,
daughter of bandleader Meyer Davis, also gives a concert in D. C.
*t Phillips Gallery, JMarch 30,
Harold Rome to discuss writing
musical shows at the New School
for Social Research March 5, as
guest speaker in a course given by
playwright Arthur Kober with
whom he collaborated in writing
the current hit, ‘‘Wish You Were
Here."
Vera and Nate Blumherg in from
the Coast for the March 14 nuponlv son,
son. Lewis F.
tials of their only
(Lukey) Blumberg, now in tiie TV
business, to. Ni eld a* Colon. His uncle, Matty Fox {Mrs. Blumberg s

March

.

Se

,

g? Z

Syria
sJria
at SyTla

film, biz
relations for the film
relations,

'

_

C

S

^

^

cisco.

,

halle.

'
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nAlltf llAntf

Raymond

Current at Hong Kong’s Skyroom nitery: the Morrell SisteTs,

from the Cpast.
Loew’s v.p. Morton A. Spring in
Hong Kong on Far East in
inspection
spection
|

Cary Grant and Betsy Drake
back here for a few weeks after
their recent visit to Korea and
brother) is hosting the wedding Japan, where they entertained in
party at his Park Ave. penthouse vet hospitals.
atop the TJniyersal Bldg. ;
The Chinese New Year film feast,
Local Ziegf eld C tob b e m g hofi- Feb. 14-18 saw Hong Kong houses

He

is also visiting
Swiss cities.

1

Fontoria Dancing,

nitery,

Cleveland

j

opened in place of the old Miami,
^tonn C.
Rogerio
Pissarra orch
under conBjearioH^a
or*dnd«com(Jaboo) Krug back as new
Tom S^SnsSg'hSd?
tract to the Haitl
HMti nitery
nltew ffor
th^
°r the
man
ager of Roxy
manager
Row Musical Club.
record- carnival
several

other
Metro’s ’Tvanhoe”. a
breaker in four key cities, Zurich,
Basle, Lausanne and Jura Berne.
Schauspielhaus rehearsing Swiss
Kaiser’s comedy,
preem of Georg/Kaiser’s
"Napoleon in New Orleans," set
for early March.
French stage and screen star
Edwige Feuillere appearing at
uentin play
Schauspielhaus
pie a
in Pol Quentin
"
“T.ihprtv
Ts vSsmiHav
t
Jay ,?
Charles Chaplin and wife attended Zurich preem of “LimeHe was
tight" at Scala 'Theatre.
loudly received by capacity house.
German tenor Helge Roswaenge
Stadttheatre
guest-appearing
at
here in Franz Lehar's "Land of

^“

New

^ ^“

.

^

M

„

.

.

,

^

g^nival season
Ca
a

Herman Pirchner, nitery owner,
sponsoring Charles Laughton s recital here May 2L _
William x-.
F. McDermott, Plain
Dealer drama cnc, coming along

,

ery ^or °+hl

.

Efif
if-vSinn fi
c

-Xf

«u iJnSSS? okayefteroperation
I? toe Rex ^tew
7 th^e
Johnny Vann, singing tennis exA nnew niterv “ffirn’ Dnirarln
D
act at Jack
6®^’
tb J orrfi^of M^rio sfmoes
onened on
openea
opened
op site of
theSd
TolS? ^
tec.bri.n.i
tne
oi the
old Tokay.
Tolcay.
as star and
Kirk Willis doubting
^

’•

^

2%^

?

*
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B^a

SDri n «
Queti Claviio and her Spanish
dancers at the Haiti niterv toDDinc
P
“MaVali v
n n?
the bill with "Magali
Sus R
Rany Sn?
cheros, terper Nayo^ Zaleyda and
T

r

lU

'

C kv^

re^ritoM

B^hlic
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®

chief"
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Paris
Quentin Foster and Pepe Costa

now

^
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Women’s League of New dogs, for films, died Feb. 23
York and member of the Women’s Hollywood.

fessional

OBITUARIES

A

number of commercial projects put?
BOSS GORMAN
side of the entertainment industry,
Eoss Gorman, 62, vet instrumen- was founded by
his brother Isaperformvaude
onetime
and
talist
dore, who died in 194®. Latter’s
er died Feb. 27 in N. Y. Gorman son, John, now heads
org.
vaude
act
in
a
biz
show
in
started
Wife and two sisters survive.
with his father and later entered
featured
as
a
business
the band

He was

artist.

billed as /'the
versatile instrumen-

world’s most
talist,”

playing 18 of them.

Around 1916-17 he appeared inN Y. as part of a five-piece Gorman combo headed by Vincent
Lopez. He later went with Harry
1921
orch and about
Yerkes’
joined Paul Whiteman’s crew at

MORT GLICKMAN*

Mort Glickman,

sister survives.

-

Arthur Herbst, 81, former advance man for circuses and roadshows and one of the organizers of
the original New York Giants, pra
football team, died March 1 in
Canton, O.
He had also organized the Thayer Military Band in Canton,

HERMAN

L.

Cal.,

WEBER

Herman L. Weber, 53, magician
after six months of illness. Son of
billed as “The Great Namreh,”
a Yiddish drama producer, he was
born in a theatre in Chicago and died Feb. 23 in Allentown, Pa.
spent his life in show business. For Weber is credited with originating
years Glickman served as musical the “linking rings” trick.
He also authored several books
director on the Republic lot, and
on magic.
in recent years composed scores
for motion picture and television
CHARLES
shows as a freelance.
Survivors are his widow, Ethel,
Mrs. Ann Charles, onetime proa son, Phil, and a brother, Fred, gram director of WEAO, which
who collaborated on “Mule Train/* later became WOSU, Columbus O.,

the old Palais Royal, N. Y. He remained with Whiteman for a few
years and did the clarinet portion
ANN
on the original Whiteman recording of "Rhapsody in Blue/
After his hitch with Whiteman,
Gorman did a vaude act and also
died Feb. 25 in Bethesda, Md. She
played dates with Jimmy Caruso’s
LOUIS ROTHENBERG
retired two years ago as musical
band. After that he confined himLouis Rothenberg, 66, circuit director of WOSU.
Survived by two sons and sister.
self largely to radio and records. -owner (Morse It Rothenberg) and
At one time he recorded for Victor L veteran exhib, died Feb. 26 in
via his Ross German's- Virginians. Boston. He had been hospitalized
GORDON L. BLISS
following a heart attack several
Gordon L. Bliss, former vaude
weeks ago. At one time the circuit actor and dancer, died Feb. 23 in
comprised nearly 60 theatres in New York. His home had long been
New England and New York State, in Bridgeport.
IN
but at time of his death had
Bliss was member of trio of
dwindled to two conventional Neary, Bliss & Ross and later in
"Liftte Sunshine"
houses and one ozoner.
the dancing duo, Callahan & Bliss.
Survived by wife, son (associated After quitting the theatre he was
with him in business) and a daugh- associated with Marie Antoinette
ter.
Hotel in New York.
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N. BARUCH
Hartwig N. Baruch, 84, onetime

HARTWIG

known

WISMAK

Frances B. French, 69,

DR.

as Na-

son

and two Los Angeles Philharmonic Orches-

Bom

JAMES THOM
James Thom,

onetime

73,

ad-

&

vance man for the Bamura
Bailey circus and former theatre

[

Loving

Memory

OF OUR DEAR LITTLE

MOTHER
BARSTOW
March

6.
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AND

tra, died Feb. 26 in that city.
in Italy, he played in the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra for a time,
and in the old Orpheum Theatre
_
orch in L. A.
,

His widow, two sons and five
grandchildren survive.

HAROLD A. FOSHAY
Harold Adams Foshay, 69, vet
actor- producer-director, died Feb.
23 in Charleston, S. C. Foshay’s
career spanned practically all aspects of film work during the era
of silent pix. He appeared in bit
parts, later became a director and
producer, and retired about 15
years ago.
Wife and a brother survive.
.

JANE GORDON
Jane Gordon,

75, vet actress, died

in N. Y., Feb. 23.

She made her

DICK
first stage appearance with William
EDIE
Courtenay in “The Altar of Friendship/' in 1905. She appeared with
and Virginia
Wilson
manager, died Feb. 25 in St, Francis
George, Staten Island, N. Y. 'Thom, Harned, and supported Leo D«itin vaudeville.
sketches
in
richstein
who started in the film business
She was one of the earliest memas an usher in a Harlem theatre,
Equity.
Actors
of
bers
later
became manager of* the
Dewey Theatre, N. Y., and then
an exec in the Meyer & Schneider
MAE DELAIRE SIMONS
film and vaude circuit. In 1927 he
Mae DeLaire Simons, 68, former
became manager of the Ritz Thea- trumpet player in vaude, died Feb.
tre, Port Richmond, S. I., and later 5 in Brooklyn. Among acts in which
of the St, George Theatre. In 1943 she appeared were the Imperial
he joined the Meurot Club, St. Trio, Six Jolly Jesters and Five
George restaurant, which he man- Jolly Tars. Latter two acts also
aged at time of his death. He was spotlighted her husband, Max M.
a member of the Actors Guild of Simons,' who also appeared in legit.
America.
Husband and a son survive.
Wife and’ daughter survive.
ANNETTE HUNTINGTON

MAX

A.

SCHLESINGER

Annette Huntington,

70,

onetime

Y.
A. Schieswiger. 70, head of dramatic actress, died in N.
the International Variety and The- Feb. 23.
..
...
atrical Agency, Inc., U.S. rep of
She began her career with the
Schlesinger enterprises in South late E. H. Sothern, played under
Africa, died Feb. 23 in N.Y. He had David Belasco management, ana
been active in the operation of made her last appearance in
Schlesinger theatres in South Africa “Frocks and Frills.”
and had been a pioneer in promoting talking films. He had also been
MRS. BELLE G. CROSS
a ive in General Talking Pictures,
Mrs. Belle Gold Cross, 75, ior-

Max

musical comedy performer,
27 in Red Bank, N. J.
be was a life member of the Pro-

marketed DeForest Photo-

ier

Films. Schlesinger. org of
Africa, which includes a

Led Feb.

fYpriq,
„.r;

actor, died

Feb^ 28-^n'

—

1

lin HICOG film officer and now
foreign rep for Berolina Film.
Sheilah Graham to Wojciechowicz S. Wojtkiewicz, Feb. 14, in

Ventura County, Cal. Bride
Hollywood and Daily Variety

is

a

col-

umnist.

Mary Stuart Sheppard to Charles
Maxwell, London, Eng., Feb. 21.
He’s a radio producer on the BBC
staff.

Dolores Heling to Burtis Bishop,
Milwaukee, Feb. 14. Groom
Metro’s Chicago divisional man-

Jr., in
is

ager.

readily available, but it “appears
that he, too, was in Europe at the
time of the passage of the tax
measure and, with the retroactive
qualification of the bill, probably
has no more than about six or
eight weeks to go before hitting
the tax jackpot.
Claudette Colbert is another film
name who went overseas to take
advantage of the tax loophole. She
has several months to go, however,
before reaching the deadline.
Current agitation by certain congressmen to repeal the 1951 tax
law isn’t regarded here as having

much effect on Hollywoodites.
Most of those now overseas have
been gone at least six months, and
since tax experts regard it as unlikely that there will be any change

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Champ Butler, son,
Hollywood, Feb. 24. Father is a
nitery singer.

Percy Gray, director of Northern
Theatres and a stockholder in the
Palace, Halifax, died in Halifax,
Eng. Feb. 13.

in the regulations before 1954, they
will undoubtedly qualify under the

18-month
exemption regulation.
Those who set out henceforth on
an overseas junket may not be as
.

fortunate.

Revenue Bureau

to Rule
Washington, March

3.

W’ithin the next month or so.
Bureau of Internal Revenue will
rule on whether film actors and
other entertainers are eligible for
the incoftie tax exemption under
the “18-months out of the country’*
law.
number of top Hollywood
figures are independently making
pictures abroad to skip the heavy

A

U. S. income tax. Government wa*
asked to look into the situation
by the studio labor unions, which
attacked the loophole because it

meant less work for their members.
American film producers have also
expressed their dislike of a situation that takes the stars away from

Hollywood.
If the Revenue Bureau rules
against the actors, it is probable
that the decision will be tested in
the Federal courts before there is
a final decision. Meantime, Congress is also starting to study the
situation. It is quite possible, that
in the next year, Congress will be
asked to amend the law to make
clear that actors are not' exempt

from the U,

Ray’s

taxes,

S.

how much time

no matter

they spend abroad.

20G Date

Continued from page

X

working at the Copacabana, N. Y.,
then managed by Entratter, Sands,
however, wasn’t ready in time, and
so the deal had to be passed up
and Entratter felt tfyit the same
terms would apply for a later

Loew’s Would Sell
Continued from page 1

stand.
its stake in Decca; and
sold KFWB, the Warners’ radio
outlet in Hollywood to Harry Mai-

selling out

veepee

Entratter said he willingly relinquished his hold on Ray to per-

(2),

who was one-

American Airlines,
camera man in Hollywood

time

who, like Lebhar, had long mit him to sign for the higher figbeen the operating head of the sta- ure. Originally, Entratter booked
Ray at the Copa for $300 when the
tion.
Also like Warners. Loew’s plans Weeper was on his way up. By the
retaining its ownership of the Big 3 time called in the contract, Ray's
Music Corp. (Robbins, Feist, Miller b.o. value had increased to the
and affiliated music publishing com-j* extent where Entratter tore up the
paniesJ. So, too, does the Music! previous pact and gave him a deal
Publishers Holding Corp., under calling for $17,000, plus other boWB veepee Herman Starr, remain nuses, reportedly including a $5,000
a Warner property, with ‘Its vast Cadillac. Singer winds up his sed*
at the Copa tomusic catalogs comprising Harms, ond engagement
0 - 0 —»
night (Wed.).
Remick, Witmark and Advanced.
zlich

until 1926, died Feb. 25 in N.Y.

Sidney Riley, 70, musician and
onetime arranger for George M.
Cohan, died Feb. 24 in Bingham-

NY.

t

I

EarJ

earned

MARRIAGES

years.

58, trainer of

have

skilled

WBZ

W. Johnson,

will

or
ceptance

..

,

82,

WBBM

Felix Vieuille, 80, who sang at
the Opera Comique, Paris, for 40
years from 1898 to 1938, died Feb.
28 in Paris.

-Kelly

;

"

i,

ton,

:

Saflar#;

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Chambers,
daughter, Wilton, Conn., Feb. 24.
Father is on staff of Metro eastern
story department.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Scrivanos,
Myra Hammon, 68, vaude strong- son, San Antonio, Feb. 21. Father
is
operator of the Steeplechase,
woman and pantomime principal
boy, died in Birmingham, Eng., San Antonio night spot.
Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Catizone,
recently. Born in Australia, she
went to Britain in 1909 with her daughter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 21.
Father
is director of Nixon Thepartner, Alice Wyatt, the two being
atre pit orch.
known as the Sandow Girls.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dempsey,
son, Miami Beach, Feb. 8. Mother
Daughter, 82, of the late Louis is former Colleen Delaney, ex-TV
Le Prince, film pioneer and de- singing star in Pittsburgh, and
signer of a camera with which mo- father is a lineman for the Chicago
tion pictures were taken in 1888, Bears.
died Feb. 28 in N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Jenkins, son,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 19. Father is head
Dr. Erik Gustaf HcUstrom, 70, of Advertising Syndicate of Amernovelist-playwright and one of the ica in Pitt.
18 members of the Swedish AcadMr. and Mrs. Jan Yonely, daughemy making the Nobel Prize ter, Chicago, Feb. 18. Father is
awards in literature, died Feb. 27 nightclub and TV musician-comein Stockholm.
dian.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gibson, son,
William. Savitt, songplugger and Chicago, Feb, 22. Father is a comthere.
brother of the late band leader mentator at
Mr. and Mrs. Wynn Nathan,
Jan Savitt, died Feb. 25 in PhilaRemains were shipped daughter, Hollywood, Feb. 24.
delphia.
Father is western sales manager
to Hollywood for burial.
for United Television Programs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ratliff,
Elmer Murray Lantz, 47, WBZ
daughter, Los Angeles, Feb. 24.
staff engineer, died suddenly Feb.
Father is a film house manager.
19 while vacationing in Havana.
Mr.and Mrs. Maury Baker, son;
He had been associated with
Palo Alto, Feb. 10. Father is rafor 20 years. Survived by wife,
dio-TV
director for BBD&O, San
daughter, mother and three sisters.
Francisco.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Edelstein,
Mother, 70, of Fred F. Finkel- son, San Francisco, Feb. 16. Father
hoffe, theatrical producer, died is bass player in»KCBS band.
Feb. 25 in Springfield, Mass. BeMr. and Mrs. Samuel Tuthill,
sides Finkelhoffe, another son and daughter, N. Y., Feb. 22. Mother is
eight daughters survive.
pianist-singer Delora Bueno.
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Chambers,
John Goss, baritone, 58, died at son, Norwalk, Conn., Feb. 24. FaBirmingham, Eng., Feb. 13. He ther is assistant to Metro eastern
taught singing in Canada for some story head Olin Clark.

of

:

has

'

who had

53, asst,

he

written to encourage ad-,
of overseas works by
personnel who coula b«
helpful to the Point Four program,
permits payment either here or
abroad* unlike the previous tax.
Patrick A. Charleson, 67, former laws, it does not require that an
stage manager, died Feb. 24 at American taking advantage of the
his home in Los Angeles.
18-month provision become a legal
resident of any country or move
Henry P. Greifeld, 89, motion his entire family overseas with him.
picture theatre decorator, in ChiSpiegel and Houston were the
cago, Feb. 23.
first to qualify because they were
overseas making “African Queen”
Charlie Pritchard, 78. stagehand when the tax measure was passed’,
and billposter, died Feb. 18 in and since it was made retroactive,
Wauseon, Ohio.
they automatically picked up several months. The extent of their
benefits isn’t known, but it’s understood that in Huston’s case the
Frances Laura Kendall to Irving tax windfall permitted him to catch
Goldstein, Boston, Feb. 14. Bride up on tax arrears for previous
is nitery pianist-vocalist.
years .and get square with Uncle
Mrs. Christine Cromwell Hoff- Sam a process that would have
man to Bob Ellis, Key West, Fla., been far more difficult had he reDec. 29. He’s a singer.
mained here and made payments
Elaine Hart to Irving J. Traeger, from his regular salary on a rouN. Y., March 3. He’s NBC film tine tax basis.
library supervisor.
Anatole Litvak, who has been
Renate Barken to Oscar Martay, overseas for some time, probably
Feb. 5, Berlin. Bride is a Berlin is very close to coming under the
film actress; groom is former Ber- 18-month regulation. No dates are

Marion Denvil, 73, onetime legiter and vauder, died at Birmingham, Eng., Jan. 31. She played
melodramas for many years with
her husband and partner, Ashley
Page, and toured British vauderies
with sketches and short dramas.

Edward M. Seay,

from page

T(f|ntiniif«i

not returned her*
inceithis' initial departure.
'©H^t^e-' basis of a $5,000 weekly

theatrical',

New

-

^

since

onetime concert pianist, died Feb. 24
in Covina, Cal.

.

';

W/nc*h
piione
fcouth

in

Jerusalem.

LEO KOPF

1

died

1.

Aviv film

the century, he toured with Anna
Held’s unit and his own show. ReFather of G. Wood, nitery partcently he joined a new group ner of Alice Ghostley and author
labeled American Harmony Trio of “Dance for Joy,” original musiCleveland cal recently produced by Pittsin
appearances
for
c&fcs
burgh Playhouse, died at his home
Surviving are his wife and sdn. in Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 14 after
a long illness.

Dr. Leo Kopf, 64, composer-conthaniel Hartwig, and retired memductor, died March 1 in N. Y. He
ber of the N. Y. Stock Exchange,
his pro debut in Berlin in
made
died March 1 in Coral Gables, Fla.
1917, formed a string orchestra and
A brother of elder statesman choral
society, in London in 1939,
Bernard M. Baruch, he had ap- and in 1950 conducted the Jewish
peared on the stage prior to the
People’s Philharmonic Chorus in
turn of the century. Among his
Town Hall, N. Y., in the world
more prominent roles was that of preem of his “Ebig Folk” (“Eternal
Don Jose in Henry Hamilton’s legit People”). He also composed Heversion of “Carmen/ He had also
brew liturgical music.
been with the Boston Stock Co.,
Wife, daughter and sister suralong with legit producer John
vive.
Golden. In 1897 he gave up acting
and bought a seat on the Stock ExADOLINDO PERISSI
change. He was the oldest charter
Adolindo Perissi, 73, senior mumember of the Lambs Club, N. Y.
and charter member of the
sician
Besides
Bernard, two

brother
other brothers, a
daughters survive.

March

»}

*j i

,

1

'Mother of Jay Russell,
pressagent,

Elmer E. Wismar, 73, founder of been associated with the former
the American Harmony Four bar- theatrical producing firm of Bert
bershop quartet known on the French and Rosalie Stewart, of
Keith and Pantages vaude circuits which the former, her late brother,
for several decades, died last Fri- was a partner, died Feb. 24 in
day (26) in Cleveland, O. Forming Beechhurst, Queens. Firm was disthe singing team at the turn* of solved in 1928.

Gne of his more regular radio
stints was with the Cities Service
Band.
Wife and daughter survive.

actor, professionally

E.

-

Edward H. Hemmer,

55,

Sherman Oaks,

"

390G

Kelly’s

Father, 70, of Harold Arlen,
songwriter, died Feb. 28 in Los
Angeles.

ARTHUR HERBST

motion picture musical director and composer,
died Feb. 27 at

in

Overseas Service League.

!

—

1

.
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OLD SPICE PRODUCTS

JAXBEER
WESSON OIL
SNOWDRIFT

FORT SCHUYLER NEED
HILLS BROS. COFFEE

MISSION BELL WINE

Currently on the air with a host of old friends including the

Prince George Hotel in

New York.
i

Still hitting

the spot after 14 years for Pepsi-Cola.

The whole family
it’s

learns your sales

custom tailored to a

message hy

MELODY

HEART when

that stays in the

MIND.

*
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and
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Detroit, March 10.
Michigan Circuit Judge Vincent
M. Brennan turned from the pro-

found to a would-be basso profundo at the conclusion of a trial
involving a singer and an orch
leader.

PRICE

1953

Suit

Chicago,

The demand for tunes from the
Tin Pan Alley factory is still on Martin, Pinza Enchanted
the sharp upswing but, paradoxiEve Reprise in N.Y. June 8
cally, the lot of the average profesPittsburgh, March 10.
sional songwriter is far from being
Ezio Pinza, here last week to
economically sound. The cleffers’
kifck
the
local Red Cross drive,
off
predicament stems from the fact
longtime
that publishers, while anxious for revealed that he and his
Pacific,” Mary
co-star
in
“South
material, have tightened up trereunited
for one
Martin,
would
be
mendously on coin advances ag^iiist
night June 8 in a joint concert at
royalty earnings.
York.
Carnegie
Music
Hall
in
New
Only three or four years ago a
Among the stunts Pinza pulled
ranking songwriter could get $1,000
in Pittsburgh getting the Red Cross
and more from a publisher who
aH over the newspapers was to
took his tune. That era, however,
sing a duet with Mayor David
has now faded. 'Today songwriters

TCU to Preem Drama By
Ex-Teacher Preacher
Fort Worth, March

“Stampede

10.

Bluff,” original drama
Young, will be

Texas Christian

March 13.
a drama teachBrennan recessed court and went er, is currently a pastor at the
Saner
Ava.
Church
of Christ in
into an act featuring song parodies
Dallas. Play is based on an old
of the “Mammy” type. Reporters,
Texas
story,
with
setting
between
lawyers and those involved in the
San Antonio and San Angelo, and
suit agreed the Judge “rolled ’em
based upon a cattle stampede over
in the aisle.”
Lawrence on the stage
are lucky to get .$200 per tune
The suit was brought by singer a bluff.
from a publisher and only if the Mosque.
Ray Johnston, who sought to break
latter flips over an entry can the
a seven-year contract with orch
price be upped to $500.
Johnston
leader
Artie
Fields.
The $200 advances, moreover,
charged Fields hid him behind a
can be obtained nowadays from
set of drums with a* mike and that
only six or seven of the top firms.
when he sang Fields moved his
The other publishers are taking
lips and the audience thought the'
tunes on consignment with this
leader was the vocalist. Fields
pitch: “I’ll take your tune around
denied the charge.
the disk companies and if I get
to
The judge cancelled the contract,
a record I’ll give you an advance.”
but ruled Fields will retain excluThe
publishers, in short, are no
sive control over the singer’s relonger gambling on their own judgcordings and also will get a share
Washington, March 10.
ment in an industry situation where
of all money above $200 a week
Weird charge that money re- the artists & repertoire man has
earned by Johnston until the time
ceived abroad from showings of
(Continued on page 44)
the contract would have expired.
U. S. films is used in those countries for espionage was made last
week both in the Soviet publica‘B’way Theatre’
tion, New Times, and over Radio

(IS. in

Mata Hari

With Foreign

1%

$4,000,000

of

Syria

New Biz,

Renewals Since

USSR

WOR-TV
Gets

Tn Any Language,’

Recent Legit Casualty

Spike Jones 1st

Moscow.
The Commie claim is based on a
speculation
drawn by Stanton
Griffis’ recent bool?

On Fla.-to-N.Y. TV

about his ad-

.

*

Bette Davis Legit

Foldo a 320G Flop

I

.

Lillian Schedf, one of the show’s
dancers
and a former nurse,
patched him up enough to finish

tional

The

illness-beset “Two’s Com- the performance. Then he hurried
has finally folded:
With to Hotel Dieu Hospital to have
Bette Davis, the star, in N. Y. three stitches taken in a chest
Hospital with what her physician wound caused by a sliver from the
describes as an infected jaw that blank cartridge.

The man behind the gun, Alfred
Chibelli (Jud) was a little unnerved

has closed,

thing, but Lowe wrote
it off as a freak accident.
To get realism from the scene,
an extra long shell had been put
in the .22 caliber pistol, a theatre

effective

last

bel),

•

(by Joan Whitney-Alex
and “I Just Need
Be a Mil$999,999.99
to
lionaire” (Dan, Shapiro-Lester
Lee).

Evil”

*

official said.

Newman- Allie Wru“Money Is the Root of All

Charles

Sunday by the whole

(8), when an Equity .benefit
was played.
With the show shuttered permanently, Dlans for a road tour to
(Continued on page 61)

night.

money problems.

The topical tunes which received a push during the past
couple of weeks were “Anyone With a Million Dollars
Can Be a Millionaire” (by Rose
Marie Thomas-Sara SeelenEloise Rawitzer), “The Richest
Man in the Cemetery” (by

pany”

would make it dangerous for her
to give a performance, the revue

ABC’s (&TV) 10 owned-and-operated stations -signed over $4,000,000 worth of new business and renewals in the 28 days since
Merger Day (Feb. 9), according
to Slocum
(Buzz)
Chapin and

Kramer)

i

is

still

March 10.
up to its

living

managerial

circles.

One

local first-

stringer appears to have a chipon-the-shoulder- against any show
that reaches the town after a long
run on Broadway or via "a second

company. In the one case, the
complaint is that the production
has grown shoddy. In the other,
it’s
claimed the company is inferior t6 the original.
Another Chi first-stringer has
reportedly said privately that he
deliberately writes pans as a personal attention-getter.
Since the
two reviewers in question are
considered among the thost influ(Continued on page 60)

Vant

Hull, Ex-Grid Star,

'

.

Ted I. Oberf elder,, veepees
owned TV and radio stations,

Only four months after its ventures as an Ambassador. The
The inter-network race is on for
Broadway run, “In Any Language,” broadcast said in part:
“It has suddenly been discovered the first major commercial TV
the Edmund Beloin-Henry Garson
comedy, is going on television for that currency received for Ameri- origination out of Miami.
NBC-TV has already pacted for
a week’s run on WOR-TV’s “Broad- can films shown abroad is used on
way TV Theatre,” starting March 'the spot immediately to finance the April 18 “All Star Revue” (the
(Continued on page 63)
last before the show does a per23. It’s probably the quickest sale
M
manent fade from the network)
of TV rights of a legiter on record.
It’ll be
via the northbound cable.
Jule Styne-George Abbott proBlood
Flows
in
‘Oklahoma’
the Spike Jones segment of “All
duction opened Oct. 8 last year,
Star.” (Jones was originally schedand closed after 45 performahces
But Show (Natch) Goes On uled to go on this Saturday, but
on Nov. 15 with an approximate
is
committed to a Minneapolis
loss of $67,000. Since play didn’t
New Orleans, March 10.
tpur, quickest method of recuping
Bipod flowed in “Oklahoma” at date and a one-niter tour of the
part of the loss was sale of TV the 'Civic here last Wednesday (4), south,’ forcing the postponement
rights. Mischa Auer is slated for but the performance went on. Lead- until next month.)
However, CBS-TV is still trying'
the role Joe De Santis played ing man Ralph Lowe, playing
on Broadway, while parts origi- Curly, was wounded during a tense to get the” jump on the April 18
date with an Arthur Godfrey Show.
nated by Uta Hagen and Walter scene in Act. 1.
Matthau haven’t been cast yet.
Lowe felt something warm trickDeal was handled for WOR-TV by ling down his chest after a shooting
Bob Mayberry of Affiliated Artists, scene with blank pistols. He gulped
Ides of March Blues
which also casts the teleplays. Fee when he looked inside his shirt
Leeds Music has dusted off
for the TV stock rights for a week and saw blood. But he continued
four of its copyrights for a
is around $1,000.
special drive in conjunction
on stage, hiding” the stain with his
with the income tax and nabig 10-gallon hat.

Chicago

reputation In legit circles as the
No Man’s Land of touring Broadway shows. Cool critical reception
there to “The Shrike,” last season’s Pulitzer Prize-winner, is the
latest instance of a Broadway hit
failing to get by the Chi 'reviewers.
The production drew almost unanimous raves in other road cities
played.
Chicago’s show-me attitude, in
some cases amounting to obvious
suspicion, has become a by-word in

.

.

Coin, Sez

CENTS

Many Legits

Shortening Lives of

ROYALTY BLUES

:

Explaining that he was demon- by John Witcher
premiered here by
strating that he knew something
U’s Little Theatre
about music and should be conYoung, formerly
sidered qualified to give a decision,

25

ChiD Windy City Crix Blasts Seen

Prove He’s Hep in Band Biz
;

h,

4

Judge Turns Crooner To

-

Single copies, 25 cents.
act of March 3, 1878.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

york, Wednesday,

r

Detroit

1953,

Finds Lucrative Career

In TV, Despite Paralysis

the
they

Hull, former Minnefootball star and suffering
permanent partial paralysis which
confines him to a wheelchair, is
finding a successful career in TV.
He’ll start a 15-minute sports com-

Minneapolis, March

spectively.

The

business

o-and-o

level

is

upbeat

on

significant,

stressed, because it serves as a
forecast of the billings upsurge
that the network is likely to see.
Local and national spot biz, which
comes in smaller lots and from a
large number of advertisers, is
more sensitive ' to changes than
network time-buying. As such,

(Continued 6n page 63)

Prize-Winning Mgr. Finds

A Tax

on a Tax

Portland, Ore.,

Is

Taxing

March

10.

Arthur Greenfield, former UI
branch manager here, got into a
lather with the Income Tax Dept,
here last week.
Greenfield won an all-expense
trip to Europe for a big selling job
on UI’s “Bend of the River.” Deal
was valued at about $5,000. His accountant advised Jiim.to enter the
and classify it as a bonus.
Greenfield was informed that this
would cost him nearly $1,700- in

prize

•

10.

Fred Vant

sota

mentary
program three times
weekly over KSPT-TV for the Bob
Co.
Minneapolis Ford

Knowles

dealer, .starting March 16.
Vant Hull, who played his football with the Gophers here and
two professional teams, the Los

Angeles

Rams

and

Green

Bay

Packers, became a polio victim in
1949 and was completely paralyzed.
He spent four months in a iron lung

and since his .discharge from
the hospital has been doing much
campaigning for the “March ofDimes.”
During the fall of 1951, Vant
Hull had a football commentary

show over KSTP-TV

for a

local

polio dealer.

War-I Reprise
Via 12-City D-Bond Pitch

Pickford.

Washington, March 10.
'Mary Pickford is set to re-create
barrage of correspondence was
up between Greenfield and the her Liberty Bonds tour of 35 years

taxes.

A
set

.

for
re-

latter-day junket to 12
ing that he shouldn’t have to stand key cities drumming up sales of
for the $1,700, as the prize was sup- U. S. Defense Bonds for the Treasury Dept,
posedly an all-expense deal.
The former star will be given
Then UI mailed a check for the
$1,700 to Greenfield. Uncle Sam a sendoff at the White Housit
March
30 with President Eisentax
then decided that the $1,700
Tying in
participating.
coin would have to be taxed. Ditto hower
with the tour will be a 60th birtha mass of correspondence.
Result: UI and Greenfield split day celebration for Miss Pickford
the amount of the tax on the tax. in Atlanta.

UI homeoffice, with former claim- ago with a

MISCELLANY

1

Wednesday* March 11, 1953

PffiSEfr

Joe Frisco

— and TV

In time they become -stock
and the more familiar the more meaningful. Like
mixed team, after the wife
half
a
grieving
of
one
about
the
the
died. “Yes, but you should have caught me at the grave,” the
grieving husband observed. Or, “I kicked my agent in his heart
and broke my toe.” And then there! is the tale about Joe Frisco
who held out for $1,500 and laid off when he could have played
plenty at $750. When an act suddenly canceled at the Palace,
and Frisco was rushed to Broadway from Albany, he said,
“W-w-well, they finally p-p-paid me my s-a-salary.”

Show

biz Is replete with legends.

material,

Chaise; Jury Gets Second Today

—

—

Washington, March 10. 4
Federal Judge T. Blake Kennedy
today (Tues.) dismissed one ,of the Solon Seeks Tax Repeal
two contempt of Congress counts
against Sidney Buchman and left
To Save Pix Industry
the second for the jury to decide
Washington, March 10.
tomorrow. Buchman trial, based on
charges stemming from his failure
Congressman James E. Van
to appear before the House Un- Zandt (R., Pa.) yesterday (Mon.)
American Activities Committee, called upon Congress to repeal the
opened here yesterday.
20% amusement tax on motion pic•

1

Buchman was

cited for not. ap-

pearing before the House group on
Jan. 25 and Jan. 28 last year. Judge
Blake threw out the first count,
concerning the Jan. 25 hearing, because at that time, the jurist noted,
Buchman had acted on the advice
of his counsel and had asked a
Federal Court to quash the House
subpoena.
Remaining for the jury to decide is the second contempt count
concerning Buchman’s failure to
show up Jan. 28. This took place
after the Fed Court refused to kill
the House Committee’s subpoena.
Buchman was on the stand today,
insisting he felt it was within his
legal right to duck the House hearings. Point was made that Buchman still has a civil suit pending
which aims to invalidate the House
subpoenas and if this is denied,

Buchman

testified,

he “would be

glad to go before the Committee.”
However, prosecuting attorney
William Hitz brought out that
Buchman still would decline to
give full information, such as
identifying others in his one-time

Communist

„ (Shonnae)

—

He

answered: “Columbia didn’t announce anything and never formally severed connections with me.
They (Col) are now indicating they
r
are doing this now.”
In an atmosphere of routine legal procedure, in sharp contrast
to the delaying tactics and air of
hysteria which prevailed in the *49

—

attorney.

formers, who stated Rosenfield shot
first, forcing Ails to fire in selfdefense. Two guns were found on
the floor and both had been fired,
trial of J.. Howard Lawson and Both the stripper and Ails have
Dalton Trumbo, the 50-year-old been free on bonds of $5,000 and
former screen Writer-producer was $10,000, respectively, and working
depicted as a man “with an undy- at local cafes.
ing respect for Congress and the

Murphy Says Exhibs Fell
Reds Routed From H’wood

Ethel Barrymore’s TV Bow
In New Tenn. Wms.’ Play
World premiere of a Tennessee
Williams play is set for television
on CBS-TV’s “Omnibus.” Program’s
March 29 edition Will have Ethel
Barrymore making her dramatic
bow on video in the lead of a new
Williams one-acter, “Lord Byron’s
Love Letter.” Williams will also

Hollywood, March 10.
Motion
picture exhibitors
throughout the nation are no
longer? worried about Communists
In Hollywood, according to George
Murphy, prexy of the Hollywood appear.
Co-Ordinating Committee, who reAlso set for the* same broadcast
cently returned from a coast-tois the .George Gershwin folk operetcoast goodwill tour.
“They are very happy about the ta, “135th Street,” to be presented
overall picture,” Murphy said, “and by an all-Negro cast. Operetta is
feel that much has been achieved said to contain elements of “Porgy
in ridding the film industry of the and Bess,” currently in a revival at
Communist element.”
the Ziegfeld.
3
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$51,750,000 Suit

By 23 Witnesses

VARIETY

of superiority.

In

Commy Probe
10.

Suit for $51,750,000 in damages,
all the majors, most indie
producers, many production execs
and members of the House UnAmerican Activities Committee as
defendants, was filed in Los Angeles Superior Court today (Tues.)
by 23 persons who had been called
as witnesses before the Un-American Activities group.

naming

for

These Beefy Barrymores
Could Spot 3-D One Fall
.

And Win by 2-D Grunts
Pittsburgh,

March

10.

Wrestling shows in film houses
around the tri-state area have been
proving big b.o. and are getting
additional hookings as well as reMatchmakerturn engagements.
promoter Alex Bentley, working
with Jerry Goff, is booking the
cards on a percentage basis and
doing all right for himself as well
as for the theatres.
Mike Manos circuit tried out the
grunt-and-groaners on an experi-

mental basis at
first-run.

its

Results

Uniontown, Pa.,
were so good

Manos
management immediately spotted
(virtually a sellout) that the

the Bentley-Goff mastodons into its
Ellwood City and Monessen sites
and will make other spots available.

Heavy business for the wrestlers
being attributed to TV. Most of
the matches are between grapplers
who attracted a large local following when Bentley was presenting
them Saturday afternoons over
from the Grotto under sponsorship of Fort Pitt Brewing Co,
is

WDTV

Yews

Nam®)

3-D Hair-Raising
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• • •

Stole

<

Regular Subscription Rates
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Two Years $18.00
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By Frank
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New York

36, N. Y.

Mank thought he could top that. “ He scrounged around and got
enough coin to get out a burlesque of Challenge. He called it DynaBut it didn’t come off. Wet fuse, probably.
I once said so in Louis Sobol’s column.
Mank blew his top. According to him, I couldn’t pick a winner in a one-horse race. Dynamite murdered Challenge. That wasn’t his opinion. That was a fact.
You know how Mank could argue. Better than he could write. And,
on occasion, he could write beautifully.
The war threw us in various directions and left me picking crumbs
from counterpanes in remote and melancholy areas far from Times
Square. I lost track of Mank for a while. But he had come out reasonably intact. I think he was the first to stake otit the claim that he and
two other marines had won the, thing.
Frank Mallei}, who was a captain in Mank’s outfit, wrote me in
Arizona about Mank. He had been yanked before Mallen for some
infraction. He was all set to get the works*and he began talking, hoping to get off the hook somehow. He began name-dropping. Mine
happened to come^up. He was my pal. We werelikethat.
Mallen had claims on me ever since we worked together in New
London at a Yale-Harvard regatta. “Well, I let him off,” wrote Mallen. “That doesn’t show what I think of Mank. It shows what I think
of you.” Either way it was good news.
I think it was Morrie Ryskind who circulated the report:
“We’ll say this much for H. J. Mank,
When anybody blew, he drank.”
mite.

Hollywood, March

•

is

£.»*«

Street
City.

TV

going to fight the losing battle through a larger segof the home, -this must only add to -the economic aggravation. And like Joe Frisco’s stubbornness in holding
conception
of values, this must prompt a general refor
his
out
vision of thinking. After all, a star with only $2,000,000 can live
as comfortably as one with $3,000,000. And write your own paraphrase on this Joe E. Lewisism as applied to big business, agencies,
sponsors and networks. Don’t price TV out of business. Abel,
If

ment venturing out

jj
The 44-page complaint charges *
«
the defendants acted “maliciously,
Scully
i
oppressively, wilfully, fraudulentt
ly and wantonly” in conspiring to
the
historians
may
remember
March
Date-demons
among
1953,
5,
been
those who had
blacklist
died, but in this book it’s the day Hollywood lost
called before the Committee. Each as the day Stalin
of the 23 is asking $2,250,000, Mank. Joe Mankiewicz, Don Frank and even Ema were writers at one
broken down into $1,000,000 for time or another, but only Herman J. Mankiewicz was known as Mank.
I knew how to spell his name for 39 years.
When he was a freshpunitive damages and $1,500,000
for loss of employment now and in man at Columbia we struck up a friendship because he came from
the future.- Plaintiffs include none Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and Frank Ward O’Malley, New York’s top reporter
of the “Unfriendly 10” who served at the time, also camp from Wilkes-Barre. .O’Malley and I were both
jail sentences -for refusing to an- on the Sun.
swer Committee queries on whethMank had great imagination even in those days. He used to spin
er or not they were Communists,
tales involving himself, O’Malley, Hearst and others that never hapDefendants, besides the majors, pened. He became great after a few beers.
include Republic, Goldwyn ProThe bunch at the school of journalism got out a radical magazine
ductions, Hal Roach Studios, Waldcalled Challenge.
I reported in the Sun that “Challenge came out
( Continued on page 13)
yesterday and, judging from the excitement on the campus, the editors
will be out tomorrow.”

To
(Pleas® Print

the realistic potentials also is the sudden reawakening
Something has
of American public Interest in the boxoffice.
happened and they're getting out of the house more and more.
It’s now fashionable to brag that they’ve seen Roz or Bette,
“Picnic” or “Itch,” 3-D or “Moulin Rouge,” or whatever are the
current round, flat or third-dimensional theatre, cinematic, and
nitery attractions. It’s a switch on the two seasons’ back axiom,
“Aw we haven’t seen a picture in months,” said with some air

'

Undisputed* testimony at an earlier bond hearing was that Rosenfield had armed himself to go to
the Ails* apartment. There were no
eye-witnesses except the two per-

.

committee then and now.” Defense
(Continued on page 21)

.

Among

Hollywood, March

in Dallas

television is pricing

Next season looms ominously for some of the best known TV
shows and their sponsors. Unless they look upon things
realistically..

New York

111 Fifth Ave.,

more

Acquitted Of

Murder Rap

cell.

career were ended.

^

than 3,200 motion picture theatres
throughout the country have gone
out of business and it is estimated
that additional thousands are operating at a loss.”

Defendant recalled that during
Dallas, March 10.
House hearings last January he
Roscoe Ai^s, 54, nitery comedianwatched the proceedings via tele- emcee and former vaude headliner,
vision in his hotel room and had and his wife, stripper Billie Shondecided the
Fifth
Amendment nae, 23, were acquitted of murder
“protection,” which other witnesses charges h-re last week by a Dallas
cited in refusing to answer House County grand jury.
probers, was “not for me.”
Pair had been charged with the
Buchman said he decided to test fatal shooting of Alfred Rosenfield,
the validity of the House subpoenas Jr., 37, former local restaurant
because he "felt harassment.” Also, Owner aild suitor of Miss Shonnae,
he Was counseled to do this by his in the Ails’ apartment here Dec. 21.
own attorney and other lawyers Ails admitted the shooting and
whose advice was sought. “I never claimed self-defense. Grand jury
intended contempt of Congress,” action followed a voluntary aphe declared.
pearance before that group by Ails,
Curious trade angle was brought Miss
Shonnae billed as “The
out when -Buchman was asked if Flame of New Orleans” and their
film

FOR LUCKY STRIKE
JOHN LEER

Under Personal Management

tres in some states to close,” he
“Theatres are. the centre of
said.
attraction, particularly in small

Roscoe Ails and Wife

how

The talent alone isn’t to blame. The networks- haven’t' done
badly either in escalating their time rates.

HORACE HEIDT

“Admissions tax and competition
from television have caused up to
20% of the motion pictures thea-

.resulting loss of trade,
“In the past five years,

be of

weeks

tax.

neighborhoods. When the theatre
closes, for all time or part time,
and dims its lights, other small
merchants in th? vicinity suffer a

may

out of business.

Time and talent packages of $2,500,000 to $5,000,000 for 39
is too much even for the top 20 of the big American businesses that might afford it. That’s plenty of .boxtops—or whatever the commodity.

He said the bite was “regressive” and “is drying up the
source of revenue,” His statement
in the House followed his earlier
introduction of a bill to kill the
tures.

.the

hiis

Another legend, in time,
itself

10.

Latest problem confronting
3-D film producers is baldness.
Not that they are losing their
hair, hut they have discovered
that shiny bald spots on actors*
heads cause “ghosts” in three-

dimensiOns.
Discovery was made by
Landers, directing “The

Who

Lew
Man

Lived Twice” at Columbia. Makeup man Robert Schiffer had to cover the offending
spots with fine gauze screen

and grease

paint.

All Kinds Binges
For myself, I can’t remember ever having outraced Mank to a check.
In money, friendship and talent' he threw it away in buckets. He once
lost $60,000 on one gambling binge. Like most of Hollywod’s top earners he had no idea of simple accounting. He recently owed Uncle Sam
$80,000. That may have been all paid off before he died, because the
year before last he made $178,000 and though he had been sick most
of the time since, he was pretty sick that year.
A well-remembered classic about him now becomes something to
make the heart bleed. He feigned bewilderment while some guy was
talking about some doll named Sarah.
Finally the guy said, “You
know, Sarah. Your wife.”
“Oh,” said Mank, “you mean poor Sarah.”
younger days I always thought that Mank, having come from
Wilkes-Barre, must have been spawned by some coal-miner. T didn’t
know for years that his father was a high-School teacher of German
and finally worked up to a full professor at City College. Sarah was
a daughter of a rabbi. I’m not sure but I think Don was born in Berlin while Mank was the Chi Trib’s correspondent there
after World
1

War

was

.

I.

was

in Berlin where he met Morris and Simeon Gest and Simeon
a- close friend to the end.
The Gests were bringing the Moscow
troupe to New York and required 73 visas. As we had no diplo-

It

Art
matic relations with Russia at the time, that required some fast
shuffles.

When Mank came
une and Times

backjto

New York
He

he worked on the World, Tribfell easily into the Algonquin
(Continued on page fil)

at various

times.

—
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Than Novelty Like 3-D’—Goldwyn
going slow on
his next pic production. “With or
producer,
,”
the
states
without 3-D
“the basics of picture-making remain the same. And the public
firmly supports fine product."
“First and foremost, no picture
can ever be better than its story
than the underlying human emo-

Samuel Goldwyn

tions

is

Goldwyn

tells about,"

it

adds.

—

Film-maker said he believes that
the work now being don$ on 3-D
(Continued on page 19)

all

Wins

‘Barrier

British ‘Oscar
London, March 10.
For the second time since the
awards were instituted in 19.47, a
British pic has been voted the film
of the year by the British Film
Academy. Honor went to “The
*

Sound

while

Barrier”

its

star,

Ralph Richardson, copped the
award as the best British actor.
Vote for the top British actress
went to Vivien Leigh for her performance in “A Streetcar Named
Desire" and Marlon Brando was
selected as best foreign actor for

“Viva Zapata." Simone Signoret
was designated ace foreign actress
for “Golden Mafie," while Claire
Bloom was chosen the most promising new comer after her role in
“Limelight.”
The awards, which were made at
a Leicester Square Theatre gala,
included honors for “Wild Journey"
(Canada) as the best documentary,
a

special

award

for

“Animated

Boren, Johnston Confer
Washington, March 10.
Charles Boren, Motion Picture
Assn, of America labor rep on the
Coast, and his assistant, A1 Chami,
are visiting MPAA headquarters
here for talks with prexy Eric A.
Johnston on- studio union matters,
among other business.

To Sweep
All’

on polaroids, this was it. Both
Paramounts haven’t seen that kind

‘Nearly

Employees

Foy
parture was due to Warners' upcoming production hiatus. He- had
no pix chores, so reached an agreement resolving the pact.
Foy says he has no plans at this
time, and denies reports linking
him with a production chief job

Feeling Its

Through the Fog of the 3-Dees
Film industry this week was
further jockeying into position to
cope with the advent of 3-D via
’Carmen’ as Indie
new adjustments made or contemHollywood, March 10.
plated in production and distribuRouben Mamoulian is planning tion skeds of 2-D pix. Trade more
a screen version of Bizet’s Opera and more appears feeling its way
“Carmen" as an indie venture. so far as the new dimension is conPlans now near finalization call for cerned and its influence on the
lensing in both 2-D and wide- lensing and marketing of convenscreen t(f take advantage of broad- tional pix.
Trio of top Paramount execs
est posible world market.
Whether wide-screen process quietly trekked to the Coast over
the past weekend. Purpose of the
will be Cinerama or CinemaScope
trip was kept under wraps but it’s
is still in question, depending upon
type of indie production deal he presumed that studio policy for the
future will be taken up. Company
makes.
has a backlog of about 20 features
in 2-D, and liquidation of these
quicker than originally skedded
may be considered. Group, whieh
coasted comprised Par prez Barney
;

See $5,000,000

Balaban, v.p. and economics head
Paul Raiboufn and foreign department chief George Weltner.
Metro for the period from February through May is releasing 17
features, which is at the stepped-

tills

United Artists’ Bob Benjamin
and Arthur Krim spell out for the
trade the b.o. socko of a picture
which obviously has that new dimensional hypo to theatres by sup-

For limelight’
Abroad,

the

figures of 30

NG Here

Perking

RKO.

He

just

•

;

National Boxoffice Survey

many

tional policy for
ing and after the

years, dur-

tion,

MPAA Names Hockstetter
As Special Asst, to Prez
New

Washington, March
with the

staffer,

10.
title

Absence of much new, strong small L,A. house. “She’s Back on
product and usual early March lull Broadway" (WB) is okay in K.C.,
moderate in Minneapolis and fair
is spelling a very spotty boxoffice
picture this stanza. While a few in Frisco. “City Beneath Sea" (U),
keys were hurt by snowstorms, lack which opens this week at N. Y.
of fresh fare appears to be greatest State, looks nice in Toronto, trim
handicap currently, according to in L.A. and mild in Seattle. “Battle
from Variety corre- Circus" (M-G), out for first time
reports
spondents in some 23 representa- this week, is fine in St. Louis. and
Denver, and big in Washington.
tive key cities.
“Stars Are Singing" (Par), okay
“Peter Pan" (RKO-Disney) is
champ grosser for fourth week in a in Portland and good in L.A. where
row, closely followed by “Hans aided in second week by “Stereo
Christian Andersen" (RKO-Gold- Techniques" (Indie), is light in
wyn). Latter is finishing second the Minneapolis and slow in Denver.

“Redhead from Wyoming" (U)
smart in Omaha, fine in
is pushing looks
was fourth Wash., and nice in Philly. “Last of
a week ago. “Bwana Devil," dis- Comanches" (Col) looms okay in
tributed by same company, is cap- Chi. “Taxi" (20th) is fairish in
turing fourth spot as compared Boston.
same

as last session,

“Moulin Rouge" (UA)

up

to third position; it

finished

’

,

.

turned to Warners.

Mayer Eyes Stone Novel
Hollywood, March

10.

Louis B. Mayer is negotiating
with Paramount for purchase of
Irving Stone’s novel, “Immortal
Wife," story of life of .Gen. John
C. Fremont, for Cinerama.
Book was originally, sold to Paramount by agent Vic Orsatti.
.

Agam

,

“Ivanhoe" (M-G), on popscale
WB’s “Special Assistant to the Presi- with fifth last week. “Stooge"
dent," checks in at the Motion (Par), which has played a vast runs, is trim in Wash, but light in
first 3-D film, “House of Wax," and
city dates, •L.A, “Angel Face" (RKOO looms
will be at Warners another week Picture Assn, of America, prob- majority of its big key
Toronto.
working on editing of the pic. Foy, ably next week. He is Leo Hock- will wind up sixth. Bulk of its coin good in
“Limelight" (UA) shapes neat
and exholdover
from
coming
with
formerly
is
exnewsman,
stetter,
once “B" pix production head at
“Lawless Breed" (U)
Louis.
in St.
Warners, left to become Eaglp Economic Cooperation Administra- tended-run dates.
“The Star" (20th) is advancing to is nice in, Minneapolis. “Hiawatha"
Lion production head, then re- tion and now with the Mutual
at

Way

up rate of 51 annually. That’s unappended first-week
usually high for M-G and was seen
key engagements! In
reflecting the desire to cut down
indicate that the studio production many instances the ensuing Weeks
on
product in the vaults.
A disappointment, .domestically,
hiatus announced last week will in- have even topped the opening
Warners disclosed plans to taper
Charles Chaplin’s “Limelight" is
volve the layoff of nearly all em- stanza’s business.
on
off
production for abou:. 90 days,
going great abroad, cleaning up
ployees with the exception of some
Perhaps better than anything to particularly in England, Frapce although a company rep stressed
department heads, technical work- answer the intra-trade fever anent
(Continued
on page 20)
and Italy.
ers and those directly concerned 3-D is the comparison of these
On the basis of returns so far,
with reconstruction of facilities
(Continued on page 19)
controversial pic will gross about
damaged in last year’s fire.
$1,000,000 in the U. S. market
It’s
understood in N. Y. that
for the distrib, United Artists.
tapering off of production is a step Excess Profits Tax Lift
Latter outfit had figured on much
by the studio to await public reactaller coin in view of initial audition to “House of Wax," first WarSeen of Little Gain To
ence and b.o. reaction at its first
ner 3-D film, next month, before
dates plus generally upbeat critideciding future production plans.
Film Co. Stockholders cal appraisals. Playoff was generStudio’s plan reportedly is to order
Business in a variety of film isLikely lifting of excess profits ally seen as somewhat impaired
time out for those contractees
by American Legion efforts to sues on the New York Stock Exwhose pacts* specify a 12-week lay- tax June. 30 is seen of little benefit curb the film.
change
is perking up again, a couOnly
stockholders.
film
off period, to begin next month or t p
distribution
revenue ple of shares reaching new highs
Foreign
when they finish current assign- one of the producer-distribs, Unifor
the
year. Brci-ers relate that
versal, had a good enough showing promises to reach $5,000,000,
ments.
prior undervaluation of the shares
All other employees not being let to pay such a levy last year, and which is plenty hefty and way out
plus
a
growing
firmness of the
out will take their two-week paid that was due mainly to the fact of. proportion to the foreign-dofllm biz are influencing the upbeat.
vacations and then go on enforced that the company had rough going mestic breakdown of income for
Situation is slightly different
pix, Chaplin’S
the
usual
run
of
years
after
the
war.
for
several
(Continued on page 21)
U’s excess profits tax contribu- popularity abroad is one of the than last month, when heavy trading volumes also were recorded.
tion for the year ended Nov. 1, key factors, of course.
Italy,
England, This was ostensibly due largely to
France
and
1952, ran to an estimated $755,000.
High Court Asked to Rule Abolition of the levy would see where the comic is especially a the hoopla over 3-D.
At any rate, National Theatres
at least part of that money swell favorite, each should yield about
has become one of the outstanding
Whether Producers Have dividend' payments. Only other in- $1,000,000 in gross money.
(Continued on page 20)
dustry firm benefiting would be
Detroit Picketing
Inc., which for its last
To Give lst-Runs to Nabes Technicolor,
Detroit, March 10.
fiscal year paid a tax of $1.05 on
Washington, March 10.
Charles Chaplin’s “Limelight"
the common share.
U. S. Supreme Court was asked
Question of whether or not the is being picketed at the Krim Thetoday (Tues.) to decide whether pic(Continued on page 18)
( Continued on page 15)
ture producers should be- required
Trado Mark Registered
to furnish first-run product to indie
FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
neighborhood houses. Question was
Published Weekly by VARIETY, INC
raised in a petition by Theatre. EnHarold Erichs, President
154 West 40th St.
New York 36, N. Y
terprises, Inc., of Baltimore for a
Hollywood 21
review of a lower court decision Trade Still Uneven; ‘Pan* No. 1 Again, ‘Hans* 2d,
6311 Yucca Street
Washington 4
holding that there was no antitrust
1292 National Press Building
‘Rouge’ 3d, ‘Devil’ 4th, ‘Stooge’ 5th
violation by the majors in refusing
Chicago 11

said the de-

pire next July.

of cash money across their
since Vitaphone was in bloom.

plying

Warner Bros, homeoffice sources

Paramount litigaand has applied the policy to
Bryan Foy is leaving his pro- all theatres located outside of downducer berth at Warners, following town sections of cities no matter
settlement on his pact due to ex(Continued on page 21)
Hollywood, March ’10.

Hollywood and downtown Los Angeles Paramount Theatres gross
$96,607 between them last fall, it
kpew that, regardless of any philabout optical inconvenpossible customer headaches and the need for tooling up

AS PRODUCER

AT WARNERS WITH ‘WAX’

Not for nought does any industry
when some innovation comes
along and manifests extraordinary
public
The trade
acceptance.
knows by sporadic information
that, no matter what it may think
of Arch Oboler’s “Bwana Devil"
as a film production boxoff ice figures don’t lie.
When the industry saw the
flip

iences,

WB Prod. Hiatus

Still

r

osophies

Genesis" (British) and the United
Nations award for “Cry, -The BeCertificates of
loved Country."
merit were announced to United
Productions of America for their first-run films to the Crest Theatre,
cartoons and to Charles Chaplin a new 1,600-seat house six miles
Baltimore.
“for his special genius both as actor from downtown
In charging conspiracy to limit
and film-maker."
product to downtown houses, Theatre Enterprises declared that each
major producer “knows that every
EXITS
other has followed the same na-

FOY

mtj

|u on

By ABEL GREEN

“Sound was a great step forward
But
for pictures. So was color.
Boren Jrekked in quietly after a
without a good story to start with, brief stopover in N. Y. Specifics
ever
color
nor
sound
neither
involved in the talks with Johnston
helped a producer make a good were being kept under wraps.
picture. These elements make good
pictures better, but they cannot do
the job by themselves.
“It is exactly the same with 3-D.
In the rush of excitement about
the new processes, we must not
forget that over any long run the
public will not accept novelty in
place of real values. The public
may today rush to see .something
new on the screen, just because it
is new, but tomorrow the public
and will be enwill want to have
titled to get—mbtion picture entertainment that is based on telling a
story that keeps the audience interested and entertained."

Film Industry

Security Agency.
First reports here were that he
would take the place of the late
Joyce O’Hara as top aid to Eric
Johnston and vice-president of
MPAA. However, this doesn’t appear to be the case at present.
Hockstetter, according to one
spokesman, will work with
Kenneth Clark on matters of association publicity and writing assignments for Johnston.

MPAA

(AA) looks fine in Denver.
“Tonight We Sing" (20th) is going great in Toronto. “Don’t Care
Girl" (20th) is mild in Chi and Bos-

seventh slot while “I Confess" (WB)
is eighth. “Jeopardy" (M : G) is taking ninth money, with “Little
Sheba" (Par) in 10th place. “Niagara" (20th) and “All Ashore"
(Col) round out the top 12 list. “Bad
and Beautiful" 4M-G), still playing
•

ton. “Anna" (IFE), neat in Chi, is
solid in N. Y.
“Mississippi Gambler" (U) looks
“Never Wave at
a few big- key dates, and “Naked socko in Portland.
shapes sturdy in InSpur" (M-G) are the runner-up pix. Wac" (RKO)
dianapolis.
loom's
(20th)
Madam"
“Call

Me

.

as potentially strong among newon basis of preem week at a
[ comers
.

.(

Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages .8-9)
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WErIETt
Pix

Attacks Film ‘Compromise’

Draw Radio-TVers;

Toast of Town’ Deals With

Hollywood, March 10.

On Theatre TV:
Washington, March

‘No Justification’

10.

picture* industry's
••compromise solution” to the thecalling for a
stalemate,
atre TV
specialized service instead of exstrongly
was
channels,
clusive

The motion

attacked yesterday (Mon.) by the
Ameriean Telephone & Telegraph
Co.
In a brief filed with the FCC, the
company contended there is iio
for giving theatres
preferential treatment. The film"
industry, AT&T asserted, has failed
to show that special service for
theatre TV would be in the public

justification

Interest.

Referring to the solution offered

by the Motion Picture Assn, of
America and Rational Exhibitors

SWG May Amend Demands
In Films'

Economy Drive

Hollywood, March 10.
^Modification of the Screen Writers Guild's demands on the studios
‘

increased minimums is indicated as a result of a recent session
with negotiators for the major lots.
was told that this is no time

for

SWG

theatre TV service of
carrier frequencies.
“Diversion of the common carrier frequency bands to special and
limited uses could seriously impair
the general public usefulness of

it

is

not in keeping with the industry's
current wave of economy. Writers
were requested to reappraise their
demands, in. view of declining boxoffice receipts.

special

common

these frequencies.”
Industry suggestion? that the FCC
announce a policy favoring interconnection of Bell System facilities
with theatre TV hookups, AT&T
declared, is “not germane” to the
proceedings. Interconnection problem, it said, should.be handled on

a

case-to-case basis.

See Chance

Of

Cos.’

Merger

Of Foreign Setup
Possibility still looms that, as
part of the current economy move

may

facilities

in certain areas abroad.

Move has the support

British

Quota Nix on ‘Monsoon’

’

of United

Artists and- one or two of the smaller distribs but elicits little enthusi-

Trade Bd.’s

With 20th-Fox and Metro making

asm from the majors.
Merger of shipping

4 Talent Guild Reps Make
Awards

^

facilities

is

one of the items on the agenda of
the foreign managers, who have
held two meets so far to determine

.

it

outlined the

BOT

on “Monsoon” centered primarily around
impression that “fictitious”
conditions were created in order

•the

to make the film qualify as -quota
product. The BOT indicated also
that, prior to the “Mon§oon” case,

the board had been concerned over
the obvious omission in applications of amounts paid to American
personnel employed in quota pix.
Quota label is important since it
qualifies films for Eady benefits
also makes pix available to
British exhibs to use in filling the
prevailing. 30% screen quota.

New

20th-Fox,
mit they’re tempting.
for instance, recently was offered
as much as $20,000,000 for the
rights to some 350 films released
over a 10-year period, but nixed
the proposition.
Distribs aren’t unmindful that
they are caught in a peculiar
squeeze.
On one hand, they are
determined to protect their theatre
customers who claim that any
large-scale release of pix to TV
would ruin them. On the other,
the companies, aren’t unaware that
they may be heading into a new
era in which 2-D films may be outmoded. If, in that event, there is
a general decision to let flat product go on the air, the breaking
of the dam would automatically
bring down the price.
Then, too, there’s the possibility
of some. of the distribs running, into
economic situations where the TV
money lure may prove irresistible.

facilities

in

In

$1,800,000 Antitrust Trust

I

*

Fabian Holds 1st Of

Booth, Bette Davis, Jose Ferrer,
Thelma Ritter, Jack Palance, Richard Day, Miles White, Joseph L.
First in a series of zone meetings Mankiewicz, Frank Loesser, Gianof the Stanley Warner Corp., suc- Carlo Menotti, Jack Eaton, John
cessor to Warner Bros. Theatres, Steinbeck and Boris Vermont.
tooki place in N.Y. last week with
S. H. (Si) Fabian, company’s prexy,
Europe to N. Y.
presiding. Policy and plans of the
new management were outlined to
Red Barber
the territorial managers.
Mrs. Zuline M. Calloway
Later this month Fabian will
Bernard Charman
make a personal tour of all the
Alexander H. Cohen
theatre districts. Topper also exBob Condon
pects to visit the Coast in about
John Davis
six weeks for a gander at upcoming
Meyer Davis
product.
A. I. Foldes

Stanley

Brando Sued for 150G On
‘Rouge’ Powder Charge
Motivated by an alleged “personal dislike” to director Claude
Autant-Lara, actor Marlon Brando
walked out of a projected film ver
sion of Stendhal’s “Le Rouge et le
Noir,” Transcontinental Films is
charging in a $150,000 suit brought
in N. Y. Supreme Court against the
star. His abrupt departure, it’s
claimed, took place last April and
came only two months after he had

Warner Meets

Renes Jeanmaire

N. Y. to L. A.
Fred Amsel
Barney Balaban
N. J. Blumberg
Leslie Caron
Alfred E. Daff
John Davis
Charles Feldman

New

Alex Gottlieb
Kenneth N. Hargreaves
Joseph Kaufman
David Lipton
Harry Meyerson
Constance Moore
Bernard Prockter
Milton R. Rackmil
Paul Raibourn
George Weltner
Paul Weston

U

.

25th Anni Oscars, With

Two-Coast Emcee Setup
Current Italo cut,
Italy to 10%.
Hollywood, March 10,
which came in the form Of a longToday (Tues.) is the deadline on
term loan, amounted to anywhere
voting
defor
the 25th annual Acadto
$2,500,000,
from $1,500,000
pending on the exchange rate ap- emy Awards. Ballots must be postmarked before midnight or they
plied.
Preliminary discussions, in which will be tossed out by Price, Waterthe Italians have expressed their house & Co., in charge of the officoncern over the' proportion of cial counting.
American film earnings in Italy
This year Ronald Reagan will
compared to the take' of Italo prod- function as TV commentator, with
uct in the U. S., have, taken place Paul Douglas handling the radio
in Rome. Real hassle is expected end of the show. It will be telecast
to start when Motion Picture Assn, and broadcast from the RKO Panof America prexy Eric Johnston tages Theatre over the combined
reaches Rome sometime later this facilities of NBC from 7:30 to 9
Republic prexy Herbert J. Yates
month
or in early April.
p. m. March 19.
recently defended the sale of ReItaly is generally considered a
public pix to TV by saying that
With so many candidates in N.Y.,
$12,000,000
market
for
the
U.
S.
his studio needed the TV coin to
arrangements have been made to
distribs, with about $7,000,000 comkeep turning out quality productelevise absentee winners at the
ing out in direct remittances. The
tions for the theatres.
International Theatre in Columbus
Italian government, faced with deSales execs in N. Y. are hedging
Circle.
Fredric March will preon the issue, but they are con- clining exports, has threatened that sent the Oscars, if any, in that
vinced that, if 3-D and wide-screen it may cut down both on the coin sector, while Conrad Nagel will
(Continued on page 21)
take over in the industry, there’ll
double as emcee and commentator.
be a race to unload regular films
Thirteen nominees who will view
to TV.
It’s generally estimated
the show from N. Y. are Shirley

tries.

Newark Indie Exhib

Balloting Closes For

agreement from the current 12V6%
cut of frozen American earnings in

some coun-

Execs of the majors generally feel that, with enough product
on hand, no good purpose can be
served in getting together. There
are certain small markets, however, where money could be saved
by combining branches.

plugged. Sullivan is convinced that
(Continued on page 19)

Italian government, in the face
of determined American opposition
to any form of continued subsidy,
has indicated that it’s willing to
reduce its demands in any new

of the film biz.

physical

*being

Subsidy Cut Bid

U

-

Looms

•

Eight majors and several of their
subsidiaries were named defendants in a $1,800,000 triple-damage
antitrust suit brought Monday (9) inked an agreement to appear in
in N. Y. Federal Court by the pres- the venture.
Stockholders in 1st N.Y. ent and former lessees and operaRelying on the Brando contract,
tors of the Essex Theatre, Newark. producer Paul Graetz assertedly
It’s, charged that the eight distribs
made commitments with writers
Blumberg Deal
Meet;
conspired to monopolize the exhibi- and arranged other details pre
Universal stockholders are "meet- tion of films,
to eliminate competi- paratory to launching “Rouge” in
ing at the company’s ’ homeoffice tion and discriminate
against the France. But, Transcontinental con
in N. Y. today (Wed.) for the first indepedent
theatre owner.
tends, the film had to be abandoned
Stockholder
time' in U’s history.
By such discrimination on first after Brando quit.. Latter joined
meets in the past have been held
and
second-run
pictures,
it’s
as- the Metro fold to take a top role
at Dover, Del.
serted, the majors favored some of in “Julius Caesar;”
Officers up for election to the
Action came to light last week
their
own
theatres in the Newark
board include N. J
lQ-men
when Transcontinental won court
Blumberg, Alfred E. Daff, Preston area. Purpose of these unlawful
permission
to. take depositions of
Davie, Albert A. Garthwaite, Leon practices, the complaint states, was
Graetz and Autant-Lara in Paris
Goldberg, R. -W. Lea, John J. to prevent the indiq exhib from
Motion was unopposed.
O’Cpnnor, Milton R. Rackmil, Budd obtaining product with any boxoffice appeal and to drive the Essex
Rogers and Daniel M. Sheaffer.
Legion Rates 5 Pix Class B
On the agenda, among other and other competitors out of busi”
things, is modification of Blum- ness.
National Legion of Decency this
Plaintiffs in the action are How- week rated five films as Class B
berg’s employment contract dated
July 1, 1950; New Blumherg deal, ard Theatres, Inc., lessees of the (Morally Objectionable in Part for
covering a period up to Dec. 31, Essex since 1951; Cinema Theatre All); List includes “Salome” (Col)
1960, would give him $1,500 a week Corp., lessees from 1940 through and “The President's Lady” (20th)
from July 15,. 1952, to Dec. 31 1951; H. J. G, Realty Corp., ownAlso, “Ambush at Tomahawk
1955, and $1,000 a week from then ers of the Essex, as well as Max Gap” (Col), “Devotion” (IFEJ and
and
Adele
to Dec, 31, 1960.
Goldbaum,
|
| “Luxury Girls” (UA).

and

SWG Dinner

.

quota pic, last week caused con- understood that the listing of percern and speculation among execs sonnel employed by the distribs in
in N. Y. Lengthy analysis of the their various branches is already
situation by Fayette W. Allport, being studied carefully by execs to
that nothing like that is likely to
Motion Picture Assn, of America see where they’re overstaffed.
happen before another five .years
rep in London, which reached N.Y.
Some companies, Metro and 20th- or so, unless the bottom falls out
last week, helped dispel misgiv- Fox in particular, now have pooled
attitude.
The British complaint

at

ficially gotten underway. It marks
Hollywood, March 10,
the end of the ostrich-like attitude
Screen Writers Guild will hold
to 17. Actually, he completed the
filmeries toward video and
annual Awards Dinner of the
fifth
its
days,
job in 14
sets off a scramble among the film
(10) with representaJerry Devine, longtime radio pro- here tonight
companies "for free bally time on
the four talent guilds
ducer, switched to film and bought tives of
the top-rated national shows.
to. four win“Babes in the Woods,” a mag story handing olit awards
Charles Einfeld, ^Qtb’s pub-ad
by Frank O’Connor, for* indie pro- ners.
topper, who arranged a deal with
Richard Breen, SWG prexy, will
duction in Ireland. Project calls
Sullivan
to present highlights of
for six weeks In Ireland, starting present the Laurel for Achieve- upcoming 20th pix
monthly
on.
April 10, with Harold Shuster di- ment for the first time. It will go
basis over a two-year period, is
to the writer who, over a period
recting.
on
actively
the
prowl
for
additional
of years, is deemed to have made
network vldshows for the spotting
the most significant contribution to
of his company's product. Einfeld’s
the art of screen writing. Other
deal with Sullivan follows .a Metro
Distribs in the Middle
comedy,
best
year’s
awards, for the
arrangement
with the latter calling
drama and musical writing, will be
for
presentation of eight M-G films
Rise
the
Pressures
presented by George Sidney, of
As
Actually,
on “Toast.”
Sullivan
Screen Directors Guild; Sol Siegel,
and noted this week, Metro can extend
To Sell Films to Video of the Screen Producers Guild,
its commitment if it so desires. He
of the Screen
Crawford,
Joan
Steady rise in programming costs
declared that he is not working exActors Guild,
clusively with either company, that
on television is resulting in new
pressures on the film distribs to
other film outfits would also be
Companies have been
sell to TV.
welcome.
According to present
attractive
increasingly
receiving
plans, he said he expected to preoffers for their old pix but, for the
sent
“previews”
of upcoming films
Still
most part, they are sticking to their
at least twice a month.
policy of playing ball with video
Meanwhile, Sullivan asserted, he
only where it helps to exploit films
would have specific agreements
going into theatres.
Italian
with both 20th and Metro, the
Bids for old product are no
pacts calling for the filmeries to
longer in the small-change cateprovide “dips” as well as a star
gory, and some company execs adappearing
in
film
the

•

American majors havefbeen told ways and means of cutting costs in
While no
Informally by the British 'Board the foreign market.
of Trade that they will not be af- thought whatever is being given to
fected by. a court ruling upholding combining sales and billings, cera BOT refusal to qualify “Mon- tain economic advantages could be
soon,” produced in India by For- gained from studying merger arrangements in some areas.
rest Judd, as a quota pic.
Committee to investigate cost
BOT position is expected to be
formalized in a letter to the ma- reduction, schemes in foreign terricomthe
time,
same
tories,
where the U. S. distribs’ exjors. At the
panies have been told that the penses are steadily rising, has been
board will give advance indication one of the pet projects of MPEA
on whether any film does or does prexy Eric Johnston. Group serves
not qualify as a British quota pic. primarily as a clearing house for
BOT turndown, along with the certain non-competitive info which
court's flat observation that no the individual companies can use as
non-British company can have a a convenient yardstick by which to
part in the making of a British gauge their own operations.
It’s

ings in that

commitments to columnistprodufcer Ed Sullivan for the use
of film clips and stars on his “Toast
of the Town” TV stanza, a new era
in picture-TV relationship has ofspecific

Despite

by Motion Picture Export Assn,
member companies, there may be
a consolidation of physical branch

By

director, switched to theatrical film
direction on Metro’s “The Big
Leaguer”, at Melbourne, Fla., and
finished his job in jigtime. Original shooting schedule called for 24
days on location. Before he left
for Florida, Aldrich whittled the
schedule down to 21 days aijd later

Fight

The AT&T told the Commission
take care of theatre TV needs today and in the
future, whatever the requirements

D.S. Majors Unaffected

Mark ‘New Era’ In TV-Pix Ties

Pictures are drawing tbe radioRobert Aldrich, television
set.

TV

.

Still

It is qualified to

be.

M-G

,

minimums, because

to* raise

Major spokesmen said they
Theatre TV Committee, the com- recognized the problems of writers
pany declared: “They now propose who depend for livelihood on “B”
that the Commission, presumably pictures, but declared there is a
without further hearings, mak$ a vanishing market for this type of
determination authorizing use by scripting.

a

20th,

Devine, Aldrich Switch

N. Y. to Europe
Madge

Elliott

Alfred Harding
Pat Morrissey
Betty Paul
Jacques Peals
Edith Piaf
Cyril Ritchard
1

Kenn Rogers

Leo Marjane
Bill Marshall

Charlie Morrison
Marion Perkins

Hilda

Sam

Simms
Spiegel

L.

A. to N. Y.

Ethel Barrymore
Charlie Cantor

Gower Champion
Marge Champion
Reg Connelly
Lester Cowan
Broderick Crawford

Bob Crosby
Saiiy Forrest

Samuel Goldwyn
Henry Herbel
Ray Jones
Sam. Levene
Perry Lieber
Fred MacMurray
Harry Ritz
Ann Rutherford
William Schorr
William Shaw
George Shupert
Mike Sloane
Morris Stoloff

"
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Johnston Defends Fix Going O’Seas

Hint Hughes

Before Senate Foreign Relations Unit
A

Very Chummy

created to investigate
inthe State Department's overseas
formational and; educational ex^
change programs, began its \york
committee,

Friday (6) by
in odd
attacking the motion pictures Hollywood sends abroad.
Its only Witnesses at the opening session were Eric Johnston,
prexy of Motion Picture Assn, of
and George Weltner,
America,
president

Picture Assn,
of
America.
After a little preliminary sparring in which they called him

“Mr. Johnston" and he called

Paramount Interna-

of

who made

them

a strong defense

new

in the

for newsmen who have
similar ones in recent
same old names of picThe
years.
tures and the same old charges

were dusted

off

Senators.

tor Bourke Hickenlooper (R.,
Ia.) as “Bourke"; Senator Karl
Mundt (R„ S. D.) as “Karl";
Senator
William
Fulbright
(D., Ark.) as “Bill," etc.

and brought up by
Pretty

much

the

same old answers and the same old
facts that he has used over and
over were thrown back by Johnston.
It was one of those “Isn't this
where I came in?" things. Following were the highlights:
The Senators attacked by asserting that they had letters and
other complaints that Hollywood
films depicted either the seamy

or the ultra-luxurious penthouse edge of American life, giving
a distorted idea of life in the U. S.
and often destroying the good work
done by our official propaganda
side

service.

Bourke Hickenlooper
subcommittee chairman,
(Continued on page 61)

Senator
(R., Ia.),

set-

The MPAA topper became
“Eric" to'- most, of the subcommittee.
In * turn he addressed the Chairman, Sena-

hearing
covered

the

things

—

pressed the legislators.
little

“Senator,"

tled into a. chummy first-name
session a most unusual situat i o n
during Congressional
committee hearings.

Most of the load
of the industry.
fell on the shoulders of Johnston,
two-hour stint,
a
who, during
talked down and apparently imThere was very

Television

Washington, March 10.
While the Foreign Relations
subcommittee needled Hollywood and its pix at last week’s
hearing, it was pure love between the committee and Eric
Johnston, prexy of Motion

fashion’ last

tional,

Outside Guarantees to Insure Prod.

OVER LAST YEAR

Washington, March 10.
Senate Foreign Relations sub-

$3,000,000

IA

Suit

Vs. Music Hall 2

is

RKO

losing its competi-

concerned, according to
top theatre execs.

some

PU>
Financial position ofr
tures was raising eyebrows again
this week both in trade and outOutfit’s ecoside financial areas.
nomics are growing shakier contin?
ually with its production hiatus
and amortization of new pix now
swinging into release which, until
now, could at least be carried at
investment costs. That’s the word*

Walton as Grainger Aide

tive grip so far as the film business
is

May Have to Pot Up

,

Edward

RKO

as

L. Walton has joined
exec assistant to prexy

James R. Grainger. Ho held the
Leonard Goldenson, who’s now same post for seven years with
on both sides of the -TV-theatre Grainger when the latter headed

fence as president of the newly
merged American - BroadcastingParamount Theatres, comments
that the “public is' alert' to films;
they’re talking about them again."
Goldenson reported that while
the entire Par chain of over 650
houses is doing good, business, outlets in Chicago and Detroit are
markedly ahead of last year. “This
is significant
because these two
areas were among those most severely hit by the impact of TV
earlier," states Goldenson.
Terming as “favorable” the comparison between this year’s theatre
gate generally across the country
with the 1952 income level, the
AB-PT chief exec said he’s particularly encouraged because the first
quarter of last year had two abnormal blockbusters in circulation,
Paramount’s “Greatest Show on
Earth” and Metro’s “Quo Vadis."
In the current quarter bi^ is holding up without a “Greatest Show"
or “Vadis,” and the second quarter
likely will be ahead of the^corresponding period of ’52, Goldenson
relates.

Chains on O’time

Charles P. Skouras, prexy of
National Theatres, v/hose subsid,
A suit for $3,000,000 has been Fox West Theatres, blankets the
entered by Projectionists Union,
(Continued on page 16)
Local 306, International Alliance
of Theatrical
Stage Employees,
against the N. Y. metropolitan area

Republic distribution.
Grainger stresses -that Walton’s from Wall St. analysts.
appointment means an addition to
RKO’s first six weeks of 1953.
.

1

RKO exec setup. It’s a newlycreated spot and he’s not replacing
anyone.
the'

operated at a loss of $1,350,009.
Deficit for 1952 amounted to $7.455,000, on the basis of an unofficial reappraisal this week of the
corporation’s monetary downslide
for the entire year ended last Dec.

RKO Has Enuf Pix
Thru Aug.

31.

Riling stockholders (see separate
story on new suits against board
chairman Howard Hughes charging dissipation of assets) is the fact
comthat book value of the
mon stock issue is consequently

Sets

15,

RKO

going down.
While formal announcements
proclaim the company is launching
James R. Grainger, RKO’s new a new lensing program, puzzling to
prez, figures that the outfit has insiders is where RKO would get
enough product for distribution the sizeable production coin needthrough Aug. 15 and by that time ed. RKO is said to have reduced
new pix will have been lensed and its bank indebtedness to $3,000,000
ready for release. Grainger, back but the banks are now disinclined
in New *Y6rk Monday (9) from to provide new financing under the.
four weeks on the Coast, considers present situation, Intimations are
the company in “good shape’’ de- that Hughes might be required to
spite the present production lull put up outside properties or inand other setbacks.
terests as guarantees for new bank
As for product for the future, rr oney.
Grainger revealed a few deals for
Company is doing exceptionally
outside indie pix are on the fire. well with two pix now in release
RKO policy demands that the in(Continued on page 19)
dies put up the major share of the
financing, with the company insisting on story, cast and other ap-

Deals With Indies

proval rights.
circuits of Loew’s and RKO, in
Upon taking over the homeofaddition to the Radio City Music
fice operation, Grainger focused
Hall.
Papers, which were served
attention only on the RKO plusses,
Monday (9), charge that the circuits
stressing the Company’s $60,000,and the Hall owe boothmen that
Mpls. Indie Exhibs Beef
000 gross volume last year, the
sum for uncompensated overtime
new deal Vith Walt Disney for
extending over a period of
Again at U. of Minnesota’s work
Record 97 feature pix lensed in handling “Sword and the Rose",
almost six years. Sum of $1,000,000
is being sought from each of the Technicolor,
or with prints by and the pact to distribute Sol Les‘Unfair’ Pix Competition outfits named.
Film,
Techni, were turned out during the ser’s “The 3-D Follies."
now in production, is set for reThe overtime coin, according to
Minneapolis, March 10.
year ended Dec. 31, 1952, Dr. lease May 1.
U. of Minnesota is under fire the union is due the projectionists
Herbert T. Kalmus, Techni prexy
On the distrib sked to mid-Auof independent exhibitors again for preparatory- work, that is, the
for exhibiting films on the cam- time required to ready the projec- and general manager, stated in the gust are 15 new films and some
(Continued on page 16)
before
equipment
and
sound
tion
pus, charging admission and socompany’s annual report out yesliciting the general metropolitan presentation of the regular per- terday (Tues.).
Added
to the 28
According to union
area’s patronage as well as that formance.
prexy Herman Gelber, this entails handled by Technicolor, Ltd., the
of the s.tudent body and faculty.
CinemaScope Unveiling
Central
Allied
has from 15 minutes to an hour daily British affiliate, this, gave the comNorth
adopted a resolution calling the for which the Local 306 members pany a total of 125 Techni pix for
Set for Coast; Country’s
1952.
matter to the attention of the state have not been compensated.
Gelber stated that the union had
other state officials
legislature,
The 97 Techni pix photographed
18)
on
page
(Continued
Top Exhibs Get Invites
officials
themuniversity
in
and
Hollywood beat the previous
selves, and requesting “termina1951 highmark by 21. About 135
First of a series of trade demontion of such exhibiting at the
features in Techni, or with prints strations of 20th^Fox’s Cinemaearliest possible moment."
by Techni, are either in production, Scope wide-screen system is slated
Industry Stock Footage
Resolution charges that “the
in preparation or under contract to get under vay at the 20th studio
and
ununnecessarily
university is
Library Outmoded by 3-D; for 1953, according to Kalmus, who in Hollywood March 18, with projustifiably intruding itself into the
said the 1952 35m positive-print ducers and exhibs invited to lookcompetitive enterprise field and
output of the Techni lab was 461,- see. New York showing of Cine‘B’ Producers Will Suffer 219,752 feet, compared with 392,- rpaScope, originally skedded for
seeking preferred advantage in
such field at the general taxpayHollywood, March 10.
736,597 feet in 1951.
March 16 or thereabouts, will not
ers’ expense and to private busiProducers of 3-D. films have disTechni earnings also were up in take place now until mid-April and
ness’ detriment." This, it’s pointed covered a new source of expense. the wake of $33,020,559 in
net will then be followed by screenout, is in spite of the fact that the They hade learned that -old flat sales for 1952 as against
$28,896,- ings in key exchange centres.
university is both tax-exempt and film in the stufiio libraries cannot 344 in 1951. Net after taxes for the
Wire to some 300 top exhibs
tax-supported by Minnesotans and be*used in any depth system requir- year was $2,069,206, compared to throughout the country, informing
a
making
In
glasses.
pays no license fees.
ing polaroid
$1,918,537 in 1951.
Earnings in them of the CinemaScope unveilIssue was brought to a head this 3-D picture the entire footage must 1952 equalled $2.19
per share ing and telling them they’d be weltime in consequence of the uni- be shot in that process, without
come to attend with their staffs,
(Continued on page 18)
versity booking “La Ronde," French stock shots.
This means that prowent out last Friday (6). It didn’t
film which has been barred in some ducers with low budgets are out of
use the word “invitation," implying 20th’s unwillingness to pick
states, for three days, instead of luck.
the customary one, in a deal which
up the tab for the execs’ westward
Lothrop Worth, chief cameraman Brazil’s Non-Essential
trek.
gives the university
substantial for Natural Vision Corp., explains
demonstration is due for
protection over Twin Cities’ com- it:
“There is no way at present
Tag on Pix Irks Distribs theExhib
evening of March 19. Producers
mercial theatres both before and whereby a piece of flat film can be
Failure
of
the
Brazilian
governto
March 18,
will
be
straight
cut
accommodated
after
its
starting converted for a
presentation,
April 15.
create a 3-D illusion.". He also in- ment to put. American pix on the when there will be three-a-day
essential
imports
list
of
for
the
curstanzas of the one-hour test reel.
Ordinarily, it’s understood, the timated that nobody to date has
university pays 40% for its pic
developed any way to remedy the rent fiscal year is causing concern CinemaScope footage will include
among the U. S. distribs, who rushes from “The Robe," initial
tures, but does not give any guar
situation.
antees, as in the case of “La
Under flat picture conditions, aren't anxious to accumulate addi- 20th pic to be turned out in the
Ronde."
Admission charged is stock film can be extracted from tional large sums in that important new process.
Postponement of the New York
60c., the same as neighborhood 28
newsreels and commercial films as territory. Essential tag would have
day houses, but 16c. less than loop well as old and discarded footage permitted remittance of 70% of showing was necesary because of
But the current earnings at the official a delay in wiring the 20th screenfirstrun theatres.
from previous productions.
Lack of the classification, ing room at the homeofficc where
under 3-D conditions these sources rate.
are not available unless they are means the money has to be re- the large CinemaScope screen has
been installed for two weeks. Spemitted at a much lower* rate.
filmed in 3-D.
Oboler’s ‘Twonky’ to
Brazilian move doesn’t affect cial wiring jot is necesary because
Stock film, in the past, has been
“The Twonky," Arch Oboler the lifeblood of “B” producers. thaw of the $8,000,000 now frozen of the stereophonic sound which
science-fiction film, has been ac- Under the present circumstances in that country. U. S. distribs are goes with the CinemaScope.
CinemaScope screen has been
quired for release by TJnited Artists, they can’t afford to make pictures virtually guaranteed their coin,
which is currently distributing in the new system—at least until since Brazil signed for a $300,000,- setup on Stage 6 on the 20th lot.
to
System
so far has been seen by
loan
Bank
Export-Import
Obo’er’s 3-D “Bwana Devil
000
suffithe industry has developed a
Like “Bwana," Oboler wrote, di- cient supply of 3-D stock in its film clear up its debts. The $8,000,000 only a limited number of people
on
the
Coast.
tected and produced
be remitted by July 1.
l should
l libraries.

Stockholders Say Hughes

Techni Net Sales

RKO

Cost

Up to $33,020,559

$4,000,000;

Cite ‘Reckless’ Spending
Los Angeles, March 10.
stockholders
Three
minority
complained in Federal Court that
RKO lost more than $2,000,000 as

.

a result of the stock deal with the

Ralph

.

Stolkin

Howard

Hughes

while

Syndicate,
profited

more

than $1,000,000. Charge was made
in an amended complaint filled by
Marion V.
Castleman,
Eli
B.
Castleman and Louis Feuerman,

who

also

have

stock-

.minority

holder suits on file in N. Y. and
Las Vegas.
Complaint declares Hughes operated the firm as if it were his
own private property, “recklessly
squandered money" and increased
the studio’s cost in an “arbitrary

Bernard
and reckless" fasion.
Reich, attorney for the plaintiffs,
filed a notice calling for takipg of
Hughes
a
deposition
from

March

24.

An

additional complaint is that
lost a potential $2,000,000 because IJughes “isn’t interested in
religious pictures." It points out
properthat “The Robe 1 was
ty for a long time, but was not
produced there and finally went to
20th-Fox.

RKO

RKO

'

.

‘

SPG Suggests

Hollywood, March 10.
Screen Producers Guild has proposed the establishment of a Research and Practice Board, the object of which is to study all the
problems of the industry and to
exchange detailed and reliable information on all phases of produc-

and marketing. Aims of the
program, outlined by Sol Lesser,

tion

SPG

veepee, are:
“Lower costs, together with the
actual reasons for the present high
costs.

“More

certainty in meeting the
attractions now
available, and also those that are
about, to become available.
“A higher level of boxoffice re-

new competitive

UA

!

“Twonky."

.

Industry

Launch Research Board

sults.

“Cooperation with the
i

I

.

'

guilds, talent groups,

various

management

groups and whomsoever might de*
sire our participation."

.

.
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Spun

Hayward-Charlton Heston In smash b.o. drama about
Andrew Jackson and his lady.
20Ui-£ox rclens* of Sol C. -Siegel Production. Stars Susan Hayward and Charlton Heston; features John Mclntirc, Fay
Balnter, Whitfield Conn*. •Carl Betz,
Gladys Ilurlbut, Ruth Attaway. Charles
Dingle. Directed by Henry Levin. Screenplay, John Patrick, based on novel by
Irving Stone; ^editor, William B. Murphy;
camera, Leo Tover; music, Alfred Jncwman; assistant director, Joseph E. Ricko3.
ards. Previewed in N.Y., Feb. 20,

Running time. 94 MINS.
Rachel Donelson Robards. Susan Hayward
-Charlton Heston
Andrew Jackson
John Mclntirc
Jack Overtoil ..’
Fay Bainter
Mrs. Donelson
- . Whitfield Connor
Lewis Robards A
Carl Betz,
Charles Dickinson
Gladys Hurlbm
Mrs. Phariss
Ruth Attaway
MoU
Charles Dingle
Capt. Irwin
Nina Varela
Ml% Stark
Margaret Wycherly
Mrs. Robards
Robert B. Williams
William
Dumke
Ralph
Col. Stark
- Trudy Marshall
Jane
Howard Neglcy
Cruthcrs
Dayton Luminls
Dr. May
Harris Brown
Clark
Zon Murray
Jacob

in & distinctly lesser role. In fact,
outside Of the two key parts, there

outstanding characterizations, though Whitfield Connor^ ns
Miss Hayward’s first husband, does

are no

manage to show up strongly in two
scenes. Among the others prominent in the long cast are Pay Bainter and Ralph Dumke.
Sol C. Siegel has lavished this
film with an extensive production,
and Henry Levin has directed with
an awareness \|or mood neatly inThe photerspaced with action.
tography has captured the sweep
other
the
of tlie narrative while
technical aspects are ‘in keeping
the
of
breadth
and
with the scope
Kahn .
drama.

.

Bream Wile
(SONGS)

.

,

Mild battlc-oLthe-sexes romantic farce, with Cary Grant,

Deborah

Kefr for

marquee

strength.

James Bes.
Hollywood, March 9.
Colonel Green ........... Selma Jackson
Juanita EversMrs. Green
producMGM release of Dore Schury
George Meiford
Minister
Cary Grant, Deboralj Kerr,
George Ham-lton tion. Stars
House Servant
Walter Pidgeon; features Betta St. John,
Francis
Vera
Slave Girl
Franz. Directed by
Jim ^D “1vi9 Buddy Baer, Eduard
Jafcon
Sheidqn, Her.
CuC.ey Sidney Sheldon. Screenplay,
Leo
Innkeeper ................
Baker, Alfred Lewis Levitt; camera,
Ann MorrJson bevt
Mary
.
editor, George White;
Krasner;
Milton
William Walker
Uncle Alfred
music, Conrad Salinger; songs, Charles
Samuel

,

-

.

.

.

Glory at Sen
‘‘Glory at Sea,” British-made
film which preemed yesterday (Tues.) At the Beekman

and Art Theatres, N. Y., was
reviewed by Variety July 22,
1952, from London under its
original title of “Gift Horse.”
Myro rated the Molton Films
production as “strong, dramatic entertainment with a
firstrate Anglo-American cast,
and a worthy boxoffice contender on both sides of the
Atlantic.”

Yarn concerns one of the 50
overage destroyers loaned by
the U. S. to Britain hr the
early days of World War II.
Dramatic impact stems from

Good supporting
lining Vittorio

story,

Rene Beard

Henry, Phariss' Driver

....

„
Sam McDaniel

Chief Justice Marshall. George Spaulding

Judge McNairy

.

.

Willis B.

Bouchey

The dramatic story of a lady’s
influence on the life of a great man
invariably makes for interesting
filming, and in the case of Andrew

.

Jackson, the -seventh President of
the United States, 2Gth-Fox has created a particularly moving narrative
based on this formula. Formula
it may be, in a. sense, but not so
in the telling and playing, for here
is a fine love istory with a wealth'
With
of historical background.
Susan Hayward -and Charlton Heston as the key figures in this- story
of. early American independence,
“The. PresidentVLady” .is a strong
bet for the nation’s boxoffices.
“Lady, ’’..based on Irving Stone’s
bestselling novel, is a. powerful dramatic document covering more
than 40 years, in the life of the
famed Indian .fighter and general.
the
It -covers the period when
;

young Tennessee lawyer, is. Attorney General, through* his battles
with the Indians and, more importantly, through the period of
courting and marriage with Rachel
Donelson Robards and the involvements of that romance. It is the

—

‘

Jamshid Shelbani. Previewed
Running time, 99 MINS.
March
ciemson Read* .............. Cary Gr-ant
Deborah Kerr
Effj e
Walter McBride ......... Walter Pidgeon
Taril
.. ,,..,**••»•••• Betta St. John
Eduard Franz
Khan
Buddy Baer
Vizier
-Los Treymayne
Ken Landwell
Donald Randolph
Bruce Bennett
Charlie Eikwood
Henry Malvine ........ Richard Anderson
Dan „? ol?ln
Mr. Brown
Gloria Holden
Mrs. Landwell
June Clayworth
Mrs. Eikwood
Dean Miller
George

Ella

Warden Keeley
Sheriff Brown

Steve Forrest
Jonathan Cott
Patricia Tlernan

Louis
Sailor

Pat

A

baitle-of-the-sexes theme is
used for this fairly entertaining,
highly contrived piece x ol screen
Name of CatjT Grant
nonsense.
and the M-G label afford it its best
booking opportunities and Can get
it some coin. .Also, there is an exploitation angle in the reuniting of
.

Grant, Dore Schary and Sidney
Sheldon, all connected with the
successful “The Bachelor and the
Bobby-Soxer,” a 1947 RKO release.
However, “Wife” is no entertainment match for “Bachelor.”
Grant, a man. whQ wants a wife
in the home, not. in business,
breaks .with Deborah Kerr, State
Dept, official who is too busy with
an oil crisis to have time for matrimony. Walter Pidgeon, co-starring
as Miss Kerr’s State Department
boss, doesn’t have much#to do. Remembering a comely princess,
Betta St. John, whom he had met
on a trip 'to Bukistan in the Middle
East and the fact that she had been
raised from birth in the art of
pleasing man, "Grant proposes via
.

story of Jackson being forced to
fight his way up the political ladder with the stigma of adultery
With Mrs. Robards plaguing him
along the way.
It is a touchy subject that John
Patrick has fashioned ‘from the
Stone novel, but it is handled delicately' and" with great sensitivity,
for this was an adulterous romance cable.
Because of the oil situation, the
born of unwitting circumstances
not of the principals* choosing. It State Dept, steps in and assigns
is the story of Rachel Robards be- Miss Kerr to see that her ex-fiance
ing married to a bounder from sticks to protocol in his new courtwhom she was separated, of her ship. The princess comes to the
meeting with Jacfcson, of how her states, but the feminine craft of
husband named Jackson as corre- Miss Kerr soon has. Miss St. John
spondent in his divorce action. figuring that emancipation is more
The denouement, two years latter, fun than being a dream wife. It’s
that Rachel's husband had never no problem to foresee from the
actually consummated the divorce time of the Grant-Kerr break that
leaves the marriage of Rachel and they will be back together for the
Jackson a relationship of adultery finale.
in the eyes of the law and society.
Sheldon, who collaborated on the
It is this relationship that mo- screenplay with Herbert Baker and
tivates the story’s peak dramatic Alfred Lewis Levitt, also tries his
elements and projects the tender hand at directing the farce comlove story of the hot-headed sol- edy, but without too much sucdier and the woman who supplied cess.
Able performers help tq
him with the emotional, spiritual carry the script’s silliness through
and intellectual stimulus that ’en- the frenetics, but Sheldon lets the
abled him to attain the nation’s action slop over into very broad
#
leadership.
slapstick too often, when more
“Lady” is a story of a great di- subtle farcing would have .seemed
mension you should excuse the in order. This loose handling reexpression—crowded with incident flects occasionally in the performand narrative values. It has mo- ances, most notably in Grant’s.
ments of excitement in the Indian Dialog and situations have their
fighting scenes, .in *the individual chuckles, however.
clashes of men with glints in their,
Miss Kerr, smartly gowned,
eyes, and there are also tender comes off attractively, and Miss
moments to leaven the story of a St. John, impresses as the princess
nation expanding.
'with a yen for Grant until she
Through it all, if he* has not al- learns about the freedom taken by
American women.
She dances;
.stellar
vindication
of
ready given
billing, Charlton Heston- supplies sings “Tarji’s Song” and “Ghi-li,
Ghi-li,
Ghi-li,”
both
by Charles
to
this
ammunition
of
kind
the
film that is as loaded, as any car- Wolcott and Jamshid Sheibani;
bine slung across his broad shoul- speaks in a heavily-accented, deders.
It is a forthright, steely- lightful dialect, and treats the eye
eyed portrayal that surely will es- with her Oriental costumes. Edutablish him ih the topflight ranks ard Franz, Khan of Bukistan; Budof film stardom, Heston has not dy Baer, a native guard; and smallonly the physical stature to com- er spots occupied by Les Tremayne,
mand this film; he has a superb Donald Randolph, Bruce Bennett
manner of underplaying, through and Richard' Anderson, come off
voice and a minimum of gestures. acceptably.
He makes a handsome, vital JackSchary’s production supervision
son.
guides the picture towards makMiss Hayward gives the pic a ing the most of the sophisticated
simple, sustained performance, in nonsense in the story and the
addition to physical beauty. Though physical aspects of the production
she plays the title role, sit is still are well cared for by such exoert
Heston’s picture because ^of the technical credits as Milton Kraslatter’s
character. ner’s lenslng, special effects and
many-faceted
John Mclntire plays Jacksori’s art direction. Conrad Salinger’s
longtime friend and law partner, music score hits an appropriate
and he gives the role neat shading Oriental flavor.
Brog.
.

•

—

•

,

,

‘

Deputy Davis

(SONG-COLOR)
Charmingly sentimental romantic drama with a French
carnival background; best for
companion feature bookings.

Metro offers a suspense-laden
meller in “Cry of the Hunted,”
tale of the trackdown of an escaped
convict in the danger-packed bayous of Louisiana,' A superior per-

MGM

Hollywood, March

*

formance from Vittorio Gassman
and the expert direction of Joseph
H. Lewis give the film its main
attributes* yet such enhancements

10.

Knopf proMel Ferrer,
Jean Pierre Autaont; features Zsa Zsa still aren’t enough to. lift pic out
Gabor, Kurt Kasznar. Directed by Charles
As
Walters. Screenplay, Helen Deutsch; based of the program classification.
on jrtory by Paul Gallico; camera •<Techni-> supporting fare, however, “Hunted”
release oi Edwin H.
duction. Stars Leslie Caron,

color), Robert Planck; editor, Ferris
ster; music, Bronislau Kaper; song.

Web-

Miss

Deutsch and Kaper. Previewed' March
153: Running time, 40 MINS.

5,

academy and the youthful aspirants
fpr the force during the 13-week
training course for the motorcycle
squad. There are the cocky Ralph
Meeker, around whom the story’s
major situations are centered; Jeff

Richards and Robert Horton, Coupled to the male threesome for the
romantic interests are Sally Forrest
and Elaine Stewart, but neither of
the distaff side is given any opportunity to

show much
bdyond physi*

Horton, and their involvein a situation that .finds Richkilled
in the line of duty When
ards

and

•

ment

hijacking' truckers run him
he’s questioning them.
Thereafter it’s a chase story, with
Meeker being responsible for the
gang being nabbed or slain in an

two

down while

exciting finale.

There are some interesting poacademy tactics shown as the

lice

Vittorio

Lt. Tunner
Janet Tunner
Goodwin

4, *53.

has a basic inidealing with the police

..The story itself
tial interest,

Gassman fledglings go through their trainBarry Sullivan ing maneuvers on the cycles. At
Polly Bergen
the story is rather
William Conrgd best, though,
Mary -Zavlan cliche, and dialog ditto. It’s obviRobert Rurlon ously a cheap budgeter credited to
Harry Shannon
Jonathan Cott William Grady*, Jr., who is, incidentally, son of Metro’s veteran

Jory

Lit 1

Wolcott,

.

Leonard and Motion Wolfe; camera,

Harold Llpstelni editor, Conrad A, Nervig;
music, nudolph G. Kopp. Previewed March
6, '53. Running time, 7S MINS.

.

Caller..,. Sherman Sanders
Ronald Numlcena
0

6.

Metro release of William Grady, Jr.,
production. Stars Vittorio Gas-man, Barry
Sullivan, PoUy Bergen; features William
Conrad, Mary Z&vian. Directed by Joseph
H, Lewis. Screenplay by Jack Leonard;

.*

Square Dance
Lincoya—Age
Colored Boy

meller, top-

Gassman.

Hollywood, March

Hi 1953

Keenan Wynn, but not enough to
mean much at the boxoffice.

cal attributes.
The story specifically deals with
the friendship of Meeker, Richards

Cry of Hie Hunted

experiences of the men
who served on her. Critic
praised the performance of
Trevor Howard as the skipper,
while Richard Attenborough
and .Sonny Tufts also register
as
portrayals
“reliable”
in
Film has been diseamen.
rected by Compton Bennett
with “painstaking Attention to
Selective
Souvaine
detail.”
Pictures is distributing in the
U, S.

.

.

.

TeduesJay, Warch

apparently considerable trouble
l has been taken to set lip two production dance numbers, there is no
dancing, not even by Miss Caron,
An excellent terper. In addition to
directing the picture, a function
which he does very well, Walters
did the curiously limited choreography, assisted by Dorothy Jarnac,
.The score contains the nicelylilting, “Hi-Lili. Hi-Lo,” defied by
and Bronislau
Deutsch
Helen
Kaper. The latter also did the
good music score. Robert Planck’s
color photography is very good.
Brog.

the

'.-

.

„

he well received.
Film, is a neat showcase for the
talents of Gassman. As he’s up to
it, being especially standout in several meaty scenes, the actor's stock
In this country is bound to rise by
will

talent chief.

There’s

little in

duction, since

ing

was

done

way

the

of pro-

most of the shootoutdoors:

Meeker

doesn’t seem vital enough for the
cocky role he’s supposed to play,
while such lesser players as Horton,
Keenan Wynn and Richards do as
well as could be expected with the

weak

Kahn.

script.

C'Est Arrive a Paris
(It

Happened In

Paris)

(FRENCH)

Paris, Feb, 24.
AGDC release of Le Monde En Images
Leslie Caron
Lill Daurler
production. Star* Evelyn Keyes, Henri
Mel Ferrer
Paul Berthalet
Vidal. Directed “by Henri LaVorel. ScreenJean Pierre Aumont
Marc
play, S. B. Levenson; camera, Jean BourZsa Zsa Gabor
Rosalie
goin; editor, Marcel Cadiz. At Cameo#
Kurt 'Kasznar
Jacquot
niches.
Running time, 99 MIN4.
several
Paris.
Blake
Amanda
Peach Lips
Evelyn Keyes
Proprietor .................. Alex Gerry
After three years in the state Pat
Ralph Dumke penitentiary for helping' in a rob- Vlad
Henri Vidal
M. Corvier
Wilton Graff
Otto
.. Frederic O'Brady
M. Tonlt
Jean Wall
George Baxter bery, during which time he’s re- Hugo
M. Enrique
...... Paul Fsivre
fused to turn informer and help Uncle
Sentiment, done with an air of the police learn identity of the
Enterprising Henri Lavorel made
charm, is the principal entertain- other men and subsequently regain
ment ingredient in “Lift.” As a the never-located loot, Gassman this pic in two* versions, English
romantic drama with a French car- escapes while being taken to the and French, with the Evelyn Keyes
nival background it should please district
office
after’ name to help it in the U. S; Film is
attorney’s
the general run of audiences; es- finally agreeing to talk.
Barry a reasonably slick, tenuous comedy
It Sullivan,
pecially the distaff viewers.
maximum security of- about an American heiress in
wears a becoming . Technicolor ficer at the prison who’s be- Paris, and how she regenerates a
down
dress, holds its running time
friended Gassman, is detailed to handsome con-man through love.
and.) bring him back. Scene then shifts Plot is usual and not inventive
to a suitable flO minutes,
should enjoy a profitable number to Louisiana,, home of Gassman, enough or using local color suffiof companion feature bookings.
where Sullivan is certain he’s fled. ciently to take this out of routine
The background, plot and play- Suspense picks up here and is car- category. Pic may be good for
ing all have the feel of a" foreign ried through to the last reel as the dualers in U. S. if Miss Keyes name
film, because most of the principal capture, re-escape and subsequent suffices.
An heiress in Paris on a vacaplayers are accented imports ahd re-capture ensue.
Tag-end fihds
go perfectly with the entertain- Gassman, serving^a one-year hitch tion is constantly watched and
dragged on boring sightseeing trips
ment intents of the Edwin H. in jail and starting life anew.
by her uncle. She finally meets a
Knopf production, the Paul GalJack Leonard’s screenplay, from dashing Russian Prince. He is one
Helen
lico
story
scripted by
his original in collaboration with of a trio of .con-men who prey on
Deutsch and Charles Walters’ diMarion Wolfe, is, despite it’s being tourists. He is backed by his pals
rection.
a somewhat drawn-out work, an
Leslie Caron does the title -role overall good job. The suspedseful who advance the money for his
with an ingratiating approach that elements are well developed, and conquest.
Director Lavorel has given this a
wins sympathy and warm chuckles. Joseph H. Lewis* direction capiShe is a young French orphan who talizes here neatly. William Grady, smooth finish, but not the spontaneity needed for this type of sitturns to a fascinating carnival

has handled the production uation comedy. Evelyn Keyes has a
elements well, with both the cast tendency to be quaint in her role
well-fitted for their re- while Henri Vidal is cute rather
spective chores. On-the-spot lens- than charming as the love-smitten
ing adds to the interest.
prince. Paris exteriors of clubs,
While Gassman is standout, restaurants and the races give this
“Hunted” is by no means a one- something of an exploitation- jpeg.
Barry Frederic O’Brady is good as the
man show, thesp-wise.
Sullivan is forceful and convincing annoyed eon-man who is constantly
as the pursuer, while the support- doling coin. Supporting roles are
ing .roles are especially well han- adequate while the lensipg and
Mosk.
dled by William Conrad, an officer editing are good.
out to get Sullivan’s job; Robert
Burton, as the warden; and Harry
Girl’s Confession
Shannon, as the Louisiana sheriff.
Polly Bergen’s delineation of Sul-,
Plodding programmer for filllivan’s wife was evidently written
in bookings.
and played to contrast with the
film’s otherwise grimnesfe, hut it
Hollywood, March 3.
Columbia release of a Hugo Haas prodoesn’t come off. "Mary Zavian,
duction. Stars Cleo Moore, Huso Haas,
however, as the other femme, Glenn
Lanfan; features Ellen Stansbury.
makes a good showing as the sul Written, produced and directed by Haas;
camera, Paul Ivan o; editor, Merrill G.
try Wife of Gassman.
music, Vaclav Divina. .Previewed
Technically, film is above par. White;
March 4, *53. Running time, li MINS.
Harold Lipstein’s camera work is Mary Adams
Cleo Moor*
Neal
an ace job.
Hugo Haas
Dragomie Damltrof
Jr.,

magician, Jean Pierre Aumont, for
help. He’s a Gallic wolf, but Lili’s
naive, 16-year-old innocence is too
much *for him, so he brushes her
off with a waitress job with the
show. Fired after the first night
because she spent her time admiring Aurnont’s act, the girl is desperate until Mel Ferrer, a pup
peteer, uses his little friends to
woo her from her sorrow.

The impromptu performance

and crew

is

so successful, Ferrer makes it part
of the act he does with Kurt
Kasznar and four puppets. Gruff
and moody in his dealings with
the girl, *the puppet master actually loves her and Is jealous over
her continuing infatuation for
Aumont. This jealousy leads him
to slap her just at the time she is
again desperate, after having discovered that Aumont is married to
his assistant, Zsa Zsa Gabor. The
girl packs her things and leaves,
but the farther she trudges from
the carnival the stronger her feelings for Ferrer become and, at
the finale, she dashes hack to his

One

.

Moderate

Miss- Caron’s
metamorphosis
from the forlorn little Ugly duckling to^ a pixie-faced, attractive

police meller.

well-handled. Ferrer
goes through most of the film in a
pout, both from jealousy and because his dancing career was
halted by a war injury. Aumont is
delightful as the magician and his
act with Miss Gabor, staged almost
as a production piece, is a highlight. Miss Gabor is a neat prop
for the act, but has little to do in
the story. Kasznar is excellent as
Ferrer’s friend- and helper.
An oddity of the picture is the
hold on an audience that the puppets have in the performances
with Miss Caron somewhat similar in warmth, but even more
realistic, to the attention such acts
have had down through the ages,
Another oddity, and one that unddubtedly will cause critical quarreling, is the fact that, although

b.o.

for

Glenn Langan

Johnny
Judy

Code fc

arms.

young lady

'

non-name

Ellen Stansbury-

Father Benedict
Gardener
Old Gregory

Warden
Police Officer

Metro release of William Grady, Jr.,
production. Features Ralph Meeker. SaUy
Forrest, Keenan Wynn, Robert Horton,
Elaine StewtirU Jeff Richards. Directed
by Fred M. Wilcox. .Screenplay, Marcel
Klattber; editor,
Frederick Y. Smith;
camera, Ray June; musical direction,
Alberto Colombo. Previewed . in N.Y.,
March 5, '53. Running time, 49 MINS.
Chuck O'Flair
Ralph Meeker
Mary Hardky
Sally Forrest

is

Jumbo
Russ Hardlcy
Lt.

Redman

Jane
Harry Whcnlon
Capt.

WlUiams

Truck Driver
Companion
Sgt. Payne

—

|

i

Girl
District

Gambler

Anthony Jocbim
Burt Mustin
Leonid Snegoff
Jim Nxisser
Russ Conway

Mara Lea

Attorney ....... Gayne Whitman,
Leo Mostovoy

Martha Wentworth

Old Lady

Columbia has a contrived little
potboiler in this latest Hugo Haas

independent feature. It is .a plodding programmer for fill-in bookof film to
Keenan Wynn ings, using up 73 minutes
Robert Horton little avail. The, title of “One Girl’s
Janies Craig Confession" has some minor ex-

Elnlne Stewart
Jeff Richards'

Robert Burton
Jonathan Cott
WUlium Campbell

Fred Graham

Metro’s younger contract force
gets a meller workout in “Code 2,”
a drama dealing with the Los Angeles police force. It has some
moderate dramatic elements,' and
some equally moderate name value
in Ralph Meeker, Sally Forrest and

ploitation possibilities, and plenty
of lobby art can be lifted from. the
numerous profile shots of sweaterclad, buxom Cleo Moore to go with
title ballyhoo.

Haas wrote, produced and directed, as well as holding down a
co-star spot with Miss* Moore and
'

Langan. The hackneyed,
uninspired plot finds Miss Moore
going through a lot of travail she

Glenn

(Continued on page 18)
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The ‘Code’ As a Good Influence

TOA s Levy Stresses Bidding Need

Film industry’s Production Code i« remaining intact because its
mere existence on the record has the effect of staving off outside
moralists who might otherwise declare open season on the pic
trade. That’s the gist of responsible executive opinion anent the
self-imposed safeguard against objectionable material in films.

‘Only to Avert Threat of Litigation
4-

Mounting

that the Otto Preminger-F. Hugh Herbert proIs Blue” would ignore the Code Authority
from the Motion Picture Assn, of America and
United Artists, latter as distributor of the film. The Code is not
stresses
'being dropped, as was suggested, said the MPAA,
that any film on its release sked must have the Code okay. Actuthat
he
“sees
no
reason
states
why
he
now
shouldn’t
Preminger
ally,
get the seal” for “Moon,” although he still holds to his position on
releasing the film even if approval is not forthcoming. This could
open the way to a conflict with UA.

Report

last

week

duction of “The
brought protests

Moon

UA

of America, the first official protest lodged by the exhib
org. Thus
joined Allied States
Assn, in condemning the percentage terms being asked by distribs
for recent and upcoming pictures.
At a New York confab attended
by
prexy Alfred Starr, exec

TOA

v.p.

But in any new analysis, say production and distribution reps,
the Code is no longer a straitjacket restricting film-makers to the
confines of a narrow .viewpoint. There is still no okay on salaciousness, but smut never was a commodity dealt in by responsible Holly woodites, and it’s to be doubted if purveyors of material in bad
taste would get very far, with or without the Code.
MPAA prez Eric A... Johnston recently told associates that the
“Code is not being relaxed; our producers simply have learned
to make ’adult’ films.” This is the explanation for the string of*
films over the past several years which have ventured where
producers earlier had feared to tread.

Of Pix Without Prod. Code Seal

Me

Madame”

(20th),

“Salome”

and “House of Wax” (WB).
Asked if TOA planned to appeal
Government agencies, Reade de( Continued on .page 15)

(Col)

'

_

some unusual-sounding

WB Sound System
In

midst of the variousdevelopments centered
around 3-D, Warner Bros, has
com§ up with a new sound system described by the company as
a “high fidelity sound recording
battles waged against the pic inand projection technique.” Named
dustry by assorted pressure groups.
WamerPhonic, the company
code
that
the
too,
point
out,
Exhibs
claims that the new audio method
is one of their strongest weapons
“gives full depthr and range to
in combating local and state cenmatch the hearing power of the
sorship.
human ear, never* before possible
Circuit execs comment that difrom the motion picture screen.”.
vorcement has not materially afPerfected after lengthy experifected their position vis-a-vis the
ments, WamerPhonic will be incode, since it’s never been a matter
Samuel Goldwyn office in New troduced in “House of Wax,” the
of going along just because the York is pacting to serve as busi- company’s first 3-D film in Naparent companies were members
ness representative for three pix tural Vision. It preems April 10
of the Motion Picture Assn, of
on United Artists’ .release sked. at the Paramount, N. Y. WarnerAmerica and pledged to stick with First is “Return.to Paradise,” Gary Phonic, the studio reports, is comemthe
technical

.

Goldwyn as Biz

UA’s Indie Sked

MPAA

spokesmen
the code.
phasize that membership of affiliat(

Continued on page 19)

Polaroid ‘Nuisance’ Angle
Is

Minor; Patrons Put

Up

With Specs Due to Novelty
Polaroid
to
reaction
Public
glasses at “Bwana Devil” runs so
far indicates patrons are willing
to put up with the specs nuisance
for the sake of the novelty. Theatres report they have received a
surprisingly small number of complaints about the glasses and that,
for the time being at least, the polaroids can be ruled out as a major
negative factor in 3-D develop1

Cooper

Warth

starrer

produced

which
in

Theron prised of a

Samoa

in

Technicolor. Second is “The ‘Moon
Is Blue,” Otto Preminger-F. Hugh
Herbert .production, which is skedded for handling in the summer.
Rounding out the group is “Beat
the Devil,” which John Huston now

series of

sound tracks

(Continued on page 13)

ment.
Observers feel the public’s acceptance of glasses augurs well for
the stereo pix coming up, particularly when they offer quality enreportedly are near finalization.
tertainment as well as depth vision. Outside pic rep role, of course,
At the same time, they stick to serves to cut the distribution overtheir conviction that the eventual
head for the Goldwyn outfit.
elimination of specs is inevitable
if 3-D is to take over completely.
Exhibs cite as the major comC* P. Skouras*
plaints re the polaroids the fact
Charles P. Skouras, president of
that they are difficult to keep on.
A number of people also complain National Theatres, has purchased
that it blurs their vision. Lack of re- 11,700 shares of the theatre chain’s
sentment against, glassies is partly common stock. This is his first
credited
to
the wide publicity buy of the issue.
given stereo developments by the
In other stock activity, Robert
lay press. It’s felt that audiences Lehman, 20th-Fox board member,
generally realize! that this is only bought 7,000 shares of that corthe beginning of something new, poration’s common, bringing his tocomparable to the early sound pix. tal ownership to 7,500 shares.
.

NT Buy

,

,

10.

of this town’s earliest
reliable art theatres,
the Esquire, is undergoing a
remodeling job but not for
threP-dimensional exhibition.

—

When

the renovation is complete, it will be a delicatessen

Recent court decisions in two
separate antitrust actions tended to
show that competitive bidding is
justified only when it’s necessary
to avert threatened litigation and is
the only way to arrive at “fair and
reasonable” rental terms. Herman
M. Levy, general counsel for Theatre Owners of America, stressed
this analysis of the rulings this
week.

TOA,

store.

Allied

Amasses
1

.

‘Violations’

For

Study by D.C.
Maintaining that the system of
clearances being employed for prerelease pictures is a violation of
the consent decree, Allied States

Assn, is amassing specific evidence for presentation to the Dept,
of Justice and the Senate 'Small
Business Committee. The exhib
org has notified subsequent-run
.

as well as other theatre as-

sociations and individual exhibS,
have been contending for some
time that the distribs in many instances institute bidding indiscriminately, that it’s adopted where not
needed at all,

In the

first

case the U. S. Circuit

Court found' that the Towne Theatre, Milwaukee, although successful in a previous antitrust suit
versus the distribs, was not entitled
to any competitive advantages over
rival theatres in the same area.
Substantially the same decision was
made by the same tribunal in an
action involving the Jackson Park
Theatre, Chicago.
“In both cases,” notes Levy, “the
court uses language which indicates
strongly that a system of competitive bidding would be approved by
it only if it resulted in the determination of fair and reasonable film

exhibs with a definite clearance rental.”
after first-run to inform local exLevy added; “Whjje distributors
change toppers that it is their in.are, of course, undergo compulsion
tention - to book the pre-release
(Continued on page 19)
^
film:
In letters to the local managers,

a theatre having a definite clearance over the subsequent-run, the
exhibs have beep told to request
terms and also the closing date of
the current run. Allied members
have been told to keep copies of

3-D Potential Brings
Switch on Pic Plans

For Marciano-Walcott
Potential of 3-D pix resulted this
week in a complete about-face of
filmery interest in theatrical distribution of films of the heavy-

their letters as well as the replies
received or to make careful notes
of telephone answers. When this
data is compiled, they’ve been in- weight championship bout between
structed to forward it to the local Rocky Marciano and Joe Walcott
Allied unit for transmittal to slated for Chicago April 10. OrigiWashington. Pictures specifically nal hands-off attitude was based
mentioned are “Peter Pan” (ItKO), on the fact that the event will be
“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO) presented over home TV. It was
felt that the widespread home covand “Salome” (Col).
Meanwhile, Allied sources claim erage would result in sparse b.o.
their blasts at RKO for the high interest in the bout films.
precentage terms, asked for “Pan”
Based on its experience with the
is beginning to show results. Sub- distribution of “Bwana Devil,” the
sequent-run houses, including a first 3-D feature, United Artists in
large. N. Y. area chain, are report- association ‘with
Nate Halpern,
edly resisting the RKO demands. Theatre Television Network topper,
In addition, an Allied spokesman closed a deal With the International
said there’s been some indication Boxing Club for stereO-filming and
that RKO might bend in its asking distribution of the .fight pictures.
price.
According to the source, Pix will be shot by the StereoRKO salesmen are beginning to Cine’ Co. in association with Sol
ask exhibs, “What terms will you Lesser. Raphael Wolf aqd Sherrill
go for?” The exhib spokesman Corwin. .
feels that if the filmery doesn’t
According to Ned Irish, exec v.p.
make deals before Easter Week, of Madison Square Garden, who
it’ll
run into difficulty with the handles the TV and film deals for
picture despite the sock grosses the IBC, UA obtained the rights on
chalked up in pre-release key en- “a normal percentage arrangegagements.
ment.” Halpern, who is associated
with UA in the deal on a partnership basis, worked out the preliminary
with Irish. His
CHIEFS, LEGALITES entry arrangements
is based on his close ties with
the IBC stemming from his theatre
telecasting of previous championFilm company sales toppers and ship bouts. Halpern’s TNT is not intop legal execs are making prepa- volved ih the deal, this being an
rations to meet with investigators investment outside of his closedof the Senate Small Business Com- circuit activities.
mittee who are expected in N. Y.
shortly. Question of the upcoming
probe, instigated by exhibs charg- Metro Preps Wide-Screen
ing violation of the consent decree,
was discussed at a recent meeting
In Addition to 3-D System
of the lawyers’ committee of the
Hollywood, March 10.
Motion Picture Assn, of America.
In addition to its 3-D system,
Feeling of the majors is that
nearing perfecreported
is
Metro
they will not be asked to answer
specific complaints at this time. tion of its own wide-screen procrequire the
not
does
which
Object of the Senate investigators' ess,
of glasses. Understood it’s
visit, they contend, is to learn the use
.nature of the differences between something like 20th-Fox's Cinemadistribs and exhibs and to asemble Scope, creating the illusion of
preHminary data for the hearings. depth through employment of dis'

'

‘

Cinerama Weighing

.

Filming Coronation

has underway in Italy as a HumCinerama is weighing the possiphrey Bogart-Jennifer Jones co- bility of filming the Coronation of
starrer.
Queen Elizabeth, Dudley Roberts,
Goldwyn office, headed by prexy Jr., prexy of Cinerama Productions,
James Mulvey, has entered similar disclosed this^veek. Roberts, board
deals but more or less only sporadi- chairman Louis B. Mayer and exec,
cally in the past. Taking on three veepee Frank M. Smith will leave
outside films at .the same time ap- for London next month to confer
pears something of a departure with Coronation officials who, 'Robfrom past policy 'and is taken to erts said, “have made generous ofindicate a stepped-up rate of indie fers of cooperation.”
While in London trio will also
pic representation in the future.
Under the arrangement with begin negotiations leading to the
installation of the Cinerama procorganization
will
Goldwyn
the
UA
have contract approval rights on ess there. They will also discuss
exhib deals for the three films. with European film execs the posDeal for “Paradise” already has sibility of unveiling the medium in
been signed, and the other two other countries.

.

Los Angeles, March

One

and most

which are to be sent while the film
is in its pre-release engagement in

names for pix, but it’s, all in
keeping with the times.
registered
20th-Fox
has
“Cinemascope” as the title for
an original feature and Thalia
Productions filed “Stereo
Cinema.”

*

Swiss

and general

Jr.,

Title bureau of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America is re-

the code line.

Reasoning is that while the code
may have its disadvantages where
development of the “art” is concerned, it’s also good biz sense to
have this kind of self-censure as a
bulwark against the continuous

Walter Reade,

counsel Herman M. Levy, TOA announced that it viewed with alarm
“the increasing number of demands
for exorbitant film rental, especially at a time when, at long last,
there are available a group of pictures which have a probability of
increasing boxoffice.”
Declaring that the position of
every film buyer was the same no
matter with which film company he
was dealing, Reade declared that it
is impossible to negotiate for a potential b.o. sucoess available -within the next 90 days without being
faced with “unrealistic film rentals.” He cited the following as pix
for which hiked terms had been
asked or are anticipated: “Peter
Pan” (RKO), “Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO), “Moulin Rouge”
(UA), “Bwana Devil” (UA),. “Call

to

ceiving

Ham &

TOA

Code’s values. Its existence serves notice that’ the business has its
own set of Standards of abide by: scuttle it and bluenoses from
That’s the justification for
•all areas might become over-zealous:
*
the Code’s existence, for the record.

Timely Title*

resentment

Owners

The rhubarb steamed up by the “Moon” report, as carried in
Variety, has spotlighted just where the emphasis is placed in the

Possibility of pix going into release without the Production Code
seal has produced split reaction
from exhibs' who, in the main, feel
that the code is Hollywood’s problem in the first place in that theatres still retain the right of selection. While indie theatres are more
apt to disagree on the beneficial
effects of self-regulation as practiced now, circuit execs firmly toe

exhib

against high film rentals resulted
in a blast yesterday (Tues.) against
the film companies by Theatre

Techni Ups Riley
.

Hollywood, March

10.

SALES

TO MEET SENATE BROBE

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, Techni-*
color prexy, upped Robert Riley to
veepee of the company, with which
he has been associated, for 31 years.
Repacts Zugsmith
Under the new setup, the veep will
Hollywood, March 10.
be in charge of Hollywood sales in
American Pictures Corp. readdition to holding down his old
post as director of studio opera elected Albert Zugsmith president
at its annual meeting.
tions.
Other officers are Larry Gross,
IjUley joined Technicolor when
and
later
veepee; Peter Miller, treasurer and
it had its plant in Boston
helped establish the company in. director, and Dr. George Zugsmith,
board.
Hollywood.
l chairman of the

APC

tortion

and

rectification.

Private demonstration of the
wide-screen process was held on
the lot, along with spines from
“Arena,” currently filming under
the 3-D system. Idea was to compare the different processes. Metro spokesman explained that the
public itself will' determine which
system it wants, and the studio will
be led by what the public demands.

MtrtmK GEOSSSS
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pfit&nBTf'
‘Devil* Giant $20,000,

LA.

Spotty; ‘Madam’ Solid $13,000,

Seattle; -Spur*

Hep 12G

Seattle, March 10.
with ^ terrific
Devil,”
biggest
at Paramount, is
total
grosser here this stanza and way

"Bwana

‘Beneath Sea’ Rich 27G, ‘Circus’ Slow

NSG

18G, ‘Star’
Los Angeles, March

22G, ‘Ashore 19G

10.

Local first-runs continue spotty

.

here, with “Call

out

Me Madam”

among new

stand-

Broadway Grosses

It is solid

hills.

$13,000 in first week showcasing
at the Bitar, "1,370-seater.
"City Beneath Sea” paired with

neat $27,000 in three theatres.
"Stereo Techniques” joined up
with second week of "Stars Are
Singing” to boost bifc to -good

—

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$423,300
theatres)
( Based on 22
Last Year
$470,900
1

"Redhead from Wyoming” shapes
(

(

$11^00.
A
„
Los Anreles Paramount, Egyp-

(ABPT-UATC)

tian

— "Battle

7041.25)

(3,200:

1,538;

Circus’*

(M-G)

and "White Lightning” (AA)

(L.A.

Last
Dull $18,000.
week, Egyptian, Loew's State,
"Jeopardy” (M-G), with "Rogue's
March” (M-G) at Egyptian, "South

Par

only).

Pacific .Trail” (Rep) at State, (2d
wk), $16,000.
Loew’s State, Four Star, Hawaii
OJATC-G&S) (2,404; 900; 1,106;
6041.10) ’—"City Beneath ’Sea” (U)

"Stooge”
43,600*

(Par)

(4th

wk0

days),

.

‘Spur’ Stout 12GL

—

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650;

6.5-90)

Down”

$13,000 in Port

(Rep), $5,000.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; $1Providence, March 10.
"Hans Christian Andersen”
$1.25)
State is leading a 'fairly good (RKO) (3d wk). Big $7,500 after
town with "Naked' Spur.” Still do- great $10,600 last week.
ing well on holdover are RKO AlMusic Hall (Hamrick) (2,263:65bers third week with "Peter Pan” 90)
(M-G), Fair
"Jeopardy”
and JMtejestic’s second "Stanza of $6,000. Last week, "Never Wave
"Niagara.” Strand is okay with "All at Wac” (RKO) (2d wk-« days),
Ashore.”
$5,800.
Orpheum (Hamrick) <2,600; 65Estimates for This Week
Sea” (U) and
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 74-$l)— 90) "City Beneath
Trail” (Rep). Mild
"Peter Pan” (RKO) (3d wk). Still! "Old Overland
or near. Last week, "I Con$6,000
hefty $8;500 after $13,000 in sec-,
fess” (WB), $5,700.
ond round.
Paramount (Evergreen) <3,039;
Majestic (Fay) <2,200; 44-65)— $141.25)—"Bwana* Devil”
(UA).
"Niagara” (20th) and "Thar She Terrific $20,000. Last week, Betty
Blows” (WB) (2d wk). Stout $8,000. Hutton
Variety
International
First week was $10,000.
stageshow, not so good, $16,800 In
State
(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— 4 days at $4.75 top.

—

Portland, Ore., March 10.
Biz is picking up a bit this session after several dull weeks. One
of strongest newcomers is "Mississippi Gambler” with sock total at
the Broadway. “‘Stars Are Singing” is fairly good in two spots
while "Clown” looks tall at Liberty. "Bwana Devil” still is big in

—

.

.

—

Beautiful” (M-G), $11,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65).

second Paramount stanza.
Estimates for This Week

(2d wk), $6,400.

(M-G) (Orpheum- only), $14,000.
Los Angeles; Chinese, Uptown,
‘Circus’
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048: '1,715;

,

(reissues), $20,000.
Hlllstreet, Pantages^

(RKO)

Philadelphia, March 10.
Aided by hefty press .and air;
build-up plus presence of -Jose Ferrcr in town, "Moulin Rouge” isj
turning oiit a sensational' week at!
the bandbox Trans-Lux; It is topping all marks at this tiny house,
with $1.30 top helping. /"Jeopardy”
shapes next best newcomer with
sturdy total at Randolph. Both!
"Peter Pan,” in third stanza at:
Boyd, and "Hans Christian Ander-i
sen,” in fifth week at Midtown, are
continuing strongly. "All Ashore”
looms neat at Stanton.
Estimates for This Week

Rousing $20,000,

i

Wash.; ‘Redhead’-Vaude
Fast 22G, Tan’ 16G, 4th
Washington* March

(2,-

10.

752; 2,812; 6041.10)—"All Ashore”
With only two newcomers?* it’s
"Prince of Pirates” a routine week at first-runs.
(Col) and
(Col). Slim $19,00,0 or near. Last Both entries shape solid,' with "Batweek, "Never Wave at Wac” tle Circus” at Palace promising

*

"No Time Flowers” enough to be holdover calibre.
(RKO) (2d wk), $17,000.
"Redhead from
Wyoming” at
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltem Loew’s Capitol is solid with lure
(WT) (2, 756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10) of "Four Aces” topping stageshow
I Confess” (WB) (2d wk), with a help. Holdovers are generally
"Too M[any Girls” (RKO) (reissue) steady, with "Peter Pan,” in fourth

added. Off to $18,000. Last week, stanza at
Iris.
(UATCArtists,
814;, 7041.10)—
(2,100;

United

FWC)

-

RKO

Keith’s leading the

"Hans Christian. Andersen,”
in third stanza at Metropolitan also
field.

.

.

.

—

-

$11,'600.

—

‘Niagara”

Cincinnati, March 10.
Trade harvest continues for ma—-"Little Sheba” (Par) (Uth-final
wk). Fail* $3,500. Last week, $4,- jor stands this week, reflecting
prolonged stretch of good product
300.
and nice weather. "Stooge” is a
romp for town leadership with a
wow
’session.
Keith’s bids
‘CIRCUS’
$16,000, for a Albee
royal round with "Niagara,”
the other new bill currently. Hold‘STOOGE’
ST.
overs, both strong, are "Peter
Pan,”
at ‘ advanced scales
and
St. Lo.uis, March 10.
Back, Little Sheba.”
Stiff opposition* from legit and
"Bwana
Devil”,
looks
big
on
Grand
sports shows plus sunny weather
moreover.
is slowing biz this stanza, being esEstimates for This Week
pecially slow over the past weekAlbee (RKO) (3,100; 55-85)
end. "Battle Circus” looms best of
"Stooge”
(Par). Sock $17,000. Last
new films with fine total at Loew’s.
"Stooge” racked up a trim total in week; "Bwana Devil” (UA) (2d wk),
$13,000
at
7541.25 scale.
10 days at the Missouri. "LimeCapitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)—
light” is heading for neat session
"Little Sheba” (Par) (2d* wk). Solid
the
small
at
Pageant.
$8,000 after boff $13,000 unveiling.
Estimates for This Week
Grand (RKO). (1,400; 7541.25)
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 90$1.20)
"Bwana Devil” (UA) (3d "Bwana Devil” (UA) (m.o.). Hefty
wk). Fast $13,000 after $18,000 for $8,000. Last week, "Silver Whip”
(20th)

Fine Arts (FWC)

*(679;

80-$L50)

-

,

LOUD

LOO;

15G

,

Fox-

(F&M)

(5,000;

60-75)—"Stop

Killing Me” (WB) and
"Back on Broadway” (WB). Opened

You’re

today (Tues.). Last week, "Blacks
bear Pirate” (RKO) .and "Cripple
Creek” (Col), fair $14,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172;' 30-75)
Battle Circus” (M-G) and "Kid

Monk

Baroni” (Indie). Fine $16,(Continued oh page 21)

week,

"I

Confess”
(20th),

$3,000.

Orpheum

(Evergreen) (1,750; 6590)— "Stars Are Singing” (Bar) and
"White Corridors” (Indie). Nice
$5,500. Last week, I Confess" (WB)

and "Silver Whip” (20th),
Paramount (Evergreen)

5G

Minneapolis, March 10.
Still plenty of weather trouble
for the first-runs here, what With
the mercury continuing to dip below zero, more snow and. icy going
-everywhere. None of newcomers
such as "She’s Back on Broadway,”
"Stars Are Singing” and "Taxi”
stacks up very well. “Taxi” was
yanked after six days. “‘Lawless
Breed” looks fine at the Gopher.
Estimates for This Week

$6,500.
(3,400;

‘Wac’ 11G, ‘Star’ Dim

Gambler”

6G

IRON MEN* STRONG
8G, 1/VIIlEf‘DEVIL’

9G

Louisville, March 10.
at first-runs are
"Eight Iron-* Men” at the Mary
Anderson and "Last of Comanches”
at State. Former is nice but

Only new pix

(U) (2d wk), $3,800.

Radio City

(Pal*) (4,000;

50-76)—

“‘Stars Ate Singing” (Par). SlugPittsburgh, March 10.
Couple of new entries, "Never gish "$9,000. Last week, "Niagara”
Wave at a Wac” at Stanley and (20th), $12;000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40Jeopardy” at Penn are doing very
"She’s Back ©n Broadway”
well. Both likely would have done 76)
much better if worst snowstorm of (WB). Moderate $7,000. Last week,
winter had not hit last Saturday "Gunsmoke” <U), $6,000.
RRO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)
night. Even so, they will wind up
okay.
"Prince of Pirates” (Col) and
Despite fine notices, "The
Star” isn’t doing anything at the "Savage Mutiny” (Col). Bright $4,-Harris. "Peter Pan” still holding 500. Last week, "Jazz Singer” (WB)
strong in fourth week at Warner. (2d wk), $4,'800.
Squirrel Hill got a nice start with
50-76)—
(Par)
State
(2,200;
"Importance^of Being Earnest.”
"Taxi” (20th). Sad $4,500. Last
week, "Bwana Devil” (UA) (3d wk),
Estimates for This Week
boff $7;500 at $1.10 top.
Fulton (Shea)

—

—

(1,700; 65-$l.S0)

‘8

—

second frame.

.Last

(WB) and "Silver Whip”

NG

Mpk;

9G, ‘B’way’

$7,000, ‘Breed’ Nice

World (Mann) (400; 55-$1.20)—
"Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (3d wk).

'Hans Christian Andersen” (RKG)
(3d wk). Dipping to around $9,000
in current session but enough to
hold it format least another stanza.
Last week, big $15,000.
Hawis (Harris^ (2,200; 50-85)—
, lm
The Star” (20th). Figured to get

somewhere on

tiie

glowing

but

Good

$3,500. Last week, $4,5Q0.

‘Confess’

Bangup 20G,

Denver; ‘Circus’ $10,000

notices,

isn’t producing. Be lucky to
get slim $G,000 or less. Last week,
"Comanches” shapes mild. Hold- "Taxi” (20th) and "Riae Man
over .stanza of "Bwana Devil” at Down” (Rep), $4,500 in 5 days.
Kentucky still is big. "Niagara” is
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 30-85)—
continuing strong for six days of 4 Jeopardy” (M-G).
fine send-off
second week at Rialto.
and will do nicely at $13,500. Last
week,
Estimates for This Week
'"Confidentially
Connie”
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 75-90- (M-G), $5,000 in 5 days.
$1.25)—‘"Bwana Devil” OJA) (2d
Squirrel Hill ‘(WB) (900; 50-85)—
wk). Still big at $9,000, after initial '"Importance of
Being Earnest”
stanzas $12,006, a bit urfder hopes. (U). Heavy snow -over
weekend
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200; hurt tills arty nabe. Reviews
were
50*75) "Eight Iron Men” (Col). fine and that -counts
heavily here.
Nice $8:000 or near. Last week, "I Looks sturdy $3,000 despite
weathand "Face To Face” (RKO), Confess*’ (WB), $7,000.
er break. Last week, “‘No Time for
$6,000 at 55-85c scale.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue?) (3.000; Flowers” (RKO) (2d wk),
$1,800.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 55-85)— 50-75)
"Niagara”
(20th)
and
Stanley. (WB)
(3,800; 50-85)—
"Niagara”. (20th). Great $12,000. "Tangier Incident” (AA) (2d wk).
“Never
Wave
at Watf” (RKO). Got
Last week. "Mississippi Gambler” Strong $9,000 in 6 days. "Hans
away to breezy start and looks bet(U) (3d wk), big $7,000 finale.
Christian Andersen” (RKO) opens ter than
$11,000, good here. Last
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 7541.19)
next.
,
week, "Stars Are Singing” (Par),
"Peter Pan” (RKO) (3d wk). Still
State (Loew’s (3,000; 50-75)—
plenty .good,- ,at $9,500, on heels of "Last of Comanches” (Gol) and $8,500.
.Warner (WK) (2>000; 5041.25)—
wham $18,000 second stanza. "Pathfinder” (Col). Modest $8,000. Peter
Pan” (RKO) (4th wk). Still
Three-week stays are scarce at Last week, "Bad and. Beautiful”
plenty in the chips. Big $10,000 afthis, house.
(M-G), $10,000,
ter $14,200 last week,

"Come

—

Weather Sloughs
‘Singing’

—

$2,500.

9041.25)—

m.o.),]

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65"Stars Are Singing” (Par) and
"White Corridors” (Indie). Fine

90)

(1,900;

Fme

is fine.

"Ivanhoe” (M-G) (3d wk). Light
500.
Estimates for This Week
$6,000. Last week, $7,400.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 9941.30)—
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)— "Peter Pah”
Canon (ABC) (533; $1)— "Face to
(RKO-Disney) (3d
Face”. (RKO) (5th. wk). Only $l r "Redhead from Wyoming” (U) plus wk). Big $16,000. Last week, $22,vaude topped by Four Aces. Fine 500..
Last week, oke $1,500.
200
Vogue (FWC) (885; 7041.10)— $22,000. Last week, "Niagara”
Earle (WB) (2,700; 99-$1.20)—
"Bad, Beautiful” (M-G) (11th wk).
(Continued on page 21)
(Continued on page 21)
Light $2,800. Last week, $3,500.
Wilshlre, Glohe *(FWC) (2,295;
80-$1.50)
"Moulin Rouge”
782;
(UA) (11th wk-Wilsliire, 2d wkGlobe). Okay $0,500. Last week,
Beverly Hills (WT) (1,612; 1,212;
$1:50-$1.80)
"Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO) (11th Wk). Fair
at
$6,000. Last week, with six days
""
Palaoe, $11,900.

(Indie)

7005)—

—

•

'

Assignment”

(2,961;

(AA) and "No Holds
Barred” (AA)* Fine $19,000. Last
week, "Breaking Sound Barrier”
(UA) and "Meet Capt. Kidd” (WB),

$2,800*.

.

,J

$27,100*

*

<UD)

$17,-

Stooge”

90-$1.25)—"Bwana Devil” (UA) (2d
wk). Big $6,500. Last week, $16^00.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-$l)—
United Artiste (Parker) (890; 65- "Tonight We Sing” (20th) (2d wk).
"The Stooge” (Par) (4th wk). Trim $4,000. Last week, $6,000.
A 1 dine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)— 90)—
Gopher (Berger) (1,026; 50-76)
"Desperate Search” (M-G) and Good $4,500. Last week, $5,500.
"Lawless Breed” (U). Fine $5,"Rogue’s March” (M-G). Mild $5,or near. Last week, "Naked
000
500.
Last week, "Bwana Devil”
Snowstorm Clips Pitt;
Spur” (M-G) (3d wk), $2,700.
(UA) (10th wk). $7,300.
50-76)—
”
Lyric
(Par)
<1,000;
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 8541.20)—
Strong
"Niagara” (20th) (m.o.).
"Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (5th
‘Jeopardy’
$13,500, $4,000.
"Mississippi
Last
week,
wk). Solid $8,000. Last week, $9.-

'(RKO) and

—

;j

"Jazz Singer” (WB) and “‘Danger-

ous

.

Palms

Oke

at Fair” CU)

'"Flat Top**

.

1

7041.10)—"The Star’ (20th)
and' "Taxi” (20th). Thin $22,000.
Last week, "Great White Hunter”
(Indie) and "Captain Kidd” (Indie)
1,248;

65-

90)—"All Ashore” (Col) and' "Five
Angles on Murder” (CdlT. Mickey
Rooney and starlets on stage opening day. Okay $3,000. Last week,

1

first session.

"The

Me

—

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)
(M-G) and "Chief
Pontiac” (Indie). Tall $9,000. Last
week, "Bad and Beautiful” (M-G)
(1,500;

(Rep).

"Ride

“'Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) (3d wk).
.Swell $21,000. Last week, $23,000.
United Artiste (UA) (1,938; 70Among Sheltering
95) 'Down
Palms” (20th) and "Rogue March”
(M-G). Light $9,000. Last week,
"Star” (20th) and "Star of Texas”
(AA) (2d wk), $8,000.
Adams iBalaban) (1,700; 7005)—
"Bad and%eautiful” (M-G) (3d wk).
Oke $7,000. Last week, $9,000.

—"The Clown”

Mayfair (Evergreen)

Man Down”

000.
Last week,
(Par) and “'Meet
(3d wk), $15,000.

Madison (UD)

—

$7,000 or over! Last week, "The;
Stooge” (Par) (2d wk), $6,500 after

is pushing "Secret Sharper” to a
big total at the Fox. "Stereo Techniques,” program of 3-D shorts,
may land a record week at Telenews. "Jazz. Singer” is okay at the
Michigan. .“‘Flat Top” is shaping
fine at the Palms. "Peter Pan” is
still terrific in third week at Madison. "Bad and Beautiful” shapes
oke. in third Adams round.
Estimate? for This Week
(Fox Detroit) (5.000; 05* Fox
(RKO)
"Secret Sharper
$1.20)
with Rosemary Clooney, Ink Spots
onstage. Lively $30,000 for 3 days.
“‘Treasure Golden Condor” (20th)
and "Moscow Strikes” (Indie). Mild
Last week,
$15,000 in 4 days.
"Against All Flags” (U) and "Face
To Face” (RKO),. $19,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-05)—'’'Jazz Singer” (WB) and

$16,000.

Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)
"Mississippi Gambler" (U) and
"The Black Castle” (U), Sock $13,000 or near. Last week; "Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO) and "Music in
Moonlight” (RKO) <reissue), $6,000.

‘Rouge’ to Record

10.

—

Gambler’ Great

perate Search” (M-G): Giant $12,000 or over. Last week, "Thunderand "Ride Man
(Rep)
birds”

Prov; ‘Ashore’ 7G

socko $13 >500

.

—"Naked Spur” (M-G) and “Des-

Orpheum, Hollywood Paramount —"All Ashore” (Col) and "Go West,
Young Lady” (Indie). Satisfactory

(Metropolitan-F&M) (2,213; 1,430;*
"Stereo Techniques”,
8041*25)
(Indie) with "Stars Singing” (Par)
(2d wk). Good $23,000. Last week,
and “‘Rogue’s March”
"Stars”

Estimated Total Gros*
This Week ...... :$2, 194, 700
< Based on 23 cities 190 theutres, chiefly first runs , including N. Y.)
Total Groat Same Week
Last Year ...... .$2,426,300
(Based on 24 cities, and 211
theatres

"Redhead From Wyoming”’
Trim $27,000. Last week,- "Naked Spur” (M-G) and "Five
-<U).
Four Star, "The Star” (20th) (10th Angles of Murder” (Ool). Fairly
wk-6 days), $3,100: Hawaii, good $12,000. Last week, "Bad and;

and

Key City Grosses

$8,400.

$9,0011

March

Three-day stageshow headed by
Rosemary Clooney and Ink Spots

—

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366:
85-90) "Star” (20th) and "Taxi”
Last week,
(20th). Mild $7,000.
"Niagara” (20th) (2d wk), $5,500.

•

—

Detroit,

.

(Col),

Based on 24 theatres)

'

$23,000 in two spots,
,
,
„
"Battle Circus” is rated dull
$18,000 in two sites. "All Ashore”
with "Prince df Pirates” looms
slim $19,000 or near, also two locations. "Star” and "Taxi” shapes
thin $22,000 in four sites. Holdovers are mostly slow.
Estimates for This Week
Kite (FWC) (1,370; 80-$l,50)
"Call Me Madam” (20th). Solid
$13,000. Last week, with L. A.
Paramount, "Alina” (IFE) (2d wk),

To Big 30G, Del; ‘Palms’ Lean

ahead of nearest rivals. "Naked’
Spur” looms sockeroo at smaller
Liberty. "The Star” shapes only
mild at Fifth Avenue. Personals
by Mickey Rooney and starlets
from pic is not helping "Ail
Ashore” much at Coliseum with a
barely okay stanza in prospect.
Estimates for This Week
<1,829; 65Coliseum (Evergreen)
T
50)
"All Ashore’ (Col) and "LaOke
(reissue).
dies Chorus” (Col)
$7,500. Last Week, "Last ComanAngles”
"Five
and
ches” (Col)

Denver, March 10.
fine for outdoor

With Weather

activities, nothing
about first-run biz

is
sensational
here this' stanza
pix are showing
enough to* get holdovers. "Hans
Christian Andersen” is so strong
at Orpheum it goes a third week.
"Battle Circus,” fancy at Broadway, is holding a second. "I Confess” is pacing field with total coin
in two houses.
Estimates for This Week

although

A

—

two

Aladdin
"HiaWatha”

(Fox).

(1,400;

50-85)—

(AA) and "Torpedo
Alley” (AA), day-date With Tabor,

—

Webber. Good $7,500. Last week,
"Breaking Bound Barrier” (UA)
and "Big Wheel” (UA) (reissue),

.

$5, 500*

Broadway (Wojfberg) (1,200; 5085) "Battle Circus” (M-G). Fancy
310,000, Holds. Last week, "Ivanhoe” (M-G) (3d wk), $6,500.

—

—Denham
“Stars Are-

(Coekrtll) (1,750; 50-85)
Singing” (Par) (2d

,

(Continued on page 21)
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H.O.’s

PTatimr
‘We

Help Chi; ‘Wedding’ Slow 9G,

Sing’

ricrniK crosses

Sock $20,000,

16G

Toronto; ‘Spur’ Hot

Toronto, March 10.
“Tonight We Sing,” at upped
prices, is smash and .may top the
Odeon’s old house record. “Naked
•

Spur” also

Tan’ Smash 31G, 5th, ‘Hans’ 25G, 4th
Chicago* March 10.

Chicago Loop box office

-J*

is set-

I

Estimate* Arc Net

down this week after a month
of top business. It’S ahead of usual
Lent biz but snow last Saturday
hurt badly. Still bolstering downtllng

&

tax.

Don’t Care
Of the second weekers*. “Little
Sheba” is headed for oke take at

“Man Behind Gun” and
“Kansas Pacific” at Roosevelt ap-

Ziegfeld.

pears okay.
“Peter Pan”

‘Justice’ Great 11G;

Glendale

.

Broadway

—

week

a plus boxoffice factor.

Most important of the two newImperial 7FP) (3,373; 40-75)—
“Niagara” (20th) (3d wk). Fine comers, “Story of Three Loves”
with stage show, looms disappoint$12,000. Last week* $16,000.
ing with fair $125,000 in its first
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 40-75)
“Naked Spur 1 (M-G). Big $16,000. week ending today (Wed.) at the
Last week, “Bad and Beautiful” Music Hall.
.(M-G) (3d wk), $9,500.
The other new entry, “Justice
Odcon (Rank) (2,390; 50-$l)— Is Done,” landed a great $11,000
“Tonight We Sing” (20th). Smash in its initial week at the Trans$20,000. Last week, “All Ashore” Lux 60th Street, biggest at this

-long stayers,
racking, up a wham

frame at State-Lake
(Col), $13,000.
while “Bad and Beautiful” is endin
Shea's, (FP) (2,386; 40-%5)— “Jazz
ing a like run at Woods with a neat
Singer” (WB) (2d wk). Sturdy $7,total. “Hans Christian Andersen”
Boston, March 10.
500.
Last week, $11,000.
at the Oriental is headed for nifty
Combo of weak newcomers and
University (FP) (1,556; 40-75)—
fourth session. “Anna” at MonroeJ some
mildish holdovers is resulting “Angel Face” (RKO). Good $9,is good in sixth week at Monroe.
in modest biz at downtown majors OOQ.- Last week, “Stop, You’re KillEstimates for This Week
this stanza. “Don’t Care Girl” at ing Me” (WB), $7,500.
Chicago (B&K) 3,900; 98-$L25)— Paramount and Fenway is not
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-75)—
“Jazz Singer” (WB) plus Anne more than average while “Taxi” “City Beneath Sea” (U) .(2d wk).
Jeffreys & Robert Sterling and at Boston looks below par. “All Holding nicely at $6,000.
Last
Henny Youngman onstage. Mod- Ashore” at Pilgrim, looms trim. week, $8,000.
erate $42,000. Last week, “Stooge” Windup of ‘School vacations has
(Par) (2d wk) with vaude show, hurt “Peter Pan,” in fourth frame
at Memorial, and “Hans Christian
$40,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 55-98)— Andersen,” in 11th week at Astor.
“Member of Wedding” (Col) and
Estimates for This Week
“Savage Mutiny” (Col). Slow $9,Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 85-$1.25)—
000. Last week, “The Ring” (UA) “Hans Christian
Andersen” (RKO)
and “Dangerous Years” (20th) (re- (11th wk). Off to about $8,000 after
total for fifth

10G

Mild

Hub

‘Rouge’ Sock 47G

today (Wed.). Last week, “Thunder
rently is suffering from a diet of in East” (Par) (5th wk-8 days), off
too many overly-extended long- to $5,000 after oke $6,000 for
runs, with trade this session show- fourth.
ing up very spotty as a conseMayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$ 1.50)
quence. However, there are some
“Above and Beyond” (M-G) (6tn
strong spots despite the usual off- wk). Current round ending tomorish tone of early March preceding row (Thurs.) looks like- very big
the U.S. income tax deadline. The $17,000 after $20,000 for fifth week.
quickie snowstorm last Sunday (8)
Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.80-$6)—
morning was not rated unfavorable, Danny Kaye and aJl-vaudje bill
with the weather throughout the (8th wk). The seventh stanza ended
first-run business cur-

arty

small-seater

Satui’day
(7)
$53,500 after

was

near-capacity
$54,000 for sixth

week.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)
—“She’s Back on Broadway” (WB)
with Skitch Henderson orch, Morey
Amsterdam, Monica Lewis, Rudy
Cardenas onstage. Opens today
(Wed.). Last week, “The Stooge”
(Par) plus Joni James, Johnny
Long orch, Dave Barry heading
“Kind stage bill (5th wk), was nice $58,000

’

‘Ashore’ Lively

Among
is

holdovers are “Niagara,” “Jazz Singer”
and “City Beneath Sea.”
Estimates for This Week

,

include the U. S. amusement

Loves’ Disappoints With Fair 125G;

Loew’s

while “Angel Face” also looms big

State (Taylor) (863; 1,059,- 955; 698;
35-60)— “Babes in Bagdad” (UA)
and
“Tarzan’s
Savage
Fury”
(RKO). Oke $12,500. Last week,
“Lawless Breed” (U) and “Tangier
Incident” (AA),. $J3,500.
Hyland (Rank) (1,515; 50-70)
"Importance Being Earnest” (U)
3d wk). Nice $6,000. Last week,
$ 8 000

estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,

$42,000 with “Jazz Singer” plus
Robert Sterling
Anne Jefferys
and Henny Youngman onstage.
Palace is only fair 416,000 yritli “I

at

terrific

‘3

among newcomers. Nice on

Crest, Downtown,

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; 1. e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the

town houses are “Peter Pan”, and
“Hans Christian Andersen.”
“Member of the Wedding” and
“Savage Mutiny,” is. slow $9,000 at
Grand. Chicago looks moderate

is

B’way Spotty in Rash of Longruns;

since

Hearts and Coronets” played the after big $67,000 for fourth week.
Winds up biggest longrun here
spot in 1950.
One of outstanding showings in since “Jumping Jacks” (Par) playcurrent week is being made by ed last summer. Also registered
“The Stooge” with Joni James,. greatest coin and first five-week
Johnny Long band and Dave Barry engagement of 1953.
Paris (Indie) (568; $1.2541.80)—
heading stage bill at the Paramount. Although in fifth stanza, it “Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
(16th
wk). The 15th week ended
extended-run
its
wound up
socko
with a nice $58,000. This is the Monday (9) held at $6,800 after fast
biggest five-week run since “Jump- $8,000. for 14th session.
Rialto (Mage) (596; 50-96).— “Triing Jacks” played nearly a year

orama” (Bolex) (4th wk-8 days).
Another boxoffice heavyweight is Fourth week ended yesterday
“Moulin Rouge,” with a socko (Tues.) was down to $3,200 after
$47,000 for fourth week at the okay $4,000 for third freek. House
Capitol. Also still very much in going back to dual, subsequentthe chips is “Peter Pan” with ice- run policy starting today (Wed.).
Rivoli
(UAT) (2,092; 70-$2)—
show on the stage- at the Roxy.
Star” (20th) (7th wk). Sixth
issue), $14,000:
Offish Indpls. This combo wound up its fourth “The
nice $11,500 last week.
session ended last night (Tues.)
Oriental (Indie). (3,400; 98-$1.25)
stays
and
around
session
$60,000,
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (680;
slipped further to $8,500 after okay
“Andersen^BKO) (4th wk). Fine 50-$1.20)—
CIV
Indianapoolis, March 10.
“The Star” (20th) (3d
$25,000. Last week, $31,000.
“Bwana Devil” held to a solid $11,500 for fifth. Stays on until
Another weekend blizzard
Palace (fiitel) (2,500; 55-98)—“I wk). Still oke at $9,000 following clipped first-run biz here, just $24,000 in third round at the State;, “Salome” (Col) preems March 24.
Don’t Care Girl” (20th). Mild $15,- $11,500 last week.
when it was starting to look good. enough to justify additional play-* Originally had been planned to
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)
open “Destination Gobi” (20th>
000. Last week, “Stars Are Sing“Taxi” (20th) and “Maniacs on But it is still above recent aver- ing time but it is being replaced early this month but this has been
.ing” (Par) (2d wk), $11,000.
“Never Wave at Wac” is today by “City Beneath Sea.”
Wheels” (Indie). Fairish $9,000. ages.
indefinitely postponed.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
week, “Man Behind Gun” leading the new films, with a stur- “Devil” was set originally only for
“Man Behind Gun” (WB) and Last
, Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel(WB) and “Johnny Comes March- dy take at Circle. “Bwana Devil” 1 two weeks, and Loew’s wants it out lers)
“Kansas Pacific” (AA) (2d wkh ing Home” (U) (reissue),
(5,945; 9042.40)— “Story of
is holding big in second week at in its other N.Y. houses.
$11,000.
Trim $10,000. Last week, $15,000.
Three
Loves” (M-G) and stagepndiana.
continues
“Jeopardy,”
Beyond”
at
and
Loew’s,
“Above
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)
show.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98Initial week ending today
is trim.
very big, with $17,’000 in prospect
$1.25)— “Peter Pan” (RKO) (5th “Forbidden Games” (Indie) (3d
is
(Wed.)
on disappointing side
Mayfair.
at
the'
sixth
week
for
Estimates for This Week
wk). Fine $5,800 following $7,000
wk).
Great $31,000.
Last week, in second.
“Anna” also held nicely with $16,- with only $125,000, not £ood for
Circle
(Cockrill-Dolle)
(2,800:
round.
“By Light of Silopening
$39,000.
the
Globe.
frame
at
in
third
500
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)
50-76)
“Never. Wave
at
Wac’
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)— “Don’t Care Girl” (20th)
“Stars Are Singing” opens its very Moon” (WB) and- Easter stageand (RKO) and “Sword of* Venus”
“Castles in Air” (Indie) (2d wk). “Blades
show
opens
next.
the
(Wed.)
at
run
today
regular
Musketeers” (Indie). Mild- (RKO). Sturdy $11,000. Last week,
Pert $4,000. Last week, $5,000.
Rhxy (20th) (5,886; 50-$2.20)—
ish $4,500. Last week, “I Confess” “Man Behind Gun” (WB) and “I’ll Astor &fter a special preem last
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55- (WB) and
night (Tues.). “Road to Bali” fin- “Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) and ice“Kansas Pacific” (AA) Get You” (Lip), $9*600.
98)
“Last Comanches” (Col) and (2d -wk), $4,500.
show
onstage (5th wk). Fourth
Indiana. (C-D) (3,200; 56-$1.20)— ished a highly successful run, go“Prince of Pirates” (Oo!>. Passable
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 74-$1.20) “Bwana Devil” (UA) (2d wk). Big ing five days of sixth week, with round ended last night (Tues.) was
$8,500. Last week, $14,000:
from previous
down
considerably
“Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) (4th $17,000 on top sock $30,000 first first four sessions being smash.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
“Thunderbirds” also opens today week to good $52,000 or thex*ewk). Nice $16,000 after $33,000 for stdiizdi*
“Bud and Beautiful” (M-G) (5th third.
big $85,000,
Third
week
was
abouts.
at the Holiday.
LoewV (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)
wk).
Okay $12,000.
Last week,
“She’s Back on Broadway” with Weekdays have been off .sharply reMetropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-85) “Jeopardy” (M-G) and “Five An$13,000.
continue
cently
but
weekends
“The Stooge” (Par) and “Ride
on Murder” (Col). Trim $10,- Skitch Henderson band, Morey
World (Indie) (587; 98>— “For- Man Down”. (Rep) (3d wk). Off to gles
Last week* “Last Comanches” Amsterdam and others onstage socko
bidden
Games” (Indie). Brisk about $12,000 after fast $23,000 for 000.
5541-80)—
State
(Loew’s)
(3,450;
(Col) and “Rogues’ March” (M-G), opens today, too, at the Para$6,000. Last week, “Summer Happi- second.
“City Beneath Sea” (U). Opens tomount.
$ 8 000
ness”” (Indie) (10th wk), $3,500.
day (Wed.). Last week, “Bwana
Orpheum (Loews) (3,000; 7450-76)—
(C-D)
Lyric
(1,600;
Estimates for This Week
Ziegfeld (Lopert) (437? 98) -r $1.25)—“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (2d
Devil” (UA) (3d wk), slipped to
“Gunsmoke” (U) and “Bomba
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 7041.50) solid $24,000, enough to hold again
“Little Sheba” (Par) (2d wk). Off to wk). Great $24,000 or near. Last
Jungle Girl” (AA). Fair $5,000.
“Stars Are Singing” (Par). Open- hut prior commitments are pushing
okay $4,500. Last week, $9,000.
week, $36,500.
Lpst week, “Old Overland Trail”
with gala
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85) (Rep) with Grand Ole Opry on- ed last night (Tues.)run starting it out. Had originally been booked
preem,
with regular
“Anna” (IFE) (6th wk). Neat $4,000.
just for two weeks* Second stanza
“Don’t Care Girl” (20th) and stage, $13,000 at 50-$l scale.
(Wed.). In ahead “Road To was smash $41,000.
today
Last week, same.
“Blades Musketeers” (Indie). So-so
Bali” (Par) (6th wk-5- days) .dipped
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
$12,500. Last week, “I Confess”
to near $10,000 after okay $14,000 “Story of Mandy” (U) (3d wk).
(WB) and “Kansas Pacific” (AA)
Weather Wilting
for fifth full week.
K.C. Slaw But/Circus’
First holdover round ended Sun(2d wk), $15,000.
Bijou (City Inv.) (589: 9041.50) day (8) was good $5,500 after
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 60-90)
“Don Camillo” (Indie) (9th- $8,500 opening week. Looks to have
Dim “All Ashore” (Col) and “Prince of Frisco; ‘Jeopardy’ Trim
$1 1,000;
frame ended 6nly limited stay here.
final wk)). Eighth
Pirates” (Col). Trim $10,000 or
Monday
(9)' held. at $6,000 after fine
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453; 90better. .Last week, “City Beneath
$16,000, ‘Broadway’ 12G $7,200 for
seventh week. Goes the $1.50)'— “Justice Is Done” (Indie)
56, 'Care Girl’ $14,000 Sea” (U) and “Savage Mutiny”
San Francisco, March 10.
ninth week, winding up March 16, (2d wk). First session ended Sun(Indie) (2d wk), $10,000.
Kansas City, March 10.
Week-long record winter heat with house going dark then for day
(8) was terrific $11,000, best at
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)
Current session is moderate, ftith
is sloughing biz at first-runs here awhile.
house since “Kind Hearts and
fairish returns from newcomers “Last Comanches” (Col) and “Con- this stanza. Warfield used an inBroadway (Cinerama) (1,250; 90- Coronets” (Indie) played in 1950.
fidentially
Connie”
(M-G).
Mild
and trio of holdovers. “Battle Cirtensive TV ad, campaign and is
Last
week,
“Ivanhoe” getting a brisk total on “Jeop- $2.80) “Cinerama” (Indie) (24th In ahead, “Curtain Up” (Indie) (4th
cus” at Midland is pleasing around $9,500.
wk). The 23d stanza ended yester- wk-9 days), $3,800 but giving it a
$11,000. and about best of new (M-G) (2d wk), $8,000.
ardy.”
“Stars Are Singing” was day (Tues.) continued terrific with
nice engagement.
films. AJ1 houses took a buffeting
brought in hurriedly but looks $40,000 after $41 ,.000 for 22nd week.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
last week as two of season’s worst
nice.
“Stereo Techniques” looms Continues on.
“Lili” (M-G). Regular
9O-$1.50)
blizzards struck between Sunday ‘ASHORE’ NICE $5,500,
mild at Orpheum, this 3-D proBaronet (Reade) (430: 90-$1.5&)
started yesterday (Tues.) after
run
and Tuesday. Grosses were off
gram of shorts not going over too “Importance of Being Earnest” (U)
preem Monday (9). In
25 r
“Breaking the
or worse.
‘BAD’ BIG 6G well with “Gunsmoke.” “She’s (12th wk). The 11th session ended benefit
(RKO) (8th
Sound Barrier” at tire Vogue, now
Back on Broadway” shapes fair at Sunday (8) continued fine with ahead. “Face To Face” after $3,000
Omaha, March 10.
wk-6 days), okay $2,500
in holdover week, is holding viro,
with $5,000 after $6,000 for 10th for seventh full week; making very
Three strong new bills are up- the Fbx.
tually to first week figure. “Never
Estimates for This Week
week.
biz this week, with “Bad and
profitable longrun at this arty
Wave at Wac” shapes mild at the ping
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80) house.
Beautiful” and “All Ashore” espe- 95)—
Missouri, with “I Don’t Care Girl” cially
“Angel
Face”
(RKO)
and
wk).
—“Moulin
Rouge”
(UA)
(5th
solid.
/
Victoria (Citv Inv.) (1.060; 70looks average in four .spots.
“Redhead From Wyoming” is “Captive Women” (RKO). Nsg Fourth round ended last night $1.80)— “Little Sheba" (Pan (12lh
$11’000. Last week, “Never Wave (Tues)
Estimates for This Week
slipped
still
to
$47,000,
rated smart at the Omaha.
(*wk). The 11th stanza ended yesterAt Wac” (RKO) and “Sword of smash. Third week was $66,000.
Apollo (Fox Midwest) (1,000; 50Estimates for This Week
day (Tues.) held nicely around
75)— “The Sinners” (Indie) andr
(RKO)
Venus”
(2d wk), $9,000.
50-$2.20)
Criterion
(Moss)
(1,700:
20-76)—
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100;
$9,000 after okay $11,000 for 10th
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-95 )^-“She’s
“Black Castle” (U). Switching to “All Ashore” (Col) and “Clouded
Christian
Andersen” week. Stays on.
“Hans
and (RKO) (16th wk>. The 15th frame
(WB)
Broadway”
On
Back
firs! -run temporarily. Good $3,000.
Last
Yellow:’ (Col). Good $5,500.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 65-85) •week, “Cousin Rachel” (20th) and “White Corridors” (Indie). Fail; ended Monday (9) held fairly
Coast Flacks Nominate
$12,000. Last week, “Don’t Care steady with fine $12,000 after $16,“Thief of Venice” (20th) (2d wk). “Savage Mutiny” (20th), $4,500.
(20th) and “Silver Whip
IfoUyvvood. March 10.
Okay $2,200. Last week, storms
bOO for 14th.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 20-70) Girl”
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
blew this down to $1,500, disapCandidates 'or pres’den-ay of the
“Redhead from Wyoming” (U) (20th), $13,500/
65-95)
(Loew’s)
<2,656;
Warfield
(20th
wk).
(U)
Promoter”
“The
pointing.
Publicists Guild are Walter Compand “Army Bound” (AA). Smart
“Jeopardy” (M-G). Brisk $16.* The 19th stanza ended Monday (9) ton of RKO and Steve Miller of
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75) $6,500. Last week, “Star” (20th)
“Confidentially
week,
Last
for
after
D00.
$4,300
was okay $3,800
“Battle Circus” (M-G) and “Five and “Yellow Sky” (20th), $6,000;
Metro. Mail balloting closes May
(M-G), 5 days, $8,000.
18th week. Stavs three or four 25, with winners to be announced
Angles of Murder” (Indie). Sturdy
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20- Connie”
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)— weeks more, with new pic nearly at the Guild’s June meeting.
$11,000, Last week, “Naked Spur*' 70 )-7-“The Stooge” (Par) and “The
(M-G) and “Target, Hong Kong” Maverick” (AA) (2d wk). Good “Stars Are Singing” (Par) and set.
Other nominees are: for veepee,
Globe (Brandi) (1.500; 5041.50)
(Co!) opened big but two storms $9,500, with second feature added “Rogue’s March” (M-G). .Nice $12Warners, and Stanley
Last week, “Jazz Singer” —“Anna” IIFE) (4th wk). Third Bill Latham.
Q00.
slourrhed this combo to $10,000.
opener.
after socko $13,500
“Angel Street” (Indie) week ended last ni^ht (Tues.) held Margulies. 20th-Fox; for treasurer,
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)
State (Goldberg) 865; 25-76)— (WB) andWarners, and Reavis
Car-er.
Dick
very well with $16,500 after fancy
“Never Wave .at a Wac” (RKO) “Bad and Beautiful” (M-G). Big $15,500.
Winkler. FPmcraft: for secretary,
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)— $18*500 for second session.
and “Port Sinister” (RKO). Mild $6,000 or near. Last week, “Stereo
(4th wk).
(Par)
HoHday (Per-Rose) (450; 60-S1.20) F,*me Chandlee, Metro* without op$5,000. Lost week, “Man Behind Techniques” (Indie) and “Star of “Little Sheba”
s \
1
4
rrhttd&fttads’f ;(Repk XlpdnfcSSXrtitl'on
[.(Continued .on page ;2D/
(Continued von. pngp 21)
„ 4 ypxas” (AjA); $di wk),*$5;Q|0p,
ago.
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London, March 10.
government statement is ex-

<

New

Cuba Toiirist Head
pected shortly to clarify the situation arising from the result of the
Board of Trade refusal, subsequentPromises Better Rules
ly upheld .in the courts, to grant a
Havana. March 3.
quota tag to “Monsoon.” Direct
President Batista has appointed
representations also have been
Orencio
Nodarse
Zayas,- wealthy
quesand
prexy
BOT
made to the
tions are to be asked in the House businessman, to head the Cuban
Tourist
Institute,
succeeding
Marof Commons.
The confusion' has developed tial Facio. Facio resigned as a refrom the judge’s interpretation of sult of a dispute over his alleged
the Films Quota Act in declaring attempt to name a gambling .commissioner to control gambling .at
that to' qualify for quota, a film
must have been produced by a niteries.
After taking office, Nodarse rethe
Although
“British film-maker.”
industry itself is quite, confident vealed several regulations he hopes
oh the point; some are wondering to carry out In giving tourists a
whether, by this interpretation, a new deal. These included enlargeBritish subsidiary of an American ment of the' Tourist Police .(made
company up of men who speak two or more
distributing - producing
coUld bd described as a British languages); vigilance pgainst fare
gouging of tourists by taxi drivers;
Alin maker.
In accordance with the Angl(> and permission for/ tourists to use
Americau'ipphetary.pact, most U.S. their foreign driving' licenses so
majors ip Britain in recent years they can drive their own .autos in
have: been producing locally, and Cuba.
all the films have okayed for quota,
In the “Monsoon” case, the, judge
implied that the small private Vienna ’53 Mardi Gras
;

’

.

'

i

-

*

•

company; formed to make the film
was a device to. evade the purpose

Shows Attendance Hip,

1
t*
of the act.
It is believed the BOT is now
taking a 4ess lenient view on borr
der-line ..cases since films registered forj quota automatically qualify for Eady coin.. For a time there
was uncertainty about. the quota
ticket of “Decameron Nights” made
by Mikei Frankovich’s Film LocaHowever,
through Eros.
tions

Less Overall Spending
Vienna, March 3.
Balances run up by city of Vienna as the 1953 Faschlng (Mardi
Gras) .season came to ’an eiid show
some decline in both attendance
arid spending for the traditional
'

carnival .season. A total of .1,933
“Decameron” now has been given:
licensed parties of varying si?e sold
quota label.’
420.000 ducats as compared to over
Tom O’Brien, Mi P., foreseeing 2.000 affairs attended by some
the possibility that* a misinterpre- 550.000 a year ago. Decline; is gentation of the court's ruling might erally, attributed, to higher. costs of
effect Anglo-American co-proddc^ the tickets, taxis, wine and flowers.
tion, madfe urgent representations
. Others
point' oqt the increasing
to the BOT, and was assured that
distaste of Viennese for the growr
nothing will be done to interfere
ing commercialism of these balls
with genuine . propositions. One which have changed, from their
probable cause of -confusion may*
traditional character of social and
arise from the Bank of England’s
fraternal events to money-making
attitude on financing projects in
affairs often calculated to carry
Britain
distribs.
by American
whole years nut of an organizaWhere the company does not have the
tion like the Jockey Club, Artists
access to frozen ^sterling, the bank
Society and Others. Biggest deinsists upon a substantial dollar
clines wei*e noted* in attendance at
contribution
before
authorizing
the smaller affairs.
1Jr
local bank loans.
The biggest ball, that of the
Vienna Pfillharmopid Orchestra,
sold 4,853 tickets at 50 schillings
Musicians Union Tries
($2) a throw. Top: price Was that
pf the Jockey- Club* 100 schillings
Stop Brit Legiten
Minbr parties,- cost as little
($4).
as 5 schillings apd averaged' 2Q
schillings <75 cents). Despite this
decline, the city picked up a 1,250,London, March 3.
schillirigs in- “pleasure taxes”
In an effort to stop the trend 000
during the pre-Lenten Season.
<

,

•

Sydney, March 3.
C. G. Scrimgeour, chairman of
TV, Ltd., back here from quick
Lohdon biz trip, said that he had
signatured a deal with Major Reginald Baker, Ealing Studios topper,
for 150 Ealing pix for use by TV,
Ltd., when tele gets under way
here in 1955.
Bcrirageour pointed out that this

Beaverbroob, U. S.

.

•

i

.

To

|

•

*

1

away from -employing betweeh-act

orchestras in. the pit .of straight
plays, the Musicians Union jumped

hard on .the new play, “Westward
Journey,” readying for a tryopt' on
1

the road prior Jo London production. Play is being done by Mordol
Productions,. and is due at Brighton
Hippodrome late this month.
*
was asked for permission to
record some- incidental music for
the play with three musicians. The
union came, back with a condition
that the di$ks so made were not
to be used at- any theatre where
live musicians were not employed
in the pit. .Show backers have refused, and the matter is now dead1

MU

,

‘Madam’ On Solid Brit Tour

'

masse.
Settlement was reported as. being
negotiated by .the industry with
Max Aitken, son of Lord /Beaverbrook. A condition of the peace
was that there should .be no publicity arid -that neither side should
seek to make capital out, of it. Jjt is
understood that the settlement includes a provision for ending
smart-alec wisecracks in pix re*

*

views.

The advertising boycott began
December, originally being directed at two of the three Beaver*
brook papers, the. Sunday Express
and the Evening Standard. The
third member of, trie group, the
Daily Express, decided it would be
in an untenable position if it remained the only one,. o£ the -trio
accepting film trade ads, and consequently turned down ad space.
The first signs of an, end to tlj$
boycott came several weeks ago
when 20th-Fox resumed its display
advertising in the three papers.
last

(

,

.

.

Dogged by Talent Woes
London, March 3.
of Cafe de Paris is
having beaucoup trouble With its
actsi
Zoe Gail, recently booked
for four weeks, suffered a relapse
and stayed only one. George and
Bert Bernard helped out for a few
days. Then the local act of Jack
and Eddie Eden was called in.
Latest disappointment is American 'James McColI, ..who was
booked by the Cafe’s exec Alan
Fairley. McColl was slated to play
four weeks but failed -to show up.
Management again was compelled
to seek local fill-in.
These- upsets have caused drastic
program changes. Cafe de
Paris now booked Arthur Riscoe,
English revue arid legit comic,
who has. been recuperating in

Management

Ferrer Sees Brit. Fix

,

.

(Week ending Feb.

M

3.

"Escapade," Strand

Welcomed

in America

•

"Men," St. Martin's.
"Meet Callahan," Garrick (5-27).
"Mpusatrap," Ambas. (11-25).
"Murder Misflken," Vaudeville (10-4).
"Paint Wagon," Her Majesty’s (2-11).
"Pari* to Piccadilly," Pr. Wales (4-15).
"Quadrille," Phoenix (9-12).
"Reluctant Heroes," White.

.

.

CLOSED LAST WEEK
"River. Line," Strand (10-28).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
(Figures denote premiere dates)
Sweet Prince," Richmond

"Goodnight
(16).

.

;

(9-12-50).
"Ring Out Bells," Vic. Pal. (11-12). .
"Seaoulls Sorrento/' Apollo (6-14-50),
"Shrike," Princess (2-13-53).
"South Pacific," Drury Lane (11-1-51).
"Water of Moon," Hnymdrket (4-19-51).
"Wild Horsts," Aldwych (10-6).
"Wonderful Time," Hipp, (10-21-52).
Importance," Savage- (2-12-53).
"Young Ell*./' Criterion (4-2)

"Woman
>

'

portion of British nominations for Theatre. Cast are mostly newcomAcademy awards, Ferrer said the ers, with Cyril Ritchard added to
American people and the U. S. in- make it more West-Endish. Exdustry welcomed the friendly inva- pected to open late April or early
May after provincial tryout
sion by British films. TV channels,
Jack Waller has acquired new
he declared, were carrying hour play by
Charlotte Haldane, “Age
after hour of British-made product.
of Consent,” which American acStephen Watts, veepee of the Cir- tor-producer Robert
Henderson
cle, presided because of the sudden will
stage 'for him as soon as Waldeath of Hubert Griffith, the presi- ler returns from a holiday in Madent, who died'^fWG$k> rMriderifu

Hut," Lyric (8-23-50).
"London Laughs," Adelphi (4-12).
"Lava of Colonels," W.Vn. (5-23-51).
"Leva from Judy," Savin© (9-25)."Little

.

LondOn, March 10. ^ of “Seven Year Itch,” which was
["holding up John Gerstad from goSpeaking by transatlantic tele- ing ahead with the production, is
phone from. Philadelphia, ‘Jose Fer- now over. Part has been given to
rer proposed a toast to the cinema Brian Reece, local radio fave, with
at the annual lunch of the Critics show going out at Easter for a
Circle last Friday (6). The speech short tour prior to London.
came through on schedule and was
Stephen Mitchell & Stewart’
received with fine clarity.
Cruickshanks’ revue, “High Spirit, ”*
After referring to the large pro- has been booked for the Piccadilly

(1-20).

"For Better Worse," Comedy (12-17-52).
"Happy Marrlase," Duke York (8-7).

France, Germany and
Switzerland, despite show being a
typical British domestic comedy.
But there’s been no nibble from
America
H. M. Tennent’s
search for the Tom Ewell had role
.

28)

"Affair* ©# State/' Cambridge (8-21).
"Call Ma Madam/ 4 Coliseum (3-15).
"Dear Chart an," New (12-18).
"Deep Blue Sea," Duchess (3-6).
"Dial
Murder," West. <6-19).

London Legit

.

studio

demands for tinted
and Oriental

duce legislation making the Eady
levy statutory if the motion picture
trade failed to agree to a voluntary
prolongation beyond August, 1954,
when the current scheme expires.

footage.

The government would prefers

30% commodity

voluntary settlement, but the Eady
plan is essential for maintenance
of British production. Following
this assurance, Thorneycroft announced that British quotas are
being maintained at 30% with 25%
Films
for supporting' programs.
Council, incidentally, recently declared that it was unable to make
any quota recommendations because of the prevailing uncertainty
at British studios.
Meantime,, the industry’s failure
to reach an agreement bn the
future of the Eady fund is already,
having its effect upon production
schedules. Froiri the beginning of
the year studios 'have been curtail-’
ing their film-piaking activities,
with the situation becoming more
serious. with each passing week.

on their

tax

product and various other tax relief with a view to fostering color
film production in Japan,
Fuji Film, operating for the,
last two years under, an $1.8,000
.

government subsidy, ,h£s- started
mass induction ©f enough raw

-

color fUrii for. production of five
feature films this year.

*

Scot Exhibs, Worried By
Cost of 3-D Pix, Can’t

-

See Them as Biz Cure

Edinburgh, March 3.
British producers* have made a,
Scot exhibitors are wor- report to the BOT, however, on the
ried over the forthcoming arrival effects already being felt within, the’
of 3-D pix, due here later this industry. Contracts of top level permonth. George Gilchrist, veep of sonnel are noi being renewed pendScot Exhibitors lAssp,, warpejl a ing a decision, and there is a growmeeting here that no British pro- ing feeling of uncertainty in producer today would feel inclined duction circles.
to launch a flat film because it
might be obsolete before it was
ready for showing. He wondered Gonzales to
how exhibs could continue to pay
the Eady levy and at same time
Films in
find enough money to equip their
theatres for 3-D.

Some

.

Make 20

‘

‘Portica’

J, K. Stafford Poole, Edinburgh
exhib, told his fellow theatre operators: “I think we are being
panicked into 3-D because Hollywood has run. out of ideas and is
trying to find a reply Jto, TV.” He
said’ the answer did not. lie in
these novelty angles but in good
In the initial stages, he
films.
films
three - dimensional
feared
would place British fexhibs at the
mercy of Yank distributors.
:
First 3-D pix in Scotland open
this month at the Gaumont, Glas-

Under

Way

Madrid, March 3,
Cesareo Gonzales, top Spanish
*

•

.

film producer, will make 20. films
in 1953 either, through his own'
Madrid company, Svue via Films, or*
via co-productiori in Italy, Mexico
and Argentine as well as independent producer of outfits. Already under way is “Portico Gloria,” di.

.

rected by Rafael J. Salvia and’
starring Father Jose Mojicd and-,
the Mexican Boys Choir. Earnings
of ex-actor Mojica .will go to his'

gow, with “fiwana Devil” (UA).

religious

r

•

Another

order.

Paquita Rico and Otto
“Alegre Caravana.”

9

stars

Sirg(o

in-

'

Sweden,

this.

Boost Tinters

Tokyo, March 3.
Japan’s big three film producing
companies have decided to ask the
government for assistance in upping
production of color film to meet

.

LONDON

Alfred Black (George &) said
plays are' dispensing with little their current West End hit, “For
Better, For. Worse,” at the Comedy
orchestras that used to play inTheatre, has been sold to 10 councidental music in the pit by using
tries, including Finland, Norway,
records. The union is trying to

combat

London’s Cafe de Paris

Frank Leighton.

spokesman stated that sevmanagements staging straight

to

.

.

MU

eral

'

Govt

a

London, March 10.
The American film industry boycott of the Beaverbrook preps is
over. A settlement was reached recently and the U: S. major distributors are to trickle back with ads
within .-a few weeks, but not ; en

.

Bits
London, March

Nip Pix Producers Ask

will ask
fop a $700,000 loan to double last
year’s production of color stock.
Firms also will seek abolition of

Edinburgh, March 3.
Jack Hyltoh’s “Call Me Madam” is
notching up solid biz here on its Switzerland after a serious illness.
British tour.
Currently in third He never played Cabaret .before;
week at King's Theatre here, pro- He may open next week instead of
duction moves south* on Monday March 16 as originally, intended..
(9) to Newcastle, and then goes to
Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham and Blackpool.
Legit Shows Abroad
Show stars. Noele Gordon and

locked.

London, March 10.
Peter Thomeycroft, president of
the .Board of Trade, advised the
film industry and the House of
Common today (Tues.) that the
government is prepared to intro-

Fuji, Konishi

'

.

Martin'* Ftaca, Trafalgar Square

Levy Into Law; Film Prod. Sumps

.

was the biggest deal consummated
fer TV coverage Down Under.

St.

Govt Ready to Make Eady

Deal for Ealing Fix British

Film Deals Seeking Quota Benefits
A

•

TV Chief Sets

Aussie

Fear British Crackdown on Anglo-AM
»

bunMvn vrribr

'VAKillvt

-

"White Carnation," Globe

(20).

Mexican actress Maria Felix will
‘Pal Joey’ Paris Plans
star in three pix done in Argentine*
and Mexico costarring in turn with
Shelved for Season Jorge.
Mistral, Arturo de Cordova*
Paris, March 3;
and Jorge Negrete.
The Italo-Spanish
film, “SiemprC Carmen,”
plan
Allen
Archie Thomson-Rita
produce Rodgers-Hart-O’Hara with Ana Esmeralda and Mario
to
musical, ‘‘Pal Joey,” In a French Cabre, froiri Spain, and Italian'
.

t

.

.

FSustb' Tozzi

here this spring, with
dancer Roland Petit, ’as
Joey, has been shelved fqr'this seaShow for which Jean-Pierre
son.

adaptation

after all location
in this country.

Gredy was writing Gallic version

contracts, arranged with Thomson
and Allen op their recent trip here,

week

last

arid

’

the

Dominguin, Fernando

Asked to Write
Music for Vienna Opera

Stolz

Paris -after the show plays Milan’s
Scala in August.
Greta Keller here for a quick
looksee and back to Austria, where

Vienna, March

Augustin,” by Peter preses and
Ulrich Becher, is based on the life
story of the minstrel Augustus of
1643.

The city of Vienna has invited
composer Robert Stolz to write the
music, considered a high honor

London May 28

London, March 3.
The London production of “Guys
at the

is

here.

The show is to be presented anopen May 28 nually during the festivals, similar
That theatre is to the presentation of “Everyman”

set to

Coliseum.
currently housing Jack Hylton’s
edition of “Call Me Madam” which
celebrates Its first anni on March

at Salzburg.

Belgium’s King Honors Stolz

14.

AUSTRALIA,

.

i

*

3.

May 30 to June 21 will present
a new outdoor ballad opera as its
big feature.
The opera, “Lieber

readying her German version of “Pal Joey.” Called “Darling Joey,” it will open In Berlin
in April and then play Munich and
Vienna.
v
Willy Dirtl of the Vienna Ballet
it to play Joey.
is

and Dolls”

Feman Go-

mez, Argentinian Luis Sandrini,
Errol Flynn (in a co-production
witfyj Mike Frankovich)
directors
Juan de Orduna, Ramon Torrado.
and Benito Perojo are scheduled to
do pix for Svuevia Films here.

•

‘Dolls* in

Lotti is*
studios,

TV

Paris

“Joey” is off for the time being
and perhaps for good.
Petit opens at Empire with his'
Ballets de Paris March 18 for six
week stint. Ysaye, Empire manager, has booked Blevins PavisRobert Breen production of “Porgy
and Bess” for. a return date in

she

Rome

work was done

Carmen Sevilla,- also under contract to Gonzales, will do two pix.
in Mexico or here with Pedro Infante, following her appearance, in'
niteries and
in Latino countries.
Bujl fighter Luis Miguel

was to follow the engagement of
Petit’s Ballets de Paris at the Empire early in May. Differences over

arose

and Mariella

being completed in

ballet

“Dolls” is being staged in Lon(Week ending Feb. 28)
don by Prince Littler with a 50%
"Whit# Horso Inn," Empire, Sydney.
financial investment by William"Larger Than Life," Tivoli. Sydney.
"Seagulls Over Sorrento," Royal, Sydney. son’s Music, the London music
"South Pacific," Majestys, Mel.
publishing outlet of Rodgers and
"Casslno," Comedy, Melbourne.
Hammerstein. Arthur Lewis, who
"Follies Bergere," Tivoli. Melbourne.
"««5S Me, Kate," Majesty’s, BriS.
is here to stage the production^ is
"WhPe Sheep," Royal, Adelaide,
now auditioning for roles to be
Boheme," Princess, Mel,
‘Iz*®
*
d
e
"Take It Off," Royal, Brl* '
filled by local talent.

BrusseTs,

March 3/

King Baudoin of Belgium asked
composer Robert Stolz for an autographed manuscript of his march,
“Salut a la Belgique.”

This march was preemed in Belgium during Stolz’s last visit to the
country.

•

!

He

directed

it

for

the

,

*1

l«

J

u

]

National Orchestra of Belgium;

-

•

'VAKtKTYfJ'

ih

t

LONDON OFFIC1
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MirUh'is. iHac#, Trafalgar Square

Law

French Film Aid

RKO

Taking Shape;

INTERNATIONAL

2d Nip Film

Sets

11

Weather Better, So $ London Pix Biz;

Tokyo, March 3.
has been inked between
RKO and Daiei Studios for distribution of Daiei’s “Forever My
Love" in the U. S. and South America by the former. Directed by
Paul II. Sloane and starring Chris
Pact

Prod.
Paris,

Film Aid

Law

March

3.

being rushed

is

Drake and Mitsuko Kimura,

through* the Assembly here, with
39 articles of
22 of the proposed
adopted. Law will
the law already
replacing the
go into effect July 1,
previous law of 1948. Funds for
by a tax on
raised
be
will
law
the
admissions as well as taxation on
in
released
-pix
all
of
footage

A1 Black-Lippert Plan

pert here, via Paris to set up a
telepix deal. They are launching a
local organization and have appointed Marcel Stellman to be in
charge of the London office.

pix abroad.

of short subject* of educational or

cultural films of high quality. Additionally it will underwrite the im-

many

provement
French pic bouses and
for

tion of

new

rundown

the- construc-

ones.

Technical side of the industry
There will
also- will receive aid.
be a special fund, for hypoing
French' films abroad under the
aegis of Unifrance Film.
'

British Pii

Attendance

-

Off in '52 But Total

Gross Rentals Climbed
London, March

A new

Russkis Try to Sell

«the

statistical

&

survey pub-

lished by the Board of Trade reveals an increase in gross film
rentals in 1952 alongside an overall decline in total- admissions. Survey deals specifically with distribution and exhibition, with a separate; breakdown, for British films'
earnings.
In the ffrst half of-lhst year gross
film rentals totaled $33,720,400 as
compared with $32,600,400 and’

Vienna Studio Product
Via

New

Distrjb Unit

titles

For

Portugal
Lisbon,

There
j

will

be a

TV

March

station

3.

work-

,

guese government for permission
and operate a tele station. Located in this large Portuguese East African territory, this
station will be sponsored partially
by American, capital, and will have

American material and technicians.

BETTER

AFTER

SCARE

,

VAGUE

gium and Sweden, all repped by
Unifrance Film. A big scale pic
in N. Y. is being planned for

to construct

MEX

SPAIN

5 Countries

ing in Lourenco Marques, Mozammarket.
bique, and one here before the
Also envisaged in the near future
end of 1953. The Radio Clube de
is
a week in Spain, Germany, BelMozambique has asked the Portu-

.

COMMERCIAL TV

in

film weeks in several countries.
Instead of a film festival, as last
year, Punta De Esta, in Uruguay,
will use its film house for a week
of French Films. Eight choice pix
will help in the French move to
expand in the South Amerncan

in ’53

Vienna, March 3,
The Radio Clube Portuguese,
Newest turn in the continuing largest private radio station outRussian effort to earn hard money side the official Emissora Nacional,
with product of their Vienna stu- has asked permission to operate a
dios,, seized as German assets is TV station here, with a secondary
the founding of a new distributing station in Oporto. Because the govorganization, Jupiter Film. It was ernment has no intention at presannounced here as “sole represen- ent of doing anything about TV,
tative" of the Rosenhugel produc- it is probable that the permission
tion facilities. The announcement will be granted. It is understood
made no mention of the future of that the Lourenco Marques and
Universal Film, present distrib Llsbop stations will not have exhere of Russian and satellite-made clusive rights, with the government
pix and the local Red-tinged -prod- considering itself free to install
uct. Universal in its turn had suc- its own video stations where and
ceeded Sovexport Fihn which was when it wants' in the future.
first postwar exchange sponsored
by the Soviet here.
FILM BIZ
Russkis have endeavored to use
the Rosenhugel studios, largest and
GRIPPE
best in Austria and constructed
by the Nazis especially for musical
Mexico City, March 3.
production, as a source of lighterLocal exhibitors* are generally
toned product, with less political pleased about the nice comeback of
content than that from behind the biz. after the brief but sharp dip
Iron Curtain.
caused by^ the grippe. Trade is
Efforts have met no success be- good although there are fewer
cause of heavy-handed control by juveniles attending because of the
Russian studio bosses plus much Public Health and. Welfare Minlost time in getting Moscow ap- istry's advice that youngsters had
proval of all product. Rosenhugel better avoid congested places.
Current strong pix are “Don't
budgets run three to five times the
average for free studios here with Bother to Knock" (20th-Fox), Cine
Mexico;
“Greatest Show on Earth"
shooting, time likewise multiplied
(Far), Cine Regis; “Above and Beby Russ-originated delays.
yond" (M-G), Cine Roble, “Dawn
It
also was learned that the
v
of America" (CEIFSA), Cine ArRussian-controlled part of Wien
cadia, and

$32,650,800 in the first and second,
halves of 1951. Gross rentals for
British pix equalled 27.2% of the
total or $9-, 156, 000. "Comparative;
figures are 27% for 1951 and 28.9%*
for 1950. Proportion of gross rent- Film ir offering new financial inals paid to producers was 653%.
ducements to indie producers to
On exhibition the report shows work at Rosenhugel. Financing to
the total number of admissions the- extent of all studio costs and
jumped in the third quarter of raw stock (latter of eastern origin
1952 to 335,215,000 as against 326,- and hot “safety" stock) is offered.
447.000 in the previous quarter. But producers show little interest
This, increase is* regarded as nor- in view of the knowledge* that
mal. The overall rate of admisions scripts and all-other details will
however is still below the 1950 and be subject to Russki control. Move
1951- level. The third quarter ad- is apparently especially designed
missions for 1952 amounted to 9,- to get pix saleable in the West
615.000 below the same period in German and other hard currency
1951 and 23,698,000 below like markets.
quarter in 1950.
Boxoffice grosses in the third
quarter were just under $78,000,IN
000, an increase of 2.9% on tlie
previous three-month period. Despite the decline in admissions, reSTILL
ceipts were higher than the corMadrid, March 3.
responding periods* of 1951 and
In an exclusive interview given
1950 because of the higher ticket
prices caused by the increase in to Variety, Jesus Suevos, director
general
of radio and television,
entertainments tax- and" the contrideclared that the government here
bution to the Eady levy.
does
intend to grant permisnot
The tax toll -in the third quarter
of 1952 exceeded $27,000,000 and sions for operating private TV staa further $2,000,000 was paid to tions for the time being. There is
the Eady fund. These two items a. government-owned TV station
accounted for 37.1% of the gross here, run on an experimental basis.

comparatively brisk. Upward trend
was reflected via increased takings
at most firstruns, with new bills
Paris, March 3.
and holdovers sharing in upbeat.
After the successful French Film Strongest new entry was “The
Week in London, Unifrance Film, Star" which opened hefty and
French org to hypo pix abroad, is shapes smash $13,000 in first session at the Odeon, Marble Arch.
going ahead with plans for similar “Mississippi Gambler" made fine

Planned

are completed.

TV Looming

London, March 3.
With an ipnprovemenl in weather,
West End film trade last week was

French Picture Weeks

of $80,000 for distribution of prints
which will be shipped as soon as

super-imposed

week

early this

fall.

New Hit

Of French Nat'i Theatre
Paris,.

March

3.

Theatre National Poplaire, subsidized
theatre
here,
gained
further laurels with the opening
of “Lorenzaccio," .Alfred De Musset's 100-year-old story about the
intrigues
of Renaissance- Italy.
Utilization bf the immense stage
at the* Palais De Chaillot plus
sterling acting by Gerard Philipe
and Daniel Ivernel made this a
fine evening in the theatre.
Play may prove a shot in the
arm for the prestige of Jean
Vilar’s TNP which has. been under fire this season.* Vilar has
been accused of staging elaborate
failures, and putting on too many
foreign plays among other things.

start at the smaller

Gaumont, with

a solid $8,000 likely on

first round.
“Rough Shoot" is fair $5,000 in
second stanza at the Odeon, Leices-

ter Square. “April in Paris" at
the Warner looms only modest
$7,000 for first stanza.

British-made “Appointment in
at the Leicester Square
continues sturdy at $8,500 for
second frame.
“Hans Christian

London"

Andersen" still is stout $5,600 in
10th Carlton week. “Above and
Beyond" looks average $10,500 in
second Empire week.

Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 55-$1.70)—
“Hans Christian Andersen" (RKO)
To Get 1st Coronation
,
(10th wk). Nice $5,600, excellent'
for length of run. Stays another
Fix To Aussie Exbibs fortnight with “Moulin Rouge"
(IFD) opening March 18.
Sydney, March 3.
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—
Next June \vill see the sharpest
“Above and Beyond" (M-G) (2d
fight ever here to be first on the
wk>. Second and final week looks
screens with Coronation coverage. oke $10,500 after $13,700 in first
J. Arthur Rank Organization will week. “Bad and Beautiful" (M-G)
bid with the 7,500-foot Technicolor in on March 5.
pic, “A Queen is Crowned" with
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
distribution through British Em“Mississippi Gambler" (GFD).
pire Films.
Pic will play the Shapes nice $8,000. Continues for
Greater Union Theatres’ chain loop regular three-week run.
on key release.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
20th-Fox is rushing in “Elizabeth (1,753; 50-$1.70) “Appointment in
isr Queen," filmed in Warnercolor,
London" (BL) (3d-final wk). Prova 5,000-foot subject. This one will ing solid grosser at around $7,20C
go on key dates through the Hoyts' for current round after $8,500 foi
loop, now controlled by 20th-Fox. second week.
“Titfield ThunderReported also that 20th-Fox also bolt" (GFD) opens March 6.

Rank, 20th-Fox Battle

—

—

•

will

have

its

own Movietone

reel

for quick dating.

Both

BEF and

20th-Fox are

pressuring for playdates.
stressing

is

the

Former

fact
that
only feature-

“Crowned" is the
length pic in Technicolor of the.
actual

crowning in

London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50
$1.70)—“The Ring" (UA) (2d wk)

now Poor

Westminster

$3,400 after disappointinj
“Strange
In first round.
Fascination" (Col) and “Hangman’*
Knot" (Col) preemsr March 6.
$4,200.

Odeon, Leicester; Square (DMA)
“Rough Shoot"
50-$l .70)
(UA) (2d wk).“Below average $5,000

(2,200;

Abbey.

likely

METRO TO BE FIRST IN
TOKYO WITH 3-D FIX

“California Conquest"
Tokyo,. March 3.
(Col), Cine Metropolitan. Top adMetro has taken the lead in the
mision is 46c but some are getting
[.race to get some form of 3-D film
only 34c maximum scale.
on Japanese screens with the setting. of an unlimited simultaneous

lorenzaccio’

Loud

8G, ‘Paris’ Fair 7G, ‘Above’ 10'AG, 2d

London, March 3.
badly at boxoffice.
Albert Black and Michael LipRKO will guarantee a minimum

pix
and
full-length
French
dubbed foreign films will be tagged
will
shorts
and
meter
per
Two film series probably will be
$4 50
be taxed 50.e per meter.- Foreign made in association with the Proudwill
versions
be
original
lock Bros., who operate Vandyke
films in
taxed 150 francs or around 37c a Productions, an indie producing
meter.
outfit. First group will be based on
Aid advanced to producers will mystery yarn while the second,
their
with
a basic title* of “Drama on
of
the
gross
on
calculated
be
will
be stories built
last film. The producer must as- Canvas,"
around
pix
cost
th«
10%
of
famous paintings.
least
sure at
Plan is to start rolling later this
and guarantee 20% of the bank
loan. Special dispensations will be month.
allowed for films judged to be favorable for the prestige of French

law is to attempt to stabilise the uneven financial state of French pix caused
by the great cost of production and
the unequal amortization of pix.
It will also recompense producers

is

the second Japanese feature to be
distributed in the U. S.
It was
roundly panned by # native and foreign crix when shown here and did

Telepix Deal in London

France.

Main aim of

film

Bright $13,000, Gambler’

‘Star’

run at two downtown houses here
of its three-reel “Metroscopix” beginning March 21. The* 3-D short
will be. a “dividend" with opening
at
one of the ‘theatres of Its
“Father’s Little Dividend." A Japanese -optical firm has been contracted for a million sets of special
glasses to be used.
Meanwhile, three other companies have plans for early release
here of 3-D films.
Although no
•dates have been set, “Bwana Devil"
(UA) is promised, as is WB's
“House of Wax.” Twentieth-Fox
also expects to have an early im-

:

after
third

—

fair

$5,800

*

—

frame: Stays on.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70)

initial fulL
.

—

“Military Policeman" (Par) (4th
wk). Still nice at $5:700 likely for

“Come
this final frame,
Little
Sheba" ^ (Par)

Back,

preems

March

6<

Ritz (M-G) (432; 90-$2.15)— “Quo
Vadis"<(M-G) (46th wk). Continues
big $3,100. Stays indef.
Warner (WB) (1;735; 50-$1.70)—
“April in Paris" (WB). Looks fair
$7,000 or near on week.

Biopic of

German Red

Leader in Prod. Over

portation of a three-dimensional.
Year Still Unfinished
To pave the- way for the projectBerlin, March 3.
ed 3-D showings which require speThe Russos in the East Sector
cial equipment, the Motion Picture
of Berlin are having trouble with
Promotion Council will ask the their “Thaelmann," biopic of the
government to consider tariff alle- idolized German Commie leader.
viation for the import of the equip- Work on the pic has been in prog“Lorenzaccio" was staged by its ment, domestic production of which ress for more than a year, with
star Gerard Philipe and is a tri- is still impossible.
all 14 stages of the Babelsberg
umph in movement and coordina-.
studios (former UFA studios) filled
receipts.
No regular programs are con- tion. Using a stage almost bare
with sets for this-super-propaganda
ducted. It is not known how long except for a raised four-stepped
Dancer’ in Brit Stix
pic. It has forced other DEFA pix
this experimental period will last. platform, this many-scened piece
London, March 3.
to the Johannisthal studios.
Cost of the operation is carried was given a tempo and scenic
British
3-D
new London theatrical manFirst trouble ^as over who was
by the government.
splendor as ifs
tale
of pas- agement* company, Norman del to play the title role. Part was
London, March 10.
British film producers last week
Industria
Electroteenica,
the sions and intrigues was carried Monte Productions, is loaning its offered first to Gustav Knuth, a
had their first formal discussions Spanish representatives of Radio through. Opening night audience first venture, complete with pro- West German resident, hut he
on 3-D but decided they knew too Corp. of America, is working to received the play enthusiastically. ducer, to a provincial repertory turned it down. Willi A. Kleinau,
little of the processes to come to
ready a television station and contheatre. The play, a farcial com- established
DEFA actor, was
any definite conclusion. They will struct and sell television sets on
edy by Kevin McGarry, entitled deemed unqualified. Other candiCoronation Souvenir
await first-hand reports before that assumption. Following the ex“Fan Dancer," opens at the Grand dates were Peter Marx and Horst
further consideration. It is likely ample^ set by radio, there being
Opera House, Harrogate, March Prcusker former Nazi radio anLondon, March 3.
that Robert Clark, veepee of the’ 80 privately-owned stations, it is
It will be directed by Guy nouncer, now holding a like job
23,
Rank Organization has put
British Film Producers Assn., cur- believed that permission for at
Stephen Deghty who, on his return with Commie radio in Berlin. Both
out a stereoscopic Coronation
rently in Hollywood, will make a least one privately-owned TV stato London, will start casting for were rejected by SED (Commie
souvenir photo of Queen Elizv
report on his return;
the West End version which may Party in. East Germany) Officials.
tion will be given sometime -soon.
abeth and the Royal Consort,
Meanwhile, the Ji Arthur Rank Industria Electroteenica* expects
Finally they got Guenter .Sibe staged before the Coronation.
the Duke of Edinburgh.
Organization
Other projects lined up by the mon, legit stage actor from Saxony.
A slight twist of the small
that its new factory will be completed
‘bwana Devil" will have a simul-* before the end of the year,, and
new company include an adapta- Before Kurt Maetzig was given the
laminated frame shows the
taneous preem At the Odeon, Mar- likely will be ready in 1954 to
tion of a Continental play, and a -director's job, he Rad to show a
liketiess of the. Queen or the
ole Arch and
revival
“The Wild “film about the film" to a SED
Ibsen’s
of
Duke, depending upon "the
three provincial the- put radio and TV sets on the
>>*• oa*
3 i^xtcutlve cOttartitUefej
tT*<Duck."
angle*
visual
,
’.(*
i
..3
rc
t
oi
td
L
>
it
i wu
•

•

opener.

week- with “Street
Corner" (GFD) opening March 12.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)
“The Star"
50-$1.70)
(2,200;
(20th). Shapes smash $13,000 in
Stays
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BACKED BY MOST
POWERFUL TV CAMPAIGN
EVER PUT BEHIND A

MOTION
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PICTURE!

Pre-sold for you by

TOAST OF THE TOWN!
Ed Sullivan presents highlight
scenes, Sunday, March 29th!

I

KEN MURRAY SHOW!
Re-creating excitement and festivities of Los Angeles premiere!

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR!
Headlining “Call
star

in

I

I

Music and
Lyrics by

Me Madam"

Donald O'Connor

m

I

person!

I

YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS!

BILLY

Staging two of film's sock
production numbers. Soon!
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Show

Own Coronation: Zukor

Biz’s

industry
coronation last

had

week

its

PICTITHES

.

Hollywood, March

10,

After 10 years as a Metro producer, Arthur Hornblow checked
off the lot and opened production
offices at

Samuel Goldwyn

studios.

There, in association with 'Edward
Small, he will start his indie cadeath of his brother.
plauded the growth of the industry reer with “Far West,” a musical in
and underlined its influence in pro- Technicolor.
Filming will start in July, either
moting democratic ideals and its
in 3-D or wide-screen. Picture will
prominent part in the national

it

accented the pomp and splendor at
the Waldorf-Astoria in tribute from
show biz to the Paramount board
chairman last .Wednesday night (4)
in New York. Some 1,100, including
of
film and radio-TV brass, reps
allied arts, plus leaders in other
grand
hostelry's
fields, filled the
ballroom to join in the salute. Dais
was a four-tier setup seating 76.
At $25 per plate, the black-tie
was at bargain rates.
session

mignon-&-champagne dinner
spread was set out in the grand

Filet

a full complement of
Efficiency of the W-A
waiters.
service staff would be a *oughie to
surpass in such a mammoth room

by

anywhere.
There was lots of solemnity and
a little frivolity in the tribute to
the pioneer on the occasion Of his
Golden Jubilee— a 50-year span
that began with his penny-a-peep
’

flicker show on Manhattan’s 14th
Entire fete’s accent was on
St.
Zukor today fcnd his enthusiasm
anent the film industry’s role ahead
in the entertainment scheme of
things. Par prez Barney Balaban
sized it up this way: “His is the
youngest 80 years that I have ever
encountered.”

Bob Hope’s Sallies
Bob Hope limited himself

be scripted by Sonja Leyien and
;
William Ludwig, on loanout from
Robert, J. O’Donnell, ringmaster
Metro.
of the Variety Clubs, under whose
auspices the dinner was projected,
Offered an outline of the philanthropic and charitable work carried
out by the show biz organization.

Other addresses were by N.

Y.’s

Mayor Vincent R,

and

Impellitteri

N. Y. State Attorney-General Nathaniel Goldstein.

—

placed before Zukor.

Dinner chairman Harry Brandt
commented that the big problem in
arrangements was keeping the
scope of the entertainment to a

minimum. Many stars-were

willing
to perform but presumably An into
desire
the
fluencing factor was
reach the windup at 11 p. m., as
was done.
Switch from the usual in prograirf fare was the two-reeler depicting top spots in Zukor’s career, spotlighting those penny-arcade days and bringing the' audience up to date on the progress
of the film biz as largely guided by
the vet. His tours abroad, as tied
in with the American trade’s expansion, visits with the heads of
foreign capitals, and calls at the
White House all are recorded in
the pic which was made by Par

fectively to the

noted the' many
structure of the industry over the
years ‘and said he “particularly
wanted to thank the trade press
for the beautiful and generous
things it said and did. I’ll never
forget it.”

U Execs to Huddle
On Stereo Plans
With Universal’S' first 3-D pic,
“It Came From Outer Space,” completed and slated for late spring
release, U execs will huddle' on the
Coast next week to shape the company’s future plans in stereo and
wide-screen production.
Milton R. Rackmil,
prexy;
Alfred E. Daff, exec v.p., and
Charles Feldman, general sales
manager, leave N.Y. for Hollywood
tomorrow (Thurs.). They will be
followed over the weekend by
board chairman N. J. Blumberg
and David A. Lipton, ad-pub v.p.
Among the studio execs who’ll be
in on the discussions will be William Goetz, production chief, and
Edward Muhl, v.p. and general production exec.
Feldman yesterday (Tues.) announced releasing plans for 14 U
pix from May to August. Actually,
only 12 seven in Technicolor are
included in the morith-by-month
tabulation. The other two, “It Came
from Outer Space,” a 3-D feature,
and “The Cruel Sea,’’ a J. Arthur
Rank production, aren’t being given
any specific monthly designation at

U

—

—

this time.

Rounding out U’s

stereo
program, Daff disclosed that the*
studio had also completed a tworeel musical featuret in 3-D, fear
turing Nat (King) Cole and Russ
Morgap and his orchestra.
first

$51,750,000 Suit
Continued from page

2

Newsreel head A. J.
Par eastern production chief Bus- plaint include Darryl F. Zanuck,
sell Holman.
Louis B. Mayer, Howard Hughes,
Motivation for the tribute was Edward Mannix,“ Y. Frank Freesummed up by Balaban in a couple man, Henry Ginsberg, Harry Cohn,
of paragraphs:
Dore Schary, B. B. Kahane, Harry
“This Golden Jubilee Celebra- Warner, Jack Warner, Herbert
tion has provided a happy oppor- J. Yates, Samuel .Goldwyn, Hal
tunity for our industry to express Roach,
Walter Wanger, Joseph
its admiration and affection ,for Schenck, Stanley Kramer, Sol Lesour friend, associate and industrial ser, Leo Spitz and James- Grainger.
B

‘Public Devotion
“Tonight’s dinner, however, is a
broader demonstration of public
regard for Mr. Zukor than the
events conducted within the family
of the motion picture industry.
Here we have distinguished representatives fitfom many areas of public
In
and industrial pursuits.
every sense, this is a public tribute,
and it is highly fitting that men
and women from many fields gather to honor him. For Adolph Zukor's life has been devoted to the
public to all kinds of people in
every corner of the ea^th—in
bringing entertainment, relaxation
and cultural stimulation to countless millions over a period of half a
century.”
Herbert Bayard Swope delivered
the keynote talk, substituting for
Bernard Baruch who cancelle&Jiis
.

—

Slowed By 3-D

briefly and effelicitations.
He
changes in the

Krasna Productions, U. S. Pictures
and Stanley Kramer Productions.
Bichard and Individuals named in the com-

pioneer. Adolph Zukor. We know
him intimately. We know of his.
incalculable contribution to the development of our medium. It is
understandable, therefore, that we
should welcome the occasion of his
50th anniversary in motion pictures
as an opportunity to pay tribute to
him.

Boothinen Pact

Zukor responded

'

to

only a couple of cracks: *Tve been
with Paramount 15 years and
enjoyed every dollar of it.” And
in reference to Zukor’s down-toearthedness: “He still enjoys the
like
simple Hungarian dishes
strudel and Zsa Zsa Gabor.”
enterthe
on
figure
other
Only
tainment' roster was Rosemary
Clooney, her chore being only to
lead the audience through a few
lines of “Happy Golden Jubilee
to You,” as an elaborate birthday
cake was carried around the room
by the service people and finally

1'

On Sales Policies as Indie Beefs Grow

of the
Swope ap-

Mr,
crowned Adolph Zukor as
Motion Pictures.”
dinnergold,
in
Candles dipped
ware engraved in ditto and the economy.
richness of other appurtenances

style

Senate Small Biz Group Preps Probe

own skedded appearance because

when

Members of the Congressional
committee named in the complaint
S. Wood (no longer with
the group), Francis Walter, Mor-

were John

gan Moulder, Clyde .Doyle, James
B. Frazier (no longer on the committee), Harold E. Velde, Barnard
W. Kearney, Donald L. Jackson,
Charles E. Potter (now a Senator),
and committee investigators Louis
A. Russell arid William Wheeler.
Named also were 50 John Does.
Among the 23 bringing suit were
Alva Wilson, Gale Sondergaard,

Da

Howard
Philip

Silva,

Stevenson,

Waldo
Paul

Salt,

Jarrico,

Abraham Polknsky and Ann Re1

Five of the 23, all writers,
admitted that they ducked subpoenas ordering them to appear
before the Coongressional group.
Quintet included Edward F. Hubs,
Fredric I. Rinaldo, Louis Salomon,

vere.

Guy Endore and Wilmer

13
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Hornblow as Indie

Saluted as “Mr. Motion Pictures’
Film

I

Pay Impasse

•+

Heavy Feedbag
Hollywood, March 10.
.The old saying, “a lean horse
for a long race,” may be all
right on the turf but not on
the 3-D screen. Ralph McCutcheon, who supplies most of

comParamount ease in
1938 “still remain for the independents,” Sen, E. J. Thye (Rep.,

the filing of the Government’s
plaint in

the steeds' for Hollywood films,
says they must be round and
plump instead of slim, like the
thoroughbred type.
While testing equine actors
for Columbia’s “Fort Ti” In
Natural Vision, he found that
the slim 'ones showed* up like
candidates for the glue factory,
while the fat ones showed
So
streamlined
contours.

Hollywood’s equine feed

national

Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees, is negotiating
with circuit and Broadway ops for
a new contract to replace the one
which expired last September.

the

new U.S.
Senate Small Business Committee,
has set the stage for another industry probe.
Senator Thye informed North
Central Allied here that when the
Committee holds it initial meeting
late this montk or-in early April,
it will comply with the NCA request to make an investigation into
the present distributor policy of
Minn.), chairman of the

bills

are going up.

Question of extra pay for projeo
tionists displaying 3-D pix has resulted in a hassle- between the
boothmen’s union and theatre operators.
Dispute is particularly
marked in the metropolitan New
York area where Local 306, Inter-

Minneapolis, March 10.
Asserting that the same general
problems that have been the subject of extensive litigation since

pre-releasing the better boxoffice
pictures at advanced admissions
one of its. first orders of business.

3-D Technicolor

Bow in M&L Pic

Tfie matter is considered urgent
by Senator Thye, he notified NCA,
because of complaints received by
the Committee from other sources

that the producers are violating
the consent decrees and engagaing
in other monopolistic practices in
Hollywood, March 10,
the assignment of availabilities
Three-D Technicolor made its
With the circuits nixing a boost debut yesterday (Mon.) on the new and clearances to the independents, “who are suffering increasing
for stereopix work, an impasse has
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis pic- losses in revenue and going out of
developed. Exhibs claim that the
business in increasing numbers.”
stalemate is subject to arbitration ture, less than 60 hours after initial
The sales” policies investigation
under previous agreements with tests with the new system were
the union, a contention the booth- made for producer Hal Wallis. Test will be the first step in an already
men disclaim. As a result, the the- footage was shot Friday afternoon authorized Committee study of the
entire subject of motion picture
atremen have appealed to IA prexy
Richard F. Walsh for a ruling. and Wallis and Joseph Hazen distribution. Senator Thye says.
Walsh, currently in Las Vegas for signed contracts for the Techni- He declares “a thoroughgoing inan IA board meeting, has notified color process Saturday evening vestigation of the problem might
suggest the need for new legislaLocal 306 io delay action until he after seeing the initial footage,
returns 4 and
film, “Money From Home,” tion,” or, in the alternative, “the
gives
the
matter
thorough study.
will be the first $-D film to com- Conupittee might be able to assist
Meanwhile, boothmen have pro- bine top boxoff ice personalities and in arriving at a workable system
posed to the circuits that they musical production numbers. It has of arbitration.”
National Allied States had
would drop the demand for extra been budgeted at $2,000,000.
pay on 3-D work if the theatres
In announcing the start of pro- take the lead in enlisting the Senaccede-to their requests for a*-regu- duction, Wallis declared that the ate Small Business .Committee aid
lar wage hike. Circuits, citing the Technicolor 3-D system, developed in the fight against the pre-releaswavering b.o., have turned down secretly by the tint firm’s engi- ing? of pictures *at advancejd admisbecause
all demands for a ‘boost and have neer?, is “far ahead of all other sions
the
Committee
countered with a proposal for a* 3-D systems now available and has chairman and another of its mem*
reduction in the number of pro- greater vitality and faithfulness to bers are both Minnesotans, accordjectionists
manning the booths. natural tones than the Technicolor ing to Bennie Berger, NCA president.
Arguing that “too many” of its 2-D process.”

M&L

11

-

NCA

‘

members are already unemployed,
a Local 306 spokesman declared
that the union would never agree
to such an. arrangement.
*
Despite numerous meetings, the
union and the circuits are no nearer an agreement than they were
six months ago. The old contract
is currently in force and any wage
gains, if forthcoming, will be retroactive to the* expiration date of
the pact. A spokesman for the theatre ops declared that the points
of difference were “too numerous
to mention.” He said no meetings
for further talks had been sched-

Technicolor system involves the
use of six negatives 'passing simultaneously through the camera.
“Money,” directed by George Marshall, represents the top budget
outlay thus far for a' Martin
Lewis, film.-

&

•

READY WARNER H’WOOD
FOR CINERAMA DEBUT

In bringing the matter to the
two Senators’ attentipn, Berger
charged that “present, pre-releasing
of prattically every good boxoffice
picture at advanced admissions,
and not television, is slowly
strangling the independent exhibitor and forcing, him out of business,” and that, as far as-he’§ concerned, it’s better that the entire
industry die rather than continue

along present lines.
Senator Thye, answering NCA,
stated that his Committee has reWork starts Thursday (12) ‘on ceived complaints from four assothe remodelling of the Warner Hol- ciations of motion picture exhibuled.
lywood Theatre for Cinerama. With itors and* from several independent exhibitors “alleging that the
installation of the new equipment,
producers are distributing their
Quite Dimensional
the theatre’s 2,756 seats will be re- product in an unfair, discriminaIndie producer Abner J. Greshtory and inequitable manner.”
ler is eyeing the depth-pic field duced to 1,512.
;
S. D. Kane, NCA executive counAlthough the opening of “This
from a couple of angles. •
Is
Cinerama”'
is slated for April sel, will appear before the Small
*
He’s registered two titles with
Business Committee as a witness
about
eight
weeks
the
29,
away,
the Motion Picture’ Assn, of Amerwhen it opens its investigation. Ted
ican: “History of Motion Pictures demand for tickets lias" been so
—1893 to 3-D” and “3;D in Ab- heavy that the theatre has set up a Mann, former NCA president, also
/
mail order system to handle it. has volunteered to. testify regardstract.”
Evening prices for “This Is 'Cin- ing allegedly illegal trade pracerama” will be.. $2.80 for orchestra tices, including competitive bidand loges, and' $1.80 for balqony. ding as now conducted.
Matinee prices, except Sundays,
“We have gathered enough eviwill be $1.80 for orchestra and dence to send some distributor
Continued
from
page
7
loges,
and
for
$1,20
balcony.
si
heads and branch managers to jail
for- violating the law that prohibits
in addition to the- original 'basic

Hollywood, March

'

10.

‘

’

.

WB

L

Sound System

sound track

which

accompanies

the picture.

The Warner announcement declares that the Paramount is installing 25 special speakers “to
achieve the fullest possible values
of the expanded sound system.” It
notes also that Robert J. O’Donnell, head of the Interstate Circuit of Texas, is already equipping the houses in Dallas, Houston,

Lippert Ex-Employees

claims Berger.

In Suit for Back Wages
Two former employees of Lfppert Pictures’ New York exchange
have filed suit in N..-Y, Supreme
Court td recover a total of $3,569
them in back wages.
defendants in the action are
Lippert Pictures, Inc., and Lippert
allegedly due

Named

San Antonio and Fort Worth with Pictures, Inc., of Buffalo.
WarnerPhonic reproducing
David M, Sohmer, ex-Lippert
facilities.
branch manager, wants $2,677
Vicwhile
the
RCA
Robert Greenblatt asks $892.
time,
same
the
At
tor Division of the Radio Ccrp. of They charge that in five years with
America announces the develop- Lippert the firm granted no vacament of theatre sound systems for tions, and the money sought would
stereophonic sound* reproduction cover vacation pay on the basis
to accompany any type of 3-D film. of two weeks off each year.
Moreover, Sohmer. and GreenEngineering development on the

similar

Shores
equipment, it’s reported, has
Attorneys bringing the action new
completed and it is bow in
included Robert W. Kenny, former been
stages of production at the
California Attorney General; Ben early
plant
in Camden, N. J. J. E.
Margolis, William B. Esterman and RCA
RCA chief of theatre
Volkman,
and
Margolis
Thomas E. Neusom.
engineering, is currentEsterman themselves were “lin equipment
the ly in Hollywood conferring with
witnesses before
friendly”
film technicians.
|
Committee.

distributors from fixing theatre admission prices for their pictures,”

October they
last
hdard rufnbrs that' the N. Y. exManagesold.
change was to be
ment is said tp have reassured
neverthethem on this score, but
less,
the papers stated, shortly

blatt

assert,

thereafter the branch
over by Favorite Films.

NCA Would

Picket

Minneapolis, March 10.
North Central Allied directors
authorized its president, Bennie
Berger, to proceed with picketing
of theatres playing pictures at advanced admissions, starting with
“Peter Pan” at RKO-Orpheum
March 25, if counsel to be consulted deems such action legal. Banners carried by pickets would urge
public not to be “suckers,” but to
remain away when boxoffice prices
are boosted.
Berger also was Instructed to notify the film companies that if all
pre-rele.a?ed

advanced

admission

pictures are not kept in their regular availability slots for neighbor-

hood and other suburban subsequent runs, instead of being with-

drawn from distribution
a second downtown run

was taken admissions,

[damus law

NCA
suits

until after
at regular
will institute man-

-

!

.
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A
LOOK

This cover. of

showmanship

THIS
1

will

Read about

history.

it

unique promotion idea for a great box-office

make

M-G-M’ s

attraction,

below

sparkling

TECHNICOLOR

musical

Kook

— The LOOK cover
MELVIN”

I

4

M-G~M!s TIE-UP WITH

IS

*

LOVE

above featuring Debbie Reynolds is part of the story theme of "I
and appears importantly in the production.
*

.

2 — The

same cover that appears

March

in "I

LOVE MELVIN”

is

LOOK,

on

24th.

.The same issue carries a story about Debbie, Donald O’Connor and "I

3

out on

issue of April 7th,

4 LOOK

magazine distributors with thousands of 2-color 'T

will furnish'

.

truck posters (size

5

LOOK

44" x 28").

will distribute 50,000 ’T

6 — LOOK_fieId

LOVE MELVIN.”
LOVE MELVIN"

LOVE MELVIN”

men and American News Company

newsstand cards.

branches are at your service. Communicate

with them.

26 MILLION PEOPLE SEE
FILM’S HIGHLIGHTS

ON T.V.

Or

Sunday, March 22nd, on Ed Sullivan’s
CBS “Toast Of The Town” the nation will
see highlight scenes and hear musical excerpts

from “I

LOVE MELVIN.”
a trailer in

It’s like

\

THE

homes

Seeing

is

believing.

across America.

.

.•AWAV.V.V.V.'.V.'.V.MV

SHOWMANSHIP MUSICAL!

On March

v.v.v.v.v.v.*Ni»v.v.\

1

;;

NBC’s "What’s The Score”
3:30 P. M. will play the M-G-M Records
Album. See the press book and use the livewire ideas. From ^oast-to-coast the folks will
be saying “I LOVE MELVIN.”
14th
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Argue Bordonaro Plea

Inside Stuff-Pictures

For More Damages

Death of Josef Stalin last week, which sent radio-TV commentators
and others on the prowl for anecdotes on the Soviet leader, resulted
of Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture
in a spotlighting
Assn of America. Johnston had a three-hour interview with Stalin
described in an article in Collier's. Taped seslater
he
which
in 1944
seen on NBC’s “Today” TV show last Friday
sion with Johnston was
some of the highlights of his call upon
reprising
exec
the film
(6)
Johnston taper also was heard on the Mutual radio network
Stalin.
the same day and Telenews Productions serviced TV stations across
the country with an interview session, with Johnston re Stalin.
The MPAA chief, incidentally, fias a Russo-made pic, running 25
minutes, in which he is seen on a Moscow tour and in the huddle with
Johnston has had private showings of this for associates and,
Stalin.
in view of the interest in Stalin, he may .make it available for public

RKO

tion against Paramount,
and
Bros. Circuit Management,
will be argued today (Wed.) in the
New York Circuit Court of Appeals.
Original verdict of the
U. S. District Court in Buffalo rewarded plaintiff $7,500 in treble

Warner

damages.'

but Par and

TOA

'

:

"

>

55SS Continued from page

3

UPT;

UPT.
Palace,

UPT,

'Fort Worth: Worth,

2,338,

UPT.

.

Camark, d 570.
Most saturated
closdd-circuit
Phoenix:' Paramount, UPT.
area is the eastern time zone: 62
PACIFIC ZONE
theatres in 29 cities with 144,421
San Bernardino, Cal.: Rltz, 920, Warseats. New York, with 11 theatres ner.
representing 27,429 seats, is the
Fresno, Cal.: Fresno, 2,169, Warner.
leading city in this sector. Five
Los Angeles: Orpheum, 2 213, Sherrill
cities in this territory
Pittsburgh, Corwin; Ritz, 1,950^ Fox West Coast;
Baltimore. Washington, Cleveland Downtown, 1,757, Warner; Paramount,
and Detroit
have ifour tele- 3,387, UPT.
Hollywood: Hollywood, 2,756, Warner.
equipped theatres each, Richmond,
Beverly Hills: Beverly Hills, 1,612,
Va., has three, while Philadelphia, Warner.
Buffalo, Erie. Pa., Boston and RuthHuntington Park, Cal.: Huntington
erford, N. J., have two each. One Park, 1,468, Warner.
Santa Barbara, Cal.: Granada, 1,675,
of the latter is a drive-in.
Warner.
The central time zone is comSan Francisco: Paramount, 2,462,
posed of 28 theatres in 19 cities UPT; Telenews, 399, Telenews.
with 67,288 seats. The multi closedSeattle: Orpheum, 2,599, John Hamcircuit cities are Chicago, with six rick.
Tacoma: Temple, 1 629.
theatres, and Milwaukee, MinnePortland: Liberty, 1,832.
apolis, St. Louis and Dallas, with
two each.
^The mountain time zone is represented by five theatres in three
cities with a seating capacity of
5,431. Denver and Salt Lake City
have two TV theatres each.
The Pacific time zone has 15
theatres in T1 cities with 28,828
seats. Only cities with more than
one big-screen house are Los Angeles, with four, and San Francisco, with two.
/
The following is the city-by-city
breakdown of TV theatres, with
With arbitration again bottled up
their seating capacities and names in a blind alley, sales toppers
of
of their operators:
the major companies no longer

—

—

.

3-D Cues Nix Of

2 Pre-Releases

AYearPerCo.

EASTERN ZONE

New

York: Lane,

Despite continued assurances that
TOA will seek a solution to the
rental problem without Federal aid,
both Starr and Reade intimated
that it may be necessary on an
individual basis. “Individual exhibitors,” Starr declared, “will make
every move possible to remedy the
situation.” It was also pointed out
that if concerted action by the

rectors.

In a prepared statement, Reade
stated: “The decision of courts in
U. S. vs. Paramount, et al., and

St.,

Guild,

Guild

450,

2,720,

Theatres;

Loew; Paramount,

Victoria, 2,282,

UPT; Pox,

RKO

Lane;

1,580,

RKO; Warner.

3,131,

3,650,

Fabian; Marine, 2,148,
Century; Queens, 2,146, Century; Ford-

ham,

4,060,

RKO;

2,353,

Academy,

2,911,

Skouras.

Albany: Grand,
Binghamton, N.
Comerford.

1,552,

Fabian.

Y.:

Capitol,

Buffalo: Century, 2,911,
Center, 2,200, UPT.

Max

2,284,

Yellin;

Rutherford, N. J.: Rivoli, 1,580, SkouS-3 Drive, 1,300 (cars), Smith.
Asbury Park: St. James, 1,558, Reade.
Fort Lee, N. J.: Lee, 1,500, Moss.
Camden, N. J.: Stanley, 2.213, Warner.
Philadelphia: Royal (colored), 1,030,

ras;

Moe Wax;

Stanley, 2,947, Warner.
Chester, Pa.i Stanley, 2,265, Warner.
Erie:
Shea’s
(Jamestown Amus.),

the decrees entered therein, all had I,434. Shea’s Warner, 2,584, Warner.
Pittsburgh: Stanley, 3,719, Warner:
as a major basis of their philosophy
Penn, 3,486, Loew; J. P. Harris, 2,106,
that the distributors were not to
J. P. Harris; Fulton, 1.727, Shea (Jamescompel nor to control admission town Amtis.).
prices. The current practice of deProvidence: Carleton, 1,425, Comermanding unrealistic film rental is, ford.
Boston:' Pilgrim,
in our opinion, bringing about inPinanskl
1,500,
directly what the law has declared (Amer. Theatres); State, 3,583, Loew.
It
to be illegal if done directly.
cannot be that the courts and the
Dept, of Justice expected this development to occur, nor that they
will condone it. It has become increasingly clear that the continuation of this policy by distribution
will drive exhibitors to seek relief
from the Dept, of Justice.

Appealing to the business sense
of the distribs, Starr declared that
the hiked-term policy was driving
exhibs out of business. “The burden of keeping theatres open with
product that has not been sensational has been tremendous,” Starr
said. “The- plight of the exhibitor is
serious. There has been a steadily
declining boxoffice reception for
average pictures and the exhibitor
has been waiting for the special
pictures to make up for his losses.

Natick, Mass.: Colonial,

1,502,

Pinan-

(Amer. Theatres).
Lynn, Mass.: Paramount,

ski

Baltimore:
State,

1JB60,

2,400, UPT.
Warner;
2,843,
Century, 3,048,

Stanley,

Durkes;

Loew; Met, 1,320, Milton Schwabcr.
Washington: Warner, 2,154, Warner;
Capitol, 3,432, Loew;
Keith’s,
1,838,

RKO;

Lincoln,

1,568, District

Richmond, Va.:

State,

Toledo:. Rivoli,

2,663,
2,455,

1,393,

RKO.
Skirball

(Wil-

lard).

Cincinnati: Albee, 3,037, RKO.
Cleveland: State, 3,446, Loew; Esquire, 714 (WXEL), Community Circuit;
Allen,
Warner; Palace, * 3,284,
3,009,

RKO; Hippodrome,
Detroit:

3,465, Telenews.
Wisper
2,500,

Eastown,

&

Westman; Michigan, 4,020, UPT; Palms
State, 2,967, UPT; Hollywood, 3,435, Det.

.

out that the theatreman cannot bypass these films
because “he needs them to stay in
business and maintain his prestige

at $1.20.
Capacity houses in the obtained. The film will probably
evening occurred throughout the be shown through today (10), acweekend.
cording to Lever. He says the vetWilliam J. Clarahari, Detroit dis- erans’ organization didn’t register in a territory. Noting that this is
tricts commander of the Legion, its protest until Saturday (7), SO
TOA’s first statement on the highsaid his organization does not con- that it took till today to get a subprice question as an organization,”
sider
matter of stitute film.
“the
subject
Starr asserted: “This is an appeal
‘Limelight’ subversive we are priA Legion spokesman says the to their (distribs) reasonableness.
marily concerned with Charles group objects to Chaplin, not the If they fail to listen to reason,
Chaplin, the person who will profit film itself.
eventually everybody will be in
materially from the showing of the
Reade added that he
trouble.”
film.”
hoped the distribs will realize that
Pete Earl Hudson
Clarahan sail the Krim managethey have to share in this responDetroit, March 10.
ment was given a hearing by memsibility.

—

Gary, Ind.: Palace,

Hammond,

Ind.:

2,458,

Marc Wolf.

Paramount,

1,980,

UPT.
Indianapolis:

Indiana,

3,313,

Ted

Gamble.
Chicago: Crown, 1,299, Essaness; State
Lake, 2,649, UPT-Bek; Marbro. 3,931,

UPT;

'

'

*

v

CITY COUNCIL ASKS
INVENTORY TAX CHANGE

L. A.

Los Angeles, March 10.
Los Angeles City Council passed

Loew;

Byrd, 1,396, Thalheimer; National,
Fabian.

Dayton: Keith’s,

consider themselves bound by their
tentative agreement to keep prereleases down to two pix per distrib
duri .g a year.
Their sentiment is cued by the
advent of a flock of 3-D and widescreen pix for which they expect
top biz during the initial period of
novelty attraction. In addition,
they pointyout, there’ll be the regular flow of top-grade flats on
which the distribs intend to ask top
terms.
One sales topper commented in
N. Y. last week (6) that agreement to limit advance-price pix to
two a year was part of an arbitration plan which- never got beyond
the proposal stage and that it was
never a firm commitment by the
distribs.
He thought that it was
wrong for exhibs to “penalize” any
one dompany for coming tip with
more than two films a year deserving of top terms.
“Theatres should realize that a
picture that can demand such
terms is as good for them as it is
for the distributor,” he asserted.

Theatres.

2,111,

by the Ameri- gion here has caused yanking of
can Legion, but the picketing is “Limelight,” with Charles ChapTheatre Ent.
not hurting biz, according to Sol lin.
Film opened Sunday (8) for
Charlotte, N. C.: Carolina, 1,405.
Atlanta, Ga.: Paramount, 2,476, UPT
Krim, owner, and Neil Tailing, a week’s run.
However, the terms being asked
Miami, Fla.: Carib, 2,250, .Wometec.
manager.
A1 Lever, city manager for the for the specials are so excessive
Jacksonville: Florida, 3,155, UPT.
The 1,000-seat house had SRO Interstate Theatre Circuit, says that the exhibitor has not opporFamous
Toronto:
Imperial,
2,240,
signs out Friday (6) when the pic- “Limelight” will be replaced as tunity to benefit.
Plav^rc
ture opened.
Tickets are selling soon as a substitute film can be
CENTRAL ZONE
Starr pointed
atre, local art house,

2,320,

Dallas: Majestic, 2,405,
2 283

installations. The most up-toMOUNTAIN ZONE
survey reveals
HO tele- Denver: Broadway, 1,000, Wolfberg;
equipped theatres in 62 cities with Paramount, 2,096, Fox Intermountain.
Salt Lake City: Utah, 1,765, UPT:
a total seating capacity of 245,968.

Warner;

was necessary it would first have
be weighed by the executive
committee and the board of di-

’

Seat 245,968

Houston: Metropolitan,

date

86th

to

1

TV

compromise and negotiation.”

TOA

is

See $5,000,000

-

chief emphasized,
ditions, the
“We will explore every avenue of

i

News Notes because “during

and Delilah” on Par’s books.

7

would be worse than present con-

(Tues.)

Paramount placed an order for 400 Technicolor prints of “Shane,”
production, in following up on merchandising
film at Par’s recent New York sales convention.
That’s an unusually high number of prints for a single pic, equalled
only by the orders for “The Greatest Show on Earth” and “Samson

are attorneys for Bor-

policy.” Starr also reiterated TOA’s
policy of not calling in the “cops,”
pointing out that such action could
result In Government regulation
and the end of free enterprise in
the film industry. Declaring that
the end result of such a move

Rank Organization, who

new George Stevens
plans mapped for the

& Rome

Continued from page

1

Leak through which the Italian government gets the lawdown on
Motion Picture Assn, of America policy decisions and strategy almost
as soon as they are worked out, is currently puzzling MPAA prexy
Eric Johnston. Latter has informed the companies of his concern in
view of the delicate stage of current discussions on a new Italo-American film pact. News, which was withheld from the American press, has
appeared in Rome papers only a day or two after it was made in N. Y.
Advance notice to the Italians on what the U. S, companies plan to
do is seen weighting the scale in Rome’s favor.

subsequent period asked

dared: “The policy of our organization has been to try to stay away
from a third agency to mitigate
industry problems. We will try as
hard as possible to maintain that

,

*

ering a

donaro.

and brutality ... have not been permitted on Indonesian screens for
the past several years.” Maas held that Linton was overlooking the,
fact that “millions in heavily populated Indonesia depend almost solely
on motion pictures for diversion from the toil and worries of their
daily existence.”
He commented on “the magnificent job” done by
Hollywood pix in raising Indonesian hopes for a better future.

applauded in the April issue of Christopher
the last quarter of a century he has
courageously confined to select themes with a positive spiritual significance for many of his pictures.” It was noted that 25 years ago
the American Assn, for the Advancement of Atheism raised protests
against the producer's “King of Kings” and “Ten Commandments” and
urged that he eliminate such subject matter from his future product.
The Christophers, a Catholic organization, promotes the employment
of persons of high moral calibre and of all faiths in the fields of education, government, labor relations and the creative end of the press,
radio, TV and motion pictures.

totaling $27,500. Suit cov-

fer

Charges against U. S. pix being shown in Indonesia, made in a letter
to the N. Y. Times by Charles Linton, writing from Jakarta, were answered in that same space last week (5) by Irving Maas, director of
the Asian division of the Motion Picture Assn, of America’s internaMaas, a recent visitor to that country, commented
tional division.
that thero are few countries where -films are selected for public exhibition more carefully than in Indonesia, where “scenes of violence

Tight schedule of John Davis, managing director of the J. Arthur
flew into N. Y. from London yesterday
and hops out to the Coast tomorrow (Thurs.), is preventing
Milton R, Rackmil, Universal prexy, and Alfred E. Daff, exec v.p.,
from attending Lewis F. (Luke) Blumberg’s marriage to Nilda Colon
on Saturday (14) in N. Y.
Rackmil and Daff had hoped to delay their departure long enough
to be present at the ceremonies. L. F. Blumberg is the son of N. J.
Blumberg, U board chairman. However, Davis and Kenneth Har-‘
greaves, his exec assistant, are anxious to get to Hollywood for aii
intensive quickie survey of the 3-D situation, and Rackmil and Daff
are leaving with them tomorrow. Showmen fete Luke Blumberg at a
bachelor dinner at Delmonico’s, N. ^., tomorrow night.

RKO, was awarded

damages

damages from $58,000 to $105,000
and is the one now at issue. Sidney B. Pfeifer is the attorney for
RKO and Frank Raichle reps Par
and WB. Gray, Anderson, Schaef-

.

in 62 Cities:

Notwithstanding the current furor over 3-D, there has been a slow
but steady buildup of theatres with

.

•Case involves the Bordonaro circuit’s .Palace first-run at Olean
and the Warner circuit’s Havens,
also at Olean. Bordonaro last year
took all the major distribs to court*
and, after the elimination, of all

Last week’s move by J. J. Theatres and Luxor Group, Inc., for an
injunction to stop 20th-Fox from allegedly discriminating against the
Luxor Theatre in the Bronx, N. Y., surprised the trade. J. J. and
Luxor Group only recently lost a $3,075,000 antitrust suit against the
major Skouras Theatre in N. Y. Federal Court, when a jury found
for the defendants. In light of the jury’s dismissal of the monetary
damages sought, 'the motion for an injunction is believed unpreceOriginal complaint charged 20th with conspiring to withdented.
hold first-run product from the Luxor and asked damages as well as
In explaining his move for a restraining order, J. J.injunction.
an
Luxor attorney Monroe E. Stein pointed out that an injunction is
never decided by a jury, but always by a judge. Meantime, Federal
Judge Edward Weinfeld, who presided at the trial, will hear arguments
on the motion April 2.

TV

For

15

Now Equipped

110 Film Theatres

Appeal claiming inadequate dfimages for Bordonaro Bros. Theatres
of Olean, N. Y., in its antitrust ac-

exhibition.

Cecil B. DeMille

PICTVBES

Pfi&IETT

UPT; Uptown, 4,320,
UPT; Telenews, 606, Telenews.

Tivoli. 3,414,

a resolution asking the State Legislature to change the warehouse

and inventory laws which cause
motion picture studios to hustle
every can of film out of the state

when inventory time
in

rolls

around

March.

Resolution, introduced by Councilman Ed J. Davenport, declares
the “archaic” features of the law
contribute to the annual slump in
studio employment and cost the
state “millions in taxes, business

volume and employment income.”

Fox Sets

Distrib Depots

For Specs Sale

to Exhibs

Matthew Fox, in partnership
with Commercial International Co.,
has completed a deal with National
Film Service, carrier organization,
by which National will establish
depots in all exchange areas for

the disect sale to exhibitors of
polarized glasses for 3-D viewing.
National, of which James P. Clark
Minneapolis; Radio City, 4,013, UPT; is prez, is affiliated with National
Film Carriers.
Gopher, 1,028, Berger.
Specs manufactured by the ComSt. Louis: State, 3,166, Loew; Shenandoah, 1.331. S. Koan (Louis Jab Loos). mercial outfit are form-fittiing and
Testimonial is set Jiere for next
bers of the Legion's district execuKansas City, Mo.: Ashland, 1,572. adjustable, and can be placed over
Commonwealth (E. Rhoden).
(16) for Earl J.
tive board and asked to cancel the Monday night
standard eye glasses, according to
3-D
Wis. Ozoners
Memphis: Malco, 2,682, Malco Theshowing of the film. They chose Hudson, who’s exiting as head of
First deliveries are schedFox.
atres.
theadrive-in
how
of
Question
to deny the request and accept the United Detroit Theatres to shift to
“Emergency”
New Orleans: Saenger, 3,420, E. V. uled for May 15.
Legion’s picketing.
L. A. He has been named exec tre operators can cope with or ad- Richards, Jr.-UPT.
will be made before that
shipments
Krim and Tailing served coffee v.p. of the western division of the just to tri-dimension will be taken
“Bwana
Artists’
Birmingham: Ritz, 1,473.
United
for
date
up at a national ozoner convention
to the pickets and everyone agreed American Broadcasting System.
Des Moines: Paramount, 1,708. UPT. Devil” and the upcoming MarclanoFourth
that the picketing was peaceful.
Rialto.
2,450,
Louisville:
Hotel Sheraton-Cadillac dinner March 24-26 in Milwaukee.
Warners'
films,
plus
Walcott
Conventional outdoor - theatre Amus. Corp.
,
is being set up by Variety Club of
“House of Wax.” New tieup means
for
Lawrence, Kans.: Granada, 922, ComDetroit. James Sharkey, general matters also are on the agenda
Last-Minute Move
simplification anfi a saving in
Theatres.
monwealth
manager of Cooperative Theatres the session, which Allied Theatres
Houston, March 10.
freight costs, states Fox,
Omaha: Orphettm, 2,938, UPT.
|
of Wisconsin is hosting.
Protest from the American Le- of Michigan, is chairman.
'

on

Milwaukee:

Warner,

2,431,

Warner;

Riverside, 2,436, James Coston.
St, Paul: Paramount, 2,362, UPT.

—

%

Levey to

Indie Assn. Presses Fight to Nip

tion Picture Distributors Assn, of
America intends pressing its fight
on subsidized distribution of' foreign pix In the U. S. market, using both persuasion and, if necessary, legal steps to dissuade the
majors from further support of
Italian Films Export as long as it
*

.

<

Samuel Gbldwyn’s
“Hans Christian Andersen”
and Walt Disney’s “Peter

releases,

Pan.”
including Allied States prez Wilbur Snap-

squawking
been
over rental terms for “Pajj
but there have been no beefs
Puzzling
anent “Andersen.”
factor is that the terms are
identical, based on a 60-40
split,

.

as chairman, Goldberg, Margolin,

Mayer,

George

Lopert.

Eight

Roth and Ilya
committees have

60%

the

distrib.

berg, veepee; Sanford W. Weiner,
secretary, and George Margolin,
-

-

*

to deal with censormethods,
ship,. taxes, distribution
public relations, ethical practices,
to indie
open
Membership is
etc.
distribs as well^as to distribs jpf

(N.Y Stock Exchange)

For the Week Ending Tuesday (10)
*

•

—

,

Cos. Negotiating

A

.

.

Col. Pic

Decca

8

3%
3%
3%

4%

%

5%

Decision to liquidate $4,500,000
in U. S. distrib earnings in France
up to June 31, 1952 in dribs and
drabs, rather than large chunks
of coin, has slowed the process of
remitting the funds. Only about
$1,500,000 has been

number

but,. a

hanging

fire.

moved
of

Practically

all

15%

ii

13

10%
45%
12%

127
201
380
89
99

Rep., pfd.

11

99
297

Univ., pfd. ..
Bros.

1.2

.

65

57

163/6

152

Warner

88%

68

Zenith

129

.

15%
80%

94
59
150
4

29%

193/4

4

Du Mont

15

....

2% Monogram

28%

20%

3%

2%

Technicolor

.

Trans-Lux
Over-the-Counter Securities

are

are

Cinecolor

Under the"' French film pact
signed in Paris last year by Eric
Johnston, Motion Picture Assn, of
America prexy, the French permitted the accrued $4,500,000 to
be put into capital accounts, with
the MPAA permitted to make deals
for the coin. The French indicated
that they’d prefer the American
industry to liquidate its earnings
in two. or three large chunks,
rather than in bits and pieces.
In the. latter case, the distribs
•

.

.

16%

+
—
—
%
—1

7/8

37/8

27%

3%

3%

Bid

Ask

1%
3%
4%

2%
3%
4%
9%

%

+ 1%
+ %

29

.3
\‘

—%
—%

16 3/6

33%

4

.

Production

•

—

—%
%

+
+ %
—

Mack

Ink,

Up to

12,000,000

Tabu
Both the union and the film
companies have indicated that the
signing" of a contract in A one area

and the Other a suit of Pictorial
Films vs. UA, ELC and Pathe InCase has been set for trial March
20 but an adjournment is expected
to be asked, since Pathe attorneys
aren’t ready to proceed. The Pictorial Films action for a declaratory
judgment was brought in January,
1952, in N. Y..UA and ELC claimed
have the. 16m
didn’t
Pictorial

& & MarS'SSLSJ

help.

I

Pictorial,

Pathe sold in November,
1951, then turned around and sued,
The Chesapeake Industries vs.
UA and ELC suit was filed last
July, claiming that under the contract under which UA bought ELC,

which

.to
$450,000
attorneys for Chesaattached $240,000 of

entitled

coin.

'

for patent rights in Germany and
isn’t covered in a number of
Scandinavian countries either;

boosted production of its polaroid
viewers from 100,000 last December to 12,000,000 for this month
and is blueprinting new plants in
Britain and France to start opera-

it

Situation in Britain, where Rolf
of Polarizers International
Polaroid reps, has recently

Ashby
Ltd.,

tions later this year.

According
Polaroid

in Ya. as

to

conferred with Kasemann,

Donald

single-film

Vectograph

Churches

Brown agreed

that,

com-

Kasemann

patents. However, none
of these glasses has as yet been
sold. Danger of cellophane specs,
according to Brown, is that they
tend to leak color, which causes

system

claimed, will create
it’s
stereo effects with the use of only
one projector. Brown said Monday
that the next development
(9)
would be construction of a plant
to manufacture the necessary equipment. Because of certain similarities, it’s possible that Polaroid may
work with Technicolor in ironing
out’ remaining bugs.

which,

~ Underwrite

is

plicated. A company was recently
reported planning to turn out polarizers, claiming it’s using the

Brown,

the company has also
technical work on its

v.p.,

completed

‘Cry’ Film Surprise

Draw

a Month

Riding high with the current 3-D type of material Polaroid is turnout. Polaroid hits never filed
boom, the Polaroid Corp. has ing

_

A

Court Action on 2 Suits ftg

UA

78%

Polaroid Sees Beauconp

’

Federal District Court in N. Y.,
acting on a motibn by United Artists, this week is expected to sign
an order icombinirtg for trial two
actions. One involves the Chesapeake Industries, Inc., vs. UA and
Eagle Lion Classics suit asking recovery of $450,000 in monies due,

was

15

-

Asking for Combined

Since then,
peake have

-

r

,

Pathe

%
%
4 %
—
—%
%
+ %
4-

11

16%
15%
63%
15%
79%

•

4

pix.

37/8

4%
3 3%

8
•••««
U. A. Theatre:;
83%
73%
Walt Disney
Co.)
( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus

;

certain

33/4

33%

103%

.

&

to

+
—%

—
—%

263%

9%

16%

i

rights

6%

15%
14%
63%

»««•••
Cinerama
Chesapeake Industries (Pathe)

.

UA

12%

28%
34%

103%

*

64

192
49

10%

3%

10%
16%
15%

—
—%
—%
+ %
—
%
+ %
—
—%

45

6-

3%
4%
3%

5.

.

13%
41
403%
123%

27%
33%
25%

28%
34%
27

.

133%

40%
40%
12%
10%
44%
12%

6%

318
50
RKO Piets.
RKO Theats.. 98
49
Republic ....
Stanley War..
20th-Fox ....
Univ. Pic.

Net.

Change
week

American Stock Exchange

out- so.

deals

10%
10%

*

17

14%
41%
40%

.

m

11%
11%

Coin Moves Slowly

Tues.
Close

for

100s
173

36
26
40
117*

.

41% Eastman Kdk
11% Loew’s
6% 3%. Nat’l Thea.
30% 21% Paramount.
36% 26% Philco
293/6
23% RCA

for small amounts.

.

_

CBS, “A”
CBS, “B”

48
18V4

have
Motion bej d on an individual basis, nePicture Assn, of America and the cess itating travelling expenses for
Italians, “.loaning” latter $2,500,000, three units, made up of teams of
didn’t' include any understanding three or four homeoffice execs, to
that IFE would distribute as well v i s jt every exchange in the coun- were limited 'to removal of a
as plug pix.
try, perhaps for two or three con- monthly
maximum of $300,000^
IMPDAA, repped by Ephraim fab s ..
Since the pact was retroactive to
discussing the
Tendon, has beten
_
M
^ 4!
J
Richard F. July 1, ’52, MPAA by now could
prexy
IA
Previously,
situation with the MPAA and had Walsh conducted the negotiations have remitted $2,400,000.
Combeen “encouraged” by the majors’ in New York, bargaining for all the panies are getting their coin out
response, according to Btirstyn. units at one time. This year, how- at the average rate of from 405
Unless negotiations bring results, ever, the exchange locals, both to 407 francs to the dollar.
the indie group intends" to take back and front room,’ voted to masThe French are living up to their
s
g
Washington. C
^ erm j n(j their own contract talks
JS°
agreement to remit $120,000
x
Ihat IFE
with the P^ture firms, feeling they monthly in current earnings in
tn
^JpAA
MPA
to
thanks
regard for profits,
could get be tter terms on an indi- dollars at the official rate, with the
money. Also, IMPDAA alleges vidua i bas s
rest going into capital accounts
Italian
t^t
Although the contracts expired and towards the special production
able to indies here. We don t hav
last jVjov< 30 and stalks have been incentive fund.
Capital account
0 ”*
a chance of getting films
g(dn g on for about two months, not coin can’t be touched until the
J*
-or three of the top producers in a s j n gi e new agreement has been
backlog
is worked off.'
$4,500,000
Burstyn commented.
Italy,
inked. So far the distrib commit“rr
tee has met with union reps in
7 “ JT. .

Am Br-Par Th

4

far,

between- the

K

13%
33

11

—

.

•

15%
42 Vi
42

32%
13% 10%

Unfrozen French

secretary.
Current negdtiations, involving
Mimrw .
Position of IMPDAA- via IFE, gg territories, between film distrlbs
Italo agency promoting and ais- and exchange employees; Internatributing Italian, pix in this market,
Alliance of Theatrical Stage
is that, as presently constituted, Employees; are costing the picture
IFE operates in restraint of trade eompanies' considerable more coin
and, if continued, could ruin indie than' in previous years/ Not since
distribs. Burstyn said the original
the negotiations been

P

Low

.

domestic product. Org may eventually end up with a full-time exec

agreement

Weekly Weekly Weekly
High
Low
Vol. in

1952-’53

High

.

going to the

‘

.

studio was located.

Hefty Costs For

been formed

Amusement Stock Quotations

have

er,

.

Complete

Jules Levey, indie producer,
leaves N. Y. at the end of this
week for Fort Myers, Fla., to comarrangements for lensing
plete
some sequences of “The Life of
Thomas Edison,” which he’s making in cooperation with the Thomas A, Edison Foundation.
Director Julian Roffman and a
.camera crew are now in Milan, O.,
Edison's birthplace, and shift next
week: to West Orange, N. J., where
the inventor’s first motion picture

Theatremen,

outlined in N. Y. yesterday (Tues.)
by its prexy, Joseph Burstyn. Other
officers of the organization, which
has a membership of 24 and starts
off with a budget of $2,400 by virtue of a $100 initiation fee, are
Arthur L, Mayer and^Max Gold-

treasurer.
Board of directors has Burstyn

, <

execs are baffled by
exhib reaction to its two top

indie group were

Aims of the

Han* - Pan> Puzzle

RKO

activities.

Fla. to

Edison Pic Arrangements ]

Newly formed Ifidependent Mo-

engages in distrib

Wednesday, March IX, 1953

wsmeff

n(iont$

16
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double imaging.

Brown declared that
were making it

lations

tariff

regu-

difficult to

continue shipping large numbers
of polaroid viewers or sheets of the
lfcns material abroad. In the past,
latter has been made into specs
on the spot.
Factories abroad
wouldn’t depend on American supply, the Polaroid exec stated.
Vectograph is called “the great
challenge and the great opportuity” in a special report to the Polaroid Corp. directors from Edwin
H. Land, prexy and director of research. According to Brown, the
advantage of the Vectograph is
that the left and right eye views
are superimposed on the same
frames on the film instead of one
following the other as proposed in
the past. As a result, both eyes
see the same image at the. same
time, flicker trouble is eliminated
and length of film is cut. Proper
registration is pne of the bugs still
remaining in the system*-.

provided 3-D

Bookings sticks around for good, there would
be a definite price reduction in the
Richmond, March 10.
will not necessarily serve as a patThe picture that no local theatre sale of viewers, which are curtern for agreements in other zones,
Consensus is that the negotiations wanted to play wound up with rently- costing exhibs 10c a piece.
“We have had considerable expenwill be prolonged, taking about
9,037 paid admissions after a group ses at our plant to meet the dethree months before all 32 pacts
citizens brought “Cry, mand,” Brown declared. “Once it
persistent
of
are finalized.
the Beloved Country” (UA) in un- stabilizes there’s no doubt that adjustments will have to be made.”
der their own power. Film deals
He added that “we don’t know yet
‘3 LOVES’ IN
OF 5
with Negroes in South Africa.
how long all this will last.”
It seems that Africa is the “forMilton R. Gunzburg’s exclusive
D
PIX
i IA FOR
I
1TIL.1UV eign mission interest” of a num rights to the distribution of Polarof Protestant churches this oid glasses in the U. S. run out
ber
In addition to “The Story of
Three Loves,” which opened at year, and several representatives of July 15. Polaroid execs expect to
Radio City Music Hall Thursday the Presbyterian churches request- meet with him in another month or
ed various theatres to bring in “Be- so to discuss the situation. Gunz(5), Metro has snared four more
loved Country” so that their people burg originally got the rights as an
Broadway dates.
in which “inducement,” according to Brown.
“Lili,”
starring Leslie Caron, could see the situations
preemed yesterday (Tues.) at the their missions operate. Since lit- The deal was for him to handle
tle commercial value was attached the specs for eight months after
Trans Lux 52d St. “Battle Circus,”
a straight play-date the pic was finished.
toplining June Allyson and Hum- to the film on
phrey Bogart, follows United Art- basis, the committee mejt with disIt’s now indicated that handling
couragement.
ists’ “Moulin Rouge” at the CapiEnuf
of the polaroid glasses will be
Eventually they were able to rent turned over to national distribs,
“Sombrero,” with Ricardo
tol.
- Continued from page 5
Montalban, is headed for Loew’s the Lee Theatre, a 544-seat art like National Theatre Supply. It’s }
State, succeeding Universal’s “City house in the Fabian chain, pro- logical for us to handle it that way. reissues, Grainger stated.
He also
Beneath the Sea,” which follows vided they underwrote the film. We would rather not do it our- disclosed that “Jet Pilot,” proFinancing the venture through the selves,” Brown asserted. He said duced by studio boss and board
the current “Bwana Devil.”
“Jeopardy,”
starring
Barbara contributions of 24 members of the company was working on im- chairman Howard Hughes, is now
Stanwyck and Barry Sullivan Presbyterian ohurches, the group provements for its viewers all the set for handling in late fall or
moves into the Mayfair at the end set up a widespread mail and word- time and may in time replace card- early winter.
of the rim of Metro's “Above and of-mouth campaign that paid off so board throwaways with wire or
New production will include
well on the originally scheduled plastic frames
Beyond.”
to provide a better Edmund
Grainger’s
“Second
two-day engagement, that all spon- fit.
Chance”
and “Arizona Outpost,”
sors were reimbursed and a healthy
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RKO Has

J
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Pix Weathering
Continued from page 5
area, this week revealed business in L. A. is running
than last year,
better
10-to-15%
Skouras agrees that the competitive effects of TV are lessening.
This is a switch for Skouras.
With Coast houses belted hard by
TV, the circuit operator created a
stir two years ago with the prediction that 50% of exhibition would
theatreowners
unless
collapse
“alerted themselves to the dangers
of television.”
.Gist of the exhib reports is that
the public is showing discriminaton
ils TV tastes just as it long since

Los Angeles

m

had become selective about films.
The top TV programs still have the

>

big audience, the lesser fare is getting sloughed and the public again
is looking to pix for its kicks.

Reagan Ups 2

-

Two promotions
sales

in Metro’s field
were announced this
distrib topper Charles M.

staff

week by

’

Reagan.
Herbert J. Bennin, manager of
the St. Louis office, was named
head of the Washington, D. C.,
branch, succeeding Jerome Adams,
who resigned to enter another busi-

Thomas E.
Bailey, assistant branch manager
of Charlotte, N. C., moves into the
top spot in St. Louis.
Both men are vets of the Metro
organization, Bennin joining the
company in 1928, and Bailey in
1930.

ness in San Francisco.

balance remained.

The group then rented the Lee
for another three days the following week, allowing the theatre to

Brown explained that the Polar- both to start rolling next Monday
oid Corp. has no patents on view- (16), and “Son of Sinbad,” which
ers as such but only on the vinyl Robert Sparks is to produce. Latcompound of which the polarizing ter goes before the cameras
lenses are made. .He said the com- March 30. Series of other pix bepany stood ready to defend its gin shooting May 1.
rights to its patents, and that it
Prexy said he hasn’t bad a
had so informed Erwin Kasemann, chance to go over matters such as
a German inventor, who for many personnel makeup at the h.o. He
years before the war ^peddled cel- was elected prez and board memlophane polarizers. After the war, ber during his Coast stay.
the U. S. government seized the
patents and threw them open to
again
anyone who wanted to use them. in Vera-Ellen will be teamedDonald
a song-dance role with
Kasemann retaified only the rights O’Connor as one of the
principals
for Germany.
Brown indicated in Paramount’s Bing Crosby-RoseKasemann had made some im- mary Clooney starrer, “White

continue the engagement two more
days for themselves.
Riding the publicity given the
unorthodox procedure by the newspapers,
District
Theatres
also
booked the picture into the Walker,
a 392-seat Negro theatre, and did
better than average business for
a four-day showing. Inquiries have
now been received from other parts
of Virginia asking for particulars
as to how the picture may be obtained for their communities under provements on his viewers and re- Christmas.”
Actress moves over
a similar plan.
cently has shifted to produce the from Metro on a loan-out deal.
•
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Paramount
To Date You In April with-

It’s

a Pleasure! For

PLEASURE
1,500 MARINES on a South

Pacific

island in a love-battle for three never-kissed
cuties played by the
t

'GALS FEATURED IN "LIFE
—on cover and in picture-story
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IN KOREA, MARCH 19
with the three girls in person— before GI audience
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Anna

efforts of Duchess
(Elisa
Cegani) to

Film Reviews
Continued from page 9

One

Tit

Girl’s Confession

Coq

(FRENCH-CANADIAN)
brings on herself. First she steals
Montreal, Feb, 21.
$25,0Q0, hides it, calmly confesses
a
After
Film release of Gratlen Gellnas
jail.
France
goes
to.
the crime and
(Paul L'Anglals, associate).
few years, she’s put on probation production
Stars Gratlen .Frldolln) Gellnas, Monique
and starts waiting on tables in Miller; features Fred Barry, Paul Dupuis,
Haas’ harbor cafe-bar .while carry- Clement Latour. Directed by Roger GaScreenplay,' Gratlen Gellnas. Caming on a yes-and-no relationship rand.
era, Jose Mena. At St. Denis Theatre,
with Langan, a fisherman.
Montreal, Feb. 20, '533.
Ruhning time,
'

.

When Haas

his cafe and
money gambling, she offers to loan
him some. He can't find the loot,

102

loses

MINS.

Tit-Coq
Gratlen Gellnas
Marle-Aftge ........... I. .Monique Miller
Father Desllets .....;
Fred Barry

but she thihks he has when he suddenly becomes a freer spender, and
she wacks him over ‘the head with
a bottle. Believing Haas is dead,
Miss Moore finds her money, gives
it' to an orphanage and surrenders
to the police. However, Haas isn't
dead, so she goes 'off happily with
Langan on his mackerel boat.
Performances* are about what
might be expected from such a plot

Paul Dupuis

Padre
Germaine

Denise Pelletier
Clement Latour
Jean-Paul Defiilets
Aunt Clara ........... .Juliette Bellveau
Amanada Alarle
Mother DesUet*
Camp Commander ....George Alexander

.

Leomod Vcrmette

Jean Duceppe

......

.Corinne Conley
Henri Poltras

Rosie

Uncle Alclde

The tremendous faith Gratien
Gelinas has always had for his
play, “Tit-Coq,” has finally been
and Haas* direction is so measured4 justified, even for the skeptics;
it becomes pedestrian. Paul Ivano’s with this film version.
photography mostly features wellThe life of “Tit-Coq” has been
angled shots of Miss Moore in tight varied and complicated. As a legit
knit goods. The music score is de- offering- several years ago
in
signed to fit the moody meller.
French, it played for many weeks
Brog.
in Montreal to capacity biz. An
English translation, with mo$t of
the original cast, also garnered
Girls
hefty ‘returns, and o'q the strength
of 'this ‘ New York producers inRoutine melodrama for duals.
duced Gelinas to bring the show to
Columbia release of Aubrey' WLsbcrg- New York. It opened there oq. -a
Jack PoUexfen production. Stars Helen Friday night and closed the folloWWalker, Rose Elliott, Susan Morrow; feanight following , indifferent
tures Anthony Jochim, Jrimes Seay, Mar- irig
jorie Stapp, Roy Regnier, EUeene Stevens', critical opinions.
Tom Cnarlesworth, - Beverly Garland,
As
a screen vehicle “Tit-jQoq” is
Joyce Jameson. Directed by E. A. Dupont.
Screenplay, Wisberg and Pollexfen; cam- perhaps the -first, full-length film
.

Problem

•

.

era, John L. Russell, Jr.; editor, Fred
Feltshahs, Jr.; music, Albert Glasser.

Tradeshown, N.Y., March
time, 70 MINS.
Miss Dixon
John Page
Jean Thorpe
Professor Richards

Max Thorpe
Bella

Dr.“Manning
Mrs. Kargen
Mr.- Clammerley

Nancy Eaton
Peggy Carstalrs
Claire Harris
Valerie Ci’eighton
Dorothy Childers
Judith
Louise
Interne

Photographer
Mr, Carstalrs
Henderson
Miss Fanshaw

6; '53.

made

in Canada by Canadians that
show a profit. The marquee

Running, will

draw of the name .Gratien (FridoHelen Walker
Ross Elliott lin) Gelinas is surefire in this provSusan Morrow ince, and with the blanket coverAnthony Jochim age of the distributors, France
James Seay
Marjorie Stapp Film, both in Quebec and through
Roy Regnier the New England states, the b.o.
Elleene Stevens returns should be
solid.
Tom Charlesworth
Beverly Garland
“Tit-Coq” is the story of a
Joyce Jameson cocky young French-Canadian
Nan

sol-

Leslie

dier born out of wedlock; bis meeting with Marie-Ange; their courtship and separation when he goes
overseas; her' eventual marriage co
Merritt Stone someone else through a misunderWalter Bonn
standing,
Joyce Jarvis

Mara Corday
Tandra Quinn
Norma Eberhardt
Eric Colmar

and Tit-Coq’s

John Oger

"bitterness

when he comes home

to find himpoor little .guy on his
own and his chance at a respecta“Problem Girls” is routine melo- ble marriage shattered.
drama, >and as such shapes up as
.The
greater latitude
offered
suitable supporting material for
the duals. Story of Aubrey Wisberg through the medium of the film
makes
Tit-Coq
more
a
convincing
and Jack Pollexfen', who jointly
produced, follows conventional lines figure than on the stage. Although
although there’s an occasional ex- Gelinas has followed his original
ploitable peg. Exhibitors will need story at all times, the screen gives
them since marquee values are him a better chance to build the
explosiv* \ and sometimes cynical
light.
Script has medical student Ross character of Tit-Coq in more befashion.
His meeting
Elliott taking a temporary job as lievable
a psychology instructor at a private with Marie-Ange at her family’s
school for mentally unstable girls. home at Christmas and the* tradiLittle time elapses before he dis- tionay French festivities are capcovers that the institution’s oper- tured with* spirit and honesty.
ator (Helen Walker) and athletic Tempo throughout, except during
director James Seay are drugging midway mark when excess gabbing
youthful Susan Morrow to palm her gets in the way, is at' top level. The
fadeout, with Tit-Coq going down
off as an oil heiress.
Suspicious of Elliott, Miss Walker a dismal train platform alone after
and Seay eject him from the prem- being convinced by the padre that
ises.
Intensive sherlocking con- he would never be happy with
vinces Elliott that the real heiress Marie-Ange if they ran away from
has been murdered and Miss .Mor- her husband to live together unrow will meet the same fate unless married, packs a wallop.
Two newcomers to the original
she’s saved by quick getion. He
then returns to the school and legit cast, Monique Miller fis Makayoes the nefarious scheme in a rie-Ange and Paul Dupiiis as the
padre, are standout. Fred Barry, as
brief scuffle with the principals.
Direction of E. A. Dupont man-, the father, and Denise Pelletier,
ages to endow a fair amount of the friend of Marie-Ange, register
suspense in the proceedings. Gen- solidly; Clement Latuour, as Titerally grim atmosphere of the yarn Coq’s army buddy, and Juliette
is further accented by varied psy- Beliveau, the spinster aunt, do
chopathic tendencies of the pulchri- much to boost overall impact.
Jose Mena, with limited facilitudinous students. For example,
one has a penchant for arson, an- ties, has done an understanding
job
with the photography; and
other is given to larcenous acts
Roger Garand’s first major direcand a thir^ is an alcoholic.
ting
effort
is adequate.
Performances are in keeping
Made at a cost of $87,000, “Titwith the stock story. Miss Walker
is adequate as the school adminis- Coq” opened in five Quebec cities
tratrix, Elliott is resolute as the Feb. 21.
Newt.
,
prying teacher and Miss Morrow
has little to do as the bedridden
Miss Tippins

Gladys Kingston
Juney EUis

self again a

]

gal

La Ncmica

who

doesn’t quite become a
victim. Worthy of note -among the
supporting players are Anthony
Jochim, an eccentric professor, and
Seay as the heavy.

The Wisberg-Pollexien produc-

(The Enemy)

(ITALIAN)
.

Rank Film
matografica

Frank Latimore, Vira Silenti Ciaby Giorgio
From play by Dario Nicodenii; Bianchi.
camera.
Carlo Montuori. At the Olimpia, Genoa.
Running time,
MINS.

ganl,

tion values reflect a modest budget. como

Producers’ screenplay

is

somevdiat

unique in light of an abrupt end
that indicates they suddenly* rail
out of ideas. Camerawork of Jdhn
L. Russell, Jr., is competent as is
the editing of Fred Feitshans, Jr.
Albert Glasser’s musical score is
par for the course.
Gilb.

GORDON

PREPS INDIE
Hollywood, March 10.

Leon Gordon, after years as a
writer-producer at Metro, is readying two of his own story producers
•for independent production.
First is ‘‘Birth of the Regiment,”
based on a British novel by Sylvia
Hopkins. Second is a Klondike goldrush yarn, “The Open Door.”

Genoa, Feb. 17.
release of an Athens Cineproduction. Stars Elisa Ce-

Verlier. Directed

Anna

di

Roberto
Fioronza
Gastone
Marta
Countess
Priest

Nemi

U

Cegani
Frank Latimore
Vira Silenti
Elisa

.

.

Giacomo Verlier
Cosetta Greco

Ada Dondlni
Carlo Ninchi

Smooth, competent film .version
of one of most popular Italian
plays, written 35 years ago by
Dario Nicodemi and since frequently reprised. Well acted by a good
cast, “Enemy” looks good for local
runs, aided by title, with strong
following probable from the femme
trade. Conversely, overseas chances
which will not be aided by names
or period Setting, appear thin.
Story deals mainly with the

di

Neml

ers,

her antagonism begins to turn

The return of the lover
brings things to a crisis.
Incidents are illustrative instead
of having a driving pace. The characters take on an unreal symbolic
air to the detriment of the story.
Henri Decoin’s direction does not
help to alleviate this. Pedro Armendariz lends his brooding face
to the various emotions of the
Gerard Lanlove-ridden tyrant.
dry is too expressionless as the
dashing bandit.
Alida Valli can
not give much depth to the strangeof this torrenmotivated
center
ly
tial triangle.
Francoise Arnoul,
as the loyal, cute servant, adds
only a chance nude scene to her
otherwise innocuous role.
Lenslng by Mich'el Kelber is on
the highest order with Spanish ‘Exteriors
giving nice
production.
Editing is good and the mixed national cast are fine types in this
overly ambitious costumer.

her into love.

maintain

secret that one of her two sons is
actually the illegitimate child of
her dead husband. Struggle brings
in intense hatred for the son she
feels is imposing on family rights
despite his being well-liked by all
and the affection that unites him
to the person he thinks his brother.
He tries hard to win his mother’s
love, but not until the other son is
killed in the war does the Duchess
welcome him as her son. Thanks to
Its legit origin, plot is well knit and
carries plenty of emotional punch.
Elisa Cegani is at .her best as
the mother while Frank Latimore
does well with one of his rare
sympathetic roleS. Newcomer Giacomo Verlier 4s good as the other
brother, and Cosetta Graco shows
maturing talent as the jealous girl.
Vira Silent makes an okay ingenue.
Other credits are good. Hawk.

-

'

—

Cosh Boy
and

modest
London legit success needs
new title and dubbing for
*

U.S. Market.

London, Feb. 10.
IFD (in association with British Lion)
release of a Romulus-Daniel Angel British
production. Stars James Kenney and Joan
Collins. Features Hermione Baddeley and
Hermione Gingold. Directed by Lewis
Gilbert. Screenplay, Lewis Gilbert' and
Vernon Harris from play by Bruce
Walker; camera. Jack Asher;- editor,
Charles Hasse; music, Lambert William*
.

son. At London Pavilion,' Feb. 2, '53.
Running time, *75 MINS.
James Kenney
Joan Collins

Roy Walsh
Rene Collins''
Elsie Walsh
Bob Stevens

Mask.

1

(BRITISH)
Controversial

.

Betty

Ann

Davies

sired

de-

by these men. Lamont

is

either as court automatons or Dell
Lensing and color
work is of the highest calibre
while the editing helps make the
play of colors a delight to the eye,

Arte figures.

Mosk.

Techni Net
Continued from, page

5

against $2.06 for the prior year.
Profit before taxes hit a record
$6,340,288, an increase of $397,588
*

over 1951.

Kalmus

said
negative
sales
totaled 29,887,631' feet ill 1952 compared to 25,214,062 fe$t in 1951.
Advent of wide-angle ahd 3-D pix
“will mean amlincreasihg demand
for the services and products of
Technicolor,” he stated. Techni is

currently cooperating with many of
the var.ious processes. % Techni TV
division continues active, Kalmus
(ITALIAN)
reported. He added that “some of
Genoa, Feb. 10.
these (projects) are directed toward
Lux release of a Lux-GE-Si production.
Stars Pierre Cressoy, Carlo Del Poggla, applications of film with color by
Vera Molnar, Mario Del Monaco. Directed Technicolor In the field of tele-

Metafile Immortalf
(Immortal Melodies)

by Giacomo Gentilomo. Screenplay, Ivo
Perilli,
Liana Ferrl, Giovanna Soria,
Piero Pierotti, Gentilomo; from story by
Maleno Malenottl; cameja, Aldo Gior-

danl; music,' Pietro Mascagni^ editor, Elsa
Dubini. At Cinema Odeon, Genoa. Running time, 9t MINS.
Pietro Masqagni
Pierre Cressoy
Lina
Carla Del Poggio
Wanda
..Vera Molnar
Rocco ............. . ...MaurLdo di Nardo

Nerio Bernard!

Dclellis

Enzo

Crepltone

Tenor

Biliotti

.Mario del Monaco

Robert Ayers

Hermione Baddeley
Troublesome musical apprenticeHermione Gingold
Gran Walsh
Nancy Roberts ship, family opposition, early marAlfle Collins
Ian Whittaker riage ana first success make the
Pete
Stanley Escane
Darky
Sean Lynch biography of composer Pietro MasSkinny
John Briggs cagni.
Pace is slow, treatment
Brian
Michael McKeag heavy and with few exceptions, unSergeant Woods
Edward Evans
Inspector Donaldson. .Laurence Naismlth imaginative. Film’s chances appear
limited to the music-lover circuit.
With its strong topical appeal,
This chronicles the Unhappy
“Cosh Boy” may have some box- life of the composer, .the loss of
office value to exhibitors, ’but Js his first son, his direction of operbound to provoke undue contro- ettas as means of sustenance
versy wherever it is screened. It (winding up with his unexpected
will garner plenty of publicity for winning of a contest with “Cavalthe industry and mainly of the leria Rusticana”) and the birth of
wrong sort, even though the young his second child. Success brings
thug, who is the central character, reconciliation with father, previcomes to a sticky end. Much of ously opposed to his career.
the cockney conversation will make
Familiar story pattern, though
it largely unintelligible to Ameri- based on real life, achieves little
can audiences.
depth from stereo performances by
The film is a fairly faithful adap- Pierre Cressoy, as the composer,
tation of a play staged in London and Carlo Del Poggio, as his wife.
a» couple of years ago. As a legit Vera Molnar lends some life as a
offering, it had a modestly success- singer in love with the young Masful run, scoring entirely on the cagni while other character actors
sensationalism of the plot. The support capably. Met tenor Mario
pic is in the same category.
Del Monaco is in fine voice with
James Kenney repeats the cosh the few operatic bits included. Exboy role which he originally poi> cept, for some backdropping, these
trayed on the stage. The author are confined to excerpts from “Cahas not pulled his punches and valleria Rusticana,” shown at its
depicts the boy as a thoroughly triumphant Rome preem at the
nasty, unscrpulous youth who goes pic’s climax.
around bashing old ladies and
Production is on a moderate
stealing their purses, seducing a level. Photography by Aldo Gioryoung girl, and inevitably ending dani is okay.
Hawk .
Mrs. Collins

Quecnie

ification of robust femininity

fine as the blase Viceroy while the
rest of the cast cut fine figures

*
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Into Tinted TV
Hollywood, March 10.
Technicolor, eyeing a key role

Move

in

tinted

TV when

it’s

finally

about to move into the
new medium via a proposed
merger with one of the TV manufacturing outfits. Techni’s plan is
to assure for itself the same prominent spot In TV color as it has
had over the years in‘ the film
okayed,

Is

business.

All aspects of the merger are
being kept under wraps, for the
time being but indications are that
finalization of the deal is anticipated within the next few days.
Techni will be a particularly
well-heeled new entry in TV.
Earnings for 1952, which have yet
to - be officially reported, went
over the $2,000,000 mark and: its
annual dividend rate of $2 per
common share has been maintained.
Outfit has no funded
debt.

&OMMMO IA Suit
Continued from pace 5

made demands on

the film outfits
for the overtime coin over a period
of years in an effort to reach an
amicable settlement, but had been
unsuccessful.
Herman Cooper,
union’s attorney, said the suit was
filed at this time in order to get
under the wire of the statute of
limitations.

Union’s complaint,

he

.

up with an attempted murder
charge facing him.
As on the stage, Kenney plays
the title role with surprising as-

Le Carrosse D’Or
(The Golden Coach)

(FRENCH-ITALIAN)

surance.
Joan
Collins
looks
Paris, March 3.
too sophisticated for the yofcng inCorona release of Hoche-Daiphinus pronocent girl. Betty Ann Davies as duction. Stars Anna Magnanl. Directed
by Jean Renoir. Screenplay, Renoir, Jack
the boy’s widowed mother and Kirkland after play by Prosper
Merimee;
Robert Ayres, as the man she mar- camera (Technicolor), Claude Renoir; ediDavid ^Hawkins; music, Antonio
ries, fail to rise to the occasion. ?nr
01 ympla, Paris. Running time,
Hermione Baddeley’s small role is 105 m/ns^
effectively played while Hermione Camilla
%
Anna Magnanl
Duncan Lamont
Gingold is standout as a street- Viceroy
Riccardo Rioli
walker.
e«P«
Paul Campbell
F
Nada Forelli
Direction by Lewis Gilbert unArchbishop
.
Jean Debucourt
v
derlines the violence Gf the .theme,
An elaborate co-production in
Myro.
Technicolor about a Commedia
Dell Arte troupe that goes to the
Les Aniants
Toledo New World somewhere to South
(The Lovers of Toledo)
Amenca in the 16th Century, this
benefits from the superb color of
*
(FRENCH—-4 Versions)
Claude Renoir’s camera, the brilParis, Feb. 10.
Lux production and release.
Stars liant playing of' Italo star Anna
Pedro Armendariz, Alida Valli, Gerard Magnani
and the fine direction by
Landry, Francoise Arnoul. Directed by
Henri Decoin. Screenplay, Claude Vcr- Jean Renoir. However, its subtlety,
"Jprf1 (rom novel by Stendhal; camera, overemphasis on the Dqll Arte
Michel Kclber; editor, Denise Reiss. At group,
and play of colors has a
MarUrnan, Paris. Running time, 105 MINS.
Don Bias
....Pedro Armendariz tendency to let down the ironic
Alida Valli story
content
for
some slow
Fernando
«
Gerard Landry stretches. This would
be a fine bet
Sancha
.Francoise Arnold
for art houses and sureseaters in
This is a four-language pic shot the U. S.; with word-of-mouth and
In Spain and France with French, crix sure to be a plus factor. It
Italo, Spanish and English versions. will be a toughie $or general cirFilm is a costumer with a backdrop cuit use. Film was made in three
of seething, revolutionary Spain to versions—French, Italian and Enga passionate love triangle. Literary lish.
The Dell Arte group arrives in
aspects of script bog down the film,
and it emerges as a hybrid action- a small South American city run
by
suave Duncan Lamont, a Viceer, with a mythical love affair.
It roy, who is bored
with his office
treats neither thoroughly for a reand
mistress. He is soon enamored
sulting unsatisfaction and unfinof the lusty, straightforward Miss
ished quality.
There are the Mangnani which
spells intrigue.
names of Alida Valli and Pedro
There are two other would-be
Armendariz to possibly make this lovers
of this fiery woman, a young
acceptable in secondary situations
nobleman and a toreador. Compliin the U. S.
cations naturally develop as the
Story concerns a brutal, ambi- three
try to win her while the fate
tious police chief in old Toledo
of the town hangs in the balance
who, in his love for a fiery Spanish and a
war impends! Lamont gives
belle, spares the- life of her outlaw
his ’golden carriage to the actress,
rebel lover in exchange for her and
she finally straightens things
hand in marriage. She continual- out by giving it to
the church to
ly Impulses him, but when he gets be
used as a hearse.
a bit lenient and engineers the esMiss Magnani is perfect in timcape of some condemned prison- ing and verve as the very
person’

. .

.

de

;

. ,

.

noted, dates back to the contract
signed on Sept. 1, 1947, which under the six-year statute of limitation regulation would expire September, 1953.
The complaint is
answerable in N. Y. Supreme Court
within 20 days. Cooper stated.

Theatre men were quick to answer “no labor troubles” when four
Loew’s State and Capitol
on Broadway and Loew’s Paradise
and RKO Fordham in the Bronx—
were* stench - bombed
recently.
Union and the circuits plus Broadway houses have been stalemated
theatres

—

in negotiating a pact to replace the
one. which expired last September.

A bomb, causing no injuries and
no property damage, exploded with
a loud bang yesterday (Tues.) afternoon at the Music Hall. It went off
among the orchestra seats while
about 2,500 people were in the audience. A spokesman for the theatre said there was no panic and the
Glee Club, performing on the stage
at the time of the loud report, continued without missing a note.

.

,

1

Excess Profits
Continued from page 3

excess profits levy comes off has by
no means been resolved.
The
Eisenhower administration has indicated it wants the law extended
for an indefinite period, but there
are many elements in Congress
who oppose its continuance, and it’s

generally

expected

to

expire

June 30.
Even in that case, however, there
would still be an excess profits tax
for '53, only it would apply at a
reduced rate, which would be 50%
of the current 30% for the entire
year. The levy for the 1952 fiscal
year was figured on an 87% average for the 1946-49 base years, with
several additions including 12% of

the base period capital.
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43,875

Detroit (Madison)

37,352

Cleveland (Allen)

33,431

(Indiana)
Diego (California)

San

Minneapolis (State)

Milwaukee (Palace)
Milwaukee (Wisconsin)

New

Orleans (Saenger)

Denver (Orpheum)
Cincinnati (Albee)
Chicago (Chicago Th.)
Boston (Met)
Buffalo (Centre)

.

Rochester (Paramount)
Syracuse (Keith's)

.

Miami Beach (Sheridan)
Atlanta (Rialto)
St. Louis (Ambassador)
Pittsbugrh (Warners)
Jersey City (Stanley) ......
Newark (Branford)
Philadelphia (Aldine)
.

.

.

’

Oakland (Paramount)
Sacramento (Senator & Alhambra)
San Francisco (St. Francis)
Baltimore (Stanley)

Washington (Ambassador

& WB)

.

the TV-pix cooperation is*of equal
benefit to both

Sullivan

mediums.

has played

role in breaking

down

a

leading

music and sound departments on
the lot.
Creation of the new post is part
of the company's policy designed to
tighten operations and reduce costs
without injuring the quality of the
studio product.

14,285
16,537
41,369
35,449
19,813
25,724
33,293
24,877
26,716
30,766
28,068
35,732

‘Bwana’

video shows.

The producer-colum-

succeeded in. altering this view
by forcefully demonstrating that
vid previewing can aid rather than
harm an upcoming theatrical film.
While exhibs still strongly oppose
the sale of films to TV, they are no
nist

longer against the u§e of “clips”
and players if they’re used for
bally purposes. In fact, Theatre
Owners of America, at its recent
board meeting in New York, requested company sales managers
to make more frequent use of
video, with the Sullivan show specifically cited as an important ex-

•

—

attention

to

the

playdates. The initial 20th production to receive the special handling was “Destination Gobi,” presented Sunday (8). Irving Berlin’s
“Call Me Madam,” starring Ethel
Merman, is set for programming
March 29, with “The President's
Lady” following on April 5. Forthcoming “Toast” airings include
“Titanic,” “The Girl Next Door,”

“White Witch Doctor” and “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.”
Metro has already presented
“Above and Beyond” and “Battle
Circus” with “I Love Melvin” coming up on March 23.
Dates for
other Metro and 20th pictures will
be set to coincide with their, “national release dates.
Sequences
ranging in length up to six minutes are used. on the video preems.

linquish “clips” and contract performers for vid appearances. However, it, too, is weakening, a feeler
having already gone out to Sullivan
for the showcasing of a Warner
picture.

Sullivan’s interest in pix is, of
course,
not altruistic. Although
they do hot represent a revenue
source and occasionally call for a
coin outlay, they have proven vat
uable assets for corraling viewers.
Sullivan admits that the pix “previews” have resulted in -tremendous mail response and requests for
similar
shows.
The columnist
points put that on the night of
the “Peter Pan” presentation his
rating skied to 38.3.
“It brought

new viewing audience
apparently has remained

us a whole

which

with us,” he declared.
Sullivan asserted that he views
all the .pictures slated for “Toast”
and selects what he considers the

most

Exhibs Divided
—

Continued from page

7

i
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The second and third weeks in
April will see France, Belgium,
Denmark
Holland,
Switzerland,
and Sweden playdated, with Polarize to service these markets, as it

.

with, pix of questionable taste.

“The industry has matured

suffi-

know

what’s right or
wrong,” Richard Brandt, TransLux prexy, said in N. Y. last week
(5). “We know now that we can’t
have a strict code to which creative
minds must adhere. We are grownup, serving a world audience, and
our films need more realism, more
of a picture of what the world is
to

dramatic highlights.
The
film companies, he noted, are ab- really like.”
sorbing the expense of the special
Rtfssell V. Downing, Radio City
editing and the preparation of 16m
Music Hall prexy, commented that
prints for cutting into the kinehe thought the matter of. code or
scopes. A few times, Sullivan said,
no code should be left up to Hollythe program paid for film processwood. “In our situation we serve
ing costs when special effects were
a family audience anf we have
required.
For the “Peter Pan” very exacting standards. We know
show, the columnist hired a special- exactly what we want and need,
camera crew to obtain additional- and we pick it. I can see, though,
footage, amounting to an outlay of where theatres with many changes
$ 22 000
have to rely on the Code to see
Appearance of films and Stars on their patrons get the type of en‘Toast’’
turns into a three-way tertainment that’s good for the
merchandising tie'Up, with the -pic family.”
,

Polaroid ratio steps up.
has “Bwana”' playdated in
Puerto Rico, Cuba and Mexico,
where it is just opening. London,
Leeds, Glasgow and Manchester
will be the first Britsh dates starting March 20, serviced by Polarize,
Ltd., the British agency of Polar-

ed theatres was always voluntary will Australia, New Zealand and
and that, except for a short period, South Africa. Otherwise the U.S.
punishment for non-cojnpliance has Polaroid company services the Far
East as it does Latin America. Sinnot been a reality.
gapore and Hong-Kong are con•It’s understood that an important vertible
currency markets
but
non-New York circuit recently ap- Japan will be a problem on the
proached the MPAA with the sug- exchange for the glasses.
gestion that it pledge itself publicly to adherence to the code principle. There has been discussion,
too, about the possible revamp of
Story Values
MPAA bylaws to permit circuits to
Continued from pace 3
join the Assn, as full-fledged memwill result in “a uniform system
bers.
Replies to questions on whether that will give the public all the adthey’d play pix without the code vantages of sound and color plus
seal last week ranged all the way a new dimension.
“Out of all this process of change
from a flat “no” from RKO and
Loew’s to an emphatic “yes” by I see larger audiences and a greater
for motion pictures than
future
several of the indies. Latter are
strong adherents to the theory that ever before,” the producer concludes.
the audience has grown up in the
Goldwyn, accompanied by his
past two decades and that there is
very little danger of Hollywood wife Frances, arrived in N..Y. over
the
weekend from the Coast. He’s
doing a flip-flop to the days of the
in Gotham to. look in on distribu’20s, when the market was flooded

ciently

Far Eastern Areas

in
+

Inmates Like Pic Bally
Minneapolis, March 10.
Film exploiters’ eyes may
brighten over a request for
a Minnesota newspaper for pic
publicity material.
Paper is
weekly Pillar, organ published
by inmates of state reformatory at St. Cloud, Minn.
Request was made by Frank
Kedrowsky, printshop superintendent, no inmate. Kedrowsky would like printed material and mat stuff.
Reformatory shows a picture each week
for inmates, and lads would
like more information about
what’s coming up. Paper has

a decent circulation outside of
the reformatory, too.

tion of his
sen,” after

Mex Union Obeys
No Revueltas
Film

On

Reprisals;

Crew Leaves Area

Mexico
After

Govt.

much

City,

March

10.

talk about reprisal

in the

to

the

reasoning

of

the

Towne and Bigelow (Jackson Park)
cases on this point, it would seem
that they should do so and thus
eliminate a tremendous amount of
unnecessary, unwarranted and unjustifiable competitive bidding. It
would, once and for all, put an end
to the devastating practice of employing competitive bidding for the
sale purpose of obtaining increased
film rentals.”

Distrib argument in this respect
that p.ix are licensed via the
bidding procedure only where distrib jdeafc cannot be otherwise negotiated without the possibility of
is

.

4

.

>

a law

suit*

in

anyway about

•

is seen reflecting the combelief that thesq matters
cannot and should not be forced.
Naming of such a group was promised by MPAA prexy Eric Johnston
on the urging of 20th-Fox president
Spyros P. Skouras.
On returning from a recent Far
Eastern* survey, Skouras placed
much emphasis on the need for

building
panies’

more theatres in that area, stressing that they were necessary both
for entertainment and as tools of
education. Inquiry was promised
by Johnston, who also mentioned
the possibility of a tie-in with the
Import-Export Bank.
Company execs generally have
little enthusiasm for any
concerted move. They argue that
the number of theatres in an area
tends to be in realistic ratio tc the
purchasing power of the local populace, and that there is no lack of
native interests to do the job where
it can and needs to be done.
As for the extension of American
theatre holdings abroad, it’s pointed out that they have naturally
been spurred by divorcement here
at home, but that the uncertainties
of .conditions abroad are keeping
the American firms from any heavy

that chore.

additional investments.

Three-Dee Color Film Of

Stomach Surgery

Is

Hub

Medico Meet Highlight
Boston, March 10.

A 3-D color pic of the total removal of a patient’s stomach by Lahey Clinic’s Dr. Samuel Marshall,
pulled jampacked audiences at each
screening during the regional meetings of the American College of
Surgeons at the Hub’s Hotel Statler
week.
Operation, which was performed
years ago, was filmed via
process invented by former physics
prof. Floyd A. Ramsdell, pow gen-

last

two

eral manager of Worcester (Mash.)
Mexican Star Goes Home
Film Corp., and. has. been exhibit
El Paso, March 10.
A- at scalpel-wielders conventions
left
Revueltas
Actress Rosaura
for Mexico City by plane Saturday whenever shown. Initial reaction
'

among lqcal surgeons is that the
(8), saying she expected to take a
new role when she got home. She new medium will revolutionize

star of the controversial surgery teaching methods, the ad“Salt of the Earth,” filmed in the dition of depth enabling viewers to
Silver City, N. M., mining area, %ee details in technique often
which precipitated rioting there missed during actual observation
•in operating rooms.
because of its leftist participants.
Ramsdell has recently returned
Miss Revueltas was arrested
from .the Coast, where he has been
last week, while the pic was only
huddling with Metro execs regatdpartly finished, and charged with
ing the application of his process
entering the U. S. illegally. The
to commercial pix.

was the

dropped
Service
Immigration
charges when^the actress decided
to leave this 'country voluntarily.
Meanwhile, the film crew was
leaving the Silver City area after
Reportedly it
a hurry up finish.
will complete pic on the Coast.

Asks $2,550,000 Damages
Of Major Cos., Skouras
Latest N. Y. antitrust action, asking alleged damages of $2,550,000,
has been filed against eight distribs,

Sol Lesser’s ‘3-D Follies’

Set for Release by

RKO

Hollywood, March 10.
First three-dimensional release
by RKO will be Sol Lesser’s “The
Prexy James R,
3-D Follies.”
Grainger announced the picture
will be ready for screening May 1.

Skouras Theatres and Metro-

Playhouses by the’ FreeTheatres, Bronx, in N. Y. Supreme Court.
Plaintiff claims inability to get
politan

man

proper run and availability.

Hint

-

“Follies,” filmed in the StereoCine process is made up of five
.segments, two of which have been
Walter Wanger is cocompletes.

Hughes

Continued from page 5
these,
Samuel Goldwyn’s
“Hans Christian Andersen” and
Walt Disney’s “Peter Pan,” are

but

outside productions yielding to
the film outfit only its regular distribution fee.
As more or less expected, now
that Hughes has re-pocketed the
1,013,420 common shares which
For Theatres, Sez Starr the Ralph Stolkin syndicate had
Merger of the American Broad- purchased but couldn’t pay for, ancasting Co. and United Paramount other outside group is pitching for
Theatres was described yesterday control. -Principals are remaining
by Theatre Owners of anonymous to the extent that their
(Tues.)
America prexy Alfred Starr as sig- reps haven’t revealed their idennificant for theatres. It is full of tities to Hughes, according to repupromise, Starr noted, and it will table sources.
Whether a new stock-sale deal
prove that there is no conflict between the two mediums. Starr said is possible is regarded as anybody’s
that exhibs are elated that the guess. Hughes .agreed to the sale
Federal Communications Commis- last September to Stolkin, so it’s
presumed he is still, not against the
sion approved the merger.
Starr, operator of chain of thea- idea of unloading- his 26% ownertres In Tennessee, stopped over in ship. However, those close to the
N.Y. for a day before planing to latest group bow eyeing the stock
Europe on a combination business relate that Hughes’ asking price is
and pleasure trip. He expects to “unrealistically above value.” Stolkin alliance had paid $7 per share.
return by iriid- April.

ABC-UPT

Continued from page 7

accept

it

Film- will run about 90
Lesser.
minutes.

TOA’s Levy
—b—j

ing

“Hans Christian Anderwhich he sails for Eu- producing the other three with

rope April 22.

Delay in the appointment of a
Motion Picture Assn, of America
committee to study ways and means
of encouraging Far Eastern theatre

shown

.

oid.

i

Of Theatres

.

In addition to notifying exhibs

19

Majors Won’t Force’ Building

U.S.

form of the National Actors
Assn, boycott of U. S. companies
and talent in Mexico, because of
Other companies, like the Rosaura Revueltas-Silver City,
glasses.
Warner Bros,, have 15,000,000 pairs N. M„ case, actor Jorge Negrete,
on order but only about 3,500,000 the union’s secretary-general, and
deliverd but will have it all by the Congressman Rodolfo Echeverria,
end of March. Warners’ “House of the organization’s labor secretary,
Wax,” also Natural Vision, is due have obeyed the Ministry of Forsoon.*
Ditto Columbia's 5,000,000 eign Relations’ order to drop that
order, which may not be until plan. Boycott would have directly
hampered Warner Bros., which is
April.
Incidentally, UA has noticed that readying a pic, “The Wild Wind,”
1.4 pairs of glasses per $1 theatre near here, with Gary Cooper, Robgross are utilized. The large^ the ert Mitchum, Barbara Stanwyck
situation the lesser glasses per dol- and Ruth Roman.
lar; tg wit, the Loew’s State (N.Y.)
Negrete remarked: “To think
engagement first week, grossed that the American Government
$75,928^and utilized 62,500 pairs of would make a little Mexican acpolaroids, whereas in L.A., the tress as important as it did Chapdowntown Paramount's $54^054 lin!” Union chiefs admitted they
gross was matched almost to the couldn’t help Miss Revueltas, bedollar by the Usage of 54,000 pairs cause she undertook the Silver
In the smaller situa- City deal entirely on her own, withof glasses.
tions, with the prices down, the out advising the union or consult-

UA

ploitation outlet.

Tangible evidence of “Toast’s”
impact has been the wicket activity
for a picture following its showcasing on the Sullivan stanza. This was
demonstrated following the Sullivan-type presentation of the life
of Samuel Goldwyn, with ample
plugs and highlights of “Hans
Christain Andersen,” and the vidpreems of Walt Disney's “Peter
Pan” and Metro's “Above and Beyond.” During its lifetime “Toast”
actually has unveiled at least one
picture of every major, excepting
Warner Bros. Latter has been the
most adamant in refusing to re-

playdates with other pictures, even
at their best, and note the pyramided grosses' which even the UA
bunch admit are “unbelievable,
excepting that here it is. That’s
what the theatres pay us off on.”
The initial weeks of the first 57
engagements have grossed $1,shares 50-50
300,000 in which
after paying for the glasses (10c.
The
each) and the advertising.
$1,700,000 and
Oboler film cost
$4,000,000-$5,gross
to
figures
It cost Oboler
000,000 domestic.
and Milton (Natural Vision) Gunzburg and their syndicate under
$300,000 to produce in color.
was log jammed
For a time
by the shortage of the polaroids
but now has 19,000,000 pairs of

UA

,

TV. As early via trade ads and a mail campaign,
as 1949 he attempted to interest 20th has asked theatremen to buy
Metro prexy Nicholas M. Schenck local spot announcements before
and after “Town” to announce
and 20th-Fox~ production chief
“clips” and stars fo* “Toast.” However, he was turned down with the
explaination that exhibs would resent the use of films and players on

-

UA

•

sistance to the use of

Darryl Zanuck to provide him with

-- -- Continued .from page 3

I:

-

ing in calling
special event.

Ups Guth

28,849
31,955
17,210
17,806
28,362
24,699
31,484
76,917
38,742
24,201
17,147
17,318

company, CBS and the sponsor,
Lincoln-Mercury dealers, cooperat-

distrib re-

PICTURES

——

.29,131

‘Toast of Town’
Continued from page 4

n,

sal-International for several years,
has been upped to the newly-created job of post-production manager.
His new duties consist of
complete supervision of all aftershooting activities of the editorial,

96,607

Indianapolis

pmmff

Hollywood, March 10.
Percy Guth, budgeteer at Univer-

$75,928

Brooklyn (Fox)
Los Angeles (2 Paramounts)

''

U-I

‘Bwana’ First Week Grosses
New York 4 (State)

"

1

Merger Good

wummass

Wefaetfay, MarcU 11, 1953
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"Gunsmoke" cast signed auto- rejecting two foreign releases and
graphs at -opening of film at RKO- marking eight for "adult* only/*
Kata art
Boris Riedel, Balaban
Orpheum.
„
Terrace and Riverview, Volk director, resigned to go to the
Bros, houses, edging into art show- Coast.
Harris Dudleson, Lippert diviings with initial booking of "Four
sion manager; moving his headPoster" at both houses.
quarters
to Cincinnati.
Amus.
Berger
of
Kaplan
Lowell
Dick Bregenzer, youngest memCo. back at .desk after trip to NY.
8c Katz publicity
Balaban
ber
of
at
Century
Sing”
We
"Tonight
for three weeks at advanced prices. staff, joined the armed forces.
Sam Levene, manager of Uptown
Theatre, leaves Chicago to go into
business in Homestead, Fla.
B’s
Alex Catania, assistant at
Chicago amusement tax -collecFairmont, W. Va., theatre, upjped tions were up over the previous
WashingJanuary, with first month reports
to manager of circuit’s
for 1953 showing $90,654 against
ton, Pa., house.
associated
Martin,
William C.
$87,130. Most of increase is reWith Uniontown’s Penn and State ported coming from upped film
t>f

>

&

•

* * + *+ *
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l
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"sex" plx in town has been tight-*
enlng of newspaper censorship on
Republic's five sales managers film ads. Bulletin and Inquirer are
being accoladed by a Sales Man- giving close scrutiny to all copy
ager's* Drive during March and and returning same if it doesn’t
April, with prizes to be awarded measure up.
winning branch managers, salesRazing of Earle Theatre, Warmen and bookers in each district. ners
first-run. vaudfilmer. Is slated
Casino Film Exchange, Inc., disMay 1. Warners ended
tributors of Austrian-made "Sing- to be^in
operation
of house Thursday night
ing /Angels," booked film with
(26). Earle Is now leased to BoxAstral Films, Xtd. of Toronto.
Attractions,
for foiir to six
office
Bill Bromberg, Warner Bros,
and also Manos Enterprises for
field exploitation chief, in Flower weeks for showings of "Mom and
last -24 years, appointed manager
Dad."
Hospital recovering from auto
Jeannette.
Fire Commissioner Frank L. of the Manos in
accident.
Kayton Amus. Co. of Franklin,
Nltery pianist Jan August signed McNamee, former exhibitor, ex- Pa., will build a 600-car drive-in
by WB for series of .shorts, with pected to work out with city coun- at Milford. 20 miles south of
cil elimination of the section of
first titled, "Magic Fingers."
Vincent W. McKay,
Dover, Del.
Special four-page brochure con- Fire Code which forces local theatres
to run diagrams on screens of Kayton firm, will direct containing endorsements by members
struction and be" supervising manof Mystery Writers of America fop showing various exits.
Herb Gillis, Paramount sales ager of ozoner. Winslow, MeadAlfred Hitchcock’s "I Confess"
Dr. Harry C.
issued by WB; goes to colleges, manager here, named manager of
ville, Pa., theatre owner, named
libraries and community groups.
company’s Cincinnati exchange.
Pennsylvania chairU, S. Army placed helicopter and Northwestern
Leo J. Samuels, Disney sales
1953 Cancer Crusade.
chief, back from Toronto where he hospital set-up on City Hall Plaza .man of
Gordon Lane, of Belle Vernon,
went over "Peter Pan" distribu- in tie-up with opening of "Battle
an industry pioneer who has his
tion plans with RKO reps.
Circus" at Goldman.
Franchise holders in Astor PicSidney E. Samuelsonr-*Allied of own commercial and » industrial
tures fold now total 32 following Eastern
Pennsylvania prexy, film laboratory, named district rep
consummation of deals for Des warned against calling present type for Warner-Pathe News. .
White's Opera House in McKees* Moines
films
"flats.” Term is being used to
and Denver territorities.
port, landmark of another era, will
Don* Swartz was pacted.for distri- distinguish them from 3-D pix.
under the wreckers’ hammers
go
J.
E.
Volkmann,
manager
bution of product in Des Moines
of theawhile Don Hammer, head of Inter- tre equipment engineering at RCA this month. Opened in 1883, 1,200seater
was used mostly for storage
Victor,
Camden,
J.,
is
in
N.
Hollymountain Film Exchange got
wood to consult with film produc- during last 25 years.
Denver.
Collincini, who started as
Tony
tion
engineers
on
requirements
for
"Legion at Bat/' a 10-minute
in Greensburg 12
short pointing up American Legion stereophonic sound reproduction to an usher for
appointed city manager
years
ago,
accompany
3-D
films.
Junior Baseball program, hits dissucceeds Sam
circuit;
Lester Wurtele, Columbia branch there for
tribution this njontli via Columbia
resigned to operate
Pictutres. Film was turned out in manager, is chairman of annual Gould, recently
houses in New
two
Stem’s
Norbert
cooperation with Legion’s National welfare drive of Motion Picture
Gould’s
Collincini Was
Castle.
Associates of Philadelphia.
Americanism Commission.
"
nssistftiit*
Poor biz resulted in the "tempoGrant Theatre, Millvale, acquired
rary"* shuttering of two Loew*s
under lease by Joe Mazzei and his
houses in the New York area. The
Lippert bringing in "Day in Coun- wife.
Apollo, on the lower east side of
Richard Crosby, Jr., named manManhattan,
and the Warwick, try," 22-minute 3-D short, for dis- ager of the Star in Monessen for
tribution in this territory.
Brooklyn, halted operations Sunchain. He began at that
Manos
W. H. Workman, Metro branch
day .(8).
manager, back in Minnesota U hos- 'house two years ago as a doorman.
Ruskin,
who quit Columbia
Bob
pital, for further treatment.
M. A. Levy, 20th-Fox district sales staff abput a year ago to enter
manager, and wife, off on West lumber biz, returned as salesman
[
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MINNEAPOLIS

PHILADELPHIA

One outcome of Catholic Indies vacation jaunt.
for Par.
Jake Silverman, Hollidaysburg
Church protest against wave of
Minnesota Amus. Co. Century in
Loop turned over to League of exhib, sailed on 12,0Q0-mile MediCatholic Women for noon masses terranean cruise.
^during Lent.

New York
tr~tmo

Theatres

Another Minneapolis neighborhood ^theatre, the independent

mr

Agate, tossed in sponge; building
to be converted for commercial
purposes.
"Peter Pan" set for RKO-Orpheum opening March 25 for run,
with "Hans Christian Andersen" to
follow immediately, both at upped
admissions.
Universal has 12 prints of “Mis-

nunc

city

Rockefeller

Ccnyr

“THE STORY OF THREE LOVES"
KA MtttAS

MASON . full* CHANGE!
MwiSHEAttl
lulii CARON

# Jtmii

NrAftCai

An M-C-M

*
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Picture
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sissippi Gambler”
this territory.
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GREAT MOTIO.N PICTURES

ERROL FLYNN,
I9m using

tlie

...

I

Ed Lurye, United

Artists

great

•

of the outfit's stock.
National was up to $6.374£ per
share on the Big Board this week,
a new high. It was fourth on the
list of all issues traded on- Monday
(10) with a total of 17,400 shares

Uncertainty
changing hands.
over dividend payoffs and troubled
business conditions had discour*
aged. NT investments earlier, the
stock selling as low as $3.37^2.
Twentieth-Fox was sixth' on ‘the;
Mr?. C. J. Kremer to continue
volume list Monday with .15,50p.
operation of Rialto, Stanton, Neb.,
traded and with the issue
following death of her husband,- shares
going up 75c. to close at $16.25.
who ran house 35 years.
Past year’s range for 20th has been
"Bwana
Bill Miskell booked in
a low of $10.50 and a high of $17.
Devil" for his 3,000-seat Orpheum
On the American Stock Exopening March 26.,
Admiral and South Omaha Chief change Technicolor this week
scales at

Loop houses.

-‘

nabe houses, back to first- jumped to a new peak of $28.50*-;run with "Breaking Sound Bar- gaining 75c. on Monday. That’s up
from a low of $20,121-6: Inside buzz
rier.”
Universal’s Julia Adams, here to, in Wall St. has. Techni headed for
plug opening of "City Beneath Sea" a merger with a TV outfit (see sepaat nabe Admiral and Chief Thea- rate story), a factor behind the
tres, got key to city from Mayor strength of the corporation’s stock.
Gleen Cunningham.
Central States theatres in Netheatres,

braska carrying ads congratulating
founder A. H. Blank, named ^exIndustry Feeling
hibitor cf year by Look Magazine.
Pamela Reed, Lillian Farmer,
s Continued from page 3 ;
in
Thomson,
Bobby
Pat Reid and
to ballyhoo their "All Ashore" pic that a "studio shutdown is not inat

Brandeis,

Omaha

also

modeled

for

much

shops and grabbed

space.

volved."

.

.and Pathe

to your next picture to see

day. Phone for a date In New York it’s
:

TRafalgar 6-1120 and in Hollywood

Hollywood 9-3961.

WB

intends

to

rebuild

destroyed by fire last year
and to concentrate on improvement
in 3-D techniques.
facilities

Top execs intimated that there’s
no big concern over good-quality
Hat- product lined up, that the “good
hoot purchased the Trinity Theatre 2-D-ers will still do well. But most
here from Neal Houston of Tower likely to be hurt when the new,
Pictures.
upcoming crop of depth pix hits
Buddy Rimmer joined booking
department of Republic exchange the market are the average and
sub-average
productions now in the
here moving over from Columbia
backlogs.
Second-rate
product
exchange.
Kenneth Danie named manager means a slow b.o. return in the
of Laurel, San Antonio, operated market under normal conditions,
but it will be even- tougher to gross
by Tom Summers.
Abe Willis named manager of any sizeable amount of coin with
Palace, San Saba; was formerly them in competition with 3-D. For
manager of Rialto at Crowell. Alvie this reason, it’s pointed out, there
Smith, assistant manager of Palace, is the tendency to pare off the
promoted to manager of Rialto.
backlog material.
Wayne Horton, manager of PalImportant, too, is that during any
ace, moved to Slaton.
major impending change for the inTexas Drive-In opened by Alton dustry the studios prefer
to mainParker .at Fairfield, Tex.
tain flexible positions. Thus, there’s
Luis 'Cueller, formerly assistant
the inclination to cut down on
manager of Ztec Theatre, San Anlong-range production programs.
tonio, joined staff of Clasa-Mohme
film exchange staff there.

DALLAS

George P. Hamrah and C.

J.

4

DENVER

STARS’ CARS

|

X'COUNTRY

1

'

tub-

to pay was

LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO

Going from B’way

Intermountain Film Exchange.

to

Hollywood.

WB

spot went to Ted Sevier, who returns to the biz after long absence.
Carl Benefeld is putting finishing touches on new Broncho, Clayton, New Mexico, readying for
early opening.
Shortage of product combined
with impact of TV on theatre

TV

attendance prompted Walter Mcto close the Cameron for

facelifting.

Sam Reed, with RCA for 16 years
as engineer and sales rep, established a drive-in speaker repair
service at Golden, Colo.
H. F. Buyneg sold the Organ
drive-in, Las Crufces, N. M., to Luis

If

your

engagement

trial

on

either coast extends into a solid
spot, just call Judson and have

your car shipped

to you.

See your telephone directory for
nearest National Carloading Office or write to: Judson Forwarding, National Carloading Corporation, 19 Rector Street, New
York €. N. Y.

Maynes.

ALBANY
sales manager and returned Bob
Adler to Allied Artists as salesman
and booker. Mendelson, WB salesman in Syracuse in recent months,
served as Paramount booker here

REFRESHMENT,

Refreshment

SERVICE

Service for

from Coast

DRIVE - IN
THEATRES

to Coast
ovor */4 Cofitvry

Howard Smith, Paramount, veepee;
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•i^S^/Laboratorics, Inc.

is

BLACK AND WHITE

a subsidiary of Chesapeake Industries, Inc.

ditional attorney’s fees of $105,000, to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Chicago police censor board
reviewed 98 films last month,

|
*
a
*

I

I
.

I

SPORTSER VICE CORP

and Harvey Appell, Columbia, sec-

SPORiS(«\.>;i b.:

’.‘*-

1 *:

*,

.

treasurer.

CINERAMA
"Neio Yorkers are wild about Cinerama

appealed

©"Laboratory Facilities:

a
•

OUTDOOR

a few years ago.
Albany Lodge of Colosseum of
Motion Picture Salesmen elected
Gene Lowe, Universal, prexy;

tre,

Hollywood Have Complete

I

1

United
Artists
local
offices
brought in Irving Mendelson as

Kllng Studios reported $1,000,000 bid for Charles Chaplin studios has been nixed.

New York and

I

celebs.

Alliance Theatres planning 3-D.

Both

,

You save wear and tear on you
and car, actual driving costs,
storage enroute, and expenses involved in the long trip. Besides,
you have much better chance of
arriving in one piece yourself ‘if
you take rail or air and let Jud- „
son ship your car and belongings.

Kinney

installations for 10 houses in midwest, and Washington and Oregon.

Defendants in the Towne TheaMilwaukee anti-trust suit, have
Tom McConnel’s, ’attorney for the Towne, request for ad-

I

or vice versa? “The Best Way” Is
to ship your car, not to drive It,
advises Judson Freight Forwarding Division of National Carloading Corporation, now celebrating
its 75th anniversary, Judson has
shipped thousands of cars and
trunks for stage, screen, radio -and

booker, succeeding Dick Ivy, who
left to take a similar job with

Columbia booked "Salome” for
advanced-price runs at three L. A.
theatres, the Hillstreet, Pantages
and Four Star.
Plays day-date
starting April 15, with deal calling
for firm five-week engagement that
canr.be extended.
Paramount upped Robert Ableson from salesman to Los Angeles
branch sales manager, succeeding
Ralph Carmichael, resigned. Ableson was a Par salesman in Minneapolis for eight years before moving to the Coast.

*

OMAHA

.

$32.50,
sent to county jail.

set.

I

Wall St. In this connection it has been noted that
Charles P. Sko uras, NT prez, and
other execs of the circuit themselves have been active purchasers

!

Havana and the other near Rantoul,

and on refusal

the Pathe color demonstration reel to~

it’s

Over $100,000 earmarked by
Bianchi-Frisina Theatre Co., for

new drive-in near Charleston, 111.
Two new ozoners, one near

Charles Weeks, Jr., Dexter, Mo.,
exhib elected prexy of Stoddard
County Country Club.
For discharging a firecracker in
lobby of Rialto, McComb, 111., Harris Orr, Bushnell, 111., was fined

me daily overnight processing/3
it

city.

fits.

Color in every situation and on every

You owe

Jack Taylor and William
Zurheide; will .be second near that
Falk,

while facelifting job is done.
thumper,
making newspaper tered
St. Louis Amus, Co., relighted
rounds.
its West End, a nabe; house had
Audie Murphy and Susan Cabot been dark since last Jan. 10.
fuddles between reps of major
film exchanges in. St. Louis and
ARE PROCESSED BY 0ctt/i£ execs of Film Exchange Employes
Union for new wage contract are
under way. Unions reported seeking 25% wage hike and new bene-

am now shooting my first Pathe color film in Romo,
I chose Pathe color because it gives me Lifelike,

gives

LOUIS

s

new JPntlcecolor film
and

•

Continued front page 3

favorites in

booked
III,, being built for Kerasotes TheaFox Intermountain Theatres
Springfield, 111.; will be ready
making survey of its A houses in
As experiment, Metro and Ben- tres,
for 1953 operation.
nip Berger circuit are making big
seven
states with a view of in•Mrs. George Varble shuttered
stalling Cinemascope 3-D equipTV splurge for “Jeopardy," sched- her
To wn Hall, Har.din, 111., for ment
in some of them.
uled for Gopher, using 30 WCCOperiod.
TV spot announcements. It’s first indefinite
Gordon Pearce, assistant booker
The Orpheum, Elsberry, Mo.,
WB, moved over to Allied
full-scale TV campaign for' any
owned by, State' Senator Edward V. at
pic.
Artists as joffifce
manager and
Long, Bowling Green, Mo., -shutsolid in

Independent Producer, says:
ie

ST.

*A new ozoner near St. Charles,
Mo., being constructed for Tomey

^

.

.

•

NEW YORK
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D’s Neither

Picture Grosses

‘Obsolete,’

‘Flat’

Nor

Here to

Clear

Stay,

3-

SAN FRANCISCO

‘Gentry’

(Continued from page 9)
About $9,500, sock, and same as
last

Fancy $13,000,

Buff.; ‘Circus’

week.

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65o*)_j stereo Techniques" (Indie)

Lush 11G

$10.and “Gunsmoke” (U^. Fair
Last week, “City Beneath Paramount, shape standout here
$11,500.this round. “I Confess” at Center
Sea" (U),
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,- and “Andersen” at Century both
8041.50)— “Moulin Rouge" are big in second weeks.
207'
Estimates for This Week
(UA> (3d„wk). Great $14,000. Last
Buffalo (Loew’s) (37000; 40-70)
week, $17,000.
“Battle
Circus” (M-G) and “Wide
$1.20(370:
(A-R)
Stasedoor
Strong $11,000 or
(3d Boy” (Indie).
(RKO)
“AndSrsen”
80)
over.
Last
.week, “Naked Spur”
was
which
near
$15,000
wk). Held
(M-G) ana “Rogue’s March” (M-G),
same as sock total of last week.
$15,000.
Clay (Rosener) (400: 65-85)
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 48-70)
"Promoter” (U) (11th wk). Big $1.“Ruby Gentry” (20th) and “Love
$2,000.
week,
900. Last
*
Larkin (Rosener) (400;. 65-85)— Island (Indie). Stout $13,000. Last
"Quiet Man” (Rep) (m.o.). Good week, “Jazz Singer” (WB) and
Last week, “Limelight” “Maverick” (Indie), same,.
$2,300.
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-700)
(4th wk); $2,000.
Vogue (S.F. Theatres.) (377; 85- “I Confess” (WB)’(2d wk). Good
or close. Last week, great
$9,000
Face”
(RKO)
(3d
To
$D__“Face
wk). Held at $1,900. Last we£k, fast $12,500.
Lafayette
(Basil) (3,000; 40-70)
$2,300.
“Prince of Pirates” (Col) and
“Fuller Brush Girl” (Col) (reissue).
Trim $9,000 or close. Last week,
$9,000,
‘At Fair’
“All Ashore”
(Col)
and “Five

000

.

.

—

•

'

—

.

v

counsel Edward Bennett Williams, after my return to Washington
who has replaced New York attor- that Buchman was taking part in
ney L. Lawrence Siegel as Buch- producing motion pictures for the
man’s legal adviser, told the jury benefit of the Communist Party.
that his client had “no contempt The proceeds were to be turned
in his mind and heart.” When he over to them.
So, when the quesfailed to appear, he was merely tion came up, my advice was ‘By
trying to “test the legal rights of all means, bring him back’.”
the committee,” Williams declared
Tavenner, under cross-examinayesterday.
tion, explained in a general way
Williams
Rep. the nature of questioning which
charged
that
Jackson whose exit from the he saiif the committee intended to
hearing room during the Buch- put to Buchman had they gotten
man witness stint in Los An- him back on the stand, in Washgeles Sept. 25, 1951, had created ington. Tavenner said he was not
a “no quorum” status, was recall- able to offer the detailed list pf
ing Buchman “not for legislative questions without permission of
reasons,” but because he felt his the House committee. He said the
“honor had been impugned,” He first group of questions dealt with
stated that Jackson, sitting in his discipline in the Communist Party.
own legislative district, had been He pointed out that there had been
“embarrassed” by the resultant virtually no questions about this
publicity. Williams told the jury in the L. A. hearing. Second dealt
of 11 men and 1 woman, which with questions about Commy meethad been chosen in a record 20 ings Buchman may have attended
minutes, that the Congressional at' the home of Francis Farrago.
committee “had" no right out of “We did not press him for final
vindictiveness or malice or to satis- answers bn this on the Coast, befy some political grudge” to issue cause* of the lack of a quorum.’*
the subpoena.
Third group would have explored
Williams lost a battle to inter- some angles of testimony given by
rogate the jyry panel on what Edward Dmytryk that both he and
effect the knowledge that a man Buchman had been members of a
had been a Communist would “super - secret, super - prestige’*

The

Buffalo, March 10.
“Battle Circus,” with trim session at the Buffalo, and “Ruby
Gentry,” with stout takings at

film .industry is making a
bad mistake in referring to nonpix
“flats,”
as
Fred J.
Schwartz, operating head oL, Cen-

D

tury Theatres, complains. Schwartr
also thought exhibs should put less
emphasis on standardization. “The
industry thrives on diversification,”

he

said.

“We

are harming ourselves with
the public by referring to regular
films as if they were already ob“It’s
solete,”
Schwartz opined.
ridiculous to call something ‘a
great flat picture.’ It should be
2-D or 3-D. We might as well face
the fact that the two-dimensional
picture will always be with us.”
The Century exec made it clear
that he was not opposed to the
standardization of basic systems,
like 3-D and wide-screen, but he
.

warned that untimely exhib clamor
might stifle the competitive atmosphere which results in tech-

nological spurts. Schwartz said his
recent visit to the Coast was in connection with “Main Street to Broadway,” the exhib-financed pic which
First
has now been completed.
print of the film should be in N. Y.
Angles on Murder” (Col), $7,000. next week. He said that further
Century (20th Cent) (3,000; 50production plans of the Council
$L20)—“Hans Christian Andersen” of Living Theatre depend to a have on their decision, when
(RKO) (2d wk). Fancy $10,800.
Kennedy,
visiting
the
*
large
extent on the “Main Street” Judge
First week, $15,000.
circuit
from
ruled
Wyoming,
showing at the b.o:
that he would take care of this
issue in his charge to the jury.
Legal spokesman felt this could be
(Continued from page 8)
Schine Bally for ‘Kettle’
brought up as an error on the part
(20th) plus Dagmar topping stagethe court in the event pf a conshow (2d wk), $16,000.
Houses of
In 5 States,
viction for Buchman.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-ffO)
Buchman, however, scored a
Circuit-wide promotion plugging
“Ivanhoe” (M-G) (3d-final wk).
Sound $6,000 on pop scale run pre-release of Universal’s “Ma and solid victory when the judge adafter $6,£j00 last week.
Pa Kettle on Vacation” in 50 mitted a recorded transcript of his
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 55-$l)
houses in five states is being ar- original 2Vz hojur Los Angeles* tes“High Noon” (UA) (10th wk). Still ranged by the Schine circuit under timony. Williams offered this ospulling them in at fine $3,700,' after the slogan “Springtime Is Kettle tensibly as an exhibit so commit_
$3,900 last week, stays.
Time.” U has made up a special tee counsel Frank S. Tavenner, s*ie
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 90-$1.25) trailer for the occasion.
witness for the day, could identify
_
“Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) (4th
goes it.
Showmen’s
competition
Obviously, however, the rewk). Hot $16,000 after $18,000 last with the “Kettle” pic opening in corded testimony, which Williams
week. Holds again.
Schine
situations in New York, called the “most moving” of the
Metropolitan (Warner) (1,200; 90Ohio, Maryland, Kentucky and entire ’51 session, was aimed to“Andersen” (RKO) (3d wk).
$1.25)
Delaware over the current twp to wards the jury.
Sturdy $14,000 after $18,000 last
Similar prethree-week period.
Tavenner appeared as a Governs
week. Continues.
release stunt is giving the film a ment witness in an uneventful sesPalace (Loew’s) (2,370; 55-85)
theatres
sendoff
in
12
Shea
circuit
sion
which traced the events lead“Battle Circus” (M-G). Heftiest
newcomer with $20,000. Holds over. in New Hampshire, Massachusetts ing up to Buchman citation for
Ohio,
where
opening
March
and
it’s
contempt. He outlined service of
Last week, “Taxi” (20th), $13,000.
20-22.
Campaigns in the areas the subpoena on Buchman in New
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; $1)
are
already
under
way
and
theatres
(4th wk).
(Par)
York last January, and his failure
“Little Sheba”
Dipped to $5,500 after fast $6,700 will make a bid for three monetary to appear before the committee on
prizes offered on the basis of in- Jan. 25, and again on the following
last week. Stays on'.
*
Warner (WB) (2,174; 55-85)— crease in gross.
.Monday (Jan. 28.) He stated that
Oke
“I Cohfdfes” (WB) (2d wk).
Buchman’s lawyers had impropweek,
Last
days.
final
4
for
$7,500
erly resorted to last-minute attrim $14,000.
tempts to secure legal- relief via
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 55-$l)
Hiatus
an appeal for a Saturday judg“Androcles and Lion” (RKO) (4thment. He declared, however, that
Continued from page 3
final’wk). Oke $4,000 after $4,500
the committee recommended the
*
last week.
layoff until such time as studio re- contempt citation only after the
sumes operation. In ^announcing court had already ruled against
said it quashing the supoena.
tapering off last week,
cover a period which it hopes
would
Buchman, in his original testi(Continued from page 8)
90 days'.”
exceed
not
“will
mony in Los Angeles, had told the
“Mom and Dad” (Indie) (2d wk).
Production lulls exist at Para- committee he was a member of the
Poor $5,000. Last week, $10,000.
only 20th1938- to
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Star” mount and R“~.0 also and Republic Communist party from
Columbia, UI and
1945, and had freely answered all
(20th) (2d wk). Fadftig to $12,000. Fox,
normal
their
maintain
howbalked,
He
expect to
their questions.
Last week, bright $19:000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- production quota during the sum- ever, on naming his associates in
the party because of “deep prin"Redhead from t Wyoming” mer months.
99)
Metro is curtailing its program, ciples. of conscience” and because
(U). Fine $12,000 or close. Last
week, “Clown” (M-G), $11,000 in from the originally planned 34 pix it was “repugnant to inform on
8 days.
this year to 30, and a new policy fellow American citizens.” He has
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)
is that not more than three pix
contended all along that the com“I Confess” (WB) (3d wk). Okay will be rolling at one time. Colum- mittee re-sumrri«ned him only to
$11,000. Last week, $13,000.
bia, however, , has a $10,000,000 put before him the same questions.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,200; 85- program skedded for the upcoming The committee, on the other hand,
“Hans Christian Ander- months, with seven pix rolling in
$1.50)
has stated that it intended to open
sen” (RKO) (5th _wk). Fine $16,- April.
a new line of questioning.
000. Last week, $20,000.
Two members of the Un-AmeriRandolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50can Activities Committee Reps.
Sturdy
(M-G).
Jeopardy”
99
Donald Jackson (R., Calif.) and
$22,000. Last week, “Confidential(Continued from page 8)
Francis Walter (D., Pa.) were the
ly Yours” (M-G), $7,500.
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)— wk). Slow $6,500. Last week, $9,- first defense witnesses summoned,
“Stooge” (Par) (3d wk). Fine $12,- 000
appearing briefly this morning.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85) “I They were called after the court
000. Last week. $18,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)— Confess” (WB) and “Good Sam” heard arguments on dismissing the
“All Ashore” (Col) and “Savage (WB) (reissue). Fine $16,000. Last two counts on which Buchman was
Mutiny” (Col). Neat $9,000 or week, “Niagara” (20th) and “Gam- indicted for contempt of Congress.
near. Last week, “Mississippi Gam- bler and Lady” (Lip), $18,000.
Frank S. Tavenner,
Earlier,
Esquire (Fox) (742; 50-85) “I counsel for the Un-American Acbler” (U), sock $11,500.
Studio (Goldberg) (500; 50-99)— Confess” (WB) and “Good Sam” tivities Committee, was on the
“Devil in Flesh” (Indie) (3d wk). (WB), (reissue). Trim $4,000. Last stand under cross-examination. He
Holding at $2,500. Last week, oke week, “Niagara” (20th) and “Gam- was the sole ^Government witness.
bler and Lady” (Lip), fine $4,000.
$2,700.
Jackson, on the stand very
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 76 *
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.50)
Giant
“Hans Christian Ander- briefly, denied he had ever “de$1.20)
—“Moulin Rouge” (UA).
,p
manded” that the committee recall
$20,000. Last week, “Member of sen (RKO) (2d wk). Solid $15,000.
Buchman for further testimony.
Last week, $27,000.
Wedding” (Col) (5th wk), $2,500.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; “The reason I requested the re’«.

,

Okay

Balto; ‘Hans* 24G, 3d

Baltimore, March 10,
Heavy snowfall Sunday (8) plus
too many holdovers is nicking pix
grosses here this week. Few new
entries are doing moderate biz.

Among new

bills,

“Meet

Me

At

Fair” at Century looks okay but

Sound Barrier” at
“Breaking
“Hans
shapes modest.
Keith's
Christian Andersen” in ‘third week
at Hipo is still plenty sock. “The
Star” is showing strength at the

New

second week.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3.000: 2070)—t^Meet Me At Fair” (U). Okay'
Last week, “Mississippi
$9,000.
in

Gambler” (U), $13,000.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100:,
50-$1.25)
“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO) (3d wk). Still sock at

—

$24,000 or close after $27,500 for
second.
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460: 2590)
“Breaking Sound Barrier”
(UA). Moderate $7,000. Last week,
“Stooge” (Par) (4th wk), $7,100.

—

Little (Rappaoort) (310: 25-90)
“Red Shoes” (UA). Okav $4,400.
Last week. “Passion For Life” (Indie), $2,400.

Mayfair (Hicks) (980: 20-70)
“Redhead Wyoming” (U). Looks
oke $6,000 or near in nine days.
Last week, “Black Castle” (U),
$4,000.

New (Mechanic) (1,800: 20-70)
“Star (20th) (2d wk). Bright $10,000 after $11,600 opener.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (430; 5090)— “Happy TinVe” (Col) (4th wk).
Holding at $3,300 after nice $3,800
for third week.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)
“Jazz Singer” (WB) (2d wk). Oke
$9,800 after $11,000 opener.
Town (Rappaport) (1.500; 35-70)
—“City Beneath Sea” (U). Starts
tomorrow (Wed.) after “Angel
Face” (RKO) modest $9,500.

KANSAS CITY

Buchman on One
Continued from page 2

Sez Century’s Schwartz

WASHINGTON

Commy

I

motion pictures.”
not then heard,” exEarl
Tavenner,
“that
Browder had given specific instructions of a method by which
the contents of films were to be
influehced. We got this from a former high Communist functionary.
Browder had told them that by

“We had

plained

.

—

indoctrinating pertain individuals,
it
would be bound to influence

'

their product.
Buchman was one
of the leading persons in the writ-

ing-production field.
We wanted
to ask him specific questions on

—

this.”

The trial opened yesterday
(Mon.), with counsel for Buchchallenging the validity of
the subpoena and contending that
the producer had been called to a
second hearing solely to’ pull Rep.
Jackson’s chestnuts out of the fire
after he had broken the quorum
at the Hollywood hearings. Prosecutor William Hitz said it was a
proper subpoena and had to be
answered.

man

.

I

WB

PHILADELPHIA

Fight

9)

(Indie),

$4,000.

Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900:
“She’s Back on Broadway”
(WB) (2d wk). Okay $4,500 in 5
days. Last week, $5,500, storm be50-75)

—

.

ing a handicap.

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gran(Fox Midwest) (2,100: 2.043;
700: 1.217: 50-75)— “I Don’t Care
Girl” (20th) with “Toughest Man
in Arizona” (Rep) at Tower and
Granada. Average $14,000. Last
week, “Redhead from .Wyoming”
(U) and “Woman of North Counada

WB

—

MPAA

try”

(Rep),

$10,000.

Vogue (Golden) (550: 65-85)—
Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA) (2d
wk). Fat $2t500. and will' continue.
Last week, $2,700.

ST.

$11,000,

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—
Treasure Golden Condor” (20th)
and Torpedo Alley” (AA). Opened
today (Tues.).' Last week. “The
Stooge” (Par) and '“No Time for
Flowers” (RKO), nice $15,000 in
10 days.
(St.

L.

Amus.)

submit such details until IFE begins to remit dollars to Italy.
so far hasn't produced any
dollars for Rome.

Agency

—

High Court Asked

—

;

what
.

(1,000;

Minneapolis, March 10.

90)— "Limelight” (UA). Neat $4.500. Last week, “Under Red Sea”
expired
(RKO). $4,000.

last

Nov. 30.

Companies’ best offer was anShadv Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800:
90;— "Cry Beloved Country” (UA) other two-year contract. It was annegotia-

(2d wk). Stout $4,000 after $4,500
opening frame.

nounced, however,

that

tions will be resumed.*.

to

this

else to avoid the obvious discrimination which would be manifest
by renting the run to an independent in a city where one of the

.

Film company representatives,
meeting with those; of the Exchanges* Office Workers Union,
AFL, refused any pay boost “at
this time,” and again failed to
reach agreement on terms of a
pe^^lcb^tract to supplant one which

The “rare” exceptions

policy, the petitioner asserts, “have
been made almost always for theatres owned by one of themselves or

-

Nix Mpls. Pay Hike

Continued from page 3 fine they may be, no matter
film rental thej may offer.”
-

how

—

LOUIS

(Continued from page 8)
000. Last week, “Last of Comanches” (Col) and “Pathfinder” (Col).

Pageant

the American market. Association
has not, however, been given a full
accounting of how the Italians have
spent their money so far. Italo attitude is that there is no need to

—

.

1

a preliminary accounting from Italian Films Export, Italo agency promoting and selling Italian pix in

—

DENVEli

Looms

Continued from page 4
and on the number of pix”TEIollywood can import.
While Johnston and the companies are against subsidies as setting a bad precedent in the world
market, it’s been argued that the
industry
Italian
“loan”
to .the
which the companies have generally written off the books, represented no more than the difference between the official rate of exchange
and the black-market rate.
has received
Meanwhile,
-

-

,

(Continued from page

Gun” (WB) and “Dangerous Years”

were some

in

50

—

There

cell.

questions abput this on the Coast.
Fourth, according to Tavenner,
dealt with the purposes of the
Communist infiltration of the entertainment industry, “Particularly

he said, “was so that he
might be asked before the full
suburban theatres
committee the questions he had not defendants' own
$10,000.
run.”
been asked because there was no is granted to
(WB), $15,000.
that the majors
charges
Petitioner
50-85)—
“Hipart
latter
Tabor (Fox) (1.967;
quorum present at the
.Crest
awatha” (AA) and “Torpeod Alley” of his hearing. His answers be- refused first-run films to the
competition to
feared
they
because
week.
Last
Nice $8,000.
(AA).
fore the full committee might have
“Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA) been, different from what he gave their otfn downtown houses and
from similar demands of Suburban
and “Big Wheel” .(UA), (reissue); when there was no quorum.”
country.
$ 6 000
Walter said he had originally op- theatres all over the
50-85)—
“Hidefendants a}:e ParaWebber (Fox) (750:
posed, recalling Buchman as a mat- Named as
Pictures,
awatha” (AA) and' “Torpedo AlRKO
Inc.,
Loew's,
mount,
He said he opter of principle.
ley” (AA). Fine $4,000. Last week.
United Artists,
the recall of any witness. 20th-Fox, Universal,
“Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA) posed
member of Warner Bros, and Columbia Picsome
said
he
However,
(reissue,
and "Big Wheel” (UA),
tures.
time
“some
him
the staff notified

50-85)— “Star”
tamed Breed”

and
(20th)
(Col) (reissue).

“Un-

call,”

Fair
Last week, “Jazz Singer”

,

.

|

i

$2,700.

1

TV-FIUUS
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NBC-TV

Film Division, Expanding

Scope, Offers ‘Come In’ Inducements
Robert W. Samoff’s NBC-TV
Film Production and Syndication
Division, expanding its operations
and personnel with its new divisional stature (like the owned-andoperated stations), is setting up its
own publicity, advertising and con-

Colra&n’s 1-Man Show

•

Upcoming “Four Star Playhouse” vidpix stanza on CBSTV, scheduled for March 26
presentation, will be watched
closely by. the trade as an innovation in filming technique.
The Singer Sewing Machinesponsored segment will star
Ronald Colman in a solo drawhich,
performance
matic
aside from the experimental

troller departments.

While the division envisages an
expanding and increasingly lucrative future, RCA board chairman
David Sarnoff yesterday (Tues.)
issued a denial of a trade-paper
story (not Variety) on fabulous
profits from celluloid activities.
profit

is

lize

a

new

facet, will utisplit screen tech-

in about three years and that
profit of $5,000,000 was netted
in 1952 from TV pro-

NBC
a

by the

*

NBC

duction and syndication are fantastic/* Sarnoff said.
Establishment of advertising and
publicity departments by the film
division is a result- of the web's
thinking that today it isn't, enough
to give a local sponsor or station

39 or 52

editions of

a vidpic

series.

Terns Set Forth In SWG Pact

Urania Clearances

Pepsi-Cola is mulling cancellaof its “Short Short Drama”
vidpic series on NRC-TV. Reason
the
move, which is not yet
for
definitely decided, is the station
clearance problem.
It’s on the web live at 7:15 p.m.

With Film Producers Alliance

tion

,

Tuesday and Thursday-—a period
which is station-option time. In
toto, counting markets that get the
film in another slot, “Short” is on
28-30 stations. Its Nielsen ratings
range from 13.1 to 15.1.
*

WABC-TV Romancing

- 4-

Savage Exits WCBS-TV
Far

NBC

Film Berth

Savage, film-buyer for
WCBS-TV, N. Y., is moving across
the street to NBC-TV, where he’ll
head up purchase of film for all five
of the web’s owned-and-operated
channels, including WNBT, N. Y.

Dave

He’ll work under Bob Sarnoff,
—
..
head of the NBC-TV film division
and will handle other phases of the
,

Clients for Juve Block

.

film-buying operations.
WCBS-TV has not yet set, a reFor the present Hal
WABC-TV (ex-WJZ-TV), N. Y., placement.
Hough, program chiet of the Cois making a pitch to various spon- lumbia key, will take over buying
sors of kid shows to bring the pro- of pix.
.

grams
strip,

TV Documentaries

into its 7-7:30 p.m. weekday
as part of its 6-7:30 p.m.

juve block.

Wooing of moppet-slanted

aiders

follows the $100,000 deal with

For

[

Pubs Worried In

Mo-

Nation’s tele stations
rently getting a flood of filmed inshows
formational-institutional
that are costing them nothing.
Documentaries vary from travelogs
to industrial to combat films, emaready-made slides, etc.
Film division's concept is that nating from a number of sources.
the product it offers will get a Perhaps thv, mpst unique is Marrating, but the amount of. sales a athon TV Newsreel of N. Y„ a prosponsor racks -up will depend on duction-distribution outfit that dishow much advertising-publicity- tributes its pix free to tele stations
and. sells them to theatres simulpromotion effort he puts into it.
A rerun of Procter Sc Gamble's taneously.
“The Doctor’* will be released beMarathon, headed by Konstantin
fore end of the month as “The Kaiser, fias a number of industrial
Before signing proper- clients who pay the firm producVisitor.”
ties for rerun, NBC is pfe-testing tion and print costs for institutionthem via Horace M. Schwerin.
al-type films supplying information
The film library and kinescope on the type of product or servrecording* operations have been ices they supply. An example Is
hrpught into the film division un- “Guardian Angels,” documentary
Jay Smolin pictorializing .helicopter
rescue
der Frank: Lepore.
is- heading the advertising unit and work in Korea, which was< made
Charles Henderson is handling for Sikorsky Aircraft. Another is
“Clear Iron/* a pic made for the
publicity.
Budd Co. on railroading*
1

minute

serials,

Siphoning of

“Flash Gordon,”

into

the

Crabbe is
and also

Buster
6:30-7 period.
live emcee on the strip
title-role in the
ha*s

“Rogers,” “Gordon” and “Barry”
pix. MPTV deal also covers 175
30-minute oaters.
Kid block includes “Rootie
Kazootie” at 6, “Filbert the Flea”,
at 6:15, the serials at 6:30 and “Bar
7 Ranch” westerns at 7 (except
Thursday, where Chuckles has inserted its “Range Rider”).

Gene Mann Heads New
Filmcraft Prod’n

DepL

Hollywood*, Inarch 10.

Vet

legit

producer Gene Mann,

joined' Filmcraft Productions yes-

TV

Coin to Plug Pix

and service company clients.
* Mann, a vpt of 33 years’ experience in vaude, films, legit and
agency* work, founded and operated
the video service is provided as a the Greek Theatre here for seven
During that time he prostipulation of the original produc- years.
duced more than 50 musicomedies.
Screen Gems, Columbia Pictures’ tion contracts.

subsidiary; launches its
first fullscale syndication operation
with sale of “Ford. Theatre” to
markets outside .the 59 that Ford
carries via NBC-TV. Firm has also
picked up for syndication “Professor Yes ’n No,”- a 15-minute openend quizzer.
Latter; a Tragbom production
package, starring Bill Cullen, has
been airing over WDTV, DuMont’s
Pittsburgh o-and-o. Tragbom has
shot 26 of the films.
Ford half-hour films will be distributed under the title of “Your

telepix

All-Star

Theatre.”

next

Starting

Marathon

is

He

currently concen-

trating on “Clear Iron,” with the
pic set in nearly all the nation’s
video markets. In addition, Marathon is setting the pic for theatrical exhibition in 175 cities, either
through deals with film evchanges
or direct exhibitor pacts. Ex-March
of Time salesman Fred McConnell

(Continued. on page 34)

.

also operated his
for some 15 years.*
Filmcraft later this

own agency
month

will

launch the “Mark Twain Television
Theatre” to augment it~ current
program # centering around the
Groucho Marx “You. Bet Your
Life” show. Firm is also readying
a schedule of fall apd winter television production which will be an-

nounced

Telefilm Industrys.Story

shortly.

Famine

fall, Screen Gems will also distribute second runs, probably under

the same title. Second runs will be
syndicated if they canr t be sold to

a national sponsor.
Firm, which last week acquired
rights to “Tale* of the Texas

Laid at Doorstep of Pic Majors
KAUFMAN

By DAVE

*

producer is making much money,
and most of them are operating on
Hollywood, March 10.
Not until the major motion pic- deficit financing, hoping to get
Hangers?’ won’t* syndicate this
their
profits in re-runs, and they
series. But on the syndication list ture -studios move into the- telepix
aren’t coming through. It’s a real
is a 50-pic series of musical panto- industry by setting up their own
rat race.
production adjuncts will the* acute
mime shorts.
“As long as the producers look
shortage of stories in the vidpix
field and other factors tending to for national sponsors and do- business
on. that basis, they will have
create instability in the telefilm inVIDPIX
dustry be solved, it’s opined, by a trouble. There isn’t a capable disnumber of Hollywood’s leadlng lit- tributing company in the field toFILM erary agents;
day, but the majors would solve
The agents say basis for the this and make money by distribuHollywood, March 10.
ting
their own vidpix through
Two. half-hour telefilms, pro- story shortage is a deep one with
duced six months ago as the start many ramifications above and be- their exchanges, and sell on a local. and regional basis.” Trouble
of a series tagged “Trail Blazers,” yond the feeling not enough loot
are being edited by William Broidy is paid for the yams. While aver- with the way it is today, the prointo a theatrical feature for United ring the present structure is such ducers take all the gamble, and
Artists release. Series was to have-| that it’s difficult for producers td the stations none, he added.
Manuel takes a- dim view of coin
starred Alan Hale, Jr., but was pay much more for stories, the
dropped When he signed to appear agents* say the present structure is being paid TV writers, and doubts
that
the SWG. pact will help much.
unstable,
and
the
industry
won’t
in “Biff Baker” telepix.
required
five attain permanentcy or maturity VMinimums. become maximums,”
Transformation
he
said,
and added that’s one ofuntil
the majors take oyer.
days of additional filming to bridge
gloomy picture ,of the situa- the reasons motion picture writers
the gap, with Hale before the cameras and Wesley Barry directing. tion is taken by A1 Manuel of the are cool to TV.
Henry Barron, story ed" for
Completed feature will be released Manuel-JBaird agency, who comments, “The majority of producers the Jules Goldstone agency, agrees
linger its original tag.
are paying minimums, with only a with Manuel that the majors hold
few name writers drawing $1,509 the key to the situation because
- WWRI/s FM Adjunct
for story and teleplay. (Screen* of their knowhow and facilities,
New York will get another FM Writers Guild minimum for both but doesn’t share his gloomy view
operation by June 1, with the okay is $700.)
Of the vidnix field today, averring
last week by the FCC of the appliManuel said the situation has not he feels it’s considerably improved
cation of WWRL, Woodside (L. I.) improved much in the past year, and that the SWG pact which
indie. Station wil operate on 10,000 that many producers have fallen gives scribblers residuals opened
watts.
by the wayside. He stated “no
(Continued on' page 34)
x

TELESCOPE 2

FOR FEATURE

.

A

.

.

•

get exclusive rights for a period
of seven years to basic material
for one-time shows and anthology
series. Producers lose exclusivity
rights after that period:

won

additional compen-

sation for any exploitation of motion pictures, radio and sequel
rights to the material for a maxiperiod of three years from
the delivery of the material. Writers retain all other ownership

Hollywood, March

\

10.

rights, such as dramatic, book publication, magazine and commercial.
Scale set down in the contract
calls for the following compensation on anthologies and episodic
series .(one-time shows included):
~~

Publishers’ associations are concerned by the mounting use of
video to plug films,- with the coin
thus being diverted from newspaper space. Up to now, papers
collected almost automatically on
$4.70 per inch rate when studios decided on special ballyhoo for their
pix. Most recent local example of
reversal was- “Jeopardy,” on which
newspapers got only few thousand

Story, $120 for quarter-hour, $200
for half-hour and $380 for full
hour; teleplay, $330 for quarter
hour, $550 for half hour and $1,045
for full hour. Payment for both
story and teleplay was set at $420,
$700, $1,330 in the three time
classifications.
For westerns- and
serials there was no separation for
story with rates of $360, $600 and
$1,140 applying in the three time

dollars while between $9,000-$10,000 was spent on television time.
Effectiveness of video spending
is shown in. $27,200 collected by
“Jeopardy”- in first week at Loew’s
State and Egyptian against an
average of $23,150 done by 25 pix
that played two first-runs during
1952. Surrounding towns* had simsecond
Also,
experience.
ilar
weeks, when tele? campaign
dropped, gross slipped to a small

slots.

•

Additionally, writers will receive
of the original payment for

25%

each pair of re-runs beginning with
the third and fourth and extending to the 13th and 14th.
On

and episodic series,
150% of the original. Rerun rates
for westerns and serials give the
writer 33.1/3% of the original price
on the third, fifth. and seventh runs
and 10% each for the ninth, tenth,
11th, 12th and 13th runs.
Contract also limits to 14 days
after delivery the time in which
the producer can request revisions
and such revision is generally
Pre-Coronatioil
limited to one only. Pact also provides for a $100 payment for outVidpix Peddled by
lines which must be submitted for
William Morris office is peddling sponsor approval," the fee to bethree pre-Coronation films pro- come an advance against the origiduced by BBC for American con- nal.
sumption. Films are titled. “When
Telepix later used for theatrical
the Queen Is Crowned.” “The. Sec- use will bring the writer 100%
ond Elizabeth” and “What Is the repayment.
Crown.” They’re a half-hour each.
Films are the only profit-making
ventures by n BBC as regards television coverage of the Coronation.
BBC will offer, at print cost edited
kinescopes dt the ceremonies. Most
of the kinfties will be of the. Abbey ceremony, which only BBC
will cover.
Since American webs
can cover the procession it’s tantaDeal signifying United Artists
mount to a pool arrangement simi- entry
into the TV film production
lar to that accorded BBC during
field is near the closing stage, it’s
the Inauguration.
BBC' will also allow webs to understood. As a starter, UA has
make kinnies of its Abbey pickup. guaranteed a bank loan to Steffen
Although the nets will fly* their Seharffi to produce and direct a
series of 26 15-minute dramatics
films and the kinnies via private
-entitled “Telegram.” First 13 art
flights, BBC Will fly kinnies to
to be lensed immediately.
Montreal,

terday (Mon.) as veepee in charge
of creative production and sales in
the first step toward expanding the
He’ll set up
Unlike tho mass of industrial tele firm’s operations.
department designed to deproducers, Marathon keeps the a new
properties
new
produce
velop
and
films, distributing them free to
$16*000.
tele stations and distributing to
film houses on a regular rental
basis. Profits come from print
charges and theatre rentals, while

SWG

mum

“Buck Rogers,”
“Don Winslow,”
“Tim Tyler,” “Ace Drummond”
are curand “Red Barry,” which are going

Viffpic -Slots

Hollywood, March 10.
Precendental contract between
the Screen Writers. Guild and the
Alliance of Television Film Producers has been inked, with new
supplementary provisions disclosed
in agreement. Mote than 6,000
writers are covered in pact between
Alliance and
and Authors
League of America.
A portion of the union shop pact
became effective last, Nov, 24, the
balance last Feb. 20 for a period
0 £ three years, with negotiations
on cer tain points rpopenable in 18
months.
Under the contract, producers

Scribes

tion pictures for Televison for 30-

an entire package is
Rather,
needed, including publicity releases on each telecast,, mats of
ads, merchandising ads such as
posters which can be inexpensively
imprinted, exploitation plans, suggested on-the-air announcements,

*

TV

To Hypo, Film Roster

nique.

by

anticipated

Pepsi Unhappy With

one-man show

“The statements that a $40,000,000
annual

Wednesday, March 11, 1953

PSStffiff

anthologies

BBC

WM

Loan Springs

UA

Into Vidpix Fold

where American and
Arrangements Were made by
Canadian stations can make arGeorge T. Shupert, v.p. and generrangements to get them.
al

Donnenfeld Joins
Balaban Vidpix Setup

manager of United* Artists Television
Corp., wholly-owned
subsid. Series will be* partially fi-

UA

nanced by the Chemical Bank &
Trust Co. “Telegram” stanzas are
Bernard
Donnenfeld,
former built around the effects of delivery
Paramount Pictures lawyer, this or non-delivery of a- telegram on
week was named veepee and mem- the lives of the characters;
ber of Princess Pictures, telepix
Shupert, who returned from a
production-distribution firm head- week-long o.o. of Coast conditions
ed by Burt Balaban, son of Par’s last week (6), said in N. Y. Monpresident Barney Balaban.
day (9) that he had arranged for
Donnenfeld served in the Par an additional 13 pix to be made
legal department for four years, in the successful “Cowboy G-Men”
assigned to tele and corporate ac- series currently being handled by
tivities.
He’ll act as counsel to UA in 26 markets.
Shupert said
Princess, in addition to his other he expected series to be* sold in
duties.
Princess,
incidentally, another 18 markets by May 1.
opened its offices in midtown
.

N. Y. this week.

lux’ Samplers Roll
Mayers Joins Unity

Hollywood, March 10.
Gross-Krasne, Inc., has begun

Sydney Mayers, N. Y. film

at- •shooting first of four “sainple” Lux
torney, has joined Unity' Television Video Theatres shows, as Lux
Corp. as administrative veepee in weighs
permanent
decison
on
charge of legal and contract de- transition from live to film.
partments.
Finp, which has a
Laraine Day has lekd in first
catalog of about 1,000 films of vidpic, “Women Who Wait,” with
varying length, is headed by his Charles Haas directing.
Randy
brother, Arche Mayers, former Stuart, Bill Ching and Steve Dunne
film
distributor
are cast in support.
<$
'

TELEVISION

Sarntif$

New Industry Status

Brig. General David Samoff, RCA board chairman and who recently returned to his onetime board chairmanship status at NBC
as successor to Niles Trammell, has been corralled as the keynote
speaker for the upcoming convention of the National Assn, of
Radio-TV Broadcasters at Los Angeles starting April 28.
Sarnoff’s affiliation wjth the NARTB meet (in recent years the
networks have been inclined to remain aloof from the industry conventions), has wide implications for "the trade.
For one thing it
supports the prevailing sentiment throughout the NBC operation,
which has undergone a succession of reorganizations in recent
years, that henceforth Samoff will play a more dominant role in
the affairs of the network. It’s no secret to NBCites that he’s reserved for his own use the suite formerly occupied by Trammell
in the NBC quarters when Trammell was board chairman.
Nor is it a secret that the ascendancy of CBS radio and televi-’
sion operations into a major sphere of importance, both in terms
of program popularity and billings, has sparked considerable apprehension among the NBC-RCA upper echelon, with the Samoff)
convention relationship seen as a bid by the RCA board
NARTB
chairman to project his new status and thinking into industry

WEB

What’s going on around the maTV networks, notably NBC and
in blueprinting the Coronation pickups (and there’s a hushhush quality that tops anything at

CBS,

‘

Can Towns Under 20,000 Support

the Pentagon),’ is strictly out of the
Jules Verne books. But in spades.
Nobody’s tipping anything for fear
the rival web will get the jump
in being the firstest with the mostest in showcasing the Coronation
pix for American TV audiences.
The speculation on the NBC-vs.CBS plans makes a "Space Cadet’’
saga seem tame by comparison.
What, they’re asking at NBC, -did
Sylvester L. Weaver, the web’s vice
4
chairman of the board, cook up

during his London visit last week?
Weaver checked in- at the network
over the weekend, but

TV Stations? FCC Thinks So
•

"
•

•

•

’

and Sherman, Tex.

,

In the

Wrong Corner

Pabst,

which sponsors the

Wednesday night fights /on
CBS-TV, grabbed itself a cuffo identification on the rival
NBC-TV channel in N. Y. last

week

(4)

in

nals

on

York

cable.

the

a

mixup

of sig-

Florida-to-New

Last week’s fight originated
in Miami. At the 10 p.m. station break sign-on time, there
was a fleeting Pabst picture
.

and announcement following
"Kraft Television Theatre" presentation on WNBT,
which threw New York viewthe

1

,

ers into a state of bewilder,

single stations for Clovis, N". M.
(pop. 17,000), Medford, Ore. (pop.
.

\

t

how much

population is required
to support a video operation?
Last week t for example, tfie FCC
Issued TV permits in four towns
of less than 20,000 people. In one
community Bismarck,
N.
D.—
with a population of only 18,000,
the agency authorized two stations.
17.000)
And Bismarck, it should be noted,
is in a sparsely settled area. Even
with a most favorable location, it’s
unlikely a TV station could reach
more than 20,000 radio homes.
The Commission also authorized

ji

•

With the licensing of more and
more TV stations in the American
hinterland, an answer should soon
be forthcoming to the $64 question:

20 000

However, it was
immediately by

ment.
lowed

fol-

the

Hazel
regularly-scheduled
to "This Is Your
as CBS-TV regained
possession of its prize fisticuff property.
*

(pop.

Bishop intro

.

obvious that if video stations
are going to survive in these communities, costs of construction and
operation will have to be considerably less than has been the rule
in stations in larger locations. It’s
also doubtful that such operations
could pay coaxial costs for network
programs, indicating heavy use of

Life,’’

It’s

.

-

Tell $64 Question

and kine.
Whatever economies are prac-

film

-Or Else, Coast

ticed, it’s practically certain that
it will cost at least $100,000 to get
these small stations on the air and
at least $100,000 a year to operate
them.
much revenue will be
taken from radio station advertisers and from theatre patronage
remains to be seen.

•

•

is

anybody

else.

AFTRA Urges

they’re asking, is RCA board chairSarnoff going over to
oversee
the
NBC "Operations

Coronation"? Again silence.
Will NBC get a special dispensation for use of an Army Air Force
jet to span the Atlantic so that
the Coronation pix can be processed in time for coast-to-coast network release that same night (Tuesday, June 2) but before CBS flies
its own films back? Such dispensation will, have to come from Secretary of Defense Charles E. Wilson and therein lies an interest-

—

—

ing story.

What A. Parlay!
NBC, frorh-all accounts, is shoot-ing for an 8 to 9 p.m. release of
the pix probably out of Boston,
where the plane will land. That’s
the Milton Berle hour. But Jufie 2
is the fourth-alternate-weefc segment when Buick has the hour.
Buick- is General Motors. So is

—

‘

Wilson, ex. And General Motors is
sponsoring the Coronation pick up.
You can’t even dream, that kind
of a parlay.
To fly the Atlantic, process the
films and hit the air at 8 p.m.
(films will probably be flown out
of London at noon, which is 7 a.m.
EST) is practically operating on
split second timing. Fact that NBC
hasn’t started to canvass the affiliates for time availability supports
the belief that the web is shooting
for the Buick-sponsored 8 to 9
"ceiling" hour, since it gives NBC
a "ready made" station lineup that

Pearson Axed By

Products,

is

Drew Pearson on ABC
DuMont tele networks.

ABC

show

is

dropping
Radio and

slotted Sundays at

6 p.m. and exits after the March
29 edition.- Since the gabber’s contract is directly with Carter, and
it expires at the end o| the month,
ABC is also, dropping the syndicated columnist. Agency for Carter,

Ted

Bates, said that the move is
part of a periodic reshuffling of
media for the sponsor and that it
has no further, plans for him.

Pearson had been backed

until

a couple of years ago by Lee Hats,
and after the haberdashery outfit
.

petitive

dropped him the web had had
some difficulty in lining up a new
sponsor. Around the time of- the
Lee bowout, Sen, Joseph McCarthy
had launched an attack on Pearson,
but the sponsor denied that the
solon’s attack had anything to do
(Continued on page 36)

hearings.
Resolution, which would need
Won’t Get an Incentive
AFTRA national board okay, says
members ducking Commie quesRide
„ Offer on
tion will be summoned before local
NBC-TV has debided against ofboard, and if they continue to
fering
the
question
will
conany
special
evade
be
incentive to cursidered violating AFTRA constitut rent bankrollers to keep them on
tion and ineligible for membership. during the warm weather.
HowBoard would quiz AFTRA-ites ever, it’s expected to announce a
re C. P. membership and whether plan, similar to its setup of last
member "knowingly is promoting year, of- -making a program contrispecial interests of, making finan- bution to seasonal advertisers who
cial contributions to or renders aid come in for the summer ride.
Contribution towards the proand assistance by lending his name
gram *expenditure will be an
or- talents to Communist Party."
amount equal to 25% of the dollar
volume of time charges. Year-round
bankrollers who stay on 52 weeks
Hoover Vacuum’s 3-Shot get a 10% annual discount.
Like last summer’s concept, the
Hoover Co, (vacuum cleaners)
lias pacted with CBS-TV for three- web’s policy is that viewing stays
shot hit-and-run sponsorship ’deal at high levels during the traditional
on the daytime Garry Moore Show. hiatus days, and consequently no
Client is buying a one-a-week special lures ate necessary. It
quarter-hour segment on three al- argues thAt spenders whb used TV
ternate weeks during April and during last July and August found

Summer

.

'

[that dog-days video paid off.

NBC

from

Monday

known

al-

(9),

though negotiations had been under way for some time. As one of
he
functionaries,
O’Neil’s
key
becomes veepee and member of
the board of General.. Teleradio
(the parent company) and v.p. gen-

manager

eral

WOR-TV,

m Vi-Hour

Client

Tom

operation

probably spark a highly-comrace in the NUw York

became

NBC-TV Offers
Berle

WOR-Mutual

broadcasting picture.
Gaines’ resignation

&

ties
Exchange Commission in
Washington this week, brings
his total stake in the CBS operations to 50,000 shares.

WOR

of

and

taking over the admin-

istrative job of ex-WC R, chieftain
Theodore Streibert. However, it’s

anticipated that he’ll be integrated
into the network operation as well.
Gaines’ bowout at NBC also
serves to ease existing tensions and

Segments

duplication within the o&o operaof the Mil- tion where the multiple veepeeton Berle TV show next season is
now in the laps of the sponsorship

What happens in terms

gods. It’s practically a certainty
that Texaco won’t be back in the
which v in turn, has
cued a free-for-all jockeying among
the networks for the oil company
biz, with CBS-TV, for one, hopeful
that a Texaco-backed production
in the 8 to 9 period might at long
last break the Berle Tuesday night
audience stranglehold.)
Regardless of the sponsorship
auspices, Berle is protected by
NBC on the Tuesday hour period
and it’s now considered likely that
next season will find the show
broken lip into two half-hour bankroller segme'nts. It’s on that basis
that NBC has reportedly initiated
some agency-client overtures.

Keep Your Own Tally

fall (a situation

WOR-Mutual

NBC

understood

that?

to

Jr.

WOR-Mutual

James M. Gaines

1

It’s

NBC

to

Frank White
William H. Fineshriber,

1

ships created
vision is now

confusion.

The

di-

100% dominated by
vepee Charles R. Denny.
chiefly

It’s

veepee

-

in

in

as

capacity

his

charge

.

.

of

WOR

(AM & TV)
over

is

effect

that the Gaines moveexpected to have a salutary
New York broadcast-

on the

Texaco may ing scene.

not go for more than a 30-minute
identity on TV next season, if at
all, with CBS also offering up its
available Thursday and Saturday'
night periods with a come-on pitch."

It was as manager of
the
operation before moving up in the' NBC organization
that Gaines established a rep as
a key broadcaster and operator.
Immediate reaction was that his
takeover will inevitably cue
some of the operational-programming techniques that paced the
N. Y. broadcast field a few years
back.
New appointment takes effect

WNBC

WpR

Jessel in ’Last Word’

TV

Stanza to Kick Off

Two-Year ABC Alliance

March

15.

New show
will

which George Jessel
do for ABC and ABC-TV as

part of his two-year contract (plus
two-year option) is an audience

testants

Agency American

.

'

will

Option for issues acquired by
Stanton, filed with the Securi-

of all stations authorized.

Carter on AM-TV

tablish a high-echelon stake in

O’Neil’s

will

Carter

owned-and-operated stations to es-

prexy Frank Stanton
one of the major

stockholders in the Columbia

be matched.
If NBC goes on the air that hour,
Hollywood, March 10.
it poses a serious problem for CBS,
Any American Federation of TV which is taking station orders for
FCC has now issued 281 TV per- & Radio Artists members sub- the 11 p.m. to midnight hour for
mits since the lifting of the freeze, poenaed -before the House Un- its own Coronation pix. When -and
if the Columbia^ boys ascertain that
bringing to nearly 400 the total
can’t

Resignation of James M. Gaines
veepee in charge of NBC’s

family.

And why,

Activities
Committee NBC is shooting for 8 to fi, it will
has issued authorizations to 39 of hearing opening, here March 23 obviously mean, a reappraisal of
the new permittees to commence face expulsion from the union if CBS’ thinking.
Columbia's Arthur Godfrey is a
operations with less than their au- they don’t answer the $64 question,
thorized power, bringing to 147 the under a resolution recommended longstanding pal of Wilson’s. Will
local
AFTRA,
the
of
the
by
board
he,
not NBC, get a jet nod? Can
number of stations authorized to
now being voted on.
Wilson permit a civilian network
operate.
Local resolution
orders
sub- to get a military jet- without stickpoenaed members to tell the Com- ing his neck out?
mittee whether they are or ever
Everybody’s got a theory and
have been members of the Com- everybody (but the network boys
munist Party. Deadline for ballot- in command) is talking.
ing on the rule is March 17, with
rule taking effect March 20 if
adopted, in time for the House Current NBC-TV Clients

.

CBS
becomes

isn’t talking.

man David
10.

—

•

Nor

as

Stanton’s Stock

jor

affairs.

Washington, March

Seen Sparking Competitive Race

RIVALRY

By GEORGE ROSEN

'

NBC-to-WOR-Mutual

Gaines’

JET-PROPELLED

23

NBC’s ‘Hamlet’

"The Last Word." It
around Jessel’s long-

partici^ationer,

be built

TV or Not TV?

standing rep as "toastmaster general."

Half-hour stanza will have conmake impromptu speeches
timed by a clock they cannot see
(but the audience can), and the
"last word" spoken when the alarm
goes off is used as the basis for the
prizes won. Airer will be a vehicle
for Jessel’s ad libbing with the
guests.
Audio of the TV edition
will be taped for radio, and both
shows will have ; a modest budget.
Jessel’s joining ABC on June 1
in a deal negotiated through the

Chicago,

March

10.

Unless it can come up with a
second bankroller, NBC-TV may
cancel plans for a lush two-hour
beaming of "Hamlet’ slated for
April 26.
Hall Bros. (Hallmark
Card) which has sponsored NBCTV’s Xmas Day “Amahl and. the
Night Visitors" the past two years
has agreed to pick up the tab for
an hour of "Hamlet."
However, the web is reluctant to
go through with the project without a client for the second hour

William Morris Agency by ABC
since the one-shot slated for the 5
prexy Robert E. Kintner and proto 7 p.m. Sunday period would

grams-and-talent v.p. Robert M.
Weitman, reunites him with gabber
Walter Winchell, He and WW, as
boys, were in the Imperial Trio
which sang in the Imperial Theatre, N. Y., and they were also in
the Gus Edwards troupe together.
Besides getting Jessel's services
exclusively as performer and producer, ABC will utilize the raconteur as (1) "goodwill ambassador"
at public and private functions;
and (2) an aid in luring more
showbiz names to the skein. Kintner stressed that Jessel’s "diversified, talents will be available for
other strategic program planning
now going forward for the fall."
Weitman added that Jessel will
'

give ABC new "programming inspiration and know-how."
Pact, *wlth a yearly guarantee of
$150,000 plus an equity in the
shbws he creates, permits Jessel to
continue his pix work. He has one
more NBC-TV stint to do before
joining ABC. Now qn the Coast,
he’s expected east Monday (16).

involve some hefty rebates to the
regularity berthed advertisers who

would be bumped.

The TV version of the Shakespeare* classic is to star Maurice
Evans with

Albert

McCleary

di-

recting.

LEBHAR WMGM BUY
NEAR SIGNING STAGE
Two-months-old negotiations for
the sale of WMGM, N. Y. indie,
may be completed by the end of
this week, it’s been learned. Talks
between Loew’s, which owns the

and Bertram Lebhar, Jr.,
director and would-be
purchaser, have- been accelerated
to the point where sale is immi-

station,
station’s

nent.

Lebhar,

who has
.

directed

the

station for the past decade, would
buy the 50,000-watt outlet for approximately $2,000,000. NegojiaItions started in mid-January,

Vtdncfiday, March II, 1953
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1EX-'DR.

REIURNS

I.Q.’

IN ILL

TO PULPIT
Dallas,

Docket

Sets

Chicago,

March

10.

’53’

4

After several weeks of preliminary blueprinting, the new regime
(ABC’s Chi merger
at
baby which has supplanted the
web’s WENR-TV) is set to roll into
high gear, .First move by veep’|
John H, Mitchell and his exec assistant Sterling (Red) Quinlan has*
been to chart s new daytime course
for the station along news and
service lines designed to individualize the outlet from its local CBS
and NBC competitors with their

*

the' new programming layout is the
largest sales force in town. When
Mitchell moved over from the preoperation on Chanvious

WBKB

(now occupied by CBS’
WBBM-TV) he brought with him
the entire seven-man sales force.
nel

4

And

he’s keeping

peddlers

As

TV.

on the five time
inherited from WENRhis practice, majority

is

of the 12-man crew works on la
commission deal. _
The merchandising operation,
tagged “Shopper Stopper,” is already under way with, reciprocal

Tea

A&P and

with the

National
chains, embracing some 600 ire-

tie-ins

outlets.
Although such promotion projects have become com-,
monplace in radio, this is the first
move by a Chi TV station into the
field.
Headed up by Keh MacDonald, the venture' has. ~ been
launched, to bolster* the food and
staple revenue which is" pretty
much, the backbone of daytime biz.
The daytime five-minute hews
strips and a 15-minute nightly signoff wrapup will be .gabbed, by Ultail

3

IMS SET FOR
WCBS ‘ROADSHOWS’

Three separate “roadshow” units
have been set up by WCBS, N. Y.,
to meet the demand from charities
and community organizations for

.

Newest

Nielsens, (for j February)

'

.

-

The new weekday' WBKB log
shapes up thusly: Wayne Griffin’s
news an weather gab session -moves
up from its present afternoon Slot

sponsored

30-mifiute segment
of “Show of Shows” in 30th place
with a 38.8 rating. Remaining halfhour periods trail that figure. On
to open up the station at 9:45 -a.m. the other hand, “All Star” is in
Replacing the morning feature film the No. 17 spot with 42.3, with
at 10 will be Beulah Karney’s cook- Gleason No.
19, with a 42.0 Nieling stanza, currently beamed at sen.
12:30 a. m. Tentatively slated for
the 10:30 a. m. spot is an exercise show to . be emceed by Ed
Allen. A new music&chatter strip, Philly Bulletin
#
featuring Kay .Westfall and Chet
Roble, takes over the 11 o’clock;
Gets Major Radio-TV
half-hour from the “Bob
Kay;
Show,” a longstanding WENR-TV
*

first

.

Forum

&

Whirl,

-

Top Gahbers

Philadelphia, March 10;
Singer-emcee
Danny
O’Neil
Television and radio hookups
moves over from WBBM-TV to ocwill insure the Evening Bulletin
(Continued on page 36)
Forum (which holds sessions tonight and tomorrow) a total of
five hours of TV (one hour of
which will be picked up by the
CBS-TV web) and 34*4. hours of
local and State radio time.

Network radio and

!

turers’

Golllngwood, Walter' Cronkite,

Jr.,

Sam. Levenson is spotted for a lecture tomorrow on “Culture at Any
Price.”

status of color.

Tobey is known to be seriously
concerned lover delays in color TV
and can be expected to carry on
the fight which his predecessor as
Committee chairman, Sen. Johnson,
has beeh waging to bring the development to the public. Both senators are bitter foes of “monopoly”
and have been suspicious of manufacturer influence on FCC policy.
In a lengthy letter tracing the
delays in development of color,
Johnson reminded Tobey that “you
are not afraid of powerful interests” which “may like to forget
about progress in the art of television until the market for blackand-white sets has been exhausted.
Johnson urged that the Committee call upon FCC and various
manufacturers to explain why the
public is not given the benefit of
*

Radio-TV Plans

.

’

,|

New
ABC

i

i

.....

.

..

.

TAKE

CLEVE.’$ 10DG
IN 14-HR.

SIMULCAST

Cleveland,

.

_

_

„ ,

,

.

March

10.

,

In a gala 14-hour simulcast from
Masonic Hall that ended at 1 p.m.
entire proceedings will be Sunday (8),
raised
recorded by the Voice of Amer- nearly $100,000 for the Muscular
ica and special documentary pro- Dystrophy Assn. here.
%
grams Will be beamed throughout
The two-station operation _ was
the world-in 46 different languages. emceed
by Jack Mann,, and it feahave only three minutes under
CBS-TV will carry the Forum, 8 to tured such top Coast stars as
Tandem or Power.
Wal9
(Tues.) and WCAU-TV ter O’Keefe, Duncan
ABC will make available: (1) .a willtonight
cany the remainder of the ses- Carillo, Mary Beth Renaldo, Leo
quarter-hour strip four days a week
Hughes,
and
sion as well as tomorrow evening’s
in evening time, and (2) four quarDeMarco Sisters. Local AFTRA
panels;
and
ter-hours staggered at different
talent participating intotal of 98 individual radio
times on different nights. The lateluded Glenn Rowell and- Gene
ter setup is designed for sponsors broadcasts will be made by stations Carroll, Sidney Andorn, Joe Muliii Pennsylvania- and New Jersey,
v-ihill, Bill Gordon, Lee Sullivan,
seeking to reach a maximum number of dialers via a big cumulative along with six- network broadcasts. Bob Forster, Walt Kay, Allen
audience.
Fried. Night club stars appearing
'Sfieldon's Whit# Reck Coin
Under ABC’s contiguous rate
locally who, participated were BetWNBC, N. Y., has sold a five- tie Clooney, Florian Zabach, Robplan, the four 15-minute airers canj
be bought for the price of a solid minute show with Herb Sheldon ert Angel, and the Harmony Kings,
hour.
Cost for time is approxi- doing- a ’round-the-town report
Music for the performance was,
mately $11,500 weekly.
With -a three days a week to White Rock, by Henry Levine and the
modestly-budgeted show, the time- via Ellington agency.
band.
battery* of 110 telephones
And-talent nut would be around
Show goes in at 6:25* p.m., start- was set up at The May Co. to take
*15,000.
ing March 18.
(pledges.
.

The

WTAM-WNBK

:

A

GF to Air

Committee, who urged Tobey over
the week-end to “vigorously? pursue the situation and “let -the* chips
fall where they may.” The Committee has authority and funds to
carry out the study, under terms of
a resolution passed by the Senate
shortly after the present session .of
Congress convened. Tobey has already requested the FCC to bring
the Committee up to date on the

color. “Color television now and
not the hour the. manufacturers
decide should be Otir goal,” he said.
If legislation is needed, then we
should proceed post haste to sponsor it. In any event, unless some
Teason can be shown to the conrary, color. TV should be made
available to the public.
manufacturing
industry
The
doesn’t want its black-and-white
receiver .operations disrupted now,
Whatever Hope decides, he’s said Johnson, any more than it did
ments are going to. dealers preparing for business when the first definitely committed to NBC. He’s when FCC authorized color broadcurrently doing a cross-the-board
stations go on the air.
casting in the fall of 1950. “With
morning and a nighttime show on
the TV freeze lifted,” Johnson
radio* for GF and new contracts
inted out, “and new markets
will be kicked around at the uprequire
Stark, Layton Cut
coming session. If, as is antic- opening every, day that
UHF
as well as VHF receivers, conipated, Hope and General Foods,
some
other
verters, strip tuners or
continue their radio relationship,
Radio Qnizzer lor
attachment, one can understand
it’s
considered a certainty the
the industry’s interest to maintain
will be flying the GF color?
Aimed at Wounded Yets comic
the status quo.”
in TV next season with his own
But it’s nearly three years now
Wilbur Stark and Jerry Layton show.
since FCC adopted standards for
last week cut an audition record
color and said the development is
for ABC radio program chief Ray ur/mt* Wtf n
•
ready for the public, Johnson
Diaz of a hew quizzer, “Win For Wviju”‘l V I\6V<UnPlIl£(
added. “Why isn’t it?” he asked.
Is this delay in manufacturing
Idea for the projected series,
Daytime Schedule; Going color TV receivers deliberate? Are
came from an incident on the .indie
the standards adopted by the Compackagers’ “Movie Quiz.” A vetOn Air Hour Earlier mission unsound? If so, iii what
eran in an L. A. hospital sent the
WCBS-TV, N. Y., is overhauling manner? Have, new standards been
show the answer to a jackpot quesdeveloped? If so, why are they not
tion. Although listener participa- its daytime, lineup on March 30,
on the
NBC-to-CBS submitted to FCC?”
tion wasn’t invited. Stark and Lay- attendant
switchover of Colgate’s “Big Payton sent the vet a gift.
RCA’s ‘Who, Me?’
From the exchange of letters, °^Statement
by Sen. Johnson
Columbia key is going on the air
producers got the idea for the new
brought a quick answer from RCA
airer, featuring wounded vets on ®J,rl.ier’ st ar^in § at
?•
(Continued on page 36)
Telecomics
followed by
Time
their way to recovery. Since they
cannot appear on the show, “stand- for Beany” at 7:45. Latter shovv
ins” play for them, with Jack Les- has hit a 3.0 rating in its present
coulie as emcee. A 30-second biog 8:15 slot, and program director
Hal Hough thinks there’s a good
of each GI is also included.

against

plans, offering four quarter-hours
for the same amount of coin the
other webs get for three one-min
nte participations. It’s argued by
that for. $15,000 weekly, a
sponsor can get four 15-minute
broadcasts, with- a total of 10 min
utes of commercial, where he’d

Hope,

mittee at .the helm.
Strongly backing the investigaEdwin CL Johnson (DColo.), former chairman of the
tion is Sen.

kets as the result of the lifting of
the freeze, was shown in an RTMA
Bob Hope is severing ties with
estimate of December .retail sales
of 1,049,000 sets. However, sales “Colgate Comedy Hour” after this
slackened after holiday buying to season, and the NBC comedian’s
future television plans .will prob640.000 sets in January.
Among new TV markets which ably be resolved in the next two
have sprung up since last July art or three weeks when .the General
Denver, Portland, Ore., Mobile, Foods radio-TV high command sits
’53-’54 proAla., El Paso, Tex., and Bangor, down to crystallize its
Me. In many other cities, ship- gramming agenda.

and Edward P. Morgan, all of CBS,
NBC’s Tandem and CBS’ Power and Everett- Holies, of Mutual.

ABC

10.

TV”

TV commen-

tators acting as moderators at the
Forum sessions include Charles
-selling

March

St. Louis,

Execs of Anheuser-Busch, new

owner of the St Louis Cardinals, Senate Interstate Commerce Com-

committee at a meeting
to hit the* agency-sponsor-network with the National Production Authority*. Production in 1952 totaled
fraternity last week hasn’t contrib6.100.000 sets.
uted toward casing* the uncertainEvidence of tremendous demand
ties surrounding the status of the
for sets, due to growing trade-in
NBC-TV Saturday night “Show of volume and opening of new mar-

-

Is

Cardinal

Owners See ‘Maximum TV’

.

'

radio

New St. tools

10.

A full-soale. Congressional inquiry into the “puzzling conun-.
drum’* of color TV to determine
whether “powerful interests” are
blocking the development appears
to be in the works, with Chairman
Chhrles W, Tobey (R-N.H.) of the

™

'

ABC

Washington, March

Paul’s Episcopal Church in
He "had resigned as
Alton, 111.
curate of St. Matthew’s Episcopal
Cathedral here in January to devote full time to the Three-Cross
Ranch and School, a nonsectarian
boys’ ranch project looming in
south Texas.
In his new post, Rev. McClain
will continue his association with
the Three-Cross project, although a
new administrator will be named.
Rev. McClain has been in and
out of the news since he quit his
turning
r.
“nr t n” mdin
radio
n
nn
Fnic^nnai
Episcopal
an
and became
slot

are mulling plans for “maximum
of games;, despite the fact that
a rival sudsmaker, Griesedieck
The three troupes
radio talent.
Brewing Co., will broadcast
Bros.
are built around. Jack Sterling,
all games during the forthcoming
Mary Osborne, Bob Haymes, Joan
season. Griesedieck, which sponEdwards,. Emily Kimbrough, Galen
sors the play-by-play over a 70 staDrake and John Henry Faulk;, each
midwest
seven rm*/iwocf
in pmron
web- itn
tion radio VifaVi.
of whom has a daily show.
cleric in July, ’47.
states, also has a “refusal con-,|
Program director Sam Slate
tract” on TV broadcasts which al
said shows are packaged for three
lows it to offer the same amount,]
types of audiences: all-women,*
of money as a prospective bank-,
children and mixed groups! Shows
roller to TV a particular game
run from 20i30 minutes and are
and thus take over on TV.
scripted, -with. Ernie Hartman’ -diAnheuser-Busch, it’s reported,
recting.- Slate’ said that’ the units
is -also discussing radio broadcastnot only build community relations
ing of the Cardinal games in areas
They’re
but also hypO -ratings.
not now covered by the Griesealso booked for promotional apOnly two Cardinal
Washington, March 10;
dieck web.
pearances at department stores and
Television, manufacturing indus- games were -teeveed last season,
supermarkets.’ Bookings are hanthe main reason being inability o
dled by Bob Blake.
try got off. to a strong start in 1953
clear sufficient time to aircast the
with a record January production entire game.
It also has been
of 719,234 sets, according to Radio- found that bankrollers of national]
TV Manufacturers Assn. The year-around programs are reluctU“e
u
month’s output, which topped Jan- ‘ ant ,t0 f1
?
uary of last year by better than *>r local TV broadcaste.
owners. Its
Cardinal
new
The
aoolooo sets,. indicates. the industry
reported, also ..are Considering that
will’ do considerably better than
TV broadcasts shouldn’t be conf),500;000 receivers this year, as
area.*
estimated recently by a manufac- fined to the St. Louis

Shows” for next' season. (It’s reported that both Camel cigarets,
which picks Up a third of the 90mmute
tab, and Prudential, which
mer Turner,- pioneer TV newsman bankrolls
a half-hour on alternate
long associated with the WBKB
weeks, plan to cut back in their
call letters. The news shows and
respective
sponsorships of the
the other program changes go into
high-budgeted 'stanza.
effect March 30. Austin Kiplinger,
For the first time since it hit its
WENR-TV newscaster, stays on to
major league status as one of the
handle the evening shows.
most costly shows on the commerSince most of the. old WENR-TV
cial TV- rosters, “Show of Shows”
jnighttim-j shows are riding on proeven, figure in the Top 25
gram contracts as opposed to -the doesn’t
listings, even being outdistanced
day-timers sold on a participation
by
the ill-fated “All Star Revue”
basis, no immediate overhaul is in
(going off next month) and the
the works for the early evening
Jackie Gleason show> Nielsen re*nd afterdark schedule.
port for February puts the Camel-

fixture.

10.

St.-

WBKB

high powered network shows.
On the WBfcB docket is a new
grocery*- merchandising setup, a
host of program changes and a day-spread
news-on-the-hour
time
which has proved so’ successful on
Indie radio .stations. Backstopping]

March

Rev. James W. McClain, former
“Dr. I. Q.,” on NBC radio, has returned to the pulpit as rector of

AGVA

*

A

WTAM

future for kid shows' in the breakfast period.
Ernie Kovacs show
moves into the 8-9 a.m. slot, which
will concentrate for fire against
NB€-TV’s “Today” in N. Y.
Margaret Arlen, currently in an
afternoon niche, goes to 9-9:30
a. m., on the theory that she’ll
reach the femmes before they go
out shopping.
“Morning Show,”
which serializes feature plx, takes
the 9:30 strip, followed by CBS
news at 9:45. At 10 the outlet
takes the network feed of Arthur
Godfrey, “Qhe in Every Family,
“Strike It
Rich,”
“Bride and
Groom” and the three CBS-TV
soapers.
At. 1 p. m., Hough will insert a

new

series^

“Journey

Through

which will feature husbandwife participants in a human interest
audience
participationer.
Life,”

with Bob Jennings producing and
Tom Reddy, former WJZ early
morning dee jay* Frank Moriarity
will direct, with Cafl King«announcing;
Remainder of the early afternoon eked will be the network
lineup, with the local “Late Mati
nee” celluloid feature spotted at
4:30-6

p.m.

NBC-TV Joggling

Daytime Roster
Chicago, March 10.
juggling appears

Some wholesale

works for NBC-TV’s midafternoon schedule. As of June <8
in the

Procter & Gamble is taking -over
the full dally half-hour of Tommy
Bartlett’s
“Welcome Travelers”
and is negotiating with the web -to
move the ‘Chi-originated show Into
a later slot.
P &G has hopes of talking NBC
into moving- Kate Smith’s display
from its present 3 to 4 p.m. (CST)
slot to the -2 to 3 period so the
soap firm can take over the latter
hour. PfcG is shopping around for
another half-hour show to parlay
with “Travelers” as back-to-back
offerings.
Because ..of the rating
payoffs P&G has- garnered during
its current quarter-hour identity
on the relatively inexpensive interview show, word has gone out
at the pancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
agency to pay special heed to other
Chi-based properties.
“Travelers** presently occupies
the 2:30 p.m. berth.
.

Wednesday* Marefc 11, I95>
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‘WHO HE?

:
“You Are There as School Study

hmm

rs

jUfijii
fill
The

miJaM

There series
You Are There”
S-TV “You
CBS-TV
manor contemmajor
porary or historic events.
David Jacobsen, Director of Public Relations for the television
network, has already incepted plans with the Citizenship Education project of Teachers College, Columbia University (with 22,000
schools under its jurisdiction), and the Metropolitan School Study
Council (embracing schools in the N. Y., New Jersey and Connecticut areas) for distribution of Jacobsen-produced manuals and
teachers’ guides blending the CBS programming into school cur-

I

*

ricula.

Rates,

Don Quinn

Helps Clients Keep Costs in Line
n

mun>r?
__

•-

»

•

/»

•

WNBT,

.

N.

Y.,

is

.

offering

one-

which the sponsors minute newscasts or weathercasts
have control.” Another feature of f°r sponsorship. Each announcethe new rate manual is. splitting of ment would have two parts: 30 seccharges for studios and for camera onds for news and 30 seconds for
giving
thus
the commercial, but the backer would
complements,
areas

.

“over

get visual identification throughout
spenders greater flexibility.
William V. Sargent, assistant the minute.
Cost will be $100 per spot, covcontroller, and Edward J. Stegeman, program- and production ering one camera, production, anplus time
financial manager, explained Mon- nouncer and writer
day (9) that the new production charges. They’d be skedded whenever
facilities
live
be
can
cleared
rates represent the first increase
by the web in 31 months. They on the station,
said that while other skeins had
increases periodically,
instituted
NBC-TV had held off since early
CL,**,in 1951. They added that they’d
tried to stave off increases by improving the efficiency of production operations.
One group of increases is for
technicians in the National Assn.
Techniof Broadcast Engineers
eians* which recently won a new
contract with pay boosts. Another
increase is in camera rehearsal
rates, but the NBC execs said that

|[QP(|
*F-fll-rllinfF
* * MI15 Video
f IMVV
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_W es tmghouse ^purchase

the charges “are still competitive
with rates at the other networks.”

of the

p kUc^owned W1TOZ

Stegeman said that by pre-plan- phia for $8,500,000 (subject to- FCC
approval) is but one, of a series of
(Continued on page 36)
acquisitions
envisioned by the
manufacturing company, designed

NBC-TV Remains

.HHiiBISlYBI

to project it into the big league
television sweepstakes with a fivestation video empire of its own.
(That’s the maximum number allowed under FCC regulations.)
Westinghouse, for years entrenched in broadcasting with its
scattered prize radio outlets, will
now have two key TV possessions
the Philly station as the TV artri
of its
radio station, and WBZ-

Although Pet Milk, currently
one of the- sponsors of “All Star
Revue”' on NBC-TV, was debating
whether to shift its Saturday
(Continued on page 36)
night allegiance to CBS-TV as
one of the participants in the ________ __
„„„ ,
“Jackie Gleason Show,” the cliHoe SoiRP JffV
Iiad JVIIIC
1IIJ
ent has now definitely decided to
stand pat. on NBC and. recapture
^IWlIKnrc UH
All Tail
With
fflUI
ijpOHoOlb
I
dp,
the 8:30 to 9 p.m. period when
“All Star” makes its exit from
lirr
the network next month.
111 1 iOUfflCy 3S
Pet Milk is still mulling a proPittsburgh, March 10.
gram for the period and is eye..
.
, tT ™vr r i
„
Satand* Cn4
Thursday
WDTV has its
ing the Ted Mack-emceed “Origsponsors this week on the
inal Amateur Hour." The 8 to
1
a
h
e
llot se
8:30 time goes to Dunhill eigave's
Sh„? ?* iE Th« iT» iM« iin™
for its “My Hero" series; which is ° n an lf basls ’
SL*? JSi
NIT
moving up from -7:30. Latter time Duquesne Umy. fares in the
tournament at Madison Square
h
iQ been hAntfivf
has
Ennds.
bought hv
by Vmtrfcr
.

KYW

WnTy

..

*

‘

™

.

“fW

1

^

New yofk shauld the
Garden
Dukes make the semi-finals, Du-

identify

within” on

its

r.

gramming.
Quinn will headquarter in
Hollywood, where most of the
Y&R shows originate, with oc-

‘

*

1

to head the agency. The Commiswas established in 1934 under
President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Simultaneously with the appointment of Hyde, or shortly after, it's
likely
that the President will
nominate a new member for the
Commission to fill the place now
occupied by Eugene Merrill, a
Democrat, who is serving under an
interim appointment. It’s believed
the post will go to Charles Garland,
manager of Gene Autry’s radio
station, KOOL, in Phoenix. Garland was formerly mayor of Des
Plaines, 111., and has long been

two

sion

men had

.

Republican politics. Ilis
appointment would bking a practical broadcaster to the Commission.
Garland was also associated with
the CBS station, WBBM, in Chicago
active*" in

colds.

for many years before talcing up
residence in Arizona.
With the designation of a new
chairman, the big question ia
whether the present chairman,
Paul A. Walker, will resign as a
commissioner or stay through hi*
term of office which expires on
June 38. The President has the
power to remove Walker, who was
already eligible for retirement
when made chairman of the Commission last year, but it is expected

Blab Beer Cancels
TV’s ‘Amos-Andy,’

Also Drops Tine
The sponsor

defections,

from ma-

jor-budgeted TV brought a $1,800,000 time-and-talent casualty in

he will permit him to complete his
term.

wake

this week, when Blatz
Until Walker is displaced, therethe Weintraub agency, fore, the policies of the Commission
cannot be materially altered.
office.
served notice on CBS that it was
Naming of a commissioner to renot renewing the “Amos 'n’ Andy”
place Merrill will bring the number
figure with -the showmanship flair program after this season. Blatz is of Republicans on the seven-memthe days when, to mention but a sponsoring the program on an al- ber agency to three. With Walker,
few, the Hubbell Robinsons, the ternate-week
basis,
sharing the there will still be three Democrats
Pat Weavers, the Harry Acker- Thursday night 8:30 to
and one independent (Edward
9 period
mans, with their successive regimes with the Singer Sewing Machine- Webster).
at Young & Rubicam; a Mike Kirk
However, when Walker is rebankyolled “Four -Star Playhouse.”
vs. John Reber vs. Walter Craig vs.
In addition to the .show, Blatz is placed, the Republicans will be in
Tom Harrington, et al., threw some also giving up the time.
control of the agency and changes
well-meaning authority around at
can be expected. It’s likely there
A Sc A show is one of the more will
rehearsals.
be a shakeup in key staff posicostly filmed! items in TV, running
They’re still around as part and about $40,000 a week. In view of tions which will affect the Office
Counsel, the Office of
General
of
parcel of the more harassing TV its, wide audience acceptance
(35.1
Secretary, the Office of Chief
picture, but, as in the case pf the on
the last Nielsen) CBS-TV doesn’t
Engineer, and the Office of the
trio,
Robinson-Weaver-Askerman
anticipate its being shelved for
Chief Accountant. Changes maje.
are now entrenched in the show- long.
dominating network structres, or
(Continued on page 30)
Blatz
cancellation
throws
the
enare more concerned with the word
“media” in agency thinking than in tire Thursday 8 to 9 segment into
a whirl, for the 8 to 8:30 niche is
program elements.
now in the “for sale'* columns as
Almost right down the line
result
of the Burns & Allen switch
“Show of Shows,” “Toast of the
to Monday night.
However, some
Town,” “Colgate Comedy Hour,”
client interest is already manifest
“All Star Revue,” “Studio One,”
in' the period, despite the fact that
“Philco TV Playhouse,” “Robert
Montgomery Presents,” “I Love it’s up against the stiff competition
from Groucho Marx on NBC-TV.
Lucy,” the Arthur Godfrey “Talent
Chicago, March 10.
Scouts” and “Friends,” “Irma,”
Wrigley Cum is replacing “Life
“Miss Brooks*” “Red Buttons,”
with “Yours Truly,
Luigi”
With
“Peepers,” etc., etc. here are all Vagaries of Late Nite
Johnny Dollar” on CBS Radio toand web-controlled
web-dictated
night (Tues.). Surprise shuffle was
program components in a day when
Originations Cue
made kfter a week-end confab bethe agency man’s primary function

casional

trips

to

the

N.

Y.

their

Beer, via

Radio

'*

m

"Luigi’

Axed;

Wrigley Sets Sub

—

,

WHOM

tween Phillip K. Wrigley and CBS
Shift of Byrant, Carroll veep H. Leslie Atlass, thus ending
year
WHOM, -N. Y. indie, is moving /‘Luigi’s” three and one-half
agency media man has superseded its late-hour deejay-gabfest show association with the gum firm.
brewchange,
given
for
Reason
Ray
radio-TV
director
in
Willie
Bryant
and
the
terms
featuring
overall importance.
Carroll from Harlem's Club Baby ing for some time, was that WrigGrand to the midtown -Birdland. ley wants the talent to work comIt’s the latest in a series of shuf- mercials, which wasn't feasible on
fles by N. Y. stations of their “Luigi.”
SALE DEPOSES ‘VEEP,’
“Luigi” was also a recent TV
restaurant-nitery originated shows.

to talk in terms of “cost-perthousand,” “participation,” “i^erThe
tion,” “segment buy,” etc.
is

SEEK

NEW TV

station here will televise the

tlSd telefcAfts.'

scheduled

“from

itself

SLOT
10.

local

Chicago, March 10. v
of the longest public service
features
WLS’
in
Chi- radio,
“School Time,” has snagged a
sponsor. After 16 years as a sustainer the Prairie Farther station
has signed the Pure Milk Assn,
for its series.
The daily qufirter-hour is beamed
to
the
moppet
grade school
throughout the midwest. “School"
Time” has an estimated student
audience of 1,141,000 in more than
0.1 Q0 nu’ban >apd- Jrtural schools; i
s 4 Jdsb* hfrMle*

One

has

surveys on incidence of colds
in N.Y. First was completed
for the station by Pulse last
week. Station execs hope that
the second, which is to be, conducted in April, will show an
incidence of colds equally or
nearly as high as the March
figure. That, they feel, would
prove to. the drug manufacturers the value of staying on the
air longer.
Survey, incidentaly, showed
that in the 1,000 families interviewed, 23.9% had colds in the
family. And, if anyone is interested, 63% more women than

radio-TV pro-

game, and in the event that the

FINALLY GETS CLIENT
^

flagship,

Quinn’s move-in is
seen portending a return to
the- era when the agency, with
a major stake ‘in broadcasting,

Chicago, March
NBC-TV is looking for a new
entry goes into the finals time slot for Alben Barkley's “Meet
Saturday (14), Channel 2 wil! carry the Veep” currently showcased
Web has
afternoons.
Sunday
that one, too.
5:30 to 5:45 p. m. pe'It' has ^ sponsor lined up for peddled the
occupies
now
Veep
the
which
riod
the games, but bankroller’s inthe Fram Corp. (oil cleaners).
t rested only in the semi-final and to
in
a travel
putting
the final if and when. On the other New client is
“Vacationland
show,
hand, for radio, they’re not so par- formatted
America,” when it takes over
ticular.
Chevrolet will' carry every game April 5.
NBC-TV may move the BarkleyDuquesnfe Is in, right from the beinto the
ginning of the tournament from Earl Godwin gab session
Sabbath afternoon Spot beearlier
Ray
with
Madison Square Garden
Should the ing vacated by “Juvenile Jury”
Scott at the mike.
Dukes enter the stretch, Scott will which is taking a 13-week hiatus

Mpnt

16-YEAR SUSTAINER

tradi-

tional start of the hiatus period for cold-combating drug
outfits,
WOR, Mutual's N.Y.

*

—

rJUnlTP UUVlIllllg
LlOOlDlRl'
Fmpire
Looming

&

O

Washington, March 16.
Designation of Comr. Rosel Hyde
as chairman of the FCC is expected
this week.
Hyde conferred with
President Eisenhower last Friday
presumably to acquaint the
(6),
President with the first Republican
*

Thus

will

•

I

Cold Facts

Y&R

side.

,.

n

of

and

•

With end of March the

vehicles,

“Hails of Ivy,”
“GildersleeveP
characters, is joining Young Sc
Rubicam agency as supervisor
of all comedy shows. Move is
significant in view of the fact
that Y&R today, as. with most
agencies* has become a package-concious house, acquiring
all its properties on the out-

WMl S „QUICKIC C01D

keep their

costs in line, increases are confined mostly to those
tisers

,

originator

t
Ml 1A|* D1
ShluBIIIIC 111 A 00I1PU
UlldhCUUd III AHcIlCY
h

creator of “Fib-

“Beulah”

^

I

and Molly” and

ber MfcGee

—

Increasing its charges 4for some production facilities and
services. However, to help adveris

to

a

«*«

I'llCUlS lTldHIl

there isn’t an agency in the business today with sufficient control
on programming to call the showmanship shots on the major hourlong (or even 30-minute) video
productions.*
It’s a far cry from the days (that
hark back chiefly to radio) when,
the agency man was the cplorful

Don Quinn,

NBC-TV

•
/I
I 110111 ff

practical certainty
certainly that Mil-

Thompson-produced

+

Due This
nvvujuui
*»»*u Week:
GOP Control
waiuviirvvH
Seen

AMCilBCP

itllUUHtlL

ill

ton Berle won’t be flying the Texaw\ sponsor
enonenr banner
hannnn next
novf season,
eaoenn
aco
with the show exiting the Kudner
agency and reverting to an “NBC
production” status, virtually writes
“finis” to the era of the agency
showman impresario. With perhaps the lope exception of “Kraft
Television
Theatre,” and
“Lux
Video Theatre,” which are J. Walter

In preparation for some weeks, the channelling of the “You Are
There” series into classroom study and discussion will probably
tee off with next. week’s presentation of the Alexander HamiltonAaron Burr encounter.
Similar use was made recently on an experimental basis of the
Ed Murrow “See It Now-” treatment on soil conservation. Apparently the school kids ate it up for they're asking for more.

NBC-TV Hikes Production

Hyde Designation as FCC Chairman

THEY NOW TALK

Teaching Through Television”
an. ambitious extension of its “Teaching
Inn an
project, which got off to a head start with its collaborative assist
Inauguration
ceremonies,
CBS-TV has affected a tieD.
C.
the
on
up with 22,000 schools throughout the country to integrate into
school
study
“‘pattern
-pattern some major items
Items on the CBS
the home and
gram roster. These include the CBS-TV coverage of the Coroprogram
and| on
°“ a regular
rcgul
nation ceremonies on June 2 and,
weckl7 basis, the
?r weekly
n
of re-creating

after -next \veek? s allow.

WHOM

deal will' have Birdland,
be-bop haven, sponsoring the last

casualty.

half-hour of the 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
segment, with the possibility that

CBS EMPLOYEES BID

may air some of its talent. Program, which with Bryant and Carroll features the interracial deejay team, has aired from Harlem
it

FOR 10% WAGE HIKE

of CBS’ employees-manageihent committee has
for the past three years.
Number of peculiar problems asked *the network for a general
have attended the late-hour origi- 10% wage increase, covering all
nations. One is a situation where- New York staffers of the web in
the first 15 minutes the wage-grade setu^ (white-collarby on
of the show must emanate from ites, building service workers, etc.)*
the studio because of .a state liquor
Committee was established by
board ruling to the effect that a the web couple of years ago after
alcoholic
distributor
of
or
maker
employees voted for “no union” in
beverages cannot plug his prod- an NLRB election, after contract
uct in a nightclub or restaurant with the Radio Guild (dropped by

Employee members

WHOM,

•

(Contiiiiied

* * 1
<

fcki*

« a
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THE CONTINENTAL'

C’ett Si

With Kenw> Cessna

WMGM, N,Y.
WMGM, N;Y.

Ih

f

with an unusual transcription
series, classic
French plays
•performed in French by .the

adding Renzo

for its limited audience.

In New York it’s being
on Saturday afternoons at 2 bv the municipal

beamed

“L’Ecole des Femmes”
(“School for Women”), star-;
ring the famed Gallic thespers,
Georges Vitray, Renee'
Faure and Aime Clariond.
Their performances, even to
ears with only high school
liere’s

i

household habits. Freud \va% never
as hardpressed as this reviewer in
deciding such questions. It’s also
a question of individual receptivity
to such suggestion. The Conti-

,

.

may have

in N. Y. at least,

to

fort.

replicas

of

AM

house-

voice *ahd
fine
Italian
shouldn't knock off femme" resistance. He’s" aided by some wellselected .records, and he’s also
inviting the listeners to guzzle"
Champagne with him, and those
soft, purring pipes with the poetic
quality shouldn’t do his cause any

On

t

show

departments, and

1

•

•

1

.

:

Chan—

.

With Peter Madren
Radio Luxembourg
Relaxed friendly style of microphone gabbing establishes this
weekly stanza from Luxembourg,
English-speaking sponsored station.
Peter Madren, British thesper and
announcer, .has this flair with
dialers. Show caught linked listeners as far apart as the Persian
•

.

and

Gulf

.

;

AN INNOCENT ABROAD
With Gerald Peters
,

Producer: Frederick Tudor
30 Mins,, Sun. 4 p.m,
Sustaining
CBL, frbm Toronto
Strictly on a fugitive from a
guide book formula, plus plenty
of good-natured spoofing, Gerald
Peters has whipped up a novel
travelog' series that is being carried
by 38 stations of the trans-Canada
network. Several big-na^ne advertisers are. prepared to sponsor but, are
stymied by the Stat^-operated Canadian Broadcasting Corp. policy,
;

.

.

to other geographical points. Lad
is a world traveller- journalist and
deals this stint with Rio. On imagiReading, March 10.
nary visits for hiS listeners, Peters
In the first two weeks of opera-* describes the city and its life,, out-,
standing
buildings
and native
tion,
the only local
station on the air, offered 28 hourfc mores, with a wham finish at the
original
Copacabana.
of live talent eaph week. Station hit
For this, he works in Latin rethe air Feb. 22.
•

.

WHUM-TV,

Humbolt

TV

station
;

is

cordings, with Frederick Tudor expertly
interpolating a splendid
sound background that gives a par-,
.

Greig, president of
Eastern Radio Corp, and manager
station,
of the
stated they plan to
continue the schedule of 28 hours
with local news, sports and audience participation programs. The
J.

UHF" and on Channel

61.

Station boasts first use of recontrol automatic cameras.

mote

All programs at present emanate
from the new studios in, the old
Tower Hotel on top of Mt. Penn,

overlooking Re^ipg*

j

j

{

x j T

,

f,

ticularly live effect
etc.
city,

on crowd

.noise,

In depicting life in a foreign
Peters dresses up his travelog

with music and humorous patter
skirts
the usual academic
stuffiness.
Opens with train
whistles
and shunting engines;
then the rubber-necking monolog.
Description of a city and its life,
plus Tudor’s sounds background,
makes this a very, enjoyable lialfi&qpr session ag-jq i c*
2*.*
that

'

"

1

•

.

}

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

HOLLYWOOD ...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hooper White, former producer- of Mutual’s “Cliff Johnson Famis new radio-TV production chief at the Earle.
Ludgin agency
James Love, Ralph Ellis,- Howard Bede, and Andrew Armstrong handed
veep stripes at Leo Burnett agency
Pete Johnson and Frederick
Schneier in from N. Y. for confabs with- MBS Central Division brass
NBC’s farm gabber Everett Mitchell off on a one-month globe
girdle for the International Farm Youth Exchange
Program. Tape
recordings to be aired on his “National Farm and Home Hour”
A ™ral Corp. has named Russel M. Seeds to handle its black andi
white billings for its TV and radio division, formerly booked
by Cruttenden & Eger
C&E co-owriers Ed Erer and Harley Hobbs joining
s
All n Napier of “Dial
for Murder” guested Cn
Y" p
?
ids
Sund »y 8 >
Win Uebel rejoined NBC as assistant to Chi NBC sales service manager Tom Lauer
Larry Alexander, ex-WBBM, joins WLS announcery
Jim Conway launched

•

ily ,

.

KlENNECOTT COPPER
KSL,

.

IN CHICAGO

Jensen

Producer: .Allen JCrisen
60 Mins., Thiint.,' 8 p.m.

(

,

.

.

Lake City
Adamson Buchman)
“Utah Copper Symphony Hour”
is a good example of what can be
done with good music; Maestro
Maurice Abravanel makes few concessions to pop taste* in choosing
the program arid comes through
with a solid session of sound symph
Salt

.

,

•

.

.

•

.

.

‘

.

.

.

*

M

’

?
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•
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WBBM

a daily gab session via
director, sojourns downstate

-•

SHOWS
WKLY. FOR WHUM-TV

,

'

•

!
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Scotian^.
Tunes selected are for entertainment mainly of Auld Lang Syne
natives scattered in various parts
of the globe. They ranged from
Bing Crosby to Scot singer Robert
Wilson, Perry Como to Scottish
music. His' handling of the orch
country, dance music, and had fairly
is clean and accurate.
wide entertainment value.
to keep commercial programs to
Allen Jensen handles* straight
^ Program owes much to breezy in- the minimuin.
and commentary. Lat*
formality and humor of its deejay,' / Series has been upderway 16 ter, which he writes, is brief, inweeks, with Peters presenting his teresting and to the point.
Gord.
Joe
impressions of world-famous cities, Kjars commercials are
friendly
some of these based on his visits .and straightforward without
going
when he served with the infantry overboard. Pitch is along instituHRS. LIVE
in France and' Italy, plus his visits tional lines arid is
angled
.Inverness,

WNEW

.'

.

*

>

.

.

it’s

.

CO Mins.
Sustaining

.

.

into ,effect.
hits a new

"

1

.

*.

.

new

,

SCOTTISH HOUR

.

.

!

heavy on the music. A sentence or parodies. Questions are ridicuso and off to tne turntable. He even lously simple, but no more redicuspun One of his own disks. Most of lous or simple- than the parodies
the platters piloted could be con- themselves. Sample of the so-called
strued ^s being in the romantic humor, on the show: “Did you
vein. It wasn’t until he was fairly remember to buy the fish?” “Yes/
deep Into the program that the' I got a haddock.” “A haddock? So
ear became accustomed to his voice.. Why don’t you take an aspirin?”
But even when the words weren’t
It’s a low form of comedy, includintelligible,- the purr per -se might ing- dialect routines which aren’t
have had an .effect.
even done well. And the quiz porHe's on ‘from Mondays to Satur- tion of the show is one which’ would:
days on this WMGM deaf. This suit a contestant of kindergarten
hour .deal/ accordihg to station age. Chalk up a big zero for packspokesman, will gross approxi- ager Martin Goddriian arid his
mately. $500,000 for the Continental producer writer team of Qeorge
on a four-year pact.
Jose.
Spota and Jay Jones. 'Likewise for
ABC, Toni and LCo Burnett agency.
.

:

.

gone for: it...
Program* has' Arlene Francis and
Bill Cullen acting out parodies .of
radio and TV shows, songs, etc.
Then they quiz two three-man
he went teams on the subject matter of the

(9)

.

.

4

premiere

his

all

*

harm.

.

.

.

incredible that the network and the
sponsor land agency should have'

r

'

.

.

.

*

indicative of the

so-called quiz

hand low in

’

1

.

(Leo Burnett
be hoped that “Fun for

ABC-UPT merger went

•

’

...

.

.

ABC, from New York

why Cesana’s This

There’s little.reason

.

.

•

TONI

be

44444

*

.•

-

All” won't

4

.

.

the- romantically inclined
wife to look forward to.

.

.

money. He aiso phones a advanced; type* of programming
femme and that’s something for that’s b^en promised since the

—

.

,

•

1

.

1

for

billet-doux

4

.

Director: Art Henley
Writer: Jay Jones
30 Mins., Fri., 8:30 p.m.

to!

4 4-44 4-4

.

‘
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It’s

tl 4

This series, however, is well conHerbert Bayard Swope will, be toastmaster of Sports Broadcasters
ceived as a music ' appreciation
heavy- Assn, dinner April 13, with Don Dunphy, SBA prez, as general chairwithout' getting
Course
Each stanza is framed man
handed.
It’s a girl, their fourth child, for the Wells Churches (he's
around a central theme with the CBS Radio 0 news director)
ABC prexy Boh Klntner is soliciting
.
platter selections as illustrations. the AM-TV industries for the N. Y. Red Cross fund drive
.
NBC= sent
Opening show was framed around out “tickets” for “Your Living Room Theatre” to plug its AM-TV
the wild west with Pinza playing pickup of the Academy Award fete March 19 /
Bill Latttep, NBC
,
several folk records about stagetrade press flack, is teaching the AM-TV publicity course at the New
coach riders, tfie pony express, In
.'William A." Wylie, ABC’s manager of AM-TV station rela*
School
dians and cowboys. It was q highly
“Backstage
tions; addressed the Syracuse ad-sales club Monday (9)
program
which
included
listenable
Grant Richardsits 18th year of broadcasting . .
completed
a part of Aaron Copland’s “Billy Wife”
. Court- Benson, Gene Leonard, Mary Michael
The Kid” ballet suite 'for 'the -sole new to “Stella Dallas”
Frank Butler, Joy
longhair bit- but this was on the and Sarah Burton added to “Backstage Wife” . ,
light side. Pinza also played a Hathaway, Sarah Burton, Mary Jane Hlgby, Mary Patton and Haskell
hokey western tune which, he Coffin in the new “Front Page Farrell” sequence . . Staats Cotsworth,
sliced for- RCA Victor a couple of star of “Front Page Farrell,” will have this third one-man show of deyears ago .with the Sons of the cent paintings at the Hammer Galleries
Cy Walters takes over a
Pioneers.
13-week cycle on WNE.W’s cross-the-board “Piano Tops” . . , Walter
.Pinza’S; child, Clelia, is also on Lewis, WHLI commentator, writing a radio-TV-theatre column for the
the show 'for minor intros to Levittown,(L. I.) Eagle .
Ken Klein and A1 Jazzbo” Collins,
some of the disks. She adds -a promotion director and deejay, spoke at the annual Career Council
bright and attractive personality for Paterson, N. J., Youth, Sunday (8).
but Die show will have to stand or
Max Ehrlich
Helen Gerald on ABC’s “The Chase” today (Wed.)
.
fall on Pinza's pull with the youngAnderson F. Hewitt, board chairback from Bermuda-Nassau trip
sters, a highly doubtful factor.
man and chief exec officer of Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, reHerm.
Lin Cook on “Big
signed over a* disagreement on policy decisions .
Story” and “Tales of TomorrQw” this wefek . . Quincy Howe subs for
PRESENTING ANNIE ROSS
Elmer Davis on ABC and emcees “Both Sides” Which preems on ABCRhythm TV Sunday"
With, Maurice
Little
Jacques Kreisler watchbands hai
(15) at 1:30 p.rhl
Quartet
switched from Hirshon-Garfield to Foote, Cone & Belding . .
Nick
Producer: Eddie Fraser
Keesley, Lennen & New.ell’s radio-TV chieftain, agiun will produce
It Mins,
the
annual
show
Hall,
Atlantic
(at
Convention
City,
this
Sunday)
BBC, from Glasgow
opening the National Assn, of Tobacco Dealers,, convention. Such Old
'Annie Ross cloaks identity of
Arinabelle Logan, of the w.k. Log- Gold stars as Mindy Carson, Herb Shriner and Dennis James will
head
up the entertainment shindig . , . Somer Alberr added to “Perry
group.
family,
vaude
an
Scot
Chirper, backed with nitery ex- Mason” this week.
perience in America and Europe,
Ed Murrow, for second straight year, wins the George Polk Memorial
is a recent addition to the family Award of Long Island U. t for his “See It Now”. TV-er . . . WCBS’s Bill
act, after being ajvay since a tot, Leonard guests at a Port of N. Y. Authority dinner tomorrow
.(Thurs.)
mainly ih the U.S, In program
Stuart Weissman and N. R. Madonna added to the WABC spot
heard, ’she made her Scot radiq sales staff
John Henry Faulk, WCBS humorist, elected prez Of the
.
debut in. most promising "fashion.
U. of Texas alumni association in N. Y.
Samuel Sutter named vice*?
Gal gabbed with U.S. accent in president in charge of the Creative Department at Blow agency.
a slickly- rhymed script, tracing
her career from the time she left
Scotland at age of two. She opened IN
with “No Business Like Show Biz,”
Lowell Thomas must’ve heard about the mildest and driest winter
following quickly into “Rock-a- coast guardians are
passing through and set up shop for the next month!
bye” and then “Louise,” latter at nearby Balboa
yacht harbor. He’ll take side trips along the coast
siing
a la Maurice Chevalier.
and look in occasionally on his new baby, Cinerama
Jimmy Wal.
Thrush showdd..' working knowl.
4
edge of French lingo and accent lington went back to the hosp to have his broken w.ris.t reset
This
is
to
start
a
scrap
book
Percy
for
Green,
years
58
a
piano tuner
in “Pigalle,” arid ditto of her naHe ministered to ailing 88’s for every station in
tive Scotland, in a Harry Lauder- and retiring at 73.
style tune, “Qh, My, "Mary Mac- town since radio came into being and for the past 17 years .tended the
keyboards -at CBS. This is perhaps the first mention he’s ever had in
kay!”
She was ably backed up by the the trade press .". Don Martin, who operates a radio show, puts his
, Adrian- Murphy, CBS-Radio prez, and
Maurice Little Rhythm Quartet. FM station on ,the air June !
Program had fairly strong enterv Lou Hausman, general exec, joined Lester Gottlieb H here for program
tainment value, and could well be discussions with Guy della Cioppa . . . When the first flash on Stalin
broke, KFWB’S deejay, Larry Finley, put through a phone call to Tass
extended into a series.
Gord.
News Agency in Moscow hut got only a polite .brush-off. tass pleaded
‘bad connection” but Finley taped for broadcast what little he did
UTAH COPPER SYMPHONY
get . Harry Kronman’s “Professional Father” is being packaged by
HOUR
CBS.
Format deals with child psychiatrist, who has nothing but
With Utah Symphony Orchestra,
Maurice. Abravanel ..conductor, trouble at home with his own.
Allen Jensen, Joe Kjar
Writers:
Nathan Berlin, Allen
• • •
.

Bill Cullen;

Bert Bermahl organist
Producer; George Spot*

i

l

«

,

.

think he’s becoming crassly- com-,
mercial and will probably mutter
Vail he cares about is my money-’’
Yet, many might be grateful for
that also.
But that Continental is a Sly one
and he’ll have his way with the
dames yet. He’s got a lot of tricks
to get attention and female mail.
He’ll read love letters, and he
vites
prize

4 I

.

FUN FOR ALL
may With Arlene Firancis,.

items. .The .ladies

4 > 4

-

Bril.

.

»

20t)i-Fox.

?

able to pitch a lot of assorted feriiinine items, such as beauty aids,
perfumes, wine, etc. He’s liable to
lose his appeal if he goes after

.

chatter.

familiar with the. lingo, there’s
an introductory segment in
English explaining the story,
It s a highly 'commendable ef-

on several mornings
be able to make an
indent, and then possibly he’ll be

may

%

M U M M f tlltMll
SEW YORK CITY ...
»

.

programming in their tongue),'
students and teachers, and the
UN corps. For those notjtoo-

a’calling

mundane

have no

the Production Centres

*

H4

1953

tUUMIMf*

» »»

«

.

-

Actually, there’s a fair-sized'
audience for this kind of fare:
French-speaking dialers (Who,

+-

.

.

and college French training,
was magnifique, a chef d'ouvre.

nental, of course, is pitching real
hard for a wide matinee aridiehce.
He isn’t/ sparing himself in getting
the ear of the romantically inclined

M

.

pres-

Initial

entation Saturday (7) was .Mo-

question is whether
the housefrau, who’s sent the kids
off to school and is busy preparing
lunch, can absorb that sexy output
so early in the morning or before
lunch, depending-, on individual
basic

before he

WNYC.

From
-

IN

:

station,

+

»

II,’

Saturday morning slot opened by
the start of the baseball training
1
season, Ezio Pinza is now heading
Stuart Novfns, CBS Radio public" affairs chief, addressed National
a disk jocjkey stanza pitched fop
the juve audiences. The basso may Conference of Christians and Jews lunch last week ... Charles Ayres,
have considerable, appeal for older ABC radio veepee, went to Chi on Monday (9) to stir up some biz
audiences but how the kids will prospects . / Red Barber and frau docked in N. Y. aboard the Inde-*
react to this .stanza is difficult to pendence yesterday (Tues,). He heads for Dodgers’ Florida training
estimate. Pinza’s chief" limitation camp Sunday .
CBS Radio newsman Ed Morgan speaks to the Nais that foreign accent which may
tional Religious Publicity Council on the web’s series, “This I Believe,”
interfere with the juve’s underGerald on ABC’s “Whispering Streets” last week
March
26
Helen
standing and appreciation of his
Frank Pulaski leaves Saturday (14) to play in “The Robe” for

produced in France especially
NAEB stations by the
French Broadcasting System.-*
(RDF) and it’s a sock offering

for

recorded accompaniment.

CHILDREN’S f » f f f H4

.

Show was

Comedie FrShcaise.

the Continental, to its
roster of disk jockeys, is attempting to tap one of the more powerful
markets. The Continental (“Don't
be afraid, Darling, you’re in
man’s apartmeht”) has been purring dnto hidden mikes on video for
some time and this is his first at*
tempt on the aural medium with

housewife.
The Continental

SHOW

Wednesday, March

Writer; Lew Weinles
Producer; Steve White 30 Mins.; Sat.,- 9:30 a.m.
Sustaining
WNBC, N. Y. Moving into Jackie Robinson s

has come up

al Broadcasters

Cesana,

The

EZIO. PINZA’S

Bon

National Assn..pf Education-

Director: Irwin Greenfield
€0 Mins., Mon.-Sat., 11 a.m.
Participating

come

.

RADIO REVIEWS

.

.

.

.

.

Josephine Wefoler, WLS education
March 14 to participate in a radio-TV rela.

.

.

S US 0I
^ 1 ^.nois State Normal ... Frank Hussey ties in
J?* ?
m a \ a * stationrep firm as an account exec after a hitch
k
«J m
with 5the
Chi
Tribune
.
.
Dale Harrison added to NBC’s “Welcome

7

.

sta e *
ABC wiU web Ks-ww “Concert Studio”.
wide
Hl > Half
Monday (16).
ownership by shareholders and
hour of light classics by Rex Maupin
1
te eo
benefits of such ownership to the
w
h
Met tenpr as « ue st
Salerno-MegoW
55L L
-!i
wan
community.
renewmg
with
WGN for “Robert F. Hurieigh
News”
As a locally produced symphony banks, Morse sponsoring a' five-minute WGN riite newscast. . . . Fairprogram, this stands up with better known shows and rates the solid
IN

V

to

-

audience

it

captures.

1

5

»

.

.

.

CLEVELAND ...

Berle.

ar ^
w?DT?
WLKL

? ,S U vJc * e ’ WC2AU, has been named sales manager of
Carl C.
Byers, superintendent of Greater Cleveland suburban
school
system
of Parma, has replaced Fred Ripley as WGAR’s
Bishop Sheen Also Set
Man About Town Reporter”
Pat Trese, former NBC sports writer
Uncle Sam as a private* at Fort Meade
*
For
Radio Series wmbSY
WNBK has added^ Ding Dong School”
to its. morning programming.
In order to reach the audience
Norman Cloutier, WTAM-WNBK program director, has written a
not being served by TV, Admiral song for the Ohio Sesquetennial entitled
“Best Location in the Nation”
Corp. is extending to radio Bishop
Bill Gordon,
disker, out of the hospital arid back at work,
Fulton J. Sheen’s “Life Is Worth nis wife, Chris, pinch-hitting during his absence
continues on her own
Living” series via the Mutual web. TV commercial stint
Charles “Bud” Ford, WTAM producer, in
.
Admiral also bankrolls the cleric New York for brief trip
Stan Anderson, radio-TV editor; The Press,
on the DuMont cables.
back from Now York writing visit
Ted Smoot, AFTRA exec secHe debuts on the “new” medium
^tary.mFiorida hiatus
.-~
Johnny Andrews, -WTAM-WNBK, on threeThursday 02) in the 9:05 p* m. week Carib cruise and Dipk Brown in from New York
to handle emceesloljs,
.Jiiec’tU »!..1
«P).page 35)
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DuM Asks FCC Reconsider Ruling
That Par ‘Controls’ Web;
Washington, March
DuMont network today (Tues.j
with the FCC askpetition
filed a

ABC-TV ‘American Album’

May Appeal

ABC

35

evidence allowed the examiner
(Leo Reshick) only one conclusion
on the -American BroadcastingUnited Paramount merger; that is,
approval. In the ease of the conissue,
lowed full
trol

Commiswhich was reversed by the
“
‘The netsion, petition continued:
work -has been handicapped by having only three owned-and-operated
stations; byits failure to have
stations, which assists the other TV
networks in obtaining television

AM

and in program clear”
and by cable limitations.*
claimed the record
with
shows that Par is not satisfied
DuMont financial policy but is unable to overcome the “power of Dr.
(Allen B.) DuMont.” Evidence of
affiliates

ances;

DuMont

NBC-TV’s “Howdy Doody"

Hollywood, March 10.
an unprecedented booking,
has set a deal to remote Sonja
Henie’s Ice Show-from Shrine Auditorium here for a full hour of
the “All Star Revue” on March 21.
Cost to the net, to he shared by
In

NBC

strip 90% sold out. For the
past season it has been running
with only seven of its 10 segments
sponsored, although last year It

noon

—

Of TV

*

around

Backed in Ohio

Named

'

WSB-TV

.

analysis.

handle the descrip

Derr also inked a series of horse
races from Gulfstream Park, Fla.,
starting Saturday (14) afternoon.
The Saturday series is. designed to
build up to the web’s exclusive
coverage of the “Triple Crowd”—
Kentucky Derby, May 2; Preakness,

AM

and Belmont Stakes, June
»

Stations

.

FOR CBS RADIO

"lay 23,

AM

similar cn-the-air auditions in a
radio series, “American Cavalcade."
Live and vidpic series will be in-

was SRO.

ults.”

Senator Gray said he hoped Ohio
would have its applications in to
the FCC before June 3, when the
channels will be released to com-

cluded in “Album.”
In most cases the talent has not
yet been set, but talent and program veepee Robert M. Weitman
program topper
and
national
Charles Underhill are going after
“solid
names.” It’s understood
they're dickering with Alec Guinness, the British pic star, as over-

host for “Album.”

all

Among

the properties skedded

(some

showcase

the

for

of

the

i

are tentative) are: “Justice,"
a dramatic series from the files of
the Legal Aid Society, scripted by
Halstead Welles; “Jamie,” scripted
by David Swift and dealing with
an orphan (played by Brandon de
titles

-

Wilde)

home

from one
“Baby and Me,"

who’s shunted

to another;

domestic comedy written by
Frank Gabrielson and produced
by Carol Irwin (the “Mama” team);
Pageant;” hour-long dramatizations of novels .such as “Tale of
Two Cities” and “Ivanhoe,” to be
presented on two editions of “Album”; “The Saints based on the
Leslie Charteris character; “Michael Shayne,” a teleiiltion of the
Jack Barry-Dan Enright show now
on ABC radio; and “Cop,” documentary-type stories of big city
policemen.
Also three series based on Saturday Evening Post yarns; “Colonel
a

.

Flack,” from the Ev,erett Rhodes
Castle stories, with Alan Mowbray
pencilled in as star and Allan Jenkins as sidekick; “The.Rumbin Gallery,” from the Booth Tarkington
tales of an art gallery proprietor,

with Walter Slezak being mulled
for the role; and an untitled pro-

gram dramatizing the Glencannon
tales of a

tramp rrelghter engineer.

Others Skedded are “The Man
a Town,’! to be scripted by Max Wilk and edited by
Gabrielson; “Hogan’s Daughter,"
written by John Whedon, TV version of the AM-er once backed by
Philip Morris; and “Jet Pilot,” a

Who Bought

meller.

Directors expected to handle
of the "shows include Ralph
Bob Stevens, Daniel Mann,

some

*

Nelson,

Martin Magner, John Richardson
and possibly Alex Segal. Herb
Brodkin is slated to be exec producer for “Album."”

mercial applicants.

Estimated installation costs for
the five stations are $2,127,700; first
year operating cost, $750,000; and

Coke

inter-connecting services, $345,000.

TV Tuneup
«<f

coming back into
picture and, via
auspices, has wrapped up a 15-minutft
show starring Eddie Fisher, with
likelihood of Don Ameche emceeing, but where it will be spotted
is something else again.
Coca-Cola

WOR-TV Tests Proof Of
Tele’s Ability to Sell

GOODALL S GOLF CHAMPS

will

offered for sale in the 1953-54 sea-

WMCA

—HONOLULU STATION

TV.

lias

nighttime periods; .second, while
using a Negro dee jay, musical conent hews to the
pop pattern two of every three records ^
played must be in the “top’ 30”;
third, it’fc * aiming only after national sponsors and fourth, it’s
Washington, March 10.
a double-pronged merchandising ]
At least 35 TV stations are in .scheme, tying in with both retail
operation in foreign countries, ac- and consumer groups.
Specifically, station last Novemcording to a report issued last week
Columbus, March 10.
by the Department of Commerce. ber brought in Hal Jackson, a
As expected, the Ohio Program
In addition, some 15 stations are Negro deejay from Washington, for
unde* construction and about 75 a 55-minute, seven-day program at Commission formally recommended to the Ohio General Assembly
are In the. planning stage.
8:05 p. m., its cream nighttime pelast, week that the state .set up and
The report shows that there are riod. Jackson has been on sustain- support a five-station educational
only 14 countries outside the U. S. ing while the station went out .and television network.
where TV stations broadcast -regu- secured promises of support from
television subcommittee headlarly. Great Britain and Cuba, with the Associated Grocers of Harlem
ed by Sen. Ted. M.' Gray asked
six stations each, are the most ad- and the Uptown Chamber of Comlegislature
for a $3,222,772 apthe
from
and
rttailer
merce
on
the
end,
vanced video-wise. Brazil, Moxico,
propriation to build and equip the
France and Soviet Russia trail with such consumer groups as the Negro
blackboard
net.
sorority, Lambda Kappa Mu, and
three outlets each.
Stations would be located at Ohio
the Federal. Credit Union of the
Except for most of Latin AmerAbyssinian Baptist Church, the lat- State University, Columbus; Ohio
ica, where the U. S. standard of
Athens; Kent State
ter .repping some 15,000- Harlem- University,
525-line pictures is used, most forUniversity, Kent; Bowling Green
ites.
eign countries employ higher defiState University, Bowling Green;
- National
Advertisers
nition.
The 625-line picture is
and Miami University, Oxford.
standard in Argentina, Australia,
With promises of consumer and Central State College tit Xenia
Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, Ger- merchandising support, the station would be serviced through the Ohio
many, Italy, Holland, Spain, Swe- last month went out after national State U. station.
den, Switzerland, Turkey, USSR, advertisers and last week tied up
House Speaker William Saxbe,
and Venezuela. France uses an its first, the Ward Baking Co., -via chairman of the Program Commis819-line picture, as does the TV J. Walter Thompson. Baking out- sion, backed up his committee with
station in the Vatican City, and fit is talcing the first 15 minutes these words:
Belgium uses both 625-line and of the program, effective this week.
“There are several hundred of
819-line -definition, the latter for
merchandising these channels available for educaUnder
the
French broadcasts from a station scheme, the J82 stores in the .gro- tional purposes and Ohio has been
scheduled to begin in Brussels by cery-group will use decals on their allotted seven. Our committee on
mid-year.
windows and point-of-sale 'displays television believes thal a five-staOnly one country, England, uses plugging the advertisers on the tion network operated by the state
less- than 525 lines. The British re- show. Advertisers will be non-com- universities with the cooperation of
Consumer groups will all educational facilities of the
sumed postwar TV operations with petitive.
the pre-war transmission standard plug the sponsors to their member- state, primary schools as well as
in. return will air high schools and colleges, private
ship.
Station,
of 405 lines with 25 frames per
spot announcements for the gro schools as well, as public schools,
secon£.
The report, entitled “Foreign eery group and the 200-member will make available a modern sysJackson will also make tem of education for all schools
Television Developments;" is pub- C of C.
public announcements on Harlem and also some education for adlished as a pamphlet in the. World

TV F0LDER00

lions for

p.m„

picked up bankrollers for two son. Some of the shows will have
more segments, making" the aftereditions, which will be given

Spenders are Continental Baking, which has added a segment
Hostess Cupcakes to its previfor
WMCA
ous portion for Wonder Bread, and
Puddings, which expands
Royal
WLIB, WWRL, etc., in slanting for
from 15 to 30 minutes weekly.
the Negro populace.
WMCA’s programming-merchandising pitch is unique in several
instances.
in cream
First,
it’s

Neither “All Star” nor “Comedy
Hour” has ever gone outside the*
studios for a program other than
remotes of its own stars like Bob
'activities.
Hope.. Traveling troupes, ice. or Trade Series of the Departments
Should WMCA’s sales campaign
otherwise, have avoided television Business information Service and
succeed, Fleischl will extend the
other than in short bits for teaser is based largely on communications
into the rest of the nighttime
show
value.
from the U. S. Foreign Service.
listening period. Unique programShow will he televised from 5 to
pattern of the scheme,
ming?sales
6 p.m. Coast time, thereby avoiding
•according to Fleischl, is that it’s a
conflict with the regular paid pershow of ‘‘general appeal,” via the
formance. Aldne will be seen here 1ST
pop recordings and the absence of
the following ^week, the night berace music, with “particular interfore the final show at Shrine. It!s
est” to a certain portion of the
understood NBC will forego^ the
Washington, March 10.
population, the large Negro mar
Willie West & McGinty eomedy act,
First foldup of a -television sta- ket.
and substitute Harpo Marx clowntion came today (Tues.) when' FCC
This factor of “particular inter
ing on ice. Vocalist may be added
received a request from KONA-TV, est” to one segment of the populato the blade show.
Honolulu, for permission to stop tion enables the advertiser and
broadcasting pending a financial station to go out and sell a specific
and technical reorganization. group. That, Fleischl feels, is the
KONA-TV, operated on Channel 11 best way he’s found to beat the TV
by Radio Honolulu, went on the air nighttime-rap and at the same time
SET
shortly after lifting of the freeze retain the station's programming
CBS Radio .has signed the Palm and was Hawaii’s first tele station identity.
Beach Golf Championships, a GoodDeal has been set between KPOA
all fabric promotion, with Goodall
and KGU (latter is Honolulu Adbuying certain markets and the vertiser station) undpr which they’l ‘Spud’ Chandler
shows available for co-op sponsor- drop their competing applications
ship by non-competitive bankroll- for Channel -4 and buy up the conSports Director
ed in the remaining areas.
trolling stock of KONA from Her
Atlanta, March 10.
A total of 15 broadcasts will be bert M. Richards, present topper of
Spurgeon (“Spud") Chandler,
aired between May 13-17* mostly in the station, at 80% of par. TheyT
quartev-hour takes but including then operate jointly on Channel 11 former N. Y. Yankees pitcher, who
from active' play in 1947!
retired
some half-hour pickups. John Derr, if .they receive FCC okay.
and recently resigned from the
CBS radio sports director, will do
scouting staff, has been
Yankee
the stroke-by-stroke
Harry
Wisnier

at 7:30-8

starting April 12, to showcase a
dozen new programs which will be

.

Pacts

is

—

Programs

launching “American

Album” on Sundays

‘Howdy’ 90% SRO

A

“Par’s inability to influence” the
network's policies leads to the conclusion that tlie management has
the “overwhelming allegiance of
the Class A.stockholders,” the petition declared.

sponsors,

TV Stations

AM

is

As

*

independence until his
precise analysis of the record revealed that Paramount had absolutely ‘no control’ over DuMont. \
Quoting the examiner’s report,

participating
$50,000.

With the direct competition of
and the highly competitive situation video has caused among, the
radio stations, particularly in the
N. Y. market,
must do more
han just air a personality and
commercials it's got to go out into
he market and sell. That’s the
opinion of Mort Fleischl, veepeegeneral manager of WMCA, N. Y.,
indie, and it’s the motivation behind the station’s official entrance
this week intp the pitch for the
Negro market. Thus
joins
such other outlets as WHOM,

Radio Symph Upbeat TV

‘Blackboard Net’

the examiner was al-

TV ‘AB Star

ABC-TV

4*

of latter’s ruling reconsideration
ABC radio is planning to develop
and its parent
nc that the web
Labs,
are con- its symphony orchestra and build
DuMont
company,
its staff conductors, Glenn Osup
Pictures.
by Paramount
trolled
exercises no ser, Bernie Green and Ralph fJorPetition declared Par
man.
Program chief Ray Diaz^eels
Commission
control and blasted the
and “distor- that public interest in longhair
for “iriconsistencie's"
music
warrants the refurbished
tions” in the ruling.
symph.
Understood if DuMont doesn’t
petition, it
Orch
will be slotted Mondays in
the
on
satisfaction
get
which prevents the 9-10 p. ra, hour.
will take the ruling,
owned-andmore
it from acquiring
operated stations, to the courts.
Petition charged that the Com*
mission “made certain that the

’53-’54

Showcase for

10.'

Set

Limited Appeal Items

the

is

MCA

TV

Ability of television to sell items*
It looked for a while as though
of limited appeal, plus .accessories Coke would get the 7:30-7:45 p.
through local department stored is three-times-a-week slot (Monday
subject of a test being conducted Wednesday and Friday) on NBC
by WOR-TV. Station, through its TV, but Procter Sc Gamble, which
“Sewing Circle” daytimer, is test- was scheduled to cancel the Pinky
ing' feasibility of developing new Lee-Martha Stewart show in thal
markets for homemaking gadgets, time slot, has changed its mind
then persuading the department and is staying on for another round
stores on the idea of tying in with of 13, taking it into June.

m

promotion

of accessories to the
gadgets.
Specific item under test is a new
WOR-TV first
crocheting gadget.
would test the appeal of the item

Meanwhile, NBC as well as CBS
and ABC are pitching for the pro
gram. Coke would like to give it
a

twice-a-week

whirl,

1

preferably

in the 7 to 8 p.’ m. area, as with
would the
Dinah
Chevrolet-sponsored
Gordpn as Talent Scout TV, it was announced by Leonard pitch to the stores the idea of ad : Shore show.
David Gordon, ex-William Morris Reinsch, managing director of vertising yarn and patterns available at the stores via the program.
Agency, is now with Dancer-Fitz- WSB-AM Sc FM and WSB-TV.
WBBM-TV Exits Weed
would
gerald-Sample as talent scout for
Chandler, a native Georgian, If current trial works, idea
items.
WBBM-TV, Chicago, has left
“Talent Patrol,” ,U. S. Army-Air spent 21 years in the Yankee or- be extended to other
genStation
station rep outfit dnd is now
to
Weed
according
Test,
Fbrce Sponsored show on ABC-TV. ganization.
eral manager Warren Wade, was •being handled by CBS-TV Spot
It will be Chandler’s voice deBob Massel, another “Patrol”
possible.- For Sales.
as
difficult
made
as
Crackers’
the Atlanta
scout, goes to foui* southern -states scribing
Outlet (ex-WBKB) was purchased
_ it was made on a show
the games one thing,
to round up some GI performers home .games in the event
t
^'last-month by CBB^TVS*’1
tCbbtfciiied on page
i

named

sports

director for

WSB-

itself.

Then, for example,

it

'

-

r

Lf

the'MDMAy

night TV-er.

are televised.

m*™

.

.

.

TELEVISION REVIEWS

28

animal fun
With Win
Director:

3t

-

LIFE IN DETROIT
'

Sfcracke

Len

Wednesday, March 11, 1953

MSSsiEfr

Ming.*, Mon.-tliru-Fri., 5:30 a.m.

With Hairy Stone, Fierre Paulin,

Comment

Tele Follow-Up

Salvo

others
Writers:

WNBQ,

Chicago

With ,“Ding Dong School” now
Donald O’Connor’s first TV staran NBC-TV click, WNBQ is par- rer of the new year, for the “Collaying the moppet-lure formula gate Comedy Hour” on NBC-TV
with this kiddie “fun session” host- last Sunday (8), was a plehsant but
ven- unexciting affair, with the vered- by Win Stracke. The new
ture rides back-to-back with Ding satile young comedian getting only
Dong” locally 'and it should give so-so support from guest stars and
the Chi NBC station a clean mon- writers alike. Youngster is talentopoly among the kindergarten set. ed, glib and refreshing, but withOif the stanza viewed (6) it makes out the maturity or -overwhelming
a terrific one-two punch that personality' to carry a full-hour
merits network consideration.
show alone on his slim shoulders.
As with Dr. Frances Norwich on And Sunday’s show, a conventional
«‘Ding Dong,” the WNBQ program- revue of songs, dance, gags and
mers have latched onto another skits, was a. little thin and insub“find” in Stracke, The jovial guitar- stantial for 60 minutes of highclass
.

playing gent fits the format perfectly and purveys the same bebecause it’s ^tural
lievable
warmth and intimacy that has
made “Miss Frances” a household

—

—

name.
The new show uses the same
simple,

direct

conversational

ap-

proach. And there’s the same audience participation” tricks which
the pre-schoolers at home findso
fascinating as they play along. This
is not to say that “Fun” is an exact
carbon of “Ding Dong.” There s a
new twist with more emphasis on
“entertainment” as such, although
the half hour does contain a lot
of gently eased-in info.
Peg here is sort of a -miniature
' *oo. Regulars, besides Stracke, are

live rabbit (Tillie) and a duck
(Roger.) Fredie the turtle guested
on this go. Stracke- spun a yarn
about turtles that added up to a
line kindergarten zoology “lesson.
He also knocked off a couple of
ditties, inviting the tots to sing

a

Patrick’s

working

Day

BLUE CROSS CO.
James Gregory as Monk, com- WWJ-TV, Detroit
The third chapter in the “Life
manding officer of the squadron,
came up with a sock performance in Detroit” series presented by
in cooperation with Life
WWJ-TV
John
play.
entire
heroine,
the
tragic
keyed
the
that
thetic figure of
was titled “Relax in
although she was a little shrill at O’Connell played his brother, Jim, magazine,
It sidestepped the natural
Detroit.”
rarin’
and
regal
Korea
was
a
arrived
Heidt
in
newly
times. Winifred
Elaine Malbin, a fine lyric soprano, made a sensitive, sympa-

|*

figure and excellent singer as the
Princess, Angelica’s aunt, while a
large supporting cast filled in dramatically and offered some choice

Bron.

choral assists.

talent lineup
which had been recruited through
the week (2-6) for Kate Smith’s
NBC-TV show in the web’s salute
in the singer, wound up Friday
with vet orchster-showman Ted
Lewis in the closing quarter-hour
segment. It was a standout session
that rolled all of the Lewis’ sentiment and savvy into a surefire

The high-powered

motif.

youngster

was

Entire dramatic conflict revolved around Gregory’s refusal to
let his brother and other replacements go into combat immediately
to release those ready to go home.
This was pretty thin stuff, oft-repeated by pix scribes, but the accent on personalities helped to
keep the show from sounding like
a retake on something one had
seen before.
Hill was quietly convincing as a
newspaper correspondent and oldtime pal of Gregory’s, and Andrew
Duggan was relaxing as the drawlSurprise bit was
voiced Poky.
delivered by Rod Steiger as the
radar operator. He brought a
taut and exciting element to the
final sequence when he “talked
down” O’Connell’s crippled plane
Steiger
on the fog-bdund strip.
expertly mimicked the tower man,
down to the dtad-pan expression
and the monotonous voice. Clever
twist established at the end that
Steiger’s brother was the radio operator on the craft.
to go.

Film

seems

Jimmy Durante on

Saturday’s

Hi#.

to help. -

*

in

,

1

ricia Collinge, aftd the naturalness
of the police chief, given a sock

possible for the Schnoz to remain
in Tow gear, and on finding his
performance by Addison Richards. metier perked the show up conJoan Lorring did well as the ma- siderably.
Jose.
ligned young miss and Leslie Nielto recommend to the youngsters, sen was nicely cast as her fiance.
except perhaps the slapstick ani- Direction by Delbert Mann was
Alben W* Barkley had Bob Hope
Dave
mation.
certain (undoubtedly/ aided by a as his vis-a-vis on “Meet the Veep”
visually thought out script), par- late Sunday afternoon over NBCticularly in a telephone scene as TV and their goodhumored disgirl’s room was searched off- course on humor in high places
LEASE the
camera. Nelson Olmsted was okay was in marked contrast to some of
as the girl’s employer, although the low comedy of late seen and
given an over-preachy speech in heard in other places. The Veep
GARRICK
the last act. Credits include Fred made his points succinctly and well
Chicago, March 10.
Coe as producer, Otis Riggs as that Presidents Wilson and Hoover
With expectation that it will take scenic designer
and O. Tamburri as and Prime Minister Winston
at least a year^to

WBBM-TV TAKES
ON
THEATRE
•*

find

more ade-

technical

director.

Bril.

quate quarters, WBBM-TV has
signed a year’s lease with the BalaNBC Television Opera Theatre
ban**& Katz theatre chain for its came
off with another
Garrick Theatre.
Loop house, tation last Saturday finein presena perwhich was converted to tele use formance of “Sister(7),
Angelica.”
at a cost of $250,000 last year, will This is the rarely-performed
onebe used by the new CBS o.&o. to acter which Puccini wrote, along
accommodate the overflow from the with “Gianni Schicchi” ‘and “The
cramped studio facilities at the Cloak” (both already done by
old WBKB plant in the State-Lake NBC), as a triptych to be per:

formed

Bldg.

Paramount

subsid, as a by-product

UP-ABC merger.
Meawhile, CBS veep

of the

in a single evening..

The opera

bought the WBKB studios
and Channel 4 from B&K, United

Web

l

is

a poignant

if static

story of a girl who, after bearing
an illegitimate child, becomes a
nun, and who, on hearing of the
child’s death, commits another sin

Churchill displayed

humor

and unexpected places

to

in tight
ef-

good

fect with a neat turn of the phrase.
Hope illustrated his encounter with
GI humor, and the two made this
quarter-hour a fast fleeting period:
Abel.

Refreshing change of pace was
offered on “Kraft Television Theatre” over NBC-TV last week (4)
with “My Brother’s Keeper,” first
scripting effort of Capt. George
Roy Hill, an actor, and officer in
the Marine Corps Reserves, who
also took one of the roles in the
production. Because Hill, who flew

H. Leslie by taking her life.
Forgiven by
Atlass has assigned to a special the Virgin, she ascends to 'heaven. in World War II, knows his medium
crew the task of surveying local To this story, Puccini has set a and was able to catch something
real estate for a site for an even- lovely, melodious score in- roman- of the tensions and the individual
tual TV centre. Atlass hopes to tic vein which is very listenable, characteristics of the Marine- Corps
flyers doing missions in Korea, the
have- an
out-of-the-Loop
setup if a little repetitious.
Static story; sombre setting of play came across with solid impact
someday where he’ll hav- plenty of
convent cells and halls; plain cos- hampered only by the comparative
room to expand.
tumes, and an all-femme cast, may lack of action.
have had a tendency to limit the
Cast managed to introduce an air
opera’s appeal.
But this was off- of realism in the routine plot.
Gray’s Client Switch
set by some, imaginative camera Everything
that
happened was
Michaels Bros, has bowed out as
work, highgrade production and di- somehow believable and permitted
co-sponsor of the oross-the-board
rection, fine orchestral support and buildup of a natural climax. ProBarry Gray show on WABD, N. Y„
a firstclass cast.
Opera was done ducer-director Maurice Holland
with Modernage Furniture coming in English,
with excellent; diction had a prominent hand in keeping
in to share the time with Sealy of the
principals aiding in its ap- proceedings tight and pacing the
Mattress Co.
af?t could, act as well ^essentially
slow script. w jQverall
J PFS^fite* ka C
Getschal agency ha nflretf'fi Adlib#
sib£ i
>#
c&mefa shots arotind‘1 effect was one of
enter,

Mg

Me'

be straightened out by the end of
the week. Audio was a little weak
at one point, and camera didn’t
follow

the

personalities

quickly

enough. One minor source of annoyance is the break at the 15minute point, when program is introduced all over again for. those
stations on the CBS skein "which
Chan.
come in at that point.

Tom

gold-mine of hoi polloi recreational
facilities suggested by the title, to
present off-beat, sophisticated relaxtion devices used* by the socalled intelligentsia and the arty
set.

Duggan,

NBC

slam-bang

Chi

—

Therefore, the program
aplacked any
parently by design
intimate identification with the
majority of viewers. As it developed, the program weighted down
with an immense hodge-podge of
hobbies, the dance, amateur theagave such
trics and choral singing
fleeting glimpses of each of theses
relaxation aides that it frustrated,
rather than satisfied, the minority
of viewers interested in them.
Show opened with a classic
dance group performing in the

—

—

—

background as an overlong intro
was made. This was followed,
inauspiciously, with a commercial
handled by Pierre Paulin.
Then the narrator, Harry Stone,
began a hop-skip-and-jump routine
among hobbyists. He no sooner had
had a chance to introduce Ralph
Hotchkiss,

footage showing shown

taking off and one oldfashioned Korean reconnaissance
plane disintegrating in mid-air
was lensed specially for the show.
Kraft commercials, demonstrating
various uses of Kraft products, are
definitely an improvement on rouLive presentation
plugs.
tine
fighters

With the switch of “There’s oSe
Every Family” to CBS-TV’s
(7) edition of “All Star Revue” had
some high-powered help from the Hollywood studios, net has installed
Miller as emcee of the mornDean
Lktin segment of the film industry.
With Carmen Miranda and Cesar ing cross-the-board participationer,
Reed King and Mike
John
vice
Romero heading the guest list,
Durante was able to utilize these Wallace.
won’t suffer by the
Program
performers in a well-written and
change. Miller is a personable’’
Producer: John Hinsey
“I’ve Got A Right To Sing The produced satire on cowboy films
who’s completely at
man
young
p.m.
Fri.,
thru
5
Mon.
30 Mins.;
as presented in the South AmeriBlues,” but never really scored.
projects
Participating
can tele market. It was a good ease on the show and who
Bron.
warmth.
On program
of
sensir
a
WNBQ, Chicago
topper for the show, which didn’t
few
achieve the <’usual Durante pace caught (Tues.), he stumbled a
Here’s still another Variation on
Thomas W. Phipps, recently until late in the proceedings.
times, but it’s just a matter of time
the live-host-plus-film theme that’s
rapid
the
12
signed by NBC-TV to script
The Schnoz worked with Jiis before 'he gets used to
getting a big play in the moppet
hour-long teleplays in a year, ‘usual- frenzy, but it didn’t get the ad-lib pace of the show.
slots. Switch this time has John
“The accustomed results. Some of his
Program got some interesting
Conrad posing as a circus elephant wrote a topnotch drama,
“Philco Television material wasn’t as forte as he’s had, characters and their families on.
trainer and -using an animated Rumor,” for
Sunday
(8).
but the drive at the close got him One has started a chain letter projcanvas elephant as his foil. One- Playhouse” on the web
of a girl, a new- the overall accolade.
ect that’s nearing the rate of
way gab session between the host Story wasa that
who
community,
small
The Club Durant sector with 5,000,000 letters a month to boys
and his pal' serve as the peg on comer in
another started a canteen
overseas;
wag
present
when
three
unsavory
provided
strutting,
Eddie
Jackson
films
which the vintage comedy
characters were killed. Some un- a powerful windup. Durante’s old and rehabilitation project in L.A.’s
are pegged.
exp^ined facets of her background vaude bits are sock no matter in Skid Row; a third installed a
It’s a 'novel twist with Conrad, made
switchboard in a cerebral palsy
her reputation the target of
who on stanza scanned pro- local gossips and the mother of her what medium they’re presented. school and the fourth sheltered
jected the proper amount of hil- fiance used the opportunity to It’s only in the selection of sketches some, 600 dogs in the past eight
arity,
sharing honors with his break up the romance. In the end, that the presentation “Sometimes years. Program contains a great
friend Elmer. Latter winks his eye, the girl was vindicated, and the doesn’t hit,the groove.
The tennis game bit with Romero deal of human interest and Miller
wiggles his ears and waves his son realized his mother’s falseness.
seemed mild enoygh to be a time- handles the content without gettrunk to make a strong interest
What gave the script its punch consumer and the Man from Mars, ting soggy about it.
lure for the kids.
was the characterization of the with its commercial, failed to rate
Re the switch to the Coast, there
The ancient reels, of course, are mother, admirably played by Pat- very high, But it’s virtually im- were a couple of kinks that should
the chief attraction. Shortage of
such product poses the old problem. Film used on this go was okay
with a lot .of wild action but the
poker playing sequence had little

Kapetansky,

bility.

Hard- play—and rightly so. The twirls,
back the strut and the schmaltzy songa little' later in a song-skit with selling technique were in sharp
Sid Miller about songwriters, which focus and made each item a winwas a little too long, but, which had ner. He opened with a specialty
some amusing moments as the duo number “My Hat, My Cane and
composed sopgs on income taxes Me,” and segued into a medley of
and soldier routines, and ended laves, “After You’ve Gone,” “Oh,
with impersonations of pop song You Beautiful Doll” and “There
You
That Make
Smiles
Are
favorites kidding the Met Opera.
A later bit had O’Connor as a Happy,” with Miss Smith for
vacuum cleaner salesman in a tepid whammo results. Wound ^ith an
Skit with a* buxom-looking Hedy okay bit of show biz nostalgia
Got
A Million
“I’ve
Lamarr, who impersonated a prin- tagged
cess long asleep^ now awakened by Dreams.”
Lewis, of course, bowed off with
O’Connor’s kiss. Show’s windup
was a fair production number, his trademarked query and it’s a
with O’Connor as a dancing hobo good bet that the viewers gave him
enamored of the Manhattan sky- a resounding affirmative. Gros.
St.

along with him.
All and all, it’s the kind of thing
to keep the kids squealing with
delight and the. moms happy that line.
Chi NBC has so kindly solved the
An amusing interlude early in
morning baby sitting problem. Also the program had soldier comics
it’s the approach to moppet pro- Tom D’Andrea and Hal March, on
gramming that effectively dulls the board a troopship, griping about
Dave.
knives of TV’s snipers.
the sea, the war, .the food and
themselves, Marilyn Maxwell also-|
guested. Singer looked blond, sleek
ELMER THE ELEPHANT
and attractive, but sang "My Baby”
With John Conrad
way off key. She was better in
.

convent garden, alternated tainment, a notch above the usual
with closeups, also helped in mo- Kraft Theatre standards.
the

entertainment.
O’Connor himself was up to par,
amusing banter, skilled^ tapping,
pleasant singing and fancy clownShow* designated as “Ther|
ing.
O’Connor Story,” brought him on
cleverly after a series of film clips
highlighting his earlier vaude or
Hollywood activities./ O’Connor did
a cute dance bit with a chorus, package.
then went into a .barroom skit
Although he was backed by his
a band, camera gave him all the
on
Kellaway
Cecil
with
in

Seymour

Roger Cleary
Directors-Producers: Waite Koste.
Shields Dierkes
30 Mins; Wed., 10:30 p.m.

Sustaining:

Advertising

executive

wQod-working
his
with
equipment, than he skipped over
-to Mrs. Edward M. Howell and her
ceramics exhibit. This was followed by mere glimpses of other
hobbyists and their model rqcing
cars, model railroads, model boats

^
and paintings.
Although Stone got names mixed
up occasionally, he did admirably
well considering the loss of breath
which inevitably follows the running of a 100-yard dash.
The scene then shifted to the
Wayne University Theatre tp catch
rehearsals of an amateur production of “Hamlet.” The pace was
slowed somewhat in this portion
and a fair job was done in presenting interviews with those engaged
in set-designing, lighting, makeup,
costumes, props, publicity, etc.
Show ended with a selection by

the' Wayne

University

concert

choir. If the purpose of the show
was to interest the majority of
Detroiters in more cultural forms
of relaxation, it failed and the
popular recreational activities need
•

new

competition. The entertainment value of the program
v/as destroyed by its race-horse
fear no

1

Tew.

pattern.

MARGE AND FRED

'

With MaTge Green, Fred Bennett
Director: Elmer Jaspan
Writers: Green and Benqett
15 Mins., Mon-Fri., 11:30
Philadelphia
Situation comedy dealing with
recognizable everyday exasperations makes for a pleasant 15-minute segment, well geared for time
of day. Also provides a welcome
change from the more harrowing
serials that generally monopolize
this* period. Scripted in outline by
the two performers, the dialog
evolves as they go along from a
general idea. This result is a natural style, since fill-in is strictly

WPTZ,

ad-lib.

Program usually involves srnalP
truths and untruths, budget trouother
bles,
the
boss
and
minutiae.
conSession
caught

sports commentator, returned
cerned horoscopes, and neither
berth Sunwound up as patsy. Both husband
day night (8), ending a three-week and wife
characters are allotted
layoff
while the web legalites
their innings. Not pretentious eithsmoothed the ruffled feathers of er
in writing or performance, charthe International Boxing Club.
acters nevertheless become real.
Duggan’s return marked “finis” to
Set is a small living room, the acan incident which was touched off
tion is limited to trips from chair,
by his personal attack on IBC to sofa, to phone,
but the two acprexy Jim Norris. The explosion
tors never let it grow* static.
and its chain reaction which had
Gagh.
the sports gabber and NBC temporarily parting company over the
question of airing an apology to tion. 1) He has that showmanship
Norris was literally the “talk of flair needed to. win fans and inthe town” the past couple of fluence TV dialers. 2) His willingweeks. (NBC last week made a ness to level his guns at most of
fulsome apology to Norris the, the “sacred cows” of local and nanight before it announced Duggan tional sportsdom which has proved
was coming backh
a refreshing change of pace from
The episode probably marked the usual “see no evil” reporting.
the crossroads of the colorful com
In his brief remarks about his
mentator’s career which in Some hiatus, Duggan indicated that the
four years has projected him from muscle monopolists can still exnear-anonymity to the front ranks pect his scrutiny as before. He
of local TV personalities in the pointed out NBC'has placed no re$50,000 a year bracket. It may be strictions on his approach, .insistassumed the lesson in responsibil- ing, however, that his material be
ity and loyalty was driven home pre-checked
to avoid
what he
hard by the “lectures” from the called possible “legal gymnastics.”
network’s top lawyers,- the support He singled out Jules Herbuveaux,
from the Chi NBC brass and the Chi NBC assistant general manaamazing response from the' fans. If ger, and BiR Ray, news chief, for
this be so, Duggan’s influence mav special mention for their rples in.
be expected to take on added di- bringing the affair to a successful
mensions, reaching into the nation- conclusion.
al scene.
As a postscript, it also may be
The guy has the basic
equipment to go a long way.
assumed that NBC learned someHe has two things going for him thing about letting a “hot proptli^t
has alre?dv made ^ ,him a erty” get too “hot” before IM facts
Dave.
standout among his TocaT compfcti I'M life were spelled out,
to his regular

WNBQ

>

,
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

PzB&I&Ff
HOME AND GARDEN SHOW
With Will Peigelbeck

CITY OF GLASS
WOR-TV, N.Y.
“Home and Garden Show" made
a pre-spring bow over WOR-TV

Walt Disney apparently have not deterred strong paying public
support for “Hans Christian Andersen" and “Peter Pan” After
that 20th-Fox relaxed, and now one each from each studio on a
monthly schedule, will be previewed on the Sullivan show, certainly
one of the best cuffo commercials both ways. It may well be
that tfie picture business will be ahead on the deal since this is
tantamount to a super-spot commercial, although judicious editing
does achieve giving “Toast" a solid seven-minute spot (a complete
episode), which is satisfactory all around.
This may well be an historic milestone akin to the manner in
which Hollywood and radio decided to go steady, to mutual benefit
While certainly, for a time, TV appeared no boon to the bo
and the jury’s still out on that—this is certainly an affirmative way
to make it work for Hollywood.
Sunday’s (8) celluloid segment
was Richard Widmark in “Operation Gobi." Not the least of it
Sullivan’s
mild
but
was
effective pitch to “go see it, and you will see

Friday (6). Program which had
been aired last spring and fall,
went under wraps during the cold
season. Half-hour is limited to that

segment of the viewing audience
particularly interested in gardening. Though show offers hints on
the care of various household
items, its main concern is with the

provided the necessary ingredient
in a filmed and live documentary
of a day in her life as a major
flora.
Program would probably in that vast corps of workers so
have solid sight value If done in inextricably identified with New
color since picturing of individual
York’s melting pot.
plants and garden designs is freThe singer, known for her huquent. However, in back and white
activities, is coincidentally
mane
there’s little to attract the eye.
Show is conducted in okay fash- assistant to the general chairman
the
Salvation Army Appeal for
of
ion by producer Will Peigelbeck.
Tips in the household vein, on Greater New York. Thus her casting
was an unusual facet in an unpreem show, pertained to the care
of furnaces, pressure oilers, lawn- folding that wits significantly elomowers and canvas awnings. Hor- quent in its quiet, unhurried apindividual problems,
to
ticulturally program dealt with the proach
care of rosebush trees, destruction matched by the moving score comof deadwood, garden designs, etc. posed by Meredith Willson under
Plugs for the ^purchase of plants his batoning.
and other garden items at the City
The play in four live vignets,
of Glass were interwoven into the was interlarded with a series of

—

the greatest switch in a war picture.”
This, was a standbut show Victor Moore in an effective scene
from “Our Town;" the Gae Foster Girls in a marine precision
drill; Patachou in her conception of “Wonderful Guy"
medleyed
with a French pot pourri (songstress is an uninhibited video per-

—

former who televises

well);
stand-up baritone job, and

and Vaughn Monroe

Sam

in a characteristic

Levenson’s sock comedy.

THE WATERS AROUND US

With Jane Pickens, Vinton Hay- With John Beal, Alice Ghostley,
Ted Tiller, Joy Hilton, Chuck
worth, Les Damon, Eva. Marie
Taylor, Malcolm Brodrick; Ben
Saint, Mary Devlin, Meredith
Ludlow
orch; Vince Williams,
Willson orch
announcer.
Producer-director: Dee Engelbach
Producer:
Lloyd
Gross
30 Mins.; Sun. (8), 3:30 p.m.
Director: Dick Linktoum
NBC-TV from N. Y.
Writers: Tiller; Paul Tripp
powerful
“The City" is a
30 Mins.; Tues„ Thurs.; 2 p.m.
drama of human hope, fallibility WESTINGHOUSE
and despair woven around the Sal- CBS-TV, from New York
(Fuller, Smith & Ross)
vation Army: The presence of Jane
“Freedom Rings" has nothing to
Pickens as narrator and actress
do’ With freedom except for a clever

Producer: Peigelbeck
Director: Louis Freedman
30 Mins., Fri., 10:30 p.m.

Ed Sullivan's. “Toast of the Town" apparently is the 1953 TVersion of the axiom, if you can’t fight 'em it’s smarter to join ’em
It was a long time coming but first .he broke Metro down with
“Above and Beyond," and his video biogs on Sam Goldwyn and

Abel.

WORLD OF AVIATION

With Comr. Frederick. R. Zurmuh,- With Sherm Booen, others
len; Kenneth Banghart, narrator Producer-writer: Booen
Producers:
Seymour N. Siegel, Director: George Anderson
John De Prospo
30 Mins.; Alt. Fri., 5:30 p.m.
Director: Frank Rosa, Jr.
Sustaining
Writer: Ben Kerner
WCCO-TV, Minneapolis

Program

also offers a
weekend weather forecast to enable gardeners to plan their activiJes3.
ties.

proceedings.

panoramic

Exploring mostly the technical
a free, 25-minute docu- sides of .military plane construction and flying, this unusual everyother-week show, with its main appeal directed to youngsters, performs a highly commendable patriotic as well as public service. At a
fear of losing its audience. Pre- time when the nation is menaced
pared by the film unit of WNYC, by a power apparently bent on
N. Y.’s municipally-owned radio world conquest and when effective
air power is regarded as one of
station, “The Waters Around Us"
our principal defenses .against an
is a thoroughly professional job enemy,* show is calculated to stimuthat maintains interest throughout. late the interest of youths in miliIt can be used to advantage not tary flying and to enlighten them
on the subject.
only by N. Y. stations but by those
Show is fortunate in having
in any city facing a similar disWCCO-TV
Sherm Booen as its narposal problem.
rator. The personable and photo-'
Film traces the history of the genic Booen is an aviation enthusport and city, using some fine old iast himself who owns and flys his
prints to^show the stages of its de- plane
and knows his onions
velopment, up to the present, with thoroughly! Moreover, he has the
emphasis, of course, on pollution happy faculty of being able to imof the beaches and waterways. It part his knowledge and informathen brings up the plans for a sew- tion in simple, lucid and easily unage disposal plant in. Brooklyn, derstandable language, and his
tracing the origin of the plans and voice and diction are above relocal opposition to them. Finally, proach.
following pictoralization- of the
Booen sits at a table addressing
building of the plant, it details its
his audience. Show caught had him
operation and results,
describing a number of movie clips
Frank Ro$a, Jr. has done an ex- revealing the Wright story, a trip
cellent job with his camera, not to
a Wichita, Kas., plane factory,
only catching the city. in its vari- visits to a local hobby shop and an
ous moods, but graphically illus- aviation school where boys build
trating the danger of pollution and
plane models and learn the fine
the difference between the clean points of plane
construction and
and unclean waters. It’s an artistic
ana an installment of a
and thoroughly accurate job of flying,
movie series concerning naval aviphotography.
ation history. Booen also interNo less effective are Ben Ker- viewed a member of the 31st Air
nel’s script and Kenneth Bang- Defense group here, a veteran
hart’s
brings Korean war pilot who modeled
narration.
Script
home forcefully the need for anti- and described his apparel and
pollution work and the city’s solu- equipment and delved into the jet
tion to the disposal problem. And plane subject. Plane construction
Banghart puts it across in topnotch phases and the various kinds of
fashion.
plane were detailed, too.
Film has a three and one-half
In connection with the show
minute introduction by Public there’s a contest calling upon the
Works commissioner Frederick H. entrants to identify planes by their
Zuxmuhlen, explaining the pro- photos and to state reasons for
gram. Presumably, this could be liking to fly. Prizes are a solo flycut from the film, especially since ing course and a number of flights.
titjp and credit cards follow the
While aiming to turn youths’
talk and precede the body of film. thoughts to flying, show also is
Chan.
calculated to engage plenty of
adult attention in these days when
jet planes and the entire military
FILBERT THE FLEA
aviation subject are so much in the

With Skipper Dawes
Director: Art Stoker

i

With Pat Kirkwood, Patricia Stark,
Freda Bamford, Leslie Sppriing,
Peter Bull, Guy Middleton, PaRaine, Anthony Oliver,
Jack Rodney, Leonard Sachs.
Producer; Michael Mills
120 mins.; Sun., 8:45 p.m.
tricia

BBC-TV, from London
The name of Marie Lloyd is
synonymous with the best traditions of British vaudeville. She was
a girl without influence who, on
talent alone, was able to rise from
the slums of East London to become a headliner wherever she
played. She got to the top early,
on and stayed there until her death,

[

|

WFIL-TV, Philadelphia

HOMEMAKERS’ INSTITUTE

WBAL-TV, Baltimore
With

this

jamboree,

noon hour hausfrau

WBAL-TV

has concen-

trated its three strictly femme appeal personalities into one compact session. Formerly, gals were

spies.

slotted throughout the afternoon
Skipper narrates the adventures program schedule but, here, telehis insect creation, who c it scoped into one format, houseseems, lives atop George the Tiger. wives have the opportunity to view
by the domestic doings at one sitting.
Narration
accompanied
is
Dawes with original and pop selecHour show allows each gal to
tions oil the piano. Filbert has a make her pitch and appeal of each
recurrent
Non-animated gal is distinct. Mollie Martin spetheme.
cartoons by Jack Nolan (WFIL. art cializes in sewing and hand crafts.
director) help unfold plots.
Kitty Dierken, one of the town’s
Set is a shack in the Philly dump, best pitchwomen, handles 'interwith a background vista of city views and special promotions. On
skyline, Plano is “unprotected" recent show, she introduced a new
from elements, except for a rag book about Baltimore architecture.
cover. The combination of one Mary Landis, formerly with cookcharacter, small and brave, and the ing show, “In The Kitchen," has
other large and gentle is appealing smoothly incorporated her cooking
for moppets; but animated cartoons demonstrations into this unit.
would be more interesting to small
A1 Herndon segues in and out of
fry. Dawes is also producer of the the attractive apartment set weav“Paul Whiteman TV-Teen Club" ing the three sessions together.
and does daily disk jockey stint.
Show caught had high level of
interest,
T
- .QQQty*
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its due to the over-effusiveneSs of John Beal, who should
know better, in his role of emcee.
With a basically dignified theme.
Beal brings down the level by overdramatizing and by a general display of extroversion that’s uncalled
for here. This business of overdramatization is extended to the
Ben Ludlow orch, which plays a
score more suited to a whodunit

Perhaps

than a participationer.
Another feature of the show are
the two phone calls to the home
audience, in which first a question
about a Westinghouse appliance is
asked, then a general question,
then a jackpot. Prizes are appliances.

Miss Ghostley, young Taylor,
Tiller and Malcolm Broderick
gave good accounts of themselves

Ted

as foils ih the situations set' up.
Commercials were a bit too frequent, since the commercial theme
is dominant throughout the show.
Program can be built into a topnotch property, provided a little
more restraint and <good taste go
into the execution of the idea.
•

Chan.

KNOW YOURSELF BETTER
With Dr: Phyllis Haley,
Producer: Henry Leff
Director: Jim Eakins

others.

30 Mins., Thursday, 6 pan.
Sustaining
KPIX, San Francisco
If programming on future educational TV channels can match
MENKEN'S PRODUCTS
the interest and impact of this new
WBBM-TV, Chicago
series on adult psychology, there’s
(Kenyon & Eckhart)
hope for it. Show is packaged by
Newsman Fahey. Flynn is the San Francisco City College with
radio personality to college credits offered viewers who
second
make the video leap via WBBM- actively participate.
TV. (Sportscaster John Harrington
Young, attractive Dr. Phyllis
made^his WBBM-TV debut the Haley
conducts this just as she
week, previous.)
Because Flynn’s
would
a university class. On-camnews show is considerably more
take notes, ask quescomplicated, what with the film era students

(

and other production frills,
take a little while to shake
out the bugs. However, Flynn off
the first week’s run impresses as
a highly competent gabber who
will smooth out even stronger once
he gets used to the staring elec-

inserts
it'll

tions,

make

reports.

Doctor Haley is smooth on
camera, needs no notes, talks
slowly, positively and confidently.
She sells her subject on the
strength of her knowledge and
experience.
As
she
teaching
progresses through the labryinths
pf man’s emotional and neurotic
conflicts, she can whip the viewer
Her material
to his seat’s edge.
is intimately personal.
She receives excellent visual aids
much more effective than on any
comparable show presented in this
Credit for this can go to
area.
experience learned
past
bitter
the hard way by Producer Henry
Leff and his assistant, Bev PasArt Director Emmett
qualetti.
Smith provides her with dramatic

drawings and diagrams. Frequent use of film clips,
made expressly for this show, simplify the intricacies of an abstract
illustrations,

subject.

Viewers who wish to earn credits
register with

the

College,

follow

weekly assignments, write reports
and a terra paper.
Production

Salute to FCC
Sprinfield, O., March 10.

WJEL s

knowhow

is

a.

moun-

tain top above the College’s pre-

TV

courses on photography
and parliamentary procedure. r
WJEL here pulled a switch last
Dwit.
peek when it aired a half-hour
>rogram saluting the FCC on the
!6th anniversary of broadcasting's
in Civvies
Kirby
irst regulatory l>ody, the Federal
For the second time Col. Ed M;
tadio Commission.
regulations Kirby returns to civilian life after
reviewed
Stanza
of
’rom the Marine act of 1912 (de- completing his present 'tour
dared illegal), the i927 establish- duty as head of the Army’s AM-TV
relapublic
He’ll
be
a
nent of FRC, the Communications, operations.
VcLof 1934 to the present,- Guest tions consultant in Washington.
Succeeded by Lt. Col. Tom
vas Lestdr E. Noble, one of the
vious

Back

i

0

Chuck Taylor with his homework,
then face an irate teacher in the
person of Alice Ghostley. Another
femme had to change the sheets on
a bed with a youngster lying on it.
The idea is basically a good one,
but somehow it doesn't ring true.

WBBM

accent without getting the mixture
of warmth and honest vulgarity for
which Marie Lloyd was noted.
The entire production revolved
around the star's performance and
experienced artists of the calibre
of Guy Middleton, Peter Bull and
Leonard Sachs had limitel opportunities. In their short periods on
the screen they were more than
usually handicapped by the inanities of the script. Dialog was unusually poor and many good writing opportunities had been missed.
Michael Mills, in the circumstances,
did a commendable job in spanning
close on 50 years in just two
(*

that’s put to them, with members of the cast as foils. If they do
so to the satisfaction of the audience, they win a cash prize. Show
caught, for example, has a housewife sitting down to help young

lem

.

fascinating life story of. Marie
Lloyd In a single transmission was
a bold enterprise which turned out
to be a little beyond the resources
of the TV studios. It was a gallant
failure. The end result might have
been achieved more successfully if
the program had been split into
three or maybe four shorter shows.
There was ample material for such
a series, and much of the incident
even in this two-hour presentation
was hurried along with almost indecent haste. For example a triumphant tour across Australia was
covered in a single scene set in
a Tailway coach; likewise her 1913

hours.

advertising tie stressing Westinghouse’s theme of “freedom from
drudgery." Actually it’s an audience-participationer with an extra
telephone giveaway. But show has
an offbeat format that has the potential of putting it above the level
of the run-of-the-mill participationer. Unfortunately, the execution doesn’t meet the high level of
the idea.
Program calls for women in the
audience to come onstage and work
out a particular homemaking prob-

11:15 EDITION
With. Fahey Flynn
Director: John Alexander
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 11:15 p.m.

,

*

i

.

.

of

.

—

warpi, richly articulated voice
but pounded home truisms with
impact. The cast gave her creditable support under the Dee Engelbach production-direction tandem.
In the windup, Miss Pickens
sounded the theme, but with no
direct appeal for funds— “you have
an option in your city; how much,
She was backed
do you bid?"
by a chorus in a dramatic rendering of the Salvation Army song.
All in all, this was a program worthy to stand bedside some of the
commercial
examples
of
best
Tr<w.
shows. -

American triumph was “presented" tronic orb.
by a few library shots of a railway
Newsman gives a heavy flavorengine and name place titles ing of
feature material and human
flashed on the screen.
interest stuff which may prove a
To Pat Kirkwood, who filled the plus factor, providing the hard
title role, the part was a nonstop news is not brushed -off. One pomarathon. Only off the screen for tentially strong feature is the use
odd seconds at a time, she had of film footage of local happenings
to effect something like 50 costume lensed by the new WBBM-TV
changes and gracefully age at the newsreel crew. Although a mechsame time. She too made a gallant anical foul-up hampered the film
but not completely successful at- yarn on show watened (4), the ontempt at the role. Some' of the the-spot local newsreel coverage
better known numbers such as “Oh can give the series an added spice.
Mr. Porter,’’ “The Boy I Love,”
It might help if the commenta“Follow the Van" et al she sang tor would .work the quarter-hour
with commendable verve but never from behind the desk rather than
gave the impression that she was experimenting with some “casual"
one of the most vivacious vaude poses which only add to the numperformers of the century. And ber of cues he has to catch.
Mennen blurbs were punchy anwhen playing the character straight
Dave
she simply resorted to a cockney imated films.

Idea of “Filbert" was conceived With Mollie Martin, Kitty Dierken,
by Skipper Dawes in 1942, when
Mary Landis, A1 Herndon
he was educational director of Director: Buddy Pappas
WFIL, and became the first in- 60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri. 12 ajn.
school listening program in Phila- Participating

delphia area. In radio adventures,
Filbert Engaged in exploits connected with National defense and
public service drives. Keeping up
with the times for his teevee debut,
Dawes’ heroic flea tackles enemy

city’s

.

remaining a boxofflce lure which
kept her always in demand.
Marie Lloyd enjoyed her success
but it never wept to her head. She
never lost touch with the ordinary
people; she- put her public uppermost and consequently wrecked the
first two of her three unhappy
marriages. She had the proverbial
heart of gold and although always
making comparatively big money,
was spending every penny, never
turning a deaf ear to anyone in
need.
The attempt to recreate the

limelight and air travel in becoming increasingly popular. Rees.

15 Mins., Mon-Fri. 4:30

TV Review

OUR MARIE

!

the

of

segueing smoothly into the
sketches showing Miss Pickens on
her sociological missions. In the
first of these she tried to rehabilitate
a downtrodden poet (Les
Damon); then an ex-convict (Vinton Hayworth) attempting to find
his way back to the city’s life; in
the third scene, rudely dismissed
from the uppercrust apartment
of a blonde minx (Eva Marie Saint)
who preferred her present sordid
way to that of rejoining her parents; and finally- in her office,
where she “straightened out" the
well-intentioned but offish thinking of a girl (Mary Devlin) with
Salvation Army stars in her eyes.
In the celluloid portions, Miss
describing
fears,
Pickens,
the
mores -and heartaches of the city’s
populace, spoke softly—-in her

Here’s

Foreign

films

streets,

25 Mins,

mentary film on New York’s sewage disposal program that can be
offered by any tele station as a
public
affairs
program without

29
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Steady Hangover

Hyde FCC Chairmanship Due

calls

on the
sponsor gifted

and Hyde’s record speaks for itself.
He voted for color TV, the merger
Common Carrier Bureaus.
of ABC with United Paramount
It’s doubtful that Hyde’s appointTheatres, and the eligibility of
ment will mean any immediate Paramont Pictures Corp. in the
major changes in policy affecting TV broadcast field, but dissented
the broadcasting industry. The from the majority holding that
emphasis, as in the recent past, will Paramount controls DuMont,
be on processing applications for

made

in the Broadcast

huge

|

TV

stations. Hyde strongly favors
procedures to
streamlining
of
speed up the handling of contested

applications,

now moving

pace because of a
hearing examiners.

at smail’s
of

shortage

when

that

went

Continued from page 25
also be

station

the

drug

a

air,

him

jar of aspirin

with

and a

a
sta-

tionery backer presented him
with a kingsized bottle of red
ink.

When the outlet went into
the black, the bottle of crimson ink was returned with appropriate ceremonies. "But I
still have the aspirin,” Kelly
"Losing money or
relates.
making money, in this busialways headthere’s
ness
aches.”

It's noted that Hyde joined with
also a Republican, in dissenting on the ParDuMont control issue. Sterling, it’s
recalled, has championed proposals
by the networks to be allowed to

Comr. George Sterling,

own more than five TV stations,
operations
in the interest of promoting UHF
Hyde may be more effective development. Should Hyde go ‘Creative Cookery,’ Top
than his predecessors. As a Realong with Sterling on revising 'the
publican chairman of the FCC, he
Chi Culinary Display,
five-station rule, modification of
It is in this field of

that

due for a better reception from
the multiple ownership rules
a Republican Congress in requestbe in the offing.
ing funds to hire additional ex-

is

aminers. If he succeeds, TV stations will arise much sooner in the
larger cities than would otherwise

be

Grabbed Off By

4.

AM

Jergens in Expansion

On La

Show

Dietrich

Jergens Lotion has added 15 sta-

many

of them in key television areas, to its CBS Radio lineup for Marlene Dietrich’s "Time
For Love.” Markets include Pittsburgh, Kansas City,
Syracuse,
tions,

WNBQ

March

10.

WNBQ,

Low-Cost News Programs

properties

-v.

Chicago, March 10.
Use of low-budgeted news programa will be the keynote of the
News
Television
National
first
Seminar set to start April 28 in
Evanston. Seminar, co-sponsored by
Northwestern’s Medill School of
Journalism and the Radio and Television News Directors Assn., will
show news directors 'at the new
TV stations formats and techniques
under which a new and public affairs department, starting on a
small scale, can expand into a
large, profitable operation.

Ivan

Hill’s Personality Features,
of the lucrative cooking
package, which last year- grossed
between $400-500, QOO on WBKB.
Since the hour-long daily show
has a waiting list of clients and is
generally considered the hottest
local culinary display, all four Chi
TV stations, entered the bidding
when it went on the open- market.
NBC had been eyeing the property
for some time and came up with
As of last week, some 30 new( the best deal.
telestations, along with radio, operWhile the financial arrangements
ations with TV applications pend- are not being revealed, it’s known
ing, were registered for the sem- the packager has been cut in with
inar.
Schedule calls for lectures, an escalator clause, so his share of
discussions
and demonstrations, the take goes up with the show’s
the latter at WNBQ, WGN-TV and gross.
Another factor in NBC’s
WBKB, all in Chicago.
getting the program is the possibility
it may be fed to the web’s
that
Aim of the seminar was expressed by Jack Krueger, news di- other o.-&-o.’s if it continues to
as it has during
rector of WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee pay off on
and a seminar advisory board its slightly less than two-year run

owner

WBKB

MUSIC
arranged

INTERMOUNTAIN’S 59G

weather programs and locally-produced newsreels are among the
topics slated for examination at the
four-day ’meet. Scheduled speakers
include Wiliam Ray, NBC central
division news manager; Con O’Dea,
ABC-TV^ news director; Spencer
Allen, WGN-TV news chief and
Blaine Wickline, Bell Telephone
Chicago service manager.

METIS

BLOOMINGTON

will run for .52 weeks.
setting up the promotion,

Sheridan general manager Bob
Rogers tossed company’s entire
budget into radio.
Intermountain is having its biggest year yet, with February biz up

20%

over

’52.

Pharmaco Buys Up Four
Serving a 2 BILLION

$

of the

PEOPLE

34"

of the

FAMILIES

accounting

in

of the

'

its

own

micro

for

SALES

all

nets

—

maintain',

relay system

between

viewers.

WTTV

owned

is

and operated by Sarkes Tartar and

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES,
York

Oicoqo

Eleanore Levenson (WLIB).

Los Anq.|..,

„

FLORSHEIM BUYS INTO

Holies to

NAT’L HOOP TOURNEY
0

Head Up D.C.

Operations for

MBS

Florsheim Shoes has bought in

March

14.

Station has accelerated its spot
signing Ford Truck Division,
Lucerne Milk and
Pepsi-Cola,
Nedicks for spots and participaTed
tions throughout the day.
Steele show, which shifts to nighttime because of the station’s telecasts of N. Y. Yankee and Giant
baseball games, picks up Pepsi and
sales,

realty firm

of the

Talk

Women’s WorM

coming in for the

first

time on spots.

Coast

p »oo

Home

Ballcasts
Hollywood, March 10.
Coast league baseball in Los Angeles will wrap up a tidy sum of
$585,000 on radio and TV. Don Lee’s
will account for $425,000

Girl Marries” at 10:45 a. m. and TV rights is $100,000 to each club
the Tuesday and Thursday seg- for the 180 games.
ments of the Don Gardiner news at
Chesterfield and Ford Dealers of
12 noon. Both shows are now sold So. Cal. have each bought oneout, since Durkee foods has the third of the home teams on TV
Monday - ednesday - Friday slots. at a package cost of $161,000 each,
Agency for Pharmaco is Doherty, which includes time and rights.
Third sponsor is now being negoClifford, Steers
Shenfield.
tiated. Complete package for all
games runs to $425,000.
Harry Maizlish,Preps Hoopla
prexy,
closed with 7-Up for broadcast of
Houston, March 10.
Jack Harris, general manager of all Star games, home and on the
KPRC and. KPRC-TV, has 'an- road, for $80,000. Two other sponnounced that KPRC-TV will start sors entered bids but Maizlish
telecasting from its new $1,000,000 elected to accept the offer of 7-Up
Mogge-Privett
agency.
radio and TV plant here
arc h 29. through
There will be a 14-day open house. KMPC’s broadcast of the Angels
games
will
have double sponsorAt the same time KPRC will observe its 25th anni. as an affilate ship, with Lucky Lager signed for
half and another client soon to
with the NBC radio network.
contract for th£ other half.
Tom Harmon and Bill Brundige
Hartford Cal B. Kolby, former
station manager of WBIS, Bristol, will handle the telecasts of the
Conn., has joined the staff of home Stars and Angels games; Bob
and WDRC-FM as an an- Kelley on KMPC, and Mark Scott,

UCe d

Kroger

AM, TV’s 585G
For

Son

F

r

KPRC

KFWB

M

Represented Nationally by
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Cincinnati and Bloomington to bring LIVE
to

Among the shows spotlighting the ORT drive are Bairy Gray
(WMCA); Maggi McNellis (WJZ); George Hamilton Combs (WJZ), and

&

with

wave

network shows

program.

Pharmaco has bought two quar- when the last segment is sold for
ter hours and two five-minute pe- the home games of the Angels and
Stars,
and two^ radio stations,
riods weekly on ABC radio.
Sponsor has taken the Tuesday KFWB and KMPC, each ring up
and Thursday editons of "When a $80,000 for the radio sale. Cost of

ALL INDIANA

WTTV— affiliated

Women’s American ORT (Organization for Rehabilitation Through
Training) is kicking off its annual campaign via an extensive number of
radio and video shots this week. Outfit has lined up 13 shows which
will feature interviews with leading ORT execs on the organization’s

Weekly Segments on ABC KHJ-TV

MARKET

34 a o

strike last Spring.

Lucerne. Ford moves in on Jimmy
Powers’ sportscast and pre- and
post-basketball game slots, while
Salt Lake City, March 10.
The 44-station Intermountain Nedicks has pacted for 60 run-ofstation
ID’s.
Network has inked the biggest spot
Also, Hudson Dealers of N. Y.
package in web’s history with
and
J. -renewed for a second
N.
Sheridan Breweries, Inc., Sheridan,
Wyo., buying 38,000 spots on 19 time on John Tillman’s late newsoutlets in Idaho, Wyoming and cast. Other renewals' include Vim
Montana. Deal, closed by net prexy Electric Co., N. Y. Herald Tribune,
Lynn L. Meyer,' has a $59,000 tab O’Cedar Corp., with G. Berne
In

35

WGAR

BANNER SPOT DEAL

and

wnv

and WXEL take top CleveBy capturing five "bests,” WTAM,
land honors in the second AFTRA Awards for outstanding local
achievement during 1952. Individual honors, picked by a committee
of seven judges, went to Johnny Andrews, WTAM-WNBK, who took
"firsts” in "Best Radio Program, Morning Bandwagon,” "Best Radio
Musical Performance,” and "Best TV Performer.”
Other winners to take more than one honor included .the late Ester
Mullin, WGAR, "Best Woman’s Radio "Program, 'Ladies Day’,” "Best
Children’s Program ‘Fairytale Theatre;” Wayne Mack, WDOK, "Best
Performer Radio,” and "Best, Classical Music Disker;” and Sanford
Markey, WTAM-WNBK "Best Special Services” in radio and TV, on
behalf of his station’s role in helping speed settlement of a meat

Everett Holies, vet newsman, was
on* one-quarter of WPIX’s (N. Y.) named director of Washington opcoverage of the upcoming National erations for Mutual following the
Invitation Basketball Tourney at resignation of Hollis Seavey, netMadison Sq. Garden. Firm will co- work’s D. C. chief since 1947. Holsponsor with Nash Dealers and ies, who repped the combined netOld Gold ciggies, who bankroll the works during President EisenhowFlor- er’s trip to Korea, joined the web
regular season coverage.
sheipv through the Gordon Best as a commentator in 1950.
Seavey left to join the Clear
agency, will pick up the tab for
sta- half the tourney finals, night of Channel Broadcasting Service.

WNBQ

composed

&

Bowles agency is promoting the slogan, "You never had
so clean,” without directly referring to the sponsor, Procter & GamIdea is to build up public use of the phrase, thus getting
~~
an additional ride for the Tide radio and TV commercials.
Last week B&B flack Larry Lowenstein sent most AM-TV editors
a handkerchief imprinted with the slogan, as a teaser for the blurbs.
Another idea in the works is to get the Republican party to ?tdopt the
"clean” motto as an answer to the previous Administration’s "You
never had it so good” pitch.
Benton

it

ble’s Tide.

(

Rochester, Hartford and St. Louis.
Pointing up the greater interest
in
in video areas; (as well as in
non-TV communities), Jergens’
move recalls fact that Colgate reon WBKB,
member:
cently reinstated eight TV markets
"Cookery” moves to the NBC
"Too many radio newsmen, in
to its "Mr, and Mrs. North” lineup
It’s currently ridmaking
their plans for TV, are dis- tion March 30.
on CBS Radio.
ing
on WBBM-TV as a holdover
couraged by the terrific news deregime.
partment costs. They throw up from the previous
Another Personality Features
their hands* and say ‘That’s not for
us.’ It’s the wrong attitude. They package, "Garfield Goose,” remains
can start with a very low budget on WBBM-TV, having been pacted
and simple format for their news by CBS veep H. Leslie Atlass.
programs. Then as money is being
returned, these stations can gradually expand their news operations.”
One-camera, one-man news shows,

AM

Monday-morning sales meetings at WOR, N. Y., have developed into
informal seminars on industry problems. In recent months, sales chief
Bill Crawford has invited time buyers and other industry execs to address the 10-man staff on various aspects of their problems and reSpeakers within the past few months
actions to specific situations.
have included Stan Pulver, Lever Bros, exec; Tom Slater, Ruthrauff &
Rogow,
agency topper; Ed Brett, of the food
Bill
former
v.p.;
Ryan
brokerage house of Seggerman-Nixon, and Bob Stivers of the Hilton
Riggio agency. Meetings, which run a half-hour, have also introduced
to the staff new talent on the station.

management reshufflings attending the
purchase of Channel 4 by WBBMTV. The Chi NBC station over the cutters
weekend set a five-year deal with
for grabs as a result of the

At Evanston Next Month
1

one * of the top local
which was thrown up

Cookery,”

1st Seminar

To Keynote

a late starter in the bidhas grabbed off "Creative

ding,

possible.

In the radio field, Hyde may be
instrumental in getting action by
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on the now dormant North
American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement which he- pegotiated as
chairman of the American delegation to the NARBA conferences in
Cuba. Ratification by the U. S. of
NARBA is required to effect a
breakdown of certain clear channels and permit the FCC to grant
a substantial number of long-pending
applications.
On other matters of policy,

,

may
Chicago,

.

Inside Staff-Radio

Gaines Kelly, WFMY-TV,
Greensbpro, N. C., topper, re-

a

Inc.
c

.

«,

0

—
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SHE SHOULDA SAID NO

WHY MEN LEAVE HOME
The POWER OF PRAYER

SECRETS

of

BEAUTY

KRUOIRRH PRODUCTION

•

9100 Sunset

aoimtooi

Inc.

•
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Larry Storch Looks Set

ChiEduclTV

now

looks like Larry Storch
will be the newest opposite-Milton
It

Gets Civic Push
Chicago, March 10.
A Chi educational TV station, for
which Channel 11 has been earmarked, came a big step nearer
reality with the formation df a com»

raise

Edward

subscription.

public

L.

Ryerson, board chairman of Inland
Steel, is heading up the group
which is shooting for a minimum
of’

Berle entrant on the Tuesday night
CBS-TV channels, with program
veepee Hubbell Robinson putting
his blessing on the
and audition.

initial

script

Pending the finding of a substitute, CBS has been spotting Ernie
administrators Kovacs in the 8 to 9 time.
civic
of
.With
the necessary funds via thp Storch show designed for a

mittee
to

KING

For CBS-TV Tues. Ride

$500,000.

half-hour,

it still

leaves 30 minutes

to be filled.

Whether Kovacs will
to a half-hour dr anprogram put in is undecided.

be trimmed
other

in

ABC

Tie
March

Seattle,
Affiliation of

10.

taliata

of the. Illinois Institute of

erning body for ..the station. With
the funds already pledged, it’s expected the Council will be able to
make a formal CP application some
time this month.
The Chi Board of education has
earmarked $150,000, and the Ford
Foundation has promised a like

amount.

No Settlement
In

in Sight

AFTRA, WIKK
Erie, Pa.,

Strike

of

American Federation

TV & Radio

of

Lamb’s

Strike
March 10.

Artists against

Ed

WIKK

here went into its
third week with no sign of settlement.
Union claims some local
sponsors have bowed off the outlet.

Union

charges

that

was

an

active

fired shortly

after the union asked for recognition, with management saying it
was for, economy.
alleges,' a parttime an-

However,

AFTRA

nouncer was hired and other
er’s had to work overtime.

staff-

Re-

quest to management to hire the
dismissed member as parttime an-

nouncer was turned down, union
says, and an “unfair labor practices charge” was leveled at Lamb
with the

NLRB.

fuses to -arbitrate,

Station also re-

AFTRA

claims.

Sponsors Ask End of ‘Blue Sky’ Claims
As

“blue sky” claims of station coverage.
They feel that outlets are
crediting themselves with reaching
more homes than they actually do,
and as a consequence the need for
more definitive data on local audiences is underlined.
A case in point is New Haven,
maps changing and overlapping,
the old boundaries are losing their which has been a one-station mar-

result of the licensing of
stations, the rating pot isagain boiling, presenting a confused picture. In the years of the
freeze, local rating services were
relatively static, but as new stations go on the air, with coverage
a

new TV

•

DUQUESNE’S PRINCELY

Pin SPONSOR GESTURE

Show

TV

but which soon will have the
audience pie cut up by two new
outlets in Bridgeport and one each
ket,

significance.

For example, polls in Cleveland
reported on the audiences to three
stations.
But now two channels
are opening in Akron and one
apiece in Youngstown, Massillon
and Warren.
The problem thus
arises: what limits will be drawn,
since one map could show one station favorably while another might

Pittburgh, March 10.
Duquesne Brewing Co. here apparently feels that Bob Prince’s
Panel
longtime association with a rival
brew, Fort Pitt, has been desudPeddled for
sized
in the three months since he
A1 Hine, film reviewer for Holiday magazine, is partnered with wound up 10 years of broadcasting
Jane Skinner in a new TV show for the Fort Pitt people. At any benefit its rivals?
rate, Prince has just been signed
making agency rounds.
Show,
The problem assumes industry
titled “Talking Pictures,” is a dis- by the Duquesne crowd for double
importance in view of the new
cussion-type affair, based on cur- duty on both radio and TV.
He’ll take over Thursday nights TVers’ need for audience data to
rent pix, with talk about them by a
group comprising film critics and on Duquesne’s “Time Out” cross- get network, jiatidnal "spot and
at 7:45 local business. '"Even the question
talent concerned with the particu- the-board series on
of how many sets are im an outlet’s
lar pic (producer, director, star, p.m. with “Time Out for Baseball”
coverage area demands study, beMarch
26
and
the
same
on
evening,
etc.).
Miss Skinner, a frelance
cause a receiver that is in the
packager, formerly worked with an hour and a quarter earlier, alsp
markets may
Dave Garroway in Chi, and on on a once-a-week basis, will do a overlap between two
have its antenpa ^oriented toward
baseball
program
for
same'
the
NBC-TV.
"and
not another.
one
transmitter
Show has cooperation of film sponsor over KDKA in the bank- Although NBC-TV publishes
esticompanies, With actual film clips roller’s across-the-board radio strip.
Latter stanza replaces a musical mates of set "circulation by marfrom the picture reviewed.
quartet quarter-hour and on teevee, ket, these figures have been conPrince takes over slot which has tested by some stations, particularbeen held down during basketball ly on how sets in fringe areas are
Jag
season by Dudley Moore, Duquesne allocated.
In view of the situation, C. E.
U coach.
Minneapolis, March 10.

New

in

Britain,

New London and

Waterbury, with some sections of
Connecticut thus becoming a sixstation market. Nose counters, will
become important in this area, but
just how the map for measuring it
will be drawn is still an unresolved
point and similar conditions exist
elsewhere around the country.

—

A.£. Daily

Won’t Cuffo

WDTV

KSTP-TV Farm

With

Hooper is prepping a new TV Station Audience Index as a means of

4ts recent increase to 100,-

000 watts bringing

it

within the

range of an Increasing number of

AFTRA member

Stations Snarl Ratings;

here

The Chi Educational TV Counchaired by prexy John Ret- ‘Talking Pictures’
cil,
Technology, will serve as the g6v-

New Tele

KING-TV and

radio
with ABC was announced by Otto Brandt, veepee
and general manager of KING.
TV hookup went into effect immediately and radio affiliation will
begin June 1, when KJR ceases to
be local outlet. Affiliation makes
KING-TV primary affiliate here for
both ABC and NBC television networks.

KING

31

KSPT-TV now is going
for increased programming of
shows designed primarily for farm
viewers.
Latest program to be launched is
“County Road Five,” half-hour
show. at 9:30 a.m. Monday through
Friday, on which interesting farming families are interviewed by
KSTP-TV personalities Bee Baxter
and David Stone.

WJR, WWJ-TV Towers

ruralites,

.

Facing ‘Hazard’ Raps

in

Detroit,

March

10.

The State Department of Aeronoutics charged that a 1,060-foot TV
tower planned by WJR-TV and a
1,050-foot tower being built by
WWJ-TV, both in the City’s northwest area, are “definite hazards to

giving a channel a fast, inexpensive
report on its coverage and popularHowever, a minimum set satity.
uration in the area of 29-25% is
required for statistical reliability.
Hooper is. also planning., to expand its measurement in the local
video field. At present Hooper reports on 54 radio markets and 40
TV markets, many of which are not
The radio reports
on his
list.
can be extended to gather tele
data, by asking the .sample about
TV viewing along with the

Program Log for UHF’er
Atlantic City, March 10.
Program log of WFPG-TV, the
city’s only UHF television station,
is
being carried in paid advertisements inserted in the resort’s
only
newspapers, the Morning
Press and Evening Union, both
owned by the Press-Union Publishing Co.
Ads are paid-for by a local firm

sells television and TV servfollowing refusal of publishers
the papers to insert the programs on the basis that there are
not enough set owners here able

which
ice

of

to tune in

Channel

46.

Meanwhile,

the program of the three Philadelphia TV stations and local radio station programs are carried.

New Gabby Hayes

Client

Minute Maid orange juice has
bought a segment of the Gabby
AM
quarter-hour strip and the
Hayes
air navigation.”
NBC-TV program will stay on durA spokesman for WWJ said the
summer.
ing
the
Federal Civil Aeronautics AdminAM
KSTP-TV's first rural-beamed istration had approved Its tower dialing.
Quaker Oats has two segments
program, “R. F. D.-TV,” has been' last January.
With the large number of new of the 5:15 p.m. stanza weekly, and
Whether the CAA
Fifth seghighly successful during the year will overrule the State group is stations coming on the air, adver- one edition is co-op.
that it has been on the air.
tisers are demanding an end to the ment is sustaining.
not known at this time.
.

created and produced by
A

Trademark of

WALT FRAMER"

Integrity

WALT FRAMER
produces

TV'S THREE
"STRIKE

IT

TOP RATED DAYTIME SHOWS!

RICH"

"THE BIG PAYOFF"

—No. 1
—No. 2

(also in first 10 nighttime)

"DOUBLE OR NOTHING"— No. 3
u
IT

PAYS TO STAY

ASK ABOUT OUR

IN

TV WITH FRAMER

NEJ/V

M

FOUR "P" SHOWS

WALT FRAMER PRODUCTIONS
Americas Leading INDEPENDENT TV Producers
123 West 44th Street

PLaza 7-0800

New

York (36) N. Y.
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Maybe you

feel

awards are getting out of

hand— and. meaningless,

except to jewelers

and calligraphers.

But

television is so

many

different things

—drama, comedy, music, news, public
sports— there’s room for

CBS

Television shows

lots of

affairs,

awards.

and showmen received

87 this past year— as well as the most

coveted one of
It’s

all:

top

program popularity.

decided by a jury in 22 million homes.
m

For advertisers
sales

1EANING

all

it’s

an award with

meaning bigger customer

their

:

shows on the network

specific

traffic

. . .

for

larger

average, audiences in the nation’s leading

markets. .the lowest cost per thousand.
.

So consider,
88th award.

in this season of laurels, our
It’s

one

we

both can share.

CBS TELEVISION

,

^AiKO-TELEVlSm

34
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Pfi&lWff
14 will be the
Hospital .
. March
second anni for Don Herbert’s Mr.
.

.

.

Television Chatter

.

.

.

.

New York

lead roles in the English-language

WABC-TV

Paul Mowrey,
.

.

.

.

George Dunham, WOBS^TV
Chi this- we^k? 'Visit-

sales chief, in

ing CBS-TV spots sales offices ‘-andagencies <
NBC veepee Ed Madden speeks at Public Relations
Society luncheon in N. Y. March
18 on TV and opportunities for
Johnny Pavelko guests
P. R.
.
on Kate Smith's NBC-TV show
.

.

.

.

Monday

(16)

Ronald Dawson

.

.

.

of Italian Films Export
“Three Girls from Rome.”
Attorney Arthur Hershkowitz
packaging a 15-minute musical
variety show penned by Jack JfcaylifejftJn) and starring Janis Paige

.version
release,

station

topper, vacationing in Virgin Isles.

doing a lecture series on TV at the
Fearing School.
Margaret Arlen’s guests Friday
CBS-TV include Sheila
(13) on
Bond and Paul Valentine, stars of
Broadway’s
“Wish You
Were
Here,” producer-director-co-author
Joshua Logan, designer Jo Miclziner and others from the show,
giving a backstage picture of the
Sam Henry, Jr.
production
added to ABC-TV as account exec;
William R. Arnold joins WABC-TV
Vincent T.
as account exec

.

,

.

.

.

Y. Times staffer Norman
joined WPIX' publicity
office, vice Sheila McKeon, who
left after a week
N. Y. Dodge
Dealers bought the Tuesday and
•Thursday segments of Daily News
columnist Jimmy Powers' “Powerhouse of Sports” on WPIX.

»ex-N v

Lorber

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

assignments.

Bernard Procktor, topper of
Procktor Productions, stopped off
on his way to the Coast to' huddle
with midwest sales chief A1 Morey
Marty O’Shaughnessy resigned
.

.

.

as editor of

“TV

Forecast.”

placement named as

Hollywood

Inside Stuff-Television

DuMont
Wizard” on NBC-TV
shedding “Pet Shop” on same date.
Royal Lumber Co. picking up
Heightened competition among the ciggie companies is Involving
the tab on WNBQ’s “Eleventh Hour cloak-and-dagger aspects. When Liggett & Myers recently purchased
Tavern
Theater” for 13 weeks
Pale Beer, pioneer TV user, has a big spot tele campaign (with a big guy on WCBS-TV, N. Y.), the
returned to the medium after a product was announced as Chesterfields. However, a couple of days
couple year’s hiatus with Lcs
before the spots started, it was revealed that the product was corkNichol’s late evening newscast on
WGN-TV five times weekly. Series tipped Fatimas. Just wanted to keep the opposition guessing.
is being produced by Herb Futran
Similarly, when Philip Morris brought out its king-sized brand, the
for the W. B. .Doner agency
move was ^shrouded in secrecy. Incidentally, PM prexy O. P. McJack Barnett and Mike Kesmar Comas, speaking in Philly last week, included a section on “We Lovo
WBBM-TV’s newsreel Lucy” and PM’s $8,000,000 contract for the CBS-TV- show.
handling

No

re-

On a dollars'-and-cents basis, he said, it is “twice as efficient as the
average nighttime TV show in getting its message to the public.” He
added it is “nearly three times more efficient dollarwise in reaching
adults than Life or Philadelphia newspapers.” Exec called it “one of
the most efficient advertising buys in the entire country” and cited
its supplementary merchandising and promotion benefits.

yet.

NBC was caught in midstream by George Jessel’s fast deal at $100,Jimmy Dodd emcees “Harried
000 a year, for two years, plus two years’ options, with American
audience-participaHousewives,”
Paramount, Inc. The comedian, who has one' more
Broadcasting-United
tion show which teed off on KNBH
Story
Robert Bloch, former TV-AM
.
to go on the “All-Star Revue” series for NBC, found himself stalled by
ad
&
Bloch
veepee of McCullom
change in NBC personnel, and rather than mistime his future he closed
SS5 Continued from page 22
agency, has joined William B.
with ABC. This move presumably eliminates NBC as a co-investor in
White agency as head of TV-AM, the door for many more writers Jessel’s proposed indie picture, “Rip Van Winkle” (Jimmy Durante),
and packages shows, his first video in TV.
which looks set via RKO. Durante meantime has agreed to a spring
deal being “Lonely Hearts Club,”
“Writers recognize the produc- commitment at Universal.
with ZaSu Pitts and Maxie Roseners’ problems and don’t expect a
bloom
. , Sam Fuller back from
CBS-TV’s “There’s One in Every Family” is proving a sleeper. It’s
Kelly Kar and> Flash TV
N. Y.
Edwards moves from radio to pro- Stores bankrolling five of KLAC- lot of money in TV, but they want first Nielsen (for February), when segments wejre sponsored by Eastco
to share his gamble via residuals,”
duction assistant with WABC-TV TV's weekend feature films
and Bymart, brought the cost-per-thousand viewers under the $1 mark.
Mrs. Robert Ripley, sister of Lamont Johnson in from biz trek Barron said. “There Is consider.
Rating .for Eastco’s five-minute period was 15.5, with the segment
Arthur Godfrey who has her own to Gotham
KLAC-TV installcosting $1,675 for 17 stations. That broughtt the message into 1,192,000
show on KPHO-TV, Phoenix, ing $50,000 worth of additional en- ably more interest in TV as a re- homes at
$1,41 per thousand homes or 83c, per 1,000 viewers.
guests on Art Linkletter’s “House gineering equipment
Cali- sult of* the SWG pact,” he added.
In its five-minute portion Bymart hit a 12.4. With its lineup raising
Isabel fornia Willys sponsoring KTTV’s
Party” Monday (16)
William Morris story ed Reece the time-and-talent nick to $2,031, the segment hit 1,526,000 homes at
Redman, producer of CBS-TV's Saturday film, series, “Mystery Halsey agrees the majors could
or 95c. per thousand dialers.,
“Lamp Unto My Feet,” lectures on Theatre.”
KTLA v.p. and gen- provide the answer to it all, but $1.62 per thousand
Cost-per-1,000 figures are among the lowest for any network video.
religious radio and tele for the eral manager Klaus Landsberg doesn’t see
any imminent entry on
Washington (D. C.) archiocese
Foundation
Freedoms
awarded
part, aside from Columbia
Bud Palmer, who handles the com- Honor Medal for engineering feat their
Ralph Edwards’ “This Is Your Life” on NBC-TV tonight (Wed.) will
and Paramount, already in via submentary for the college and pro in connection with last year’s
screen the kinescope of its recent Lillian Roth Alcoholics Anonymous
Bob Berger, sids.
basketball games via WP1X, doing A-bomb telecast .
He said money is the chief rea- telecast “by public request.”
the commentary -for the National salesman for Standard Television,
While the show had a great audience and response, reason for the
son for the story shortage, that
Invitation Tournament ... Monde back from trek around country.
rebroadcast is the fact that filmactress Ann Sheridan, skedded for
writers
don’t feel there’s enough
Brown and Leo Trachenberg, dithe
show tonight, found out about the plan to do her life story.
of the green stuff in it for them.
rector and cameraman of El A1
Edwards’ outfit goes to great lengths to keep the featured guest unSan Francisco
“A writer with a good property
Israel Airlines’ WABD show, “InLucia Chase, here with Ballet will either take it to a motion pic- aware of the fact. Usually it’s done by telling him<that he’ll introduce
side Israel, off to Israel for two
someone else; thus, when Dinah Shore’s life was done, the thrush
weeks location filming for the pro- Theatre, flies to Gotham to dance ture studio, or hold it for future
Sid TV use, since he feels its value thought she was to introduce Eddie Cantor, who actually introduced
“Omnibus,” March 22
WPIX fed the Niagara- on
gram
voicher.
Crockett
returned
teevee
to
Brigham Young tilt in the first
will increase as time goes on. Also,
round of the National Invitation ing “Showtime” movie commercials they figure a TV sale kills- a po.Sammy Davis Jr. will join Jack tential movie sale by about 99%.
What may be video’s briefest remote was aired by WCBS-TV, N. Y.»
Basketball tourney Monday (9) to
troupe for the Curran
CBS key picked up Larry LeSueur from the United NaWBEN-TV in Buffalo, home of the Benny’s
If a story is a good one, a writer Monday (9).
Lee Polk named Theatre run in April... TV cas- won’t sell it for a one-shot, but tions headquarters for a 20-second courtesy announcement at the 3:30
Niagara team
Jamboree.”
ualty:
“Tall
Corn
director of WABD's “One Man’s
Smooth show, but sponsor felt pay- prefers to work it into a series p.m. station break.
Charles J. Correll,
Story”
LeSueur plugged the channel’s coverage of the UN one hour later.
Triangle Pub- where he can get residuals. Few
was too heavy
“Amos and Andy” co-creator, and load
lications sent reps here to map producers are offering residuals
his wife on a three-wfeek Latin
plans for. local edition of TV these days.”
TV and TV commercials will be covered in a special session of Assn,
Peter Donald
America jaunt
Guide Magazine. .Nancy Andrews
of
National Advertisers spring meeting at Hot Springs, Va.,
just back from a Bahama vacation dropped from “Stag Party” for a
March 18-20.
Brooklyn postmaster Edward couple of weeks with Eastman Trio
CBS
prexy Frank Station, in an off-the-record spiel, will deal with
J. Quigley cited WPIX for keeping substituting ... Bill Hunefeld, Jr.,
TV costs and the relative contribution video makes to the advertiser!
Documentaries
the public informed on the opera- ex of KSFO, transferred to KPIX
NBC Prexy Frank White, also speaking off-the-record, will talk on the
“Plain- sales
.
tions of the postoffice
“Fish” Cornfield and Gini
Continued from page 22
responsibility of the advertiser and broadcaster in presenting highclothesman” celebrated its 175th Wilbur added to the Del Courtney
consecutive broadcast on DuMont. Saturday show with a Pets Un- heads up the sales effort on the level programming.
Arthur Bellaire, AM-TV copy chief of BBD&O, covers “How to Cut
critic,
Phil Minoff, Cue mag TV
limited Feature.
pic.
Costs and Increase Impact of TV Commercials” and George Nelson
has his 9 first dramatic script,
in
a
Firm
started
1948
as
out
“Danger”
Fail
Me,”
on
“Words
pitches on “Successful Selling With Radio and TV Jingles.”
Chicago
“Crackdown”
Tuesday (17)
newsreel outfit, but has slowly
.
pilot film being lensed for ABC-TV
Jack Curry from St. Louie’s changed its product to the point
A $5,000 scholarship program for radio and' television students at
with Baixy Sullivan starred is due KMOX to head WBBM-TV sales
for screening in about five weeks. promotion
Herb Lyons and where today it’s working almost the University of North Carolina and North Carolina State College
was
announced by the Jefferson Standard Foundation.
Edwards of CBS-TV Dave Brown have set up a exclusively on the documentaries.
. Doug
The awards are valued at $1,250 each. They will be made annually
opens the Columbia U. Scho- joint scripting shop. First assign- It still does an occasional “special”
with a four-year period of tenure, subject to normal academic progress
lastic Press Assn, meet tomorrow ment: TV adaptations of “Curtain
*. Stefan Hatos signed Time” riding on WNBQ for the Chi for TV or theatrical release, but by the recipient.
(Thurs.)
to
produce and direct CBS’ Dodge Dealers
Uncle Johnny Kaiser finds the overhead too high
“There’s One in Every Family” Coons will celebrate the “Ides” by for a steady newsreel operation.
An award for its telecasts of the convention of the American Medical
when it moves to Hollywood
hosting a benefit for the kiddies
Kaiser has achieved country- Assn, last June
made to Smith, Kline & French Laboratories of
Patti Oneill featured on “Kraft at
the Washington Boulevard wide coverage on the pix, which Philadelphia lastwas
week by the American Public Relations Assn, in
Stan- Temple .
Theatre” tonight (Wed.)
Ken Nordine trekking m^y be sponsored locally, via a di- Washington. Smith,
Kline & French arranged two telecasts of convenley Smith named eastern sales to Hollywood to narrate a batch of
Thaine Toni blurbs to be lensed at Cascade rect mail distribution setup. He’s tion proceedings and a stomach operation from Wesley Memorial Hosmanager for ABC-TV
director
of Films
ex-publicity
Engle,
Aaron Heading bank- hit every major market and gotten pital in Chicago via NBC-TV for the estimated 70,000 doctors owning
complete coverage in several of the TV sets who could not attend the meet. Programs, titled “The March
WBAT (& TV), Fort Worth, moved rolling the George Raft vidpix on key
markets. Unlike other opera- of Medicine,” also brought to doctors the latest advances in varying
William Wright heading
to NBC-TV here as audience pro- WBKB
tions
also is the fact that stations medical fields.
motion supervisor.
up the new Kling Studios office in
Jack Hoins, ex-Ted Mack scrip- St. Louis
Pharmaceutical firm won a trophy from APRA two years ago for its
Arthur Godfrey will keep the prints for replays whenFirm has also closed-circuit color TV medical programs, and since the June broadter and CBS publicist, has joined emcee the opening of Gene Bar- ever they wish.
DuMont publicity staff
Thesp rett’s Beau Nash Room at the Am- donated several of its pix to the casts, has sponsored two more vi'deocasts, of the AMA clinical session
Helen Gerald moving into the film bassador East March 28 .
Danny State Dept.
in Denver in December.
field via her dubbing of one of the O’Neil revitalizing at Passavant
Other free pix come from local *" 1
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Chambers

of Commerce or civicbusiness groups (St. Augustine,
Fla., currently has a travelog making the N. Y. rounds), directly from
industrial firms, from the Armed
Forces, from social groups (American Foundation for the Blind and
Brooklyn Industrial Home for the
Blind combined with ABC to film a
13-pic series on how the blind live
which will be available after the
ABC run), and as a rare instance,
from a municipal unit (WNYC Film
Unit’s pic on city’s anti-pollution

campaign).

Continued from page 27

with low rating.

Another factor
was that housewives were asked to

WDEL-TV’s market has more money per capita to spend than all the other 48 states. Buy
WDEt-TV, your key to this richest of markets.

A

Sfeinman Station

Roprosenfed by

New York

Chicago

Los Angeles

send, via mail, a $1 bill plus change,
causing need for extra stamps on
the letters.
Response, according
to Wade, so far is an average of
200 replies per announcement.

Wade would

further extend the
the test proves successful,
to advertise items in the stores
themselves., Also a possibility is
giving the gadgets away free just
to create the market for accesfield, if

ROBERT MEEKER Associates
San Francisco

Channel 4 Station
Covers virtually all of
Utah's population

WOR-TV Tests

Wilmington, Del.

America’s Most Powerful

,

plus
Southern Idaho
Eastern Nevada
Western Wyoming

OVER A BILLION
DOLLAR MARKET
National Rep Blair TV.

!<<
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AFL’S ‘BOTH SIDES’;

From the Production Centres
Continued from page 26

;

American Federation of Labor
its
first tele
program

.

Sunday

(15) with sponsorship of
“Both Sides,” panel show with
Quincy Howe as moderator, via

WGAR

.

WTAM

.

SAN FRANCISCO

IJV

.

ABC-TV.
Program

Info Office Doing Boff European

will be general in nawith Sen. Homer Ferguson
(R.-Mich.) and Sen. Hubert Hum-

Propaganda Job on $17,009,000 Budget
f

*

phrey '(D.-Minn.) as guests on

first

broadcast.

dropped Les Malloy’s daily radio show, then shifted Phil
John Harvey’s afternoon
Bovero’s band to Malloy's daily TV show
“Home Institute” axed, but his morning “Home Digest” increased to

KGO

"Washington, March

A

Doug Johnson Exiting

U.

.S.

3.

the
ia .Europe, which hasn’t atactivity

little-known

of

tracted 4 the attention of Americans
as has the -Voice of America, is the

ture',

.

.

US.
SET

launches

Rudolph Ringwall, associate conductor of Cleve.
disking chores .
celebrated his five-year disk. twirl with special
land Orchestra,
Boros
is back at record-reviewing now that Maurice
Ethel
urogram . .
Van Metre has recuperated and is doing his daily radio-TV CleveBill
Dix,
sales manager, reports 389
.
land News column
in Chain Lighting promotions.
stores are participating
.

HOWE

QUINCY

=-.

S3

Chi for B-E-F Setup
Doug Johnson, creator of “Haw-

Office of Information of the U. S.

kins Falls” and scripter of several
commentator top Chi-originated shows, is pull- Special Representative in Europe,
Frank Edwards in AM on a cross- ing up stakes in the Windy City with HQ in Paris. Its work is to
along
Victoria Layton, 18 years old, a new coloratura de- the-board Mutual show.
Europeans
and moving east. He’s joining the propagandize
90 minutes
.Joe Gillespie jockeying a new
Barry-Enright-Friendly indie pack- lines set down, by Washington,
light on the El Nido Rancho airer
agery as a co-producer.
showtune series on .KNBC, Monday through Saturday, 10:30 p.m.
through placement of broadcasts,
Johnson has a new show, “Fear,”
Radio outlets hit the Stalin story hard but local teevee coverage was
which he’ll co-produce with B-E-F stories, pictures and films on the
KCBS w*ill provide dawn to dusk entertainment for Philco. Hits
saaaad!
and will be pitched to the tele European webs, papers, theatres,
donors who respond to Bill Weaver’s 10th Red Cross Blood Bank Day,
skeins., He also has several other exhibits in town squares, etc. Idea
Eleventh annual Stanford Radio-TV Institute scheduled
March 17
packages which the incHe outfit will
June 22 through Aug. 15. KNBC and KPIX will provide studio faciliin ’52 peddle. Edwin S. Friendly, Jr., is that a Frenchman speaking about
Muriel Landers to Franklin Hospital with virus
KCBS
ties
more effective
former ABC-TV sales chief, joins free trade unions is
Lewis Shollenberger, on the
launched “Report From Congress.”
Philadelphia. March 10.
the outfit April 1 after a six-week than having the same theme exWashington scene, quizzes California senators and representatives.
The greatest sales volume in the vacation.
pounded by an outsider, even
history of Philco Corp. was reached
though the material may have been
IN
written for him by the U. S. reps.
in 1952 and the company should do*
Mitch Miller, on way through to Cleveland, guested on Bob Horn’s
Lightning’
Information office has -33 Ameri‘Chain
even
-better this year, according to
“Bandstand”
(3)
Jerry
Williams
WFIL-TV
They
and Harry Smith, WIP’s
cans and 179 Europeans.
“Gagbusters” comedy deejays, set for series of appearances at cook- the annual report sent to stockmaterial from Paris into varifeed
Accounts for 20 % Of
ing schools in area under auspices of N. Horowitz & Sons, stove dis- holders this week by James T.
ous media and also to American
Lee Allen and Allan Gans (KYW sports directors) are alter- Buckley, chairman of the board,
tribs
embassies and missions all over
Chi Station’s Revenue the
nating on trips to Florida to cover Athletics and Phillies baseball and William Balderston, president.
continent.
Palm
Beach
West.
and
in
Clearwater
1952
camps,
George Walsh, WFILA sales increase of 20% in
Chicago, March 10.
Radio branch has three Yanks
WMAQ’s “Chain-Lightning” mer- and 26 Europeans. It gets more
TV sportscaster, left (5) for Florida training camps to film pictorial kited Philco figures to the alltime
highlights. Films air expressed to station and handled by Jim Felix on high of $366,964,000. Sales in 1951 chandising operation now in its time on European radio stations
programs ... Martha A. Gable, director of radio and TV for Philadel- were $305,329,000. Buckley and second year has proved to be a and national networks, in some
phia public schools, flew to Portland, Ore., for conference of Western Balderston reported that one-fifth hefty hyp to the Chi NBC station’s cases, than the individual governFrank Ford (Ed Felbin) honored by Frankford Grocers of the total business was represent- billings. It’s calculated that the ments themselves, and more time
educators
Assn. (5) at Warwick for fifth anni of his recorded music program on ed by “research and development chain grocery store promotion tie- than VOA ever did. Shows are reWPEN for food chain.
work, production and technical ins accounted for 20% of WMAQ's produced „ locally with local flavor
services supplied to the Govern- revenue last year.
and talent, in every country from
And the project, first launched France to Turkey.
ment and industrial consumers.”
IN
.
.
.
Film branch, with two AmeriEarnings before income taxes on WNBC, the web’s New York
Mrs. Richard Nixon, wife of the Vice President, made her initial rose to $25,631,000 from $22, 013,- flags*hip, is expected to play even a cans and 37 Europeans,- has made
radio appearance since assuming the Second Lady mantle on Mutual’s 000, in 1951. Income taxes, how- bigger role this year.
John Keys 155 pix and shoots the product into
Hazel Markel show past week, on which, as prexy of Senate Ladies’ ever spurted to $14,140,000 from and his ad-promotion department schools, pic houses, etc. Editorial
Red Cross Group, she plugged current Red Cross drives
Helen $9,845,000, causing^net income after have just added 310 National Tea branch has three Americans and
Hayes and Julie Harris took time out from their current legit stints taxes to decline to $$1,491,000, or Co. stores to the “Chain-Lightning” 13 Europeans, and places articles
here to appear on Nancy Osgood’s radio show over WRC-NBC
Gene $3.15 a common share from $12,- program. With the A&P and Jewel in all European publications, which
Autry, here for a onerday stand at Uline’s Arena, trekked out to 168,000, or $3.35 a common share Tea Co. stores already in, the ven- run it as if it were their own staffsuburban Silver Spring, Md., to guest on Ernie Tannen’s “Story Time” in 1951.
ture now embraces some 770 retail written stuff. Photo branch, with
airer over WGAY
Local “battle of the bread” centers around
Important progress was made by outlets, which account for 50% of one Yank and 28 Europeans, supPick Temple’s WTOP-CBS cross-the-boards deals to plug Heidi bread Philco in expanding production the food business in the Chi-area. plies not only photos but mats for
for the Giant Food Department Stores and Gene Autry’s new deal facilities to meet the demand for
The new National Tea hookup cheap reproduction of cuts.
as end label hero of Sunshine (Quality Bakers) Breads with interest products, the report stated “Capital has
chain coming aboard
Outfit also has a presentations
the
heightened by fact that Cisco Kid is featured on County Fair bread, expenditures for this purpose in WMAQ and WNBQ, its sister T.V branch and research branch, latter
and Hopalong Cassidy highlights wrapping of Bond Bread
Only 1952 -totaled $7,056,000, and were station, with a $6,500 weekly comprising three U. S. citizens and
Temple has a local TV show, but others are plugged via TV and radio financed from earnings reinvested spread. National has bought Clif- 26 Europeans, supplying backspots
WWDC aired first two games of Washington Senators “Grape- in the business and depreciation ton Utley’s daily 5:50 p. m. news- ground info.
fruit League” contest from the ball club’s Florida h.q.
Total budget of the operation is
WMAL-ABC reserves.”
cast on WNBQ and is slotting the
introducing a new “7-11” plan whereby volume advertisers get an ex^ra
Buckley and Balderston said a “Range Riders” vidpic Sunday aft- $17,C00,000 annually in European
45% frequency discount in addition to station’s regular frequency dis- new television plant here, compris- ernoons. On WMAQ the new client currency. It’s figured in some circounts after buying 11 or more spots per week.
ing 64%. sq. ft., had been completed is taking the 5:55 a.m. news show cles here that the money is being
and was already in production, giv- and has ordered a saturation used with great effectiveness, since
ing Philco the largest TV produc- schedule of some 30 station breaks the material is going into local
IN
.
.
.
weekly, split up between the two media. Thus, in the fadio field,
tion capacity in the industry.
*
Cedric Adams,. ace WCCO (CBS) personality, suing CBS, the Cocait’s claimed that a show in Class A
The Philco officials predicted 100 stations.
Cola Co. of Minneapolis and its employe, Curtis Balcom, for $50,000 be- new TV stations would go on the
The Chi NBC plant has long time on the national network in a
cause of injuries, including a broken right and sprained left ankle, air. this year bringing television to been active in the merchandising country, handled by a top local
sustained when the auto which Balcom was driving and in which Adams an additional 3,500,000 families. field. Apart from the “Chain-Light- personality, can be more influential
was riding en route for a radio broadcast went into a ditch. He alleges The company’s research in color ning” chain store setup, the sta- than a shortwave broadcast by the
careless driving and claims his injuries caused him a lpss of $6,600 television “was most encouraging tion
has been organizing the Voice of America.
in earnings so far
Rollie Johnson, WCCO sports director, recover- last year, but much research and indie grocers under the WMAQ
ing from a major operation
WCCO radio aired finale of the state- development work remains before Quality Stores banner. Currently
wide 4-H radio speaking contest, the two top contenders among the color television can be introduced there are about 1,500 indie outletsDuMont Axes ‘Pet Shop,’
17 district winners speaking on “What Responsible Citizenship Means commercially,” they stated.
under this plan.
to Me” and the award of the first'and second $200 and $100 prizes being
As an auxiliary service the promade thereafter.
Subs ‘Johnny Jupiter’
motion department sends out a
monthly merchandising bulletin to
DuMont is dropping its ChicagoAFTRA-IBEW
TALKS
HALT
7,000 food retailers and whole- originated “Pet Shop” in the SatIN
.
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Florence Sando’s *‘Ask the Girls” program celebrating its second
anni on WDTV this week .
Molly Puglin, of Channel 2 staff, is president of the Catholic Theatre Guild and also playing a role in group’s
latest production, “The Restless Flame”
Franklin Heller, named
to produce the new Eddie Albert show on CBS-TV, a graduate of the
Carnegie Tech Drama School here
Roy Philson, KQV salesman,
and his wife celebrated their third wedding anni
Dolores Gray in
town with Mike Conner, Decca Recprds biggie, on deejay promotions
for her fast-climbing platter of “Kaw-Liga”
AI Hodge (Captain
Video) flew here for the opening of the annual Auto Show.
.
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Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton

W1EV-TV
Bethlehem, Pa.

March 10.
by the American

Seattle,

Strike action

.

.

.

Selling

SEATTLE STRIKE ACTION

.

Federation of Television and Radio
Artists here against KING and
KING-TV is being held in abeyance fpr discussions of jurisdiction
and coverage between AFTRA and
the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers.
At present all employees of both
TV and radio stations are covered
by IBEW contract, but AFTRA says,
all those, on mike or working before cameras should be AFTRA

A

salers.

similar

Wes

Ebey,

AFTRA

*

—

Advertising Federa- live actors, preenis March 21.
Reason is “Pet Shop” inability
America named James D.
Crosley board chairman, to lure a sponsor. Program was
on honorary general committee beamed from WGN-TV, tChl’s Dufor its annual convention in June .Mont affiliate, New series, scripted
Shouse,

by Jerry Coopersmith,

at Cleveland.-

to

is

a satire

WGAL

Ed SchlesingAFTRA, and

LANCASTER, PA.

executive secre-

MR. CHANNEL

8

.

.

.

symbol of WGAL-TV’s
increased power, now gives
larger coverage, bigger
audience, greater sales poten-

WHBQ

Memphis, March

stituting

Cincinnati

tary here, today (10).
AFTRA contract with KING expired Feb. 15, but no negotiations
are planned until after the IBEWAFTRA hassle on television jurisdiction is settled.
Ebey told Variety that AFTRA
didn’t want to cover engineers at
either television or radio station,
but that all working on mike Or
before cameras should be covered.

Stegman

urday night 7:30-8

tion of

members.
Meeting is scheduled between Al
Hardy, Los Angeles, IBEW international representative;
er, national rep of

slot and is subProductions
a Kagran
New
package, “Johnny Jupiter.”
series, employing puppets and two

^amiUilet’ also

goes out to a like number in the
pharmaceutical trade.

10.

tial

Harvey Stegman, w.k. Memphis
from
resigned
has

to

WGAL-TV

advertisers.

•

ballcaster,

|

indie, to accept a
post as sports director “and staff
spieler with WHBQ, Memphis mu-

Aeprortnforf

by

tual outlet.

ROBERT MEEKER Associates
New
a*

m

’“Market include* Harrisburg, York,

\yHHM, Memphis

Steinman Station

York

CI»U«*e

l*«

len FrencUce

Station was granted TV permit
on Channel 13 last month and will
probably hit the air here in August

Lancaster, Reading,

WO
AM
A

Aft.

TV FM

Slclnmon Station

Clair

McColloygh
frajident

Lebanon

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER Associates
New York

Chicago Lo* Angeles San Francisc*
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TANGIER STATION HYPO

kf*

HBC-TV Hikes Production Rate

VIA

Continued from p*fe 2
pervisors, $4.75; fashion stylist,
*epj\1
cajrf
In
tbtfObn- $4,75; makeup artist, $5; hairstylist,
Estimators
costs in line.
troller’s department are available $5; graphic artists, $5; extra assofor consultation by agencies and ciate directors and floor managers,
outside packagers for budget plan- $3.75; extra technical director, $10;
ning, “and they can usually c#*jae pxtra engineers, $6; lighting di$6; sound effects, $15; rewithin 10% of the acti&f c&ar|ji^^ rectors,
p
When producers reveai their pro- hearsal ^Ijalls, $4.75; film editing,
screening rooms, $7.50.
and
the
$12.50;
duction plans- fully* he added,
Kinescope recordings of a 30network can generally show them
how costs can be trimmed, by use minute show cost $305, plus $65
of special effects such as rear- per print. Hot kines for the Coast
screen projection, by reducing the repeat cost $345 for a half-hour.
size of certain sets, perhaps using
a smaller studio or theatre, etc.

ning advertisers

!

Rate Protection
Advertisers now *..i the air get
rate protection for six months on
camera usage and equipment. However, new rates for stagehands and
NABET technicians and some other
services go into effect March 28
for all spenders.
Rate for three cameras is $385
per hour ($425 in premium time,
i.e., prior to eight hours before the
end of a show). This includes the
following equipment and personnel: two booms, one technical director, nine technicians* two monitors and three stagehands. Hourly
camera usage rates range from
$275 for one camera to $425 for
four camera^. Naturally, more
technicians are included in the
complement that goes with more
cameras.
As a result of the splitting of
camera use charges from studio
charges, there are per day fees for

some studios and theatres. These
range from $300 per day for Studio 6B to $1,350 for the Center
Theatre, with the Hollywood Burbank and El Capitan studios costing
$450. Included for the theatre
charges are two additional monitors* big screen projector, printed
tickets, public address system technicians* etc.
said, gives adThis setup,

NBC

vertisers greater flexibility. Sponsors who use the Centre Theatre*
web explained, wouldn’t have to
pay any more coin than they now
do, because of the amount of extra
camera rehearsal their big shows
have been using. Costs for dry use
of theatres range from $125 per
hour for the Hudson to $240 for

the Center.
For remote pickups, web charges
$1,250 per eight-hour day (a portalto-portal operation).
It includes
three cameras, seven mikes* nine

technicians, but not lighting 'equip-

ment, micro-wave, audio and video
lines*

installations

electrical
other services.
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FATHER-SON QUIZ SET

U.S.

WINS) N. Y., primarily a music,
station, set the
largest package deal in its history
via a half-hour live quiz show fm*
Goodyear Tire Co. in cooperation
with a local dealer.

Tangiers, March 3.
Influx of American GIs and airinto North -Africa within the
past couple of years has helped
the American-operated commercial
station here to the extent that it’s
boosted its power and' changed its

cupy the 11:30 slot, A moppettargeted film show goes in at noon
with Nicky Francis* clown on ABCTV’s “Super Circus” expected to
“Happy Piget the nod as host.
rates,” launched on the old Channame.
nel 4 WBKB goes in at 12:30. The
Formerly known as Radio Inter- Claude Kirchner-emceed audience
national* the station will operate participationer is being dropped to
on three-power levels, 10,000 watts make way for “Movie Time and I.”
(to be known as Radio Tangier); Latter shares the afternoon motion
50,000 watts (Radio Tangier Inter- pic double bill with ‘'Shoppers’
national)* and a 3,000-watt short- Matinee..”
Kiddie block from 4
wave operation to broadcast simul- o’clock on remains as is, being curtaneously with Radio Tangier In- rently SRO.
ternational.
Station* which broadcasts in

Eng-

Arabic, French #and Spanish,
operated by H. R. Southworth.
English content consists largely of
is

a

American pop records, a big hit Gov. William Stratton. It was this
with the GIs stationed in North WBKB series during Adlai E. StevAfrica and southern Europe. Sta- enson’s administration as Illinois
tion is building a backlog of Amerchief executive that gave him his
ican sponsors via Pan American
first TV showcasing.
Broadcasting* which reps it in the
Planned, too, is a program deProgram* to be called “My Pop’s States.
signed to stir up public interest
Tops*” Starts March 21, preceding
in the projected educational station
the N. Y. Yankee baseball game,
on Channel 11, funds for which are
and continues -through the season,
Quizzer, featuring father-and-son
guests, will be emceed by deejay
Charles Stark and his 15-year-old
R. D. Wilbur station
son, Barry.

orch will back the show, marking
one of those rare occasions when
the orch plays commercial.

AM-TV

Admiral Sets

currently being sought.
Also a previous

WBKB

Deals on Golden Gloves

For Saturation Spread

AM

=

non-TV areas

of

and those markets
which DuMont, won’t be able to
clear for its network telecasts of

the

country

the

bouts.

Same

situation

held

which sells the product.^ Since for the Golden Gloves inter-city
Ruppert Beer sponsors the* first 15 bouts in Chi Friday
(6), hut on a
minutes, station has had to tape smaller
scale.
the segment and originate it from
Teleset manufacturer ordered
studio to get by the ruling. Situation will hold for the Birdland
too; since Ruppert will continue.

its

a

skein of 92*§tations for the March
26 fray, but it’s likely that DuMont
won’t be able to clear more than
50-odd of them.
Web will have
only about 75 interconnected affiliates at that time* and a spokesman

Another Unusual facet of the
originations
restaurant
the
is
U. S. Bureau of Internal Revenue
rule to the effect that if a radio said it expected to clear over 50.
show emanating from a restaurant
In those markets which won’t be
or bar can be seen, and heard by cleared. Mutual will carry the
all the people In the room, res- bouts by radio.
schedule calls
taurant is subject to the 20% fed- only for the markets east of Deneral tax rap. If it’s done in a ver* however.
booth or a corner of the room for
Total
and TV time costs for
home consumption only, tax is not the three hours of boxing will figapplicable. Rule had been in ef- ure in the neighborhood of
$90,000,
fect for some time but was brought above and beyond the
price paid
out in a suit involving Chandler’s for rights to the Chicago Tribune,
Restaurant a couple of months which promotes the bouts. Latter
ago.
sum hasn’t been disclosed.
Since that time* a number of
changes have taken place in the
post-midnight sweepstakes. Barry
’

AM

(

AM

.

Gray

moved

WMCA

his

airer

—

—

p.m., 1ST

M*t.t William Morris

Atoncy
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I
1
I
I
1
I
1
I
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KSTP-TV
local

viewers get on-the-spot

/

KSTP’s vast

production facilities.

Thus, while ratings for sets-in-.
use may show that morning figures
tend to equal nighttime figures, the
fact that more people are at home
in the evening* and listening, means
that

On

AM

after dark is still strong.
weekdays, from 7-10 a.m. the*
listeners

total

figure

averages

around 350 per 1,000 radio homes;
however, the figure is over 450 and

We

home. RCA has everything to gain
by bringing color television to the
American public at the earliest pos-

ing.

—

Houston
John Schwarzwalder,
general manager of KUHT, first
aducational TV outlet in the state,
has announced that the outlet will
begin a 20-hour schedule of telecasting here on March 20. KUHT is
ble color television. Of this amount to be operated jointly by the Univ.
more than $5,000,000 was spent in of Texas and the Houston Inde1952 and these large expenditures pendent School District.
are continuing during the present
sible date.

“RCA

has spent so far almost
$20,000,000 in research work and
in the development of a practical
and commercial system of compati-

year.

“We are continuing to work on
signal standards with the National
Television System Committee. Final
field tests are now being conducted
to check the standards which are
to be recommended to the FCC for
a compatible and commercial system of color television. These tests
should be completed within' the
next few months. After these field
tests are completed, RCA will file
a petition with the FCC requesting
approval of standards for compatible and commercial color televi-

on a sor'lure.
DuMont is also considering mov“live” basis with the announcement
that a two-way -cable will be placed ing “Keep Posted” out of its Tuesinto operation on. March 15 be- day night slot after Satevepost
tween Dallas and here. At the pres- bows out of sponsorship after the
ent time* WOAI-TV and KEYL-TV March 31 broadcast. Number
of
are sharing time on the network backers are interested,
but present,
programs microwave relay set up time slot is opposite
Milton Berle,
between here at Dallas.
which some sponsors don’t care to
*
buck.

—

New Haven Sol Chain has resigned as manager of WBIB (FM)
here, which was purchased by
WELI last July. He’ll devote full
TV in Boston. Both are NBC affiliInfo,
entertainment
ates.
Westinghouse is now shoot- monthly he launched in 1951.
ing for TV outlets in Portland, Ore.,

television

span.

A

WOAI-TV and KEYL-TV

Westinghouse

%

and

Pittsburgh.

It’s

Eileen

BARTON

Currently

^ GAY HAVEN,
U.

S.

DET.

COAST OUARD SHOW

EVERY SATURDAY, ABC, RADIO
Dir.:

MCA

*

INSURANCE
JEWELRY, FUR

&

LIABILITY
For the

Entertainment Field

BROADWAY BROKERS
C0RP.
150 Broadway, New York 38
REctor 2-2195

particularly

anxious to crack the latter, since
it’s.nhome base for Westinghouse.
(Outfit also tried to penetrate Atlanta, but was rebuffed .)
In contrast to the early days of
radio, when it took considerable
persuasion to convince the manufacturing company of the potential

HAL SIMMS

1

in broadcasting, Westinghouse today, aside from its fabulous “white
goods” enterprise, Is strictly an
) ) i

jI-I

h

1 -i

'

, l

f

6

,'t

H

(i>{

tlectron^s^^py^ine,
i

total

—

Continued from page 25

indication of

cities.

The new concept deals with

Color TV Probe

=

.

news 40 TIMES per week— an

major

listeners

WBKB

Pearson

m
Upper Mid west

AM

‘

—

M

r

the daytime. That s the theme of a
new study of the
audience
made by the Katz Agency and
based on a Pulse analysis of 18

pub-serv- at
8 p.m. it climbs to over 500. On
“Farmtown USA,” designed to Sundays, naturally, the
evening figbetter urban-rural relations, is do
ures are also good, bettering 500
for a- reprise.
from 7-9 p.m.
In the thinking stage, is a nightly
Katz outfit also breaks down the
news show to be beamed direct totals by men, women, teenagers
from the Daily News city room. and children* enabling an adPlan is feasible since some of the vertiser seeking a specific aduience,
studios are in the News such as men, to pick the hours
of
building and there would be no the week when the greatest
numremote costs involved.
ber of men are dialing. From 7-8
a.m., the number of male listeners
is high, but study also shows that
the 9-10 p.m. period has 47% more
male listeners than any daytime
period.
Continued from page 24
The analysis also includes a reboard chairman David Sarnoff, port on out-of-home
listening,
RCA topper declared:
based on a 12-city average.
table
“I do not know to .whom Sen. shows the ratio bf o-o-h dialing to
Edwin C. Johnson refers in his home listening, in some periods
quoted statement on color televis- hitting as much as 19% (on Saturion. It surely cannot be RCA.
day and Sunday in the mid-afterare doing everything we know how noon). In general, out-of-home listto advance color television for the ening is about 15% of home listen-

p.
sponsors of the award.
on WNBT, N. Y.
Bankroller will back the MonMinneapolis
Recognizing in- sion.”
day,. Wednesday and Friday segcreasing male interest in cooking,
ments.
KSTP-TV has launched a new Sunday half-hour show at 1:30 p.m.,
Cincinnati Harold
Hand has “Amateur Chef,”
which affords
been upped from account exec to men
who love to prepare, food to
sales manager of WKRC’s FM opdon
the chef’s cap without any
Continued from page 23
eration by David G. Taft, vice
feminine interference. Show is conpresident. » Prior to joining the
ducted by KSJP’s Cal Karnstedt in with its decision. Pearson’s recent
station last June, Hand was mercooperation with the Society of ABC Nielsen has been 4,1.
chandising director for WSAI.
DuMont is currently discussing
Amateur Chefs.
the question of keeping Pearson in
his
present slot sustaining and posSan Antonio
Additional TV
programs will be made available to sibly expanding the show as spon-

strip

Saturdays,

let the ratings get in your
eyes, or you’re liable to be blinded
to the fact that more people still
listen to the radio at night than in

ice,

Admiral's pickup of the Golden
Gloves finals in Chicago March 26
as well as video, via
!§, set for
a Mutual airing in

Continued from pi gt 25

Get in Your Eyes’
Don’t

per 1,000 radio homes,
based on sets-in-use and weighted
by
the
number
of
The near-future agenda also in- On this basis, the listeners per set.
nighttime picture*
cludes some new and reprised pubis healthy. The average for the 6Already set is
lic service projects.
p.m. period is 35% higher than
10
a revival on “The Governor’s Open
monthly live report by the average for the 7 a.rn.-6 p.m.
House,”

news and baseball

Other charges per hour include: from Chandler’s to the. Shelton
Carpenters, $4.75; painters, $5; de- Lounge. Lou Quinn moved from
signers,
stagehands,
$4.75; Duke’s Restaurant in Forest Hills
$6;
Greensboro* N. C. Robert C.
wardrobe handlers, $3; costume su- back. Into the WINS studio. WOR (Bob) Ray, former Lexington radio
set up a 2 to 5 a.m. remote from station manager who is now with a
the Bandbox, jazz nltery. next door radio station in Burlington, has
to Birdland.
been named Lexington’s “Man of
the Year” of I952.-A special plaque
and citation has been presented
Gtm Buys Stem
him
along with an engraved watch
Gera Blades has bought into the
by the Lexington Civitan Club,
Bill Stern 11:15-11:20
m. sports

Now storrlnf on NBC'o
ALL STAR RKVUI

Don’t Let Ratings

WBKB

Continued from page 24

men

lish,

BY GOODYEAR ON WINS

‘New’

FORCES INFLUX

RADIO and TELEVISION ANNOUNCER
.

CBS.

New

York

!
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TALENT HUNT FOR MALE SINGERS
'

Supreme Ct Rules Standby Tooters

-

“Since

we and

to

attract record

company

By ABEL GREEN

atten-

the major company artists
& repertoire staffers are prowling
the field for candidates to take the
play away frorti the indie labels
which have been pacing the male
vocalist wax sweeps.
Since the first of the year the
indies have come up with such potent new- male diskers as Julius
LaRosa (Cadence), Norman Brooks
(Zodiac), Artie Wayne (Kem), Don
Howard (Essex), Sandy Solo (Barry)
and Bob Carroll (Derby), while the
tion. All

Olman

The deal which the newly formed

Gets Brit. Rights

To ‘Seven Lonely

Trinity Music Corp. (George Joy,
his son, Eddie Joy, and Joe Csida,
has just resigned as editor of
Billboard) have just consummated
with Broadcast Music, Inc., is another milestone in the music business, pointing up the values of radio plugs on the point system.

Days- who

Abe Olman, chief of the Big
Three (Robbins, Feist &. Miller),
has bought the British rights to
“Seven Lonely Days,” published by
Redd Evans. Tune
in-

will be placed
the Robbins Music firm which

Starting at an extraordinary payment of so much per point per
plug, far in excess of the accepted
4c and 6c, BMI’s five-year-deal with
Trinity
guarantees
the newly
formed publishing house $55,000 in
its first year, with additional coin
depending on its performance rating. Thereafter, for the next four
years, the Joys*and Csida are apparently willing to gamble on their
abilities to land recordings so that
the radio and television plugs will

was set up in England last year.
“Seven Lonely Days” has broken through via Georgia Gibbs’
major diskeries virtually have been etching for Mercury Records.
sitting on the sidelines. Now, however, the majors are moving in with
impact and prepping hefty promotion campaigns as well a§* assigning
top material to their new male

EP Bandwagon;

Columbia (Eng.)

pactees.
Capitol Records is counting on
Philadelphia vocalist Bob Manning
as its new crooner entry. Diskery

Last of Holdouts

Plans Setting Up

reach fancy totals and pay hand-

some dividends.
Apart from the

Manning last month and
Trade and consumer acceptance bought up the masters which
brought
him to the a.&r. departof the new 45 rpm extended-play
pacted

Own Firm in U.S.

ment’s attention.

was pointed up last week
announcement that Decca
Records is entering the market
with an EP line. Decca was the
last company holdout on the EP’s
in accordance with prexy Milton R.
disks

Mitch Miller, Columbia Records
a.&r. chief, recently latched on to
Jerry Vale for Col’s new piale waxer pitch. Vale’s debut platter was

with* the

,

the board treated

RCA Victor, which introduced
the EP’s, has been having a phenomenal success with its line. Company execs have called it the most'
successful
promotion in recent
years and strong dealer reaction
scribed by (Taft-Hartley Act)
was responsible for boosting VicWe do not find it necessary to de- tor’s sales records
last fall when
(Continued on page 44)
they werd introduced.
Columbia
Records and ;the other majors,
Decca excepted, quickly followed
•

fif-m into

BMI affiliate, this also marks
Csida’s second resignation from
Billboard in the past few years.
Once before he left the trade weekly to join RCA Victor’s record pro-

10.

As part of

a shifting pattern of

international

disk deals alliances,

Columbia Records, a subsid motion department, eventually beof EMI (Electrical & Musical In- coming artists & repertoire topper

British

!

i

head for Col’s subsid, Okeh label,
betting on -Frank Murphy to
is
crack through the male contingent.
Kessler also pacted Petfer Hanley
last week and is prepping a big
drive on his* upcoming releases.
M-G-M Records has come up
with a contender in Ken Remo,
who preemed on wax in mid-February with “Mexico.” Disk is begin-

the union’s proposals as in good
faith contemplating the performance of actual services, we agree
that the union has not on this
record, engaged in a practice pro-

fact that this
old-guard ASCAP
the dual publishing field

another

puts

with a

London, March

released two weeks ago and it’s still
too early to ascertain his impact
in the market. Danny Kessler, a.&r.

Rackmil’s maxim that “if they can
prove it’s a plus business, we’ll go
along with it.”
•

dustries), is currently planning to
set

up

own

its

!

firm in the U. S.

Move stems from the recent split
in the tieup between British Columbia with the U. S. Columbia
when the latter made s deal
with the Philips .Co. of Holland.
Latter is handling American Columbia’s disks in England and on
the Continent.
British Columbia’s operation in
the U. S. will likely be along the
label

but exiting, after a year in the spot,
with Charles Grean, his aide, sucGrean, of course,
ceeding him.
has since been succeeded by David
Kapp, pioneer Decca recording a&r
exec with. the firm which his late
brother, Jack Kapp, co-fourided
with Milton R. Rackmil and (the

Edward

late)

F. Stevens, Jr.

The setup will trade on Csida’s
ning to make some noise in scatpast affiliations with the diskeries,
tered
territories.
Also
being
in addition to which he has a 10prepped for a wax future are Joe
year understanding with Santly-Joy
Costa and Joe Allegro via RCA same lines as British Decca’s. Lat- to become the veepee and general
Victor; Tommy Prisco, King Rec- ter company has been operating in professional manager as of March
suit.
ords; Kip Hale, Mercury, and Bob the States via its London Records 30. Jack Perry, for six years with
Kaye Latches
Decca is initially releasing Iff EP. Craig and Hamish Menzies for subsid and this firm has proved to S-J” as professional manager, reDecca.
b.e a moneymaker with its extensive
packages
competitively
priced at
signed last week. Csida’s partnerOne-Niter Route to TV;
longhair catalog. London’s pop op- ship with the Joys is limited to
$1.40 each. In order to avoid dueration has clicked sporadically Trinity Music, each one-third. Edplication with existing 45 rpm alPlans to Stay in East bums, Decca
with such hits as Anton Karas’ die Joy additionally heads the Prois only putting those
“Third Man Theme” and a couple
Sammy Kaye is regearing his numbers into the EP packages
Continued on page 41)
of Vera Lynn sides.
one-niter schedule to fit TV. Kaye’s which heretofore have sold as sinlaunching a new weekly tele series gles. Initial release includes EP’s
It’s understood that British Cotomorrow (12) on WNBT, N. Y., so by such artists as Bing Crosby, Guy
Obstacles
lumbia will likewis- concentrate Too
he’s revamped his routing to in- Lpmbardo, Peggy Lee & Gordon
on its classical line in the U. S.
sure not straying too far from Jenkins, Four Aces, Andrews SisCompany has a vast catalog of longBlock Dorseys’ Reunionhome base.
ters,
Fred Waring, Mills Bros.,
hair works, many of which were
Orch already has lined up dates Russ Morgan, Carmen Cavallaro,
distributed in the U. S. by AmeriBnt They’re Talking
in ballrooms in Mahanoy City (Pa.) Lours
Armstrong, Victor Young,
can Columbia but which now revert
and Pottstown (Pa.) plus
Despile reports of pending teamseveral the Weavers, Tommy Dorsey, Jess
back to the British company as a
,
weekenders
Dorsey brothers, Tommy
Frank Dailey’s Crawford, Jerry Gray and Dick
of
the
at
Loew’s, Inc
up
executive veepee result of the Philips deal.
band, possiMeadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N; J. Haymes.
Charles C. Moskowitz last week deBoth Mercury Records and Capi- and Jimmy, in a new
way
deVel
d
Decca sales chief Sidney Gold- nied the report (in Variety) that tol Records in the U. S. were bility of the alliance is a long
a
potent
off due to prior commitments of
tand
Showcase
media,
??
angling with British Columbia for
berg Ieft on , cross-country tour its M-G-M Records is
for* sale. The
Kaye believes its potential is still
Dorsey rethe separate orchs.
a U. S. distrib deal on the latter’s
Loew’s-Metro exec confirmed trade catalog. British Columbia, however, union talk has been an intermitreports that its New York radio nixed their offers for its own ven- tent music biz conversation piece
Pennsylvania-New England axis to
over the years but they’ve constation
(nee WHN) might ture in the u s market,
keep him busy in TV and onetinued to head their own outfits
be sold for $2,000,000 to a syndicate
niters at the same time. Kaye’s
since they split as co-leaders in
tele plans also include a pe$v “So
headed by Bertram Lebhar, Jr.,
1934.
"You Wanna Lead A Band Series”
Tommy, who books himself
who presently operates the AMer RCA’S ‘PAN’
and a telepix version of “Sunday
dor Enterprises,
through
for Loew’s, but that M-G-M Records
The American Federation of is too
Serenade.”
kicked off a two- week stand at the
successful a subsid. to sell.
400,000 Hotel Statler, N. Y., Monday (9)
Kaye wound a four-week stand Musicians, via the Music Perform- Incidentally, the
radio
station
at the Hotel Statler, N. Y., Satur- ance Trust Fund, and Broadcast
3
deal is far from
day (7) He’s set for a summer Music, Inc., are teaming for the
nRcrf'bSn'ning in'^idVprit
climax^ Uis
L
h
booking at the Hotel Astor Roof, sponsorship of cuffo longhair con- still irvine to atiemhfp h5l «vn shaping up as ihe best-selling juve General Artists Corp., booldng
t0 assemble his synit em f or the diskery since 'its '“ClnN. Y., beginning sometime in June. certs throughout the country. It’s
already h :is
f6r jimmy’s orch,
'° f ? ° ntractS t0
derella” set in 1950. “Peter Pan.” lined U
schedule of
sixmonlh scneouie
planned to hold concerts in some underwrite
up
p a sixmonm
deal
with Kathy Beaumont and Bobby one-niters and .location dates for
30 cities under the baton of David
Mncirniuit*
skowitzpomtsoiitthai, aUast* Driscoll, has already gone over.
Lombardo’s Sock
Broekman.
crew,
the
week s stoekholclers meeting, some- iqo, 000 although the. pie has been
Other hitch in the formation of
Deal was made between BMI
e
floor asked whether seen mostly in pre-release engagethe Dorsey Bros, band is fact that
?i?
la 6-Nite Texas Swing prexy Carl Haverlin and the music the
diskery was “m the red or the mpn tc cn- f ar .
Tommy
is a Decca Records pactee
fund’s trustee, Samuel R. Rosen- black”
and he replied that it was
In his march through Texas last
At present rate, the set is ex- while Jimmy is inked to Columbia.
^eek as part of his annual concert baum. BMI’s role in the project “very much in the black.”
will be to stimulate interest in
pected
to hit the 400,000 marker
M-G-M Records has been clicktour, Guy Lombardo
piled up^ a contemporary classical composers
over
ing with the late Hank Williams at least since it’s turning
boll $50,000 gross in
I Acquires ‘Desire’
six dates in as part of its long-range program
faster- -than "Cinderella” in the
and
currently has Joni James’ platSjx
different cities.
Lombardo’s to spread “good music” to the
At
comparable
sales period.
S3
ters
Itio very
VCl J much
ilium VJll
orch is currently hitting the
on
top.
LU A UCJ.
Her
“Why
WHY
A1 OAA AAA
same public.
In Picture Song Kick
Don’t You Believe .Me?” has been p f* set, that means a $1,200,000
laSt year when {t hit
gross on ‘the retail level.
Broadcast Music, Inc., publishing
a '*o00,000 gross
the No. 1 platter for some time afld
on a national twoJulie Stearns, is conunder
firm,'
her new bnes “Your Cheatin’
monlh junket. The cut for the
Bartdn’s ‘Town’ Rights
lihuing its picture song kick via a
L,„L a ,
Heart,” and “Have You Heard,”
Lombardo organization is 60% of
Haper.t.o S.n-Won Music
.
r jghts to the title song
3] f or
the gross.
very
also
much in deBarton Music, Frank Sinatra’s are
Contactman Bert Haber, has .been \ 0 f the upcoming Universal Pictures
mand. With the 29ryear-old cow.The band’s
grosses last week Publishing firm operated by Ben
signed to the plunger’s staff of production, “All I Desire,’' starring
boy
w<re $9,800 in Corpus
entertainer-songsmith’s
death
Barton,
picked.
has
rights
the
to
up
Christi' .$7 t j
Sheldon Music. Haber, who’s curStanwyck and Jeff Chand^°0 nnn Houston; $ 5 400 in Tyler; the title tune from the .Universal two months ago, M-G-M hasn’t been rently plugging for Roxbury Mu- Barbara
Dave Lieberman wrote words
] e r.
Shreveport, La.; $13,200 picture, “Take Me to Town,” an able to catch up pressing Williams’
post
new
in
T?
over
his
will*
take
sic,
and music.
dislcings, including^ number of
Ia s:
and $7,600 in Fort Ann Sheridan starrer.
v!«3
,
BMI’s pubbery is currently ex01 l bTune was written .-'j
by Lester Lee songs in his memory- which were March. 16
While
"jihg in xxuusiun,
i
Houston, LomiuomHe’ll work under, Goldie Gold- ploiting “The Song from Moulin.
Hari lo also -recorded a couple of and Dan Shapiro. The pic, inci quickly written and rushed on the
from the Jose Ferrer starRouge,”
mark, Sheldon’s* general profes’?ides
“Downhearted” and dentaUy, was originally, titled “Ver market. (Same applied to the other
*
YreY* “Moulin Rouge,”
sTonal Yh an ageiC
platter TrralmfaetatetS)/
.
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Decca Jumps On

a right to.

Co. Set

By Geo. & Eddie Joy With Joe Csida

Breakthrough of a flock of disks
by male vocalists in, the past couple of months is giving the tyro
crooner his best chance in years

May

.

TT

Key to New BMI Pub

Is

Washington, March 10. -f
The Supreme Court ruled yesterif the American Fedthat
(9)
day
Billy
Bows in N.Y.
eration of Musicians demands pay
though the serveven
playing,
for
At
Statler March 23
ices are not wanted, this is not
The Billy May orch will make its
bedding” within
illegal “feather
the meaning of the Taft-Hartley first New York hotel appearance
since its inception last year at the
fict<
Decision, affecting the musicians Hotel Statler March 23. Orch is in
union and Palace Theatre in Akron, for two weeks.
May’s previous Gotham appearOhio, was one of two handed down
by the tribunal along this line. The ance was at a one-niter at the Manother dealt with the setting of hattan Center last fall. May follows
Deci- the Statler date with a string of
“bogus type” by printers.
sion was by a 6 to 3 vote of court. one-niters running through June.

“We accept the finding of the
National Labor Relations Board,
made upon the; entire record,” said
the court ruling, “that the union
was seeking actual employment for
its members and not mere standby
The board recognized that,
pay.
(before
Taft-Hartley),
formerly
the union had received ‘standby
connection
payments’
in
with
traveling band appearances. Since
then the union has requested no
such payments' and has received
none. It has, however, requested
and consistently negotiated for acemployment with traveling
tual
band and vaudeville appearance.
It has suggested various ways in
which a local orchestra could earn
pay for performing competent
work and, upon these terms, it
has offered to consent to. the ap-.
pearance of traveling bands which
are
Federation-controlled.
Respondent, with equal consistency,
has declined these offers as it had

V

TYROS CLICK

As Legal Under Taft-Hartley Law
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Mahler: Das Lied von der Erde
(London, 2 LP, $11.90). First-rate
artistic performance of Mahler’s
impassioned farewell -to the earth,
by the Vienna Philharmonic under
Bruno Walter. Exquisitely played,
work is as finely recorded. Contralto Kathleen Ferrler and tenor
Julius Patzak prove excellent soloists, Walter’s overall warm guidance makes this a prize album.
Fourth side has three Ruckert
songs of Mahler, softly spun by
Miss Ferrier.
Sibelius: Symphonies No. 3 & 7
.(Mercury, -$5.95). The serene, onejlmovement Seventh, and the pas-

Parallel
Teresa Brewer: “Dancin’ With Jan Savitt organization.
Someone”-“Breakin’ In the Blues”' ds so :lose that Reynolds has even
One of the current ton used Savitt’s vocalist, Bon Bon," on
iCoral).
This
songstresses, Teresa Brewer cpipefc “*t’s i Wonderful World.”
through with another strongneptryj -side/ las big chances to break
tearfujlly
js/pnUyrqujh.
Flip
It's
a
another
shuffle
“Someone.”
in
is
number in a.mu^ch boat interpretation of a standard,
timental
worked -over groove but the side also sblid.
Flip
still has plenty of impact.
Jane Bussell: “The Wrong Kind
is a synthetic blues number which of Love”-“The Gilded Lily” (AmerMiss Brewer socks across effec- ican). Film actress Jane Russell,
tively with her metallic pipes.
launching the new Mills Music disk
“Kiss”-“Con- label, American, is a Jfiusky-voiCed
Gibson:
Ginny,
demned Without Trial” '(M-G-M). songstress With enough style to
“Kiss,” from the 2Qth-Fox pic, compensate for the lack of range.
“Niagara,” is a commercial ballad She has a sexy blues attack that
with good chances. Ginny Gibson, should sell. “Wrong Kind of LSVe”
who has been coming up fast re- is cut for her style and she could
cently, projects this slow-tempoed score with this one. “Gilded Lily,”
number with style and force to from her R&Q- pic, “Montana
rate plenty of jock and juke spins. Belle,” is a clever piece of rhythm
“Condemned Without Tidal,” origi- material with Chances. Sides are
under Freddie
produced
nally done by Eddy Arnold for t well
RCA Victor, gets another moving Ivargeir’s baton.
a
with
Bob
'Manning:
“The
Nearness of
Gibson
rendition by Miss
country backing by LeBoy Holmes* You”-“Gypsy Girl”; “The Sun Is
Shine”-“You
Getting
Ready
Can
to
orcli.
Kay Malone: “Angel or Devil”- Live With a Broken Heart” (£apiTrue
in,
is
a
comer
My
Manning
tol).
Bob
“Black Is the Color of
“Angel” is the male vocalist sweepstakes. He
Love’s Hair” (Kem).
dramatic
set
pipes,
smooth
has a 'strong
of
a
one of those driving,
opuses which have come very style and a grasp of commercial
much into vogue recently. This is values. Of these four tunes, he’s
among the better ones and It gets most effective on the oldie, “Near'

,

•

/

Aragon
Consecutive Week,
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif,
Exclusively- for Coral Records

“OH HAPPY DAY"

backed

by “Your Mother and Mine”

1

Brea kin* In the

works with a trumpet, bass
and drum, without a piano, and
achieves a clean, cool sound that’s
listenable all the way, despite the
apparent bop influences. This quartet’s workover of several standards
and original instrumentals are
fresh, inventive and wholly attrac.

Bluest
ICtSiS

.

'

.

Dance”
Canary ’’-“Tuba ‘Square
(Okeh). “Red Canary” could be a
sleeper.
It’s a catching novelty
with a bright lyric and vividT beat
Vince Fiorino Trio, with vocal by
Milly Coury and Lon Saxon* give
Flip is an. amusit a snappy ride.
ing country-tailored number, also

slated for novelty spins.

Hamish Menzles: “You Can Be in
Love” - “Less Than Tomorrow”
(Decca). Hamish Menzles, Decca’s
new male vocalist from Scotland,
registers with considerable promise
on his initial sides. 'Menzles is a
'distinctive stylist who can belt
“You
with ^training for effect.
Can Be in Love” is a nice ballad
Flip is a
with some prospects.
more pretentious, but less effective number, writteh by Menzies
.

.

and delivered by.him with orch and
choral, backing under Lew Douglas’ baton.

Tofnmy Reynolds Orch:, “It’s -a
Wonderful World”-“I Ain’t Got
Nobody” (Derby). Tommy .Reyn*

makes

a strong bid for' big
name status in the band' biz via
these sides.
These are topflight

orch slides With Reynolds using
1 shuffle beat similar to the old

Js&l&IETY

ness of You,” a beautiful ballad
which he sings with suitable sensitivity. Flip an okay magyar-styled
item, .perhaps a, bit too contrived
for top results.
Manning also
scores on the bright “Sun Is Getting Ready to Shine” and reverses
his field with a tasteful rendition 1
of the moody “Broken Heart” on
the -flip.

WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU

4.
5.

WHY

7.
8.

DON'T YOU BELIEVE

.

9.

18.

is

now an

inter-

-

Jhrwi MVIIV10 Vll

HAVE YOU HEARD (8)
SIDE BY SIDE (6)
T
PRETEND (2)
KEEP IT A SECRET (9)
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART

That jazz

Georgia Carr: “Is That Bad”Judge Hits Charges In
“Tlie Night We Called It A Day”
(Capitol). “Is That Bad” is a catchBoyd's Recording Pact
ing Latin-styled number which
Georgia Carr sells for maximum
Los Angeles, March lO.
results. Miss Carr can swing lightIn approving moppet Jimmy
ly and shows her versatility on a
contract with Co-,
recording
Boyd’s
torch number. “The Night We
Court Judge
Superior
Called It A Day.” She registers lumbia,
Frank G. Swain ordered the diskbig on both sides.
ery to strike out all charges for]
Link Davis: “Pretty Little De- accompaniment, arrangement and.
don”-“Big Mamou” COkeh). These
copying.
are Cajun French folk-styled numThis clause is standard in all rebers with a big kick. Link Davis
could click in the country field via cording contracts arid the judge
these fresh-sounding .sides. “De- indicated that he .had- nothing
don” is a love -song vocalied by against it, per se,*but only when-|
Davis with genuine feeling. Flip is applied to contracts with minors.
another Cajun number with more The ruling may cause some changes
dialect interpolations.
in future pacts with moppets.

DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE (8)

6.

(Victor).

national language and no longer
the - province of U. S. musicians
exclusively, ^conclusively demonstrated on these three long-play
disks cut by foreign jazz groups.
The “progressive” influence is
beard most clearly in the set sliced
by the Swedish Arne Domnerus
orch under the title of “Swede arid
Cool.” The Italian set, cut by the
Roman New Orleans Jazz Band, is
Fred Waring Orch: “Just A straight and vigorous- Dixieland
-Dream Of You, Dear”-“One To
lots of swing and drive on all
Remember” (Decca). “Dream of withold
jazz standards. From BritYou” is one of the most commer- the
ain, the Buddy Featherstonbaugh
cial sides Fred Waring has made
sextet flashes some nifty swinging
in recent years.
It’s a rhythm
jazz sounds while the Harry. Hayes
side simply etched by the orch
band, featuring Hayes on alto sax,,
with Joe Marine as vocalist. Realso plays in the contemporary
verse is more in the typical Wargroove with lots of technical viring groove, a class ballad that’s
tuosity in a swinging framework.
highly listenable in a tasteful
choral framework.

Will IflUVUUlVd

(18)

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES

3.

(5)

Teresa Brewer
Perry Como

(12)

.

Victor

»

JVat

“......

St arr
(

King

'

Cole

1

M-G-M J

[Figures in parentheses indicate

VoUWW

\

.-.Victor

Como

T

.

;....

>mlr
Guy

numbeT

of

i

“Houdini"

.......... Paramount

Gomen-Nasal
........
Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me
Hot Toddy
*

How Do You
Hush*A-Bye
I

Disney
'

.:Mills

Speak-to an Angel— *“Hazel Flagg”.

— t“The

.

,

Jazz Singer”

Coachello
Chappell

Remick
Witmark

Confess

Be Hanging Around
Keep It a Secret

I'll

Broadcast
Shapiro-B

,

Kiss

Miller

Lady

of Spain

;

Fox

Living -the Life I Love
Mister Tap Toe ,
My Baby’s Cornin’ Home
My Jealous Eyes

Harms

No Moon at All
Oh Happy Day
Open Up Your Heart

Jefferson

Montclair

.

Raxbury
Famous

BVC

....

Longridge

•

Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps (Quizas, Quizas, Quizas) Peer
Say It Isn’t So
Berlin
Say It With Your Heart
*.
Feist
Second Star to the Right— ? “Peter Pan”
Disney
Side by Side
Shapiro-B
This Is a Very Special Day— “The Jazz Singer”
Remick
Till I Waltz Again With You
Village
„
Why Don’t You Believe Me
B random
.

.

Second Group

Anywhere I Wander— t“Hans Christian Andersen”.. Frank
.
April in Portugal
Chappell
Don’t Let Your Eyes Go Shopping for Your Heart. Porgie
Even Now
Pickwick
•

.

Glow-Worm ....
Have You Heard

;

Marks

;

.

Brandom
Famous

'

Heart and Soul

..........

Kaw-Liga
Light House in the Harbor
Magic Touch
Outside of Heaven

Milene

eWorld
Sheldon

BVC

Peter Cottontail
!!!;Hill & R
Pretend ••.•••••••••••••
Brandom
Salom^ v Hazel Flagg”
Chappell
the Moulin Rouge— i “Moulin Rouge” ... Broadcast
.
Tell Me You're Mine
c aprj
This Is Heaven
Roxbury

Tomorrow

”

Forster
Triangle

.

Romance

Simon

Me

!!!!*!” Ridgeway
", Harms
.

Back

My

Heart.

!

page

( More In Case
of Ties )
Chicago Style
Doggie in the Window
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes

,

Till I

Santly-J
*

Four-Star
'

.

You’re Mine
What Makes Paris Paree ...........
Waltz Again With You
! !

/Mills
1

,

!

Village

[

Southern
Leeds
heeds

Canri

.

! ! !

Fire

°“

Harms
! !

C

.M-G-M

Mitchcli '.'.'-''.‘.'.'cotobk

Top Standards

(More In Case of Ties)

±
”

p dwards

Chappell

!!!

Cora

....

weeks song has been in the Ton

Burvan
* *

f

Me

Tell
That’s

.

J
-

Paxton
Robbins

!

.

—

.

C
Patti

.

Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me
How Do You Speak to an Angel

Victor

Cap

;

|

>*

Mindy Carson

Don HowaTd

;

BELIEVE ME
A FOOL SUCH AS I
IF
YOU
TAKE
MY
HEART AWAY
f
SHE WEARS RED FEATHERS

i

Mercury
Mercury

Four KnigMs
Karen Chandler

WHY DON’T YOU

i

re-

Top 10 Songs On TV

Columbia

Ralph Marterie.
Perry

.

Capitol

Patti .Page

In™ mood°

»

topper,

Capitol
)

Joni James

.

OH HAPPY DAY
OK BACHEL0R

.

!

full

Downhearted
Early Bird
Golden Years

Wild Horses
You Belong to Me
You Can Never Give

M-G-M
M-G-M

Jo Stafford

(1)

PRETEND
J TELL ME YOU’RE MINE
WILD HORSES
OH HAPPY DAY
HOLD ME. THRILL ME, KISS ME

+++ M Of M M

Columbia Records

repertoire

The top 30 songs of week i more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director, Alphabetical^ listed.
Survey Week of February 27-March S, 1953
A Fool Such As I
Bobbin s-M
Bye Bye Blues
Bourne
Doggie in the Window
i .... Santly-J
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes
Four-Star

Will-O’-the Wisp

Mercury

j 0 ni James
Joni James

£ay

•

i
J

'...'.Mercury

Gaylords
(18)

Coral

......

V

Patti Page

;

..

ME

.

.

Second Croup

MY JEALOUS EYES

&

in stature via his wax efforts with
his quartet. Mulligan, on baritone

“Around The World In Jazz

I

Mitcli Miller,
artists

turned to his New York <lesk Monday (9) after -a week’s powwows
with Col’s distribs in key cities In
the east arid midwest.

Gerry Mulligan Quartet
Gerry Mulligan, a west
tasy).
Coast jazzman, is Tapidly growing

tive.

TILL

Workman-

Victor, $5.72).

performance by Solomon,

LehBron.

Fritz

mann.

(Fan-

DANCIN’ WITH SOMEONE

.

a highly exciting interpretation by
Kay Malone and the Lou Brinr
It’s due to be a jukebox
orch.
noiseraaker,
Bottom deck is a
sharp of change of pace with Miss
Malone doing a good' job on thA
lovely old folk number. Probably
too' difficult to catch on in the
pop market.
Trio:
“Red
Vince
Fiorino

1.

(RCA

like-

under

Philharmonic

der Herbert von Karajan.
Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto No.

Album Reviews

M-G-M

2.

Beethoven: Piano Concerto No, 5
(Columbia, $5.72). Robust reading
of the “Emperor” concerto by Walter Gieseking, in a skilled, authoritative performance. Solid backing
by the PhiLharmonia Orchestra un-

sax,

GINNY GIBSON

olds

from the Pro Musica Orchesunder Rolf Reinhardt.
Mozart: Serenade No. 10 (CapiWilliam Steinberg and
tol, $5.72).
the Los Angeles Woodwinds in a
superior reading of a pleasant,
baroque if somewhat overlong serenade for wind instruments.
Haydn: Cello Concerto in D
(Decca, $3.85).
Flavorsome performance of the melodious work
by a good Italian cellist, Enrico
Mainardi, backed hy the Berlin
assist

tra

Stockholm Radio Symphony, under

8l3t

’

....

Clnvft.1

Brahms: Piano Concerto No. %
(Vox, $5.95). Monique de la Bruchollerie brings a strong, mannish
touch to a graceful, supple performance of the Brahms, with good

Sixten Ehrling.

hi*

BestBets
TERESA BREWER

Issay Dobrowen.

three-movement Third, in
authentic, choice readings by the

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

Fine accompaniment by

of drive.

the Pliilharmonia Orchestra under

toral,

LAWRENCE WELK
and

.

•

!

.

J

•

est Si Boi*

•

;

French Can Can Polka
I'm Sitting on Top of the World
Midnight in Paris
Papa Don’t Preach to Me
River Seine

Feist

Fox
.Famous
»*.*«.. Remick

101
f Filmusioal.

* Legit musical.
wr ,,ea.

lillum-wtii

i-LLi.

lc

We dnesday, March

1953

11,

PjOziety

MPCEJPPA In

Rackmil Stays As

Scoreboard

New 5-Year Pact

U and Decca Prez

OF

t

The Music Publishers Contact
Employees and the Music PublishAs6n. wrapped up a

ers Protective

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

five-year union deal last week.
New pact is an extension of the

new
old

:

Compiled from Statistical Reports' of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

the minimum employment period
for contactmen. Revision calls for
a minimum of eight weeks, where
there is no written agreement specifying otherwise, plus an additional
eight weeks if the initial period
ends without notice being given.
Union demands for increased sal-

ppped

Coin Machines

severance pay
were not part of the settlement.
Both the union’s eftec staff and
the MPPA board have okayed the
settlement and the pact is currently in the hands of lawyers for
a final redrafting before the inking.
aries

ftftl

Arnold

Covers

Retail Disks

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerited above . These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
witli Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines ),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines , sheet music).

which will be maintained indefinite
ly, Rackmil has the reins of botl

This

1

1

2

2

4

4

PERRY COMO'

*

Decca

TUNE

jWltaSf

:

....... ......

5

GAYLORDS

7

KAY STARR

7

9

FRANKIE LAINE

10

6

(Mercury) .....

NAT

10

of-

frank
such as Mitch
Miller, his goatee, his penchant for
yogurt and his: other personal
mannerisms, although for some
reason Columbia Records winds up

onerous

•

1

2

2

3

4

4

3

5

6

6

9

7
8

8
5

9

TUNE

author

0ng cottle s
,.
y authority.
music biz as
a music

of

“The

by

all this

He

is

Money

authority
steeped in the
a -songsmith and as
pubiisher, long with Robns and other
music firms until
s more
recent associations with

u levy’s Leeds
and Duchess Mums
hich latter the auth™ 1
vee
e
o.
Sometimes this
P
siihL ?subject
1
militates against the
cessary objectiveness
that a book
S nature
requires; hot so in
Sha«,>
•

-

Kiss

’

^

w

Me
;

mix WALTZ

AGAIN
t DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES
’•"DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
fTELL ME YOU’RE MINE ....;.
’KEEP IT A SECRET
‘

Writers’

'

'

.'

OH

Widows Who

Re-Wed Retain Renewal

:....

.

Court Decides

>

Best British 'Sheet Seilers
"(Week ending Feb. 28)
London, March 3.
Broken Wings
Fields
Don’t Let the Stzfrs.
Outside of Heaven

.

.

;

Wood
.D^sh

.

Red Feathers
You Belong to Me
Glow Worm

.

.

.

.

Dash

Chappell

Lafleur
Because You're Mine. .Robbins
Copies Along a Love Ka$sner
Connelly
That’s A-Why
.

who died
Davis,
experiences.
shortly after the turn of the century, also had written such period
clicks as “The, Fatal Wedding,”
“Lighthouse by the Sea” and
“Down in Poverty Row.” He *vas
one of the best Negro songwriters
of that era.
The Marks suit named the Borst

Make

Soon

It

Connelly

Second 12
Went Your Wedding Victoria
Don’t. Believe Me. .F.D. & H.

I

.

.

Walkin’ to Missouri ..... Dash
of Innisfree .... Maurice
.Maurice
Doggie in Window.
Takes Two to' Tango F. D. Sc H.
In Golden Coach Box and Cox
Mellin
Here in My Heart'
Reine
Love ..Of My Life.
Isle

.

.

.

Music firm, and Arthur and Cyrus
The latter claimed he had
Borst.

.

written the lyric to the song. In
opinion, Judge Modarelli described plagiarism as “the naughthis

.

Four Star
Santly-Joy
Capri
Shapiro-B

who ^pulled

(9)

into town
for a two-week stand

the room (Cafe itouge) down paf
and knows what It takes to keep
’em dancing. Qrch was a bit too
loud in opening sets .but that’s
Brandom
probably due to -the conditioning of
long one-niter treks and it’s only a
.
Stfapiro-B
minor flaw that can easily be set
.
Brandom
right after an pvening or two.
Dorsey, however, is still heading
onO of the top orchs Working the
dance circuit today. Comprised of
Noble and Connelly
eight brass, five teed, three rhythm
.plus the maestro on trombone!, orch
What
Be Lacking
produces a rich sound and a sockc
beat. Well-balanced book is plussed
In today's Dance Bands by standout
arrangements and th«
maestro’s sweet trombone licks. Hia
Hollywood, March 10.
London music publisher Reg solo work draws big mitts from
tablprs as well as terpsters.
Connelly, here on business, attend :
For the vocal assignments, Dored the Ray Noble band preem at sey has latched on to
thrush Lynn
the Hotel Ambasasdor’s Cocoanut Roberts and crooners Gordon Polk
Grove, and the ex-British maestro and Johnny Amorosa. Latter jusl
returned to the orch after a tworeflected on what used to’ “make”
year hitch in the army. Each hanthe yesteryear band greats. This dles specific warbling
chores for
was .“style.”*
big results. Miss Roberts delivers
Connelly observes, “Noble illus- the rhythm numbers with plenty of
bounce, Polk works over the noveltrated exactly what can be done
ties> with an ingratiating exubersuperlatively well with dance music
ance and Amorosa treats the baland what is so often lacking these lads
with the proper * romantic
days both, in England and America.

Faith

Can Move

Keep

It

.

Dash

a Secret. Cinephonic
jtkafie Mb’ Not: ?.v. :
.

On

May

styling,

In one $et Noble roamed through
Youmans.’ ‘Time on My Hands’ and
‘You Know That I Know,’ Rodgers’
‘We Kiss in .a Shadow,’ Porters’
‘Still of the Night,’ his own ‘Very
Thought of You’ medleyed with
‘Moonlight on the Ganges’ and
‘Goodnight Sweetheart’ (all British
originally), and then topped it off
with a ‘Cherokee’ style of arrange*
ment of the current pop top, ‘Don't
Let the Stars Get In Your Eyes,’
which had such distinction it created an automatic salvo, of applause.
“What's I’m getting at is that
that’s the sort of thing which made
Glenn Miller’s band, and Eddy
Duchin, Isham Jones and"- Gene
Goldkette, and which took dance
music up to the pinnacle of popu-

.Morris

Wonderful Copenhagen .'Morris

.

Dorsey,

Monday

at the Hotel Sfatler, shapes up as a
lure for the terp trade as well, as
the nostalgia-seekers. It’s orch’i
fjrst date in. this spot since 1948
(the ’50 engagement was- ft the
Hotel Astor Roof), hut he’s still gol

.

.;

a long and dishonorable career.”
He awarded Marks an injunction, costs and damages, and
ordered that all plates .and infring-

Now

dpen the summex
a' four week

with

BVC

had

,

i

.

to

.Brandom

ME....'

ing copies should be delivered up
for destruction. Samuel Hollander,
of Newark, and Arthur E. GarSettling the status of- writers’ maize, of N. Y., repped Marks in
widows who have remarried, Judge court.
Alfred E. Modarelli, of the New
Jersey Federal Court, gave the nod
Garwood Van’s prch opens in
to E. B. Marks Music in the latter’s Phoenix today (Wed.) at the Westward
Ho Hotel’s Cpncho Room
infringement suit against ’Borst
Music. Plaintiff charged that Borst Band follows Bill Pannel’s orch,
which
exited the ro6m Sunday (8
had published a tune, "Baggage
Coach Ahead,”, which infringed on after a 15-week stay.'

[fights,

;

i

there

stand.

Village

I

.

10

last

mg. James, incidentally,, will mov«
the street to. the Hotel Astoi

Roof May 25
season

PUBLISHER

HAPPY DAY
•"WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE
PRETEND
’"SIDE BY SIDE.
.1
HAVE YOU HEARD

their
1950.

down
;

-

•

music

angular business.

o

(Coral)7

& Nostalgia

a one-niter
at the Roseland Ballroom Feb. 27
and pulled a capacity terp crowd
while James opened a stand at the
nearby Bandbox the same night
and has been drawing hefty bi*
although he’s not playing for danc-

(ASCAP. fBMI)

Last

1
.

and

The top name orchs have bee*
invading New York during the pas
couple of weeks and b.o. reaction
indicates that the town could use
more of ’em and more often. Oi
the trio of top orch names' whe
blew into town, Les Brown had
been absent from these parts since
1946 while
Harry James and

Tommy Dorsey made
Gotham appearance in
Brown came in for

.

Pretend
(Keep It a Secret
A Fool Such as I „
]
Hold M?, Thrill Me,

(Columbia)7

POSITIONS
Week Week

its “In the Baggage Coach Ahead.”
The court ruled for the first time
pub- in a copyright case that a widow
lisher.
of an author, even though she reThere is the usual assortment pf marries, is nevertheless entitled to
atmospheric identification of the renew the copyright. The defense
Brill Bldg.-Turf Restaurant-Llndy’s had contended that the writer’s
set; there ts a generous
sprinkling brother, who had applied for a res.a. and rather frank exposition newal, was the person entitled to it
pf the boudoir aspects; arid
there, but the judge held that the widow
is also evident
that Shaw has a came first.
sneaking yen for the good old days
“In a Baggage Coach Ahead”
of
music publishing, sans its was written in 'the late 1890s by
Phoney charts, deejay sycophantry Gussie Davis, a former Pullman
and some of the new angles that
porter, and it's believed that the
nave cropped up in
a singularly song’s story is based on one of his

particularly

The

:•

It

(Capitol)

KAREN CHANDLER

®*11*!*
Your Cheatm ttr
Heart

1

(Columbia).....'.

(KING) COLE

in his identifications,

being called the Washington label.
In other Instances he is anonymous
about his identifications; but the
inside-stuff set will readily identify this or that personality. And in
still other aspects he is completely
fictional, such as in the plot about
the special-material songsmith, of
good background and a yen to write
that “money song,” and his romance with the private sec of a

j

'

of the diskeries.
is

;

TUNES
*This

.

5 Years a Socko Blend

Of Hef> Beats

Side by Side

impresarios, the

some instances Shaw

In

(Your Cheatin’ Heart
Doggie in the Window
............... Tell Me You’re Mine

—

pluggers, music publishers, cuton
(“hot stove payolas”) bandleaders,
chiseling professional men, ever resourceful songsmiths working their
angles and their tieups, and that

men

.....

(Capitol)

JO STAFFORD

9

•

In

.

8*”

v

;

•

,

a&r

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

5

Money Song”

XJ.

biz.

T.D.’s 1st N.Y.$tatler Date

Till I Waltz. Again

(Coral)

(Victor)

6

Random House,

‘

the dual prexy role, he has bee*
traveling regularly between Nev

York and Hollywood on

ARTIST AND LABEL

TERESA BREWER

JONI JAMES (MGM)

8

$3), has achieved
catching the pattern
in all its forms and shapes and
playing a boy-girl story against that
background. Perhaps too frequently the romantic Values are eclipsed
by the atmosphere, and in other
segments of his novel it works in
reverse. But the blend and the
average come out all right.
Unlike “The Hucksters,” where
the eccentric ad tycoon and his
yen for fast-tempered oompahoompah music was easy to identify,
the more prolific business -of grinding put the pop tunes limits identification. The prototypes are composites of *the general breed

contractual commit
*
to give onethird of -his time to Decca and th«
rest to Universal. Since assuminf

Last

.Week Week

mound in the national pastime;
being thrown a curve in the music
business is a fancy way of interpreting some of the snake-like
angles in which music men indulge
—or are compelled to practice in
sheer self-defense.
Shaw’s novel, “The

companies.
Rackmil’s

ments require him

POSITIONS

'

brand

trolling 42% stock interest in Uni*
versal. If Rackmil moved over t«

•

Unlike any other offbeat
business— and there are few more
difficult to mirror than the admen,
and Frederic Wakemah did a good
job there with ‘The Hucksters’*
even more curvaceous are the
workings of the music biz. Being
thrown a curve may be skillful
pitching and change of pace on the

special

Music

Universal
exclusively
the
nev
Decca. prez would, in effect, be hii
boss. Under the present setup

Alley.

the .unusual

April 14.

Rackmil states his exit from
Decca is unlikely for the reasor
Decca is actual owner of the con

TALENT

Of

the Curves

t«

as Published in the Current Issue

Shaw ’Money Song’

AD

Retail Sheet

he may leave Decca

that,

concentrate on his picture company
duties. The diskery’s board meetini
in New York is scheduled foi

j

,

-

Tin Pan’s Devious healings
Arnold' Shaw has written the
about Tin Pan
first good -novel

£,

mors

agreement with the pluggers

except for the provision covering

(

Milton R. Rackmil, prexy of both
Universal Pictures and Decca Records; is in no way planning to leavi
the top spot of the dish company
There have been intermittent ru

• •

There'^still a strong Dorsey cult
Gotham and it’s a sure bet to
^before wind of current engagement. (See separate story on
Dorsey
brothers
(Tommy and
Jimmy) band.
Gros.
in

grow

Jo

Ann

Tolley to

M-G-M

Via Indie Disk 'Route
In another instance of fin indie
skyrocketing a pactee to a

label

major record company pact, M-G-M
Records this week inkfec^ thrush Jo

Ann Tolley to a three-year deal.
Warbler’s initial M-G-M waxing
will

be released Aoril

10.

Miss Tolley crashed into the wax
market via her Cadillac waxing of
larity.”
“Tqo Sweet To Forget” and “MileConnelly has left for New York stones.” Platter subsequently was
and returns to England in a couple nicked up for wider distribution
|
weeks.'
by brother indie,' Regent Records.

M
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has evolved a system whereby network plugs no longer have
In actuality, BMI would rather
greater value than local plugs.
40 local plugs, in widely scattered communities, than
were
there
one chain plug originating from New York, Chicago or L. A., by a
band or vocalist which might carry that plug into 40 different
,

,

two

Co. bearing his name
(serving his wife, Mindy Carson’s
shows, and others), but that is. an
individual operation; Csida’s activities will also include Joy’s Oxford

the cornballs hit the top with great-

er frequency?

affiliates of S-J.

The mathematics on Trinity Mua name coined from the trio
sic

—

—

is
comprising the new setup
unique in the music business and

may become a new pattern for

There

have

been

instances where the first four out
of five, and seven out of the top
10 on the Hit Parade, have been
BMI tunes. ASCAP writers have

been making no bones about

this

37

fu-

t

ture ventures.

Base Annual Guarantees
On Preceding Yr. Total

Trinity Music’s performances willpaid off at an inflated rate per
plug, until the $55,000 advance in
the first year is matched, at which la.
To this the
point the per-point plug payoff
until
drops
a higher bracket
is reached, at which point it' drops
down a bit more to still another
bracket; at which norm it drops
down once again.
»
Joe

BMI’s advance for the

second
pact with

year

of its five-year
Trinity Music will be the amount
new firm in its first
year's operation. The third year’s
advance will be the total earned
in the second year; -the fourth
year’s advance will be what Trinity
earned in plug payoffs In its third
year; and the fifth year will be
what the fourth year’s point system

|j

ASCAPers

Carson who have seemingly been
imusualiy partial to MerrlH’s tunes.

look' with

,

!

NEW PACT WITH M-G-M

after qjfcarging that his 50% cut
of all her earnings was “unconscionable.”

Rodde made Miss James’ first hit,
“Wh^, Don’t You Believe Me,” as
an inaie venture and then sold the

A

succession of
disks to M-G-M.
clicks by, Miss James has since
the. hottest femme vocalist in the field and M-G-M’s biggest money-maker.

made her

4)

is no provision
new arrangement beyond

any

for
the

O

tained from leading stores in
10 cities and showing com
parative sales jratlng for this

‘

I

and

last

«
£
«
G
«

Q>

ctf

©
>
rt

•

This Last
wk. wk.

both the enterprising new puband to Broadcast Music, Inc.,
whose prime function is to swell its
catalog and the value thereof, determined essentially- by repetitive
popular performances.
BMI, too, is still smarting under
the memory of such fancy deals as
the two-year pact with Edwin H.

12

from BMI.
The
Aberbachs,

Howte

^mjry music

Richmond’s

"MI performing

rights 'revenueon niBW P<>P kong material,
fr
the ti°o,ooo pet an?
^? ensi n 8 deal which Edward

.

? ,-

no
ast

Music, Inc., several years ago,
although there too'the
accttmula‘^Pf^point ’system is used as a
Jard-stick.

More and more;
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“Tell

Me A Story”
KAREN CHANDLER

3

*

4

4

10

32

10

25

24
6

9

22

8

18

9

GUY MITCHELL

16

14

(Columbia)

12

on a commercial show rates one
credit as against a half-credit for
sustainer plugs. On the networks
the performance credit is multiplied by the number of stations
carrying the show.

Granz’ Jazz Troupe

Sock

It a Secret”.

“Hot Toddy”.

8

7

10

(Victor)
;

.

.

“Gomen-Nasai”

17C 16

JONI JAMES (MGM)
'“Why Don’t Yon Believe Me”

O.
••

|S

Decca

•

V

M

I't

MorUww

KAY STARR

MUSIC FORLOVERS ONLY

STYLE

Frank Parktr

K«y Starr
Capitol

4*ckt« (BtMfwn

Columbia

H 363

Capitol

B

9

March

10.

Ray Brown on bass, and
Heard on drums. Crew plays
and gave the cfowd a fine
example of jazz that they do not
often get in their cave spots around
town. The caves are at best derivative, but this was the mccoy. Ella
on

guitar,

clearly,

!

331

finished the

first

round with her smooth numbers
that had her a beg off.
Second part had the Oscar Peterson trio with Peterson playing his
solid piano, Ray Brown on bass,
and Barney Kessel on guitar. Then
came Gene Krupa and his trio consisting of Hank Jones on piano and

Willie Smith on the alto sax.

6

4

SWEETHEARTS
Marl«n

7

8

S

2

1

DL 5433
A 919

10

6

’‘My Baby’* Coming Home”.

ANDERSIN
DANNY KAYS

0

.

PAUL-FORD

.

9

9

9

.

BOWERS * COL. TOKYO

HANS' CHRISTIAN

in Paris Stand;

Fitzgerald then

8

17B

FIVE

13

5

(Essex)

“Oh Happy Day”......
JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
“Keep

quest to use the BMI indie stations*
BMI, however, nixed the request. ASCAP has been steadily increasing its coverage of the indie
station picture as against its previous policy of paying off almost
exclusively on network plugs.
Under the ASCAP setup, a plug

J. C.

13

9

6

“She Wears Red FeatheTs”

R.

20

17
16

10

(Coral)

RALPH FLANAGAN
17A 10

18

9

8

7

....

“Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me”.

DON HOWARD

marker in a year.

Norman Granz has brought his
“Jazz at the Philharmonic” outfit
in for* two concerts here at the
largesize pic house, the Alhambra,
and is cashing in on the growing
jazz followers here. Each succeeding jazz coricert has a bigger
crowd, and this brought out not
only the youngsters, but the older
crowds who know the names of
the JATP sidemen. After Louis
Armstrong, Dizzy Gillespie and
Mezz Mezzrow, this concert draws
the biggest jazz sect here, and the
Hot Club of France Js booking
them all on their tours of Europe.
Initial half of JATP concert consisted of Charlie Shavers on trumpet, Lester Young on tenor sax,
Flip Phillips oh tenor sax, Oscar
Peterson on piano, Barney Kessel

(Cadence)

“Anywhere I Wander”
F. LAINE-J. BOYD (Columbia)

IB

with additional credits for every
station over 75 carrying the show.
Logging of the TV setup is the
same as radio, except that BMI
covers all the video outlets within
one quarter. The performance
credits are identical with the system used in radio.
It’s estimated that a hit song will
earn about 150,000 performance
points under the BMI mathematics.
A firm such as Hill & Range Music, with multiple disk versions of
its tunes plus frequent clicks, can
surpass the 2,000,000 performance

54

9

11

9

the show. Plugs on commercial
shows get a minimum of 75 credits

Hepster B.O. Growing

10

12

13A

•

55

41

8

3

JULIUS LaROSA

BM V

gives each plug ojpa
sustaining network show 75 performance credits, regardless of the
number of stations which carry
credit,

80

6

6

9-364
course, -docs

W

©

4i

•

of.

P3

JONI JAMES (MGM)

m

Music mafic with Broad*

S

(Victor)

“Wild Horses”

Acuff-Rose

firms, and Bobby
n are sa id to be the top four

M
G
£

«H

Ph

6
m««

&

logs the netcompletely,
avoiding the sampling technique in
this sphere. Whereas each indie
plug Is worth one performance

Paris,

1

“Have You Heard”.,.

15

(Nashville),*

n «*

17

concerned

off

“I .Believe”.,

11

13B 12

guarantee;

1
& 3I

g
u

(Columbia)

9B

(pere and fils) and
Csida take the "position they’re not

the

3
.J

2

•

9A

networks.

with

5

G

G
0

(Capitol)

PERRY COMO

)

they’d rather have a "better incen-i
tive and, if they deliver prolifically,
the payoff is sufficient reward. It
is said that Jean and
Julian Aberbach’s BMI firm, Hill 4c Range, one
year totaled a $250,000 annual pay-

bo

ed

co

to

1

4

“Your Cheatin’ Heart”
NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)
“Pretend”

8

from the

for local radio

O

Authors

logs.

JONI JAMES (MGM)
6

the new Trinity Music’s starting
point (albeit graduated downward)
may be gotten from the fact that
4c and 6c is the normal BMI pay-:)
is

43

Composers,

indie stations.

(Victor)

FRANKIE LAINE

The Usual BMI Payoff

The Joys

Waltz Again With Yon”

KAY STARR

centive.

111 1

bA

of

BMI, like ASCAP,
work performances

(Coral)

“Side, by .Side”

(Buddy) Morris’ BMI affiliates,
Meridian Music and Vogue Music.
Morris had been guaranteed $125,*
COO a year against plugs Which
didn’t come *up to expectations.
Under the Trinity setup, the guarantee is less btrt the point system
payoff larger, hence the larger inr

te

*o

43
0m

Artist, Label, Title

PERRY COMO

lisher

The 4c stipend

4)

“Don’t Let .Stars, in Your Eyes’!
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“Doggie in the Window”
Gaylords (Mercury)
“Tell Me You’re Mine”

to

plugs; 6c for

»—

W
!

N
vw

*

“.Till I

ment system makes 'it worthwhile

off.

H

TERESA BREWER

viewpoint, particularly, is this favorably regarded
because the incentive per-plug pay-

idea of the spread

so

National
Rating

From BMI’s

An

«

s

O.

Aa

»#4

3

<D

G
0

St

ciety

Publishers has also been using a
broader logging system under a
similar Inter ..ational Business Machines calculation.

understood that ASCAP approached BMI recently with a re-

o
G

to

CO

t->

Q

r

Q

five-year term.

This is regarded as a satisfactory
deal from both sides of the fence,
a eonstant challenge to make good
or else the ensuing year’s guarantee will be so much less, etc.

o

In recent months the American So-

It’s

•U

3

£

W>

week.

W
W
w

lisher-writer performance payoffs.

credits

o

w
3
O

0)

W

U

6

a five-week en-

Following the split with her manager, Roy Rodde, last week, Joni
James is currently in the process
of wrapping up a hew pact with
M-G-M Records. Songstress previously had no direct pact with the
diskery since Rodde handled the
deal with M-G-M directly. Miss
James broke relations with Rodde

*4

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob«

put into focus the extensive logging, techniques used by Broadcast
Music, Inc„ in calculating its pub-

JAMES

earned by the

earned. There

wound

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
tsfaziETY

The Santly-Joy Music-BMI deal
(see separate story) has once again

BMI logs 325 stations every three
months, or about one-tenth of the
total
radio outlets in the U. S.
gagement at the Paramount Theatre, N.Y., yesterday (Tues.) and This number is brolten down into
various groups, depending upon
leave for a string of one-niters.
population coverage, wattage and
number of hours on the air, to give
an accurate as possible national
JONI
INKING
pattern of music plugs among the
cidentally,

&

Music and Hawthorne Music, both

and

networks,

affiliated

construction on their performances,
and for the past two quarterly
the evolution and revolution within dividends a tithe of 10% on top
the music business continue. More writers’ ASCAP revenues have
and more the deejay looms as the gone into a projected .$300,000
unseen king of Tin Pan Alley. With sinking fund to legally challenge
it, the upsurge of cornball, country the close accord
allegedly existing
western, and kindred “folk” mu- between BMI tunes and recordings
sic, so much of it focused in Nash- and eventual
deejay -performances.
ville, has created the phrase, Tin
The movement by Santly-Joy
Pan Vallej» f as the more lucrative
into the -3MI field is to achieve,
current source of American pop
on another level, the thing that
song material.
ASCAP publishers complain has
The diskeries have long taken been denied them. However, in
the- position that, like the oil well Georgie
Joy’s instance, all three
['which doesn’t care whether a ty- of his ASCAP firms have enjoyed
coon, or, an Osage Indian discovers extraordinary frequency of disit, they are no long respecters of clicks,
notably on the Columbia*
Porter -or Berlin, if JRedd Stewart, label, via, Mitch Miller’s etching of
PeeWee King, Hank Williams, Jes- tunes by Bob Merrill, a Joy Cos.’
sie Mae Robinson and kindred folk contract writer, with Guy Mit- i
troubadours have the magic formu- chell, Frankie Laine and Mindy

ductions

firms

Covers 325 Stations Per Quarter

CBS and
major phonoJohnny Long to Coral
graph recording companies. Columbia and RCA Victor, of course,
Johnny Long has been pacted to
deny any “casting” of' tunes, a longterm deal by Coral Records.
whether from ASCAP or BMI The Long orch previously had resources.
corded for Mercury Records and
The Society takes the position the now defunct Signature label.
that deejays, on a local level, Coral latched on to Long because
whether by tacit rooting interest or they already owned 40 sides which
directive from the locally owned lie had cut for Signature.
broadcasters, seem to favor BMILong’s initial Coral waxings will
originated tunes, else how come be released next month. Orch, in-

Santly-Joy-Csida BMI Deal
Continued from page

major

NBC) with

.

to saturate its song catalog on a grassroots or local
level, in line with the fact that the broadcasters, who underwrite
Broadcast Music, Inc., likewise operate on a local level—-not
everything Is a major network in radio. BMI was moved to this local vs. network wariness by the fact
that cut-ins, payolas and other- angles could put some tune up in
fallacious high brackets via a series of blanket network performances and it still would not achieve the desired saturation that
comes from multiplicity of local originations. As result, despite
the normal 4c. and 6c. payoffs for local and network plugs, respectively, when computations are made, the payoff is not automatiThe local plug tallies at 4c., if less
cally made on network plugs.
than the network performances, autpmatically cut down the 6c.the
to
sum total of the local plugs.
per-point payoffs

41

BMI’s Extensive Logging Technique

tween interests known as Broadcast Music, Inc., underwritten by
broadcasters, and (in the case of

BMI wants

ASCAP

ORdXGmAS-MUSIC

Pfi&IETY
great askance. The Society is still
the top music performance licensing pool in the whole world (its
revenues this year will be close
to the peak $16,000,000 mark), but
it looks warily upon the accord be-

BMI

cities.

t

Show was of such sellout proportions that the outfit gave an
extra* concert Saturday (7),

DfCAUS* YOU'RE
MINI
Morto IwiMWt
Victor

-LM

7015

WDM 7013
DM 7015

RCA

Victor

L

Upe Wottors

Watters has been
named vice-proxy over personnel of
the RCA Victor division."
Ho was upped to veepee from his
former post as personnel director
for the Victor branch.
Albert

»
;

’

ORCHKSTfftAS~MUSIC

42

Disk Companies’ Best Sellers

Inside Stuff-Music
lyricist,

Karen Chandler’s Coral etching of “Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me” is
Platter has been riding the bestto be a disk phenomenon.
seller lists for the past six months due to spasmodic territorial reac-

proving

Disk

tion.

Los Angeles
weeks later and became a

took off initially in

last September,
hit in the

broke

in

t

Gets Revenue

Dept

To Revise 1952 Tax Total;
Diskers Paid $6,868,450
Following a’ request made by the
Record Industry Assp. of America,
the Commissioner of Internal ReveiHie this week prepped a revised
report of excise taxes collected on
disks for the months from July,
1951 through December, 1952. (Period

covers record sales
through October,

actually

from May,

’51

'52.)

X

Revised figures show a total excise tax collection of $6,868,450 for
sales during 1951. Internal Revenue department previously reported a tax collection of $7,591,660 for the same year. For §ales

MEMORIAL PROGRAM
FOR JIMMIE RODGERS
Meridian, Miss., March 10.
this town’s Junior
Chamber of Commerce, plans for
a major memorial program on the
20th anni of folksinger Jimmie
Rodgers' death haVe been set for
May 26. Virtually all the top
names in the country field have
been lined up for the program and
it’s expected that 75,000 persons
will attend the day-long ceremo-

Sponsored by

2.

PRETEND
DON’T LET EYES SHOP FOR HEART
SIDE BY SIDE
.

Nat (King) Cole

.

Kay

NOAH
3.

4.

MY

BABY’S COMING
LADY OF SPAIN
JT’S IN THE BOOK (2

5.

t
I
Z

COLUMBIA

t

2.

4.

1.

5.

^
”
l*

Guy

I;

"

Frankie Laine

SHE WEARS RED FEATHERS
PRETTY LITTLE BLACK-EYED. SUSIE
GOMEN-NASAI
TOKYO BOOGIE WOOGIE

CORAL

3.

Boyd

F. Laine-J.

Jimmy Boyd ”

*

4.

After lengthy negotiations dating back to last summer, the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers has wrapped
up a new licensing' deal with the
National Ballroom Operators Assn.
New deal calls for the ballroom ops
to pay ASCAP seven-tenths of a
percent of their total receipts. New
licensing formula replaces the for-

Johnny Standley
Four Knights

.

BELIEVE

5.

2.

With Ballroom Ops
#

TWO EASTER SUNDAY SWEETHEARTS
MY BUNNY & MY SISTER SUE

Z

T

Parts)

Starr

Les PauT-Mary Ford

LITTLE BOY AND OLD MAN
TELL ME A STORY
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
I

3.

HOME

OH HAPPY DAY
A MILLION TEARS

1

1.

nies.

”
Bowers J

Mitchell
'

Richard

I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
HELLO BLUE BIRD
DANCIN’- WITH SOMEONE
BREAKIN’ IN THE BLUES
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME
ONE DREAM
MINNIE THE MERMAID
SAY IT ISN’T SO

S’POSIN’
IF YOU WERE

Country singers Hank Snow and

::

decca

;;

1.

«
;•

‘

;;

which draw squawks from some
they were being over-

,

Teresa Brewer

Z
"

Teresa Brewer

+

Karen Chandler ±
Lawrence Welk f

Dob

'

Cornell

ONLY MINE

TWICE

.AS

;;

Sauter-Finegan Band

Readies Spring Tour

MUCH

Mills Bros.

The Sauter-Finegan

3.

PLAYIN’ DOMINOES, SHOOTIN’ DICE

Red Foley Z an in-person kickoff sometime in
May. Band is drawing close trade

.

5a

”
< a

GLOW WORM

,

.

.

.

.Dick Todd Z

t“

Rusty Draper
Gaylords

JIMMY BOYD

Ralph Marterie I

2.

HAVE YOU HEARD

3.

WISHING RING
KAW-LIGA

4.

Joni James

PUfcPLE SHADES
5.

RCA VICTOR

::

la

<
i

<

a

--

..

-

o

!

HOT TODDY
SERENADE
WILD HORSES
I CONFESS

4.

§

;;
'

HOW DO YOU SPEAK TO AN ANGEL
WILL O’ THE WISP ROMANCE
THE MAGIC TOUCH

-

Como

SORRY

I

EVER MET YOU

THE HOUSE OF
BROKEN DREAMS

* ’

By the Writer of

’

Eddie Fisher "

Jhe Curse

Hugo Winterhalter ”

of

an Aching Heart

Pub. by

IRVING TANZ MUSIC CO.
Rlt Broadway, Now York City

.

Ohio Juke Ops Preview
Potential Clicks With

TONY MORELLI
SINGS

CONFESS

I’M

BALLADS

<

and Percy Faith for Columbia; Sid
Goldberg and Mike Conner for
and Jimmy Hilliard for

Decca,

I

Bird

TWO BRAND NEW

;;

Perry

fiT

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

;;

i

HI

^
*

Z

Ralph Flanagan

DOWNHEARTED

5.

/:

1

Crickets

>

3.

**

;

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES. Perry Como Z

2,

UK’"-'
-..v-v

Joni James

LIES

-

'"^ x "

YOU’RE MINE
MILK AND GIN

::

Z

Hank Willaims f

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME

s

Smash!

Early’®

Joni James

BE WAITING FOR YOU

New

Z

M-G-M

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART

Morrow

Orch, which is booked by Willard Alexander, is being set for
concert and dance dates.

Page

Georgia Gibbs

Buddy

and
•

orchs.

Patti

CARAVAN
WHILE YOU DREAM
SEVEN LONELY DAYS
IF YOU TAKE MY HEART

I'LL

.

Flanagan

DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
MY JEALOUS EYES
;;
-2. NO HELP WANTED
TEXARKANA BABY '
^
° 3. TELL ME YOU’RE MINE
CUBAN LOVE SONG
,a

1.

attention since it’s the most recent
to come into the public eye
via a wax buildup.
Victor performed similar wax buildups in the
past couple of years with the Ralph

Z crew

MERCURY

5.

book and arrangements for

its

1

Mills Bros.

i

AFTER ALL
OH HAPPY DAY
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU

1.

4.

has been confining its activities' to
RCA Victor waxings, is ready-

its

ing

HOT TODDY

t

Z

orch, which

Four Aces Z

4.

A

Broadcast Music, Inc., meantime,
has also been trying to make a
deal with, the NBOA but thus far
has been unable to come to terms.
It has been charged that ballroom
ops had given orders to visiting
bands not to play BMI tunes in
order to avoid the need to make a
deal with BMI.

2.

<
o

°

getting
according to location, size and type.
J. M. Collins said that the new
deal Is an “experiment” that will
run for two years, beginning Jan.
1 of this year. ASCAP and the ops
agreed to the pact because it was
a much simpler method of licensing than the previous formula

SOMEONE TO CARE FOR
YOU FOOLED ME
IF YOU TAKE MY llE ART AWAY

o

first

mer ASCAP procedure of
a flat sum from ballrooms

ops that
rated.

TILL

Ernest Tubb are heading a project
up a Jimmie Rodgers Memorial Hospital in this tow*. On

to set

Deal

AKT1ST

&

May 26, a statue of Rodgers will
10 months be unveiled, in a City park and the
of ’52, the total tax collected was local paper, the Meridian Star, is
$5,382,920. The tax previously had running a special Rodgers issue on
that day. Rodgers was the most
been reported as $4,659,725;
During the 18-month period, popular folksinger of his era and
his disks for RCA Victor have
July, '51 td December, '52, the
been selling strong even after his
Collection Division made adjustdeath.
*
ments' in certain months to compensate for prior reports in which
New
Dallas Exec for Cap
collected
taxes
for products other
Dallas, March 10.
than disks had been combined with
Marion Ehemann, has been
disk taxes. RIAA requested a re- ’named
new local manager of Capivised report because it felt that tol Records, coming here from the
the figures released initially didn’t Oklahoma City office.
present a true picture of the inHe replaces Dick Rising, who
dustry’s sales.
~
goes to Capitol’s Hollywood office.
made during the

CAPITOL
1.

t

Detroit about .six
New England
area by the end of year. It’S currently* building in the south and midwest. Although it's never had a simultaneous nation-wide sweep, waxing already has passed the 500,000 sales mark and is still going strong.

RIAA

New ASCAP

*

collaborating with Dr. Harold Karr, a Philadelphia dentist, follows in the U. of P. ^tradition in songsmithing, only
this tiirie Dubby-Karr are authoring 'tKree of the Copacabana (N. Y.)
nitery revues whereas Dr. Clay Boland, also a dentist, has specialized
Dubby is a Pennsy
in scripting the Mask & Wig shows at U. of P.
alumnus, where he also worked on the'-M&W shows, but. Dr. Karr, his
i
melody-writing collaborator, is maturer.
When Budd Granoff '!p;i».’d the Copa he heard of the Dubby-Karr
team, brought them to floorshow producer Douglas Coudy and they not
only wrote the current revue, but! boniface Jules Podell commissioned
them to do the next two. One of the current show’s tunes, “I Know
What They Mean,” is being disked.

Matt Dubby,

Wednesday, March 11, 1953
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AMI
TO BLAME

MGM11410 78 Rpm
K11410 45 Rpm

‘Hit

Tune’ Party for Kids

Sweeping The Country

1

Coral.
Latter left for a Coast recording sessions after the meeting.

Miller, Col’s artists & repertoire
chief, also spoke to a gathering
Cleveland, March 10.
of fhe diskery’s field staff in a move
Ohio’s coin machine operators, to
step up the company’s sales
at tbeir annual meeting here last
tempo.
Thursday (5), revived an old practice of publicly previewing current
REMINGTON INKS ROGERS
disk releases for the selection of
Kenn Rogers has been appointed
potential clicks. At the Cleveland
Auditorium,
several
thousand overseas rep and export manager
youngsters were invited to vote for
Remington Records.
for their favorite wax entries. The
Rogers flew to Paris Sunday (8)
“Hit Tune” parties may be held
once a month by the juke ops from to assume his new post. He’ll headquarter there.
now on.

HOLD ME,
THRILL ME,
KISS

ME

•

4

Karen Chandler

coral

Roberta lee - Jerry Gray

ra.

Dice#

o“:;Y.r., 0

.

The show was emceed by WERE’s

M G M RECORDS
THE

G

S

:

A

T

-

a

v

r-

disk jockey, Bill- Randall. Randall
also hosted the flock of disk artists,
.who came for the conclave, on a
WERE program held for the American Red Cross in cooperation with
the coin machine industry.
Virtually all the major companies were represented by their,
sales and artists
repertoire execs,
in addition to the artists. -Among
those attending were Larry Kanaga, for RCA Victor; Mitch Miller

&

America's Fastest
-Selling "Records!

'
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PRriety

4$

VICTOR’S

11(14

WW
Ntsi

GALLAGHER

HELEN
Overture

The Rutland Bounce

„

Laura De Maupassant

Hello, Hazel

Finale

A

UM

Feel Like I'm

More Heart

Little

The World

i

1

Is

,

You're

Beautiful

Today
Everybody Loves

Gonna

Live

Forever

Gonna .Dance With
Me, Willie

to

Take

BENAY VENUTA

Every Street's a Boulevard

A Bow

In Old New York
How Do You Speak to an
•

I'm

Glad I'm Leaving

Who

Is

Angel?

the Bravest?

Salome

Autograph Chant

plus three big

HOW DO YOU

SPEAK TO

show tune

AN

Downhearted
I

FEEL LIKE I'M

JOHN HOWARD

singles

AhlGEL?
Eddie Fisher 20/47-5137

GONNA

LIVE

FOREVER

How Could You
Me Know

Sunny Gale 20/47-52 1 6

SALOMEE/Let

Dinah Shore 20/47-5176

JACK WHITING

BEST SELLING RCA

_ This Week’s

POPULAR

[

Victor Records
71 rpm/45 rpnt

|

DON'T LET THE STARS GET

IN

YOUR

EYES/LIES

.

.2:37/2:30

Como

Ptrry

HOT TODDY/SERENADE
R alph Flanagan

#20/47—5045

,2:22/3:00

#20/47^5152

2:45/3:05

#20/47-5137

2:22/2:24

#20/47-5209

.2:40/2:20

#20/47-5210

2:20/2:2?

*

WILD HORSES/I CONFESS
Ferry

Tim*

#20/47—5044

Como

-

HOW DO YOU SPEAK TO AN ANGEL/DOWNHEARTED
Eddie Fisher

.

WILL-O-THE-WISP

ROMANCE/THE MAGIC TOUCH

!

.

.

Huge Winterhalter

GOMEN NASA!

(Forgive Me)/SPRINGFIELD
Harry Relatonte

MOUNTAIN

TRAIN, TRAIN, TRAIN/I CAN'T GET STARTED WITH
Buddy Morrow

YOU

#20/47-5212

2:58/2:58

.

4

SALOMEE/LET ME

KNOW

#20/47—5174

:

2:50/2:27

Dinah Shorn

DON'T KNOW/HEY MRS. JONES

I

#20/47-5117;

,.3:04/2:40

Buddy Morrow

BLUE VIOLINS/FANDANGO
Hugo

2:54/3:28

.

*

TANGO/WAGGASHOE

nECSTACY
I

#20/47—4??7.

Wfnferftaffer

The Three Suns
FEEL LIKE I'M
Sunny Gale

#20/47—5185

2:30/2:30

#20/47-5214.

2:45/2:30

#l0/4?-3?l4

3:30/3:30

#20/47-5208

2:35/3:00

‘

GONNA LIVE FOREVER/HOW COULD YOU

BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE/THE SONG THE ANGELS SING
Marla Lanza

GOLDEN YEARS

PLEASE, PLEASE/THE
Tony Martin

APRIL IN

PORTUGAL/PENNY WHISTLE BLUES

#20/47-5052

,

3:15/2:25

Freddy Martin

COUNTRY-WESTERN
THERE WASN'T AN ORGAN AT OUR WEDDING/HONEYMOON ON A ROCKET SHIP

#20/47-5155

2:30/2:40

#20/47-5034

2:30/2:35

#20/47-5207

2:20/2:27

#20/47—51 70

2:00/2:40

#20/47—5132

3:01/2:14

#20/47-5147

2:53/2:35

Hank Snow

A FOOL SUCH AS

I/THE

GAL WHO INVENTED

KISSIN'

fink
I

A

IT
SECRET/ ANYTHING
Charline Arthur

KEPT

CAN HAPPEN

RHYTHM & BLUES
I'LL

NEVER

LET

YOU GO/YOU PLAYED ON MY PIANO

John Greer

AND THE BULL WALKED AROUND, OLAY/MARGIE
Let Harrh

NELVINA/KEEP
Big

ON

DRINKIN'

:

P S T

.

5

E

C

M

"

Bof Crudup

.

•

RCA Vi CTOR
E

„

O

?

f

;

j

v

_

'

..

-

.

;

ARE THE MES THAT
MAKE A GOOD PROGRAM' GREAT!

THESE

:
^hlS MASTCR'S VOlcr

.
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indie labels,
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16.
The
into Blin-

ASCAP

+

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

D

Fischer

This Last
wk.
wk.

Indianapolis,

Title

•

.

and Publisher

•+i

S

San,

VI

tTIll I

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

~97

TCIEl

10

9

2

1

3

3

1

4

5
4

6

Keep

3
4

•

8

3

2
4

5

5

2

I

9
7
6
3

2
5
4

67
67
49
48
40
40

2B

1

Walt* Again (Village).
f Don’t Let the Stars (Four Star)

,

3

fTell

6A
6B

6

Anywhere

5

Oh

You're Mine (Capri)
Doggie in the Window (Santly-J)

EmMM
|

It a Secret (Shapiro-B)

Me

3HK1

I.

Wander

8

8

Hold Me,

9.

Thrill

Me

Me, Kiss

(Mills).

M2

13

*1

13
*14

12

Have Yqu
Even Now

15

14

.

.

.

.

Chase Hotel, St.
Stage Coach

at

Louis, April 17
.
Club, in the new Greyhound Bus
Statidn, set to open March 19 under the aegis of A1 Greenfield, operator of the Black Orchid
.
Vince Fiorino cut “Red Canary”
for Okeh last week, 'first of eight
sides for the company. He also
doubled as composer on most of
the selections,
Five-O-Foiir Club is starting new
policy March 13 bringing in jazz
.

•

•

•

•

•

»

•

»

•

(Pickwick)

(Roxbury)

•

>

3

7
,

(Cromwell)
Heard (Brandom).

My Baby's Coming Home

i

.

%

•

•

.

blues names with the first
show March 13 having Chuck GilAnne Laurie, and Jack Mabley
Floyd Dixon and Margie Day

'and
lis,

.

are pairing for a series of midwest one-nighters starting April 17
through May 3
*Shaw Agency
pacted Freddie Cole and Linda
Hayes last week
Carla Bloecker
.

.

.

.

.

became new Shaw office manager
Teddy Phillips goes into the
Clarid.ge, Memphis, April 10 for
two frames followed by Billy
.

3

2

7
8

9

4

ft

4

5
•

«

•

*

•

«

•

4

«

5

•

«

•

•

•

*

,

•

«

•

mm

•

•

•

»

»

»

•

•

» -4

•

4

*

•

5

4

4

EU
Hi wm EB
8

B owmm HI
«

•

•

9
«

4

•

Monday

for the week Louis
his Jazz All-Stars
(Buddy)
are there ... Charles
Martin into Chuck’s Cocktail
Lounge on the Northside for an
Frankie Yanindefinite stay
kovic plays one-nighter at West
View Park April 8.
.

.

6 U.

S.

Pops Top the Pop
[

•

10

•

"nr

•

•“

•

•

•

*

•

7

•

•

•

•

»

•

9

•

•

4

ft

10

io
•

•

•

•

Stockholm, March

•

.

.
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.

.

.

—

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.
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BRITISH

BEST
SELLERS
PER

In recent weeks the Moptclair
(N. J.) National Music Store and
a flock of record shops throughout. .New. Jersey, .Pennsylvania,
.

.

cutraters will move slowly
before jacking up their prices but
.it’s .foreseen that .when .the loss of
mail order trade begins to effect
their overall take, there will be
large

WEARS RED FEATHERS

• THAT'S

A WHY

DASH MUSIC
CAMPBELL, CONNELLY

•

WALKING TO MISSOURI

•

MAKE IT SOON

•

Decca's Melon
Decca Records declared

its regquarterly dividend of 17Vfec

payable March 30 to
stockholders of record March 12.
,

—’""V

sion.al

and

DASH MUSIC
Campbell, connelly

is

* *

m £mager

AVAS

lox V-3653

llAAUCU pi Uicb*

of the Veronique
music firms in N. Y„

Another

Variety,

W.

154

46th

BMI % ty*

New

St.,

flit

NO HELP WANTED
PuWwAed
>>y

DASH MUSIC

*USTY DRAP£R..
THE 'CARUSOS.
#

CINEPHONIC

THE CONNELLY GROUP NIT PARADE!

Experienced composer looking for
good musical book or collaborator*
Have excellent* contacts.

last w.eek.

CAN MOVE MOUNTAINS

A SECRET

’

shop shuttered.-

CAMPBELL, CONNELLY

• KEEP IT

prise is as bogus as the other. Both
are boondoggles which the employers ‘does not want, does not need,
and is not even willing to accept.’ ”
In another dissent, justice Jackson wrote of the majority opinion,
“the couholds .that so. long as
some exertions is performed or
offered by the employees, no matter how useless or unwanted, it
can never be said that there is an
exaction ‘for services -which are
not performed or not to be performed.’ Congress surely did not
enact a prohibition whose practical application would be restricted
to those. without sufficient imagination to invent some ‘work’.”

Meantime, the price war still is
taking its toll of the indie retailers.
Most recent casualty was the Amherst College (Mass.) Campus Record Shop. Shop,- which was one
of the town’s- most popular retail
outlets, continued to lose biz as
an increasing-number- of studes and
residents* got on the disk mail order
kick for the 30%-off lure. Unable
to compete with similar cutrating,

THAT DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW

• FAITH

tice Fred Vinson on both the musicians’ and' printers’ cases .nat
“realistically viewed, one enter-

no. other, alternative.

Melon

• SHE

.

Connecticut
and
Massachusetts,
have been hopping on the cutrate
bandwagon. It’s expected that the

ular

DASH MUSIC

1

nal services.”
Tustice Tom Clark, one of the
three dissenters, wrote in a brief
opinion for himself and Chief Jus-

-

PfiRIEfY-

NOW

termine also whether such offers
‘in the -nature of an extraction.’
We are not dealing here
with offers of mere token or nomi-

were

•

•

:

.

.

'efforts.

Continued from page 37

To Hinterland Stores

A

.

.

own

the pubs.

H

'

.

.

•

1

.

.

10

WM
tm
•

-

.

.

11

s
«

1 *

.

.

14

Omaha

•

.

•

ft

7

Hurting N.Y. Discounters
Six U. S. melodies are topping
the bestseller lists in the Swedish
Increasing spread of disk retailcapital at the moment.- After being
er’s^ picking up the cutrate selling
the top melody for several weeks,
“Ten Thousand Miles” now is in practice is seen in the trade as
Mai Dunn orch opened at Music second place, with “Meet Mr; Cal- speeding-up the- eventual return of
Box . . . Jan Peercc booked for laghan” with Les Paul & Mary list price selling. According to
August concert by Ak-Sar-Ben
.
Ford on Capitol in first place.
several trade execs, the big disCheryl Corby, organist, bowed in- Swedish- version of “Ten Thousand
count houses, Which usually sell at
at Cottonwood Room of Blackstone Miles,” with singer Brita
Borg at 30% off and rely mostly on the
Hotel . . . Little John Beecher orch the
Sonora label, holds the lead on mail order biz; won’t be able to
set for Gordon, Neb., Fire De-.
this melody; while Jo Stafford’s compete with local
shops which
partment Dance March 17.
“You Belong to Me” comes next. have adopted similar discounts, and
“Botch-A-Me” and “Half As Much” will- be forced to hike their disk
with- Rosemary Clooney are fourth prices in order to sustain
Dallas
a margin
Jayne Manners pacted for two and fifth, while Capitol’s “John of profit.
.

.

4

platters via their

the tune breaks through they
can pick up all the marbles, as
did Sid Prosen with “Till t Waltz
Again With You.” If the tune folds
the writers figure they will lose
little since they would have gotten
a meagre advance, at best, from
If

Disk Cut-Rate Spread

Smorgasbord Parade

weeks at Adolphus Hotel’s Century and Marsha” is in sixth place.
The latter, which for years has
Room, opening Monday (16)
Dick Lee and -Abbey Albert orch been banned in Swedish radio, was
Pittsburgh
opened in Baker Hotel’s Mural unexpectedly aired two weeks ago,
Joe Krysik, saxist with the now Room .
Jayne Swayze, femme immediately followed by protests
defunct Penn McKee Hotel orch, singer, joined Mel Sandler’s -quarfrom some listeners as well as a
has joined the Brad Hunt crew
tet af the Chateau
Dallas AthThree Suns booked into the Twin. letic Club gets the Jack Caldwell good sale in the shops.
Coaches late in June
Ray trio for. its Mayan Room Monday
Anthony playing the annual Police- (16) and Ted Parrino orch returns
Cap Distrib Powwow
man’s Ball in Butler, for two nights Tfiesday (17> both crews set in•Capitol Records- wound up a fiveApril 9-10
JBob Blancque is new definitely
Longhorn Ranch has day sales huddle in New York Frivocalist wittP Baron Elliott
one-nighters coming up from Stan
Horace Heldt plays the War Me- Kenton orch Monday (16), Billy day (6). The confabs, which drew
morial Auditorium hi Johnstown Eckstine and Count Basie’s band in Cap’s 10 district managers, were
tonight (Wed.)
Eileen Gardner, March 23, Ralph Flanagan’s orch supervised by William H. Fowler,
accordionist, okay again after hurt- April 20 and Billy May crew on diskery’s veepee.
ing her back in a fall and has May 18
•Upcoming plans for Cap’s Spring
Colony Club* has Don
returned to work
Artie Arnell Cherry set for^ June 2-8 singing and summer lines highlighted the
crew goes into Vogue Terrace stint
meet.
.

up

Supreme Court

(16)

Armstrong and

4

|

5

•

•

4

ON

•

6

3

3 /
#

•

•

.

5

5

•

•

•

4

for. a like period.

.

4

2

»

«

10

JEM

.

.

.

Believe

»

UM

(Frank).,

Happy Day* (BVC)

9

8
2

.

*

tance,

T

Seattle,

»

1

•

15

.

N
Detroit,

Since getting the record has beof such paramount impormore-and-more cleffers are
bypassing the publishers for direct
contact with the a&r men. If the
tunesmiths hit. with the diskmakers,
their bargaining position with the
pubs becomes vastly improved. The
a&r men are encouraging this development by seeing everybody,
whether publisher or songwriter.
Cleffers with some capital are
also going into publishing ventures
on their own where they can line

come

I

.

Kansas

Chicago,

New

10

.

,

O

Antonio,

.

Bo

Minneapolis,
Philadelphia,

«

11

Bishop

1

still willing to shell out for that
“hit that’s breaking in- Kokomo on
the Cornball label,”

P

OT
City,

V5

10

.

A
L

•
Alamo

**»

York,

Chicago

.

*4

3

•

Marshall Terkel, ex-Music Corporation of America, joined Community Concerts Booking agency
last week
.Roberta Quinlan set
for two weeks at the Monteleone,
New Orleans, March 24
Ann

.

T

s

.

Don’t You Believe Me (Brandom)
*.....
Pretend (Brandom)
7
tGlow-Worm (E. B. Marks)...

,

•

Jenkins

Pearson’s

Schmitt

MDS
Carl

week.

11

Music

-

.

Crowley chirps

O

Bros.

C/5

Charles

Jonl James opens

.

.

T

Piano

a

^

•

National
Rating

at the

.

Co.

Capitol

.

.

o
w
3

Mus.

considerably differ-

who believe they can develop a
promising territorial hit into a national click. As a result, the artificial hypo is still an important factor in the industry despite the
publishers’ being burnt more often
than not. The pubs however, are

Co.

W

Music

Grinnell

Washington, tomorrow (Thurs.)

.

3

Co.
Dumont

•*

Howie Richmond moving to
larger headquarters April 1. It’s
his fourth expansion move in four
years
Alan Dean’s fan club
feted him at the Blue Note, N.Y.,
(7)

O,
ft

»

BMI

1

strub’s, Boston, March 16 . Stuart
Foster opens at the Capitol. Thea-

r-H

Co.

%

is

ent. These songs, are still commanding top prices from publishers

*

Survey of retail sheet music
sales based on, reports obtained
from leading' ^tores An 10 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

,

Chicago. Theatre, Chicago,
Milt lferth Trio began
Maroh 20
an indefinite engagement at the
Park Sheraton, N.Y., Monday (9)
.Joe Allegro, RCA Victor crooner, inked to a personal management pact by Joseph Plccola
Ray McKinley orch into Frank
a i 1 e y’s
Meadowbrook, Cedar
Grove, N.J., Friday (13) for one

—

have been waxed, even on obscure
’

.

Saturday

—

-

povter over a song.
coin setup for tunes that

1

*

Business,” Aprils.*,.. Stan
a one-niter tonight
(Wed.) at the City Auditorium,,,
Dallas .. Danny Sutton into the
Town Casino, Buffalo, for one

.

1

lif e-or-death

The

Show

Kenton playing

the

*1

.

|

1

,

Continued from page

*
•

week, beginning March
Four Lads, vocal combo,

Tin Pan Alley

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLER!

Nat (King) Cole begintf'.a
week engagement at Chdbfty’sr
Camden, N.J., March 20. Cole's
also set for tele guest shots on th£-'
Perry Como Show, March' 1'8, Kater
Smith Show, March 30r and “Thisr

tre.

(

.

.

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC
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Ex-MCA

Agents Into
Phoenix Realty Biz

Assessing 7 Acts $1,8(10 (or Playing

Two

Unfair’ Date

Draws

Chicago, March 10.
board of
Artion of the advisory
Guild “of Variety ArtAmerica
the
headed
by
branch,
tcts’ Cincinnati
fined seven
Bob Edwards, which
for playing a show Feb.
acts $1,000
Murat Temple, In90-21 at the
a furor here,
dianapolis, is raising
the- acts were
rincv board said
Chlc
Page
Sid
for
working
unfair
the
agent who’s on
welfare
the
pay
to
failure
list for
for working with
levv and also
likewise on
Mel’ Hall, unicyclist,
roster.
verboten
AGVA
the
Union claims that Page, through
Ross, produces
an agent, Mel
that acshows at the Murat, and
to prevent his
taken
tion is being
intervenactivities there through
and other
tion by local AGVA
Whether or not such a
unions.
fall unrequest, as reported, would
secondary
der the classification of
boycott under the terms' of the NaBoard is
tional Labor Relations
for
being studied -by the lawyer

M°

’

AGVA

VAUVKVIUK

PwrIETy

Fire Vs.

Union

former

Music Corp. of
America agents are becoming partners in a real estate office in Phoe*

TROA, Chi Assn, in Revolt Vs. AGVA

.

nix, Ariz.

A1 Gazely has been operating a

On Welfare Coin; Clam U.S. Violation

realty firm for the last few years

and he’ll be
Linn-Alexander Set For
more, who
Caribbean Dance Stint week.

Bambi Linn

&•

joined by Jack Whitteleft for Phoenix last

PhUly Cafes Join

Caribb-Hilton, as well as other ni“Show of Shows”
assignment.

Nix on Fund, Set

teries, after their

'Reprisal’ Action

Henie Seeks Shift

Baltimore,

March

18.

Sonja Henie and Sonja Henie
Revue, Inc., defendants in
more than 350 suits arising
John Moser.
from the grandstand collapse at
the Chicago agents,
Acts fined said there was no her show held in the 5th Regihearing on the. charges and that ment Armory here last March,
two of the performers, Don Rice have filed third-party complaints
Ice
in

YA.

for the Verstarting Saturday
and holding until George
(14)
White is able to ready his show
for that nitery.
Duo are expected to remain

have

Philadelphia,

March

10.

The Cafe Owners Assn, of
Greater Philadelphia has notified
the local branch of the American
Guild of Variety Artists that all
welfare fund contributions would
be discontinued and that a reprisal

against

COAGP

any member of the
would be construed as an

attack on the entire group.

been

sailles,

N.

A -nationwide. revolt against the
[welfare. plan .of the American Guild
of variety Artists has been put Into
motion by' the ‘Theatre Restaurant
.Q^^gi ;<>f; America, the recently
organization.
formed uboniface
TROA., ’adting'fn concert with the
Chicago .Cafe Owners Assn., sent
stating that
a telegram to
continued payment of the $2.50
weekly welfare assessment for each
performer constitutes a violation
of Federal statutes.
!

"NT

Carmen Torres and Larry Storch

TV

Of 350 Balto Suits

i
r i j
Torres, Storch Inked

verbd.uujb,
ror Vm-coiltac

Rod Alexander,

dance team, have been inked .to
do choreography and also appear
this summer with the Caribbean
Ballet Guild in Puerto Rico.
Team will also appear at the

pacted

Y.,

i

$450 to Roy Myers on latter’s
claim that Page broke a contract
with him to play 10 girls on a date
and then cancelled them without
Chi agent says that he
notice.
has two witness to a telephone conversation with -the line producer

(Continued on page 52)

CHICAGO’S CHEZ PAREE

for the Henie interests in were singled out <for union rethe consolidated cases in Balti- prisal.
more City Court, Superior Court $ and the Court of Common Pleas.
Further proceedings at present
of Music as
are being held up pending a Maryland Court of Appeals decision at
Vaudfilmer;
Largest
Annapolis in which one of the injured spectators is seeking to up5-Day Bills With
set a
Baltimore court’s ruling
filed

ARA

Chi Branch

Names AGVA

will operate five days weekly with chances of expanding to a
Initial bill will
be
full . .week.

House

BEAUC0UP NAMES

A1 Carney, Bob Howard, Tokayer
Troupe, Mage & Karr and one
other to be set, plus first-runs.
Only other act booked to date
by the A1 Rickard Agency, which
is setting the talent, is Huntz Hall
& Gabe Dell (Bowery Boys), for
April 4. According to their manager, Charles Wick, the duo have
been, set for a basic guarantee of
$3,000 for five days; $3,500 if the
show runs six days and $4,500
should the layout go eight days.
According to Rickard, many
houses such as the Academy,

.

Toronto, March 10.
for a $185,000 roller
be completed before the
opening of this year’s Canadian
National
Exhibition,
been
has
signed by Patty Conklin and the
CNE on a 10-year renewable lease,
jvilh the city in on an undisclosed
>o deal of the gross. New ride, designed by Joe McKee, superintendent of Palisades Amus. Park,
N.J„ will have two four-car trains,

electrically

powered,- with 50-foot

dips.

Deal coincides with civic ^expropriation of Sunnyside Amus. Park
setup to make way for
a rapid-

GRECO TO

^

with the possibility of additional
disks in the meantime, he might
be an even hotter property in the
summer when the option would
be exercised.
.

011

^d

Richards signed for the
Theatre,* Miami,

March

individual

statute affects only those in interstate commerce and that niteries
are not in that realm.
said that it has appointed
board
comprising
three-man
a
James Sauler, USO-Camp Shows
proxy; Rabbi Bernard Birstein, of

AGVA

the Actors Temple, N. Y., and Emil
Friedlander, chairman of the board
of Dazian’s, a theatrical fabric
house. Union alternates are former president Gus Van and board
members Jackie Bright and Larry
Rio.

Action was taken following an
executive board meeting of TROA

New York Thursday (5) atBuilt tended by prexy Lou Walters, Latin
Quarter, N. Y.; Harry
Casino,
Buffalo;

Copa City, Lists 289G Town

Debts,

96G Tax Arrears

Miami Beach, March
Murray Weinger, Copa

Altman,

Herman

ComroS, Powelton Cafe, Philadel(Continued on page 48)

10.

City
builder and owner, filed a voluntary bankruptcy petition in Federal court here this week listing
debts of $289,698 and assets of

JOE E/S 2 VEGAS DATES

AFTER S.F. AND H’WOOD
Joe E. Lewis, after a Hot
Springs, Ark., vacation, will play
two dates at El Rancho, Las Vegas.
First trip is for May 6 for three
weeks and he returns there June
24 for a two-week session.
Lewis has also been signed for
the Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco,
April 4, and the Mocambo, Hollywood, April 24.
'

$905..

Highest creditor was the United
States for $96,813 in back taxes.
Other debts included judgments
for

LQ

•

Lanny

S.F.

41

San Francisco, March 10.
highway.
With Conklin
owning most of the Sunnyside conVictor Borge opened at the 1,775cessions, he will now move these seat Curran to win rave reviews.
bolstering
t°
a
site
granted immediately In addition to hefty
crix, Borge has been backed
° f hiS present CNE midwa
y from
layout
by a strong promotional pitch.
nio

.

by management and labor, AGVA
claims to have complied with this
facet of the law even though it disputes coming under jurisdiction of
Taft-Hartley. Unio states that the

OFFBEAT

transit

Jnympia

any

will collectively resist

Copa City cost close to $1,000,000 to build with stock setup aiding in the financing, although Shannon River Flows Over
However, Rickard stated, house Weinger, with local financier Sam
Kay, retained control. Spot, deoperators who had been thinking
With Time; Pre-Disk Does It
signed K by Norman Bel Geddes,
along that line have postponed
Value of diskings as a selling facwas
on the plush side. Overall opsuch plans for the time being
tor has increased to the extent that
pending further study of three-di- erational costs, plus big nut for even an
unreleased platter to
name acts booked in negated
mensional films.
chances for heavy profits except which there is no public reaction
when the 750-seater was jammed has been instrumental in obtaining
Rosalind
for both shows. Bill Miller took dates for an unknown.
HUB’S
over the nitery in January and re- Ross, of General Artists Corp.,
used an unreleased disking by Linnamed it the Riviera.
KICK
IN
da Shannon on the King label as a
means of getting 10 weeks of bookLas Vegas hotels are not the only Jr. Jackson to
Tee Off
ings.
cafes to seek out offbeat entertainSome of the spots in which she’s
ments. Headliners are getting to be
Pitt Ankara’s Bladers
been set include the Town Casino,
so scarce that unusual setups are
Pittsburgh, March 10.
finding their way to other operaJoe Jackson, Jr., in “Ice Ca- Buffalo; Chanticleer, Baltimore;
tions.
pades” for* several seasons, will Town & Country Club, Brooklyn;
Latest format to be drafted for head the first skating show set for Triton, Rochester, and others.
Tune on which the representaGrenitery work is ballet. The Jose
the remodeled Ankara, opening
co troupe has been pacted for the April 6 for minimum six weeks. Big tion was made was “Goodbye,
Latin Quarter, Boston, April 15. room on Route 51, turned from, a Charlie, Goodbye.”
This'outfit has played the Waldorf- loser into a winner by ice enterAstoria, N.Y., but hasn’t negotiated tainment a couple of seasons ago,
Ross to Troy Cafe
a stand in a bistro not connected has installed its own permanent
•
With a hotel. (Greco will repeat at rink, with a sliding dance floor
Troy, March 10.
the Waldorf starting April 29.)
Lanny Ross will open at the
which goes under the bandstand
Booking is experimental and a while the skaters are working.
Crystal Lounge here next Tuesroute of other Greco cafe stints
George Arnold will return to the day (17) for a week. He played
may depend upon outcome of tills Ankara to produce and also appear the lead in a traveling musical at
Hub pub stand.
Spa Theatre in Saratoga
in
the productions, which are the
slated to run through the year with Springs last summer, the first time
Off to Buff. a new edition every six weeks. Spot Ross had appeared 'in the* Capital
Ray Goulding, NBC reopened Friday (6) after a two- district for some years.
Bob Elliot
Singer Kitty Kallen opened at
comedy team, will make a nitery month shutdown with ttfe RedHank
Co. and Mar- the spot tonight (Tues.).
appearance .at the Town Casino, heads, Randolph
Bisneris. orch and organist Irv Roregular
tinet
and
will
Andre,
use
&
next
starting
week
Buffalo, for one
floor entertainment for a month senholtz are regular features at
Monday (16).
the Crystal, operated by Frank
It’s the only date lined up for until the kers resume right after

and give her top billing over the
Vogue didn't
“Sunshine” boy.
want to lose a future option on
Brooks at the same dough and figured that perhaps after successive
bookings there and at the Copa,

First stanza of a two-week run,
starting Sunday (1), with house
scaled to $4.20, will hit a big
$23,500.

against

member and

should you endeavor any reprisals
or coercion in any manner until
such time as’ these matters have
been amicably settled.”
Referred to by TROA is the section of the Taft-Hartley law which
forbids any welfare payments unless the fund is jointly administered

that video isn’t the potent pull it
used to be and good value in theatres would pay off at the boxoffice.

ling Brooks as a result.
After considering the matter, he
decided to stick with Brooks but
add Toni Arden to the same bill

Borge Big 23|G,

FIa.’s

broughjt

in

$81,696, $16,551 and $7,720.
Past season had Weinger reportedly working as booker-associate
which is a Skouras operation, had
been mulling return of stageshows for Ciro’s, but he has denied any
such connection. Petition declares
as a means of perking up business.
he is currently unemployed.
It’s the feeling of many exhibs

TV

coaster, to

Murray Weinger, Who

topped by A1 Martino and Sherry
Britton, with other acts including

On

CNE s 185G Coaster

NX’s

Nabe

with the faulty grandstands. The
new Henie complaint, however,
INKS
alleges that the Hartford company
was responsible for seating faciliChicago, March 10.
ties
and was negligent in its superwhich
After the present show,
vision on the date of the incident*
starts March 13, headlining Dave
March
6, 1952.
Barry, Chez Paree brings in a host
of names. Next show,* which stars
Lena Horne, also has Alan King
and Lou. Wi^ls, Jr., and begins Pitt Vogue Sees the Light
three week stand April 3.
Pencilled in afterwards are Ray
In Scramble Vs. Copa
Bolger, April 24, then, Tony Martin
three weeks later. Summer sched‘Sunshine’ Norman Brooks
include Jane Froman,
ule will
Pittsburgh, March 10.
Martin & Lewis and Jimmy DuNorman Brooks, whose “Hello
rante, according to Dave Halper,
Sunshine”
platter for the indie
managing director.
Zodiac label has zoomed him, was
in the middle of plenty of bad feeling here between two nitery ownWorries in Odessa;
ers, John Betera, who runs the
No
1,100-seat Vogue Terrace on the
San Antonio’s Folderoo outskirts, and Lenny Litman, operator of the downtown Copa. Fuss
San Antonio, March 10.
started when Voguo won out over
Andy Rice has shuttered his Cir- Copa in some heated bidding for
to
cus Club here and is moving
Brooks week of April 13.
Odessa, .Tex., where he will open a
When, a few days later, another
spot. Rice “declared that “televiweek, right on heels of that, opension is one of the reasons nightclub
ed
up for Brooks, Litman grabbed
business is so unprofitable in San
Betera protested vehehinx off.
Antonio. Odessa has no TV station
mently, claiming it was unethical
in its immediate area.”inasmuch
as Litman would be billThis is the second local cafe to
ing Brooks as a coming attraction
fold in recent weeks.
Several still
at precisely, the ^ame time Betera
operating have curtailed their live
was playing him.* Litman, howband policy in favor of jukebox
ever, stood his- ground and refused,
music.
to budge on the booking, and Betera for a time considered cancel-

Contract

AGVA unfair list.
ARA would come

into Chi with
the advantage of being the only
agency that has AGVA recognition,
and would thus be in a position
to get some concessions from the
union because of its bargaining
power. At the recent meeting of the
national board, union voted
to
rescind
non-recognition
of
Largest nabe vaudfilm operation agency organizations as it applied
in New York is slated to open at to ARA.
the Academy of Music March 18.

which absolved .the insurance firm
from any liability in connection

AGVA

Preps

’

Academy

j

Miss
there about three weeks.
Torres was featured in the first
Telegram ’from TROA said: “We
Versailles unit, “All About Love,” are informed that the payment of
which had a long run at the spot welfare premiums as arbitrarily
last season. It’s Storch’s first date
ordered by you is illegal and subthere.
jects our members to criminal
prosecution under /Federal law.
We are therefore compelled to direct our members to stop these
payments. We request that you
set an early date when you will
meet with us so that we may discuss and solve the mutual problems which confront us. Our association will resent any pressure

AGVA was notified" in a tele- Artists Representatives Assn, is
gram sent by Herman Comroe, readying to set up a Chicago
president of the PhUly group and branch to succeed the Chi Entera.v.p. of Theatre Restaurant Own- tainment Managers Assn., which
and Will Mahoney, are members to shift damage claims to the ers of America, following a meet- recently broke away from ARA
of Mu- grandstand contractor and his inof the American Federation
ing of the local org. The telegram and was put on the unfair list of
mid- surance firm, the Hartford Accisicians.. However, Ernie Fast,
stated that such payments “may be the American Guild of Variety
west AGVA regionaL director, said dent & Indemnity Co.
illegal
under the Taft-Hartley Artists.
Miss Henie and her company Law,”,and that the local group had
that Mahoney had applied for muEstablishment of a Chi branch
Chi- asked that the seating contractor,
sical permit only last week in
been advised the Illinois Cafe- by ARA would put the agency org
cago and had worked on -AGVA Edwin P. Coronati and Coronati men’s Association had instituted in a position to pick up the percard previously. He was not sure Amusements, Inc., as well as the proceedings to determine the le- center
membership that would
about status of Don Rice. Several Hartford company be held- liable gality of the welfare payments.
want to work within the AGVA
of the acts said permission was “for all sums that may be adAction to cease payments was orbit. Currently, majority of Chi
given to play the date because judicated against” her and her made unanimously, and the mem- agents are in the position of becontracts were made before the concern.
bers also voted to take unified ac- ing either without any major orThe third-party complaint was tion against AGVA if any nitery ganization affiliation or are on the
unfair listing was issued.
Page was also ordered to pay

45

Bob

& Ray
&

&

1

them by General

Artists Corp,

Easter.

Vaccarelli.

;
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With Sablon, Patachou,

Boyer

Top Hostels

in

on in
The French invasion
spades, Four of the lushest plusheries in the class hotel circuit in
Gotham are on a Gallic.* kick. The
Pierre's Cotillion Roorfv- is clicking
previously
with Lucienne Boyer,
noticed; Juliana parson, a Texas
lass with a sexy French chassis
(vocal and physical), opened last
week at the St. Regis' Maisonette;
and twice within the current
semester the Plaza (Persian Room)
and Waldorf (Empire Room) reintroduced standby and recent faves.
The Plaza's Jean Sablon is now
a midwinter regular, and the Waldorf is rushing the reprises by
bringing back Patachou, the Montmartre comedienne, twice within
three months. Patachou is a revelation in contrasts when first caught
;

.

w

'

her trademarked “Lady Pata-

at

chou's,” on the rue d’Epique, right
behind the Sacre Coeur, a touristy
Montmartre bistro perhaps best
compared to Leon
Eddie's on

&

52d -Street. She was the femme
Eddie .Davis in a roisterous atmosphere and with idiomatic lyrics to
match. An earthy comedienne, the
bourgeois ^ clientele grew to generous iqtersplicings with chic Parisians and savvy tourists who found

an

this

atmosphere

offbeat

al-

though, fundamentally, to pursue
the Leon & Eddie’s analogy, “Lady”
(that’s the first-name; not a title)
Patachou went in for such unParisian bistro novelties as snipping- customers' ties and making
them perform in boomps-a-daisy
audience-participation hokum. This
was real rue de la cinquante-deux
stuff with a Montmartre accent. All
of which is the costly tourist eye’s
view on a gal in whom the Waldorf’s
Claude C. Philippe saw
things that didn’t meet the average
gaze because he, Arthur Lesser and
the Grades quite obviously had
unusual perspicacity.
Pa,t£chou’s stage Switch
Best answer is the b.o. Following
a flock of slick Yartk acts Patachou
quite obviously has what the Waldorf’s customers like. She is an
uninhibited gamin type of singer.
She is showmanly in explaining her
lyrics in sufficiently good English
1

1

'

translation, certainly

much

better

than might be the case if things
were reversed and a Yank performer had to help the French dig
his or her lyrics. The manner of
‘

presentation is obviously a Lesser
touch, something he) did with Maurice Chevalier directly after World

War

when Lesser brought

II

-the

great Gallic star over for a oneman show, (On the subject of
Chevalier, it so happens that Patachou is his protegee, and she evi-

dences his style and training. He
long predicted her effectiveness for
the American market despite her
then too natively idiomatic appeal)..
She wisely essays a simple blouse

and

skirt setup, and the forthright
manner of ‘her songalog matches
the general toute ensemble of the

sartorial

simplicity.

wynne’s music
assist,

is

including

Nat Brand-

more than casual
that

special

ac-

cordionist.

Sablon’s Novelties
Jean Sablon, at the Persian
Room, of course, is something else
again. He is a polished performer
from way back, but somehow thi^T
time out he chose to check the
savoir faire in favor of hovelty.
Result is that when he gets to his
surefire medley of romantic standards that still sums up as the best
of Sablon. This is a minor detail
in routining because, even in the
newer arrangements, he is inclined
to too even a pace. That sequencing
before and after the French version of “Laura” is a particularly
leisurely period. Sablon goes in for
“Top of Old Smoky” in 'French,
with western trimmings, but in
actuality he is most effective in hi®
'

'

Martinique and Portuguese importations, along with the slick sty'e
of balladeering which has made
him an international nitery and
disk fave. Incidentally,, instead of
the traditional Decca label he’s
Capitol, his new outlet. As with Brandwynne’s AFMing
for Patachou, Dick LaSalle’s orch
at the Plaza, plus Sablon’s special
accomp, Leon Leonardi, do right
handsome by him. (Perhaps even
more distinguished in the smooth
orchestra assist league is what Milt
Shaw’s violining- does for Miss
Larson,, particularly in that “April

now plugging

in Portugal” routine).
personalable terp pair,

A

Hal Har-

bers and Georgia Dale, are an effective entr’acte with some amazing lifts, spins and holds to intersplice the characteristic Mexican
and kindred Latin-flavored numbers.Abel.
’

-

and deservedly

Copacabana, N. Y.

ond bid for the class boite clientele with its current showcasing of

N.Y. on a Gallic Kick

so.

Femmes

over’ the spot vacated by
Danny Thomas, Dolores Hawk- taking
Kirkwood & Goodman, who moved

English thrush C^lia Lipton. Gal, ins, The Cemeys (2), Ramona
who opened at spot, unheralded, Lang k Jack Purcell, Helen DiWednesday (4), made her mone, Ted Martin, Copa Girls
last
Gotham debut a few months ago Michael Durso and Frank Marti(
at the Hotel St. Regis Maisonette. bands; staged by Douglas Coudy;
Miss Lipton was rushed into Gogi’s songs, Matt Dubey k Harold
to take over the niche vacated by Karr; costumes, Billy Livingston;
Joanne Gilbert, who exited sud- orchestrations, Eliot G. Eberhard;.
denly after a two-week stay, Miss
$5 minimum.
Gilbert initiated the entertainment
policy at the cafe, which previousKaye was watching
Danny
ly had functioned primarily ^as a
Danny Thomas’ opening at the
nitery sans show, just dansapation.
and the parallelism
Copacabana,
English songstress, who had a
their
professional, progress
in
featured role in the recent Broadopened
in the same seaboth
since
way flop, “Maggie,” offers a pleas- son at La Martinique not too many
ing stint. However, she fails to
is obvious, Kaye came
seasons
ago
register with anything particularly
off some A. B. Marcus tab show
outstanding in the way of material,
tours in the Orient, via the borscht
vocaling or presentation. Chirp
into a Moss Hart-Kurt Weillhas looks and handles herself with belt,
Gershwin musical, “Lady in
assurance. Numbers delivered are Ira
(Gertrude Lawrence);
mostly in the special material the Dark”
a Chi nitery joint a
vein. Usually heavy dinner crowd and from
Danny Thomas,
comic,
new
saloon
at. Gogi's should find her a palaclicked at the Martinique and
table dish as indicated by response also
heights. Dario
on
to
newer
went
registered opening night. But it’s
bonifaces of
the late show that will attest to and Jimmy Vernon,
the
illfated
57th Street
West
singer’s drawing prowess.
Miss Lipton's repertoire is pretty (N. Y.) boite, have fared spottily
much the same as it was at \he since; the former now. some wheres
Maisonette. She opens with an on- in Mexico as a cafe entrepreneur,,
and-off the mike rendition of and Vernon as an attache of the
“Friends With Everybody,” follow- Desert Inn, Las Vegas.
Thomas has traveled far indeed
ing up with such items as a takesaloon product,
strictly
a
off on “The Girl That I Mariy,” for
new-found stature in two
whose
doing
girl
cockney
impresh
of
a
an
an aping of Katharine Hepburn click Warner Bros, musicals, “I’ll
and Bette Davis, a couple of Noel See You In My Dreams” and “The
Coward tunes, a- straight version Jazz Singer,” have given him a
But' his dimenof “Nightingale Sang in Berkeley new dimension.
Square” and a few other numbers. sions as a cafe entertainer reBacking for singer and music quire little enhancement via other
for dansapation are handled neat- media. A poised, polished and
ly by Ted Straeter’s orch. Pepito literate entertainer, he takes stock
Lopez’s band rhythmically takes of current values and lampoons
the passing scene, TV, the movies,
care of the rhumbaadicts. Jess.
Beverly Hills
his
family life,
phonies and all that goes with it
Tale «te Baris,
into a pat parcel of punchy patter.
London, March 3.
Authoritative in every move,
Barbara Perry, Saveen, George his material is -fresh and his proSmith Band , Winston Lee Orch; $6 jection thereof in the best showminimum.
manship tradition. He kids j on-thesquare, takes a tongue-in-cheek
To play a cabaret date at the closeup on himself and his mateCafe de Paris is as much of a dis- rial goods, and comes off with as
tinction to an American nitery socko an hour’s package of sureperformer as a Palladium engage- fire .saloon fun as any nitery
ment is to a vauder. No wonder, hound. would want.
then, that Barbara Perry canHe has cut out being “the
celled her passage home and unpreacher”;
he kids about his
packed her bags when she was of- family and his personal affluence
fered a last-minute booking, alin realistic manner; he does “the
though the length of her stay may jack” story in so classic a tradebe governed by restrictions on her
marked manner that, with all
work permit.
that most saloonatics
Blonde terper had just complet- awareness
know
it - like
vet vauders know
ed a long season as the femme lead
Smith & Dale’s “Dr. Kronkhite”
in “Zip Goes a Million” and has a
routine,
it is still very palatable.
big local following. Opening night,
was marred by His stuff is dean, his style asunfortunately,
dense, impenetrable fog which af- sured, and his routine funny. The
fected biz, but the gal got a hefty gags about “real Persians (not
response for her stylish dancing. just Persian rugs”) lying on the
Because the dancer cannot fill floors of the- Thomases’ Bevhills
the traditional 30-minute Spot, the home; the “ComDetition Blues”
Cafe de Paris breaks from custom^, which, kidding-on-the-square, tells
by presenting a double bill. Sa- off amateur comedians; the “I
veen, who opens the show, is a top- Hate Nate” patter; the satisfaction
ranking local ventriloquist who of having waited 13 years to be
was recently inked by Merriel Ab- able to say, “I’ll now sing a medbott for a fall’ date at the Palmer ley from my latest picture”; the
House, Chicago. He’s a smooth and “westerner” satire in the down-onsuave performer, with a strictly the-farm number, and finally that
comedy patter for his three dum- effective, lighted match finale, for
mies; then gets tfxtra laughs by the dimmed fadeout to the„ Gus
starting a barking match between Kahn song tribute, as part of “I’ll
a stuffed dog and a* live hound. See You In My Dreams,” all add
up to a brand of showmanship
This bit is surefire anywhere.
which should be a model for any
Myro.
floor or rostrum aspirant.
In between is the usually good
Hotel, L. A.
.

,

.

.

London

*

>

.

Ambassador

Copa brand of floorshowmanship
Los Angeles, March 4.
Peggy Lee, with Pete Candoli, that boniface Jules Podell 'usually

uptown

.

—

Lou Walters presentation of
“Folies Parisienne- with Ted Lewi
is, Meribeth Old, Leni Lynn, Chop

Angel where,
replacement act- has Chop

to the Blue

inclderitally,

also appeared.
Femmes hit

Charlene,

Sc

IN\

Y.

Ted Straeter Orch,
Pepito Lopez Band; $5 minimum.
Celia Lipton ,

Gogi’s

LaRue

is

making,

its

sec-

Sc

Mig-

•

m

other two (Dorothy Kingston and
Marcie Stringer) toss off asides. and
make with the madcap antics. Gals
have an ingratiating personality,
handle their stint pleasantly and
have some good yock material, all
of which adds, up to top response
with a resultant, begoff number.

Ted Lewis is one of the durables
show biz. He’s a showman who
has remained faithful to one of the
golden eras in the industry and
has made the present crop of cafe
goers appreciate the sock that distinguishes the holdovers from that
of

Jimmie Daniels, Mae Barnes, period.
„
Norene Tate and the. Three Flames,
Lewis hasn’t been in New /ork
Bon Soir, continue to
years following an. aborfew
for
a
Daniels
lure.
a sock
makes an amiable host, in addition tive stand at. the Copacabana, He's
on Broadway than
home
more
at
styling.
neat
song
some
to offering
Miss Tate is effective both when in the, posh sector on the other side
With
tracks.
his opening at
the
of
interludes
piano
the
over
taking
and pitching the vocals, while Miss Lou Walters’ Latin Quarter SunBarnes nicely blends comic over- day (8) he’s come in with a new
tones -with her solid rhythmic song- cast and a new vehicle, albeit still
He has a new
stering. Three Flames handle musi- the same Lewis.
1

regulars, at
register as

.

lineup of surrounding talents with

cal backing excellently.

Song satirist Alice Ghostley and Leni Lynn and Joan Lowe replacG. Wood, her keyboard accom- ing Geraldine Du Bois who’s been
panist, holdovers, didn’t appear at with him for about a decade. The
show caught due to death of lat- new lineup provides a change that
Jess.

ter’s father.

Drap D’Or. Paris
Paris,

,

March

3.

Sarah Vaughan, Elizabeth & Del l
Adami, Gilbert Becaud, Drap D’Or
Beauties (8), Lona Rita, Rico's
Creole Band (10), Sylvia March.
$4 minimum.

Though Sarah Vaughan is little
known here except to disk-hep
youngsters, her name in lights before this plush nitery should be a
beacon for those wanting a solid
earful after the word-of-mouth gets
around. Drap D’Or specializes in
topline names and has done well
in putting Miss Vaughan in for a

two-week

before

stint

NY.

she heads
at the

engagement

stateside for an
Blrdlarid.

adds interest in Lewis. „ He’s enlarged his usual sphere by working to a greater degree with the
surrounding acts, and the results
are bound to be as effective as they
have been in the past.
Manhattan showcasing
Lewis’
comes as part of a Ldu Walters
show which is traditionally fullbodied and lavish. Lewis similarly
comes in with a display that needs
quite a bit of time in order to
present the turn properly. As premiered, the Latin Quarter display
is a series of compromises between
the new and old segments of the
Parisian revue. The opening show
ran nearly two hours and of course
However,
will be edited down.
it’ll be a difficult decision where
There are desirable eleto cut.

ments

in both.

As for Lewis, he’s more active
Miss Vaughan, making her Paris
debut, did a guested during the -re- than he’s ever been. The new laygives him an opportunity .to
out
cent Dizzy Qillespie concert and
drew begoff after one number. At delve into fields in which he’s been
F’rinstranger.
comparative
a
the Drap D’Or she comes on well
gowned and* poised to go into a stance, with Chop Chop 8c Charthe
tophatter
turn,
magico
lene,
.a
fine series of oldies and specialties
that rates her big palming. She does almost as much magic as. the
Femme merely
hits them first with the elegant male in the turn.
Lewis produces fowl,
stylization of “I Cover the Water- assists.
front” and after that it’s pie. Her holces up legitimate tricks and procontrol,- depth and interD are click duces laughs out of his magic burall the way through “I Ran All the lesques.
Chop Chop is a paleface
Way Home” to the haunting lilt of performer in Oriental' makeup.
“Street of Dreams” and “Perdido.” He’s an excellent practitioner of
Show has the Drap D’Or Beau- the black arts doing a Cardini
ties, solid-looking chicks who do .a with
an awe-inspiring
cigarets,
standard terp number but benefit fling at fire-eating, along with
from sock costuming 'and an eye- some of- the standard ‘tricks, anch
catching phosphorescent
Indian gets off 'to a powerful mitting. It’s
stanza. Elizabeth & Dell Adami a mutually effective bit betr/een
supply
orthodox
ballroomojogy Lewis and the neocromancer.
that is adequate in the small, lush
With. Joan Lowe, a pretty foil,
surroundings.
he sing-son^s “l*he Face and the
Gilbert Becaud is a composer
Body,”- one of his standard bits,
turned singer who has a lot of enhe works with the Heatherergy and a husky-voiced sprightji- and
backing him. Latter group,
ness to his pleasing, fast-paced tones
a femme foursome, do okay in the
numbers. He still lacks the discivocals. Most of their work is as a
pline and style needed for a top
background' for Lewis, and their
nitery act. Crowd likes his spirit,
good
and more experience and training own brief turn indicates a
outpouring.
rhythmic
should turn him into a pleasant
their
Manor k Mignon ballroom
sing act.
Mosk.
way into audience receptiveness.
This duo has a tendency to over.

‘

.

.

dramatize their numbers, but their
effect on this house is of salvo
proportions.

Walters has cut down considerably on his own production. "The
elements, floor-filling Mme. Kamarova routines, the production singing by Carl Conway, terps by
Midge Miner and Piroska, along
with the dance efforts by the
Fleetwoods, who have cut down
tl eir turn to practically a walkon,
the briefle bit by .the beeftrust
is warm
Murphy Sisters, and the Scottish
throughout her 30 minutes.
by the Dagenham Girl
diversion
Miss Phelan bases major portion
of her material on the laugh side Pipers, add up to solid entertainment,
with the lyrics touching on the
In the Lewis retinue, but perrisque, such as a Calypso-type
“Bells” limning the problems of mitted to work as solo turns, are
young lovers in a Spanish town; Meribeth Old, Who does a skillful
“Should I Marry the Guy” and contortion act for top results, and

pair, .a secondary production number dancing team, Ramona Lang &
Jack Purcell, and the usual in-

genue and juve, Helene Dimone
and
Ted
Martin,
who work
throughout the revue, are in the
professional standard.
The Cerneys, as with Miss Hawkins, erred
in generosity. The timing also was
retarded by a broken shoulder
strap which became* a running bit
as,
first her partner, and later
Julia (Darvas &), who ringsided,
attempted to catch it.
But by and large these are the
hors d’oeuvres, and palatable too,
hut the main course is Thomas, a
fresh nitery face around Gotham
first time east in two years
and

“Hussy for My Husband.”
Han- Leni Lynn, coloratura. Miss Lynn,
dles the nuances and timing for who has played N. Y. cafes and
giggles in
expert fashion. vauders, charms with a vivid renBlends in a couple of straight num- dition of “Blue Danube.” Her inbers for change of pace with refer- tro work with Lewis was overdone
ence to time she worked here at on the schmaltzy side and it took
the Clover Club as a straight her a while to establish herself
as a singer after the badly done
chirper.
They’re effectively
v

the

proprecede.
Notable by its omission is “Me
Singer has a well-devised twist
origithe Copa is in for some solid on “New York’s My
Home”
with and My Shadow” which he
business. And deservedly.
“Snowball
Inci- lead-in
to
international
types nated with Charles
dentally, Thomas incepts the two- among males.
Encores with “Back Whittier and which has been done
shows-nightly
policy,
Jose.
with the in My Home Town” for the palm latterly by Paul ‘White.
heretofore
normal third show payoff. Working in more straight
confined to Friday, Saturday and
numbers would add to overall imBlue Angel, IV. Y.
Sunday.
Abel.
pact.
Withal, she had them all
Connie SawFelicia Sanders,
the way.
yer, Robert Clary, Kirkutood k
Solr. IV. Y.
Buddy Walker holds over in the Goodman
Jimmy Lyons Trio;
less library and it's topdrgwer
(FOLLOWUP)
emcee spot and with his nostalgic $4.50-$5 minimiims.
dance stuff. However, .the maestro
The Mad-moiselles, gal trio, are nod to oldtimo song greats. Tony
appears to have forgotten that back at this Greenwich. Village and Rpnea set up cavalcade of
The Blue Angel, like most of
most pop tunes have lyri^-^-and intimery after a brief fill-in the dances working into bright Latino the N.Y. intim^ries, has developed
a vocalist would, enhance each set. latter part of last year,’ Stay, this finish.
Mai Malkin orch cuts .an not only a regular clientele but a
Kap.
time, will probably be lengthier, excellent show.
Lary .
(Continued on page 50)
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Bon

,

Gobi’s LnUue,

Manor

non, Heathertones (4)* Carl Contheir spe- way, Midge Miner, Piroska,
Fleetcial material songstories, most of woods (4), Murphy Sisters
(3)
which follows an inoffensive blue Art Waner Orch, Buddy Harlowe
vein. Threesome spotlights a tall Trio staged by Natasha Kamarova
;
mid-position music,
gal (Phila Tharp)
George 'Kamaroff; $5 miniwho plays it straight while the mum.

home with

Algiers, Miami Beacli
Jimmy Rowles, lrv Cutler, Joe has Doug Coudy, his ace producer,
Miami Beach. March 5.
Mondragon, Mike Machecko; Ray whip up. Dolores Hawkins is a pe-w
Margaret Phelan, Buddy Walker,
tite song stylist who gives the imNoble Orch (17); $1.50-$2 cover.
pression
both of hyper-intense Tony & Renea, Mai Malkin Orch;
s.a.
cleavage and vocalisthenics. $2.50 minimum.
This booking marks a tryout of
She sings a nice song but her
some new stuff* for Peggy Lee 'and earnestness
Margaret Phelan’s another “new
and obvious strain to
There
it’s potentially promising.
make good in so lush a setting face” in the lineup of acts this*
are many rough edges that need to
new
hotel has booked into the insomehow militate against the sum
be smoothed, however, before the
She should relax and also timate Aladdin room. Attractive
total.
chirp can expect peak response
thrush
sets well in the plush surcut one or two songs:
from this effort.
The Cerneys (2), featured terp roundings with her special material
She'S backed by a quintet consongalog and acceptance

sisting of piano, bass, trumpet,
drums and bongo. They’re good;
but the primary function of such
a combo is to provide a frame and
unfortunately, they have a tendency to drown her out at times.
Too, they seem wasted here where
Miss Lee has the backing of Ray
Noble’s fine music.
^
As expected, she’s socko on the
rhythm stuff with which she’s been
long identified the “Don’t Mean
A Thing,” “Do Right” and “Manana” sort of tune. Some of her
ballads, despite the caressing treatment, suffer from over-production
and she's ill-advised, after using
“Lover” as a socko finale, to reprise it as an encore.
She’s a
canny performer, however, and it’s
a cinch she'll have the act ironed
out ere long to provide the attention she, as one of the country’s
top femme bleaters, deserves.
Stint here marks Noble’s first
bistro date in some years. He’s
still peddling those impeccable arrangements*from a seemingly-limit-

Latin Quarter, N. Y.
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Tab

ARA Withdraws Condon Measure

'Annie’ Stars Set
Hollywood, March *10.

Tab version

Move

After Unions
The Condon amendment

to,

to Nix Bill

the +

general business law of New York
State has been withdrawn -on
s

Reading’s Vauder

W"

Reading, Pa., March 10.
Colonial Theatre here
will play its first stageshow in
cient to kill the measure and might
many years when hypnotist Ralph
mitigate against a successful comSlater opens March 18 for a week’s
promise at the next session of the
stand. House will attempt other
N. Y. Legislature.
stage bookings if this one is suc-

vice of agency reps. It was felt that
union opposition would b^ suffi-

The Condon bill would have
amended the section of the law
governing employment agencies,, to

permit talent offices to base their
rates on agreements between unions and agency organizations if
approved by the State Dept, of
Labor and the N. Y. City License
Commission.
Voluntary withdrawal of the
measure will, it’s figured, pave the
-vfey for agency organization consultation with affiliates of the Associated Actors and Artistes of America on the need for a revision in the
current law, which limits commissions by employment agencies to
5% for a maximum of 20 weeks.
It became evident almost as soon
as the measure was introduced that
union pressure would be sufficient
to defeat it. It’s the same law that
was introduced several years ago
and defeated by the 4A’s. Agency
position on the introduction of that
law was that the pressure of the
•

Haven Johnson case necessitated
legislation.
remedial
immediate
Johnson, a musician, won a court
decision upholding the maximum
commission* payments. There was
no time to draft a new measure
since there was a Feb. 17 deadline
.

for new legislation. As a result, the
old * Condon law was thrown into
1

the hopper*

The agency reps will press for a
meeting with the 4A’s shortly in
which they hope to come up with a
revision
proval.

that

would get 4A ap-

Jayne Manners opens’ next Monday (16) is the Century Room of
the Hotel Adolphus, Dallas, following Yma Sumac’s ,two-weekers.
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Loew’s

cessful.

Slater had been playing vaude in
lately and had been the
subject of a court action in which
a femme won damages in excess' of
$ 8 000

England

.

,

TROA, Chi RevoR

of the legit musical,

Continued from page 45
“Anhie Get Your Gun,” which producers Leighton K. Brill and^Ben phia; Dave Fox, TROA executive They have given AGVA a set of
Kamsler are prepping for the ni- secretary; Lentty Litman, Copa, ^counter-proposals which stipulate
Maurice Lutwack, that the organization permit imtery circuit, will star Jacqueline Pittsburgh; Col.
TROA counsel, and others. Also mediate cancellation of acts if
James and Earl Covert. Show bows
attending the confab were reps of they’re not as represented oj; do not
March 19 at the Flamingo, Las the CCOA along with Milton Ray- fit the room, and fine acts for lateTROA asked ness or insubordination, with ali
nor, its counsel.
Vegas.
meet bond money to be held in escrow
Covert played the male lead op- AGVA to form a committee to
immediately.
in an account to be administered
cafemen
with
the
national
the
in
Martin
posite Mary
their by a board to handle grievances be**
in
It’s felt that operators,
company of the musical comedy.
“violation” claims, are working to- tween the organization and union.
ward getting a sizable reduction in Other demands call far a union
For ex- amnesty 'for all performers who
the $2.50 weekly slice.
Coin Hassle, Film Chore
ample, the Chi outfit, in a set of defied AGVA by working in the
would Chi spots.
it
said
counter-proposals',
AGVA wants the cafemen to sign
Cue Joanne Gilbert’s Exit consider a schedule of fees dividing
cafes into four classifications: “A” minimum basic agreements and
welfare payments.
more
make
or
$5,000
spending
cafes,
From Gogi’s; N.Y. Op 0’seas weekly would pay $400 a year; “B,”
Sudden exit of Joanne Gilbert spending from $2,000 up, $200; “C,”
SINAI
from Gogi’s Larue, N. Y, east side spending from $500 up, $100, and MIAMI ACTS
plushery, after a fortnight stand
D,” spending up to $500, paying

PUSH

HOVER FOR CAFE
0RG TO STRETCH HRS.

L.A/S

has resulted in trade speculation
as to the reason. Singer, who came
into town heavily touted, departed

Spends $2.40 of $2.50
Miami Beach, March 10.
point, under AGVA’s
Annual all-star benefit staged by
Hospital
here only
Sinai
without an attraction the following present commitments, it’s figured Mt.
find it ex- benefit okayed by American Guild
night. Celia Lipton, English thrush, that the union would
was rushed in last Wednesday (4). tremely difficult .to install a flat of Variety Artists as a no-salary
Union’s $2.50 affair raised a record $125,000
payment system.
According to a Gogi’s rep, Miss
welfare tap calls for expenditure with tickets scaled at $100, $50 and
Gilbert’s contract was for two
of $2.40 for accident insurance. $10 in the 3,500-seat Beach Audiweeks with two one-week options.
Greater part of the remainder goes torium. Five-hour parade- of every
Fact that a rush replacement had
for administration.
top act working in area was introfcd
to be made following her bowout,
The welfare program has been a by Ed Sullivan, who flew in. for the
indicates that pickup of her option
spot

March

2,

leaving

management

Los Angeles, March 10.
D. Hover, owner of Ciro’s,
formation of a cafe
suggested
has
owners’ assn, here which is to work
for betterment of ti*ade conditions
but not serve as collective bargaining agent against unions. As one
of the first steps he urged that such
a grdup work for extending hours
of operation, at least or. Saturday was contemplated. It’s -understood
nights.
that a pitch to keep Miss Gilbert
L. A. now has a 2 a.m. curfew on after the initial two weeks was
have
whereas N. <Y. and Chicago
made," but failed to materialize bea 4 a. m. law and Florida and Las cause of some differences, includVegas have no time' -limit.
ing a hassle over salary for the
extended period. Her coin for stand
was assertedly in the vicinity of
Ont. Aud. Assn. Elects $2,250 per.
Toronto, March 10.
Probably negating Miss Gilbert’s
C. Kendall, operator of the Brant coming to terms with Larue’s for a
Inn-, Burlington, Ont., was elected continued stay was the fact, conpresident of the Auditorium Own- firmed by a Paramount Pictures’
ers, & Operators Assn, of Ontario rep, that she was due to take off
at its fifth annual meeting, Mrs. for the Coast to prepare for her
M. Marshall, operator of the Alex- forthcoming role in that -studio’s
andra, Hamilton, was named vice- “Red Garters.”
president.
Gogi, incidentally, left Thursday
Elected to the board of directors (5) for a 10-day Paris-London-Rome
were W. WHite, Palace Pier,. To- yisit to orb talent for his showcase.
ronto; W. T. Way, Highlands, Galt; While in Paris he’ll see French
O. Dutton, Wondergrove, Hamilton; chanteuse^ Jacqueline Francois to
W. Laidlaw, Top Hat, Toronto, and tie her Up for his cafe, starting
H. Law, Arena, London.
April 17.
H.

BENTFIT TO $125,000

$50 annually.

At

this

—

—

.

hpt potato since its inception. occasion. Hospital is the only; such instiLately revolts have taken place in
Buffalo,* Philadelphia and at the tution in the country which sets
Riverside Hotel, Reno. In Buffalo, up facilities for .performers in need
the cafemen are depositihg their Of hospitalization and medical care.
$2.50 welfare payments with Lut- When it set up first fund-raising
wack. -The Riverside has refused drive several years ago, AGVA
The Philfy toppers; arid Mt, Sinai’ officials
to make payments.
group is putting the welfare coin agreed on the exchange.
in escrow.
One of the stances taken by the
cafemen is that the AGVA impost
Vaude,' Cafe Dates
is not really a welfare setup for
the actors but for the insurance

company and

the brokers.

Under

New York

current plant there’s little
Rosalind Courtrlght- slated for a
chance of building a reserve so
four-weeker at the Maisonette of
that the actor can get aid in time
Roberta
the St. Regis Hotel
of need, they claim.
Quinlan into the Monteleone Hotel,
The Chicago operators have been New Orleans, March 24
Gloria
tiffing with AGVA since the ChristDe Haven tapped for the Capitol
mas season. Four of the cafes are Theatre, Washington’, April 9...
striking against the union and Mitchell- de Petrillo have sighed
other members of the association with Joe Glaser’s Associated Bookaren’t paying tlje welfare levies. ing Corp.
the

.

.

.

.

.
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Currently

wmtB,

RADIO CITY MUSIC
NEW YORK

Vt/j.

Crunapeatt
k-V'.
va-.'-yy-M
x'A'-f/i--'-:-

X.

^JUanhi, to
LEW & LESLIE GRADE,

Just Returned U.S.A. After
Ltd.

fell

1

Associates

GEORGE LEROY-ROGER BERNHEIM

1

YEAR— as STAR of FOLIES BERGERE Paris, France
YEAR— Featured in LATIN QUARTER REVUE,
,

Casino Theatre, London
Management:
(U.S.A.)

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

I

5

MONTHS—CONTINENTAL TOUR
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MONTE PROSER’S

mm

New York

My

sincere thanks and

MONTE

PROS.ER

engagements of

appreciation

for one of the happiest

my career
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trated punch needed by this downJnng Hotel, N. O.
town theatre-cafe, which has been
New Orleans, March 7,
London, March 6.
many
too
with
around
fiddling
Brown, Mary Mayo, Bebe
Wally
Gino Donati, Upshaw Sc Kuprina,
dullish, low-budgeted novelty bills Allen Sc Barry Ashton, Chuck
CaThe Laveres (6), Carroll Gibbons lately.
bot Orch (12), Lyn Avalon, $2.50
and Roberto lnglez Orchs ; $4
Maximilian Truzzi, formerly of minimum.
minimum.
the Ringling tents, gives this one
This is Wally Brown’s first nitery
circus flavor with his highly aniThe current bill at the Savoy amated juggling feats. Rapid-fire appearance in this booming city
on
includes one of the best comedy
colored rub- the Mississippi’s levees and judgand
with
clubs
tricks
acts yet brought over from the
ber balls caught on stick between ing from the nightly reception
Continent. It has an original slant,
teeth may be oldhat, but the hand- comic’s a cinch for repeat engageis loaded with laughter-making sito
some, husky juggler’s swashbuck- ments.
uations and has built up by wordling flourishes .make them seem
Brown’s sardonic wit encomof-mouth to become one of the harder, to .the pleasure of rlngpasses -gags from the files as well
most successful at this premier siders.
as new, smart stuff, all hilariously
West End hotel.
A. quartet of fine, rousing close- rapped over with 'perfect timing.
tenor
Gino Donati is an Italian
singers, the Visionaires As attested by his solid click, he’
harmony
who opens in the conventional way nearly corner the kudos market on fits into plush spot like a glove. He
by showing off his very fine voice hydraulic rising stage. It’s a three- warms audience with bits that imHe’s just
with an operatic aria.
explode
into
yocks.
boys-meet^a-gal team that never mediately
about to start his second number wastes a second in many tasteful, Brown has facility for extracting
when there are fairly loud mut- highgeared arrangements, from humor out of the simplest items.
terings from one of the ringside frothy medleys to “Jezebel” and His major strength lies in liis
tables.
A couple there quite de- “Let’s Do It Again.” Latter offers unique and hilarious style of leavmake their domestic the well-shaped girl a chance to ing sentences unfinished and ramliberately

Savoy Hotel, LowtVoi

Night Club Reviews
Continued from pace 46

Comedienne winds up with her
on
which standard discussion of statistics
of unmarried people in
number
nearly any combination can prothe country, and it's a strong exit.
Periodishow.
first-rate
vide a
In between, her rib of a society
cally, the regular listing gets an
singer and her thoughts on what
infusion of new talent and perks
a wall might say, are well puncup interest.
uated with strong laugh lines.
Such an addition is -Felicia SanRobert * Clary, doubling from
ders, who’s being held over for
Faces/’ makes his usually
‘‘New
her second term at this hospice.
audience indent. This pintMiss Sanders has a simple ap- strong
piper
has a personable catasized
disarmproach to her tunes that’s
encompasses a silly Galthat
log
ing and attention-riveting. MateAnglo-French “La
lic
song,
an
is
standards,
mainly from
rial,
children’s
given a melodic ride with no de- Seine" and a French
the theme of the
on
based
tune
basic
the
from
tracting departures
Beethoven’s
movement
of
choral
line. Miss Sander.s has terrific poNinth.
tential, now being pacted to CoCompleting the lineup are Kirklumbia records. She has the equipment to make good without rec- wood St Goodman, who moved over
ords, but a hit disk w'ould acceler- from the Village’s Bon Soir. The
cafe is keeping a wooden mat perate the process.
Others on the BA roster are manently on '>its small stage durConnie Sawyer, also a product of ing their engagement. These boys
well,
the eastsideries,' a clever girl with are pow dancing moderately
potent point is their
a choice line of material. Her va- but their
tunes. They keep the aurious dissertations are enlivened comedy

Bine Angel

ditto list of performers, of

by

a routine of unfinished sentences.

|

.

They quarrel
bickering public.
about the act, much- to the embarrassment of other members of
the audience, who try in vain to

Then Donati

restrain them.

chal-

kick out a satiric Charleston step bling into “dribble" talk.
smash getaway. ChoreograBrown’s side-dish singing is
phy designed by her has plenty of confined to some special material
razzle-dazzle salesmanship to offset
(Continued on page 52)
blurry diction which doesn’t matter too much.
Lai'ry Brooks, operetta singer,
.doesn’t allow himself to be boxed
His strong,
by the foursome.
smooth baritone lays down show,tunes with such a colorful air of
for a

lenges the ‘husband” to do better
himself and this is promptly, accepted.
He takes the stage and
dience smiling.
Then the
really murders a song.
The Jimmy Lyons Trio show- duo start fooling around on stage
Jose.
backs.
doing fancy acrobatic and generboisterous
participating in
ally
finality that, even his warhorse
knockabout.
^
items from “Oklahoma” and “Wish
Riverside,
Donati could hold his own as a You Were Here" are heavily
lie no, March 5.
singer; he’s also good as an acrobat
posturings
Les Compagnons de la Chanson and tumbler. The combo gives him mitted. Sometimes his
seem faintly supercilious, but when
(9), Landre St Verna, Gene Nash, unique qualities and makes the
he
takes
hold
of a plaintive ballad
Riverside Starlets (8), Bill Clif- act a cinch for almost any situalike “September Song," he does It
ford Orch, Betty Holt; no cover tion.
with more sensitive artistry.
or minimum.
Upshaw & Kupina, currently
Prancing ,£ix Tanzarettes keep
are revue moving briskly. While footPalladium,
the
from
doubling
Nine French boys, with that conbetter effect. work may. seem elementary, girls
tinental flair for charming an au- seen here to much
obviously are enthusiastic leg-kickers, fairly
dience right into their laps, are Their classical terping is
of attractive in total effect and numeven more surprised than the aud designed -for the intimacy
im bers are flashy in costumes. They
pleasing
a
makes
and
cabaret
The
that reception is- so warm.
fashioned
are further slicked up by Sally
Gallic comedy numbers, when only p^ct. The duo have
and step Lynne, comely featured showgirl,
one in a hundred knows what is some stylish routines
Gershwin and Dave Ennis’ expert orchestral "TenT Stovens delighted me as wall at
supposed to be funny, click like with charm to some
our patrons with hor wall roundtd per*
Pull.
The melodies. Their Havana rhythms backing.
they were straight English.
formanca of all typas of sonflt. She's wel*
aalso effecsongs in English, delightfully ac-. and “Can Can” are
coma back anytima."
staged.
tively
Jimmy Fox— Chataau Martini/ Surf Clutv
cented, catch the rest of the crowd.
Norfolk/ Virginia.
Orchid, Chi
The resident dancing line, the
The “Clair de Lime’’ presentation^
Now Appearing at
Chicago, March 6.
by “American jazz combo/’ then six Laveres, open and close the
C*R CLUB, Phlladalphla
Harry Belafonte with Millard *
These youngsters combine
as “Cossack Chorus/’ claims best show.
STAR MANAGEMENT
attractively
Thomas;
Janet
are
Brace,
ability,
Bob
BAysIde 4-0910
7th
Ava./
McFad- 146
Now York
looks with
yocks.
Les Compagnons are in slacks costumed and give the show pro den, Jim Stuts Trio; $3 minimum.
presentaEntire
and sport shirts and present terrif duction values.
Management of this smart near
eye appeal in their precision move- tion is handsomely showcased by
Gibbons north side nitery started off with
Carroll
resident
.the
ments,
Myro.
Landre & Verna are flawless combo.
a resounding bang bringing in
with their split-second timing and
Josh White for 10 weeks. Now an(Bobby)
Most strikimpossible whirling.
other folk balladeer is in for four
Sahara,
ing moments are the sudden, comweeks and it is probable, in view’
pletely composed endings after
Las Vegas, March 5.
of the preem mobs, that the usual
whillwind action. The staitue poses
Lauiitz Melchior Sc Co., with bistro bugaboo of Lent will just
which complete their routines are Shir lee Emmons, Angeline Collins, be a meaningless word here. AlDennis
precise to the fingertips.
Val Valente, Alan Werner,
though there might be some quesPlaying
Gene Nash, a versatile youngster Love, Edward Williams, Sadlow- tion as .to a singer of similar tunes
TORONTO
working mostly with Riverside ski Sc Roth; Dewey Sisters, Sa~ following another, it’s easily disMar. 13-21
Starlets, has been carved down Harem Dancers (16), Cee David- missed
in that Belafonte and
from his opening stanza of song son Orch (11); no cover or mini- White, while drawing from t the
Thank! te WILLIAM SHILLING
and dance and now presents a nice mum.
same founts, are dissimilar in style
US Wait 44th Street
His voicings intro Starkickoff.
and delivery. White is more relets. for infra-red “Get Happy.’*
Mew York City
Sudden return of Lauritz Mel- laxed, Belafonte -dynamic and inThey cavort around him in sequin chior following his clicko debut tense in his act.
tophat and tails.
skephad
January
in
nitery
•at*this
He’s a cross between Billy DanBest merger of Nash and girls is tics again frowning on the Great iels and Frankie Laine in his apStarlets again Dane’s ability to draw.
in’ “Lucky Pierre.’’
Not only proach. He electrifies the small
point up Nash for lyrics and make has the packet brought in capacity room with his opener, “Timber,”
lush’ surrounding in filmy yellow, biz since opening but filled reser- and then does a plaintive ballad,
holding bouquets.
vation books into second and clos- “Scarlet Ribbons," before scoring
Biir Clifford, back in the River- ing frame.
with his first Calypso.
His own
side with this show and until July,
the true folk
trappings “Mark Twain” is
with
Dispensing
returns some needed life to the
vein
and he follows with two more
thought necessary to bolster a
lulls.
A new vocalist, Betty Holt, question - mark show when it of the same pattern. -However, he
catches eyes and ears easily. The
PERSIAN
preemed here before, producer gets the crowd really going with
his “Birds and Bees,” a quest on
show-wise band, a fave among perand stager George Moro has given the
Plaza Hotel, N. Y.
formers, adds to theatre in every
sex problems by a lad of three
Melchior and troupe every moment who
Marc.
winds up at 93 without the
department.
with exception of Afro-Cuban line answers.
Has the patrons chiming
starter. Lineup is similar to JanuHotel, Mont’I ary viewing, having Melchior hold in on the almost endless choruses,
Jilt.
pounding
the tables and yelling
(NORMANDIE ROOM)
forth with his youthful singers in for another verse.
Montreal, March 4.
opera, oldtime
delighting light
Belafonte
is helped immeasurCarmen Cavallaro ( with Jerry ballad faves and the lilting exably by Millard Thomas, his guitar
Vaughan ), Max Chamitov Orch cerpts from “The Merry Widow;’’
accompanist,
who is also a cohort
with Norma Hutton, Bill
(8)
Melchior himself grabs ovations in some of the singing.
Oddly
Moodie Trio; $1.50-$2 cover.
upon every entrance, prolonged enough, handsome singer doesn’t
emotional
his
following
mitts
The deft touch and nimble piano “Vesti la giubba.” Pacing is rapid do his hit tune, “Gomen Nasai.”
Unfortunately, the rest of the
RESTAURANT AND BAR
calisthenics of Carmeb Cavallaro
Shirlee
Emmons, show
singers
with
doesn’t provide proper balare a cinch to draw the Normandie
Angeline Collins, Val Valente,
153 W. 44 St., New York LU 2-448*
Room’s regular patrons out in Dennis Love, Alan Werner and Ed- ance, with two vocalists preceding
the headliner. Although
WHERE EHOWBUSINESS 'MEETS
force regardless of how frequent
ward Williams interweaving in impressionist, it’s still one is ah
his appearances. Cavallaro’s para lot of
*
solo, combining in duets, quartets chirping.
*
ticular styling means okay coin
warbling. Duoor full chorus
for any room such as this because
Janet Brace, a quiet blonde of
pianists Sadlowski & Roth not only
his type of 88ing, a combo of semithe blouse and skirt school, has a
furnish excellent accomping but
pops, old faves and w.k. Latin arhusky voice, somewhat reminiscent
Prixei Professional Engagement
rangements, attracts the nostalgic have a spot for effective keyboard of Mel Torme. She starts the show
Ouplteata Prim Awardirt la tha Case at. Tfei
stroking.
set who are well beyond the juve
with a jump opener and follows
Sa-Harem Dancers are used in with “Singing in the Rain,” but in
era and usually good spenders.
Teeing off with an elaborate- ses- the “Merry Widow" sequence and a more or less minor key;. She’s
sion on “Tango of Love," Cavallaro become terrif focal points with gor- more effective in a showtune and
costuming
and
graceful gets into her groove with a very
IN
varies nicely throughout, offering geous
Dewey Sisters fan great sim*ple tune, “Popcorn For You,"
a novelty item based on “Chop- rounds.
It's fhe
sticks,” “Au Claire de Lune” and enthusiasm with their acro-flips in that has a lot of charm.
“Can-Can."
Cee Davidson
a medley of oldies to a solid re- the
Bob- McFadden runs the gamut
ception. Patter between numbers Orch has a minor role in this opus, of the various vocal stylists
that
is
brief and amusing with just sticking mainly to line backing isn’t too much off the beaten
enough informality to keep the and chord cues.
Will.
track. His takeoffs, are faithful, but
Avery A Washington Sts.

Reno
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CAPPELLA
RETURNING TO THE

TERRI STEVENS

.

STATES AFTER

AV2

YEARS IN EUROPE.

TWO SHOWS

IN

LONDON;
ONE YEAR AT THE
SAVOY THEATRE AND
SIX MONTHS AT THE
,

LONDON

HIPPO-

DROME.

Black

BOB

Las Vegas

ROLLINS
Now

THEN HEADLINING IN
ALL THE CAPITALS OF
EUROPE.

•

'

JUST CLOSED CASINO
NACIONALE (HELD
OVER 3 TIMES) AND
I

CLUB MONTMARTE
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<

4

HAVANA.

m

HARBERS
Now
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OPENING MARCH 17

HOTEL PIERRE,
NEW YORK

-

Royal

*

DALE

Grant’s Riviera

TALENT CONTEST
MONDAY NIGHTS
.

*

WHEN

SENSATIONAL
DANCE ACT
(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

WESTERLY
and

GAIL
PHIL BUSH

Dir.;

1650 Broadway, N,
JU 6-2313
„

Y. C.

HOTEL AVERY

crowd on

few

A

his side at all times.

boisterous

need more original situations; he
gives a hint of this when he does
Alpine Village, Cl eve.
Johnnie Ray, singing in French,
Cleveland, March 5.
anfl in his last number in which he
Maximilian Truzzi, 4 Visionaires, has various celebs doing “Way You
Larry Brooks, 6 Tanzarettesi Dave Look Tonight.” There’s also a hillEnnis Orch (7); $1.50 minimum.
billy offering that isn’t too bad,
though a little overlong.
Herman Pirchher, who books
Latest trio is the Jim Stuts
and produces his own Alpine Vil- group, which- has an understand-

conventioneers

failed to faze guy at show caught.
Man of all works, Jerry Vaughan.'
batons orch, does an occasional
guitar accomp and then switches
to' the bongo drum for a flashy
South American entry.

Chirper

Norma Hutton does em-

'

trio.

Newt .
-

The

Heme

of

Show

Folk

l

FOR RENT
Night club space— formerly occupied
by China Doll. Can«be remodeled for
any other business; 1.500 sq. ft.

_

cee chores and later cuts the vocal
sides with the Max Chamitov band
for client hoofing spelled hv Bill

Moodie’s
.

BOSTON

1

lage shows, fortifies his new edition with three sturdy acts. They
have the sort of color and concen-

ing of the intermission type of
playing for this spot and also
backs two of the acts.
Zabe .

•

20t West 51st St.
Inquire Mr. Arrowood
CO., INC.

HERBERT CHARLES A
4 E. 46th St.,

New York
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March 10, 1953

Mr. Johnnie Ray
c/o General Artists Corp.
ft. K. O'. Building
New York, New York

Dear Johnnies

<

%

Our sincere congratulations for your
vonderful engagement just concluded#

Attached herewith please find your signed
Contract to return to the Copa next,
season.
Kindest personal regards.
’Sly.

les

Podell
?v

E

V

'
%

'

ps&mt?

VAUBKVI1XJB

Wednesday, March 11, 1953

Grace Thomas (New Acts) to bring
things back to standard.
The Loof Rio’s perform some;
nifties otr a high perch but the
waits while team rig and unrig
~
Continued from pace 50
trapeze tend to flatten session. (New
Acts). Duke Dorell, held over from
turns in neat job of emceeing
Hotel,
last revue, corns up a series of
^which could be improved by cut- violin routines, playing this rather
tunes, and while
down on the volume of his sensitive instrument in every posvoice to speak of,. he neverthtelgpjs ting
Liuz.
has laughter detonating all over pipes.
sible position and using everything
from a regulation bow to a coatthe room.
Ciro’s,
hanger, a comb and fingers to
Mary Mayo, blonde looker, warMiami Beach, March 9.
produce his effects.
bles an assortment of tunes ranging
The
Arden,
Toni
Carter,
Jack
Topliners are the Calgary Bros.,
from soft and tender ballads to
Orch; whose comedy is a familiar item
sprightly rhythm numbers like Treniers (7), David Tyler
minimum.
$3.50-$5
around
the Bellevue. This is about
“Gonna Live Tllll Die” and “Molly
the only time the attention picks
Malone.” Her polished thrashing
and
guys do their regular slowup
holds rapt attention and nets hefty
This plush spot is in final weeks
palms.
after coming up with first money- motion parodies to salvos. They
encore
with a series of impresh
Bebe Allen & Barry Ashton, making season in years. Operators
youthful and dynamic rhythm danc- obviously feel that the well-heeled bits about people meeting in the
Newt.
street,
for
sock begoff..
pitch for won’t be
ers, execute some intricate maneu- trade they
They’ve
much longer.
vers and promptly win approval. around
Top’s*
Diego
He tosses and twirls his shapely brought back an early winter
brunet partner in every way imag- click in Jack Carter and added
San Diego, March 5.
inable, yet the act- remains appro- Toni Arden for the “new face”
Benny Rubin, Jackie Fontane,
priately in the realm of ballroom- lure. It’s a winning combo that Don Howard, Betty Hall Jones,
ology rather than acroterpistics. should mark healthy biz for the Tommy Marino Orch, Sally Ann
High spot is an amusing satire on finale frames.
Davis; no cover or minimum ,
“Streetcar Named Desire,” which
On this trip, Carter proves a regets them off to hefty mitting. Kids laxed comedian with elimination of
Benny Rubin, vet* comic, and
infect patrons, with their happy the frenetic delivery adding values dialectitian, broke in his new nitery
attitude, too.
his
in this city’s class spot to mixed
act
to
approach
to already sopnd
Chuck Cabot and his crew back fast-tossed lines and carbonings. response. New material mostly by
Dora
Maugham, also a scripter for
wad
of
with
attract
to
back
crowds
a
show’ nicely and
He’s also come
the dance floor. Group has consid- new material, all of it topical, with Arthur Blake tends to sophisticaentertainment
value
in howl-raisers including description tion and has subtle wit, but may
erable
addition to dance style. Lyn Avalon of Judge Yalente taking testimony not be right for Rubin.
Although Rubin seeks to eschew
handles outfit’s vocalizing, singing at the- Jelke trial, an incisively
full voice and with feeling. Cabot funny piece; rundown on waiters in sentimental bits in favor of socalled,
smart approach, old-style
is
which
in
Italy
nlteries; a Texan
tied in with routine on European hoofing in nostalgic vein earns bigresponse.
In fact, warmth gen-!
gest
wagDenmark
of
Christine
tour,
gery and real estate investments erated in all-too-brief recollection
of
his
vaude
heyday recaptures
carstandard
his
Adds
in Miami.
bons on Pinza, Billy Daniels and freight-payers near end of stint.'
Other
material
could
be- pruned to
into
a
wind
to
villains
screen
stay more within Rubin character
wrapup.
edited
dialect
Stories
for brevand
Miss Arden hasn’t played this
ity. Tipoff is that several good
sector in some time. Comes back a
in
expeft
stories
told
monologist
'' A
soundly improved songstress with
style brings heavy mitt but few
a skillfully* selected array of tunes laughs. Rubin, has been an accomv 1
to keep them mitt-hippy.' Bundle
plished
pro too long ta let these
includes “My Heart Stood Still,”
few obstacles, stand in way of rethen “After You’ve Gone” for the newed success,
unveiling, of a drive delivery that
Jackie Fontane,- due for tests
Keeps the
gets them pounding.
soon for Sophie Tucker biopic role,
build with well-defined versions
does okay„ in sexy songalog with
“Because
and
of “September Song”
stress on oldtime rhythm tunes.
You’re Mine,” Callback brings Deep-throated, generously proporCaiTMtly
“Sorrento’’ and Columbia platter
tioned
blonde seems a younger
SIVILLI THEATRE, Mont tool
Assured manner
click,
“Kiss.”
combination of Mae West, Beatrice
and handsome gowning add to Kay and Miss Tucker in shoutMarch If—
overall impact.
Relaxing after II wonderful wiiki.
style vocals, and carbon of latter
The Treniers* seven-man combo, on “Some of These Days” is topOpening March *30—
switched in •from adjoining grade.
have
OmIi Club, Monet*, Ind.
Cub Hoorn for this show. They
Miss Fontane also offers a tap
rational -Uiiu lumen t
don’t fit the quieter confines. Their dance in dangerously low-cut gown
DAVID L SHAPIRO
jazzed-up song and Instrumental for a trip down mammary lane that
AL 4-1077
ideas, all in the jump .groove, add draws
Appreciative gasps from
up to more noise than music. males but shocked cluck-clucks
They’re okay fpr the mellowed late from distaffers. Dance as may be
crowds in the lounge. Dave .Tyler •expected in that attire has plenty
orch is expert, on the showbacks of bounce, but for this room the
Lary.
and for dansapation.
taste seemed as low as the gown.
i
Saucy blonde has too much talent
9
! and her charms are too obvious to
Bellevue Caslmo,
be that obvious.
Montreal, March 7.
J- '
Don Howard, KSDO disk jock, is
Calgary Bros, (2), Loof Kid’s
v(2), Duke Dorell, Hamilton & effective in m.c. duties. Tommy
TJ..
Thomas , Roger Doucet, Liliana Marino’s band plays okay for terpDurand ,* Marcel Prudhomme, ers and show, with vocals handled
Bellevue Line (10), Bte Belair by well-stacked Sally Ann Davis.
Instrumentalittt wifhaai IneMamnnH
Orch (11), Buddy Clayton Quar- In Blackout Bar, Betty Hall Jones
CLUB DATEt-WeeK Mir. 11-17
Chic***, III., THOivm*, r*„
tet with Shirley Sheldon; staged continues crowd-pulling, slambang
•Ml <riwnN>n, Pi.
Don.
and "produced by Mme Kamarova; antics.
DIr.t GENERAL ARTISTS COUP.
music by George Komar off; $1
Club Qata |*«Umi by admission
HARRY ORCREN
I
HAT DUNN

Casino’s ’3 Cheers’ Click

Night Club Reviews
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Bistro B.O. Boffo:

In London; Wieres Wallop
London, March 10.
The Casino’s Coronation r,evue,
.

Six-Day Jukebox

“Three Cheers,” opened Saturday
(7) with the Wiere Bros, the hit
San Antonio, March 10.
and other specialty acts getting a
Col. B. F. Chadwick, owner-operstrong reaction. Vic Oliver proved ator of Club Sevenoaks, says
he has
an able comedy lead and Jane found the right formula for
making
j

]

Morgan scored

with

some

vivid

money out of the nitery biz here.
Recently Chadwick began a new
included Canfield policy at his spot, jukebox music
Smith, Page” & Bray, the Romanos, on weeknights and a name band on
A. Robins, and Victor Seaforth.
Saturdays.
It’s a Tom Arnold and Emile
According to Chadwick, under
Robert
with
Littler production
the new policy he netted $1,901
Nesbitt directing.
for the month of January alone.
Last year Chadwick’s net was
$37.50 on the cafe’s operation.
vocals.

Other

acts

A1 Morgan’s Bankruptcy
Lists

Touring Vauders* B.O.

in Debts,

$130,000

Touring vaude revues are doing
well at the boxoffices. Betty Hutton’s show, in two days at the Fox
Theatre, Spokane, did an okay

$228,000 Income, ’50-’51
Cincinnati,

March

10.

Al Morgan, singing pianist, filed $8,700.
bankruptcy petition .here yesterday
“Farfel Follies” at the Selwyn
(Mon.) listing debts of $130,280 and Theatre, Chicago, scored $19,650
assets of $19,900. He is currently on last week.
WLW-T and has retained his home
here since soaring from Cincy cafes
his
via
attention
national
“Jealous Heart” recording several
years -ago.
Debts listed as unsecured claims
included $15,000 for rental on lease
to

Rendezvous,

Glenn

of

Newport

nitery which he operated
Associates
briefly, $25,000 due
Corp., New York 'booking Agency,
on contract; estimated five-year inKy.,

RG

come

to

Corp.,

New

General Artists
York, $2,500 commis-

1958,

due Frank J. Hdgan,
Chicago agent, for commissions;
and O. W. Helsing, Helsing’s
Vaudeville Lounge, Chicago, $4,300
for personal appearance contract,
sions; $55,000

DONALD RICHARDS

1951 to 1955.

Morgan claimed
$91,000

in

1950

STAR OF
"THEM'S MUSIC IN THE AIR"
FRIDAYS* CBS RADIO

gross income of
and $137,000 in

1951.

BILLY GILBERT

'

—
—

m

Ik

Mont

mm
THE CHORDS

.

,

.'

203 N. Wakcih Avu.
Chit***, III.

]
|

IBM D'way
Mew Yerk

Boniface Harry Holmok’s current
layout at the vast Bellevue Casino
covers every possible taste but
lacks the cohesion -and pacing
evident in past shows. Visually,
the revue packs a wallop with the
Loof Kio’s and their socko trapeze
work; the fine comedies of the
Calgary Bros, and a trim line of
hoofers, but inclusion of a hokedup version of Gounod’s “Faust” as
the big midway offering leaves
much to be desired.

LEW

DUNDEE
(Beauty
ill*

and

luatt)

A new

!

not* In

Glamor Comedy
QERBER-WEISS

vocal antics of Roger Doucet and
the two willowy showgals make a
poor* staft and it takes the combined enthusiasm of the line and
terpsters Peter Hamilton
and

AGENCY
1897

OreUwey.N.Y.
Club Oetei

NAT DUNN

,

In typical vein, Mme. Kamarova
has stage*d a lavish show but as a
unit the effort lacks pacing. The

ANNOUNCEMENT

At the meeting of the National Board of
AGVA held February 2-6, 1953, the Board
resolved that

any person, firm or corporaon the basis of

tion guilty, of discrimination

race, color/ creed or union activity in con-

nection with the

employment of

AGVA

members,' be declared Unfair and remain
Unfair subject to further, action of the
Board.

'

*
•

,

,

American Guild of Variety Artists
r

Continued from page 45
saying he could not use the 'girls
on this date but would book them
at a later date, supposedly agreeable to Myers. Page said he would
not pay the claim.

Agents here are also wondering
what AGVA will do to its national
prexy, Bob Hope, for playing a
date for a booker on the unfair

Wayne and South Bend.
union found out dates were
being played it protested and pacts
were signed by Charlie Yates,
Hope’s representative, and the clients.
However, a rep of the Chi
booker serviced the dates and the
lads in the agent’s headquarters
say the union must have known
the percenter was collecting his
regular profit on the transaction.
Of course, it’s expected that most
of the club dates will be booked
through such a process in the
towns outside of Chicago.
Things are coming to a boil here
as the Chicago office of AGVA
started to police the casual bookings here for the first time last
week.
Union reps warned acts
that, they were playing for unfair
agents and gave all the turns a
listing of such bookers.
The reason advanced by Ernie Fast in not
fining the performers is that many
are fram put of town and not yet
familiar with the talent pushers
and their status. In the future,
after the initial warning, members
will face board charges.
list

in Ft.

When

DAVID

Personal Mgt.

i.

EST

SHAPIRO

Al 4-1077

Vs. Paul White on Pact
*

Decision was reserved in N.Y.
Municipal Court ip a suit brought
by personal manager Nat Nazarro
Negro comedian Paul
against
White. Letter recently notified
Nazarro that he was no longer to
represent him.
White charged in court that
Nazarro was to have paid all necessary commissions in^ securing employment for the comedian. Manager claimed that the 30% he obtained was purely for management
and other fees had to come out of
White’s cut. In addition, White
claimed that Nazarro abused and
humiliated him.
Nazarro stipulated that at White’s
recent 10-week engagement at the<
Latin Quarter, N.Y., the performer
paid his commission for the first
week and then refused to pay any
subsequent cuts. Nazarro is seeking
to have the comic return to his
.

management.
Nazarro was repped by Simon S.
Feinstein, while Chauncey Olman
appeared for White. Both sides are
to file additional briefs.

What About Hope?
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THI ORIGINAL SHOW-AIZ GAG flU
(Th* S*rvlca of the STARS)
13-tll*s S7.0S— All JS ltsu*t $11
»*ch IN SIQUINCR ONLY

Pint
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GLASON

BILLY
200 W. 54th

Jt.,

N.w York

V

Clrcl. 7-1 in

RALPH and

MARY

CARNEVALE
a DUNCING mood
Currently

LATIN CASINO

By Happy Benway
One

1

3 Bk«. -PARODIES, -par book.. Sit

$15 a
• MINSTRIL SUDOIT
• 4 SLACKOUT BK9», U. bk.;.*25 a
• SLUM ROOK (Gaps for Stags). $S0 a
HOW TO MASTER THI CEREMONIES
$3.08
GIANT CLASSIFIED \ENCYCLOPBDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth.ovar o thousand
No C.O.D.'i

in

Saranac Lake
Saranac Lake, March

of Thuatncah

FUN-MASTER

f

Philadelphia

10.

the highlights of the
Jewish holiday (Purim) sponsored
by the Patients Welfare Fund
of

Dirt

6AC

chairmaned by Morris Dworski was

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,

the Sisterhood. of the Jewish Community Center dedicating the day
as a memorial to William Morris,
Sr. Committee consisting of Henrietta Altman, Ida Edelberg and
Theresa Jerome saw that every
health-seeking
patient
at
the
Variety Clubs hospital and in the
downtown actors colony received
an appropriate lunch and fruit
basket. Among the showfolk of the
V. . C. hospital who received the
remembrance banquet were Pearl
(Loew) Grossman, Max Rosenthal,
Leo Mantel, Otto Hayman, Murray
Kissen, A1 Brandt.
Peggy (Roxy) McCarthy was shot
into the general hospital for an
emergency major operation and is
now back at the V. C. hospital
resting comfortably.
Thanks to J. Thomas of the
Bronx for sending to this desk
“Great Stars of the American
Stage,” by Daniel Blum.
Ruth Cockrill in from Charlotte,
N. C. (formerly with Paramount
Film Exchange and National Theatre Supply) to register for the
observation period.
William Patrick, picture operator

prasants

28
Currently

V

of

LE LIDO, PARIS
American R*p.: WM. MORRIS

AGENCY
TAVEL MAROUANI AGENCY PARIS

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN
S*o Schedule C
C/O IRVING CHARNOFF

-

The other Acts fiped for 'the Indianapolis show are LAlo &. Mufor
Sipp circuit in Kentucky,
sette, Gaynor
Ross, Burns
folded his teepee here and left for
White, Doris King, and Novak & there
•"***
* 3
Fay.*
Wtitb td "those * who are

&

i

NETWORK* 9-10 PM,
'No Decision’ on Nazarro

161*

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CITY

Just out of Hit Army. YonRg vt*
experienced In personal manage*

mont and TV casting, Is looking
for thi right spot.
Profor N.Y.C.
Writ* Bgx V-3553,

but will travol.

&

W. 46th St.
Now* York»*4«*^*«***
34, N. Y.

Variety, 154,
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CRITICAL

/

ACCLAIM/
mW
"Bravos to Dave Barry at the Paramount!"

—EARL WILSON
"Barry good choice for show's comedy!
Delivery sharp as
Material excellent!

—BILLBOARD

usual!"

"The house's comedy needs are well taken
care of in Dave Barry! Takes top recep-

DEE -JAYS;

-VARIETY

tion!"

"Barry proves that with fresh material, a
new comedian can take the town by storm!"

— N.

Y.

DAILY MIRROR

The Season's Cock-a-Doodliest Novelty
Record Just Released

Headlining

"COCK-A-DOODLE BENNY"
Flip

Side

"Brand

—CLEO

De"Barry's gags are fresh, but strictly.
livery, timing, facial quirks and original
versatility are superb!"

—CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
TELEVISION Comment:
*

(Colgate

CHEZ PAREE

"Dave Barry, a greatly improved comic,
was socko in a monologue and in a 'Maxie,

Opening March 13

the Taxi' sketch with Eddie Cantor."

3 Weeks

—V/vRIETY

Kisses"

RECORDS #531

TV
c°lg

Chicago

Comedy Hour)

Me With Your

i

*Nts

::«*w

r

«« ,s

/

(All-Star Revue)

"... But the big surprise of the evening was
the

comedy

of

Qave Barry

. .

.

superb!"

—VARIETY
Personal Management:

Madison Av«„
342 Maa.son

rniL
PHILSHUKEN
MIUHtfl
Arrangements by Bdddy Jregmaft

— ——

CHARLES WICK CO.

Special Material Created by

„

F anc

C

“

Now York

Kay *' 35

Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS
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Wednesday, March 11, 1953
score in her first footlight venture,
her name will be plenty potent

Frank Lynn
8c Novello
Sacasas Oro
Ann Herman Don
Lord TarletoH
Saxony Hbtqi
Selker Ore
Los Chavalos de
Moore
«
Jeanne
^
Epana
Lou Collins
Campo Ore
Pupi
Charlie Carlisle
Trini Reyes
The Goofers
Bernie Mayerson
Dorlta
Ore
Malayan Lounge
Julie- Romero.
The Calypsoans
Vol Olman Oro
Martinique Hotel
Tano 8c Dee
Manolo 4c Ethel
Shore Club
Danny Yates Oro

Enrlca

Henry Taylor

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK ENDING .MARCH

IX

ilili'i.eliV»«dl«.t. openln. day of shew
Numerals in eenneetlun with
Whether full er split week
Marco; (I) Independent;
Fanchon
ses Indicates
^* n 0 '
Letter In parentheses
Stol
Stoll;
<T) Tivoli; (W) Werner;
Pa^woum/, JR).
(L) Ifcew; (M) Moss;; (P)

W

ftwW

^

NEW YORK

Moure Carler
Leonard Young
Gallflb Dancers

Palace (R) S

Cinema (P)
Asylum of Horrors
Dade *<P) 12- only
Asylum of Horrors

Marquis
Dunhllls

De May.

Errol Garner
Big. Jim MfiNeely

Blue Angsl

Par

Monica Lewl9

& Moore

.Kirkwood

(P)

ROCKFORD

Ice Coloramn

CHICAGO

Palace

-

Jimmy Lyons

3
slug Not*

13.-14

(I)

Grctona Family

Chicago (P) 13
Los Gatos
Le Roy Bros

&

Shirley

A

Jeffreys
Bob Sterling

to

1

fill
|

/Ronnie Selby 3

Asylum

of

Horrors

Florida

(P)

Asylum

of

Doretta

Morrow

Smith A Dale*
Wells & 4 Fays
14 only
Foster
Horrors Stuart

.Alice Ghostley

HOLLYWOOD

W

LOWEUL

Strand

Don Howard

PALM BEACH

CsiMClbMI
Danny Thomas-

Letty Graydton

Tivoli (T) *
4* Ladd’

John Edmund

Fayes

.3

Anthony Warn
John Clifford.
John* Godfrey

Bert Duke 3
Guy Nelson
Frank /Cook
Renltai

Julius

.

Girls

Nudes
Boy Dancers’

ft

Ballet

De

Htarry

.

Singing Girls
(Dancing Boys
V-Adorables

Leonard sullen

Huson

Town

iJUItf-

Mu Country
-

Lande OW»

Aharn

Slgl

.

-

Keppeh
W
Richmaiv 4t

Betty

(2)

^

^

tos. ANGELES

^

EU SPiVsk
Hefei Blltmore;
MDLsha. UsdanoK
Michael Kent- Ore:
Kostya.' PoUansky
Hetef -Edison.
Versailles
Henry- Jerome Otc ’“Mbree About
.

ASTON

Roman

.

Hefei Aster

BRITAIN

TOddy*
Colston*

Dea'deiiders

Chesterfields
Johnny Morris* Ore
Ywe* ffultatr

—

Franklin

Jack RoseMargaret Naylor
Bill Jordan

Patay Abbott

Barbara:* CarroR
Hotel; Amtia afte r

'Three- .Suns

;

Ambassador
,

HAMILTON * THOMAS
Dance

1

Johnny Morton
Chez Adorables (8)
Brian Farhon Ore
Conrad Hilton HotT
Jeanne Sook A

D'AquHmOre

'

.

Boh McFadden
Chez Parse
Dave Barry
Foley. MUler
Monica Lane 4c Cass
'

*

’

Janet! Brace

Ofd Roumanian
Banks

past and present,, ih “Oriental,
Continental and the Yank.” The
error. In judgment will possibly be

replaced by another gab duet with 12 Mint.
Adams, or extension of the brief Bellevue Casino, Montreal
Hamilton
Sc
peter
Grace
[land funny three-way dialog between Al Kelly, Adams and the Thohras, both exponents' of. the inbrave; but beautiful nitery deb cen- terprCtive,, bairet^tap era prevalent
tering,. with sex the- topic.
.in most niteries> do much to boost
Adams, works with brash in- .production routines .in* current
sistence, building up his stockpile Bellevue’ Casino show., Duo are atof yocks for good results. He em- tractive; both blond and evenly
cees breezily, ^and although callings matched physically with femme ofupo'n the files for' much material,, fering a trim- .figure that is a cut
manages to switch many topical, above* the average,
jokes for neat payoffs. Hightlight
Choreography on present viewof all comedy sorties In the revue ing [ s designed throughout to fit
is the rapid-fire gab between dou- into
special Mme. Kamarova
ble-talking Kelly and Adams. Pair spectacles, which give them plenty
recall many of Miller s very best,
SCO ne, They do -three brief epibut put the house in an uproar. so des in revue, -best of which is
Spot is terrif as the vet vaude
when Hamilton
clincher
e j^.
cl0 wn mouths impossible words dances the part of a shy guy ip a
.
and phrases, matched by Adams ca je ^ e| n g tempted by the broad
13 * ccor
K
zan
advances of hii partner. .
« v ffS5f^?nnn
exit.
an ovation
upon ^iit

Harry Belafonte
with M Thomas

Monk

Partr.Sheraton
Mil Therth Trio
JoartiBlShop

fetber*'

Toni Lamond
peter

SYDNEY
Tivoli IT)- 9
Jessie Matthews*

j

Sonny Sands
Carolyn Carpenter
Larry Marvhi
Joe baPocte Oire

Enrique- Vizcaino,

Moreny

I

;

Velyn 8c L French
Grace -Nlcholr
Raquel
Irving Burgess >
Black Orchid

Sadie-

*

Paulis.

Blue Anoel
Hal White
Bob Wednock

.

*

•

•

He. t Fifth Ave.
Boh- Downey
Harold: Fonville
Hazel Webster

Bruno

Felo’ 4c

W

Norman Vaughan.

John'

Norman- Paris

F Alonso Ore
A1 Castellanos Ore
9
El. Chico
Perl a Marini
heLooh * Gnwiella
Trti-U,** Mi, Konarski
l*
G,:A jgt Galvan _
SSSli-JTAu
2I
Professor" Olgo
Atverdb! de le, drux
'•Carlf Ames
Ckrloa: Camacho.

Kramer

Sonya. Gorbeau

Penny Malone

Ramona- Lang:

WELLINGTON
Opsra -House/ (T)
Tommy Trlnder

Bounat

Show

*

Jessica Nfcad

Cemeys
Jack Purcell
[/red Martin
M Durso Ure
Frank Marti Ore
Chateau^ Madrid
Alfredo Sadel

Margaret Reid

MELBOURNE
Lowe

Toppers
Susan Johnson

Dolores Hawkins

|.

Walter Nye Ore
Slim GalUard Ore
Sans Soucl Hetftt
.'Arthur- Blake

CHICAGO

Eddie Davis
Art Waner Oro
Oliver Dcrs
Le Ruben Bleu
Marshall Ixen

.

AUSTRALIA
Doresco-3

*

Norene Tate.
Garland Wilson
Mae*Barnes.

Palm (P) 14 only
Asylum, of Horrors

14-17

(P)

j(June Taylor Line
‘/Herman Ohlttlson 3
-Herbie Fields Oro

.Van Smith 3
Leon * Eddie's

G Wood

'

Harvey Grant
.The Szonys

Sisters

HENRI GARAT

certainty.

—

Flo Parker
Patty Lee
Riviera
Jean Carroll

Alan Dean
Leo De Lyon

B#n fair
Jimmie Daniels
MadmoUelles

Capitol (U) IT

only

13

Memphis
Peggy Saunders
Ernie Bell Ore
Miss

Midge Minor
Art Wnner ore
be Vie-en Res#
Dorothy Dandridge

Herb Corey
Joe Benjamin

WASHIN&TON

LAUDERDALE

Florida (P)

.

Vicki Carol

Club

Jimmy Day

Plropka
Carl Conway
Dagenham Pipers
Bix Brent

Nancy Steele

Ricci

Joan & Jean
Violet Carson

Henny Yqjmgman

Murphy

FeUfcia Saunders
Bari Howard

Asylum of Horrors

9

Paddock

-a

‘

4c

Joo Hamel]

Lend Lynn

Connie Sawyer

only

11

4c

Goddman

Ives

Burl

Morey Amsterdam

CITY
1

Robert. Clary

Bruce Howard

Beatrice
Freddy Calo Ore -

Larue
Joanne Gilbert
Ted Straeter Ore
Cy Walters
Peplto Lopez Ore
Latin quarter
Ted Lewis

Bird)***

Paul Rich

Gomez

Naomi Stevens
Lee Carroll

Bandbox
Harry James Ore

Olympia' (P) 11
Erles

2

Jo Lombardi Ore
Paramount (P) ••
S Henderson Ore
Rudy Cardenas

FT.

NEW YORK

17 only

Fran Warren
Darvas & Julia

.

Jan Murray

(P) 20*21

•

Pclro Bros

(I)

Deauville
Vocations 3
Nautilus Hotel

Bills

LYNR

Paramount

Don Howard
MIAMI

Danny Kaye Rev

Roxy

Cabaret

N* Shorq. <P) 1? only
^

3

Mac- Fadden

GLOUCESTER

Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

•

Don Ostro

Don Edward"'

James McCracken
Eileen O’Dare
Shyrettos
Rockettes

Music Box
Barth

Belle

Colonial “(l») 13 oofy,

11

(I)

almost

.

Rafael Rumberos

HAVERHIL D:f>T

CITY

Music Hall

New Acts

;

Sonvs
Gorgeous in the surprise pink 15 Mins.
Olympia, Paris
to
forth,
ambles
Gabor
.’spots, Miss
Henri Garat is a prewar pic
is
begin with, in a costly creation to
Rosalie & Stevo
into
sexiness
Fausto Curbelo
vaunted
man who disappeared from
leading
project her
Haven & Held
laps of ringsiders by means of circulation some time ago and was
Singapore
hm>
about
quips—
brought back from obHer
suddenly
gushy gab.
3 Pepper*'
-self— aren’t good f<?r guffaws, eith- livion in a sing stint at the Villa
Magnetonci.
talkbut
He scored* a senNovotones
appreciative,
nitery.
D’Este
er rude or
san Marinir Hotai
gong, “I’d Much Rather Be Here timent© triumph among the oldB r,t
temperathe
set,
but out in pubwarms
celluloid'
time
'With You,”
pShne r Dancera‘
Distaffers seem to lic he will need more than that to
QmStone?^-:ture slightly.
ogle
males
however,
go.
a
hostile;
him
Sorrento^
make
be
Charles 4c samara/ w ith curiosity during all Gabor
Garat is a talk white-haired fel.Marc Kahn
gamDOlS.
low with a cold appearance and
Alan. Kole Otc
Tony Pastor's
Her best turn is in repartee with meccano grin that detracts from
Ray Bourbon
Joey Adams. Although based upon the over-sentimental and nostalgic
Sheila Sheen
sex and this is the touchstone contents of his songs. He has a
Jose Enriguez
whenever she moves into view*— .raspy volee^ that does riot succeed
Jackie Cole
The Mithenj
the patter turns out okay with the j n being' charming duff to his lack
Vagabonds CTub
comedian grabbing' chuckles en- 0 f interp andi* poise. He is okay,
Vagabonds (4)
on such bits as “Un Mauvais Garroute.
Maria Ncglla
Condos 4c BranaoW
Th* unfortunate Gabor lecture con,’’ where his frigid looks and
Elisa Jaynr
apache cap help the illusion of the
to
next
occurred
‘on sex, which
•Frank Linalft- Oro
Eleanor Guipo
closing at show caught, has since ‘oldtime bad boy of Paris. He is
Versailles: Hotel
eligible* for- the nitery circuit here
iIL-coriceived
This
been axed.
Jack Kcfr
jpiece of material was in bad taste, on the comeback gimmick, but not
Nino Rinaldi 3
the calibre for the bigger valife
of
of
disclosures
having: the frank
Mosk."
-and lave with Gabor husbands, riety shows or disking.

•

Reide
V<;WR> ^e|ter(

a

on the marquee.- Overall concoction, put together by Sammy Lewis,
will -begin to click off smoothly
after a few performances, with capacity biz for the full two frames

Miclipel

’Gene

Hetei

Bfarl

^

Trio

HaLDerwin Ore

Peggjr-Lee

|:Ray Nbble Otc
Bar ef MuiHr
-Ann Anderson.'

Cafe Bale
Bobby. -Short
Beverly Alber
.

medium

blS

c

Newt

-

and
ta
front of a>black curtain T va
«, wwvc
CLfcRisiMb
W;
partner,
She
joins
effective.
Clro'e
Dawkes 4c 'Rose
LIVERPOOL
Ai Martino
John Zerby, for fiire display of Aero-Trapeze
:Bbttby Blake
BOSCOMBE
8 Mins.
Empire (M> 9
Pansy ' the Horse
R«fllly
Leemans.
Collin
4
f
Betty
whirls
(l>
F
rapid
lifts
and
flashy
spins,
Hippodrome
Dick Stabile Ore
Lester Ferguson
kBll) Russell
Adrian ttolllm trio Ann Shieldlr
Appletons Olympia, Paris
during show’s finale.
Bobby Ramos Ore
Dan Young
Db Vere Cover G
Hotel Pierre
Roy NbcNalr
Cabots
Lesley Kaye
Charley Foy'*
Les Clerens are a hep trapeze
unload a good 10 minutes of hoke
"Sheoky" Greene
3 Loose Screws
Luclenne Boyer
Gloe Oro
Salvatore
Novi*
Billy Eaves
.Donald
-Sid Plummer
Bert Stone
Stanley Melba Ore
Apache, mounting into good-cli- act good for a gasp. At Hie OlymPanchtto Ore
Gomez 4e'Ray
Frankie Hyers
Wood 4c D
Chico Belli Ore
Eddie Shine
G
they set up - their
TheatreBarn
pia
Village
--max
two
Lamarrs
huskymale
beats
off
Foy
as
*
3
Mary
/..-.j
.
x
Jimmy Ray
Harpier
Hotet Plain
.Ernest Sarracina
Marilyn Girls
Mkrquerite Paduia
Blltmore Hotel
femmes, winding up with a sock equipment 30i feet over the crowd
Joan 8c Ernest
Jean Sablon
Ted Huston? Ore'
Harry Dawson
y
Jover
^Sjpoztsmen (4)
Tommy
Harbors*' 4c DSUe
small,
muscular men
the
two
and
knife-tossing
sequence.
Cedrone 4* Russell
Kathleen McNay"
Abb av Browne Ore
DarlfeyS. Dogs''Dick La. Sails 'Ore
Marvels <6)
» A P Muller
Mocembe ..
Rockets lend more- terps to- the al- shinny up* for the stint, One man
BRIXTON
Monte Continentals' ,Jaok
i3KeIroys «*
:Stan Kramer
^
WallaceTorme
.Mel
puts the other
wedged
the
trap
on
Woods
Empress (I)* 9
Hotel
ROeeevelt
JBlll
ready
opus;
hut
dance-loaded
LONDON. Pbnny Nifckels
e
Ed
Jack Fina Orch
•Irene ‘King
‘Palladium (M) 9
G H Elliott
make their close unison hoofing through some well-timed and polD Post
Joe^Castro Qu&rtet
Hotel -<St. Regis
Tito Valdez.
Leslie Welsh
that have
ished
and
catches
flips
>
MaxMJUer
count
mitts.
for
big
Adams
gets
Vanguard
Village
Juliana ’Larson
Jack Tripp
Mary Small *
Trwin Corey
the crowd mumbling. Their topMilt Shaw- ore
in the act for sock finisH.
Manley/- 4c Aftstitt.
LAS VEGAS,
-Tessie QtShea
;P»t CarroU
Horace Diaz- Ore
11
er
*s a
Robert Marbln
5* ’Smith Biros
Dorothy Dorben Parlsianettes ex- P
Hotel Metier
;SVlVia Spins
?.
Helga - Barry
Bob* Ellis Oro
one hurtle into space I'?
to be
T Fayne 4c D Evans Sammy Kayo Oro
Doiort Inn
Clarence: Williams
hibit six dancers and four show- has
S Flshor- GirlS
Sahara
“ Trio
AUredf Marks
;Mltzl. Green
Hotel -Sherry
this
top
the
To
caught
by
other.
Co
8c
L Melchior
gals in fancy choreos and costumes.
CHISWICK
-Upshaw 4c Kuprina-Rudy Vall.ee
Wsiderf-Astorrh
NOtherfend
.
Empire (4) 4Mathurlns
/Blackburn TWinr 8e Sa-Harem Dncrs
All 10 chicks are tops in looks there are also some mid-flips while
Patachou
YVohne Bouvier
Cee Davidson Ore
Marion ColbyHugo-Pedcll Oro
Nat. Brandwynne
J Jewel 4c B Warriss Douglas Tp
and frames.
With# all prancing swingiug.
_ Karloffs
Bonn . Arden Dncers:
Sonde
Hbtel Teft
Benson Dulay
MUeha Borr .OroThis is fine for opening in stagestyled in' the French theme, orbs
George Milan
Wlval
Vlhcent Loper Ore
Elizabeth 4c Collins' -palladium Girls
.Nanette Fabray
Oro
Ore
Hayes
Skyrockets
•Carlton
Hotel Warwick
Truzzls .Pets
Sal: Noble
are completely concentrated on* a* shows ofr high-domed niteries.
Dominique
II Cortez
Bob I*ea
Ancaster
NEWCASTLE^
Jan- August
Frank Fontaine
zingy can-can and closing, flesh
Cappo
JoeBeryl 4c -Bobo
Empire (M) 9
B* -Marlon
-Burton's- Birds
parade.
Hal Ross vocalizes pro- LOOF RIO'S (2)
Bunty St Clare
.Copa Girls
JOsef Locke
MIAMfcMIAMt BEACH:
(Sari
duction routines very well. ' Torris Trapece
Ray Sinatra Ore
EAST HAM
Archie Glen
George- DeCarl Oro
Granada (I) .9
Allan- Modfey'
Brand orch, all attired in smocks 8 JMins.
Slfver Slipper
Flamingo:
Raguel
AlgitM Hot*l
sJoan Edward
8c Kama
KrandOn
Sam Gyson
Z Z Gbbor "Follez Johnny Matson
Robert- Or LeLvls
and berets, manage to overcome Bellevue Casino* Montreal
’
BayersvDOgs
Kalantan
Spallas
Parisienne"
Bobby Escoto Oro
Buddy Walker
the obstacle to perform- cues and
Although this is strictly a circusH Sfcevenji
S
Hank Henry
Patsy O'Hara
Joey AdamsFreddy Calo Ore
J6« Delilah
Woods Dancers
Beau Jesters
scores
okay.
Entire
Flamingo. type act, the Loof Rio’s are ideal
Danny O'Dea
Five O'clock
A1 Kelly
Tony -4c ’Rbnea
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Jlmfhy Elliott
NORWICH* v
Martha Raye
3 Rockets
Room is decked out in Gallic mo- in a room with -a high ceiling such
M«] Malkin Ore
Kaye
Sparky
Tonleys
Appletons
Kannon
Hippodrome* (l)--f
Jackie
Hotel
AllOofl
tif, lending festive air to interior.
as at Bellevue Casino. Working
Jo-Ann Malone
Zerbys
'Kirby -Stones (3)
Beachcombera- <4)
Metropolitan (I) 9
Harry Nell
Bill Willard
Dorothy Dorben s
Will.
Ted Wells 4
from a 15-foot perch, the two
Julio 4c MaeGeorge Michel
Glamazons
Marah Gates Hllyd
Parlsianettes
Len Dawson Oro
t
Bar ef Musle
'
Melomanlacs
males, stripped to the waist and
Max Bacon
Palomino*
Frolic Club
BUI Jordan
Last Frontier'
Joy "'Pe arse
Artemus Co
Geo Redman Ore
garbed* alike in blue trousers* and
Kathle McCoy
David Elliot
K Thompson 4c
Wendy Horner
Aerial Kenways
Gharles Oro
Don
Thunderblrd
Rennie
Guy
Bros.
red kerchiefs, offer some nifty
Kee
SIS
Burton Seeley
Gaiety Club
Earl Barton
Jessie Elliott
Buddy Lester
.Coronation Belles
trapeze bitsT
Keefe Bros 4c A
(HOTEL
Zorlta
CHASE,
ST. LOO)
Joyce Bryant
Bell
Harvey
Fitzell
Roy
PORTSMOUTH
Lorraine
Honey Lee Walker Jean Devlyn Dncrs Mickey Deems
Most effective routine- is with
BIltmore-Torraco
Michael Roxy
St. Louis, March 6.
Reyel (M) 9 _
Flash Lane
Bob Copsey Dncers
Jimmy Grippo
Bob Millar Ore
-an anchor which revolves on a
R 4c M Lamar
Marie
Stowe
Eleanor 3
Rawlings
Barney
El Rancho
Frank Stanley Ore
Wayne
King
Revue, with Janies fixed bar as the boys do a series
Girl*
Palace (I) 9
Gaiety
Diana- Dors
K Duffy Dansations Hayes, Marie Collins
Brook Club*.
Billy Daniels
v
Barbara •of revolutions with their feet
,
Nitwits
Harem Club
;Swan 4c Leigh
Al Jahns Ore
Charlie Farrell
Benny Payne’
Bobby Barton. '
S 4c P Kaye
Bernard Miles
Becker,
Harry
Hall,
Marilyn clamped on the bar. Act is okay
University 4
Princess TaraDashs Dogs
Mongadbrs
Mickey Roselle
Moore,
Singing
Ensemble
(8), in' a cafe layout of required vertical
Lllan Brown
Camile Steven#
Morris* 4e Cowlfcy
Deeva
Orch (15); $1.-$1.50 cover.
Lee Taylor
Dunn 4c Grant
Symmetrical*
June Gardner
Newt.
proportions.
Celia Cruz
B 4s B Adams
Ginger Marsh ,
Casino Nadonal
Stan Stennett
Casablanca Hotel
Katz
Kazan
Jotimno: Hotel
Hermanns Palau
D Philippe & Mftrta Billy Vine
Rocio 8t Antonio
Murphy
Taro Nalto ^
Jack
Boys
Cuban
Havana
Ore
Maya
Debuting in this town where he this room in many moons. The
SHEFFIELD
Mercedes Valde*
Dee Darling
Ch'o Rimac 4
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 9
Montmartre
lived 21 years ago, when he played first of the warblcffs, James Hayes,
Tony. Mataa
Xlomara Alfaro
Monica Boyar
Emplrp (M) 9
Anne Shelton
Gall Gall
Randura
the sax on a Mississippi steam- a baritone, gamers a /deserved
Celebrity Club
O'Farrells Starlets
Tfoplcana
8c Lucas
Flack
8c
Arau
•Corona
Kenilworth
Alan Gale
Syd Seymour Bd
Chiquita'ie Johnson boat, Wayne King and his' group okay for his offerings, which inRadio Revellers
Celia Pena
Jack Cavallaro Ore
Larry Foster
Annell 4c Brask
Gloria 4c Rolando
L Sharpe 4c Iris
of young and talented entertainers clude
[. Magdalena
Al Lozlto
The Haydocks (2)
“Somewhere Along the
Hutch
8c A Doonnn
Serenata. Espanola
Ruth Palmer
received a hot welcome from a Way,” with the en'semble of
Chris Columbo
G Grosetto 4c Gtn G
6
Lacy Tp
-Sans Soucl
George Chattrton
King
Ore.
**
Teddy
C Jones 4c F Foss
'
Del. Cortina
Miguel Angel Ortiz near SRO mob in this plush west blondes, redheads and bfunets and
Gloria Wilson
Latin Quarter
Clro's
GLASGOW
Mme Louise 4c Pets Jack Carter
end spot. Future visits are assured. all dressed alike, joining. In the
Joe E Lewis
Empire (M) 9
Guilda
SHEPHERDS BUSH Toni Arden
The maestro is sock in selling his next slot Marie Collins is a graceRoy Lester
Charlivel Trio
Etaplfe (S) 9
Red Caps
talent to the customers, but this
Louis Hayden
4c
Yaki
Carma
Damlta Jo
ful tapstress but some, of her steps
Lee Lawrence
Max Carole
is a bit unnecessary as the slick
Janine Grcnet
Dave Tyler Ore
Michael Bentlne
are not too new.
Roy Walker
Unit Reviews
Charlee Ballet
The Treniers (7)
stuff dished out needs no bally.
Bobbie Kimber
Eric Lloyd
Barbara Becker, a redhead with
Luclen, Bob 4t>
Clover Club
Gordon 4c Colville
Fred Sloan
Astor
It’s King himself who cops the
Billy Grfcy
personality plus and wearing .a
3 Rethlems
Melville Birley
Nojla Ates
Lessy
Ben
Eva
-May
W6ng
lustiest
of
mitts
when,
on
his
Marcellis
sparkling white, tight-fitting offMons Choppy
Joy Skylar
E 4c J Webster
L 4c L RogOrs
FoKics Parlsienne
ancient but still glittering Sax, he the-shoulder bouffant,, chips in
Models •
Patti Moore
T 4c A Ventura
GRIMSBY
Ralph Young
renders
his
interp*
Bros.
of
Dust”
“Star
Mayo
With four tunes, including “A Lit(FLAMINGO,, LAS VEGAS)
SUNDERLAND
Palace 11) 9
Gloria LeRoy
Tony Lopez Ore
in his usual soft manner.
In the tle Bit of Heaven,” with, a slight
Empire (M) 9
Billy Nelson
Selma* Marlowe Line Jose Cortez Ore
Las Vegas, March 5.
King
Chuck O'Neil
65-minuter,
unveils
four
LaRue
Ronnie Ronulde
brogue. All her entries smash
Arne Bariiett -Trio
Roy JeffriesZsa Zsa Gabor, Joey Adams, Al clicko singers, evenly divided as over to win a resounding and .susLeo Reisman Oro
3 Jills
Colby's Cove
Billy Nelson Jr
Nino
L'Alglon
Harmon
Cannon
4c
Appletons
to
sex;
also
Zerbys
(3),
warbling
ensemble
Kelly,
a
(2),
Girls
tained mitt.
Westway
Chuy Reyes Ore
Allen 4c Lee
Nicholas Grymcs
Feri’bntos
Bill Waddlngton
Emil#, Petti OreBlonde Marilyn Moore, another
Cork Club
3 Rockets, Hal Ross, Dorothy Dor- on a 50*50 basis; a femme tap dancCondons
Leon A Eddie'*
hackney
Jo Thompson
chahteuse eye-filler, also earns a
PnrivmnpttP'i uu>,
hpv
no) nroduced er and Permits his drummer, Jake
Laurie' Watson
Babe 'Baker RcvUt
oen Parlsianettes
F.mpire <S) 9
Eugene Smith
t;he solid okay for a repertoire that s
hoi
to demonstrate how
[ j er ger,
B 4c B Konyot
Sandra Barton
Carole Carr
Eddie Snyder
by Sammy Lewis; Torrid Brand skins and cymbals can be beaten topped, by “One Kiss.” Harry Hall,
Kitty O’Kelly
Archie Robbins
Delano Hotel
WOLVERHAMPTON
Pat. Clayton
Dcbonaires
Hippodrome (I) 9 Tony Bavle
Orch (10); no cover or minimum. to death.
another baritone, keeps the palmJuan Luis 4c
Evy & Everto
Mellno Trio
Dick Galkin
ditEleanor
Paula Coutts
A medley of Victor Herbert dit- pounders in action, with three
Xina Reyes Dancers
B Sc A Pcarspu
Perry Bruce
Blllingto.n
Willie Hollander
Ted Lune
ties, “In the Still Of the Night,"
the
customputs
teeoff
ties
the
for
Nitery debut of this most pubAcres O’Reilly
Joe Church
Delmonlco
Angelos
Man
“Old
and
Apologize”
ers to work with their mitts and “I
Ralph Gilbert
Jose 4c Alda
Jackley 4c Jce
LEEDS
licized femme, !?sa Zsa Gabor,
the
Carlos 4c Melisa Ore -Don Charles- Ore
this is almost continuous through- River.” The soft strains from
Igor Gridneff
Empire (M) 9
Lombardy Hoiol
El Mam bo
comes off with no runs, no hits, out; in fact it was the most sus- footers jams the floor with dansaSuisie
1C Tiny" TappaS
Babs
Ware
Ramirez
Carlos
Dr Creek Mi Clcpts 3 Adkirs
-in
sr.i
seen
^atoi;^
approval
of
the
low
.error.
-spite*
audiepp
t
In
one
tained/
Mz-'o
Pedro
OtQ
r) ii;.
Cq.Q)®',,
Qftpk: 4t iBrown *
A»*te ;t cm
f
M'3 IjtyirtJSl
*'l •!*>'
'I'ii'V
l (’•£•>/
‘V.f’ItLC-tl
£-6V ‘j '
ij>V

Hippodrome

4c

Jackson Hefd Meet Yolrtcer
Teddy 'Powell 0*0
Arthur Woasley

9

(I)

Jack Lewis

Love’'
Patricia

Freddie Stewart

;

['Madeleine Goddbra
Eddie Bradford’ Ore
B -Oray's Bandbeb

escape
staged

Stella* Bfcooks

•

1

Bright
Jean Bradlay
Gltenn Burris
Ann- Gardall
Jim- Hawthorn#-

Walden
^hLKrnfft
Joan-

Joe King

Dick Hazard Trio

'

h^ndf jlo^d

1

'
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dropped* is original and serves the
Music Hall, N. Y.
with each number. The Aces do
purpose of bringing on hubby,
London, March 3.
Leon Leonidoff production. more than depend on their disk
Robert Sterling, in a neat way.
Tessie
name
for appeal. They have a careMax 1Miller, Mary Small,
“Continental,”
with
Eileen O'Dare,
Groom chimes in backstage during
JcSpn Alfred Marks, 5 Smith
James McCracken, Shyrettos (3), fully worked out routine, padding
(2), Upshaw the chorus.
out
musical
arrangements with efHarry
Cykman,
Sros LesMathurins
Ballet
(28), Choral
Sterling is a handsome individ? Kuprina, Tony Fayne hJJavxd
Ensemble (32), Rockettes * (36); fective groupings and stage patTroupe
y tV|/U ual with a good baritone, and pair
terns.
It’s a hep performance and
3 Karloffs Dowlas
settings,
James
Stewart
Morcom;
(16), WOQlf have a cute reprise of old standfa) palladium Girls
Frank
Spencer,
H. shou’d send fans to nearest diskery
ards which were first introduced costumes,
ockets O rch.
to buy the platters they plug.
Phillips Skyr
by couples Jn show biz. However, Rogge; lighting, Eugene Braun; “Heart and Soul” and “Tell Me
assistant,
Nicholas
this too could be cut a little to production
The new Palladium season opens
Daks;
Richard
Leibert
at
organ Why” are both top earners, with
lineup m- lengthen “No Two People,” which
Jth a mainly BritisharrSy
( Ashley Miller, Raymond F
Bohr, “My Hero” impressing with neat
of top is too abbreviated.
effect.
sock
5 Sine an impressive
Jr., alternates );
Raymond
Paige arrangements and
AmerPerhaps
two
with
it’s
talent,
old-fashioned
to
fncalvaude
conducting
Symphony (LeLon Quartet make a visual as well as
provide the regular argue about good taste in family Zawisza,
ican acts to
John
Dosso
associate tuneful appeal and garner best mitt
houses arid certainly Henny Young“ Story
international flavor,
conductors
Three action here in recent weeks,
of
man has the audience chortling on Loves
” f M-G), reviewed in VariThe Rio Bros, have a zany com;
Headliner is Max Miller, known
Christine
Jorgenson
Chappie
a
quips
Cheeky
for
edy routine of the slapstick, faceety March 4, ’53.
locally as the
about three minutes. But it must
slapping and teeth-shedding varicomedian who eschews the double
goes straight be awkward for many mothers to
entendre and always
Music Hall’» pre-Easter layout is ety. It’s a rambling act that sags
is renowned for explain to the kiddies they dragged
to the point. He
below standard for this house. It’s somewhat in the middle, only to
streak in here.
indigo
On the other hand, maybe considerably
pronounced
the
shorter on time, talent pick up at the end with a ribwould .the juves can explain them to the
hie eab and the customers
and spectacle than the usual pre-' tickling south-of-the-border segif he .varied the parents.
After
disappointed
the
innuendos, sentation. But acts are of fair ment, complete with dummy horses,
he
distinctive comic
gets
to
more mundane quality, production is well ex- sombreros and phony Mexican
natter He specializes in
comes
on
and
effects
topics,
linking
them
with local sit- ecuted and with the Rockettes, Bal- accents. There are some snatches of
sartorial
tunes^ strictly for yaks, and some
carbed in a loud floral satin getup uations to get some laughs.
It’s let and' Choral Ensemble,
plus the
tie gaudier than still the reprise of his life story
a
sporting
and
house orch, it’s still one of the terp steps, which rate them best
returns of all. Trio is clever with
anything normally seen. He times and youthful rprrtance that gets better buys in. town.
and also puts him his strongest hand.
plenty, of comedy appeal and good
his gags expertly
Production has a European slant, footlight. presence. Act needs some
over a couple of songs. His special
LeRoy Bros., who repeat here with
the Rockettes doing a top- tightening but, even in present
Coronation effort entitled “The about three times each yeax\ have
Golden Coach” may be timely, but completely changed their act, with notch job, on a Swiss .theme, Eileen form, stubholders go for it in big
O’Dare, James McCracken and the ,way.
was certainly out of character.
the men working their ,marionets
chorus painting a pleasant Irish
Jimmy & Mildred Mulcay bring
Making her debut on the British out in the open..
Also, pefcfraps mood,
the Shyrettos 'slipping in
off
in
imtees
Small
Mary
the; harmonica up. to date with some’
under the influence of “Kukla, under the French aegis
scene,
and a Vien- effective electronics. Tee off with
pressive style, and merits .the top- Fran Sc OIlle”'one of the brothers
nese waltz as the closer.
standard mouth organs sans elecgrade reception she receives. Gal converses with the dolls, giving
Finale, incidentally, is the best tricity, then swing to the wired
has a lively personality and a tbe tune ap additional lifelike
received with the Ballet doing the versions for top returns, Male uses
forceful set of pipes with which touch.
Brisk dpener of a hula
she whams her song routine. With dancer and hand drummer is fol- familiar feather ruffling routine an outsize harmonica, with sound
has them grouping their effects, heightened by a mike
her husband, Vic Mizzy, accom- lowed by a brbkeii-hedrted clown. that
natuspecial effects that are. around his. neck, while gal has one
panying on the ivories, she
Jimmy Durante figure gets a fine plumes for
enhanced by. Eugene only slightly larger than .standard
rally includes a medley of some of hand and the G«ene Krupa drum- sharply
size. Best bet is “Caravan,” with a
his song hits' together with a pre- mer really lets fly. breaking up Braun's lighting. It’s a routine that
the house has done often and can sock takeoff on a sndall town miliview of a number he has written the percussions for fast finale.
safely continue doing for a long tary band playing a medley of
for a new Esther Williams film.
Gatos
Los
put
the
proceedings
time to come.
Americana wrapping it up for
Her strongest entry is “A Woman
in a hectic frame with their rapid
Ain’t Free,” which matches her
Miss O’Dare, recently returned team. Rated unusual appreciation
and exciting tumbling.
Youths
breezy personality, but she gets a
for this type act.
from
France,
scores
with
a
catalog
practically fly all over the stage,
A bright young terp team, Harclicko reaction for the entire line-,
of spins and cartwheels which
with the- seatholders giving out
up of songs. The customers were
make "her act one of the better rison & Patricia Muller, round out
clamoring for more at her bowoff, with the gasps when trio breaks acrodancing turns.- McCracken, on, bill and make fine curtain-raisers.
roll
hut the strict time schedule ‘made from a three-high stand and
only for one song, does very nicely There’s rhythm,- style and bounce
keeps things by
off.
Louis, Basil
this impossible.
"Thine Alone.” Chorus does a in their lineup, and they hoof to
his fine fine
job with '“Danny Boy.” And fine returns, “Happy Beat,” with
Three top British performers from running away with
Zabe.
batoning.
James Stewart Morcom’s Irish set- lad. in gob costume beating out
dominate the second half. Tessie
rhythm with ..his feet and with
ting is highly picturesque.
O’Shea has a slick act which closedrumsticks simultaneously, is stand-,
ly resembles her recent nitery rouShyrettos’ bicycle act is fair,
Casino, Toronto
tine. She opens with some brisk
with the best business being that .out. Pair look good and dance well
vocalizing and subsequently, supToronto, March 6.
of the trio doing precision work and do fine in mitt- department.
Flor.
ported by a male dancing line,
Gisele MacKenzie, Frankie 'Mar- atop Unicycles to a jazz tune.
comes out in tights and tophat a la lowe „ The Canadairps, (4), Lewis
Raymond Paige’s symphony orch
Judy Garland. Alfred Marks,! cur- Sc Lola, Labrackic Bernice, Jimmie
opens with a colorful version of the
Apollo, N. Y.
rently a radio fave, is a first-timer Cameron,
Archie Stone House “Merry. Wives, of Windsor” overPalladium with a good Orch; “ Golden Hawk
at the
Eddie Heywood Trio, Stump Sc
(Col).
ture and does a highly effective
comedy spiel, new gags, some nifty
Stumpy, George Kirby, Fontaine
showbacking .job.
Chan.
impressions and a strong vocal ofDancers (9), Big Maybelle, AlBouncy as ever in delivery and
fering to wind the act. The Five with increasing salesmanship, Giberto Socarras Orch (12); “ CheckSmith Bros, add bits of comedy, sele MacKenzie is packing them
ered Coat'' (20th).
Olympia*
business to their sonalog,. which in- into
Customers are
the Casino.
Miami, March 7.
cludes gopd harmony interpretaAlthough bill this week ia short
getting the" first showing of her
Dcrctta Morrow, Merry Macs, on marquee power, it shapes
tions of half a dozen pops.
as an
new dramatic- “Chords Girl’s
Following the standard pattern, Dream,” written for her by Ben Doc Marcus, The Pickerts, The okay b.o. draw. Layout is a neat
Gjeat Koko, Les Rhode House blending of familiar turns and aiid
the bill opens with the Palladium Oakland and Don Page and staged
”
Orch;
“
Thufider
In
the
East
treats, each with the respect and
dancing line and the girls do some by Nick Cassell against - a back(Par).
appreciation that’s built up Via
attractive stepping to routines by stage set of brick walls and radiayears of repeats at the Harlem
Narice Arlen. Les Mathurins are a tor pipes, later haasked by a' plush
Accent is on. novelty and vocal- flagship. It’s almost like old home
fast hair of knockabout tumblers set of gold and blue drapes.
istics in layout here this wedk, week this stand.
with stunts that garner plenty of
In “Dream,” Miss/ MaicKenkie with ingredients combining to
laughs. Upshaw & Kuprina make
Topliner is the exciting Eddie
emerges
as a dramatic .actress in make for a pleasant session. Most
their
only a modest, impact -with
Heywood Trio, Heywood’s slick
obviously this .singing sketch scripted for. of it is geared for the family trade keyboarding technique (backed by
that's
routine
dance
more suited for an intimate spot. future nifery purposes; It works with marquee lure Of Doretta Mor- bass and drums) is hiore suited to
Tony Fayne & David Evans again in heri treatments of tlie Merman, row plus Alan Ladd on 'screen an inUmery showcasing, but his
Garland and Mary Martin rendi- guaging healthy biz..
click with their sporting 'impresfancy nngerwork manages to pet
tions of pops and 1$ over bi£; but
Miss Morrow, seen Hereabouts solid results even in this big house,
sions, but most of the act has pre-‘
viously
been seen by regular gal says she won’t record it be- previously at swank Algiers Hotel, He sticks to pop standards in the
novelty
that
cause
personal
-it’s
a
clicks with
vaude supporters.
stubholders. on her stint and the pianolog' displays his
she can’t fit into the aforesaid
The acrqbatic turn by the Three trio’s performance calibre. This looks, warm approach and well- tasty and imaginative interpretahandled group of songs.
Dishes* tions, Best iOf the lot are VCheek
Karloffs is given a strong comedy
decision was refuted by the cus- up full array of tunes she’s been’ To Cheek,”
“Lover” and" “Begin
lift by the appearance of Max Miltomers at show caught,
associated with in “King Sc I” the Beguine.”
ler, who is billed in the program
On her own distinctive song- legiter and “Because You’re- Mine”
as “assistant.” The serious strong-,
Stump & Stumpy have been
arm stuff ends when he; appears, styling,. however. Miss MacKenzie, pic to ankle v/ith solid mitt;
plying their special brand of zanyMerry Macs almost walk, off with? isms around these’ parts for years
but the laughs roll freely. The in a .strapless, white ballerina boufDouglas Troupe comes at the end fant tulle, had. to stay on 23 min- the. proceedings.
Quartet inter- without) bothering to tamper much*
of a long bill
and their smart utes for her “Till I Waltz Again” weave
special
material
w: i t h with their original format or diaspringboard aero is necessarily and tempo switch to “Wild Horses,” straight stuff to keep enthusiasm log pattern. A concession is made
curtailed. Despite the hour, they her. recitative “Toast of the Town,” mounting all the way.
Handle to topicality with a “Christine
then her wham; “Dream.” their groupings in clever style and gag,” but everything else remains
get a big rise\for their double and and
treble somersaults. The resident Audience requests for her- “Don’t display top. arrangements on the unchanged. The pewholders like it
Woolf Phillips orch showcases the Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes” harmonics.
Best are a hillbilly- that way and support their efforts
entire
production in high-grade and “Le Fiacre” got begoff ova- tinged
“Pass
the
Biscuits, With hefty bellies and mitts. Duo’s
tions. Vibrant and vivacious lady is Mirandy,” “Just Around
style.
Myro.
the Cor- machine-gun pace packs in warbobviously, going places on that ner” and “Hambone ”
ling, terping, mimicry and general
drama and comedienne technique.
Supportng acts are strong. The mayhem" It’s madcap and surefire.
Chicago* Chi
Stage stint also sees teeoff in a Pickerts tee off matters with gaspGeorge Kirby is another fave
Chicago, March 6.
theatre of the Cariadaires, youth- raising topper, a dance on stilts. here and he comes in' a winper.
Anne Jeffreys Sc Robert Sterl- ful male quartet garbed in white Doc Marcus displays his off-hand Kirby does more with, his impresing,
Henny Youngman, LeRoy mess jackets.' They’re over strong- “magico” routines, interspersed sions than just a vocal carbomhg.
Bros. <2), Los Gatos Trio, Louis ly with local heosters on punchy
with chuckle-bringing ad libs and He builds a socko illusion via inBasil Orch; “Jo# Singer v ( WB ).
pops, notably “Ain’t She Pretty” chatter. Spoofing sets well to win dicative hand movements, posture
or gait to make each aping a gem.
and a big finale of “Shine,” latter .him healthy returns.
This should be a pleasant two- to wham begoff.
.Koko, a chimpanzee, adds punch Works over’ the vocal styles of Nat
weeker, once trimmed down for
Back on his third Toronto visit, ,to sight side of bill.
Simian is (King) Cole, Frankie Laine, Pearl
size, with
all the acts familiars, Frankie
Marlowe has still not adept at bike riding, aero oh a Bailey and Al Hlbbler for standout
reaction. Dittoes with Joe Louis,
except for the headliners, who are picked up. ideas from previous
pole and bar, roller skating and
Arthur Godfrey, Cary Grant and
Playing their first theatre date. criticism.
As a comedian using. the rope skipping.
Obviously well
Frank Fontaine.
Show starts off* on a fast note and negative approach, he ridicules trained
and handled in showmanly
keeps that way with minor devia- the walkouts when he can’t hold
Spotted in the teeoff slot and
manner to bring solid returns. Les
tions.
their attention, insists that vaude- Rhode house orch, per usual, ban-' mid-show, the Fontaine Dancers
Anne Jeffreys and Robert Ster- ville is a “helluva way to make a, dies the showbackings capably.
(six gals and three guys) create
ling are an engaging young couple
some nifty terp pictures. Latter
no
gets
living” and when he
Lary.
who have plenty to offer once they laughs, asks the customers why
sequence, a South Sea islandflavored item, shows the group off
distinguish betweeit smart supper they came.
>
,
,
It’s
packed jvith
to advantage.
club material and fare for the
Capitol,
Other than that, surrounding
frenzy
and projects ^excitement.
average vauder.
Washington, March 8.
It's a class act, bill is tops, including the Eurojut needs to lower its sights a bit
Big
Maybelle
comes
across mildSc
Jimmy
Bros:
(3),
Rio
Abes,
4
in
pean act of Labrack & Bernice
the
matinee seatholders their daring unicycle act and Mildred Mulcay, Harrison Sc Pa- ly in her growling blues workover
on t catch much of the special
River,” “Gabbin’
Man
of
“Old
“Redhead
from
Muller;
tricia
dance
J.
Lewis. & Lola in eccentric
Blues” and “Rain Pown Rain.”
(U).
routines and acrobatics. Jimmy Wyoming
She’s beefy and genial but imiiss Jeffreys is also sh£
Cameron, former m.c. at the Casino
vo
and chajtter departir
Lineup is unusually solid, with presses only as a filler.
and now devoting himself to TV,
suiters from
tunes.
and
Alberto Socarras provides them
youth
novelty,
an awkwa
on
accent
week
has been brought in for the
on Henny Youngman.
ilj
Four Aces prove big marquee lure all with neat backing and comes
)
to. handle suave and proper introMusic in My Heart” is n<
sock
with
a
on
with his sextet (four rhythm
to
live
up
billing
and
with
duction to Miss MacKenzie,
starter being
more for tl
the lad assured of his own loyal routine. They are happily backed and two reed, with maestro on fife)
l an
(he juveniles.
for
okay renditions of “Got My
acts.
bright
three
by
up
A
\
house'
following. Archie Stone’s
ouid fog more
punchy,
He^Jiqsrc foounp^oij 4 to av hig Xov,q To Keep Me .Warm’’ and
,og h ‘ giy ^ng Wonderful,” with
Gros.
’“Caravan.”
mounting
which
keeps
welcome
s
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Montreal, March

7.

Billy De Wolfe, Bud & Cece Robinson, Martha King, Leonard Sues

The Briants (2),. Len Howard
Orch (6); “ Elopement (Par).

I

The five-acter topped by Billj
De Wolfe at the Seville is the besl
in several weeks. Balance is good
pacing smdoth and the 60-minut«
stint
has something to please
everyone.

.

MH

-

*

Montreal

Seville*

_

L

"

'

.

De Wolfe is In rare form, setting
up his session with affable patter,
seldom forcing *a routine and im-

,

) ;

pressing with his off-the-cuff type
of showmanship. Impresh bits are
socko
and his usual windup,
“Mrs. Murgatroyd,” retains freshness. and picks up hefty reception.
Guy plays at peak form throughout even to the extent of doihg a
Short walkon when the film starts,
garbed in an outlandish shower

•

outfit.
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as ever with their well-disciplined
hoofing. Appearance is refreshing,
they seem to be having a good
time, in all numbers and their
bobbysox item used as a clincher
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easygoing clowns,
the opening slot and their
tumbling scores handily.
Brunet, chantootsie Martha King
takes chirping honors with a brief
but varied songalog highlighted
by “Can’t Help Loving That Man”
and a Gallic interp qf “Aiitumn
Leaves.’* Songstress has good set
of pipes, grooming Is fine but a
more relaxed mike technique
would boost overall effectiveness.
Emcee Leonard Sues .keeps
show moving nicely and during a
single does a series of trumpet
impressions of Clyde McCoy, et al.,
to Score with crowd. House orcb
urider Len Howard gives so) Id sup-
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Glelicl, Ottawa
Ottawa, March
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'foplined by Billy Gilbert, this .is
a bill of solid acts but confused
booking. Off-balance as a unit, the
layout demands difficult mood
switches after every act, confusing
to the customers and a heavy burden on performers.
Teeoff is a so-so tap by Marilyn
Rogers, followed by the frantic,
frenzied juggling of Silla, a eapa-.
ble youngster with socko material
whose apparent hal’d' labor exhausts the stubholders. If the lad*
would learn to have fun while he
worked, his act could climb high.
Then, with the audience at fever
pitch,
comes the smooth-piped
Warners, Herb Sc Betty,- and their
delightful showtunes. It took them
some time at show caught to lower
customers’ temperature enough- to
get the best ppt of their warbling.
They chirp items from “Guys
Dolls,” “Wish'’ You .^ere' Here.”
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Pacific,”

etc.,

to

begoff,

closing with the aud whistling
“Silvery Moon” while the Clicko
Warners hoof and chant.
Gilbert opens solo on crowed
:

lulled by musical nostalgia. Working ;later with unbilled wife, Lolly,
okay straight to his confused com-

through typical and
material and ends, solo
with, his “sneeze” routine.
Before leaving, he fhakes a plea
to0 Ottawa to support vaudeville,
edy,

he. gofes

socko

again,

•

and reminisces about

his appearances at the now gone Russell
Theatre 25 years ago. Gilbert handles one song, “Sheik of Araby,”

well.

There’s change of

.

Wash*

'

7.

Billy Gilbert, Herb. Sc Betty Warner, Silla, Marilyn Riogers, Hustrie
Sisters (2). Harry Pozy Orch (7);
“ Red Stallions'
and “Galloping
Major ” (reissues).

mood

again to

atmosphere with the Husblonde lookers with a
race-paced bar .and ring act. Two
gals keep the .action constant and,
with
originality
and freshness,
circus

trie Sisters,

they give the

bill

•

a high-key closer.

Harry Pozy emcees and his orch,
abetted by Cliff Tripp’s piano,
provides good backing.
Gorm.

Cbi’s Thrush

Rush

Chicago, March 10.

The Chicago Theatre has pacted

femme

singers as headliners for
next four shows. In the past,
chirpers haven’t been the best
grossers here, but with the girls
registering heavily in the top 10,
Nate Platt, theatre .hooking director, has set the quartet.
its

Joni James comes in March 20
for two frames, Rosemary Clooney,
April 3 for a week/ Kay Starr
April 10 for two stanzas, ending
w’th Patti Page April 24 for one

week.

Pat Morrissey has been signed
for the Stork Club, London, start*
.ing

*

March >17 on - an eight-week

deal.
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Gassner Head Speaker

Actor’s Theatre, Imaginative Plays,

Repertory Seen
“An

actor’s theatre;’
naturalistic plays, and

1).

S. Legit

Greensboro, March 10.
Backers of “Wonderful Town” Robert Fryer’s production of the
Fourth annual meeting of the
Southeastern Theatre Conference musical adaptation of “My Sister Eileen” which made its bow recently
was- held here with the U, of North at the Winter Garden, N, Y., include J. S. Seldman, theatrical accountCarolina Playmakers as host..
exec of Decca Records which is recording
John Gassner, New York the- ant, $25,0p0; Simon Rady,
atre critic, and author, featured the original cast album, $17,500; Morris M. Schrier, attorney repping
speaker at a luncheon session, MCA, $10,000; Thomas Whyte, Jr., Fryer’s general partner,. $10,000;
spoke on “Concepts of a National theatre-owner-financier Howard S. Cullman, $5,000; producer Max
Theatre.”
Gordon, $2,500; Arthur Klar; souvenir program agent, $2,500; Walter
Earl Wynn, director, of North Vincent, Actors Fund prez, $2,500; teevee director Worthington Miner,
Carolina Communications Center; $2,000; Floyd B. Odium, banker-pic financier, $2,000; producers MarNorman Cordon, director, North jorie & Sherman Ewing, $1,250 each; James Stroock, Brooks Costume
and topper,
Program,
Carolina' Music
$1,25P; Frederick Brisson, pic producer- and husband of show’s
Graydon Ausmus, U. of Alabama star, Rosalind Russell, $1,000; Lance Brisson,* their son, $1,000; legit
Dept, of Radio, spoke on motion actress Judith Evelyn, $1,000; company manager Carl Fisher (sharing
pictures, Opera, radio and televi- With stage manager Robert Griffith), $1,000; Miss Russell, $1,000; TV
as phases of “The Expand- producer Max Liebman, $1,000; Nedda Harrigan Logan,, wife of legit
sion
ing Theatre.”
producer-director Joshua Logan* $1,000; legit manager James H. Awe,
Tryouts were held for actors and $625; legit director Morton Da Costa, $500; legit producer Julian A.
technicians for six summer com- Claman, $275; Dort Clark, actor, $2p0. The production is capitalized
panies. Delegates were guests of at
$250,000, with provision for 10% overcall.
the Playmakers at a performance
Charles
of Emlyn Williams as
..There was an odd angle last week on a small display ad taken by
Dickens.
the management of “Fifth Season,” at the Qort, N. Y. In order to hypo
attendance at the comedy’s midweek matinee, at which attendance is
apt to be lighter than for the evening performances, a shallow twoOriginaLStyle ‘Boris’
column ad was taken in the Wednesday morning (4) papers. .Presumably as -a result, receipts were up $250 over the previous WednesBoff in
Met Staging
day matinee. However, since the extra expenditure took the weekly
ad budget over the amount shared by the Shuberts, who operate the
For Major Event of Year theatre, the show had to pay the full amount, $184. But the house got
.One of the major events of the its regular 30% of the extra $250*gross, while the author, director and
the show management
Met Opera season, the first per- stars also received .their usual percentages, so gross
actually involved
retained only 47};:%, or $118.75. So the upped
formance in, the U. S. of Mussorg- a $65.25 loss for producer George Kondolf and the backers.

Needs

mope non-*

.

formation

SJavenska-Franklin Co*
of an American repertory company
now, were suggested “by British
Sets Hawaii, Jap Dates
to
answer
iii
director John Burrell
The Slavenska-Franklin Ballet
the question, “WbaLXind’ of Thewill appear for one week at the
atre Will Evoke New Interest from
McKinley Auditorium, Honolulu,
the American Public?” which was
May 3, en roifte to Japan.
opening
subject of an ANTA forum last
Troupe, now on tour in the U. S.,
Thursday (5> at the ANTA. Playis slated for a four-week engagehouse, N.Y. Other members of this
ment in Japan, sponsored by the
forum, actresses Blanche Yurka.
Mainlchi newspapers.
Geraldine Page and Neva PatterTroupe, headed by Mia Slavenson, felt that community theatres
ska, Frederic Franklin and Alexshou’d receive greater encourageDanilova, will take
14
andra
ment, and Saturday Review critic
and musical conductor
Henry Hewes commended a plan dancers
Otto Frolish to Japan, where
by Sol Hurok to build a $5,000,000
hey’ll present a repertoire of 11
theatre to house N.Y. repertory.
Japlm run will open in
ballets.
stressing
the
by
Burrell said that
Tokyo
at the Imperial* Theater May
actors at the expense of the setting
will
dtose there June 10.
and
lfi
and even the play, an exhilarating
Performances will also be given in
type of theatre fare, unknown to
Osaka and FuNagoya,
Kyoto,
American audienceS, would result.
A special concert is
He reminded that the best play kuoka. for
Armed
American
the
planned
needs good actors to come off,
June 3. Outfit is
while top thespians can often make Forces in Tokyo
managed by Charles E. Green, of
a turkey look pretty delectable,
and defined a star as “someone Consolidated Concerts.
1

.

.

New

who

is more vital than his material
and environment."
Because its realism makes for a

Prep Sommer Stock

limited, photographic presentation
of humdrum life, the naturalistic
play was ’decried by Burrell as
hampering the development of a
more vibrant, exciting type of play

which would/ stimulate the imagination of playgoers. As for N.Y.
rep, the British director felt that
there were enough theatres in New
York that could hpuse professional
rep, and that it was not a matter
of building plans but of .getting a
company together aild setting to

work.

Both Miss Yurka and Miss Page

Godunov”

in its origi-

nal version, which the

Met bowed

sky’s* “Boris

For Toronto House

.

|

As h result of protest by the Hotril & Club Employees Union, the
management of “Mid-Summer,” at the Vanderbilt* N. Y., has inserted
a note in the program to the effect that the character of the slovenly
hotel, maid in the Vina Delmar drama bears no resemblance to the
union’s members. The union is paying $10 a week to cover the cost
of the notice.. Union members picketed the theatre briefly Sunday (8).
Letters of protest from “three or four” members of the American Bar

Toronto, March
last Friday night (6), lived up to
Just hack from a week in New expectations.
York, looking for plays and playPreem drew one of the biggest
ers, Ernest Rawley is prepping a]
b.o. .houses of the season, With deseason of summer theatre at Ills
mand for ducats bigger than for
Royal Alexandra here, using the
opening night, and only an extendguest-star system and- including
press; list and special ticket,
ed
He’s
some musical productions.
preventing any sort of
privileges
also dickering with Mrs. Maude
b.o.
Audience got its
record.
Franchot, whose summer seasons,
money’s worth in a score of
with top screen and stage names,
firsts,"” as well as in a stepped-up,
including her nephew, Franchot
pepped-up production that had
Tone, have been successful the past
color, pomp and excitement.
two years at Niagara Falls, Ont.
The 80-year-old score has usually
Royal Alexandra, 1,525-seater, is
10.

Assn, that “The Crucible” contains “pertain lines disparaging of lawyers of the legal profession” were brushed* off by Arthur Miller, author
of the drama at the Martin Beck, N. Y.

.

Audience

at the “professional

Ziegfeld, N. Y.,

premiere” of “Porgy and Bess” at the
(9) was a literal Players Guide.
Re-

Monday matinee

told of their experiences in acting
arourid the country and reported
the hunger for good professional booked with road attractions tnl
theatre in the average American the middle of June, When the new
town. Producer .Sherman Ewing summer policy Would immediately
presided.
carry through with no break in the
theatre’s playing time. Scale will
likely be $2,50 top, said. Rawley.
It’s recalled that, during 1940-49
summer seasons, Rawley presented
musicals and dramas at the Royal
Alexandra for nine consecutive
Montreal, March 10.
seasons; running from 10 to 18
Top international events are weeks, with musicals employing'
skedded for the Musical May of around 100 people, plus pit orchesMontreal festival, which Canadian tra of 20.
Concerts Ac Artists,. Inc., here, as-

sponse was one of the most enthusiastic in recent Broadway history.
All ducats were given away to show people and crix through the
been performed in Rimsky-Korsa- Blevins Davis-Robert Breen office (the producers) and Actors Equity.
kov’s lush orchestration, on the Idea of a professional preem is a Continental one, but confusion retheoryi that Mussorgsky's original sulted as to when the “official” opening was. Sunday papers carried it
was too thin, and not boxoffice. as Monday; dailies pronounced it Tuesday, and the crix, who attended
With orchestral score revised and the preem, reviewed it Tuesday to avoid anyone’s jumping the gun
newly .edited by Karol Rathaus, as happened recently with the City Center’s “Misalliance.”

of New
York, is prepping. Pest is to run
from May 5 to June 6, will include

entry, melody, drama and appeal,
and ipost of this was captured last
Friday.

FOR MONTI MAY FEST
‘

sisted

by Hurok Attractions

College Play

the Boston Symphony Orchestra,
Metropolitan Opera, Little Symphony Orchestra of New' York, and
the Festival Ballet of London,

Olombe
(YALE DRAMATIC ASSN.)

headed by Anton Dolln.

New

Festival is the idea of Nicholas
Koudriavtzeff, prez. of CC&A, who
handles the Met Opera on its annual spring visits herd, and who
booked the Boston orch when it
decided to make a nationwide tour
this Spring. Festival Ballet was an
added “find,” as troupe has to^be
back in England for the Coronation
season.

As an

entation.

Nederlander Filmer Buy
March

•

Story is a lightweight bit uf fluff
Concerning the young son of a
French actress of considerable
temperament and many loves. Boy.
who doesn’t hit it off with his
mother,
has
married
without

**

Detroit,

4.

premiere, series well as a springboard. As a possible candidate to
repeat oyer here the success it is
said to have encountered abroad,
however, the .work is in the doubtful category, for professional pres-

*

The

Haven, Margh

outlet for the talents of

undergrad thesps, Jean Anouilh’s “Colombe,” in its American

Eli’s

See Detroit Showcase In

‘

Inside Staff-Legit

At N. Carolina Confab

money and when

called for military service, has to leave his wife
and child in the mother’s care.
While lad is in service, his goodtime-Charlie brother takes over
romantically with the young wife.
Upshot being a broken marriage
when the girl issues a declaration
of independence from the exist-

10.

Grand

Riviera
Theatre
presently under lease to the United
Theatres, has been pur/ Detroit
chased by the James Realty Corp.
of which James Nederlander is
president.
This lias created speculation that

the 2,727-seat nabe house may be
converted to use for big musica
show productions and other legiters which have bynassed Detroit
because of limited accommoda-

ence wished upon her by the penniless husband.
Novelty of scripting has, as an
epilog, a scene that might normally be played as a prolog. It leave 3
a pleasanter audience reaction tbb

tions.

The Nederlander family has way.
long since been prominently assoAn adequate cast features Doris
ciated with theatre management Payne as the title-role
wife. Don
here at the Shubert, and in Min- aid Chatfield as the husband,
neapolis.

Ann Young

as

the

Sue
and

mother,

who stuck to the original closely,
new (or rather, old and first

the

Gordon W. Pollock, electrician with “New Faces,” is booking a dance
troupe, called Ballet Sextet, consisting of six lead dancers of the N. Y.
City Ballet Co., who’ll do a concert tour of the south and midwest
during Aprils before start of the regular N. Y. spring ballet season.
Tour, mostly of one-nighters, will run April 4-25. Troupe will comprise Nora Kaye, Melissa Hayden, Diana Adams, Patricia Wilde, Andre
EglevskyTand Hugh Laing. Anne Sloper will be ahead, with troupe
accompanied by two pianos. Also will carry electrician.

“Boris” emerged as a
but softer and warmer
opera than Rimsky’s; a little less
sumptuous perhaps, but just as

version)
thinner,

pleasing and certainly more authentic. Opera is sketchy, episodic,
overlong, and slow, but it has pag-

.

Due to a typographical error, the cost of bringing “Two’s Company”
Broadway was incorrectly reported in last week’s issftie -as $232,202,
instead of $332,202. The various major items comprising that sum were
correctly listed as $192,466 production Cost; $65,229 tryout loss, and
$74,507 cost* of postponement due to the illness of Bette Davis, the
star. *As of Jan. 31, the revue had earned back $35,962 and represented a deficit of $67,400 over and above the $210,000 investment and
$18,830 -balance on a production loan.
to

Tragedy of the Czar who murdered to gain his throne arid was
•driven to. death by remorse and
fear, was heightened by George
London’s vocal and thesplc performance as Boris. First American
,to sing the part here, London was
a dramatic figure, with more real
histrionics than the Met stage
qsually sees. His bass-baritone is a
little too high or light, but otherwise suits the role.

New

English

text*- by

Although he rarely invests in Broadway shows, strawhat manager
James Awe has a perfect batting average at picking hits. He’s had
modest stakes in three productions thus far. One was “Mister Robwhich has paid 14-to-l profit so far. Another is “South Pacific,”
nearliy 15-to-l and is still going .strong. Recently Awe scraped together $625 and again scored a bullseye by getting a* small piece of “Wonderful Town.”
erts,”

Met man- which has already netted

Gutman was breezy and
and certainly a' vast improvement on former Met presenager John

colloquial;

tations in Italian.

Several singers,

however, were indistinct, and the
MeFs talent for miscasting on English premieres (as with Ljuba Welitch and Set Svanholm in the first
“Fledermaus”)
was
evidenced
again in Salvatore -Baccaloni's and
Sigurd Bjoerling’s. inclusion in the
cast They’re certainly no help in
promulgating opera in English fot
American consumption.
Brian Sullivan, as Dimitri; Jerome Hines, as Pimen, and Blanche
Thebom, as Marina, were strong
vocal assists to London, while the
large supporting cast and chorus

were generally good.

Director Harold (“Time of the Cuckoo") Clurman, who doubles as
critic of the Nation, reviewed William Inge’s “Picnic7 in last

drama
But

Scheduled

issue.

Review endedr “Here

am

at

any rate

is

a solid success.

not sure whether the author should get down on his knees
tp thank the director (Joshua Logan) "for having made it One or punch
Him in the nose for having altered the play's values. It is a question
I

of taste.”

j

i

I

j

!

Fritz Stiedry

did a fine conducting job.
Sets,
though eye-filling, were a melange
from various other operas. Bron.

B way Openings

Grand Riviera purchase price Nick Probst as the brother.
My Three Angels, Morosco, towas understood to be about $350,A commendable production joo night (Wed.).
000. It is engaged for. films under shows interesting
backstage atmosCamlno Real, National, March
a lease which will run into 1954 phere. Credits
include direction 19.
according to E. R. ‘Holtz, prexy of by Leo Lavandero,
Horses In Midstream, unspecisetting by Ed
the Grand River Theatre Co. ward Zimmerlhan,
music by Sam- fied theatre, April 2.
which sold the property' to the uel Pottle and
I Found April, unspecified* thealighting by Robert
realty corporation.
The theatre, Leach.
tre, April 6.
Bone.
which was opened in 1927. has a
Room Sendee, Playhouse, week
complete .stage, suitable for conFor the first time in the six-year uf April 6.
version to 'legit use.
Debut, no theatre set, week of
history of the American Theatre
Wing Concert Awards, .there will April 20.
The Little Orchestra Society will be no finals. Unanimous decision of
Men of Distinction, unspecified
repeat “Babar, the Elephant,” new the jury last Friday (6), following theatre, week of April 20.

’

weekend’s

Ironic fact that Russia’s Premier Stalin died the day before the Met
Opera preemed the first American stage presentation of -the original
version of Mussorgsky’s “Boris Godunov,” which describes the fall of
a onetime mighty Russian czar, didn’t pass unnoticed in press comment and critical reviews. The N. Y. Times’ critic, Olln Downes, reviewing last Friday’s (6) bow, said: “The production bad another historic feature and association (other than its premiere). ‘Boris Godunbv'
is no conventional opera with a strutting tenor, a
jealous baritone and
a lady in distress for its dramatic personae. It is an opera of a whole
peop’e, the Russian people. Its climax is the death of their ruler. The
day before this American premiere, another Russian ruler, looming
large on the pages of history, had passed. The thought association was
inescapable. It was as if Mussorgsky had again been summoned by
fate as historian of his nation.”
Bill Wilson, while in Pittsburgh last week company-managing the
Jose Greco troupe, disclosed that he* and Sid Williams have renewed
their optibn on. Robert G. Dare’s three-character farce, “The Magnificent Frauds.’*
Th£ prospective co-producers are now negotiating
with agent Jules Ziegler to book “Frauds” for 10 or 12 weeks in summer theatres as a tuneup for Broadway in the fall. Ziegler’s also on
the prowl for three film names to star in it. Wilson in the meantime
will continue with Greco until the finish of the Spanish dancer’s tour

|

late this spring.

Backers of “I Found April,” the Kenneth Banghart-Diana Green production of George Batson’s drama, include co-producers Banghart and
Miss Green, $1,900 and $1,200, respectively; Herman Bernstein,
children's opera by Nicholai Bere- the semi-finals, establishes Ca'vin
ducer Leland Hayward's general manager, $800; Arthur Klar, souvenir
Can-Can, Shubert, April 23.
zowsky with libretto by Dorothy Marsh, baritone, as the winner.
Carnival in F’andcrs, Century. program agent. $300; John C. Pinto, theatrical accountant, $400; Ben
Heyward, at Hunter Auditorium, Prize is a debut in N. Y*., sponsored May 21.
GrauerJ radio-tele announcer, $200; Anne Seymoux*, radio actress, $200,
•
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Divvy

Rehearsal Space, Upped Rental Rates

Dividend of $15,000, represent-

ing the initial profit distribution,
was issued last week by "Time of
the
Cuckoo,” Arthur Laurents
comedy - drama starring Shirley
Booth. The Robert WhiteheadRichard Rodgers, who spearWaiter Fried production, currently
Available rehearsal space for upseason
in its 22d week at the Empire, N.Y.,
headed the campaign last
coming shows is becoming a more
curtains and has Greenwich Village
has additional
for early Monday
assets
including Allers to Baton For
idea,
acute problem for Broadway fiianbeen the sole holdout for the
$14,000 union bonds and depbsits,
Dallas Fair Musicals a^cments. Not only is it becoming
it next week for "South
$10,000* cash reserve and around
is dropping
Ownership
of
the
Theatre
de
Which
Lys,
I,”
and
"King
Dallas, March 10.
increasingly difficult to find a conPacific” and
$5,00Q-$6,000 available for distribuco-produced in Greenwich Village, N. Y„ has tion.
he co-authored and
Franz Allers, ballet director venient location but rental -costs
2d. Effec- been acquired by John Post, presiThe
with Oscar Hammerstein
show
was
capitalized
at
Broadway
several
who’s
batoned
are skyrocketing.
therefore, dent of the John post Construction
tive Monday night (16),
$75,000.
musicals, will be the new musical
Where such a situation formerly
shows will have the Corp., which, handled the extensive
all Broadway
director of the State Fair Musicals* occurred only at* a couple of rush
renovation job on the property
every
time
curtain
traditional
8-Aug.
12-week
here,
June
season
during the season, it’s now
periods
last summer.
The house has been Coast Equity Without
night of the week. "Wish You Were
Rep
He replaces Lehman Engel, pretty much chronic. For example,
30.
renamed the Greenwich Village
Here” revested to the standard
four
seafor
past
conductor
the
although
the recent rash of new
Playhouse, and is available for
schedule last Monday night (9).
Again as Meredith Quits sons, -who asked out to remain as shows has pretty well subsided, reReason for the reversion of the rental. Stanley Kostner is serving
hearsal quarters are still at a pre"Wonderful
musical
conductor
of
as manager and Max Eisen is presstwo Rodgers-Hammerstein musimium, As a consequence, producOver ‘Affairs’ Sub Hassle Town” in N. Y.
time agent.
cals to the tr&ditional starting
Allers will select his own as- tions currently in rehearsal are
financial.
Alprimarily
William de Lys, who took over
Los Angeles, March 10.
Mondays is.
sistant director to replace Saul using such spots as the New AmEquity is without a Coast rep Schechtman, who also won’t re- sterdam Roof, the- Theatre de LyS
though there has reportedly been the theatre last spring for the prosome confusion among playgoers duction of a series of shows, is again after Charles Meredith, who turn for the new season. Managing in Greenwich Village and a Yidbecause "S. P.” and "King” have reportedly out of town.
held the post for eight months, got director Charles R. Meeker, Jr., dish house on -Second Ave. That
fed up with a dissident but vocal will also engage a new dance di- is in addition to regular Broadway
been continuing the 7 o’clock curbetheatres and professional studios
other
shows
while
minority and quit. Opposition to rector.
tain Mondays
in the Times Square area, like
gan performances at the regular
him reached the boiling point
Malin.
Monthat
time, the main thing is
Monday (9) when they protested
Minimum rate for rehearsal
day night patronage has slipped
his taking part in the touring "Afspace is said ta be $5 per hour in
more at the two RfcH shows than
fairs of State” for a one-week
regular studios. Prices for less acReceipts
hits.
established
other
stand in Kansas City because
at
cessible locations .are apt to be a
were particularly brutal at virtual- '
George Brent, bedded with flu;
bit less, but the rate for the use
ly all Broadway shows Monday
couldn’t step into one of lead roles
of Broadway legit theatres somenight (2) of last 'week.
as scheduled.
times goes to $10 or more per hour.
Ujausual
number of recent
Ironically,
Reprise ..Seen Cold
producer
Richard
That brings the cost to as much
Same situation, with Monday Broadway shows are figured as Krakeur had hailed Meredith’s
as $100 a day In some instances, or
Suit for $3,000,000 against the nearly $3,000 for rental alone for
night receipts declining below the prospective vehicles for strawhat stint as an example of how the
other nights of the week, led pro- production this summer. But de- legit union could help manage- Shuberts and associates was. filed the four-week rehearsal period.
and spite the increasing emphasis on ment as well as helping itself.. It’s Monday (9) in Federal* Court, N. Y.,
Hayward
Leland
ducers
With few Broadway theatres vaJoshua Logan to' abandon the. early musicals as barn circuit tourers, pointed out that if Meredith hadn’t by Sylvia Siegler, president, on be- cant in recent months, the rehearonly one new song-and-dance item taken the role, the play would half of Show-of-the-Month Club, a sal problem
Here."
You.
Were
curtain at "Wish
is more complicated,
Managements of "Guys and Dolls’* appears likely to be available this have laid off, with resultant loss of ticket subscription organization. for there are apt to be extra exwork to thesps. Meredith took the Named as defendants in the anti- penses for stagehands if a house
and "Pal Joey’* made the same season.
Strongest straight-play properties role with the understanding he trust action are Lee and Jacob J. with a. current show is used. In
move for a similar reason A couple
ar«u rated to be "Affairs- of State,’’ would'.be paid only what he would Shubert,
Marcus Heiman, the that case, there is a standing, set
of months ago.
With all Broadway shows now "Bell, Book and Candle,” "Coun- get as his Equity salary for the United Booking Office, Select The- onstage if the show is a straight
playing the traditional schedule, try Girl” and "Moon is Blue.” week, and during that period he atres Corp, and L. A. B. Amuse- play, and scenery and props in the
wings if it’s a musical. In any case,
didn’t accept compensation from irient Corp.
it’s figured the whole move for an Likely musical entry is "GentleCharging that the defendants, the stagehands* union rules reearly curtain one night a week is men Prefer Blondes;” with the re- the legit union.
quire standby men to be used.
Francis Clark has been named to operating 15 theatres on Broadway
cold. Rodgers and Hammerstein are lease of "Call Me Madam” ^dependLegit managers generally blame
reportedly planning a regular start- ing on Irving Berlin’s O.K. All fill the spot temporarily.
and most of the key houses on the the tough rehearsal space situation
road, maintain a monopolistic con- on television. They explain that not
ing time every night Of the week these are previous-season Broadway
productions.
musical,
"Me
and
their
new
for
trol of the legitimate theatre, the only are TV shows using an unpreJuliet,” due to open on Broadway
suit claims that the Shuberts have cedented
Among the current-season prosamount of rehearsal
early in June, and no other man- pects for silo presentation.* are "In
illegally prevented SOMC from space, but driving up rental rates.
agements are interested in the Any
playing
purchasing
tickets
to
shows
Language,”
"Bernardine,”
‘GINGER’
early curtain, at least in New York. "Climate of Eden,” “Grey-Eyed
their theatres. It alleges that proTelevision plug given "Time Out
Whether, us some observers be- People” and "Be Your Age.” Alducers of such shows are forced to Record 35-Week Season
for
Ginger”
on
the Arthur Murray
lieve, the early curtain idea is es- though none was a boxofflce click
accede to the Shuberts’ .discrimiprogram on DuMont Sunday night
sentially worthwhile but wasn’t on Broadway, all are figured fair
natory aotion in such a policy.
in Pitt as Result
given an adequate test, is apparent- bets' for rural audience acceptance. (8) was unusually advantageous to
Complaint asserts that the Shuthe legit show. Spot riot only inly just an academic matter how.
bert brothers own Select Theatres
volved payment of a nominal fee- to
Of Rubin’s Nixon Drive
The early curtain is general pracand L. A. B. Amusement and, in
author Ronald Alexander and the
tice every night of the week 'dn
partnership with Heiman, hold the
Pittsburgh, March 10.
C.
play’s management, but performLondon, and has demonstrated its
stock of UBO. Lee Shubert refused
New Nixon Theatre, in its third
ance, pay to star Melvyn Douglas
popularity with the public via into
on*the
"at
this
comment
case
‘SHOCKING’ and - supporting players Polly tirhe.” Action was filed by Jacob year of operation under Gabe Rucreased patronage. .Sporadic experibin, general manager, looks, headed
Rowles, Mary Hartig, Lois Smith
ments with various starting times
Boston, March 10.
D. Fuchsberg, attorney for Miss for the best legit season Pittsburgh
and Nancy Malone.
matinees
for different evenings and
Siegler. Papers in the action paral- has. -had in a blue moon.
In a bylined interview with
With a
In addition, Murray apparently
are still being made on the road.
lel in a number of aspects charges weather eye out for all kinds of
Marjorie Adams, Globe drama
But on Broadway the, idea is ob- critic, actress Constance Bennett, enjoyed the legiter so much when contained in the Government’s booking
in
keep
the
order to
house
viously dead, or at least moribund appearing here* in "I Found April” he attended a* performance* last pending antitrust suit against the
alight, Rubin has managed so far
week, that he arranged to buy $500
for a good many years to come.
last week, sounded off on Hub cen- worth of tickets each for the three fsame defendants.
to bring the Nixon through with
sorship, terming it "astounding” succeeding Monday night performonly one dark stanza, since "Okla*
and "shocking.”
homa” unshuttered the site for
ances, and is giving them away. In
Pre-B’way Latin Tours:
IN
1952-53
last September.
And that
Claiming "the most cultured peo- ballyhooing the TV show he also
was caused by Bette Davis’ "Two’s
ple of a city go to the .theatre-, yet spent about $5,000 in display ads
Mulled on Spanish Shows the
‘MAN’
Company”
playing
only one instead
theatre is censored,” the' actress in the N. Y. Times and papers in
continued, "they won’t allow ‘The Cleveland and Chicago, promiBetween appearances on Broad- of the two, weeks booked, because
N.Y. Prospects Children’s Hour’ to be produced nently playing up the legiter.
By
way this spring and on the Coast the attraction wanted to stay in
Tele presentation comprised a late in the summer, Alfred Drake Detroit when the star took sick
Producers Richard Aldrich and here, for instance. However, chilwill play two Weeks of strawhat and had to miss several performRichard Myers are doing a juggling dren can buy vulgar comic books 12-minute scene from the play.
this summer in "Man and Super- ances early in the engagement.
act with multiple projects for next which are far more harmful; tawman.” He’ll star in the Shaw reOzarks’
As example of what Rubin is d,n *
in
like
‘Maid
the
four
prosdry
shows
includes
list
season. The
vival week of June 29 at the West- ing, when it looked
as if he might
pects for Broadway, one for Lon- can have long runs (four weeks) Choreog Doubles as Lead
port (Conn.) Country Playhouse not
get anything Christmas and
don and then Broadway, one for without interference, and burlesque
and the following week as season
London and two for Spain, South flourishes.”
In Albany Emergency opener at Cape Playhouse, Dfennis, New Year’s weeks, “Good Nile
Ladies” was hurriedly penciled in
America and ultimately the U. S.J
Actress wound her blast with
Mass.
Albany, Marchu 10.
Since that’s obviously much more "censorship is supposed to be an
Before that, Drake will take over for those choice spots although it
Sondra Lee,, choreographer and
than any one management could aid to public morals. The people comedy-dancing principal of "Lady as star of "King and I,” at the St. had been here only in June for a
handle in one season, their actual who need to have their morals Be Good,” doubled into the lead James, N.Y., subbing for Yul Bryn- run. Dates paid off, too, and both
Ladies” and the house got a wad.
productions will have to be a mat- looked after least are the only part, taken by Barbara Cook, when ner during the latter’s leave of absence April 6 through June 20 for Last, week, when "Fasten Your
ter of which scripts, suitable stars, ones whom censorship restricts. I
the latter was hit by a virus, be- a picture assignment. Immediately Belts” was cancelled out
for March
etc., come through.
am amazed that the city stands for fore the Wednesday *4) perform- after the Cape Cod stint he’ll plane 23 after
folding in Boston, Rubin
“El Baile” (“The Ball”), a three- this.”
ance at Malcolm Atterbury’s Colo- to the Coast*- to star In Edwin Les*- went to Work and landed Constance
character, one-set drama by Edgar
nial Playhouse in Albany.
A tor’s production of a musical ver- Bennett in "I' Found April.” For
Neville, is currently playing in
specially-typed script and fast cos- sion of "Kismet,” as part of the Holy Week, when the house is norMadrid and is- virtually set to tour
Tent Folds tume changes made it possible for Civic Light Opera seasons in Los mally closed, it’s* taking a chance
Spain and then $,o to South Amer- Hollywood, Fla.,
the tiny Mis* Lee to handle the Angeles and San Francisco, with a With Cornelia Otis* Skinner in
ica. The idea would then be to
proposed Broadway run to follow. "Paris ’90.” Then he
Loss two roles.
talked "StaWith
Suddenly
br|ng it through Central America
The first time such -a continlag 17” into playing* two weeks
and Mexico for presentation in
Miami Beach, March 10.
gency had arisen in six years of
rather
thanjust
one
when
it comes
the U. S.
Hollywood-By-The-Sea tent the- Playhouse operation, it brought ‘Kentuckian’ Premiere
in April 13;
The U. S. tour would presumably
atre ended its season, suddenly from Atterbury an offer to exTo date, the Nixon has had 22
be limited to a short engagement
Fete L’yille 175th Anni weeks,
when the Phil Tyrrell-William Mar- change tickets for future performwhich has often representin New York and single weeks in
golis operation folded Sunday (8), ances, but none of the 400 people
Louisville, March 10.
ed a full season in past years, and
a few other major cities. Somereported: loss of $40,000 sus- present asked for stubs. Instead,
with
"Tall
Kentuckian,”
two-act
play
hookings definitely set so far will
what similar Setup is contemplated
tained since its January premiere.
they gave* Miss Lee an ovation at by Barbara Anderson, wilL be pro boost that number to around 30.
for a Spanish song and dance- reProducers had featured such the conclusion. Performance was duced at the Iroquois Amphithea- With still a chance of “New Faces”
vue also planned by Aldrich &
of the second week by tre’ June 15-July 5. Historic dra- and “Pal Joey” coming in this
Myers, in association with Julius names as Gloria Swanson, Veronica the first
Lake and past two weeks* Bert the stock company in the Gershwin ma is a feature of the-' University spring, it’s conceivable that the
Fleischmann.
musical.
AccumulaFestival program planned by- May- Nixon may wind up with around
"Harvey.”
in
Wheeler
New Herbert Script
or Charles P. Farnsley in celebra- 35 weeks, which has been unheard
The Broadway prospects include* tion of. troubles led to .decision
"inch
of
Set tion of the .l75tjhi anniversary of of here in legit circles for a long •
Girl Can Tell,” new comedy by to wind matters. Series
Revised
the founding of Louisville. Norris time.
F. Hugh Herbert; "The Stockade*” dents,” including temperament and
For 2d Asheville Season Houghton will direct the play.
dramatization by Mark Appleman tantrums from some of the names,
Miss*
with
originally
weekPlay,
TeeofI
titled
"Kenoccurred.
March
10.
ef a chapter from "From Here to
Asheville,
Equity Shows
was a- solid one> auguring
"Thunderland,” tucky’s- Lincoln/’ emphasizes Linrevamped
Eternity,”
bestseller
by James Swanson
season.
Asheville's- historic outdoor drama coln’s close association with his
Jones; "Gainsborough Girls,” by big biz for balance of
(Mar, 9-Mar. 22)
Kentucky.
native
Hubert
written-by
Boone*,
Daniel
Miami
on.
Rainbow Bryant H. S.,
Finiab's
between.
Beaton, and “La Duchess*
However, location
"Tall Kentuckian’* Is Mrs. An- Queens, N. Y., (13-14); Far Rockd Algues,” to be adapted from Con- Beach and Palm Beach was too far Hayes, is scheduled to open for its
she
play,
first
although
derson’s
stance Coline's French version of from either tourist centre to draw second summer at the- forest Amawav H. S„ Far Rockaway (21).
Lenox
Daughter*Mamba’s
Blackmore’s London play, them in big. numbers. Competition phitheatre June 26, to run through has published two novels. She’s
of
Hill Playhouse, N. Y. (11-13); Do*
Miranda*”
by Music Circus in. Miami and stock Labor Day, Sept. 7. AmpM-ia at Wife of Dwight Anderson, dean
N. Y.
Bronx,
Witt
H.
of
Clinton8>.,
School
Music
of
U.
of
the
thedown10
from
minutes
Biltmore;
Herbert, author o t "Moon Is group in Palm Beach didn’t help
Louisville.
1 (20-2L.
town Asheville.
(Continued
any,
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ss

something. The- usually dependable Philip Bourneuf is acceptable as Antonio, with Felicia
Montealegre a beautiful Jessica
and Nancy Marchand a lively
Yeates as the Nerissa.
Ray
Man
and
Honey
But the others don t
Bess
Poirgy anil
""
~~ *
“
Crab Man click wljth their rendi- achieve much dimension or create
and
Davis
Blevins
street-cries.
Gershwin'S
of
ipns
particular interest.
tion of folk opera
These and other members of the
Cab Calloway. LeVern Leonardos. Leslie
Marre’s direction seems to be
Urylee
a
+vn#»
Price.
George Catfish Row community form
muffled by the same attempted
<&ott Georgia Burke. Music by
humanity
background of moving
"respectability" that cramps the
Gershwin, lfbrettojby DuBose Jterwa&j
G .u3h
And allyrics by Heyward and? JMl.
against which the main story is-l production as a whole.
based on play, "f 0 ^*
acted. Using them, Breen achieves though the Lemuel Ayers scenery
DuBose Heyward, directed bV^ Robert
pictures
Sinai* some
stage
Alexander
memorable
it
director.
decorative,
and
musical
ingenious
Breen;
is
while managing at the same time seems needlessly remote. Even as
tumes "b^Jed Mac^At *z£gfel£ K%'. to give them individual as well as
is a
revival
the
therefore,
theatre,
“> ">
group characteristics. Many per- let-down,
Iiv»"
Jerry Laws
Mineo
imaginative touches
The choice of the play itself
Cab Calloway ceptive and
Snortin' Life \
Helen Thigpen are used as they play out their seems questionable. It is true* that
Serena
Joseph James lives but "business" is never em- the Christians in "Merchant’: are
Jake
...
Howard Roberts ployed merely for its own sake.
Robbins
more savage and cruel than Shy.................. Hugh DUWorth
Jim
And no punches are pulled in lock, for their callousness Is unJoseph Crawford
Peter
Dowdy
Helen
much
packs
so
which
play,
this
Lllv
motivated and meaningless, while
Georgia Burke
Marla
and musically. his vengefulness has ample justifiLeVern Hutcherson power .dramatically
Porffv
gy
Foster’s
Elizabeth
Scott
Leslie
by
Highlighted
or
cation. But Jews are discriminated
John McCurry dancing, the island picnic builds in against today because of supposed
Crown
Catherine Ayers
Annie
of
with
climaxed
abandon,
frenzied
traits represented in the role
Leontyne Price
Bess
or Urylee Leonardos Bess’s seduction by the fugitive Shylock, and millions were put to
Snm Kasakoff. Willis Daily Crown.' The hurricane scene pro- death a few years ago because igPolicemen
Walter Rtemer
Detective
emotional norant dupes believed the stereoWilliam Vease; vides an exciting and
Undertaker
Moses LaMarr curtain for Act II.Frazier
type that Shylock represents.
Foster
Elizabeth
Rubv
Roth has provided reWolfgang
No amount of rationalizing or
Yeates
Ray
Crabman
his
settings,
imaginative
sourceful,
doubletalk can obscure the fact
Law*
With Josenh Attles, Irving Barnes.
son Bates Jamas Hawthorne Bey> Rhode basic set a perspective, three-level that the drama is anti-Semitic. In
Boggs, Walter P. Brown. Miriam Burton. one of the ramshackle houses that a world neriled by hatred and susSibol Cain. Elsie Clark, Charles Colman.
beforp they picion, "The Merchant" tends to
Clarice Crawford. Helen Ferguson. Doris had seen better times
Hobef
Gallbcr, Ruby Greene, Kenneth Hlbb-rt. became Catfish .tow. His Kittiwah be incendiary.
George. A. Hill. Joy McLean, Pauline Island set is simple yet effectively
Phelps. Edna Ricks. Anabfelle Ross, George
shift
to
turntable
he
uses
and
lush,
Turner
Clyde
Swan.
Dolores
A. Royston.
ElolsC C. Uggams. Barbara Ann Webb.
to the interior of Serena's room,
Children* Jacqueline Barnes, .George
where the group hurries, in someOff-B’way
Royston, Jr.
least

Plays Out of Town

on

Lgie Love
Dallas,

7.

Barclay, Rex Everhart, Edwin
Whltner. Directed by Ramsey Burch. Set
and lighting, James Pringle; costumes.
Dale elemental t A Theatre '53, Dallas,
March* 2, '53; fl50 top.
a
E yr®r^_..
Re* „
Billy Gordon
J^
J °hn Mupson
Matthew Anderson ......
Virginia Young
*
Sarah
Edwin Whltner
*
Graham Colby
Mary Dell Roberts
Janet Colby
Norma Winters
Mrs. Colby
Constance Warburton. .. Patricia Barclay
Patricia

cellent portrayal of the cynical
overseer. Paul Byron’s Ashley, An-

.

i

i

.

5

‘

.life work. Casting of
Royal Dano as Witzel is a happy

look like a
,

March

stroke, his emaciated physique conTheatre '53 production of comedy in
three acts by Rosemary Casey. features tributing immeasurably to his ex-

•

•

'

‘

.

an old story this season that
is stacking one hit
play on another in edging towards
Theatre ’53’s best year of seven.
With Rosemary Casey’s comedy,
“Late Love," in as the fifth new
script, Miss Jones deserves kudos
for presenting what may prove to
be the all-time bellringer in arena
It’s

Margo Jones

’

.

’

.

.

First,

Show

The IH&

.

“Porgys"

is

former

to

Breen's elimination of

stage waits, resulting, in a more
fluid, suspenseful plot line, and his
•

use of additional Gershwin score,
such as the "Buzzard Song" which
...
__ aura
TTT to create an
he Uses in
Act III
Of foreboding before Porgy is tola
that Bess has left him. Gaining
here in dramatic depth, story loses
none Of its original appeal as a
saga of the people of Charleston’s
Catfish Row, with their dancing,
'

.

.

in the

I
secreUy weds.
Yugoslav Hall NY* tary^whom sh^
N. Y. City Drama Co. revival of drama itjfocusS’onV^egt^singCT^^COT^
tolrt
two acts (eight scenes) by William flict between the B“® aI a
_?* ’SV?*
from his ritualistic mothShakespeare. Stars Luther Adler. MarJ
competitive approval
garet Phillips, Philip Bourrieuf; features use to^get ahead in the
the
regimenting
0se(iiy
£
sup
^
p
James Daly, Michael Wager, Felicia Mon- New York scene and the ideals and
^ougehof^.
tealegre. Directed by Albert Marre; seenof his people he destroys to
Surprise second-act twist reery and costumes. Lemuel Ayers; assistant trust
director. Richard Baldridge; Choreography, gain this end. The hero- gets a well- veals mama spikes her lemonade
Todd Bolender; musical, direction. William paying executive job .with a broadwith gin, catches pop tunes from
Brooks At City Center. N.Y., March 4,
casting company, an opportunity to a stashed radio and has a yen to
Philip Bourneuf do some good for Negro entertainAntonio
It’s the author, a 15Earl Montgomery ers, only to find that the officials live it up.
Salarlno
year widower; who imposes the
IS”*?,./*
wish. Him to speak and act against discipline. Secretary tplls off papa,
V.V.V.7.V MtchaelWager the "radical" members of his race,
Lorenzo
while the artist spirits "his mother
James Daly
Gratlano
Margaret Phillips with whom he, in his heart, agrees to N. Y. for a fling.
Portia
Nancy Marchand
Unfortunately, Davis does not
;
Nerissa
*
Acting honors are even, with
Astor
Richard
Neopolitan Prince
this theme dramatically, Patricia Barclay ahead due to the
Kevin Riley develop
English Lord
more
little
being
characters
his
German Baron ........ Raymond Johnson
lengthy role. As the artist, she
Albert Duclos than mouthpieces for his cre<jp. stabilizes the rebellious and subBalthazar
Earle Hyman
Prince of Morocco
position
of
the
on
Rex
speeches
Their
servient of the household.
Luther Adler
Shylock
Richard Venture the Negroes in South Africa, the Everhart, as the male guest, gets
Tubal
Felicia Montealegre oppression of the British, Civil
Jessica
sock
a
in
line
laughs with every
Frank Corsaro
Launcelot Gobbo
Robert Fletcher rights, and unfair competition in role. Ingenue Mary Dell Roberts
Prince of Aragon
Chris Mal^n
Portia's Servants
the entertainment field between oozes s.a. as the daughter who woos
Steven Thotflas Negroes and whites, could be comand wins the secretary. Latter,
Dancers* Beatrice Tompkins, Barbara
Walczak, Barbara Milberg, Marie Pelus: ing from a platform rather than a John Munson, rises from a meek
John Mandia. Stanley. Zompakos.
stage, for they are not made dra- role to an effective bit in defying

at

‘

. .

'Original Cast

.

.

Theatre. GuUd production in three acts
(seven scenes). Staged by- Rouben- Mamoullan; settings, Sergei Soudeline; orchestra
director. Alexander -Sinallens; chorus, Eva
Jessye. At Alvin. N.Y., Oct. 10, '35; $4,40
top.

(STUDIO THEATRE, BUFF.)

"Late Love" debuts in good
Buffalo, March 10.
hands. Script is laced with chuckPresentation takes on special
occasional bellyles, yocks and
significance as the first original
laughs; the scant serious bits ar<8
musical comedy, and the most
buried by carryover laugher from pretentious offering, produced
by
viewers.
Buffalo Studio Theatre in its
Play concerns the- visit of a the
history. Book arid lyrics
femme artist to the Connecticut 25-year
by Alice Tierney Scanlan,
home of a successful author; to do are
former Buffalo newspaper woman,
a coyer for his latest .book. She
with
score by Anthony Scibetta,
and
radio
finds smoking, drinking,
featured pianist at local night spots.
tele tabu indoors; with a gongof an illiterate, love-hungry
Story
meals.
and
tea
ringing
_____ schedule f<jr
waitress in a ^roadside beanery,
Rebelling, she finds a companion
dreaming
up romantic episodes for
house
male
thirsting
and suitor in a
herself, is a neat twist, keenly
guest. They encourage the authors
by nostalgic? suggestions
enhanced
disapproved
a
pursue
daughter to
Town" metier.

b

d

of Venice wrghts Co

The merchant

Clara
Sportin" Life
.

.

.

John-W. Bubbles
Edward Matthews

Jake
Marla
Annie

Georgette Harvey
t

......

Lily

->

Olive Ball

Helen Dowdy

Ruby Elzy
Henry Davis

SgrCna.

Robbins
Jim

Jack Cafr

After clicking with two stylish
GUs Simons
Todd Duncan and
Albert
revivals,
notable
Marre and his production staff a
Detlctive f f
Ai^a^dlr^cathS the N. Y. City Center have booted
f
Policemen
v , Harold Woolf, one with this presentation of “The
Undertaker
,.T
John'clrth Merchant of Venice” as the season
'Frailer
J. Rosamond Johnson finale. In contrast to tilG previous
Mr. Archdale
George Lessey “Love's Labor’s Lost” and "Mis
Strawberry Woman
Dowd? a ' UanS?V t hlf j s .a“ anemic edition
Porgy

.*

.'

.*

.

.*

.

.

.

Cor °ner

am

.

Revival
produced, by. Cheryl
Crawford, staged by Robert Ross,
with settings by Herbert Andrews,
costumes by Paul du Pont, with the'
original' leads (except Avon' Long
played Sportin’ Life)', opened at
the Majestic, N. Y„ Jan. 22, '42, at
$2.75 top; ran 286 performances.
*

*"j

/

a preformance, the principal
on which any classic revival
normally rated, this Merchant
disappointing. Presumably in an
to make Shakespeare s story

As

basis
s
is

I

of

religious

hatred

palatable

to

contemporary audiences, Shylock
is played for sympathy, with the
malevolence of the character minimized. Well-meaning as the treat-

ment may

.

singing,
crapshooting,
prating
_
_
_
_ and
_
savagif killing. From the time curtain goes up on the plaintive “Summertime ’’ production never loses
its punch in unfolding
song and
story the jJlight of the crippled
Porgy who loves and loses his Bess,
Leontyne Price is standout, vocally, visually and dramatically, as
the sinuous, dust-snuffing Bess,
who turns' to Porgy when her lover
Crown goes into hiding for killing
a crap game. So much
a man
mtensity does she bring to the role
that she tend? to overshadow Leslie
Scott’s Porgy, who scores in acting
Jmt-does not always project vocally,
.

m

be, it hierely succeeds
in pulling the sinews. out of the
drama, without making it less objectionable.
’

Because of

this "interpretation,”
the play tends to be most effective

theatrically when its content is
least acceptable.
Thus, through
most of the story, while Antonio,

matically meaningful. The dialog
generally inept, and filled with

Is

well-worn cliches.
Bill

Milroy

Robinson in the central

role,

Ingram as his
and Ellyce Weir

sensitive
as their
wife,,
Straightforward maid, turn in effective performances. The roles of
’

directional

the two white men are conceived
and acted as complete caricatures,
he narrow-minded broadcasting
official by Mort Lawnor and the
loud-mouthed agent by Dan Levitt.
As an example of new playwriting, "The Big Deal" neither presents a new problem nor sheds any
ight on an old one. The amateurish
lighting and execution of the setting by Ted Schneider are inexcusable, in view of the imaginative
sets that have been devised at
Equity Library Theatre on a sim-

*

more definite limning of the
relationship of the Waitress to the
plot as a whole, and more ample
treatment and development of a
smalltown atmosphere might give
story;

this one the added push Squired
to project it into bigger time.
Scibetta’s score, cued by two

pianos,

ilarly small budget.

Vene.

‘Winkle’ Preem Set For
St. Louis JVIuny Season
St. Louis,

March

10.

of form from
primness to playgirl brings heavy
mitting.
Single relay modern living room
set is plushily adequate for the sixday time span. Costume changes
Bark.
are also tasteful.

White Cargo
(ERLANGER, BUFFALO)
March

tunes
away.

Production: is colorfully
costumed and lighted and the
Jessica Williams-Jean White ballet
levels.
professional
approaches
Chorus is directed by Richard
Seibold.
On the acting side, Dorothy
D’Anna is* sock as the waitressheroine, and Lawrence Hanratty’s

Sam Blake is superior inf vocal and
dance departments. Rachael Pankow’s ingenue lends an assist to
the adtion and Stanley Tirrell gives
he juvenile role .acceptable acting
and vocal treatment. Production is
well knit and paced and the multifarius departmental activities, which
go into the making of a successful
musical comedy' prodifctibn are
notably well’* coordinated for a
'Burt.
semi-pro effort.

6.

When Leon

Gordon, back in
a page out of
Vera Simonton’s tropical treatise,
1923

borrowed

"Hell’s

_

concoct

Playground,’’ to

Pre-Bway Tours

this antediluvian theatre-piece, it’s

Continued from page 57

anyone ever figured it
would end up as a last refuge for Blue," has recently completed work
ambitious fan, tease and nautch on the film edition of the latter
dancers. Sally Rand, Rose LaRose comedy, which is to be produced
and other bump-and-grinders have in London late next summer, and
used it as a display case for their he has notified A&M that he ex-*
ample physical but meagre histri- pe'cts to have the script of "Girl
onic talents, and now comes Sarnia Can Tell" ready for Broadway presGamal in a presentation which may entation in the fall. "Stockade" dewell end all "White Cargoes." To pends on the availability of Montthe surprise of everyone, Harry gomery Clift or Marlon Brando for
Blaney and Roy Steckler have pro- the lead. "Gainsborough" may
vided a production which is con- hinge on the availability rif Cyril
siderably above average, the male
Ritchard to direct and Barry Jones
cast showing signs of having been
for the lead.
recruited with some discrimination
Provided an acceptable adaptor
Direction by Wallis Clark is well
Duehesse" is
placed and the single setting is can be obtained, "La
unlikely

"Rip Van Winkle," composed by
Bassanio and their sanctimonious two members of the Municipal TheChristian friends are treating him atre Assn.’s staff, musical director
Shylock
behaves Edwin McArthur and- stage direcoutrageously,
wlth almost superhuman forbear- tor Morton DeCosta, will be>
ance. In those scenes the performpremiered this summer in the
ance seems tentative and unsatisgroup’s playhouse in Forest Park.
fying
McArthur
wrote the music and DeBut in the court scene', when the
poison of religious bigotry flames Costa the book and lyrics.
His Porgy brings out the** pathos above the minimizing treatment,
A streamlined English version of sufficiently effective for its purand weakness of the character, but the inherent theatricalism brings "Carmen" also is skedded for the poses.
fails to convey the inner strength vibrant playing .from the otherwise new season.
While, on the whole, Miss .Qamthat the music suggests.
inhibited cast. In that scene, finalseems no Better
al’s Tondeleyo
As Sportin' Life, Cab Calloway ly, "Merchant" is dynamic theatre,
average, it is properly sexy
than
provides the necessary heightening if hardly pleasant entertainment,
Current Stock Bills
.and petulant, -’and her language
that a revival demands. The sinuThe performance generally lacks
deficiencies are well veiled in the
( March
9"March 22)
ous syncopation of this hi-rde-ho distinction. Nobody speaks the
paucity imd character of the dialog
man, especially in his rendition of Shakespearean verse with style or
"It Ain’t Necessarily. So.” brings cadence, and rarely in a way to
Death if a Salesman
Arena, She wears her safong with a becoming difference, although in physical
down the house. As the bully clarify the meaning. Luther Adler, Rochester (10-22).
Crown, John McCurry packs a son of the late star Jacob Adler,
First Mrs. Fraser (Fay Bainter) outline she appears to tftiid toward
punch both as an actor and singer, whose portrayal of the role is
Bermudian Theatre, Hamilton, the gelatinous. As might be expected, her outstanding contribuOther notable performances are something of a Yiddish stage le- Bermuda (16-22).
those of Helen Colbert as. the young gend, is a passionless, negative
FJtedermaus
Paper Mill Play- tion to the proceedings is an interpolated danse du ventre to the acwife, whose lyric "Summertime" is Shylock, with only occasional bursts house, Milburn, N. J. (9-22).
especially effective; Helen Thigpen, of conviction to explain his long*
Larger Than Life—Palm Beach companiment of offstage tom-toms
While for heT the grade set by the
who renders the plaintive "My burning ambition tov play the part (Fla.) Playhouse (9-15).
requirements of the yole is obviMan’s Gone Now,” as Serena;
Room Service (Mischa Auer)
Margaret Phillips is a rather
Georgia Burke, as the God-fearing chilly Portia until she comes to Bermudian Theatre, Hamilton, Ber- ously a steep one, with enough
repetition she’ll probably make it
realist, Maria, and Catherine Ayers, expressive life in the court scene
muda ^(d-l 5).
Clark again effectively extends
as the humorous, gawky Annie. Her reading of the celebrated
Streetcar Named Desire (Uta
Helen Dowdy, as- the Strawberry mercy speeph stresses meaning Hagen)
Empress, St. Louis (17- his original portrayal of the alee
Woman, Joseph Crawford as the rather than melody, which is at 22 ).
holic
physician into what begins to
1
*

m

.

—

‘

—

•

—

—

.

—

^

overboard on modernity
.a few melodic
for the patrons to carry
is

and could do with

Her reversal

Buffalo,

Sharp

uncertainties.

rewriting and stronger insistence
on the dreamlike features of the

his father-in-law. Edwin Whitner’s
father role gets his usual top
histrionic treatment, while Norma
Winters scores heavily as his moth
er.

Opening

•

1

Peter

’

"Our

scenes in the-truckers’ haven gives
fine opportunity for rough and
tumble .characterizations and- comedy, as well as foy some rousing
male choral effects.
Unfortunately, these novel factors dissolve early in a haze of

•

Ford L. Buck
Abbie Mitchell

ingo
Mini

Me

Imagine

,

hurricane.

U

vocalizing.
contrast

Greatest

brief his-

cast,

Choral ‘direction by Eva Jessye
Beal
adds greatly to the singing ensemproduction of the George Gersh- ble, which brings out all of the
(YUGOSLAV HALL, N.Y.)
win-DuBose Heyward folk opera variety and beauty of the familiar
In "The Big Deal," Ossie Davis
that should rate a go6d Broadway Gershwin score; Alexander Smaldramatically
the lens deserves a tribute for his attempts to present
production . of
First
run.
of the problems that face the
some
Blevins Pavis-Robert Breen team batoning, *an office he his filled in
Negro in contemporary society,
this musical drama, as staged by the previous Broadway “Porgys.”
Davis’ aim is worthwhile, but his
Breen, is colorful, melodic and
Vene.
play doesn’t hold rip.
marked by topnotch performances

and

The

depreciated.
Production, which plans to tour
he remote circuits, is using the
distribution of thousands of twoor-ones mailed from New York
as an advertising gadget. This has
been productive of b. 6..results here
in the past? Success of tour will

Ramsey Burch, with a responsive

•

"Porgy and Bess" is no mere revival but a sock, vividly, theatrical

permit.

Miss Gamhusband, programmed as Shepdefies
King,
3d,
description
pard
and must really be seen to be fully
al’s

a highly risible, well-defined script
that eschews padded lines, sustains
interest throughout and adds up
to sock entertainment. Second, as
staged here by associate director

.

what cramped quarters, during the

chapters

trionic contribution of

_
,
depend upon how many
Miss Casey has contributed probably
people there are left in the hinterlands who have never seen either
"Cargo" or Miss Gamal. Burton

stage fare here,

.

thony Dearden's Langford and
William Sanders’ Skipper are as
exactingly and credibly portrayed
as the original conceptions of the

.

a prospect for tryout this summer
at Aldrich’s two Cape Cod straWhats, the Cape Playhouse and Falmouth Playhouse, as well as at the
Westport (Conn.) Country Playhouse. It would require a French
star as

femme

lead.

The. London project k “Gypsies
Wore High Hats," Joseph Kramm
comedy-drama which, had a bam
tryout last summer. It will be produced on the West End in late summer or early fall after a tuneup
tour of resorftdwris. The show will
be presented in association with Gilbert Miller, who is also partnered
in the London edition of' “Moon,
and the author will direct, with a
cast including Anton Wplbrook arid
Dolly Haas.. A Broadway engageJli.Kun J
XAIlAlVt
a T.nnmeht 1a,
is planned to follow the Lon
don run.
.

1a. £<

—
,

j
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‘Ozarks’ Tine $15,500 In

10-Show N. Haven Stand

ladam

New Haven, March 10.
Ten-performance stand of “Maid
the Ozarks” at the Shubert last
week (1-8) turned out to be a heftjP
moneymaker. 'At $3,60 top, but
with the town flooded with halfprice comeons, show pulled an approximate
$15,500,
which was

‘Murder $13,900 m

$37,000,

Chicago, March 10.
income tax
Despite
Current Road Shows
time Chicago theatres aren't doare the,
Helping
ing ’too badly.
(March 9-2 linewcomers “Paris '00” and “Farfel
Affai-. ftf
Follies,” the former getting excelfrom Haila stoddard,
lent notices. as did the latter
Irene Heiwey„Don-.
IH6Q*
cppond^strinfi men
_*•
tbo second-string
old Woods)\
t
«.
n
aid
the
Lyceum,
Minneapolis
good
some
pub- (9-14).
with
“Shrike,”
Bell, Book and Candle (Joan
picking up nicely and
is
licity,
For Murder” is holding Bennett, Zachary Scott)—Locust,
“Dial
very well. “Mrs. McThing” comes Philly (9-14).
1 MC Madam
into the Erlanger April 6 and “AfShubert, Chi
fairs of State” is due in at the Sel- (9 21)
Camino Real
Forrest, Philly
wyn same day.
(9-14).
Estimates For Last Week
Constant Wife (Katharine CorMadam, Shubert (7th

Lent and

M

—

last

—

Me

Call

Robert Flemyng, John Emery)
Aud., San Diego (9-10);
Hall, Long Beach (11);
Civic -Aud., Pasadena (12); College
of the Pacific Aud., Stockton (14);
Curran, S. F. (16-21),
Country Girl (Sidney Blackmer,
Dane Clark, Nancy Kelly) Royal
Alexandra, Toronto (9-14).; Court
Square, Springfield, Mass. (17-18);
Parsons, Hartford (19-21).
Deep Blue Sea (Margaret SullaConcert

M

Dial

For Murder, Harris

(6th

(Richard

1,000)

($4.40;

wk)

Greene). Not too much drop here
with excellent $15,900.
Farfel Follies,

Selwyn

(1st

—

wk)

Yiddish-English

1,000).

($4.40;

show has a sweet $23,000

vaucle
from benefits.

Blackstone

'90,

Paris

.

van)—Ford's,

(1st

($3.80; 1,535) (Cornelia Otis
Monologist drawing a
ner).

wk) Philly
Skin-

Balto

(9-14); Forrest,

(16-21).

M

Dial

—

Murder

for

(Richard

heavy Greene) Harris, Chi (9-21).
$19,000 for her efforts.
Fourposter (Jessica Tandy, Hume
The Shrike, Erlanger (2d wk) Cronyn)— Shubert, Boston (9-21).
Glgl
(Audrey Hepburn) Bilt($4.40; 1,334) (Van Heflin). Picked
up in spite of nix notices with more, L.A. (12-21).
Good Nite, Ladies Hanna, Cleve.
bright $18,-000.

—

i

—

(9-21).

w

—

(

*

—

Am

Hub

‘Stalag’ 16G,

*
HaVen (19-21).
‘PACIFIC’
I Found April (Constance Ben-

Boston, March 10.
nett)—-Her Majesty’s, Montreal (9a fairly even keel 14);
Royal Alexandra, Toronto
week. Lone newcomer this (16-21),
stanza is the Hume Cronyn and,
John Loves Mary Alcazar, S.F.

.

IN

Biz held to

—

•

Estimates for Last Week
Wilbur (2nd wk). *($4.20;
(Audrey Hepburn). Nice

Gigi,

—

1,200)

-

House

is dark.
April, Plymouth, (one

Found

($3.60;

Bennett).

Near

1

9

—

j.1

.

—

—

—

‘BANANA’ SOCK 50G IN

—

SPUT
10.

“Top Banana” registered a sock
$25,400 in four performances last

Stalag

17

—

Colonial,

(9-21).

Boston

-

—

Thursday-Saturday (5-7) at the
Top Banana (Phil Silvers) Shu2,000-seat Murat here at a $5 top. bert, Detroit (9-21).
Musical drew $24,600 in four perWhite Cargo Erlanger, Buffalo
formances Monday-Wednesday (2-4) (9-11); And., Rochester (12-14);
at the Paramount, Toledo, to give Nixon, Pitt (16-21).
it a $50,000 total for the week.
Shrine Circus takes over the
Murat April 4-12. Next road show Rochester Arena Sets
on schedule is “South Pacific,” for
1st
Musical
return engagement week of May 11.

Toint’ $23,700, Detroit;

tjf

‘it !*•

id

tor Moore, Leo G. Carroll, Beulah
RpncU);; -Nearly $10,000 (previous

week, $13,500).
Pal Joey, Broadhurst <62d wk)
(MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602) (Vivienne
Segal, Harold Lang). Over $22,000
(previous week, $29,000); closing
early in April, to tour.
Picnic, Music Bpx (3d wk) (CD$6-$4.80; 1,012; $27,000). Over $25,000 With Theatre Guild subscription limiting the gross (previous

week, $24,900).
Seven Year Itch, Fulton

(16th

wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,063; $24,400),
About $24,500 (previous week,
$24,700).

South
MC-$6;

Pacific, Majestic (203d wk)
(Martha
$50,186)
1,659;
George Britton). Nearly
$28,400 (previous week, $35,700).

Wright,

Time of the Cuckoo, Empire (21st
wk) <CD-$6-$4.80; 1,082; $25,056)
(Shirley Booth). Almost $13,900
(previous week, $19,000).
Time Out for Ginger, Lyceum
(14th wk) (C-$4.80; 995; $22,845)
(Melvyn Douglas). Over $11,500
(previous wjeek, $15,500).
Two's Company, Alvin (12th wk)
(Bette
R-$7.20;
$47,167)
1,331;
Davis).
Over $30,200 (previous
week, $35,700); closed wdth a benefit show Sunday night (8) because
of the star's illness; played ' 89
regular performances at a loss of
about $320,000.

Wish You Were Here, Imperial
37th wk) (MC-$

Over

$40,000

.20; 1,400;

$52,080).

week,

(previous

$45,300).

Wonderful Town, Winter Garden
Crucible, Beck (7th wk) <D?$6- (2d wk) (MC-$7;20; 1,519; $55^00)
Rosalind Russell). First full week
$4.80; 1,214; $31,000). Over $24,600
had standees at all performances
(previous week, $26,000).
for $54,448, new house record, alDial
for Murder, Plymouth though the gross was limited by(19th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,062; $30,377) party commissions (previous week,
(Maurice Evans). Nearly $30,100 $46,900 for first five performances
(previous week, $30,700).
and two previews).
..Evening With Beatrice Lillie,
OPENING THIS WEEK
Booth (23d wk) (R-$6; 739; $24,184)
“My 3 Angels,” Morosco (C-$6(Beatrice Lillie).
About $20,000

|

4

March

•

•

I

dark
Stidag 17, Colonial (1st wk) ($4.20; 1,500)
(George Tobias-Douglas
Watson). Not bad $16,000, and figures to build for current wepk.

Indianapolis,

ly $11,300 with two-for-ones (previous week, $14,100).

J

1,200) —- Constance
$11,800. House is

INDPLS.-T0LED0

RICHMOND STANZA

A

—

I

M

wound up

Jessica Tandy vehicle, “The Four- (16-21).
poster,* which bowed into the
Maid in the Ozarlcs Parsons,
Shubert last night (9) for an In- Hartford (10-15); Mosque, Newark
definite stand. House will experi- (16-21).
ment with an early curtain (7 p.m.)
Male .Animal—Nixon, Pitt (9-14);
tonight (1.0) and next Tuesday
Victory,. Dayton (16-18); Hartman,

week)

WOW $92

Richmond, March 10.
whopping gross of $92,300
the week's run -of “South
M
Pacific” here at the Mosque, where
the
national company
starring
Janet Blair and Webb Tilton
packed them in for eight performances (March 2-7). The gross is
all the more remarkable in view
Columbia (19-21).
of the fact that matinees had to be (previous week, $23,300).
Mrs. McThing (Helen Hayes)
scheduled for Wednesday
National, Wash.. (9-14).
and
Fifth Season, Cort (7th wk) (CThursday, with none on Saturday, $4.80; 1,056; $25,639) (Menasha
Oklahoma
JLTA-VlilVJL
Memorial
Aud.,
XX
UU
Spartanburg, S. C. (9); Aud., Ashe- due to prior commitments in other Skulnik, Richard. Whorf). Nearly
4-1.^ A u.. —
1
XY n /1/». rt
n -.1
vide, N. C. (10); Carolina, Durham, portions of the city-managed thea- $25,300 (previous week, $24,900).
N. C. (11); State, Raleigh, N. C. tre-showroom-ballroom. An overFourposter, Golden (72d wk) (C(12); Roanoke, Roanoke, Va. “(13- night blizzard Sunday eliminated $4.80; 769; $19,195) (Sylvia Sydney,
practically all possibility of last- Romney Brent). Over
14); Ford's, Balti. (16-31).
$9,800 with
Paris '90 (Cornelia Otis Skinner) minute boxoffice sales on Monday twofers (previous week,
$12,200).
and Tuesday nights, but clearing
Blackstone, Chi (9-14).
Guys and Dolls, 46th St. (120th
Point of No Return (Henry skies on Wednesday brought in wk) (MC-$6„60;
1,319;
$43,904).
Fonda) Davidson, Milwaukee* (9- healthy crowds for the two mati- Drew $30,200
(previous
week,
14); Lyceum, Minneapolis (18-21). nees.
$37,200).
House, which normally seats
Shrike (Van Heflin) Erlanger,
Hazel Flagg, Hellinger (4th wk)
nearly.
was
Chi. (9-21)..
5, 000,
scaled at a $4.80 (MC-$7.20;
1,527;
South Pacific (Janet Blair, Webb top and elimination of certain por- Gallagher, Thomas $53,000) (Helen
Mitchell, Benay
Tilton)
Playhouse, Wilmington (9- tions behind posts and pillars left Venuta, John. Howard).
Over $45,Community, Hershey, Pa. 4,610 salable seats.
14);
900 (previous week, $47,000).
(16-20).
John Brown's Body, Century (3d

last

$18,100.

(9).

) ,

Guys and Dolls American, St. L.
9- 21 ).
Horses' In
Midstream
Court
Square, Springfield, Mass. (13-14);
Shubert, Wash. (16-21).
I
a Camera (Julie Harris)
Shubert, Wash. (9-14); Playhouse,
Wilmington (16-18); Shubert, New

•>

night

16G, Philly

—Russ

tion trade.

Monday

Attendance was reportedly murderous* at most Broadway theatres
early last week, particularly Monday night (2), but perked somewhat later, with a notable pickup
‘Real’
Friday ana Saturday (6-7). Only
two shows went clean at all perPhiladelphia, March 10.
“My 3 Angels” picked up strong- formances, “Wonderful Town” setly in its second stanza, aided by fa- ting a new house record at the
vorable reviews and good word-of- Winter Garden and “Seven Year
mouth. “Camino Real,” with pre- Itch” riding along to standee-limit
view and six regular performances, trade at the Fulton.
“Two’s Company” closed abruptwas bolstered by America Theatre
Society-Theatre
Guild
subscrip- ly last Sunday night (8) and “Mertion, Critics gav^the hew Tennes- chant of Venice” ends a limited
see Williams play’ a .lukewarm re- engagement Sunday night (15).
‘‘New Faces” exits March 28, to go
ception.
“Bell, Book and Candle,” with on tour, while “Pal Joey” leaves
Joan Bennett and Zachary Scott, in a few more weeks, also to go
opened a week's ron last night (9) on the road.
Estimates for Last Week
at the Locust.
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
Camino Real, Forrest (1st wk) CD (Comedy-Drama R (Revue),
(1,760; $4.55) (Eli Wallach). Criti- MC (Musical Comedy), MJD (Mucal reaction and confused stub- sical Drama), O (Opera).'
holders
hurting
new Williams
Other parenthet' : designations
drama. Fair $16,000.
refer, respectively, to top prices;
My 3 Angels; Walnut (2d wk) number of seats, capacity gross
(1,340; $4.55) (Walter Slezak). Spe- and stars.
Price includes 20%
wacks’ comedy built steadily to amusement' tax but grosses are
SRO last four nights. Fine $22,100. net: i.e., exclusive of tax.
Children's Hour, Coronet (12th
wk) (D-$4.80; 1,027; $28,378). Near-

nell,

(Stritch-Smith).
2,100)
$37,100 from the conven-

($5;

Brisk

lompany raids

Next week gets a last half (19Repeating the pattern of the last
T Am A Camera” (Julie
Two preems are set, with- five years, business tobagganed
Pink Elephant” bowing in March last week on Broadway. Sltithp
26-28 and “Men of Distinction” due was more severe than customary
for the first week in March, howApril 1-4.
ever,
and
reflected
generally
downbeat conditions throughout
the country. Receipts were better

*

II

rift

‘Merchant’

21) bf
Harris).

j

—

But Town’ $54,448 Sets House Mark;

plenty good.

I

wk)

B’way Takes Seasonal Nosedive;

.

Saint Subber,
Rita Allen and Archie Thompson
production of Sam and Bella Spewack’s adaptation of Albert Husson’s Paris success; opens tonight
$4.80; 912; $26,000).

(Wed.).

“Porgy apd Bess,” Ziegfeld- (O$6; 1,628; $48,244).

Blevins Davis-

Robert Breen revival of the folk
opera 'with book by DuBose Heyward (based on “Porgy,” dramatization by Dorothy DuBose Heyward from the latter’s novel of the
same name), -score by George
Gershwin and lyrics by Ira Gershwin; opened last night (Tues.), but
the crjtics covered a “professional

matinee’^Monday (9); draw unanimously enthusiastic notices.

wk) (D-$6-$4.80; 1,645; $43,000)
(Tyrone Power, Judith Anderson,

Raymond Massey). Over $29,900
‘Claudia’ Swell $20,000 (previous week, $34,100); ends limited engagement April 11.
D.
St. Louis, March 10.
King and I, St. James (102d wk)
Second and final week of “Point
1,571; $51,717)
(Yul
of No Return,” with Henry Fonda, (MD-$7.20;
Over $40,400 (previous
at the American Theatre last week, Bryner).
brought a sock $23,700 gross. Piece-] week, $46,100); Alfred Drake takes
$21,
was scaled to $4.27. Heavy advance over as star April 6 through June
Summer
indicates the four- week frame of 20, while Brynner is on leave.
Washington, March 10.
Love of Four Colonels, Shubert
Rochester, March 10.
“Guys and Dolls” that t6ed off at
Legit was booming here last
The Arena Theatre, local Equity the American last night (Mon.) will (8th wk) ~(C-$6-$4.80; 1,361; $39,- Week and indications are that the
000
(Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer). b.o. upbeat will continue this se‘Wife’ $23,400 in 3d, L.A.; stock company, will produce its be a b.o. bonanza. House is scaled
$33,900 (previous week, mester. Helen Hayes, returning to
first musical this summer. "Show is to $5.50, heaviest of the current Almost
$36,300).
her hometown as star of “Mrs. Mc‘Mother’ Down to $10,200 “Solomon Grundy,” revue based on season at this house.
Merchant of Venice, City Center Thing, ” drew over $25,500 at the
One-week frame of “Claudia,”
the familiar nursery rhyme, with
(1st
wk) (D-$3; 2,100; $35,000) National, with the likelihood of
Los Angeles, March 10.
sketches by Mike Stewart and songs with June Lockhart guesting in the
Unseasonable heat wilted some by Shelley Mowell. Bibi Osterwald lead role, wound up at the Empress (Luther Adler, Margaret Phillips, bettering that this week.
Philip Boutneuf).
Opened last
of the bloom off the local boxoffice
“I Am a Camera,” with Julie
is set for the leading role. Stewart Sunday (8) with a swell $20,000,
Wednesday night (4) to one favor- Harris starred,
last week and the town4* two legipulled a profitable
authored “Razzle Dazzle/' which second best take of the season. able notice (Coleman, Mirror)
and $21,900 at the Shubert, and it also
ts failed to meet -expectations. was produced on Broadway three “Our Town” featuring Gene and six pans (Atkinson, Times; ChapKatharine Cornell finaled at the
should
Lockhart,
tees
improve
June
off
a
week’s
for its finale this
seasons ago.
man, News; Hawkins, World-Tele^
Biltmore after a three-week stand
Following its four-week break-in stand at the Empress tonight gram & Sun; Kerr, Herald Tirbune; stanza.
and the bouse stays dark until
(Tues.), with the usual $2.50 top
McClain, Joumal-Americ&n; Watts,
Thursday (12), when it relights here, the show will probably play prevailing.
a week’s stand at the Coming
Post);
first
eight performances Foster’ Falls Short In
with “Gigi”
(N.Y.)
Summer
Theatre.
through
last Sunday night (8) drew
Dorothy
Estimates for Last Week
Winnipeg Ballet 12G in 4; $27,700; closing limited engage•Life With Mother, Carthay Cir- Chemuck and Omar K. Lerman,
Montreal With $13,300
next Sunday night (15).
cle (6th wk) (1,518; $2.40).
Down who operate the Arena here, have
‘Cargo’ 3G for 4, Toronto ment
Mid-Summer, Vanderbilt (7th
Montreal, March 10.
also taken over management at
again to $10,200.
Toronto,
March
10.
(D-$4.80;
wk)
Fourposter,” with Jessica
“The
720;
$18,500).
(Mark
The Constant Wife; Biltmore (3d j Corning for the coming season.
Royal Winnipeg Ballet, propping Stevens, Geraldine Page). Over Tandy and Hume Cronyn, did $18,$4.20). Finaled With
a ’54 U. S. tour, grossed a big $12,- $11,000 (previous week, $13,000).
300 at Her Majesty's here last
J5x>400 for a three-week total of
000 for four performances last
Misalliance, Barrymore (3d wk) week. The 1,704-seater was scaled
$70,000, plenty profitable.
Shows in Rehearsal
week here at the Royal Alexandra, (C-$3; 1,060; $24,996) (Barry Jones, to $3.94. Biz fell far short of exKeys; C (Comedy), D (Drama), 1,525-seater, scaled at $3.50 top, Tamara' Gcva, Roddy McDowell). pectations, partly due to fact that
CD ( Comedy-Draind ) , R ( Revue ) tax included.
Moved to this bouse, Reopening the film version has been, and still
$10,600, Pitt
At the same scale, “White Car- Friday night (6); three perform? is. playing locally to solid returns.
MC. (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-go,” with Sarnia Gamal, dipped to ances drew $5,200 (previous week, The confusion didn’t help either
Pittsburgh, March 10,
cal Drama), O (Opera),
Return engagement of-.. “Bell,
a sad $3,000 for four performances $32,500 for the scc< 1 of its two- vehicle.
Book and Candle," with Joan BenConstance Bennett in “I Found
Can-Can (MC) Cy Feuer, Ern- first half of week.
week stand at the City Center).

—

Hayes 25^G,
‘Camera”

.

.

,

M

—

:

•

and Zachary Scott this time, est H. Martin, prods.;
was pretty drab last
"
week at the rows, dir.

Jjctt

at $10,600. Quite a come^xon
n from a ^ ea r ago* when Rosa>

Abe Bur-

'Horses* in Midstream? (D)

'

—

bert 'Miller. Donald Qenslager,
^ us
e11 {h st bought the John prods.; Sir Cedric Hardwicke, dir.
S
?
Hruten comedy to Pittsburgh,
Pink Elephant (C) Eugene Paul,
and did a sensational
William J. Kaufman, prods,; Harry*
$33,000.
ii°^

'

—

.

Ia e
tm^ i!ei Animal* .beginning its
’£ ls.
with Sarnia
?l
riiy
aniai s White Cargo”
revival due

m

Monday

(16).

Ellerbe. dir.

Room

«*

Bernard
Service (C)
Hart, Don Hershey, John Murray,
prods.; Mortimer Offner, dir*
'

Moon Is Blue, Miller (105lh wk) April” is current.
(C-$4.80;
(Donald
$21,586)
920;
Cook* Barry Nelso'n, Janet Riley).
‘Dolls' $37,400, L’ville
“Good Nite Ladies” grossed a Almost $10,700 with twofers (prestrong $20,000 in the second and vious week, $13,000).
Louisville, March 10.
New Faces, ^ Royale (43d wk)
(Rfinal week at the Cass. Current is
—
Touring edition of “Guys and
Approached Dolls” drew a good but not spee$30,600).
Jose Greco and Spanish Danoe $6;
1,035;
•r~,
$14,500 (previous week, $18,500); tacular gross of $37,400 last week
Co., in for eight days.
Shubert currently is presenting closing March 28, to tour.
at the Memorial Auditorium here.
“Top Banana,” after having been
On Borrowed Time* 48th St.. (4th
Musical is playing the American,
dark a week.
wk) (CD-$4.80; 925; $22,297) (Vic- St. Louis, this week and next.
'LADIES’ 20G, DETROIT

Gil-

Detroit,

March

10.

.

—

,

,

\

-

i

.

.
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Ballet Theatre $48,400

In San Francisco
being tauntingly provocative on the
Drury Lane stage. Then the book
London, March '2.'
advances a couple of centuries and
UgJS
Tom Arnold Production
ptvisfcd.
Neagle becomes the young
Nea^o.
In two sets. Stars- Anna Robert Nesbitt/ Miss
staged and directed by
Queen Victoria. Time passes and

.

,

'

.

'

Additional scenes by Mile*
the. Queen holds her jubilee invesmusic, Harry Parr Davics^Wlqs.^r^l
rxany titure at Windsor Castle, and this
Purcells dances and ensembles,
Bucl5&. QrwbftW
the aged monarch is in- strikStaff and Philip and Betty
Af 'time‘contrast to the high-spirited,
!S uider direction of Herrj. Acre,.,.
jJ. ing'
28
Palace Theatre, London, Feb.-**< *•,
Queen of the earlier invivacious
S3 ton
-' ,
rjVflJcident. All these royal scenes are
Carol Beaumont; Nell Gwynn,
.

LU 'ia "

M«.

Music Hall Chairman
strauM - Sl

"
wiltM
SStfW Jackson
Two Journalists

..

Ellis

JEdwin

wothcr

of

hlr orlgtaalVe that of

Carol Beaumont at. 8 . .
Carol Beaumont at 12
Carol Beaumont at 17. .
.

.

to '37,

with a reprise of hit show

tunes and dances of those decades,

Michael Anthony
Beryl Marsden

The Charleston and an exaggerated
tango are introduced while the mu-

Head

the time includes 2‘Keep
Home Fires Burning,” “K-K-Katy”
and “Lovely Lady.”Interspersed irt all this historical pageantry is a slender uninv*
portant romantic theme. The emphasis is always, on the speCtacular.
Miss Neagle' alone has more
thap 20 costume changes. Despite
he marathon role, she never fails
She bears the
„o exude charm.
responsibility for the production,
and carries it in an artless yet
endearing way. Her personal pulling power is almost enough to insure the show’s success.

.

.Elizabeth

With its .unabashed sentiment,
pomp and pageantry, "The Glorious Days” defies assessment by
normal critical standards; it is as

corny as it is expensive with a
hokum-like appeal which will scare
off the sophisticates and prove a
magnet for out-of-towners. Despite
apparent weaknesses,
its
all of
show can be marked down as a
lure for local consumption, but un.

questionably not for export.
This Tom Arnold production is
making a direct pitch for the Coronation trade, and there is plenty
to stir the patriotic heart, with an
abundance of red„ white and blue
sentiment. The kaleidoscopic treatment gives an opportunity to turn
back the pages of history, with
scenes of Nell Gwynn performing
at Drufy Lane to King Charles II,
and of the young and aged Queen
'

Victoria.

Musically, the play lacks an orig-

most tunes have been
taken from the classics *to fit in
with the cavalcade pattern of the
book. In general, the omission is
not Serious, but the production
.could have done with a new, rousing Coronation tune as a complement to the standard ones.
inal score as

sic

how

A

tough-to-please he

is.

Philadeland the Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa. Broadway*
producers- James Russo and Michael
Ellis, who ha^' acquired title to
the Bucks County spot, will take
Comover operation in 1954.
pany manager Carl Fisher and
actress Peggy Cass (Mrs, Fisher),
on an extended vacation in Europe
were at St. Anton am Arlberg,
The AmeriAustria, la$t week_^_.
can Thteatre Wing will hold its annual Antoinette Perry awards dinner March 29 at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Bill Ross, currently stage manager of “Two’s Company,” will be
resident director again next summer at the Cape Playhouse, Dennis,
Mass. Charles Mooney will be back

the

Arena-ln-the’-Park,

phia,

..

anH
According tp road managers and
pressagents, /.Chicago critics are
more defensively localych
minded than \ those in other key
road towns. It’s figured this may

m

be because the reviewers in Bos
ton, Philly and even in New Haven,

Washington and Baltimore, see a
good many pre-Broadway tryouts
and thus don’t tend* to feel that
She has been surrounded by a they get only the shopworn offerreliable cast, most of them playing ings.
The one main exseveral roles.
In support of this theory, it’s
James pointed out that the Chi critics
ception is Peter Graves.
Carney, whose roles range from
seem to go out of their way to
an airman to King Charles; Olaf
mention in their reviews that they
Olsen, who is a private soldier and
the Prince Consort, and Patrick saw thfe same show originally on
Holt, with three characters to his Broadway. In one case, a couple
The of seasons ago, a critic made a
credit, fit the male leads.
principal femme supporting role is point of noting that he had seen
done by Lesley Osmond. This girl productions of- the play not only

.

.

.

Awe

manager. James

as house

will

return as manager at the Falmouth
Playhouse, Coonamessett, Mass.
William de Lys, whose Theatre de
:

.

,
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•

,

.

.

.
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BRATTLE THEATRE

lit)

IN,

mi

*

.

ances Friday-Saturday

.

.

.

(6-7) at

the

Auditorium here.

Show

playing the Royal Alexandra, Toronto, this week.
is

‘State*

.

•

'111

~

:

to proVe

displays genuine vivacity as a ibid- in New York, but also in London Lys in Greenwich Village, N. Y.,
Her other and Paris. That presumably made was sold last week, is reportedly
Victorian soubrette.
roles are less colorful. Entire pro- his opinion unassailable,
staying in New Orleans .
Other
duction is dressed regardless of
There were some odd but by* no Equity council members wonder if
cost, and the staging and lighting means unique angles to the Chi
a former pic actress' is using meetare in the best Robert Nesbitt cago reception of “The J3hrike.” ing recesses to phone the papers
Myro.
tradition.
Although Van Heflin drew gen- with news tips.
Jan Clayton has been set tojreerally excellent personal notices
Opening in a modern setting,
s
st r
°” e first-stringer men- create her original Broadway role
aman
playing
with Anna- Neagle
Theatre
Coast
f.
/ vhaving
tioned
seen the original as Julie in the Edwin Lester probulance driver in the last war,
si
Vn
a
-n
’Make
Broadway production and offered duction of “Carousel,” which opens
there is a timely bomb incident in
which the star suffered concussion,
caustic reference to the perform- the 16th Los Angeles Civic Light
Los Angeles, March 10.
Opera season May 4.. William Johnhisinto
a
flashback
justifying
thus
The Lester Horton Dance Thea ance of the touring troupe.
son previously had been set for
First she is Nell Qwynn
tory.
Expose Debunked.
tre, local dance troupe, will make
the male lead.
pleading with King.- Charles to
Another reviewer panned the
its Ne Y. debut March 28-29 at the
Burgess Meredith vacationing in
build a home for old soldiers and
on
play
ais
incorrect
psychiatric
YM-YWHA, for a milestone in
Florida
Reginald Denham has
.
Horton’s 25 years of dance crea- grounds, although his paper re- taken over as< stager of the incomfeu
Choreographer will take a cently published an expose of ing “I Found April,” succeeding
tion.
troupe of eight dancers east, to do' mental institutions on lines simi- Luther Martin Kennett. New first
M
Choreography, lar to those of tho»play. According act for the Constance Bennett
five major works.
m
costumes and sets will be, by Hor to Chicago newspaper circles, the starrer has been written by Howard
f
slant of the review was embarras- Teiqjimann, and Evelyn Varden
ton.
sing to the sheet’s editors, one of goes into a featured role Monday
w
whom reportedly told associates night (16) in Toronto,, succeeding
Internationally Famous
Carol Bruce
that the notice amounted to a Helen Raymond
‘Abbey’ Ottawa
«
will succeed Vivienne Segal as
debunk of the expose articles.
femme
lead
when
“Pal
Joey” goes
Ottawa.^ March }0.
Although the mixed, reviews of
Theatre ‘The Shrike” were not directly on the road in a few weeks.
Repertory
Canadian
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
Playwrights
Co.
has
awarded
the
goes on a two-week-run basis responsible for the play’s* schedm
March 17,J;owards end of its fourth uled closing in Chicago next week, .Sidney Howard memorial prize, of
±
year,
$1,500
a
to
the
New
Drama* Air-Conditioned
season.
First fortnighter is the
were a factor in the decision
North American premiere of An by producer Kermit Bloomgarden tists Committee for 1951 and 1952.
ml
•
Seats and Lobby
It previously gave $3,000 to the
thony Sharp’s “Nightmare Abbey,
not
continue the tour with a re- same group as prizes for the years
to
©
• Liberal Terms to
a
based on novel by Thomas Pea- placement in the lead. The pro- 1949 and 1950
“Flibbertygibcock. It’s a ’52 London success. ducer made a pitch to get Jose bet,” a children’s play by Charlotte
RESPONSIBLE PERSON
m
Current one-weeker is J. B. Priest- Ferrer to go back into the role he Chorpenning and Nora Tully MacM
‘Ever Since Paradise.”
played originally bn Broadway, but Alvay, will be presented March 25Writ* 40 Brattlo St<
CRT has had a few two-week -when that didn’t materialize, the 28 by the Drama Workshop of
holdovers,
mostly Shaw and Cow- balance of the scheduled tour to Teachers College, N. Y. . Peggy
Call TR 6-4226
ard and .T .S. Eliot’s “The. Cocktail the Coast and perhaps back to Phillips has returned to duty as
«
Party,” but last season quit them, New York was cancelled. Heflin associate to pressagent Michel Mok
Personnel Available If Desired
after a leave of absence to revise
regardless of first-week biz, fear- gave notice to quit “The Shrike
her play; “To Charlie, with Love,”
ing a biz drop.
just before the Chicago notices
which Peter Glenn plans to prowere published, accepting a pic duce in the fall.
ture offer.
Bob Ullman has been admitted
But while the chilly press re- to the Theatrical Press Agents &
action in Chicago isn’t responsible Managers union and thereby steps
for the folding of “The Shrike
up from apprentice to associate
there, critical pans have scuttled with pressagent Bill Doll
Sara
.
tours of several other Broadway Stamm, managing director of the
longrunners in recent seasons. For Casino Theatre, Newport, has also
Booking
Announces the Opening of a
instance, “Anne of the Thousand taken over operation for next sumDays” folded abruptly after a criti- mer of the Somerset (Mass.) TheaOffice for Auditoriums and Theatres ThroughSid Sawyer and Shirley
cal beating in Chicago as did “Lost tre ..
out the United>States and Canada.
in the Stars,” “Two on the Aisle” Matson (Mrs. Sawyer), who operate
the
Red
Barn
Theatre, Westboro,
and “Paint Your Wagon.”
Mass., are in New York to sign a
„ Moreover, one critic’s carping resident company
for the strawhat
review of “Guys and Dolls” was refor the coming season.
garded as a factor in the relatively
An imposter has been using the
MUSICALS
THEATRICAL
moderate run of that Broadway naipe of pressagent Harvey
Sabinsmash in Chicago.- “Gentlemen son to- ask for passes for various
BALLETS
Prefer Blondes,” “Top Banana” Broadway shows. It’s an old ruse
and “Detective Story” were other that has cropped u£ again, with
ALL
SPECTACLES
ICE
shows .that had long runs on Sabiusou the latest one impersonBroadway but weren’t good enough
•
• LECTURES
VARIETY
for the Chi critics and, not necessarily by consequence, public.
JA

.

•

of

Dance
Gotham Bow
To

.

.

.

:.-.:::.RobertAi5Si:
Jame, Terry

......... Robert Webber
James Perry
..... .

.

.

iiiirt Chevalier
chevaUer
Albert
.. ..

.

*

“ITJ'.V.V.VJtoSf'®^! presented with restrained splendor.
They are big without being brassy
.......... Patrick Holt colorful yet not ostentatious.
After playing Nell Gwynn and
I"..’.." J Hubert
the two Victorias, Miss Neagle, in
Myrett.
K*te*Hamilton
the second act, finds herself in the

CharlS
0J»Ej

-

.

.

,

:

Lady Drayton
Lord Chamberlain

10.

With Roddy McDowall ill with ated ... “Tiger,” by Josh Greenfor eight
Ballet Theatre, in
shows at the* Opera House last pleurisy and unable., to go on last field, will be showcased March 19in “Missalliance,” Michael 20 by the New Dramatists Comweek
rewarm
week, was greeted by
views, and chalked up a hefty Wager got up in the part in- six mittee at the Palm Garden, N.Y.
Robert Colby and S. Brook
subbed for him, switchand
hours
House,
Opera
$48,400 for the run.
a 3,352-seater, was scaled to $3.60,, ing from the City Center revival of White plan a production next fall
SulliLiam
of
Venice.”
“Merchant
of
“On
Cobweb Twine,” by Anna
in
matinee
did
a
also
Troupe
Brooks Costume
Oakland Sunday. (8), for another van did a similarly quick study and Marie Barlow
“Merchant”
Wager
in
over
for
Co.
'is
underwriting
of
took
series
Arena News, a
a
doing
take.
It's
$6,400
Oscar Hammerstein 2d, Howard newsletter published by the Arena
splits along the Goast this week.
Lindsay, Myron McCormick, Rich- Guild.
ard Eastham, mag editor Norman
Cousins, whodunit author Rex Stout
and members of the casts of “South' ‘GirP Poorish- $8,300 In
Chill Chi Crix
Pacific”* and “King and I” will
Rochester-Buff. Stands
appear in “The Myth That ThreatContinued from page 1
Rochester, March 10.
ens the World,” to be presented by
entul Jn town> the situation is oh- United' World Federalists -at the
“Country Girl,” starring Sidney
Waldorf Astoria, ‘N.Y., March 29.
Blackmer, Dane Chirk and Nancy'
Sum of $100,000,- representing the Kelly, took a beating last week beinitial profit dividend, was- dis-v tween* Buffalo and Here, with total
a; f<$w weeks ago that, even if he tributed last week on “Wish You gross of only -$8;300 for eight perwere to- try to, .placate the .one Were Here.”
formances. Clifford Odets drama
aisle-sitter by installing a second
Despite Theron Bamberger’s re- received favorable reviews in both
sendBroadway'
and
stands, but drew just $5,400 in five
requiring
several
oncent
illness,
company
treatment at Durham, performances, Monday - Thursday
ing the original troupe to Chicago months’
(2-5) at the* Erlanger, Buffalo*, and
N.
plans
again
he
.to
be
activeC.',
early in the run, the, second critic
would probably rap the show just next summer in the operation of a mere $2,900 in three perform-

The Glorious Bays

-

Legit Bits

Run

San Francisco, March

10G, Kaycee

Kansas

City,

March

10.

“Affairs of State,” as one of the
infrequent legits in the Fox Mid-

west Orphfeum Theatre, did moderate biz in a four-day stand here
ending last Saturday (7). With a
matinee for final day, play racked
uu $10,000 with a scale ranging

from $1.83 to $3.66.
Date here initiated George Brent
into the cast, Brent coming on
from' the Coast to join Donald
Woods, Irene Hervey and Haila
Stoddard.

•»

'SALESMAN' IN ROCHESTER
Rochester, N. Y., March 10.
Theatre signed Chris
to do Willy Lo.man in a
three-week “Death of a Salesman”
run which opens tonight (10>. Actor

Arena
Gampel

last on Broadway in “Flight
Intb Egypt.”
Directing the show for the Roch-*
ester theatre-in-the-rounders is an-

was

other newcomer, Paul Shy re, fordirector of the Lighthouse
Players in New York.

mer

'Moment' $3,200, Frisco
San Francisco, March 10.
“John Loves Mary,” with' Jackie
Cooper and Peggy Ann Garner, reopens the Alcazar Theatre tonight
(10), as the first play of the spring
subscription series.
“One Moment, Please!,’*, at the
Marines Memorial Theatre, slipped
to $3,200 in its fifth frame (previous week, a fine $4,100)'.
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CLARENCE JACOBSON

.

.

New

.

PRODUCTIONS AND
CONCERTS

OPERAS

AND
SHOWS

OTHER

wanUd

Codn$«IIoi‘s

Maine.

specialists.

ing.

for boys

comp

-

Knowledge of group

sing-

Will interview married couples*

Box V-3953, Variety. 154 W. 46tb

New

in*

Dramatics and Music (pianist)

St.

York 36, N. Y.

TRAVELOGUES

\

Write or Phone for Full Details:
Suite 601,

156 West 44th

St.,

New

York 36

Telephone: Circle 5-4632
(if

no answer ENdicott 2-9200)

CAB CALLOWAY

‘Okla.’ $18,600, N.O.
New Orleans, March 10.

Sportin' Llfo

.

“Oklahoma,”

which

has

bee
recej
of

earning a nice profit- in
weeks, had to give some
back last week.
The Rodger
Hammerstein perennial went in
the red with a meagre $18,600
a repeat date at the Civic here.
Theatre Guild production
one-nighting this week.

"POR^Y and BESS"
Currently

Ziegfeld.
Mg».: BILL MITTLER.

«

Ult

New York
Broadway.

New York

Wednesday, March 11, 1953
|
1

Literati
Ara Khan

OTERATI

PtiSSIEfr
tha Foley’s “Best American Short
Stories of 1953."
Jerry Mason has resigned as edi-

I

board which supervises Magazine Publishing Corp.
Currently, it's available
Publicist Walter Kaner named
only, but news- editor of The Jewish Veteran,
stand distribution is being mapped. monthly newspaper of the Jewish

The Aga Khan's memoirs, which the mag.

by subscription

publishing

cimon' & Schuster is
y next year, will be serialized
in

War

mags and newspapers through-

before *5®
out the world
the stands,
rights publication
world
the
for
closed last we ek in the
•were

Paris Girlie Mag Ban
mag suppression advocated
*
in- the U, S. has some adherents in
Paris, and last week a new crop of
U. S., on behalf 9*.™ JSifnSiS* nau ^hty periodicals were ordered
Coudert Bros. out of sight.
by Charles Torepr of
preliminary' discussions in the
Paris ban does not forbid sale
Paris ^several 0 f mags but rules out their display
deal were held in
months ago between the Aga Khan on kiosks. Some time ago several
and Mrs. M. Lincoln Schuster, monthies and bi-monthies, which
Meantime; Joe Bryan 3d is in feature gals in undress, went under
France to ghost the project, which the counter. Recently a flock of
pocket mags of like nature braved
as yet is untitled.
open sale. Last week, censors acted
and they were ordered from public
Clipped In Cleve. Cleanup
As an indirect result of current ogling. Latest to go underground
Cleveland police activity against are Ose, Excitants, Secret, ParisCine-Sexe-Appeal and
“indecent" literature, pocket-sized Paradise,
editions of classics and standards Chut
are disappearing from that city's
bookshops and newsstands. Among
Busy Shulman
Max shulman leaves N. Y. Satur50 pocketbooks eliminated were
General hi- day (14) for Hollywood, to do final
Sigmund. Freud's
Psychoanalysis,
to
revisions for Metro on his screentroduction
Somersfet Maugham's “Cakes and play, “Half a Hero," Red Skelton
Girlie

—

Ale," John Steinbeck s The Wayward Bus," and Jo Sinclair s Sing
At My Wake.”
Mel Evans, general manager of
Permabooks, publishers of the
Freud tome, likened the Cleveland
move to the voluntary ban put on
the book last month in Brooklyn
by 16 small stores in the district

starrer.

Shulman

also

corn-

will

piete another original story on
which Metro has taken an option.
Shulman also is under contract
to
deliver his
fifth
book for
Doubleday during the next 12
months. One of his short stories
’

’

appears

the

in

Today’s

current

Woman and others are scheduled
of Our Lady Help of Christians for that magazine and Good HouseRoman Catholic Church. Brooklyn keeping,
action came after a drive by the
Longhair Talent
church to rid newsstands of- obMusic-Makers," by Roland Gelscene literature.
More, Spice
Trend toward sensationalism in
mags continues with launching of

Rave, six-times-yearly publication,
Spicy-illustrated, pocket-sized, “expose" journal shoots at show biz
figures in several pieces.
Editor-publisher is Victor Huntington Howland. Rave is his first
i
11-!J. 1.^ M ..l a..4s
venture in this field; he put out
Island Voyager, a Bermuda travel

•

.*

mag.

New
New

Republic Sale
Republic, vet liberal

political weekly, has been sold, as
of March 31, marking end of the

Mervyn

which

stalls

May

lished
Press.

in

*»

land, which has been printed in
Paris for the last 47 years, folded

liberal

CHATTER

i

Kla 5-

I

Martin Abramson profiling Bea
Lillie for Coronet.

‘Dog's’

Day

Paul

Denis

cle

on an

issue of Esquire,

offbeat

—about

theme
a child

of

literary

bom

with

head who grows up into
book had an orig-

French society

—

inal printing of '5,000, with normal
sales expectancy about 2,500. Thin
little

lieity,

book had no advance pub.

with

publishers

“Why

authored

month Women Like Arthur Godfrey" for
TV World mag.
Fred Zinnemann wrote an arti

Jean Dutourd’s “A Dog’s
Head," published by Simon &
Schuster. A short French novel
quality
a dog’s

frankly

afraid of the reviews.

Instead, most of them were favorable, with the. novel getting the
mad reviews in Time and the New
Yorker, latter by Anthony West,
second printing is due shortly,
)vith sales now figured to go between 10,000 and 20,000.

A

Economics Challenge

on Pier Angeli for the May

Dale Evans’ “Angel Unaware"
will be published March 16 by
Fleming H. Revell Co.
Maggi McNellis to do a monthly
column for Screenland mag, beginning with the April issue,
William Kozlenko will, have his
15th anthology of short stories published by Lion Books of N. Y.
Walter Ross, of the Warner
Bros, homeoffice flackery, has artides in March issues of Esquire

and Today’s Woman.
Philip H. Rosenbach, 89, internationally known bibliophile and collector of rare manuscripts, died
March 5 in Beverly Hills.

Alfred P. Sloan Foundation is
Jevan Brandon-Thomas penning
.
providing funds for Challenge, new biog of his father, Brandon Thomas,
monthly mag designed to popular- author of “Charley’s- Aunt," who
ize economics with
the general pub- was born in Liverpool in 1848.
he.
Martin Abramson profiling Ruth
Administering its publication
is the Institute
in
of Economic Affairs Lyons of Cincinnati's
of the Graduate
Greatest Saleswomen"
“America’s
School of Arts
sciences of New York U. Febru- iSeries in April’s Cosmopolitan.
ai
Charles (Chuck) Denton resigned
y. issue, out last week, contains
articles by Gen.
David Sarnoff, his feature writer berth with the
UCA board chairman, and Oliver United Press Hollywood bureau to
La Farge, among
join the William Hebert-Gleen Rose
others.
Editor and executive
of flackery.
^
me non-profit project isdirector
Film critic John McGarten apBaHaig
a}an.
Senior editor is Herman plies his scalpel to Nick Kenny in
Jtyler, who recently resigned as a profile on the N. Y. Mirror coleditor of Better
Health mag. As- umnist in the current issue of the
late e Itors
Siegfried Man- New Yorker.
.
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Circle and traded bon mots with the besrtpf them. And I rather suspect he could drink Broun, WdpJiqQtt).,;Behchiey, Parker. Kaufman,
al. under any table.
Adams, Dietz, Ryskind, Connelly
On one occasion, when Alexanflep W&Woott.. ’didn’t feel quite up to
opening.
It was called “The Grand
t, Mank was sent to. catch a Belaspo
Duke." He panned it. For a secopd-^rifiger tb/be sent to a Belasco
opening was insult enough, but .dispraise from such a source was the
most unkindest cut of all. All.Belasc.o’s,.fpipUy had to hear it. That
included Morris Gest, who washis sbn-ln-law, .and Simeon Gest, who
*
wasn’t even related to him,

More Flops

Oldham’s

Strangely, Otto Kahn liked the review^. In fact he took a fancy to
Mank’s writings generally. Mank next teamed up with S. Jay Kaufman. Kaufman ran a column in the old Globe. It was called “Round
the Town." It ran for years but never got off the ground. But it
brought Kaufman and Mank together. They did a revue. Through
Kahn’s good offices it was booked into the Century Roof. It flopped
so badly it all but fell into the basement. Kahn bailed it out for a
while, but neither Mank nor S. Jay was a George S. Kaufman.

—

Mifflin

March

26.

gee’s latest

is

certainly

no Einstein.

Johnston Defends
Continued from page 5

Captioned by Mel Harris, Wee-

tome of photos, “Naked

said he had received letters from
such places as the Philippines and

Hollywood,” will be in the book
stalls later this month.
It’s successor to his photographic essay
of New York, “Naked City."
Charles W. Pitkin, director of all
of Doubleday’s book manufacturing in charge of Country Life Press
in Garden City, N. Y., and the
Doubleday press in Hanover, Pa.,
named v.p. of the company.
David Dempsey, who’s conducted

Germany and

named

specifically

“Devil’s Doorway,” “No Way Out,”
“711 Ocean Drive,” “Forever Amber" and “Pinky" as films which
had hurt the U. S. overseas.
Johnston countered by asserting
that for every letter of that nature
received by the Senators he could
produce “at least 30,” including
the “In And Out Of Books" col- some from such letter writers as
umn in the Sunday N. Y. Times the General Douglas MacArthur, Genlast ZVz years,* is leaving to write a eral
George Marshall and others,
book. Harvey Breit will conduct lauding
the’ importance and effecthe column, starting Sunday (15).
tiveness of Hollywood’s pictures in
Albert Spalding, concert violintelling the American story -overist, will have his first novel pub,
lished by Holt March 30. It is a seas.
He denied that Hollywood destory about another violinist, 18thcentury Italian Giuseppe Tartini, picts American life as one of exHe said that altitled “A Fiddle, a Sword and a treme luxury.
though we have. 70% of the world’s
Lady."
Bert Stolpe, promotion manager screens, only 3% of our film exof the Des Moines Register & ports are of the “penthouse" vaTribune, named editor of the Cir- riety and that about 15% deal with
culation Newsletter service of the violence, principally because “the
Newspaper Promotion great novels of the world" contain
National
Assn. He replaces Cyrus H. Favor, acts of violence.
of the Utica, N/Y., Daily Press.
He said our pictures abroad conRumford Press in Concord, N H., stitute an important weapon in the
which prints a number of national free world’s psychological
warfare,
magazines, reached an all-time
exhuming such oldies as “Grapes
high with gross sales of $6,107,773
of
Wrath,"
“State
Fair"
and
“Abe
during '52, according to president
J. Richard Jackson’s report to the Lincoln in Illinois" to prove that
our
pictures
highly
had
salutary
efFirm’s net profits
stockholders.
during the period amounted to fects abroad. He pointed out tHat
such classic films as “Julius Cae$141,138.
Leo Brady, drama professor at sar" feature murder and violence
Catholic U.’s School of Speech & because they were written that
Drama, has written his second way.
novel, “Signs and Wonders.” Brady
He was challenged about the senbroke into literary field via his sationalism of some of our. picbestseller, “The Edge of Doom,” tures shown abroad, but retorted
which was made into a film by Sam that our pictures must pass censorGoldwyn. E. P. Dutton publishes ship in virtually every country
“Signs and Wonders.”
where they are exhibited.
St. Martin’s Press, established
In the limited period during
last August as the American firm
which the hearing got back on the
Macmillan
to publish the hooks of
and Johnston was asked
& Co., Ltd., of London, is publish- track
ing “The River Line,” play by about the motion picture portion of
Charles Morgan currently at the the State Department’s foreign proLyric, London, and due for Theatre gram, the MPAA president offered
Guild production on Broadway n6 criticism of the program and
next fall. “The Savoy Operas” and said the films were improving .
“The Bab Ballads," both by Sir
He disclosed that the Assn, had
W. S. Gilbert, are also on the St. offered to equip mobile units to
Martin’s Press lists.
show Hollywood films chosen by
the State Department, in remote
areas of the glebe, such as the
‘Kon-Tiki’ Stay* Afloat backwoods of Siam and Turkey
“Kon-Tiki” will remain afloat in- were there are no theatres. He
definitely. RKO release, filmed ac- said the offer had not been acceptcount of a raft sailing from Peru ed but that he was renewing it.
to the South Seas, was to be yanked
|,

.

release Sunday (15) under]
Simon Wincelberg'e yam, “The from
instructions to the field from the
Conqueror," published in Harper’s
•
homeoffice.
RKO
Marchairman of the Admin- Bazaar, will be included in

SJl and Irma Hunt, while Joseph
h. Park,
dean of the Graduate

school, is

by

company.
Paul C. Cummings, Jr., managing editor of the Weekly Peterborough (N. H.) Transcript, ap-

Houghton

Paris Mail Foldo

.

Literary surprise of the

England

Continued from pare 2

It was again through Kahn’s good offices that Mank landed at Parapointed director of publicity for mount. Walter Wanger was out there to look after Kahn’s money and
He began as a title-writer and
the. New Hampshire Republican Wanger pencilled in Mank at Par.
moved upward with each picture. He didn’t have another flop until
State Committee.
Joan Curtis, ex-Fawcett editor, ^Alice in Wonderland." I suppose if he were alive he would argue
and Gloria Votsis, former Hillman that it was a bigger hit than Dynamite.
editor, getting out a fan mag for
It wasn’t long before he took Hollywood over, nepotism and all. He
Arthur
Bernhard
Publications. brought his brother Joe and his sister Ema out. She married a doc’Tagged TV Fan, it’s slated to hit tor and pulled out of the glamorous rat race. But Joe of course has
the stands April 13.
more than vindicated the principle of looking after your own first.
Peter Craig-Raymond, London
I suppose most people would agree that Joe left Mank in the shade
editor of the California mag, Danc- before he pulled out to try New York for a while. But I think the
ing Star, is now editing the British best of Mank is a shade better than the best of Joe. Either way, that'-S
monthly, Danceland, and covering shaving excellence pretty fine.
entertainment news for the London
Around 1928 I wrote Mank from France suggesting that he look into
weekly, Dance News.
Frank Harris’s “Shakespeare and His Love." “We are not making any
Harry Cohen, publisher and gen costume pictures at Par
now,” he wrote, “and please God, we never
manager of the Gannett
eral
Group’s Newburgh News and Bea- will'“again.” God had other views. They made plenty since then.
Many people must have wondered why Mank took on an assignment
con News, has been appointed to
the N. Y. State Bridge Authority like “Citizen Kane,” despite the fact that it won him an Academy
Award his second, incidentally, because he got one for “Manhattan
by Gov. Thomas E. Dewey.
David B. Guralnik, general edi- Melodrama.” the Dillinger beartrap. He must have known that the
tor of Webster’s New World Dic- whole Hearst. chain would give him the finger on “Kane.” But’he had
tionary, was in N. Y. last week amazing .spurts of courage and this was by far the bravest of them.
His third flop Cor counting Dynamite would this be the fourth?) was
from Cleveland. New tome, which
has many show biz words, and “The Woman of the Rock.” The life of Aimee Semple McPherson, all
who .have read the script have hailed it as the most brilliant thing
terms, is due out March 23.
Reginald Pound, ex-literary edi Mank or Holly wod has got on paper to date. But it never got by tthe
tor of the London Daily Mail and Breen office and after hitting the censorial pillbox from all angles,
editor of the Strand mag (Eng- Mank gave up.
Maybe hijs little daughter, Johanna, whom Mank adored, will bring
land), has done a definitive biog on
“Arnold Bennett" for Harcourt it in as an indie producer^ After all, she brought Einstein into her

last week (3), and will henceforth
be published in .England and flown
have been constantly, met by to Paris every day. Continental
the Straight estate. Financial prob- edition was founded in 1906 by
lems caused NR about a year ago Lord.Northcliffe, owner of the Lonto curtail activity, move headquar- don Daily Mail, and it was inters from N.Y. to D.C., and let its tended to be a cut-down carbon of
the original. However, being censeveral columnists go.
Ironic factor is that its circula- tered In Paris, the paper took on
tion has gone up since last sum- a more individual character than
mer to a favorable mark, and has its parent org.
Seems that last
maintained' it.
Flown copies will be distributed
February, publisher Straight called every day through the same agenthe turn by running a'special sup- cies, and many of the Paris deplement
Adlai
Stevenson, partments will be kept on in speon
months before the latter was nom- cial editorial offices. This leaves
inated for the Presidency. A re- the Paris edition of the N. Y. Herissue of the supplement after the aid Tribune as the lone big Engnomination sold over 100,000 cop- lish-speaking paper still being pubies.
Straight's pick brought the lished in the French capital,

has been

Canfield

hits American
11, will also be

Victor
Rosen’s
latest
tome,
“Wanderlust," will be published
this month by McGraw-Hill. Author,
a director of Jay-Garon
Brooke Associates, has exited the

cits

support,
who’ve reputedly stayed with the

LeRoy-Alyce

tome, “It Takes More Than Tal-

The Continental Daily Mail, offshoot of the mother paper in Eng-

longtime Straight family participation in the magazine. Buyer is unrevealed. Sale marks culmination
of a hassle between publisher Micliael Straight and his brother,
Whitney, over the mag, whose defi-

mag much new

SCULLY’S

feature editor of the 'Saturday
Review (Knopf; $3.75), is a very
readable series of articles on outstanding longhair performers of
today. Neither fan maggish nor
highbrow, it's a breezy combo of
interview, biog and critical review,
Criticism isn’t too sharp, but the
articles are quite a cut above the
usual feature story.
1
Series includes pen portraits of
circle and Breen
Arturo Toscanini,. Bruno Walter, Brace publication in April.
Herbert Philippi’s “Stagecraf
Kirsten Flagstad, Dimitri Mitropoulos, Vladimir Horowitz, Eugene and Scene Design," covering tech
Ormandy, Artur Rubinstein and nical problems of play presentation
and targeted for use by little the
Bron.
many others.
atre groups, to be published by
att,

The

Veterans. Kaner will revise
the format in his first move ad edi-

tor.

ent,”

SCRAPBOOK

f

tor of Argosy and editorial director of Popular Publications, to
form his own company, the Maco

istrative

Serialization

61
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Johnston Backed Solidly
Companies’ foreign toppers Mon-

day (9) lined up solidly behind Mo-'
tion Picture Assn, of America
prexy. Eric Johnston’s stand in
Washington last Friday, (6) when he
told a Congressional group that
“our strength is in ,our lack of
propaganda/’
Industry feeling is that the hearing did a lot more good than harm
in that it provided Johnston with
an opportunity to outline his position and explain to the Senators
the screening methods applied before films are shipped abroad. “It’s
about time we got a chance to tell
our side of the story," one foreign
exec commented.
Attitude of the companies is that
there are bound to be mistakes in
the selection of pix exports, but
that even those tend to work for
this country rather than against
it. “We tend to look at these things
too much from our own point of
view," an exec opined. “Even a
1

film showing the seamy side of
American life can win us friends
abroad and gain us respect, simply
by virtue of the fact that we were
capable of producing such a picture about ourselves. Foreign audiences rarely make the mistake of
generalizing -on the basis of such
films."

Belie Davis
55
start

mer

Continued from page

March 30 and,

1

after a

sum-

continue next seaAs a result, the
are cold.
regular run is officially terminated
as of last Saturday night (7), its
89th performance on Broadway.
No show was given Monday (9).
layoff, to

son,

Loss on the James Russo-MIchael Ellis production is expected
to run to around $320,000, subject
to whatever is salvaged on an insurance claim covering Miss Davis*
illness which caused the postponement of the show’s premiere last
,

December.

The star, whose illness necessitated the cancellation of seven performances several weeks ago, was
admitted to the hospital last Monday for the extraction of a wisdom
tooth. She was reportedly on the
operating table more than an hour,
and her doctor announced that her
jawbone had been injured when
the impacted molar was removed.

™
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Ankara reNewly-remodeled
Rose Murphy opened a return
opened Friday (6), after a two- date at the Colony and Astor last
month shutdown, with The Red- jjfoiiday,
heads.
Rumanian-born Anne Nicolas
Peaches, Georgia Sothern and currently making her London capWinnie Garrett all booked for re- aret debut at Quaglinos and the

*

c

Charles B. Maddo<&' vet Vflinteville producer, east fo dispose of
some of variety properties for TvTheatrical attorned dje^ Eittfrtiiih
added E. Gabriel Pdrl^to liis^taff.
s
Perle is former Crava'th;'

•turn dates at Casino within next
’.fqw

1

Donna Atwood

;

years with
David Levy, for
Nat 'Lewis, has sold out his inter.haberdashery
est in the Broadway
and, after a long vacation, plans a
new connection.
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fdx prez,
accepted the Red Cross chairmanship for the film industry in behalf
of the *ARC New York chapter’s
1953 fund campaign.
Hilda Simms, who played the
title role in “Anna Lucasta,” back
.from France last week on the
United States to appear in Federated Films’ upcoming “Joe Louis
3ft*

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan
Risa

D

Bronson joined the Five
C

Xm^wa^foT
ington.

&^U

Kc

|

named chairman of the entertain- berg, conductor
ment group for the Greater New Symph.
which
York Fund’s 1953 campaign,

..

,

,

Excerpt from Comedy theatre
“For Better, for,Worse,” authored by British film censor Arthur Watkyn, is to be aired by BBC
next week.'
Tony and Eddie, who last week
completed a six-week cabaret date
at tH0 Colony and Astor, booked
for next Palladium bill which is to
be headed by Johnnie Ray.
Herbertr»J. Yates, RepublicX ^prexy,
hosted a Savoy cocktallery to Reginald Armour to mark his appointhit,

_

of

New

Orleans

tomorrow

ceedel fcon Phillips at post. Death
0 f Curtis’ mother led to two sub

for Lewis F. Blumberg,
Vera and Nate (Universal) Blumberg’s son, who weds Nilda Raquel
Colon, daughter, of Arcadio Colon
(Thurs.)

stltutes, Steve Allison, late night
deejay, and Joe Frasetto’s, club’s
maestro,

of Puerto Rico on Saturday.
Bernard Charman, editor of
London’s Daily Film Renter, is
making his initial U.S. visit. He’s
slated to plane over Friday (13)
and will spend about a week in
N.Y., before taking off for the

town to hudWladimir Lissim
dle with Sol Lesser about foreign
distribution.

Glenns C. Pullen

another singing p.a. tour to plug
Coast.
his new music.
Metro star Leslie Caron went
Pierson Thai orch goes back to
back to the Coast yesterday (Tues.) Bronze Room March 9, replacing
following Monday night’s charity Carl Sands’ band, which goes to

and Emile

'

.

.

.

ganizing its

m

.

*

his theatre chain.

floor shows.

WB

police chief Blaney Mathews
Hellena Lorentzo Fernadez on
worid tour Tor Brazilian music will handle the crowds at this
gave two recitals here, under the year’s Oscar Derby.
Pandro Berman presented with a
auspices of Brazilian embassy.
special U. S. Army citation for
producing .“Battle Circus.”
1

Stockholm
By Sven G Winqulst
:

.

|

Littler.

Birmingham

Trans-Lux Boston’s Statler.
52nd St. Zsa Zsa ‘Gabor, who also
Kirk Willis, doing title role in
appears ill the film, also took part “Mister Roberts,” had to double
b as codirector When Fred McConnell.
WPIX, with Jinx Falkenberg and had to cover a drama confab.
Herb Shriner as emcees.
Bob Whalen landed Victor disk
The Jewish Consumptiyes Relief contract last week, Irish tenor from
Society, which supports the non- nearby Parma
also
slated
for,
sectarian Denver Sanatorium & March 26 date at New York’s La
Hospital, givmg Nick Kenny a teg- yi e en R ose niterv
timonlal dinner April 26 at the
Jack Cohen, prez Cleveland
Waldorf in appreciation for the job Phonograph Merchants Ass n„
the Mirrpr radio-TV columnist has brought in Tex Beneke’s crew and
been doing, the past 22 years in dozen disk guest-stars to highlight
staging ana emceeing shows for the group’s annual convention and
“Lili” at the

campaign.

Mario Laskari back in Athens
after seven-year absence for a
Dick Powell underwent a second
operation and will be laid up for
P i an0 recital at the« Kentrikdn.
r
*
_,i
^The ‘Argentina”doing well with two more weeks.
Col. Frederick Levy in from
Nanpy Donnovan and Rosita Sertwo star, to head its Louisville to gander product for
»»*

‘

.on

r

with the Symphonic Orch

of Athens.

*

Don Howard, young Cleveland
composer of “Oh Happy Day,” off

,

Joan Crawford made a short at
Metro for United Celebral Palsy

soloist

_i

of her ‘records, and immediately
signed her for entire Stoll tour.
Carroll Gibbons, Savoy hotel
band leader, who couples his job
with booking attractions for the
hotel’s Cabarets, wants thei Wiere
Bros, to double at the Savoy after
they open in the Casino revue,
“Three Cheers,” for Tom Arnold

soon.

Theodore Rossi back from Italy
to appear with the National Lyric.
Vioninist Davey Erlih here as

.

Cleveland

the

•

*

Swedish film “Barabbas,” to be
entered at Cannes Film Festival
Francis S. Gentle, boss of the this year.
Harringay stadium, sailed for N. Y.
3-D pix are the big news here at
last week in search of spectacles present. Svensk Filmindustri has
Ul« ..AH.
fVifl YlWIC
turned its Regina over to 3-D, but
{^,1 J
aSS0Cia" crix are not « specially impr* ssed
tion with Tom Arnold:
far.
so ,
Harry Harbour, vaudeville bookCurrent top melody in Sweden
reprimarily
is
er pf Stoll theatres,
is “Ten Thousand Miles.” Record
sponsible for bringing Mary Small ing in Swedish by Sonja Sjoback
over, to England.; He heard one topping the American version With

.

By

Gene Fowler home from
hospital.

recitals at the Kentricon.

.

JUttUU Vsablllv
Latin
emcees
Casino had
Xiau MHU
four CHIVCCa
during week when Jack Curtis sue-

starts April 27.

preem of

f

who postponed

ish film.

Hollywood

touring

“Holiday qn Ice” and
Gene Autry planed in after a
other skating shows, signed Sonja tour, of 47 cities,
Henie to exclusive two-year con
Irving Berlin rented a house for
her
rewith
trac ^ to tour Europe
summer in La Quinta.
vue> opening in Paris May 19
MacDonald to Las
Jeanette
Vegas for a nltery stand.
Sinatra,
planed in to reFrank
Athens
port for work at Columbia.
Gower
and
Champion to
Marge
By Irene “Velissarlou
Palm Beach to head hospital beneMaria Vensan and Horessima fit.
Corea at the Miami.
Cary Grant called off his African
Willy Peel in city for two piano picture plans, and due back here

nel Wilde to

i

Ve

.

Stross,

Lyceum here by

showman Morris P* Chal-

fen> ov^n er of

Annual merit award of PhiladelMenwill
nbfafMnh
W
Ve
b ^Adv^rtisim*
1
a“
S e n t°edAo
Ee
of the British organization.
dinner in Poor Richard' Club FriGeorge Barnes, BBC-^TV boss,
day (13).
left last week for Canada and
Perry Como will receive 1953
U. S. to'looksee television proKnowledge
Awatd
Share Your
grams. Expects to visit Montreal,
made by Philadelphia Club of N;
Y., Chicago and Washington.
Printing House Craftsmen at dinner
Stephen Mitchell’s Coronation
to Bellevue Stratford March 14.
“High Spirits,” starring
revue,
,
Cyril Ritchard and Diana Church?
h d
fjf n.mlA^efrt nt dinartmS?^la «*• went into rehearsal last week;
for out-of-town opening at end
SducUng at Curtis Snstltute of set
sScceedlnrMexander HUs- of March.

Lawrence Winters# Negro baritone of the N. Y. City Opera Co.,
has been awarded the -annual
distlnguShed
achievement by Howard U., Wash-

dinner

John H.

rejoined “Ice
officially
Capades” in Hershey, Pa., after a
stork-leave of nearly 10 months.

Story.”

Bachelor

(Mrs.

Harris)

Russell V. Downing, head of the
City Must? Hall Corp.,

Room.

Raymond

mg bag; he’s joining Dubin-Feld-*
Swne fng
man ad-agency as veepee.

Radio

Allegro^

weeks.

Local

New York and
WB gang gifted departing ad- his departure for
a week, inked Corpub held 'Jack Kahn with travel- Hollywood forstar
Britin his next Brit

‘i

staffer.

season at

London

in

Bandleader Meyer Davis in from
Europe.
Frances and Sam Goldwyn east
for a month before sailing for European holiday and btj5inebs 'ti^t>^

Moore

and Candle,” presented earlier in

with Frances Faye following him
Monday (16); then Jan Murray.

Broadway

&

s

.

local council is ormusical festival

city’s third cencommemorate
a
m»
•
d M
til
S
tenary for ’ March
16, with longhair
" "
"
"
program headed by Halle orch.
with John Barbirolli, directing, ana

to
a

Yakima Canutt goes to .London
in April to train, riders for jousting scenes in Metro’s “Knights of

Round Table.”

Now

that George Brown has an
manager in Mrs. Walker
his Hotel La Serena, Palm
Springs, the former Paramount
studio pub-ad chief, who recently lost his wife, Kathryn (KB),
plans taking a Danish cargo ship
on a 90-100 day sea voyage to Japan, Hong-Kong, Manila,. Indonesia, Dutch East Indies and into
efficient

Reed for

Dinah Shore
Swedish singer Alice “Babs
Sjoblom went to Morocco for a
broadcast recently.. Since her re- Bangkok.
turn to Sweden she has pacted a
tour of Portugal for later this
*

season.

With Dizzy Gillespie opening at
Concert Hall here and the
same spot playing Jazz At The

San Diego
By Donald Freeman

the

‘

first

Ed Wynn invited to function as
court jester in New Orleans at
15Qth anni of the Louisiana Purchase.

Nellie Lutcher

Philharmonic, jazz interest is at a March
Dick
Crix lauded
peak in Sweden.

bowed in

at Top’s

6.

&

Haymes, Peggy Ryan

Ray McDonald as well as Mickey
Rooney in town to plug “AU

Gillespie.

Ashore.”
Lionel

Van

Deerlin, ex-city ediSan Diego Journal and
congressional candidate
last fall, named press director for
for him.
KETV, new TV channel in Tijuana.
first World War disability.
John Payne signed to break in
Melbourne payees flpeking to his new nitery act at Top’s in May.
take a gander at “Folies Bergere” Jerry Colonna also plans to break
Chicago
at Tivoli, Melbourne.
First time in new material at Top’s soon,
Emily Kimbrough in for open- nudes have been seen in this ter- following recent example of Nelson
ing of “Paris '90.”
ritory.
Eddy and Benny Rubin.*
Oscar Levant did two concerts
Oldie thriller,
banquet.
“King Kong”
Max Turney, down from Canada,
Between his piano concert saf- at Orchestra Hall last week.
(RKO), surprised exhibs by run- now running Glacier Garden,
Josh White, and his two children ning five weeks at Palace, Sydney,
ao, vuaiicd
aris,
a*.
Charles jL/^iiauav;
DeHarrack wrote
mute two ^ve
Sonja Henie troupe had
where
tj«H
M nn^ n n
a concert at Orchestra Hall, for Hoyts.
books, “Album of Devotional Mugood two-week run. Turner started
Big floods in the Queensland 1 a.m. public skating fqr swingbe * n ^ brought out by Block
0
area crippling film biz. Bushfires shifters, reminiscent of last World
are blamed for lower boxoffice in War days.

san.

Larry Adler as soloist. Adfer will
do Vaughan Williams’ “Romance
for
^ Harmonica,” especially written

Australia

tor of old

By

Eric Gorrlclc
Ernest Turnbull, Hoyts’- topper,
recovering from surgery to correct

defeated

Jtw

Paris
two years

After

Marcel

of inactivity,
starts his new pic,

Came

.

1

Simone Signoret and Raf Vallone.
Big fire wiped out the Gaumont

I

this spring.

TV studios here at Butte-Chaunmont.
Sarah Vaughan here from London and into Drap D'Or to head

new

bill.

Bernard Hassell, U. S. Negro
now dancing at the FoliesBergere here.
mer or early in

terper,

Jean-Louis

Barrault-Madeleine
off to tour Germany for six weeks.
Harry Kernetz, with Carol Reed
pic completed in Berlin, back in
Paris for extended stay.
Steve Passeur getting month’s
leave from his .columnist stint on
L’Aurore
Aurore to pen new play.
play
Zsa Zsa Gabor signing, for two
pix here, “Blood And Light,” to
be made, in Spain, and “Public
Enemy No. 1,” to be produced here.
George Cukor, returned
from
^
visit with s Somerset Maugham at
j* _
H.ii*
f\
Cap m
Ferat, huddling with Ruth

Gordon

and

script of his

_

Garson

new

pic,

Earth As In Heaven.” It has moved
J*
.
i^
X J T
Fitl
11
-from the Athenee Theatre to the
Apollo to make room for new
Julian Green play “Sud.”
*’

.

_

A

J

.

.

|

-

‘

^

M

.

1

-

All-time record gross for .a Japanese film scored by “Tower of
Lillies,” anti-war picture about last
moments
of group
of Japanese
®
—
—
—
^
school girls caught and killed in
the battle for# Okinawa. It already
has earned oVer $390,000. “Lillies”
is expected to do $500,000 before
end of run.
'

.

_

_

_

Washington

Copa’s anni floor show.
By Florence S. Lowe
Adele* Moyer Allison resigned as
Carl Brisson at Hotel Statler’s
publicity chief for William Penn Embassy Room.
Hotel.
Theatre Guild planning post-per„
Harry McMahon, of Kenyon formance party celebrating 10th
Theatre, in St. Joseph’s Hospital anni of “Oklahoma” on March 31
for observation.
during local run of musical.
Ed Hunt back home all last week
Theatre Guild's Lawrence Langas Zachary Scott's understudy in ner and stage designer Donald
“Bell, Book and Candle.”
Oenslager slated to highlight local
Life With Mother” opens at Theatre Week luncheon March 24.
Playhouse March 21 and “Payment
Department of Commerce film
Deferred” three weeks later.
exec Nathan Goldeh and his wife
Monty Jacobson, one of Carousel feting the Jerry Adamses, depart-:
owners, planed his Wife and baby ing Metro branch' manager, and
his wife, who leaVe here for San
down to Miami Beach for a rest.
Joel Grey starring at Carousel, Francisco next month.
.

Tar^nrpp*'’

1

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen
Tony Bennett currently topping

•

I

f

t

Tasmania.
Rank's “Importance of Being
Earnest” continues socko in third
month at Lyceum, Sydney, for
Greater Union.
Adolf Schwartz, in charge of
Westrex here, said that ozoners
were sure to be given a big play
in this zone soon.
Bert Tonks, Universal Far East
rep, in Sydney for huddle with
chief Here McIntyre before return-

Vienna
By Emil W. Maas
Rudolf Moralt to Buenos Aires
to direct four concerts.

American National Ballet will appear here during Vienna festival in
June.
Josefstadt Film Co. inked O. W.
Fischer for next comedy. “Please

Phone Me.”
Candy Candido guesting on ing to Tokyo base.
“The Shrike”
British comedian Tommy Trinder
KRLD’s four-hour rustic, “Big D
1

_ i.i

for Herself.”
Fritz Hochwalder here for 300th
presentation of his hit play, “On
•

Dallas

hiji, will

music in Paris.
Jam es Melton will be soloist at
Larrv Alien,
AlVn ap
AP war £orre^
cnrrp.Larry
cotton Bowl’s annual Easter sunspondent recently awarded French
rise services.
Croix de Guerre for his dispatches
Emlyn Williams set for Charles
T
from Indo China, here enroute
h 18
*
g
back to that battle zone; was feted EjoPariin
And
McFarlin Aud.
at Tokyo Press Club.
Lee Segall, KIXL owner, in N. Y.
“Cloud’s End,” film about Japto submit his “Dr. I. Q.” show for
anese Kamikaze (suicide) pilots in
network airing.
last war, goes into production midAnne Baxter, Alfred Hitchcock
March at Kyoto Eiga Studio. A and
Roger Dann doing Palace perShigemune production, it will be
Kanin on released by Shochiku and Hokusei sonals at preview of “I Confess.”
Marion
Ehemann succeeded Dick
“A Name Eiga.
F

i

fall.

Toho’s singing star, Fubuki Kos
attend Cannes Film Festival in April during her threemonth French visit. She will study

Renaud troupe

-

OW Ho^VApr£7.

change at
Latest directorial
Showcase ?Theatre, Evanston, has
David Lewis, understudy in “Dial
M,” as director.
Tokyo
Arthur Godfrey accepted invitation of Gene Barrett, manager of
By Richard H. Larsh
United Artists Japan office is
-- the Ambassador East, to open the
studying possibility of releasing Beau Nash Room, March 28.
“Bwana Devil” in Japan this sum-

I

to tour New Zealand in revue
for David N. Martin.
Pair are
friends again after recent spat.
is set

Ernest

Turnbull,

Hoyts’

chief,
full

urged the government to give

consideration
to
TV operation
here before deciding upon policy.
Joe Fearon elected prexy of the
47-Club of film publicity men.
Fearon recently returned from
London to accept a post with
Metro.
.

Williamsons

set

Frederick

set as next Josefstadt Theatre production. Translator titled it “Labyrinth.”
Sascha, 1952 Film award (Austrian Oscar) went to governmentproduced pic, “April 2,000.”
Paula Wessely film, “I and My
Husband,” started shooting in Sievering studios. Eduard V. Borsody
is directing.

Austrian Film Club awarded

first

prize to “The Magic Box” (Rank)
“Gone With
as best pic in 1952.
Wind” (M-G) was second..

M

Knott's thriller, “Dial
for MurRising as local manager of Capitol der” at Comedy, Melbourne, folRecords, as latter was moved to lowing current run of Kiwi revue
Scotland
Cap’s Coast headquarters.
troupe.
Bv Gordon Irving
Van Lowe, U.S, hypnotist, playv
opening British
Thomas
Danny
ing the Snider-Dean country loop.
vaude tour at Glasgow Empire
Minneapolis
Britisher Jessie Matthews windMay
18.
,
„
ing up modest run with “Larger
By Les Rees
Sid Wiljmot taking over on April
Pianist Ervin Laszlo, 19, is soloist Than Life” at Tivoli, Sydney, fof
13 as resident maestro at Piccadilly
Garnet Carroll.
with Minneapolis Symph.
Club, Glasgow.
«
Club Capitol has exotic dancer
“Relative Values,” Noel Coward
Carrie Abbott and Harry Blons
play, set for return date at Kings,
band.
Miami Beach
.
Glasgow, March 23.
Andy’s has pantomimic humorist
Annabelle Logan; niece of Fua
By L^ry Solloway
Martin Barnett and singer Eddie
Logan, into TV-cabaret stint from
Jean Carroll heads new show at Central Hotel, Glasgow.
O’Flynn.
.
Singing comedienne Weela Gal- Bill Miller’s Riviera.
Jack Anthony, Scot comic, mullBilly Gray, Ben Lessy, Patti ing summer show stint for Bernara
lez into Vic’s for third local enMoore into Clover Club Monday Delfont at Sduthsea, Eng.
gagement within two years.
Dahce duo of Teddy
Phyllis (9).
Alec Finlay, Scot comedian, set
Rodriguez playing first date here
Billy Vine returns to
Casa- for world tour. Will visit troops
at Hotel Radisson Flame Room blanca’s Club Mococco this week. in Korea, then tour America ana
with holdover of Don McGrane
Paul Winchell underwent minor Canada.
orch.
surgery here.
“Rob Roy” film unit making prePersian Palms’ all-girl
Beachcomber shuttered Saturday lim plans 'for lensing of hattie
show
comprises comedienne Jane Ruby (7). Operator Ed Fielding is pulling scene on Scottish moors nefcr Locn
and exotic dancers Sherry Shan- out of cafe business.
Lomond.
ow
non, Heather Angel and Dorothy
“Candida,” directed by HedgeMaurice Chevalier paid courtesy
Fields.
row (Pa.) Theatre’s Jasper Deeter eaR on* Greta Lauder, niece of tne
.• Edyth
Bush Little Theatre at Studio M, .local little theatre, late Sir Harry, at Lauder Hall,
opened this week, with “Dell, Book. this week*
1 Lanarkshire. ;
•
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.
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Wednesday? March 11, 1953

PjSsziBlff
cal

1946 and
r r
had .P la y e d with the
?r v
Philharmonic - Symphony
i!
orch and the Metropolitan Opera.
He had also recorded for Victor,
Columbia, Edison and Pathe.
For a number of years he was
contractor for Victor Herbert and
also served in that capacity for
Rosario Bourdon and the Cities
Service orch.

OBITUARIES
HERMAN

J.

MANKIEWICZ

when he became
the

€3

802 from’ 1944 to

.associated with

Associated Booking Corp., before
going with Universal.
Survived by wife and two chil-

Mankiewicz,

J.

55,

1

to

'

(

.

cessful financier and chairman of
the board of directors of the U. S.
film company, Paramount Pictures.
This fact assisted him in his diplo-

*

matic career.
“During the Second World War,
American spy organizations carried out feverish activities abroad.
However, -they experienced serious
difficulties because of lack of local
currency.
“Then, Griffis writes. Paramount
stepped in to help. An agreement
was reached between the management of this company and the espionage organization of the U. S.—
the so-called Office of Slrategic
Services headed by Donovan on
the transfer of foreign assets of
Paramount in Sweden, Finland,
Denmark, and other countries to
the U. S. espionage organs.

•

healed.
After
20th-Fox.
supervisor of sports broadcasts for 'leaving
New York, he operated
Mankiewicz started his career as WIP, died March 8 at his North- the Irving Theatre in Indianapolis
field, N. J., home after a long illNew
in
York.
newspaperman
a
until five years ago.
Later he became Berlin corre- ness. He had been with WIP since
Wife survives.
spondent for the Chicago Tribune 1934 and was known to his listenand drama editor of the N. Y. ers as “The Old Timer.”
McLinn began his career as
KINGSLEY H. MURPHY
Times and the New Yorker. He
moved to Hollywood to screenplay sports writer with old Philadelphia
Kingsley H. Murphy, 66, Minne“The RoacLto Mandalay” in 1926. Press in 1907. He had been with apolis radio and newspaper executhe Public Ledger and the Ameri- tive, died in
and remained, there.
his sleep of a heart
Survived by his wife, two sons, can Shooter Magazine, and Was ailment at his home there March
general manager of the American 4. At time of
death he -was presia daughter, a sister and a brother,
writer-producer-director Joe Man- Trapshooters Assn. -For several dent of KSO, Des Moines, and a
years he was a sports columnist on member of the board
kiewicz.
of the Minnethe defunct Philadelphia Record apolis
Star and Tribune Co.
He
and then turned to radio. For more was formerly a
member
of the
JAMES P. DAWSON
than 10 years he did a “Sports board of the
Minneapolis OrchesJames P. Dawson, 57, boxing edi- Parade” broadcast for WIP and tral Assn.
tor of The New York Times, died the Mutual net and inaugurated
Wife and son survive.
March 6 in St. Petersburg, Flat the “Hot Stove League of the
at

j

.

,

after a heart attack. Dawson, who Air.”
Wife and a sister survive.
was with the paper for over 44
years, was known to TV boxing
fans as the reporter who always
SERGEI PROKOFIEFF
wore a cap at ringside. Originally
Sergei Prokofieff, 61, Russian
worn to protect his eyes from the composer,, died March' 4 in Moscow
bright lights and his head from from a heart ailment. Prokofieff,
objects thrown by discontented considered one of the world’s top
gallery fans, the headpiece eventu- composers, wrote operas, ballets,
ally became his trademark.
symphonies, concertos and music
At the age of 13 Dawson went to for- films.
work for the Times as an office boy
In February his recently- com-*
in the sports department and in pleted
Seventh Symphony was
1915 started Ms- long reign as box- performed in Moscow. His ballet,
ing editor. Besides boxing, he re- “The Stone Flower,” is in rehearsal
ported on baseball and. at the time at the Bolshoi Theatre^ Moscow.
of his death was covering the The Met has been planning doing
spring training of the New York his opera based on Leo Tolstoy’s
Yankees in St. Petersburg. His “War and Peace.” His “Love For
sports coverage, however, ranged Three Oranges” is a N. Y. City
as he once said, from “archery to Opera Co. hit.
yachting.” He was a founder of
Prokofieff did the score for the
the New York Boxing Writers Assn, film, “Ivan, the^ Terrible,” directed
in 1936 and Served as its first by Sergei Eisenstein, with whom
veepee. He was also a former pres- he had previously collaborated in
ident of the New York Chapter of penning the score for the pic,
the Baseball Writers Assn.
“Alexander Nevsky.”
His wife, the former Mary ElizaPAUL HURST
beth Ryan, survives.
< Paul Hurst, 64, stage and screen
actor, was found dead Feb. 27 in
JOHN C. (RED) MTJNRO
Hollywood. Police called it suicide.
John C. (Red) Munro, 29, radio He first appeared on the stage in
announcer, died March 1 in Vet- San Francisco and later toured the
erans Hospital, the Bronx, after an country with road companies.
illness of several months. He had
Moving to Hollywood in the
been an announcer with WCOG, silent era, Hurst became a film
Greensboro, N. C., for several director, later returning to acting
years, going there from a Reids- in both heavy and comedy roles..
ville station, but resigned in April, He worked at various times for
1950, for a position with a Wilson Universal, Pathe, Educational, Paraoutlet.
mount and Republic, where he
Munro returned to
in played humorous parts in the
November, 1950, and left a year Monte Hale western series. His last
later for WTMA, Charleston, S. C. screen appearance was in John
He resigned last fall due to ill Ford’s “The Sun Shines Bright.”
health and later entered the hosSon and daughter survive.

ARTHUR

W.

RHOADES

survive.

Henry

J.

Schaber, 84, composer

of numerous zither pieces and of
the song which was the official
march for Omaha's Trans-Mississippi Exposition before the turn of
the century, died Feb. 28 in

Omaha.

Three

sons

WCOG

lived in

New

Rochelle,

N. Y.
In Greensboro Munro conducted
a night owl program and was active in little
civic projects.

theatre

and other

He was

in the sub-

marine service during World

War

II.

Surviving are his wife, a son and
parents.

ALEX SAYLES

GIULIO HARNISCH
Giulio Hamisch, 67, violist, died
in New York.
Italian
born, Harnisch joined the New
York Symphony in 1917 and when
that orch was merged with the
Philharmonic in 1928, he became
a member of the PhilharmonicSymphony’s viola section, remaining there until his retirement in
1938. He also made sketches and
caricatures of his colleagues and
conductors
which appeared in
several publications.
Wife, the former Djina Ostrowska, onetime second harpist of the
Philharmonic; a daughter and a

March 6

Alex v Sayles, 68, manager of Fabian’s Palace, in Albany for. almost
20 years, former city editor of the
old Albany Evening Journal and
upstate New York’s first photographer-reporter,' died in Albany
son survive.
March 4 of a heart condition.
Sayles, ^ native of Albany, broke
ARTHUR M. SEE
into show biz as pressagent for the
old Empire, Columbia wheel bur- < Arthur M. See, 63, executive dilesque theatre, under Oscar J. Per- rector of the Rochester, N.Y., Civic
rin. Sr., now manager of Warners’
Music Assn, since he helped organMadison in Albany. When Perrin ize it in .1929, died in Rochester
went to the Leland as manager for March 4. He also .managed the
the late Chris Buckley, he took Rochester Philharmonic and Civic
along Sayles to do the press work. orchs and booked all CM A-sp onSayles eventually became Buckley’s sored guest soloists.
general manager, after ‘handling
Last week's concert by the Rochthe old Clinton Square, Harmanus ester Philharmonic under its perBleecker Hall and the Leland. He manent conductor, Erich Leinsshifted to the Palace when Buckley dorf, was hastily rearranged into
and Fabian merged. In 1943, the a memorial program. See began
vanety Club honored Sayles on his his career as concert manager in
*
*5th anni as a showman.
1918.
Wife, brother and sister survive.
Survived by hfcs wife.
.

v

•

.

and

four

daughters survive.

„

,

PAUL BECHERT

DAVID LAKE
man-

David Lake, general sales manager for Metro in Australia, died
Bom in Czechoslovakia, Becfiert March 4 in Sydney.
He had been
tormed his own concert bureau, associated with M-G for many
niima,
Vienna in 1925 and In- years.
uce
Wife, two sons and a daughter
A??
? Nathan Milstein and
A.exander
Brailowsky to the Vien- survive.
pu 5 c He continued managei li
those two artists when he
GEORGE LAENDNER
eaS
U<
for the- second
George Laendner, 69, violinist,
tim*
ome m 1932.
died March 5 *in N.Y, He was a
his first visit here
was in 1907, member of the exec board of- Lo-

New

m

York.

•

-

*

•

“One must presume
publishing

®

Minna

80,

State Dept v in exposing the
undermining activities of Ameri-

the

A

can diplomacy.”

Mother 83, of former screen
producer Phil Ryan, currently pubrelations head
peared with Paul Whitemans tume, died Marchof Western Cos5 in Beverly mmmmmm Continued from page
leviathan band in Chicago in nis Hills.
two specialties, later piaying with
.they feel, the
his career by singing in theatres
during silent films. He had ap-

Ted Weems and

Rito.
He left Fio Kito in 1935 to form
a band of his own.

Survived by wife/ two sons and

two brothers.

ABC’s $4,000000

lic

Ted Fio

Mother of organist Jay Hereand orch leader

Fletcher* Hereford,

died

recently

in Ft. Worth.

Widow,

The five TV stations accounted
Frank Baum, for $2,900,000 of the business. It’s

of L.

91,

author of the “Wizard of Oz” and
Maybene Beaaling Gal- other hooks, died March 6 in Holretired aciress and lywood. Four sons- survive.

Mrs.
lagner,

1

$4,000,000 o-and-o
bonanza, by far the biggest month
in the butlets’ history, answers the
question of what effect the AB-PT
merger will have on the industry.

ford-Lambert

MRS. LEONARD GALLAGHER

when

with self-advertisement.
who He no doubt
did a disservice to

&

^ Arthur W. Rhoades, 60, musician
and entertainer, died March 5 in
Colorado Springs. A drummer and
singer since he was 17, he began

that

book Griffis was

his

concerned

Beulshausen,

retired 30 years ago as assistant
manager ,of G.# Ricordi
Co.,
music pubbery, died March 7 in
Scarsdale, N. Y.
sister survives.

widow of Eeonam L. Ganagner, rormer general manager for JL.ee and

among

well

distributed

'spot
said,

and local accounts, Chapin
with $715,000 coming from

national

N.
Y.;
$666,300,
Mother of Frances Church, as- WABC-TV,
Detroit;
$634,400,
bhuberi, diea lViarcn 3 in Elm- sistant to Joe Glaser, heapUof As- WXYZ-TV,
WBKB,
Chi;
$570,200,
KECA-TV,
hurst, Queens. Eeiore her mar- sociated Booking Corp., died in
L.
A.;
and $316,500, KGO-TV,
riage, Mrs. ualiagners legit ap- New York March 4.
Frisco.
pearances included “The Merry
keys inked $1,125,000.
Alexander
Widow and “Exceeding Small."
“The business boom on the
Ostuzhev,
Russian
A daugnter, two sons and her actor and a leading member of owned stations reflects the inMoscow’s Maly Theatre Co., died creasing confidence of advertisers
mother survice.
Feb. 28 in Moscow. ’
and agencies in the revitalized
'

J. J.

AM

-

’

MAX REE

ABC,” Chapin

Wife, 55, of Karl Krueger, sym-

that the

said.

“And we

feel

uptrend will

accelerate.
phony orch conductor; died March
has
been a phenomenal
tor for Max Reinhardt and winner 3 in New York as a result of a 15- This
month, but it’s still only the beof the 1931 Academy Awara lor year-old bullet wound.
ginning.”
his work on “Cimarron,” died in
7“
Bud Materne, formerly national
Hollywood March 7 of cancer.
Frank Bauer,
head camera-Born in Copenhagen, he went to man for Filmack 58,
Trailer Co., died sales manager for the owned AM
the Coast in 192b and at various in Chicago March 1, Survived
stations,
has added the TV staby
times headed the Metro and RKO wife, son and daughter.
tions to his bailiwick, taking over
art departments. He had recently
the job formerly held by Don
been art director for NBC-TV.
Frank W. Smith, 80, composer of Kearney. Latter moves up to asA brother and sister survive.
liturgical music, died March 2 in sistant national sales manager.

Max

Ree, 64, onetime art direc-

1

i

1

,

.

Montclair, N. J.

SAM HASTEN
Sam Kasten, 87, vet Yiddish
actor, died March 4 in N. Y. Kasten, who had performed in musicals
and other Yiddish legit productions for .over 50 years,

made

his

1

last stage

appearance about three
years ago. ne had appeared in
piays with Molly, Picon, Jacob P.
Adler, David Kessler and Maurice
Moscovitch.
A son survives.

IRVING LEVY
Irving Levy, 48, treasurer of the
Century Lignting Corp., manufacturers of theatrical lighting devices,
died March 5 in Miami Beach. Levy
was co-founder of the corporation
with Edward Hook, outfit’s present
head, in 1929. v
Wife, two sisters, a daughter and
a brother, Saul Levy, also connected with Century, survive.

HENRY H; HARPER
Henry H. Harper, 81, noted author and playwright, died March
4 in Pinehurst, N. C. He had three
plays produced on Broadway.
•

Wife, daughter and three stepchildren survive.

SINGLETON G. HOWELL
Singleton G. Howell; 68, owner
and
a-* theatre* advertising firm
former owner-publisher of Motion
Picture
Journal,
southwestern
trade paper, died March 3 in
*

of

Jean Hardwick, 24, ballet dancer
“Brigadoon,” died in Derby,
England, Feb. 22.

Mr. and Mrs. Alastair Revie,
daughter, Glasgow, Feb. 25. He’s
Gladys Jerome, of vaude act manager of Kerr Music Corp. of
of Jerome & Jnbb, died in Man- Scotland and a former radio scribe.
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Wonders,
chester, England, Feb. 18.
son, Chicago, March 2. Mother was
Harry Miller, 70, circus show- formerly in the boxoffice of the Erman, died in Carlisle, England, langer there; father Is house’s
treasurer.
Feb. 24;
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Raynor, daughter, Hollywood, March 1. Father is
Mother of Claude Archer, motion 'picture musical director, died a screen writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Meltzer,
March 2 in Oakland, Cal.
son, New York, March 6.
Father
is
TV and film writer-director.
Brother, 53, of Rosemary Casey,
Mr. and Mrs. John Barnett, son,
playwright,
died in Pittsburgh
Los Angeles, March 2. Father is
March 3.
musical director of the Hollywood
Bowl
Assn.
Louise H. Berry, 65, a theatre
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Berg, son,
organist in Boston for many years,
Pittsburgh,
March 3.
died in Portsmouth, N. H., March 2.
Mother is
the former Marilyn McMeckfn,
Edward W. Rote, 60, accountant disk jockey on WEDO, McKeesfor Sam Katzman on the Columbia port; father was on the engineering staff there.
lot, died March 5 in Hollywood.
Mr. and Mrs. Kay Wf Richins,
Mother of Jimmy Bello, of Astor son. Salt Lake City, March 2.
Pictures Co., Atlanta, died March Father is program director of
KALL and 40-station Intermoun6 in N. Y.
tain network.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Brooks,
William G. Stutz, 48, art'director,
daughter,
died March 4 in Pasadena.
Hollywood. March 2.
Father is Warner publicity departMother, 64, .of songwriter Jack ment art editor.
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Bachman, son,
Gould died Feb. 25 in New York.
San Francisco, March J. Father is
*

KPIX

MARRIAGES

promotion director,
and Mrs. WiJliam Fix,
Spokane,
March
4.
Grandfather is Eric Johnston,
preXy of Motion Picture Assn, of
America.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Bercovich,
Mr.

i

Betty Henan to Jack Clark, Tijuana, Mexico, March 8. She’s a
Dallas.
Survived by his wife, daughter, screen actress; he’s manager of
brother, sister and three grand- Johnny Burke and Jinimy Van
Heusen.
sons.
Vicki Kanner to Robert A. Bernstein, March 5, New York.
She’s
JACK KLOTZ
a production secretary in the Paul
Jack Klotz/ 45, head of the thea- Vroom legit organization; he's a
tre and cafe department of Univ- publicist for DuMont network.
Mrs. Diantha Lawrence Mander
ersal Attractions, died' in New
York March 9 of a coronary throm- to Russell' Nype, N. Y„ March 7.
bosis'. Klotz had been with several He’s a legit actor-singer and nitery
agencies, including Joe Glaser’s performer.

daughter,
;

.

.

.

.

BIRTHS

in

v

P aul Hechert, 64, concert
ager, died March 2 in

—

Sydpey de Azevedo, 37, who in
1946 headed Capitol Records’ foreign department in Hollywood,
died March 3 in Ho-Ho-Kus, N. J.
Wife, Alyce King, of the King Sisters, vocal- group, survives.

.

He

1

CHARLES L, MARSH
.Cspfoiig^.’ fyi, those countries which
Charles L. Marsh, former tfaudeshoW'pri Uijeir screens the producvillian, died March 7 in Holly•‘tibhjs f^m;. Hollywood.
wood. Marsh had played the BK®'
circuit and had served as straight
confirmed in the retfor Jack Pearl, Benny Leonard ^erjtly; published book by Stanton
and Gene Tunney. In recent year's .Gpffjg, /.fqrfrier Ambassador to
he played bits for Warner BroS.
Madrid and Buenos
,r
Wife and sister survive.
Aires. Not long ago he was a suc1

,

pital.

Spy Story

Continued from page

Schirmer music pubbery
where he remained until his return
Europe in 1913, From 1926 to
1932 he was central European correspondent for Musical Courier and
FRED M. SHAFER
Mankiewicz won aii Academy the Christian Science Monitor. At
the time of his death he was manFred M. Shafer, 70, .former
Award in 1942 for “Citizen Kane.
Among his ntjmerous film, scripts ager and personal rep. for conduc- manager of the New York division
were “It’s a Wonderful World,” tors Eugene Ormandy and William °* B- F. Keith vaudeville circuit
MAX SELIGMAN
‘This Time for Keeps,” “Wild Steinberg, cellist Edmund Kurtz and in show biz, 45 years, died in
Max Beligman, 68, purchasing
Veterans Hospital, Indianapolis,
Man of Borneo,” “Keepin* Com- and pianist Ania< Dorfman.
“Enchanted .C o 1 1 a g e,”
A sister survives.
director for Columbia Pictures
pany,”
March 4.
for the last 24 years, died
"Pride of the Yankees” and “SpanA Spanish War veteran, Shafer Corp,
GEORGE E. McLINN
March 9 in St. Petersburg, Fla.
ish Main.” His most recent screen
suffered a shoulder wound that
Louis”
of
St.
“Pride
Wife,
for
daughter and a sister
credit was
George E. (JStoney) McLinrt, 68, never completely

Herman

screen writer, died of uremic- poisoning March 5 in Hollywood. He
was scripting “Mock the Midnight
BeU” for 20th-Fox when stricken.

G.

Soviet’s

dren.

,

daughter, Regina, Sask., Feb. 14.
is with the Broadway Thea.

Father

tre there.

Mr. and Mrs. Phil Bodnoff,
daughter) Winnipeg, recently.

.

Father is an exhibitor.
Mr, and Mrs. Arthur

•

,

I

danghtr'*, N. Y.,
Is

head of

March

RKOs 16m

4.

Good,
Father

division.

i

0
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"Sensational... at the

peak of

his career; -hy Gardner, H«raM Triton*

"Socks over showmanship
stronger
and personality
. . .

material

.

,.

sharper pacing...

a smash!”

-kahn, varutr

"Frank Sinatra

is

now

sing-

ing his greatest and charm- EARL WILSON, Naw Yoifc ro*t
lngest.

A Smash

"Greater than ever.
—GENE

Success At:
•

CHEZ PAREE, Chicago
• FRENCH CASINO, N
•

KNIGHT* Journal- American
VJ

^

*

"The Voice rocks them as of

RIVIERA, Fort Lee
•

.”
.

yore

. . .

- BILL SMITH, Billboard
*

^

Y.

LATIN QUARTER, Boston
• CHEZ PAREE, Montreal

Watch far him at Maggio in Columbia Pictures’
forthcoming production of “FROM HERE TO ETERNITY. 1 *

P

*

"Won jam-packed audience,”
— LOUIS SOROL, Joumal-Amorican

Mamiflamont!

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, **
v

RADIO

FILMS

VIDEO
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1953

18,

25

CENTS

$9239
NBC’s Talent Has No Color’ Projects
Hollywood, March

17.

Here are the likely winners in the top eight categories of the
annual Academy. Awards as indicated by Daily Variety’s

•

1

•

.

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

y

“High Noon”

Picture
Actress
Actor
Supporting" Actress
Supporting Actor
Director
Screenplay

By GENE. ARNEEL

Shirley Booth

Gary Cooper
Gloria. Grahame.

v.'.

Richard Burton*

John Ford*
Carl Foreman
“High Noon”)
“High Noon”

'

(

Best Song

.

‘Jolsonesque’ Brooks

Jpst prior to the impact which'

had on Hollywood's immediate
Rides Carbon to Click
economics, and which' that new dimension had on the shaping of
Unique instance of a vocalist
things, to come from .the film cap- clicking via a takeoff of another
3-D'

the

ital,

industry,

pic

startlingly

artist

is

entry of newcomer

the

enough, bad its greatest coin- Norman Brooks' into the hit
amassing yeac in 1952 since the. brackets. Brooks, who’s, riding in
an upset may develop."
lush economy of 1947.
a winner on Jiis initial etching.
It’s the net profit that counts, of
pegged his
Sunshine,”
“Hello
money styling in the late A1 Jolson’s
the
gross
but
course,
chalked up by .the principal film groove and marks the first time a
and theatre oiitfits in. 1952 gives singer has been able to score on
dramatic emphasfs to the continued wax via a Jolson takeoff.
scope and importance of the busiMeantime, his clicko platter has
ness regardless of whether it’s 2-D, passed the 150,000 mark and is
3-D or whatever. Worldwide rev- still -going strong. Slice was reenues for the film outfits and the leased by the indie Zodiac label.
large domestic circuits amounted to He’s set for the Copa, N. Y., in
$923,900,000 last year, on basis of October.
figures provided by authoritative
Jimmy Boyd Click Cues
sources, including the companies
themselves, the. .Securities & ExProwl of Kindergartens change Commission and semi-offiSparked by 14-year-old Jimmy cial analysts. That gross tally
Boyd’s click for Columbia Records, amounts to a jump of $10,500,000
over 1951 and was ahead of
the other majors are currently
combing the kindergartens for preceding years through 1948
new talent. RCA* Victor now has (see two-column box. on page 18
.

.o

.

•

,

-

which

* Indicates a close race in

New

Netrro Contribs to

25th,

sixth annual, straw poll:

'High Noon’ Looks to

Sweep Oscars;

Tops

Shirley Booth, Cooper, Ford
Hollywood, March, 17.
Stanley Kramer’s production of
for United Artists re*
Noon”
“High
lease may become the year’s most
honored film, winning four and
possibly

five

of

the. top

-j

eight

Academy Awards, Daily Variety’s

A

RCA

*

sixth annual straw poll tabulation
careful study of.
indicated today.the figures underline’ the possibility that the Silver Anniversary run-'
Ding of the* Oscat Derby may see come up with a 12-yearrOld in
a few dark-horse winners. Ballot- Jerry Glenn, of Shreveport, La.)
ing is so. close in some of the, eight and a 14-year-old in Texas Suncategories that a last minute switch shine Ruby Bateman, of Dallas.
Both are country singers.
could provide dramatic upsets.
Mercury, has reached a bit
However, the poll indicates that
“High Noon” is a cinch to win the lower in the age bracket with .a
trophy as Best Picture of the year seven-ye£*r-old, Pamela Reichele.
and gain added -glory thhough the Youngster is a Chicago TV actress
victories of Gary- Cooper as Best andf her initial sides are being
Actor, the title tune as Best Song, readied for the Easter market.
/
and the script' by Carl Foreman as
the Best Screenplay. Film has a
possible fifth winner in the Best
.-

.

,

See Pix Prod. Lag

Pirector category where Fred Zinis neck-to-neck in a stretch
drive with John Ford, director of
Republic’s entry) .“The Quiet Man.”
Ford has the edge in the final
straw poll tally but his margin is
Slender enough to. bo upset.
Other winners indicated by the
poll are Shirley Booth, a shoo-in
yictor in the Best Actress handicap

nemann

giving
the
year-to-year
breakdown). It was back In 1947 that
heftier gross income was raked in,
the outfits having drawn $983,700,000 in that session.
The whopping totals for 1952 ram
home the fact that the film trade

coritinues to pocket a heavy share
of the show biz dollar; And like its
competitors for the public’s entertainment coin layout, Hollywood is
faced with the problem »pf holding
up the level of gross returns while,
at the same time, lopping off expenses.
Striking example of gross vis-avis net earnings

sentatives of Negro organizations
and press, was summed up in the

comment

Losing Technical

its fiscal '52.

This production-distribution corporation rang up a record volume

gross business, amounting * to
$59,100,000. But the .net profit was
only *$803,000, compared with a
net of $1,498,000 in '51.
Major firms have^been on an
17.’*
Hollywood, March
economy binge for the past five
Film industry, because of an ex- years, and' there^yhave been some
traordinary production lull due to notable payoffs’ from the cost-cutset in during the spring and sum- ting programs. Universal had a net
mer, -faces a serious loss of valu- profit of over $2,000,00(1 in ’52 and,
(Continued on page 18)
able manpower to upcoming TV
Several
stations and networks.
•of

’

Manpower to Tele

(Continued on page 18)

J

erica’.

Mores)

liitiaITVer network

have expressed
tremendous pool of
the film
technicians
Backbone of
re just who studios are making available to TV.
execs
that
It’s admitted by TV
he backbone,
h concludes the type of manpower being free.d
thing as ‘the by the studios will be a windfall
the average to TV, which otherwise faces
American’.” an enbrmdus cost in time and
“There have money to train technical personnel
the white-, from scratch/ This is particularly
in the. matter of camera.
le ‘backbone true
Psoun^ music, editing and special
iy- ‘the
one/Jmt tip/ effects personnel who are readily
me nrsc piay hks a \yide adaptable from pix to live TV and
generic appeal to ajr of us in need no particular adaptation for
America without any/nagwaving or the growing telepix field.
needless patriotic/'preachmehL’
While T^’s recruitment of manIt may not go/on until fall, but
power in film fi^ld has been steady
fir^t

ifs

I

execs

elation at the

play.

experienced

.

t

•

(Coptinuea on page 13)

i

(Continued on page 63)

7) f

NBC

Herbert

Bayard

consultant, that “tal-

ent has no color, no religion, no
nationality.”

Speaking on the web’s policy of
“integration
without
identification,” that is, using Negro talent
without identifying them or setting up a “quota,” Madden said
that counting repeat performances
there was' a total of 450 performances by Negro artists, not including the Billy Williams Quartet,
Dorothy Dandridge or Lillian Randolph, each of whom has or had
regular niches. Including musicians
and members o f performing
groups, there was an estimated
1,540 performances in radio and
913 in
said.

TV

by Negroes,

NBC

v.p.

-

Madden

said that scenes containing racial minority stereotyping are Cut out from old film features
“by the hundreds every
Radio Corp. of America is encor- month.” He showed slides of typiing .as a legit angel by bankrolling cal footage deleted, such as a picture of “Farina” of the old “Our
the upcoming Richard ftodgers
Oscar Hammerstein 2d musical, Gang” comedies, a carnival scene
“Me and Juliet,” to the tune of showing a Negro used as a human
$200,000. R&ij, put up the first target and a Negro supposedly ter$100,000 of the total 300G produc- rified by seeing a ghost.
“We have just one yardstick
tion budget. In exchange RCA gets
40%/ of the show, sans film and the selection of performers on the
foreign rights but, on the plus side, basis of ability without regard to
racial
derivation,”
Madden dealso gets a flat * supplementary

R&H ‘Juliet’

In

&

8%

1

royalty off the top of the gross.
will come out of the authors’,
share.
are’ agreeable because
it permits for a capital gains setup
in the future; they are not particularly keen for any additional income on a weekly basis. They'll
get theirs from the future by-

^Gontinued on page 34 )

R&H

Nitery Debuts: Greg Ratoff

&

PEARSON CLAIMS WEBS
1-SIDED; ABC SEZ NO

product rights.

RCA’s

chief

around the

RCA

revolves
Victor album;. exrights and other

interest

clusive NBC-TV
privileges.
s
This deal is only somewhat akin
to the $225,000 RCA put into “Call
Me Madam” for a 35% stake in the
Leland Hayward-produced musical.

..

So

far,

money
profit,

RCA
plus

has

recouped

more than

a

which may swell. to
„

its

100%
$400,-.

000 after ,the Irving Berlin musical

Drew Pearson, ABC radio and has run its course) With “Madam,”
DuMont TV .gabber who is being RCA* shares* in all* rights,* including*
dropped by Carter Products at the pix. The 225G was the entire bankend of its cycles on the two webs rolling .of. “Madam” and it-elimi*-

Susan Zanuck, Rancho
Vegas; Payne, Flamingo

'

'

'.

Swope,

was provided by This

Columbia Pictures in

-

Encores As

’52

NBC booked a total of 218 Negro
acts and individual performers in
the past two years, with the 1952
figures representing a 200% increase over '51, veepee Edward D.
Madden said in a “progress report
to the Negro community” in N. y.
Monday (16). The spirit of the
Conference, attended by repre-

.

-

High in

Susan Zanuck, daughter of 20th-

Fox production

chief Darryl Zaand screen actor-director
Gregory Ratoff will make their

nuck,

nitery debuts costarring in a tab
revue at El Rancho Vegas, Las
Vegas, April 22. Another filmster,
John Payne, also will get into the
Las Vegas act when he opens a
two-week engagement at the Flamingo Hotel May 14.
The Zanuck-Ratoff revue, as yet
untitled, is being penned by Charles
Sherman' (book) and Bernie Wayne
(score). Sherman was last repped
on Broadway-* with sketches in the f
Bette Davis revue, “Two’s Company,” while Wayne composed the
score for the recently sputtered
“More About Love,” Versailles,
N.Y., tab revue. Plans are underway to tour *the package on the
niteiy circuit and then expand it
into a legit revue for a Broadway
showcasing.
Payne’s turn -will involve pro'

month, took time op his ABC nated “casting the backers.” Of
broadcast Sunday (15) to hit out at course, in the case of R&H’s
lack, of diversity in opinion on the, “Juliet,” there is usually a- waiting
airlines. Tommy Velotta, ABC news line, and trade-wise the authorsve.epee, let the blast at the AM! and producers may have to. ameliorate
TV networks go on, but took time some of their old standby, inon the Pearson show, with Pear- vestors, but the capital gains idea
son’s knowledge, to insert a brief influenced them to go to one central soutce for the bankrolling.
defense of the webs.
RCA has assured itself of the
Pearson started by saying that
[entire
cast for the. album. "With duction and special material. He’ll
had
been
he and Robert S. Allen
rwork With the Dutch Adler Trio.
(Continued on page 13)
(Continued on page 54)'
this

.

‘

*

_
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London Prepping for ‘Greatest Show’
Washington, March 17.
Sen, Robert .Taft, the “Man of the Week” on the CBS-TV show
Sunday (15); became “the man who wasn’t there” when the
show began. But the reporters who were to interview him filled
in nicely, after Rod Cochran, CBS moderator, invited ad lib
Carlton Kent of the
discussion on current political questions.
Chicago Sun-Times, Ruth Montgomery of the N. Y. Daily News,
and Alfred Friendly of the Washington Post phliged.
The Senator finally arrived, 17 minutes late. He explained
simply that he Just forgot a^bout the engagement. He would not
havb gotten -there at all had not his assistant, Jack Martin* tuned
in on the program,, and noted hjs -absence. Martin managed to
reach the senator, who made a dash for the studio. At that, Taft
*
made Page 1 headlines.

-

.

By

HAROLD MYERS
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FOR 2D Bill

London, March 17.
PINZA SET
With less than three months to
go until Coronation da& preparaROLE, IN ‘MARSEILLES’
the
tions for what will truly he
greatest show on earth are being inEzio Pinza has been signed for
tensified. Qn the ceremonial route, the lead role in next season’s muteams of government workmen are
which Joshua
putting '•the finishing touches to
public stands, while the local press
is crammed with classified ads
from fortunate companies whose
stores and offices line the route
offering window space 'at a price.
Since the first official confirmation
of the route, however, that price
.

has been dropping steadily.
Three months back, the ticket
brokers, who cornered most of the

“Marseilles,”

sical,

.

Logan and David Merrick will present around Jan. 1. This is a musicalization. of three Marcel Pagnol

“Cesar,” on which Logan and S. N^
Behrman are doing the book, and

,

writing music and

Rome

Harold

HORACE HEIDT

lyrics.

FOR LUCKY STRIKE
JOHN LEER

This will marft Pinza’s, second

for a modest $50. or $60, including
Even at this
all the trappings.
price the buyers are not forthcoming. The trade reckons, however,
that, ds the big day approaches,
there will be a last-minute scramble for space, and are confident
that every available, seat will have
been sold in* advance.
large proportion' of the government-constructed stands are being reserved for VIPs, and these
can he bought at comparatively
nominal prices ranging from about
$10 to $20. The higher .echelon
will, of course, be accommodated
in Westminster Abbey as far as
possible, with special reservations
immediately outside to cater for a
distinguished overflow. Abbey accommodation, being restricted, has
meant that members of the House
of Lords who hoped they would
automatically qualify for a seat,
•

-

A

Opera basso

nitery

at

the

Sands,

Winchell-Spnsored N.Y.

Cops

Blast in 3-D
Hollywood, March

V Firemen Benefit

benefit, “Salute to the Brave,” for
the widows of N. Y, police”, and
firemen killed in line of duty, at
Madison.’ Square Garden, N. Y.,

organization of theatrical report-

was staged with care, its message clear, and reaction big. The
show was a shocker.
In town for many days prior to
the blast were reps of every known

ers, at Rosoff’s Restaurant,

Monday. (10).
Comedian, heading
Palace

the
declared

two-a-day,

London newspapers have

Yucca

•

RKO

'Simmers

that
editions

—

-—

-

- -

Senate Quizzers

took

News

y®*£

Rehearsal; lion trainer

at explaining, from
that these were Jpe

Loses Arm, Acros Injured
Toronto, March 17.
Death and violence jinxed the
Friday (13) opening of the stage
and water “Sportmen’s Show” revue at the 8,000-seat Coliseum
here.
Paul Remos dropped dead
during the dress rehearsal, Capt.

Effective Suspense

Cronklte

particularly

built

Ken

up

Hill lost his left

arm when

^
effective
suspense
by reciting attacked by one of his five lions,
background data on the 32 other and the Four Phillips were injured
atom bombs which have been when their car .swerved, off a
Toronto highway and somersaulted
shattered in tests and war. A short

twice into a ditch,

film filled in views of some 1,000
Gl£ who in pre-dawn had trucked
in to trenches two miles from the
bomb blast point. Back to the live

.

Remos (ne Paul Reimer), herb
with his two midget Toy Boys for
a perch act and dance number,
remote, one heard what Cronkite staggered off during rehearsal of
called “The Voice of Doom” ready- latter with Roy Lockesley, pit band
ing everybody for the climax: “15 leader, jumping bn stage to catch

,

Map

Washington, March* 17.
The Senate Internal Security
Committee, which last year secret-

s

show biz witnesses in
York, plan to hold further
hearings on Communism in radio,
television and the live stage. Sessions, which may be behind closed
doers, will be held in Washington
in the next 60 to 90 days, according to a committee spokesman. '
Senate probers want to go into
Television
Authority,
American
Federation of Television &' Radio
Artists and, to some extent, Actors
Equity. Committee has never conducted an opening hearing regarding Communist infiltration into
ly quizzed

State

$1 Additional per

Year

Inc.

New

Nob,-

at Toronto

trouper’s
fall,
seconds, 10 seconds, five, four, the* 69-year-old
Remos was dead on arrival at St.
three, two, one zero.”
At that point, though, the screen Joseph's Hospital.
En route ,to Toronto, Capt. Ken
went dark, as the cameras had to
be covered with a black shield/ Hill, whose favorite of his five
After the first blinding flash, the lions he walked on. a leash, was
shields were thrown off, but the clawed when he stopped his truck
very high frequency waves seemed at a service station and reached in
to “soup up” the image. There to take his pet for a walk.
He
were several moments of confused was attacked and mangled.. He
audio comments, black and’ white was rushed to' a hospital where
flashes,’ and then a very bright his left arm had to be amputated.
Four Phillips, German aero*
image of the pillar of -Smoke.
The real excitement of the docu- batic act just over from Europe,
a?e
also hospitalized in serious
mentary, though, was generated by
Huntley, who described whdt he condition. *
Planing in from New York over
had seen and felt while squatting
in the trenches with the GIs two the weekend to replace casualties,
miles from the blast. He described and in time for yesterday (Mon.)
the blinding flash, his nervousness, opening, were Bill Fontana and his
the shock impact, and then th,e logrolling dogs and the Five Chris(Continued on page 31)
tianis, acrobatics.
’

Nam*)

PftniETY

turns

targets seven miles away. Far left
light was said to be the position
of the nuclear device on a 300-foot
tower. Other two lights were the
two clapboard houses, full of furniture
and mannequins, which
were to test the blast’s effect.

Further Red Hearings

Regular Subscription Rates
One Year—$10.00
Two Years—>$18.00

154 West 46th Street

Remos Dies

view of three pin-points of light
on a black screen. Narrators Walter Cronldte and Morgan Beatty

torney, indicated he would recomagainst an appeal. Sentence
is very much lighter than most
heretofore given to persons convicted of contempt of Congress.
Judge T. Blake Kennedy, of the
U. S. Distri»it Court, explained,
“the court, feels that in this case
the Government intended to secure
a vindication of principle rather
than seek a heavy penalty.”
Prior* to sentence, Buchman told
the judge that he “had no contempt in my heart” at the time he
refused to honor the subpoena. He
said he had acted in good faith
when he stated his belief that the
committee had no right to recall
him* after his testimony in L. A.

•

—

—

-

and one documentary, provided by the Advertising Council, began with a

New

Canada and Foreign

,

’

mend

Form

« • •

making

Better? communications media

a visual demonstration of the
actual detonation of an atomic

finally decided
yesterday whether- to appeal but
Edward Bennett Williams, his at-

Street
•

It

As

Buchman had not

To

Zone

specta-

J

sentence is $1,000 fine
year’s imprisonment.-

Enclosed find check for $

,

The

j

3/18

City «•••••••••

zero.

,

Under the

<

(Pleaso Print

Down to Blur;

Radio Does

•

Her

for

ground

SENTENCE SUSPENDED

More TV

VARIETY

tation in

Flat’s Big Flash

BUCHMAN FINED

Ray, Christine Jorgensen, Rosalind
Russell, Shyrettos, Eddie Fisher,
Joni James, Skitch Henderson,
in The Future Morey Amsterdam, Nat (King) Cole,
Mary Burton, Jackie Gleason, Jane
Schenectady, March 17.
Pickens, Bambi Lirfh & Rod AlexJames C. Hagerty, press secre- ander* Sunny Gale, Les Paul &
tary to President Dwight D. Eisen- Mary
.^Ford, Four A.ces, Maurice
hower, in an informal Interview
“Hazel
the
cast .from
Evans,
over WRGB-TV, Schenec(14)
Flagg,” “Havihg Wonderful Time,”
tady, with Rep. Leo W. O’Brien
(Continued on page 15)
(long a colleague of Hagerty at the
Capitol in Albany), said that “television will be used more in the Leigh Too
111, See
future for announcements by the
President and myself.”
in 'Walk’
Replaced
Terming TV “one of the most imHollywood, March 17.
portant media for getting the
Paramount has announced that
.thoughts and actions of the President into the homes of our people,” Viyien Leigh Is suffering from an
Hagerty stated its use would be ac- acute nervous breakdown and may
celerated by -the White House. be replaced in the shooting of “EleAsked by Rep. O’Brien whether it phant Walk.” Announcement was
was not considered “faster,” Hag- made after arrival from Europe
erty replied that he would not like over the weekend of her husband,
to coftiment on “the press”; he was Laurence Olivier, who confabbed
content to describe TV as more in- with medicos and studio execs.
formative.
Studio spokesman said, “we feel
No decision has been made, Hag- there’s slim hope that improveerty added, on the “format” of the ments in her condition, already noPresident's conferences: whether ticeable, will be rapid enough so
they would be “informal press con- that she can return to work.”
ferences, televised”, or “meetings
Studio, shooting location in Inbetween the President and two or dia and two weeks here, is about
three members of his Cabinet,” also halfway through the film, It can
televised.
salvage most of the location stuff.

Please send

*

their setups for yesterday’s coverage, During the interim period
and oh legit expense accounts, the
weapon, Phase Two of “Operation several score assignees grabbed
Doorstep” at Yucca Flat, Nev.‘, the opport-unity-of. taking in the
was a disappointing fizzle. Though costly
to hotels
collection
an improvement over last year’s of shows. It was almost as if bonitotal off-the-air blackout, the^ net- f-ces had cannily made their bookworks’ pooled video handling of ings in order to vie with the prothe atom blast at 8:20 a.m. yester- duction at Frenchman’s Flat, so
day (Tues.) nonetheless served to outstanding were the’ many top
highlight the superior verbal im- name lures.
pact of radio.
From A (for Adams) to Z. Z.
As seen on NBC-TV in N. Y.,
Zsa Zsa .Gabor beckoned from
the big blow, which was bally- the Flamingo to the curious, anxhooed to pack the energy wallop ious for a gander at the highlyof 15,000 .tons of TNT, turned^out touted charms of the Hungarian
to be a series of wobbly flashes on beaut. Aided, or rather, carried,
$150,
the screen, then a conventional by comedian Joey Adams in a
picture-postcard view of the by- “Folies Parisienne” thertie, Miss
now-famous mushroom of billow- Gabor appeared in costly gowns
Washington, March 17.
ing smoke. One only felt the sig- and delivered her few lines with
Sidney Buchman, convicted of nificance and. drama of this awe- engaging accent. She returns to
contempt of Congress last Thurs- some spectacle when one heard, Hollywood and- thence Paris folday (12) for refusal to answer a offcamera remote, the verbal im- lowing tomorrow night’s performsubpoena of the House Un-Ameri- agery painted by ABC-TV an- ance, making way for “Annie Get
can Activities Committee, received nouncer Chet Huntley, beginning: Your Gun” tabshow.
a light sentence from the court “This is the most tremendous
The new Sands presented an
yesterday (Mon.). He was fined thing that ever happened to important preem with basso Ezio
$150 and prison sentence of one me ...”
Pinza making bid for attention.
year was suspended.
The half-hour public service
(Continued on page 15)
law, the maximum

Pres. Eisenhower Plans

*

fight,

This second annual show for
^yes and ears of the nation flashed
across the microwaves and leased
wires into every remote section
giving an on-the-spot coverage of
the detonation with comprehensive followup of the bomb’s devascle

N. Y.,

in
of

McGuire Sisters, Dagmar, Tyrone
Power & Linda Christian, Johnnie

U-

own

in their

other cities, and hence imws
rapidly
spreads
smash
a
throughout the British Isles, and
immediately
performer
the
achieves name status. .Kaye stated
12,000 and house was scaled from that the British variety field re$1 to $50. Certain “patrons’ boxes” mains as potent as it is because
were priced at $1,000. The N. Y. of the fact that thdir radio and
Mirror syndicated columnist was television isn’t as highly developed
the head emcee and he was spelled as in the U, S.
by a contingent- that included Bert
Kaye also noted that EnglishLytell, Milton Berle, Jackie Glea- speaking audiences are the same
have been compelled to ballot. son, Pat O’Brien and others.
the world over. OUr comics may
Among those that appeared were do better in England than the
London is filled with disappointed
peers and peeresses whope ermine Danny Kaye, Imogene Coca & Sid
(Continued, on page 13)
Caesar, Arthur Godfrey with 'the
(Continued on page 63)

Subscription Order

—

Miner* using the new Dunning
3-D process.
Short, in- both color and blacka
makes
who
An American act
white is expected to be ready for
hit at the Palladium, London, imrelease in three weeks.
theatrical
mediately becomes a national figProject marks debut of the Dunure, according to Danny Kaye, who
system.
ning
was the guest of honor at the
weekly meeting of the Drama Desk,

$60,000. Virtually. every rperformer
on Broadway either made an appearance on stage or sought to apCrowd was estimated at
pear.

,

big

(Tues.) about 75 miles tb the
north put into momentary eclipse
all the super productions within
the Strip resort hotels
productions falling short of the cataclysmic A-bomb hoopla, but dazzlers

17.

3-D

;

Atom bomb

U. S. Acts’ Stock

produced, a whopping

(16)

The

documentary of
blast near .Las
Vegas today '(Tues.). was lensed by
by. Berheaded
3-D productions,
man Swarttz, Lfee Savin and Allan
Two-reel

the

The Walter Wmchell-sponsored

Monday

Atom

Las

Vegas, where he opened last Friday (13); for a three-week, oneFollowing' the Las
shot stint.
Vegas date, he returns to TV work*
in N. Y.
^

Las Vegas, -March 17.
show this nlorriing
!

New York

111 Fifth Ave..

now

is

stint

By BILL WILLARD

Under Personal Management

musical, (first was “South Paciavailable space, were offering seats
fic”), as well as his return to
at around $250 a time, including
Broadway after sorties into films,
champagne lunch and access to a TV and now nitery. Onetime Met
TV receiver for other aspects of
doing his first

the Coronation,
Bfit even the
“wealthy” Yanks, to whom this
tp apdesigned
was
original* bid
peal, failed to respond in the anticipated way, and prices have been
fumbling at a sensational rate. Today. best facilities can be bought

l

and

“Fanny”

“Marius,”

plays,

*

.

York 36. N. Y.

(Continued on page 15)
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.

‘
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IA Won’t Label Majors’ Foreip Prod.
Unfair, If Legit, Sez Prexy
Despite strong 'objection to certain types of 'American film production abroad which conceivably
cut down, the job hours of Hollywood studio workers, the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees has no intention of
labeling major studio product made
in foreign countries as an “unfair
labor practice," IA prexy Richard
Walsh declared in a written reply
to a series of questions submitted

Walsh

[|Qj

Kelly’s Next in

London, March

17.

Following the completion of “Invitation to the Dance” for Metro,'
Gene Kelly will remain here for
the leading role In “Crest of the

‘

Wave," which John and Roy Boultwill produce and direct for
„ing
M-G.
YYhen Kelly finishes “Wave," he
him by Variety on problems heads back to the U. S. after an
-

confronting the labor outfit in light
of the cutdown in Coast produc-

3,8-mohth tax-free stay in Europe.

will continue in the

Walsh, who just returned to New
from a general executive
board meeting in Las Vegas, said
the show biz union has “ho objection whatsoever to legitimate foreign production by American film
companies." He noted that when
the background called for authentic
foreign locales, usually costly ones,
IA feels that filming abroad is
justified. “We also concede," Walsh
noted, “that a certain degree of
American production is necessary
in some foreign countries where
the government limits the amount
of boxoffice proceeds that can be
taken out.”
However, the union chief stressed
that IA opposed American producers going abroad “just to make
cheap
productions through tax
savings and cheaper labor costs.”
He said this was especially true of
some advertising agencies lhaking
films for television. “We are trying to discourage such runaway

Robert

Benjamin,

S.

United

Artists' board chairman, and Max
York
E. Youngstein, v.p., left
Monday (16) for Coast huddles with

New

I

indie producers.

Berfjamin, who’s also head of the
J,. Arthur Rank organization in the
U. S., additionally will confab with
John Davis, maiiaging .director of
the Rank org, who’s now visiting
L.A.
.

gimmick

cate-

gory which doesn’t warrant heavy
investment.
Reluctance to push 3-D produc-

York

Joint Rental Fite

See ASCAP Ankle

“Bwana Devil" figures, but puts
them down strictly to novelty ap“Without that it wouldn't
have grossed a dime,’’ Milton R.
Rackmil, Universal prexy, told U

Allied Nixes Talks
Unless Theatre Owners of Ameris willing to. agree to joint

Film studio refusal to come
across with at least the same coin
as last year in the Renegotiations of
performing right deals with the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers may result
.

stockholders in N. Y. last week.,
It’s figured that 3-D applied to
quality product will do even better
than “Devil" for a while. After
(Continued on page 13)

on

the question of film
rentals. Allied States Assn, sees no
purpose in the two orgs getting
together for a discussion of exhib
problems. Allied’s view is that the
rental problebi is the most serious
one facing exhibs and .that any
cooperative action that does, not
include" this
subject would be
action

Studio Pact Talks

peal.

ica

—

made many

withdrawal

this field, it was indicated in
N. Y. last week. Contracts with
most of the companies run one
year and talks for~ new ones have

just

been

started.

Situation results from the decision by N. Y.^ Federal Judge Vinattempts to set up a meeting with
cent Leibell, who ruled In 1951
Allied to discuss mutual problems,
(Continued on page 13)
Film, industry profits should im- that ASCAP's collection' of perincluding a renewed effort to
arbitration system. prove, states Arnold Bernhard & forming rights fees from theatres
establish, an
Co.,
Wall St. investment apprais- was illegal and that there should
It’s generally agreed that any plan
Republic
Yates
without Allied participation would ers, in its Value Line publication. be “at the source" licensing, with
Advisory
outfit points out that the studios bearing the cost of both
meeting between
be. ineffective.
Allied prexy Wilbur Snaper and even before 3-D created its stir, the performing rights and the synfor Past 2 Years
TOA prexy Alfred Starr concluded theatre attendance had fallen to chronization rights to music used
as far as it likely would, the in pix.
Deferred Salary with the Allied topper specifically about
informing Starr that the question rate of decline having slowed conAt present, the producers make
As president and board member of rentals must be part of any siderably over the past two years. their individual deals with music
of Republic, Herbert JT. Yates is confab agenda.
Valu6 Line also reasons that the publishers on synchronization fees.
owed $200,000 for his services for
For the first time last week TOA cost structure of the film biz has jASCAP, which at one time collectthe past two years, it's indicated in took a public stand against the been undergoing a “healthy shrink- ed as much as $1,300,000 in perRep papers prepared preliminary increase in the number of hiked age" and loose spending has be- formance fees from the theatres,
to the outfit’s annual meeting of percentage pictures being peddled come restricted. There’s still some now gets only about $650,000 from
stockholders.
Session is set for by the majors. Although its lead- economizing yet to be done, and if the producers..
April 7 in New York. '
ers blasted high rental terms, TOA the industry is successful in this,
ASCAP membership assigns colYates was to have collected was careful to indicate that it had says the Bernhard paper, the earn- lection rights to the Society on a
$175,280 in 1952 but in a tie-in
ings upbeat can be expected.
(Continued on page 17)
year-to-year basis and is called on
with Rep’s earnings for the year,
In an analysis of 3-D, it’^ noted to approve all contracts before they
$100,000 of this has been deferred.
that the new, dimension, regardless are signed. It's the impression that,
Same situation prevailed in 1951. Stars at
(Continued on page 15)
Fete
(Continued on page 13)
Richard .W. Altschuler, Rep. foreign chief and board member, rePacts
Film
Despite
ceived a hike of $4,750 in his pay*

has

ica joining Allied States Assn. In
condemning distrib prices for pictures,
distrib-exhib relationships
have deteriorated to the lowest ebb
in years. Even overshadowing the
degree of optimism for a biz pick-

up

by* the introduction of 3-D are
the constant clashes between the
buying and selling forces over
rentals, runs and clearances. Ex-

hibs, especially subsequent-run ops
are predicting, a spate pf new lawsuits this year, particularly ones

pre-releases and runs.
Already groups of exhibs are consulting with attorneys ahd scrutinizing the consent decrees with an
eye toward instituting legal ac-

involving

Complaints from individual exhibs are mounting every day, with
both Allied and TOA receiving
beefs .from their members. Exhibs
are loud in their protests, charging uncertainty and poor merchandising. Most recent complaint in
some areas revolves around a
shortage of product and the complete inability to plan bookings

The most recent
beefs are not based on print shortages, but .on the delay in getting
the top b.o. grosses because of the
pre-release system. Ops of smaller

satisfactorily.

(Continued on page 13)

from

wasteful.

TOA

ASCAP

complete

in

1

—

ASCAP

Sees Profits Up

recent

Owes

A

On

Acad

in Drive

To

License Every House

Using Interlude Music
American Society of Composers,

\

200G

Years

in

With Theatre Owners of Amer-

tions.

due also partly to a desire
and see what forthcoming
depth releases will do at the b.o.
Industry is impressed with the

tion is
to wait

:

.

Benjamin’s Coast Talks

.

tion.

.

To Their Lowest Depth
y||g]J[

Despite the “Bwsma Devil" bonanza,/ studios are still hesitant to
put their eggs ifito the 3-D basket.
Conviction is spreading that .there
isn’t" much of a future in any stereo
system using glasses and that the
best that can be hoped for is a
quick buek for both distribs and
exhibs.
While execs aren’t exactly downbeat on 3-D, several of them last
week made it amply * clear that
they don’t see the future through
Polaroid viewers. Feeling is that,
as long as specs are required, 3-D

London

*

.

Distrib-Exhib Relationships Slip

ITS FUTUflE IIUIIH

"

:

to

PICTURES

PTSsieFt

&

Authors
Publishers expects to
license every theatre in the country
using ASCAP i..usic during intermissions, or before and after performances,
Collins,
Jules
M.
ASCAP general sales manager, said
in N. Y. Friday (13). He expects
this to be done by June or July.
He explained that progress in licensing houses had been comparaparticularly since the
contracts were signed last October, the Society thus missing out
on the driv^-ins.
First license for such incidental
tively slow,

first

9

(Continued on page 15)

On

TV

National Boxoffice Survey

Hollywood, March 17.
Regardless of studio contracts,
all film personalities attending the Biz Continues Spotty; ‘Pan*
for 5th
in
ing year. James R. Grainger, as Academy awards will be televised.
‘Hans’ 2d, ‘Rouge’ 3d, ‘Shefea , 4th
Cameras will 3 pick them up as
exec v.p. and sales chief, received
$91,245 in ’52 and $88,995 the pre- they arrive and catch them in their
With not much new fare being great in Montreal and solid in
vious year. Grainger is now presi- seats as well. Legend on the re- launched and usual seasonal tend- N.Y., where on extended-run.
verse side of each ticket declares encies to battle, the nation’s film
dent of RKO.
“Call Me Madam" (20th), which
At the upcoming stockholders’ that “by using this ticket, user biz at first-runs continues quite opens at N.Y. Roxy next week, is
meeting five directors are candi- 'consents to his name and likeness uneven this session,* the same as terrific in second L.A. week after
dates
including (and any performance by him) last week. The Atlantic seaboard record
for
reelection,
opening _ round.
“Lili"
Arthur J. Miller, Harry C. Mills, being broadcast by radio, television, had to* contend with several rainy (M-G) hit a new record' on opening
John J. O’Connell, Leon A. Swir- directly or by means of recording, days, Sunday and Saturday down-* frame *ln N.Y.', playing .at an arty
and releases NBC, the. Academy, pours being especially damaging. house. '“Destination Gobi" (20th)
bul and Walter L. Titus, Jr.
RCA and its advertising agents
“Peter Pan" (RKO-Disney) is is fair in Frisco and mildish in
from liability for injury, loss of No. 1 again, for fifth successive Buffalo.
damage to person or property."
“Desert Legion” (U), also new,
week, with “Hans Christian AnderSUSPECT ‘HOARDING'
Ticket also says “privilege' ac- sen" (RKO-Goldwyn) not far be- is sock in Minneapolis and big in
corded by use of this ticket is hind in second position. It's the Buffalo. “I Love Melvin’ (M-G)
OF 3-D
SPECS revocable for conduct inconsistent third week in a row for “Ander- also shapes as a potential winner,
With the majority of major film with program requirements."
being fancy in Denver, okay in
sen" to be in second, spot.
studios close to ready with new
“Moulin Rouge" (UA) is winding K.C. and stout in St. -Louis.
3-D releases, suspicion is being
“Member of Wedding" (Col) is
up third, same as a week ago. “LitEurope
to
Johnston
voiced in the trade that some of
tle Sheba" (Par) is roaring ahead doing nicely jn some small-seat
the outfits are “hoarding" viewing
Trade Pacts from down on the list to capture arty theatres this round. “Story of
glasses. Accusation was heard in
“Naked Spur” Three Loves" (M-G) looks fair in
position.
Eric A. Johnston, president of the fourth
some quarters this week that a
Motion Picture Assn, of America, (M-G) is advancing from runner- second week at N.Y, Music Hall,
couple of companies, via*, advance
“Anna" (IFE), fair in Boston,
N.Y. 'Sunday (22) for work up category to fifth, spot while
leaves
orders, have grabbed the lion’s
on new- film trade agreements with “She’s Back on Broadway” (WB) is still is big in N.Y., “Mississippi
share of specs from. Polaroid Corp.
Gambler" (U), tall in Boston,
possibly .France. showing iip in sixth.
and
Spain
Italy,
ahd other outfits for the next
“City Beneath Sea" (U), just looms great in Portland, Ore. “B&d
George Weltner, head of Paracouple of months.
mount’s foreign department, will getting started, is doing well and Beautiful" (M-G) is doing okay
Polaroid, incidentally, has inenough to land seventh position in most locations this frame.
join Johnston in $he new trade
creased its capacity to 12,000,000
“Hiawatha" (A A) is okay in Portwhile “Jeopardy" (M-G) will wind
talks.
Pairs of glasses per month 'but the
up eighth. “Treasure of Golden land. “Don’t Care Girl" (20th)
demand has been so great, it’s
Condor" (Col) is ninth and “I Con- looks trim in Buffalo. “Bwana
said, that already
Ike, Johniton Confer
fess" (WB), in 10th slot. “Battle Devil" (UA) is big in Seattle, beWarner Bros, lias
v
been forced to cancel 60 bookings
..Washington, March 17.
Circus"
(M-G)
‘/Niagara" ing mainly out in subsequent-runs
and
of
House of Wax" because of inand nabes of big principal keys
Eric Johnston, prez of Motion (20th) round out the top 12 list.
sufficient quantity. At the start of Picture Assn, of America, visited
“Girls in Night" (U), “Stars- Are lliis week
its
handling of “Bwana Devil" the White House on Friday (13) :to Singing" (Par), and„ “Never Wave
“Man Behind Gun" (WB) shapes
United Artists had similar diffi- discuss Point 4 biz with President at'Wae" (RKO) are runner-up pix. hefty in Montreal. “Importance of
culty.
Being
Earnest” (U) looks neat to
“The Star" (20th) ran into some
Eisenhower.
Wax" is skedded. for release
Johnston is chairman of the In- toiigh-sledding around the country good in three dates currently,
xt m °nth,
the preem being set temational Development Advisory this stanza, with only two Okay un-o?
vf
jor April
Boxoffice. Reports
( Complete
10 at the N. Y. Para- Board, which works on the Point 4 weeks, in a batch pf five ddtes.
mount.
on Pages 8-9)
“Above and’ Beyond’* (M-G) is
program.
’‘.I!

from the company in ’52, colan aggregate of $30,615, as
compared With $25,865 the preced-

off

lecting
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Buyers As Oldies Grow Whiskers
pix for

and

it’s

wreaking

TV

•

Adolph Zukor,

at the industry testimonial dinner to him
in New York March 4, put new
accent on 3-D. by stressing that

among

havoc

run pix have reached proportions
which make it .almost prohibitive
for an independent station to buy
them.

With the exception of ^ome recent Lippert Productions pix plus
a package of eight films foreclosed on by the Chemical Bank
& Trust Co. of TNT, Y., local stations
don’t have much film to buy that
Those
hasn’t been seen before.
few that are available are priced,
*

anywhere from $1,500

to $5,000 for
multiple-runs depending on vinThe
other
factors.
and
tage, cast
Independents, which, rely on feature pix for a large part of their

programming, are finding the nut

a tough one

to meet.
Deal usually is set for five showings of the film, although this can
vary with individual contracts.
Getting sponsorship for the first
couple of showings isn’t too tough,
hut it only accounts for part of
the nut. Rest, in the case of a
higher-priced pic, must be absorbed by the station.
Another factor in the shortage
is that of the firstrun situation.
Obviously, sponsors want pix that
haven’t been seen in the area before, but .-at the same time balk
at the high cost of these pix. On
the. other hand, due to the shortage
stations must replay older films,
ancf, this doesn’t meet with approval either. The station is in the
middle of an economic squeeze.
Film buyers don’t see any solution in sight, except the wistful
hope that the advent of 3-D will
cue a release by the major studios
of their flats. They admit, though,
that at present, that’s largely wishful thinking.

,

the numeral has been a lucky,
digit in his career—“I started
in 1903; today is 1953, so you
see what I think of that thirddimension.” Zukor Is one of
Paramount’s staunchest advocates for immediate” conversion to the new technique as a
means to insure wider boxoffice dimensions.
George Je&el, as toastmaster of the Screen Writers Quild
dinner in Hollywood last week,
took-another tack on 3-D, .however: “Words are forever chamthe Third Commandpions
ment, the third act of ‘Hamlet,*
the third line of the Gettysburg
Address will be in the minds
and hearts of man long after
the third dimension has been

—

forgotten.”

Present Carrier System

.

Only new product seen forthcoming for the time being are intermittent releases from film outRepublic, which has
like
fits
adopted the attitude that

it

will

pix to video, and Lippert,
plus those banks which do foreclose on indie, bank-financed productions. Possible source of this
latter type is the Bank of Amersell

Biggest Bottleneck To<*

Theatre
nications

vision prexy Nathan L. Halpern
said his outfit proposed to submit
evidence “that the existing, common carrier system has been the
biggest bottleneck' to the development, of theatre television as an
additional service to the public,”
In a brief filed Monday (16) with
the Commission, Halpern noted
that the petition entered by the
National Exhibitors 'Theatre Television Committee and the Motion
Picture Assn, of America does not
represent "the position of TNT.
Both outfits, seeking a compromise
after pushing exclusive channels
'for theatres, asked for an' order
authorizing, the use of existing
fixed common carrier allocations by
common carriers furnishing an exclusive closed-circuit transmission
'

The American Telephone
Telegraph Co. strongly opposed

service.

vee

Ac

the

Interest in

i

Dubbed

Commission to continue

hearings on the subject of theatre TV, Theatre ISTetwork Tele-

this
.

Commu-

its

ica; which is- said to 'be mulling release of foreclosed pix to the tee-

stations.

TV—Halpern

Requesting, the Federal

compromise proposal as

demand

it did*
for exclusive channels

under theatre operation.
Halpern -notes that the Commission has heard* only the most techphases of the testimony. The
petition submitted by the NETTC
andjhe MPAA, Halpern says, deserves Commission consideration,
but that TNT feels the Commission
should consider not only this but
alternative .procedures to meet thenical,

Imports Via ’Anna’

Pull;

Col Preps ‘Messalina’
Hefty

b.o. returns for the

dubbed

Italo pic, ’’Anna,” in Buffalo, Chi,
'

N.Y. and San Francisco' runs, are
reviving discussion of the lip-synch
process as a possible solution for
the problems of foreign pix in the
U. S. Belief that dubbing can be
turned into positive asset i§ underscored by the fact that Columbia
Pictures has just completed adding
English dialog to an Italjan-Spanish
film, “The Affairs of Messalina.”
This is the first dubbing try for
Col, and expes say the results arfe
impressive. The film, which was
dubbed in N. Y., is due for lifay
release, with others of Col’s foreign co-productions getting ditto
treatment if “Messalina” lives up
to expectations.

“Anna” is the initial pic to be
dubbed in this country by Italian
Films Export, which distributes and
promotes Italo product. Job was
done in part- at the new IFE dub(Continued on page 18)

GRAINGER’S $1,750

WEEKLY FROM RKO
«

Employment deal given James R.
Grainger as president of RKO provides for a weekly salary of $1,750
plus unspecified Sums to cover
“reasonable” entertainment and
business expenses. Pact runs three
years from last Feb. 1 and also
provides for a vacation of two

weeks annually.
Payoff to Grainger is about equal
to the amount he had received as
Republic's exec v.p., which post he
left to join RKO.
New contract
apecifies he’s to be “executive in
general charge of, and with general*
aupervision over, domestic and for-

eign distribution.'

(

Continued on page 17)
-

•

Concave Screen Set For

Par Studio Testing
Hollywood, March 17.
Concave plastic screen, 36 feet
wide and 1ft feet high, is being installed at the Paramount studio
screening room for experimentation and demonstration purposes.
Screen, now being constructed in
England, simulates actual theatre
conditions, according to Loren L.
Ryder, Parts scientific researchband
development
head.
Installation
should be completed in five and a
half weeks.
First pic to be shown on the
screen in the 300-seat theatre will
be the Pine-Thomas production in
3-D, “Sangaree.”
Ryder foresees
an eventual fusing of Par’s 3-D
process and the effects of Cinerama
on a screen which may carry “a
better aspect ratial to the theatres
than even the 2.67 to 1 screen ra'

of Cinemascope.”
Par exec said the studio was also
working on 3-D for drive-ins and
was developing “subjective stereoscopic methods” for its unreleased
tial

flats.

-

Broidy Guns

Three-dimension has caused more editorial comment about the
film business than any new wrinkle in years. Editorial expressions
of cynicism are among the reams of copy but for the most part
the press observations underline the trade’s progress. As pointed
out by Leonard Goldenson, prez of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, “Films are being talked about again, and that’s
good.”
Scattered editorials, unmethodically chosen from among the
hundreds ‘which have appeared, reflect the cognizance taken of
the newly-introduced 3-D.
Lincoln (Neb.) Stax comments: “Naturally, there are a lot of
technical “‘bugs’ to be ironed out, but certainly no more than the
problems which sound offered producers back in the late ’20s.
Hollywood has been looking—-almost frantically for an answer to
television and tills looks like the best possibility.”
Jersey City Journal: “Far from setting the movies back, the
competition of the new medium (TV) has spurred the whole industry. on to greater accomplishment and better, product . . . Hollywood seems to have come up with some new and refreshing

of touring.
Other tourists

3d Men'* Themes

field,

Market has
station film buyers.
slowed down to a dribble, and
prices for the few available first-

New

Hollywood, March 17.
Coordinating Committee is sending a troupe headed
Grant and Piper
by Johnny
Laurie to Korea to. entertain U. S.
troops. Expedition starts April 1
and is scheduled for three weeks

Hollywood

That old economic law of supplyand demand has caught up with
theatrical

Wednesday, March 18, 1953

New Korea Troupe

No Solution

the

»

PfiaSaSfr

PICTIJHKS

4

PCC Drive

Hollywood, March 17.
Steve Broidy succeeded Do^e
Schary as chairman of the Permanent Charity Committee’s fundraising campaign.
His first move will be to form a
special committee to handle solicitation of higher-income earners on
a year-round basis.

1

'

.

will be Freddie
Browns, Arthur Brunner, Ernest
Brunner,
Wanua Curtis, Jane
Davids, Jean Fowler, Elizabeth Tal*
bot-Martin and Pat Williams. It
will* be Grant’s third trip and Miss

Laurie’s second.

—

20th Cots DowA

answers to television.”
Bridgeport Post:
.
. if the new development meets all expectations of the companies, and the audiences, the movies may soon
regain the vast audiences which have been lost to television and

In 3-D Regearing
Hollywood, March 17.
20th-Fox is joining Warners in
pruning studio personnel due to
production
tapering-off
engendered by regearing to the new
film dimension.
In Warners* case it’s due to a
wait - and - see
attitude” pending
public’s acceptance of its first 3-D

productions of lesser merit.”

Worcester Telegram: “Hollywood and the whole entertainment
world may indeed really be entering a new and more prosperous

film, “House Of Wax.”
In 20thFox’s instance, studio is economizing while regearing entirely to
Cinemascope production.
A 20th announcement over the
weekend- said the studio will later
proportionately increase its personnel with anticipated expansion
of Cinemascope production. Darryl Zanuck tipped off the pruning

of personnel last Thursday in an
announcement that the studio is
completely converting to CinemaScope. In that announcement the
company’s production chief said
six “flat” pix skedded to go before the cameras in April, June
and July have been cancelled. Of]
the six only' two, “Black Widow”
and “Fifth Rider ” will be made la-

’

period.”

-

Salem (Ore.) Statesman: “Next, Teelies?* If these could be
developed, the motion picture industry certainly would make itself
What video set could possible arouse the
felt as- a Threat to TV.
”
audience response to a Marilyn Monroe ‘feelie?’
Hamilton (O.) Journal: “Leaders of the motion picture industry give every indication of taking these (3-D) problems in
They appear determined to give movie fans the latest
stride.
innovation in accordance- with a long tradition of energetic en-

...

terprise.”

AT&T Resistance Seen Hanning

3-D,

Industry’s Closed-Circuit
Defense Asks Judgment
.

In $5,000,000 ‘Rouge’ Suit
Los Angeles, March

17.

Defendants in the legal, tangle
over rights to the title “Moulin
ter in Cinemascope.
Announcement on reorganizing Rouge” will ask a. summary judgof personnel gave no data’ regard- ment before Federal Judge Leon
ing departments affected. It’s as- R. Yankwich on March 23. Plain.

sumed the economy

drive

is

across-

tiff

in the $5,000,000 suit is

martre-Moulin Rouge Co.,

the-board.

Mont-

Inc., of

Paris.

On
West

First Demonstration

the e defense side are Fox.Coast Theatres, United ArtJohn Huston, JoSe Ferrer,

‘

TV

Goals

Preoccupation with 3-D, as well
as the stubborn resistance of the
American .Telephone & Telegraph
Co. to the allowance of exclusive
theatre TV channels, has resulted
in a serious dent in the industry’s
pushing of the closed-circuit medium. Theatre TV advocates feel
that the battleground is where the
product is, and unless more closedcircuit events are presented to
show the Federal Communications

Commission exactly what the medium can accomplish, the advance
author Pierre LaMure, Moulin
of exclusive* telecasting will be
Productions, Inc., Random House
and the New American Library of seriously delayed.
Industry
circles
were taken
Sated for Die Fall World Literature. Their attorney,
aback by the AT&T’s strong .opRunning about a year behind Charles A. Loring, contends the position to its compromise
proschedule, first demonstrations of plaintiff “has no rights in the posal-calling
for specialized serv20th-Fox’s commercial Eidophor words ‘Moulin Rouge’.”ice from the carrier instead of ex-,
color theatre TV. system, featuring
elusive channels. In a brief filed
what’s described as an “improved”
with the FCC, the AT&T declared,
color wheel, are due in the early Goldwyn Tells Exhibs
there is no justification for giving
fall. Limited number of sets will
theatres preferential treatment.
be available by September. OrigiTo.Take a Powder If
However,
the
carrier’s
denal plans called for an output of
termined opposition to the desires
50 Eidophor units a month by last
Like His Terms of theatre interests is not reJanuary.
Statements made last week by garded as a complete setback. S. H.
Twentieth expects to have two
(Si) Fabian, head of the National
pilot models of the Eidophor as- Samuel Goldwyn on high rental Theatre
Television
'Exhibitors
#
sembled. within the next few terms and upped admission scales Committee,
describes the current
N.
press
meeting
had
other
at
Y.
a
weeks. Equipment, which has been
situation “as part of the running
doing
double-take.
industryites
a
compressed to take up no more
battle.” He said the committee alroom than a standard projector, Goldwyn served notice on exhibs ways anticipated that
the AT&T
that they could buy his pic, “Hans
is being manufactured by. General
would
have some views ort the matElectric, with optical parts being Christian Andersen,” at his terms, ter.
Theatre exec declared that
and
if they- don’t like it they can
turned out in Switzerland, where
NNTEC planned no further action
.
the Eidophor invention originated. shop elsewhere.
Goldwyn has been forceful and until the FCC hands down a rulSpokesman at 20th said “no
ing. The FCC, Fabian noted, has
more than 100” of the Eidophor outspoken over the years but his three alternatives.
It can reopen
units would be on hand by Sep- remarks this time were unusually
the hearings, it can hold a hearing
strong
concerning
theatremen
who
tember, but that production on a
(Continued on page 15)
regular if limited basis would get have been complaining about the
under way at about that time. high cost of pix.
Re
the
exhib
beefs,
the
producer
Price of the equipment hasn’t
L. A. to N. Y.
been set as yet but it should be asked: “Do they object to increases
comparable to other systems now in butter, increases in rent?” He
Walter Abel
on the market. Substitution of a went on: “I think they’ve got a
Carol Ash
color tube for the wheel has been nerve. How are they going to enBarney Balaban
—
considered, but for the present has courage great pictures if they’re
Chas. (Bud) Barry
been found unnecessary due to im- going to- talk like this? My picture
Edgar Bergen
is going to play at advanced admisIsabel BIgley
( Continued on page 15)
sion prices, and
ists,

Of

Comm!

Eidophor

-

No

’

•

anybody

doesn’t like

N. Y, to L. A.

Sam Dembow
H. Fabian
Gracie Fields

Edwin Gage
William Gehring
Harry M. Kalmine
.A1 Lichtman
Jerry Pickman
Billy Reed
Samuel Rosen
A. W. Schwalberg
Arthur Schwartz
Fred Schwartz

Spyros P. Skouras
Treadwell
Les Whelan
Max E. Youngstein

I

*

money?”

And

concerning exhib complaints

to the

Department of Justice and

(Continued on page 15)

Europe to N. Y,
Anna Maria

Alberghetti

Alan Jackson
Emile Llttler
Mila Raymon
,

Sol A. Schwartz
Emanuel Silverstone
Murray Silverstone
Bill

Am

who

doesn’t have to play
can I get my money
to go and make pic-

it

else

tures and lose

Jr.

S.

How

back?

Robert S. Benjamin
Harry Brandt
Bernard Charman
Russell V. Downing
Charles Einfeld

it.

N. Y. to Europe
Victoria

De Los* Angeles

Robin Chandler

Doda Conrad.
Raymond Duncan
Alfred Harding

Claude Binyon

Roy Boulting
Jack Cole
Lester

Cowan

Bing Crosby
Louis F. Edelman
Bob Fosse

Donald
George
Arthur
Mervin

T. Gillin

Hessel

Hornblow
Houser
William Kaplan
Irving Lesser
Sol Lesser
•

Wladimir Lissom
Leslie Macdonald

William C. MacMillen
Robert Monet £
Lloyd C. Ownbey

Seymour Poe

Griff Johnson
Eric A. Johnston

Paul Raibourn
Debbie Reynolds
Amy Ronell

Paul Lukas
Paul Paray
Hideo Shiotsugu
Masatoyo Takano
George Weltner

Lenny Sherman
John Stott
William L., Taub

Victor Saville

Robert Y^ung

Jr.

X953
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Indie

Labs Invest Heavily in Prod.

As One Means to Stay
Determination to get the busiafloat is leading indie
ness and stay
in N. V. and ontfie Coas
labs both
heavily in independent
n invest
Labs' stake in indie
oroduction.
estimated in exis currently

Urge to finance indie ventures
particularly strong among the

Is

eastern plants, which
suffering from a serious

decline in
industry^ switch to
biz with the
tendency to move
color and TV's
the Coast. Producer tieups asof work but at
sure the processors
to

necessitate a heavy
the same time
prospects of
cash outlay for the
comparatively minor profits.
Installation of color processing
and printing equipment at a number of eastern labs has put the
latter in a slightly improved position from which to compete with
the Coast for printing biz. Latest
to install Eastman color facilities
in N. Y. are the De Luxe ’labs, an
affiliate of 20th-Fox, which nevertheless takes on outside commercial biz and also invests in producsolidated

Most common

practice calls
varies.
for the lab to agree to deferred
payments by the indie producer
until the latter begins to recoup
his coin. In this instance, the lab’s

considered first
is
contribution
money. Cash advance usually rates
as second or third money and in
today’s uncertain market is considered risky but necessary busi,

ness.

In addition to getting the work,
deal
labs unually make a
whereby they get over-riders for
willingness to engage in
their
financing.
This means that thejr
are permitted to raise their perfoot charge by a few points and
pocket the gain.
the

•

By

Except for one blind spot by ex-

—

the sale of feature films to
entire film industry is embracing video with the fervor of a
fadeout clinch. Gone are the fears,
the worries and the antagonisms.
The initial timidity has developed
into confident aggressiveness to.
make use of the medium in every
possible manner for the sale of

3-D Lens Basics

;

!

[

this jaunty attitude is

due to renewed confidence heightened by the advent of 3-D, a what’sthe-use-of-fighting-'em attitude, or
an if-you-can’t-lick-’em-join-’em approach, is not concerning filmites.
What is clear, however, is a determined effort to employ every
facet of TV advertising, personal
appearances of stars, use of film
clips, and even outright sponsorship of special shows devoted completely to picture news. As Metro’s
publicity manager Dan Terrell succinctly puts it, “You have to turn
on your TV set to get picture

—

The value

of

TV

as

a*

17,

came

in

—

cians actors who could talk,
directors accustomed to the
the picture busistage, etc
ness philospohy then was that
“the stage technique will save

—

'

Hollywood.”
Same thinking now applies
“No
regarding 3-D horizons.
longer will they be able to
save the picture in the cutting
room,” according to one studio
topper;
“Everything will be
done according to the wider
technique
proscenium
arch
akin 'to the stage Wide-screen,

and wide-vision will necessitate
writers,
directors
and producers having broader perspectives if they are to cope with
the.

new demands

of*

third-di-

mension.”

bally outlet

and as a medium to draw customers

wickets is equally
recognized by exhibs and distribs.
Latter’s early shyness in romancing
video was caused by the jealous and
bitter stares of the exhibs who
feared that customers would stay
away from theatres if they saw
stars and film clips on TV. This
feeling has almost completely vanHollywod, March 17.
ished, with the ^heatrerqen curNew stage construction is being rently the most ardent advocates
mapped by indie rental lots, most
(Continued on page 13)
of which are operating at nearcapacity as a result of booming vidpix production.
Various studio spokesmen freely
admit any sizeable increase in' production, which is indicated in recurrent reports of N. Y. producers
moving here, would create an acute
space shortage.
General Service
Studios is already mapping plans
for a $50,000 expansion program
Scandinavian market is coming
to provide three additional .stages.
through, with coin for the American
All three
stages at California companies. Sweden and Finland are
studios are busy, only. Motion Picremitting'' $400,000, and Denmark
ture Centre having space available, has upped dollar allocations for
lot operating at about 40% capaciU. S. pix by 500,000 kroner ($34,to the theatre

New

Stages For

Expanded Prod.

Scandia Market

ty.

•

Most studios

feel they

can han-

482) to 4,500,000 kroner ($324,213).
Motion Picture Assn, of America

dle only about one more show
prexy Eric Johnston Monday (16)
each.
As vidpic production in- announced “agreement in princreases, some producers are ogling
ciple” on new Norway film deal
the Warner Sunset and Chaplin
providing for a
hike iq renstudios, both for sale but each with
tal limits on U. S. pix. Former
price tags of more than half-mil-

33%%

maximum was 30%, which

which has discouraged
anything more than inquiries thus
lion dollars,

Antitruster Vs. 20th

And

Skouras on Clearances
Westway Operating Co., which
Symphony Theatre in
uptown New York, yesterday

conducts the

(Tues.) filed a $1,500,006 antitrust
suit in N. Y. Federal Court against
20th-Fox and Skouras Theatres'
Corp.
It’s charged that the defendant distributor imposed an unreasonable .system of runs and
clearances against the house.
Moreover, the complaint asserts,
a conspiracy exists between 20th
and Skouras to deprive the Symphony of any Fox product, Westway claims that it informed 20th
in writing in 1950 that it was will-

ing to bid competitively for Fox
films against Skouras’ Riverside
Theatre but the distrib “refused to
make any picture available on a
reasonable basis.”
Tracing the history of the Symphony, the papers state that the
house originally was part of the
Springer-Cocalis circuit. Skouras
Theatres operated the premises
from .1937-43 when Westtfay took
over. During the Skouras regime,
the plaintiff charges, the Symphony played Fox product.
Westway alleges, after
But,
Skouras relinquished the Symphony it claimed ^ownership of the
20th franchise and shifted the dis-

4 Years

Hollywood, March 17.
Warners closed a deal to con-^
tmue releasing films made by
Wayne-Fellows
Productions
for
lour years. New
contract follows
the original
deal involving “Big
Jun McLain” and “Plunder of
the
Sun.”

trib’s

,

l

product into its nearby
(Continued on page 17)

Fight

Looms On

Overall Parceling

Of Jap Permits

'rately.

MPAA

MPAA

members agreed to “lend”
the Italian industry $1,500,000 in
lira,
the
amount representing
12%% of the American companies'
frozen earnings in Italy after deduction of the remittable 50% portion of revenue. In the letter approving this arrangement, the Italian government told the Italian
industry that it consented only if
'the money wasn’t for “export subsidy.” Whether or not IFE releasing org comes under that heading
is

an open question.

WB Has Enuf Pix

Despile Prod. Lag

WB

,

i

|

Protests against the use of any
additional subsidy coin to underwrite the distribution of Italian
pix in the U. S. have served to
establish that the Motion Picture
Assn, of America is no happier
about the creation of Italian Films
Releasing Corp. by Italian Films
Export than is the newly-formed
Independent Motion Picture Distributors. Assn. of America. Latter
holds that its members are being
pushed out of the market.
has indicated very clearly
that the entry of IFE into distribution had come as a surprise. At the
same time, the majors aren’t
worried about any changes that
would tie them up with a restraintof-trade beef against IFE; nor do
they seriously expect that they will
be in a position to convince the
Italians that any money handed
over under a new agreement
should not be earmarked for -the
distribution of Italo pix in the U.S,
Under the last Italian deal,

When MPAA prexy Eric JohnFight looms on the overall al- ston goes to Rome to renegotiate
location of the Japanese import
(Continued on page 15)
permits when they are finally issued by the Tokyo government. At
least one of the majors has already,
indicated to the Motion Picture
Assn, of America that it’s not willing to continue the basiSvOn wjbiich
licenses have gone to the individual U. S. distribs so far. Since prior
attempts to come up with a master
formula for just such eventualities
Warner Bros.’ production hiatus,
have failed, a lively slugfest is in
expected to cover a period of
the offing.about 90 days, will not visibly afThere’s no problem for the mo- fect the company’s sales force or
ment on the 24 import permits is- other homeoffice staffers. Countsued by the Japanese to the Amer- ing eight pictures currently shootican distribs last week, to' be crediting and set to wind up shortly,
ed to the eventual ’53 total. Each will have
23 pictures available,
of the 10 U. S. companies gets two
sufficient to meet its release deeach, with the remaining four parmands until September or October.
celed out to Allied Artists, RepubIncluded in this group of pix is
lic, Universal and United Artists. ,
a number from indie producers
Irving Mkas, MPAA rep, is cur- with releasing deals with WB. Inrently in Tokyo trying to straighten dies include Wayne-Fellows Proout the permit tangle. Danger is ductions, Alex Gottlieb, Sir Alexthat the Japanese government may ander Korda aqd Cagney Producdecide to do its own allocating, tions. In fact, Warners this week
particularly should there be too extended
its
with
agreement
much of a beef from any factidn (John) Wayne-(Robert) Fellows for
within the American industry. In- another four-year period. Wayne
(Continued on page 18)
is slated to star in some of the pic-

bring in five “superspecials” a
year at special terms.
However,
the right to
raise admissions anywhere ^ip to
i50% on the quintet, and possibly
also on other films. Major hitch
had been Metro’s “Gone With the Distribs’ Desire to Set
Wind,” which M-G wouldn't bring
Arbitration to Be Used
into
Norway for 30%. Exhibs
there, on the other hand, insisted
“Gone” had to be imported under
As Senate Argument
any new arrangement.
Distribs desire to set up an arbiSwedish slice, amounting to $200,tration system will be cited by film
000, has already been received in
company execs in their initial
N. Y. and is currently being divvied meeting with reps of the Senate
up by the companies. Coin was
Business Committee. Comthawed via a compensation deal Small
counsel Charles M. Noone
which cleaned out all of the Amer- mittee
has a date in New York today
ican frozen balances in that coun(Wed.) with th* lawyers’ sub-comtry. Distribs now get out 50% of
mittee of the Motion Picture Assn,
their current earnings in dollars
of America. Group consists of Parasince the Swedes increased remitmount’s Austin C. Keough, Warner
tances from 30% late last year..
Bros.’ Robert Perkins and UniverFinnish coin, also amounting to
sal’s Adolph Schimel.
$200,000, and being thawed via
It’s expected that Noone, loaded
compensation deal, takes care of all
complaints, mainly those filed
with
balances in Finland. Money is due
by members of Allied States Assn.,
in N. Y. shortly.
,
will take a general approach and
will not attempt to track down
This will be the
specific beefs.
3-D’s Int’l Pattern
Senate body’s first effort ty get the
distrib view on the many comAnd now 3-D is shaping the
plaints of alleged trade practice
pattern of international film
abuses.
agreements.
Meeting, it’s figured, will not
In announcing “agreement
take place at the offices of the
in principle” on new^ rental
MPAA, since the association has
ceilings in Norway, Motion Picmajje a practice to remain clear of
ture Assn, of America prexy
disputes involving antitrust litigaEric Johnston emphasized that
tion. It's indicated that the confab
the new pact covers convenwill take place in Keough’s office.
tional-depth pix only. Stereo
Distribs are still hopeful that
films are to be handled sepa-

•to

N.Y. Exhibitor’s $1,500,000 Norway exhib org has
,

kept

major Hollywood imports out of
the country. New limit is 40%,
with American distribs permitted

far.

WB, Wayne-Fellows Deal

First
release under the new
agreement is “Island in the Sky,”
currently in the final
stages of
diting. in addition,
John Wayne
bo
star
in
a
number
r»F
” arner Productions, starting
win 1
an untit led western, to be
fii,,
aimed in 3-D
WarnerColor.

first

1927 and the Hollywood gold
rush was on for legit techni-

news.”

Map

Indie Lots

many years. The 1943 and 1947
patents were issued to him as head
of the Worcester Film Corp.
His new 3-D camera, among
other things, is capable of photographing miniatures for stereo pix.
The new patent covers any camera
setup involving, a moveable mirror.
There are no indications of
(Continued on page 18)

Extended for

Hollywood, March

When sound

pictures.

_

Patent on a new 3-D camera, described as covering most of the
basic methods of stereo photography and representing a dramatic
advance over lensing currently in
use, was issued on March 10 by the
U.S. Patent Office to Floyd Ramstell of the Stereo Corp. of America, Worcester, Mass.
The patent
number is 2630737.
Four claims are included in the
patent, which is described as the
first on 3-D photography to be issued since the start of the current
3-D boom. Patent application was
filed on June 25, 1949.
Ramstell, who in 1943 and 1947
was issued patents on a beam-splitting camera
and the projection
part involved in such a system, has
been active in 3-D research for

History Repeating

TV—the

Remitting Coin

Ramstell Patents

As Majors Dnck Monopoly Charge

HY HOLLINGER

Whether

Cool on Italo Distrib Setup
£

KEY TO SALES
hibs

Public wouldn’t vote on the
technical side, AINM secretary
Charlie Jones points out, but
would ballot on the best picm
ture; actors, supporting players
and shorts, etc. “Council of
Motion Picture Organizations
could do it nationally,” he
adds, “and that should really
get some publicity ... It would
be a truer picture and it would
give the public a voice.”

as

tion,

17.

.

have been

do the Pathe Labs, ConLabs, etc.
Method of shelling out coin

March

la.,

Instead of confining the
“Oscf*r” voting strictly to membership of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences,
Allied of Iowa, Nebraska and
Mid-Central suggests that a
national poll be organized to
run one month a year, say in
January, and let the people
select the winners of various
departments.

$3,000,000.

cess of

in Business

Elma,

MPAA

USE TELE IS

Let the Public Choose

films

PICTURES

PSStlBTY

(Continued on page 15)

tures to be made under the new
with
producing.
deal,
Fellows
Present plans have Wayne set for
as-yet
untitled
western
specah
tacle in 3-D.

Dates for many of the pictures
already in the can have been lined
up for Broadway, with national release set to follow shortly thereafter. The Alfred Hitchcock thriller, “I Confess,” debuts at the N.Y.
(Continued on page 17)

Bishop Raps U.S. Pix
Effect in Far East
American pix were Jumped with
Sunday
literature
pornographic
(15) as being among the factors
that do this country “little good”
in the Far East. Charge was made
by the Most Rev. Leonard Raymond, first native Roman Catholic
Bishop of Allahabad, India, at a
communion breakfast for employees of The New York Herald Trib-

une

in N. Y.
After lighting into the Voice of

beamed to
programs
India, Bishop Raymond described
“portraying
a
Hollywood films as
society riddled with the vices of a
degraded culture. I do not contend that the pictures are reprehensible. But I do say they repreAmerica

sent an

America wholly

artificial,

frivolous, materialistic and repulsive
a picture of living that is un-

—

inatural.”

u

.

pmmfr

mi ROTEWS
Hayworth are on together the pictSehas a decided lift.
Charles Laughton costars as
Herod, and hi* interpretation of

Salome
(COLOR)

*'

-

-ft

Rita Haywdrth, Stewart Grain- •
fer til combo of sex and religion that promises more than
prosIt delivers, but grossing
pects hearty,

.Hollywood,

March

the character is delightfully broad
Judith Anderson’* Herodias is an
overmugged, top-obvious readrng,
as is Arnold Moss' evil Mlcha, the
Alan Badel, as
queen’s advisor^
John the Baptist, catches the quality of the devout, religious fanatic

13.

Columbia release of Buddy Adler
(Beckworlh CorpJ production. Stars Rita
Charles
Granger,
Hayworth, IStcwart
Laughton:' features Judith Anderson, Sir
Cedric HardWieke, Basil Sydney. 'Maurice
DiBadel.
Algn
Moss,
Arnold
SehwatU,
rected by William Dieterle. Screenplay,
Harry Kleiner; story. Jesse L. Lasky, Jr.;
ediLang;
camera (Technicolor), Charles
Lawrence; musical score,
Viola
tor,
George Dunlng; music for dances, Damelc
Amfitheatrof: dance ior Ml$s Hayworth
created by Valeric Bettis. Previewed
Marti; 0, *53. Running time, M2 MINS.
Rita Hayworth
..*>*.
Princess Salome
Cnmmnnder Claudius... Stewart Granger
Charles Laughton
King Herod
Juhllh Anderson
Queen Heredias
C. esar Tiberius
John the Baptist
Pontius Pilate

Cedric Hardwicke

excellently.

is

.

a™

the

in

Ml

films.

.

.

Maurice Schwartz
- Rex Reason
Arnold Moss
Mlcha
Oriental Dance Teum ....Sujata and Asolca
Robert Warwick
Courier
- .

Salome's Servant . ... Carmen D'Antomo
Captain Quintus ....... Michael Granger
Karl **KIller" Davis
Slave Master

(COLOR)

Bro g.

Alan Ladd swashTypical
buckler with, Foreign Legion
background; profitable b.o.

Way

Trouble Along Hi©

.

The pomp and splendor of
Roman Empire at the time
’

are

Christ
screen

in

the

story's

chances.

.

"

should

help

*
,

of

combination

Hollywood, March

16;

Warner Bros, release of Melville ShavelpQn production. Stars John Wayne, Donna

Reed, Charles Coburn; features Tom Tully.
Sherry Jackson, Marie Windsor* Tom Helmore. D.-bbs Greer. Directed by Michael
Jack
offering, Curtiz. Screenplay, Shavclspn _and.
Robert

and religion starring Rita
Hayworth and Stewart Granger.
of sex

Hollywood; March

.

word-of-mouth

paraded across the
“Salome" as a back-

ground for the

comedy - drama.
Entertaining
of John Wayne and

Name

It’s, a iushly decorated
Douglas Morrow,
story,
Ro!?e;
loaded with assorted exploitation Hardy Andrews; camera, Archie StuUt;
values that hold out the promise editor, -Owen Maries; music. Max Steiner.
Previewed March 3> '53. Running time,
the
for big playdates, especially
109 MINS,
John Wayne
initial engagements.
Sieve Williams
Alice .Singleton ............. Donna Reed
.

.

How It fares

after the well-ballyis moot because the film doesn’t deliver on
the. promised .^ex-religion combo
and needs more hokrira, spectacle
and excitement to click with the
A
regular run of fi-lmgoers.
thoughtful Biblical drama; rather
than the anticipated se* show, except for the climactic dance of the
seven veils and the serving of John
the Baptist’s head on a platter, its
chances for sustained trade in ex-

hooed kickoff dates

‘

Father Burke
Father Malone
Carol

Cobum
Tom Tully

Charles
.

.

Sherry Jackson
Marie Windsor

Anne McCormick
Harold McCormick
Father Mahoney

Tom Helmore

Dabbs Greer
Leif Erickson
Father Provincial
L- ri
Douglas spencer
Procurator
Cardinal O’Shea ....... LeMer Matthews
CSiucK Connore
Stan Schwcgler
Bill Radovich
Moose McCall

Raymond Burr

Nat "King" Cole

|

12.

Universal release of Ted Rlriunond production. Stars Alan Ladd. Richard Cpnte,
Arlcne Dahl; features Akim Tamieoff.
Car— ' Anthony
uAskin,
v*
oOscar Beregi,
«Oscsir
,
_
_ Leon
.
~
and Asoka.
uso> (Jearge J. OLevJib, ‘Sujata

—

.

*

real killer,

trying to
Bay Walker
*

delightful comedy-drama of a
•Catholic college that saves itself
from bankruptcy with a football
team is being offered under the
title of “Trouble Along the Way."
Its. best asset for bookings is the
m^rouee name of John Wayne,
'
w hi ch should get it rolling satisf ac torily. although the production
js
an offbeat assignment for the
S ar an(j w
jieed some exploita-

dodges the police while

some clue

get

to

hi?

A stock story and handling keep
“The Blue Gardenia" from being
anything more than a -regulation
mystery melodrama with just fair
chances in its general playdates.
Names are familiar and provide
Technical credits are standard.
some help for the regular run of
Brog.
projgrairf bookings.
Alex Gottlieb produced for War„
SUperau
routine
vivlnff
ivuuue
ners release, giving
Split Socon .
vision to 3L Stock Story that ISll t
by the script. Charles
helped
Strong
suspense feature for »
Hoffman fashioned the plot for the
aqtion-melodramm bookings.
screen from a yarn by Vera Gaspary, and Fritz Lang’s direction
Hollywood, March 17.
can’t make much, of the material
RKQ release 6f Edmund Grainger pro,
Neither can the players, who are dudion.
Star* Stephen McNally, Alexis
uses
that
melodrama
in
a
up
caught
Smith, Jan Sterling. Keith Andes, Arthur
a mental blackout and circumstan- Hunnicutt; feature* Pa,ul Kelly, Robert
Paige, Richard Egan,' Frank ide Kova. Di»
tial evidence as the principal moti-

wy

j

J

.

.

rected by Diok. Powell. Screenplay, Wil*
liam Bowers, Irving Wellace; story, Ches*
ter Ersklne, Irving Wallace;
camera,
Nicholas Musuraca; photographic effects,
Harold E. Wellman; editor, Robert Ford;
music, Roy Webb. Previewed March 12,
'33. Running time, *5 MIMS.
.Stephen McNally
Sam Hurley
Kay Garven
Alexis' Smith

vation pegs. Formula development
has an occasional bright spot,

Ann Sothern
because
mostly
breathes some life into a stock
character and quips.
the central
Anne Baxter portrays
This is a Foreign Legion adv^n,
ture film with Alan Ladd, ppovid- character a? a telephone dperator Dottlemur-l Larry Fleming
committed
she
believes
strength
who
marquee
the necessary
j
r.
on ovonlntf whpn shfl Asa
(

^

•

v

.

-

.

Jan Sterling
Keith Andes
Arthur Hunnicutt
Bart Mdore ................ Paul Kelly
..... Robert Paige
Arthur Ashton
.
'Richard Egan
Dr. Garven
Frank de Kova
Dummy

l

Raymond

Burr, a licentious
artist, has blacked out her memory of the chance evening spent
with him, and when she reads a
newspaper account of his violent
death, she naturally thinks she did
while fighting for her honor,
Ted Richmond’s production it
Richard Conte, all-powerful newsmakes excellent use of color to paper columnist, masterminds the
highlight pictorial values in setstrictly

proper response Jfrom his fans and
fill the demands of action feature
Other assets are the
playdates.
use of Technicolor* and Arlene
in revealing cosappeal
eye
Dahl’s
tume6.

test

whereabouts during the blackout
and to the m urderer. Expose comrs
after two more men are killed and
John Bentley is revealed as the
man whodunit because ,he was
partnered with Harvey in a smuggling racket end the latter was
double-crossing him.

.

.

A

jet

^

-

Directed by Joseph Pevney. Screenplay,
Irving Wallace, Lewis lyteBzer; based on
novel "The Demon Caravan," by Georges
Arthur *Surdez; camera- (Tephnlcolor),
John Seitz; editor, Fx-ank Gross; music.
Frank Skinner. Previewed March 10, 53,
Running time, 85 MINS.
Alan Eadd
Paul Lartal
Richard Conte
Crlto
Morjann
Akim Tamirqff
Pvt. Plevko
Oscar Beregl
Khalil
Leon Asian
Major Vasil
Anthony Caruso
Lt. Messaoud
George J. Lewis
Lt. Lopez
Sujata and Asoka
Dancers

American

Stevens, an

London forithe annual
reunion party of an RAF squadron,
with whidlKhe served during the
war. and to propose to Jean Kent.
He gets into a fight with John Harvey at the party arid, later, when
Harvey is found dead, is suspected. Stevens, who cannot recall the
night because be had taken a
mickey intended for- Harvey by the
pilot, is in

Donnell
-•
Richard Erdman
George Reeves
Ruth Storey

XpL.1.

Desert Eegion

role.

.

Crystal Carpenter

.

,

a competent performance by Stevens does what it can to generate
The British members of
the cast are mostly' stoic, with the
exception of Dianne Foster, who
gets some life into her bad girl

A""* Baxter
Richard Conte
Ann Sothern

Harry Prebble
the s capable
*
Stout did ’—-w
UWMlt
Archie
V11JLV
.
Sally Ellis .
photography. The editmg is gopd A.1
along
Haynes
goes
score
music
ie
and ^
Brog.
^he spirit .of fun.
Homer

a

by Steve Fisher and

Gilting,

interest.

Hollywood, March 12.
Warner Bros, release of Alex Gottlieb
production. Stars Anne Baxter, Richard
Conte, Ann Sothern; features Raymond
Burr, Jeff Donnell, Richard Erdman,
George Reeves, Ruth Storey, Ray Walker,
Wat "King" Cole. Directed by Fritz Lang.
Screenplay, Charles Hoffman; story, Vera
Caspary; camera, Nicholas Musuraca: editor, Edward Mann; music score, Raoul
Krausbaar; Song, Bob Russell, Lester L^e.
Previewed Feb, 34, 'S3. Running time,
90 mins.
„
„

rS?ov!^
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There’s litle sus*
pense In Jhe unfoldment, although

John

similar b.o. prospects.

\

H

David MacDonald from

screenplay

V

Wayne’s coaching aides. Connors,
former first-sacker for the Los Angeles Angels in the Pacific Coast Norah Larkin
League, has giVen up baseball for Casey Mayo

.

<

Miss
aspects;
religioso
'and" Toh, Hclmore, the

tion of

Regulation mystery melodrama
with fair marquee names and.

.

.

Ezra
Marcelius Fablus

(SONG)

.

rule the college that had beep
*
home for so long.
Keeping .pace with the principals in characters that add to the
fun are Tom Tully, Dabbs Greer,
Leif Erickson, Douglas Spencer
and Lester Matthews, all figuring

,

1

The Rlwe Gardenlii

finds W&y&e Jj?*
loaded the^team with rhi^rs, then
forgive* the chicanery and decides
to resign and
y . ^ i. _
t,].
his

s?enbSly asSesar, andamong Windsor

fZJ

Wcincwlay, March

when Cotymi

the .others handling themselves
capably are Basil Sydney. Maurice
Schwartz, Rex Reason and Carmen
D’Antonio,
assists
technical
High-quality
back the production, including
MeeJohn
Lang’s— photography;
A“ *
4 il
1 «
ban’s art direction and the set decorations by William Kieman; Jean
t nnit
r» c
George^ Dunmgs
gowns;
Louis’
music score,, directed by Morris
Sir Cedric Hardw|lcke Stololf, and the technical consulAhm Badel
;
Millard Sheets.
Basil Sydney tant chores of

'

—

.

with

RKO has a strong suspense fea*
ture in “Split Second,” an action*
tended bookings will depend more
melodrama
that spins its .tension
than
on continued tub-thumping
tale against a lonely desert ghost
on wordrof-mouth.
town
site and uses such a contemBuddy Adler produced the Beckporary touch as an atomic bomb
worth Oorp. presentation which Codetonation as a thriller device.
lumbia is distributing, and exerFamiliar names and an objectivelydsed fine taste in handling the
identity
her
of
location disclosure
told
plot are in its .favor in' makand
costuming
tings,
subject although a more commer- tlon help initially. Word-of-mouth
exclusive, but falls in Jove
These help carry a story to get an and has to uncover the ing the rounds of the regular marscenes.
cial approach would have supplied for. following dates is excellent.
.with her
during
ket.
walk
a
to
slows
down
that
««
a better boxoffice guarantee. Proreal killer. His role is the clichedialog embroidery put on
Dick Powell, an actor who sucthe mid-portions. Joseph Pevney’s
duction Is marked by pictorial +
newspaper
Wal- ridden screen portrait of reporters, cessfully switched from musical to
splendor and beautiful Technicolor which he scripted with Jack. Rose direction Launches the Irving
omnipotent
and
workings
tough
meller acting, tries his hand
camera work by Charles Lang; lav- from a* story by Douglas Morrow Lace-Lewis Meltzer script, based on and. the development helps to fore- at directing, and his initial effort
“The
Surdez’
Arthur
ish settings and costumes, and a and Robert Hardy Andrews, and Georges
the. formula .finale.
cast
off with a punch that keeps
comes
music score that goes with the the players’ handling of it, are the Demon Caravan," with an actionMiss Baxter and Conte do what interest high during the 85 minful native ambush sequence, but
background.
principal factors in carrying the
they can but fight a losing battle utes of footage. Edmund Grainger’s
slackens
The story by Jesse L. Lasky, Jr., picture through 109 minutes of the script punch slowly
with the script. Miss Sothern, as production supervision is tight,
until the. concluding 30 minutes,
and the screenplay by Harry Klein- running
time. While that's a -lot of
Miss Baxter’s roommate, reminds permitting little* if any, waste rito*
er changes and embroiders the Bib- footage, the picture is brought off when Ladd is given plenty of der- that she has a way with a line or a
tion in putting the plot on film.
lical tale of the girl who danced so entertainingly' that it doesn't rin’-do' to perform.
situation when a. light touch is
scriDt by William Bowers and
for King Herod and caused the seem long. Chuckles and laughs
Ladd is a Legionnaire, sole sur- needed and the film's pace and The
Irving Wallace, from a story by
beheading of John the Baptist. are rampant throughout as the vivor of the opening footage am- interest pick
up whenever she1> is Ton.
*
Chester
and Wallace, is
3 1
1
L.. m U ...L a
hn
#%lr 4-w VkAol+ll
je *
-TP
More their own interpretation than lines are zinged home by the per- bush, who is nursed back to health Burr is a rather obvious wolf. Jeff terse in Ersklne
dialog, tough in action
a factual, chronicle of the religious formers under the neat directorial -by Miss Dahl, A desert beauty and Donnell, a scatterbrained '“hello” and' gives Powell’s direction plenty
story, it is a vehicle especially timing of Michael Curtiz, who also daughter of the ruler of a hidden girl;
Erdman, George of dramatic meat for a forthright
Richard
She and Reeves, Ray Walker and Ruth unfoldment.
slanted for Miss Hayworth, but in- mixes in a nice touch of sentiment city in the mountains.
jects such a wealth of material that here and there for heart tugs.
her father ask his aid in prevent- Storey, the latter as the girl who
Paul
Stephen
McNally and
the pace is methodical and- tendsCasting is particularly good, ing Richard Conte from taking over kills Burr because he has cast her Kelly, killers, escape from prison
to make William Dieterle’s direc- e.ach player seemingly handpicked their peaceful land, but he is un- off, .are acceptable. Nat “King"
with the aid of Frank de Kova and
tion slow.
Much more* vigorous to get the most from the Chirac- able to convince his superiors that Cole is spotted to sing the title take off for a ghost city hideout
handling iSs needed to bring all of ter?. Wayne, best known for hard, there are such things as beautiful tune, written by Bob Russell and in Nevada’s Yucca Flats, site of
rugged action, is completely at maidens and a .Utopian paradise Lester Lee.
the footage to life.*
atomic bomb tests. Circumstances
Nicholas Musirraca’s camera work develop enroute that have the
Film opens by establishing King home in a role that, while action- in the mountains. Lack of .official
Herod’s superstitious ‘fear .of John fl*l in most Phases, leans towards support doesn’t daunt the hero, and the other technical credits are fugitives first commandeering the
the Baptist and his protection of ?. humorous lightness, and he de- however, and he goes AWOL with 0 kav. The lense work is Jow-keyed car of Alexis Smith arid .Robert
nvors it that way. Charles Coburn another Legionnaire, Akim Tami- to fit the demands of the meller
the prophet, despite
Paige, then, when it runs out of
^
-the insistence
Brog.
mood.
of his queen, Herodias, that the scores constantly by the manner roff, and makes his way to the mood,
gas, the station wagon driven by
holy man be slain for talking in which he wallops dialog lines hidden city.
Keith Andes, a reporter assigned'
delightfully
incongruous
to
the
against the throne. Opening also
the stage is being set for
While
The
Big
to get news of the prison break.
Driest character he plays. Donna
finds Salome, Herod’s stepdaughplot
minutes,
the
30
climactic
Along with the first two prisoners,
Reed gives her role as a probation the
ter, banished from Rome because
dawdles along. When it’s finally
Andes and his hitch-hiker companprogrammelodrama
Routine
a
Caesar’s nephew wants to marry
heavy,
the
time„
to
challenge
ion, Jan Sterling, the killers make
!?
mer, filmed .in Britain, with
though, quite an action storm is
the hideout to spend the night
Mark Stevens only familiar
,
i
^
... Besides being
hpint*
n
lnnlrpr
Dthpr
a
looker.
Other brewed
lee, she vents her spite against all
First Ladd takes on
while waiting for medical aid to
up.
east name.
in casting is young SherRomans on Commander Claudius, standout
Conte
in a javelin duel, is then
come for Kelly, wounded in the
played by Granger, even though ry Jackson, as Wayne’s little captured by the heavy’s men, but
break. McNally knows of an atom
Hollywood, March 17.
daughter who is wiser in the ways
they are attracted to each other.
escapes in time to lead a nick-ofRICO release of Robert S. Baker-Monty detonation due for IS a.hi., but figof a T-formation than she .is in
Salpme finds Galilqe in a state of feminine
time
rescue
of Legion forces that Berman production, presented by JuUan ures he will be long gone before
wiles or schoolbooks.
Lesser. Stars Mark Stevens, Jean Kent;
unrest and. egged on by her wicked
Coburn heads the bankrupt St. are falling into the same kind of features Garry Marsh, John Bentley, then.
mother, Herodias, tries to enlist
The assorted characters sweat
Foster, Bryan Coleman, John HarAnthony’s College in New York, trap that tricked the hero as the Dianne
vey. Duncan Lamont, John Horsley. Di- out the night and their true naClaudius* aid in doing away with
which has been ordered closed be- Story opened.
rected by David MacDonald. Screenplay,
the prophet.
This fails because cause lie’s
tures
crop out under the strain of
Ladd gives the role his stock-in- Steve Fisher, John Gilllng; original story,
$170,000 In debt SearchClaudius has long been a secret ing for
association with McNally,
S. Baker, Carl Nystrom: camera, close
an out, the rector decides trade, tight-lipped heroics and Robert
Monty 'Berman; editor, Reginald Beck; who kills without hesitation. The
convert to Christianity, but court a football
team Ls needed. His bares his chest on a number of music, William Hill-Bowen. Previewed
intrigue continues to manufacture
motley group is joined by Arthur
scouting uncovers Wmme, a cyni- occasions through the footage. Miss March 12, '53. Running time, 44 MINS.
a web of. plotting as it moves to cal
«... Mark Stevens Hunnicut,: grizzled prospector, and,
ex-coach who had^been kicked Dahl is a red-haired dream in Paul Smith
Louise Parker
Jean Kent later,
•wards the climax, when Herodias out of most* of the big college harem
by Richard Egan, Miss
scanties, and Conte is a Inspector Foster
Garry Marsh
has
persuades Salome to do the dance leagues, not from lack of ability
Sutton
Clark
John Bentley Smith’s doctor husband. Who
colorful heavy. Tamiroff, not seen
of seven veils fOr Herod, knowing
lured
by McNally to fix
been
Dianne Foster
but from being unable to conform, often enough of late, gives the pic- Dianne Wriglcy
Tom Wrigley
Bryan Coleman Kelly’s wound. Paige is wantonly
his lascivious nature will not be
spurns Cobum’6 offer until ture a welcome lightness as Ladd’s Peters
Wayne
John Harvey
he
able to resist the girl’s charms^ be sees the job as
Duncan Lamont shot down by McNally when
a sanctuary to boastful companion.. Oscar Beregi, Bristow
During the' early-day striptease,
rashly attacks the gunman. Gripas j® ss DaU s
Le °.n
!s™a^'v.:v.:v.:*.v.vaS?iSMS
weather
the evil queen pfomises her hus- Mai ie Windsor* to take
ping
when
climax
come*
; Lewis, r
custody of and George J*
Legion olliband the girl -ifi he will behead tnei^ daughter.
changes the detonation to 5 a.m.,
cers*
Anthonv Caruso aide to
John, and the sequence wherein
McNally, Kelly arid Miss
sta r Hotel .., ...ThoraHird and
There’s a lot of unobjectionable Beregi, are Among those doSg okay MaW
f
the .prophet’s head is brought be- hokum mixed into
Smith, who hysterically forces herthe stoiy, plus by feature assignments;
Sujata
fore Herod just as the dance’s sev- some sharp kidding of Big
the former, attempt to flee.
self
on
Big
Frame,"
formerly
“The
Ten
enth veil is ready to come off is a gridiron talent and how it s_found §nd Asoka do an Oriental dance called “The Lost Hours,” is a hack- Hunnicutt leads the others to an
real shocker. Repelled at this turn and subsidized, all blended with midway,, when the story is at Its neyed murder melodrama, filmed old mine, where they safely sit
slowest and not helped by this
of events, Salome goes off with any number of sock
in England with Mark Stevens as out the blast while the fugitives
laugh se*- style of terping.
Claudius to follow tha Messiah.
the only cast member known in and Miss Smith catch the full
ctuences. One ’is the assignment of
The color lensing by John. Seitz the States. As lowercase filmfare force of the blast. The concluding
Miss Hayworth, who has never Wayne and his daughter to a room
been better photographed, provides in the church belfry and the start- is very good, displaying the set- it will get by in -program bookings, sequence, with the terrible dethe film with a performance that ling hourly tolling of the bells. An- tings, costumes and art direction but can’t expect any better releas- struction of the bomb loosed, is a
is among her best, injecting ex- other
to advantage.
Frank Skinner’s ing fate.
suspensful conclusion „ to what has
is a court session on the
cellent dramatic values and wear- lad’s custody and Miss
with the story
I^mc score fits
*
The Julian Lesser presentation, gone before.
Reed’s pro-** •-*
ing the clinging Roman costumes bation' report, an
McNally does an unusually good
Brog.
hilarious affaitf intentions.
which RKO is distributing, was
forceto advantage.
Her dance staged presided' over by Richard Garrick
produced at London Film Studios, job of the killer, making it a good
by Valerie Bettis, packs plenty of* as the judge. There are plenty of
Galry Cooper, currently
Mex- Islewortn, by .Robert S. Baker and ful petsoriality, and Andes is
a.a.Granger gives an •*easy, as- others, too, to keep the pace fast ico for “Blowing Wild," will head Monty Berman. It, wends an ob- as the reporter. Hunnicutt reads
sured masculine portrayal to his and the film entertaining. Finale for Spain to make “Catalina," with scure course among stock who some welcome tightness into the
central role, and when he and Miss has a nice touch, of sentiment Hugo Fregonese directing.
(Continued ori i)age 17)
dunit situations under the direc.
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Day-Dater Possible

3-Theatre,

T

FCC OK Weighed

For B’way CinemaScoped ‘Robe’
Three-theatre, day-and-date N. Y.4
20th-Fox’s
opening far "The Rohe/’
CinemaScoped film,.appears in
.

first

are convergingthe offing as exhibs
on Hollywood to
tionize their biz.

the system

o.o.

which as 20th sees

it,

will revolu-

Theatre operators

witness a one-hour demonstrafirst “Robe" rushes,
tion, including
and Saton Friday (20) afternoon
afternoon.
and
morning
urday
stage N. Y.
It’s 20th’s plan to
CinemaScope
of
demonstrations
both at the Roxy and the Rivoli
and at the homeoffice screening
will

room which

is fitted

with a Cinema-

Scope screen. Purpose is to illustrate the flexibility of the system
for houses of various types and
sizes. Showings are due in mid*=•

April.

N.

Biggest

Y.

“Robe”

bid

to

ported bidding for the pic. Roxy
and Rivoli theatres are considered

houses to get CineiftaScope
screens but are currently lagging
behind in the “Robe” race.
Sales execs at 20th. say exhib interest in “The. Robe,” even before
the Coast demonstration, has been
logical

1

•

Company

intense.

how much
for

it

so far hasn’t said

will charge theatres

CinemaScope’ “package”"

the

consisting of the projection lens,
the special screen and the stereo-

phonic sound system.

Exhib

in-

quiries halve been answered by letters statirfg that it’s too early to
tell about installation costs. Latter
are said to range anywhere from

$5,000 to $25,000 for a
Radio City Music Hall;
First
CinemaScope

house like
unveiling

(Continued on page 17)

Okla. Ct.

Hears

% Suit

By Pageant Assn. Over
Lawton, Okfa., March

17.

•

.4-

:

SDG Annual Award To

I

the .end of
4,000 mark,

TV

of Stude Parley

New York theatres, sponsoring
the career conference telecast for
high school students this Saturday
(21) morning, are taking the utmost
precaution to present a topnptch
performance, the feeling being that
this educational project will have
far-reaching overtones in’ pushing
the off-hoyrs use of theatres.
The /upcoming event is part of
the industry’s effort to advance the
medium as an educational and civic
force. In addition, it has as an ob-'
jective the introduction of theatre
TV to a large group of youngsters
who have never witnessed the medium. Perfection in putting over
ttie career conference, which aims
to convince highschoolers to pursue college training in engineering
and science, is deemed of great
importance, since members; of the
Federal Communications Commission as. well as civic aind educational leaders are expected to attend
the demonstration.
Starting tomorrow (Thurs.) tests
be made at each of the seven
theatres 'Slated to, carry the event.
Tests will be run every morning
from 8 to 11, with’ RCA and A.T. Sc
T. engineers, as well as production
aides, witnessing the picture reception. Other aspects of the demonstration will be supervised by theatre officials, the Board of Educa-

Just how much coin should the
Wichita
Mt.
Eastern
Sunrise
Pageant A>ssn. receive from exhibition of the Cinecolor feature, “The
Prince of Peace,” over the past tion, New York U. and the Technical Societies Council of Greater
four years is the basis of a hot
New York, joint sponsors of the
legal dispute now being tried here
in Federal Court.
Pageant Assn, event.
Bob Doyle of ABC is handling
charges that Principle Films of
Tulsa wants to pay only 5% of the overall production and direcr
whatever Principle gets whereas tion. During the past weeks special
the original pact assertedly guar- film clips have been selected and
anteed the plaintiff group 5% of rehearsals of the live aspects have
been held at an ABC studio, where
all revenues stemming from screenings of the film as well as book the telecast will -emanate.
Leo
Rosen, of the Fabian circuit, is cosales.
With the trial moving into its ordinating the event for the theasecond day today
(Tues.),
the tres.
Pageant Assn, claims that its rightful share is in excess of $100,000.
Suit goes back' to 1948, when the
N. J. EXHIBS
FITES
non-profit, non-sectarian
,

'

PREP

religious

1953
it's

should hit the

estimated.

*

With the novelty of car viewing
definitely worn off, ozoners no longer are content with old product at
bargain prices. Distrib film rentals
from drive-ins have been skyrocketing artd about flfi% to 15% of
*

i

the distribs’ domestic revenue this
year should come from the drive-in
field, where theatres are now competing freely for first-run product
and' are getting the same consideration as any regular house.
Drive-in ops agree that the days
when they could attract an audience merely, by the. novelty of their
installation, coupled with a playground for the youngsters are gone.
Like everyone else, they have been
hurt by TV, and they’re now wor(£ontinued on page 17)

2-REELERS TO STICK

,

TO 2-D

ERA

IN 3-D

Unlike the period that witnessed
the introduction 5f sound and color
pix, short subjects will not play a
major' Hole- in three-dimensional
films. Unless there is a complete
and prolonged changeover to 3-D
or to wide-screen,” the two-reelers
will remain ifi the “flat” category.
Most studios have a backlog of
shorts that will carry them for two
years. In addition, the large number of dual bill areas give the tworeelers a “drug-on-the market” aspect.

Another ‘factor- negating an immediate switch is existing contracts
with exhibs, with distribs committed to deliver a specific number
of shorts yearly via block booking,
permissible for two-reelers.
Because of this arrangement, the film
companies have built up a large
backlog of shorts.
Unless, a series can be combined
and presented as a feature picture,
similar to the presentations of

Cinerama and Stereo-Techniques,
*.

the production of 'individual 3-D
shorts is extremely costly and represents coin that cannot be easily
recouped.-

provided the cast,
VS. ^CENSORSHIP,*
shooting locale, most of the
U-I Skeds 14 Releases
costumes; and thousands of extras
New Jersey exhibs are marshallduring filming of “Peace” by Prin- ing their forces
Over Four-Month Period
to ccftnbat stateciple! Latter, however, subsequentlegislative action on two fronts
Hollywood, March 17.
ly ran into “production difficulcensorship and taxes. In the foreUniversal-International will reties” and inked a deal wjfh Hallfront of the fight is the Allied The- lease 14 pictures during May, June,
continued- on page 18)
atre Owners of New Jersey, under July and August. These include
^
the direction of its legislative chair- the studio's first 3-D film, “It Came
man, George Gold.
From Outer Space,” and “The
‘Mogambo’ in Windup
New Jerseyites are protesting the Cruel Sea,” a J. Arthur Rank prointroduction of a bill empowering duction. Their release d&tes are
London, March 17.
Shooting on Metro’s “Mogambo” local communities to establish cen- unspecified at this time.
winds up tomorrow (Wed.) at the sorship boards. Exhibs regard this
Other releases will be: May,
company’s British studio following legislative attempt as extremely, “The Lone Hand,”
“Law and
12 weeks of shooting in Africa and dangerous in that It will subject Order” and “It Happens Every
six in England. Producer Sam Zim- exhibs to local harassment.
BilT Thursday”; June, “Column South,”
balist will remain in London to
has come out Of committee without “Take Me to Town” and “A Queen
supervise
the editing.
Director any recommendation and is expectr is Crowned”; July, “Francis Covers
John Ford takes off for a Rome ed to be voted on shortly by the Big Town,” “All I Desire” and
vacation before heading back to N. J. legislature, currently conven- “The
Uprising”;
Sioux
Great
the United States.
ing in Trenton.
>
August, “Thunder Bay,” “Forbidar
Measure involving taxes would den” and “Abbott Sc Costello Meet
Gable,
stars
in
the
who
!F
«i^
lI
with Ava Gardner and Grace allow the state to levy a 10% tax Dr. Jekyll Sc Mr. Hyde.”
J
J
Kelly,
leaves for a six-week vaca- on admission to theatres exhibiting
tjoh motor trip
through Italy, closed-circuit sporting events. Al- Picker Back
Trek
France and Spain. Following a though such a law would affect few
visit to Spain,
Arnold Picker, United Artists
Miss Gardner will theatres at this time, it’s felt it will
return here for one of
distribu- reaching
foreign
of
charge
have
implications
far
in
y.p;
the leading
ln
"Knights of the * Round when more theatres are equipped tion, returned to N. Y. Saturday
iable, which
Pandro Berman will for theatre TV. Ih addition, ’exhibs (14) by air from Rio de Janeiro.
Produce.
He had been gone six weeks,
Miss Kelly- will remain regard jit as discriminatory since
ere for
another film before re- bars and taverns with television [ touring UA branches in England,
turning to the
Germany and Brazil.
France,
arc
not
assessed.
[sets
|
U. S.
organization
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Federal

seeking

Commission

bility of feature pix.

Idea behind this is that Zenith’s
Phonevision test in Chicago in
1951 already has given a clear indication of the extent to which the

.

.

!

of

approval for a 30-day test of the
Skiatron Subscriber-Vision pay-as?
you-see system in New York this
June was discussed in N, Y. Friday (13) by the Skiatron board.
Run, if okayed, would involve public exhibition of Subscriber-Vision
rather than an in-the*home turn.
It wouldn’t depend on the availa-

AA

Big Implications In

Possibility

Communications

Faced with heavy competition
Offers First-Run
and anticipating an early season
due
to warm weather, drive-ins
Year’s Best Film Critic
Pix for Telemeter Test
during
the
past
couple
of
weeks
Hollywood, March 17.
Hollywood, March 17.
For the first time in Hollywood have gone on a buying spree for
Subscription TV system, to be
history the film critic is about to good product, distribs in N. Y, re-,
soon
tested
in Palm Springs,’ will
be recognized as a valuable ad- port. General expectation is for one be supplied with first-run pictures
of the ozoners’ biggest years, with
junct to the industry.
by
Allied
Artists. Although studio
The Screen Directors Guild of' the accent as much on b.o. pix as refuses to sell product to" televiAmerica is putting up' an annual on. their outdoor facilities for fam- sion, AA prexy Steve Broidy exaward for the reviewpr who writes ily amusement.
\
Larger number of drive-ins than plained:
“the most enlightened and con“With such a system, as Telekept open during the
structive criticism of the year,” It usual has
meter.
wherein
the exhibitor diwinter months. Metro report puts
will be presented to the winner
rectly benefits, we will cooperate.”
next Feb. 1 as the annual SDGA the -figure at 1,521 in addition to He added that profits would be
some 15,000 conventional houses.
dinner.
Another 1,500 ozoners or more are shared by the studio, exhibitors
now in the pfocess -of reopening. and Telemeter.
They’ll be joined by a couple of
hundred
new installations. Total by
N.Y. Theatres See

will

.

In N.Y.; Feature Pix Not Involved

BIG B.O. YEAR

20th so far comes from City Investing Co. and involves the Astor,
Victoria and Bijou. 20th has been
offered a guarantee of more than

$500,000 against 90% of tfye gross.
Radio City Music Hall also is re-

for Skiatron Test

public is willing to shell out coin
see films at home over TV.
Skiatron budget for the Exhibition
and
exceed
$100,000
wouldn’t
would be heavily plugged via newspaper ads and TV.
Rackmil Sees Pension
Intention currently guiding Skiatron thinking is that it would rent
in U’s Future;
a hall and/or entice Gimbel’s or
Macy’s to go along with the stunt.
Urges Caution on 3-D TV receivers would be placed on
Likelihood of a pension plan for wiew, carrying a jumbled image,
Universal execs was seen last week either via closed circuit or off:thein the wake of a remark by U air. Public would then be handed
prexy Milton R. Rackmil at the the Skiatron decoder cards which,
annual
stockholders when inserted into a slot, immedicompany’s
meeting in N. Y. (11) when he said ately clear up' the picture.
Demonstrations would serve tha
such a plan was in the offing. Subject came up in discussion of the triple purpose of rousing public
modification of board chairman interest in toll TV, illustrate its
N. J. Biumberg’s contract and im- potentials and establish individual
(Continued on page 18)
mediately brought a stockholder’s
request that, in the event a pension scheme is instituted, U's contribution should not exceed $25,- Jax Park,
000 a year.
Quiet meet, held in N. Y. for
High Ct. to Upset Ruling
the first time in U’s history, saw
886,975 votes repped. Stockholders
Competitive Bidding
approved Peat, Marwick, Mitchell
Washington, March 17.
Sc Co. as U auditors for the fiscal
Two midwektern indie exhibitors,
year ending Oct. 31, 1953; okayed
modification of Biumberg’s em- each of whom had previously won a
ployment agreement with U, dated treble-damage verdict of approxiJuly 1, 1950, and elected the fol- mately $1,000,000 from the majors,
lowing to the 10-member board: asked the U. S. Supreme Court
Biumberg, Alfred E. Daff, PrCston yesterday (Mon.) to upset an adDavie, Albert A. Garthwaite, Leon verse competitive-bidding ruling.
The two Jackson Park Theatre,
Goldberg, R. W. Lea, John J.
O’Connor, Rackiqil, Budd Rogers Chicago, and Towne Theatre, Milfiled
waukee
almost identical
and Daniel M. Sheaffer.
Board, meeting later the same briefs contending that a decision
of
the 7th Circuit Court of Appeals
day, elected the following officers:
Biumberg, board chairman; Rack- forces then'', to bid against “theatres
mil, prexy; Daff, exec v.p.; Gold- owned by defendants who in this
berg, v.p. and treasurer; Adolph case Were found to be in a conSchimel, v.p. secretary and gen- spiracy to destroy petitioner’s busieral counsel; .O’Connor, David Lip- ness.”
Named defendants were RKO,
ton and Edward Muhl, veepees;
Eugene F. Walsh, comptroller, as- Loew’s, Paramount, 20th, Warners,
sistant treasurer and assistant sec- and, in the case of the Milwaukee
Towne, also Columbia. Thomas C.
( Continued on page 15)
McConnell, who earlier won the
treble-damage suits for the two indie theatres, is the counsel for both
IN
in the current appeal.
In the Jackson Park petition for
CHI’S
certiorari, it is asserted: “In its
”*
Renewed attempts to reach an present opinion, holding that petiagreement ''with the Chicago pro- tioners must outbid respondents’
jectionists union leading to the un- monopoly in order to .obtain picveiling of Cinerama at the Palace tures for the Jackson Park Theatre,
Theatre there are currently in the Court of Appeals, under the
progress: Talks with the union are guise of construction, has changed
being held by the theatre ops, who a decree without any showing of
already have an agreement with any unforeseeable change in conCinerama Productions for installa- ditions existing at the time the
has asdecree was entered
tion of the medium. Dudley RobCinerama Productions sumed jurisdiction to ^rehear an isJr.,
erts,
^respondents’
decided
against
sue
prexy, indicated last week that he
years before,
was hopeful the labor problems contention some five
and under the guise of construction
would be solved shortly.
written into a decree a proviChicago was originally slated as has
sion for competitive bidding withthe second home for Cinerama, folr
out any of the safeguards provided
lowing the New York opening, but
for
in the provision for competitive
a stalemate with the boothmen debidding
in the Government decree”
veloped which resulted in a can(in the Big Five antitrust suit).
cellation of Cinerama in that city.
—
As soon as the deal with union is
to

Scheme

Towne Ask

On

|

—
—

j

CINERAMA

NEW TALKS

WITH

PALACE

.

.

-

.

closed,

.exhibition

topper Joseph

for the Windy City
to supervise, the installation there.
He returned this week .from the

Kaufman heads

Coast, where he was on hand for
the beginning of remodeling of the

Warner Hollywood Theatre, where
Cinerama bows on April 29.

WB Names Cahill
Frank M. Cahill, Jr., has
been named coordinator of techniCol.

cal activities for Warner Bros.
Cahfil, who assumes his new post
.

immediately, was affiliated with the
Warner theatre circuit prior to. the
recent divorcement of the conw
[pany’s theatre and production operations.'

.

.

•

Bray, Fleischer

Team

John R. Bray and Max Fleischer,
pioneers in the field of animated
cartoons and technical drawings,
have formed the Bi;ay-Fleischer
Division of Bray Studios, New,
York. The two vets began their,
careers in the art department of
the Brooklyn Daily* Eagle, and subsequently worked together in the
development of the animation arts.
Bray and Fleischer, in the new
tieup, will concentrate on new
techniques, in 3-D film cartoons
for the theatrical and industrial
fields. Bray- Studios, of which Bray
is founder and president, will Conit blue its production of Educational
[films for schools.-
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‘Hans’ Mighty $40,000,
Mont’I; ‘Above’ Hot 21G

$48,000;

Hub Uneven Albeit ‘Gambler Sharp

Montreal, March 17.
The impact of “Hans Christian
Andersen” on the boxoffice is
hoosting returns all along line this
week. This RKO release looks to
get terrific- $40,000 at Loew’s,
playing upped scale. “Above and
Beyond” looks great at the CapitoL
Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,626; 34-60)—
“Limelight” (UA) (2d wk). Fine
$19,000 following great $23,000
opening round.
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
“Above, Beyond” (M-G). Great
Last, week, “April in
$21,000.
-Paris” (WB) (2d wk). $15,000.
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
“Stop, You're Killing Me” (WB).
Trim $12,000. Last week, “Eight
Iron Men” (Col), same.

‘B’way’NSH 22G, ‘Madam’ Terrif 15G,

Hep 19G, ‘Anna’ 14G

$17,(00; ‘Niagara’

Boston,

.

‘Monster’ 12G ‘Sea’ Fair 14G 2d
Los Angeles, March 17.
Five new bills are breaking in
here this week but only “Peter
.

Broadway Grosses"

'

Pan" is luring ticket sales. It looks
like socko $48,000 in two theatres.
Light $22,000 is seen for “Back on
Broadway,” playing in four sites.
.

“Magnetic Monster” is rated mild
$12,000 for two hours.
“Call Me Madam” still is terrific
•With $15,000 in second frame at
the small Ritz after a record initial
session. “Four Poster” looks only
medium $5,000 in initial frame at
bandbox Fine Arts. “Battle Circus”
is rated slow $15,000 in second
round in two spots while “City
Beneath Sea” shapes fair $14,000
on first holdover stanza for three

Estimated Total Gross
§520,000
This Week
(Based on 20 theatres)
$459,700
Last Year
theatres )
( Based on 24
:

Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 75-$l)—
“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO).

‘Melvin’ Bright

Terrific $40,000 or close. Last week.
“I Don’t Care Girl” (20th), $19,000,

Imperial (C.T.) (1.839; 34-60)—
Behind Gun” (WB) add
“Shut Big Mouth” (WB). Hefty
$10,000. Last week, “Tropic Zone”
(Par) and “Crime Doctor’s Diary”

Estimates for This
Pantages
Hillstrcet,

Week
(RKO)

—

“Peter
(2.752: 2,812; 74-$1.5D)'
Pari” (RKO). Socko $48,000. Last
and
(Col)
Ashore”
“All
week,
“Prince Pirates” (Col), $18,000.

Downtown, Wiltern,- Chinese, Uptown (WT-FWC) (1,757;^ 2,344;
2,048; 1,248; 70-$1.10)—“She’s Back
On Broadway” (WB). Light $22,000. Last week, Downtown, Wil-

tern, Hollywood (latter now converting to Cinerama), “I Confess

March

St. Louis,

17.

Typical raw March day last Sun(Par), $7,000.
day (15) is holding down biz a
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 34-60)—
most cinemas this session, with “Desperate Search” (M-G) and
trade generally not so good. “I
(M-G). Okay $7,000. Last
“Konga”
Love Melvin,” backed by neat bal- week, “Babes in Bagdad” (UA) and
is

“Gunplay” (UA),

Poster”

;“Four

*(679; 80-$1.50)
Medium
(Col).

$5,000. Last week, “Little Sheba”
(Par) (11th wk), $3,600.
Canon (ABC) (533; $1.20)
“Edward and1 Caroline*’ (Indie).
Oke $2,800. Lasjt week, “Face to
Face” (RKO) (5th wk), $1,100.
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 80-$1.50)
Madam” (20th) (2d wk).
“Call
$15,000. Last week, record
$15,900, way above original hopes.

T

.

Wow

—

Me

sturdy, in its week ended Monday
at the Fox. “Member of Wedding”
shapes trim at the small Shady

—

.

$11,

WO in Cmcy
March

Cincinnati,

17.

Sturdy biz trend of last few
weeks is being maintained this
“Jeopardy”
round at first-runs.
looms solid at Capitol while
“Naked Spur” is okay in Albee.
However, in same class with
“Jeopardy”- is the new-entry, “I
at

20G

—

‘

—

.

,

-

*

'

.

f-

Mpls. Nice Despite Weather; Legion’
,

Sock $12,000 ‘Connie’ OK 5G, Wac’ 8G

>

—

_

.

pheum

—

the American Legion and
pulled out after 4 skimpy days.
Estimates for This Week

“Little

Sheba,” doing fine, overall biz outlook is* good this week. “Wac” is
fast at Brandeis while “Sheba”
looks big at the Omaha, “Treasure
of Golden Condor”*, at Orpheum
shapes only modest. Lone holdover,

“Bad and Beautiful,” looms

good at

State.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 20-761—

“Never Wave at Wac” (RKO) and
“Port Sinister” (RKO). Fast $5,T
500. Last week, “All Ashore” (Col)
Yellow”
(Col),
and
“Clouded
$5,000.

Century (Par)

$ 12 000
,

(1,600; 50-76)

—

Castle” (U). Buxom $5,500 in 10
days.
Now back to subsequent
runs.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75)

“Confidentially
Connie”
(M-G).
Giving a fine boxoffice account of
Providence, March 17.
This well-liked but unpreIt’s a mighty dull" affair here
tentious- picture might have been this round, with no stand doing
lost in shuffle of so- many hefty anything much.
Best showing is
counter-attractions. The fact that being made by Albee’s “City Bethe authors .are Minnesota U alum- neath Sea” but.it is only modest.
nus was given attention in big cam- Others are slower, “Taxi” being
paign. Good $5,000. Last week, “To- especially light at the State.
night We Sing” (20th) (2d wk) okay
Estimates for This Week
$3,500 at $1 top.
,
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
Gopher (Berger) (1,026; 50-76)
“City
Beneath Sea” (U) and
“Battle Circus”
(M-G).
Potent
“Sword of .Venus” (RKO). Mod$5,500.
Last
week,
“Lawless erate
$7,000.
Last .week, “Peter
Breed” (U), good $4,700.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)—“Gun- Pan” (RKO) (3d wk), .$7,000.
Majestic
(Fay)
(2,200; 44-65)—
fighter” (20th) and “Yellow Sky”
“Back
.

,

'

—

Okay $4,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 20-70) (20th) (reissues).
—-“Little Sheba” (Par). Heavy ex- Last Week, “Niagara” (20th) (2d
ploitation helping this to big $8,- wk), $4,500.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)
000 or close. Last week, “Redhead
from Wyoming” (U) and “Army “Desert Legion”- (U).
Huge ad~vertising and exploitation camBound” (AA), hep $7,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20^ paign bearing fruit. Powerful $12,70)
“Treasure Golden Condor” 000. Last week, “Stars Are Sing(20th) and “Silver Whip” (20th). ing” (Par), virile $10,000.
Medium $9,500. Last week, “The
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40.

—

—

Stooge” (Par) and “The Maverick”
(AA) (2d wk), nice $9,000,
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-76)—
“Bad arid Beautiful” (M-G) (2d
wk). Good $3,500 after big $5,500
opener.

76)— “Never Wave At Wac” (RKO).
Good $8,000. Last week, “She’s

Back on Broadway” (WB), $7,500.
-RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—
“Gambler and Lady” (Lip) and
“Bandits of Corsica” (UA).

Satis-

—

-“I Love Melvin” (M-G) and “Sky
Moon” (M-G). Barely passable $10,000. Last week, “Battle
Circus” (M-G) and “Five Angles of
Murder” (Indie), same.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
“Limelight”
(UA) and “Secret
Sharer” (Indie) first half, with
“Whistle Stop” (Indie) (reissue)

.

‘Beneath Sea’ Modest
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)
—“Naked Spur” (M-G). Fine $16,$7,000 Tops Dull Prov. 000. Last Week,
“Jeopardy” (M-G),

itself.

On Broadway” (WB) and
“Angel Street” (Indie). Slow $5,000.

Last week, “Niagara” (20th)

and “Thar She Blows” (WB)

(2d

wk), $8,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
“Taxi” (20th) and “Prince of
Pirates” (Rep). Dull $8,500. Last
.

—

Apollo (Fox Midwest) (1,000; 50“Sinners” (Indie) and “Black

75)

.

Week

Full of

$16,000.

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)—
“I Confess” (WB) and “Golden
Madonna” (Mono) (AA). Good $14,000. Last week, “Stars Are Singing” (Par) and “Rogue’s March” and
(M-G), $12,*000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)
“Little Sheba” (Par)
(5th wk).
Finals at nice $8,000. Last week,

ond

‘

—

Sinister” (RKO), $5,500;
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;
50-75)—“Little Sheba” (Par). Big
$12,000, and: holds.
Last:- week,
“Back on Broadway” (WB), $4,000
5 days;
Tower, Uptown, Fairway,, Gra-

(Indie)

(2d

wk). Colorless $7,000. Last
“Stereo Techniques” and
“Gunsmoke” (U), $10,500.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

week,

m

—

80-$1.50)
“Moulin Rouge” (UA)
(4th wk).
Held at big $13,500.
Stays. Last week). $14,000.

nada (Fox Midwest)
700;

$1.20—“Hans (A-R)
Christian Andersen”

Stagedoor

(RKO)

(2,100; 2,043;

—

1,217;
50-75)
“Treasure
Golden. Condor” (20th) with “Dar-

.

$1.80)

“Pitfall” (Indie) (reissue), sechalf.
Split week forced by

boycott of, “Limelight,”
pulled after 4 dull days. Full week,
drab $3,000. Last week, “Never
Wave at Wac” (RKO) and “Port

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 6595)
“Member of ^Wedding” (Col)

ling Clementine”

(370;

(20th)

(reissue)

ai Tower,
000. Last

Granada. Average $13,week; “Don’t Car* Girl”
(20th), same.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 65-85)-*“Breaking Sound" Barrier” (UA)

(4th

wk).
Stilt great at
week, “Naked Spur” (M-G) and $16,000.
Last week, $15,000.
“Five Angles Murder” (Col), $12,Clay (Roscncr) (400; 65-85)
T
000..
“Four Poster” (Col) (2d run). Oke
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44Last week, “Promoter” (U)
65)—“Tropic Zone” (Par) and $2,000.
(11th wk), $l,90fo.
“Savage Mutiny” (Col). Slow $5,Vogue (S. F. Theatres) r377; 85week, “All Ashore” $1)—“Brandy For Parson” (Indie)
Col and “Go West, Young Lady” Fair. $1,800.
Last week, “Face To
(Indie-), $7,000.
Face” (RKO) (3d wk), $1,900.

-

virtual

$9,500.

and “Stereo Techniques”

of legiters

and

.

5$;

Estimates for This

stretch

.

-

’Condor’ Mildish $9,500 Century.

after

with fairish total. “Limelight” at
the Missouri was beset by apathy

—

With two strong new
“Never Wave-at WAC” and

—

—

.

films,

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)—
“Forbidden .Games” (Indie) (4th

wk).

NSG

—

17.

(Indie).

.

Minneapolis, March 17.
Globe (FWC) (2,295;
“Moulin Rouge”
Adverse influence of federal and
782; 80-$1.50)
wk-Globe).
3d
state
tax payment time,
wk-Wilsh,
income
(UA) (12th
Steady $9,000. Last week, $9,700. Lent and a recurrence of snow and
State
(Par)
50-70)
(2,200;
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65Beverly Hills (WT) (1,612; $1.50- cold i$ proving a handicap at the “Treasure Golden Condor” (20th).
$1.80)—“Hans Christian Andersen boxoffice currently. However, there Dull $4,500, very disappointing in 95) “Kansas Pacific” (AA) and
Last
Fine
$5,800.
“White
wk).
Lightning” (AA).
G2th
is
some
boxoffice
progress
a
Thin
as
(RKO)
view of big ad campaign.
Last
result of an unusually strong and week; “Taxi” (20th), $4,000 in 6 $7,500. Last Week, “Angel Face”
week, $6,000.
(RKO)
and
“Captive
large newcomer "array.
Women”
“Desert
“Desertf-days.
(RKO), $11,000.
Legion” shapes sock at Radio City.
World (Mann) (400; 55-$1.20)
“Never Wave At Wac” looks good
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-95)— “DesStandout,
Omaha
'Sheba’
at Orpheum.
“The Promoter” is “Promoter” (U). Alec Guinness tination Gobi” (20th) and “Taxi”
smash at small World. “Confiden- spells boxoffice here. Hefty $5,000. (20th). Fair $15,000 or- near. Last
Last
week,
“Bad
and
Beautiful”
tially Connie,”
somewhat of a
week, “Back On Broadway” (WB)
Big 8G, ‘Wac’ Fast
*
“sleeper” here, is doing well at (M-G) (3d wk), $3,800.
and “White Corridor?” (Indie),

Omaha, March

and “Maniacs on Wheels”
$8,500.

,

—

$2 800
WUshire,

“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
(12th wk).
Good weekend biz to
hold at $6,500 following good $7 000 in 11th frame,
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (680*
50-$1.20)—“The Star” (20.th) (4th
wk). Still oke at $8,000 after $9
000 third stanza.
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
“Gunsmoke” (U) and “Allegheny
Uprising” (RKO) (reissue). Brisk
$11^)00. Last week, “Taxi” (20th)

‘Confess’ Sturdy

—

1,430;

(2,213;

Estimate* for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 85-$1.25)—

theatres.)

—

Orpheum, Hollywood Paramount

(Metropolitan-F&M)

Same Week

Last Year ....... $2,480,450
(Based on 25 cities, and 222

—

Opened today
(U).
Last week, “You’re Killing Me” (WB) and “Back on Broadway” (WB), nice $15,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—“I
Love. Melvin” (M-G) and “Chief
Pontiac” (Indie). Sturdy $16,000
or near. Last week “Battle Circus” (M-G) and “Kid Monk Baroni” (Indie), $15,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—
“Treasure Golden Condor” (20th)
and “Ride Man Down” (Rep) (2d
wk). Mild $12,000 after $14,000
(Tues.).

500.

“Stero .Technique’’ (In80-$1.25)
die) (2d wk) and “Stars Singing”
(Par) (3d wk). Lean $11,500. Last
week, $20,200.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 70-$1.10)
“Bad, Beautiful” (M-G) (12th wk).
Oke $2,400 in 4 days. Last week,

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross

—

—

.

RKO

atres, chiefly first runs, includ-

.

.

nice $24,000.

$6,000.

‘Circus’ Lofty

Los Angeles Paramount, Egypfirst frame
tian (UP.T-UATC) (3,200; 1,538; 70Pageant (St. L. Amus. (1*000; 90)
$1.25)— “Battle Circus” (M-G) and
“Cry Beloved Country” (UA).
“White Lightning” (AA) (2d wk).
Good
$4,000. Last week, “Lime$17,700
week,
Last
Slow $15,000:
;
"
Locw’s State, Four Star, Hawaii light” (UA), $3,000.
Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
Shady
1,106;
900;
(2,404;
(UATC-G&S)
90)—“Member of Wedding” (Col).
60-$1.10)—“City Beneath Sea (U)
Nice
$4,500. Last week, “Cry Be(2d
(U)
Wyoming”
“Redhead
and
loved Country” (UA) (2d wk), $3,wk). Off. to $14,000. Last yveek,
.

17.

ly.
“Mississippi Gambler” at Memorial looms big, with “Niagara”
at Paramount and Fenway rated
;
trim. “Gunsmoke” shapes brisk at
Boston, “Anna” at Met is
only fair. “Moulin Rouge” in third
stanza at Orpheum is slipping.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
?2,2G5,733
( Based on 24 cities, 186 the-

Confess,”

Wyoming”

Fine Arts (FWC)

City Grosses

Down to $5,000 following
okay $6,000 for third week.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)
Palace with sturdy
“Stooge” and “Niagara” “Niagara” (20th) and “Jalopy”
takings.
(AA).
Trim $5,000 looms. Last
are pleasing holdovers.
week, “Don’t Care Girl” (20th) and
Estimates for This Week
“Blades of Musketeers” (Indie),
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-85)
same.
“Naked Spur” (M-G). Okay $12,Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
Last week, “Stooge” (Par),
000.
“Mississippi Gambler” (UI) and
$15,500.
Time iFor Flowers” (RKO).
“No
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)
Big $17,000 or near* Last week,
Philadelphia, March 17.
“Jeopardy” (M-G). Solid $12,000.
“Peter
Pan” (RKO-Disney) (4th
Rain washed out the big weekend Last week, “Little Sheba” (Par)
wk. Good $16,000 at tilted -prices.
profit here for all except a- few (2d wk), $7,500.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40houses. “Battle Circus” saw plenty
Grand '(RKO) (1,400; 55-85)
(IFE) and
of action at the' Goldman. “Stars “Stooge” (Par) (m.o.). Good $8,500. 85)— “Anna”
“White
Fair $14,000.
Are Singing” does not look more Last week, “Bwana Devil” (UA) Lightning’’ (AA).
than so-so at best in the huge (m.O.) -for third downtown* session, Last week,^‘The Stooge” (Par) and
“Ride the Man Down” (Rep) (3d
Mastbaum. Some 3-D shorts and $6,500 at 75c-$1.25 scale.
wk), $11,500.
“Bandits of Corsica” shapes slow
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 55-85)
at the Aldine, “Golden Condor” is A “Niagara” (20th) (2d wk).
Fine y Orpheum (Loew) (3,000r 74-$1.25)
not so good at the Fox.
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (3d wk).
$6,500 trailing $9,500 preem.
Estimates for This Week
Slipped to near $16,500 this frame.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85)
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)
“I Confess” (WB). Sturdy $11,000. Last week, nice $24,000.
“Bandits of Corsica” (UA) and 3-D Last week, “Peter Pan” (RKO) (3d
Paramount (NET) ..(1,700; 40-85)
shorts.
Slow $4,700, Last week, wk), $9,500 at 75c-$1.10 scale.
$1 —“Niagara”
(20th) and “Jalopy”
Desperate Search” (M-G) and
(AA).
Trim $14,Q00. Last week,
Rougue’s March” (M-G)*, $5,000,
“Don’t
Care
Girl”
(20th)
and
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.20)—
’Gobi’
$15,000 In
“Blades of Musketeers”- (Indie),
“Bad and -Beautiful” (M-G) (6th
$15,000.
Okay $6,000. Last week,
wk).
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,900; 60-90)—
Frisco; ‘Spur’ Tall 16G,
$ 8 000
“All Ashore” (Col) and “Prince
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 99-$1.30 )Pirates” (Col) (2d wk). Off to $7,“Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) (4th
4th
Rich
‘Rouge’
000 after nice $10,000 first stanza.
Fine $13,000: Las£ week,
wk).
San Francisco, March 17.
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
$16,000.
“Naked "Spur” (MG) and “Bandits
spotty
is
film
biz
50-99)—
Street
Market
Fox (20th) (2,250;
“Treasure Golden Condor” (20th). this session and was not helped by of Corsica” (Indie). Oke $10,000.
week, “Last
three-hour St. Patrick’s'Day parade Lftst
Comanches”
(Continued op page 17)
last Sunday (15). “Hans Christian (Col) and “Confidentially Connie”
Andersen” is edging up to great (M-Q), $9,500. k '
session in its fourth week at the
Stagedoor, breaking house record
on Saturday. “Destination Gobi,” ‘Sheba*- Smash $12,000,
on one of its first playdates, is only
fair at the Fox. “Naked Spur” Is
K.C.; ‘Melvin’ Okay 10G
nice at Warfield while “I Confess”
Kansas City, March 17.
shapes good at Paramount. “Little
“Come Back Little Sheba” at
Sheba” is doing fine on fifth and
final round at St. Francis. “Moulin Paramount is leader this week
factory $4,000. Last week, “Prince
Rouge” still is big in fourth stanza with big session,- and holds. “I
of Pirates” (Col) and “Savage
at United Artists and stays again. Love Melvin” at Midland is barely
Mutiny” (Col), $4,200.
good.
“The Star” reopened Or‘
Estimates for This Week

standout among new films
with sturdy take at Loew’s. “I Confess” looms nice at the Ambassador. “Stop, You're Killing Me” was
ly,

Oak.
(WB) and “Too Many Girls” (RKQEstimates for This Week
reissue) (2d wk), $16,500.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60Los Angeles, Uptown (FWC) 75)— “I Confess” (WB) and “Tor(2,097; 1,715; 70- $1.10)-r-“Magnetic pedo Alley” (AA). Good $14,000.
Monster” (UA) and “Bandits Cor- Last week, “Bwana Devil” (UA)
Last
sica” (UA).‘ Mild $12,000.
(3d wk), $13,000.
week, with Chinese, Loyola, “The
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—“City
Star” (20th) and “Taxi” (20th) (9 Beneath Sea” (U) and “Redhead
days), $26,500.

Key

“Man

sites.

March

very uneven this stanza
with a few newcomers doing niceBiz- is

—

(3d wk).

Nifty $2,500.

Stays on.

Last week; $2,800.

Orpheum. (Fox- Midwest) (1,900;
65-85)—“The Star” (20th). Reopened to films after stretch, of
'

1

legit.

Fairish $6,500.

—

—

'

.

w^lncadayt March IB, 1953

Blamed for

Rain, Lent

PICTURE GROSSES

PS^riSTt
‘Sheba’ Pacing Denver,

Offish Biz

$13,000; ‘Melvin’ Hep 14G

In Chi

Bat ‘Niagara’ Hefty

$25,000;

Fast 12G, ‘Condor’ Lean 9G

Girls’

“Treasure of

Artists

“Taxi,”

and

dor”

Film gross estimates as

re-

ported herewith from the various key Qities* are net; i e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the D. S. amusement
tax.

Golden Conlooms light

$9,000.

Stewart Robust

on
“Come Back

tap.
Little Sheba” at
terrific in
still
is
Ziegfeld
the
third frame. “Hans Christian Andersen” at Oriental is holding fairly well for fifth week. “Peter Pan”

Pittsburgh,

March

17.

Penn is setting pace this- week,
with “Naked Spur, which could
hold. However, Jimmy Stewart
starrer won't because of locked
booking for “Little Sheba” this
at the State-Lake still is bringing Thursday (19) to take advantage
sixth
in the junior set for a fast
of anticipated Oscar for Shirley
week.
Booth in that pic. Other new films,
“She’s Back oil Broadway” at StanEstimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25) ley and “Glass Wall”-“Jack Me—“Jazz Singer” TWB) (2d wk) plus Call, Desperado” twinner at HarAnne Jeffreys & Robert Sterling ris, ;are only so-so. Holdovers are
and Henny •Youngman in person. getting, their second wind, “Peter
Light $27,000 in sight: Last week, Pan” in fourth at Warners being
better than previous stanza.
$41,000.
Estimates for This Week
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 55-98)
Fultpi (Shea) (1,700; 65-$1.30)—
“Blood
“Iron Cross” (Indie) and
•

1

1-

—

“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
(4th wk). This week was to have
been the last hut likely will stay
on since beating previous session’s
take. Looks like around $9,000

Brothers” (Indie) (reissues). Very
alow $6,000. Last week, “Member
of Wedding” (Col) and “Savage
Mutiny” (Col), $9,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)-r-

this week as against fancy $8,000
and Lion” (RKO). locf tx/apIt
Brisk $12,000. Last week, “Anna”
Harris ‘(Harris) (2,200; 50-85)—
(Indie) (6th wk), $3,800.
“Glass Wall” (Col) and “Jack McOriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25) Call, Desperado” (Col). Only stayAndersen” ing 5 days and will do about par
Christian
“Hans
(RKO) (5th wk). Bright $20,000. with $4,000 on abbreviated stay.
Last week. $25,000.
Last week, “The Star” (20th), in
Palace (Eitel) (2,500; 98)—“Don’t 9 days,
$7,500.
Care Girl” (WB) (2d wk). Weak
Penn (Loew's) (3,300; 50-85)—
$8,000. Last week, $13,000.
“Naked
Spur” (M-G). Hefty $15,Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98) 000 or near for Jimmy Stewart
—“Girls in Night” (U). and Dance starrer. Last week, “Jeopardy”
Exploitation
Hall Girls” (Indie).
(M-G), $14,000.
pix after fancy $12,Q00. Last week.
Stanley (WB)
50-85)—

“Androcoles

—

(3,800;.“Man Behind Gun” (WB) and “Back on Broadway” ( WB). Only
“Kansas Pacific” (AA) .(2d wk), okay at $10,000. Last week, “Never
$9,000.
Wave at Wac” (RKO), $11,500.
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 98Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)—
$1.25)— “Peter Pan” (RKO) (6th
“Importance Being Earnest” (U)
wk). Lush $24,000. Last week, $31,(2d wk). Will stick again since it
000
should do as much as on opening
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)
Stout $2,500.
“Member of Wedding” (Col) (m.o.). stanza.
Warner (WB) (2,000: 50-$1.25)—
Oknv $4,000. Last week, “Castles “Peter Pan”
(RKO) (5th wk). Walt
in Air” (Indie) (2d wk), $3,000.
[Disney
click
ought to crack
$9,000,
.
..
.. .
United Artists (B&K) (1.700; 55—
it a
3
must to
t0 stick.
SU k
Last
98'—“Treasure Golden Condor ’N
*8 5
fanrv
500
week fan
cy $R
00
(20th).
Lean
“Ta*i”
and
(201 h>
$9,000. Last week, “Last Comanches” (Col) and “Prince of Pirates”
.

!

•

.

-

.

.

.

'

>

>

-

j

$8,500.

Woods (Essaness)

(1,073;

Lent Denting Det. But

98)

(20th).“

‘Confess’

16G

wk\

$12,500.
‘Jeopardy’ Rousing
(Indie) (587; 98)—“ForDetroit, March 17.
bidden Games” (Indie) (2d wk).
Lent
is cutting into grosses here
Sweet $5,300. Last week, $6,000.
this week. “I Confess” is nearly
ZiegfcM (Lopert) (437: 98)
“Little
Sheba” (Par) (3d wk). okay at the Michigan but “Tropic
Jumped up to socko $7,000. Last Zone” is very mild at the Palms.
week, great $7 t 5Q0, way over hopes. “Peter Pan” is holding up well in
fourth
week at the Madison.

—

LIVELY $14,000,

Portland, Ore,,

HOT 17G
March

85)

is

—Denham
“Little Sheba”

Gambler”

(U)
(U) (2d .wk).
Bn? $8,000. Last week, $12,300.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)
r- Naked
Great
Spur” (M-G).

Last
“Clown”
week,
(M-G) and “Chief Pontiac” (Indie),

$14,000.
$9,000.

Mayfajir
65om r.ifr- (Evergreen) (1,500;
? ou 7, IIia watha”
(AA) and “Ja*AA).
Okay '$5,000. Last
e
AH Ashore” (Col) and “Five
A« ^‘
Angles
On Murder” (Col), $3,000..
*? ta J (Evergreen) (2,000; 65na.
nna~T.o
so «o

Vulrocles and Lion”

Ow?

rd of

(RKO)
Venus” (RKO). ,So-

Last week, ‘‘Stars Are
(Continued on page 17)
*i

.

(M-G) (2d
One of the best new pictures is
week, “City Beneath the Sea,” which
climbed to a fine $27,000 in its first

Last

(Cockrill) (1,7^0; 50-85)
(Par). Good ’$13,000. Holds. Last week, “Stars Are
Singing” (Par) (2d wk), $6,800.
Denver* (Fox) (2|525; 50-85)

at the State, “Lili” wound up
stanza at the Trans-Lux

week

its initial

Saturday

(21).

Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)—
“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
(17th wk). The 16th round ended
Monday (16) was $5,900 after good
$6,800 in 15th week.
Stays on,

52d Street with a record $1^,200,
terrific for this small arty house. with “The Freshman” (indie) (re“Thunderbirds,” despite weather issue) due in next but date not set,
“She’s Back on Broadway” (WB)
(NAT) (2,092; 70-$2)—
Rivoli
and “Jalopy” (AA). Fairish $12,- conditions, is soaring to a great
000. Last week, “I Confess” (WB) $15,000 in its first session at the “The Star” (20th) (8th-final wk).
and s“Good Sam” (WB) (reissue), Holiday, biggest at this house since Seventh frame ended last night
swinging to pictures. “Stars Are (Tues.) was off to $6,500 after $8,$16,000.
Singing” is only fair at $21,000 or 500 for sixth week. “Salome” (Col)
Esquire (Fox) (742; 50-85)
opens March 24, with eighth week
“She’s Back on Broadway” (WB) less at the Astor.
and “Jalopy” (AA). Fair $2,500.
“She’s Back on Broadway.” with of “Star” being held to six days.
Last week, “I Confess” (WB) and Skitch Henderson band, Morey
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke“Good Sam” (WB) (reissue), $4,000. Amsterdam, Monica Lewis, others fellers) (5,945; 90-$2.40)— “Story of
Orpheujn (RKO) (2,600; 76-$1.20) onstage did only fair $51,000 open- Three Loves” (M-G) and stageshow
Christian
“Hans
Andersen” ing week and remains only three (2d wk). Holding at $115,000 in
(RKO) (3d wk); Down to $7,500. days of second stanza at the Para- second week ending today (Wed;).
Last week, nice $15,000.
mount. “I Confess” supplants on Stays a third. First week was fairParamount „ (Wolfbeife)
(2,200; Saturday (21).
ly good $126,000 and a bit over
50-85)— “I Love Melvin” (M-G)
“Story of Three Loves” with hopes. “By Light of Silvery Moon”
and “Confidentially Connie” (M-G). stageshow is holding at okay $115,- (WB) and Easter stageshow opens
Fancy $14,000 or near. Last week, 000 or close in second round at March 26.
(20th)
“Star”
and
“Untamed the Music Hall, and goes a third.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 50-$2.20)—
Brfeed” (Col) (reissue), $10,000.
First week was fairly good $126,“Peter, Pan” (RKO-Disney) with
50-85)
(Fox)
Rialto
(878;
“Moulin Rouge” was great
000.
“Babes in Bagdad” (UA) and “Kid $38,000 in fifth .stanza at the iceshow onstage (6th-final wk).
The fifth stanza ended last night
from Broken Gun” (Col). PoQr Capitol, .staying a sixth.
(Tues.) held around $58,000 after
$2,000. Last week, on moveover.
“Peter Pan” with Jceshow onfancy $68,000, way over expectTabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-85)
stage continues steady with around
“Taxi” (20th) and “Silver Whip” $58,000 likely for fifth frame at the ancy, for fourth week. “Call Me
(20th). Fair $6,500.
Last week, Roxy, and opens its sixth-final Madam” (20th) opens next week.
“Hiawatha” (AA) and “Torpedo week today (Wed.). This is the sev- % State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.80)
“City Beneath Sea” (U) (2d wk).
Alley” '(AA), $8,000,
enth picture to run six weeks or
Opening session ended last night
Webber (Fox) (750; 50-85)
longer at this" house. “Above and
“Taxi” (20th) and “Silver Whip”. Beyond” continues solid with $15,- (Tues.) climbed to fine $27,000 or
(20th). Mild $3,000.
Last week, 000 in seventh stanza at the May- near. In ahead, “Bwana Devil”
(UA) (3d. wk), smash $23,000 to
“Hiawatha” (AA) and “Torpedo fair.
wind up sensational run. Could
Alley” (AA). $4,000.
“Little Sheba” is proving amazhave
gone longer but wanted to
finishing for its longrun stamina,
get it out into Loew’s nabe houses.
ing the 12th frame last night
Sutton
(R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
the
about
big
(Tues.) with
$14,000,
same as 11th week, at the Victoria. “Story of Mandy” (U) (4th wk).
“Anna” too is displaying marked Third frame ended Sunday* (15)
strength with $14,500 for fourth was $4,400 after good $5,500 for
second week. “Penny Princess”
week at the Globe.
(U) opens March 24.
Estimates for This Week
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
$18,000, L’ville Astor (Citylnv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50) 90-$1.50)
“Justice is Done” (In“Stars Afe Singing” (Par) (2cT die) (3d wk). Initial holdover round
Louisville, March 17.
stanza .ended las
ended Sunday (15) held at fancy
Initial
wk).
Rialto is leading a strong town night (Tues.) was only fair $21,000 $8,500 after great $11,000 opening
with “Hans Christian Andersen,” In ahead, “Road To Bali” (Par) frame, <one of best non-holiday
getting sock total and holdover. (6th wk-5 days), oke $10,000 lo weeks ever at this house with curState is getting fine $13,000 with round out highly successful run ppnf cpuln
“Jeopardy” and “Five. Angies on
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
Murder,” Mary Anderson is clickBroadway (Cinerama) (1,250; 90 90-$1.50)— “Lili" (M-G) (2d wk).
ing with “She’s Back On Broad- $2.80) ‘/Cinerama” (Indie) (25th First session ended* Monday (16)
way.” The Kentucky is also sturdy wkX The 24th session ended yes- was terrific $17,200. for new recwith “Seminole” and “Girls In terday (Tues.) still was smash with ord at this house. In ahead,
“Face
Night.!’ Weather has been favor- about $39,000 after $40,000 for 23d To Face” (RKO)
(8th wk-6 days),
able for fiftn biz.
week. Stays on indef, with switch $2,500 but winding up very strong
Estimates for This Week
of operations to the Warner Thea- run here.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 50-75) tre planned for June 1.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 70“Seminole” (U) and “Girls In
Barpnet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.50) $1.80)— /Little Sheba” (Par) (13tli
Night” (U). Nice $4,000 or over.
“Importance of Being Earnest” wk). Th'e 12th round ended yesLast week, “BWana Devil” (UA) (2d (U) (13th wk). The 12th stanza terday (Tues.) continued
around
wk), at upped scale, $9,000.
ended Sunday (15) held at $3,900 recent pace with $14,000. The 11th
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200; after $5,000 for 11th week.
week was $14,300, way over hopes.
50-75)
“She’s Back On Broadway’
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820;- 70-$1.80) Goes about four or five more
(WB). Solid $7,500. Last week, —“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (6th wk) weeks.
“Eight Iron Men” (Col), $8,000.
Fifth session concluded last night
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; (Tues.) held around great $38,000

—
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—
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—
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‘Hans’ Sockeroo

—

—

—

1

—

—

1

.

49-75-99)

—“Hans Christian Ander-

Going great guns at
with sock $18,000 sure.
Last week, “Niagara” (20th) and
“Tangier Incident” (AA) (2d wk),
sen” (RKO).

upped

scale,
.

$9,000 in 6 days.
State (Loew’s)

after

smash

$46,000

i

for

fourth

week
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$2.20)
“Hans Christian Andersen”
(RKQ) (17th wk). The 16th stanza
ended Monday (16) continued
around recent level with $9,500
after fine $12,000 in 15th' week.

•

—

.

—

“

—

Estimates for This Week
^Parker) (1,890; n 65-

“Mississippi
and “Black Castle”

Circus”

$5,500.

,

Broadway

—

Slight

$9,500.

'

great at Liberty. “Mississippi Gambler” still is- solid in second round at the Broadway.
•

—

(3,000; 50-75)—
“Jeopardy” (M-G) and “Five An“Treasure Qf Golden Condor” is gles On Murder” (Col). Fine $13,- “Never Wave at Wac” (RKO) due
slow in second round at the Fox. 000. Last week, “Last of Coman- in next, but probably not until
“Jeopardy” shapes fair at United ches” (Col) and “Pathfinder” (Col), after Easter.
$ 8 000
Artists.
Fine Arts (Davis) 1468; 90-$1.80)
Estimates for This Week
“The Promoter” (U) (21st wk).
70-95)
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,600:
The 20th week ended Monday (16)
Oke
D.C.
Slower;
‘Bway’
“Treasure
Golden
Condor”.
was oke $3,600 after $3,800 for
19th session. -Goes three or four
(20th) and “Moscow Strikes” (Indie) (2d wk). Down to $17,000. $11,000, ‘Jeopardy’-Vaude weeks more.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.50)
in
days.
4
Last week, nice $10,000
(IFE) (5th wk). Fourth
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000:
19G, ‘Wedding’ Trim 8G —“Anna”
frame ended last night (Tues.) was
70-95)—“I Confess”
(WB) and
Washington, March 17.
big $14,500 after $16,000 for third
“Tangier ..Incident” (A A). Average
Tempo of the midtown film week.
$18,000. Last week, “Jazz Singer”
Holiday (Per-Rose) (950; 60(WB) and “Ride Man Down” (Rep), theatres has slowed up a bit beof large number of hold- $1.20)— “Thunderbirds” (Rep) (2d
cause
$17,000,
overs. Of the newcomers, “Mem- wk). First stanza ended last night
Palms (UD) (2,961; 70-95)
“Tropic Zone” (Par) and “Gambler ber of Wedding” shapes fine at (Tues.) was. big $15,000, or pear,
and Lady” (Lip). Mild $10,000. Trans-Lux. “She’s Back on Broad- best at house since it went on curLast week, “Flat Top” (AA) and way” is only okay at Warner. rent policy. In ahead, “Thunder in
“No Holds Barred” (AA>, nice “Jeopardy” and vaude is rated East” (Par) (5th wk-8 days), was
$4,600 but winding up fine run
nice at Capitol.
$17,000.
Estimates for This Week
here
Madison (UD) (1,900: 90-$1.25)
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-1.80)
Capitol (Loew’s) (3;434; 55-95)
—“Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) (4th
vaude.
plus
“Above and Beyond” (M-G) (7th
(M-G)
wk). Oke $15,000. Last week, solid “Jeopardy”
“RedPresent round ending toLast
week,
Nice
wk).
$19,000.
000
$ 21
plus
morrow (Thurs.) is continuing very
' United Artists
(UA> (1,938) (70- head from Wyoming” (U)
solid with $15,000 after $16,700 for
95)
“Jeopardy” (M-G) and “Kan- vaude, $20,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,174; 55-80) sixth week. Stays on.
sas Pacific” (AA). Lofty $16,000.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.80-$6)^Last week, “Down Among Shelter- —“Thief of Venice” (20th). Good
.Last
week, “Ivanhoe” Danny Kaye and all-vaude bill
ing Palms” (20th) and “Rogue’s $8,500.
(M-G) (3d wk) $5,000 in its return (9th wk). The eighth frame ended
March” (M-G), $9,000.
Saturday (14) held .near capacity
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95) to F St.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 55-$l)— with $53,000. The seventh week
—“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (4th
Ulth
wk). was $53,500.
wk). Down to $6,000. Last week, “High Noon” .(UA)
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80i Continued on page 17)
nice 47,000.

—

17.

Parade of advanced-price films
on. Two have just finished, and
now comes “Peter Pan” with hiked
scale, with more to follow. “Pan”
shapes torrid at Orplieum. “Naked

90)

—“Battle

wk).

'

lvS

Spur”

“I
at Par-

enough
Despite five new bills, Broadway $1.80) “She’s Back on Broadway”
Back on business at most first-run theatres (WB) with Skitch Henderson orch,
Broadway” is fair ih two spots.
All-day Morey Amsterdam, Monica Lewis,
is limping this session.
Estimates for This Week
downpour last Sunday (15) dented^ Rudy Cardenas onstage (2d-final
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)— the boxoffice and the Friday rain,’ wk).
Holding only three days
“Taxi” (20th) and “Silver Whip” while not as harmful, cut in to through Friday. First week ended
(20th).
Fair $6,000. Last week, some extent.
All houses were last night (Tues.) was fair $51,000.
“Hiawatha” (AAi and “Torpedo helped a bit yesterday (St. Patrick's “I Confess” (WB) with Patti Page,
Alley” (AA), $7,500.
Day) after the annual parade was Jerry- Wald orch. Bobby Sargent,
Broadway (Wolf berg) (1,200; 50- concluded.
Clark Bros, onstage opens next

,

PORT.; ‘PAN’

Thunderbirds’ 15G, ‘She’s Back’ 51G

outdoors.

—

Okay $18,000;

World

‘SPUR’

Hot 17G,

*

Sturdy $25,000
Monroe pic. Last
for Marilyn
week, “Bad and Beautiful” (M-G)
(5th

27G,

—

$15,000 in Pitt

a mild total

“Niagara”

‘City’ Slick

‘Stars Singing’ So-So 21G, lili’

—

.
,

Of the second-weekers, the only
strong one is "Forbidden Games
World with fine session. Chicago is below par with “Jazz SingRobert
er” and Anne Jeffreys &
Sterling plus Heiiny Youngman.
has
Palace
Girl”
at
Care
“I Don't

(Col),

taking- folks

Rain Dents B’way;

getting
coin to hold over. “She’s

Estimates Are Net

United

getting slight $6,000.

that’s

amount but not

'

is

Denver, March 17.
‘Little Sheba” is proving only
film here this week strong enough
to hold. It looms good, at Denham.
Biz generally is fair to slow, with
mild weather proving counterdraw

Love Melvin” looks sturdy

Chicago, March 17.
There doesn't s«,em to be too
Loop to
much in the Chicago Lent and.
counteract the effects o£
are some exfJiny weather. There
at the
with “Niagara*
J^ntions
Woods promising a hearty t$25, 000.
at the
Lion
the
and
“Androcoles
Monroe may capture neat $12,000.
Night”
Roosevelt, with “Girls in
shapes
and “Dance Hall Girls.”
has a
f-ncv $12,000. Grand also
“Iron
pix,
exploitation
oC
nair
buti
Brothers,”
Cross” and “Blood

t

.

—

,

.

—

*•

Hoopsters Hurt Indpls;
‘Circus’. Bangup

$12,000,

‘Beneath Sea’ Fine

1

1G

Indianapolis, March 17.
spotty at first-run situations here this stanza, with state
high school basketball tournament

Biz

is

and Indiana-Notre Dame NCAA
regional finals Saturday real factors in battle for *biz. “Battle Circus” at Loew’s is going strong to
lead town. “City Beneath Sea” at
Indiana also is nice. “I Confess” at
the Circle is mild. “Girls in Night”
shapes good at Lyric.
Estimates for This

Week

Circle (Cockrill-Dollc) (2,800; 50-

76)— “I- Confess” (WB) and “Romance and Rhythm” (Indie). Mild
$8,000. Last week, “Never Wave at
Wac” (RKO) and “Sword of Venus”
(RKO), $11,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)—
“City Beneath Sea” (U) and “Black
Castle” (U). Nice $11,000. Last
week. “Bwana Devil” (UA) (2d wk),
stufdy $16,000 after sock $33,000

opener at 50-$1.20 scale.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—
“Battle Circus” (M-G) and. “Never
Take No for Answer” (RKO). Stout
$12,000. Last week, “Jeopardy”
(M-G) and “Five Angles on Murder” (Col), $10,000.
50-76)—
(C-B)
Lyric
(1.600;
“Girls in Night” (U) and “Maverick” (AA). Good $0,000 or near.
"Last week,

“Bamba
$5,000,

“Gunsmoke”

Jungle

Girl”

(U)

and

(Indie),
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20th Century-F
First

Demons

for Producers

This week,

a

momentous new

era in

motion

pur Holly wood studios
with the first demonstrations of CinemaScope, the
most eagerly anticipated- development in the history
of entertainment

pictures

.

is

being launched

at

In addition to showings for industry executives,
studio heads, producers, technicians and representatives of the guilds and the press, Mr. Spyros P.
Skoufas, president of our company, has scheduled
a series of showings for exhibitors, personally prepared by Mr. Darryl R Zanuck and revealing the
unparalleled new vista of entertainment potentialities created by the -advent of CinemaScope
.

Wednesday, March

18,1953
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Series of Four Demonstrations Especially for the
c

EXHIBITORS OF THE UNITED STATES
will be held
v

FRIDAY,

MARCH

•i

20th, at 2:30

and SATURDAY,
at 10:30

ON

A

AND CANADA

MARCH

P. M.

21st,

and 5 P.M.
STUDIO LOCATED AT

M., 2:30 P.M.

STAGE 6 OF OUR
WESTERN AVE. AND SUNSET, HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

<

9

We

hope you will be able to attend these demonstrations, along with those of your associates who
should share this wonderful experience.

Al Lichtmun, Director of Distribution, 20th CentUry-Fo$
*

i

i

.

We dnesday*

March 18» 1933

PZ&iEty
He

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Greenwald,

Para-

Continued from paf« 5 =•
of the vidlanes as a selling

was at Bikini.
Greenwald covered yester-

RKO

March

vin,”

22;

Town

“Small

Girl,”

April 12; “Never Let Me Go,” May
3, and “Dream Wife,” May 31.
Fox says it is arranging for the
presentation
of
specially-filmed

newsreel clips on “Toast,” showing, for example, Ethel Merman
heading a motorcade to the Miami
i

preem

of

“Call

Me Madam.”

A

eral other cities on a regular basis, teaser trailer for
the March 29
Loew’s sponsored Happy Felton's presentation of the Irving Berlin,
“Knothoje Gang” prior to the tele- musical will also be featured on
cast of the home games of the the March 22 show.
Brooklyn Dodgers over WOR-TV.
Further evidence of the wedding
Distribs .also began to make freof films and TV is the statement
quent use of the medium with spot
of Alfred Starr, prexy of Theatre
Columbia
saturation campaigns.
Owners of America, who regards
was one of the first with “711 the merger
of United Paramount
Ocean Drive.” The greatest suc- Theatres and
the American Broadfor American, industry to attempt cess, however, was the almost excasting Co. as full of promise and
clusive
of the medium for the

Walsh

ganization asked if a theatre could charge for admission thusly: Admission, 42c; Federal tax 8c; polarized glasses (optional), 25c, or a
total of 75c.

medium;

Value of the electronic tubthumping was recognized by the
theatremen.
Chains wpre among
the first to buy spots on TV films
shows to announce playdates. The
RKO circuit has consistently used
the medium in New York and sev-

day's atomic, test for all newsJeanmaire were under contract to the
boss.
Soland Petit and Rqnee
reels in * a ‘pooling arrangepinning him down to a firm agreeReaching Hughes via telephone and
ment.
the
author
as
quotes
because,
Goldwyn,
“Suppose.
he
tough
ment was
(Hughes) takes a notion to fiy to China” before the projected deal was
Then there was Moira Shearer’s pregnancy, which resulted
signed.
Jeanmaire. Also, the latter’s temperamental hassling
in the switch to
over costumes, her own hair-cutting job and an acute case of cameraworse, a mermaid became seasick but she still
matters
Making
fright.
I
ssss Continued from page 3 had to appear in new scenes because of her prominent spot in earlier-,
the New York preem, the Goldwyns, charac- production,” he stated, “through a
Following
shot footage.
teristically, sat up half the night discussing the next pic, Mrs. Goldcampaign of persuasion, pointing
wyn relates. Article is titled, “I Love Making Movies with Sam.”
out that it is unfair and improper
In event exhibitors make a separate charge to patrons for Polaroid
glasses, this bite is not subject to the Federal admission tax, under a
ruling recently handed down by the Treasury Dept. Its decision was in
Orresponse to query of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio.

Romance

Film’s Hottest

a new record in lensing
atomic explosions. His seventh
such assignment was yesterday
(Tues.), covering the blast at
the Army testing grounds in
Frenchman's Flat, Nev. First
set

,.

13

Likes Fission

Sanford

mount News cameraman, has

the April Woman’s Home Companion
Frances Goldwyn’s byliner in
nm e interesting' insight on the many problems and setbacks enpreparing
and producing “Hans Christian
in
husband
rtimtered by her
recalls the number of unsuccessful treatAmiersen.” Mrs. Goldwyn
before
submitted
Moss Hart was assigned the
Spnts which had been
Sr toting job, the talks with composers such as Richard Rodgers and
n«ar Hammerstein, 2d, which led to the score by Frank Loesser; castHoward Hughes figured in the matter, too, for
ing difficulties, etc.

J

PICTURES

1

.

use*
American products to
significance for theatres. It will
American workers by means of ad- RKO resurrection of “King Kong.” prove, Starr said, that there is no
current
campaign for conflict between
Metro’s
vertising films that have heen
the two mediums.
off to
made in foreign countries by for- “Jeopardy” is also payingpublish-

to

sell

the extent that ’newspaper
eign workers for the specific purassociations are beginning to
pose of avoiding the wage and liv- er
the situation with alarm.
ing standards which make the pur- view
Crix
I
Special Shows
Treasury’s ruling, ITOO exec-secretary Bob Wile points out, means chase of their* products in America
Continued from page Z
that an exhib can sell 50c tickets but charge 75c if at the time of the
possible. I think we are making
Newest phase of the film-TV roIn requesting the progress in this campaign.”
sale the patron wants to buy the Polaroid glasses.
mance to concern publishers is the British funsters in the U. S. beinterpretation, Wile states that he “frankly admitted that” there would
Asked if IA was considering ask- outright sponsorship of special cause the Britons pring with them
4
be few people who .wpuld not buy the glasses.”
ing for a guaranteed annual wage shows devoted exclusively to pic- regional accents, many of which
five-da^ week 15- are difficult to understand.
Wile adds that the question of “whether the distributor on a per- for studio workers to offset the ture news.
The
centage engagement of a three-dimensional picture can cut into tho frequent layoffs
in production, minute stanza preemed in Dallas comparatively— accentless British
profits on the glasses is entirely different, of course.
But it would Walsh said that Hollywood studio Monday (16) over TV station legit actors, he pointed out, do exseem that the exhihitor who wants to purchase the glasses outright wage demands are not originated KRLD. Titled. “Hot Frpm Holly- ceedingly well here.
would benefit by the sale of them, and the distributor would be en- by the general office but by the wood, it presents a potpourri of
The comedian revealed that the
titled to his share of the percentage only on the admission price.”
various locals on the Coast. He film items news, of new product, strain of never doing less than 90
said the basic agreement currently clips from pictures playing in trie minutes on his show is more emoin operation provides for reopening area, interviews with visiting stars,
Decca Records’ holdings in Universal Pictures are carried on its on wages and .working conditions etc. Program is sponsored on a co- tional than physical. He said he
keeps the edge of his act sharp
books at $7,037,672, the disk firm’s annual report shows. Sum repre- on Oct.
of
25, 1953. He indicated that operative basis by the theatres
by varying his routine* from day to
sents the exact amount the company shelled out to acquire 406,175
the locals 'have drawn up no de- Dallas. George Bannon, former vet day. Statement was made in reshares, or 42.2% of U’s outstanding common stock plus warrants for
mands so far and “I have heard of exploiter for Warner Bros, in .the ply to' a criticism advanced that he
the purchase of 37,500 shares of additional common.
Decca’s buy no plans to seek an annual guaran- southwest, is the behind-the-scenes
had forsaken the legitimate stage
v
started in October, 1851, and were highlighted by its purchase of J. teed wage for the general run of guiding light.
for* films.
He said that since hitArthur Rank’s 134,375
shares last June.
Cleveland also has an exclusive
workers,” IA leader noted that a
ting the film capital, he had made
Decca- prexy Milton R.' Rackmil, who also heads U, points out in. number of specialists. in the higher picture TV program. Emceed by
appearances
somewhere
every
the report that the waxery’s investment in
“strengthens Its pros- brackets worked under such an the Cleveland- Plain Dealer’s film year.
Earnings of that company are now at the highest rate in recent arrangement but that it was not critic, Ward Marsh, the stanza,
pects.
Kaye
said
he
would
like
to
do
known
as
“Camera,
Lights,
Queshistory.
Moreover, the diversification of Decca^s interests, <by partici- part of the basic agreement.
a legit .show if the right script
pation in two active segments of the entertainment world, constiOn the question* of additional tions/’ is in the form of a .panel came
along
and
he
could
settle
show,
with,
local
film men discusstutes a source of strength.”
U, incidentally, is currently paying, a projectionists and hiked pay for
down in New York for a long time,
dividend rate of $1 per common share.
the exhibition of 3-D films, -Walsh ing past and tipcoming pictures.
noted that under the union's sys- In addition, Marsh presents “clips” but later stated that his ability to
vary routines, experiment with auand
Integrates
a
question-and-antem of autonomy it was up to the
Stalin demise has added a new title to Classic Pictures' “Blood,
swer period.
diences and determine how far he
local unions to negotiate with
Brothers,” documentary recently released and showing the parallel
The Motion Picture Assn, of can go with a crowd, give him
exhibs in each area. "More conin methods employed in Stalin's and Hitler's rise to power/ Pic, which
cretely, however* he said “I can America is actively engaged in lin- an edge. In legit, he would say the
includes considerable unusual footage smuggled out of Russia, Is being
.state that we have found, in situa- ing up an all-industry show. Cost •same words in virtually the same
re-edited with additional scenes to slant it more directly to the headtions; where- one projectionist nor- factors are presently being sought way at every show.
lines.
New title now getting equal billing with “Blood Brothers’* is mally
When asked if he’s weighing any
is employed for conventional from the networks for a half-hour
“The Strange Life and Death of Joseph Stalin.”
prexy Eric nightclub offers, Kaye said that he
films, that at least two projection- filmed show with
ists are needed for 3-D programs.” Johnston as the regular emcee. has, but right now he finds they
Outside sponsorship is contemplat- don’t weigh anything at all.
Cinerama Productions board chairman Louis B. Mayer is the largest
ed for this venture.
single stockholder in the corporation, holding a total of 89,250 shares
RKO Theatres prexy Sol A.
of common stock. Of 492,000 shares outstanding as of January, 280,715
Perhaps the outstanding example Schwartz, who also occupied the
shares, or 57%, were owned by Mayer; Lowell Thomas, 55,101; exec
of films’ acceptance of TV -is to- dais, revealed that Kaye was the
veepee Frank M. Smith, 31, 861;. prexy Dudley Roberts, Jr., 26;331; Paul
morrow night’s (Thurs.) home tele- father of the idea of returning the
cast of the Academy Award cere- Palace to two-a-day. He said that
W. Keston, 10,000; Alger B. Chapman, 15,122; Robert L. Bendick, 4,000; iLass Continued from pace 1
monies
production chief Merlon C. Cooper, 38,550 and C. V. Whitney, 10,500.
from Hollywood. NBC Kaye suggested It several years
“Madam,” Ethel Merman’s Decca
disking contract Jcayoed the best snared the event for RCA sponsor- ago, but unfortunately, Schwartz
laid plans Decca had the star but ship following competition with declared he was in no position to
Kaye exnot the supporting cast, and Vic- theatre TV interests^ Film toppers, do anything about it.
tor made its “original cast” album feeling the national publicity would plained that Schwartz meant he
hypo
Oscar-winning product', wasn’t president at the time.
with everybody but MisS Merman.
okayed the presence of stars and
Schwartz observed that
Dinah Shore subbed for her.
Continued from pace 1 ~~~
the use of clips from films here- has found through bitter experi‘Juliet’ Int# Rehearsal
Charles (Bud) Barry, NBC program the special sharing terms in the
tofore unavailable to TV,
ence that unless the top layer of
“Juliet” goes into rehearsal in
manager, and Sherwood will know world-wide syndication.
Since the purchase of time and performer is used, two-a-day is not
more later this week when they
He plans to return in July when N. Y. tomorrow (Thurs.), with the production of shows involve a paying proposition. He also
meet. Barry is just back from Hol- the Playwrights Co.
Joshua Lo- George Abbott directing and Rob- hefty coin outlays, filmery interest stated that they are making no
lywood.
gan may be ready to do his new ert Alton doing, choreography. Cast is at fever pitch to get free bally plans to book a show after Kaye
Sherwood’s NBC deal is for nine play, “The Better. Angels.” Pro- of 24 actors and actresses, plus 16 time on the nationally sponsored until it's known how long he’ll stay
singers and 26 dancers, will report.
plays in three years. There is no duction plans wait on Logan’s
interview, news or variety stanzas. at the Palace, and Kaye’s stand
Show, in which Isabel Bigley, Ray
specific provision for three-a-year, prior commitments.
Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the will be limited by one picture to
Walston, Joan McCracken, Bill
so it may well be that if “BackTown” (CBS) is one of the prime be made in England, time of filmHayes, Mark Dawson, Joan Walker
bone” is done in the fall, and he
and potent outlets for the spotting ing not yet being set.
and Jackie Kelk are to appear, is of stars
does his first big “seasonal” show
and* clips. Dave ,Garroto open in Cleveland April 20, for
for Xmas, that 1954 may see four
way’s NBC morning stanza is anDistrib-Exhib
two weeks, followed By Boston run other sought-after
Sherwood plays On NBC-TV.
program. Walter
*
Contluued
of
from page 3
three weeks,, before its Broad- Winchell’s
Barry and the playwright, who liSEmm
Sunday nighter on ABChas supervisory but no actual pro- houses- charge that they’re being way bow at the Majestic June 4. TV is a pix-booster. Appearance
|
Maurice Winters will be com- of Leslie Caron on the
Continued from page 3 5
duction concern, hope to decide relegated to a second-class status
Winchell
on “suitable sponsorship’.’ which, because the distribs are favoring pany manager, with Charles Atkin stanza, with a plug for Metro's
thrill worn off, the
with
the
that,,
and Beau Tilden stage managers.
again, is -subject to bis approval.
the key big-city houses via their Jerome Whyte is production man- “Lili,” gave the ^picture a sock glasses may emerge as a deterrent
He has several other ideas for his pr.e-release
Ken Murray recently pre- rather than an asset, the theory
clearance
method. ager. All the above, save Whyte, lift.
next plays and he’ll discuss these
Main beef of the subsequent thea- have been connected with R&H’s. sented a 20-minute filmed version runs.
with Barry alsd later this week.
of
20th-Fox's
Coast preem of “Call
Rackmil emphasized that U was
tremen is that they need the prodSherwood thinks there is an uct now whjgn the full impact of “South Pacific since it went into Me Madam.” Kate Smith joins the deliberately, going slow on 3-D beproduction four years ago. New picture parade on March 24 when
important” picture in “Backbone the bally can pay off.
cause “it’s questionable whether 3general
stage
manager
at
“Pacific”
of America” and he plans expandshe talks to Ralph Meeker and
Declaring they can’t profit at the is Jean Barrere, ‘with Phil Mat- airs portions of Metro’s “Jeop- D is permanent Or just a fancy. We
ing same for films.
NBC- doesn’t
here at Universal believe the pubshare in any rights other than its terms demanded, a number of ex- thias and Jerome Hammerstein as ardy.”
lic won’t go for glasses, but theh
hibs say they’re by-passing some new stage managers.*
first (and repeat) video
The demand for clips for TV the public has done some funny
.rights.
Sponsorship allocation is accord- of the current hot product. They
shows is becoming so pronounced things in the past and we may be
ing to plan that NBC and Sher- have indicated they’ll even skip
that the film companies are weigh- wrong.”
wood will consider each one-hour Walt Disney’s “Peter Pan” for
ing the possibility of making speAt 20th-Fox, too, 3-D production
play individually and decide which Easter although it’s a natural for
cial 16m six-minute prints just for is being held down to just one
type of program (concurrent drar the- kiddie trade. Another comthat purpose.
These prints, it’s pic, “Inferno.” According to Darryl
Continued
page
3
from
plaint is that distribs are uncerniatic series sponsorships) or
figured,, can be spotted 6n varloq^ F. Zanuck, 20th production chief,
spetain in setting berms. One theatre- should there be a further reduc- shows throughout the country. The
cial auspices
should handle it.'
the two other 3-D films skefided by
man asserted that he put out si tion from the $650,0QO, the com- race to get on the video stanzas the studio hove been abandoned
Beaverbrook Assignment
Sherwood and his 'wife make feeler to 20th-Fox on the availa- poser-publisher group may decide* has resulted in A rivalry, with Met- and, after two more “fty” plx*
bility of “Call Me Madam” for the to handle the job themselves. It’s ro and 20th claiming the best deals everything
their annual summer
will be lensed in the
trip to his
home in Surrey, 35 miles south of Easter trade, but couldn’t get a been indicated that once revenue with Sullivan on “Toast, of the Cinemascope wide-screen process.
reply from the fllmery. from that source' fell below a cer- Town.” Following Metro’s spotting
JLiOndon, which he
In N...Y. last week (11), Samuel
has owned for satisfactory
y e hrs.
Planning programs/ according tp tain level, it might not pay ASCAP of weight .pictures on the column- Goldwyn indicated, that he was not
This year the Beaver,
hi'ook papers
(London Daily Ex- exhibs, has become impossible. to keep acting as a collection agen- ist’s show, 20th announced an ar- excited by what he had seen of
press, Sunday Express
rangement fbr one picture every 3-D. so far and added that “there
Previously,
they maintain, they cy in the film field.
and Eveh ln R Standard)
Main ASCAP revenue today still month over a 24-month period. is still a, great deal of work to be
and its corollary could judge future bookings by the
syndicate has assigned Sherwood to bills of houses having a priority comes from radio, Mth television, Metro countered with a statement done in "that field.” Like Rackmil
Coyer the Coronation.*
The play- run.- However, eVen these runs, nightclubs and the general Onter- that the majority of presentations and pthers he thought there was
wright looks
upon “the. seat in they charge, keep changing so fre- tainmdrit field following in that on the Sullivan show “will be pro- as much to be said for the exciteWestminister Abbey” as one of the quently that booking becomes a order. Pix income ranks fourth in vided by MGM.”
Upcoming for ment stirred up by stereo as for
choice compensationsMetro on “Toast” are “I Love Mel- the various systems themselves.
importance.
along with frantic day-td-day affair.
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you can get
expendable

glasses

' <9

that are
Now Being Taken At

Orders
All

Of These National Film

Service Affiliates.
CLARK FILM DISTRIBUTORS,
Albany

Inc.

N. Y.

4,

BENTON FILM FORWARDING

Co.

Atlanta 3, Ga.

FILM EXCHANGE TRANSFER Co.,
Boston 16, Mats.

CLARK FILM DISTRIBUTORS;

Inc.

Inc.

Buffalo 2, N. Y.

CLARK FILM DISTRIBUTORS.
Butte, -Montana

CAROLINA DELIVERY
Charlotte

Inc.

•

SERVICE,

CLARK FILM DISTRIBUTORS.
Chicago

5,

Inc.

N. C.

1,

Inc.

III.

STATES FILM SERVICE,
Cincinnati 10, Ohio

Inc.

STATES FILM SERVICE.
Cleveland 14, Ohio

Inc.

LIBERTY FILM SERVICE
1, Texas

Dallas

DENVER SHIPPING & INSPEC. BUREAU
.

Denver

IOWA

Colorado

1,

FILM DEPOT

Des Moines, Ihpa

NATIONAL FILM
Detroit

SERVICE,
Michigan

I,

STATES FILM SERVICE,

Inc.

Inc.

Indianapolis. 4, Ind.

BENTON. FILM FORWARDING

Co.

Jacksonville, Fla.

CENTRAL SHIPPING A INSPEC. BUREAU
Kansas City

8,

Mo.

GMJOY COMPANY OF LOS ANGELES

•

•

Form-fitting adjustment for then,

Los Angelos

Large polarized lenses with light

Calif.

7,

MEMPHIS FILM SERVICE,
Memphis, Tenn.

women

and children whether they

density, specified

by studio

optical

wear

eyeglasses or not.

departments as ideal for

jig-

better,

more

3>

New

L
?

been

Sensational newfabric-cavered ear-

pieces! Eliminates the irritation of

set

commence

on~May

ears!

Inc.

Orleans, La.

Inc

OKLA. CITY SHIPPING A INSPEC. BUR.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
&

$

I-'*

paper or cardboard around the

FILM SERVICE
Haven, Conn.

BONDED FILM DISTRIBUTORS,
New York 36, N. Y.

i:
r
*

to take care of all industry

requirements. Delivery. will

stiff

New

production facilities have

up

Inc.

Minn.

FILM INSPECTION SERVICE,

I

•

3,

NEW HAVEN

comfortable viewing!

• Huge

Wise.

INDEPENDENT FILM SERVICE,
Minneapolis

gling, fiddling ordiscomfortl

,

FILM SERVICE, Jne.

Milwaukee

No more

Inc.
/-

15th.
IJ

FILM TRANSPORT CO.

Omaha 2, Nebr.
HIGHWAY EXPRESS

•

LINES, Inc.
1

Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PITTSBURGH FILM SERVICE
Pittsburgh, Pa.

it

ORDER NOW!
•

A prompt

St.

and

Louis 3,

SERVICE

Mo.

CLARK FILM DISTRIBUTORS,
Salt

glasses

Flltf

Portland 9, Oregon

HARRY KAHAN FILM DISTRIBUTORS,

order will reserve your

at

POLALITE

PORTLAND NATIONAL

insure delivery for

your future dates

Lake City

1,

Inc.

Utah
4

GILBOY

COMPANY

San Francisco

9, Calif.

SEATTLE NATIONAL FILM SERVICE
Seattle T, Wash.

HIGHWAY
Washington

EXPRESS LINES.
I,

D. C.

NATIONAL FILM SERVICE
63C Ninth Ave.,

The

nation* s largest deliverer of these

New

York 36, N.

Y.

now becomes

the largest deliverer of these

Inc.

Inc.

.

'.
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-

!

—
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PffiziE’rr
court ruling upholds a witness’ right to decline to testify
while being televised.
Attorneys
William B.- Esterman and Ben
Margolis, asking prompt response
on subpoenas returnable for next
committee session opening Jisfe
Monday (23), declare that Rep.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr/'s resolution urging removal of Velde,
and Rep. Walter’s recommendation
that committee as now constituted
he abolished, should take precedence over further -committee actions or hearings.

15

’^district

Amusement Stock Quotations
Stock Exchange)
Week Ending Tuesday (17)

(TS.Y.

For the

Weekly Weekly Weekly
Vol.in
100s
359
“A”
85
...
CBS,

1953-*53

High
15l8

Low
13%

CBS, “B”

.32%

10%

48
1814

(/Ol*

.Mo*

4 •

*

0

Pecca

4434

13%

12%

28%

6
2734

.

Nai’I Thea.

5%

3%
3%
3%

380
Paramount... 99
Philco
110
RCA
395
83
RKO Piets.
KKO Theats.. 368
Republic .... 24
Rep., pfd.

21%
26%
29% 23%
80%
36t2

m
4%

11.%

994

11%
173 4

10%
io%

15%

11

65

57
1534
68

1'6%

19%

Stanley War...,
20th-Fox
Univ. Pic.
.

Univ., pfd.

Warner

.

..

.8

Bros'..

86
47

•

DuMont

15

20%

2%

3%

Trans-Lux

*

.

Technicolor
.

Cinecoior

.

.

•

64

15%.

78%

3%'

3%
30%

•

«

3

Cinerama
Chesapeake Industries (Pathe)

1%

• • •

3

Ask
^

•

•

a

«

• • O

,

7

s=|

retary; George Douglas, assistant
treasurer, and Morris Davis, Percy
Guth and Anthony Petti, assistant
*
secretaries.

Questions elicited from Rackmil
.

+1%

—%
+ 1%
+ %

U

the statement that “we here at
believe the public won’t go for
U prexy
systems using glasses,”
also said the company intended
to go slow on 3-D.
recently
completed a b. & w. stereo pic.
Rackmil agreed that the $1 a year
U dividend was “very conservative,” but added he thought the
company should maintain a strong
cash position to meet all eventual-

U

ities.

U

prexy emphasized the com-

pany' had “no thought

now”

to sell

pix to TV. “It would kill our exhibitor
relations,”
he asserted.
Stockholders heard that
was
spending about $150,000 a year on
settling antitrust suits and an additional $75,000 to $100,000 on
legal fees. Company is named as a
defendant in antitrust actions involving about $180,000,000 in damage claims.

U

.

MPAA

Cool

1

Continued from page 3
in Italy, the companies are more
worried
about
the
$12,000,000
market than they are concerned
over IMPDA protests and the distribution of foreign pix ip the

the Italian pact, it’s already been,
indicated he will be faced by an
Italian demand for additional subsidy coin, probably 10% of the
Americans* frozen earnings! While
Johnston is expected to oppose
additional
vigorously
payments,
execs reluctantly admit that he
will probably have to make some
concessions along that line.'

Winchell’s Benefit
f --

—

Continued from page 2

government has made Veronica Lake, Perry Como, Conit crystal-clear that American refusal to- make concessions will re- nee Boswell, Eartha Kitt, Joyce
Bryant, Georgie Price, the Copasult. in counter actions designed to
cut down on the flow of U. S. pix cabana show topped by Danny
has already arisen into Italo and of dollars out of it. Thomas;' Tony & Sally DeMarco,
Question
Julia, Judith Anderson,
Darvas
whether, in such a case, the MPAA
Raymond Massey, Denise. Darcel,
would not be better
interests
Ella Logan, Robert Merrill, Gloria
served by an Italian tax which*
De Haven, Sugar Ray Robinson,
Dislribs’ Desire
might even be deductible in this
Joe Louis, Dolores Parker, Fran
country. Idea has already come up
'Continued from page S
Warren, Bea Lillie, Rex Harrison
but was nixed by Johnston. Now
they can give a convincing argu- & Lilli Palmer, and Lucy Monroe.
it appears that a tax would also
The Don Albert Orch provided
let the majors off the hook on any ment for their side in order to
monopoly prevent open Washington hearings music along with Police and Fireor
restraint-of-trade
charges that might be brought which, they fear, can turn into the men bands.
Show was produced by James
against them in connection with usual
detrimental
potshots
at
IFE since the companies obviously Hollywood. It’s
expected
that Sauter, USO-Camp Shows prexy;
couldn’t be held responsible' for Noone will follow his meeting with Leon Leonidoff, Radio City JVfusic
use of money paid out in this N. *Y. execs by confabbing with Hall producer, directed, and Max
Wolff was assistant director.
fashion.
Coast toppers.
Rehearsals started at 1 p.m. and
There’s doubt, too, whether,
An attempt will be made to tear
even in the case of further sub- down the exhib argument that dis- continued until a half-hour before
curtain time. Show’s finale, a Sasidies; the Italians might not find tribs are forcing higher admission
a way around complying with any prices. Statistics will he presented lute to Congressional Medal of
MPAA request that American to the Senate body to show the Honor winners went on at about
money not be used to distribute financial status of the industry, par- 1:30 a.m.
Italo pix in the American market. ticularly noting that a large perU.

S. Italo

Sm

j

j

‘Grabbing Top Pix*
maintains that IFE is
grabbing up all of the good

IMPDA

Italian

pix;

that

r

it S

-distributing

films on terms which the American indies find non-competitive;
and that it isn’t really interested
in making a profit. Its members
complain that Italian producers
offer their pix around at very high
terms, and in some instances simply as a bargaining point with
IFE. It’s maintained, too, that
there is* great dissatisfaction in

Rome with IFE and

operations,
and that the Italian industry is by
no means united in favoring IFE
distribution in this country,
its

IFE’s' reply to these charges is
mostly that it’s a case of' “.sour
grapes”; that it hasn’t signed a
single deal to distribute a pic for
less than
£0;%; that it has a general policy

antees
'yith

gainst minimum guarit has stuck to it
exception of only one

and that

the

him, “Europe ’51,” and that.it Is
threat
Jio
to the
indies.
IFE
theory on the latter point is that
mor 9 interested in plugging
i
dubbed pix for wide commercial
distribution
whereas the indies
Prefer to concentrate on special
types of films for art house
runs.
Issue of IFE transcends the mere
question of Italo pix as far as the
major American companies
are
concerned. Johnston, who hag declared himself in
opposition to sub-

^

v

siches,

and in this is in tunO with
the Society of
Independent Motion
ct

re

Producers, is said to be
£! *
eartul that, should the
Italian patrn
continued,
,

'

,

other countries
similar treatment,

demand
I

other view
ston

may

try

is

that, while

John-

and fight subsidies

centage of pictures are

b.o.

When accompany comes up

flops.

.

•

Vegas

with one good routine, his Truman
impression. Adaros, one male in
balancing turn with two femmes,
Stone material. Also big on this
grab plaudits f<jr flash tricks, parnew entry is the sock return of ticularly a bottle-to-bottle headBetty & Jane Kean to Vegas. Pair stand.
have the Copa Room In an uproar
and keep almost^unending waves
of yocks rolling "from walkon to
smash, finish. Material is new to
Continued from page 4 ~~ — I
ears of localites,, and visual workouts are fresh and exuberant. Held the Senate Small Business Commitover is Dominique, the flashy tee, Goldwyn observed: “Instead of
going to Washington they ought to
Gallic pickpocket, who primes the spend their
time running their theproduction in his unique routine atres”
for excellent kickoff insurance.
Goldwyn has a flock of production-distribution execs on his side
Schnozzola & Co*
The inspired roustabouting of of the high-rentals and admissions
argument, but they prefer anonymiJimmy Durante at the Desert Inn ty rather than a row with theatre
will make this spot a magnet for operators.
three weeks. 'Winner by far more
A distribution v.p. commented:
than his famed nose, the comedian “We’ve been on the receiving end
of exhibitor blasts right along but
tosses
everything
almost
and
He’ll get it, plus capacity rooms
for thrfce-frame break-in with Ezra

.

L

Goldwyn

can’t fight back. Sure, we’re entitled to high money for the big
Smith’s pictures but the courts say we can’t
Cover Girls in smart talk-song ma- ask for .higher admissions. We don’t
want a fight out in the open with
terial, thb boffo bleating and strutting of Eddie Jackson, accomping exhibitors about rentals, and we’re
by Jules Buffano at the 88s, and legally restrained from demanding
some expert drumming and catch- boosted ticket prices. That’s why
ing by Jack Roth, Durante sails we’re not sounding off.”
As for the legalistics, it’s underinto his session and always builds
into a begoff. Prior to this roister- stood that Goldwyn’s indie setup
with
“Hans” frees his outfit from
ing,
soprano Kathy Barr lends
contrast with her lovely looks and restrictions on admission prices but
frame to deliver some well-re- actually there still are no' specificeived upper-register thrushing. cally-stated provisions on admisDe Matiazzis cause a buzz with sions in exhib contracts or voiced
demands that prices be tilted.
their offset mannequin prancing,
Goldwyn and his wife, Frances,
Last Frontier’s come-on is the
artful song-sketches of Kay Thomp- leave April 22 for a swing of England,
France, Italy, Germany and
son & Williams Bros., -the brash
and laugh-loaded comedies of Sweden to work on distribution of
Buddy Lester. Combination has the pic, “Not only do I make a
proven to be a good draw for picture but I also follow it
three frames. Also a part of this through,” he commented.
spa’s
attraction is the burleyatmosphered Silver Slipper Saloon,
central point of the Last Frontier
Village. In this re-created gamEidophor
bling hall setup, of former Nevada
Continued from page 4
bonanza days, hotel’s bonifaces are
finding a present-day bonanza. provements in the color wheel, acWith exotic terper Kalantan, ex- cording to 20th.
“Kiss Me Kate” top and second
Meanwhile, the company is also
bananas Hank Henry and Sparky continuing work on its own lenKaye, Ben Vost Beau Jesters, plus ticulated color film and expects
a stock company, the little theatre- to use it for a feature picture
styled spot pulls capacity crowds sometime this year. According to
four shows a night.
Earl I. Sponable, technical research head for 20th, the color
Barton Comes Back
Returning to the Thunderbird may be used in one of the studio’s
Cinemascope
pix. It’s claimed that,
for a second try with a nitery act,
lenticular
color
finally
James Barton clicks with all gath- when
reaches
the market, it will be
erings in the Navajo Room. His
than any other color
ill-fated opening of several months cheaper
ago during which he suffered a process.
Both the Eidophor and lenticstroke afr- the windup of his first
show,, put him out of biz for a ular color have been held up by
20th
’s preoccupation with Cinemawhile, but a remarkable recovery
enables him to hit the hoards once Scope. Despite widespread feeling among engineers that the comagain.
pany may not get all the bugs out
Nostalgia is* the keynote, with
of the Cinemascope in time to
Barton
reprising
“Mad Dog,” permit wide distribution
this year,
“Ballroom Lizard,” plus a foray
Sponable is confident that everyinto a scene from his most recent
thing will go on schedule,
Light
musicomedy, “Paint Your Wagon.”
He is deft with his hoofing, al- problem is being licked via the
though forced to curtail many special screen and, in the large
houses, a special high-intensity
tricks, and his two warbles, “You
which has a cooling device
Made Me Love You,” a la minstrel, lamp
built in. Sponable is due to leave
and “In Between,” have the
N. Y. for the Coast this week to
roughly-hewn but heartfelt quality.
supervise the first public showings
Estelle Loring, in her Vegas debut,
of Cinemascope at. the 20th studio
aids Barton in the “Paint Your

everyone into the
enticeipents

of

act.

Aided by

Wanda

-

with a
Drive
winner* usually a spectacle made
at a huge coin outlay, it will be I
~ Continued from page 3
i
noted, it’s necessary to hike the
rentals to recoup the production music was signed by Harry-Brandt
costs as well as make up for losses for his circuit. Rates, based on
on previous pix. It’s expected that seating or car capacity, range from
the distribs will stress that they’ll $15 to $48 per year. * Collins said
haye to go out of business if they're theatres’ response to Society produnable to hike their terms on the ding on licenses for intermission
“specials.”
tunes had been very good but that
he couldn’t estimate how much coin Wagon” excerpt, after establishing
ASCAP would derive from them.
herself earlier with tablers. .-Her
ASCAP move in behalf of its thrushing runs the gamut from
Quizzers
members was one of the results of novelty to expressive ballading.,
the court decision which held the The speedy Les Bassis tee off with
Continued from page 2
y
ASCAP performing rights levy on some eye-popping rlsley. exhibits.
show business, but has released theatres illegal. Exhib -attorneys
Billy Daniels winds up a month’s
some of the testimony it took in have agreed that, regardless of how stand at El Rancho Vegas tonight,
executive session and will release incidental music is brought into with biz running excellent all: the
more of this testimony within the the theatre, ASCAP has a legal way. Jack Cafson takes over toright to charge fqr it.
Theatres’ morrow (Wed.) for one frame until
next few months.
The Senate Committee is re- only alternative is either to elimi- Guy Lombardo orch and package
maining aloof -from Hollywood, on nate exit and entrance as well as open for an oft-postppned stopover!
intermission music, or to limit themJeanette MacDonald’s b.ow into
the ground that the House UnAmerican Activities Committee has selves to music in the public do- this new field of niteries is another
main or that controlled by BMI, happily successful experiment on
situation
been
handling
that
which doesn’t collect from theatres. the part of Sahara’s booker, Stan
thoroughly.
Irwin.
His chance on Lauritz
Melchior payed off and double,
Ask Subpoenas Nix
establishing this room as -okay, for
Hollywood, March 17.
SI.
ventures into longhair. Miss MacTelegram demanding quashing
Donald charms immediately upon
*1
of subpoenas has been sent House »
Continued from- pag4 3
her entrance and continues to win
Un-American activities committee
chairman Velde and House speaker of its future potential, already over such remaining skeptics, with
melodies
identification
Martin by attorneys representing might have’ had the effect of recap- familiar
two subpoenaed witnesses, Libby turing for theatres part of their such as “Beyond the Blue Horizon,”
least
at
audience,
lost
so-called
You
“Will
Remember,” “Rose
Burke, ‘a dancer, and Edward
Marie” and “Italian Street Song.”
Huebsch, screenwriter. Pair iden- temporarily.
tify themselves as spokesmen for
Noting that stereoptical films
A show-stopper, in the rather
the group of “unfriendly” wit- were demonstrated back in 1928 unusual collection of acts surroundnesses who object to Velde’s “pil- and wide-screen projection goes ing the^ headliner, is tiny Yvonne
v
lory by television.”
back 50 years, the Value Line re- Moray. * Her comedy antics, size,
and know-how give her a plus
They claim televised hearings port draws this conclusion:
Comedian
“Plainly, necessity has been the rating all the way.
violated Congressional rule of last
Mickey Sharp hits the Vegas belt
session, adding that Washington mother Of re-invention.”

ASCAP

in

Continued from page X
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1634
37k
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6%
2634
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10%

45%
12%
28%
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4

11%

17%

153
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3%

334

165

Monogram

234

4
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4%

16
61
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Zenith
American Stock Exchange

88%

27%
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43%
13%

33%
26%

34Vk

.

.

'

6%
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43

10%

10

46

3%

Change
week

+1 34
+2

15V*

1234

%

155

*

6%

13%
41%
40%

41% Eastman Kdk 145
364
11% Locw’a

8

11

Net,
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15%
43%
43%
13%

38
24
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Am Br-Par Th

33

43%
433s
137k

Tues.
Close

Z-Bombs

•

March

18-19,

—

Senate
—

1

3-D,

Il

'

U

AT&T

Continued from page 4

on the compromise petition, or it
can hand .down % specific decision.
Meanwhile, film interests have
not held any strategy meetings,
leading the. stauncher theatre TV
proponents to speculate that the
battle Mil be lost unless top brass
-

of the industry return to the fight

with full

.force.

The most impor-

tant immediate need, according to
these sources, is to present as
many as possible closed-circuit
events at once.

.

Wall

Exhib chains, Fabian and United
in particular, as well
as individual promoters, are busily
lining
up events. Howengaged in
ever, not since TNT’s presentation
of the Met Opera’s “Carmen” has
attraction
been
closed-circuit
a
offered to theatres. All claim many

Paramount

-

upcoming

events

are

set,

but

they’re keeping the details under
wraps Until the deals are officially
inked. One of the main kinks in
finalizing events is satisfactory arrangements with the unions involved. These details are currently
being worked out.

^
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Dual ‘Noon’-* Queen’
TECHNI ANNOUNCES
To Cash in On Acad

System

Carrier

United Artists, cashing in on the

TINTER IMPROVEMENTS

hoopla, has Stanley Kramer’s “High Noon” making
the
distribution'
rounds
again,
teaming the pic with “African

Hollywood, March 17.
Installation of new machinery

Smw! Academy Awards
|

Continued from pusc 4

Therefore,
atre TV requirements.
the FCC
he notes, he is requesting
hearing,"
fair
and
full
to hold “a
on
with limitations, if necessary,
the time for additional testimony.
Halpern’s
noteworthy,”
is
“It
membrief says, “that not a single
ber of the theatre television induswith
try who has had experience
the network operation of theatre
television has been permitted to
appear to date before the Commission in this proceeding.” He notes
that TNT is the only company
which has produced and distributed
closed-circuit events to date.
Halpern stresses that the FCC
should be made aware of the inadequate service rendered by the

Queen.”

,

“Noon”

|

i

one of the candidates

is

for top-film laurels in this year’s

of

here last week.

Film Reviews
Continued from page 6

SjpHt

Second

,

.

tension. Miss Sterling is the standout in the cast, walloping both her
good dialog and feminine lines for
full

effect.

Miss Smith puts over

woman

her

spoiled
Kelly, Paige,

character.

Egan and de Kova

provide
also
ances.

excellent

Photography

perform-

by

CinemaScope

I

The

Edward

Coast branch managers.
Today’s screenings will be for
Columbia, Stanley Kramer, Para-

mount and

Wbytock; music. Irving Gcrtz. Previewed
March 10, '53. Running time, 81 MlNS.x
Richard Greene
Mario-Carlos-Lucien

Raymond
Raymond Burr
Dona Drakte

Paula

Christina
.Tonatto

‘

the American press; Zelda
Thursday’s for RKO, Samuel Gold- Paoli
Narva
wyn, Walt Disney, Sol Lesser, Rigglo
Warners, United Artists and the Lorenzo
Diegas
Production Code Administration; Dianza
Friday’s for Republic, Monogram, Angelo
Arturo
exhibitors and the foreign press Ricardo
Maria'
and Saturday’s again for exhibs.

Raymond Greenleaf
Lee Van Cleef
:

.

,

.

.

Continued from page

7

- -I

to

install

stereophonic

sound and lack of a proper screen
withstand the weather are
some of the most immediate problems. that keep drive-ins generally
from cashing in on new developments at the moment.
Problem of “overseating” is cropping up in some areas, particularly
in the southeast and southwest,
where ozoners have been mush-

that’ll

and Edward Small has them in
“The ‘Bandits of Corsica.” Filnji,
replete with fancy swordplay, a
pretty maiden, stalwart hero and
assorted villains, shapes up as an
okay grosser in situations where the
patrons are action-film addicts.
“Corsica” is a followup to “The
Corsican Brothers,” produced 12
years ago with Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., toplined in the dual role. Production elements are good and film
is well-stacked with those ingredients which please devotees of this
type of film.
[“So many hands were in-

,

may

by the wayside. Here again,
the strength of programs offered is.
seen as a deciding factor,

fall

*
-

N. Y. Trust Suit
-

Continued from page 5

mm

Riviera Theatre,

complaint

bn the

alleges,

whole, the
20th and

Skouras made it “impossible” to
obtain good pictured in light of the
preferential treatment assertedly
given the Riverside and Riviera.
20th and Skouras, incidentally,
several weeks ago successfully defended another antitrust suit leveled against them in N. Y. Federal
Court by J. J. Theatres and Luxor
Group, Inc., operators of the Luxor
Theatre in the Bronx, N. Y. A jury
brought in a verdict dismissing the
$3,075,000

damages sought. HowJudge Edward Wein-

ever, Federal

who' presided at the threetrial, will, hear arguments
April 2 on a motion for an injunc-

feld,

week

tion to

stop 20th from allegedly
discriminating against the Luxdr.
.

*

i

.

Par’s Schwalberg, Pifekman

tives,” the TC head asserted. “Any
savings made possible by the use of
a
single-strip
color
negative
through any black and white cam0
era; is therefore available to any
producer as part of the Technicolor
process. This is true whether the
producer 'develops the negative or.
has Technicolor develop it for
him.”
•

.tr

—

Sheba”

“Little

(5th
(Par)
Holds
$6,000.

Handsome

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-70)—
“Destination Gobi” (20th). Fairish
Last week, “Battle Cir$10.0.00.
cur” (M-G) and “Wide Boy” (In-

wk).

Paramount

,

Translux

“Member

—

Canter (Par) (2,100; 40-70)
“Thief of Venice” (20th). Fair
Last week, “I Confess”
$7,500.

55-$l)
(600;
of Wedding” (Col). Fine

(T-L)

Last week, “Androcles and

$8,000.

(WB)

wk'), $3,500.

(2d wk),- solid $8,700.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)
“Desert Legion” (U) and “Bad
Lord Byron” (Indie). Big $12,000
Last week, “Prince of
or near.

‘WAC’ SOCKO $10,501

Pirates” (Col) and. “Fuller Brush
Girl” (Col) (reissue), $8,000.
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-

TORONTO; ‘CLOWN’ 12G

—

Toronto, March 17.
70)
“Treasure Golden Condor”
Helped by new top product like (20th) and “Big Break” (Indie).
“The Clown,” “Come Back, Little Oke $8,000 or over. Last week,
Sheba,” “Never Wave at Wac” and HHans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
“Iron Mistress,” biz is good to big
(2d wk), $10,400.
this
round. “Naked Spur” and
,

“Tonight

We

Sing” shapes strong

‘Singing’

Okay $7,500 la

.

.

—

—
—

$4,500.

Enuff Pix
-

•

Swell $7,000 after big $10,500 openUptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-75)
ing week.
“The Clown” (M-G). Smash $12,Music Box (Hamrick) (850; $1000. Last week, “City Beneath Sea” $1.25)
“Hans Christian Andersen”
(U) (2d wk), $5,500.
(RKO) (4th wk). Big $5,500. Last

—

—a

wa-’k, $7,800.

MnSic Hall (Hamrick)

—

Hew

(2,263; 65-

—

,

—

1

date this month. “Trouble
Along the Way,” Wayne-Fellows
production starring John Wayne,
moves into the Roxy in April
while “Desert Song” is a May enCagney
try for the Paramount.
Productions’ “A Lion Is in the
Street” is slated for August release. Not date has been set for
Korda’s “The Beggar’s Opera,” obtained from the British producer
in connection with the film rights
to the current Broadway success,
“Dial ‘M’ for Murder.”

Hall

,

As

•

Carlos, Greene is a traveling
Gypsy secretly plotting demise of

AS

wk).
Big $10,000.
Last week,
Estimates for This Wedk
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20- $19,000.
70)
“Confidentially
Connie”
(M-G). Slow $6,400 In 5 days. Last
week.
“Meet Me At Fair” (U),
(Continued from page 8)
$8,800.
Hippodrome. (Rappaport) (2,100; Fair $14,000. Last week, “Star”
(20th)
(2d wk), $12,000.
50-$1.25)
“Hans Christian Ander'Goldman (Goldman) (1.200: 50sen” (RKO) (4th wk). Still big at
99)— “Battle Circus” (M-G). Great
$20,000 after $23,000 for third sesLast week.
$20,000.
“Redhead
sion.
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 25- Wyoming” (U), $12,000.
‘Mastbaum (WB) (4,380; 50-99)
90)
“Stars * Are Singing” (Par).
Okay $11,000. Last week, “Break- “Stars Are Singing” (Par). Mild
ing Sound Barrier” (UA), $7,000 in $18,000 or less. Last week, “I Con-

—

PHILADELPHIA

—

—

10 days.

PORTLAND, ORE.

Sepa-

Mario, his identical
rated’at birth, Carlos nevertheless
still experiences all the joys and
Pair
sufferings,, of bis brother.
seemingly work together as Carlos
takes the place of his brother at
home while latter leads the group
against Burr, thus lessening Burr’s

(Continued from page

9)

Singing” (Par) and “White Corridors” (Indie), $5,000.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 90$1.25)—“Peter Pan” (RKO). TorLast'' week, “Stars
rid $17,000.
Are Singing” (Par) and “White
Corridors” (Indie), $2,400.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
65-90)
“Androcles and "Lion”
.

suspicions of his actions. But when
Burr is done in, Carlos, having fallen for Paula Raymond, his brothHe
er’s wife, tries to .kill Mario.
(RKO)
is only killed himself in the at-,
(RKO).
tempt.

—and

’

“Sword

Mild $5,500.

of

Venus”

Last week,

(WB) (3d wk), $11,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,200: 85“Hans Christian Ander-

fers”

—

Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-90)
“Red Shoes” (<UA) (reissue) (2d
Fair $3,900 after $4,200
wk).

opener.

$1.50)

(980;

head Wyoming”

New

99)

“President’s

Lady”

(20th).

New

'Starts

$9,600.

—

—

'

—

v

.

adequate.
Ray Nazarro’s direction keeps
the footage moving and draws' the
generally good performances from
the cast. George E. Diskant’s camNeal.
era work is good.

Last wepk, "Jazz Singer”
$7,800.
(Par) (2d wk), $9,400.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70)
Jean Parker returns to the
“City Beneath Sea” (U). Smash
screen after three years for a role
“Those Sisters $11,000 or over. Last week, “Angel
in Pine-Thomas’
kFace” (RKO), $9,500.
from Seattle.”

(2d

50-

wk).

‘

—

today (Tuqs.) after second round
(20th)
got oke
of “The Star”

.

(2.500:

Slipped to oke $13,000. Last week,
$22 000
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
“Stooge” (Par) (4th wk). Down to
$8 000. Last week, fine $12,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—
“Tropic Zone” (Par) and “Blood
Drab $6,000.
Brothers” (Indie).
Last week, “All Ashore” (Col) and
“Savage Mutiny” "(Col). $9,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-31.20)
-‘•“Hills of Ireland” (Indie). Brisk
“Devil
in
Last week,
$4,000.
Flesh” (Indie) (3d wk), $2,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.50)
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (2d wk).
Huge $18,000. Last week, $20,000.

(U), $6,000 for 9

(Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)

—

Randolph (Goldman)
“Jeopardy” (M-G)

20-70)

Sleep” <20th).
Moderate’ $5, 000. Last week, “Reddays.

—

sen” (RI£0) (6th wk). Socko $14,*
000. Lasf-week, $16,000.

.

(Hicks)
—Mayfair'
“Night, Without

*

*

(Par) (3,000; 40-70)

Care Girl” (20th) and
Neat
(Indie).
Warner (WB) (2,174; 55-85)— “Homesteaders”
Last
week, “Ruby Gentry”
$11,000.
“She’s Back on Broadway” (WB>.
Okay $11,000. Last week, “I Con- (20th) and “Love Island” (Indie),
$13,000.
fess” (WB) (2d wk), $7,000.
“Don’t

Playhouse (Schwaber) (430; 50Greene makes a convincing “Bwana Devil” (UA) (2d wk), ad- 90) “Little Sheba” (Par). Socko
To Coast to O.O.
Prod, showing in both parts, both In the vanced, prices, $6,500.
week, “Happy Time”
actionful
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65- $6,500. Last
A. W. Schwalberg, paramount dialog- and also tne more
Nsg $6,- (Col) (4th wk), $3,500.
“Ivanhoe” (M-G).
scenes. Miss Raymond is okay in 90)
sales chief
Stanley (WB) (3,280;' 25-75)
and. Jerry Pickman,
v
Last week,
colorless role. Burr is a 500 at pop prices.
rather
a
ad-pub v.p., leave New York for
Dull
“Thunder in East” (Par)’
Supporters are “Stooge” (Par) (4th wk), $4,500.
standout heavy.
the Coast today (Wed.) to see new
preduct,
including, the
3-D-er,
“Sangaree.”,
They’ll also huddle With studio
boss Y. Frank Freeman on production matters.

$12,000.

die),

over.

Last week, $6,200.

Seattle; ‘Devil’ ICG, 2d
Seattle, March 17.
sssss" Continued from page 3 ——
«
“Stars Are Singing” looks okay
no plans for making any protests (UA) and “Tarzan’s Savage Fury” at Coliseum here this week while
to the Government; an approach (RKO), $12,500.
nice business continues for “Naked
that .Allied regards as its strongest
Hyland (Rank) (1,515; 50-70)— Sour” at Liberty for its second
weapon.. Allied considers any other “Importance Being Earnest” (U) -stanza. “Bwana Devil” also still is
moves ineffectual, stressing that (4th Wk). Neat $5,000. Last week, big in second week, at Paramount.
“Andersen” is sturdy in fourth
mere verbal protests go unheeded. $ 6 000
Otherwise,
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 40-75)— round at Music Box.
In line with this view. Allied has
“Iron Mistress” (WB). Big $13,000. trade is a bit disappointing, with
indicated that it is pushing to the Last week,
“Niagara” (20trf) (3d upped-scale pix appearing to drain
foremost- the policy set down by wk), $7,000.
away coin, that might go to many
its Chicago convention in NovemLoew’s (Loew) (2,096; 40-75)— other films.
ber and reiterated at a board “Naked Spur” (M-G) (2d wk). Big
Estimates for This Week
confab in January at New Orleans $11,000. Last week, $17,500.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1.829; 65fullscale
attack on trade,
a
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-$l)
90)
“Stars Are Singing” (Par).
practice abuses, including protests “Tonight We Sing” (20th) (2d wk). Okzy $7,500.
Last week, “AH
to the Dept, of Justice and the Nice $13,000. ’Last week, $18,000. A-hore” (Col), $7,300.
Shea's (FP)
40-75)
(2,386;
presentation of evidence to the
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,Senate Small Business Committee. “Never Wave at Wac” (RKO). Sock 366; 65-90)— “The Star” (20th) and
Many Allied members already have $10,500; Last week, “Jazz Singer” “Taxi” (20th) (2d wk). Fair $5,r
00<i.
Last week, $6,500.
been summoned to appear before (WB) (2d wk), $6,500.
University (FP) (1,556; 40-75)—
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
the Senate body when open hear“Little Sheba” (Par). Big $9,500.
TIaked Spur” (M-G) dtd “Desings get underway .the second week
Last week, “Angel Face” (RKO), perate Search” (M-G) (2d wk).

Continued from page 5

Count Mario Franchi, Greene is
leader of a group trying to throw
off the yoke imposed by the heayy,
Raymond Burr, and restore the
rule of 1830-Corsica to the people.

.

Paramount.

at

000 or near. Last week, $12,000.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 55-85)
“Battle Circus” (M-G) (2d wk). Soso $10,000. Last week, $16,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; $1)—

90)
Paramount Saturday (21). Com- ‘Sheba’
“Confidentially Connie”
High at 6|G,
(M-G) and “Angel Street” (Indie).
pany’s 3-D entry, “House of Wax,”
S^d $3,000 in 5 days. Last week,
coupled with its new sound techBalto; ‘Sea’ Big $11,000 “J 'opardy” (M-G), $6,000.
nique, WarnefrPhonic, moves into
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 65Baltimore, March 17,
the same house on April 10. “The
Heayy downpour Sunday (15) is 90) “Back to Broadway” (WB) and
Blue Gardenia,” the Gottlieb indie
production, heads for the Par later hurting biz here this week. "Little “Snn Antone” (Rep). Modest $6,Last week, “City Beneath
Sheba” is likely to break house 000.
this month.
Sea” (U) and “Old Overland Trail”
“By the Light of the Silvery record at bandbox Playhouse while <R~p), $4,500 in 6 days.
“City
the Sea” at the
Moon,” Doris Day-Gordon Macrae Town Beneath
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
is nearly as so$k.
“St'ars
starrer, has a Radio City Music
Are Singing” is okay at Keith’s. $1-31.25) “Bwana Devil” (UA) (2d

Well-developed screenplay by
Richard Schayer, from an original
by Frank Burt, has Richard Greene

twin.

Metropolitan
(Warner)
(1,200;
90-161.25)
“Hans C. Andersen”
(RKO) (4th-final wk). Stout $11,000

in second stanzas.
Estimates for This Week
Downtown,
Crest,
Glendale,
State (Taylor) (863; 1,059; 955; 698;
35-60)— “Girls in Night” (U) and
“Star of Texas” (AA). Big $14,000.
Last week, “Babes ih Bagdad”

T0A

c

Small],

twins.

falo.

is,

WB’s

ing credit due to amount of
done by Hirsch and
Michel Kraike. Latter originally was to have produced but
checked out of company several days before film started
due tp disagreements with

title-role

disappointment here this week
with only fairish take at the Buf“Desert Legion” looks about
best bet with big total at Lafayette.
“Don’t Care Girl” is fairly good

dragging ’em in at bic
Stays again. Last week,

Still

$12,000.
$14,000.

10G

Buffalo, March 17.
“Destination Gobi” looms the big

Keith’s

wk).

$12,000,

BUFF.; ‘GOBI’ FAIR

(RKO) (1,939; 90-$1.25>
“Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) (5th

—

LOUD

—

work

playing the

Technicolor three-strip or
any of the single-strip color nega-

that-

‘LEGION’

$3,700.

pared to handle either type of phoLion” (RKO) (4th
tography used by^ the producer,

in April.

volved” in making “Bandits”
that pic is going out without
individual producer credit. Edward Small’s' production supervisor, Ben Hirsch, points out
that Small actually produced"
under the Global Productions
banner but refrained from tak-

rooming. Distribs expect that this
year some of the weaker situations
in these. competitive- territories

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 9)
Strong $3,500. Holds. Last week,

—

The Corsican brothers are back,
-

ried over the prospect of not fitting
immediately into the 3-D or widescreen scheme of things that’s likely to prevail in the four-wallers.
Need for added light intensity,
inability

George Lewis

John Pickard

Coachman

Ozoner Spree

“With the new improved and expanded plant, Technicolor is pre-

Picture Grosses

,

Clayton Moore
Virginia Brissac
Francis J, McDonald
Michael Ansara
William Forrest

Marquis

said Techni had always
been alert to the use of single-strip
color negatives as a part of its
process. He added that as the result of research and development
work, TC could take any singlestrip color negative and manufacture from it either its own dye
transfer prints or direct positive
type prints. Faster deliveries of
rush prints and release prints now
also are possible.

17

.

Frank Puglia
Nestor Paiva
Peter Mamakos
Paul Cavanaugh
Peter Brocco

Grishq
Blacksmith

'

Kalmus

Nicholas Musuraca contributes importantly to
the film's tight mood, as do the
special effects by Harold E. Wellman. Editing leaves no excess footage. The Roy Webb music score is
helping
in
factor
decided
4 a
Continued from page 7
Powell’s directional mood-building.
Brog.
today
on
place
the
Coast
takes
(Wed.) for the press, with screenings continuing during the rest of
Bandits of Corsica
the week for exhibs as well as for
producers and 20th top execs here
Okay followup to
and abroad. 20th prexy Spyros P.
Small’s “The Corsican BrothSkouras, A1 Lichtmap, v.p. in
ers.” Headed for satisfactory
charge of sales; v.p. Charles Einreturns.
feld; Murray Silverstpne, international corporation prexy; William
Hollywood, March 10.
United Artists release of. Global ProducJ. Kupper, managing director in
Stars Richard Greene and Paula
England, and others left N. Y. for tion.
Raymotid; features Raymond Burr. Dona
the Coast Over the weekend and Drake, Raymond Grccnleaf, Lee Van
C’.eef. Directed by Ray Nazarro. Screen-'
Monday (.16). Also attending are play,
Richard Schayer; story, Prank Burt;
20th division managers and the camera, George E. Diskant; editor. Grant

L

a'nd process improvements now enable Technicolor to offer its customers service on the development

any single-strip color negative,
sweepstakes, and Humphrey Bogart and the TC lab also
stands ready
was voted best male performer last to operate with Eastman
color posiyear for “Queen.”
tive “or other color positive of that
type,” TC prexy and general manager Herbert T. Kalmus announced

present common- carrier system for
theatre TV. The FC.C, he indicates,
has not heard testimony with respect to the “serious unavailability
of the common carrier system for
theatre television purposes.”

L

PICTURES

—

World (G&S) (500; 50-99)—
“Casque d’Or (Indie). Weak $3,500 in 10 days. Last week, on re-

—

1
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Radio and

by NBC,

From Film Row

editors, polled
the shots on the

Academy Awards

Here’s the breakdown on gross revenue picked up by the principal
publicly-owned film and theatre corporations from the 1947-48 peak
through 1952. Combined film-theatre gross figures for Warners are
Thereafter the two new companies
given for 1947, 1948 and 1949.
created via divorcement, Warner Bros, Pictures and Stanley Warner,
Of the original so-called major companies,
are covered separately.
only Loew’s has yet to divorce domestic theatres from production-distribution. United Artists, which is privately-owned, is not listed but,
for the record, its gross coin in 1952 amounted to $3O,O0fi;OOO. The
rundown, with some of the 1952 figures being estimates, follows:

follows:

as

Best film, “High Noon’’; best
actor, Gary Cooper for “Noon”;
Shirley Booth for
actress.
“Come Back, Little Sheba”;
supporting actor, Victor Mc-

L

but failed to reach agreement with
film exchange office workers’ union, AFL, on new contract’s terms.
Agenda -for North Central Allied
annual convention here May 4-5
will include discussions on Cinerama, Cinemascope, “3-D Pictures
chise |n that territory. While in for Your Theatre/’ tax fight s
Hollywood, Savini will huddle with status and film buying problems.
Hal Roach, Jr., to line up fresh
W. H. Workman, Metro branch
product for forthcoming release.
manager, still confined to Mt.
The Empire in Bushwick section Sinai hospital.^
of Brooklyn, which the Brandt

NEW YORK

Laglen for “The Quiet Man”;

B. M. Savini, head of Astor Pictures, enroute to. Coast -via St.
Louis. In latter city, he plans to
close a deal whereby Realart Pictures will .assume the .Astor fran-

supporting actress, Gloria Grflhame for “The Bad and the
Beautiful.”

.

Locw's
. .183,000,000
Par
.. 98,300,000
Technl..... .. 17.400,000

‘High Noon’

.

Theatre interests have owned and
operated for the past 20 years, sold
to a purchaser for conversion into
a supermarket. Deal was consummated via Berk & Kr.umgold with

T947
$48,800,000

Continued from page 1

.. 93,700.000

Nat'l

“Come Back, Little Sheba”; 20th.
Gloria Grahame with a command- upt
for

PITTSBURG^

;. ..

85,800,000
96,500,000
170,400,000

1951

1950
$57/200.000
179,300,000

1949

1941

.

Col
{

1953

.

Breakdown of Film Revenues

TV

call

IS,

$46,900,000 $53,300,000
185,800,000 179,300,000
78,200,000
86,600.000
20,200,000
20,000,000
81,500,000
85,200,000
94,300,000
84,200,000
89,900,000
90,200,000
153,100,000 ,140,900,000

1951

64.000.
176,200,000

81300,000

94.600.000

23,500,000
65.700;000

28. 900.000.

90300,000

92.500.000

000

178,500,000
105,400,000
33,000.000
02,000.000
...
92,000,000
.=

97,100,000
59.000.

WB
34.000.
69.800.000
68,400,000
71.600.000
owner- ng lead as Best Supporting Actress USWL Diet
for her performance in “The Bad Stan-Warn.
50,500,00071,200,000
52.200.000
operator of Smoot, Strand ..and
and The Beautiful,” and Richard U
65*200,000
55,600,000
64.100.000
56,700,000
58,000,000
Parkersburg,
65,000,000
..
in
theatres
Hiehle
whose early lead was cut RKO Pic... .. 73,900,000 65,600,000 52,100,000 46,600,000 87.700.000
000
I. Klein as associate broker.
W. V., and more than 12 others Burton,
000
Times ..Film Corp, acquired U. S in West Virginia, purchased the sharply in final balloting in the RKO Th... .. 50,000,000 45,300,000 <42,100,000 37,200*000 33.900.000
category.
Actor
distribution rights to “Cinderella,
and Starlight drive-ins in Best Supporting
Ijiur
Burton, nominated for his performthe film version of Rossini's opera, Parkersburg.
tempt will be mqde to obtain prodin “My Cousin Rachel, is be“Cenerentola.” English titles have
Art policy failed at the Cinema ance
uct in the light of films being
Been completed by 'Herman G. in Erie, and it is again a neighbor- ing closely pressed .by Anthony
Films’ Hefty Gross
made available for Paramount’s
Quinn, selected for his work in
Weinberg.
hood house on subSequent-runs.
Telemeter test in Palm Springs,
Continued from .page 1
William E. Osborne, assistant
Zapata!,” and the latter may
“Viva
J
Cal., shorts may better serve the
for .Monogram In
export manager
«
i
x— 1.2^ T7
to be ohe of the upset victors at the from’ present appearances, fiscal Subscriber-Vision purpose.
night.
ternationS*” rettmUd"“to'hiT F^ri
Awards ceremony Thursday
’53 will be even better. U hars been
East territory yesterday (Tued- annurf
Best
the
in
Another project currently under
close
is
also
‘
race
The
Richard
its
when
Hotel here.
on the upbeat since 1948
following a two-month stay at the William 'Penn
Morgan, „ organization’s exec Screenplay class but since Fore- operations resulted in a deficit of consideration by Skiatron is lensp.
homeoffice.
.
steadbut
ing
pulling
slowly
of a film telling the story of
man
was
chairman
general
$3,200,000. As part of its continuRafael G. Marti, distributor of secretary, named
how it
and
AtyiPTO -set a ily ahead in the filial checking, his ing economical adjustments, U is Subscriber-Vision
Allied Artists .product- in Puerto of the conclave.
certain,
acvirtually
works.
Pic would be modeled after
“showmandizer
victory
looks
engaging in some pic-making on a
Rico, in from .that jsland for. con- series of regional
on
poll.
membership
one
turned
Zenith
the
straw
the
out
by
to
some
the
cording
brief
to
meets
International
such
participation basis with stars
fabs with Monogram
Most amazing vote-getting abil- as James Stewart, Tyrone Power time back to illustrate the workprexy Norton^ V. Ritchey and Latin new industry developments.
Booth.
Shirley
racked
up
by
ings
Phonevision.
of
was
ity
Volmar.
Victor
American manager
and others. Under this arrangeDespite the usual undercurrent of
Hideo Shiotsugu and Masatoyo
Skiatron board has appointed a
ment, the stellar players take a
comment about nominating an ac- percentage of the films, in lieu of committee of four directors to
Takano, top execs of Eiga Haikyu
tress who was recreating a Stage
Ramslell
Co., Ltd., which handles physical
study
the ^entire demonstration
investsalary, thus reducing U’s
Miss ^ Booth amassed
distribution for Allied Artists of
triumph,
scheme before broaching the FCC.
risk.
Continued from page 3
Japan, planed to London over the
enough of a lead to make victory ment
Quartet includes James M. Landis,
Another impressive contender is
weekend enroute to Tokyo.
Admiral Timothy J. O’Brien, Jack
whether the Ramstell patent will certain.
Straw poll balloting followed the Paramount which, insiders '“relate,' Pqppele and Dr* John Latib, exec
conflict with 3-D systems currently
about
$7,000,000
of
profit
net
pattern that has become familiar had a
v.p.* of Hanovia Industries, which
in use at the studios. Most of the
of in ’52 (official figures are tcNbe re- is a partner in
Skiatron.
patents involved in stereo lensing over the years, with about -15%
Bill introduced in South Daokta
ques- leased shortly). The net in ’51 was
membership
Academy
the
and
domain,
public
the
to legalize Sunday cinema shows. are in
applications tioned reporting that they had not $5,500,000.
patent
several
while
invited
Allied
North Central
participated in this year’s voting.!
Decidedly on the disheartening
Wilbur Snaper and A. F. Myers, were filed when the 3-D trend Majority of 'these non-participants
of the monetary picture is
J side
Fight
national Allied States, .president started last year, none has been
were
freindustryites
who
were
Although prexy James R.
RKO.
•
and general counsel, respectively, granted so far.
quently
out
of the country during Grainger states he’s encouraged? by
Continued from page 5
4-5;
his
have*
May
here
to
expects
conventionRamstell
to annual
see
all
the
to
didn’t
past
and
close
year
,
,
,
the 1952 gross business of
. .
also dickering for presence of first camera ready for use in ‘pro- the
films. And, as usual, the $60,000;000, the fact remains, that
screen personality.
duction within three weeks. One nominated
a “ cTs[fsnceTs fi^dThTt
Radio City engagement of Uni- of his reps was on the Coast re- straw poll received a number of RKO's earnings figures for that f‘
“J gjS&'gS
w
versal’s “Desert Legion” tabbed cently to pitch the new cahiera to write-in votes. This year, however,
Japanese authorities,
the write-ins were in the Wall Streeters relate the loss' the
picture’s Upper Midwest preem.
the studios. While it’s understood most of
Difficulty
of
an adequate
finding
rather
picture
classification
best
A. Israel, Jr., Paramount; L.. that
amounted to over $7,000,000.
he. will not seek any.cour
Leshansky, WB; A. A. Schubert,
RKO however does not reflect allocation formula within the
over his patent rights, Ram- than in the acting categories as has
RKO, and William Brennan,- Na- fights
case
in
past years.
currently studying the' im- been the
the ups and dowlts in general film
tional Screen Service,-/ returned stell is
ttae^nfhas
Poll actually checked about 23%
grant op other systems.
dS
east after conducting negotiations, pact of his
Various
of the voting membership of the
iMernaf uncertaint
SncertainWess sYefintedZs
own internal
fits
Academy. The organization’s con- over ^nagement and production. gj.Qp 0sa i s have'been made and discarded as unfair to one group -of
tinued efforts to prevail upon its (Grainger last week
members to keep their choices nounced a full lensing program to companies or the other,
,
secret made the straw poll tabulathanding four of the 24 adget underway shortly.
ing more difficult than ever this
vance licenses to UA, Republic, U
a
On the domestic exhibition front and A11 j ed Artists, MPAA is paying
year.
D^ily Variety straw poll has, business is picking up, most noticea debt under a recent agreement
Detroit,
to date,« a lifetime batting average ahly 'in such areas as N.Y.,
w jien sjx leftover permits from the
of .910. In 1948 and 1949, it was Chicago and L.A., which earlier ^952 fi sca i year were 'allocated in
off one classification in each derby. had been severely hurt by the tele- grab-bag fashion. Four losers were
The Josepb-Raad
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In 1950 and 1951, the straw poll vision competition.
was 100% accurate. Last year it
missed on two of the eight cate-

assured the first four available
censes would go to them.

li-

The 24 permits are expected to
hold the distribs until the overall
quota matter is settled. During the
Continued from page 7
last, fiscal year the Americans were
allowed to import 122 films, with
.
mark Productions. Inc., to complete others bringing in an additional 30
imports
the project.
pi*. The U. S. industry has now
Continued from page 4
Kroger Babb, who* heads Hall- asked for 200 permits a year,
bing studio in N. Y. Film has mark, said in Hollywood this week
rated complete audience accept- that
distribution
“Peace”
of
ance and is getting circuit book- through his company has resulted

gories.

Okla. Court

Dubbed

.

...

•

in a “total gross of $4,500,000.” Advertising and theatres’ share, he
added, has taken about $2,500,000
up $30,000 in its first frame, accord- of this and Principle has been paid
ing to IEE. It had a six-week run “slightly over $305, 000” to date.
at the Monroe, Chicago, and recentOfficials of Principle contend
ly completed two-week runs at the
that less than $19,000 is due the
Center, Buffalo, and the St. FranPageant group from the $4,500,000
cis, San Francisco. It kicked off at
gross. They base the figure on
the Metropolitan, a United Paramount house, March. 12, and will of Principle’s share. Plaintiff’s
play the Balaban
Katz circuit in $100,000 claim is arrived at by takof the approximately $2,Chicago starting March 20. It was ing
000,000 netted by film rentals and
also booked into the UPT sub-run
book
sales.
Both parties, incihouses in Buffalo. Pic has been
booked *to play the entire Florida dentally stress that Hallmark is not

NOTICE

ings;

It’s currently in its fifth. week
at the Globe, N. Y., where it racked

|

5%

,

&

.

5%

No

rights, no recording
and No Impersonation of
Richard Taabor will bo permitted
by his Widow, Diana Napiar, for

musical

rights

any Rim whatsoever anless

all neore put through her
Representatives,
Fosters
Agency, Ltd., Piccadilly Honsd,
London, S.W.l, Any Infringement
of hor Copyrights, Momolrs, Arti-

gotiations

Legal

’

involved in the

dispute
“clear of any claims.”

and

cles,

etc.,

would be immediately

contested.

is

State Theatre circuit.
Indie distribs of foreign product
here are watching “Anna” runs
closely while scanning them for
possible clues to the general audiTheatres
ence reaction to dubbed product.
Lip-synch versions of several pix,
Continued from, page 7
most of them done in Europe,
0
BAIIO CUT MUSIC
haven’t been* too successful in the reactions to the system. It’s preRdcVtWItrCinnt
„
past. This is attributed partly to sumed that, soon after completion
1*
“THE STORY OF THREE LOVES
technical deficiencies and partly to Of the June test, Skiatron would
cmum ;
xiA mucus . kmmsm ,
poor choice of subject matter.
move to establish itself oh a com-,
KhnSflRO tofcCMM
fhrAHCEU
IFE studio has completed dub- mercial basis. Skiatron prexy AT-,
An M-O-M Met**
bing “The Pope of Peace,” and thur M. Levey has already indi'
ph/$ irtdwiJUMim nittumif
work is about to start on “Girls cated he considers New York the
of the Piazza.”. IFE policy of publi- natural' place to get Subscribercizing its dubbing setup and taking Vision started.

FDD OK

New York

—

The most

explosive novel of our times by

JAT-RICHARD KENNEDY
FARRAR, STRAUS

l YOUNG, 101

Fifth Ave., N. Y. 3.

$3.95,

Dr.

Mauro Zambuto,

its ^dubbing

expert, on the road for interviews
on lip-synch technique, is occasioning surpise among other dis-

Practice till now has been
keep dubbing under wraps as
much as possible, to maintain the
tribs.

to

illusion.
stress the

Ads

for

“Anna” don’

dubbing Aspect.

Programming for the June run
up hi the air, but it’s Un-

is still

that several important
sports and other events would be
available. In past attempts to obtain feature pix for a test, Skiatron has been turned down by
most of the major distribs. It’s believed that while a renewed at-

derstood
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Sheldon Reynolds Sets

‘Come On Over

IBS’

Invitation

To

CBS

made

overtures

Henry Salomon at NBC In a bid
to woo over the Salomon unit that
was responsible for the widely

TV

SAG’s Warning

expansion program of Continentalmade vldpjbc. Producer, in New
York for a three-week visit, detailed the following developments:
li He plans additional 39-week
series to be called “Theatre,” with
shootihg starting in July. Reynolds
is peddling a pilot of the 30-min-

Hollywood, March 17.
The^Screen Actors Guild has

kudosed “Victory at Sea”
series. While Salomon was committed to the network for-the 26-week
film

warned members that before
they work in teleblurbs they’d
best be sure the producer in-

series which, thus far this
season, has won NBC practically
all the awards in the hook, it’s understood he’s now in a position to
pull up stakes and commit himself
to another deal, tlnlike' NBC’s wooing over a Tony Miner in a singleperson deal, this is an instance
of- a whole network unit getting an

Navy

volved has been inked to a
• new commercial pact.
Guild said that any member
working* for a person who
hasn’t inked a pact would be

ute play series and said he’s practically set with ,a sponsor.
2. He’s concluded a deal with the
BBC under which he’ll be given
rights to any stories in the BBC
files i 11 return for free prints of
the plx made from them.
3. Theatrical showings of his vidpix on the Continent, with the films
already being shown in the Scandinavian countries, Holland, Bel-

subject to disciplinary action.
Members in L.A., N.Y., Chicago and Detroit have ratified
.the contract.

'

invitation.

The “Salomon "Unit”

Sheldon Re'ynolds, producer of
the “Foreign Intrigue” telepix series, is embarking on an ambitious

to-f

current-

is

engaged in another new and
ambitious project, nature of which
is being kept under wraps, and
should he make a change the project would go with him.
ly

Consolidated TV’s

NBC

Hollywood, March

$500,000.
to sell the

Current" “Intrigue” sponsor*
Ballantine, has renewed for another

26-week run to an. instituadvertiser, hut none was
found. However, negotiations are
now under way for residual spon-

year through J. Walter Thompson.
Reynolds said he plans a change in
format for next year’s product. He s
finished all 39 for this year, and

cost

The network had hoped

4.

initial

tional

sorship, plus theatrical release of
“Victory” as a two-hour re-edited
film.

Salomon reportedly has been unhappy with the existing NBC rela-

Boom

to Stations

New

Plan”
“Station-Starter
evolyed by Consolidated Television
Sales, vidplc -syndication outfit, has

Ballantine will play 13 repeats over
the summer.
i4
Theatre” series will be filmed
in Europe with rotating directors.
He’s already signed Mel Ferrer and
Jean Pierre Aumont for two of the
pix. They’ll be' plays varying in
content and mood. J. Walter
Thompson has an option on the
.

no-escalator clause format which
the fact that the
bows and the credit for the ‘‘Vic will permit' stations to increase
tory” series have frequently been their profits ‘on the shows as they
directed to (and accepted by! the
raise their time rates, according
series.
NBC-TV Film Division instead of
to general manager Peter M. Roe
the “Salomon Unit.”

tionship

ovfer

.

beqk.
“Starter” package was designed
to offer new TV stations a group
of nine programs, of varying length
(from five to 60 minutes) and of

FAVOR GREENLIGHT _
FOR ‘ORIENT EXPRESS’
Hollywood, March

17.

varied' format (sports, drama, mys
Recommendation that Hollywood
tery, juveniles, comedy, musical
A.F.L. Film Council clear vidpix
and travel). Station pays its Class
hourly rate- weekly for the nine series, “Oriental .Express,” proCBS-TV is planning to set up its” shows, during the length of the duced in Europe, was to he voted
bigcontract,
own newsreel department on.
On by the council today (Tues.).
league basis, similar to the unit , ThuS, if the new telecaster sets
Such move was .made by council’s
hourly rate, it pays
Which NBC-TV has oh its ;John a $200 Class
committee after
News Caravan.”
if the foreign production

A

.

y

A

'

Swayze “Camel
CBS’ own newsreel setup would
strengthen its Doug Edwards 7:30
p.m. strip, which immediately precedes NBC’s Swayze strip. CBS
already

has

hired

staffers

six

around the country to feed

it

more

hews film, plus three in Europe.
Up to the present CBS-TV has
relied mostly on Telenews for its
newsreel footage, although shooting some itself in New York, as
signing other jobs to freelancers
outside Gotham and looking at footage sent in by stringers. -However,
likely that ih a couple of
it’s
months CBS will be in the newsreel business in a big \Vay, with
men or crews working on staff in
several key spots. The “See It
Now” show has its. own.jmen.
A possible result of the projected
expansion' is cancelling out the arderangement with Telenews.
cision on the question is- still' some
either
fall
might
time off, and it
way—-the network keeping Telenews as a supplementary service or
dropping it if it feels well, enotigh
entrenched.
Still undecided is whether Columbia* will project itself into the
newsreel syndication field, as has

$200 weekly. However,
Procktor,
ups its rates .during the confabs- with Bernard
distributor of the
term of the. CTS contract, no in- prexy of PSI-TV,
produced series.
creased payment is necessary to John Nasht
Procktor explained he inked disCTS, even though many stations
hike their- rates as\much as 75% trib pact- with Nasht .last Septemduring the first year “of operation, ber, before' council formulated its
pdlicy against foreign-made telepix,
Roebeck said.
Shows in the lineup include and promised he ’Wouldn’t he linked
With this,
“Front' Page Detective,” “Public in similar deal again.
vdted recommendaProsecutor,’!* “Hollywood', Half the committee
given the grqenHour/’' “Jackson and Jill,” “Crusad- tion that series be

CTS

station

.

’

1

*

,

A

NBC-TV.

’

Winnick to

NX On

Prowl for

TV

er Rabbit,”

“TV

Closeups ” “Para

dise Island,” “Ringside with Rasslers” and “Going Places with Un
cle George.” In most cases there
are 26 episodes available, except
“Froftt

7’

and publicity

Releases.

Television writers are finding a

new market for old scripts, used on
“What's My Line?”
live video. -In many cases the scribrunning over 12 blers are getting more money for
TV's topper), has planed
of live shows

(his latest is

months,

despite
is

New York to join
cial TV film makers.

for

their vidpic rewrites
Recent
their original fee.
Screen Writers Guild contract with
the Alliance of Television Film
Producers sets minimums and conditions, including the authors* share
of residual sights, thus giving the
Writers additional income from reruns.

the commer- than

Winnick expects to be away two
weeks during which time he will
line up several sponsors for series
of TV films which he will start to
make on his return with a private
backing of around $250,000. He
will also take look-see at latest TV
features to acquire the English
rights as suitable vehicle to replace

Reader’s Digest and writer-pro- his head, east to
rogator.
ducer Chester Erskine this week

The new market is not a sudden
bonanza, but rather a “gradually
expanding market,” according to
“My Line, ’’.which although still writers’ representative Blanche
tops must come to end within the Gaines, who has sold several originext six weeks, as the team, headed nally-live teleplays for conversion
by Gilbert Harding, is seeking a to vidfilm. Prices for scripts On
fest.
celluloid shows have varied, she

west,- at his .inter-

Asked (1) if RCA has designs on
set a vidfilm deal under which the
the Warner studio, (2) if NBC is
latter will produce series of 26 planning to enlarge its film divifilms using mag’s material and
inclusion

sion operation witn the
of production, and (3) if RCA is
looking for a site to erect, a plant
comparable in size and importance
to its Camden, N, J. headquarters,
the RCA board chairman left no
doubt as to his negative position on
all points of speculation. Rampant
for the past month have been refilm and stage names. Bernard J. ports that disposal. of the
plant'
Prockter, president of PTE, indi- and' its tremendous backlog of old
cated he!d peddle the series to a pictures are in the closing phases
national sponsor.
of negotiation with RCA.
“NBC is not interested in producing pictures for television,” declared Sarnoff. “Our, present operation of having them made by others and syndicated by our film division is not being disturbed or expanded. Our reason for visiting
Warners Wednesday was to yiew a
demonstration of 3-D projection
and- stereophonic sound, in which,

name. Erskine has pacted with
Prockter Television Enterprises to
distribute the series.
Under the deal, exclusive world
rights to all material from the mag
since its inception are turned over
to Erskine, Latter starts shooting
here in July, with^plans to use top

.

WB

3-Vs Transition

To TV

Feasible

we have

*

WABC-to-WCBS

UTF. Guild Booms

said.

indication of the healthy state of
film syndication market can he
black-and-white sets to
found in gross sales figures of a
color, he said that depended a good couple of varied syndicators. United
deal on the type of set involved, Television Programs, with a wide
that it will cost less to convert a variety of first and second run sehigher-priced model to color. Cit- ries, plus a large library of musical
ing as an example the 17-inch RCA shorts, has approached the $700,000
of about 18 months vintage, he re- sales figure for the first two months
Rubicam.
Agency is Young
marked- this was a “good” set, and, of 1953, With $1,000,000 in sight for
estimated that it would cost he-' the first quarter.
tween $100 and $150 to install a
Another syndication business,
new color tube, converter and
other parts essential for the transi- which is also involved in production, is Guild Films. Formed only
tion to color.
Reminded I.A.T.S.E. and the Bol- last August, firm expects to hit
lywood A.F.L. Film Council has $350,000 syndicated sales gross this
catprotested production by Par Tele- month. Guild has a far. smaller
and
vision of a vidpix series ih Eu- alog, with the Liberace series
bulobserves, but the new SWG fcact rope, Raibourn said simply, “nq “Invitation Playhouse” the
warks
of
its library.
will make the field more stable.
complaints have reached me on the
While the sales figures of the two
Some sponsors have been reluc- situation.” Roy Brewer, head of
tant to buy old live stories for their the
Film Council, has stated firms may not be typical, they tend
film entries, on the theory that the I.A.T.S.E. international prexy Rich- to show that a potent market does
public “won’t Watch something it ard Walsh has taken the beef up exist for the syndicated films: Most
of the sales have been racked up
has seen before.”
However, it’s with Par prexy Barney Balaban.
in the new UHF markets, largely
pointed out th§t the telepix are
among the non-interconnected. stafrequently rerun, so there are am*
tions. Prices have been low, but
pie precedents for rescreening a
‘Candid
Camera’
Vidpix
demand of these stations for proyarn. It’s noted that as new stations
gramming material has created
go 4)n the air, many stories once
Abroad
Shoot
to
huge volume.
beamed live wotild. he going into
UTP, which is an intricate partvirgin territory on film, Further,
Allen Funt and bis technical
there are always new TV homes, crew leave Sunday (22) for Europe nership deal among Jerry King and
plus families that didn’t see the to lens a series of “Candid "Cam- Milt Blink of Standard Radio tranoriginal telecast and people who era” vidpix in Paris, London and scriptions, Ben Frye, Studio Films
chief, Jack Gross and Philip Krasne
will want to see a good tale again. Switzerland.
Buying stories after they’ve been
In addition to the TV series, Funt of Gross-KraSne Productions and
done live has an advantage in giv- plans to do preliminary shooting Sam Costello, Chi businessman, is
ing a telefilm producer a pretest for a full-length “candid” film a straight distributorship operation,
/
t« A/1 AM Hft/fA
of how the story lboks on a screen. feature-

Vidpix Bonanza to

who has made more money

which

READER’S DIGEST DEAL

Asked about cost of adapting the

present

&

Rewrite of live Video Shows For

London, March 17.
Top bandleader Maurice Winout of selling the BBC top American TV shows thdn stick wielding

ERSKINE SETS VIDPIX ,

17.

Three highly inflated rumors
that have been floating around
Hollywood had all the wind knocked out 'of them last week when
Gen. David Sarnoff merely shook

a vital stake. The Warners
are old friends of ours and good
customers.” Sarnoff and the other
Hollywood, March 17.
RCA directors also visited 20thBusy experimenting on 3-D for Fox to inspect the Cinemascope
TV, Paramount Television’s engin- wide-screen process. ^
eers have concluded that transition
Not Immediate
of the third dimension to television
As for shopping around for sites
is entirely feasible, it was revealed to house a “Camden of the west,”
here by Par TV pre^ Paul Raibourn, Sarnoff said that it is included in
light.
who added he thought 3-D TV en- RCA’s five-year plan hut .not of
Nasht is currently producing tirely practical.
immediacy. -He added that eventuseries in Paris, '.Berlin' and Rome.
At the same time, Raibourn 'dis- ally all the varied, interests. of the
closed Par’s Chromatic tube for company scattered over L.A. and
color TV is ready for market, but Hollywood would' one day be consaid until the National Production
Laughton Vidpix In
(Continued on page 34)
Authority lifts its ban on manufacShift ture of color video sets, there won’t
be color^fV. He opined that the nix
Duffy-Mott (apple products) is would be removed in about a year,
dropping the “This Is Charles barring possibility of war.
“We have been stymied in our
Laughton” stanza ^from WABC-TV,
operation because of the
N. Y., and moving it over to WCBS- entire
ruling, but once we get the
NPA
TV. However, the bankroller keeps Government’s okay will begin imthe show’s other Gotham slot, on mediately on commercial TV,” he

& Jill,” which has 13,
Page Detective” with 39,
“Ringside? With .52 and “Crusader
with 195.
Roebeck „ said that 15 stations
have already signed for the plan
and that they are getting exclusivity on the properties in their markets. He added that since in most
cases a station’s hourly' rate is
about five times its charges for a
one-minute spot, a telecaster need WPIX.
only snare five one-minute anEffective April 11, Laughton will
nouncements to break even on the take the 6:15-6:30 p.m. Saturday
*>*
»
iriche on WCBS-TV, in the period
deaj.
_
Besides the film, CTS is supply- currently held down by the susPlayhouse.”
“Invitation
subscribers
ing
with
audition taining
prints,
promotion slides, mats, Latter show retains Rs Sunday 2:30
'
«
stills, story lines, posters, car cards p.m* berth.

“Jackson

Clients

For London Showcasing

nick,

eliminate the sensitivities.
'A spokesman for the National Council 6f Churches told VabiTty
that, /as far as the Council was concerned, the film represents an
accurate portrayal of the story of the Crucifixion based on the
gospel of St. John and that plans are going ahead to give the film
widespread distribution. The Council does not consider It in bad
taste, although admitting that some Jewish theologians who had
seen it withheld total approval until some facets of the anti-Christ
feeling among the depicted^Judeans were taken out.

gium and Luxembourg.

•

“Victory”

ha*, purchased from* Cathedral
Films on the Coast a new hour-long Easter film, made earlier this
cuffo distribution among TV
for
His
Glory,”
Beheld
called
“I
year,
stations and networks. However, tha film is already the subject of
in which it depicts
manner
the
.over
considerable controversy
Judeans.
being in bad taste,
as
CBS
It has been rejected by both NBC and
The Jewish Theological Seminary is also reported to be strenuously opposed to the film’s distribution unless watered down to

The National Council of Churches

Plans Theatrical Release

NBC ‘Salomon Unit’ (“Victory at Sea*)
has

Controversial Easter Vidfilm

Expansion Blueprint;

TV

Scripters

Crew

-

I
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TALENT: ‘CET
The Berie Scorecard

$70,000 figure (hiked from the current season’s $58,000 cpst-ofshow), and. on this basis the Kudner agency, which handles both
the Buick and Texaco accounts, has whipped up enthusiasm among
the Buick people and at the same .time keeping the Berie show
in the Kudner house.
Texaco, which has plunked down a totSl of *$3,200,000 (time and
talent) during the current season for the “Texaco ‘Star Theatre’’
ride, will, it's reported, confine its TV activities next season to
Meanwhile Berie- and the William Morris agency,
local markets.
which packages 4be show, are in negotiation for a renewal of the

—

writing team. Kudner agency will only buy it on
that basis for. its Buick (General Motors) client, attributing in
large measure the show’s “comeback status” this season into the
No. 3 rating spot to the Ace writing contrib.

Goodman Ace

Rate Card; ‘Pinpoint Plan’ Preems

sacrifice of discount, and also have
the privilege of selecting their stations. Plan is tailormade ’for the
$1,000,000 sponsor, who gets his
time at a $370,000 net plus a talent
charge, depending on what programs he wants to go into. This
type of advertiser ^would get a

about 214 minutes of commercial time. But plair is extended
to any smaller advertiser, with pro-

Sarnoff,
Annual

Folsom Stock
RCA proxy state-

ment just released reveals that
both* RCA board chairman David Sarnoff and RCA prez
Frank Folsom have picked up
their options for 150,000 shares
of
common stock (Sarnoff

holding 100,000 shares and Folsom 50,000). At time of issuance, Nov. 3, 1950, they paid
a combined total of $2,662,500.
At tha’t time of purchase the
stock* value was $17.7 per
share.

It
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tween 26 and

fluctuates
27.

be-

American Airlines

To Ride All-Nite

NBC.

tic” basis.

„

From

all

ago,

it

indications

reshuffled

charge

of

administrasetup and in-

Jocks
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CBS Deal

What will probably be the biggest
under the Pinpoint Plan
Murine, which has pacted for 13 deal for post-midnight broadcasting
is about to be signed by American
(Continued on page 36)
Airlines and CBS owned-and-operated radio stations. Deal calls for
AA to back separate midnight-to-5
a.m. programs on at least seven
’5J-’54
CBS Radio stations, and perhaps
more.
Airer will be a disk jockey show
with a different commentator in

First in

Skelton’s

nego-

It’s

Terms of the new contract negotiated between NBC and Eddie
Cantor (who gets another season's ride on “Colgate Comedy
Hour”) is the tipoff of things to
come. Cantor’s added fee of $52,000 a year which gave the network an exclusivity on his radio-

TV

services, has been lopped off
£or ’53-'54, even though it permits
him to do a show on another web,
except on a Sunday night.

Sid Caesar, star of the Saturday
night “Show of Shows,” is asking
$25,000 a week for his services
next season. Negotiations have hit
a stalemate, with NBC refusing to
play along with that kind of coin.

Imogene Coca and Max Liebman
contracts for hiked fees are being
reappraised.

Jimmy Durante, wbo

switches
the fading “All Star
the
Sunday night
“Comedy Hour,” has a new contract coming up, as with Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis, Martha
to

Raye (also moving over to “Comedy Hour). Abbott & Costello and
Donald O’Connor. They’re practically all wrapped up, but in virtally all cases strictly on a sound
economic basis without any of the
special wrinkles that attended TV
contracts in the past..

The network has set its sights
on Ray Bolger, Betty Hutton and
Celeste Holm as added starters*
each city. Talent is currently being next season on “Comedy Hour,”
Red Skelton’s status as the 7 p.m. auditioned on a city-by-city basis. with preliminary negotiations unSunday attraction on NBC-TV ap- Outlets to carry the airline show der way, but it’s no longer a case
pears to be a big question mark for include WCBS*, N. Y.; WEEI, Bos- of “grab ’em and worry about the
the
next season. The network ton; KMOX, St. Louis; WBBM, cost later.” Unless the price is
which^had high hopes at the start Chicago; KCBS, San Francisco; right there will be no deal.
of the season that the Skelton slot- KNX, Los Angeles; and WTOP,
Margaret Truman still has sevting at 7 would pay off ratingWise Washington.^
eral guest shot commitments unIt’s being negotiated at a top der her present contract, but it's
as a solid anchor show for the
Sunday night lineup, will prpbably echelon level, with Rex Smith, AA considered doubtful that the conyank him qut of the time arid move prexy, and Carl Burkland, CBS tract will be „ renewed for next
him back to his last season’s 10 Radio o-and-o stations topper, tak(Continued on page 36)
p.m. period, giving Paul Winchell ing part.
the 7 o’clock slot- (see separate
Show will not be networked,
story).
since that would prove too. exWith Skelton hospitalized and on pensive. At one time the Mail Orthe inactive list’ for a long period, der Network, an advertiser pedhis Procter & Gamble (Tide) filmed dling mail order products by radio,
show has been repeating previous- wanted a post-midnight deal for
ly-shown films. Initial worries be- WOR, H; Y., and WGN, Chi. Howgan when the comic went off the ever, the American Federation of
live standard and reverted to cel- TV & Radio Artists ruled that netluloid at the start of the season, ac- work commercial rates would have
Hollywood, March 17.
companied by diminishing ratings. to apply, and this was deemed proGroup headed by William Dolph
How Skelton will react to loss hibitive.
and Herb Petty has bought radio
of the 7 o’clock period is someAgency for American Airlines ifi station KULA, Honolulu, for $300,thing else again.
Ruthrauff & Ryan. Sponsor will get 000, subject to FCC approval.
virtually national coverage, since Sellers, in a deal negotiated by
after dark a clear channel broad- Albert Zungsmith, were A1 GlassPREPS LIFE
caster blankets a vast amount of man, owner of Ogden (Utah) Standard-Examiner and one of the
geography.
owners of the Interiflountain netNBC-TV
Robert Hinckley, ABC veework,
Steve Kranz is packaging a ‘new
pee, and Jack Burnett.
TVer for NBC, “Life in New Briller Resigns ‘Variety’;
Bolph is manager of Fulton
York,” under Life (mag) sponsorJr., and owner of “Double
as Copy Chief Lewis,
To
ship, designed for early Sunday
or Nothing,” and one of the owners
Variety
sta’P(Bril)
Briller
Bert
of WEMP, Milwaukee. Petty forafternoon. Idea is to mirror Gotham in all its facets—traffic,- gar- fer, leaves next week to join ABC merly was in charge of WHN (now
ment centre, Park Ave., the Bow- as copy chief of the sales develop- WMGM), N.Y. They left for Hawaii
ery, etc.
David Epstein will be ment department under Oliver immediately and will apply for
Treyz, director of research and television license.
writer-editor-producer.
Burnett, who owned 16% of
Bob Condon, pic publicist just sales development.
back from Sweden where he was
He’irbe succeeded by John Horn, KULA, remains as general manon film location, is production as- former TV-radio columnist and ex- ager. Deal called for cash payment
of $200,000.
sistant on the show.
CBS-TV press.

Status In Doubt

Dolph, Petty In

300G Hawaii Buy
1

KRANZ

week, is the imaginative
“format” and art work that
went into the document.
The report was “designed”
personally by CBS prexy Frank
Stanton, with the accompanying photographic art work
highlighting the year's accoma
representing
plishments
standout artistic achievement.
this

veepee

as
talent

detailed an-

’51), the most singular feature
of the CBS, Inc., annual report
to stockholders, off the presses

NBC

not a question of
“getting tough,” but conditioning
the talent to the realization that
the era of “get 'em at any cost, so
long as We got ’em” deal is now
over. What went last year and the
year before no longer holds. The
agencies and the sponsors are
squawking over the spiraling prices
for shows and the demands of
talent in many instances are such
that the network feels it can no
longer live with them.

its

come during 1952 of $6,445,506,
compared with $6,360,097 for

its

tive programming
stalled Gus Margraf

Revup”

portionate discount reductions.

Aside from

alysis of all the facets of opera(radio, TV, record company, I ytron, etc.) and a finanrevealing net *nsummary
cial

tion

meant business when, a few weeks

over from

total of

is

at

TV

D. C.

To NBC: Not

Even

1 Jet, Yet,

For Coronation
Whatever ambitions or blueprints
NBC-TV was masterminding to
.

gain access to a U. S. Air Force jet
speed across the Atlantic the
web’s films on the Coronation for
TV screening that same night
(June 2) has gone simmering into
oblivion with NBC getting a “no
can do” edict from the D. C. brass.
No sooner had the news leaked
out that NBC had a jet gleam in
its eye (through, the good offices
of the General Motors sponsorship
of the Coronation and ex-GM
Charles E. Wilson’s present status
as Secretary of Defence) than ttie
crushing news came from the Army
and Defense officialdom that there
shall be no suggestion of trafficking in favoritism.
By the same
token, CBS won’t get a nibble at a

to

jet, either,

no matter how

friendly-

the web’s Arthur Godfrey and Secretary Wilson are.

What this does to NBC’s plan to
showcase the Coronation pix in the
General Motors-sponsored “Buick
Circus Hour” from 8 to 9 on June
2

strictly

is

point,

conjectural

at

ABC

on NBC-TV next season (plan
to yank Red Skelton out of the
time and return him to the Sunday
at 10 period, as detailed elsewhere)
has created unpleasant intra-agency feeling over talent-billings juggling with even some possibility of

slot
is

a lawsuit.
The Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell

CBS

,

P&G

TV ‘Amateur Hour’

this

Set for Pet Milk

depending on whether the

pix in time.

8c

Bayles agency, which handles the
Speidel account, and Benton 8c
Bowles, agency on the Crosley account (both at present involved in
sponsorship of the Winchell show
in the Monday night at 8 period on
NBC-TV) are still wondering how
Young & Rubicam agency crept silently into the picture and in one
fell swoop walked away with a Winchell commitment for next season
and in the process grabbed off a
big chunk of Procter & Gamble biz.
As it presently shapes up, Winchell will inherit the valuable Sunday at 7 time, giving him a back-toback
bracketing
with
“Mr.
Peepers.” Although plan is to give
Skelton the 7 o’clock heave,
will still be in possession of the
time slot, although instead of Tide,
which footed the Skelton bill, the
Y & R billings will be earmarked
on behalf of Cheer and Camay. At
Benton & Bowles, it adds up to a
double-embarrassment parlay, for
along with representing the Crosley
account taking the rap on the W‘nchell exodus, B & B and not Y & R,
has figured prominently in the radio-TV destinies of P & G. Adding
to the B & B rap would be the dispossessing of its own Cheer-bankrolled “Doctor” series in the 10
o’clock time earmarked for Skelton.
Jt’s known, too, that the Lou
Cowan packaging operation is doing a burn over the turn of events
and is scouting the possibility of legal reprisals. Strictly on a “no-contract, gentleman’s agreement” type
of association, the Winchell show
has been one of the major packages carrying the Cowan tag, with
the Y &R-P & G deal terminating a
three-year affiliation.

web can expedite the

flight of the
is shooting for 11

Negotiations for Pet Milk spon-'
to midnight the night of the Coro- sorship of the Ted Mack-emceed
nation to display its films, and ac- “Original Amateur Hour” in the
cordingly had ordered that hour Saturday night 8:30 period were
from the affiliate stations.
finally resolved this week. “Amateur Hour” moves into the spot
effective April 25, following bowout
of the 8 to 9 “All Star Revue,”
EXITS
in which Pet Milk was one of the
participating clients. (The 8 to 8:30
period will henceforth be occupied
Sylvan Levin, general music di-* by the Dunhill cigaret-sponsored
rector of WOR, N. Y., the pasfceight “My Hero” vidfilm series.). Initial
years, has resigned and will leave pacting of ‘Amateur Hour” is for
the station end of April. Breakup 21 weeks, with options.
Mack is currently in Korea enterof station’s concert orchestra into
two jazz units six months ago has taining the troops.
left Levin with little to do, and
"he’s pulling out. Emerson Buckley,
assistant conductor, and Isidore

SYLVAN LEVIN

WOR AFTER 8 YEARS

BROWN SHOE CANCELS

are
Gusikoff, music contractor,
staying on at WOR, while Levin
won’t be replaced.

‘SMILIN’ ED’.

VIDSHOW

Brown Shoe is cancelling “SmilLeo- in’ Ed McConnell” on CBS-TV

Levin, former assistant to
pold Stokowski with the N. Y. City
Symphony and before that artistic
director of the Philadelphia Opera
Co., is reported dickering for a
Broadway musical post.

MAG

SHOW FOR

whereby the Paul Winchell-Jerry Mahoney Show would
move into the Sunday evening at 7

tiations

& Stockholders

Art

The era of, fabulous
deals are
definitely over.
Negotiations for
renewal of top-budget talent dealsj
are now in full swing and the
word’s gone out that from here on
in contracts will bq on a “realis-

tiations.

Mutual Evojves-New ‘Streamlined’

Circumstances surrounding nego-

By GEORGE ROSEN
The signposts are up

Dummy

To Pan! WmcheD’s P&G Switchover

SIFTED CLOSELY

in

In what Mutual execs call a
“streamlining” of their rate .card,
the network has just effected the
following innovations^
(1) Increased the overall discount
to 63% for gross billings of $1,000,000 in evening hours, as opposed to
a former 47^6%, and jumped the
overall discount for daytime billings Of $1,200,000 to 50%.
(2) Will sell the 10:30-11 p.m.
(local time) period at daytime rates
(half the evening rate) while retaining its 50% discount for evening time in TV areas.
(3 Adopted the Pinpoint Plan,
under which large sponsors can
spread their advertising dollar on
any of the network programs where
sponsor availabilities exist without

Agencies Don’t Like Playing

T

Deal is expected to be negotiated by the end of this week whereby Buick will pick up the tab for the full-hour sponsorship of
Milton Berie on NBC-TV next season, with Texaco bowing out of
the picture. But it won’t be for the $90,000-a-week asking price
for the show (not counting the time, which runs an additional
It’s understood that NBC-TV will agree to a
$60,000 a week).

NBC-TV Plans Bob

& Ray

Insert for Kate Smith
Fcv some time NBC-TV has been
grappling with the problem of how
to

integrate

the

Bob

cancelled out of their P. Lorillard
bankrolled TV segment.)
Plans are now under way to intt

them

into the

.

Kate Smith day-

time show on a daily^basis.

Woolley Exits
Salt Lalce City,

Elliott-Ray

Goulding team into the video program pattern. (They are still sponsored on radio by Colgate but were

sert

after the AprjJ*ft broadcast. Show
is beamed Saturdays at 11:30 a.m.
to 12 noon.
On the same date the web is
juggling its afternoon lineup, installing “Rod Brown, Rocket Ranger” 'in the 1-1:30 p.m. period and
“Meet Me at the Zoo” in the 1:302 p.m. niche. “Zoo” has been carf
ried at 1 p.m.

KDYL
March

17.

Easton C. Woolley, former head
of station relations and traffic foi

NBC

in New York, has severed hit
connection as veepee and membei
of the board of KDYL and.KDYL

TV.
So far he’s announced
for the future.

tfo plan:

.

|

11
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AMO-TEUE VISION
Weep'
NBC-TV

Next Week. Gets Jump on Senate
Washington, March

.17.

,4-

Getting the jump on the Senate,
the House Interstate Commerce
Committee will start hearings next
Tuesday (24) to determine what’s
’Antelevision.
color
delaying
nouncement of the inquiry, which
a
as
came
was made Saturday. (14),
surprise in view of a statement the
previous day by Chairman Charles
A. Wolverton (R-N.J.) that hearings
would not begin .until around the
middle of April, following the
Congressional Easter recess.
Wolvertort said the Committee
will call government and industry
officials, as well as independent
engineers, for testimony on the

Corp.

TV. Economic*
of CBLT, Toronto’s
television station, which is interested in picking up Du-

Mont’s Saturday night wres-

and how soon the public can
have color on its
to

expect

system of transmitting two
or more FM signals on the same
frequency was announced Monday
(16) by Dr. Edwin H. Armstrong,
pioneer of FM broadcasting. System, devised by Dr. Armstrong
and another Columbia University
researcher, John, H. Bose, would
permit
'stations to send out
three different types of programs
simultaneously .and would also
permit stereophonic broadcasting
the sound equivalent of films’

day night, with an overtime
rate in effect. In. other words,
to get the bouts into Toronto,
the network would actually
lose money. Web will probably

go ahead anyway if Toronto
can sell the show, since it
would like to get into Canada,
even if at a slight loss.

FM

:

x

3-D.

Transmitters can be adapted to
the new system at a relatively low
cost, according to Dr. Armstrong,

NBC-TV ‘Wizard’s’
Wizardry Clinches

lic

54-Station Ride
Chicago, March 17.
Besides winning public service

but current FM’ sets would have to
be replaced. New receivers would
be tuned to an FM channel with
any of the three signals available
through use of a three-way switch.
Development, the inventors believe, will

make

possible far great- ]

er advertising for FM stations, with
three programs going simultaneously and representing greater

Baker

in

Bobby Sanford Sets Up

‘

Own Office; Jaffe tie
Bobby Sanford, who Recently resigned from Music Corp. of Amer-

Sen.

Edwin

C. Johfison (D-Colo.),
chairman of the "Senate

former
Committee, has been urging a^fullscale Senate probe of color, charging that “powerful interests” are
bolding back the development until
the market fdr black and white
sets has been full exploited.
Walker Heard
House inquiry was decided on

•

Friday (13) following testimony before the Committee by FCC Chairman Paul At Walker. At the conclusion of the hearing, Wolverton
told reporters “the time has come
when the pubic should’ be apprised of where we are regarding
color TV. The Committee has a
right to know-how much progress
has been made, what is holding
color receivers from the market,
and when color will be made available to the public.”
Chairman Walker told the Committee that FCC 'has done everything it could to give color to, the
public but that it cannot force
manufacturers .to build sets. He
said that set makers were slow in
(Continued oh page 36)

/

•

.

•

programming* diversity.
Systems
kudos for itself, NBC-TV has. dis- of storecasting can be revised, with
covered it’s getting a strong assist one signal devoted to straight muInd.
on. the stations relations front sic, while another can be used
to
make
sales
announcements
from its “Mr. Wizard,” weekly scithroughout various .parts of the
ence demonstration program beam- stores.
Under single-signal’ seted at the grade and high school up, music had to be muted in parts
of
the
stores
when announcements
set..
The Saturday show, hosted
were made to other sections of the
by Don Herbert, which debuted
stores.
two years ago with a hookup of
Further development is practi12 stations, is currently carried on cality of binaural or stereophonic
Chicago, March 17,
broadcasting,
which would permit
54 NBC-TV affiliates.
Standard Oil of Indiana is circupickup
of
a
concert,
for
example,
all
the
is
Hefty station lineup
lating heavy money among the TV
more remarkable in view of the in different, parts of the hall for
reception at home by two speak- and radio indies throughout the
fact “Mr. Wizard” goes out under
ers.
midwest.
The oil? company finds
the pub-service banner so there’s
Multiplex system, as it’s called, that such local TV-radio scheduling
n# Coin involved for the local outlets.
Largely because of its ac- can’t be used in "any AM system, together With dealer tie-ins is the
ceptance by' educational circles as either on the standard band or the
VHF band, even though’ the latter more potent means of sales promoa top example of educational video,
the show has found berths in sev- uses the same frequencies as does tion.
FM.
Latest to slice the appropriation
eral one-station situations where
pie is Minneapolis’ WMIN. Standtime is at a premium.
ard’s tab for 140 games of baseball
Web airs the show in cooperation
to be aired there starting April 15
with the Cereal Institute which Firing of Indpls. TV
will be shared by Hamm’s Beer.
picks up the production and facili
A portion will also be dealt out
tic's tab in exchange for instituFemcee for Racial Slur
to Indianapolis* WIBC. The local
tional, plugs on the importance of

Lotsa

SO of

’

.

.

The show

is

backstopped by

i

practical national “promotion” set
up in the form of the “Mr. Wizard”

Ruppert’s Major

WABC-TV Buy
In one of the biggest contracts
inked for a local sponsor, WABCTV, N. Y. has signed Knickerbocker Beer (Ruppert) for an hour
cross-th e-board at 11 p.m. to midnight. Show, which will be a variety stanza with news inserts,
kicks off April 27. Talent has not
yet been set. Brewery’s deal is a
flat payment for time and talent,
with WABC-TV supplying the
.

t

talent.

Move is expected to test the relative appeals of liv^vs.-film shows
in the post-11 p.m. period. The
other Gotham channels, after newscasts at 11 p.m., compete with old
celluloid. This- airer, with a comedy-music-dance format, will have
“by far the biggest budget in that
time period,” according to Slocum
Chapin, ABC-TV owned stations
veepee and general manager of

WABC-TV.
Ruppert was the New York sponsor on “Broadway Open House,”
the Jerry Lester-Dagmar-Milton de

Lugg

11

o’clock hour

stanza: on

WNBT, which was* cooperatively
backed on NBC-TV by Anchor
'

Hocking

(for

disposable

its

bottles).

'Contract,

for a full 52

beer

'

By Guest

Stirs Hassle

Indianapolis, March 14.
tempest raged in video: circles
here this week after WFBM-TV
fired Jeanette Lee, femcee on its

A

Science Clubs which have sprung “Town Topics” program, because
up the past year. Last count of a racial slur used by a child
showed there were 4,447 such guest. Miss Lee corrected the
groups scattered through* 42 states, youngster on the unrehearsed show,
embracing an estimated 75,0Q0 suggesting a substitute ^phrase.
kids. The club activities are * tied
Fred Lahr, advertising rep for
in directly with the program, with Maplehurst Dairies, sponsor of the
monthly mailings' of experiments program, said his agency had offered to employ Miss Lee directly
(Continued on page 30)
and retain her as mistress of cere-,
monies, If. WFBM-TV refuses to
accept her, the agency will consider

nical manpower to survive the
b
cold war.
Dr. Baker also sepred. “doubters” who say that educational TV
,

cannot be made interesting. ‘‘When
commercial TV began,” he recalled, “more than a few programs
lacked any real interest, and even
today many hours are taken up
•

showing old British movies that
have been described as looking as
though they were made at midnight in a coal mine and which
would have kept the public away
in droves if shown in any theatre.
“If educational TV will be this
interesting, isn’t it true that it will
take the audience away from commercial stations and thus be in
direct competition with the commercial stations? First, owning a
commercial' station is not a license
to chain people in front of their
TV sets and hypnotize them from
turning to any other channel.
“Owners of theatres don’t complain that churches are stealing
their
business and Should be

Radio

closed.

owners

station

to-

haven’t yet filed suit /’against TV
stations for stealing their audiences.
We can be thankful that

nitely 10-minute news-sport show
to be screened over WOC-TV.
KSD-TV in St. Louis comes in with
a nitely sports show.

ing enough to compete with entertainment, we can take new pride
in American people and at the
same time look forward to im-

NCAA

station will feature the
ketball’ Semi-Finals tonight

Bas-

and

morrow (Wed.). Also WFBM-TV in one of our freedoms is to be able
the same town will telecast a cross- to drop the magazine, turn ,off the
the-board weather slot. Davenport TV or radio program that bores us.
too .will share in the feast with a If education can be made interest-

The
ed.

tri-weeklies have

out in

15-minute

—

been hand- provement in entertainment”
portions to

Omaha’s WOW-TV and WOOD-TV
in Grand Rapids' Both telecasters
will feature news strips in the
quarter-hour slots. The’ same time
slice has been given to Clifton

Utley, who newscasts for Standard
he said.
over Chi’s WNBQ.
Harry Bitner Jr., WFBM-TV
Folsom Remaining West manager, issued a statement declaring: “WFBM-TV is required by
Trotter Orch Fiddles
For RCA’s Acad Pickup the FCC regulations to present and
maintain programs in the public
Hollywood, March 17,
While Crosby Tapes
convenience and necessity.
RCA board chairman David interest,
’Town Topics’ did not conform to
Sarnoff and Veepee Mariie Sacks
those standards and we took steps
7 GE Airersin Paris
leave here tomorrow (Wed.) after
Hollywood, March 17.
looking at the Cinemascope dem- to eliminate the possibility of another incident- of this sort.”
Next seven Bing Crosby broadonstration. They previously inspectBitner added there. were “other casts for General Electric
ed Warner Bros, 'and today visited
will be
reasons/’
taped and assembled in Paris, with
Metro and Paramount lots/
Lahr said hundreds of persons John Scott Trotter batoning French
Toppers are returning east in
connection with new field tests of were greatly irritated over the sta- musicians. But Crosby has insisted'
the RCA color TV system to be tion's “arbitrary” action. Some pro- that regular, members of the Trotheld early next week, with Sacks tests were, received from Negroes. ter orch here be paid full AFM
heading for N. Y. and Sampff go- Announcing the sponsor “won't scales for the shows he’ll do overing to Washington, latter on of- take it sitting down,” Lahr said, seas.
Jud Conlon’s Rhythmaires
“We were not consulted in this will receive AFTRA scale
ficial -Government business.
for all
RCA .prez Frank M. Folsom, who thing at all. It was just imposed material re-used during this period.
was also oq the Coast for the RCA on us. To me, it is monopoly ifl its
Crosby and producer-writer Bill
_
board meeting and look-see at worst form.”
Morrow will use guest stars curRCA-NBC \yestern operations, is
rently on the Continent. After the
.Miller's Solo Setup
staying on for the NBC pickup of
shows are taped and edited in
the Academy Award festivities
Paris they'll be flown to Hollywood
Washington, March 17.
This city’s thriving radio-TV law- for broadcast from here. Crosby
Thursday (19) evening. Web. invested $250,000 in the Oscar telensing, “industry” gained a new member apd his son, Lindsay, will sail with
since it paid$100,000 for the rights, last week when Samuel Miller re- Morrow and Trotter March 21 on
time and facilities cost another signed from the firm of Cohn -& the Queen Elizabeth. He’ll be
$100,000 and an additional $50,000 Marks to open his own offices.
joined later by Joe Venuti and
Miller had' been with C&M for others, remaining in Europe until
was allocated for advertising and

Sarnoff and Sacks East,

weeks,
was inked by Frederick M. Linder,
Ruppert prexy, and ABC prez Robert E. Rintner, ‘With Milton Biow,
board chairman of the Biow
agency.
promotion;
1

Com Pours Into

.

.

The Instithe day’s first meal.
tute has recently signed for another year’s run.

Philadelphia, March 17.
In a vigorous attack on critics
of educational TV, Dr. W; R. G.
Baker, General Electric veepee,
told the Poor Richard Club today
(Tues.) that failure to make use
of the channels reserved by the
FCC for noncommercial stations
“would be a mistake that would
affect our civilization for centuries
to come.”
Those who oppose educational
video, because of cost or possible

has formed his own office,
which has become the easterly affiliate of the Sam Jaffe Agency,
Hollywood. Jerry Heilman* who
was JaffeJs eastern rep, has joined competition with commercial TV,
the Sanford office. The Jaffe of- said Baker, have “little faith and
fice will be Sanford’s Coast rep.
little
vision/.’ The
cost of the
Sanford was with MCA for 13 medium, he emphasized, should be
years before he resigned several measured by its value is raising
months ago.
the Tevel of education and overcoming a critical, shortage of. techica,

-

^

•

System

New

point carrying the bouts, tb Toronto, come to $175 late Satur-

Commerce Committee, headed by
Sen. Charles W. Tobey (R-N. H.),
started the ball rolling toward pubhearings by calling bn the FCC
for information on the status of the
color situation. It’s expected the
FCC will submit this info shortly
but in view of the upcoming House
inquiry and the likelihood that the
subject will be fully explored it’s
possible the Senate will forego its

(oil cleaners).

New FM

from Cleveland, the nearest

screens.”
Previously, the Senate Interstate

’

t

Radio and TV personalities are moving in en masse to Madison
Square Garden, N. Y., with a $1,000,000 talent parlay in a “Parade
of the Clowns” as one of the supplementary attractions fpr the
opening night hoopla ^of the Rlngling Bros, circus. Premiere performance is a benefit for the Cerebral Palsy Fund, with Ted Cott,
general manager of WNBC-WNBT, as chairman of the arrangements committee, setting up the radio-TV talent contribs.
Among those who have thus far agreed to clown it up on behalf
of charity are Perry Como, Red Buttons, Wally Cox (leading a
monkey); Bob and Ray, Herb Shriner, Danny Thomas, Morey Amsterdam, Steve Allen, Sam Levenson and Jack Carter, with additional tentative acceptance from Jackie Gleason, Paul Winchell,
Sid Caesar and A1 Schacht.'
Although John RingUng North has irt previous years held aloof
Irom cuffoing circus sequences for. TV, he’s given the nod ..for a
15-minute film trailer for use on alt the New York video outlets to
invite “record receipts for the benefit performance..

'

TV

Radio-TV’s ‘Parade of the Clowns’

Armstrong Bares

tling bouts from Chicago; Network airs the bouts on a co-op
basis, taking one-third of the
station’s rate.
Share for CBLT would come
to about $150, but line charges

.

7

Barkley moves into the new time
;3. He’ll have an 18-station
pickup for the sustaining 15-minute
segment;

liar case

liberate/’
Indicating a broad scope in its
Investigation, Wolverton revealed
that the Committee Intends to hold
.^demonstrations of the various color
systems “in order to'ascertain the
present state of perfection of color

to Fri/at

turning over the Fri-

slot for

April

Lesson in television economics is offered in the pecu-

latest color developments and for
plans, if any, for bringing color to
the public. The Committee will attempt to find out, said Wolverton,
whether the delay in color is “de-

is*

Alben Barkley’s
Meet the Veep” show, which is
Sunday afterthe
to
vacate
forced
noon 5:30-5:45 period. “Vacation*
and America” gets the latter time
period, having been sold to Fram

day 7 p.m.

legal action,

=

>

Hearst Gives. Up

25% KING Interest

1

,

Seattle,

March

17.

Hearst Radio, which a few years
back envisioned a radio-TV empire extending to Seattle and as
result acquired a minority interest (25%) in KING (now
and
TV), has decided to drop but of
the Northwest picture. It has sold
back its KING interest to owner
Mrs. Scott Bullitt. At one time
Hearst Radio had hoped to eventually acquire control of the lucra-

AM

tive operation.

The Hearst
-

plays the

TV

outfit,'

which now

field solo via

WBAL

in-.Baltimore, still has video aspirations for Milwaukee and Pitts-

burgh.

.

•

,

•

•

six years.

j
•

]

early June.

ABC
ABC

Brass Junketing

brass shoves off tomorrow

(Thurs.) for*a

twb-week trip

to Chi,

San Francisco and Los Angeles.
In the party are Leonard froldenson, AB-PT prexy; Robert E. Kintndr, ABC prez; Robert O’Brien,
exec v.p.; Robert Mi W.eitman, pro-

gram and

talent v.p.;

Marx, engineering

v.p.

and Frank

"
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Wearer & Samoff’s Adjoining Suites
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, vice-chairrtian of the NBC board,
moved into his plush i\ew layout at Radio City, N. Y„ headquarters, last week, Upon -his return from a skiing vacation in the
French Alps, and immediate conjecture centered around his future
status and sphere in the overall network scheme.
swank suite (the former
Fact that Weaver now has the Triple
board room) at NBC, with an adjoining door to the suite being reuse
RCA-NBC
board
by
chairman
David Samoff, is
served „for
seen indicative of the fact that, while his appointment as viceboard chairman under the new Frank White, regime was Initially 9
interpreted as a “sidetracking" of Weaver, Samoff may yet be envisioning a more vital .career for tl\e $90,000-a-year exec.

FILTER TIP JAG
CBS’ Top Talent Radio Parade

BODES WELL FOR

Looks Set for Another Season

RADIO-TV BIZ

A

Although

Already one of the top spenders
broadcasting, current developments in tobacco retailing foreshadow a tremendous increase in
tele and radio billings.

That’*

in

,

Virtually every major ciggie company is now putting the majority of

its research money into investigation of filtered tips. Idea is to come
up with a tipped cigaret that can
be retailed at a penny or two above
the price of regular cigarets. Possibilities in this market are considered great. Not only will the addition of filters give the various 6ompanies a new talking point, but
the industry at large is figured to
Rates for New York City televi-f
reap tremendous benefits by its
another
taking
are
stations
sion '
ability to counteract .recent propaclimb. As a result, a local slot on
Martin
about the effect of coal tars
ganda
a Gotham tele outlet can cost as
Radio is signing Tony Mar- as a possible cause of throat dismuch, timewise, as a period on a
twice
show
of the various companies
quarter-hour
ease.
tin
for
a
Aim
limited, but national, radio net*
weekly.
is to develop a filtered tip that will
work.
p.m.
virtually
eliminate
all the tars and
He’ll
booked at 10:15
WCBS-TV is boosting its Class Mondaysbeand Fridays, following yet permit the full flavor. It's rehourly rate from $4,000 to
Dinah Shore who starts next week garded as the number one project
is
$4,500, a jump of 1214%.
of their laboratories.
for Chevrolet on AM.
raising its rates on participations
Possibility of the sales potential
in local stanzas and is dropping its
4
of filtered tips is seen by the fact
‘15 plus 1” discount plan for dayof all
that currently only tV2
time advertisers.
sales are of the filtered tip variety
Interestingly, both stations seem
Kent,
Viceroys,
etc.).
(Parliaments,
eager to be known as the “most j
With cig sales hovering at .33,000,expensive channel in the country.".
000,000 units daily, even such a
Theory appears to be that if a stasmall percentage constitutes a tertion can charge high rates and still
rific volume. Consequently, if pop
pull in the business, it's worth it
brand gets on the market at a reaand worth paying for.
sonable price, it's figured to send
WCBS-TV states that although
sales into the stratosphere.
the Class
structure is 1^14%)
King Size 20% of Total
higher than the previous card,
wrhich went into effeot on June 1,
Effect on volume sales of big maDuMont faces a serious dilemma
1952, the number of sets in its in its afternoon programming and jors getting into filtered tips is
coverage area is up even more, sales picture, and what hurts the seen when a comparison of king15%. It’s noted, further, that the network, officials is the fact that sized cig sales is made before and
channel’s average nighttime audi- it’s a dilemma not of their own after entry of the majors. Before
ences are up 18% over the figure making. Problem centers around the large firms went in, the longer
10 months ago and that the- average baseball, which the web doesn't smokes constituted only l/10th of
daytime audiences are up 206%, carry. Telecasting
the sport by 1%. Today with Pall Mall, Chesterso that on a cost-per-thousand basis the web's affiliates threatens to field, Philip Morris, Embassy, and
the outlet is offering a bankroller upset a daytime structure that's others making the longer, ree’ds,
a better buy.
bben months in the planning and sales are now 20% of the total.

WCBS-TV. WNBT New Hour Local Rate

•

My

pin

Boy!

Hollywood, March 17.
Gen. David Samoff strolled
down a hallway at NBC .and his
roving eye caught a familiar
lettering on a door. It was that

AM Show

NBC

A

%

Baseball Season

•

May Fmd DuMont

Out in Left Field

A

•

"
’n’ Andy
“Lux Radio Theamong others, would be missing from the lineup when the curtain goes up for the new season,
there’s now every indication that

‘Amos

atre,"

the CBS “parade of stars" will
practically remain intact, with only
the Hudnut sponsorship of the Edgar Bergen show in grave doubt.

“Lux Radio Theatre," in fact, is
reversing itself for the first time in
its nearly-score-of-years .career on
CBS by sticking it out through the
summer months in a straight 52week ride. 'The eight-week summertime hiatus in the past was a
traditional order from' the Lux
(Lever Bros.) house. Network’s revised discount structure (applying
only to shows committed to fullyear programming) has cued the

Martin Block In

WNEW Exit For
ABC Pact

Signing of Martin Block, topgrossing disk jockey of WNEW,
N. Y., to a five-year contract covering
and TV at ABC, represents one of the biggest blockbusters to hit the Gotham broadcasting picture. With Block to do a 414hour cross-the-board on WABC,
N. Y., starting next Jan. *1, that
network, key is going in for the
block-programming format which
previously has been the" mainstay
of indie station income.
It Will mark a new era with a
web flagship adopting a “mood pattern" of pop music, designed to
meet the new situation of TV com

decision.

Although previously Jack Benny
this would be his last

AM

had indicated

season in radio,

Such

vertical

program-

AM

WDTV Sale Nix?

AM-TV

Blue Cross and Blue Shield (the
former the hospitalization service
and the latter the service for doctor’s bills) has bought two local
shows via WNBT, N. Y„ pacted
through the J. Walter Thompson

FOLDS

FM, TRANSIT RADIO

FM

agency.

Blue Cross takes over the Friday
evening 7:15 to 7:30 segment, starting this week, for “Kaltenborn’s
Note Book." Blue Shield is buying a 15-minute Tuesday evening
talk series by Prof. Robert Goldenson. also for the
7:15-7:30 period,
effective March 24.

ST. L,

FM

Buy Wkly. WNBT Shows

FM

,

frey’s leave’ of absence, to
surgery is the effect it will

Meanwhile, Procter & Gamble
execs meet next week to determine
what it will do about continuance
of

multi-programmed “Powei

its

Plan" participation on

CBS

Radio,

Norr’s 150G Suit
Vs.

RCA, Samoff

Roy Norr, who
general
for

public

RCA

and

for years was •
relations .advisor

its

board chairman,

David Sarnoff, has

filed suit in
Y. Supreme Court, seeking
$150,000, charging breach of con-

N.

tract.
,

About two years ago Norr war
dropped.

He

claims, however, that

he had been requested by Sarnofl
to undertake a project of a special
nature relating to
tion
tion

reorganizain connecbroadcasting"

the,

and remanagement
with

“sound

and RCA's stake in color TV.

RCA has entered a general disclaimer, pointing that in Aug.,
1951, NBC paid him $10,000 in
settlement of all claims and that
Norr’s acceptance of the* money
thus terminated the relationship.

undergo
have on

MARGE KERR

bankrollers. Sponsors have stuck
with his many CBS AM-TV shows
during his hiatuses and military
tours, but none of these were as
Marge Kerr has joined the Allong as the five «r six weeks he’ll
be off radio or the four months fred P. Sloan Foundation as public
he’ll
be off his nighttime tele information consultant. As her initial assignment she leaves on a
stanzas.
Godfrey will be off the air start- coast-to-coast junket of NBC-TV
ing May 4, with Robert Q. Lewis affiliates in connection with the
taking over the morning show (and Sloan Foundation's “American Insimulcast) and Garry Moore taking ventory” series, to assess and apover the “Talent Scouts" on Mon- praise the values and contributions
days at 8:30 p.m. The Wednesday of the program after a two-year
evening “Friends" series will be run.
Similarly, Miss Kerr will become
handled by a lineup of stars while
Godfrey is off May through August. involved in programming, developHe’ll do the
show from his ing themes on a community level
home, being spliced into the show for “Inventory" showcasing.
which will originate, as usual, from

JOINS

SLOAN FOUNDATION

,

KXOK,

as a means of digtalent not only for
St. Louis, March 17.
radio but also for TV. It's also
KXOK, the local ABC outlet
viewed as a good station-relations
will cease its
broadcasts March
project, since it would give the
31 and at the same time disconNBC affiliates an oaportunity to tinue
its Transit Raido Broadcasts
cement their ties with their comof news, music and advertising on
munities.
all buses and street cars operated
Cleary also has in the works a
by the St. Louis Public Service Co.
documentary-dramatia
big-league
A representative of the station said
stanza, but is prowling for “the
station was- going off oi
the
right scripter" before launching it.
air. to “provide time to study
He’s borrowing a concept from the
equipment
requirements and to rethe legit theatre and will try it out
“on the road." Before being un- valuate the economic future of
corked for the network, it will be FM."
The station began its
broadgiven a preview over local stations,
in four geographic regions. Feel- casts on March 26, 1947, and
ing is tlftt the reaction in typical started its Radio Transit broadmarkets will give the web tips on casts via buses and street cars on
Aug. 4, 1948.
the series' potentialities.
J

program exec,
ging up new

Blue Cross, Blue Shield

a reshuffling of radio and tele
selling standards. Right now, the
greater pitch is being aimed at new
smokers. It’s working out well at
this point as is evidenced by the
healthy volume increase in the industry at large, but whether it will
continue that way in light of new
developments remains to be seen.

cer-

tric auspices.

DuM’s

previously tried unsuccessfully to

now appears

although some apprehension had
previously existed as to whethei
Freeman Gosden and Charles Cor*
rell would continue in their vet
roles.
“Our Miss Brooks" is already set for next season. Ditta
Bing Crosby under General Elec-

ming, covering 414 hours daily, can
latch on' to big audiences, with
dialers tuning
in
and staying
tuned, ABC toppers feet
Deal was negotiated by Ted
Oberfelder, ABC veepee for owned
stations, and Robert M. WeitAt WCBS-TV (he Class B hourly is just beginning to pay off.
Another factor that will effect man, veepee in charge of prorate is up from $2,500 to $2,750
DuMont is placing its daytime radio and tele merchandising of the grams and talent. Network will
and the Class C rate is up from bets on the ‘‘Paul’ Dixon Show," cigarets is seen by the fact that carry Block's “Make Believe BallWNBT’s time which started as a sustainer last pitches must bemiade to different room" from 2:35-4:00 p.m. WABC
$1,500 to $1,750.
card, which wept into effect last November and since has picked up audiences. It’s estimated that only will take the network feed from
three clients with a fourth re- 50% of the total sales are Over the 2:35 to 3:30 p.m., thei^ insert its
(Continued on page 2|8)
portedly on the doorstep. In the counter. Rest of the retailing is via own local Block stanza from 3:303 to 4 p.m. slot, the WCPO-TV, machines and supermarkets. In 7 p.m.
WABC will also beam
Cincinnati origination is fed to a most of the latter, cigs are kept Block on Saturdays for. 3V6 hours,
near
sold
the
cashiers’wickets
and
are
eight
key
stations.
It’s
of
from
web
10 a.m. to noon and from
$7,
in 10-minute segments at a time being advertised in order to create 6-7:30 p.m.
It's understood Block is getting
and talent cost of $2,30Q per, rep- traffic in the store. TOne-nationwide
resenting a weekly potential gross chain is estimated to .sell about a guarantee of $200,000 annually
of $69,000. Three current clients 175,000 cartons daily. They're not from ABC, with thje potential of
are enough to get it off Jits produc- being sold for any sizable profit, earning over $3,000,000 if he's
but if the customer buys a few SRO for the five-year term. He
Westinghouse, which recently tion nut.
acquired fronrjr Philco its WPTZ
But with the. start of the base- items along with the cigarets, it’s
(Continued on page 31)
television station in Philadelphia ball season, web has found to its considered worthwhile to handle
for $7,500,000, has reportedly made dismay that five of the eight sta- the reeds- as a profitless leader.
overtures to purchase the DuMont- tions carrying the Dixon show WillJ
Whether cig companies will go
owned WDTV in Pittsburgh for televise ’ballgames, and it’s at a in for daytime radio or heavily Godfrey Surgery, Long
$7,000,000, but was turned down. |,loss on where to place the Dixon femme slanted shows in order to
capture the supermarket shopper
This is the prize possession in the
Absence Poses
(Continued on page 38)
isn't known yet. At any rate, it’s
DuMont empire, with WDTV’s
expected
to
become
increasingly
status in a single-station market
Problem on Sponsors
evident that merchandising and
making it one of the choice TV
Big question anent Arthur Godmarketing developments will cause
properties in ^the nation. CBS had NBC’s Kingsize Tyro

buy it.
Show Planned For
Westinghouse, bent on building
a five-station TV dynasty of its own,
Summer Radio Airing
already has an application on file
A two-and-a-half hour weekly
for one of the remaining postprogram is being mapped
freeze channels in Pittsburgh, but amateur
by NBC radio as a summer show.
acquisition of the existing WDTV
originate the airer from
operation would give it an envi- Idea is to
on each broadcast, each
able status. It would also ease the five cities
town getting a half-hour in which
contest
for
Hearst Radio and
its talent.
showcase
to
CBS-TV to ritove into the Pitt
The- kingsized stanza was conmarket, one of their major target
ceived by Jack Cleary, NBC radio
areas.

it

tain he’ll stay put. Ditto for Amoi
'n' Andy and their Rexall sponsor,

,

petition.

com-

Despite dire predictions that such
10-rated items as Jack Benny,

it."

5-Yr.

too early to

still

ming potentials for next season.

Smiled the RCA board chairman to John K. West, division
veepee. “Well, I see we finally

WNBT

it's

clients for definite

Top

of his son, Tom, assistant director of finance and operations’.

made

down

mitments for the '53-54 season,
CBS Radio is heartened by its. explorations into the major program-

Almost Pars Radio Network Cost
Tony

23

AM

N.Y.
Operation aims at “giving

Sablon’s ABC-TVer

me two
Jean Sablon is making a kineGodfrey said, and because he has been enduring “hor- scope of a new -TV show for ABC
rible pain for 22 years" as a result which Martin Goodman is packagof an auto accident. He told his ing.
The French singer, currently at
radio audience that he “has the
best orthopedic surgeon in the the Hotel Plaza's Persian Room,
world and the operation is one the N.Y., has mid-April variety comsurgeon has perfected. It will be mittments in England, via the Lew
about a year before I can use my 6c Leslie Grade agency, but can rehips. Like other aviators, I am tak- turn thereafter if the video pattern

new

hips,"

ing a ‘calculated

risk.'

l

clicks.

•

;t

v

^edneidoy* March 18, 195S

lliis is

the

time Americans have selected their most popular

first

0

radio programs without once turning the dial— day or night.*
«

And no wonder

it

tpok them so Itfng to agree.

For they're the biggest, most varied audience ever served by
one medium 45 million families, who depend so much on radio
:

bought 100 million

that in the last seven years alone, they’ve

new

iilMs
isssn

sets (with knobs).
»

HP
^SplSI8i|

When

such an audience can agree so completely on 20 favorite
»

shows,

20 sponsors

advertisers

on the

are naturally elated.

CBS Radio

As are 70

other

Network, who are quick to see the

value 'of listening habits that are fast becoming dial fixations.

(CBS Radio

stations get

more hours of attention than any other

vmm
mum

netivork—in both television and non-television areas,)

«i*+**+

r

All

tit

advantage from the reach and penetration and low, low cost

CBS Radio

clients are netting

a'

double

profit.

A

marketing
'

•

:;•>

of radio

itself.

And an

advertising advantage from the clear-cut

audience leadership which only the programming imagination
of

CBS Radio can

advertisers on the

offer.

CBS

in the last five years

why

(Perhaps* that’s

the

number of

Radio Network has groivn over

45%

.
*

When

you’re using network radio— and

it’s

the only

way

to

combine frequency and impact, coverage and economy—
it’s

pretty clear that there’s just one place to be:

THE CBS RADIO NETWORK
Where America Listens Most
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THE GREAT FRAUD

EVA GABOR SHOW

Producer: Lester Lewis

DRAPER CLOTHING

t 4 + f 4-4M -4 4

With Bishop Fulton J« Sheen; With Mrs. Ada Siegel, guest; Jim Producer: Murray Kaufman
120 Mins., Tues.-Sun., 12 w.
McKay, announcer
Glenn Riffs, Muriel Williams,
announcers

Bill Gibberson,

WABC,

Director; William Demarest
15 Mins.; Sun., 12:15 p.m.

Director: Rocco Tito
25 Mins., Thurs,, 9:05 p.m.

ADMIRAL CORF.

Sustaining

Mutual, from New York
Wasey)
l Erwin,
Decision by Admiral to put
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen on radio
as well as TV via tapings of the
DuMont telecasts is a wise one.
Aim is to get the program, which
despite the tele trimmings is still
a sermon, to non-TV areas and
those tele spots unable to clear
time for the program. There’s no
doubt that this purpose is accomplished; the only consideration is
whether the radio version is as ef-

ABC, from N. Y.
One of the troubles with
on international
be effective on

experts

politics is that, to

tors

made

the program interesting

both to the religious and the religiously apathetic listener. For
while the talk stjrayed from time
to time from its central theme, *it
was so punctuated with humor and
metaphor that it was- both interesting and easy listening.
Commercial? were open-ended
leave

to

the

bring to
ing knowledge of the subject in
which they specialize. Mrs. Ada
Siegel, who is billed as an “authority on the USSR and its peoples”
in "The Great Fraud,” new ABCRadio show which kicked off to an
inconspicuous start Sunday (15), is
a very good example in favor of

talk

uninterrupted,

this

“The

First stanza last Sunday had
Mrs. Siegel opine that most Russians don’t love their regime and
that Stalin’s death isn’t likely .to
topple the regime both conclusions to which the average newspaper reader must have come a
good while a'go. She also developed the parallel between Stalin
and Malenkov as successors to
leading Soviet personalities, but
neglected to mention that, while
Stalin fought it out, Malenkov apparently was clearly designated as
Stalin’s successor. She commented
further that the Supreme Soviet

—

,

and were handled in a dignified
manner. One slip was made on
editing of the. tape-rBishop Sheen
referred to the program as- a “telecast,” which of course it originally
was but which could have been
was nothing more than a- rubberomitted on tape.
Chan.
stamp for the Red leaders, another
1

disclosure that didn’t exactly sound
Like 'hews.
Oply interesting bit came from
te. Siegel’s guest, a former color
nel " in the Bed Army; who indicated that, in 1948, at the time

LISTEN TO KOREA
With Charles Collingwood
Producer: Dallas Townsend

.

10 Mins.; Sun,,' 10:35 pbm.
Sustaining

CBS, from N. Y.
This -10-minute CBS stanza follows a five-minute news summary
and precedes a 15-minute United
Nations report. It’s grooved along
the same lines as the before-andafter programs, in that it has a
newsy flavor. Show’s brief running
time focuses on taped interviews
with soldiers fighting in Korea.
Question end of the gab sessions is
handled by CBS radio newsmen,
while Charles Collingwood acts as
New York- emcee. Program has a
definite human, interest appeal
with on the spot tapings adding
authenticity.

Opener, Sunday

two

interviews.

squeezed in
First was with a
(15),

of the Berlin blockade, there was
i moment when a Red Army revolt
the Communists might
against
Considering
have been sparked.
that diligent perusal of Pravda
and Izvestia could yjeld some inside material on which devastating
conclusions about the Soviets and
their Intentions could be based,
Mrs. Siegel didn’t outdo herself in
ABC
baiting - future audiences.
News and Special Events Department is responsible for the show.
1

Hift.
0

:

TOBEY REPORTS
With Sen. Charles W. Tobey, Harry
Marble
15 Mins.; Sat., 6:45 p.m.

;

1

,

.

•
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-
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CITY ...

NBC associates tendered farewell shindig last Friday (13) for Jim
'Her show, Gaines, departing as NBC veepee in charge of o.&o. stations to head
incidentally, originates from the up
Eugene J. McCarthy
and WOR-TV as general manager
Glass Hat of New York’s Belmont of CBS Radio named chairman of the AM-TV-Theatre committee of
Plaza Hotel.
sports chief, back
Radio
John
Derr,
CBS
.
Catholic Charities .
As an interviewer her questions on N. Y.
John Duff Stradley
(14) from biz trip to Pinehurst, N. C.
opener were routine and some- Saturday
Radio Writers Guild eastern council, due to
times repetitious. Gal had an im- has resigned from the
Michael Ames exits Dave
pressive array of visitors on tee- pressure of screen-scripting commitments
Dave Moore, of CBS Radio public
off airing, a good number of whom Alber flackery for Zenith p.r. .
Target USA’* docu“Bomb
trip
the
midwest
anent
from
seemed to handle themselves more affairs, back
WABC’s Eddie; Dunn toastmastered the Scarsdale Town
.
assuredly at the mike than she. mentary
to
.Columbia newscasters Robert^ Trout
Most of the' guests referred
Club dinner yesterday (Tues^)
her good looks, in addition to and Ed. Morgan out west for the atomic tests and originating the newswhich her gown was described to casts from Las Vegas and Hollywood this week
Beltone hearing
dialers by Jinx Falkqnburg. Sugges- aids back "Life Begins atT80” on ABC as a one-shot March 25 .
.
tion that she should be on TV was John F. Mahon (ex-Guaranty Trust) joins George F„ Foley, indie packmade by a few of the guest celebs. ager, as controller . . Mary Orr has joined “Our Gal Sunday” cast
priInitial show was devoted
Arthur Maitland new to “Backstage Wife . . Charles. A. Dunbar,
.
marily to gabbing, with Miss Gasales staff as
formerly .with Avery-KnodeK station reps, joined
bor spinning only two tunes. Prostaffer Max^Wessels doing weekend p.a.’s at
exec . .
account
gram’s top bit came during the last
Gladstone
Henry
off on’ a monthcommentator
Domino
Mutual
the
.
Maxie
hour and was delivered by
deejay At Jazzbp Collins won. the
long tour of Europe , . .
Rosenbloom.
In a subsequent stanza Miss Fletcher Henderson Memorial Award givenuby the N. J. Ybung Artists
Songstress Kyle MacDonnell, currently on Mutual,
Gabor hit the ‘jackpot with Walter Foundation
Winchell heading an impressive booked into Palmer House, Chi, starting March 26 . . Bert Lebhar, Jr.,
galaxy of guests? albeit the Mirror and Sam Rossant, director and account executive at WMGM, defend
columnist was personally so gen- their .open pair title a.t the 27th annual Eastern Regional Contract
erous with his guest-stint that he Bridge tourney starting March 21 .
observing Greek Indeeclipsed most of the others. Dag- pendence Day March 25 with a special broadcast featuring Greek UN
mar and Pat O’Brien did come on delegate Kyros .
Ted Husing back at his deejaying at
and
during .his stint which was prima- fightcasting at DuMont after a week’s checkup in the hospital . H6wrily a pitch for the St. Patrick’s
ard Snyder & Hugh Wedlock exited the Red Buttons show because cf
eve benefit at Madison Square
Scripters plan heading for the Coast where
Garden for the N, Y. Policemen’s budgetary differences.
& Firemen’s Widows, an auxiliary MCA has another deal virtually set for them.
Robert J. Dunn upped to senior attorney for. CBS Radio, vice Henry
benevolent venture for Winchell,
separate and apart from the Dam- Howard who moved to the Coast . . . Dick Pack, WNBC-WNBT program
on Runyon Fund which he report- chief, lectures the Publicity Club of N. Y. Lunch today (Wed.) . ., Philaed is now well over $7,000,000. delphia Guild of Ad Men presented “outstanding achievement awards”
Miss Gabor also made mention Of to Walt Framer and Warren* Hull for “Strike It Rich” j
Red Barber
still another Coast charity Win- relates how he was enjoying his anonymity as Walter Barber/the tourchell has on tap, presumably the ist in Europe, until the Rome Daily American ran the front-page headLas Vegas golf tourney which, line, “Giant Fans Watch Out! The Old Redhead .Is In Town!” ...
likewise, is for the Runyon Cancer
Kansas Gov. E. F. Abn kudosed CBS’ VGunsmoke” on the stanza SturFund.
day (14) . . Young & Rubicam will take over all Robert Burns cigar
In this show, of course, it was
billings for General Cigar Co.
so authoritatively Winchell that
Miss G.abor - was' virtually an in;i ; .
straight.
articulate
He wisely IN
curbed her attempts at personal
They’re not talking at CBS but the real reason for the sudden passkudos for his extra-curricular
charity efforts. Instead, he rationr ing .of “Life With Luigi” will be front-paged in the chronicles before
alized his personal night-prowling, long. Sponsors don’t just up and fire an eighth-place show on a few
as a crime and fire-buff by de- hours’ notice unless an overt act embarrassing to the product has been
scribing the occupational heroisms committed. Ironical that it should happen to a flag-waver with such
/ Harry Maizlish proiight in 'Morten
(arid grave risks) of' the N.Y. cops a high note of Americanism .
and firemen in the line of duty. Sldley, vet of coast radio, to direct the operations at KFWB . . . Lon
This was a fresh closeup on Win- Holier disposed 'of his agency and. several radio accounts to James
x
chell’s now w.k. thrill-chasing ad- Killirigsworth. He continues for a time as consultant .
Either radio
ventures in his police-call-equipped has lost none of its pull, or listeners to “Breakfast in Hollywood” are
car, after “we get tired of gabbing mad about roses. As a mail pull, Chet Mlttendqrf offered rose hushes
at the Stork Club,” and particular- for
Show
a' quarter and from .one announcement came 6,000 orders.
ly gave authority to the whyfore
is on 10 NBC stations .
Town is* overrun with network special
.
of this gala benefit for the cops’
eventers from the east on stopover to Lqs Vegas to coyer the atom blast.
and firemen’s widows, after his
graphic description of their daily
and nightly occupational hazards.
O’Brien told a good story and DagClifton Utley, Chi, radio-TV commentator, hahded the Southwest
mar was unusually effective with Journalism
Forum award . , John Gibb^ joining the
scripter
her from-Dixie^brand of comedy.stable
via Hammond Indiana’s
JOB . . Frank McGIvern of WONS,
Opener suffered some technical
difficulties, such as the mike going Hartford, in town on biz . ; . Beulah Kamey of .WBKB and WENR
dead for a few seconds, but it’s cookery fame off on -a two-week hiatus , . . “Highway, Harmonies” debankrolled by Greyhound Bus.
expected these will be ironed out. buts tonight (Wed.) over NBC’s
Plug for Draper Clothing was be- Musiciana will include Marilyrin Lovell warbling with George Stone
gun by Miss Gabor via a straight as <mcee
NBC “Welcome Travelers” co-host Bob Cunningham will
reading of the commercial. Show’s fly to L. A. for a breather . . . Interstate Bakibries Corp., picking up a
producer, Murray Kaufman, who yearly tab for WGN’S ‘.‘Cisco Kid” ,
Julian Bentley,
and
made intermittent appearances be- WBBM-TV news topper, vacationing in Stuart, Florida. Joe Foss,
fore the mike, picked up the pitch Dick Bingham and Hal Stark, will fill in .
Kraeft, WGN’s
Norm
.
.
and delivered an effective blurb Farm chief, elected ,to Livestock Conservation, Inc.’s
board of direcfor the sponsor’s product.
tors to represent the Farm Radio Directors . . . W. Biggie Levin on a
vacation-biz trip to Honolulu . , . Tom Gavin, WIRL, Peoria, in town for
CADILLAC CHORAL SYMPHONY confabs with MBS Central ^Division brass . .
flack Jim Hanlon
With Allyn Edwards, announcer
vacationing in Florida
. Muriel Rayson added to Mutual’s traffic staff.
15 Mins., Sun., 5:30 p.m.
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lieutenant
and
confine'd V/CBS, New York
was
primarily to war talk.
However,
Sen. Charles W. Tobey, who atthe second steered clear of any gab tracted the attention of broadrelative to the fighting. Deuce spot casters via .the Kefguver crime
had a
GI folksinger render probe telecasts and who currently
snatches of two tunes to his own is. investigating racketeering on
guitar accompaniment. Talk was
the New* York piers,’ has launched
kept to, a minimum with interviewa weekly, taped series on. WCBS,
er attempting to get in as much of
N. Y. There’s no question about
the vocaling as possible."the Republican solon’s„ being a
Short
airing
time,
however,
performer.. He’s articudoesn’t allow too much delving on magnetic
late, .forceful, quick; in fact,, at
the interrogator’s part.
Jess.
times his speech is clipped t6 mere
phrases. He has color arid feeling.
MUSICAL TALENT IN OUR His vis-a-vis is Harry Marble*
SCHOOLS
whose objective, serious riianner
With Abram Chasins, guests
provides an excellent foil for the
Producer-director: Chasins
legislator.
30 Mins., Sun., 1:30 p.m.
Despite his flair at the mike,
WQXR, New York
there’s some question as to what
“Musical Talent In Our Schools” this series will accomplish.
On
got off on its third annual ride on
he
initialer Saturday
(14),
WQXR, New York indie, Sunday the
named
no names—obviously due to
(15).
Series,
which showcases the fact that speaking outside the
young musical talent from New
gives up his senatorial
York’s high schools, will consist of Capitol heHe’s agin’ sin and corsix half-hour stanzas with three immunity.
tyros appearing each week. It’s a ruption, and denounces rackets
hotly. He exhorts New Yqrkers to
commendable effort that should
clean up their town,, a worthy
draw dialer attention.
Station’s „ musical
director, cause, but naively approached. For
Abrams Chasins. is at the helm example, his tribute to his New
here introducing the novices as Hampshire home town as a perfect
well as handling the brief inter- specimen of Yankee democracy
view sessions. He wisely keeps may be justified, but then that
the gab at a minimum, giving the community doesn’t have the comand problems of a
youngsters plenty of performance plexities
Similarly, his attack
time. It’s a well-balanced and easy metropolis.
on
refuse to testify on
those
who
flowing 30-minutes and
should
keep the station’s longhair dev- ground of avoiding self-incrimination,
his statement that “They
otees content.
Preem show introed violinist wouldn’t balk if they didn’t have
Clarice Gostinsky, from the High something to hide,” doesn’t take
School of Music arid Art; pianist into account the principles which
Barbara Schneider, of the School guided the architects of the Bill
of Performing Arts, and cellist of Rights to include this constituRobert Gardner, from Great Neck tional guarantee.
(L.I.) Senior High School. The trio
Sen. Tobey wound with a readacquitted itself admirably. "The ing of the Emma Lazarus verse
students who’ll appear on the se- on the Statue of Liberty. He read
ries will all be considered for solo it movingly, and was himself obengagements by Wilfrid Pelletier, viously moved by its forceful lines.
conductor of the New York Phil- He closed with the note that he is
harmonic-Symphony Young Peo- getting an honorarium of $200 per
ple’s Concerts, and Thomas Scher- broadcast, which he is turning over
man, conductor of the Little Or- to his favorable charity, the Lincoln
chestra Society. „
Trust of West Medford, Mass.
and the New York Times, Airer, incidentally, is being made
.
.loint sponsors, can be proud of available to other
stations desiring
this series.
Gros.
it.
Bril.
’

a better bet for eye
appeal than for ear-appeal. Her
current chore as a femme disk
jockey-interviewer doesn’t show
her to best advantage.
Being a Gabor doesn’t necessarily

4 4 » » » 44 44 44 4 444 4 4+4>- »- 4 4 4 4 44 I 4

radio, they must
the job more than a work- make her a gabber.

argument.
Great Fraud,” with a
wealth of material to draw upon,
could be made into a fascinating
15-minutes expose of what’s wrong
with the Soviet Union. Instead,
under Mrs. Siegel’s guidance, it
turned out to be nothing more
than a lukewarm rehash of opinAM
ions long expressed in editorial
“Catholic Hour” for more than 2Q columns across the nation. Mrs.
Siegel’s dead-pan delivery, with its
years.
Certain aspects of Bishop Sheen’s slightly lecturing overtones, isn’t
style which tend to be overlooked likely to hold the interest of the
on tele, are brought back to mind: average listener and the well-inin search of
first, his excellent speaking voice; formed, who tune in
second, his sense of humor, and stimulating news, are apt to be
lack of origwith
her
third, his highly colorful use. of the disappointed
English language. These three fac- inal thought.
fective as the telecasts.
While one misses the commanding appearance of the Bishop, on
the whole radio is a highly effecsermons.
tive medium for the
Bishop Sheen doesn’t perform; he
talks. And talks are radio metier.
His effectiveness on
comes as
no surprise: he was on NBC’s

From

N.Y.

Eva Gabor

4 4 4-4
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CADILLAC

IN MINNEAPOLIS

CBS, from N. Y.
(MacManus, John & Adams) "
General Motors’ Cadillac divisponsoring its first regular
radio series since 1937, has come
up with a pleasing 15-minute musical session; Program, tagged the
“Cadillac Choral Symphony,” spotlights a 22-voice male choir conducted by Frank Black. Show, like
the product being -peddled, has a

.

.

.

.

.

WTCN

.

.

show
WCCO radio personality Bob McKinsey vacationing at
Phoenix
Interests in Austin, Minn., now on Twin Cities’ TV range,
applying to FCC for television station permit
Former radio newscaster Val Bjornson serving second term as Minnesota state treasurer,
an elective office
Bo DeHaven, one of WCCO’s top radio personalities, in South Bend, attending aunt’s funeral
Cliff Sakry ap.
.
.

.

.

.

.

Airer s spotting, following the hour-long Sunday afterclass quality.

stint,

.

Jack Huston, Ralph Hertzgaard, Stu MacPherson, et al, substiuting
for WCCO radio and TV ace Cedric Adams on latter’s numerous shows
while he vacations for three weeksT in Florida arid Jamaica .
Radio
station WTCN broadcasting Univ. of Minnesota hockey games in NCCA
tournament at Denver
Singer Perry Martin back on radio with a

sion, in

noon Arthur Godfrey

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

pointed radio manager of Olsted-Foley Advertising Agency

will

probably

.

.

.

An-

result in a carryover
audience,' in addition to drawing
listeners with an affinity for group
.
vocaling.
Preem broadcast, Sunday (15);

nouncer Harry Zimmerman moved from KEYD to WLOL
Tret
.
Goetting of Campbell-Mithan Agency named Minneapolis Jaycees,
young business men’s organization, as “outstanding man of Che year”
and given 1952 “distinguished service” award.

had group delivering three numbers.
The first was based on a

IN

.

.

'

PHILADELPHIA ...

composition, while the
other two were in the folk song
vein. Choir came over effectively,
as did Allyn Edwards’ hosting and
announcing. Cadillac plugs were in
classical

Eddie Newman did his entire WDAS afternoon broadcast (17) from
auditorium of* U. S. Naval Hospital
Steve Allison, WPEN, late
night telephone gabber and celeb interviewer, took Miami Beach vacation with local names filling in his three-hour nightly segment .
Miller High Life,won’t renew sponsorship of the Philadelphia Eagles*
keeping with car’s rep.
Jess.
pro football telecasts next season. In 1952, Miller split the tab with
Atlantic Refilling
Zella Drake Harper, former WIBG commentator,
BRIGHT AND BLUE
now doing publicity for Women’s Society Prevention Cruelty to AniWith Kyle Kimbrough and Betty mals
Bob
Horn’s “Bandstand,” late evening request record show,
Bryan
began second straight year of sponsorship by Esslinger Beer (16) . .
Producer-director: Wally Rubens
Television receiver sales totalled 16,200 in January as compared to
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 9:05 a.m.
.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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18,447, inJan., 1952, according to figures just released by the Electrical
Assn, of Philadelphia .
Ralph Brent, director of sales at WIP, has

Participating

WIND, Chicago
Local vocalizer Kyle Kimbrough
has replaced Bill Snary on this Chi
indie’s quarter-hour musicale. Kimbrought doubles with regular Betty
Bryan on the daily morning slot.
(Continued on page 38)

.

.

been named State membership chairman for Pennsylvania, by President William B. Ryan, of BAB
.
Gordon Davis, program manager
of KYW, arrangejJ to have all station breaks done in a thick brogue
Tuesday (17) to mark the St. Patrick’s Day observance
Murray
Arnold, public relations director at WIP, will be a member of speakers
(Continued on page 30)
.
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If OPERATION TRUTH
With Ben Grauer, John
Quentin
Sucur,

FIELD

Daly,

Larry

Le-

Adm. Harold

“Operation

was

Truth’.’

NORTH AMERICAN AIRLINES

A

show can't help but get into
trouble when it tries to pack too
much diversity into a half-hour’s
running time. It usually adds up to
general confusion or, as in the case

an-

the

from

defensive, a strange switch
the aggressive, blustering,
it has luxuriated in

bluff approach
up to now.

“Truth” had been skedded for
all N. Y. City stations and so
logged and highlighted. - When put
and Hugh Wedlock and Danny & on a half-hour before midnight, it
Doc Simon were omitted because was missing on WABD, flagship of
the DuMont net, and WCBS-TV,
of overlength.
Aiding Miss Bankhead was a good ditto of the CBS chain; reason
Thus
roster in support which -included given, prior commitments.
Fred MacMurray, Wally Cox, Cab they missed out on a great moCalloway, and her regulars Phil ment in TV history. Origination
Foster and Patsy Kelly.
point was from NBC studios, with
With MacMurray and Cox, Miss Ben Grauer producing, George
Bankhead did an excellent .sketch Lefferts scripting and Charles
ribbing the test-pilot racket. The Christiansen directing.
^
males depicted- a pair of fearless
Grauer strode out on the stage
samplers of- bicycles, which con- as if being an impresario were Jiis
tained some funny ribs of films meat and potatoes, although in acglorifying the guys whp fly off into tuality this was his first bigtime inthe wild blue in the interests of volvement in such upper-echelon
aeronautical science and some- matters (he's been noted heretotimes forget to come back. There fore only as a master gabber and
was some fine literate humor that moderator with perhaps the least
Jh.it its mark. Miss Bankhead as a
He
waste motion in the craft).
solo bit gave an impersonation of
took viewers on a tour of studios
one takings ferry ride a la a trans- feeding to an imaginary transmitoceanip crossing. This also made a ter fanning out from Radio Free
good Impact.
Europe, in succession came RFE
Cab" Calloway abandoned hi-de- director Robert Lang, commentaho temporarily to give a good -in- tors John (ABC) Daly, Quentin
terpretation of “There's a Boat
Reynolds and Larry (CBS) LaLeaving for New York” from the Sueur and, for afterpieces. Rear
P.orgy & Bess” legiter in which
Harold B. Miller, Crusade
He Adm.Freedom
lie’s
currently
appearing.
prexy; W. P. Kenshowed a Calloway, facet that for
nedy, head of the International
legit
seen
»

gabby femme-garbed

customers at the Palace, a
celluloid howler that could become
a classic for the duo from here
until their old age. Cantor naturalally would be .expected to toss
brickbats at Jessel and. vice versa,
via th<jf onstage appearances of both
as lensed from -behind them. They
did- not disappoint.
skit as

•

1

In other* innnings youth got the
play. Juves* Danny Richards, Jr.,
and Sharon Baird operated on the
harmonica and tapped, respective-

with Danny doing a good
Frankie Laine on “That’s My Desire” and Sharon, .aside from her
sizzling steps, being made the cenJessel-Cantor contract bid.
tre of
In the “innermost thoughts” “department, Cantor. Jessel -and Bob
Sweeney provided chuckles based hasn’t been

ly,

.

on income taxes.
Least worthy but with biggest
ballyhoo was a song tribute to
Mrs. Eisenhower, “My. Sweetheart
Mamie,” with cleffer Harry Ruby

outside this

effort.

The

single sketch

by Miss Kelly

,

1

.

•

v

•

•

was surprising
*

despite

a

Schildkraut

presentation

of

the

Edmond Rostand play, “The Last
Night of Don Juan,” depicting Don

-

Sullivan, however, is still overboard on his introes. Hi& bow-in
of Harry James as the “greatest

Juan's (March) bargaining with the
Devil (Schildkraut), who conjures
trumpeter the world has ever up all of Don Juan’s past loves and
known” far exceeded the require- finally decides to transform him
ments of the situation. James, of into a puppet. It was given a rather
course, is a topflight commercial lavish production, bedecked with
horn man and that's about it. He femmes, but at best it came off as
was solid on a straight blues num- some pretentious folderol, certainly
ber and then flashed his fancy no fault of March’s or Schildtechnique on the “Flight of the kraut’s, but reflecting Rostand's
Bumble Bee,” with accordion ac- inability to ‘translate the Don Juan
saga into interesting or effective
companiment.
Helen Kane, who registered dramaturgy.
Other facets of Sunday’s “Omnistrongly on this show a couple of
experiweeks ago as part of Sullivan’s bus” included a “Genesis”
film
a conception of the
mental
tribute to the disk industry, again
through the use of highly
reprised
her boop-boop-be-doop Creation
geometric
mannerisms on a flock of oldies, stylized patterns and
It .cried, for color. A filmed
it was a good-novelty
and nostalgic figures.
Editor,”
“Country’
documentary,
mt. The Bill Sears prippet company
and tribulations
explored the trials
were' featured
*
iearurea in a ramer
rather long
ni,+
in
Down‘"
0W
wceKly
0ut
a
o£
Put™8
— -vs.* uuuui
sketch
about ol
St. rdUMjKb
Day. Itj
Patrick’s uay.t
was charming for the puppet genre 1
(Continued on page 38)
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erational costs as their contribu'

tion.

.

Trau.

MANNERS
With Ed and Pegreen Fitzgerald,
Mary Margaret McBride, Victor

Hammer
15 Mins.; Sun., 6:30 p.m.

McCREERY'S, JAMIE
WABC-TV, New York
Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald have
translated their “Manners” radio
show into a teledition which has
been slotted, pro tern, in the pre-

Walter’ Winchell slot on WABCTV. Judging from the second time
out Sunday (15), it’s an engaging
stanza, whether one is looking for
tips on social, savoir faire or just

Thurs., 10:30 p.m.

kicked off his anecdote barrage via a phone conversation with
a mythical “Henry.” It was an unnecessary device arid hampered the
easy flow of Hershfield’s colorful
story-telling technique. It was a bit
confusing to Hershfield, too, for he
wound the Ameche gab to Henry
with “that’s all for now folks.
Hershfield was out of his .groove
in the interview sesh with guesters
field

radio, quizzer,

is

now

ensconced at ABC-TV on a skipwith
alternating
a-wcek
—
—
basis,
—
0
Series has
“Personality Puzzlq.”
an appealing format.
There are
two teams competing, each cornprising one celeb and one person
from the studio audience. The participants have to guess people.
events or phrases as they view a
filmed scene on a studio monitor.
As spon as one of the players
thinks he knows the answer, he
rings lus buzzer and the reel slops
rolling.
If he’s wrong, the celluloicl sequence resumes.
To even
things up between the celebs and
the non-pros, in each round the
latter get two chances apiece to
guess while the former have only
•

«-»

w

one:

Thursday (12> didn’t
the most of its potentials,
film inserts, produced by
George Blake, were topflight, having interest and humor in themselves as well as providing the
Mr. and tylrs. Arthur Murray. He clues. The panel consisted of
appeared uncomfortable through- humorist Roger Price and Eva
out the chitchat arid the queries Gabor (who last week launched her
were stilted. The Murrays, too, own post-midnight gab and disk
were awkward in their patter par- show on WABC„ N. Y.), and two
ries;
attractive, articulate private citiCrooner Frank Stevens was giv- zens. Nevertheless, the airer didn’t
generate
the sparkle it can have;
en the tyro slot and he .scored
among the contestants
nicely with a pashy rendition of by-play
wasn’tbrightenoughandthecom“Never Leave Me.” Stevens, is of
the big-voiced, genre and lopks like petitive spirit between the two
a good disk potential. The fashion teams wasn’t developed,
show, which ran about 10 minutes,
Bobby Sherwood, of “Texaco
seemed to be thrown in without star Theatre” on NBC-TV and
sequenceof breakfast jockey on WABC. makes a
-any apparent reason.
this .sort belongs in morning or pleasant quizmaster, without pressafternoon programming and not in
t 00 bard. He also dispensed with
the pre-midmght hour. And what s
fii
for one cute poser, whifch
more, it kept Hershfield on_the
presented musically, playing
Sidelines for too. long a time. Ruth piano, guitar and trumpet in sucfashion cession.
Taylor moderated- .the
initialer last

make

The.

=

A

m

-

-

'

fluff.

Mutual

show which, featured some Henry
and suits
creations
Rosenfeld
styled by Three G’s. Rosenfeld and
Abe- Goldman, Three 'G’s topper,
were on hand to orb their product
but the camera passed over them
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen swiftly and they were allowed
and national vice-chairman of the nothing more than a brief hello.
Crusade, and L. W. Horning, v.p.
Stanza got back into the swing
of' the N. Y. Central Railroad.
at the windup with Hershfield reAll these segments were live, laying some
warmly humorous
with each commentator first set- stories about the great and nearting the stage vis-a-vis the Grauer great he's known. It’s his forte and
prodding and accompanying films the stanza's standout, bit. With
neatly carrying the documentary more thought to format and a

and Foster depicting the homelife
of a loser in a radio quiz also had
a big quota of funny moments.
Ron Fletcher and dancers did well
at the piano for the long, stanza in and the musical backing by Mereparticiwhich the entire troupe
dith Willson passed muster.
pated in an apparent effort to proJose.
duce an immediate hit. Cantor
btirden.
Daly’s narrative over the cellusang, A1 Goodman was shown in
Ed
Marrow's
It' -Now”
“See
session
the
numof
loid showed the modus operand!
a recording
turned
in
a
slick
feat
of
“then
and of penetrating' the ferrous drapery
ber, Jessel became a toastmaster
to pick up the lyric, a fiddler now” pictorial journalism on Sun- via the nerve centre in Munich,
nursed it a la Hollywood 'Bowl, day (15) when the- show’s camera also pointing up the. acute need
(at
Daniel and Miss Russell did a crew engaged in a- “Judsonia Re- -for additional
transmitters
song-and-dance -in strawhat style, visited” episode. Judsonia is the $250,000 each).
Reynolds delivhamlet in Arkansas that was practi- ered himself of an eye-witness
little Sharon made it a threesome,
a j-bug jukebox set fried it, and cally laid waste a. year ago when a story, permitting the film to accent
Cantor plumped for a national tornado hit J^Jie town and left 44 the
underground
anti-Commie
community sing with the words dead and almost total devastation movement in Czechoslovakia, with
flashed onscreen. Considering all in its wake.
an escapee-journalist from the
Murrow did an effective recap of Curtain, six .years in a concentrathis abracadabra, it wa^ a tame affair. Overall, however, the Mann- the holocaust (with attendant inter- tion camp, supplying the living deviews)
as taken immediately after tails^ LeSueur’s concern was with
ing Ostroff staging and direction
the disaster, and then proceeded Radio Free Asia.
were in high gear*
This, he said,
Trau.
to bring the viewer up to date was the-time to drive a wedge bewith a 1953 visitation, showing the tween the USSR and Communist
Riding an “Erin Go Bragh” vast strides made in rebuilding a
China, and the -living protagonist
theme apropos of the St; Patrick's town and preparing for future was
a Chinese R.F.A. man in the
Day -celebration, Ed Sullivan’s emergency. The same people were
U. £.
“Toast of the Town” was still an- interviewed;
the same scenes
Here and there' as he plied his
other standard vaudeo offering, visited.
hep route from .studio to studio,
despite the emerald-tinting. The
“See It Now” also featured a Grauer told of the urgent need
60-minute layout was heavy on the timely and enlightening conversafor transmitters, stating that $1
musical side but there was a good tion piece between ex-Ambassador each
from 10% of viewers would
assortment of personalities and Averell Harriman and Ernst Reu- build at least one structure. The
styles to make for a sufficiently ter, Mayor of West- Berlin who is
N. Y. Central got in on the pitch
varied entertainment package.
presently in this country seeking realistically by announcing, via its
The stanza opened impressively, help for refugees who have fled v.p., that beginning Monday (16),
with the 95-voice "West Point glee the Communist zone. It came off every seat on the road would be
club. The precisely-trained choir in the best tradition of Page 1 TV. provided with an
envelope for
Rose.
clic ked with three numbers, includGrauer,
turning in donations.
ing a tribute to President Eisenwho’s chairman of the AM-TV dihower, an Irish lullaby and a school
The CBS-TV-Ford Foundation vision of the Crusade, was persong. Latter was accomped by fair '‘Omnibus” went off the deep end mitted until 15 minutes past midfilm clips about the Point. After on an abstraction-symbolism binge night to 0 carry the torch but finthis turn, Sullivan launched an for a great part of its 90-minute ished with about nine minutes to
unusually long tribute to Ireland presentation Sunday. (19>, high- spare.
The stations carrying the
and his eloquent handling of the lighted by a Fredric March- Joseph program were to divide the op-

alt.

THOR
ABC-TV, from New York
(Henri, Hurst & McDonald)
“Quick As a Flash,” the old

(

—

Tallulah Bankhead finaled
the season with ^Saturday's (14) edition of “All Star Revue” on NBCTV with one of her better shows
o date. One of the factors that
swayed the layout over to the plus
side was some superior scripting.
Scripting credits to Howard Snyder

of a quip.

What went on in between and
around didn’t hurt the hour’s tally,
Connie Russell, an enchantress
who can really chant, came out in
a sultry gown and a feather-do to
wham over “Gonna Live Till I Die”
as a production stanza patterned
by Billy Daniel, who hoofed it up
with Miss Russell. Backing ,the
snappy getup were showgals and
a tuxedoed contingent* Miss Russell, erstwhile brunet, has become
blondish; the original was better.
Her second entry was “Because
You’re Mine,” another winnah.
The Cantor-Jessel topper, was

script

30 Mins.;

WABC-TV, from New York
Norman King

nounced as the “final event” In
the 1952-53 Crusade for Freedom
campaign.
With the foremost of
series, “An
Vi.
TT
new
liv Tt
WABC-TV's
T V
practitioner of The Big Lie- dead Evening With Harry Hershfield,” it
in the Kremlin and one of his impresses as lacking cohesion and
leading stooges, Czech President direction. Format drifts from yarnGottwald, following soon after in spinning to showcasing tyro talent
Prague, the finality has the ring of
from celeb interviews to an overlong fashion show and It just
a burgeoning genesis.
“Operation Truth” is a signifi- doesn’t jell.
In Hershfield, the series has a
cant milestone, and as expressed
in a documentary last Sunday, aj raconteur-de-foi;ce but producerpowerful and sometimes, eloquent director Hal Raywin doesn’t seem
tract-of-fact that, with enlarged to know what to do with him. For
distribution via the kinnies, could instance, on the second stanza of
for put the Iron Curtain world on the series last Tuesday (10) Hersh-

.

minor

With Bobby Sherwood, emcee; Eva
Gabor, Roger Price, guests
Producer: Dick Lewis
Director: Ed Nugent

Producer-director: Hal Raywin
30 Mins., Tues., 11 p.m.

B.

Writer: George Lefferts
36 Mins.; Sun, (15), 11:30 p.m.
New York Stations

too much.

Show’s highlight was Grade
mason anyone’s screen-the
Fields.
The British musichall
songstress delivered one of her
spedalty
tunes,
“Colgate
“Bridgit,”
and
wouldn’t?)
money ’who
(NBC-TV) may bowed to the Irish with the “GlocHftur”
rmnedy
camorra”
'
number
from
outings
“Finian’s
inspired
tad more
i
numbers.
(15) -but none Rainbow,” both socko
than last Sunday’s
Edwards Peg-Leg Bates followed, with his
heartier. -The former Gus
too sane spectacular hoofing stint and Miss
kiddos plied a safe if not
between the Fields came back to close the show
route ithat grai tated
with a warm hymn-liked number,
uncorhy nostalgic and the up-tothe score ‘‘At The End of the Day,”
with
exchange,
date rib
Midway in the show, the Gae
about even as the jury deliberated.
Foster line was spotted in a fastThe running gag was their last
appearance together, at "the N.Y. winging song-and-dance production
'framed around “Peg O’ My Heart.”
Palace in. ’32, along with a runHcrm.
ning song, “Pals,” with which they
drop
the
at
regularly
out
broke

1

1

M M H mtint

Sit
IS? performers obviously enjoying
work (and for that kind of

their

Reynolds,

Rear

27

EVENINGJVITH
HARRY HERSH- QUICK AS A FLASH
%

Miller, Robert Lang, others
Producer: Grauer
but tended to slow down this show Director: Charles Christiansen

Jessel
Eddie Cantor and George
is a bright
suiting it up as a twain

easily

TELEVISION REVIEWS

P3Bziett

,

Format can take on more lustre
as the rough spots are worked out.
Commercials for Thor washing machines, on film, were effective
demonstrations of economy features.

Bril.

BOTH SIDES
With

Quincy

Sen,

Homer

Howe,
T.

moderator.
Ferguson, Sen.

Hubert H. Humphrey, Rep. John
Vorys, Rep. Brooks Hays; Harry
Flannery, announcer
tightening of the .show’s present Producers: M. S. Novik, Phil Pearl
loose structure, WABC-TV could Director: David Davis

build Hershfield
property.

a

into

hot tele

30 Mins., Sun., 1:30 p.m.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF

The North American plugs, on
LABOR
film and live, came across okay. ABC-TV, from IVashington
Hal Tunis, who had befep doing
Furman, Finer

AM

most of his gab-selling via
platter shows, handled the live
spiels in firstrate style.
Gros.

SAMMY KAYE SHOW
With Jean Martin, Jeffrey Clay,
others

Producer- Writer: Joe Cates

air, isn’t

NUTS

O'

WNBT,

N. Y.
( Frederick .Clinton )
A straight music show is one of
the most difficult to put across on
The tooting output is revideo.
garded as something that has to
go with virtually every type of
show. It’s that which goes on in
front o’f the musicians that gen.

erally

)

when the team

Director: BUI Harbach
15 Mins., Thurs., 7 pan.

CHOCK FULL

(

This, is a commendable forum
series which the American Federation of Labor is presenting as a
public service. Aim is to take no
sides, but to present an important
political topic, with prominent figures taking two sides of the debate.
What .'-appens thereafter,

makes the show..

(or teams) take the
It can,
the AFL’s fault.

however, make good, hot TV, as
last Sunday's (15) initial program
showed.
Airer .offered the subject, “Ja
the
Eisenhower
administration
making definite progress towards
peace?,” and presented Sen. Homer
T. Ferguson (R„ Mich.) in affirmative and Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey
(D.,Minn.) in the. negative. In addition’ each man had a “counsel,”
Rep. John Vorys (R.,Ohio) for Ferguson, and Rep. Brooks Hays (D.,
‘

an orchestra has the chance Ark.) for Humphrey.
of becoming a tele r entity, Kaye
Program, which could hrve been
stands to make good inasmuch as a statesmanlike debate, degenhe's brought his theatre technique erated soon, however, into partisan
into the medium. He attempts to political
fight.
The “counsel”
provide visual entertainment.’ Un- turned into prosecutors.
At one
fortunately, his sight bits aren’t time, Humphrey “bluntly told Vorys
field.
in
this
bold enough to hold up
that he wasn’t telling the truth.
They appear to be presented timid- It made good copy, even if it didn't
ly, and thus fail to make a heavy help to clarify matters for the seriimprint. He’s got to have routines ous viewer.
that are designed for television. It’s
Quincy Howe did a skillful job
j*a tough assignment for an orchesof moderating under the circumtra alone.
stances, trying to keep the men
Aiding in the Kaye cause is Jef- within bounds of time and taste.
frey Clay, a likeable singer who Ferguson, praising Ike’s new policy
gives a passable account of himself.
action, belabored the Roosevelt
An unbilled femme singer provided of
Truman administration for
some assistance. The regular chirp, and
Humphrey
“appeasement.”
their
Jean Martin (wife of the sponsor)
pointed out how the Republicans
failed to make an appearance on
the Russian
Ike
on
balking
were
the preem because of a virus ataggressor resolution and on the
tack.
Bohlen ambassador appointment,
If

Kaye

Full

o'

tried his

hand

at the

Nuts commercial.

Chock “playing
the

On

preem show he wasn't too sure

politics” as usual,

Hum-

phrey put up an eloquent defense

of
of the Demos from 1945 on. It was
himself in the sales spiel, but of invigorating, if not enlightening.
course, the difficulties • attending
Setting is simple, x in a series of
any preem were probably the realistening to some natural, lively son.
filmed commercial was a desks semi-circular fashion. Senaand Congressmen, in the main,
tors
show,
local
conversation.
15-minute
For
help.
a
The pioneers of the Mr.-and- it's a fairly ambitious effort. Once will be ‘guests on all programs. If
Mrs.. format, who regularly hold the show gets some stronger tele they rise above party, they’ll make
forth in WABC’s breakfast stretch, routines, it stands A good chance this highly profitable to worried
Bron.
citizens.
Jose.
of remaining around.
(Continued on page 38)
<
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You DON’T have
these great

be an

to

oil

company

to sponsor

TV films. Lots Of other successful

»

,

advertisers,

both small and

how drama on the

have discovered

large,

screen brings

drama

at the

cash register. Here are Only a few of those

have sponsored “Famous Playhouse”

who

films ...

t

Armour 6 Company

Theodore

-

Hamm

Brewing Company

*
.<v.

f

Alka-Seltzer (Miles Laboratories)

Griesedieck Brothers Brewing

American Broadcasting Company

Kaiser Frazer Dealers

Company
Company
Campbell Soup Company

Nash Dealers

Bankers Trust

,

Ohio

Blatz Brewing
*

.

.

v

Company

OH Company

‘

PepsirCola

Company

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

Pontiac Dealers

Chrysler Dealers

Procter ir

Colonial Coffee

Cott Beverage Corporation

Sears,

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation

The

Ethyl Corporation

Gamble Company

Company
Roebuck
Company

Rainier Brewing

•

.

6-

F b M Schaeffer Brewing Company

Sinclair Refining

Company

The Gruen Watch Company

Snowcrop Marketers,

General Electric Dealers

Sun Drug Company

m

Inc.

OtherMCA-TVAdcertising Showcases, made expressly for television, include! The Abbott 4? Costello Shouf George Raft in *tm the Ud

VLA YHOUSE” attracts audiences— and builds sales!
The dramatic appeal

of these

MCA-TV half-hour

films— already sponsored regionally

weeks by Standard Oil of California

91 consecutive
as

for

— continues to create dramatics

“Chevron Theatre”

sales results for this satisfied user of television’s

most

effective Advertising Showcases.

This versatile

series,

made expressly for television in, Hollywood with

Hollywood name talent, has won many customers
of sponsors in

many markets. “Famous

needs (and budget) ... as

first

Playhouse”

for

many types

is flexible

to your

runs or subsequent runs ... as a 26 - or

52-week feature or a powerful summer replacement ...

as

your own-name

“Playhouse” in your market— but always as dramatic, forceful
entertainment with a family appeal that results in impressive ratings.

For a TV Advertising Showcase that produces

sales 'action, investigate

these outstanding films. Availability, cost, and audition screenings
/•

can be arranged immediately through any

another advertising

SHOWCASE

from

MCA-TV office-^

NEW YORK: 598 Madison Avenue-PLaza 9-7500
CHICAGO: 430 North Michigan Avenue— DElaware 7-1100

BEVERLY HILLS: 9370 Santa Monica Blvd.-CRestview 6-2001
SAN FRANCISCO: 105 Montgomery Street-EXbrook 2-8922
CLEVELAND: Union Commerce Bldg.—CHerry 1-6010

6nd(now in Production) “City Detective” starring

Rod Cameron

DALLAS: 2102 North Akard Street— PROspect 7536
DETROIT: 1612 Book Tower—WOpdward 2-2604
BOSTON: 45 Newbury Street—COpley 7-5830
MINNEAPOLIS: Northwestern Bank -Bldg.— LINcoin 7863

‘

:

—
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CHI ARENA'S 7G FOR

'Wizard’s’ Wizardry
-~

1

-

-

Continued from page 22

From the Production Centres

ABC-TV FISTICUFFS

r-——-

sent out for the groups’ follow- show are Susan Levin, age 10, and
through.
Bruce Lindgren, age 13. It’s proSome 200 schools also use "Mr. duced by Jules Pewowar of the
S. Laufman package shop
Herbert
Wizard” as required homework.
The project has developed into a which set up the tie-in with the
fulltime career for Herbert Last Cereal Institute.
fall he put together a "Mr. Wizard
Fargo, N. D. The Churchmen
Science Secrets” outlining some of
the experiments used on the show of North Dakota, statewide layand the tome promptly hit the men’s group of the Protestant EpisXmas non-fiction best seller list. copal church, has chosen Charles
Burke, general manager of
Book,
published
by
Popular G.
Mechanics, sold out its first 25*000 KFGO, Fargo, as state chairman.
will represent the state at a
Burke
printing in six weeks. ,
province meeting in Omaha in
Working with Herbert on the April.
*

—

—I
Continued from page 24 ^
Chicago, March 17.
ABC-TV’s Saturday night boxing
panel at meeting of the American Public* Relations Assn., in Warwick
Windy
the
from
show will originate
Hotel, March 26 ... . Chief Half town, WFIL-TV entertainer and emcee,
City on a monthly basis. Ray Arcel,
is combing supermarkets in area to locate talented youngsters for
pugilist packager, has signed with
Halftown’s Star Performers” program.
Rainbo Arena’s Irv Schodnwald for "Chief
the bouts. The tab for the web
fights is being shared by Bayuk
Cigars and the Johnson Wax peoFrank Derry, formerly WEWS, now WTAM-WNBK flack . . . WXEL’s
ple, Schoenwald is getting $7,000 "Man Around the House” Ken Ward, recuperating from an ax wound
for each of the Chi originated fisti- in the right ankle
WJW’s Howard Lund, making a smackeroo disk
cuffs.
comeback, has launched a limerick contest for tie-ins with his intros
Pollack, husband of the late Esther Mullins,
Harry
Saturday night network contract to selections
moppet . stanza
with the north side arena is not will become producer of "Fairytale Theatre,”
Mel Weiss, exto be confused with the local Mon- authored by his wife, with Joan Miller as narrator
Soupy
day night swats from Rainbo over WEWS, is new McCann-Erickson radio-TV business manager
Lee* Sullivan, WERE chirperHines, ex-WJW, now with
ABC’s WBKB.
disker, nabbing lead in 'coming Press Club production of "Blessed

CLEVELAND ...

IN

.

.

.

,

.

.

WGAR
.

.

.

.

.

WXYZ
McCongan, WGAR
.

j

.

.

,

sportscaster, off to Tuscon for
Bill
.
Total -TV sets in this area now over
Indians’ ball call coverage . .
WNBK’s "Life in Cleveland” may be extended far
720,000 mark ,
beyond its 13-week stint . . . WJW’s Jane Stevens (Barbara Reinker)
signdd for TV commercials on WXEL’s Tappan* Range show.

Event”

.

.

.

.

Business

is

IN

'

.

WASHINGTON ...
named

Leffcrts A. McClelland
s
and
o.&o. stations,

NBC

director of operation for the

WRC
WNBW by general station manager Carleton
John McCollom upped to succeed McClelland as technical
Drew Pearson launching a new local TV show on the
director
Washington Post station, WTOP, assisted by his D. C. "legmen”
.
D. C. area bow has upwards of 437,000 TY sets in use, according to
George
W.
Circulation
Committee
Television
CampWashington
the
bell, program director of WOL for the past two years, promoted to
Edwin Charles, WOL account executive,
assistant station manager
Theodore Koop, director of news
upped to director of local sales
and public affairs for CBS radio here and president of the National
Press Club, has just been asked to ..select the prettiest girl in the
Yazoo, Miss., High School senior class.
D. Smith.

/
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.
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PITTSBURGH

.

.

.

.

.

Don

McNeil’s Breakfast Club broadcast will originate here from
Tom Dickson has hfcen upped
3,800-seat Syria Mosque April 23
Rene Trench,
from cameraman to a floor director’s berth at WDTV .
wife of Allan Trench, the WCAE salesman, is director of the PittsCharlie
.
burgh and Allegheny County Chest X-Ray Foundation
Snowden has joined the WEDO staff ... Ed Wood, newscaster, is directing the town’s newest little theatre group, the Winwood Hall Players of. the Whitehall district. They’re opening the end of this month
with "Gramercy Ghost.” Fred (Rebel) Lewis Channel 2 lighting exWhen Ray Scott switched to
pert, serves as the technical director
.
the television mikes for Duquesne’s final games in the NIT basketball
tournament, John Gibbs took over the radio play-by-play on KQV
.
Phil Davis, WCAE continuity chief, has a letter from Lawrence Welk
giving Davis full credit for originating Welk’s "Champagne Music” tag.
Davis incorporated the idea in scripts he wrote many years ago when
Welk was just getting started and the station here was feeding his music
to the network fron\ the William Penn Hotel,
.

tT

.

.

.

.

.

Detroit

ill

.

.

.
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MARKET-wtf#, Detroit

WSB
the sweetest sales- territory in

is

men

at work, of cars

and trucks and tanks

coins

and

’

,

*

•

all

blend into a

“hum

sweet

dollars retail business annually

For Expansion in Mfg.
Columbia

System

Broadcasting

last week set up a $25,000,000
public’s response to station’s week- credit with Prudential Life Insurlong celebration of its 31st anni- ance Co. and Metropolitan Life
versary, which came to close Sun- Insurance Co., lasting until Dec.
day (15).
top CBS exec ex15, 1954.
"It was a good example of the plained that a major burden of
loyalty listeners will show to a the loan is to carry the corporate

money changing hands, of clinking

ringing.tills

hum” of 4% billion

With Prudential, Met,

Atlanta, March 17.
Outler, Jr., general

John M.
manager of WSB-AM&FM (and
TV), was .quite satisfied with the

rolling off
/

production lines, of

CBS’ $25,000,000 Credit

31ST ANNI HOOPLA

the U.S.A. That was true in r52 • • * and it’ll continue'
to be in d3» The rhythmic music of machinery in
action*
of

WEEK-LONG

IN

.

A

. . .

’

market where hourly and weekly earnings of factory workers are at an all-time peak,
in a

MIDIA-wlso, you can

make your

/

saleq

hum

fojp its

N

advertisers.

MONEY-wlse, you can buy WWJ for 14.5% LESS than
the average cost-per-thousand listeners for radio time
*

tn Detroit,

f

field and other state, county and
civic dignitaries As well as prominent leaders and personalities.

MERCHANDISING-wlse* WWJ offers a follow-through
service, from distributor todealer levcls,-tohelp'keep
every—’
one humming abouLyour advertising program on WWJ

a humdinger. Put more “sell” into your
Detroit campaign by putting more of your ad money
Into

Ken Craig’s New Slot

f

•

MAKE

if

WSB

in this

market by spotting or programming your campaign on
WWJ, Detroit’s NBC affiliate. For 33 years, WWJ has
been first in ^programming, in public services, and in
getting results

plain mechanical
operation through its vast expanthere’s real human interest and sion program, particularly in the
public service emanating from it.” manufacturing end.
New plants
(plugged to stand for “Wel- for manufacture of sets and tubes
come South, Brother”) was Atlanta will be constructed in Kalamazoo
and South’s first radio station and and Long Island City. In addition
a pioneer member of NBC. Original the company, as is known, has new
license v*as issued to Atlanta Jour- and ambitious aspirations in broadnal, afternoon newspaper, but is casting, including acquisition of
now owned and operated by At- additional TV properties.
lanta Newspapers, Inc., which pubCBS has already taken down $5,lishes both Journal and Constitu- 000,000, with borrowings to come
tion, a.m. sheet.
on 4V4% promissory notes due
Anniversary celebration began Jan. 15, 1973. The network will
March 9 and during week many prepay the loan starting in Januleading personalities participated ary/ 1959.
in salute, including Gov. Herman
Total assets of CBS, Inc., at the
Talmadge, Mayor William B. Harts- end of 1951, were
$101,000,000.

transmitter

*53-

Shifts

Chicago, March 17.
Ken Craig has been shifted from
his post as exec assistant to Chi
veep H. Leslie Atlass to a new slot

NS

i

WBBM-TV

In

WWJ.

as

WBRM-TV

.operations v director.

With the new WBBM-TV operation
split up between, the CBS Wrlgley
Bldg, headquarters and the StateLake Bldg, studios, Craig will han- die the production details at the
latter site.
.

Sales and other personnel
work out ,of the Wrigley Bldg.

will

In other realignments in connection with the acquisition of WBBMTV, Ben Orloff, formerly
purchasing and maintenance chief,
has been upped to personnel director for
and WBBM-TV.
Frank Johnson takes over the purchasing job for the two stations.

WBBM

WBBM

FM-CHANNIt

241—97.1

AlMckf

MEGACYCLES

,•

MTI

Ow**W

Nctfortol Reproiofftef/y,,;

1

»

*

m

4 Reasons Why
The foremost notional

THE OEOROE

F.

HOLIINGBERY COR

—

Cincinnati Chester Herman, a
Crosley staffer since 1938, has
been appointed acting program director of WLW, replacing William
P. Robinson,
A, Atlanta.

who moves

to

WLW-

and

local

list WEVD yoar aflir
yoar to roach fho vast

advertisers

Jewish Market
of Metropolitan
1.

New York

Top adult programming

2.

Strong audifnee impact

3. Inherent listonor loyally
4. potential

AM-gi KIL0CYCIU~3M WATTS

THE WORLD’S FIRST RADIO STATION
Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

i

\

buying power

Send for a copy of

‘WHO’S

WHO ON WEVD’

Henry Greenfield* Man. Dir.
WEVD, 117-119 West 46th St.
New York 36
•

•

.

.
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N. J.

NBC

Commission

week by the

Jersey Commission on Educational Television in recommending
to the legislature an appropriation
of $425,000 for construction of one
station and $190,000 ’for continued
research in educational programming has offered critics of the re-

commission addiammunition in their fight 'for

port by the N.Y.

an educational network.
N.Y. commission voted recently
against the plan of the state Board
of Regents for the state to finance
construction of 10 educational -stations throughout the state, suggesting that the chain be constructed
through private funds. New Jersey
group, headed by

RCA

vice presi-

W. Engstrom, took
“may
provide more effec-

dent Dr. Elmer

the position that television

be utilized to
tive education

at

less'cost

per

pupil.”

New Jersey plan calls for eventual construction of six educational
stations. First, funds for construction of which were recommended
in the report, would be located at

New Brunswick, bn the campus of
Rutgers University, and would
utilize

the facilities of the college,

which has been conducting experiments in educational programming

FCC

since the

reserve

NLRB

KAIHO-TEIJEVISION

31

Kimmel, Others Signed

Martin Block to

For ‘Mono’ Script Jobs

ABC

—

Stanley Kimmel, the poet author
^ Continued from page 23 -Lighting: Technicians and biographer,
has been signed
had a guarantee of about $150,- up. However, Block has starred
Washington, March 17.
for a series of five originals and
in short musical pix for HollyNBC's dispute with the National adaptations for the Larry Menkirt 000 annually at WNEW, but was wood.. He’s also been in evening
Assn, of Broadcast Engineers and “Mono-Drama Theatre” and the earning over that figure,
network radio, as host on a MuTechnicians (NABET) over unit brace of “One Man’s' Story” “One
One of the' premises on which tual stanza and spieler for Chesterplacement of special lighting ef- Woman’s Story,” entries on Du- ABC inked Block was his personal field on the Perry Como show,
fects technicians in TV produc- Mont. Kimmel will adapt his “Mad selling of sponsors, with WABC
among others. He has been on
tions has been resolved by the Na- Booths of Maryland” tome, as well expecting that many of his presWNEW for 18 years, during which
tional Labor Relations Board in as his two narrative poems, “King- ent
backers—several of whom time, it’s estimated, sponsors have
favor of the network.
dom of Smoke” and “Napoleon’s have been on with him for well paid over $10,000,000 to particiover a decade will be brought pate in the program.
Board °ruled that the operation Son.”
of special effect projectors at WNBT
Jay Bennett has been signed for over. It’s cited that when Mary
If WNEW execs aren’t inclined
in New York should be under a three-^month stint on the shows, Margaret McBride was lured over to
get too alarmed over the Block
IATSE and not under NABET. It including an original, “Carmen In to WABC from WNBC, all of her exit it’s because the station’s mufound that such operations are Brooklyn.” Douglas Crawford and 17 bankroliers stayed with her.
sic-news format has become so
Oberfelder’s lineup for WABC solidly entrenched in the commumore closely related to those of Elwood Hoffman have also been
stage electricians than to those of pacted for scripts, among them will be Maggi McNellis. at 12:15 nity broadcast pattern as to mainp.m.,
Charles F. McCarthy at tain its continuous audience flow.
engineers.
“Lady Macbeth,” “Becky Sharp,”
Dispute goes back to last April “Jane Eyre,” “Caesar and I,” etc. 12:45, Miss McBride at 1-2 p.m. Indicative is the fact that such
and
Dean
Cameron (Arthur Van WNEW alumni as Dick Brown
when NBC filed an action with the
Horn) at 2,
He feels that the (WMGM), Gene Rayburn (WNBCT,
NLRB charging NABET with unBlock acquisition will give the sta- Bobby Sherwood (WABC) and Bob
fair labor practices.
News Sponsors
tion new stature, because “Make
WPIX, N. Y. Daily News’ TV sta- Believe Ballroom” is a “New York Haymes (WCBS) are all in the
early-morning competitive sweeption, picked up sponsors for two of listening institution.” Oberfelder
stakes against the WNEW Gene
Forrest Davis to
its cross-the-board news strips. Vim add$, “If we’re going to go in for Klavan-Dee
Finch teamup, with
Cincinnati, March 17.
stores have pacted for the 5 to 5:05 a disk jockey, we want one of the duo still hitting the rating
proven
pulling-power.”
Forrest Davis, the journalist, has p.m. strip through William Warren,
jackpot.
The network afternoon show
joined Crosley’s WLW and WLW- Jackson & Delaney.
Television as an observer and
Socony - Vacuum Oil, through will be launched about June 1, sans
Atlanta Les Gradick, chief ennewscaster. The former editor of Compton Advertising, has signed Block, with a name emcee warm- gineer of WEAS, Decatur, Ga., has
The Freeman also is doubling as for the Monday, Wednesday and ing up the program until Block been promoted to the post of techcan come over. Block was on the nical director of the four-station
editorialist and columnist for the Friday segments of the 15-minute
he “News at Seven.” Latter features Mutual web for a year, with an “Dee” Rivers radio ooerations, it
Cincinnati Enquirer, where
1947.
was announced by William H. Kelstarted ’his newspaper career on Kevin Kennedy. John Tillman han- afternoon hpur, back in
Tele plans haven’t been shaped ler. Jr.. WEAS president.
dles the afternoon strip.
the telegraph copy desk.

New

tional

Upheld by

As NABET Loses Bid

Favors Educl TV
Position taken last

Variety

On

—

—

WPIX

WLW

•

—

indicated it would
educational

channels for

v

use.
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Yucca Flat
Continued from page 2

purple and yellow colors of the
blast smoke.
Klaus Lansberg, KTLA topper
and by now an old hand at lensing
atomic spectacles, was in charge of
direction and pickup. Also in on
the production was Roy Neal, news

manager for NBC-TV in L. A., and
CBS-TV’s special events producer
Paul Levitan. KTLA’s camera
crew did the picture grinding.
Public service commercials by the
Advertising Council, plugging civil
defense and the need to contribute
blood to the Red Cross, were in
keeping with the stark dignity of
the show.
It may be that audiences are
growing over-familiar already with
the grim mushroom symbol of 'the
atom bomb. (The webs estimated
a total pooled audience of 7,500,000 to 8,000,000 Viewers.)
But
•

until

Poisonous radioactive dust was

TV

so intense that

and

ABC-TV, CBS-

••

•

Pulled Twice the

-

Inquiries at Vs the Cost
FM commercials in Grand Rapids and Detroit areas only out-pulled
same commercials broadcast over
Are you up-to-date on FM? This

AM

with full-state coverage.

an-

Help where you need

other report of actual results in a nation-

gate all the areas where

wide campaign of keyed spot announcements for Zenith Hearing Aids. It adds
actual case history results to your surveys

could do the job alone. You’ll find

and

statistics

on

FM

is

coverage of

AM

“holes” and “white spots.”

it.

Better investi-

you thought

AM

many

you neecT FM to get your
message through because of static and
areas where
local

interference.

FM

gets

results— at

lower cost.
#*

More "pull” for less money. In the state
of Michigan, for example, full theoretical
coverage
coverage was used, whilp
was purchased only in Grand Rapids and

FM

AM

two to

to

FM

Stations:

out-pulled

one, with a cost per inquiry

ads°and displays. Get in touch with

Detroit. In spite of this,

AM

Note

Your Zenith distributor will gladly
help promote your station and programs through dealers in newspaper

only Vs that of

AM.

FM

him

today.

NBC-TV

.were verboten to
to shoot, closeups of aftermath for scheduled 4:30
to 5 p.m. visual post-mortems. Instead, NBC-TV's Ray Neal, for example, had to be content with interviewing a National Civil Defense scientist who helicoptered in
briefly to News Nob.
Scientist
said the dummy home, furthest
take

.

FM

doughty craftsman Lansberg

discovers a way of not having to
shield the camera when lensing a
nuclear detonation, it looks as
though radio's emotional, descriptive evocation of an atom bomb
remote will still pack a more
meaningful wallop.
still

MICHIGAN

cameramen up

W

.

from blast was

still intact, though
floor was damaged, windows were blown out, and waxen
figures were tossed askew. Two
Gls interviewed on the Kate Smith
show told correspondent Huntley

flower

The royalty of television and
Zenith Radio Corporation

•

RADIO®

Chicago 39,

Illinois

of their reaction in the tyench.es,

and how the second ghost
seemed levelled flat.

AFM*s

home

Cleve. Series

Cleveland, March 17.
four musical concerts
by Local 4, AFM, over WHK, for
benefit of local fund-raising organizations has been signed by KenHackathorn, general manager
WHK,- and Lee RCpp, president of

A

series of

the local.

The half-hour Sunday 4 p.m.
|
series will be paid through the"
AFM’s Trustee Fund, with WHK
furnishing free air time, and with
each segment featuring short spiel
on civic organization.
A1 Russ’ orchestra kicked off the
series

(15).

REHEARSAL HALL
available daytime, spacious
central

phone
254 West 47th St.

location, elevator,

JUdson 6-5544

New York
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ONE MAN
A MIKE
A PIANO

2k hour performances,

evenings and matinees

FOR WEEK AFTER WEEK IN THE LEGITIMATE THEATRE
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Concert Direction Exclusively

HARRY
251

D. SQUIRES AGENCY, Inc.
W. 57th St., New York City

PWH

catc

Director of Public Relations

ALAN EDELSON

*° r

104

S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago
Ww. A
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local News, Pubservice, Pop Tunes

Inside Stuff—Radio

Sarnoff

Large staff of reporters ha# been working on “Bomb Target—
U. S. A.” hour-long broadcast on civil defense which Arthur Godfrey
on one site. Whether will narrate over CBS Radio Friday (20) at 9 pun.
this" would be on the Burbank
New CBS Radio staffets working: on the show, include Don Kelleracreage adjacent to the NBC tele- man, 25, who came to the attention of CBS Radio public affairs director Stuart Novlns as a result of his getting arrested in order to do
vision studios or some other locaa. newspaper series on. the law’s treatment of youth; and Arthur E.
tion he would not venture.
Paterson, Jr., ex-WHLI, Hempstead, WOR, N. Y., and ABOTV. Others
Saraoff^said NBC has made no on the. reporting staff are Ted Hanna and Dave Moore.
offer for the Warners backlog of
Irving Gitlin is producing the program which aims at finding out
old pictures- but implied that he “where and how we are prepared and unprepared to handle the probwould be only too happy to have lems of atomic disaster.” Field reporters aryl 30 CBS^ affiliates are
them make an offer to him. “When supplying material and recordings for the special show.
Cootimwei from pace 2*

Policies Maintain
programming and the mulproblems that belUtion-Ahe lowsuburban
set the
powered independent serving a
on ihe outcommunity
suburban
skirts of a metropolis has been
solved in such a fashion by WHLI,
Hempstead, L. I., that the indie's
audience and gross billings are far
out of proportion to its daytimeonly schedule and 250-watt power.
Bucking a metropolitan lineup
of over 20 stations and six video

WHU Lead

centrated

Nassau and Suffolk counties to get

Sales,

their tastes in music.

tiplicity of other

Result has

been the pop-only policy.
In any unsponsored spot, the

,

puts in public service
shows, including panel discussions,
editorial comment and free time
to churches. It’s strictly a music,
news and public service operation,
with emphasis on the local scene.
Station last year experienced
about 8Q% renewals on local and
national accounts. It’s found that
its policy of refusing accounts from
outlets (reception on the seventh,
local retail outlets outside its priWATV, Newark, Channel 13, is mary listening area has kept the
negligible), station has other problocal merchants in its sponsorship
lems to worry about. Chief among fold to stay.
them is that N. Y. serves not only
*

—

station

1
J

and if 3-D becomes the order of
the day, where else can the studios
sell their 2-D pictures but to tele-

,

Without intending any criticism
of the progress being made in third
dimension (in fact he noted that
it is striking off in the right direction) Sarnoff said that the true 3-D
is not yet here and ’"what we’re

...

to attract families away from their
radios (via amusements, etc.) but
to deprive local merchants of a
large part of their market.
Station, at the outset, therefore,
made the decision that its program-

.

WELI Personnel

seeing today is a mere illusion.”
He doesn't believe that the added
dimension can be achieved from
present methods. “New principles
and new Concepts axe needed to
augment all the .techniques we now

Backs.

Faith in Radio With

Own

Cash in Transfer"
sales campaigns could
only be directed along limited
New Haven, March 17.
channels. When Paul and the late
If it’s true that television is on
Eli Godofsky built the station in the way “to eliminating radio, per
1947, they set down a policy of se. somebody had better enlighten
heavy public service and news the staff of local WELI on that
programming,' most of it local, and subject.
For they’ve just taken
accounts limited only to merchants over the major financial operation
in the Hempstead area. That pol- of their own station.
icy continues to hold and it's paid
Backing up, with cold cash, their

ming and

know and

.

<

readers.

a few weeks ago *on an experimental basis
radio listings, has reinstated them, due to pressure from
Magazine, which circulates in the greater New York area,

has a big

TV

Cue magazine, which
drdpped

vision.”

it

section.
Weekly explained that response from readers “indicated that interest in radio is as great as ever. Consequently, we are reinstating
our policy of full radio coverage with this issue.” Development should
in pubhelp radio flacks who find difficulty in placing material. on
lications, particularly since N. Y. is a community with a great TV sat"
uration.

AM

-j

WMGM,

N. Y., and its deejav,
Audience-building idea employed by*
Bill Silbert, worked too well for their respective comforts last week.
Silbert, who’s got a cross-the-board stint, does his Saturday evening
show before a live -audience of teen-agers, who afterwards dance in

use.
»
the studio to Joel Herron’s house orch and get free refreshments.
“Standardization is also, badly
Show last- Saturday (14) had singers Eddie- Usher and Sandy Solo as
needed,” said Sarnoff, “so that exguests, and the combination of the guestars and free dancing and rehibitors will know how to equip
proved so ’great k an attraction that the station filled two
freshments
their theatres. They’re running in- ^
studios, then had to call the police reserve to siphon ofiLthe overflow
tc the sanje situation^ as faced recrowds.
cording companies in the “battle

j

of speeds.”

Winners of WIP, Philadelphia, second annual Showmanship Awards,
which 10,445 ballots were cast, were singers Joni James and Frankie
*
Laine,
with Billy May as the most popular bandleader.
off heavily.
optimism in radio’s future, mem- Jessel in N.Y. for
Results announced on* the jTerry WiMams-Harry Smith afternoon
Service
Cuffo
bers of WELI personnel kicked in
disk show. Showed Laine tops in male Vocalist category, with A1 MarOperating only from sunrise to a goodly share of the coin necesAudition, tino, second, and Eddie Fisher, third. Patti Page, last year’s winner
Last Word’
.sunset, the station last j’ear broad- sary to assume the monetary bur-,|
of femme vocalist’s crown, took second place behind Miss James, with
cast some 550 hours of public serv- den In transfer of the controlling
Sets 'Goodwill’ Swing Kay Starr and Rosemary Clooney as runnersup.
ice programs, consisting of 1,100 interest in the Connecticut Radio
^ In the band maestro class Billy May is followed by 'Woody Herman,
shows. In addition, it aired 7,500 Foundation, Inc., owner and operaGeorge Jessel is cutting a kine- Les Brown and Ray Anthony, in order named. Stan Kenton, 1952
announcements free of charge for tor of WELI and WBIB-FM, New
scope audition of his new ABC-TV Winner, placed fifth.
2,000 local organizations, dealing Haven.
Switch was made from
today
with calendars of events and holdings of CoL Harry C. Wilder show, "The Last Word,”
Ruth Crane, director of women’s activities for Station
and
broadcast on the station’s news of Syracuse, and other New York (Wed.) at the Elysee (old John
WMAL-TV, the Washington Star-owned outlets, has been nominated
programs. Aside from the news shareholders.
Golden) Theatre on West 58th
for “Advertising Woman of the Year” by the Women’s" Advertising
announcements, it aired 10,000
Street, N.Y. It is a new*" money Club of Washington, an affiliate of the Advertising Federation
of
spots for local branches of national
giveaway quizzer which Sam Carl- America. It is the second time in three years that Miss Cranfe has been
charitable, church and civic organ31st Anni
ton, his longtime staff scripter.and manned by the local ad women.
izations.
Philadelphia, March 17.
collaborator, created. Jessel may
Miss Crane, 28 yeaTs in advertising, mostly in radio and TV, conOut of a staff of 40, 14 are emWIP marked its 31st year on the also do a once-a-week 15-minute ducts the “Modem Woman” program on both
qpd TV daily.
ployed on the news crew. There
oldest
(Mon.).
The
yesterday
air
his
under
program
commentary
are four fulltime desk men, plus
is new ABC contract
10 legmen stationed at county station in Philadelphia, WIP
WLEB,
win
devote
hours
Y.,
indie,
10
of
special
programming beNStarting with March 22 in At- tween March 22 and April 5 to the Passover holidays. Among features
courthouses, etc. Station broad- also the only outlet in town operatcasts 18 news programs daily dur- ing 24 hours a daj\ seven days a lanta, thence to Norfolk, Rich- to be aired is a series of tapes made by Kol Zion, the Israeli radio
Allentown, Harrisburg, system. Series consists of interviews with Israeli youths from various
o n d,
In week.
ing its peak summer season.
Benedict Gimbel, Jr., president Memphis, Toronto, Milwaukee, St. parts of the world, each speaking in his or her native
addition, it airs announcements of
dialect of Yidroad conditions on the Long Island and general manager, said his sta- Louis, Omaha, Minneapolis, St. dish. Another taped feature is a tour through the matxoh (unleavened
parkways as an added lure for the tion last year was the first to ac- Paul, Duluth, Boston, Nashville bread) factory of A. Goodman
Sons, discussing differences between
radios on the thronged highways quire a UHF television license in and Denver, Jessel •will do a coin- modem baking methods and the ancient stone hearth baking. $j&o set
WIP has received cidental “good will ambassador”* ik a model Seder (the traditional Passover feast) featuring children
Philadelphia.
in the summertime.
Mainstay of the programming from the FCC a permit to operate pitch for ABC. These towns coin- selected by the United Parent-Teachers Assn, of Jewish Schools. Final
cide with his banquet '‘route,” and feature is a number of spots with Passover greetings
schedule is pop music, all in the commercially on Channel 29.
from N. Y. Mayor
Sales figures for fiscal year, in each stand Jessel, as ABC’s new Vincent Impellitteri and City Council
familiar vein. Godofsky Bros., bePresident Rudolph Halley, as
fore going on the air, polled many "ending Jan. 31, showed an increase super-promotional showman,' will well as the presidents of the five boroughs.
of the 2,300,000 people in the pri- of 8.5% over 1951, and 26% over huddle with the local network affiliates.
mary listening areas of Queens, 1950, Gimbel said.
Total of 81 stations have joined Representatives Assn.’s Crusade
for Spot Radio since the program was announced two weeks ago. Stations will contribute one-halfi of their one-minute daytime rate per
month, funds to go to increasing scope of SRA clinics, research and
specialized studies in addition to other promotional work.
SRA in its quarterly meeting’ last week-also amended its by-laws
to increase the number of directors from seven to eight, and elected
George E. Brett, Katz Co. vice-president, a director. H. E. Cummings,
a Jacksonville station rep, joined the association.
t
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NBC’s Talent Has No Color'
Continued from page 1

MUSIC YOU LIKE

WRAP
ADD

.

CORRECT TIME

the basic elements of independent radio— Music, News,
in a continuing series of unique promotions.

—

. .

SPOT NEWS

Time-

— and an island-based 10,000 watt
— 5,887,135 — crescent coast and

ideal frequency
740 KC
transmitter off a populous

Catalina, the fresh,

.

new

influence in Southern California radio!

and advertisers have been discovering KBIG at 740
ing numbers and with increasing results since its founding
Listeners

NOW! THE BILLBOARD

adds

its

accolade

in increase

by awarding KBIG Second

annual promotion competition.

KBIG

John Poole Broadcasting Company
KBIG • KBIF •* KPIK
4540 Sunset

Blvd.,

Hollywood 21,

Calif.

•

HEmpstead 3205

Represented by Robert

Meeker A Associates,
j

NBC continuity aceptance toppers from Chi (Harry Ward) and
L. A. (Don Honrath) came east
for the confab.
Forth

Worth—Howard

Fisher, of

WB&P

announcing staff, has
been named to succeed Thaine
Engle as publicity director for
by
AM-TV-FM. Fisher has 13
RCA prexy Frank M. Folsom be- WBAP,
years of radio and TV experience.
fore a Congressional committee
that the company’s employment
policy is “there shall be no discrimination based on race, color,
role officer.”
Cites Folsom Credo
Madden cited a statement

the

*

creed or national origin,” He said
that thereo are literally “dozens
of minority-group representatives
successfully performing executive,
supervisory and skilled technical
positions” in many fields of activity at
and were earning promotions.

NBC

last June,

Place for best sales and audience promotion by stations in the 5,000 to 20,000 watt class.
Our congratulations to First Place winner KDAL, Duluth, Our appreciation to the distinguished judges who selected KBIG, the only western radio station to win, place or show' in
this

working is whether* Negro
employees “go Up the ladder.”

icy is

.

you have

KBIG

dared. He noted that recently on
“Philco TV Playhouse” Sidney.!
Poitier was featured in a role of
a parole officer which “in no way
identified the role as being played
by a* Negro. Rather, he, like the
rest of the cast, was strictly an individual concerned with the problems that might confront any. pa-

Inc,

Conference was hosted by Joseph Baker, Negro public relations
consultant for HCA-NBC. Speaking at the meeting were NBC prez
Frank * White, personnel chief
Ernest de la Ossa, publicity v.p.
Sydney Eiges and continuity acceptance chief Stockton Helffrich.
De la Ossa said that NBC “needs
good people, whoever they may
be.” Eiges called for Negro spokesmen to “continue to criticize us
and help US' in, our work.” Various
Negro .leaders congratulated the
skein on its progress and one
noted that the key to how its pol-

Eileen
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the

TV
homes
in

the
u.s.
can be reached with just

9

television stations
New

WNBT
WNBQ

York

Chicago

KNBH

Los Angeles

WPTZ

Philadelphia

,

WBZ-TV Boston

WNBK

Cleveland

WNBW

Washington, D.

WRGB

Schenectady- A Iban y- Troy

KPTV

Portland, Ore.

Now,

advertisers can concentrate their television adver-

tising in the

to reach
all

homes

in these nine

families sold

Sales

of

in the country.

estimated that there will be 12,000,000

homes

TV

9 markets represented by NBC Spot

H, 000,000 TV homes — that’s 51.6%

the .TV

It is

C.

TV

markets by summer. Keep those

on your product.

Call

your

NBC Spot

Salesman and place your summer schedule now.
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30

Chicago

Los Angeles
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York

Washington

Cleveland
Charlotte^
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%

San Francisco

Atlantal
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RAAIO-TIPLEVISION

36

late Nite Sponsorship

New York
Flu knocked Patsy

Morris and MCA, into
sales as account exec.

ABCrTV

C

the cast of NBC's
Action” last week t
Snow replaces Bill Hayes
of

Men in

Show of Shows” on NBC-^W
tive March 28. Hayes bo^oufc|o|
start rehearsals on~ Rodgers Sc

v

%

Hollywood

Leyden emcees “The Sky’s
the Limit,” quiz show which teed
Hammerstein’s “Me and Juliet” .
Fred Allen auditioning a half-hour off on KNBH. .McDaniels MarGoodson & Todman show for NBC- kets angels KLAC-TV’s WednesMichael Higgins day night Owl Movies. .George
TV this week
plays the lead in CBS-TV's “The Allan Motors bankrolls Friday
Elliot Law- night pix on KTTV. .“Stairway to
Web” Sunday (2*
rence joined DuMont’s -midday Stardom*,” with Wally Sherwin
“Take the Break” as pianist and emceeing, debuted on KNBH.
co-emcee, adding this to his other Vitamin Corp. of America inked to
chores on same web’s “Guide bankroll semi-final main event of
Right” and on WCBS-AM's early Olympic wrestling on KECA-TY..
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

morning. “Jack Sterling Show.”
Merrill E. Joels appears on
“Mama” Friday (20) and fourth
shot on “Date With Judy” today
(Wed.) ..Jack Manning and Ralph
Bellamy using the Palisades as
locale for a “Man Against Crime”
stanza
Vanessa Brown, of “Seven
Year Itch,” guests on Virginia Graham’s “Food for Thought” on Du.

Mont Friday (20).'. Sportscaster
Mel Allen named chairman of
.

Sports Division for the 1953 Cancer Crusade.

John Soell. ex-DuMont, and
Larry Hasbrouck, ex-ABC spot
have joined the sales staff

sales,

of

H-R Representatives
Grindley added

S.

.

.

.

Idella

WABC-TV

ter

as station’s operaion

manager

.

.

.

Earl Hamner was omitted from
Variety’s credits as scrfpter of

NBC-TV’s “The

City,”

Army

one-shot drama
Jane Pickens March 8 . ,

Salvation
starring
.

DuMont

Inside Staff—Television

Windfall in WOR-TV Deal
DuMont network hasn’t yet made a definite decision on a replaceWOR-TV, N. Y., assumes an en- ment
for idle Drew Pearson Wednesday night program, which Carter
viable position in the late-hour. piccancelled on the net Web will use a couple^jf specials to
Products
ture this week with pacting of
9
In until a suitable substitute can be found.
Times Square Stores for sponsor- fill
has also decided to retain “Keep Posted” in its present TuesWeb
ship
a
five-a-week live

of
half-hour,
jRfrdSflL Cora Baird guested on the
*Fai$-$Vinchell NBC-TV-er Mon- show at 11 p.m?
Deal, which runs for 52 weeks,
-'7has Ray Heatlierton, the station’s
t
Biti

day evening slot opposite NBC-TV’s Milton Berle after the Saturday
Evening Post winds up 72 weeks of sponsorship on the March 31 pro.
grant

“Merry Mailman,” as emcee of a
CBS-TV’s public affairs topper, Sig Mickelgon, has signed a contract
show called “Inside Times Sq.”
Program will be aired daily except with the American Museum of Natural History in N. Y„ giving the
Thursday and Sunday, and will web an “exclusive” on the museum’s storehouse of exhibits.
At present the web is “prospecting” through the huge museum, exhave a different format each night
(

of the week, tied together with a* ploring for potential video material. Interestingly, Sunday’s (15) edishowbiz slant and guestars, Robert tion of CBS-TV’s “Omnibus,” included a portion originating from
Whitehill was the agency. Show the Museum, with William Kapell playing one of the first pianos.

kicks off

March

30.

The museum had previously been tied up by some indie packagers,
but hadn’t signed with a network. Show .would probably be slotted on

'

a Sunday afternoon.

UTP, Guild

while California Spray Chemical is
picking up tab on second prelim

Continued from page 20

«

.

.

.

m

.

Chicago

Bob McKee joining Chi’s Filmack studios to produce and ped-

TV

dle

Mutual

film spots. McKee has proand scripted for most- of

duced
Continued from paje 2l sssssm
the major webs . . . Chuck Dresser
from N. Y. spot sales to head up weeks, starting in' early MSy. Since
by the web’s supervisor of women's Chi NBC-TV national spot, sales Murine's total gross billings won’t
programs, Duncan MacDonald, durEdward Arnold in town mak- hit the $1,000,000 mark, -it will, fore.
ing a recent trip to the- Pacific. ing TV spots for Turtle Wax
go the overall discount of 63%.
She’s also president of N. Y. Chap- WGN-TV film director Elizabeth Agency
setting
the deal was
ter of American Women in Radio Bain appointed to the Radio and BBD&O.
and Television . . Carlo Vlntl, pro- teevee committee of the Lutheran
Plan would give the sponsor time
ducer of WPIX’s “Opera Cameos” Churches in Chi . . E. I. DuPont on
such varied shows as “Twenty
has received a scroll from the Vati- De Nemours, Fuller, Smith & Ross,
Questions,” the web’s series of myscan with Papal blessings for his and Hutchins advertising have subtery
shows, the available opening
contribution to music. -Vinti sent scribed to Neilsen’s TV rating
in its 8-8:30 p.m. mystery-adventhree kinescopes of the produc- services
. . “Courtesy Hour” emture
Multi-Message plan programs
tions to the Vatican library for its cee-sponsor Jim Moran off on a
—in fact, Any -network program the
archives.
three-week tourage of Florida
sponsor wants in on. For example,
E. Carlton Winckler. has beeirhGottfried Motors, Inc. bankrolling
named production manager of the WGN-TV’s “Boxing from Eastern a package comprising 131 broadCBS-TV program department; pre- Parkway Arena” for half-year casts with 214 minutes of commerviously he Was production mana- starting March 30. AccountJ)iIled cials on the above-named shows is
ger of the operations department through Charles S. Temkin agency priced at $500,000 net, $370,000 for
John G. Connolly joins ABC
Monte Fassnacht, ABC-TV pro- time and. $150,000 for talent.
In line with Its rate changes,, net
publicity' department as staff writ- grammer, vacationing in
Hollyer for ABC-TV
Alben W. Bark- wood and Hawaii . . Jack Drees has effected changes in talent
ley, "The Veep,” addresses the and Chick Hearn gabbing WBKB’s charges so” that it’s offering, for exRadio & TV Executives Society “Chicago
Daily News
Relay.” ample, any of its four Sunday afterlunch today '(Wed.) at the Hotel Event’s sponsor, Packard Motor noon mystery series at a total net
Roosevelt. .John Geddes, ex-CBS Car Co., being billed through J. R. charge of $4,000 per week for alRadio Spot Sales, joins Ed Petry’s Pershall agency
.
ternate-week sponsorship of the
* Dick Noble
TV division Jack Creamer, ex- subbing for WNBQ. announcer
Jim 560-station, half-hour for a full
Hurlibut who’s off to Key West on year.
In other words, a Sunday
a combination vacation and “Zoo afternoon ^mystery goes at a timeParade” research . . National Tea and-talent charge of $8,000 forHhe
has signed a yearly with WBKB full network.
for the ABC station’s Lucky 7
Web is oxTerlng several such
Tom O’Malley taking packages
Ranch”
on its available shows.
over the Chi editorial reins of TV
Standard gross rate for an evening
Forecast and Guide.
half-hour for time only on the web
is about $16,200, thus making the
McGuire Quits WCPO-TV
discounts probably the highest in
'
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Cincinnati,

James
resigned

P.

Saturdays,

starring Dottie

p^n.. EST

Mgt.i William Morris

Selling

17.

WCPO-TV when

from

Hit

M

'

RCA’s engineering products department has .completed a hew 16m
motion picture projector -designed solely for television use. Features
of projector include 4,000?foot reels, a dual focus arrangement and
automatic lamp changeover combine which places a new. lamp into
place in three-quarters of a second.
National Council of the Churches of Christ in America has set its
eighth annual, religious ' broadcasting workshop session for Aug. 10
to 28 at the School of Religion of Butler University and WFBM-TV,
Indianapolis.. Session, open to ministers, church personnel and interested laymen, win cover all aspects of religious broadcasting via
radio and television.

Workshop during the session will make its annual program awards
for non-professional sustaining religious broadcasts produced on local
stations.

„

next season, as has Groucho Marx.
Milton Berle, in line with the program’s hike cost .(which resulted
*
Continued- from pace 21 in Texaco's cancellation), is due
off with an additional $2,year. Status of Tallulah Bankhead to walk
500 more per week next season.
is in doubt.
!

‘Get Realistic’

—

Whether or not Worthington L.
(Tony) Miner, currently* vacationing in Mexico while sitting on the
sidelines, will be content to re,main idle, has raised some conMiner Was- wooed over
jecture.
from 'CBS under a longterm pact
which reportedly netted him $400,000, but .he’s none too happy over
his “what-ever-happedbd-to?” state's, due to the web’s inability to
peddle a “Studio Miner” dramatic

INSURANCE
JEWELRY, FUR

&

Mack.

!"

Bob

TV Hearing

Color

Continued from pace 22

producing color, receivers after the
Supreme Court Lpheld the FCC
authorization. Then, he recalled,
the National Production Authority
instituted a.

ban on ’the

use, of

exiting

For the

s

Entertainment Field

BROADWAY BROKERS

“Comedy

CMP.

Hour,” with likelihood of doing a
General Foods TV show next sea-

;

Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton

Hope v

LIABILITY
'

series.

shows included “Pantomimi
parade” and “Girl Alone,'

Said his departure was due to
clash of personalities.

Agsncy

radio history.

McGuire, producer, ha

Mow starring on NBC's
ALL STAR RSVUI

his

March

Unusual promotion scheme has been worked out by Reub Kaufman,
president of Guild Films,* for his Liberace vidpix series, Kaufman
has had Columbia Records, for whom the pianist records, cut a speKaufman is offering the sefen-ihch records
cial disk with Liberace.
to local and regional, sponsors of, the syndicated series at tost, with
the sponsor’s name on the label. Sponsors would use the records as
c
giveaways, to plug both themselves and the show.

.

.

.

Jack Payne, emcee of WGN-TV’s noontime “Hi Ladies” program,
has come up with a gimmick which should have Chicagoans scrutinizl
ing their $5 bills. Next week a station -official will spend the bill in
a Loop, store. The serial number of thb bill will be flashed* on the
Screen several times during each “Hi Ladies” program, and the person who brings the hill to the station gets a two-week expense-paid
vacation In Hollywood, plus about-$2,000 in merchandise.
If the bill doesn’t turn up within 30 days, it’ll be' presumed to have
been taken out of the station’s coverage area, and a new bill will
be put into circulation.

Marguerite Chapman and
bout
with the firm taking a 30% fee off
Richard Carlson draw leads
“Hollywood Opening Night” on the top of its sales and distributNBC-TV March 23... Rhodes Jew- ing much of the product of its inelers signed to sponsor special dividual partners, who have reevent on Legion boxing card on tained their outside production inKECA-TV, Johnson’s Wax co- terests.
sponsors KECA-TV’s Saturday
Guild on the other hand, is a
Night Fights with Bayuk Cigars
one-man operation, with Reub
Johnston, Freedy & Lampson coQuick newsreel work by two WPIX, N. Y., cameramen enabled the
former Chi advertising
*sponors Rita
LaRoy show on Kaufman,
and onetime partner in Snader station to air pictures of the reenactment x)f tbe slaying of two chilKTTV and is full sponsor of “What man
dren
at Spring Valley, N. Y., at sign-on time of the same day police
Does Jules Weigh” on same chan- Telescriptions, in the saddle. Firm
got a confession. Dan Meenan and Nick Sorrentino got a rush call
nel... Harris Fence Co. bankrolls is also in the production end, filmOlympic auditorium's third boxing ing its syndicated Liberace series last, Wednesday C1I) night, stood by. until the next morning when
bouts on KLAC-TV ....Hudson and “Lash of the West” for ABC- 16-year-old Carlton Mason rdenacted- for police his slaying of Esther
Jewelers angeling KTTV’s Sunday TV, with « couple of other projects Nagy and Marjorie Boudreau, his schoolmates at a school for underWhile Sorrentino continued shooting, Meenan
on tap. Guild employs eight sales- privileged childrenCinema.
men; DTP has l3 in the field.
rushed the initial jhots back to N. Y. in time for showing on the
sign-on
2:30 p.m, Thursday.
Telepix Newsreel at

will televise a series of documentaries on women in the Armed
Services, using footage supervised

.
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150 Broadway, New York 38
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son, has, for one, resolved his contractual status with, the web for

ma-

required for color sets.
Questioned by Rep. James

terials

WLEV-TV

I.

Dolliver (R-Iowa), Walker said he
doubted that anything would be
gained by. the Commission holding
color hearings now but he thought
an investigation “at the proper
time” would be of value. He added

Bethlehem, Pa.

*

Commission feels that the
most pressing thing before it is

LANCASTER, PA.*

that the
,

flit

the licensing of new TV stations
and that it should, devote its staff

"only singlt

to this work.

"
^

Amplifying previous testimony,’

medium

Walker told the Committee that

^^ortlumpton

0 “

“

reaching the
entire

|"*^0

A

°«tlt

to

TV

offili’al*

legislation

giving

lation of nets through their
and operated stations.

Represented hy

R03ERT MEEKER Associates
Ntw

enact

Y#rk

Chlcaga

tot

Angitu

San Francisco

tial

now

gives

to

WGAL-TV advertisers.
o

\
"Market includes Harrisburg, York,
Lancaster, Reading, Lebanon

the

FCC

.

audience, greater sales poten-

the

officials, to acquaint new members
of the body with agencies under
tliir jurisdiction.

.

larger coverage, bigger

owned

Walker appeared before
Committee, along with other

.

symbol of WGAL-TV’s
increased power,

Commission “direct regulatory authority over the webs. At present,
the agency has only indirect regu-

Steinman Station

NBC

'

CHANNEL .8

Mr?.

a’

“comprehensive” investigation of
radio and TV network Operations
should be undertaken either by
Congress or the" Commission. It
might be found advisable, he said,
as the result of such* an inquiry,

Represented by

AM
A

TV FM

Stoinmon Station

Coir McCollough
Prejldent

RQBERT MEEKER Associates
New York

Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco
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-TELEVISION

SB

vorite dish, "chicken with wine
merchant sauce.”

McCormick

Coutliuel from fi'ee 27

celebrities,

makes

a

•

demon-

Program, has same type,, of atmosphere 'one might encounter
when visiting a collector and askIt
ing him about his specimens.
breathing habits of the lizards to
manner of regeneration.

their

make

4

#

WPIX, New York
Here’s an educational program
presented asi educational programs
should Jx* done—informally* with
actual visual examples -and on the
level of the viewer. -Hew York
University has prepared this series,
and George Schwartz, of the University’s biology department, is the
moderator. He's got a couple of

\

'

am} advice

man on

to the small business

keeping of adequate rec-

ords.

A public service offering, show
of a necessary evil to viewers and particiKlie.
pants alike,
came under the heading

AMATEUR CHEF

program (14) dealt with
and other reptiles. Show
was and will continue to be a
THe neophyte
studio production.
zoologists, one a Queens College
student and the other from Forest
Hills High School, brought along

With Cal Karnstedt, -Tom Hastings,
Frank McCormick
Producer-director: Dick Larson

Initial

'

Writer: Karnstedt
30 Mins.; Sun., 1:30 pjnf
Sustaining

KSTP-TV, Mpls.-St. Paul
their
own specimens, as did
Spotted perfectly at 1:30 p.m.
Dick Stillman, a high Sundays when husbands and wives
Schwartz.
school student who knew some- together can be more easily atthing about zoology but not too tracted by such a subject of prac
much about lizards, asked the ques- tically universal interest as foodtions* while Schwartz and his as- and its preparation, this show* giving amateur male chefs a chance
to strut their stuff by demonstrating their favorite recipes before
the camera, stacks’ up as art audience grabber and likely sponsor
snagger. KSTP staffer Cal Kara
IN
stedt has cooperation of local So1Uv«rA|lf *e*r Hwlsa* Riverj 2#- minutes t#
feiety of Amateur Chefs compris
miAtawa N, Y. Xhaoaim Enalish -architecture
ing more or less prominent local
ef Iaa4tea*esl .trewid*.
•it **#r

COUNTRY LIVING
NEW YORK CITY
—

m

1

U

hre* ce llviap r**M. library, sereeaed-ln
veranda. ilalaa-r**M. |MRtry. hitehen, laundry.
2nd FLOOR:
3 -bnthv, eunrfeck.
>,
Sealed attic, base m an t and- wark ship.
hall,

ma

ntICKD TO SELL
PHONE K1

*

]

SHI 4 hrfek kM JaeMaw til* structure; ena-tar
•rate. a#Mi*w ra*a*e. Quiet. wea4*4, exclu*
Centra
clv« a*l«hh*rka*< WOWMSTAIJtS:

— $47,010

personages who have had newspaper recognition of their culinary
prowess from time to time.
A leading Minneapolis restaul

rateur^ Tom Hastings, joined Kara
stedt in teeoff. Bedecked in white
chef uniforms and in a kitchen
setting,

8-BolO Menilait »r evenlni* t«r

appafabaenL

naford

pigs,

and the famous Han-

family

of

equestriennes

1

1

.1

—

well,

.

|

Pair also spiel the commercials.

Rees:,

Rees.

Arne.

LAFAYETTE’S LADY

Chan.

turns when both husband and wife
are employed; how to complete
Schedule "C”; whether to claim
standard or itemized deductions,

assistants in amateur zoologists
and a youngster who asks the quesNet effect is a fascinating
tions.
show for adults and kiddies alike.

lizards

.of

cient pertinent questions- that baffle taxpayers, to hold viewers’ interest during the 15-minute period. In this category were -such
queries* answered by panel members* as best method of ^filing re-

Producer: Schwarts
Director: Ted Estabrook
34 Mins., Sat., 2iR pjnu

*

•

*_

they

interviewed

guest

Frank McCormick, owner of a
famed yesteryear cafe here, and
'

assisted latter in preparing his fa-

WCBS-TV, WNBT

With Judy Tillman, Dolly Wheaton, Marvin Berg, Jack Perkins,

Tele Followups

Guy Ewing; Boh

Continued from pace 27

.

/'

a mildly pleas- trained

on session Page also brought out that the
could consume vast quantities of heard (12) with ’the piano-organ show’s profits go to a worthy
with
a
somewhat Shriner ''charity ^ cause and that
accompaniment
food and liquors. McCormick was
stab at the old underprivileged and crippled chilfirst restaurateur to introduce wild off-lhe-shoulder
chatter dren attend as guests.
Shaw
Smith-Dinah
Jack
the
rice, which he served with
the shpw, ’routine. Arrangements of duets
concoction on
Commercials were brought in
chicken
Kfb
t
A ! f*A
J_
oiinVi nA
WAMflAVtllr' could
OAllfn be
Wonderful”
such
as
fit’s
of
pounds
smoothly and well handled by Pace
and he said he sold 150
smoothed, although Kyle Kim- Program is a great pjug for
a pound
it to Ringling at 20c ..
the*
present price is well over $1.50— through Vas mellower on this than eircus as well as its sponsor who
on his rendition of ‘Tm Just a Poor helping a worthy enterprise,
to take to New York.
un* Show was duck soup for Hastings Bachelor.” Betty Bryan is solid doubtedly should gain good will as
who managed to get in plugs for warbling "The Moon Is Yellow.” well as increase product’s sales.

*

ANIMALS ARE FUN

is

his.

With Charles King, John Ryan, Al- ington, Pa. William Kapell played
lan Higgins, Douglas Mann.
some ^ selections on one of the
Producer: Jack Lynne
oldest pianos in existence, an. in15 Mins., Mon. 6:15 pjn.
strument built around 1790 by the
WNAC-TV, Boston
master Italian piano maker, Bar'
This was the* windup of a series tolomeo Cristofori, arid then keysporadically presented by local of- boarded on a modern piano.
fice of Director of Internal ReveAs a 90-minute entity (including
nue to aid distraught taxpayers in commercials) "Omnibus” continues
the completing and filing of tax re- as a hit-and-miss contribution to
turns. Businesslike and informa- TV. Despite some occasional offsession was presented in beat material and a format untive,
panel form with assistant director fettered by time limitations, its
of Internal Revenue in- Mass., potenttfal hasn’t been realized.
Charles King, doling ou^ questions
Rose.
for discussion to John Ryan, Revenue Service's audit department
The Alexander Hamilton-Aaron
topper; Allan Higgins,- Hub BarJ Burr duel of -July 11, 1804 was
Association member and Douglas given, a good treatment by "You
Mann, CPA.
Are There” last Sunday (15) over
While there was little visual at- CBS-TV. A top cast headed' by
traction to the -stint, moderator Shepperd
Strudwick (Hamilton)
King managed to squeeze in -suffi- and John Newland (Burr) resus-

and camera-

With George Schwartz, guests

own chef and who was ant songfest.
The duo did
described as a great gourmet who

YOUR FEDERAL INCOME TAX

'

Continued from page Zt

was

who The new combo

the city’s youngsters.
*

.

Bril.

Ringling

Radio Reviews

One

lizard collectors of a sizeable

portion

Pegeen did an effective job demonstrating the Jamie spot eraser,
which removes stains* and nicely
worked in pings for McCreery’s
Commercials . seemed to
items.
total moire than the three minute
allotment, but were nevertheless
palatable. Production
slick.

told about

man John

Ted Estabrook's camera megging
was excellent, giving fine closeupg
of the animals and following them
smoothly. Only possible disadvan- his restaurant.
tage of the show is that it might

1

quickly,” Hammer’s* recommendation of "saying it with flowers”
and Fitzgerald’s suggestion of
making- a jest that puts the situation iqto perspective. All in all, it
was relaxed, interesting talk about
a jam -everyone gets into.

work were

late circus

here.

visitors

whom McCormick
brought

hep showwoman; was relaxed but thorough, covering everything from feeding and

she's articulate and adept at ‘‘being herself” with a ready opinion.
Hammer is unusual in that he's a
merchant with an ability to tell a
story. Mrs. Fitzgerald shows savvy
in keeping the palaver rolling
smoothly* while Mr. F. gets the
laughs with his down-to-earth humor and iconoclastic philosophy.
On the show caught the group
first kicked -around the question
of what to do if a new neighbor
acts standoffish. Another subject
was Iiow to handle the problem. of
conflicting
having, made
one’s
Comments on this point
dates.
were MMM’s "tell the truth, and

Sustaining

tained

sistant answered them with
strations by the specimens.

are lensed around a dinner table
as they gab over the coffee. Their
guests Sunday were Mary Margaret McBride, another ABC personality, and Victor Hammer, head
of Hammer Galleries, a bijouterie.

MMM

Interview brought out that Cafe
of 50 years ago entermany theatrical and other

Television Reviews

Smiley,

Continued from pace

an-

nouncer-narrator
Writer: James Orgill

Nov. 15, has a Class

Tom Armstrong

Director:

Class
a

C

jump over WCBS-TV’s June

In
the
announcement field
WCBS-TV is upping the rate for
the “Group* 1 spots (cream time) in
Class A from $875 to $975 for a
20-second or 60-second plug, while
the 10-second plugs are upped to

minute presentation, James Orgill $500.
turned in -a smooth script that did
The new format at the NBC-TV
not underplay the overall time se- key Is designed to encourage local
quence that. covered most of the and nafional-spot bankrollers to
Mile. Lafayette’s hectic career. Di- combine use of station breaks
andrector Tom Armstrong integrated participations in lire
shows. Preappropriate music
that
added viously, according to

WNBT

flavor.

-

-

1

WILTON, CONN.

,

#

-

slot,

since a late afternoon setup

wll be endangered by doubleheaders-. This in- turn presents an-

other problem, since the web pays
on continuous eighthour basis, with overtime rates
after the eight hours. Currently,
those eight hours start at 3 p.m.
with the Dixon show, and run till
11 p.m. Should the Dixon show
move to 1 p.m., with the “unbroken
eight hour” rate by A.T.&T., web
would have to pay overtime rates
after 9 p.m., leaving it two hours of
network broadcasting at the overtime rate.

line charges

ROBERT MEEKER. Associates
New York

Chicago

Los Angelee

San Francisco

sales

Cast did a creditable job with chief Jhy J. Heitin* most adverconcentrated
On
either
Dolly Wheaton-*** both Marie An- tisers
citated this all but forgotten slice
toinette -and Duchess De NoiUes breaks or participations. Now they
of American histvy, carefully
are bemg encouraged to use both,
giving
the
.stanza
a
professional
pru
*
scripted for tele by Leslie Slot e
because all participations will conalong' lines that apparently djd r touch M»rvm Berg waa a convincLaFayette:
Judy Tillman tribute to station break discounts.
not deviate from the known facts ing
played an understanding wife and
Dropping of the “15 plus 1” plan
of the incident which took place
in Weehawken, N. J., overlooking Guy Ewing helped -as the jailer. is due to the fact -that it succeeded
the Hudson. The events immedi- Jack Perkin* -sounded a bit too old in its objective pf increasing the
ately preceding and following- the as son, George. Brob Smiley’s nar- use of daytime station breaks,
Mark.
duel gave substance to the main rations was -svelte.
which are now solidly entrenched,
theme.
Heitin said. WNBT.- is keeping its
To promote the program and the UNDER THE BIG TOP
"Personality Prize Package,” which
historical facets revolving around With Norm Page,* ether*
in 'effect .gives * sponsors buying
the unfortunate encounter, CBS Producer-director: Pave
three daytime participations a
brought together two descendants 15' Mins.; dally 5:3t pjn.
fourth for free. WCBS-TV has a
of the principals, who met in front FISHER PEANUTS CO;
“12 plan,” giving a 45% discount
WeehawHamilton
bust
of the
in
WMIN, Mpls.-St Paul
to spenders buying 12 or -more dayken the previous week to exchange
Shriners* indoor circus in St. time spots weekly.
greetings as civic dignitaries
watched. They were Miss Emily St. Paul is the inspiration for this
New prices on WNBT’s local
alluringly" titled “Under the Big
T. Burr, related through. James
Shows’ are $275 for Morey AmsterBurr, Aaron’s ..uncle; and Capt. Top” show which is on the -air daily dam,
Josephine 'McCarthy. Herb*
David Blair Hamilton, a Korean throughout the entire engagement.
Sheldon, Jinx Falkenburg, Richard
veteran, .great-great-great grand- A bit of WMIN'- promotional enter“Hollywood
Playhouse,”
son of Hamilton, son of Brig, Gen. prise, it promptly landed a sponsor, Willis,
Fierpont Morgan Hamilton, "and a peanut package-distributor whose “Channel 4 Theatre,” “Bar 4
and “Saturday Stageuncle of Alexander Hamilton, 3d. wares are so popular with the Ranch”
CBS commentators for the pro- legions which annually gather coach,” which represent increases
gram were Walter Cronkite, Don under the big tops* in this instance, of from $20-$125. “11th Hour TheHollenbeck, ’Harry Marble and Bill however, within the four walls, to atre” stays at $350 and “Ask The
enjoy the tanbark delights.
Trau.
Leonard.
Camera” goes from, $350 to $400.
Show has capable WMIN staffer Participations earn
Of
Norm Page interviewingmreus per- 2V£% for 26-50 plugs discounts
on a sliding
formers and describings circuV feascale up fo 10% for more than 260.
tures on the scene during performDuM-Baseball
ances. His recorded material comprises the transcribed shows which
Continued* from pace 22
are broadcast daily. Inasmuch as
segment. Stations are WGN-TV, the circus is a fascinating subject
Washington; for -kids of all ages* program’s AUTHENTIC COUHML'UKEVIEW
Chicago;
WTTG,
OwrjMWH m miH »rlvaita-4afc* li thle charm.
WAAM, Baltimore; WXEL, Cleve- audience enlistment potentialities I"*
C«l**]a| la rmr*4 WMtao. Ym haw all the
goes without saying.
land and WCPO-TV, Cincinnati.
aU tiaa (aahnt.iiali a* arlplaal traplMti.
arlOabaarA hear*. a**., that sake a h*u*a a ham*
Affiliates' baseball contracts are
,
Opener had/ Page interviewing
Yah haw-* Vaaaaftafi-aMaahatf
-With
firm commitments that can’t ^be the circus executive director,* an«MM < haaaaa, halaw# a*0 imatslv* llreplete.
Tht “ChrJatma* Cart*' C alami*! bat 12 raami
broken, and the Dixon show will nouncer and floor manager anent
a*4 3 Mlha pint sarvaata <iatari *f 2 raami
the
big
show's various phased. It
bath. 8 hraalaa ** —taeahtia vapar steam
have to be moved. Question is,
haat. Yaw haw 4 aerae (aaara available), lawna
\vhere? Web isn’t worried about also had him telling about the acts
rartt fart a* a, ratf raaaa, at*. Rlchta t* prlwtt
lake. Ala* J a*r saravr with 4 rwai as! hath
the sustaining portions, but the and the circus's magnitude. With
apartwaat. Otfcar halMtefa. Law taxes. Tlctura
commercial segmehts have to reach Page attending each performance,
hrathara aa rajiaait. B arjala priaad at $59,044.
it was announced, the interviews
Far aaaalataaaat tail Wlltaa r-9444.
all eight cities, and with games
with the clowns, acrobats, etc., will
BATSON FARM AGENCY, INC.
starting at different times in differcome on subsequent broadcasts.
ent cities, web will have to do some
4lt SHi Avmm, NYC
Mention was made of a number
fast shuffling. Current plah is to
MU 2-4232
of acts, including a new one,
break tfte cross-the-board continuity, airing the show on Mondays
at its regular time in some cities
where the teams aren’t scheduled

on that day; and retaining the

Roprwenfod bf

'52

c^rd.

3 p.m. -time on other free days.
It’s likely that most of the programs will be moved to the 1 p.m.

Wilmington, Del.

rate

of $2,600 and
of $1,500, and represented

*

WDEL-TV’s market has more money per capita to spend than all theother 48 states. Buy
WDEL-TV, your key to this richest of markets.
A ^teinmcm Station

23

hourly

B

of $4,250, Class

Engineer: Chick Girt
15 Mins.: Sun. If pan.
Sustaining
WGAR; Cleveland
A refreshing one-shot tidbit was
cooked up by -.WGAR and the
Cleveland Chapter of tlie Daughters of the American Revolution ifl
the presentation of "Lafayette’s
Lady.”
In boiling the program to a 15-

A

San Antonio—A special program
inaugurating

WOAI-TV's boost

in

power to 100,000 watts will be telecast on Sunday (22) when the outlet becomes the most powerful TV
station in Texas.
Viewers will be
taken on a camera tour of the in-

creased WOAI-TV facilities. Talent will be from the station’s roster.

5

'OC

0,0 0 0
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Twenty-six Jtalf-hour Western*
built around one of the

QAKLEV

women, with
a storyline for oil women.

West's legendary

Seventy-eight half-hour flint

'

and Dick Jones,

FIXES

Thirty-nine half-hour
mysteries, packed

featuring

See how
they run

THE RANGE
RIDER

of the early frontier starring
movie heroes Jack Mahoney

OF JEFFREY

with action,

Don Haggerty as Jeff,

(and re-run, too!)

JOKES

sports-minded private eye.

All ten of these television film shows give you the best
Fifty-two fifteen-minute

STRANGE

dramas of mystery and

possible run for your

iADTOEiatB

suspense, adaptable also to

production at low

twenty-six half-hour*.

money—high

ratings and high quality

cost.

Three are already in Telepulse’s

first

twelve syndicated

shows, nation-wide.* -AJJ rate high, wherever they go. Second
Seventy-eight half-hour action

dramas starring

the greatest

Western, hero of them,
.

all,

:»i

with

Pat Buttram and. Champion.

,

or third run, they’re doing as good as or better than on

GENE AUTRY
SHOW

the

first.

Sample: one sljow almost doubled

its rating,

third

run over second, in San Francisco.
You’re ’way out front with the showmanship and technical
Thirteen half-hour musical
variety programs produced in

Paris especially for television,

starring Dolores Gray.

HOLIDAY
FARTS

craftsmanship of Such producers as .Bing Crosby Enterprises

W

and Flying

A Pictures ...not to

mention our sales-building

merchandising kits and on-the-spot counsel.

See
Twenty-six half-hour dramas,

occasionally starring herself.

they run yourself.

whole

story. You’ve

CBS
New York
Thirteen half-hour mystery
.

is

programs, jDon Haggerty

rough-and-ready Eddie

and

Patricia Mbrison, hie girl.

•

Ask your CBS

Television Film

Sales representative today for a private showing and the

CROWN
THEATER

with Gloria Swanson
introducing Hollywood stare,

how

,

never seen such buys in your

life.

Television Film Sales

Chicago, Los Angeles and Memphis

CASES

OF EDDIE
DRAKE
*

•

Seven popular operas
carefully edited

as half-hours,

with famous voicesand-

commentary by Olin Downes.

WORLD’ S
IMMORTAL
CREKAS

If/

)

\0fA

•Telepulce

multi-market
ratings for

January 1963
«»«v» t

Twenty-six quarter-hour
simulated telephone interviews

using the big

boxrdffice.

appeal sf iwsrdy-six big stars.

HOLLYWOOD
ON THE

LINE

O

til 4 !*

m
\U

>hft)

f

j.

.

:

.
.
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Longhair Disk Reviews

By MJK£ GROSS
Les Paul-Maty Ford: “I’m Sitting destined for big joclc play arid could
on Top of the World”-“Slecp“ take off. “Afraid’ ii a fair ballad
Ford wjiicli Dampne sells with topdrawer
(Capitol). Les Paul &
have demonstrated their ahiHty to lyric fueling.
Viri&hn Monroe: “Co-Ed”-“Don’t
drive an oldie on to a revivilSbiAie
with their guitars and multiple- Build Your Dreams Too High” (VicMonroe, whose warbling
voice workovers and their cut |jo£ tor).
“I’m Sitting on Top of the' World” efforts in the past have been
than for
is no exception. Tune is tailor-made notable more for muscle
for their shellac technique and they sensitivity, unbends on this platter
make the most of it They deliver and comes up with vocal awareness
\

|
j

with the kind of zest that makes the
biscuit a jukebox natural. It also
has the drive that appeals to the
platter spinners. It’s a surefire win-]
ner on all counts. Paul’s guitaring*
takes over on the reverse for okay
results.

Johnnie Ray: “Somebody Stole
My Gal”-“Glad Rag Doll’’ (Columbia). Johnnie Ray made his initial
impact in the wax market via his
emotional freneticism and the passionate devotion of the teenage
mob. Although he’s been absent
from the hit lists in recent months,
he’s developed as a disk performer
and no longer has to rely on frenzy

clicking in today’s . market.

that’s

On “Co-Ed ”

a top-drawer mating
words and music, Monroe’s baritone treatment is alive and meaningful and on “Don’t Build Your
Dreams Too High,” a better than
of

average ballad, he'* delivering the
musical message with the proper
sentimental flavor. On the spinning
sweeps, “Co-Ed” shapes up stronger
but it’s going to be close.
Karen Chandler: “I’d Love to
Charlie,
Asleep”-“Goodbye
Goodbye” (Coral). This is a double-

Fall

barreled platter with both sides
rating equal attention and each
side deserving plenty of spins.

him to the top. “Somebody Which ever way it works out, howChandler can’t lose.
I I WI.
VA| Karen
Mj ever,
Gal,” 04
as “Walkin’
Wlc My UOiy
fV qjn.AU
Stole
W)
Baby Back Home” last year, is a She gives each the socko rendition
followup
to her current
a
befitting
denying]
There’s
no
point in- case.
his shellac savvy and when the ma-j highrider, “Hold Me, Thrill Me,
Me.” “Goodbye Charlie,”
terial is right he can’t be beat.' Ray Kiss
to carry

IMA.JF

I

]

Best Bets
LES PAUL-MARY FORB
(

. . .

(

Help Loving You” (M-G-M). Danny
Winchell is the third waxer to go
to bat on “Ohio,” plug song from
the
legituner
“Wonderful
hit,
Town’, (preceding werfe Lisa Kirk,
RCA Victor, and Bing Crosby,
Decca) and it looks like he’s belted
for extra bases. Winchell is an
upcoming singer on the M-G-M
roster and this etching should help
raise his stock. He blends crooning
and whistling gimmicks for repeatspin results. The mellow styling
it

technique on “Ohio” iis abandoned
for a brisk rhythm delivery on the
bottom deck, “I Can't Help Loving
You,” and he chalks up another
solid clout “JLoving You” could
give “Ohio” a run for the money.
LeRoy Holmes’ orch assist enriches
the platter.
Vic
Damone: “Love Light”“Afraid” (Mercury). “Love Light
is a distinctive disk eritry on two
1

counts. It's one of tRe prettiest ballads to come out of Tin Pan, Alley

some time and

it showcases Vic
mature, romantic

a

as

who knows what a lovemeans and how to get its

crooner
lyric

meaning across. Tune’s melody and
hugs the ear and Damone’s

lyric

delivery

tightens

•444-0-+

*

the

*-*4-44

grip.'

It's

10 Best Sellers

SIDE

6.

PRETEND

7.

WHY

9.

10.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

on Coin-Machines

5.

8.

‘

BY SIDE

Fool Such As I

Anywhere

Wander

I

— t“Hans

Chdppell
Feist

Gaylords
Perry Como

(13)

Kay
Ifat

(3)

DON'T YOU BELIEVE ME
HAVE YOU HEARD (9)
KEEP IT A SECRET (10)
*
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART (2)

.

.

.

.

.

Starr
{King) Cole ....

Joni James
Joni James
Jo Stafford

(19)

.

.

Coral

.

Caravan
T.
Doggie in the Window
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes

Glow-Worm
Have You Heard .
Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me
How Do You Speak to an Angel
Hush-A-Bye
I
I

—f “The

Believe
Confess

— *“Hazel Flagg”.

Chappell

Remick
Cromwell
Witmark
Milene
Shapiro-F

Keep It a Secret
Lady of Spain

Sam Fox

;

Did We Know
Mais„Oui
Mister Piano flayer

Johnstone-M

Little

May We

My
My

Baby’s Cornin'

Taubman

•

Mark-J
Roxbury

Home

Jealous Eyes
Pretend
Say It With .Your Heart
Second Star to the Right

Famous
Brandom

„

— v*‘Peter

Feist

Pan”

Disney
Shapiro-B

Side by Side
Till I Waltz Again With You
Why Don’t You Believe Me
Wild Horses
Your Cheatin’ Heart

Village

Brandom

.

Simon
Acuff-R

Second Group

A Stolen Waltz
Don’t Let Your Eyes

Sheldon

Go Shopping for Your Heart.
Downhearted
Golden Years t“Houdini”
Gomen-Nasai
High Noon t“Hlgh Noon”
Hot Toddy
I’ll Be Hangln* Around
Love Me Not Just a Little
Mister Tap Toe
No Two People t“Hans Christian Andersen”
,

Porgie

Paxton
Paramount
Disney

—
.

—

Feist

Coachella
Broadcast

. . .

Shawnee
Montclare

.*

—

Frank

BVC
Town”

Open Up Your Heart

Chappell
Longridge

Peter Cottontail
Piccolo Pete

Leeds

Say

It Isn’t

Hill Sc

So

Small World

Harmon
Church-H&R

.

.Capitol

Will-O’-The-Wisp Romance

.Capitol

Capri
Triangle

Top 10 Songs On TV

.

(Afore in Case of Ties*

Columbia

Hold Me. Thrill Me. Kiss
the Irish In Me
It a Secret
-Mister Tap Toe

Me

Mills

It’s

OH HAPPY DAY
TWICE AS MUCH
IF

. .

.

T.

:

YOU TAKE MY HEART AWAY

TELL DIE YOU’RE MINE
PRETEND
A FOOL SUCH AS I
HOT TODDY
I'^I JUST A POOR BACHELOR
TELL ME YOU'RE MINE
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME
IN THE MOOD
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
TELL ME A STORY
WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME

V

tFigures in parentheses indicate

HHO »t»»

4

|

Four Knights

.

Mills Bros.

/.

Four Aces

.... Decca'

. .

.

Capitol

Decca

.

Mmdy

Carson ...... .Columbia
Ralph Marterle ..... .Mercury
Jo Stafford
..... Columbia
Ralph Flanagan
Victor
Frankie Laine
Columbia
Russ Morgan .......
.Decca
Karen Chandler .... .... Co fat
Johnny Maddox
Dot
Fiarmonicats
.Mercury
Lame-J. Boyd .... Columbia
Patti Page
Mercury

.

t

”

Keep

Second Group

R

Berlin

.

M-G-M

Mills

Kaw-Liga

. .

..

Brandom

„

j

Stars and Stripes Forever
Tell Me You’re Mine

.

Marks
. .

Jazz Singer”

/. Victor

.

Four-Star
Pickwick

Now

Even

. .

.

Santly-J

'.

...M-G-M
.M-G-M

Joni James .........

7

mercury
Mercury

. .

Bourne
American

Bye, Bye, Blues

—^“Wonderful

Page

Robbins-M
Frank

Christian Andersen”.

Because You're 4 Mine

Ohio
-4-44 444444 444444

6-13, 1953

April in Portugal

Oh Happy Day

Teresa Brewer
Patti

v

(7)

.

Survey -Week of March

A

&

4.

3.

LAWRENCE WELK

special to the mediocre^ Her waxalog is pegged more to intimate
nitery repertoire than the disk
Glad Rag Doll
market so she continues to impress
as a warbler who could break
seems to be on the record- com- through If given the ri^ht -waxing
“Pm Happy to Know
panies’ cut-parade (there are three material.
other versions on. the market -now) You’re- Unhappy” Is not it. nor is
and Miss Chandler is in there fight- “There’s Poison in Your Hearts,”
ing. It’s a wistful ballad entry that “Unhappy’’ come*- closer but it’s not
“Poison” is in
fits easily into her piping groove. quite big enough.
She’s got the field to herself, so the folk genre and belongs in a
far, on*‘Tjl Love to Fall Asleep.” night club routine.
It’S a good ballad, excellently renThe Ramblers: “And the Bull
dered. Jack Pleis gives the coupling Walked Around, 01ay”-“Mama, He
added power, with- his tasteful Treats Your Daughter Mean” (Vicorching.
One of the liveliest off-beat
tor).
Tommy Priaeo: “Now I Know”- novelty items to hit the disk mar'Love For Love” (King): King ket in .many years. “The Bull
Records, a minor league label, has Walked Around, Olay,” gets a
latched on to a major league wax sprightly rendition by a sock vocal
There’s a merriment in
property in Tommy Prisco.
Al- combo.
though .he's a rookie in the shellac the lyric and the melody^ which
catch -and project for
Ramblers
the
pastime, he's got the savvy and the
Flip
technique of a pro and, should get excellent jukebox potential.
groove and although
blues
the
in
is
the deejay scouts rooting for him.
pop overtones, it
He belts ’em out straightaway, no it’s given someappeal
of its mate.
sound gimmicks or vocal tricks, lacks the mass
Ramblers
with force and projection. Initial Tamara Hayes aids the
contribuvocal
sharp
a
here
with
release gives him only fair ballad
material to work with but he still tion.
and
“Walkin’
Guy Mitchell:
emerges as a strong bet. Of the
‘Wise Man Or Fool”
two sides, “Now I Know,” emerges Wond'rin’
this
on
parlay
The
as- the getaway side, Dewey Berg- (Columbia).
man’s orch lends a tiptop backing platter (Guy Mitchell^ vocal: Bob
Merrill, composer; Mitch Miller,
job.
r.-ing and conducting the
Jane Tuncy: "I Can’t Get You a.
.Out of My Heart”-“Oh Jimmy, orch) has turned out a flock of hit
Jimmy” (Decca). “Heart” has a wax during the past couple of
captivating, beat, an ingratiating years by keeping its combined finlyric and a topflight rendition by gers on the public’s preferences.
Jane Turzy. It's acan’t-miss for This effort indicates that there’s
the jukes and a must-play for the been a shift in the disk buyers’
jocks.
Thrush, who's turned out tastes, in. fact, it show's that the
for
some wax for Decca, has one of circle has been completed,
” reverts
her best chances to crack through “Walkin’ and Wond’rin’
(Continued on page 46)
the hit lists with this one. Backing,

TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU (11)
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW (6)
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE (0)
DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES

1.

2.

‘

authoritative reading of Some surface defects mar disk.
Song* *f Reverenee (Decca
the old-worldish, somewhat oldhat symphonic suite- by Sir Thomas $3.85». Richard Tauber (with orch
Beecham and the Royal Philhar- assist) sings eight familiar devotional songs with simple fervor and
monic.
Brahms: Piano Concerto No., t warmth, the fine lieder singer and
musician
shining through. Appeal(RCA 'Victor, $5.72). Masterful
performance of a powerful work ing platter.
Liszt:
Hungarian
by Artur Rubinstein, with the
Rhapsody No. 2
Boston Symphony under Charles and Rachmaninoff: Prelades in G
Munch in ringing accompaniment. Minor and C Sharp Minor (Capitol
Samuel Mayes’ cellb also standout, $3.98). Brisk playing of familiar
Sibelius: Symphony No. 1 (Mer- piano showpieces by Leonard Pancury, $5.95). Good clean reading nario, with much feeling and exof the melodic, brooding work by pression as well as technical finish
Wolf-Ferrari: I Quattro Rusteghi
the Stockholm Radio Symphony
under Sixten Ehrling, sans the (Cetra-Soria, 3 LP, $17.85 ». Tuneful opera buffa done in charming
usual schmaltz.
This Is My Vienna (London, light style by a fine group o l
and hi»
Unhackneyed, list of fra- Italian singers. - Conductor Alfredo
$4.95).
CHAMPAGNE MUStC
grant songs and marches from a Simonetto adds good orchestral
82nd Consecutive Week, Aragon bygone Vienna, sung in % lovely, backing.
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif.
limpid style by Hilde Gueden, with
Philadelphia
Orchestra
First
Exclusively for Coral Records
orchestra under Kurt Adler. De- Chair (Columbia, $5.72).
Eight
“OH HAPPY DAY" backed
lightful disk.
first-desk men are soloists with the
„
by “Your Mother and Mine”
Liszt: Les Preludes and Maxeppa orch under Eugene Ormandy in
(M-G-M, $3). Philharmonia Or- .various musical excerpts, on a* disk
chestra under Anatole Fistoulari in sold to aid the PC’s pension fund.
which is unbilled on the platter, vigorous readings of two rousing
Bron.
“Oh,
rate* a special citation.
Jimmy Jimmy,” however, goes
under the heading of “so what?”
Jilla Webb:' “I'm Happy to Know
You’re Unliappy”-“There's Poison
in Your Heart” (M-G-M): Jilla
Webb has got what it takes to push
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties V, based on
a thrush into the hit disk brackets
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index tc Audience Trend Index.
but^she doesn't get what it takes.
Published
by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Her waxing mS terial, thus far, has
Director , Alphabetically listed.
ranged from the pleasant to the
tionate,

Sleep

gives plenty of life to “Gal”
with a vibrant vocal Job that projects excitement -without relying on
ersatz pyrotechnics. It’s one of his
best sides. “Glad Rag Doll” borders
on old Ray emotionalism and
doesn’t stand a chance next to
“Gal.” Paul Weston’s orch helps on
this side with a "standout support.
Danny Winchell: “Ohio”-*! Can’t

in

ON TOP OF WORLD

Goldmark: Rustle Wedding Sym- Liszt tone-poems, the unfamiliar
Affec- “Mazeppa” particularily standout
$5.72).

phony (Columbia,

SOMEBODY STOLE MY GAL

Columbia )

Damone

SITTING

.I'M

Capitol )

JOHNNIE RAY

1953

Duet
Shapiro-B
Montclare

[

Oh Happy Day
Pour
Tell

BVC

Me a Glass of Teardrops
Me You're Mine

Waltz Again With You,
Don’t You Believe Me
Wild Horses

Advanced
Capri

Till I

-.Village

Why

Brandom
;

.

;

,

Simon

.

4

Five

.

.

.

.

!

i

• *

i

•

.

<>»•*,«»

.

.

number

of

weeks
*

so),g
« « -r

.

has been in the Top 10
o
t tV»

44+4444*

Top Standards

(Afore In Case of Ties)

.

Continental

Dreaming
Gotta Right to Sing the Blues
It’s a Great Day for the Irish
It’s a Wonderful, Wonderful Feeling
My Baby Just Cares for Me
Someday My Prince Will Come
I

Filmusical.

c Legit musical.

Harms
Remick
Harms
Feist

Chaopell

BVC
Bourne

yednewla^ March 18, 1953
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STORY: INDIES
Decca’s ’52

Net

Up

Profit

100G

Despite $1,500,000 Sales Slump

Quick Repeats With Clich Artists

4*
Although Decca’s sales fell off
the
bv about $1,500,000 in 1952,
company's net climbed from $835,ASCAP’s Jessel Tribute
^1952.
450 in 1951 to $933,265 in
Georgie Jessel will be the honor
The diskery’s sales slipped ffom
guest at the annual dinner-meet$19,767,530 in 1951 to $18,231,134
to the Decca ing of the American Society of
last year, according
Composers, Authors & Publishers
annual report Issued to stockholdat the Hotel Astor, N. Y., April 7.
ers last week.
Jes^l is being palmed, for his work
Decca’s net, after all Charges
behalf of ASCAP’s songs and
$532,000 in Fed- in

and provision of

their creators.
L. Wolfe Gilbert,

and foreign taxes, was up
12% but the earnings per
share were 90c compared to the
of $1.08 per share. Varrate
1951
iation is accounted for by the aderal

about

One

of the key reasons for the
of Broadcast Music,
Inc., in recent years can be traced
to its indirect control over numerous independent disk companies.
In all cases, this control is exercised via BMI’s subsidization of
publishing firms which are, in effect, affiliates or subsidiaries of
platter labels. This tieup between
the publishers and the diskeries
is 'what has given BMI the major
hold on hits breaking on indie la-

ASCAP

$9,390,010 and liabilities were $4,679,244 for a healthy two-to-one

Cash on hand as of the end
the year was $3,891,630. Decca’s

ratio.

of

investment in 406,175 shares of
Universal Pictures stock represents a $7,037,671 investment for
Decca, incidentally,
the diskery.
stands to make over $400,000 per
annum on the Universal stock via
the latter’s $1 dividend.
Prexy Milton R. Rackmil stated
that Decca’s investment in Universal (of which he is also president)
strengthens the diskery's
prospects. The earnings of Universal, he said, are now at the
highest rate in its recent history.
The diversification of Decca’s interest, by participation in two active segments of show business,
(Continued on page 48)

Death of Rep. Bryson

Blow

to

Music Biz Bid

On Jukebox Licensing
The death of Rep. Joseph R.
Bryson <Dem., N. C.) was a blow to
the music industry segment which
is

pulling for

an amended Copy-

Act to permit licensing of
jukeboxes for performances of
copyrighted tunes. The late representative was one of Congress’
staunchest supporters -of such a
move and was coauthor with Sen.
Estes Kefauver of such legislation
during the previous session of

right

Congress. That bill was defeated
but Bryson was aiming to introduce
a similar bill during this session.

Canuck Pitch

Its

Reviewing BMI’s "activities in
Canada, Burton told the .CAB conthat SMI-licensed songs
earned an overall 81.2% in the
year-end popularity poll conducted
by the British United Press. BMI
songs headed the weekly surveys
for a total of 39 out of 48 weeks.
Of the top 10 songs of last year,
BMI licensed eight. Burton also
quoted the figures of .the Lucky
Strike “Hit Parade” show on which
BMI-Hcensed songs were in the
No. 1 spot 37 out of 50 weeks.
Overall ----popularity of BMI songs
on the “Hit Parade” gavea the lij
censing organization a mainritv
J
y
percentage of almost 57%.
'

Platter

|

to

For thte first time since its original performance on the air seven
years ago, Gordon Jenkins’ “Manhattan Tower” will be made available* for general licensing via a
folio publication of the number
by Leeds Music. Heretofore no
copies of the Jenkins’ opus were
distributed and performances of
the work were sharply curtailed.
Publication also throws the work
open for diskers. Jenkins, up to
now, has made the only version for

Bonanza

i

potential.

Most recent example of a tune
that had its wings clipped in flight

I

Drummer

’

.

j
!

,

Up

-

-

.

m SINATRA

i

1

j

j

WITH
CAPITOL FOR 2 YEARS

New
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in 1951.
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Rene’s

New Victor Pact

place.

Henri Rene, RCA’s Victor’s asEddie Fisher’s “Outside of Heavveepee in charge, of manufacturing, sistant pop artists & repertoire di- en” stays at third place, followed
is supervising the setup of the new rector, has been signed to a new by Al Alartino’s “Now” and Mario
plant and will name a manager two-year pa,ct with the company. Lanza’s “Because You’re Mine.”
after the .preparatory work is com- Rene is assistant to a&r chief Dave Two newcomers this week are both
Kapp and his renewal, plus that of British artists LIta Roza’s “Doggie
pleted.
The Gloversvllle plant will be the recent re-signing of Hugo "Win- in the Window” in the ninth spot
the fourth operated by Decca. Be- terhalter to a similar two-year pact, and Dickie Valentine’s “All the
sides Richmond and Gloversvllle, solidifies the current Victor a&r Time and Anywhere” (12th).
diskery has factories in Bridgeport setup, Kapp’s pact also has two
more years to*rim with the comand Los Angeles.
Lutcher to Omaha
pany.
Rene has been with Victor since
Omaha, March 17.
1939 when he was a musical diSanta Marla to M-G-M
Nellie Lutcher will open at AnCrooner l3ob Santa Maria, recent rector in the international division. gelo’s night spot here April 4-12.
Other dates set for the Omaha
Arthur Godfrey “Talent Scouts” Before assuming his present post,
show winner, has been added to he was in charge of Victor’s Coast spot are Pee Wee Jlimt April 17,
recording activities. Like Winter- for his" fourth session at nitery;
M-G-M Records roster.
Santa Maria's initial sides will halter, Rene is also a Victor artist Johnny Hedges, May 14; and Betty
as a studio bandleader.
Clooney, May 29.
be released, in mid-April.
factory.

Bud Johnston, Decca’s

—

,!*•»

Perry Joins BMI

Jack Perry, former Santly-Joy
professional manager, has been
Program kicks off this week- added to the plugging staff of
Sammy Kaye, who’s also Broadcast Music. He’s beep named
tliree other weekend general professional manager of
* s Other bands on tap for the BMI’s Canadian subsid headquartnext^
few months are Claude ering, in N. Y.
° rnh 11
Perry had been associated with
Vaughn Monroe, Billy
\r
i
al pk
AQ d Tex Santly-Joy in New York and ChiBcneke^
cago for the past sjx years.

diskery viewpoint but it reduces
pubs’ chances to realize tune's full

,

TO NAT’L SALES MGR.

New York

from the

.

CAPITOL UPS COOK
'

It’s impossible for the publishers to extract any holdoff promises
diskers. Release policy
with tire majority of the diskeries
is to cash in on a high-riding artist
by getting new releases out on the
market fast and to get a sluggish
pactee moving by throwing everything they’ve cut into the field. It’s
a sound business practice* from the

Folio

r

A1 Levine, present N. Y. branch
On Meadowbrook Sked manager, *is being upped to district
Frank Dailey, operator of “the sales manager while Anthony RuMeadowbrook in Cedar Grove, bino takes over Levine’s chore.
h as skedded a big name band Cap’s national promotion manager
has not yet been named.
Pohcy for the
weekend dates. A teevee show,
aired from the
Meadowbrook floor,
aiso is being
planned,

ing.

As General

Decca and that album has topped was “Even Now,” which was being
pushed into the hit brackets evia
the 500,000 marker.
Jenkins wrote the work shortly Eddie Fisher’s RCA Victor slice.
after the war and initially per- Disk’s spinning span was cut off
formed it while maestroing the however, by Fisher’s followup
Dick Haymes’ radio show. He coupling of “How Do You Speak
An Angel?” and “Downbrought the air check to various To
disk companies but none of them hearted,” which came out virtually
picked it up. However, Jack Kapp, on the heels of “Even Now.” The
(Contiriued on page 46)
the late co-founder of Decca Records, was sold on the number and
agreed to put up the $5,000 needed
to cut it.
Harry James’ $35,000
Folio, which will hit the counters
in about three weeks, will contain
Buddy Rich
com plete w ork plus production To
Victor’s launcuing
launching 01
of me
the
crhnnl
^
f
ermine and
anri
° o1 gl0Ups
sch
rpm extended-play
disks last
Adds
to a Lot of Skins
tali s snowballing into a bonanza ° n vlde 0 show s
for t e ?*5ke !' y
n * six-month
Hollywood, March 17.
? ,rIc oy
(
sold ov r
has already
In what’s probably the biggest
?
i
f
2,500,000 EP platters, mostly
salary deal ever given any drumSIGNS
the longhair field. As intended by
mer in a band, Harry James signed
Victor execs, the EP has revived
vet skinbeater Buddy Rich to a
the market for the short classical
one-year contract guaranteeing him
Hollywood, March 17.
pieces, which before the advent
$35,000. Rich joins the orch April
Frank Sinatra inked a new re- 7 when band opens a
of the 33 rpm development, comfour-frame
prised the bulk of the longhair cording deal with Capitol Records stand at the Palladium here.
market. Among the topsellers for over the weekend for an initial
Lately, Rich has been working
Victor on EP arc “Jealousy” by period of two years. He’ll receive as a single after stalling and
the Boston Pops Orchestra and an undisclosed guarantee against junking several bands of his own.
the usual 5% royalty fee.
Cap's When touring with Norman Granz’
Jose Iturbi’s “Encores.”
As a promotion for the EP’s in A&R veepee Alan Livingston ex- “Jazz at the Philharmonic” recentthe pop field, Victor’s Sauter- pects to meet with Sinatra within ly, Rich drew $1,000 weekly while
Each
Finegan band has cut an “EP the next fortnight and map plans Krupa got $1,500 weekly/
for the initial recording session.
worked as a single specialist, with
Suite” for early release.
Sinatra
previously
was with James, Rich will be member of
Columbia Records since 1943. His the crew.
pact expired a couple of months
Decca Plant In
ago and although Col execs wanted
to re-sign Sinatra, the singer indiMitchell’s 'Red Feathers’
Expansion of 33s, 45s cated that he wanted a change.
Manie Sacks, RCA Victor veepee
In an expansion of manufacturand longtime friend of Sinatra,
Tops Brit Bestsellers
ing facilities for the 33 rpm ancl
also was approached to add the
London, March 17.
45 rpm platters, Decca Records is
crooner to the Victor roster but
D V 1
The bestselling list of pop disks
n? whiph 8oe?mto the overload of male vocalists al- in Britain
wile, N. Y.
this week shows a change
rcfldy pacted
styoperation this summer, will make
mied any Victor-Sinatra alliance. in the top bracket. Guy Mitchell’s
all speeds
but will concentrate Cap,
on the other hand, is filling “She Wears Red Feathers” has
mostly on the new speeds.
Us name-crooner gap with the taken over from Perry Como’s
Decca heretofore was serviced Sinatra signing.
“Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your
on the 33 and 45 disks from its
Eyes,” which was in top place for
Richmond, Ind., factory. The time
eight
weeks. Como drops to second
terrieastern
lag in servicing the

fee but ‘would simply
and general manager, had
v
amend the Copyright Act to end er, v.p,
been doubling in the national sales
the juke ops’ exemption from such
manager
assignment
Cook,
who’s
licensing. It’s been estimated that
been with the company five years,
jit the
licensing rate of lc per
had been a sales rep in the midtune per week, ASCAP would get
west, St. Louis branch manager,
over $5,000,000 in new revenues.
Chicago district promotion manager, and pop promotion manager
in Hollywood before transferring tory cued the buying of the new
Dailey

upcoming spring
plans to mix up
in week-long and

Jenkins ‘Tower

the same artists is drawing pubprotest and disk jockey
squawks. The pubs are beefing that
the diskeries aren’t giving them a
chance to work on their tunes,
while the deejays are complaining
that they can’t possibly get their
listeners interested in a new disk
if the waxeries continue to cut
their pactees’ release spread to
one or two weeks.
Pubs claim that the short span
between releases jeopardizes any
opportunities they may have to
build the platter into a top-spinning
entry with a resultant payoff in
mechanical royalties and eventual
copy sales. The pubs, generally,
are forced to rely on one company
and one artist to get their* tunes
across and want as much time as
they can get to ride with the etch-

lishers’

RCA’s EP Reaps

licensing

season. Program
uie big-namers

Ala.

•

juke licensing amendment
In a move to strengthen its sales
has already been put into the
division, Capitol Records last week
hopper by Sen. Pat McCarran of
named Hal B. Cook national sales
Nevada. Organizations, such as the
manager. Cook, who’ll take over
American Society of Composers,
the slot April 1, is a Cap veepee
Authors & Publishers, which are
who’d been holding down the New
supporting the bill, are hoping that
York district sales manager’s berth
Rep. Emanuel Celler of N. Y. will
and national promotion manager
take Bryson’s place as the prime
post for the past year.
mover of the bill in the House.
The diskery's national sales manThe. jukebox legislation is the
ager slot had.-been vacant for the
most important legislative objecpast 18 months when Cap moved
tive of ASCAP, the Music Put>
its sales division to New York and
lishers Protective Assn, and the
Floyd Bittaker, who headed the
Songwriters Protective Assn. Mcdivision at the time, gave it up to
Carran’s bill does not specify any
stay on the Coast. William H. Fowl-

Top Bands

lished.

Mercury, M-G-M, Coral and Okeh)
Montreal, March 17.
of Broadcast accounted for slightly more than
Musics Inc., plans to set up a staff 100 sides. Of the remaining 175
of music men to promote BMI sides, identifiable BMI publishersongs by Canadian songwriters diskery tieups accounted for over
throughout the U. S. Robert J. Bur- 100 sides, or well over 50% of all
ton, general manager of BMI in the indie etched tunes.
the U. S. and BMI Canada, Ltd.,
These figures show that BMI is
disclosed the company’s projected a powerful influence on the disk
activities in his report last week level. Many of the BMI publishers
to the Canadian Assn, of Broad- listed in the indexing catalog are
casters.
merely holding companies to colBurton's breakdown of activities lect the performance fees for the
in Canada showed that BMI here disk phase of their operation. In
shas 120 affiliated composers and the vast majority, these companies
27 publishers. “The BMI Canadian only publish* tunes which they
repertoire now contains 5,000 com- themselves put oh wax.- *
positions, of w hich 3,000 are pops
Most of these publisher-diskery
and 2,000 are classical. A third of operations are active only in the
the total is in the French lan(Continued^ n page 47)
guage.

ference

T

Tune was picked up by Lt.
Herbr Abramson, Atlantic’s prez
currently serving a hitch in the
Air Corps, in Montgomery,

The Canadian wing

r

w eek

—

BMI’s potency in the disk field
-graphically revealed from the
following statistics culled from the
BMI Record Bulletin, issued by
the index and cataloging department for Feb. 20. Slightly over
275 disk versions of current BMI
tunes are listed in this catalog. Of
this total, the major diskeries (RCA
Victor, Columbia, Decca, Capitol,

j

last

the initial platter on Soviet
Premier Joseph Stalin’s death.
Disk, which is tagged “Goodbye Joe You Had to Go,” was
cut by hillbilly singer Buddy
Hawk, who also composed the
tune. Song's not yet been pub-

is

A

Puts

Atlantic Records, indie label,

bels.

1,035,533 shares outstanding.

Recurrent disk company practice
of quick followups with releases by

a Blues?

rushed into release

.

ASCAP’s Coast

will
present the
plaque to Jessel. He’s a member of
the Society.

rep,

ditional issue of 258,883 shares of
summer to increase
stock last
working capital. Company now has

Decca’s working capital at the
end of the year amounted to $4,710.766. Total current assets were

Is It

ascendancy

f

-

*

**

’

j
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Conceded to be the top super-plug of all time on radio, TV or any
Eddie Cantor
other audience Is the? *>tfjn^pbmrou#ty sing’* which
Mamie this
staged for Harry Ruby and his song, “My Sweetheart
NBOTV.
As the
over
Hour
Comedy
the
Colgate
(15)
on
oast Sunday
“around 20,000,000
star of the show estimated, his audience comprised
national
one
gdant
in
participate
to
people tonight and Fm asking all
community sing/' Whereupon, akin to the old-school ill, slides tlie
audience at the
lyrics were projected on %he. screen and. the in-person
NBC-TC studios in Burbank, Calif., were shown also reading and sing_
ing the words from the overhead monitors.
First
Actually, “Mamie," despite its topical value as a salute to the
Lady is an oldie, heretofore never published but written by Ruby
but
hack,
years
some
partner,
with (the late) Bert Kalmar, his longtime
.

given

airing now. Kalmar’s
the sheet music.

first

Ruby on

name

will

Wednesday,

KStieTr
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RETAIL DISK BE5T SELLERS
*
•

Stores

Survey of retail disk best
on reports obtained from leading stores in

,

t

.

9
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cities
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—
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1

2
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3
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»
Waltz Again With You
(Mercury)
“Doggie in the Window”

5

“Side by

6

“I Believe”

7

12

8A

BOYD

“Your Cheatin’ Heart”. .....

9

JONI JAMES (MGM)
“Have You Heard”

•

•

.

10A 17

“Gomen-Nashi”
“Hot Toddy”

12

13

“Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me”
NAT (KfNG) COLE (Capitol)
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“Downhearted”

'

1

1

11

3

10

12

“No Hein Wanted”

17

JONI JAMES (MGM)
“Why Don’t You Believe Me”
JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)

19A

11

“Anywhere

I

•

.

9

•

»

•

8
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4

8
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8
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9
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7
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•

8
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Night”.
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HANS CHRISTIAN

SWEETHEARTS

ANDERSEN
DANNY KAYE
Decca
DL 5433
A 919

Marion Martowo

ALBUMS

9

*

4

8

«

9

•

4

•
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(Coral)

“New Juke Box Sat
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Wander”

MODERNAIRES
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,.10

(Mercury')

18

19B

4

8

*

(Victor)
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9
4

3

KAY

H

Columbia

9
•

LIBERACE

STARit STYLE

Kay Starr
Capitol

Frank Farkor

B

«

5
TV CALENDAR
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SHOW
Arthur Godfrey
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Columbia
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Columbia

CL 6241
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Thrush Shortage Hits

Band Reviews

25-year, span.

—,

Hank Williams memorial

1

AL DONAHUE ORCH

i

British Bands; Males
i

i

Lead on Disks,

h

Radio

London, March 10.
sweet side, with four-man reed secWith Charlene Bartley
tion and leader’s fiddle taking care
Search by bandleaders Harry
Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City
of this phase. They’re backed by Roy and Harry Gold for girl vocalA1 Donahue orch as a newcomer trumpet, drums, piano and string ists spotlights the serious thrush
in the Terrace Grill of the Hotel bass. Donahue call for special work
shortage that is causing a major
Muehlebach, although leader has from piano, tenor and trumpet, and
headache to British batoneers.
played Kansas City previouly. It’s with his own fiddling gets a good
Harry Roy, .now on a variety
been many years, however, and deal of extra flavoring into the
this time with a different musical numbers. This is pointed up in the tour, said, “I’ve been in the business
over 20 years and I’ve never
style.
In the old days, Donahue medleys, each instrument leading
known such a shortage. There’s a
worked an outfit geared more to out on different tune.
handful
of name girl singers who
jazz lines. This crew is designed
Vocally Donahue is featuring
have to do all the work because
for dance rhythms as demanded by Charlene Bartley, a comely
brupatrons of hotels, ballrooms and nette, who warbles a fancy
to
ballad there’s just nobody coming up
clubs.
and al§o pitches in with a novelty take their places.” Harry Gold,
Instrumentation puts it on the or rhythm tune %for variety. Her tenor-playing
expert,
two-beat
work is accomplished, well above whose Pieces of Eight are up
that -of average gal singer. Vocals among Britain’s top small combos,
are rounded out by Gordon Reeder, said: “Once upon a time, all the
(9)

'

Best British Sheet Sellers
Week ending March 7)

George Paxton Music firm is currently the most persistent user of
the crying towel in Tin Pan Alley. Firm is publishing the current
Eddie Fisher click, “Downhearted,” and is prepping work on “You
Have My Sympathy” and “Pity Me.” Johnnie Ray kicked off the melancholy jag last year with his “Cry” and “The Little White Cloud That

(

London, March

10.

Broken Wings
Fields
Wonderful Copenhagen. Morris
Don’t Let the Stars .... Morris
Outside of Heaven. ... .Wood
She Wears Red Feathers. Dash

Cried.”

Now

pop field the
Love,” is turning up in a counVictor. Tune, cleffed by Allan
for the Mills Bros, back in 1944
hillbilly into the

Dash

Doggie in Window. .Connelly
.

Glow Worm

.Lafleur

Because You’fe Mine. .Robbins
You Belong to Me. .Chappell
That’s A-Why
Connelly
Make It Soon
Connelly
.

damages of $250 per infringement,
court costs and attorney fees plus
an injunction against future peri

Don’t Believe Me. .F.D. & H.
Comes Along a Love.Kassner
I Went Your Wedding. Victoria
In Golden Coach Box and Cox
.

.

.

of Innisfree
Maurice
Takes Two to Tango .F. D. & H;
Love pf My Life
Heine
Isle

.

Walkin’ to Missouri
Dash
New World
Here in My Heart. . .Mellin
Got You on My Mind. Feldman
Faith Can Move
Dash

Ruby and Pearl

.

who

down from the sax sec- young girls wanted to sing with
work on novelties and a dance band. Now,, only the boys
Quin.
seem to have that ambition.”
That’s proved by the number of
BERNARD HILDA ORCH (4)
up-and-coming young men who are
With Jackie Gale
making the grade on radio and on

tion

steps
to

bouncier

bits.

Olympia, Paris
Bernard Hilda Orch is one of
known dance and show
bands here. Hilda has a well cho.sen combo that escheiys the Gallic
brassy style for clean standards
and arrangements that make for
good danceability and listening.
the better

Though not

disks,

such, as

Dickie

Valentine,

Dennis Lotis, Tony Brent, Don
Cameron, Frankie Vaughan, Ronnie Vaughn, David Hughes, Gary
Miller and Kirk Stevens.
Britain’s newest band, Ronnie
Scott’s, who debuted in Manchester
last week-end (7), held a public

for the more hep fans,
audition to find a girl singer, usis fine for nitery and house
show bits. Hilda is also a bouncv, ing a panel of topline vocalists to
showmanlike leader with an ac- help judge the canaries. Opinion
was that general standard was poor,
ceptable vocal style.
He leads with body movement, so Scott has opened minus a girland has a versatile face that is singer.
good for doubletakes and hep intros for individual members of the
Music Publishers Contact Emband. He has a fair vocal assist in ployees has lined up tix to two
the mellow singing of femme Jack- major league ballgaraes in NeW
ie Gale. Hilda duos for fine effect. York
for its annual benefit efforl
For the Gallic touch, crew has ap for the Professional Music Men,

he

Second 12

Suit Vs. Mo. Nitery Op formances.
Oakwood, Mo., March 17.
Cuban 88er’sAJ. S. Wax Bow
Santly-Joy Music .filed suit in
Jose Echaniz, Cuban pianist, will
Missouri Federal Court last Week
make his U; S. disk debut

,

tn

-

17

“Miss You,” the oldie written by the Tobias brothers (Henry, Charles
and Harry), is now being revived for the second time since it was published by Santly-Joy in 1930. Tune also came back for a pop ride
in 1941 and is due for a wax push next month via versions by Gordon
Jenkins (Decca), Eddie Howard (Mercury) and Art Mooney (M-G-M).
It’s a unique case of a pop tune getting three plug drives within a

via the.
against Charles Matlock, operator
indie Westminster label. His initial
of the Belvedere Night Club here,
longplay platter is skedded to reach
for performing its copyrights withthe market this week.
out a license. Tunes in question
Echaniz, who’s been in this counwere ^Honeysuckle' Rose” and try since
1927; lias concerned ex“Pennies FrdmHeaVen.”
tensively and appeared as soloist
Publisher is asking for statutory with most of the
major symphs.
J

T

(Victor)

RUSTY DRAPER

Current revival of “A Fool in Love,” via Frances Faye’s. Capitol
Records etching, is kicking up some confusiod in Tin Pan Alley circles
as to the corauthor. “Love” was penned by George McQueen and Sid
Lippmah but it’s not the Sid Lippman who co-penned “Too Young” and
the recent “Co-Ed” with. Sylvia Dee. Although the cleffers have identical monickers, they’re unrelated.
Both, however, were associated
with Irving Berlin’s music firm in 1937.

]

*

•

•

•

“Wild Horses”-

9

15B

•

Santly-Joy Infringement

1

ft
4)

(Coral)

(Columbia)

EDDIE FISHER

“Broken Wings,” currently Britain’s. topseller, is an unusual case of
a British tune clicking on native grounds via a U: S. disk which didn’t
sell in the States.
Tune was released in the U. S. about nine months
ago by RCA Victor by a vocal combo, The Tpdds. Platter was lost in
the shuffle here but subsequently caught on in England as a big wax
and sheet music seller. Tune was cleffed by John Jerome and Bernhard Grun and originally published in England by John Fields Music.
Shapiro-Bernstein is the U. S. publisher.

Switching the usual route from the
“You Always Hurt the One You
try version by Eddy Arnold for RCA
Roberts and Doris Fisher, was a big hit

N

1

,•

6

• •

6

“Swedish Rhapsody”

•

PERRY COMO

*

oldie,

s

0

i
-**

(Victor)
•

PERCY FAITH
15A

”

G

Kansas

•

two years before “Reminds." However, the tune wasn’t published until Nat (King) Cole etched it for Capitol last month.

at Sardi’s

0)

C

3

m

“Pretend”

ment on “My Heart Reminds Me,” BMI tune which Duchess •pub-

Arnold Shaw, Duchess Music vice-prexy, has been blanketing the
radio and video schedules during the past couple of weeks
to plug his recently published novel about Tin Pan Alley, “The Money
Song,” for Random House. Shaw has already appeared on 12 shows
^including Mary Margaret McBride’s, Maggi McNellis’ and “fiuncheon

l«

•

1

L

P

W
w
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lished in 1940. What Levy didn’t know was that. “Shopping” was written by Billy Austin and copyrighted and filed with ASCAP in 1947,

New York
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BOWERS & COL. TOKYO

KAREN CHANDLER

indignant, last week and wrote a complaint, oft behalf of his Duchfss Music, to Porgie Music alleging that the latter’s
“Don’t Let Your Eyes Go Shopping for Your -Heart” was in infringe-
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RALPH FLANAGAN

Lou Levy waxed,

G

o

0

(Columbia)

Me a Story”
JONI JAMES (MGM)

R.

d>

T

CO
r—t

(Columbia)

“Tell

•

8B

LAINE-J.

it

C
o

&
At

(Victor)

FRANKIE LAINE
F.

34

o

2

(Capitol)
Side”.*.

6

3

C/J

*

KAY STARR
5

G

co

1

“Don’t Let Stars in Your Eyes”
GAYLORDS (Mercury)
“Tell Me You’re Mine”

4

4

S

£
w
3

I
M

«

PATTI PAGE

PERRY COMO

•

Further pointing up the impact of a clicko disk in opening doors to
other show biz media is Ken Remo’s booking into the Latin Quarter,
Boston, on the heels of the takeoff of his etching of “Mexico” for
M-G-M Records in that territory. Disk is making noise in Boston and
club's management is using him for a run beginning this week to cash
in on the wax interest.
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Artist, Label, Title

TERESA BREWER

exclusives.

Records. Tune was penned by Ernest & Jtistin Tubb. Royalties from
the platter, incidentally, will be donated to the Hank Williams, Jr.,
trust fund for the late country artist’s son.

00

•o

New

by Jack Jordan and

platters still are pouring out. Latest disk
eulogizing the hillbilly-composer who died Jan. 1 is Ernest Tubb's waxing of “Hank, It Will Never Be the Same Without You” on Decca

g
o

<

Philadelphi

wk.

wk.

typo in the George & Eddie Joy-Joe Csida story, about their new
music publishing setup (Trinity Music), had Edward B. Marks
Music collecting $100,000 annually from BMI. This is 50% right.
Marks’ deal is $200,000 per annum under a deal which Julian T.
Abeles, attorney for the firm, first set up with* BMI over 10 years ago
Since then it has been renewed
to coyer $1,000,000 for five years.
for 10 years at the same 200G rate, or $2,000,000 for the music licensing for the additional term of years.
.

g

a

York

This Last

BMI

.

tt

Detroit

A

•

CO

0
G

—

National
Rating

published in the U. S. by the Big Three (Robbins, Feist & Miller)
was launched as the theme music for a BBC television series entitled,
•"The Red Monkey.” Tune was commissioned by the series’ producer,
Eric MaschWitz. and stirred considerable interest as an instrumental in
England. Tune is getting wide coverage in the U. S.' with sides lined
up on the RCA Victor, M-G-M, Coral, Mercury and London labels,
which is an unusual play in light of the disk industry’s current accent
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week.
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and showing com-
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parative sales rating for this
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sellers based
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Unusual music biz phenomenon is recent rise of “April in Portugal
as an instrumental disclick after tune’s abortive start last year with
As “Whispering
a lyric under the tag of “Whispering Serenade.”
Serenade,” tune nabbed a few minor wax versions but never got off
hefty major
getting
it[s
the ground. As “April in Portugal,” however.
disk company coverage and is steadily building into a hot commercial
entry. Tune was composed by Raul Ferraro. Jimmy Kennedy, who
penned the lyric for “Serenade,” currently is writing new words for
“Portugal." It’s a Chappell copyright.

Red Monkey,”

m
B
GJ

*

“Little

O
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PjARIETY
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appear as collaborator with

a British tune cleffed

March 13/ 1953

.

accordion for the street ballads union's relief arm. Games on
that are an indispensable part of are Yankees-Clevelarid, June
any French pop orch.
Mosk.
and Giants-l>odgers^Aug. 11.
.

tap

;

20

March IS? 1953

Wfdnffldfly,

Uteres

Lotsa Coin in Band Biz

Still

\
'

of

S

'returns especially

*

the big names
ered that can

route..
the one-niter

of the vets

Many

have been tak-

the past couple of years,

ing it easy
up occasional location
picking
dates and short one-niter hops but
enlarging their beat
now
they’re
and going in ^for lengthy cross-

country swings. Harry
touring
is
example,

James, for

SPA’S MEMBERSHIP

own

Coral Records is following its pany’s Annual stockholders meetparent company, Decca, inter tile ing in^iNew York April 14, the
45 rpm extended-play field. As its |eohtpafiy’$ proxy statement disinitial release, Coral is readying closed this week.It calls for issuance of options, at
12 EP packages which will be comany time prior to 1963, with the
petitively priced at $1.40.
purchase
price not to be less than
the
hit
due
to
The EP sets are
95% of the fair market value of
counters early in April.
the stock at the time of the option
grant. Total number of shares to
be
optioned
will
exceed
not

,

New

RCA

150.000.

for the existing deal
inked last July. The projected new
substitute

contract would change the expiration date from July 14, 1959, to 10
years from the grant of the option.
Motivation for the stock option
plan is the retention of top exec
personnel. Three officers of the
company, in addition -to Rackmil,
and a total of 19 other key employees in Decca and its subsidiaries would qualify under the pro-

ords.

Leonard Bernstein to conduct
chamber orchestra, with Ruth Pos-

New York.
The band agencies are pressing

posal.
* Consideration

Mitch Miller, Columbia Records’

selt as soloist, for concert at Town
Hall, N.Y., March 29, to mark 10th

artists

&

repertoire chief, planing

is

to Hollywood tomorrow (Thurs.)
for one week of Coast recording
sessions.

Music

properties to avoidlocation assignments in
favor of onC-niter junkets because
where the big payoff is.
that’s
they point to the example set by
Vaughn Monroe, who’s been averaging 200 one-niters sc year for the

consistently

top-

ping the $1,000,000 grossing

mark.

money-makers,

In a move to cash in on the big
wax reaction to the legit musical
click, “Wonderful Town,” Decca set
some kind of a record for fast action in rushing its original cast album to the market this week. Decca cut, the album in four sessions

1

|

Sunday (8), worked its techniovertime to splice the tapes
and began shipping the sets yesterday <Tues.). The 10-day spread between cutting and shipping is un-

TALENT

l

!

Last

This

Week Week

i

TERESA BREWER

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

Other two

„

20th-Fox pic-

,v

JONI JAMES (MGM)

Me Madam,”
Merman, and the

Columbia Pictures’ RiHayworth staTrer, “Salome.”
album will feature the pic’s
background musfc pins some dialog

7

9

,r<
u
JO STAFFORD (Columbia)

Latter

to give

a story' continuity. It will
include a recitation of “The

Sermon

On The Mount.”

LOMBARDO’S CONCERT

-

TOUR STILL MOPS UP

-

.

10

10

KAREN CHANDLER

.

Me

.

|

i

Herschers

Don’t Let the Stars

,

Tell

•

Me

You’re 'Mine

No Longer Iffy

Side by Side
Pretender Relieve

Hollywood, March 17.
After 11 years of trying, songwriter-publisher Louis Herscher is
finally publishing his musical setting of the Rudyard Kipling poem,
‘‘If.” He was blocked from publishing the tune originally by rhe Kip-

1

(

Your Cheatin’ Heart

(Keep

x

It

a Secret

A Fool Such as I
Hold Me, Thrill Me,

(Coral)

Kiss

ling estate and the late author’s
publishers, Doubleday. but he got

Me
|
1

Four Star

okay last week.
Mrs. George Bambridge of London (Kipling’s daughter) gave permission for the estate which will
receive one-third of performance
coin and mechanicals and 5% of
sheet music sales. Picture rights
were temporarily excluded from
the deal.
Herscher Is publishing
through his wholly-owned firm.
Bell Song Publishing Co., in “co-

Capri
.Shapiro-B

and song collaborator, Harry Ab*
wood? Another pop tune, “If,” not

his

grossing mark in a week.
Band hit $6,500 in Dallas last
Monday i9) and on following nights
Played Wichita Falls with
a $9,035
«ross; Oklahoma
City, $5,490; Enid,
$ 4 43 °.‘ Independence, Kan.,
in'A
Wichita ’ * 10 87 5>
Tulsa,

TUNES
This

'

Last

Week Week

-

WALTZ AGAIN
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW

$7 COO

Book

’

w ith

'.

*

,

jo

• •

I

BELIEVE

operation with his business partner

based on the Kipling work, was a

Brandom

i

i

'

Working titles for the book are
n the Outside
Lookihg th” and
Ajwmpaniea By,” latter tag sugfcsted-by Joe
Laurie,9 Jn

LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES

ME -YOU’RE MINE
KEEP IT A SECRET
PRETEND
SIDE BY SIDE..
OH HAPPY DAY
WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE

yesteryear perform-!
w*h whom he worked on the

wo-a-day circuit,

Santjy-Joy

fTELL

jjudeviiiian, making
a via a tome

eahng

Village

I

f DON’T

Edwards, prexy of .ASCAP’s
Members Assn, and former

P
f
tnaitcr

his literati
(15 years in work)

PUBLISHER

TUNE
tTITX

’

Leo Edwards’

CASCAP. fBMI)

POSITIONS

1

Le

‘If
%

550,000

,

,

)Wild Horses

)

Guy Lombardo’s band is continuing to mop up on its current
concert tour, again topping the

;

;

You Heard
Your Cheatin’ Heart

PERRY COMO (Victor)
GAYLORDS (Mercury)
KAY STARR (Capitol)
NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)

ta.

.

Waltz. Again
Doggie in the Window
(Why Don’t You Believe
Till I

(Coral)

All directors as a group

received $205,593.
Besides Rackmil and Schneider,
the following are up for reelection
to the Decca board: Major G. L,
Lloyd, vice-prexy and general manager of Aircraft Builders Counsel,
an aircraft insurance firm; Harold
L Thorp, of the Laurence M. Marks
Co. investment bankers; and Samuel II. Vallanee, vice-chairman of
Industria
Electrica
de Mexico,
manufacturers of electrical oquipment,
1

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

music from

also

$29,900.

POSITIONS

an album.
Advance orders on the “Wonderful Town" set have already topped
the 100,000 marker. Album will be
one of three big sets Decca is

usual for

Ethel

Music

Retail Sheet

Retail Disks

NOTE : The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived jat under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored : two ways in the case oj talent (disks, coin machines ),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines , sheet music).

cians

starring

The. proxy statement (o stockholders also stated that Decca,
which now owns 42% of Universal
Pictures’ stock, intends to continue
its purchase of the film company’s
stock provided they can be made
at “favorable” prices.
No maximum limit has been placed on
these stock acquisitions.
The proxy statement disclosed
that Rackmil’s salary from Decca
totalled $66,163 plus $36,616 from
Universal. Leonard W. Schneider,
exec vice-prexy, received $39,999
while Samuel Yamin, secretary, got

as Published in the Current Issue

last

reading this month.
are the score of the
ture version of “Call

tion.

'

Coin Machines

On Town’ Album

selected Rackmil as

the major recipient of the stock
options because it stated that
‘‘Rackmil’s intimate knowledge of
the company’s affairs and of its
business problems cannot be duplicated.” At the present time, no
other options are under considera-

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Decca’s Quickie

option

Rackmil

The board

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
-

the

company

for at least
one year and for any further period required after the option is
received. Stock issued under the
options will not be freely transferable since the company will retain
the right of first purchase.

OF

past five years and winding up
regularly as one of band biz’s top

for

an agreement that the employee

stay with the

Scoreboard

name

lengthy

*

-

If the plan
approved, the
is
board has indicated its intention
to issue to Decca prexy Milton R.
Rackmil an option for 100.000
shares as part of a new employment agreement, to' be made as a

emanates in
their

of directors is
stock incentive plan

5

<

anni of the Koussevitzky
Foundation. •

new

for officers and other key employees up /for approval at the com-

Coral Goes EP, Too

TOPS 2,000 MARK

axis and summer-long
sylvania
stand at the Hotel Astor, N. Y., due
to his weekly teevee show which

board

JDecda’s
fluttliig.;a

Songwriters Protective Assn, has
rolled over the 2,000 membership
mark this year via the enrollment
of 100 regular professional writers Francia Luban Rack
Weber Upped in
since the beginning of this year.
As Marks Latino Head
Victor Exec Shifts Last couple of months has been
Francia Luban, formerly head of
In exec shifts following last among* the fastest growing periods
Latin-American music department
week’s appointment of A. F. Wat- in SPA’s history.
Elections of new officers for SPA of the E. B. Marks firm, has reters as viceprexy over personnel
council
arranged
at
the
next
turned to the company in the same
for RCA Victor, Arnold K. Weber will be
Meantime,
meeting March 24.
was promoted to the post of di- Miriam Stern has been named capacity. She left Marks a few
rector of Victor’s organization de- SPA’s exec director, having acted years ago when she had a baby.
Miss Luban is also a lyric writer,
velopment. He was formerly man- in that capacity for the past couple
collaborated with A1 Stillager of the personnel division of of years without the title. SPA, having
incidentally, recently moved from man on Lecuona’s '“Say Si Si.”
the engineering products division
chosen this tune for a
has
offices in Rockefeller Center, N.Y., Marks
and in his new spot will coordi- to enlarged headquarters on 56th drive -based on the Mills Bros.’ new
etching of the tune for Decca Recnate the company-wide program of Street.

nationally
lengthy Coast stopoff and
been
withwho’s
Goodman,
Benny
out a regular .working band for
three years, is set for six-week
junket in terperies around the
Tommy Dorsey, who’s
country.
current making his first appearance in New York since 1950 at
the Hotel Statler, will take his orch
developing qualified manpower reon an eastern ballroom hop beginHis brother, sources.
ning in mid-April.
Jimmy, also is set for a six-month . At the same time, John M. Clifterpery trek. Sammy Kaye is con- ford, formerly assistant personnel
fining his one-niter schedule to director, steps in Watters’ former
the New York-New Jersey-Penn- spot as director of personnel.
after a

f

Woolfprd resigned to join Soria
Records, in N. Y.

number, “Rap-A-Tat-Tat,” written
and they’ve discov- with Stephen Gale and Jimmy Kenkeep their b.o. lure nedy’s “The Mosquitoes’ Parade.”

the benefit of
un even without
steadily trekking
clicko shellac, by

For Key Aides Up to Stockholders

ford.

disk.

dlis initial sides include his

17.

Judith M. Colt, assistant to Harl
McDonald, manager of the Philadelphia Orchestra, has been appointed manager of the Baltimore
Symphony, replacing John Wool-

For Crews Playing 1-Niter Grind
vet name orch 4majority
Sders arc now going in £or hefty
the bands
Although
work.
. Percy Faith’s Kidisk
second best to the
rontinue to run
Percy Faith, Columbia Records’
on wax the
“colist contingent
plenty of b.o. pop musical director, is branching
orchsters still pack
country and are into the kidisk field via, a new Col
ranch around the

March

45

Stock Incentive Plan

Of Balto Symphony IDecca’s
Baltimore,

raking in good
There
circuit.
nn the one-niter
dates available to
I
a flock of

OnCMESTHAS-ML’SIC

PfiftiErf

*

click for Percy
years ago.

Shapiro-B

,

BVC
Brandom

ME'.
;

’

Wwatniwainiii

1

Vitcor two

Charlie Spivak’s orch will appear at the Albany' State Armory
in Albanv April 11, under the
sponsorship Of the Hotel and Restaurant Employees Union, AFL.
1
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45

a tie*
kind of
record
1

a tie*

LAST STOP
and

kind of

^ythm
—

I’M

SsSv

ife

WITH YOU
RECORD

This Week's

No. 20/47

•

5238

BEST SELLING RCA

Victor Records
Playing

POPULAR

78 rpm/45 rpm

WILD HORSES/I CONFESS
Perry

. .

Time

—51 52

#20/47

o

2:45/3:05

Como

DON'T LET THE STARS GE1
Ferry

.

...#20/47—5064....

2:37/2:30

...

#20/47—5137....

2:22/2:24

...

#20/47—5095....

,..2:22/3:00

Como

HOW DO YOU SPEAK TO
Eddie Fisher

-

Ralph Flanagan

H,

TRAIN, TRAIN/ 1 CAN'T

#20/47—5212.

<

Buddy Morrow
L LIKE I'M
Sunny Gale

GONNA LIVE FO

...

MAGIC TOUCH/WILL O' TH

.

.

.

.

2:58/2:58

#20/47-t5216....

2:30/2:45

#20/47—5209.

2:28/2:40

.

.

.

Hugo Winterhalter

1MEE/LET

ME KNOW

....#20/47—5176....

2:50/2:27

...

#20/47—5185....

.2: 30/2:30

...

#20/47—5210....

2:20/2:29

#20/47—4997.

2:56/3:28

Dinah Store

ACY TANGO/WAGGASHO
The Three Suns

NASAI (Forgive Me)/SF
Harry Bela f onto

1EN
:

VIOLINS/FANDANGO

.

Hugo Winterhalter
L IN PORTUGAL/PENNY

.

.

.

.

.

.

V\

...

#20/47—5052....

ON MY PILLOW/SI

...

#20/47—5103....

.".

2:48/2:38

...

#20/47—5117....

.1

3:04/2:40

3:15/2:25

Freddy Martin

[DROPS

Sunny Gale

N'T

KNOW/HEY MRS, JON

Buddy Morrow,

THE BULL WALKED AROU

—Tamara

The Ramblers

*N #20/47—5240....

2:39/2:26

V

Hayes

COUNTRY-WESTERN
...

#20/47—S214....

2:20/2:32
r

Homer and Jethro
...

#20/47—5155

,..

#20/47—5034

...

2:30/2:40

Hank Snow
2:30/2:35

Hank Snow
•

RHYTHM & BLUES
...#20/47—5225

2:44/2:40

...#20/47—5229

2:15/2:48

Otis Blackwell
I

WANNA KNOW/LAUGHING BLUES

.

The Du Droppers

BREAKFAST BALL/BLUE FAIRY BOOGIE

...

Boots Brown

RCA Vi CTOR
FIRST

IN

RECOR'DED

music

"BIS MASHA'S

MCI-

#20/47—5220

•

»*

Wedneidiyt Marcli

ORCHESTKAS-MUSIC

46

Teresa Brewer’s “Till I Waltz
Again With You” with “Dancin’
With Someone” and similarly, RCA
Victor’s quick release of Perry
Como’s “Wild Horses” on the
heels of “Don’t Let the Stars Get

Only Handful Of

Sheet Music Clicks
»
*

9

*

i\t

**

i
-

in

1

v

Your Eyes.”
The diskers point

big

the

}
4
I
while the artist is still a potent f
seller in defense of their cutting i
.the release spread. Dealers, too, t
,

Sheet music sales, the' chronicJ
headache of the music publishers;
have currently slumped /.to* the
point where only the top handful

.

to

moving copies across are

3.

LITTLE BOY AND OLD MAN
TELL ME A STORY
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART ...

2.

Disk sales are no longer any
barometer of a number’s sheet music power. Only if a tune is a runaway hit on wax will there be a
sure
copy reaction. Numerous
tunes, however, have been selling

Starr

F. Laine-J.

Boyd

were

(Victor)

YOU FOOLED ME
IF YOU TAKE MT. HEART AWAY

2.

bands
given “Angel” and “Downhearted" working, largely in the steamer
Amerand
South
Bermuda
to
trade
can be credited partially to fact
that Fisher, hasn’t had k ' release ica. He is again working- into that
field, and hence is -opening the New
sincfe.
over' 30

-

'

Currently Donahue is
with his crew on’ location- in the
Terrace Grill of Hotel Muehlebach
here, but goes shortly with the
crew of the Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee.

Fact that diskeries lean to speedy York
followups on clicko waxings is indicated by Capitol’s release of Nat
(King) Cole’s “Can’t I” while his
preceding etching, “Pretend," was
still a hot entity; M-G-M’s barrage
of Joni James platters, “Have You
Heard” and “My Cheatin’ Heart,”
immediately
after
she
broke
through with “Why Don’t You Believe Me;” Coral’s cashing in on

office.

5.

.

4
4-

1.

at

the Century- Room of Hotel Adolphus, Dallas, is going into his
fourth year at the spot.

3.

.

4.

5:

±

1

.

.

.

.

ing

(M-G-M)

Love Me”

Mills

l
Bro* 4
4

2.

Patti

j

4.

Ralph Marterie
Rug|y Draper

I

waxing

and His* Orchestra
Play

SUSPICION
MGM
It

MGM

30725
30725

BLUE
PORCELAIN
78
45

RPM
RPM

Silvano

WILD HORSES
I CONFESS
-DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES.

RECORDS
\

'

\

Records

Perry

ROBBINS

.Perry

oq

r

I
CORPORATION

*.‘uS:C

+

Wt Made bf
" ’

Ralph Flanagan

;

[

"

Buddy Morrow

JESSE GREER
Fragrant Today Yaittrday’s

J
4

44441
Harry Mcyerson, M-G-M Records

artists & repertoire topper, returns to his New York desk Mon-

day

(23)

after a

two-week hop

to

the Coast. He’s been huddling with
Stockholm, March 17.
“Jazz
at
*the
Philharmonic” Metro „brass on upcoming soundtrack albums of studio’s filmusirecords will be peddled in Scandicals.
navia for the first time via Karusell Records. The JATP platters
are expected to hit the market by
April 1.
Negotiations for the Scandinavian right to JATP °waxings had
been stymied heretofore by the
fact that the loeal diskeries were
not allowed to send dollars out of
the country. At the moment, how'

111

ever, it’s not -known whether Karusell will send JATP payment in
dollars or if the money will be
frozen in Sweden. Deal yas set

Be

ON THE BEACH
WITH YOU
WORDS &

BMI

Another

MUSIC, INC.

[lilt Inadwqr,

Ntw

York)

‘Pin Ilf* Hit

flangin'

Around

PublUhe d by BMI

top-

«s brown.

head of

RK0RDS
.

.

MORGAN

Capitol

Records rep, currently is trekking
through Scandinavia orbing diskery’s affiliates. Weiss revealed that
plans are now under way for the
release of Sweden’s Musica Records catalog in the U .S. CapitolTelefunken, in Sweden, recently
took over the Musica catalog.

its

Como 4

I

Bob Weiss,

p

Po-

As

Como 4

*,

:

JATP

augmented

Fool

Eddie Fisher

5.

Meantime

12-inch longplay line
music.
Series will be

Such

Mangano

•

HOW DO YOU SPEAK TO AN ANGEL

between Norman Granz,

new

HIGHLIGHT

Crickets

per, and Carl-Gustaf Noren,
Karusell.

.

label, will broaden its
activities with the. introduc-

A

Hank Willaims

YOU’RE MINE
MILK AND GIN

Bow

,

Joni James

....

For Scandinavian

.

-week with the
inking of countfy bandleader Tex
Williams.

Gaylords

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
ANNA
I LOVED YOU

U.S. Jazz Flatters Set

Molly Bee
with “Dancin’ With

off

(Capitol).

hillbilly stable last

Joni James

.

NORMAN GREENE

(Jubilee)

Westminster Into Pops
Records,
indie

Decca

Georgia Gibbs

TRAIN, TRAIN, TRAIN
CAN’T GET STARTED
44 44 444 444444444 44 4 4 4 4444 4

2

Continues

sock songstress

a

Never Tell Me You

Westminster

BE WAITING FOR YOU*

DOWNHEARTED
HOT TODDY
SERENADE

Nancy Reed
as

tagged “Curtain Time.”
The “Curtain Time” platters
will be etched by Leslie Bridgewater batoning the Westminster
Light Orchestra.

Page

lies
3.

.

longhair

RCA VICTOR
1.

.

.

imoress
with “You

to

A

3.

(London)

Lionel Hampton’s has a jumpslice in “Gladvsee Bounce”

4

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART

s
.

.

4

CARAVAN
WHILE YOU DREAM
NO HELP WANTED
TEXARKANA BABY
SEVEN LONELY DAYS
IF YOU TAKE MY HEART
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE
CUBAN LOVE SONG

HAVE YOU HEARD

..

“Moon Above Malaya”

tion of a
of light

WISHING RING
KAW-LIGA ...

5.

.

Dick Todd

.

.

2.

4.

.

.

in

.

.

.

.

4
Red Foley 4 Someone”

DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
MY JEALOUS EYES

I’LL

.

.

.

.

.

.

M-G-M
1.

treatment

Joyce Bry.
another spin-grabber in
“Go Where You Go” (Okeh)
Buddy De Franco Quartet is in top
form on “T^ady Be Good” (M-G-M)
Louis Prima gets plenty of
speed out of “Oh, Marie" (Co’lumbia) .
Gera’ do has a firstrate
slice of “Ecstasy Tango” (Columbia)
Dolores Hawkins will get
a good ride on “I’ve Got A Letter”
(Okeh)
Roberta Lee and Gordon Jenkins should rack up a big
score on “Fare-Thee-Well” (Decca)
Jimmy Youn*r has a fair slice

has

ant

MERCURY
i

2.

Herman Waldman, bandleader

.

.

(Victor)

cculd take

HOT TODDY
OH HAPPY DAY
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
GLOW-WORM
AFTER ALL

slice

plenty

power in “I’m With You”
Three Suns have a

“Anna”

of

Four Aces

PLAYIN’ DOMINOES, SHOOTIN’ DICE

3.

a slick

projects

instrumental

vibrant

T

Donahue once had

ments- in

of platter

Band

preliminaries.

rhythm and zest and makes
one of his best disking assign,
some time. It’ll be strong
on all Tevels. Reverse is one of
those readings that diskers seem
to sneak through at one time or
another and never seem to succeed.
it

i Dorothy Loudon

CORAL

“Now” and applied the spinning
pressure to the new sides.' Big play

duction and performance. Mitchell
shines on this side.
He gives it

feeling,

Platter Pointers

MY

jocks

Cries Out In Vain”). It’s a slick
platter product in composition, pro-

in "Alpine Boogie” (London)

.

.

earliest clicks. (“Wond’rin’s” sub,
incidentally, is “My Heart

Ted Heath orch has

MY

New

1

title,

Frankie Laine

bery headache.
I BELIEVE
Majority of the deejays, on the
Jimmy Boyd
J 3. TWO EASTER SUNDAY SWEETHEARTS
other hand, side with the pubs in l
BUNNY & MY SISTER SUE
beefs about the overload of sides
F. Sanders-P. Faith
t 4. SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
by the same artists. They claim
SWEDISH RHAPSODY
that it’s virtually impossible to give
Johnnie Ray
GLAD RAG DOLL
5.
from 300,000 to 300,000 disks in each platter a fair spinning shake
SOMEBODY STOLE
GAL
the mid-hit category with only an and suggest that the diskeries apinconsequential impact on the copy ply some control on the release
market.
^
schedule to make it easier for their
The surprising aspect of this sit- listeners to keep track of current
Teresa Brewer
1.
DANCIN’ WITH SOMEONE
uation is that the slump has even sides.
BREAKIN’ IN THE BLUES
4.
affected ballads in the mid-hit cateTeresa Brewer
2.
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
gory. Click novelties were always
HELLO BLUE BIRD
dubious copy sellers while ballads
Ueopening
Donahue
A1
solid
more
have
a
Chandler
to
figured
Karen
3.
GOODBYE CHARLIE, GOODBYE
were
Office
base among copy buyers. That no
York
I’D LOVE T,0 FALL ASLEEP
t
not
longer holds and pubs are
Lawrence -Welle
4.
SAY IT ISN’T SO
Kansas City, March 17.
counting on ballad sales except if
MINNIE THE MERMAID
A1 Donahue, bandleader whb has t
the number' is a very hot disclick.
4
Eileen Barton
5.
PRETEND
operated a number of music units
TOO PROUD TO CRY
simultaneously in the past, again
is opening a New York office. Frank
DECCA
Walsh, who will handle the office
Pabiishers
while Donahue troupes’ with his
'....•
Mills Bros.
1.
TWICE AS MUCH
Continued from page 41
orch, has gone to New York to
SOMEONE TO CARE FOR
out
forced to move off choose a location and work
;

=-

1

Kay

COLUMBIA
1.

Mas & Disks

Continued from page lo

-

back to the style qf “My Heart
Cries For You,” one of Mitchell *

.

4.

--

-

NOAH. I’M SITTING ON TOP OF THE WORLD. .L. Paul-M, Ford
SLEEP
4
Les Paul-Mary Ford t
MY BABY’S COMING HOME
LADY OF SPAIN
Nat (King) Cole t
BLUE GARDENIA
CAN’T I

5.

'

Jocks,

ARTIST
Nat (King) Cole

BY SIDE

SIDE

2,

(

sales being racked up by followup
releases that get into the market

benefitting by the diskery practhe counter in profitable quantities. tice. They report that public wants
Narrowing down of the pop" market everything it can get on an artist
to only six or seven numbers at with a disclick riding and the soonone time is putting a brutal squeeze er they can get new sides on the
on all firms except those riding counter the bigger their sales. The
with a hit and the companies with short spread, therefore, is turning
large sustaihing standard catalogs. into a disk level boon and a pub-

of hits are

Disk Companies’ Best Sellers
(lAPITQL
|
T 1, PRETEND
DON’T LET EYES SHOP FOR HEART

18, I953

(Coral J
(&»cc«)

JEANNE GAYLE
eeroy holmes

* Capitol

Broadcast Music, Inc.
•

(

l»-

"turwm

v#r,t
•

N Y

-

flDKtHai

t

»
Wednesday? Marc!* 18,-1953

&

To Enter Rhythm
disk4
Although most of the major
hopped on
companies already have
& blues upbeat band- Dallas
the rhythm
Capital Records continues

Thrown for

Blues Field

wagon,

Sympk Maestro

Doubles as Disk Jock

decision to institute
division. Upsurge jn sales
b. platters in recent years

its
to hold off

Dallas,

b.

March

17.

Walter Hendl, conductor of the
gone unnoticed by the Cap Dallas Symphony Orchestra, has
made his debut as a disk jockey on

&

of r
hasn’t

but disagreement in diskery’s
b.
to the type of r.
top echelon as

execs,

Columbus,

BMPs Success

Name Bands
O.,

March

its

packaged a flock of albums for

its

Story

Continued from page 41

17.

Prompted in part by the loss of
$250 incurred from a dance held in
February on the Ohio State University campus, featuring the Billy
May orch, the governing body of
the student union at Ohio State
has decided it will not hire any
big name bands for dances the
union sponsors.

country and rhythm Sc blues -field.
'.cuts many of his tunes
However, these markets have ‘been on an indie basis and sells the
prolific recently in developing pbp' masters to other labels. Many of

the.latg.Q&nk Williams’ sides were
delivered* to M-G-M Records in
this fashion. Acuff-Rose is one of

material and thus BMI has a, iji
edge in controlling the hits.whTc
stem from the indie disk field*

,

originally cut on the indie FourStar label which, in turn, operates
the BMI-licensed Four-Star Music
firm.
firm Hke Acuff-Rose in
Nashville, operates on a similar
basis although Acuff-Rose doesn’t
have it’s own label. Fred Rose,

WFAA. Each week Hendl
.

BMI

the-ftlO& active

The current click, “Don’t- Let
The Stars Get In Your Eyes,’* is a
prominent case in point. It was

Two other campus groups which
is prehired name bands to play at their
sented in a 45-minute program.
His commentary covers' what is dances during the past year sufentry mto the field.
being played and points out to the fered financial
Dispute stems from position pf
loss, one of $600
dialers what the music is about so
that
company
execs
the
of
several
they can enjoy it when they hear and another of $400.
should concentrate on “pure jazz”
it.
releases only and not make any
concessions to the current r. & b.
has
vogue. Diskery, for example,

&

up has held back

division to set

47

OSU

Loss,

Sours on

1

&

OHCHESTHASmSIC

PfiSlEfY

Cap Execs Eye Various Schemes

an r

i

A

licensees.

i

r,

•

(

BMf’s. indirect grip on the indie
disk field stems from its old policy
of paying off publishers, not only
on airlane performances, but on
the number of disk sides they
could deliver. As a result, publishers were encouraged to go into
the disk field and diskeries into
the publishing field to cash in bn
the BMI subsidies.

Granz Troupe Pulls 11G

Other
in J.izz” series.
exec dissidents maintain that their
distributors aren't set up to handle
an r. & b. line since they don't
b. retailer
generally reach the r.
The
in peddling their pop line.
b.
execs also point out thafrthe r.
biz is a hit-and-miss affair in most
bulk
of the retailers
cases with the
“Classics

For

&

British Flood Fund;

Fans Flip for U.S. Jazz
London, March

&

Norman

17.

Granz’ “Jazz at the Phil-

harmonic” ensemble did two cuffo
placing orders only .when they have concerts for the Lord Mayor of
coin on hand.
London’s National Fund for the reThe pro r. & b. -execs, however, lief of flood victims
in London last
point to the solid sales being racked
week. They paid their own fares
up by rival diskeries in the r. & b.
field. M-G-M, which was the latest from Paris, and their generous ac-

RECORDS SOLD

&

waxery to jump into the r.
b. tion will, it is estimated, swell the
sweepstakes, already' is showing up coffers of
the Fund by some $11,000.
strong after only two months in the The two
shows at the Gaumont
M-G-M’s waxing of “Milk State Cinema, Kilburn,
field.

London, atGin” and “You’re Mine” by tracted 9,000 people and
thousands
of applications for tickets had to be
declined. It was a sellout within a
fevlr hours of the announcement.
There was plenty of excitement
because for the first time in several years an American jazz group
Dick Adler
Jerry Ross,
was allowed to come into England
and actually play. The .Ministry .of
Cleffing Coiiibo,
Labour and Musicians’ Union
joined to stop American bands playGet Loesser Backing ing here
until MMVAA
such time
WAiAiV as
UW British
Songwriting combine of Dick Ad- fbands could play in the States. The
11*
«
a
T» ^ —
J
II _
ler and Jerry Ross are rolling in resultant deadlock has caused much
high gear with four of their tunes argument and many anomalies as,
and

Crickets is battling some of its
standout pop releases for top position on its bestseller lists.
the

&

UN BACIO D'AMOR)

PER

New

I

1

f

the

hitting

wax market simultane-

week. The Ross-Adler
which got the disk treatment were “What Would You Do?*t
“I’ve Got A Letter,” “The Sun Is
Shine” .and
Getting Ready To
“Gypsy Girl.” All 'but the latter,
which is published by Jack Spina,
are Frank Music (Frank Loesser’s
last

ously

output

A.

I

for instance,

Adler

his

a
couple of years ago when they
pyrned a mini-musical for* the
Blackhawk nitery 3ft Chicago. Before teaming up, Adler had been
• publicity staffer for Celanese
to

attention

Thompson and

Oh, my wonderful

1

-* ==* = ?=

GAYLORDS

C7 C7+

(Mercury)

Williams Quartet plays with
&
Civic Orchestra

Sunday

(22)

of the Americans was the signal or a display
of roof-raising hysteria that persisted for two and a half hours.
There was nothing discriminating

singer Blla Fitzgerald, bassplayer Kay Brown and guitarist
Barney Kessel, the accent was on
volume and showmanship throughout. Gallery-fetching riffs punctuated the choruses, the noise was tremendous and the assault of Gene

Oh,

- - -

Gof o Good Thing
Running for You

“THE HORSE
WITH THREE HEADS”
Great

Comedy Novelty

for

TV

Production,
*

Radio Orchs
and Vocal Grou|ft*

For Professional
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unit returned to Paris to
continue their Continental itinerary. Consensus of opinion here is
that, although the Americans did
hot reach the standard of musical
artistry that jazz-starved Britons
have come to expect of the legendary music figures, they gave the
business a much-needed shot in the
.arm. Now the campaign is on to
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The appearance

Eastman Theatre, climaxing
tne local pop ..concert
season. Williams, in his Rochester
date last Krupa and J. C. Heard on their
year was the only SRO pop contwo drum-kits was a prodigious asattraction during the entire sault
Jfj
on the eardrums of the audi51-52
season.
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THE

trio also played.

about the audience; they cheered
everything with impartial fervour.
The performance of the group
They’re currently on a deejay was calculated to pander to just
that
kind -of mentality. With the
trek to the Coast where Loesser
has pic musical deals lined up for exceptions of pianist Oscar Peter-

the

1

£

Corp. of America and Ross had
played piano in the borscht’ cir^

them.

Dm

C Ebdim

CAn£Gfm6G7

Moderate*

cuit.

il®

Italian Ballad

when Benny Goodman

pianist Eddie

is 30.

Team came

GREAT

was allowed to play his clarinet
at the London Palladium as a variety-artist, but not in a concert
hall as a musician.

The Musicians’ Union gave permission for the two concerts on
condition that some British groups
also played on the bill, an odd
firm) copyrights.
ruling considering that the Britons
Team has been nurtured by Loes- also -had to play fre& of charge.
ser and his professional manager Anyway, jazz combos led by alto
Herb Reis for the past year with- sax Harry Hayes, tenor sax Ronnie
out any exclusive deals. Loesser, Scott and drummer Norman Burns
however, picks up the majority of made up the first half of the evetheir tunes for publication. Ross is ning show.. In the afternoon, blind
26,

This

1

<•

HaHywaad

2*, Calif.

Sidney

general

Mills,

profes-

manager of Mills Music,
York for a Coast quickie

sional

New

rb

Week/' He’ll be gone 10 days.
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Shelton flying to Holland March
York
2F to appear in international allDouglas Duke Trio o'oeris/at fhe star concert to aid Dutch flood vicHickory House, N.Y., Aptif ^13T-*. V tims
Britain’s newest dance
singer ^Johnny Parker* begins 3 band,, led by tenor-saxist Ronnie
five-day engagement' at £haguirqs. .Scoff opened at Manchester Satur-

New

PftMETY

S

.

Camden,

tonight ‘WfedJ../. .day

N.J.,

crooners Pat Terry and /Bop/ Ah 1
thony inked to personal manageJoe
ment pact by Joe Piceola
Allegro into the Crossroads, Washington, March 30 for two weeks
Rddie Hcywood Trio booked into
the Royale Theatre, Baltimore,
Friday (20)
Savannah Churchill
opens at the Rendezvous Room,
Philadelphia,
tonight
(Wed.)
-Wally Gingers orch booked on a
.

string

Chicago

.

until

June l..,Sol Handwergef, M-G-M
Records publicity chief, lectures
on the disk biz tomorrow (Thurs.)
at the New, York Alumni Club of
Northeastern

.

j

i

!

•

;

;

.

,

.

Asmusscn
London

?

.

Hamburg on March

14.

Hildegarde

also appearing
guitarist
Pete

.

.

Sloan
died
in
Calcutta,
where
he
was playing with Revel Terry’s
Band
. Bandleader Billy Tement
has been offered the job of accomp anying Frank Sinatra on his variety theatre tour, opening mid-June.
Ternent did a similar chore with
(

.
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a Secret (ShapirorB)
Let the Stars (Four Star)....
fTell Me You’re Mine (Capri)
It

5
3

..

Oh

Happy Day (BVC)
Anywhere I Wander (Frank)

6
,8A

*Hold Me, Thrill M e, Kiss
Pretend (Brandom)

tT

8B 10

.

8.,

4

6

.

3

You Believe Me (B random)
By Side (Shapiro-B)
tYour Cheatin’ Hea rt (Acuff-R)

14

Even Now

15

,

How

,

.

•

6
9

..

4

7

..

3
-

*Side

13
14

.

8

<

(Mills)

*Don’t

i

“

12

Me

*1 Believe (Cromwell)

12

10

8

(Pickwick)

Speak

to

Angel (Chappell)

for,, series of weekends at
Copley Square Hotel’s Music Box
Benny Goodman - Louis Arm.

.

WE DO

strong joint concert slated for Symphony Hall, April T9. .Carl Sands
band moved into Hotel Statler Terrace Room- for indefinite stand.

Pittsburgh
Ted Lewis’ band and show
booked into Horizon Room for two
Skip
weeks beginning April 27
.

Duquesne

in

.

for a

Nat (King) Cole plays Vogue
run.
Terrace for the nights March 27'j28
Frances Faye opened week’s
engagement at the Carousel Monday (16).
.

.

.

.

for one
Adolphus

Benzell inked
April 4-11, at

Hotel’s Century Room. .Jewel Box
Revue moves into Pappy’s Showland here March 26, from a fourweek stand at the Skyliner, Fort
Worth. .Rusty Draper opens April
10 at Colony Club ... State Fair
.

AGAIN

IT

Auditorium gets .'the “Record Show
of ’53,” with" Nat (King) Cole,
Sarah Vaughan and Billy May’s
23

April

orch,

.

.

.

Same

spot

has

This Sensational

Harry James orch for April 27 one& Lowe,
Whittemore
nighter

Style will get .the

Symphony

award

.

.

for

.

Are

The
many TV and

celebrities that

previewed this
model agreed it
is the smartest,

seen

in

him

a lot, or dislike

*

THRILl Ml,

Craft in third
organist
month at Dundee Dell
Dell Kelley held over at El Rancho
-woman
“one
Corby,
Cheryl
band,” replaced violinist Joan Field
at Hotel Blackstone’s Cottonwood
organist Frankie Drummy
Room
and Sky masters into The Torch

Molly

.

.

.

.

.

.

disk company, owned by Gerhard
Mendelsohn, for $4,000 claiming
that the company pressed 240,000
platters and sold them without pay-

Lanny

Ross
braska tour at

1

Ml

KISS

coral

Roberta Loo - Jerry Gray

decca

Mu lit From

it

The Greor Co’olog Of refyfM

ter took* the case before the civil
court.

j

.
i

ASCAP’s

Deeca
Continued from page 41

more, from a trio

Decca’s 70c melon during 1952
aggregated * $634,277 and represented the 16th successive year inwhich it paid dividends to its
stockholders. Under its bank loan
agreement with the First National
Bank of Boston, from which it
borrowed $4,000,000 last year, Decca agreed to pay no dividends in
excess of 70% of the net earnings'

he

said.

-

plus $1,000,000.
‘'‘'el

Country

Tli«

Karen Chandler

ing royalties.

.

also helps Decca’s setup,

F,

Sweeping

Mendelsohn was arrested last
year on this charge, but released
shortly afterwards pending trial.
completed his NeAs the trial never took place. Win-,
Big Springs Sunday

entertainers, 3 or

orchestra.

lot.

Omaha
Pianist

,

to a symphony"

him a

Quin.

years!

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
for any group of

I

like

HOLD Ml,

(15).

original suit

1736 PITKIN AVE.

to

,

Vienna, March 17.
Horst Winter, orchestra leader
and singer, sued the. Austrophon

*

it.

Night Club

|

expected

is

hypo plugging of its tunes south
Last week Buddy Black began of the border as a result
of Mexhis fourth year as one of Kansas
City’s leading jockeys. During that ico’s signing the Buenos Aires
time his evening show three times Copyright Convention of 1910 couweek has undergone some ple of weeks ago*.
a
Changes .in name and time, but
In brief, the Mexican action
continues pretty much jts basic inmeans that owners .of American
gredients.
These include a specially person- copyrights will get better protecalized chatter, much of it on the
tion in Mexico and earn more coin
flip side, and some of it veering*
from the Latino country.
The
definitely to the wacky, with imiU ; S. ratified the Convention in
tations, crazy noises and assorted
19*14 and 1916 other Latin-Amerioddities' There are interviews at,
times, and a fairly good run of em- can countries have done so, but
bellishments. Add to this a consid- Mexico was a consistent holdout.
erable knowledge of music on recMove, of course, also has sigord and transcription as the stand- nificance for other fields in which
ard. stock in trade for mounting copyright is. important, such as
the show.
plays and books.
It won’t have
Long tenure of the show has much effect on films,' since they
made Black something^ of a per- were well protected by their dissonality around town. His is a style
which has a definite 'pattern, one tribution contracts, but it will help
which seems to develop pros and music publishers .and composers
cons among listeners. They either including those with tunes in pix.

Austro Maestro-Singer
Sues Diskery for $4,000

we boasting?

Can’t help

Men s Style Creators

Pan Alley

City

Dallas
guest with
duo-pianists,
at McFarlin Aud March
29... Sky Club has set Norman
Brooks for 10 .nights, with a July
10 opening, .Artie Shaw orch set
for April one-nighters in Texas.
.

the "FRANKEL

Tin

'

Dallas

fashion

Models

Plugging of C.S. Tunes

Mon., Tues., Sat. 8-11 p.m.

KCKN, Kansas

.

Designed by Mr. Vincent Sorrentino

for your

BUDDY BLACK SHOW
Participating

.

selection!

Copyright Act to Hypo

.

Lookout Cafe

NEW

2

Mexico’s Inking of B.A.

Disk Jockey Review

.

Nelson, singing pianist, into Pauie’s

FUANKEL Model
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Earl Hines into Hi-Hat for* week inked
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This Last
wk.„ wk.

Josephine Premice and Stan Fisher
set for the April 3 bill at the Black

.

.

r

ft)

‘

.

*

JS

National
Rating

!

Dixieland group set for series df
Monday nights at S^voy Cafe...
f
Shad Collins group on tap at latter
.
|
Drummer
spot balance of week
Hughie Kelleher joined Charlie
Wolke’s band at Latin Quarter...
Tony Bruno Jr. has taken over as
his combo for Bob Hope . * . Band- skinbeater in Bruno Senior’s Stueleader Geraldo and singer Anne ben orch
Jimmy McHale combo

ID IT

BMI

.

.

Neff, Georges Guetary and SVend

t

CO

j

.

’

r—i

.

here, opened a band-agent’s office
in Birmingham
.
singer Jimmy
Young to represent Britain at a
grand international concert at

music,

<

*

London

.

ASCAP

*

Len Edwards has moved from
Edwin Morris Music to take over
the new Mellin Music general managership
Sid Green takes over
Edwin Morris in his place
U. S. belle, George Kirby 'band, and
bandleader Roy Fox, now resident) Stump & Stumpy in April
.

retail sheet

of

.

U. (Boston)
Jilla
Webb, M-G-M Records pactee, on
a disk jockey trek in the east and
midwest. She opens at the Palm
Gardens, Columbus, O., March 30.
.

f7>.

Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, is
bringing in Ted Weems for four
weeks March 26 and then has
Wayne King inked for four more
Emil Coleman
starting April 23
plays the Chase, St. Louis, April 23
.Shep Fields has a
for a month
week at the Vogue Terrace, Pittsburgh, May 4 ..Dick Drake heads
west fof* Bimbo’s, San Francisco,
May 7 for four fajames Freddie
Cole has a 10 day stretch at the
Regal Club. Columbus., O., April 3
Stan Getz headlines at the Mayfair, Kansas City, April 14 with
George Shearing due in the following week.
Tommy Reed docs the Memphis
Air Base hops May 21-24 ..Harry
Belafonte* inked for the Chase
Hotel, St. Louis, April 3 for two
Louis Jordan has moved
weeks
his Regal Theatre date back from
April 3 to June 19. House is bringing in Enroll Gamer Trio, Big May-

.

of^ one-niters

Survey

sales based on reports obtained
from leading stores iTi_10 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last weefc.

x

.

solid

.

.

market conditions were changed
only in the children’s and hillbilly
field where there was increased de-

mand for the company’s product.
Rackmil said that Decca’s subsid,
Coral Records, has now become a
leading indie

label

A

FRED FISHER GEM
e

»

I'M

THAT
A

JUST

A WHEEL

LIKE

IS

TURNING

Beautiful Ballad
Pub. by

FRED FISHER MUSIC CO.
1619 Broadway,

Now

York City

.

-

Commenting on the disk business, Rackmil said there was no
significant variations between 1951
and 1952. He pointed out that

trib outlets.

D.C. Press Feed

Washington, March 17.
American Society of Composers,
Authors 8? Publishers’ anni lunch-,
eon of the National Press Club has
been set for March 26, with Deems
Taylor slated to emcee and leading
members of the ASCAP board to
be in attendance.
Among the composers who will
be on hand for the affair will be
Harry Warren, Hoagy Carmichael,
L. Wolfe Gilbert, Harry Akst, Leroy Anderson, Alex Kramer and
Joan Whitney.

wjth 40 dis-

America's Fastest
'Selling" Records!

ffwlneitoi March 1H, 1953

Charales’ Waldorf Repeat

That Gold Devil Las Vegas Helps

Miami to

Disaster’; 3 Close

Shop

Beachcomber operator Ed Field-

Miami Beach, March 17.
of the
Once the winter mecca
pastel paradise is
ra fl world, this
sea.worst
the
one of
about to close
operations in its
sons for nitery
rapid succeshistory. Shuttering in
were the Beach r
sion the past week
C ‘™’ s C ° n '
Iera an
Riv
mber,
e
?inability- off the
tributing factor was
operators running the big spots to
group of solid
sign any continuing
names in order to keep business on
Vegas
steady keel. Inroads by Las
bookers in the bidding for the
draws hurt badly.

ing,

after trying various lures to
get top apts, offering skyhigh payoffs, finally gave up, dropping an
estimated $500,000 over a two-season span. Only attraction which did
biz for him was the Will Mastin
trio with Sammy Davis, Jr. With
shuttering, Fielding pulled out of
the local cafe business.
Giro’s started in

sound fashion

Xmas season,, but fell off unJimmy Durante came in for the
big dough draw. He kept the room

during
til

packed, but was the only one of
lineup of acts booked to do so.
Adjoining Cub Lounge kept the
profit margin in sight, running to
big crowds till dawn with the at-

Chicago’s

tractions the Red Caps and Damita
Jo, plus the Treniers. Again, lack
of available names brought decision to close.

NEW LAWRENCE
HOTEL

—

former Copa City
taken over by Bill Miller
in late Januar>. Big spot couldn’t

The Riviera

—was
‘

VAUBEVI1.LK

f^KiWfr
The Starlight Roof of the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y., will open
June 2 with Los Chavales de Espana, the Latin orch group which
made its U.S. preem there last sea-

As Cushion

for Shortages, Rising Coin

Niteries all over the country are
buying talent far in advance to asDoretta Morrow
sure themselves of getting not only
Laryngitis, flames
Capitol, D.
’good supporting acts.
for April 1 and Jose Greco Troupe
Compjitltie^ts are now being made
Washington, March 17.
returning April 29 and remaining
for
beyond
tile summer.
Doretta Morrow, headline singer
until entertainment activities
at the Capitol Theatre here, was
For example, in the “good act”
transfer to the Starlight.
forced out by laryngitis after her category, the Will Mastin Trio with
first two days. Show ran for one Sammy Davis, Jr., are now taking
A.C.’s Club Harlem Owner, day with three acts in the hope dates for September. They’ve althat Miss Morrow might be well ready been booked for the Cal Neva
enough to return.
Lodge, Lake Tahoe, Nev., Aug. 7;
Leroy Williams, in Hap
When her illness continued, the Patti Page is pacted for the Frolics*
Beatrice
were Salisbury Beach, Mass., Aug. 16;
Kraft
Dancers
For Income Tax Evasion brought in to complete the week. Jan Murray goes into the Mapes
Hotel, Reno, June 4. Latin QuarAtlantic City, March 17.
ter, Miami Beach, has signed BerLeroy Williams, owner of Club
nard Bros, for next season. Name-i
Harlem, top sepia nitery here, was
tl
wise, Edith Piaf is down for 12
convicted of income tax evasion by It Still
(Continued on page 53)
a Federal jury in Camden Friday
(13). Judge Thomas M. Madden
ordered an investigation before im-

Exits

•

C.—

Takes

position

of

sentence.

Trial

got

Two

,

Tango

to

underway two weeks ago and jury
deliberated two

urning

(Continued on page 54)

Long-Range

Bistro Belt Pacting Talent

son. It’s the only item set for the
hostel’s summer operation so far.
The Empire Room of the hotel
will close June 2. Current there
is Patachou, with Mary Meade set

49

its

hours before re-

verdict.

Summing up

at

conclusion

of
said that

Argentine impresarios are anxious to ‘book U. S. names, especially
those that are hot on wax and

films, according to letters being
received by various agencies. But
the major difficulty lies in getting
dollar payments out of the country;
Argentina showmen have long
been anxious to play American
bands. However: regulations qf the
musicians’ union in that country
demand that a native, band must be
hired in the U. S. if an American
orch is to.be used in that country.
A deal had been pending for
Tommy Dorsey. But: the only concession the impresario could get
owed $21,275.79, of which $16,- from the union was that Dorsey
503.79 was for 1950 and $4,772 for
would have to use two-thirds na1951. Adjustments were permitted
tives in' his crew.
to be made during the trial to
bring the figure down.
It was Williams’ second indictment on such charges. In 1939 he

trial,

Government counsel

Williams

Ner. Sahara Eyes
Swlmmlns
Restaurant

Po*f—

— Ceck-

Lsuiim— 400

tall

Modern Kitchenette
and Sleea-

Lido, Paris, Unit

Ants,
Ini

Rooms

Tuh

and

with'
Showor)

(all

*

—Modern AsMlatments

— Overlooklnf

jLako

and Park.

Bill Miller, operator of the Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., and Miami

SPECIAL
‘PROFESSIONAL

&

Lawreneo
Chleaie 40,

Beach, and Pierre Louis-Guerin,
RATES operator of the Club Lido, Paris,
at Shorldan Road
are completing a deal for the imLOnsboach I-2IN
portation of the Parisian shows into the Sahara, Las Vegas, of which
Miller is the booker.
Both are
currently in the Nevada spot ironing out details.
The deal for the Lido shows is
a logical extension of the inability
of domestic unit producers to furnish large-scale cafe units for some
<?f‘ the
There aren’t
top spots.
enough niteries that can now afford
to shell out top sums for lavish

KonMore Avenuot
tllinoia

MUSIC
arranged
METIS

1650 Broadway, H* Y« C*
Clrcfcr 4-3949

1104

S«!t#

was charged with having failed to
pay $6,719 on income for 1935

BILLY GILBERT
GARRY MOORE TV SHOW
March 23
Opening. March 30—
Oasic Club, Muncic, |nd.

4-1077

For Nighf Clubt

—

Mercury

Artist*

COMEDY MATERIAL

,

For All Branches o f Theatrical

FUN-MASTER

THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG Fill
(Tho Service of tho STARS)
First 13 fllos $7.00— All 35 Issues $33
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY

Beginning with No.

1

— No

Skipping!

• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book.. $10
$25
• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., 00. bk. .$25
• BLUE BOOK (Gigs for Stags) $50

•
•
•
•
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS* $300. Worth over a thousand
No C.O.D.'s

GLASON

BILLY

AGVAns

200 W. 54th

St.,

Now

York 19-Depf.

V

Circle 7-1130

Dub

The American Guild of Variety
N.Y. branch hasmominated
29 candidates as delegates to the
AGVA convention in Boston which

SHAPIRO

L.

AL

A

through 1937.

Management

Personal

DAVID

DUNHAM DANCERS SET
FOR 10 NITERY WEEKS

Hollywood, March 17.
jury returned a
Katherine Dunham has been set
verdict of not guilty in this case.
He was one of 14 admitted or con for a nitery tour starting April 10
at Ciro’s here, for three weeks.
production and costuming.
Most victed numbers bankers indicted at
Miss Dunham and her troupe of
cafes are afraid to take chances on that time in the probe which saw
spending that kind of money with- Anoch L. Johnson, former county Negro dancers will then go to the
Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco,
Republican
leader,
to
sent
Fed
a
out a name to back up the expendi(three weeks),
and El
eral jail for tax evasion. At that May 5
ture.
time,
records show that Williams Rancho, Las Vegas, May 27, and
Guerin would be in a different
situation than the domestic unit admitted being a partner in two the Mapes Hotel, Reno, June 18,
producer. In his Paris spot, the resort numbers banks and later fof two weeks apiece.
Highest figure on this tour will
was convicted of perjury charges
(Continued on page 54)
and served a sentence in the Fed- come from Las Vegas, where she'll
be getting $7,500 weekly. Her only
eral prison at Lewisburg, Pa.
percentage date on this tour will
N.Y.
to Elect 13
Phyllis Louis into the Bradford be at the Fairmont Hotel, where
Roof,
Boston,
starting
tonight she gets $4,000 guarantee plus 50%
Gab (Wed.*).
Delegates for
of the covers over $4,500.

composed
by

reported an income of
$1,384 in 1950 and paid a tax of
$226, while in 1951 he reported a
oss of $418 and paid no tax. Actually, the Government contended,
Williams had !an income of $25,135
in 1950 and owed a tax of $8,967,
while his 1951 income was $10,018
on which a tax of $2,492 is due.
In the original lien, filed with
he county clerk in October, the
Government contended Williams

Artists’

starts

*

17-MAR. 30)

Johnny

CARROLL >«i GORMAN
Just

Concluded a Successful

v '/

" The

Quality of Sophie Tucker

and

Ethel

Two Week

Duke, Harry Eaton, Marshall Rogers, Joe Smith, Peter Chan, John
Bubbles, Wini Shaw, Rex Weber
Bobby Byron, Jerry Wayne, Car
Corelli,
Danny Walden, Irving
Grossman, Pearl Bernice, J^rry
Lee, Davy Carr and Eddie Montgomery.
Membership meetings took place

BETTY

week for the
purpose of nominating convention
delegates. Union headquarters is
still studying the lists to deter
mine eligibility of nominees.
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HELD OVER - BANDBOX HOLLYWOOD

yodeling supplants yocks as the entertainment backbone at this Fairfax Fun house,
But that's the
it's news in anyone's language.
situation cued by Betty Reilly. As the headliner,
she takes the play right away from the

,

0

Opening April 3

JEFFERSON HOTEL
St, Louis

®

.

'Cumbanchero' or a slick takeoff
on the old Yiddish 'Cousin/ she sings and sells

:

Russell and

"When

"Whether

PARIS

an Re P* WM. MORRIS AGENCY
*-M£.
TAVEL MAROUANI AGENCY PARIS
.

Currently

comedies

GAC

Dir:

Currently

U

Merman"

- ROBERT RU ARK

Will elect 13.

Bright, Phil Fara, Red Buttons
Roy Davis, Alan Walker,' Pau

San Juan, Pu«ri» Mica

Frank

Branch

9.

.On the slate are Jack Hurst,
George Ross, Noel Hytown, Ray
Roger, Jack Gilford, Abraham
Jackie
Mason,
Georgie
Price,

CARIIE HILTON
HOTEL
*
(MAR.

June

it's

peak response throughout. She's still standon the latune stuff but she varies it well

with a variety of ditties including the inane
'Molasses' which she dresses with takeoffs on
Sarah Vaughan, Margaret Truman, Katharine
Hepburn, Bette Davis and, inevitably, Johnnie
Ray. She also does a spot of bongo-banging
that's highly acceptable." — DAILY VARIETY.

Gowns

Exclusively

Special Material

by

by

MARUSIA

JEFF BAILEY

Direction:

MCA

y

f^RiHfr

TAVBEVXLUK

so

AGVA

Chi EMA Continues to Thwart

working.

Elliott.

rooms where dates were
fttifttog held. Agents claim that, since
•Sttre is no contract between EMA
SfAGVA, the latter has no right
•

Fight between the;
tertainment Mgrs. Ai

developing into a
traction. Neither seettifYb^berglving in, with the innocent bystander,
this time the acts, apparently getting the worst of it. Latest hassle
arises from the policing of club
dates which started last week.
is

jiotel

In addition, contracts are being
made directly with the corporation,
Society or individual holding the
affair. This latest phase- has been
used by many of the names brought
In to headline the entertainment.
Move was started to warn acts Just what attitude
can take
agents With such “employers” is -problenot to play “unfair'*
and after initial chiding bring them matical. In other cases, “unfair”
up for board action. While this was
members are working directly
done on several casuals, bookers through Artists Representatives
got hep to the move and stopped Assn, franchisers, the latter splitreps from- coming into clubs ting fees until the fracaj is over.

AGVA

AGVA

EMA

Last week AGVA held a 'membership meeting to elect delegates
to the national convention in June.
According to some acts, the huddle
but word-ofpublicized
wasn't
mouth traveled quickly and about
80 members turned up^ and developed the meeting into a hectic discussion about the unfair^ listings
and the -welfare levy. Confab began about 3 p.m. and ran well past
midnight. Henry Katz, AGVA counsel. caugh: the brunt of a questionand-answer session that left the

CAPPELLA
P'

RETURNING fO THE
STATES AFTER 4 2
YEARS IN EUROPE.

Sundays excluded.
Arthur had also been negotiating
not meet
integrate the nitery revue with his with Bob Hope but would
latter’s terms; and with George
film and TV commitments.
Formby, who begged off because of
health reasons. While Borge was

Romero

is

working out plans to

.

Ice Cycles’ in Bid

Arthur’s ultimate choice to headdeal- was held off until this
weekend over agents’ dispute be-

line,

tween Music Corp. of America and

For Frozen Areas
Hollywood, March

17.

’Tee Cycles,” the smaller edition
of “Ice Capades,” will plumb for
virgin territory.
The show will
carry its own refrigeration equipment in a bid to play the smaller
towns where there are no arenas
with their own freezing plant. Move
is regarded as a challenge for the
markets now played by “Ice
Vogues” and. “Holiday on Ice,”
both' of which carry their own
equipment.
The, decision by “Cycles” to invade new markets was made by

stockholders of that firm in a recent poll. It’s known that there
are* vast territories in the south
,
where few shows penetrate because
of lack of large freezing plants.
Even large towns such as Atlanta
PHIL HARRIS’
and Birmingham, virtually the exclusive province of /‘Holiday on
Ice,” can stand an additional icer
Hollywood, March 17.
if properly space'd. There are other
Phil Harris put a $30,000. price spots in the same situation plus
”4
which haven’t been able to
some
tag on his “Phil Harris Revue,
which he personally packaged for get any frapped follies at all.
The move by “Cycles” to carry
the San Francisco Auto Show,
March 21-29, at S. F. Civic Audi- its own tank makes possible exUnderstood Music Corp. pansion in another direction.. The
torium.

acts, still unsatisfied.

Whi}e the Chicago branch has
(Continued on page 54)

TWO SHOWS N LON DON-

Borge’s personal representative,
Harry Squires, as to which should
commission. Having
collect the
signed the Danish pianist-comedian, Arthur is not disclosing who
won on the agents’ battle.
Incorporating a Coronation motif,
CNE will use a 60-girl line and a
40-voice mixed chorus, with addi-

FORfRISCO AUTO SHOW

THEN HEADLINING IN ALL
THE CAPITALS OF
EUROPE AND THE
SAVOY HOTEL IN
LONDON.

of America, which helped get the
unit together, will get a side fee
for its efforts. _

Harris will front a 30-piece band,
about four members of which win
be taken from here. Walter Scharf
will actively baton. Others in the
package are the Nicholas Bros., The
Sportsmen, Margaret Brown and
Stuart Morgan Dancers.

JUST CLOSED CASINO
NACtONALE (HELD

OVER 3 TIMES) AND
CLUB MONTMARTE
IN HAVANA.

(Continued on page 54)

Canadian Pnck Playoffs

Force Wirtz Icer Foldo;
’53-’54 Cast Bonused Off
Chicago, March 17.

Pro hockey playoff^, with Montand Toronto as possible contenders knocked “Hollywood Ice
Revue” out of Canada, forcing the
real

N.Y. La Vie Soaring Seats;

Peg Lee There Next Week

OPENING MARCH 17

La Vie en Rose,
close

HOTEL PIERRE,

around June

N.Y., which will
28, will

blader to close in Cincinnati last
Wednesday (11). Outfit scoted
$130,000 in 11 performances on

expand that

.stand.

Zooms 2d SI. Wk.

MR

37G
17.

For the first time since Harry
Lauder played the Rouse about 30
years ago, paying customers have
been seated on the stage during performances, at the Curran
Theatre.
During the entire second and
final' week of Victor Borge’s engagement, anywhere from 60 to
100 persons were seated onstage.
Audience reaction to this modern
innovation was excellent.
Borge wound up his second
frame Saturday (14) with a sock
$37,000. House, a 1,775-seater, was
scaled to $4.20. First week drew a
big $23,500.
The onstagers. claimed they got
grimacing closeupsson Borge that
imaged better than on his TV
shots.

DONALD RICHARDS

Saranac Lake

MUSIC IN THE AIR"
FRIDAYS, CBS RADIO
NetWork, 9-10 p.m., est
Currently OLYMPIA THEATRE

Star of "THERE'S

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N.Y., March

17.

Johnny Garwood, disk jockey
at WNBZ, dedicated the first .halfhour of his “1450 'Club” to Happy
Benway, Variety Representative,”
with a collection of salutes from
minstrel days.
Louise Riso, ,of United World
Film, Inc„ N.Y., in for that special
o.o. and observation rest period.
Milford (IATSE) Brown, technician of Stude Theatre, Houston,
upped to the ambulatory department in a nifty progress.
Spring appointments, denoting
top progress,. are as follows: Down(LoeW)
shoppers,
Pearl
town
Grossman, Robert Dutton, Milford Brown, mail and papers,
Sam (RKO) Kelly, Forrest (Big
Slim) Glenn, Joe Fennessy, Rufus
(IATSE) Weathers, trade* papers
and packages, George (Elephants)
Bowers, William Joyner, Robert
Dutton; special deliveries, Helene
(W.B.) Baugh; switchboard alternates, Gloria Davis, Patricia Pritchard, Pearl Grossman, Sam Kelly

Miami,
Personal Mgt.

fla.

DAVID

SHAPIRO

l.

AI 4-1077

*

.

BLACK

to
March

Satt Francisco,

TERRI STEVENS
m

"Terri Stovone In

repeat ong age merit,
adding her beauty
May Robinson show

Latin Quarter, Boston,

and

.

LEW

Onstage Aud

Spoils;

Stan Daniels, who wrote the last*
couple of U. of Toronto student
shows, is in as writer, with Jack
Arthur and Howard Cable also contributing sketches and Cable Conducting the 120-piece orch. Contract
on forestage illuminated fountain
effects, Dancing Waters, has also
been signed with Harold Steinman,
producer of “Skating Vanities.’*

Layout had been inked for both
current seating capacity by 150
in a series of extensive alterations. Canadian towns, but the arenas and Jack (RKO) Wasserman.
Operator Monte Proser said he has are- still being used by the hockey
S. Coleman Houff, technician of
teams, and definite date for the Pitt-Roth circuit, Fredericksburg,
leased the adjoining property.
Booked into the spot are Peggy icer to come in couldn’t be given. Va., took two years to beat the rap
for a and goes to Madison, Va., for a
Lee, opening March 26 for three Rather than wait a month
short vacation before resuming
weeks. Don Cherry or Bob Whalen date, according to Arthur M.
work.
Wirtz,
shows
ojyner-operator,
it
,
will be on the bill with her. Jackid
Write to those who are 1)1.,
Miles or the Andrews Sisters will was decided to shutter and pay off
cast.
Those
members
the
who
Of
go in April 15 and Joni James returns May 18. Proser said he’s signed for next season got four
trying to get Frankie Laine to week’s salary.
Season grossed about 10% more
come in for a week. Helen O’Connell, will be the final headliner than last year, according to Wirtz,
with
Denver being the only losing
before closing for alterations. The
Beachcombers will come in tomor- stand. Show opens in Indianapolis
row >(Thurs.), replacing Alan Dean. next October.
its

NEW YORK

The

tional acts to be signed, but finale
to be a tribute to Queen Elizabeth.

30G UNIT

I

ONE YEAR AT THE SAVOY
THEATRE AND SIX
MONTHS ’AT THE
LONDON HIPPODROME.

To Victor Borge Belongs

Who

AGVA

and

m CNE Topper At

Borge

tov'annoy” the acts while they’re

Acts in Middle

American Guild of V
over payment of the

Romero, Patachon Pkge.

Hollywood, March -17,
Gets the %!
30G, But
Cesar Romero has been set to
star in “International Revue,” new
Toronto, March 17,
feature
will
package
which
nitery
Jick Arthur, producer of CanaFrench singer Patachou. Unit is be- dian National Exhibition’s 24,000ing put together by Ben Pearson
seat grandstand show, officially
for national booking.
signed the pact Saturday evening
Already set for the show are
(14) which sees Victor Borge in as
Orson Bean, George' Prentis, and headliner on $30,000 for 14 night
Ross Jk La Pierre, AI White, Jr., performances starting Aug. 24, with
will stage with script by Jack

On Welfar
Chicago R

Wednesday, March 10, 1953

.
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.

lino voite to the

a taming star "
Currently In

Philadelphia

STAR MANABIMENT
York

I4S 7th Ava./ Flaw

BAsidt

4-0911

.

PAT

DUNDEE
(Beauty and
the Least)
A new note In

’

Clamor Comedy
GERBER-WEIS*
Agency.

Pearl

Bailey

•

‘AH Star’

1697 Braid way, N.Y

Club Oates

*

DanyDauberson U.S. Bow
At Larue, N.Y., Next Mo.

NAT DUNN

RESTAURANT AND RAR
W. 44 St.. New York LU 2-44IS
WHERE SHOWBUS1NESS MEETS
*
*

1

51

TALENT CONTEST
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize; Professional

Duplicate

Prim Awarded

engagement
la

the Cate at

Her

Tlit

months

Right in the heart of Philadelphia’s
theatrical

and night club

district

excellent facilities, spacious,

V >.

Bally Hurt

LA Icer, Sez Sonja

.

.

.

homey rooms.

%John Bartram Hotel
•ROAD AND LOCUST

STRIETS

Rebar) Pea ret. Resident

Un«fti ployed

Monafpr

US

A RY Q E

i uHN

y Wabash
iu
N.
Ava.
Chleaia. III.

trip will be a quickie
but will include a visit to Holly-

wood.
Recently Morris acquired complete control of these two cafes,
having bought out the interest of
his former partner, Eustace Hoey.

MGT: MARK LEDDY

NAT DU NN

I

us# R’way
New Yark

I

SENSATIONAL

BOB

DANCE ACT

(Bobby)

(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

WESTERLY

ROLLINS

GAIL
PHIL

CLEVELAND

Now .Flaying

and

Dir.:

Quickie

The

*

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
Club Date Bookings by

Dir.:

9(M
203

Last Night

.

CLUB DATES^-Waak Mar. U
Haw Brighton. Union Town,
Now Castlo, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mar, 22-29

BUSH

Thanks to

T450 Broadway, N. Y. C.
JU 6-2313

London, March 17.
Harry Morris, operator of the
Colony & Astor, planes to New
York on Friday (20) on a talent
prowl for his two Berkeley Square
niteries.

Sine* Loft

THE CHORDS
Instrumentalists without Instruments

ago.

Harry Morris’

SPECIAL RATES!

’N

TV

Hollywood, March 17.
Announcement that Sonja Henie
would
be
on
the NBC-TV “All Star
Dany Dahberson will make her
U. S. bow at Gogi’s Larue, N, Y., Revue” this Saturday (21) had the
April 14. Date originally was to effect of cutting down the gate of
have been filled by another Gallic her ice show now* playing the
import, Jacqueline Francois, but Shrine Auditorium, Los Angeles.
latter was unable to get out of a Blader had been doing well, but
previously booked date. She’ll play following the publicity of her upcoming tele stint, gate was cut
Larue later.
Miss Dauberson was booked down somewhat. Both Miss Henie
through the William Morris and her husband, Winnie Gardiner,
Agency, while the Lew & Leslie feel the premature publicity was
*
Grade office was negotiating for the cause.
The NBC appearance will mark
rMiss Francois.
the skater’s second try in that medium. She appeared on the Ed Sullivan “Toast of the Town” three

Grant's Riviera

MARSHALL

and Lou Bellson

have been signed for the preem
next season, Sept. 10.'

'

JAY

WILLIAM SHILLING

165 West 46th Street
New York City

Latest

JACK DENTON
•

WORLD S GREATEST COMEDIAN

So
76IV

Schtdul*

ORIGINAL
logs,
skits,

'

C

C/O IRVING CHARNQFF
BROADWAY,
YORK CITY

Comedy

Material

far MC'i. Maklclans, EnterS«/id far aur
tainers, ate.
latest
price
Hit af treat

biz

gagflles,

dialogs,

mono-

parodies,

Written by show
gagmen. Sr send

ate.

top

$16 far $56 warth of above.
Money back If not satisfied.

m w.

LAUGHS UNLIMITED

51
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THEATRE
TELEVISION
NIGHT CLUBS

m

ranvatic

ynamic

in

Delightful

in

the

l

#
Comedienne with a double threat— can

act,

can

sing a great song, straight or comical. Stopped the

show nearly every time. Her ’Boston
rank with Bea

Lillie’s

Beguine’ will

most memorable

efforts.”

—JOHN McCLAIN, Journal American
’’Heroine of the evening... stops the

first

act cold.”

—WALTER F. KERR, Herald Tribune
"Comedienne of originality and quality who tore
the house apart.”- WILLI AM H AWKINS, World- Tel. &Sun
"Show-stopper of the evening.. .expert comedienne
. . .

first

rate voice.”

—ROBERT COLEMAN, Mirror

"A funny ballad singer and clown, has a voice as well
—brooks atkinson, Times
as a sense of humor.”

Exclusive

Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,
Press Relations

VIRGINIA WICKS

INC.

THEATRE

'NEW FACES OF

1952" (10TH

MONTH)

TELEVISION . . . CBS-TV, WESTINGHOUSE’S 'FREEDOM RINGS,'
TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS, 2 P.M. EST

CAFES

BON

SOIR (12TH WEEK)

,

,

St

,

—

,

-

,

Wdnesdt^

PSStfftf
VtllyvMi

MCI! CLUB REVIEWS
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On*, Miami

hotel’s name with typical overOliver
with orchs of Tommy Dorsey ana
W. Y.
V*««ft1llM. ri«
tones, to prove mastery at handling
»•
Miami, March 13.
Hollywood, March 11.
Dulce Ellington, has a fringe of
well as the story-cue
Carmen
Billy Gray, Patti Moore L Ben
(with A l Pellegrini), one-liners as
followers, but they are
Torme
Mel
crewcut
vrciur,
material.
song
into
leads
Salvatore Gtoe Sc Panchtro o?c?5*
s
Ciro
Mayo
Bros., Joy Skylar,
Lessy,
t
>r Bailey devotees nor
Eddie Oliver Orch (7), Joe Castro
Turns up a lampoon on video Ted Lawrie, Selma Marlowe Line
$5 minimum .
customers. *A production touch to Quartet; $2 cover,
Honeymoon
“Their
with
Orch,
shows
Tony Lopez
$2.50, $5 mintThe Versailles has co»e Wswitt
Vhfch
«£*„
Mel Torme has gained in per- Was Seen on Television” lor an- mums.
one
former stature in the 33 months other topper. Adds “With a Name
packaging
Jack Goldman has obviously desince he last essayed this spot and Like Lewis,” another zingy special
Carmen Torres, wno wm- « «**- >Tr«“'^vnfwork
and stick-slashing he’s "gained in following as well. referring to show biz contempora- rided to make an annual date with
efootw^K amo
cram of its first excursion into
response. Billy Gray, Patti Moore Sc Ben
rapid
needed
be
brings
the
that
should^
provides
this
stand
ries
result,
As
a
this
uSt shows, the Nick Proiihlt-Ar-i ,CW<Dy.
pleasant though not pace-setting. Tongue-in-cheek sequence is nos- Lessy, and from biz indications,
.aovejty.
nold Rossfield operation baa “tfe-*
accent move is an astqte one. Trio are
There’s still some critical carp- talgic “Old Soft Shoe” with
Miss Bailey s brother. Bill, acveloped a singer who cib^beijome
her song sesh, ing about his voice, but Torme is on old vaude names; and for wind- pulling healthy patronage at a
a headliner for this spot ShVs an -comps her during
revivalist angled time when most cafe operations
Resounding
a
wielding
singer
up,
than
occasionally
more
stylist
frankly
exciting soprano who has legiti- with Belison
easily. “Hallelujah” with aud joining in. are either folding or just strugmate vocal attributes that should a brysh to hypo the rhythm beat, and he rides his song stint patter,
He offs and returns to big plaudits, gling along, waiting for Easter
backstops It’s interspersed with easy
create a bit of traffic in this east- Dick Stabile's house orch
Lewis is a surprise for the aud, holiday weeks.
era sector of town. With Miss, evenly and shares dansapauon some of which needs sharpening,
Their stint runs almost two
assistwho obviously come on curiosity
Bobby
good
keyboard
and
he
gets
With
Torres is Larry Storch, playing his duties between shows
Bert,
ance from A1 Pellegrini. The torch and wind being entertained by a hours, with the trio working solo,
first date at this cafe-, and who Ramos’ latune-quintet.
the n blackouts and tandem; despite
to
up
way
the
and
on
performer
impact
provides
his
best
stuff
similarly hits a bigtime stride.
and overlong stay, keep a hilarious
he" also gets good response from a high brackets in class cafes
This is an interim booking until
Paree. Chi
medley at the piano which in- theatres although already an estab- mood throughout with tableholdGrav’s
ers in a pounding mood.
cludes “Stranger in Town,” “This lished ether name.
portion of the act is strictly on ihe
Can’t Be Love” and “I Cover the
June Gardner, in supporting blue-angled line, but tongue-inslot, is a highly capable songstress
fct* Waterfront.”
It’s a light show offering, but with
soprano. cheek delivery takes edge off the
Orch $3.50 minimum, ?
high-ranging
a
There’s good value and entertain - Farnon
Sunset Strip habitues have long Spells out four compositions rang- broadisms, most of which are in*
cover.
this
show.
ment in
erlined in the Yiddish genre.
since become accustomed to get- ing from pop through aria from
Singles out ringsiders for the “exMiss Torres brings along an atThis is a pleasant three-week in- ting only on§ act in its plush “Mme. Butterfly’* to win herself
planations” for added laughraistractive package of international
few
its
the
does
Eddie
Oliver’s
capture
rooms.
orch
might
that
terlude
reception.
ing.
songalogging. Her forte, of course, nightclub regulars Who are not usual fine job of showbacking and warm
Buddy Walker holds over in. the
In followup spot to Moore &
is in the Latin idiom, but she can
adrift in Miami, harassed by in- continues to alternate with the
handle the Francais sections nicely come tax problems, or hibernating Joe Castro quartet on dance emcee spot and acquits himself Lessy, Gray takes over for a long
and she parlays an attractive Eng- until Lent is over. While not in rhythms that keep the floor well. Tony & Renea also repeat session with “Kelly’s, Morelli’s
Her Spanish tunestering the high-budget slot it’s a well- crowded.
lish.
with their Latin-American dance and Lipshutz,” strictly in the inKap.
garnering
cavalcade. Mai Malkin’s orch han- digo mood but still
shows flamenco, classic and pop rounded hour of entertainment.
influences. The first two attributes
dles the showbacks in top manner howls. Guy is a’ well-versed and
recompletely
has
Barry
Dave
Skyroom,
are used mainly for enhancement
with Lewis’ accompanist, Fred showmanly comedian, with strong
appearand
vamped his comedy,
purposes. .
Reno, March 12.
Elton, rating bows for his piams- command of aud's moods and
ance. since last seen here several
La™Acceptance of his ririsibilities.
Rudy Vallee, Blackburn Twins tics.
Miss Torres, who opened the
years ago. Young humorist shows & Marion Colby, Mapes Skylettes
baldries is indication of fast hold
seto
potent
sufficiently
was
show,
lot of promise, projecting better
a
he takes and maintains.
cure a pair of encores, despite few, and working much easier.. He (6), Eddie Fitzpatrick Orch; no‘
St.
L.
Hotel Jeffers©*,
Show-stealers are Moore & Ben
cover or minimum.
concessions to popular taste. Vowarms the audience up With a se(BOULEVARD ROOM)
Lessy. The frenetic Miss Moore
cally, she has versatility and color
ries of celebrity takeoffs- which
St. Louis, March 10.
the mugging Lessy capture
remarkand
and
sounding
projection.
Looking
commandinga
Pius
hit their vocal niches. From there
Felix Knight , Fred & Sally them from opening " gambit, a
She handles languages expertly as he delves into the age-old stand- ably like he did two decades ago,
Orch blackout scene with the duo playof Barry, Ben Ben, Hal Havnd
theme
a
on
Vallee
trades
Rudy
evidenced in her facile use bf
ing of family, medical economics, being his own worst enemy, riding (7);. $1-1.50 cover.
ing nitery ringsiders. On their own
French, Spanish and Portuguese. money, but with a difference
they set up a series -of sock lamOne of her comps, “An Adventure most of his material is new. He himself unmercifully abqut his age.
has
Knight
Felix
tenor
Ex-Met
poons plus Lessy’s piano bit, a
for Both of Us,” is a fetching Gal- does some sound imitations which Marching forth in a red jacket, he
^and
piece of buffoonery that’s a smash.
lic ballad, and her translation of
unes up with “Your Time Is My ditched the longhair stuff
are- fine, including a broken-down
long Running gag, in which Lessy in“Begin the Beguine” into French record aping. He gets a hefty Time.”
To catch his completely •short green for sborthair andnitery
green to be grabbed in
awkward, albeit
inaudible
his
terweaves
nets her one of the bigger mitts hand
almost
unanimated
and
at bis bowoff.
at this 'top funny, touf jetes and biz with, unof the evening.
chatter and songs, the- p.a. system career. In his -debut
Monica Lane 4c Cass Franklin has been turned -up to the point downtown spot he scores solidly successful corn kernel juggling
this
at
With Storch’s booking
are an engaging couple who pre- of feedback. At first annoying, it’s with ,a repertoire that includes keeps the yacks mounting. Tablespot, it’s increasingly evident that
sent a rarity in this room, a singboth kinds of ditties. Knight is pounding keeps them 'coming back
soon forgotten.
cafes are becoming an important
ing duet While most of these acts
layout ihat cops lusty for multiple bows. Join with Gray
Still bound to the memory of his heading a
adjunct of network operations.
hotel
are seen more commonly in
in afterpiece -which spoofs ballet
awn orchestral days, Vallee auto- approval.
Recently pacted to CBS, "his stand
supper spots, the polish and showwith “September dancers for sock finale. It’s intellioff
Teeing
here is likely to become a labora- manship of this duo get them a matically leads the crew through
Song.” Knight has the mob in his gent burlesquing of the longhair
half-way
turning
arrangements,
tory for telesbowings. Here he can
his
good reception here. Outside of a
wins biggest -mitt for medium and winds trio into
be cased by writers and prospec- tune from the “Desert Song.” they to give them the upbeat and pre- hands and
In the wham exit.
own his aria from “Rigoletto.”
tive- sponsors and he can test Jome
eschew most of the schmaltzy senting them almost as his
he registers with
groove
Irish
Mayo Bros; set a fast pace for
his. preem.
new material.
At
for
bows.
boys
reof
very
the
toterp
.-.,11.1 standards, keeping to
. .
.
,
Galway Bay.” His
proceedings with their precitravels
hum|ordry
Vallee’s
cent Broadway hits -and .changing
Dame” and Jer- the
Nothing Like
sion heel and toe work on small
then,
lng, but proved that he’s .more
and
steadily
and
smoothly
Calypso.
a
palm-pounders
with
the pace also
-the
stands, topped by aero flips for
adept at bits. At this point,- he Wonder Why” signoff is a potent without
he suddenly icho” also keep
fanfare,
action. Knight has personality fast finish and healthy aud reacdoesn't have the -necessary maturbreaks into- tunes like “Wish You in
roper.
and except for the time taken tion. Hard-working pair work out
ity to spin a yarn. They .get laughs,
Were Here” for pop touch,, and a plus
little
clever
borrow
a glass of. water from a their routines in authentic manner.
Miller
a
is
Folie
to
but not the heavyweight variety.
of-,. items like “Vagabond
medley
fast pace
However, in his exposition of an dancer who starts the excitement Lover” and “Kitty From Kansas ringsider, maintains a
Selma Marlowe line holds over
like.
customers
in
fran
the
dfcrriere
wiggling
her
that
by
production numItalian waiter and a children’s
the- nostalgic gender.
for
City”
young- with two colorful
both
Fred Sc Sally Barry,
bers
headed by Joy Skylar, an
cowboy program, lie earns a yak- tic fashion in a rhumba. She has
personable
handsome,
The
period
sters, unveil -some new stuff in adept prancer as always, and Ted
pot. His standards, the very Brit-, a. nifty change of gears In a
Twins
have’ themselves
Blackburn
ga
tiny
with
their ballroomology
lsh fight announcer, a femme piece done to “Tootsie Goodbye.
another charmer -in the lovely being whirled and twisted in a diz- Lawrie, who handles the- song end
drunk and his takeoff on the tango Johnny Martin does the produc- package, Marion Colby.
of the group numbers ably. Tony
Spotalso click in a
bring out the 'howls in -this staid tion tunes in proper style and the lighting her for “I Get a Kick Out zy fashion. They
Lopez orch backgrounds matters
combo softshoe and semi-jitterbug
line gets a nice reaction for its two
Lary.
spot.
-in bigleague fashion.
'
rich
aud
with
familiarizes
You”
of
offering.
efforts. Brian Farnon backs the
The Salvatore. Gioe orch i&~ a acts capably.
voice. A sequence with twins for
Zctbe.
Ben Beri, a comedy juggler,
fine combo to back up an artist
“I’m in a Dancing Mood” accents uses only rubber balls, Indian Colony
Astor, London
and danceable Latin music is proher vivaciousness. ‘‘One-Man clubs' and tambourines for his
London, March 12.
Jose.vided by Panchito.
Ciro 9*,
Woman" (one man at a time) stuff, but the manner in which he
Rose Murphy Felix King Orch,
London, March 3,
shows off gorgeous, gams and puts reverse English on the -bounc- Don Carlos Band, Sid Phillips
Archie Robbinst Sidney Simone figure. Twins click with their “Re- ing spheres wins some hearty Orch, Colony, $5.50 minimum; As
Citre’s, Hollywood
and Johnnie Kemson Orchs; $3.50 flections in a Mirror” per sked Chuckles. Hal Havrid’s lads do
tor: $3 minimum to 11 p.m., $3
Hollywood, March 13.
minimum.
and wham over usual personality neat job in backing the proceed- cover thereafter.
Pearl Bailey Louis Belison Bill
Sahu.
in other parts.
ings.
DicTc Stabile Orch
Bailey
(9),
It is just about 18 months since
"Skylettes are in the mood for St
This is' a return date for Rose
Bobby Ramos Orch (5); $2 cover. Archie Robbins first crossed the Patrick’s Day prance and some
Murphy and shows signs of being
Stork Club,
.Atlantic to make his British caba- tapography for an opener* Marc.
,
as profitable as her first. It's not
A good turnout was drawn open- ret debut at this nitery. He reLondon, March ,2.
what she does so much as the way
ing night of Pearl Bailey’s stand [turned to London last summer for
Jack Hilliard, Al Burnett, Danny she, does it that pleases the cusAlgiers,
here, and indubitably a good slice a Palladium engagement and has
Termer Orch; $2.80 .cover.
tomers, and although the entire
of the biz was due to the publicity subsequently starred in a West
Miami Beach, March 14.
act is made .up of standard pops
anent her recent marriage to End revue. All of which means
Robert Q. Lewis ( with FrGd El
A1 Burnett’s Stork Room, which plus a selection of nostalgic oldies,
Louis Belison (now part of her act) that he has that name value on ton), June Gardner, Buddy Walk- caters mainly to the late night and
she more than satisfies.
plus the fact that she’s had a this side of the water which should er, Tony Sc Renea, Mai Malkin early morners, is a popular show
Seated at the piano throughout
top hit tallow, that Coral record- spell good biz for this reopened Orch; $2.50 minimum.
The operator re- the entire show, with a string acbiz rendezvous.
club.
ing of “Takes. Two to Tango.”
from
week
last
turned to London
companiment,
Miss 'Murphy shows
This plush new hotel’s Aladdin an extended U. S. tour with a layer
Otherwise, Miss Bailey has a * Robbins has a strong line of
she has lost none of that slick and
small but devoted following here comedy to offer and knows how to Room has seen an in and out sea of Florida tan, a few new gags and deft touch on the ivories.
Her
which was out in force. The com- sell it. He is a hard worker, never son. Whether it be a matter of a Californian vocalist who is head- mastery of the keyboard and imbination should insure her an ade- misses a chance to raise that extra booking in the type of act not too lining his current cabaret..
the
peccable
are
rhythm
sense
pf
chuckle and is expert at overcom- well known in these parts is a matThe newcomer, making his first
quate engagement.
He ter of conjecture; intimeiy takes] appearance in Britain, is Jack Hil- hallmarks’ of heR performance. The
in any audience resistance.
Entertainment wise, she packs
the
with
personal
touch
comes
displays a determination which recharge for. hotel liard, a classy warbler with an offno little and rather subtle show- ceives customer acclaim and even off the minimum
are in her
sit beat routine and the sort of person- vocals which, naturally,
manship into her effortless mix- reluctant ringsiders eventually find guests, who .in many instances
inimitable
style.
over one drink, taking it for ality which can get away with, an
ture of song-styling and patter. themselves taking an interest in
£he show caught was at the
to that operatic aria at 2 a.m. and have the
She gets her best results from his act and enjoying it.” The granted they’re entitled cafegoers
ringsiders acoutside
customers yelling for more. There Colony and the
those special material items now American comic has a whole pile privilege. Thus
She
claimed her performance.
Only
Joyce
attracted.
be
must
is little new in Hilliard’s program
identified with her such as “Legal- of slick, polished material all in
piano rendiopens
with
a
classy
Bryant has proved a moneymaker, other than his own pleasing way of
ize My Name,” “Since I Learned the lightest key with songs and
tion of “We’re in Love” and then
and
this via word-of-m0uth plug- selling a number. He doesn’t go in
to Be a Hussy,” “Muskrat to Mink” gab skillfully pitched for the nitClicker is
ging.
for conventional interpretations, alternate with vocals.
These, abetted by ery trade.
and “Tired.”
“Busy
In Robert Q. Lewis, the TV-AM but uses fancy arrangements Which her fancy interpretation of
her arch and sometimes blue
also acLine,"
is
big
but
a
mitt
In his current stint he uses a personality making a tour around give his songs a new and refreshing
asides, fare even better than “Two couple of previous hits as well as
corded the older numbers like
circuit, the spot has come leAse.
In
cafe
this
the
category
he
comes
to Tango.”
a bunch of hew songs. His patter up with as potent a draw as any out best with '“So in Love” and “My Blue Heayen," “You Were
Her patter for the most part is is smooth and racy and there is a act playing hereabouts. Opening “The Donkey Serenade.”
Meant for Me” and “Me and My
smart, but there are a few chest good punch-line to every yarn. On night saw scores of turnaways with
AS| an emcee, Al Burnett is ope Shadow.”
nuts she could well toss in the the vocal side he reveals a marked subsequent
Colony is one of the* few cafes
a of the most popular on the nitery
finding
shows
She had to work three en- preference for “parodies which un- healthifr filled room. In for one beat. He doesn’t change his pat- currently doing above average biz.
fire.
during
cores to get off, which provided derscore the comedy aspect. For
frame, Lewis measures up as a ter too often and the regulars seem This is likely to continue
her the chance to medley some example, he has a Gilbert & Sulli- solid'entry. He is a poised, show- to“ delight in joining in with a bit of Miss Murphy’s season.
Myro.
good old tunes such as “Can’t Give van takeoff called “TO the Races manly and literate entertainer who good-natured backchat. He usually
You Anything But Love,” “Cabin I Must Go, Tra La” and a new ver- makes them forget the TV panel crack hoary gags but currently has Hotel
Radisson.* Mplsu
in the Sky,” ’‘Taking a Chance on sion to the tune of “Kiss of Fire,”
platter-chat- one or two topical allusions to his
background and
(FLAME ROOM)
Love” and “Laziest Gal in Town.” both of which register heftily. ter rep with a well-rounded and American trip. He renamed Las
Minneapolis, March 14.
From
earlier shows he repeats his
Preceding Miss Bailey’s routine,
Vegas “Lost Wages” and promised
Teddy St Phyllis Rodriguez, Don
“Bali Bras” and “Basement in the original act that keeps them attenthe show is opened by Belson doa return next year to see how his McGrane Orch
tive and receptive all the way:
(8) With KatherBronx” with excellent results.
ing some frantic drumbeating. He
money was getting
himself
in
adept
Lewis paces
_
_ on ^without him. ine Clark; $2.50 minimum.
Spot was doing steady biz when
has a rather awesome setup, a bat- show was caught and artist was manner as he spins out special on Corny, admittedly, but the customtery of seven skins and four cymMyro.
In this only remaining Twin
forced to beg off after receiving trademarked “Specs” with collec- ers love it.
His rapid-fire thumping enthusiastc mitt. The Sidney Si- tion of -frames built for various
bals.
Cities supper club, ballroom dancreally doesn’t fit in at a spot such mone combo does
Vance Henry Sc Linda Scott ers Teddy Sc Phyllis Rodriguez,
a standout back- situations. Winds into Arthur Godas Ciro's, but it kicks the show off grounding
S. ballroom team, started at making their local bow, faced a
j 3h and alternates for frey routine topped by “Replace- U.
with a bang literally, at least.
dancing in f ;s usual fine style with ment Blues,” then' keeps build, the Palladium, Dusseldorf, Ger* difficult task. First, they must
Belison, through working jazz the Johnnif Kerrison rhythm -ag- mounting with howl-making yarn many, Monday (16) and will con
satisfy a smart clientele which reMyro.
on Wjnston Churchill; gags on|tinue to March 31.
concerts here plus past association gregation.
( Continued on page' 53)
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Empire, Glasgow

House Reviews

Glasgow, March 4.
Anne, Shelton ( with Don Phil-

.

Paramount, X. Y.

contortions,

on

satires

Night Club Reviews

lips), Wilson Keppel & Betty, Ossie Morris* Wonder Tones (6), 3

showgirl

and backwater nitery chorus
Rudy Cardenas Monica Lewis, but it’s the “Murgatroyd” types,
drunk
KTorev Amsterdam, Skitch Hender- bit that the
customers are asking
“She’s Back on
son Orch (16);
for,
particularly oh that initial
reviewed
in
<WB),
Broaduxiy"
tease routine whereby he gravely
Jan. 28, ’53.

j Continued

Loose Screws, Authors & Swinson,
Big Chief Eagle Eye
with Barbara Tosca de Lac, Flack & Lucas,

,

frbili

) ,

1

:

Variety

announces that, on a stage appearAnne Shelton, British thrush, DeMarcos and few other such! ‘acts,
they’re required to shouldef* the
Paramount bill is a ance and escape from films, he is scores confidently at this Auld entire floorshow
assignment.
going to do the “serious work” for Lang Syne vaudery, giving out in
affair
that
meandering
slow-paced,
That they emerge clicko, arouswhich
he
feels
fitted.
numbers that are mainly sad.
needs repacing and tightening.
ing enthusiasm 'and finishing to
Amply-proportioned
Rest of the act is a riot, with
gal
reveals
band,
Current

’

the
With only three acts plus the
minutes. suave comedian begging off to
sl’ow runs an overlong 50
tumultuous
ovation.
lightthe
on
are
Acts themselves
Whole bill is one of the best
weight side, with only the opener,
iuggler Rudy Cardenas, register- seen at this house in some time,
with all acts over big on merit.
ing solidly.
Morey Amsterdam is one of Bud & Cece Robinson open the
show with neat taps, a softshoe
those comics who confines himself
It’s an effective routine, a rubberlegs eccentric and
to the short quip.
a wham campus jitterbug finish.
for
too
not
but
delivery,
of
style
Top returns also go to the Briants
long a turn. Amsterdam stayed on
for their mime knockabout tramp
a bit too long, resulting in some
routine;
Hqrb & Betty Warner, boy
between the yocks.
long gaps
Granted it’s not his style to come and girl song team, for their alternately
bouncy and, romantic
on with a pat routine, his turn still
stint.
needs tightening.
Leonard Sues, as m.c., expertly
Monica Lewis made two basic
knits the layout and holds a top
mistakes opening day. She had a
spot himself on trumpet for mutes,
poor selection of tunes and she
high-holding notes and the growls,
stood too close to the -mike, putplus his pleasant patter style,
ting her more in the red-hot mama
Archie Stone’s pit band neatly
category than in the s.a.-tinged
Gal fails to do a backs all acts for a bill strong on
pop groove.
talent
and swift-paced diversity.
straight ballad as a change of
McStay.
pace, with most of her stuff in
She does a quick
jump style.
change from gown to tights for a
Glebe, Ottawa
little softshoeing that’s fairly effecOttawa, March 14.
tive, and as a closer handles a balAugust, Lowe, Hite & StanJan
the
lad with Skitch Henderson as
ley, Joey Carter, Roseta Davis,
foil; but throughout the entire act
Harry Pozy Orch (7); “ Gallant
there’s too much attention to the Bess ” (EL).
cute stuff and not enough teethe

strong brand of showmanship, introducing comedy in various interpretations of “Can't Give You
Anything But Love.” This she
chirps in Scottish, Cockney, Lancashire, etc., dialects. Singer has
worthy support at the ivories from
pianist-composer Don Phillips, who
recently accompanied Chico Marx
on his British tour and Donald
Peers. Exits to warm mitting.
Biggest click is by Welsh comedian Ossie Morris, genial and
rotund, who gets most hand-to-

t

.

hand music for
?1?

I

e

s 011

i

music,

Cardenas scores with his
tophat,

of

t

Youngster’s
metal cups and
swift pacing and deadly accuracy
this house,
in
fave
him
a
make
i\ here he’s rapidly becoming a tra-

to furnish the dancers’ accompaniment. On another occasion, patrons
have opportunity to take dance
whirls with the performers and this
down-to-earth approach, handled

j

i

,

just for this

aggregation is
effective.
Orch plays a perfunctory “Hallelujah!” as an opener,
but shines in a Cole Porter medley

Henderson’s

date,

in

which

Henderson’s

light-fin-

gered piano techniques are spot-

On shawbacking

lighted.

•

.

*

chores,

behind Miss Lewis and
nave to
IU uu
do
Stanley have
Jnutc pc
lUWc, HitC
& otetllic.y
Amsterdam but timing is off on the noLowe,
more than stand on the boards
Cardenas stint.
Giant,
to satisfy the customers.
Henderson projects nicely as midget and average-size guy is
emcee, though his style is a bit too surefire combination, but the trio
Instead of intros, he de- brings along so-so business andcasual.
livers dissertations, which may be gimmicks ta work with. Return to
okay for radio deejaying but not stage later in show with impresCutting sions of Andrew Sisters and cowfor the Paramount stage.
some of the gab would quicken the boy routine done to offstage recChan.
ords.
show’s pace,
crew

is

•

_

H

4-

fine

-

aerial

Miami, March 14.
Burl Ives, DeMay & Moore,
Paul Rich, Bruce Howard 2 Fires, opening night but the goods were
Lcs Rhode House Orch; “The there and, slowed up a little, loStars Are Singing” (Par).
cals will love him. Roseta Davis
is a looker with okay pipes who
Burl Ives, in topliner slot here tends
ballads
but
to
feature

from femmeJ

m

4*

rr-

and a fine

in

masked
a turn

)

green

.,1 1.

maroon,

for effect, play violins in
for niteries.

Gord.

j

j
•

,

week, carries a fairish shovv
the top aud reaction realm.
The burly folk balladeer wins
them all the way with his wellbalanced array of songs. Spins out
his “Blue Tail Fly,” “Noah Found
Grace In The Eyes Of The Lord,”
the
“Doughnut Song,” “Foggy,
Foggy Dew” and “Big Rock Candy
Mountain” to wind into solid stub-

this
into

holder appreciation.
Ives handles himself in showmanly fashion all the way, with
ease of delivery adding to overall

impact.
Teeoflf spot

has the two Eires in

a balancing act that builds to

some

one-hand and one-finger stands for
fair mitts.
Harmonifca work of
Paul Rich sets well. Lad’s wellrounded lineup of arrangements,
with topper a boogie-woogie medley. keeps the response on a high

should

get

in

mort

solid

j

CHARLIE

which seems to be her best field.
Harry Pozy orch gives socko backGorm.
ing.

Medrano, Paris
the end of sticks, makes a twirling
cup oq a stick prance aifd fly and
be caught again with dexterity.
Act is quick and juggling and tim-

Apollo, X. Y.
Orch

(15),

Jackie

“Moms" Mabley,

Swallows 15),
a tray of
Linda Hayes, Meyers &' Walker, ing are fine. He balances
drinks on a bottle top and puts all
Little Buck; “ Pathfinder" (Cot)'.
on another bottle top.
His topper is footing seven cups
Current Apollo sesh marks the
third straight week that house has and saucers atop his head and then
spoon and sugar. This is a
adding
failed to come up with a Strong
name draw. Harlem vaude flagship good filler for vaude *or TV.
Mosk.
has been hitting a downhill trend
since showcasing Duke Ellington
HAYES
LINDA
and Pearl Bailey on the same bill,
The lack of house’s b.o. lures can Songs
probably be attributed to a dearth 10 Mins.
Apoiio, n«. y.
of top Negro talent available
Linda Hayes, Negro blues songhas
1

f
!

.

1

Format for

this

week’s entry

stress,

has

little to offer

audiences

Machito’s orch carrying a fairly outside of the Apollo groove. Gal
DeMay & Moore, vet comedy- heavy load. Band, made up of four is okay on. looks, but there’s little
dance duo, play here annually. brass, five reeds and six rhythm, in her styling to mark her as a
Come back with routines spoofing emits a nice rhythmic beat via jits potent entry.
of tunes rendered.
ballroomologists. Raise good por- Latino spicing
Tunes rendered are /“Hanky
incidentally, uses
tion of giggles with their buffoon- Rhythm section,
You,” “Yes
bongos, maracas and other noise- Tonk,” “What’s It To
ery for okay returns.Gal
makers of that genre. Band opens I Know” arid “Atomic Baby.” with
her act
Also in the comedy groove is
augments
occasionally
numbers,
three
with
show snappily
not
when
Bruce Howard. Forte is impresmovements
body
some
coming back for additional spotJess.
sions which are well handled, alvocaling.
lighting later in ..the proceedings.
though in the standard groove.
Deuce spot is taken over by LITTLE BUCK
Patter
is
on the weak side;
Meyers 8c Walker, whose comedy- Dance
strengthening
gag-lincs
of
the
act registers. okay approval.
dance
would bring him into stronger aud
8 Mins.
make up act Apollo,
acceptance class. Withal, garners Tall and short guy
N. Y.
frequently switching
former
with
himself fair returns. Les Rhode
Decked out in a tux and making
laughs.
house orch showbacks in usual top to swish routine to garner
overall neat appearance, Little
an
The Swallows, male vocal quintet, Buck, .Negro tapster, impresses as
manner.
Lary.
follow with a routine display of a good bet for most vaude houses
harmonizing, occasionally hitting and niteries. Short ch*P registers
a frenetic pace. Group employs an solidly With his terping and snapCasino, Toronto
electric guitar and a bass.
Toronto, March 13.
py aero turns.
Billy De Wolfe,' Bud fc Cece
Act shapes up as a smooth offerWindup stint is handled by
Robinson, Leonard Sues,. Herb * Jackie “Moms” Mabley, a surefire ing with class overtones. Jess.
Rrhy Warner, The Briants, Archie entry at this vauder. Gal’s comedy
otone House Orch; “ Fearless Fa- routine remains' pretty much the
Larson ta La Vie in Que.
san"
same, with apdlonce responding
La Vie en Rose, Qtiebeb; will
generously' to heavy dosage! of" blue
open April A with Juliana Larson
*}
big
“Mrs. Murgatroyd” material offered.
^y
h
Ming it Ling are on the
toplining.
tondard, Billy De. Wolfe is justi•Linda Hayes,- songstress, and
beat.

Long Range

.

Continued from page 49

-

-

weeks

at the Versailles, N. Y,, starting Sept. 12.

12.

The major agencies have bids for
top’ names, but are hesitant
completing them for fear of
about
minimum.
tying up an act long in advance.
Eileen Wilson’s four-year march Selling the tall talent is no probon “Hit Parade” has outfitted her lem at any time, and in longterm
for a refreshing nightclub stanza. pacts an escape clause is inserted in
Sans a “style,” gimmicks, or com- case a film or a tele show comes
plicated production arrangements, along.
she sticks to the melody, to the
Nitery owners aren’t happy about
lyrics, and to business, and the re- this state of affairs either, but find
sult is a fine collection of pop and that
they cannot help themselves
standard songs sung by a singer.
the severe shortage of suitA consistent booker of chanters, since
able acts leaves them no other
the Golden takes to Miss Wilson as
choice. Under the present setup of
if just plain singing were the newbooking long in advance, the cafeest fad.
Eye-catching in a low-cut gown men have to shell out extra coiq
when
a rising name becomes availand bfonde tresses. Miss Wilson
distracts
from the decolletage able. If they want to play the recthey have to go to the
name,
ord
(imagine!) by working up her
songs with vigor and strength. As added expense of putting him on
the tunes reach climax, she might top of a previously booked show.
shift into a higher key, but this
Admittedly, it’s not a comfortis
as far as she goes- beyond able situation for the performer,
straight, clear arrangements. End- agency or cafe operator, but there’s
ings are always tremendous mo- little to be done under the cirments as she builds to typical cumstances. If one agency doesn't
“Parade” peak.
sell, another office will hop in with
Best part of library is a medley a similar name. The only situation
of past “Parade” tunes during her
where
some degree of control can
reign on the* program, including
attraction de“Again” and “People Will Say be exercised is in the
partment.
As far as the op is conWO’re in Love.” Encore is a bright
‘‘Zing Went the Strings of My cerned, there’s always the chance
Heart.” “Why Don’t You Believe the opposition will grab off a dethe

!

Charlie Wyma is primarily -.a
crockery man. He spins plates at

.

Machito

WYMA

Juggling
8 Mins.

beat,

Rees

Reno, March

more suited

;

.

Patrick,
Eileen
Wilson,
Pat
Gates, Golden Girls (12),
Sterling Young Orch; no cover or

The five
their pianist,

and

set of pipes.

Manny

thrill value.

Wonder Tones and
garbed

Myro.

\ew Golden, Reno

Lucas, blue-suited male duo,
open with spritely terping. Axethrowing from Big Chief Eagle Eye

has quota of

It

Don McGrane and his topnotch
orch play the show and for patrons
stepping in -hangup fashion. Band
singer Katherine Clark has looks

aerial
;

influ-

and novel, original
run the gamut from
the poetic “Dream of Love” to a
lightning fast “That’s My Baby”
Charleston. Their South American
contributions are standouts.

&

Joey Carter emcees and handies
clicko comedy solo routine. Teeing act with gag impreshes of Cagney, Bogart, Colman, Ives/ etc., he
paced his gabbing too fafct for

is

and

tinctive twists
steps. Numbers

arm

•

Olympfa, Miami

work
J

friends

ences the b.o.
Passing up fantasy, they devote
themselves to straight-out performances in a wide variety of mostly
familiar dances garnished with dis-

T „
difficult
Tosca de La, rolling
twists on vertical wire and enFlack
twirls.
gaging in fascinating

lst
1

makes

neatly,

1

dition.

For a pickup band

1

ities.

tribute claves and maracas to ringsiders and the folks shake them
with apparent relish while helping

^

j

|

jugballs,

billiard

sticks.

nowned

ment. They whip up much fun and
engender a party atmosphere while
demonstrating eye-filling dances.
This .enables them to do 40 minutes
easily and leave the guests clamoring for more.
During One number they dis-

-

gling

lyrics,

buttress superior terp
technique and classy appearance
with a high degree of entertain-

f f*
the Scot border,
of
Wilson. Keppel & Betty, longact on the U. K.
comedy
time
vaude stage, prove that familiarity
does not readily breed contempt
fo£ polished artistry. This is Eastern takeoff act, with two males,
black-mustachioed, garber in style
of the East and doing sand-shuffle
dance in quaintly humorous gait.
Act is a classic of its kind. Gal
member of trio is a tall looker
with much s.a.
U. S. twain new to Scotland are
Authors & Swinson, doing miming turn to offstage records of the
Pianoings of suave Jan August Ink Spots (singing “Always Hurt
and of Johnthe One You Love”)
topline this 11bill but the other 1acts.!
44 /“I M ,tl\
T
J1
_1
_ O
_
T1
/2a.
X n t-AM tM
hold up well under the weight of nie Ray (in “Cry”). Latter is put
his name. Manager Hy Bessin has in as preview of (Ray’s act shortly
pulled in an easy-to-watch lineup to be seen at this vaudery. Clad in
this week which ought to up biz purple suits, dub score in satisfactory style ;, closing with vigorous
that fell off last week.
“Cigareets and WhusAugust’s smooth, slick keyboard- rendition of
Women,” sung to
ing is a pleasant closer, and he ky and Wild
comedy tearing of q
gives the stubholders all they ask simultaneous
directory.
telephone
for, begging off to heavy mitting.
Three Loose Screws, British
His selections range from concert
to barrelhouse nut the. Glebe pa- comedy trio, open precariously in
trons will probably remember his act in which many gags misfire.
“Piano RoU Blues” and “Miserlou” They scarcely raised a titter at
show caught. Graceful and quiet
more than others.
;

but the British are not refor their linguistic qualcan be hard going for an
audience to sit through an act of
six or seven songs and find there
is only one which can be readily
understood.
Notwithstanding that, Miss Nicolas is a pleasing performer. She
is an attractive brunet, dresses with
obvious good taste and care and
has a warm personality which commands support from a responsive
audience. She has no difficulty,
for example, in getting the normally staid customers to participate,
in bits of handclapping which are
needed as extra effects for a couple of her native folk songs. Her
one number in English, “Let Him
Go, Let Him Tarry, is rendered
in infinite charm; if she had done
more songs of this calibre the act
would have had socko reception. As
is, the audience is pleased, but occasionally bewildered.
Befitting the occasion, the act is
showcased hy Tibor Kunstler’s
Gypsy orch and the backgrounding
is done with pleasing rhythmic effect. Combo alternates for terping
with Rudy Rome’s quintet.

&

Couple

his impression of

~

»

Songs in Rumanian, Italian and
French may be very entertaining
for those
who understand the

show.

Church^ in §0volce of Winston
a comic from

*

,

begoffs, is considerable of an accomplishment and attests to their
ability. Initially booked for a fortnight, they’ve been held over an
additional three weeks on the underlined Lucille
Eddie Roberts

\

« *

•

Curtain some years ago and is now
domiciled in Paris. Apart from her
.native tongue, she is a first-rate
linguist with a fluent command of
Frencfi, Italian, English and other
language?.
This natural talent is fully used
for her cabaret stint, although she
makes the common mistake of giving customers too little in English.

cently was regaled here' by* the
great DeMarcos. Second, like the

Bobby Dowds Orch.

page *53
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Hotel Radisson, M)»l8*
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Me?” is top pop.
The Ercil Twing of radio, Pat
Patrick, leaves Ercil at home and
delivers a straight brand of nonsensical
chatter, * occasionally
dotted with big yocks, but strewn
all the way with fun. Appearing in
tails, Patrick casually pursues his
trade almost as though he preferred that the audience just sit
back quietly and listen. He pokes
most of the fun at himself.
Manny Gates, in yellow suit, flies
around on taps briefly before setting about picking up a chair, a
table, then two, three and finally
six tables and a chair with his
teeth.
Undoubtedly the strongest
part of the act is the teeth.
He
doesn’t pull the. load straight up,'
bilt clamps his jaws on the table
edge

and

lifts

sirable act.

Fees on Increase
These practices again have the

this

'

One agency spokesman observes

that no matter how the field keeps
shrinking, it will remain a seller’s
market for a long time. The virtual disappearance of vaude time
hasn’t hurt the performer price
structure. As a matter of fact, that

them with head

.

becomes necessary even where

the agency thinks it’s a good idea
to get bookings for an act in order
to keep the performer busy. However, it becomes only natural to advance salaries even if to put the
act in better spots and take it out
of the reach of the cheaper cafes.

j

held straight.

Golden Girls keep as free of
costumes as possible and it’s a good
thing since there’s a little enough
room for the dozen of them on the
small stage all at once. Terry True
Continues to improve her line’s
looks and routines.
Marc.

ef-

of hiking prices. Ability to
get a steady stream of engagements
at a set price is virtually a prelude
Ultimately
to demanding a hike.

fect

paucity has increased the value of
acts. Since there’s less opportunity
for developing performers without
theatre time, those that do come
through are worth considerably

more than they would have been
former era.

in a

'
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lineups for his fiv>He's also throwing in his

8 le ngth y
fy
**day.
1

$£&

booking the .pot.

Qiteglino’a Sk Allegro,

Reed

Billy

London

‘Little*

Twin?

Reed leaves for Hollywood
London, March 13.
Anne Nicolas, Tibor Kunstler tomorrow (Thurs.) ta look over
for
sites
a contemplated Coast ediHungarian Gypsy Orch , * Rudy
Rome Quintet, Fels Sowande tion of his Little Club, N. Y.
He expects to be gone about two
Piano Duo; $4 .35 minimum.
Billy

weekst
•

There's’ a genuine international
flavor about the current attraction
at these -dual West End niteries.
Anne Nicolas, the stair, hails from
Rumania, but penetrated the Iron

<

.

*

'

.
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Ralph Wenders taking over New
York office of Arena Stars, Inc.,
with Johnny Mulverhili for the
Coast.
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Charlie Carlisle
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Chltoool

[

lph Marterie Ore
wis Sc Van
Jonl James

g

James McCracken
Eileen O'Dare
Shyrettos
Rockettes

Roger Hay

ROCKFORD

Palace U) 20-22

Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Gretona Family
Violet Carlson
Joan St Jean
Nick BaB

Falaco (R) 1$

Danny Kaye Rev
Pelro Bros

O

NEW YORK
Bandbox
Harry James Ore

* Bled
LOWELL

Shirley

Marquis

Fran Warren
Darvas Sc Julia.

Big Jim McNeely
Blue Ansel
Robert Clary

Don Howard

MIAMI
Jo Lombardi Ore
Olympia (P> It
Paramount <P) 14-20
Rich St Gibson
S Henderson Ore
Bob Karl
Rudy Cardenas
Donald Richards
Morey Amsterdam
Roily Rolls
Monica Lewis
R St E Reyes
Patti Page

Kirkwood

Jerry Wald Ore
Bobby Sargent
Clark Bros

Goodman
Helen Halpin
Saunders
Bart

Tivoli

Lowe

m

G Wood
Norene Tate
Garland WQson
Mae Barnes
Copecabans
;

Collins Hilton

John Huson.

Ladd
Bert Duke 3

WELLINGTON

Guy Nelson

Opera House CD 14
Trinder
Botonds
Malaga Sc Konarski
Professor Olga

Frank Cook

Tommy

Renita Kramer

Banna

Norman Vaughan
Sonya Corbepu

Ames

Ballet

Carl

Edwin Styles
Loveday HEUj
Mary Parker

g De Paulis
Harry Moreny
Toni Lomond
Peter
Adorable#

SYDNEY
Tivoli CD 14

Midge Minor
Art Waiter Ore
La VI# an Rose
Dorothy Dandrldge
Beachcombers
l Leo
De Lyon
Van Smith 3
Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Arlyn Stuart
Art Waner Ore
Oliver Dcrs
Le Ruben Bleu

Madmoiselles
Alice Ghostley

John Lee

St

Six Brent
-

Bon Solr
Jimmie Daniels

Tune Jago>
Walter Pym

H

Carl- Conway
Dagenham Pipers

Ronnie Selby 3

Danny Thomas
Dolores Hawkins

Cemeys
Ramona Lang

Marshall Ezen

No.

BRITAIN

-Bob

1

Fifth

Ave

Downey

Harold FonviHe
Hazel Webster
Old ReumanlaB
Sadie Banks

Senny Bands

A Grade Da Carolyn Carpenter
Galvan
Layry Marvin
Atvardo de la Cruz Joe LaPorte Ore
Empire CM) 14
Carlos Camacho
D*Aquila Ore
Winifred Atwell
Enrique Vizcainn
Perk Sheraton
Tommy Fields
Embers
MUt Herth
George Meaton
Barbara Carroll
Joan Bishop
Conway 4c Day
Hotel Ambassador
Town A Country
Italo
Kee Sis
Jules Lande Ore
Bob Carroll
Jimmy Wheeler
Coronation Belles
Hotel Aster
Dupree Trio
Medinis
Three- Suns
BLACKPOOL
Melvin
Bob
Harry
Worth
Hefei Blltmere
Palace (I> 14
Three Riffs
Michael Kent Ore
LEICESTER
Sf C 4 Crackpots
Johnny Morris Ore
Hotel Edison
Palaco lSi 14
K St A. Alexis
-Two Guitars
Henry Jerome Ore
G Grosoetto St Gtn Leslie Sarody
Hefei New Yorker -$igi. Ahern
Western Bros
AxuveU St Brask
Eli Splvak
Teddy Powell Ore
Stanelji
Indriksona
Misha. Usdanoff
Joan Walden.
Westway Girls
Alan Clive
Kostya Poliansky
SIcf Krofft
Charm ony 3
Raydint
Versailles
Dumater Sc Denzer Bobby Blake
BRIGHTON
Carmen Torres
Collin A Leemans
Hippodrome (M> 14 Peter Quinton
Larry Storch
Adrian Kallmi
4 Jolly Politicians
O'Farrellj Starlets
Gloe- Ore
Salvatore
Hotel Pierre
LONDON
Syd Seym out Ore
Panchlto Ore
Giselle Mackenzie
Palladium CM) 14
C Jones Sc F Foss
village Ram
Cappella
A
Patricia
Gwen Liddle
Ernest Sarracino
Max Miller
Stanley Melba Ore
3 Rethlems
Ted Huston Ore
Mary Small
CMco Re Eli Ore
Beryl St Bobo
Clara Cedrone
Tessie O'Shea
Hofei Flexs
BRISTOL
Muller
9 Smith Bros
Jean
Sablon
Kmplro (I) 14
Russell Peak
T Fayne 4c D Evans Barbers A Dale
BUly Nelson
Mattie SondtL
Alfred ' Marks
Dick /La Salle Ore
Chuck O'Neil
Upshaw Sc. Kuprina Monte Continentals Mavis^Mims
Roy Jerles
Al Nonnon
»
Mathurins
Hotel Roosevelt
Billy Nelson Jr,
Douglas Tp
Village Vanguard
Jack Fina Orch
Wonder Girls
3 Karloffs
Irwin Corey
Hotel St. Regis
Ferrentos
Palladium Girls
Pat Carroll
Juliana Larson
BRIXTON
Skyrockets Ore
Sylvia Syms
MSt Shaw ore
Empress It) 14
Clarence Williams
Horace Diaz Ore
MANCHESTER
Nitwits
Trio
Hotel
Static
14
Hippodrome
(S)
Diana Dors Waldorf-Astoile
Sammy Kaye Ore
Jack Durant
Stair Stennett
Patacheu
Hotel Sherry
Cairolis
Yolandas
Nat Brandwynne
Motherland
Marie Peril!!
Dagmar Sc Rell
Mischa Barr Ore
Yvonne Bouyier
Wondertones
Dancing Hollands
Wivel
Hugo Pencil Ore
Furres
CARDIFF
Sat Noble
Hotel Taft
Kaye
How tS> 14
Boh Lee
Ore
Vincent
Lopei
Granadas
Sc P
T1
Waters
Rosinad
Morton Fraser Co
NEWSCASTLE
Ossie Morris
MtAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Emprlo CM) 14'
£ Eye- St Barbara
Roy Lester
J IlS Lamonte
Martha Raye
Algiers Hotel
Louis Hayden
Reid Twins
George DeWitt
Robert
Q. Lewis
Max Carole
Red Fred Sc Rosa
Kirby Stones (5)
Buddy Walker
Roy Walker
CHELSEA
-Wells 4
fTed
Delilah
Joe
Eric Lloyd
Pslaco CO 14
Dawson Ore
-Len
Tony A Renea
Fred Sloan
Leslie Welch
Frolic Club
Mai Malkin Ore
Melville Birley
Jack Tripp
Kathle McCoy
Allison Hotel.
*
Mxrcellis
Manley Sc Austin
,
Don Charles Ora
Beachcombers <4)
Ferroni
Robert Harbin
Gaiety dub
Julio. A Mae
-Helga, Barry
Zorita
NOTTINGHAM
Bar of Music
S Fisher Girls
Honey Lee Walker
Empire CM) 14
Bill Jordan
CHISWICK
Flash Lane
Flack A Lucas
David Elliot
Empire (S> 14
Marie Stowe
Dorothy Squires
Guy Rennie
Richard Heame
Gaiety Girls
Hylda Baker
Jessie Elliott
Tanner Sis
R.Overbury A S
Harvey Bel)
Harem Club
‘George Martin
Cowley
Morris &
B1 Itmo re-Torract
Bobby Barton
Boyer St Rav$l
6 Warren A Jean
Jimmy Grippo
Princess Tara
All Bey
Krandon A Kama Frank Stanley Ore Camlle Stevens
Volants
Brook Club
Lee Taylor
PORTSMOUTH
Globe Girls
Charlie Farrell
Ginger Marsh
Royal CM) 14
Warren Mitchell
University 4
Grant
Jehmna Hotel
EAST HAM
Roselle
Mickey
Myles Bell
Lawrence
Lee
Granada (l> 14
Deeva
Dee Darling
A
Colville
Gordon
D Harris Sc Stan
June
Gardner
Tony Mataa
J3vy Sc Everto
Pat O'Brien
Casablanca Hotel
Random
Eric Barker
Billy Barr
Billy Vine
3 Loose Screws
Kenilworth
Bernard Landy
Maya Ore
Tattergall
Jack Cavallaro Ore
Patricia Lane
Monica Boyar
Al Lozito
Metropolitan (l> 14 Anita
Celebrity Club
Ruth
Palmer
SCUNTHORPE
Murray
Alan Gale
George Cbattrton
Savoy CD 14
Gladys Hay
Larry Foster
Charlie Ellis
Mooney Sc King
Latin Quarter
<2)
The
Haydocks
Gena- Mae
Benny Lee
Joe E Lewis
Chris Columbo
4 Vocalettes
Skylons
GuUda
Teddy King Ore
P White & Stagger Joan Janssen
Charlivel Trio
Ciro's
Diane
Magyar 3
Carma A Yaki
Red Caps
Eric D'Arcy
Palace CD 14
Janine
Grenet
Damlta Jo
Bobo Rexano
Glamazons
Charlee
Ballet
The Treniers (7)
Peter Ross
Max Bacon
Lucien. Bob St
Clover Club
Jimmy Daly
Low Sc Webster
Astor
BUly Grey
SHEFFIELD
Aerial Kenways
Nejla Atcs
Ben Lessy
Empire (Ml 14
Burton Seeley
Mods Choppy
Artemus Co
OTarrells T Tappas Joy Skylar
Models
B Lesters Midgets Patti Moore
Douglas Maynard
Ralph Young
Mayo
Bros
Brockways
Michael Roxy
Gloria LeRoy
Tony Lopez Ore
FINSBURY PARK Peter Cavangh
Jose
Cortez Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Jerry Hayes
Empire (M) 14
LaRue
Krista Sc Kristel
Kappel A Betty Arne Barnett Trio
Leo Reisman Ore
Jack Jackson
C C Fountains
Colby's Cove
SHEPHERDS BUSH Cannon A Harmon
Mary L Williams
L'Aigloh
Chuy Reyes Ore
Dick Sc Dot Remy
Empire (S) 14
Nicholas Grymes
Cork Club
Emile Petti Ore
F Bamberger & P Arthur English
Marcia Owen
Eddie Gray
Jo Thompson
Leon A Eddia'e
Peggy Powell
Agnette & Silvio
Eagene Smith
Babe Baker Revue
Narice Arlen Girls
Playboys
Eddie Snyder
Sandra Barton
Cycling Astons
Jack Simpson
Kitty O’Kelly
Delano. Hotel
T Gommer Singers Donovan A Hayes Tony Barie
Pat Clayton
GLASGOW
Brian Kent
Tommy Numei Ore Juc-a Luis St
Empire CM) T4
E Rogan Girls
Zina Reyes Dancers
Eleanor
v
WOOD GREEN
3 Monarchs
Willie Hollander
Perry Bruce
George Cameron
Empire (S) 14
Aeres O'Reilly
^ Delmonlco
Tommy Cooper
Carroll Levis Co
Jose A Aida
Ralph Gilbert
Karen Greer
Violet Pretty
Carlos Sc Mel Isa Ore Don Charles Ore
HACKNEY
Teen Agers
El Mam bo
-Lombardy Hotel
Empire (S) 14
YORK
Carlos Ramirez
Babs Ware
Harry Roy Bd
Empire (I) 14
Cook A Brown
Pedro Ore
Len Young
Terry Scott
ft ague!
Eviea A Novello
J’ Sc B Moxham
Clarkson A Leslie
Sam Gyson
Henry .Taylor
,
Vadlos Bros
Bill Maynard
Bobby Escoto Ore
Lord Tarleton
Borkowskis Birds
Piccadilly Nudes
Freddy Calo Ore
Michael Selker Ore
Cox Twins
Hey-Hey Lovlies
Five O'clock
Jeanne Moore
ASTOR

Hippodrome (t) 14
Harry Neil
George Michel
Melo maniacs
Joy Pearse
Wrndy Horner

DeLeon

MHes TWins
LEEDS

Martfnlque Hotel
Sk Ethel
Danny Yates Ore
Med* Carle

Manolo

C A G

1

mo

HAP

*
Snore Club
Rosalie A Steve
Fausto Curbelo
Haven A Held
Singapore
3 Peppers
Magnet ones
Novotones
San Marine Hotel

'

SAP

DAL

-

,

A

Cass

Johnny Morton
B DeVoye A B
Chez Adorable* (8)
Lorraine
Brian Famon Ore
Conrad HIHon HetT Claire Leonard
Abbott Dcrs (8)
M
Jeanne Sook A
Emil
Coleman Ore
T.eddy Roman
Colstons CD
-Vine Gardena
Deadenders
Al Mack
,
Jack Rose
Gloria Brooke
Margaret Naylor
Madelyn Wallace
Bill Jordan
Dcrs (4>
Herman Maricich
Pancho Ora
:

LOS ANGELES
Ambasaadev Hof at
Peggy Lee
Ray Noble Ore
Bar of Music
Ann Anderson

Cafa Gala
Bobby Short
Beverly Aiber

Mecambe

Willie Shore

Mel Tonne
Eddie Oliver Ore
Joe Castro Quartet

Lee Marx
Gene Bari Trio
Hal Derwin Ore

LAS VEGAS,

NEVADA

Ellis Ore
.
*
Sahara
L Melchior A Co
Blackburn Twins A Sa-Harem Dncrs
Cee Davidson Ore
Marion Colby
Donn Arden Dngers
Sands
George Milan
Nanette Fabray
Carlton Hayes Ore
Dominique
El Cortex
Frank
Fontaine
Joe- Cappo
De Marios
Barton's Birds

Boh

Desert Inn

Mitzi

Green

Rudy Vallee

-

.

Copa Girls
Sari
George DeCarl Ore Ray Sinatra Ore
Stiver -Slipper
Flamingo
Z Z Gabor "Folies Johnny Matson
Kalantan
Parisienne"
Hank Henry
Joey Adams
Beau Jesters
Al Kelly
Jimmy Cavanaugh
3 Rockets
Appletons
Sparky Kaye
Zerbys •
Jo-Ann Malone
Bill Willard
Dorothy Dorbep'j
N

K

Parlsianittes
Last Frontfor

Thompson A'

Marah Gates Hllyd

W

Palominos

Geo Redman Ora

Thgnderblrd
Earl Barton
Joyce Bryant
Jean Devlyn Dncrs Mickey Deems
Bob Millar Ore
Bob Copsey Dncers
El Ranch#
Barney Rawlings
Billy Daniels
K Duffy Dansations
Benny Payne
Al Jahns Ore
Bros.

Buddy Lester,
Roy Fitzell

*

Caslne Nactonal

"

Celia Cruz

Hermanos Palau
Rocio & Antonio
Havana Cuban Boys
Mercedes Valdes
Montmartre
Xiomara Alfaro
Gall Gall
Tropicana
Corona 4c Arau
Celia Pena
Chiquita A Johnson
Magdalena
Gloria A Rolando
1

Serenata- Espanola
Sans Soucl
Gloria Wilson

'

r

.

Chi

of the lot but even here there were
those sparse nights that bring worry wrinkles to boniface brows.
Saxony Hotel, with most expensive
setup of the plush hotels—in Los
Chavales de Espana, Pupil Campo’s

operators of various arenas will be
able to do their own promotion in
cities reasonably distant from their

own base of operations. It’s figured
that « show can draw within 50 orch and Trim Reyes found the
miles. Beyond that, it’s fairly dif- nut too much for them,, even with

—

get them in. An operator, a two-show-nightly policy. Howfamiliar with conditions in his area, ever, they're holding unit over
may be willing to promote in other through the Easter holidays.
cities. This is figured, to mean tall f
LQ Leads Raoat
coin because in -addition to* a proTop money-maker was the Latin
ducer's profit, he'll be able to make
Quarter (closing* the 22d>. Lou
Of
a promoter's profit as welL
Walters and associates marked up
course, he can also lose twice as
score in spot’s history. Polmuch if he gauges'the b.o. potential biggest
icy of lavish production, buttressed
incorrectly.
by a Joe £. Lewis for the late trade
At any rate, it's a safe bet that lure, plussed by a consistently sock
the competition next season for the advertising campaign, paid off,
as
ice show patron's buck wilt be did the food or- beverage
minimum,
keener than ever# There will be where other posheries were rA tting
longer routes and more cities, will up high beverage-only tariff
be getting an increased amount of
Clover Club experienced an inshows.
and-out season, but Jack Goldman
By carrying its own equipment, looks to average out, thanks to
"Cycles” will be able to play more Wham run of Lena Horne with
auditoriums within the control of Johnnie Ray runner-up in the lineArena Managers Assn., most of ftp which played the mainland club.
whose meihbers own stock in
Five O'clock Club, which, with
"Capades” and "Cycles.” There are
several
members who do not owner Martha Raye the year-round
have refrigeration equipment in puller, ranked u# with the moneymakers. Vagabonds, running their
their halls and thus have been
forced to buy shows from other own spot, also worked out on the
black
side of the ledger.
producers. This means it will be
What comes next year? The
difficult fo£ outsiders to crack
Beachcomber is available for either
spots with leers.
a new operator or for possible return of the Schuyler brothers, who
still hold the lease. Bill Miller
hasn’t decided what he'll do with
Drftw
the Riviera, but obviously will reContinued from past J
turn with his partners. There’s too
fired, from, newspaper jobs two much -invested here for any dropdecades ago when it was discovered ping of the operation.
The others will be back and runthat they had written the anonymous hook, “Washington Merry-Go- [ning again, but on what policy is
Round.” JSihce that time, he added, debatable. The fight for the names
the press "is much freer.” By con- is a ruinous one, with Las Vegas
so
trast, he said, there are only four the thorn in the side of most,
and four, TV networks which much so that many are casting an
are now offering "a chorus of sim- eye in that direction with a view
to moving to Nevada, if they can.
ilar voices.”
ficult to

*

AMA

AMA

Pearson

|

AM

.

Gabber indicated

HAVANA

Zoraida Marrero
Jose LeMatt

Miguel Angel Ortiz

•

W

Continued from page i)

p

Stella Brooks
Dick Hazard Trio

Freddie Stewart
Ciro's
Madeleine Goddard Pearl Bailey
Eddie Bradford Ore Lou Bellson
B Gray's Bandbox Bill Bailey
Bobby Ramos Ore
Betty Reilly
Dick Stabile Ore
Bill Russell
Charley Fey's
Rey'MaeNair
"Shecky** Greene
Donald Novis
Bert Stone
Frankie Hyers
Eddie Shine
Mary Foy
Jimmy Ray
Marquerlte Padilla
Sammy Wolfe
Blltmere Hefei
Abbey Browne Ore
Gale Robbins

NAN

.

That Gold Devil
ss

Sans Souci was most consistent

Continue* from page 50

Mary Meade
Robert Maxwell
J A J Belmont

'

-

meetings.

—

House

Palmer

Foley Miller

•

E4D

consecutive

However, the move was beaten,
down and of those listed on the
ballot, seven to he elected#, the

seem to get started. Ray Bolger
majority are backers of the move- opening attraction,
failed
Leonard Young
ment to get the bookers and cafes Edith Piaf held up for a to draw’
GaRab Dancers
week but
off the unfair list.
Rafael Rumberoe
b.o. sagged again after first frame
Music Box
Meeting grew more frantic and Miller encountered same difficulty
Belle Barth
Dan Ostro 3
then, in a surprise move, passed as the others booking the
rieht
Mac Padden
Phil Brito
a motion to recommend to the acts that might pulL
Deauville
Palmer Dancers
Vocations 3
group that all agents and,
exec
Quintones
Hotels No Better
Nautilus Hefei
list
be
unfair
the
actors put on
Sorrento
Grade Barrie
Hotel cafe competition didn’t
Charles A Samara removed
immediately until the
Gomez St Beatrice Marc
Kahn
Freddy Calo Ore
June convention or until the Chi-* help, although that group also sang
Alan Kole Ore
Joe Harnell
non-profit blues in most cases
the
with
the
meet
can
board
cago
Pastor's
Tony
Paddock Club
Ray Bourbon
Jimmy Day
New York board to thrash out the Hlustration is the new Algiers
Sheila Sheen
Miss Memphis
which
booked in lineup of locally
hasn’t
motion
While
the
problem.
Jose EnrigueZ
Peggy Saunders
Jackie Cole
Ernie Bell Ore
much power due to the lack of "new” faces and wound up on the
4
The Mithens
Fla Parker
losing
side. Biggest draws were
the
authority here, it revealed
Vagabonds Club
Patty Lee
Joyce Bryant and Robert Q. Lewis
Vagabonds (4)
Sans Soucl Hafol
temper of the audience.
Maria Nefflia
policy of knocking off minimum
Alan King.
but
Meantime, cafe operators and
Condos A Brandow
Jaba Jones
charges for hotel guests negated
Elisa Jayne
Frank Lynn
bookers claim that other cities are
any profit. The hotel
Frank Lin ale Ore
Sacasas Ore
lining
up against the welfare bite to try a one-nighter ops decided
Ann Herman Derg
Eleanor Guipo
policy beginVersailles Hotel
Saxony Hotel
with Reno now claimed as wholly
ning this week.
Jack Kerr
Los Chavales de
payment.
against the insurance
Epana
Nino Rinaldi 3
Others on the run, such as NauChief worry seems to be clarification on whether such payments tilus, Casablanca (going in for
CHICAGO
are opposed by the National La- weekend idea following run of Billy
Dick Peterson
Blue Ansel
bor Relations Board act of 1947 Vine-Monica Boyar) and Biltmore
Hal White
Dick Salter
which states that no contributions Terrace had their headaches pullBob Wednock
Dennis A Darlene
Velyn A L French
Buddy Rust
to any welfare fund can be made ing patronage despite use of popuGrace Nichols
Ollie Clark
unless jointly administered by em- lar names around the area in forRaquel
Boulevar-Dears (8)
mer years such as Jan Murray,
Irving Burgess
Frankie Masters
ployee and employer.
Black Orchid
Ore
Jackie Miles, Myron Cohen, et al!
Harry Belafonte
Edgewater Beach
The,
comics drew, but not enough
with M Thomas
The Foursome
Janet Brace
to carry them into the black against
Nanci Crompton
Bob McFadden
Hild Dcrs (8)'
D
the
off-weeks.
Chez Pares
‘Ice. Cycles’
Bob Kirk Ore
Dave Barry

*

W

mor«

or

Romero
Val Qlman Ore
TanoJfc De*

Julie

Franklin

Norman Paris
Julius Monk

Alfredo Sadel
Felo Sc Bruno
F Alonso Ore
A1 Castellanos Ore
El Chfcu
Perla Marini

Leung*

Monica Lane

Toppers
Susan Johnson
Penny Malone

Jack Purcell
Ted Martin
M Dono Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Chateau Madrid

Dorita

The Calypsaams

,
1

Piroska

Nancy Steele
Vicki Carol
Herb Corey
Joe Benjbmin

Dogs

De Santos 3

MELBOURNE

3

Blue Note

Capitol (LV If

AUSTRALIA
Fayes 3
Daresco 3

Latin Quarter

Ted Lewis o
Lenl Lynn
Murphy Misters

Howard

Jimmy Lyons

Karen Chandler
Joel Grey
Al Gordons

Roxy (I) 14
lee Colorama

Larue
Bernice Parks

Ted Straeter Ore
Cy Walters
Pepito Lopez Ore

A

Felicia

WASHINGTON

21

Klise Rhodes
Naomi Stevens
Lee Carroll

Kirtfian#

Errol Garner

Strand (P> 20-11

.

Dunhills

CITY

Hotel Warwick

The Gooffrx
Malayan
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cuse that they had missed three

Pupl Canjpo Ore
Trial Keyes
Bornie Mayerson
Ore

EMA

the airlines belong
they are virtually
four men.” He said
a responsibility to

news, whether

it is

that although
to the people,
controlled "by
that' webs

have

ferret out the

Sahara Eyes
Continued from pa;c 49

embarrassing or

and that the important thing same production can remain for a
their "freedom to make year or more, and thus the show
would be completely amortized by
money.”
the time it is exported for U. S.
In his rebuttal, ABC’s Velotta
consumption. Guerin would then
said, "ABC and all the radio and
be
in a position to make a large
TV networks believe in and oper- profit
out of the Sahara engage*
ate under a policy of freedom of
ment.
speech.
We, at ABC, present a
However, it’s figured that the
variety of commentators, expresLido shows would go into the Sasing a variety
not,
is

not

of viewpoints on the
hara on a longterm basis with frenews. ABC has no editorial policies,
It
'quent changes of headliners.
but strives to present a well-roundwould be necessary to obtain a
decisions resting in the national ed news and
commentary struc- long run at the Sahara to get back
executive board, several unionites ture.”
the heavy transportation from
wanted to know who. actually
Pearson is under contract di- Europe.
If the Gallic boniface
called the strike vote last Novemrectly to his sponsor; ABC feels it elects to import only costumes and
ber over the non-payment of welis not dropping him but Carter is. a few key
people, a sTiorter run
fare coin by members of the ChiPearson had been under contract would be possible. Miller* will most
cago Cafe Owners Assn. It was
to ABC for a year,. before Carter likely transfer his show at the
brought out that Chicago members
were first informed about the picked him up last year. Web pre- Florida Riviera info the Sahara.
sumably is not sustaining him
Lou Walters, who operates the
strike after headquarters ordered
because of lack of commercial in- Latin Quarter, Miami Beach and
clubs on the unfair list, although
terest in him. It believes- that it New York, Is also expected to make
negotiations were still going on at
has the obligation to present a well- a deal with one of the Las Vegas
the local level. Katz said the exec
rounded group of commentators, hotels for his LQ show. Both the
board had final authority but
but not to stick permanently with Riviera and Latin Quarter producwould not expand on this.
any one individual gabber. “Mon- tions may play a stand in Reno
On the agenda was a motion to day Morning Headlines” is moving
and possibly one other spot before
dismiss from the delegates' ballots up to Pearson’s
6 p.m. Sunday slot, disbanding, or certain portions
those members who are sympa- with the 6:15
p.m, period probably may be retained for the N.
thetic to EMA bookers, on the ex- getting an
entertainment show*
runs.

Continued from page 50

no local autonomy, with

all

final

—

:
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Harris (News),

LEGITIMATE

PffiilETY'
Barney Klawans Into

Kogan (Sun-Times)

Own

Barn Mgrs. More to Bar Musicals

I
Production With ‘Arthur’

Favor
By SYDNEY

J.

(Chicago- Daily

News)

(

Chicago Sun-Times)

Chicago.
Editor,

Variety:

I have been drama critic for my
was surprised and disappointed
that Variety, which I have road newspaper for about a year, but I
for
so
confidence
and
interest
have
been *a newspaperman for
with
many years, saw fit to print so some 20 years and a theatregoer
petulant and inaccurate an article for more. I am aware, after reading
as “Chill Windy City Crix Blasts your article, that I am not among
Seen Shortening Lives of Many the critics rapped by your writer.
Legits” in your issue of March 11. I am aware, as others in the busiFirst of all, let me say that I ness must be, that the objects of
think it is quite proper (and, in your wildly-shooting writer are
general, healthful for the theatre) Claudia Cassidy and Sydney J.
for the critics to be criticized them- Harris, respectively, of the Tribune
selves for any real shortcomings and the News. I* have, before and
There are as after I became a drama reviewer
they may display.
many unqualified drama critics as for the Sun-Times, agreed and disunqualified
persons in agreed with both. But I maintain
are
there
any profession; and since their ca- that both have done more to prepacity to do injury to the theatre vent Chicago from getting junk and
slop
than
any
is considerable, a paper such as badly-produced
yours can exercise a salutary in- others in the business
I
don’t
know
where
your
writer
attention
calling
the
to
fluence in
obvious incapacities of any critic. got his dope, but I suspect it was
With this out of the way, I must gained mostly from Ned Armobject both to the distortion of strong, the loquacious pressagent
facts and to the devious manner for “The Shrike.” Now Ned cried
to me about the dastardly critics
of presentation in your story.
The story was filled with such all of whom, incidentally, had only

~

the Tribune and myself were
not bluntly named as the two “influential” critics dealt with in the
article .
than an anonymity
which fools nobody.
In regard to the statements
about myself, it is pure malicious
nonsense to write that I have “re(Continued on page 60)

Arnold to Emcee

Reprised by Ohio Sheet

R&H Coast Co.

1

Norman

.

Revamped-Style /Regina/
With Part of B’way Cast,

Columbus, March
Nadel,

drama

17.

Columbus

Citi-

piloting a
group of 250 persons on a weeklong theatre party of New York
this week.
This is the second
zen’s

editor,

is

Broadway junket sponsored. by the
newspaper.
The one last year,
which numbered 90, was so successful and received so much comment
that; the paper decided to make
the promotion ah annual event.

For a fee of $99.50, members
of the party receive rajil transporShifts to Opera Haunts tation (reclining chair coach),
presentation
of hotel accommodations, tickets to
Forthcoming
“Regina,” opera by Marc BlitzStein. “Wish You .Were Here,” “Love of
for Murbased on Lillian Heilman's drama, Four Colonels,” “Dial
“The Little Foxes,” at City Center, der,” “Wonderful Town,” Cinerama
N. Y„ April 2 by the N. Y. City and Radio City Music Hall, plus
Opera Co., is latest in the series of tickets to Garry Moore’s afternoon
Broadway music-dramas (like “The CBS-TV show and a sightseeing
Medium,” “The Consul”) to find trip through the UN.
Group left Sunday night (15) on
place in an opera- company’s repertoire. Other factors about the work the New York Central and will
return
to
Columbus Saturday,
interest.
lent
unusual
it
have also
“Regina,” produced on Broadway leaving New York late Friday afternoon
(20). The theatre party has
by Cheryl Crawford in November,
1949, ran for 56 performances. (En- drawn heavy patronage, of course,
gagement was a flop by Broadway from Columbus and from cities and
standards, but an astonishing run towns within a 100-mile radius of
for a new opera.
“The Rake’s the Buckeye capital. What is more
Progress,” for instance, got four unusual is the fact that people
performances this season -at the have joined in the junket from
Met.) Opus was also given at the such distant places as Harrisburg
YJV1.H.A., N. Y., in a concert ver- arid East Bradley, Pa., Grosse lie,
sion one night last June, with the Mich., Rochester, Cleveland and
Broadway leads of Jane Pickens, Cincinnati.
Nadel, who cooked up the tlicaBrenda Lewis, Priscilla Gillette,
William Wilderman, William Dil- tre-party idea about two years ago,
lard, David Thomas and others, and lined up the shows and itinerary
scored such a success that the N. Y. on his annual reviewing assignment

M

City Center decided to take it on.
Miss Crawford, who had stored sets
and costumes in Connecticut, rented them to the Center.
Miss Lewis, Miss Gillette, Wilderman and Dillard, from the Broadway cast, will take part in the Center’s production. Miss Lewis, however, will now sing the lead role of
Regina 'done on Broadway by Miss
Pickens) instead of her former role
of Birdie. Ellen Faull will take the

Birdie role.
Robert Lewis, who
staged the Broadway version, will
direct here, with Julius Rudel conducting.
Blitzstein

has

made

changes in the work, since

certain
N. Y.

its

'Continued on page 60)

BRITISH-U.S.

EQUITY

EXCHANGE TALKS OPEN
London, March

17,

Talks between British and American Equity on the alien actor rule

opened

in

London

yesterday
Mon.) with U. S. representative
Alfred Harding explaining the difneulties arising from the McCarraa Act in an explanatory
session.
British negotiators are reporting
to the full
11

nil

*.

council today (Tues.) and

taBcs
,

resume

tomorrow

(Wed.).

also authorized to nePacts with the Society of

1

Broadway

in January.

He

is

Sam Kemer Productions here
has set a spring tour of a Rodgers
Hammerstein concert troupe,
W1 k Edward Arnold to act as conferencier. He’ll do the intros, give

^

500, 10% over $20,000,
over
$22,500, and 15% over $25,Q00.
Troupe, in makeup and program,
will be similar to
concert

New Haven Suburb

is

theatre Mgrs. and the

^tttstry, and negotiations
fnii
louow the
current Equity talks.

Amparo, in support. It’s skedded for late next season.
Miss Phillips, associate pressagent to Michel Mok in N. Y., can’t
begin on the libretto until the fall,
however, due to fact that her play,
“To Charlie, With Love,” which
Peter Glenn is producing, goes into

Grab

Off ‘Abner’ Ys. Reported

Bidding by Film Studios
In what looks like a last-minute
lunge to get in under the wire,

Arthur
Lerner

Schwartz

and

Alan

Jay

a

deal

last

negotiated

musical performers in their resident lineup to fill in the gaps
when a musical package arrives.
Original purpose of the rule, to
eliminate full packages, had met
with SMA approval, but musical
productions, it felt, were a special
case. Equity, however, has refused
to grant any exemptions for partial
•
packages.
With such musicals as “Annie

Get Your Gun” and “Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes” now released for
stock, about 20 to 30 barn operators had planned to do from one
to four musicals in their pon-musical houses this summer. These, of
course, would require larger casts
than customary, thus increasing
Equity employment. SMA group, in
a meeting Monday night that ran
well beyond midnight, were re-

weekend with A1 Capp to make a ported particularly incensed at
R&H
comic strip,
groups in the east, with no names musical of his famed
what the^ termed Equity’s adamant
“Li’l Abner.” Several studios rein the cast, and with program comstand on relaxing the rule, and
portedly were after Capp as late
prising solo and ensemble numbers
plan to be just as drastic in elimifrom R&H Broadway musicals and as last week, the legit deal balking nating musicals unless Equity
them by retaining the film rights. changes the ruling.
their film, “State Fair.”
Schwartz is to do the music and
Lernfer the book and lyrics. This
-

KANTER LAUNCHES NEW

mark the first stage collaboration for Schwartz and Lerner, as
well as their first Broadway show
as a producing team. Capp, who
will have a piece of the show, will
serve as a consultant, but otherwill

LEGlt PRODUCING UNIT
4

,

London, March 17.
Ben Kanter, wealthy business

man

wise

in

services.

who, has- taken keen interest
show biz for the last 40 years
(backing most of Bernard Delfont’s
shows until recently), is launching
his own company. He has formed
Paris Plays, Ltd. He will be chairman, and J. L. R. Corpel, and M. E
Corpel, former French agents and
playbrokers, directors. Company’s
first effort will be a musical version
of “Baratin,” French comedy, which
ran in Paris for four years and now
is touring France.
Play is being adapted by Leslie
Julian Jones, who is also doing the
musical numbers. It will be titled
“Charlie Boy.” Kanter is negotiating with local comic, Alfred Marks,
for the title role, with Vera Pearce
likely for an important part. Show
may be ready for provincial tryout
this spring and may reach the West
End in August.

Catholic U. Group to

Run

not

contribute

To End

Substitute Snarl;

Geo, Hunt, 82, Is Co. Mgr.

any writing

Minneapolis, March 17.

Musical version of “Li’l Abner”
will utilize most of Capp’s famed
characters

Brent Into ‘Affairs’Cast

from his

George Brent

finally

made

hi$

appearance as Philip Russel1 in “Affairs of State,” in which
«’
h s to P starred, at the Lyceum
here Tuesday night 10), and contiaued in the role rest of the week.
A n attack of flu had kept him out
o£ the cast during the preceding
Kansas City engagement, the first
the current tour, and on the
Xocal opening night,
Hany Bannister, of the original
intitial

syndicated
strip, which in the last 18 years ,
has appeared -in 700 newspapers.
Producers will work Abner, Daisy
Mae,
a and Pa Yokum, Fearless
Fosdick, Ole Man Mose'and others
into a story With songs, using vanous episodes from the comic strip.
Producers have no idea on casting yet, but are thinking of nonwho s regularly
stars, on the theory that the strip New York cast
Byron
characters are so well known, and PlaylnE his same part,
that stars might be at a disadvan- Winkler, in the -present production,
tage because their own personali- substituted for Brent in Kansas
ties might intrude. Schwartz and City and on the opening night
Lerner plan to work on the musi- here and won local critics.’ plaudits
performance. Management
cal during the late spring and sum- *or
mer, to have it ready for late fall flcw in Brain Nossen from New
York
to play Winkler for the one
Lerner is on the Coast now, and
T
11 als0 had Coast Equity
Schwartz leaves N. Y. for L. A.
C ^ a ^les Meredith fly from
Monday (23) to join him. Duo is
currently preparing the screen S? 1 ,y?voo ? _ to Kansas City to act
version of “Paint Your Wagon” tinkler there an 4 brought Paul
for Cinerama, Which they have to Morrison in from New York for
directorial chores. Latter assisted
get out of the way first.
Yerneu |l in staging the
Film is due to start shooting this
j
summer. Cinerama production chief BlVadwa y version.
Merian C. Cooper is still lining „ r Cor!?ipany mana ger for Richard
W-, Krakeur, now sole producer,
up the cast.
Joshua Logan talked to Capp j s t82,lyeari' (lld 1 Ge ® rge , ,Hunt who
about Ifve years ago with a sug- s believedto be the oldest person
ever to pilot a touring company.
gestion for a musical oh “Li’l Ab
ner," with Capp to write the book.
Latter, however, was too busy, and
LEGITS
thd Shatter was dropped.
IN
Schwartz was last represented
on Broadway as a producer with
“Hilda Crane” and as a composer*
Shirley Booth, starring in “Time
producer with “Inside^ U.S.A.”
of the Cuckoo” at the Empire,
Lerner's most recent Broadway
N. Y., is undecided about future
contrib was “Paint Your Wagon.”
plans.
«

M

-

’

*

*
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Obey; 2d Barn Project

ac-

Washington, March

17.

companying the party.
Tour is
Players, Inc., a non-profit group
under direction of Eugene Horyn,
of graduates from the Catholic U.
Citizen promotion editor.
school of speech and drama, will
operate Olney Theatre this summer.

Highway Hazards Snafu

|

a history of R&H activities, and
generally act the emcee. Tour, rehearsal in August.
starting April 8, will cover 12 western states, running till end of May.
It’s being booked by Hazleton &
Schwartz, Lerner
Weir.

week

Announcement came
from Father Gilbert

’

>

’

.

last

V.

Hartke, head of the speech and
school, after university of-

Tent drama

PIC,™

ficials had okayed the operation.
New Haven, March 17.
Players, Inc., will offer a season
started out as a lively prospect for a musical tent operation* of 14 or 15 weeks of summer stock,
in Hamden, a local suburb, died and may feature guest stars some
a-boming when town officials weeks, it was explained. Players,
nixed a permit application for the Inc., thus will run two summer
theatres. For the third season it
project.
Tentatively billed as Melody- will be operating St. Michael’s
Burlington,
Vt.
at
brook Playhouse, setup w'as being Playhouse
sparkplugged by Carlson Spear as Father Hartke said there were
well-trained
acmore
than
enough
managing director, and preliminary
action- had reached a point of sub- tors and actresses in the group to
company
casts
furnish
stock
good
stantial fund-raising from interested backqrs. Layout was planned for both operations.
Since the war, Olney had been
for a’ 1,500 seat canvas, together

What

LOOM

SHIRLEY BOOTH FUTURE
A

Emile Littler

to

Hunt

picture stint looms for
the summer, with Hal B. Wallis
producing, Daniel Mann directing
and Ketti Frings scripting (same
trio that collabed on the 'successful “Come Back, Little Sheba” Par
release). Status is v^gue, however,
script this time being an original,
ai*d project depending on Miss
Booth's okay- on the script idea.
1
i._
i j
Two legit
prospects Idom for
next season, with Miss Booth reportedly giving a “verbal promise’

Legit, Novelty Acts in N.Y.
London, March 17.
Emile Littler planes to New York
March 19 on a hurried legit trek,
with expansion of restaurant facil- [Operated by Evelyn Frfeyman with coming back on the Queen Mary
if
nlv'O'l/llT An fli a m »«%
R/T n nnU OO
aaI a C 1_ _ !.„•
2 SGflGS Ol p21*tll GTS 2nd associates. March
ities
already
on the rural tract.
28. R/Taivi
Main object
of his trip
Permit thumbdown was based on * n recen t years, the 600-seat barn is a looksee at Broadway's new
upcoming
highway
alterations, moved into the bigtime, featuring legit shows and the selection of
which presumably would create a touring name packages almost ex- anything suitable for London. He to Robert Fryer and Thorhas
will also" seek novelty acts for the WhyL, Jr., to appear in “So Big,”
hazard around the proposed thea- clusively.
1954 London Casino revue.
tre site. A possible reactivation- of
The Horton Foote’s dramatization of^
current show, “.Three Cheers,” is the §dna Ferber novel. Fryer is
the project at a future date will
Axelrod on ‘Omnibus’
a hit which looks certain to run to produce, with Whyte, his eodepend on completion of highway
George Axelrod, author of the until pantomime season arrives. It producer on “Wonderful Town,”
work* which may extend over* a
Meanwhile,
Seven Year Itch,” legit smash, already has a $75,000 advance.
time.
considerable
in as silent partner.
Littler also expects to settle on
Other prospect is a tour of
cash raised has been returned to has been booked for the CBS-TV
Broadway staging of his “Love For “Cuckoo,” to which producers
“Omnibus” in mid- April.
the ’investors.
He*s been engaged to discourse Judy,” musical now in its seventh Robert
Spear is a former assistant manWhitehead and Walter
ager of the local Shubert. Last on the writing of a play, with a month at the Saville hefe. Show F):ied hopes actress will agree. If
is
inserted
be
to
musical
“Itch”
from
version
sequence
Danof
Jean
staff
at
not,
Webthe
"Cuckoo” will be sent out
summer he was on
ster’s comedy, “Daddy Long-Legs.” with another name star.
as illustration of his thesis.
bury’s musical tent
I

1

|

!

,
,

i

:

_/* a fdtng
Tak

to

17.

*;

1

.

(

Nila

Los Angeles, March

12^%

With Group Upped to 250
‘

—

After’ the western tour, the
troupe is skedded to go to Europe,
but without Arnold. Actor reportedly is in for $1,000 weekly, plus
59b over $15,000, 7 V£% over $17,-

B’way Theatre Junket

of

.

Heflin

J

‘

,

Van

<

.

-

(Continued on page 60)

Managers Assn.,
group of strawhat operators, meeting in N. Y. Monday night
16),
voted unanimously not to do any
musicals in dramatic houses this
e

Brooklyn Spanish Dance

j

'

:

Any Exemption

The’ Stock

Arthur” as his first venture; latter
is an adaptation from an original
Saga for B’way Musical
by Ferenc Molnar.
Dancer Jose Greco has commis- summer, as result of a turndown
produce “Arthur’ sioned Peggy Phillips to write a by Actors Equity on SMA’s reA
A, “
~
in the fall. He goes to
Move
the Coast libretto for a musical, based on his quest for a pact revision.
this week to scout a tryout spot life, tentatively titled “Flatbush will have a strong effect on emin addition to casting the lead roles. Corrida.” Book, set in Brooklyn, ployment in barns this summer.
Operators had been negotiating
Seville and Mexico, will follow the
this winter with Equity for a rebiog of the Brooklyn-horn dancer,
laxation
of the rule that touring
who went to Seville to become a
packages can have only three
bullfighter (a la Sidney Franklin),
permanent
actors, plus an advance
and after some experience in the
man, attached to them this exring, switched to Spanish dance.
emption
only
to apply to musical
Greco, now on concert tour with
packages. Their idea was that most
his dance troupe, will star in the
barn
companies
don’t have enough
dancer-wife,
his
musical,
with

I

the highest praise for

Equity Nixes
+

production on his own. He recently
optioned P. G. Wodehouse’s “Dear

Chicago.
Editor, Variety:

discredited journalistic phrases as
“reportedly,” “according to Chicago
newsaper circles,” and similar
evasive means of transmitting ungossip
as
news,
authenticated
while at the same time disclaiming
truth.
any responsibility for the
I canndt see why Claudia Cassidy

When

Bros,, in the latter’s financing of

Broadway shows, has resigned from
the film company to go into legit

HERMAN KOGAN

By

t

Barney Klawans, for 19. years
head of legit production for Warner

But

Criticizing Critics,

HARRIS

55
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j

!
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LEClTDliW
lorraise’Drops Curtain

Roz Sez She Made the Grade in Town
1

MM

/•

it

Inside Stirf-Legit

|

.

Hr*

Ml l6-Monra
h^lnAVlttl 1UUICI
I Alirpr
Mf llHTlOIlUl Tourer
Via ‘Bell,’ a Non-Sto|f

On Albany Playhouse
Albany March

^ “X?

I

17.

Van

!

Heflin states that, regardless Of his

own

clearcut position with

Kermit Bloomgarden, producer of “The Shrike/* after the dubious no“Joan tices appeared in Chicago, that spelled the fate of touring Joseph
te
While these were the only really bad
»
final Kramm’s Pulitzer prizewinner.
Lorraine ” their 71st and fina
of Lorraine,”
)
r
which set of notices, of the shows 24 weeks on tout, it fared poorly also in
Philadelphia, March 17. 4-—
Albany stock production, whicl
to- ^ronto.^SL Louis, Detroit, and the Xmas week split between Dayton
Haybouse
use to
<w«ns at Ote
ijuy Eastern Shore Group
*£? Colonial
The Shepard
P? lonial «**
in££
j-morrow (Wed.),
r **
<-<
rtf John van Druten’s “Biw*.
#
‘
Point that_the star of ttj^tourmg
that
Malcolm
Season Dalton Dearborn, John Malcoln
31st oGHSOH
Its olst
Closes IlS
and Candle” ended its run at the
(rejoining the company forth*
Locust St. Theatre here last SatEaston, Md., March 17.
Wdlian
^tpurj
Maxwell Anderson drama\
Inc., a com- maawe.,
urday (14*. on an unusual
payers, Inc.
The Easton Players,
been away from Hollywood for a year," a
Le i fee, x now n eed, having
-without
uave r^
Wittes, Dave
^on Wilkes,
Tregoe, Alton
that stretched 16 months
unity theatre group on the eastfl ve months with it; he had had a
jt
He had < toure ,i
* break. Tour had other note- tern shore of Maryland, last
last week Grant, Mary Lou Taylor, Eleanoi
a
picture bid as the show was about to open at
2^’v ^SnvPetttt'“Marlin Kelly Urfiversal-Intemational
worthy features
to tell the entire company
closed its 31$t consecutive
wanted
when
he
and
Chi.
Erlanger,
ganger
the
e others in the
Both Hayesi are
"The and Ru^Ha^i
melier.”-“The
ft««ct seller,
tie three-act
Lth the
Trek opened in Wilmington
five men in the troupe, in whom he confided, felt it
J
directed what's what ihe
Michael St
Ihchael
St. John Jlias directeu
Rosalind Bad
]j an ” Despite bad weather cast.
<{£
performances
if he didn't make
id Man.”
Del., Dec. 21, ’51. wth
of
morale
cast
for
t be beffe
curtain-dropper.
tain dropp
the| and
glow advance ticket sale the cur
id a slow
Russell and Dennis Price in
unU after the Chi preem. Heflin agreed to stay four ‘weeks
this known until
capacity
Thev nlayed until May 6 nnnn
ig.nri«
in* night
nisrht (12) drew capacity*
r-ui
>ening
him
that
he
had cornfftitied
Chi but when Bloomgarden apprised
#
I
and Za- business.
*52, when Joan Bennett
isiness.
i Mmntf to Amer. Works
himself for six weeks at the Erlanger Theatre, Heflin said he'd phone
,,v
li
Leaning
^ auui5 lw
Cast
chary Scott replaced. Tour snaked
Cas t of some 20 local thespers
Goetz said he’d
Bill Goetz, UI production chief, and see what's what.
up and down the land, on east W a$
is headed by David Stewart. Suf flnpra SrMi* be willing to wait the additional fortnight so as not to jeopardize
0 IMUrLc
li* 1 *b, vpvl a unvuj
lHal IVa N
ising the production was Jim
and west coasts, into Canada, the p erv
rvising
Bloomgarden’s six-week theatre commitment.
Show oyster,
/1
south, north and midwest
pster, who also directed. Meancrew all along knew of his
Tim Tin fn U.-* Heflin states that the cast, author and his
went into Chicago last May 5 for lime
ti ie Easton Players hope to
normal Hollywood purLOSlS I USH lUp Up
me, the
Y»
three-week cancellation out, because of
months,
six
stayed
own
and^
their
for
weeks,
soon
four
eak
ak ground
bre
Tbe N y City opera Co. will suits, so that the UI picture call didn't come exactly as any big surnon-airIt played a Minneapolis
tre building.
eatre
all Bloomgarden, who drew up the original
t]iea
of
least
anyone,
to
prise
it y ^en
C enCitv
open its spring season at t,
:
conditioned house in mid-August
Hedda Hopper blV)ke the UI item, about Heflin's “re«*
tomorrow mght unurs.J,
ter, N.
for a $22,000 take,
t%,
*
,
, ,
pi c t ur es,” the managementlelt he (Heflin) should have curbed
Neither Miss Russell nor Miss flJanafl
with a double-bill, Bartok’s “Blue- that publicity (over which he states he has no control, in light of the
Ol6DS
larmtt Anderson
And6rS011 uteps
Bennett ever missed a performRavel's constant battle between .Miss Hopper and Louella Parsons for such
and
Castle”
.
.
beard’s
e
T1
the heavy,” says Heflin,
nr »rr01<rA Espagnole.
beven wecK tidbits). “Besides, it’s a bum rap to make me
AlIlDg HorOWltZ
L-Heure Pcnaannlf* ” Seven-week
Traob/Vecently; *on opeMng*nigbt
>closed tee show> because reaUsticaUy the mixed press
features.
unusual
Wonsome
has
season
hit.
Broadjvay
‘Shrike*
particular
touring company
new
this
of
ttled tlie b.o.
settled
ab out $e
st
^ about
of her
Aclr Out
|
Mnlc
llllE
j us
vrtll
Ask
O
8 Aolk
vOlj
Only ft
Mpk;• f)nlv
Ill
couldn’t
In llipio*^
that she couldnT
Towri/^that^she
ybe w jde repertoire of 20 dif- anyway.”
detful
dertuT Town.”
she
if
grade
that
ih
Y.
given
ferent operas tq be
have made the N.
Minneapolis, March 17.
hadn't done the tour in “Bell
Actor Alec Guinness and playwright Christopher Fry, in the March
Because two of the top b.o. con- period (the Met Opera gives about
befirst. Tour was also unusual
the country were the same amount in a full season) Atlantic, discuss what an artist expects from a critic, and when one
cert names
that
show
towards
of
a
venture
leaning
road
witstrong
a
a
Minneapolis
shows
ing
f ee j s that criticism goes too far. “Dramatic criticism, it seems to me,”
here last week?
(a) readability,
another producer had done in nessed one 0f the most unusual American works, with three pro- says Guinness, “requires two things of importance:
ahead
went
Menotti
Gian-Carlo
himself
N. Y. Xcaube
which rules out tiresome quotations, puns, and so forth; and (b) the
even ts 0 f the season. ^ Vladimir Auctions by
of the show in several cities, for jjorowitz, -the pianist, was to ap- (“Medium,** “Consul,” “Amahl and
0 f conjuring up for the reader a visual picture of a performance
promotion, then waiting for the pear at Northrup Auditorium for the Night Visitors”) and Marc ^
Hard criticism, never hurts. What hurts is viciousness, mercifully
show to catch up and be spruced
Lombard’s University Art- Blitzstein's “Regina.” In addition to rare ^ our (British) press; and what wounds, making the actor feel
up directorially by him.
ists Series last Monday (S). Marian “Regina/* other mew works will be a shabby charlatan* is glowing praise for what he know s is indifferent
Traube confided here that he Anderson, the contralto, who had Rossini's “La Cenerentola” and work , . When all’s said and done, actors feel they know as much
plans more road shows, but deli- gjven a rC cital in Butte, Mont^, the Strauss’ •‘Die Fledermaus,” while abou t acting if not more than anyone else; which does not mean
He J. previ 0 us Friday, then came into revivals will include Strauss* “Der (hat they wish to deny the professional connoisseur his place in the
nitely not for next season.
be too busy in Nj Y„ where he has Minneapolis to rest up for her next Rosenkavalier” as well as “Me- theatre.”
-'
three projects for 53 54, the mu- recital, which was at Albert Lea, dium.”
“No man in his senses expects a critic alwajs to be right/* says Fry.
with jjjnn.,
si cal, “Girl in Pink Tights,
on Tuesday (10). She had
Fifteen ‘new young American “The artist, at some level of himself, will respect an adverse criticism
Drake and Jeanmane; never attended a Horowitz recital, singers will join the troupe. Com- if he can understand it
Alfred
but he must be allowed a certain arrogance,
Michael and Fay K anin s His ana be r personal manager, Isaac Jofe, pan y bas upped its top to $4 for a degree of carefree confidence, if his work is not to be in some way
Hers,” and Victor Wolfson s f^ove
when *he tried to buy the first time, from the previous blunted
all,
We are
I think, anxious to mend our ways, once we
Story.” Traube is *proaucer 01 tne ^ckets, Lombard insisted that the
3 60 due to increased costs. This can see clearly where and how they should be mended. But we canGm0er two attend the pianist’s concert as §marks
current “Time Out for Ginger
the Center's highest top, the not trust the critic to tell us unless he also knows moments of prayer
Lyceum )
•n* Broadway ((Lyceum).
his guests.
scale for its dramas being $3, and and fasting and self-distrust; unless he judges, not by a jaunty reflex
_
_
_
At 4 p.m. Monday, Lombard was for ballet $3.60, (Top at the Met action, but by drawing into himself what he judges before giving judginformed by Mrs. Hdrowitz that her Q pe
ment; unless we can be sure that he gets no pleasure from wounding,
iera
ra is $8.)
A WTIP PITY
TFftTft
ATI AWTir
riTY
luJlu
UI1 1 TFvTft
LI1
AILAUliL
nlliilllllU
well.
feeling
wasn't
[husband
husband
or belittling others to give himself the appearance of size; and that he
AnMiss
called
always before him, like* a fearful warning, those evasions, dishon_
ADD CD A CAM CTAPY Panicky, Lombard
•
•
*n
Urr-^tAiHfn OlUvIV. derson's manager to ask her, even I AminUllltV ¥
esties and tricks protective of self-esteem ^which are the badges of the
InGItlG
J
5
though be knew she had a concert ^
little critic who knows what he likes but will never know anything
ritv March 1
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Atlantic City,
viien Hardies and* Malcolm At-
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next night| w hetlier she
herself
Magda Gabor will open the CQuld gQ Qn ^ Horowitz couldn't
Quarterdeck theatre season at TOake it
Miss Anderson wasn’t
^h® Play s sure ^t 6:30 p.m. Lombard got
Hotel Morton here
the Thing,” on Easter Monday, defj n jte word from Horowitz that
-

Of Theatre Week

Washington, March

m

off-season.

to hear a pianist be satisfied
«
her manager asked.
a singer,

«

will play opposite Miss Gabor. Cast will also indude Frank Hammerton, John El-

Rex Partington

•

liott, Leon Stevens, Larry Ethndge
and Richard Neilson. Max Fischer

direct. Jonathan Dwight is
producing the plays. He l^st sum-

will

all

on
open
*

.

he had

to have
for his subscribers.
night, Lombard went
did;

sum- breach.

stars will be brought in for

m
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Life tied in an impressive spread on “Wonderful Town,” **Hazel
Flagg/* “Picnic,” “Borrowed Time,” “The Fifth Season'/* and plugged
Danny Kaye at the Palace and Shaw’s “Misalliance” this week by building a picture story around the Variety streamer, “Barrage of B. O.
Bonanzas.” Life mentioned that the Variety headline, in its entirety,
read “B’way Barrage of B. O. Bonanzas Reverses Trend of Past Seasons.”
Virtually three pages of the 6-page layout went to Rosalind
Russell's newest Broadway musical.
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TtarlrehirA PVot
Berkshire
Fest PrpVifi
Preps
lltu
AAWl
1 roi
JltK Tanglewood
mugicmnni Year
TaneleWOOd
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Lenox, Mass., March

17:

The 11th season of the Berkshire Music Centre and Berkshire
rn
j 1
...su
Festival, at Tanglewood
here, will
begin July 5, running six weeks to
Aug. 16.
aw. vuaacd
Charles Munch
luujiui wall
WU1 be
UC UI*
director of the overall setup, with
Aaron Copland as assistant dlrector, overseeing the Centre school.

•>

-

Festival concerts/ as before, will

i

consist of two series, with the
a
t
— « a
«
chamber concerts July' 11, Ifr and
,

_

i

_

.

_

;

i

.

i

25 h* the smaller theatre, and the
tifil Huston Symphony Orchestra
series in the 6.000-seat shed weekends of July 31-Aug. 1-2, Aug. 7-8® and Aug. 14-15-16. Munch will

the
has

•

——

“

T~.

asset,

already set plans for several future ventures. He'll produce, direct
and star in a film version of “The Shrike,” in w'hlch he starred on
Broadway last season. He may also act in the film version of “The
Caine Mutiny." He’s also planning to return to the N. Y. stage next
season in "Hamlet, ’’ which he’ll also produce and direct Biz has been
brisk at ’’Angels,’’ on basis of notices, all of which were favorable but
one.
Show, which had a good advance sale, has 30 sold out theatre
parties through May 19. Last Sunday's N. Y. Times carried * half-page
ad on a French motif, with drawings used in the Paris version.

^ents,
events, plus special plugs on radio,
TV, etc., will feature the “week.”
Y'eek.
|

now conceded an important production

With “My Three Angels,” which he staged, safely ensconsed at
Morosco, N. Y., in what looks like a comfortable run, Jose Ferrer

theatrical

special

as this is

at

the luncheon will include Father
Gilbert V. Hartke, director of tlie
scbool of speech and drama of
catholic U., on the University Theatj. e and the Community; Mrs. ZelX^ander director of Aren^
o?
Stage<
on Ule Community Theatre
in the Nation’s Capitol; and Mrs.
Rose Robinson Cowen, director -of
^e^CMldTen’s
Chiltbe ChiMren’s Theatre, ;on ^ChiTThwtres and the ComdrL? Theatres
dren’s
JLuSitv
}munity.‘

-

Under
Negotiations
are also Dending
4
*
^ for
ducer George BoroH and associate presenuTio^ln
presentations in Denmark,
Ue^arkr^^^^^
Norway,
producer J. M. AUcow now have Finland, Italy, Germany, Greece,
orth American rights. They re Israel and
some South American
currently
irrently prepping a Coast tour, countries,
countries.
-sometime
ijnctime during the summer, with
a possible Broadway, debut de-

«

Ralph Berkowits will be dean,
’CRUCIBLE' FOR SWEDEN
Arthur Miller's “The Crucible,” Carlos Chavez, Gregor Piatigorsky,
PosseIt wU1 oin thc teaching
now at the Martin Beck N Y bas
scheduled for nroduetinn in staff.

plans ana
EStwninTtoS?
POTIPOJUUK lour plS/^d

the

m

m

-

i
a
the tentative
under

This had been
tist Arthur Kober rewrote still more scenes and dialog.
a continuing chore since the premiere when a mixed set of notices

cooperating as part of the cele-

'

barred 14
***> befo^ b^ause of hfr color,
Subsequently furor caused order to
be changed, so that the singer subseouently appeared in the hall, but
only for a couple of benefits. This
regular comwas her first time
mercial concert.
Singer set up a season’s record
(ake f or a recital, grossing around
^jo. 000 for the 3,800-seat hall, with
kcr sbare a t $5,900. Take was also
unusual,
UUUAUAJ, UI
in this
not being partt UA
UU 3 uut
of
a series,
seri e s, but a special concert'
coacert’put
put
manager Patrick Hayes.
on by

;

Hollywood,' March 17.
.
Possible Broadway
.Plans
Plan forr a
* possible
/4 i®
Moulin Rouge”
Rouge have
hay* been
of-“Moulin
bow of*
re activate a, following settlement
of differences between author
Pierre LaMure aud the Circle The^ n 6 outfit
^* en^raA_s ^f
.
V rv
J'
1
,
presenting
the play
11 p
CI
which
cl1 *2*
has been
wh

With an eye to a road company of “Wish You Were Here,” and also
London rights, in which Jack Hylton is reportedly interested, Joshua
Logan, producer of the Broadway musical, last week called the cast

* be

an attraction

aU shows during the 20-week oper*11
Washington, March 17
17.
*tmg period, prior to the openmg
Marian Person sang here SatOf the Gateway Playhouse.
urday night (14) in Constitution

i^i

]

-

j
Tuesday
(24) with a luncheon at
petit i 0I1; now s h 0W s like ‘Wonderful Town' have come along,” etc.
the Mayflower Hotel, at which
He enbs t e<j p>on Saddler, who did the dances of “Town,” to restage
Lawrence ( be terps. Heretofore it was a Logan job in the main although Jerome
include
quests
win
that
At 8:30
on stage be- Langner, of the Theatre Guild; Bobbins contributed the bebop number without credit. The swimming

care about the 1,500, or what they

^nk

1

17.

of March 24 has been set
Theatre- Week in Wash-

TnLmotinn^i

Somers
their
commission which operates city- Lombard s offer to return
tickets. Concert ended in anotner
owned Convention hall.
A professional Equity company ^, 0°^
whUeVoro^ 'is
is providing the nucleus of casts under
’S.JTtwS
ikSh™ management.
Davld fLlbldulg
fhr the plays to be given here.

Name

»<1

~

]

head miraculously an hand to fill the
Audience gasped in surwelmer will stage musical show's and prise, then rose to stand
Only eight
' e t° the contralto.
on
plays, at the Gateway Playhouse in f
advantage 01
Point, and head of the u1 the audience took

ton, is bank rolling. He's Also
of the corporation which this

Week
irfp

more ”

in D.C.

i
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Duluth* March 17.
Jay
aj Lurye,
LiUTyC. lUCcU
local impresario.
impresario, IS
is
ur^lr*
dm* in N
N Y this
fhic week,
InnVintr
fnr
innVmcr for
wet 1 looking
due
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53- o4
111 ’53-’54
Legit, Ballet in
.

1

.

Birmingham Music Sked
4IAUA.VAA
March 1”.

AAmm
in&lKUAl
Birmingham,
Club has
Birmingham Music
waunguain
music wuu
^
booked
“John
<John
Brown'ss Body” on
Br0VVJ1
*
stars
and vehicles for *
a proposed
Proposed its concert series for 'j3-'54.
*fi3-*54. Prosummer stock season in the 1/500perform1,200- gram also includes one perform*
seat
Washington Junior High a*1 ** hy the Metropolitan Opera,
*‘‘
h
s ec0
rf
or
P*
School auditorium. Dubbing tlie
.
sored by
awicu’
uy the
me luuai
local, Opera Guild.
...
....
<4X¥ .
Washington
Playhouse,
Subscription
campaign for the
Lnri'e plans a nine-week season, series is now under* Way.
cn nanfAwm
a *> aaK «
aL starting
wA! . ^
_
six
performances
a week,
Booked by Marvin MacDonald, of
3°' B nanc/»g is to be on a Atlanta,
the series includes: Agnes
}
lunited partnership basis, local in- De Mille
Dance Theatre, Nov. ^2;
vestors sharing equally with Jay Erica Morini, Dec
3 Sadler’s WeUs
Lm*ye Enterprises, Inc.
Ballet, Jan. 7, *54; “John Brown's
• '

,

1

m N1 I

*

*
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Sam

'Wren, winter director of

Body”

Jan. 14; Detroit -Symphony,

—

;

j

!
,

Wednesday* March 18; 1953

$35,000,

K«
Rainy

seems to be having

its

There
the boxoffice.
conventions in
'ren't many large
doesn’t help.
which
either,
•own
1
the
“'-Male Animal'* moves into
“Affaire
Blackstone March 23 and
its opening
up
moved
has
State”
to April 1. “Mrs. Mcat the Selwyn
at the ErThing" is due April 6

‘Animal’ 10G, Pitt

Williams, with his Dickweek at the

Estimates for Last

Me Madam,

!

i

i

Affairs of State (George Brent,
.

Hervey*.

Irene

Stoddard,

Haila

Donald Woods)—Cox, Cincy
28).

(23^

Me Madam—Shubert,

(16-28).

Cad-Can

Chi

—

Shubert, Phil, (23-28).
Constant Wife (Katharine CorCurran, S.F.
Emery)
nell, John

—

j

(16-28).

Country Girl (Sidney Blackmer,
Clark, Nancy Kelly) Court

—

Dane

(17-18);
Mass.
Springfield,
Parsons, Hartford (19-21); Locust,

Sq.,

•

Kaycee’s First Local

Opera Venture Scores
17.

Town’s first venture into locallyproduced opera on a major scale
“La Bohas proved successful.
heme.” given two performances,
Thursday (12) and Saturday (14),
played to virtually sellout houses

Music Hall with
.

two weekend
up by the

set

Philharmonic Orchestra Assn, after the close of the orchestra’s
regular 10-concert ‘season. Opera
season is being tried out to; test
local interest and as a possible avenue of expansion of activities for
the orchestra.

Hans Schwieger, Philharmonic
conductor, directed. Dr. John Newfield, of the U. of Kansas, staged

—

.

—

LA

—

(16-28).

Am

—

—

(16-21).

Maid
Newark

in the
(16-21);

fild (23-28).

—

Ozarks Mosque,
Court Sq., Spring-

—

—

Omaha

KRNT,

(23-25);

performances
Tuesday through Des Moines (26-28).
Shrike (Van E[?flin)—Erlanger,
Sunday <10-15), with show playing
Chi (16-28).
to standees most performance^.
.
South Pacific (Janet Blair, Webb
For this show,- city and surrounding area was flooded with Tilton)—Community, Hershey, Pa.
wofers, and house top lowered (16-20); Municipal Aud., Charlesfrom $4 20 to $3.60. House is dark ton, W, Va„ (22-28).
Stalag 17—Colonial, Boston (16jntil Thursday
(19), when “Councome5 * n * or * thicee-day 26)
ShuTop Banana (Phil Silvers)
stand*"
•

_

,

—

bert,

$6,500, Toronto
Toronto, March 17.

iriAnf

rs*

‘April*

Dane

Davidson,
Pitt

(16-

12G, Montreal

Montreal, March 17.
Constance Bennett’s “I Jound
for last week’? engage^f.500
at ttle R °yal Alexandra- here; April”* grossed an estimated $12,1 ,523-seat er
was scaled at 000 at Her Majesty’s last week.
top, with tax.
Play is ^currently in Toronto.
to

i

H50

(16-21);

21); Shubert, Detroit (23-28).

“Country

Sidney Blackmer,

Detroit

Milwaukee (23-28).
White Cargo—Nixon,

1

OPENING THIS WEEK

Camino Real, National. Cheryl
Crawford and Ethel Linder Reiner
(in
association w ith Walter P.
Chrysler, Jr.) presentation of Tennessee Williams drama, directed
Opens tomorrow
by Elia Kazan,
night (Thurs.)’.
T

amusement

Around $25 000 (previous frame, $24,600).
for Murder, Plymouth
Dial
$4.80; 1,214; $31,000).

M

(20th

wk) (D-$4.80;

1,062; $30,377)

Over capacity
(Maurice Evans).
with $30,515 (last week, nearly
$30,100).

Evening with Beatrice Lillie,
Booth (24th wk) (R-$6; 739; S24.184)

(Beatrice

Lillie).

Upped

to

$4.80;

over $45,900).
John Brown's Body, Century
(4th wk) <D-$6-$4.80; 1,645: $43,000) (Tyrone Power, Judith 4,n a er~
Reached
son.. .^Raymond Massey).

$27,200 ,.(v?eek

before,

Limited* run ends April

King and

I, St.

$29,900)
11.

James (103d wk'

Poster
‘Stalag’ 1SG,

Hub

Boston. March 17.
Hub’s two legits, “Stalag 17,” in
second week at the Colonial, and
“Fourposter,” in initial frame at
the Shubert, turned in okay grosses
last week, with indications that the
current frame will hold up substantially well.
Experiment with
early curtain (7 p.m.) at the Shubert last Tuesday <10' was reportedly successful. Following tonight’s early performance, audi-

WILMINGTON MARK SET

WITH $40,000

‘PACIFIC’

Wilmington, March 17.
“South Pacific” set an all-time

(Yul boxoffice record here last week
$51,717)
(MD-$7.20;
1.571;
Brynner). Healthy hoist to S47 200 with terrific $40,000 in a full
(previous stanza, $40,400).
week's engagement at the 1,223-seat
Love of Four Colonels, Shubert Playhouse. There were standees at
(9th wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,361; $39,- all eight performances, despite no
000) (Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer). ads in daily papers during the
Around $34,000 (previous stanza. week.
$33,900).
“I
A Camera” is in for three
Merchant of Venice, City Center days (16-18).
(2d wk) (D-$3; 2,100; $35,000) (Luther
Margaret Phillips.
Adler,
Philip Boumeuf). Grossed $27,800 ‘Banana’ Juicy $36,000;
Closed Sun(last week, $27,700).
;

Despite two new attractions,
A Camera (Julie Harris)
I
business continued slow in town
(16-18); last week.
Wilmington
Playhouse,
Same trio of houses
Shubert, New HavCn (19-21); Wil- remain alight this frame but prosbur, Boston (23-28).
slightly
are
after
pects
this
day (15).
I Found April (Constance Ben- muddled.
Mid-Summer, Vanderbilt (8th
Royal Alexandra, Toronto
nett)
Estimates for Last Week
wk)
(D-$4/80; 720; $18,500) (Mark
(16-21); Nixon, Pitt (23-28).
Gigi, Biltmore (1st wk) (1,636;
Stevens, Geraldine Page). About
John Loves Mary Alcazar, S.F.

Wash.

000 (orevious frame, S54.448L
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in eight Paramount,

Nancy Kelly, dipped

stars.
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Wonderful Town, Winter

den <3d wk) (MC-$7.20: 1.510; $55,200) (Rosalind Russell'. Over $54,-

(Menasha
$25,639)
1,056;
Neat
Skulnik, Richard Whorf).
ence will be invited to participate
$25,285 (week before, $25,300).
(C- in an open forum onstage, with
wk)
Fourposter, Golden (73d
ception mild. Nice $15,000.
$4.80; 769; $19,195) (Sylvia Syd- Post drama critic Elliot Norton as
ney, Romney Brent). Over $10,300 moderator.
(previous week, over $9,800).
“I
a Camera,” starring Julie
‘DOLLS! 35G, ST: LOUIS;
Guys and Dolls, 46th St. (121st Harris, is slated for a two-weeker
wk) (MC-$6.60; 1.319; $43,904). at the Wilbur, March 23.
$20,000 Reached $34,400 (last week, $30.Estimates for Last Week
200 ).
Fourposter, Shubert '1st wk)
St. Louis, March 17.
Hazel Flagg, Hellinger (5th wk) ($4.20; 1,700) <Cronyn-Tandy). Un“Guys and Dolls” wound up the
(MC-$7.20; 1,527; $53,000) (Helen der $18,500.
first of a four-w'eek frame at the
Stalag 17, Colonial (2d wk)
American to socko biz. With house Gallagher, Thomas Mitchell, Befiscaled at $5.50, highest in many ay Venuta, John Howard). New ($4.20; 1,500). Picked up over iniframe,
(previous
tial week to healthy $18,000.
with
high
$51,300
moons here, show bit ah estimated

Public innett, Zachary Scott).
terest in femme lead main lure for
this repeat visit, with critical re-
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respectively, to
of seats, capacity

number

$40,000).
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21 ).
Paris *90 (Cornelia Otis Skinner)
—Hanna. Cleve. (23-28).
‘Ozarks’ $11,600, Hartfd
Pink Elephant Shubert, New
Hafren (23-28).
Hartford, March 17.
Point 'of No Return (Henry
Healthy $11,600 was grossed by
(16-21);
Mpls.
Maid of the Ozarks” at the New Fonda)—Lyceum,

ft

(

Here, Imperial
(38lh wk) (MC-S7.20, 1.400, $52,980'. Over $47,000 <weck before,
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Male Animal Victory, Dayton
(16-8); Hartman, Columbus (19-21);
Jan Peerce, Irma Gon- Blackstone, Chi (23-28).
zalez, Arthur Newman, Jan Gbur,
Mr*. McThing (Helen Hayes)
Eva Likova, Lloyd Harris and Cass, Detroit (23-28).
Marko Pothmuller headed the casfr
Ford’s, Balto (16Oklahoma

ra>’ e reviews,

Academy

—

the work.
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j

gross of $35,000.
Deep Blue~Sea (Margaret Sulla“Our Town,” with Gene and June
Lockhart in the top roles, also
van) Forrest, Philly (16-28).
Dial
for Murder (Richard copped critical okay and a neat
Greene) Harris, Chi (16-28).
$20,000 at the Empress. Uta Hagen
(Jessica
Fourposter
T a n df y, has the top role in “Streetcar
Hume Cronyn) Shubert, Boston Named Desire,” which tees off a
(16-28).
week’s frame at the Empress toBilt- night (Tues.).
Gigi (Audrey Hepburn)
more, L.A. (16-28).
Good Nite, Ladies- Ha n n a,
Cleve. (16-21); Aud., Rochester (22- ‘Gigi’ $7,600 for Four;
23); Majestic, Homell, N.Y. (24).
Guys and Dolls American, St.
‘Mother’ $8,700,
L. (16-28).
Horses in Midstream Shubert,
Los Angeles, March 17.
Phil. (23-28).

\

n

:
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(March 16-28)

,

‘Girl’

|

top 'prices;

refer,

Empire

Time Out for Ginger, Lyceum
15th wk) (C-S4.80; 995: $22,845)
‘Shirley Booth). Over $14,000 previous frame, $11 500).
Wish You

(previous stanza, about
$22,135
Okay $18,000.
Bell, Book and Candle, Locust $ 20 000 ).
Fifth Season, Cort (8th wk) <C(1st wk) 41,580; $4.55) Joan Ben-

Current Road Slows

*

week

Ah, Wilderness,

|

Cuckoo,

<

!

Price includes 20 ,o
tax, out grosses are.
exclusive
of tax.
net: i.e.,
Children’s Hour, Coronet (13th
$28,378).
1,027;
(D-$4.80;
wk)
Jumped to $14,700 with the aid of
twofets (last week, nearly $11,300)
Foyer
Crucible, Beck (8th wk) (D-S6J

the

of

1

l

*

“Horses in Midstream,” originally
slated to open last night (16) at the
tonight
here
unveils
Shubert,
(Tues.'. to give Cedric ^Eardwicke
an additional day’s rehearsal.

last

Time

(22d wk) <CD-$6-$4.80; 1,032; $25,056) (Shirley Booth), Up to $14,700
(week previous, $13,900).

visits.

Am

Parsons here

m

j

i

At the Shubert Theatre, “I
a Camera” pulled $26,500 through
the wickets for its second and last
week here,, also a substantial improvement over the first week.

of

“Can-Can” boxoffice opened a
in advance (9) to handle the
flood of ticket requests, heaviest
Only
Philly theatre history.
attraction on local boards this
Deep
“The
Blue
Sea,”
is
week
which arrived last evening (16) at
the Forrest.
Estimates for Last Week

week

one-night dates.
(1st wk) <350; $3.25). Despite good
“Wife” - grossed $7,100 for two notices, boxoffice reception disapnights at the Russ Auditorium, pointing.
Mild $2,100 -for seven
San Diego; $3,500 for a perform- shows.
ance at Long Beach Civic AudiReal, Forrest (2d wk)
Camino
torium, and $10,108 for a matine£
(1,760; $4.55) (EH Wallach). Suband evening stand at the Pasadena scription audience helped with
Latter stand
Civic Auditorium.
public opinion on Tennessee Wilwere
at
top,
others
$4.20
was at a
liams show sharply divided, run.
$3.60.
ning from active dislike to repeat

Call

was

CAL STANDS

Los Angeles, March 17.
Katharine Cornell’s “The Constant Wife” grossed a walloping
performances
five
in
$20,708
around the southland last week,
after a profitable three-week stand
Company
at the Biltmore here.
then headed north for a San Francisco stand and other scattered

take for this third and last stanza
The Hayes draw
is also assured.
was never proven more strohgly
than for last Wednesday’s (ID
matinee. Mamie Eisenhower, Ike’s
sister and daughter-in-law attended
as guests of Miss Hayes and later
went backstage to chat with the
It was the first time Mrs.
east.
Eisenhower had attended the theatre here since Ike became Presi-

Opera season

<

400).

>

<

,

Washington, March 17.
Legit biz picked up in D, C. last
week. Gross jumped $5,000 to $30,500 for the second week df Helen
Hayes in “Mrs. McThing” at the
National Theatre, and a nice week’s

presentations

47G

S50.186)
Wk)
<MC-$6:
1,659;
Martha Wright, George Britton).
Nearly $39,000 (week before, $28,-

(

•

‘CAMERA’ CUCK$26,500

'

$51,300,

$34,000 in 7; ‘Here’

!

IN 3 SO.

‘McTfflNG* $30,500, D.C.;

a top of $5.

High With

j

CORNELL

$12,700 for second week.
The Shrike, Erlanger (3d wk)
($4.40; 1.334) (Van Heflin). Brisk
$19,000. Shutters March 21.

2,572-seat

Torgy

(

ner*.

in the

New

‘Hazel’

i

j

Follies, Selwyn <2d wk)
giv($4.40; 1,000). Private parties
ing this a good $24,700.
wk)
(2d
Paris ’90*. Blackstone
($3.80; 1,535) (Cornelia Otis Skin-

Kancas City, March

just

$10,000

•

j

Farfel

dent.

the

«

i

M

1,000) (Richard Greene),
Kot hurt badly with $14,650.

u-ki <$4.40;

make

15G, Philly

,

(Stritch-Smith).
2,100)
'$5;
wkJ
*
Neat $35,000.
For Murder, Harris 47th
Dial

to

‘Camino’

Week

Shubert (8th

managed

in Surprising Upturn;

i

There’sl
Great Northern April 13.
Blue Sea" around
tJlk about "Deep
been
has
theatre
no
but
20,
April

Call

‘Murder $14,650

57

last

j

ons readings, does a

set as yet.

B’way B.O.

Pittsburgh, March 17.
Fine' set of notices didn’t help

“The Male Animal” too much
week at the Nixon, and it

Up

%

^Emb’n

uecmmife

mark. Could have been that “Animal” has been seen too much locally, having been done frequently
in past seasons by community play‘Mary’ $10,200 Frisco
house and strawhats as well as
‘Moment’
to $3,800 little "theatres. Current is Sarnia
Gamal in “White Cargo,” with
Biz on Broadway took a surprisSan Francisco, March 17.
Bennett’s
Found ing upturn last week, in the face
“I
Katharine Cornell brought her Constance
April”
and
Cornelia
Otis
Skinner
Lent and income tax deadline,
of
“Constant Wife” to the Curran
with increases of as much as $5,Theatre, Monday (16), and the. Sla- following.
to $7,000 over previous week’s
000
vehSka-Franklin Ballet relights the
Couple conventions
grosses.
1.550-seat Geary tonight (Tues.) for
“Hazel Flagg” hit a new
helped.
six days and eight performances.
high.
Estimates for Last Week
$18,
Musicals made the biggest gains,
John Loves Mary, Alcazar (1st
although straight plays also benwk) (C-$3.60; 1,147) (Jackie Cooper,
“Time Out For Ginger’’
efitted
Peggy Ann Garner, Harry Carey,
jumped up $3,000, with a TV exJr.). Nice $10,200 for eight perthe Arthur Murray show
cerpt
on
‘Bell’
formances.
seen as a factor “Fifth . Season
One Moment Please!, Marines
at almost capacity^ show
continued
Memorial Theatre 6th wk) <R-$3;
Philadelphia, March 17.
sur640) (Cardl Brumm, Jane Connell,
“Camino Real,” at the Forrest, shaping as one of the season/s
weakness being the
its
only
prises,
Bennett'.
Louis
Efbbert Cowell,
boosted its second week’s gross
Stepped up to $3,800 (previous slightly, and “Bell, Book and Can- Saturday matinees.
Estimates for Last Week
week, $3,200).
dle,” on return visit at Locust,
Keys: C Comedy ), D (Drama).
played to fair returns. Holdoff is
partly due to Lent, although sea- CD Comedy-Drama ), R Revue
GETS $20,700
son is having no effect on “Can- MO (Musical Comedy), MD (MuOpera )
Can,” due March 23 at the Shu- sical Drama ) O
Other parenthetic designations
bert.

Chicago, March 17. weather, plus the pre-

Fnster spell,

,

PfiftlEff

Seasonal Snarls Hitting Chi B.O.;

‘Madam’

.

:

Am

Greco $18,000, Detroit
Detroit,

March

17.

“Top Banana,” starring Phil Sil$13,000 (week previous, $11,000).
vers, grossed a hefty $36,000 in the
Misalliance, Barrymore (4th wk) first week of a fortnight’s presenperformances.
(C-$3; 1,060; $24,996) (Barry Jones. tation at the 2,050-seat Shubert.
Life With Mother, Carthay Cir- Tamara Geva, Roddy McDowell).
The Cass took in $18,000 in
Down About $10,000.
cle, (7th wk) (1,518; $2.40).
eight days of Jose Greco and hi&
to $8,700. Closing notice expected
Moon Is Blue, Miller (106th wk) Spanish Dance Co. Current proto go up this week.
(C-S4.80;
920;
(Donald duction is “Affairs of State,” star$21,586)
Take Now Thy Son, Civic Play- Cook, Barry Nelson, Janet Riley). ring George Brent.
house (1st wk) (376; $3.60). Three- Grossed $11,590 (previous frame,
night gross hit a $1,700, about $10,700).
$17,600
75% capacity for general sale
My 3 Angels, Morosco (1st wk) ‘Affairs’
nights but still below hopes for the (C-$6-$4.80;
912;- $26,000).
One
Minneapolis
In
Stay
Maurice
of
offering
initial
negative notice from N. Y. Times’
Minneapolis, March 17.
Schwartz’ local English-language Brooks
Atkinson;
others
okay.
Combination
of weekend nearoperation.
Over $16,000 for five performances.
federal and state income
New Faces, Royale (44th wk) blizzard,
tax payments and Lent did “Affairs
(R-$6: 1,035: $30,600). About $16,Ballet Theatre in
of State” no good, and comedy
600 (Drevious week, $14,500).
modest $17,On Borrowed Time, 48th St. (5th wound up with only athe
Splits
for Five
1,859-seat
wk) (CD-$4.80; 925; $22,297) (Vic- 600 at a $3.60 top
Los Angeles* March 17.
Lyceum
here.
tor Moore. Leo G. Carroll. Beulah
Henry
Fonda
in
House
has
Ballet Theatre had a good week Bondi). A little over
$10,500 (Week
“Point of No Return” currently
hereabouts, with a five-perform- previous $10,000).
exguarantee,
Greco
for
full
with
Jose
on
Week,
all
stretch,
a
ance
Pal Joey, Broadhurst (63d wk)
cept for a stop at Berkeley Tues- (MC-16.60; 1.160; $39,602) (Vivi- Dancers to follow for five days,
day (10), where it grossed $6,500* enne Segal. Harold Lang). Leaped and then “Top Banana,” in for a
Other dates were San Jose, Mon* up to $27,000 (week prior, $22,900). fortnight.
day; Richmond, Wednesday; SacraPicnic, Music Box (3d wk) (CDmento, Thursday, and Salt Lake $6-$4.80; 1,012; $27,000). Over $25,‘Sea’ 14G, Baltp
With guarantees 000 (week before, $25,000).
City, Saturday.
running from $3*500 to $5,000, and
Baltimore, March 17.
Forgy and Bess, Zfegfeld (1st wk)
stop,
each
at
(0-*6: 1,628; $48,244).
healthy grosses
Margaret Sullavan opened her
Press list
troupe approximated a $26,500 held this to $34,000 for seven per- tour of “The Deep Blue Sea” here
formances, Friday, Saturday and at Ford’s last week, grossing a disweek for five shows.
appointing $14,000. Although star
This and next week continue Sunday being sellout.
Seven Year Itch, Fulton- (17th is a local fxve. bad notices and
wHth splits, troupe then going; into
Chicago for three- dates March 29- wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,063; $24,400), adverse word-of-mouth hurt biz. 1'
Current at Ford’s is “Oklahoma/
30. first time company has ever About $24,300 (week before, $24,in for the seventh time In 10 seamade a return stop in the same 500).
sons.
South Pacific, Majestic (204th
season.

Opened Thursday (12) to
$4.20).
slow start; $7,600 for the first four
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Wednesday, March 18, 195$

Schwartz* projected season of English-language productions on the
Coast. It's in the Yiddish theatre
vein, and done in Yiddish would
be moderately successful,
probably
Westhampton, L. I., Playhouse is newly-formed firm of Courtnev
.
*
Mo a hnf
have a potentially good- idea, bu For generaj audiences, however, reverting to a resident stock policy Burr and John Byram will
Jit
be a
n
aI
virtually
nothing.
offers
R
13*
JMkrch
Mass.,
this
summer after two years of the new play by George Axelrod
Springfield,
Thi first
if
f °fWi fv The
_
..
Moifc
that must be_done.
Gilbert Muier-nonaid
standby the star system. Co-producers Ron and author of “Seven Year Itch ”
Basic theme is the standby-—
1
n
patriarch who discovers that his Ruth Rawson found costs too high. Author’s wife, Gloria, daughter of
i»v Andre°w Rosenthal, star^j^feji^n^r gw- tangents contained in the presson has gone wrong. This time, They open season July 6 . . “Room pressagent Charles Washburn, will
LUi Darvas; features Scott
will be completed.
e
G
iUI
a venerable father Service,” to be presented by Bernie be associated in the production
Shwartz playsia
/stands “Nightshade" is a £Schwartz
cedric Hardwh3:e. °ser >i^^^tewi^g
Richard E. French will be general
oensiager; special music anddycfe*. Rose of confusing yarn about a psycho- who returns to the U.S. for the Hart and Don Hershey, in associaSpridfinfe* d
years, most- of tion With John Murray, will have manager and Charles Durand gen*1
dozen
time
first
in
a
pathic killer who has garroted a
"J
kgo ST*™'
concentration
Goldin
as general manager, eral stage manager. Script is halfspent
in
Al
were
which
Gate
Golden
the
Darvas
Lin
on
gals
inne Ma^e
couple
.
?
0 uple of
He brings ^ with him a Terry Little as stage manager and finished, with production planned
5
Ludmilla ToretzVa Bridge in San Francisco. He falls camps.
Ganna
Geoffrey Lumb
. *
Meantime, Burr
Charles pine'.
with _ i5_Vear-old and flees young femme relative whom he Bill Doll on press . . . Bette Davis for the fall.
At ^°°
from
the Nazis and who operated on yesterday (Tues.) for Byram and Axelrod- plane to Eurescued
Di a n a L>™
T?Sa
country whe^ she catches him
rope next month* for British opentime for dental surgery .
carol Goodner
Visitor
trvine t0 ma ke her mother No. 3 has taken up residence in Israel. secorfd
The father hopes to arrange a Foreign Press Club hosting "Porgy ing of “Itch” in Brighton, April 16.
. t.
* on his list. He comes back a- decade
This one stands a good chance of , ater on tlie gir i' s wedding day, match with his son, but discovers and Bess” cast with a brunch
that the latter is now a racketeer. Sunday noon (22) at Waldorf, N. Y.
making it.
again
and s he’s drawn to him
Playwright Andrew Rosenthal despite her fears. She finally kills
Honig’s script telegraphs the . , William G. Costin, Jr„ one of
situation
only
Play on Broadway
situations long in advance, and the the show’s backers, threw a party
has taken a basic human
him to save 'her husband, but
“On Borrowed
of flight from convention, warmed after a thoroughly confused audi- dialog is a curious mixture of the for the cast of
it
with humor, simplicity ana ence has managed to spot the de? maundering puerile and mediocre Time” at his N. Y. home last SunHammer,
Wynn*
understanding, and tied what is nouement two scenes in advance, philosophic. Too, the characters day night (15) .
Angels
vocal coach, ijow on
essentially a conversation piece
Scripters have failed to develop sometimes are dra,wn in the worst former Coast
JSaint-Subber, Rita Allen and Archie
the staff of Bourne Music, is pianinto a neat, believable theatre their story logically and the charac- traditions of stage Yiddish,
"Thomson production of comedy in three
^Theatre’s
Library
Equity
with
ist
to
enough
well
package.
Sam and Bella Spewack, based on
ters aren’t drawn
Schwartz dominates the stage, “Within These Gates” production acts by
"La Cuisine des Anges," by Albert Huscredible.
actions
their
* Placing three generations of peo- make
hi s fine voice adding depth to the March 25 . . . Former Old Vic di- son. Features Walter Slezak, Jerome
pie in close juxtaposition, he de- Throughout, there s some Pompous good delineation he give5 the char,
wait. Carmen Mathews. Henrv Daniell,
Co
last
Burrell
conducted
rector John
Joan Chandler, Will Kuluva. Robert Car.
velops them as individuals, bares declamation from j£ahlil Gbran s ac t er ft’s a well-shaded performThursday night’s (12) session of roll, Darren McGavin, Directed by Jose
The Prophet, currently
their hopes, fears and longings, and
ance that is enhanced by his stage Jack Manning’s “A Shakespeare Ferrer; setting. Boris Aronson; costumes,
invites you to love and respect them some sort of renaissance although au thority. His direction, however,
Ballard,. At
Lucinda
Morosco,
N.Y.,
Workshop” at the N. Y. home of March
11, '53; $4.80 'top ($6 Friday, Saturas they love and respeef one an- it made comparatively little impres- is more
the heavy-handed YidManning is to day nights; $7.20 opening).
sion on an earlier generation, and d i s h theatre style and most of the Kyle MacDonnell.
other.
Will Kuluva
of the Felix Ducotel
meeting
annual
the
address
are
too
Mixed
*
Baudelaire.
from
Practically any locale would have
Ducotel
Carmen Mathews
cast has diffic lty with it Fred
of N* Y. in April. EmUie
Marie Louise Ducotel
Joan Chandler
done for this purpose. Author has some organ selections, notably a Berest as the son and Rose Os- Shakespeare Club
Nan McFarland
*
“Tiger,” by Josh Greenfeld, will Mme. Parole
chosen a villa on the island of Elba, Bach toccata, which is used like a froff
Joseph
dottas aunt come off
Walter Slezak
be the second in this season’s series Jules
which gave Donald Oenslager a theme song.
Jerome Cowan
best.'
best.
,
_
Darren McGavin
of staged showings in the Elinor Alfred
What Englund and Field need to
chance to create a dazzling single
«n
Rl
* dl
Rudi
Feld
an
Trochard
has
contributed
Henri
Henry Daniell
Morgenthau New Dramatists Work- Paul
do with the script at this point is
set
Robert Carroll
excellent single set symbolic of the shop,
supervised by the New Lieutenant
First. Rosenthal offers an elderly streamline the action and eliminate
Eric Fleming
flamboyant
elegance
to
found
be
Dramatists Committee. Play will
man and woman who have been considerable unnecessary dialog, 111 « everiy mils.
iiap,
Kap,
be shown tomorrow (Thurs.) and
living happily out of wedlock for There’s a completely unnecessary
very funny Idea is extended a
Friday, at Palm Garden, N. Y., long way in “My 3 Angels.” This
about 30 years. At the time of their second scene recapitulation of the
with an all Equity cast featuring Parisian farce, adapted by Sam and
initial Paris meeting, the man was attempted strangling in the first
I
Phillip Pine, Naomi Riordan, Joe Bella Spewack, is generally an en*|
l| Allxnn
a successful New England business- scene, and there are other digresA
liCglL
Mantell, Theo Goetz and Paul joyable show and should have a
Legit rUllUnUp
Followup
man, the woman a Parisian writer, sions in the second act that lose
Lipson, directed by Dan Petrie.
For her, he left wife, family, the entire chain. Basically; howsubstantial ’Broadway run. With
friends and business, and they ever, the play has the elements of V
Katharine Cornell, in “The Con- certain obvious revisions, it also ofroamed Europe, finally settling on a good suspense script, if it can be
Affalrii of
Cint*
Af State
stant Wife” to play at the Ann Ar- fers amusing film possibilities.
Affairs
rewritten without going off on a
Elba.
bor (Mich.) Drama Festiyal week
« ypfttm MPLS.)
mpi
There’s just a suggestion of
(LYCEUM,
Into this pastoral, pool of quiet new tangent
of May 11 . . . CBS-TV exec pro- “Arsenic and Old Lace” about the
.
Minneapolis, March 14.
Demetrios Vilan has staged this
•
happiness the author casts a stone,
ducer William Dozier delaying till off-center humor of this goofy 3 arn,
In
will
go
hopes
that
Chicago
production
Playhouse
in the person of the man’s comely Pasadena
fall his Broadway production of in which three benign convicts in a
granddaughter; who had- come, out with a sure hand, extracting as for if as New York did, Richard W. Mary Drayton’s “Debut,” which French penal colony contrive
to
of curiosity, to see what the black much tension as the diffuse script Krakeur, Gotham co-producer and Guthrie McClintic was to stage. bump off an odious and
grasping
sheep really looked like. To her permits. John Bryant is okay as the now on his own, is giving this It’ll be tried out in bams this sum- old bachelor and his unscrupulous
comedy
another
fling.
The
firstsupstrangler,
there
are
and
good
he looked fine, and the projected
Philly premiere of “Can- nephew, who- threaten the happimer .
afternoon visit to Elba stretches porting performances from Jack rate cast he’s assembled does full Can” next Monday (23) to have a ness of an ineffectual
but kindly
into a month, while she discovers Hill as .the wealthy father-in-law justice to the Louis Vemeuil play, 7:30 curtain . . . Stephen Grey’s
With attractive, highly capable Canadian melodrama, “The Dead shopkeeper family. Although the
to her own alternating delight and and Harris Brown as the doctor.
play becomes slightly
amazement that she -really is her Paula Raymond, however, gives her Haila Stoddard in the lead, the Sea Apple,” to be preemed at Lon- and wears a little thin unbelievable
in the third
harassed heroine a one-dimensional offering should be able to make at don (Can.) Little Theatre March
grandfather’s granddaughter.
act, it offers diverting enough enShe’s helped toward this decision characterization that is never really least moderate Windy City box- 26
Alfred Harding, editor of tertainment.
.
office headway/ Miss Stoddard acts
to stay by a fortyish Britisher, Tom, credible.
Equity Magazine, to Europe SatThe comedy, adapted from “La
Pair of excellent sets enhance with verve and intelligence, giving urday (14) for talks with British
who has made his own escape .to
Cuisine des Anges,” Albert Rusa thoroughly arresting portrayal of Equity
Kap.
Elba after World War II, looking the production.
,
on exchange of talent.
son’s current hit in Paris, is quite
the plain, dowdy secretary who
for something tp take the place of
Les Persky, prexy of Products immoral, of course, for it frankly
emerges as glamorous .and shrewd
his own unhappy marriage. From
mf
.IaIbh Loves
I
Services, ad agency, left Friday condones murder. But as the philoand
an
gets her man.
there' on, each character is made
e " tp
£ Sets
San
Francisco, March 13.
(13) on a 10-day business trip to sophical
hero observes,' whether
George
Brent,
playing
0r
the^relamore aware of Ms own position in
Randolph
Hale presentation of comedy
Eand0
tiv?fv less important role of
the Chicago, Dallas, Miami Beach, Los the end justifies the means is
01 Vu*
regard to society, and becomes in three acts, by Norman Kr*sna.
Krisna. stars
Stars -lively
X
Angeles
and
San
Francisco
.
.
JaoWe
merely
matter of circumstance.
Cooper,*
Peggy
Dielderly
a
Ann
-Gamer.
husband-statesman,
is
topmore prone to examine himself in
b
G S starred instead Of Miss Stoddard.
David Leland plays the Skipper in In this case, the victims are mali3
"
relation to it
Schneider At ^Aica^^^Frisco
Ma /ch io ' bit
*
the
touring
legiter,
Cargo,”
“White
and
nasty*, while those who
too
and
youthful
vigorous
for
cious
Only really awkward place in '53.
Peggy Ann Gamer his supposed 70 years, he’s hand- and not William Sanders, as erra- innocently^ benefit when a venwhole script is the point where Mary McKinley
in
last
tumed
week’s
(11)
review.
ome
omous
is unloosed to bite
^
hile
bringing
snake
a
fine
speakfateful
Trina finally arrives at her
Fre^T°yfoT
hS?v (JaSs^Jr ?
Program had Sanders listed .
them, are* generous and likable. So
decision. Shall she return to the John Lawrence *'.*.
Jackie Cooper big voice, ease and assurance for
‘.’.I.
Elmer
Wiener
to
Cleveland
sen.
for
10th
-James
McKinley
Tom
Powers
plainly
his
what
none-too-demanding
is
a crime is desirable
task.
Of
her
and
Boston
prim environs of
”c n y
the original New .York cast there season, to join Harold Miskell or- for the audience and, not entirely
successful young lawyer fiance, or
.S l! .'.V Rob," k“
Dei Courtney remains only Harry Bannister, still ganization for promotion of the coincidentally, quite funny.
shall she stay on Elba with Tom, George Beechwood
He ^b ish
Ev^flaipem the Secretary of State and flawless Met Opera engagement there April
-and let the world fly a kite? Climax nuy
The show has been skillfully
Harwood
BiddIe
Damian o Flynn in the role Donald Woods
aod 13-18.
comes with a rush without suffidone. The Spewacks’ adaptation
Leonard Carey, as the confused
Charles Mooney, general mana- seems adroit and frequently laughcient preparation to make it easily
i,
p rn# i IMW ' p an dj h1nph
i,,e
bachelor senator and butler, re- ger at Cape Playhouse, Dennis, able, despite an unfortunate tendswallowed.
?}
m Hal£ has spectively,
were in the Los An- Mass., the past two seasons, will ency to run downhill. Jose Ferrer,
Cedric Hardwicke, who was first corned^ h^\ost little cSfcP
qa?
g eles “ San Francisco productions, again be general manager (not assuming he was largely responslated to direct “Horses,” then of- £reem
th$ b
y
nd acqUlt themse lv es weU. Irene house manager, as erratumed) this sible, has cast it brilliantly and
fered the lead role of Charles Pine, ^Snteins
^he
verve fnd charm Hervey
«
f
proves satisfactory
as the summer. James Awe will again be staged the performance with the- elderly and contented Romeo, and
r
if
n!*^^
h
divorce-seeking wife.
only directed here, may replace wav .‘Joh^
general
manager a t Falmouth atrical sense. And although Boris
T
MnrJ- k ?Hn
J
Brought
here from New York to Playhouse, Coonamassett; William Aronson’s single setting seems to
Lumb, who turned in a first-class
d hea
anil
a V lfc
put flashing touches on the per- Ross will be stage director and defy the rules of construction, it
performance by any standard. As
0 £f wit h
of
4
f
f rmance Paul Morrison, who as- Simon Asen will return as musical
Anne Marie, his partner through uation °Ind chatter
?
admirably suggests untidy tropical
i
sisted the author in staging the director at Cape Cod Music Cir- domesticity.
the spring-summer-winter romance,
nf
f
C
ori 8 inal production, can be expect- cus, Hyannis. R. G. Roberts, Jr.,
Lili Darvas wears the role as if it
tr a n rJ Hai
Ha
As the three angels who arrive
had been tailored for her. Diana
Woffioi offera so?S
'J£r ed to achieve a faster pace and will again be Hyannis general at the premises on Christmas Eve
as a
^ ld L>oxoffice
0re
smoothness.
Performance manager.
Lynn, as the young woman, is
to provide holiday festivity and
here
is
sufficiently
spirited
invests
and
suealluring,
and
graceful and
n-i,.
Shepard Traube, who
meaS “ re ture to the Yale Dept, was to lec- make everything right in a sultry
a S
d 0 S 'VU'h * be ' dlin of riles. weU-p”ed
h
of Drama, corner of the world, Walter Slezak,
tempo Of laughs.
8
Silta|
0 f sincerity.
S ?uc erit v
guihng air of
.
inWinnc
_
in New Haven, yesterday (Tues.), Jerome Cowan and Darren Mcwill also speak for Arthur Kober’s Gavin are ingratiating and mirthwhat hides the play’s artificiality class at the
tougher tightrope to walk, but he
New School of Social provoking. Slezak, in the meaty
1
S and
threadbareness, making it fair- Research
balances nicely here. Ludmilla h p n
nd
in Ne w York, tomorrow role of a thoughtful and irrepresbelievable and frequently amusToretzka makes a lot, of Ganna,
«i^ JSn? rSwfrrniSa ly
(Thurs.)
afternoon
... Donald sibly droll embezzler and forger, is
ing diverting attention from the
maid of all work at the villa, and J
McClelland replaced Howard especially engaging, while Cowan
S
*
a P ti(5 uity and triteness of its dethe only jarring note is the charac?s^^ie bewildered GI
Smith in the role of Mr. Strobel italicizes the character of a reflecvices, and hurdUng the frequent
ter of the visitor, played with imin “Mid-Summer” at the Vander- tive, sardonic wife-strangler and
a
long stretches of talk,
placable bitterness by Carol Goodojfnnnw
bilt, N.Y., Monday (16).
S
0
McGavin registers as a romantic
1
ner This could stand softening a Po wePri! ?s equally indsire l°th
0
New musical, “Can You Dance?,” 3©uth who bashed his stingy* stepin
“has"
Jn with
book
by
Kar
the
Cl
late William An- father’s skull with a poker.
7
brou 8 ht 'up to date politically, sev- thony
Hardwicke has not only estab- H°l’pern
McGuire and score by Fredsidn«' Carlyle
bri 6 ht line s being utilized in
Carmen Mathews gives a perceplished and maintained a nice pace Damian O’Flvmn Y n 1 cn hnllfi n p and
im eiral
erico Valerio, is skedded for pron a
ding up
the process.
tive, affecting performance as a
for this one. but he has kept his
Rees.
; A i?S^«°i
duction early next season by Elizth
sensible wife making the best of a
actors from being overshadowed by
n[
abeth Miele
1
Shirley Booth is
while Will
their scenic background. In this
*
PL
L
I
chairman of the theatre division disappointing marriage, perplexed
^lson nd, tse : ?y,°"|
SchnelKuluva is expressively
case, it was a real challenge
SllOWS 111 Rehearsal
for the 1953 Cancer. Crusad§,
\ h ““fr
t
as the inept storekeeper, Henry
Theron Bamberger back in N. Y.
“Mary”
Mary is good, clean, spirited
Keys:C (Comedy),
Key$:„C
(Comedy). D (Drama),
(Drama).
Daniell is deftly hateful as the
after finishing his’ North Carolina
fun and it looks as if Hale has an- CD (Comedy -Drama
Joan
t R (Revue),
cruelly
uncle.
greedy
special
diet stint . . . Frederick
ISightshnde
other package which will pay off
C (Musieal Comedy),
( Musi
Chandler is visually lovely as a
Fox
to design set. for “Room Servboth lucre and satisfaction. Ted.
Pasadena, March 12.
caX Drama), O (Opera).
illusions are
girl
.whose
romantic
Playhouse
production
of
Pasadena
revival . . . Bob Christenberry
Can-Can (MC) Cy Feuer, Erii- ice”
effec__
drama in three acts (six scenes) by Ken
,
to serve as technical adviser on preserved, Robert Carroll is
Englund and Sidney Field. Directed by
est H. Martin, prods.; Abe Burtive in the unattractive part of the
“Pink Elephant”
.Old Vic TheaDemetrios Vilan. Settings by Marvyn Herrows, dir.
nephew
Los Angeles, March 11.
bert. At Pasadena (Cal.) Playhouse, March
tre of London cabled Victor Moore villain’s; heartless young
Maurice Schwartz production of drama
Men of Distinction (C) Chandler belated congrats on.
and Nan McFarland is convincing
12. '53. $2.40 top.
his 77th birth1
the
Mrs. Marabclle Browning. .. Evelyn Scott
Cowles,
Martin Gabel,’ prods.!
? r«
P
’
day, ending “believe us, you have as a hypocritical friend of
SPaula Raymohd and starring Schwartz. Set. Rudi Feld; 'Jraoei,
Anne Browning
h
l
air.
costumes,
family.
Audrea
Hurst.
At
Civic
PlayJohn Brvant
_
Christopher Usher
many
admirers
here.”
.
Paul
.
.
house,
Los
'53;
Angeles,
March
11,
$3.60
Pink Elephant (C) Eugene Paul,
Jay Theodore Willard V.V.*.
Jack Hill
“My « Angels” is probably no
Lukas flew to London Friday (13)
Harris, Brown «>P' ,
Dr. Sam Reed ....:
William 1. Kaufman, prods.; HaiTy
^ to appear in “The Night of the boxoffice bombshell. But despite
Juamta Moore
*,:•
Mrs. Florence Cooper .... Louise Lonmer "U*®1
".V****
Rose Ostroff Hilieme, air.
Paco
.
Natlvidad Vaelo Sophie Leibowitz
its flaws and limitations it should
Fourth.”
, . , Jack Cole had pleuMaurice Schwartz
Room Service (O
MiUle
jS?y EUis Benjamin Levine
Bernard risy last' week, delaying
Hobe.
dance re- suffice.
Joyce Ariel Hart Don Hershev John Mnrrav
Rex Elliott
George Truitt r“ dlt “!, -,v
urra ^
Harris Strassberg
hearsals on “Carnival in Flanders”
John Willard ...
George Reeves Max Goldman
"JJJ'
Mortimer Offner, dir.
Levine
Fred Berest proas.,
William Kean
Policeman
until next Monday (23).
Thomas Schippers, 22-year-old
.
Yanush Kovasky
John Crawford
'
John B, Gambling will mark the conductor from Kalamazoo, Mien.,
Jim MacCarran
George R. Wilhelm
.
,
,
Stage suspense has. become an Jean Beil
Jean Egan
Victoria de los Angeles* Met 10th anni of “Oklahorna” on his will substitute for the 75-year-old
increasingly rare commodity in reOpera Soprano, left N.Y. Sundayr WOR, N. Y., show* March 31, with Tullio Serafin, how ill in Rome,
a special commemorative edition of as conductor of Ravel’s “L’Heure
*
the musical. Alfred Drake, star of Espagnol,” which opens the N.
i
the* Broadway original, will be the City Opera Co.’s Spring season toKen Englund and Sidney Field two* acter, which launches Maurice during the Coronation season.
guest ... First production of the morrow (Thurs.) at City Center.
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Scheduled B’way Openings

Play Abroad
London, Marpji 9.^
Arnold and Emile Llttler’ presentation o£ revue in two acts. With Vie Oliver,
Jane Morgan, Wiere Bros., Mildred Seymour, A. Robins, Romanos Bro% Page jte.
Bray, Canfield Smith, Sylvia Campbell.
Victor Seaforth, David GUbeftVi Daphne
Kiernander. Directed by Robert .Nesbitt.
Choreography, Hazel Gee; lyfles and
music _by Brian Blackburn. Ernst-

Tom

Walker's

orcli.

sets.

T, '53; $2.30 top.

Repeating the formula that has
paid dividends in past seasons, Tom
Arnold and Emile Littler have elevated their new edition of “Latin
Quarter," presumably as a gesture
to the forthcoming coronation celebrations. The show has been, given
the status of an independent title*,
while the bevy of motionless nudes
which decorated earlier productions have been eliminated. They’re
hot missed.
As is proper, emphasis is on spectacle, and Robert Nesbitt, once
the production, has staged and
dressed the show with color and.
imagination. Sets and costumes
have an expensive look, and the
big jensembles have been conceived
with infinite good taste.
Measured in all-round terms, the
cast lineup is probably stronger
than ever before. For the second
time, Vic Oliver fills the lead, playing his dual roles of comic and
maestro with easy facility. As a
raconteur, he is a finished, studied
performer, while he rates kudos for
bis skill as a musician. “Piano
Fantasia" shows his technique on
the ivories, while in the second half
with the orchestra on stage he
wields the* baton with confidence.

Jane Morgan, in heir first London stage show, makes a charming,
vivacious leading lady. Blonde from

-
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Found April, unspecified thea- and

tre,

April

Room

of April

j

j

6.

Carnival in Flanders,

Century,

21.

Me

and

Juliet, Majestic,

June

4.

Harris
Continued from pace 55

’

Poor Eddy

Poe

in each.

As experiment in combination
drama-music-dance, production is
not altogether successful, with
dance sequences, choreographed
by Doris Humphrey; coming off
best.. Play links, by Elizabeth Dooley, v performed by students under
direction 4b£ Milton Smith, are
weak, author showing little selectivity and bringing in a mass of

.

.
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Current Stock Bills
(

March

RESPONSIBLE PERSON

Bermuda

.

Call

St.
*

TR 6-4226

Personnel Available

tf

—

(16-22).

Fledermaus

Writ* 40 Brattlt

16-29

Death of a Salesman
Arena,
Rochester (16-28).
First Mrs. Fraser (Fay Bainter)
Rermudian Theatre, Hamilton,

—

*

Desired

tion considerably. Opus is now in
three acts, as originally intended,
instead of in two as done on Broad-

—Paper

Mill

Play-

house, Milburn, N.J. (16-22).
Glass Menagerie (Fay Bainter)
Bermudian
Theatre,
Hamilton,

Bermuda (23-29).
On Your Toes (Patricia Bowman-Georgle Tapps)—Paper Mill
•

Playhouse, Milburn, N.J. (23-29).

We

Sportin' Lit*
it

PORGY AND

Currently ZIEGFELP,

marvelous crea.

—Brooks Atkinson,
Mjt»: IILL

tt

HEW YORK

''Cab Calloway's Sportin' Llfo Is a
tlon heroically wicked, magnetic

—

BESS
.

N. Y.

Tlmos

Ml TILER, 16T9 Broadway, Now York

‘Regina’

—

-=

are not “defensively minded"

We

We

way.

who advises this is his
full-length opera to be done

Blitzstein,

”

For Example
“Two on the Aisle"—You say
this is one of the shows “scuttled
by critical pans." If your reporter
had bothered to check your own

first

-

files

or the

files

by an opera company, says the Center production will be more relaxed
and expanded, “because the Broadway pace, the stakes and financial
angles involved, restricted me a litThree performances are listed.

of the respective

tle."

newspapers, <ihe would have found
that this

“Regina"

show did not receive bad

late April

Bert Lahr, tvho admits
that Chicagoans, both in theatres
and night clubs, simply don’t like
notices.

|

j

Benno Frank staging.
have at least a three-week
there. .This is Blitzstein’s
eighth opera. -He’s working on a
ninth, “Reuben, Reuben," which
Miss Crawford has mapped for fall
Is will

run

Broa'dway

—

The unimaginative producers

and backers swished’ out of town
with only a glance at the reviews,

which were truthful. Do these
people have so little faith and
courage in their own investments
that they had neither the imagination nor the routine idea of asking
the critics to come back when
things had smoothed out and see
it again? This has been done, you
know, and in most cases the critics
have responded. A prime example

ADVANCE AGENTS!

j

COMPANY MANAGERS

]

We have .been serving theatrical
shows for over 42 years. Ours is
oldest, most reliable end experienced transfer company on the
West Coast)

the

4

• RaHroad privileges -for handling
shows and theatrical luggage. •• Complete Warehouse

• Authorised

was “Guys and Dolls’—inaccurately cited by you as a show weakened by the “carping" of one

—

That “carping critic" aw,
go on, fellas, you know it was Miss
Cassidy
came back two weeks

critic.

—

U.

• RATES

ON

Company

601 East 5th Street
Los Angeles 12, Calif.

WALTER
"Dare"

—

“Detective Story" Excellent reviews, good business.

WAHL

Nuts to Pulitzer Prizes!

Featured

.

make much

imagine how it was named even
on this dubious list.
As for “Paint Your Wagon/
which closed within. a week here,
the company on opening night
.gave what Burl Ives, the star, himjself admitted was the worst performance they had ever given. And
the cast itself was conspicuously here.
inferior to that seen in the BroadAudiences for the legitimate
way production.
theatre have shrunk in Chicago
Let me repeat lha*t I feel the as they have all over the country.
critics should not be exempt from Producers and ^such
press agents
the closest scrutiny of their prot as Armstrong, who can’t resist the
fessional competence.
Such spot- urge to write? letters on anything
lighting at regular intervals would and everything to anyone, think
be good for them and for the thea- the critics dre greatly to blame.
tre; it might even prompt some Let them get their harried
minds
editors
to
select
critics
with out of the 1920s and wake to the
greater care, which is earnestly to realities of the present day. Let
be desired.
them find out where theatre audiSydney J. Harris
ences have fled. Let them study
their potential audiences instead
of
prattling about prize
plays
Equity Shows
(wasn’t the season in which “The
Shrike"
( March
was Pulitzerized adjudged
16-29)
Finian’s Rainbow—Far Rocka- the worst in a century?) and what
-Way H. S., Far Rockaway (21).
the New York critics said about
Mamba’s Daughters
DeWitt their offering. And let them, if
Clinton H. S., Bronx. N.Y. (20-21); they must keep cracking at us,
Bryant H. S., Queens, N.Y. (27-28). come up with some new arguments

REQUEST!

Mutual 8121 or OXford 9-4764

.

'The producers and pressagents
of the fact that these
shows which allegedly received a
cool greeting in Chicago were,
some of them, “prize plays." Their
cries show how ignorant they are
of Chicago, Chicagoans and their
potential audiences. We are not
impressed with plays labeled
“Pulitzer Prize" (what intelligent
person still has any respect for
this thing?) and tagged with the
Drama Critics Circle award. You
know well that these Drama Critics
awards are far from unanimous;
indeed, some of the plays which
eventually won .got cooler receptions on Broadway than they did-

in

GEORGE CONANT

Banana’.’

was here.

Equipped

and haul anywhere

SJ

Atlantic Transfer

received good
reviews, with the critics here, as.
in New York, singling out Phil
Silvers as the “whole show." It
did well financially. Take a good
look at the weekly reports while
it

facilities!

in California.

to transfer

later

“Top

Oddly

production;

enough, a short opera by Blitzstein,
“The Harpies," written in 1931 but
never performed, will get its first
production in late May, when Hugh
Ross does it at the Manhattan
School of Music.

—

self.

is also to be done in
by the Cleveland Play-

house, with

his sort of humor, was lavishly
praised by Miss Cassidy, Harris and
myself.
Dolores] Gray was described as “electrifying" by all of
The show did close after a
us.
few weeks as a matter of fact,
when the show seemed to be failing I did a special piece upbraiding’
Chicago audiences* for not getting
downtown to see it.
“Paint Your ’\Vagon" Its opening night was one of the sloppiest,
most disgraceful in Chicago theatre history. Burl Ives said so him-

Comedy

in

Hit

"TOP BANANA"
Week

Currently 77th

0

Now Playing
SHUBERT, DETROIT
(Mar. 9-21)
Direction

JOSH MEYER

JACK DAVIES

AVAILABLE
NOVEMBER-1953
OUTDOOR AMPHITHEATRE

APRIL THRU

'

/

3000 Seats

- 44' x

28'

Main Stage

For Details Write

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Box 191

Lake Wales, Florida
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CAB CALLOWAY

Hermai Kogan.

a plea.

in this town, as your reporter deduces.
don’t want junk.
.won’t take junk.

opening night.

Cambridge, mass.

’

where.

|

tt

Terms to

subjective and embittered inaccuracies of a pressagent copping

and saw it again when it had
improved over a rough and loud

BRATTLE THEATRE

• Liberal

a supposedly “cool critical reception.” Did he, or didn’t he, read
the story in your own- issue of
March 4 which told of Heflin's leaving the show because of a film contract? Besides, who says the show
isn’t doing well? Take a look at
Page 59 of the current issue and

|

Cl

Air-Conditioned
New Seats and Lobby

Instead of the same ones Aristophanes’ company managers used.

Continued from page 55
match the heads-r-“Chi Legit B.O. I
Holding to Good Pace" (with “The bow, reinstating certain pieces that
Shrike" doing a “bright $18,000") were cut out of the Broadway verand “B’way Takes Seasonal Nose- sion, such as a blues, a waltz, and
dfve." This, even tlfough Lent and a character sketch of Regina.
He’s
income tax month is traditionally truncated a lot of small plotting,
a low time for productions every- he says> and tightened up the ac-

•

,
*

•

ss

Continued from page 55
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Can-Can, Shubert, April 23.

May

i
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to state his beefs

v
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June 15 -Sept.

him

Service, Playhouse,
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Herman Kogan

Royale,

erations in the administration of
public institutions and for giving
a wholly unfair portrait of psy,
chiatrists, who are doing their’ best
»
to help patients, despite the most
v
ing Division of National Carloaddifficult of conditions.
ing Corporation, now celebrating* j
No executive of my paper was
its 75th anniversary. Judson has
shipped thousands of cars and
I
“embarrassed” by the review.
and
trunks for' stage, screen, radio
have asked them. It is a pity -that
TV celebs.
apparently recorrespondent
your
biographical detail via gossiping
You save wear and tear on yoh
maids, tea parties and a- long let- lied on’ the misinformation of a
and car, actual driving costs,
ter-writing stint mimed by Weid- disgruntled press agent for a road
storage enroute, and expenses involved in the long trip. Besides,
man while what sounds like tha company.
you have much better chance of
More generally, as fflr the “criticollected correspondence of E. A.
arriving in one niece yourself if *
Poe is read offstage.
\
cal pans” which are supposed to
you take rail or air ahd let JudWhen appearing in the dramatic have scuttled tours of other Broadson ship your car and belongings.
sequences, Wetdman remains mute way plays in recent reasons, your
engagement on
while action proceeds naturalis- informant again relied on an obtrial
If your
either' coast extends into a solid
tically, and results are awkward.
viously faulty memory.
spot, just call Judson and have
In the ballet portions, Miss Humyour car shipped to you.
He . mentions “Anne of the
phrey has created some topnotch
Thousand Days,”^which received a
numbers,
which
a
should
make
See your telephone directory for
divided
press here (as it did in
nearest National Carloading Of- • fine, ballet on its own when the
New York), ahd not an adverse
book is pared' away.
fice or write to: Judson ForwardI
ing. National Carloading CorHe cites "Guys and
Skilled in mime as well as dance, one at all.
poration, 19 Rector Street, New
Weidman is an excellent choice Dolls," which won excellent notices
1
York 6. N. Y.
for Poe, a part which he builds in and -played for many months to
the dances as a searching, despair- ‘virtual capacity houses.
He also
ing and finally tortured genius mentions “Top Banana," which was
who is preoccupied with death in amiably deceived by the majority
his life and works. He is ably asof critics, and also ran for many
sisted by Letitia Ide and Andora
N
Hodgin, and a good dance corps. months.
In the case of “Two on the
a
Hefty asset is Lester Polakov’s
artistic and ingenious set, which Aisle,” your correspondent’^ point
uses revolves and scrim to make is precisely the opposite of the
a transition from drama to dance,
truth: the critics praised the show,
Albert Rivett’s score for piano and but the public failed to respond.
0
Internationally Famous
percussion unimpresses in Act I “Detective Story," of some seasons
but achieves some telling effects ago, was well received both by the
in Act II.
Vene.
critics and by the public.
I can’t
•

1

,

Midstream,

provokes more subdued portedly said privately that he dereaction by the jandless stream of liberately writes pans as a pergoods he extracts from his seem- sonal attention-getter."
ingly bottomless pockets; Page &
If yqur correspondent had taken
Bray prove an immediate hit with the trouble to consult the files of
their whirlwind terping routine, the Daily News for the current
with its combination \>f speed, season, he would have seen at once
grac? and rhythm; Canfield Smith that my reviews ‘have
contained as
puts on a new spiel with his
dummy, Snodgrass, arjd again gets much praise as blame, an$ that the
the mitt for a polished ventrilo- latter \s customarily written' in a
quial act, while Victor Seaforth regretful rather than an aggressive
repeats his wellknown impression tone.
Moreover, as a daily columnist
of Charles Laughton as the “Hunchback of Notre Dame."
on the editorial page for the last
singer
in
the
cast
is
Another
nine years, I have had ample* opSylvia Campbell, whose wide vocal portunity to “get ’.attention" in this
range embraces the highest and direct way, rather than through
lowest notes. Her contribution to |he
occasional
drama reviews,
the “Fantasia" is firstclass. David,.
which constitute only a minor porGilbert and Daphne Kiernander
paper.
lead the dancers with an. effective tion of my work on theDenies ‘Expose’
Myro.
terping display.
As for the second personal matter, namely, that my adverse review of “The Shrike” was in conOff-B’way Show
flict with a recent “expose" .of
mental institutions by my paper,
*
and that “the slapt of the review
was embarrassing to the sheet’s
(COLUMBIA TJ., N. Y.)
editors," this is a downright lie.
The “expose" dealt with food
“Poor Eddy,” ballet-biography
of Edgar Allan Poe; opened at Co- conditions and congestion in menlumbia U.’s Brander Matthews Hall tal hospitals,' and was in no way
last Wednesday (11), presented by a reflection on the medical abiliColumbia Theatre Associates. Of- ties of the psychiatrists in these
fering combines dramatic 4inks institutions. “The Shrike." on the
with
ballet
sequences,
dancer other hand, was criticized by me
Charles Weidman playing' the cenfor ignoring the political considtral role
of

Going from B’way to Hollywood,
or vice versa? "The Best Way” is
to ship your car. not to drive it,
advises Judson Freight Forward-

I

»

i

April

In

in our Sunday paper. He did so, and
that so
I hope you can find space for
week enlarged on the trite thesis
many plays that won “prizes" in this letter. As 3 new critic, 1 am
York didn’t do as -well in Chi- all for peoplei'crlticizing the critics.
New
Debut, no theatre set, week of
cago. He knows, and so should your But they ought to know what
April 20.
is more to the they’re talking about instead of
Men of Distinction, unspecified writer, that there
early folding of “The Shrike" than relaying the warmed-over, purely
Seymour), theatre, week of April 20.

Robins

for

responsibility

Horses

by Mildred
(assisted
•firm comedy faves, chalk up another standout success. Basically,
they’ve made few changes in their
set since last seen here, but have
added new and intriguing bits of
additional
spell
that
business
laughs. Their timing and precision
The Roever.
as
faultless
are as
manos Bros, are three knockabout
effecand
free
make
who
tumblers
tive use of slapstick technique; A.

Edward Delany; Jack

At London Casino, March

more assuming

natural, compelling
style, a plus appearance and a perjonallty that projects. She exploits
tier cabaret technique to sell her
numbers, and apart from her standard “.Hats" song, she intros a sock
new tune, “Bang Goes the Drum,"
well as title song.
Production is particularly strong
orf* the specialty side. Wiere Bros,
'

1

Hubert Gregg;

Camlno Beal, National, tomorrow (Thurs.).

Broadway has a

Three Cheers

Wednesday, March* 18, 19$3

—

SUMMER THEATRE
Well established, excellent location,
.expanding to year-round operation,
offers unusual opportunity to investors.

Box V-31653,
St.,

New

Counsellors

Maine.

West 46th

wanted

for boys

camp

in

Dramatics and Music (pianist)

specialists.

ing.

Variety, 154

York 36. N. Y.

Knowledge of group

sing-

Will interview married couples.

Box V-3953, Variety, 154 "W. 46th
New York 36. N. Y.

St.

n

tr^nendar, March
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Story of Jerome Kern,” to toe published by Holt next Monday (23).
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Prentice-Hall Expanding
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toe
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hnnk

fnvr?
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Wendt

bookon
fabulous mayor

Bm Thomo-

of
In
book club in addi- son,
ur’ing the roaring ’20s.
the eight clubs already in during
publishes.
Merrill
terriil
*
services
two
new
and
existence,

an additional
tion to

Chicago
Bobbs-

and a weekly reviewer'
iviewer and

now assistant

No

up the

Anni
week marked

Time’s 30th

Time mag

last

From

anniversary.

30th

dated March

issue,

3,

the

1923,

its
first

whose

26 pages had a paid readership of

article

of Better Living.

m

.

12,000, the publication climbed to
the current issue’s 116 pages and
paid circulation in excess of 1,700,000.

Time, Inc., house organ,
rema rked that toe growth
Time, first the magazine and
later the whole publishing enterprise, cannot be credited to any

The

f.y.i„

ot

factor.
But probably
greatest success factor was

the

single

people

the

is

still

who

and
have

worked for the magazine.”
There were only 19 names on

Among
masthead.
were Stephen V. Benet,
Archibald MacLeish, John Farrar,
Wells C. Root and Briton Hadden,
Only three of the 19 are still with

the

original

*

i.

,

.

.

.

study of atomic substances with reported $20,000 fee, $10,000
throughout history, called “Man on acceptance and balance to be
paid next Jan. 1.
Time Fossils.’
Newspaper Guild of N. Y. selects
Miss Page One next Monday (23)
uuiMuu
Ornstein’s
viuotvm
s 2d Edition
vr y
rot7^r*n
An flio
1
Bill Omstein’s “Ma -and Me” is the" Guild’s 20th^ anni’ Pace "one
• _ - . > . _ J « Ji4>« AM
_
P
going into a second edition. Metro Ball at Hotel Astor, April 17.
publicity scribe is revising some
Elizabeth Kern, society scribe
of the 20 stories, so that it will be for the Omaha World-Herald, resufctitled “A Novel in Short Story tired last week after more than 43
Form.”
years’ service. She was also film
story Press, in Dallas, is now reviewer for a couple years.
Cue mag has named
putting finishing touches to the
n/iitinn
ro ..i C p^ edition^
sportscaster Kal Ross as sports
revised
editor of the magazine. Ross will
write a weekly column, “Cues to
" “ -Blueprint’ For ’53
B
cj nnr+
0
T , „ Sport,
starting with the March 25
P
to John
Suppleinent
_ The 1953 Supplement
issue.
Summer
For
“Blueprint
Blueprint
s
Effrat
Effrat’s
„ will be out early in April.’
Puo^ulustrator,
April.
Theatre
Theatre”
,/r^!
In addition to statistics, reviews rfi 9
‘“jL Of
giving
wortir
Mnca,
is
a series
the 1952 ...
recoris of toe
and special records
Supplement will
e
season,
n the new
varmi
various
throughout
camera
clubs
°
sls^stock
of stock
oi
phases
pta
articles on pnases
ro?CT ’articles
carry
*

spelling.

Best Situation Comedy: Tb the actor who, having ridiculed TV for
years at t he behest of his picture producer, found that his protw0 y
joinpd Cinerama and all the scriptwriters who used to supducer had joined
duce
ply him gags had gone over to TV.
Best Mystery Picture: Christine (ne George) Jorgensen.
To Trinidad, for not protesting to our State Dept, that their asphalt
has better affairs than Rita Hayworth, Glenn Ford, et al., and they
nev?r thought of making pictures out of their asphalt.
To the comedian who got through a whole year without resorting
to breakaway furniture for laughs.
To the Broadway star who had a chance to play “High Noon” but
said he wouldn’t get up before dark even for an Oscar,
To the producer who itched to change 19% of Shaw’s dialog, but
when he realized what it would-cost him to go 1% over the legal limit
Imposed by the playwright’s trustees, scratched his ribs instead
6
0
singing to new
thTstag.ng^to
xne improvement
LoTovement in me
attriDUtea the
PaTn°t hSn^f^nd'attribuTed
recortoig ftechniques.
,
the producer who put his own money into his productions and
J
dld
so wel1 hi s banker sued him foy an accounting of the profits, on
the grounds that he once told the producer, “Call me up \when I get
back to town.” The producer said he would and never did.
i
“Moulin
To Zsa„
Zsa. Zsa Gabor for being allocated the only joke in
Rouge” and not messing it up.
To the male star who informed his sponsor that he was giving up
smoking till the cigaret people successfully presspred inferlocking industries to give Hollywood back its once free and fresh air.
Foresight
To the male star who looked well when stripped to the waist in 1942
cu;noi;u utit?
one a inuuut
month
foresight to
tu take
laivc j150 poses, which
wmtu lie
he ireleased
and nau
auu
had the
uic iuicoigat
for the next 12 years—by which time he looked fatter than Andy
nl
Dinrt Crosby,
nUir knf- M/ikni’lvt
IrMfvvv* if fill k A
it till he
Devine and Vt
balder
than Bing
but nobody will know
runs out of stills in 1954.
To the chatter-writer who called home to hear how things were
going and found a rival answering the phone to tell him his wife had
gone to Reno for a divorce, and would it be atl right for the rival to use
it as a blind item?
To the photographer who sold outright for $100 the negatives of
nudes of a rising young star when told “we can always substitute

a

surplus of $1,778,168.

Swindle

cast that gladly went out on the road shilling for the producer’s product and refused to turn in .a swindle sheet, protesting “we
just went along for the ride.”
To the pressagent who never passed along a tale about Bing Crosby’s penuriousness, for the simple reason that he was too tired to look

To the

pubUsher, has penned a counterCompany showed a net income part to last season’s “Incredible 1951 African safari, “Horn of the
paid New
Hunter.” will be a.
a, $5.95 June
ew York”; it will be called “Fabu- Hunter,”
for 1952 of $1,231,262, and
and pre- lous Chicago.” It will bear the publication via Doubleday, with
total dividends on common
Ruth illustrations.
House imprint.
„
ferred stock of $3,464,172, drawing Random
James A. Michener doing an unfrom an earned surplus of over Moore, reporter and feature writer,
$4 000 000 Firm still has an earned is listed in the Knopf catalog with titled story for Life magazine,
information service.

becoming President.

of

^

to the

.

To tte leaaing man wh o never looked twice at a low-cut gown,
parke a at the side of his producer in a Brown Derby booth, but kept
s..
1,;^.
^,.11
his eyes steadily on his boss who was giving him some dull instructions
on how not to overact when playing a horse at a Masquers benefit.
To the leading lady who passed up the chance of doing some cheesecake poses with Harold Stassen, for fear the pix might hurt his chances

m

Emmett Dedmon, former drama

for the loose-leaf service division,

_

stories for those.” »

Magazine will be changed to feature P icture layouts rather than
copy.
c0 y
?
r V
. Philly
T<u .„ .newsN. Y.
Y and
nd
Chi,
Vet
<
y i
Robert
St.
John’s
Hib«t 'st
John4 autohawk
h
Was My
biography,
-’This^Was
M? World,”
WorS,’’
moTrap^ “This
will
he published in July by
be
w
Doubleday.
Robert C. Ruark’s saga of his

fourth biov-a

has' his

mhv

«

.

t

.

Barbara Hewson, ex-Fawcett ed,

oarKer appointed editor

1

.

So once again to satisfy a small measure of the demand supplied
by the Oscars and their gun-jumping satellites, I bestow on Hollywood
a gondola of Mickeys, designed by the famous Finn himself. In addition to chloral hydrate, these Mickeys are spiked with paraldehyde,
sodium pentathol, caron oil (three drops), monosodium glutamate and,
The winnahs:
in one favored instance, Napoleon brandy.
To the British acress who on getting a tip from her London agent
that Queen Elizabeth was going to okay rabbit instead of ermine for
coronation costumes, promptly sold her ermine wrap and sunk her
co i n in an Elstree rabbit hutch.
To the director who never complained about a script or a cast because he was making patriotic pictures “and you don’t need stars or

A

Maxwell Shane wrote an

Hollywood.
Hollywood,

^
&

scene-stealers, in industries not even rethOtefiC connected with the picture biz, have bestowed their awards. These have done so before the
Academy could get into its own act. Even so, they have skimmed
mcrely the sour crtam from a vast Sea °f yogurt
’

for Popular Mechanics on the use
of hidden cameras while shooting
street scenes in N.Y. for “The Glass
Wall.”

Chi Sun-Times
Sun-Thnes Scribes
number^of directions'hflSsSf Plans
Chicago
Sun-Times
Sun-Tunes writers are
g S
call for construction of a $1,000,[Sing the nubl^atio^lilte
publication lists this
hitting
COO shipping and storage building
11
already on U
upcom11
fall, with
in New Jersey; outlay of $1,000,000
ig’agendas
Koean
drama
Herman
Kogan, .drama
ing
agendas.
of
development
in
two
years
over

mmm mmmm*..
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Sciences, for all its glamor,
Sciences,
The Motion Pictures Academy of Arts
Oscars and pretty speeches!,, toy no means exhausts the field of those
deserving of some sort of recognition f$r
fyr aichievments during 1952.
to stress out-and-out
and critics’,
critics;,
Various publications
14 circles, '-not
*
«.«
..'vf.
»i

°& fenSl^eSA

Xr

•;

its

’

L

.

a tax ideas services

*
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««££. recently inaugurated
J i the issuance
tioned offgas well as other assets,
*
iviaivii uu.
30.
in a oaic
lit
sale March
of a printed information bulletin.

law.

libel

By
c ^Jy
Scully
®y Frank ®

Squawk
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check to an American reporter for
Stephen Papich is completing a
Par- the toest published story on Dutch- book
bpok on Afro-Cuban dancing techAttempts by Theodore D.
U.S.
general,
relations
The
in
1952.
annual
attorney
nique
for Random House publicapubUcaMnl New Jersey
made hy citizens of the tion.
Evening
L quash the Saturday 21
Netherlands,
commemorates
the
issue
March
the
Art BuChwkld, columnist on the
Post article in
W
1
Paris
a s edition
edit i° n of the N. Y. Herald
dealing with
12* '49
S une
The%lane S
POinted women on July
Trihimo
In AT
V nn *
n non aH
editors pointed
pn^t*
post edttorS
Pen ° dlCn
’
fail'd when
flying to rover
s
a
story
crashed
near
Bombay.
been
had
alreadv
„
already
run,
nf the'
_
Mil.
.UlaaMhA J
m
1
shipped
Two radio correspondents-Elsie
fed and most of them
•- B. Dick, of the Mutual web, and
fflo toteite
„
orieinfl
f ciroro firtfon
6
Out H. R. Knickerbocker, of WOR, nove
^Article entitled “We Drove
N.Y. were among the victims.
hp Dirty Money Boys," is credited
Rll u v c 00ijwin cerretarv tn the
the
who was dis- Judges selecting the winner in- i a J e Hattie McDaniel .wrote “It’s
o Nelson Stamler,
state’s chief elude Theodore Koop, CBS Washrharged
Fun
macl^’
charged Jan. 27 as the
Black”
ack fOT
n to
for pubUcation
publication
ngtonnews_chief
chief
of
president
and
is written
Jngton
0 iV news
a
- W4
investigator,
,
investA6
1rime
Doubleday.
r
li.
? Zr and X?
*
by D
crime
a kjnal Press Club; Duke
freelancer Stanley the National
to
2
told
Crowell
Thomas
Y.
Co.
on Monas
**1°
^
Shoop,
Gridiron day
P president of the Gri
,
da y (16)
G6) published “Professional
Frank.
f
pi,?h D.C., al
Llub,
and
d Esther'X
Van
an Wag- Shortstory ^WritiM"
npf
ore going to Philadelphia for Club,
Writing,"
William
by
WiUiam
WllUam
Before
^’
Y
n
goner Tuft, i
ex-president of
oj
the Byron
with William J. WAmaM*.
ronference
,
conference
Dyron mowery.
owery.
xtaMahai Pr
a
Women s National
Press
of Women’s
ess Club.
Club
William B.
Ziff. chairman of the
B Ziff,
Stevens, asst, managing editor
tried to get
board of Ziff-Davis, appointed genthe Post, Parsons first
nlJ
Chi Sfarebill
StagebiU Foldo
eral adviser to the Senate JudiciNew Jersey’s special legislative
mag from
the
prevent
-- Chicago Stagebill, theatre procommittee to
vui.i****---.
p«iciator«;
t
u
Legislators grams> has
WUkara Atkins, editor «...
Heinhold
one
printing the article
bankrupt.
Prog
4 ’1
a m s had be< n Printed for tbe Publishing Co., plannlhg tap. to
turned i0
®
i
rlmmlttpe m-.
in- last
. wn vears hv
L Robert
committee,
+
/tf their province,
as ft ^
Fiehnrp. Coast to contact architects, designwo years b
of
y Rnhert. Fieburg,
writers,
el's, and writers.
cidentally, is investigating Parsons
wh 0 took over after his brother ers,
who
Leon Shamroy wrote an article
Bud died. Nathan Cohen, lawyer,
office and Stamler’s firing.
Parsons’ major squawk over the who filed the bankruptcy proceed- explaining Cinemascope for the
article is Stamler’s statements that i ngs>
estimated
that
liabilities National Board of Review publicaReview,
politicians ordered the murder Of would amount to about $35,000, tion, Films in Review.
Dolph Thomas appointed editor
jnobster Willie Moretti, slam in a with assets, including accounts reTechnician.
Cliffside Park restaurant Oct. 4, ceivables, between $15,000 to $20,- of International Sound Technician,
ne w monthly mag of IATSE Sound
Stamler is quoted in the 0 00. Mary Waggnor, who has been new
1951.
article as saying “I am convinced editor,
and Clare Powers, staff Technicians Local 695.
Edmond P. Joy and Herbert M.
that gunmen hired by politicians writer, have joined Holt & ThorParsons said ^ on> publishers, who are putting Alexander, respectively purchasmurdered- Willie.”
director and editor of Pocket
concludes
committee
the
after
that
a similar publication.
°
B °o£
s
Inc., upped to veepees.
he will file a complaint
hearings,
aa
HowflVGr
However, the riffhts
rights to the name
T
International Federation of
The
;l"Pb^
?
state’s
the
tinder
Stamler
against
st
‘gn w?ll he aM- T
“‘1 a e i
c-tcvep^t Politico
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Venus de Milo, you know.”
To the femme star who wore dark glasses and was so unrecognized
nobody photographed her all year.
To Johnny Greene, the writer, not the composer, who firmly res i s ted all pressure from within and without to include a gag on “My
sisted
Friend Irma”
Irma’’ re Christine (George) Jorgensen of the Copenhagen

•

$

convertible sex.
sex

.

To Henry King who, over 60, flew his Beechcraft
Bcechcraft Bonanza in one hour
minutes from Burbank, Cal., to Ensenada, Mex., thereby winning
an(i 33 mmutes
and
^ y
of stock
s c
operation. A directory ot
the International Sweepstakes race in faster time than his pictures run.
singer
and
Benny
Lee,
Scot
pop
theatres will be included.
To Lili St. Cyr who, after being clinked and exonerated for carrybr r*5
“Bedtime with
in
for the broadcaster
sixth year
-is the
l C
M
This
L
J
II Mn Jam
the company
AM uld/^ ««*Mk 11 m rt n iwrf pfolnnttitf 4 a fliA nironlr
am CiimpaI OfwitV
pa/1 f n Ka ml
editor-in-chief HenBraden”
series on BBC, writing a ing stripping to the swank Ciro's on Sunset Strip, refused to be sold
ry Luce, prexy Roy Larsen and annuaL
^
week!
weekly
column about latest wax- down the river to a Frisco burlesque house, because she considered
%
foreign
Manfred
bureau
chief
_ „ _
nes
Evening
ings
in
the
Glasgow
dignity.
the
joint
below
her
called,
before
after) the
House
was
(and
McCall Building
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Gottfried. Co-founder
at 31 in 1929.

„

Hadden died

against a Glasgow firm of pubAutry, and his agents,
Western Printing'
Lithographic
Co., Racine, Wise., claim „that the
sion

a comic strip by the

Glasgow firm caused them financial loss and infringed their copyhis

agents in August,
Jgents
Aueust. 1951,
1951. granted to
the H. G. Book
Co. exclusive license to publish in Britain the
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the p.m* sheet. Latter is
a professor at Southern Methodist
school of music.
Theodore Waller resigned as
managing director of the Amencan Book Publishers Council, to
wew
tne New
a become editorial v.p. of the
Ll ary of
ric

Glasgow firm published ctory on June
Allyson for Country
Ju
Gene Autry Magazine Gentleman.
in
con tents had been cop- ^ Doris Hering
part-time reviewHe
ipH fZ:
>
er on Dance ’Magazine, joining
Pynght of a11 the material staff
full-time.
aff
b
PL2’
^
longing
ongmg to the author.
Earnest Hoberecht, United Press
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Gene Autry Magazine, its contents
jo be taken
from toe correspondjhg American
magazine. The agreejnent covered period
from January
to

^

*

right.

the petition,
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to

election, the President.

April

will publish

»
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lishers.

According

n
On

13, Henry Schuman
To the title-writer who decided that “The Bad and the Beautiful"
“Adventures of Mot- contained less surprises than the “Good and the Beautiful,” having
there, including construction of a
Cantor’s
ant or s Son,
Son,” by Sholom tbe authority of the late.F. Scott Fitzgerald’s “The Beautiful and the
Q
and ^leicheni,
one-story $700,000 warehouse ana
Aleichem. translated by his grand- Damned” to back him up.
installation of Jw° new presses daughter,
It 'was
fi aU gfiter, Tamara Kahana.
*r 0 toe booker who placed “April in Paris,” which didn’t do so much
costing $1,250,000.
jfi s i as ^
Bo r * n releases right at the time Ray Bolger
for ^ ori ? Day and
presses will
n
w
t}16
n
©
Ms™
ft
npwlv
annninted
appointed
newly
Kraft,
Mary
?
9
his smash T v debut over the Colgate Comedy Hour,
made
print five colors simultaneously on bome
home^ditor
Good Housekeeping,
,
editor of Good^aousekeeping
To Frank Fontafhe, toe Savoni of radio and TV, who succeeded in
both sides of paper and toe second will g0
an in thp Tnast
c oas t next week to
press is a double-decker 64-page scout
houses. 1952 in not getting heaved to stardom in pix, though he wasn’t doin'
scou j western markets and houses
Job» § iml l ar to other presses n°w She’ll
she’ll visit Houston, Phoenix and nuttin\ jus' standin' 'round, not .doin’ nuttin.’
contracts have been midwest cities before returning to
To Josd Ferrer, who sent lovely linen handkerchiefs from Paris,
us,e
awarded yet for the building.
with his image embroidered on them, thus inviting critics to blow
jj. Y.
N.
£
Viertel’s forth- their noses on his likeness.
Scenarist Peter Viertel's
CHATTER
Doubledav novel, “White
To Walter Catlett's tailor who hung out a sign: “Gone. Don’t knpw
coming Doubleday
Lily Taylor has resigned from Hunter, Black Heart,” with a film when I’ll be back.”
director as the central character.
'
To Sen. Estes Kefauver who, at toe end of the primary battle for
Esquire.
Viertei’s actual New Hampshire, didn’t realize he was still on TV cameras, and said to
Bill Lengel, Fawcett ed, vaca- is the aftermath of Viertel’s
location trip to Africa with a film b j s wife, “1 wasn't Very good tonight.”
tioning in Florida.
“You were fine,” she said,
Manchester (N.H.) Union-Leader company shooting in the Belgian more t 0 comfort him. “No,” he replied, “the words were slow in comCongo.
7c.
to
5c
.
from
price
its
upped
« eam to find the ri Sht onas - rm afraid thls try dldD 1
Dallas Times Herald has upped “f:
Dail'as
Gerry Gruen, decorating editor,
nitery columnist Virgil Miers to
_ r^i.n
Better Living.
from
aM
“tinn » th. n Tam..
has_ resigned
.
M
1
_ 1
^
a m% 4«
onn etc rr^T*

Gene Autry has. been granted an
injunction in Scottish Court of Ses-

publication of

Times.

McCall Corp., Dayton, has announced a $2,000,000 expansion

-

Autry Scot Suit

i

'
'

3d A»
Anni
ni Wm. the silent
Silent Dinner
DinneP
rd a nual William the
Silent
.?,
Dinrti
1
be beld &t the Carlton
Hotpf n
Washington, March’ 26 to
i>reSnl
a gold medal ahd $2,500

general
neral manager for Asia, made
roepee ol that news

*$?«.;•

J

1

.

^l i^

fe

To the unemployed actor who rented a Jaguar and cruised around
preview theatres, till one day he offered a producer a ride and was
promptly clinked for not having a hacking permit,
Best Dramatic Show: Heavyweight who rushed into the Vine St.
Derby on Fite Nite and ordered a raw steak for his right eye; wtyich
ba(j been SO cked by the referee when he called the official a bum.
To
s ^age carpenter who, on being asked why Cecil B. DeMiUe

«

Business, xo Europe
of Congress, set to take
last week on toe lie de France.
March 23
Davfd Ewen’s biography, “The ABPC Vacancy
of

-

critic of

Nation’s

comedies.

+

m

'
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CHATTER

who played "The Fiancee"

at the

theatre Maria Vitoria for a
Teatro Espanol last fall, appeared
London
season in Oporto.
in 30-minute edition *of play for
Revue company of impresario
Pat Morrissey opened a run at Spanish -TV.
to
conassistant
Atlas,
Marvin
Jose* Bastos, -directed by Maestro Al Burnett's Stork Club this week.
Spain’s Nobel winner Jacinto
troller at Loew’s, Inc., elected to Carlos Dias, back from a sixClaude Whincup unanimously
membership in the Controllers In- month tour of Portuguese Africa, elected vice prez of the Cinemato- Benavente now has three plays
here: "Servir," starring
running
atitute,
Impresario Joaquim Gasa an- graph Exhibs Assn.
Mari Carillo and Enrique Diosdado
Sam Dembow, Jr, to'thV'Coitet nounced that his Spanlsh-Cuban
Alfred Crown, RKO foreign at the Maria Guerrero; "The Pin
today (Wed,) on business^inclxid- revue company will play Mallorca chief, left last week for a quick in Her Mouth," with Isabel Garcez
ing a possible huddle with "Howard- Island; Valencia, Lisbon and Opor- looksee of Continent keys.
at the infanta Isabel, ahd "Prison,f!
to' ffom April to June. He’s here to
Hughes.
Emile .Httler giving the Easter ers," with Irene Lopes Heredia
;.
’’The Cyclon
Marge and Gower Chhmplbh arrange for his revue, presented at week proceeds of his current, mu- and Carlos Lemos starred at the
be
sical hit, "Love From Judy," to the Alvarez Quintero.
back to the Coast following >NV Y. Has’ Arrived," to
Actors* Orphanage.
a
stopover after appearing aWPiuMH. Coliseum Theatre.
t? f
Robert S. Wolff, RKO topper,
Beach benefit.
\
sails for N.Y. next week on his
In
Address
Kaye’s
Frances E.
annual trip. Julian (Bud) Lesser
Pittsburgh
Paris
Dave Barry’s ad. in last week’s
also returning home.
Variety should have read 135 East
By Hal V. Cohen
Crown, RKO foreign head,
Swaffer’s half century
Hannen
Al
39th St„ N.Y.C*
Frank Westmore around getting
here on tour of European offices.
as a newspaperman is to be celein from
Pandro S. Berman due
Wendell Corey here after film- brated tomorrow (Thurs.) by Lon- publicity for "City Beneath the
,
,
Sea."
Coast Monday (23) and leaves the j ° ‘‘Laughing Ann" (Rep) in Lon- don tent of the Variety Club.
George Jaffe off for a month in
next day for England to begin work do
Diana Wynyard went to Buckon Metro’s "Knights of the Round
Lewis Milestone preparing a ingham palace last week to col- Hot Springs, Ark., to take mineral
Table."
new film to be made for an Eng- lect her New Year’s honor. She baths.
Hymle Wheelers celebrated their
was made .a Commander of the
Negro Actors Guild presenting ‘lish company in Cyprus,
23rd wedding anni and Max ShulHoward Hawks in from London British Empire.
its "Spring Round-Up" and Breaktheir 17th.
golds
based
pic
of
shooting
Ballto prepare
Because of illness, Michael Benfast Dance at Harlem’s Savoy
Jack Mahoney, TV’s "Range
room April 24 to raise funds for on "The Sun Also Rises.’for a short thall has had to cancel out as di- Rider,"- heads a* rodeo coming to
here
Baker
Josephine
of
rector of the Old Vic production
needy members.
The Gardens in May.
-Deccan v •nAumintf Millie Hall stay befdre embarking on. song "Murder in the Cathedral"; chore
Mariam Lewis and Al Spindletaken over by Robert Helpmann.
trained to the tou
managing
s
"The Marionettes De Lafaye," man set for leads in. "Life With
Coast Friday (13) for look at latest wj fhp ^rs 0 n Kamn on latte?°s new
at the Playhouse.
Mother"
Saisons,
Quatre
currently at the.
new pr,dUCt
”?
Mara Landi, June graduate of
Script TU?h?To ThS Islands
Paris, has been snapped up by Val'
H? returns March 24.
He
Tech Drama School,
Erich von Stroheim and De
Parnell.* He Will star them in a Carnegie
RKO Theatres prexy Sol A. yernac back from Riviera location show in the West End next Sep- landed her first Broadway show,
Schwartz planes to the Coast to“Carnival in Flanders."
ic ‘<i n f ern0 of Par- tember.
““ t f
Debbie Reynolds .spends tomorday (Wed.) to take in the Academy J d e> ».
The Duke .and Duchess of GlouAward dinnej* and view a CinemaEtchika Chourau, Basque film cester, with their son, Prince Wil- row (Thurs.) here drum-beating "I
Love
Melvin," in which she coScope demonstration.
find, to have lead in a film that liam,
attend the European
to
(Tongelele), Maurice Dekobra is Writing and
Montez
Yolanda
preem of Walt Disney’s "Peter stars with Donald O’Connor.
Mexico
from
in
Mexican dancer,
w jn direct.
Pan" at the Leicester Square
City today (Wed.) and opens toSimone Signoret getting the top April 16. Proceeds are being donmorrow night at the Bachelors thesp award from the British Film ated to the British Red Cross SoOttawa
Club, on the site of the old Monte Academy for her performance in ciety.
Carlo.
"(Basque D’Or."
Art Mooney band in Standishall
”
Jean Cocteau entrusting pic verfor. week.
Debbie Reynolds, star of Metro’s
Jan August and Joey^Carter in
Love Melvin," arrived in sion of his novel, "Thomas L’lm“I
Minneapolis
Red Cross benefit at Coliseum.
Gotham yesterday (Tues.) for inter- posteur" to 18-yepr-old director
By Les Rees
Regina Resnick .'guesting with
views in advance of her appear-. Michel Haddad,
Antonio Petrucci, Venice Film
Exotic dancer Taika heads Club Ottawa Philharmonic’s "Night in
ance on the Ed Sullivan "Toast of
Festival prexy, here to present last Capitol show.
Vienna."
the Town" show Sunday (22).
S
Yiddish actor Jacob Ben-Ami
Ernie
Warren,
20th-Century
Theatres district manager, w*as con ment fo?“* p?c “Jeux InterdlSr here for one-night appearance.
;
.Thurs.) and made
tomorrow
Ducreux. top comic* in
Vic's holding over singing come- pilot in plane
dropping paper
"Helene" at Madeleine, dienne Weela Gallez indefinitely.
bombs on city in Red Cross drive
lU
sociauon 01 motion
getting play of his own,’ "Funniest
fj!L 7hp
American Legion amateur con- stunt.
a 5J£ for
the.
vertisers) in appreciation
de test show raised $1,200 for Northineatre ae
produced
at Theatre
Permanent TV not scheduled
"Toast of the Town’’ emcee’s prowest Variety Club heart hospital here until after May 1 but Canapix biz pitch. Kenyon Sc Eckhardt
Jean Cocteau’s one-acter, "Hu fund.
dian Broadcasting Corp. rushing
Mario Lewis, Hubbell man
execs,
Voice," into repertory of
Paul Hindemith guest conduc- temporary video setup here in
Roberta Peters, Corhedie-Francaise, The Comedie,
Robinson, Jr.,
Samuel Goldwyn, Dariny Kaye and which goes under Paul Descaves tor with Minneapolis Symphony time to air Coronation telecasts.
as substitute for ailing Dimitri MiMinto Follies, local ice show
others will attend,
management April 15, plans a re- tropoulos.
where Barbara 'Ann Scott began,
vival of Shaw’s "Saint Joan."
Hotel Radisson Flame Room
••
a
Tennessee Williams* "Rose Ta- holding over dancers Teddy & featuring her as well as Michael
too” Will be staged here at Thea* Phyllis Rodriguez and Don Mc- Kirby, Jan Tores and Hayes Alan
Alaska
Jenkins (1953 world champ) in the
tre Gramont after run of current Grane orch.
coming show opening March 30.
By Bob Roderick
hit, "Many."
Staging will be' by
Charles W. Perrine, Minnesota
Juanita Burke singing at Planta Rierre Valde, and it will have Lila Amus. Co. veepee, elected a veeKedrova and Gilbert Edard in the pee of Minneapolis Civic Sc Comtion\Supper Club, Seward.;
s ',
merce Assn.
.«
Jim Lawson, ex-KIBH manager, ^ eaClaudette
..
Reno
Colbert „
will do one of
vttjv in
monortinn KINY
in Juneau.
Tnnpnn
Film exchanges taking tuiais
now managing
Eileen Wilson and Pat Patrick
the sketches in tri-sketch Franco- holding
bi-monthly
parties,
at
^Singer-comic Charlie Ray, song- Italo film “Destinees." Sketch will
in
New
Golden
show.
Northwest Variety club for memstress Becky Cozzo at Flamingo in. b e made here by Marcello PagJanis Paige next at the Riverbers and friends.
Seward.
starting
llero, concerns a war widow who
side
March
19.
Believed nation’s oldest company
.Rudy Vallee plus Blackburn
Pianist Buzz Holt, singers Elea- comes to Europe looking for the manager, George Hunt, back with
Twins
Marian
Sc
Colby
in Mapes
nor and Royal O’Reilly at Country grave of her husband.
“Affairs of State" at Lyceum, celev
Skyroom.
.Club in Juneau.
brated his 82d birthday.
Little
Theatre
plans
new
addiJerry Owen, after three-day
Shriners’ annual indoor circus
throat ailment,, back as comic-m.c.
India
two-week run set up new attend- tion soon to accommodate "Mr.
Roberts"
first
show
next
of
season.
< ar<
n Ar ho age
ance record and gave extra SatAll-India Cine Technicians Con
? ^!
Gambling bills still taking up
y conurday morning performance.
Trails
Third Alaska Music ^
ference scheduled for April,
Ted Goldsmith, John Hill and most of Nevada legislature's time.
cert, set for Seward auditorium
Basant Studios of Chembur, near
All want to levy more taxes on
Harry
Davies
all
here
simultaneSancan,
Pierre
features
March 20,
Bombay, being converted into fullously, ahead of Jose Greco Danc- gaming.
French pianist.
time TV studio.
Gene McCarthy, ex of McCarthy
Fanny Ferguson being starred in ers, Spike Jones band and "Top & Farrell as well as McCarthy &
Club Juno, formerly Dinner
House, reopened in Fairbanks un- Kishore Sahu’s Gevacolor produc Banana," respectively.
Dale, leaving show biz, and is cur«*Two
successive
Lyceum
attracder new owners, Leo Bloom, John tion, "Peacock Feathers."
rently working for New Golden.
J. Remi Crasto, managing direc- tions, "Point of No Return" and •
and Connie Berry.
Lucius Beebe and Charles Clegg
Banana," have $4.80 top
RK0 in_India, elected prexy ’.‘Top*
W. J. Wagner, Alaska Broadcast- to.r
scale, unusually high for .’Minne- about to complete their first year's
ing System owner, toured terri- of Kinema Renters Society of apolis,
operation of the Virginia City Tertory, sat in with legislature and India.
Dancer Rita Rose, "Miss Ken- ritorial Enterprise in the black.
Lt. Col. G. Boret, until recently
returned to Seattle headquarters
General Circuit Manager of Globe tucky of 1951," singers Beverly
last week
Fisher
and Audrey Blazer and
in e d ?" iversal as top
Birmingham
FourthFaiftanks nlte spot to be
drummer Bubbles Price into
B0
destroyed by fire this winter is the
p ra kash Studio*; to broduee “Life Heinie’s.
By Fred Woodress'
Congo Club Swing Club. Frontier ot Buddha^ln colo? ?n asTociaUon
B’ham Ballet to 'pr§em at Temand The Ranch previously were
ple April 7.
American producers. Pic will
"Holiday On Ice" at Aud Tuesi *
aft 11 be * n English and Hindi.
er
a
day (15) for 11 days.
Sharp dip in boxoffice grosses
i!
v?l
v;
if
Me Madam, and The Kittenettes cau ged local Metro and other theBy Geeno Garr
Charlie Barnet orch opened at
^Pkill on Fairbanks Winter Car- a t re s to realign their scales, so that
"Segundo Lopez," new Spanish The Club yesterday (Tues.).
'^ c ^ une there would be more, low-priced pic, doing .good biz at Cinema Rex.
Al Martino here for a week at
KFAR (Fairbanks) staffer, emcee- se ats.
"Conquistame," a rCvue starring Lotus starting Monday (23).
Herbert Marshall set to start Cuban Maria Angeles Cantana, in
Dinkier hotel chain, which owns
third
month at Madrid Theatre.
shooting on "Wajid All Shah” in
Tutwiler, purchased rival BankAmerican' actress Ethelvine Holt head Hotel *from L. B. Stevens Sc
• color for New Premier Films. This
« • 1
is biopic of last* King of Oudh de- fought the U.S. rights of three-act Associates for reported $1,000,000
Lisbon
posed by the British, It will be play, "The Fiancee," by Ruiz FuTown Sc Gown Theatre opened
ente.
The Maxime nightclub featuring bilingual in Hindi and English.
with "Portrait in Black" Thursday
Mexican songstress Irma Villa (12) and Circle* Players present
The Three Najas and the Swedish
Government of India lifted ban
Ballet CImarro.
on issuance of buHding materials and her Latin-American show "Bell, Book and Candle" Monday
Cinema S. Jorge is doing well for construction of cinemas if the touring the south of Spain to good (23).
0
with Mario Lanza’s pic, "Great material required for theatre con- returns.
Argentine director Luis Cesar,
Caruso" (M-G).
struction comes out of quotas al"Miracle of Fatima" (WB) will ready alloted to different states, Amadori add his wife. Zully Morplay Holy Week at the Cinema Measure is only expected to allow eno, will do a pic about George
,
Monumental here.
.existing houses to carry out re- Sand here.
By Glenn Trump
Legit company of Pepita Martin
French songstress Renee Lamy modelling or urgent repairs,
Rink Wright again booking
and Manuel
a hit at the Wonder Bar, nitery of
Sabatini
touring
Shrine
Indoor
Circus here Apri
the Estoril Casino.
North Africa and playing "The

home
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Hollywood
^Lex

Barker planed to Mexico

.

Paul Kelly on

mend

after heart

attack.

Vera-Ellen
planefc
in
f rom
Miami.
David Butler vacationing in San

Francisco.
Former home of Al Jolson un
for auction.
Mitzi Gaynor, recovering from

^

appendectomy.

Bob Youngs celebrated their
20th wedding anni.
- Arthur
Freeds celebrated their
30th wedding anni.
Dick Powell home from hospital
two operations.
Lionel Barrymore solfl another
painting to Hallmark Cards.
Clarence Brown leaves next week
for extended tour of Europe.
WB hosted the Tokyo Stars
visiting Japanese baseball team
after

’

Keenan Wynn guest speaker at
L.A. Junior Chamber of Com‘

’

merce.

emcee this year’s
Awards- for animal

Chill Wills will

P-A-T-S-Y
actors.

Peter Dunn hospitalized after being thrown? from horse on location
near Nogales, Ariz.
Jesse Lasky spoke on future of
the film industry before USC chapter of Delta Kappa Alpha.

Day

Dennis

won

annual

St.

Patrick's Award presented by Ancient Order of Hibernians.

Ed Clark

celebrated his*61st anni

in show biz with a role in “Money
from Home" at Paramount.
Songwriter .Henry Tobias and

wife

his

celebrating

wedding anni tonight

their
(Wed.).

25th

.

Miami Beach

1

.
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Omaha

Redecorated Haiti nitery featur
ing
Almeida
Cruz orch
and
dancer-singer Quety Clavijo:
Nacional Theatre actor Alvaro

Benamor named

m
4

Circus

to

direct

light

Ball" by Edgar Neville.

_

;

plays section of Portuguese Radio.
Portuguese singer Luis Barreira

and Mexican dancer Fernando del
Monte head show at the Cristal
nitery.

Violinist Antonino David and
Austrian pianist Katharine Hams
doing concerts .in Madera and
Azores Islands.
Maria Xalande and Assis Pacheco legit company left their
.

Maestro Moreno Torroba off to
ahead Buenos Ailres to direct his own
operettas, "Luisa Fenrnanda" and
"Caramba," at Teatro Avenida.
"To Conquer Paris," revue .bv
Antonio and Manuel Paso, has
been doing capacity biz since it
opened at Teatro Albeniz last
month,
Cuban composer Ernesto Le
Creek siloer.
cuona coming here to organize an
Tom O'Brien in to get some operetta company starring Esther
background material on late fight Borja, Luis Catbonell’ and Pedrito
promoter Tex Rickard for a' Co- Fernandez.
lumbia picture;
Susana Canales and Julio Pena,
,

Charles Washburn in

city'

.

:

"Affairs of State" opening at
Selwyn April- 1;
Abe Teitel celebrating 20th ann * as operator of World Playhouse,
Chicago’s first arty house.
Edward Arnold here to talk over
summer stock appearance with
Marshall Migatz, operator of Salt
.

1

'

.

6 - 11 .

*

,

KOWH

Jack Sandler,
nouncer, showing

sports an*
films
of his
trip to local clubs

folded

Jed Harris anchored

Sunday
his

yacht

Biscayne Bay.
Minneapolis Trib eolumnist-com*
rhentator Cedric Adams at Key
Biscayne.

Martha Raye relit her Five
O’clock Club after several days of
layoff to rest.

Former Equityite Irene

Purcell

Golden Strand with husband
Hibbard (Johnson’s Wax) Johnson.
at

Ethel Merman In for personal
appearances at Wometco Theatres
for launching of “Call Me Mad-

am."

Jordan

Bill

celebrating

16th

birthday of his Bar of Music this
week, a record for this transitory
town.

Molly Picon, Barry Sisters and
Jan Bart playing special hotel
dates for Bonds For Israel committee here.
Jerry Colonna- and Bert Lahr
house-guesting with Earl (Mad-

man) Muntz and
Joan Barton.

his wife, tnrush

Washington

-

.

.

By Lary Solloway
^Music

By

Florence S. Lowe
playing another

Carl Brisson
successful date

at

Statler

Embassy Room.
Marian Anderson concert
Hall

stitution

subject

Hotel
at Con-

of

loud

from crix.
Ankers-Loeb Productions named
rep here for Stanley Neal Productions, makers of special industrial
and TV .documentaries.
James A. Michener, author of
Tales of South Pacific" in town
Monday (16) to meet the press and
plug ^Return to Paradise," based
on Michener’s latest book.

plaudits

Victor J. Orsinger, 'chief Barker
of Variety Tent 11, will replace
Jerry Adams as International Canvasman at the Variety International

Convention in Mexico

Adams

is

moving

to Frisco,

leaving

shbw

biz

City.

and

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan
Eddie Sylk, discharged from the
Navy, rejoined' Ted Forrest combo,
at Big Bill's.
Issy Bushkoff, owner of New*
TOwn Tavern, Delair, N. J., injured
in auto crash in midtown Philadelphia.

Mickey

Carroll, of dance team
Mickey Carroll, inArmy special services

Grace and
ducted into
.

at Ft. Dix.

Arlene Francis was given testimonial luncheon at Lit Brothers
department store to kick off store

fashion show.
"Can-Can," new Cole Porter
Lincoln’s Circle Theatre stag- musical, will have a 7:30 openingnight
curtain for preem at Shuing "Guest in the House” under
direction of Karl Sittler for 13 bert, March 23.
Clarence Fuhrman, local dance
days.
Martha Bohlsen and Arnold Pet- band maestro, signed for fourth
erson preemed garden show on straight season as- conductor 01
after successful -kitchen Ocean City, N. J. Sommer Symp.

South American

WOWTV
series.

-Fatso

Marko, booked ; to share

Trumpet player Rafael Mendez comedy, chores with Roy Sedley

at

booked for Gering, Neb., concert Little Rathskeller,- left after first
17-18, his lone Nebraska ap- night of run when deal didn’t work

March

pearance.

out.

.

March 18, 195S

xC^neeJay,

PSrJEty

63

=

March 15
viving
brother.

OBITUARIES
*
WILLIAM

PAUL REMOS

E.

LEMUELS

in Fort Lee, N.J. Surare three sons and a

Mother,

84,

London Preps

of Charles Laugh-

.

*

I

i

M
*•

!

!

was
picture division of the. National
Archives in ^Washington. He lectured on him history at New York
U„ City College's Film Institute
and the U. of Southern California.
His biography of., Chaplin was
published by Henfy Schuman
1950. For many y,ears he had contributed to film journals and also
had arranged piano scores for sil-

m

ent films.

The Film Society is holding a
memorial service tonight (Wed.) at

Moreno Institute, N.Y.
mother and brother- survive.
the

His

PAUL LAMKOFF

.

business.

William

Coleman-

40,

outdooi

theatre owner in Erie, Pa., diec
March 1 of dancer in that city. He
was a partner of Joseph Gold ir
Star and Lawrence Park drive-ins

MILDRED *M. GLASS

Mrs. Mildred M. Glass, 42, former singer on KRLD and WFAA,
CRAVATH
Agnes Huntington Cravath, Dallas, died in that dtp March 13.
Father of Sammy Lanasa, drumformer concert and opera She left radio to become pub-ad mer with -Brad Hujjt’s orch ir
89,
singer, died March 10 in N.Y. She staffer at the Dallas Athletic Club. Pittsburgh, died at his home there
was the widow of Paul D. Cravath, In ^1346 she helped organize the March 9.
N.Y. attorney and music patron, Cipango Club and served as exwho was also president of the Met- ecutive secretary there until she
James TV Hamilton). 65, projecropolitan Opera Assn, from 1931 retired in 1948.
Survived by a daughter, three tionist in D. C. film theatres since
to 1938.
1909,
died in Washington Marc!
sisters
.and a granddaughter.
American-born,
Cravath,
Mrs.
12. He worked at Warner’s Uptowr
made her concert debut in Dres-

MRS. A. H.

Mrs.

den, Germany, before the turn of
the century. She also performed
in other German cities, London

MRS.

Theatre.

DUANE W. CROSSLEY

|

Mrs, Rose Adele Brault CrossMrs. Doria Irma Chandler, 46
concert singer, died March
and Paris before making her Amer- 15 in Boston. A lyric soprano, she assistant editor with the Academj
of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences
began
her
career
N.Y.
in
Philhar1945 with the
ican bow with the
Singers
monic Society. She retired as a American ^Ballad
and died March 12 in Hollywood.
professional after her marriage to toured the country twice with that
Father, 86, of Rose Marilyn
Cravath in 1892. She founded the group.
Husband, Duane W. Crosby, Frank, publicist of State Fair
[Little Theatre Opera Co. in 1930
iand was president of the N.Y. with whom she appeared in a joint Musicals, Dallas, died March 10
Opera Comique, which the com- recital in New Bedford, Mass. In in that city.
jpany had developed.
1948, survives.
A daughter and three grandWife, Jennie, 72, of Joe Morris,
children survive.
MME. M. MAZARIN
veteran vaude comic, died March
Mariette Mazarin, 79, French 11 iaN.Y*.
dramatic soprano, died Feb. 22 in
MATTHEW SMITH
France. Mme. Mazarin was best
Father, 88, of Bernard Simon,
Matthew Smith, 48, actor, died known
in the U.S. for her perform- legit pressagent,
died March 17 in
March 16 in N.Y. Smith, who had
ance in the title role of “Elektra,” Pine Bluff, Ark.
performed in a number of, Broadwhen it was preemed in 1910 by
way plays, received his early stage
Oscar Hammerstein at his cManGene V. Janklow, 37, Chicago
training in Utica and Pittsburgh
hattan Opera House, N.Y.
sales' manager for Columbia Recstock companies. Plays in which
Following the 1910 season she ord, died in Chicago
March 11.
fie appeared included “Merton of
went back to Paris 'and never rethe Movies,” George C. Tyler’s returned herevDaughter of James Hill, southvival of “Trelawney of the Wells,”
ern Illinois, salesman for Warner
Ziegfeld’s “Show Girl”; “The Bat,”
JAMES L. CROWLEY
Bros., died in St. Louis recently.
“The Cat and the Canary,” “Places
James L. Crowley, 79, partnered
Please” and “That Old Devil/’ He
in the Orchestra Bureau of PhilaHs in the Chicago company of delphia,
indie
booking -agency
The Road to RomeY with Grace
George and toured in “Design for owned by his son, John J. Crowley,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Newgard,
Living,” playing the Noel Coward died March 10 in Philadelphia.
His son Is also assistant .produ- son, Los Angeles, March 10. Fajrole. He was also in the
film version of “The Barretts of Wimpole cer at the Bucks County Play- ther is a sales executive _ with Inhouse, New Hope, Pa., and a for- terstate Television Corp."
Street.”
mer agent with the William Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Savage, son,
Wife and a brother survive.
office and Music Corp. of America. Chicago, March 1. Father is con-

j

ley, 35,
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NEWCOMB CARLTON

fi®

.N.Y.
4 to 1933-

1 118
.

'

He was

pr£xy„ from
and board chairman

*
*rom
1933 to 1943.

on was

In 1899 Carl-

made works

an ‘

Am

?rican
[p.« ?
Buffalo arid
1904

director for
Exposition in

JOSEPH DE BOBES

Mr. and

.

m
was named aJoseph RotUndo, 45, instructor in
the Westinghouse Elec& $.
Mfg. Co. He' went to ’Lori-. government and labor relations at
1 *^6 to serve
UnionCollege and former comas ^managing,
V

Mr. and Mrs. Otto Krenn, son,
Pittsburgh, March 7. Father is a
radio and TV announcer.

Mr. arid Mrs. Cliff Franz,, son,
Westing- mentator over WGY, Schriectady,
Father is
-a Western Un- and WPTR, Albany, died March 9 Pittsburgh, March 6.
ion vicepresidefit
in Schenectady. Wife, two daugh- with Bill LeRoy orch.
in 1910.
s n
three granddaughters, ters, a son, four sisters and a brothMr. and Mrs. Joe Gar&folo,
„* ?
x
"o sisters and a brother
er survive.
survive.
daughter, New York, March 15.
Father is an engineer at WOV.
J
0B
mestechkin
A.
K.
-biz
Mozutaclar,
show
89,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Barry, son,
To
Violinist; died benefactor, died March 10 in Los March 5, New York.
Mother 'is
[larch 14 in N.Y.
He had begn Angeles. Born in India, he be- actress Marcia Van Dyke* father
^nnected with the Imperial
citizen in 1903 is emcee-packager of '“Juvenile
American
opera
came
an
louse arid Ballet
bn St:
and retired in 1951, deeding nis Jury/^ “Life Begins at 80” and
forg m 1919- arid settled in the $20(7,000 home and amphitheatre
othtfr shows,
the
With:
Zintfo
the YMCA.
to
Enwmwf in theJRar East,
Mr. and Mrs. Page* Reeder,
p
Canada
^
id
daughter,
Baltimore, Feb. 26. FaMestechkin had perMrs, Mabel Monahan, 63, former
mth the State Symphony, vaude trouper, was murdered ther is engineer at WBAL*.
en
Mr. and Mrs. John* Coppinger,
Symphony
Society, March 9 at her home in Burbank,
c:
Soci
ty and Worcester Cai; t She was once a professional son,- College Park, Md., Feb. 23.
Q iri !
(estk-ai Sy
phony as well as for* roller skater and toured with het Father is theatre director at Marynu mho
be
/
f
adl ° networks.
husband on the Orpheum circuit. land U<^
Wifl
tiS T
lf ®
^reide Bos Mestechkin
Mr* and Mrs. A1 Hausman, son,
dn,
|lso
*'
a da ^hter arid
Widow, 71, of Francis Doublier, N.Y., March 10. ^Father is a pir si andchildren survive.
pioneer newsreel cameraman, died anist.
director of the
British
nouse. He became
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.
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director at ABC' Chicago.
Mrs..* Dori Kraatz, ^on,
Joseph De Bobes, 45, production Chicago, March 4. Father is on
'manager of the American Broad- Chi ABC-TV production staff.
casting Co/s advertising and proMr. and Mrs’. .Barre Shlaes,
motion department since 1950, daughter, San Diego, March 10.
died March 11 in N.Y. In 1941- he Parents operate Coast theatres. "
the
joined
National Broadcasting
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Fishell, daughCo., switching to* ABC in 1942.
ter, Hollywood, March 11., Father
"A brother and sister survive.
heads a public relations company.
tinuity

Newcomb

Carlton, 84, former
[President and
chairman-*' of tfie
board of the Western Union Telegraph Co., died March 13
in White
,

-

robes will have to go back^ihto wjfl he the midnight gala May 28
/*
cold storage.
.
at the, -Palladium, organized by the
There is no doubt that, toijfUsjt-; Actors-H Orphanage in association
wise, London can anticipate aj
with the Jewish National Fund.
ord season. Hotel rooms have^qp*’
hUhi now being finalized, .will
at a premium for months and .dyed*.; include ..{he top Anglo-U.S. talent
the more modest establishments* ayailcibleji
Film Interests Doing Specials
have - put out SRO notices.
So
acut£ has become the demand for
Film interests are also making
accommodation that out-of-town* their special Coronation efforts.
establishments
offering
are
to Apart from the extended newsreel
hquse thosd who cannot find lodg- coverage which the occasion justiing in London^ Resorts like Brigh- fies, two of the local majors, the
ton, which' is only an hour’s* train J. Arthur Rank group and Associjourney front here, are advertising- ated.. British Pictures, are producthe fact throughout the world, and ing fulf-length color films, the
other spots far more afield are also former using Technicolor and the
hoping they will get some share of latter, Warner color. In addition,
the tourist* overflow. One sugges- Movietone is doing a two-reeler in
tion that Coronation visitors might Gevacolor.
Newsreel flashes will be screenconsider making: a* daily air trek
from Paris to London is not taken ed throughout London and a
large slice of the country the same
seriously here.
While London and the .British night, while there will be full
resorts-will certainly be crowded, worldwide coverage the day after.
show biz toppers are still wonder- Prints, of course, will be rushed to
ing whether this will prove to be N.Y. for TV and theatre showing
a stimulant to the entertainment the day after the event.
biz.'
Those with vivid memories of TV Coverage an Endurance Test
For TV, the ceremony will be
what toojc place at the crowning
of George VI in 1937 prefer to the greatest endurance test since
the
British service was resumed in
it
take, a cautious line. Others say
will depend on the weather. -None- 1946. The program will be on the
air,
without a break, for at least
theless, the trade is proposing to
put its best foot forward, and' i? five hours and tele-cameras will
lining up top attractions which,; it cover every aspect of the events.
is hoped, will lure some of those They will be posted at Buckingham
much-needed dollars, out of, the Palace, mobile units will be dotted
along the route and telescopic
pockets of American tourists.
*
In the nitery Held, the emphasis lenses will be used for filming inwill naturally be on British per- side the Abbey. The cameras will
formers. The Cafe de Paris has give a closeup of all excepting the
lined up its top attraction, Noel most intimate religious aspects of
Coward, for a return engagement. the ceremony. Sound radio is using
He will open a week or two before an extended team of commentators
the Coronation, and will play and the program will be beamed to
through the peak period. The Cowr all parts of the world.
Plans are still being discussed to
ard name on the marquee, in normal circumstances, is more than facilitate a direct TV transmission
enough to justify putting up the to several parts of Europe. As the
ropes every night; the management Channel was bridged last year in
a telecast from Paris to London, it
is banking, therefore, on a season
that will top previous records. At. is known there are no technical
the Bagatelle in Mayfair, Harry obstacles in the way. One thought
Levene has signed Hermione Gin- has been to widen the field of
gold, who opens a month’s engage- vision and connect other European
ment in May, and will be followed capitals by microlink from Paris.
by the British cabaret debut- of American radio and TV networks
are also lining up individual covEvelyn Knight.
The Colony and Astor are also erage, but the facilities they can.
expect
are still a matter for deciusing a return date, their choice
bding Tessie O’Shea, who played sion by the Earl Marshall’s office.
The amount of additional lightthere last early this year and is
currently at the Palladium, where, ing, which will* be required in the
period, Abbey to meet the demands of the
Coronation
during the
TV and color cameras, is one of
Danny Thomas will top the bill.
the main headaches' for all cpnCoronation Specials
On the legit side, the Coronation cerned.
withtag is being used freely and
out much discrimination. Jack Hylton was the first to jump on the
Pix Losing
bandwagon, calling his current
Crazy Gang revue, “Ring Out The
in Continued from page
1
This
special.
Bells,” a Coronation
d^ened as far back as last Novem- the past few years, never befdre
ber, but the label was presumably has such a large "pool of personnel
justified by the appearance of the opened up all at once, as now due
.Gang in scarlet and ermine robes. to announced* “tapering off” of
The current Tom Arnold musical, Warners for a period studio hopes
“The Glorious Days,” which open- will “not exceed 90 days”; aned late last month, was obviously nounced “reorganizing” of persondesigned to capture some of the nel at 20th-Fox to permit regearCoronation fervor. Without any ing for all Cinema$cope producparticular reason, the Arnold-Emile tion: plus decrease of production"
Littler revue, “Three Cheers,” is at Paramount, Metro and RKO.
specially billed as a Coronation atShape of things at these studios
traction.
indicates
terrific
unerivployment
Straight theatre managements problem in film biz during spring
are also making their Coronation and summer, and the only industry
contributions. JEL M. Tenpent have technicians can turn to is Ty. TV
followed the pattern of their festi- exec say it’s logical that those who
val of Britain production by having prove valuable to the electronic
a topnotch cast for their special industry will be given every Inpresentation. “A Woman* of No Im- ducement to remain, particularly
portance” opened at „tfie Savoy re- the inducement of 52-week jobs.
cently with half-a-dozen front rank
performers in the cast. This formula was used when the company
staged “Writers of the Moon” for
Minna Jackter to Leonard Kahn,
the 1951 Festival. That show, with N. Y., March 15. Bride is * the
three headliners in the cast, is still daughter of Rube Jackter, assistant
one of the company’s bfg profit- general sales manager of Columbia
makers.
Pictures Corp.
Laurence Olivier had intended to
Patricia Billups to Porky Chedoffer a revival of Barrie's “The wi$k, Pittsburgh, Jan. 22 and just
Admirable Crichton/' but because revealed. Groom is on the
of complaints that the Coronation staff there.
scene would « be flooded with the
Nilda Raquel Colon to Lewis F,
Classics, has switched his 'plans Blumber&, March 14, New York.
and will’ produce Terence Ratti- He is the son of Universal Pictures
gan's new” comedy, “The Sleeping board chairman Nate Blumberg
Frince.” Olivier will co-star with and presently is in the TV field.
his wife, ViVian Leigh. The producJuanita Ogilvie to Pete? Claytion will bp under his own man- ton, Edinburgh, March 6. Bride is
*
a dancer in the English touring
agement.
Opening a week ahead of* tUb production of ^ “Call' Me Madam”:
Coronation will be the* latest groom is rita'ge manager of that
Broadway riiusical to hit London, show.
Barbara Anne Chappell to Rob“Guys and Dolls,” which is being
presented here by Prince Littler in ert Lee Garth waite, New York,
14. Hd’s an NBC staff proMarch
association- with Williamson Music.
ducer.
This preems at the Coliseum- May
Joyce Heilman, to Lt. (jg) San28, with Vivian Blaine and Sam ford A.^Bookstein, Albany, March
Levene repeating their Broadway 11. Bride is the daughter of N6il
roles.
Heilman, of the Heilman theatre
Another pre-Coronation event chain in upstate N.Y.
.

uel Navari, Pittsburgh exhibs, arid
Paul Lamkoff, 64, specialist in bf Mrs. Elmer Dattola, forrrifer theliturgical music,, died March 11 at atre owner, died at her home there
his ‘Hollywood home. He frequent- March 1.
ly functioned as technical adviser
on motion pictures, among them
Sidney Sugarman, Columbia Pic“The Jazz Singer” and “King of tures salesman in Pittsburgh for
Kings.” In' addition he was a can- more than 15 years, died recently
tbr and composed five symphonies. in Philadelphia, where he had
Some years ago he collaborated on liyed since retiring from the film
several pop tunes with L. Wolfe
Gilbert.
He leaves his wife, a son and
four daughters.
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William E. Lemuels, 62, former
ne JPeul Beimer, 69,
Paul Remos,
.i-eToy Boys (Paul Remos &), actor- and vaudevillian, died Feh.
Father, 94, of Erica Morini, conare one of the at- 21 in Los Angeles. Lemuels had cert
mVdiet aero act/
violinist and a former instrucappeared on Broadway in “The
SiSns at the Canadian National
tor at the Vienna Conservatory of
Dove” with Judith Anderson and
SSrtSfen's Show in Toronto died
Music, and of Albert Morini, a
Others of his N.Y. concert
SJLjJ 13 in Toronto following a Holbrook Blinn.
manager, :died March
at rehearsal of the Main Stem productions Included 11 in N.Y.'
'heart attack
vaude, mter- “Crimson Alibi” and “What Price
played
Remos
show.
Glory.”
His vaude performances
skate shows for many
fes and
A1 H. Haagen, 82, retired minincluded several appearances at
the Palace,. N;Y., with James Bar- strel, legit, vaudeville and film
^further details on Page 2.
ton, with whom he also made a se- player, died March 8 in Los Angeles. Wife, son and two grandsons
ries of film shorts.
THEODORE HUFF
Surviving are two brothers and Survive.
Theodore Huff (ne Edmund N? two sisters.
J* j“.) 47, film historian and
Mother of Gertrude Bromberg,
Chaplin,
biographer of Charles
pressagfent for the Chicago comSTANLEY* CONDRY
15 in Farmingdale,
pany
.of “Dial
died March
for Murder,” died
Stanley
Condry,
saxophonist,
in of a cerebral hemorrhage. At died March 10 in 50,
Boston after a in Chicago March 10,
his death Huff was
the* time of
heart
attack.
At
one
time
associat the
assistant casting directorWalter Hull, 68; founder of the
Cen- ated with “Doc” Eisenberg, pi- Juggling
Signal Corps Photographic
Nelsons, vaude act, died
oneer radio
there, he left
and had been work- the Hub iri maestro
ter in Astoria
the late ’20s to join Feb. 27 in N.Y, A sister and six
dealing
with
book
ing on a pew
various name bands in New York, brothers survive.
the history of motion pictures.
later shifting to the Coast where
From 1936 to 19$0 Huff held the he worked in pic studio house
Conrad C. Ulrich, 64, a vaude
position of assistant curator of the orchs. For the last few years, he performer for
years, billed as
0 40
Art
Film
LiModem
of
Museum
had been associated with Samoset “Chicago’s^ premier ventriloquist,”
brary. He was a member of the Hotel, Rockland, Me.
died March 16 in Chicago.
the
of
and
Film
Review
Board of*
Survived by son and daughter.
Society. During World War II he
Mother, 86, of Rudolph and Samassociated with the motion
i

Show'

for. 'Greatest

Continued

ton, actor, died March 14 at her
home in Scarborough, England.
Surviving are two other sons.
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REVOLT OF THE TV ADVERTISER
+

ABC-TV Reaching
Botger

for the Stars;

Sped; Eye

ABC's talent procurement mill
operating at full tilt to project
0
$10-20 Down-Front
the tele skein into the star time
Ray Bolger
for the fall season.
Legit Cushion
was signed this week, following
Robert W. Dowling, prez of City
a recent acquisition of Barry Sulowns a numwhich
Investment Co.,
Paul -Hartman,, Cesar Rolivan,
.ber of Times Square playhouses,
mero, Martin Block and George
plans emulating the Folies Bergere
Jessel, with deals in negotiation for
deep-cushioned, downof
idea
Danny Thomas, Joel Gray and
front pews, at a tilted scale, as
Kaye,
with
Danny
other names
to beat the scalping sitone
means
Betty Hutton apd’ Sam Levenson
uation.
He envisions that as a
mentioned as possible additions to
formula for all legit theatres where
.the fast-growing ABC star roster.
choice, down-front seats* fetch $10
Music Corp. of America and and more from the ticket brokers,
William Morris Agency are work- so why not just sell them openly
ing full time to conclude pacts for at the boxoffice?
Cl owns the
new properties for the web, follow- Fulton, ‘Victoria, Astor, 46th St,
ing its improved coin situation re- Coronet, Morosco and Bijou Theafrom the merger with tres..
sulting
United Paramount Theatres.
It would mean taking out the
aspect of the situimportant
An
conventional seats, losing some
ation is ABC’s concept of signing capacity, make them extra comthe star talent in "hard deals” that fortable divans a la ,the Paris rewill keep the prices of its packvue houses, and charge a $10 to
ages within “a reasonable range”
$20 tariff per.
advertisers
budgets

Pews

is

As B’way

and within
who have

of

been

beefing

about

prices. Approach is
“make every dollar count” by
giving the performers weekly

stratospheric
to
1

1

)

exposure in half-hour vehicles, (2)
concentrating on stars, stories and
rather than on the big
choruses and outsized productions;
and (3) going to film in some
cases, which reduces the cost to
each advertiser by spreading the
expenditure over the subsequent
scripts

Hop On

Hills

Pops as Gotham
Pitches Corn

runs.

The Bolger deal, a long-term expact via William Morris,

clusive

AM

covers both
and TV. The telefilm will be lensed on the Coast,
as- part of the formula of ABC’s
increasing the use of its western

Nashville,
is

17.

still

.

Robert M. Weitman, talent
and program veepee who
wrapped up Bolger, is currently on
set
(Continued on page 51)
facilities.

March

the capital of hillbilly music but there’s a powerful
trend growing here in favor of
This is
straight pop material.
making for an interesting development, insofar as the Tin Pan Alley
clan is trying to dig the country
angles at a time when the hillbilly

This

is

-

SIZZLING SEOUEL

l Dannys

veering in another direction.

is spotlighted by the
frequent visits of New York writers and publishers to this town
Tall Tip to Waiters:
Most of the top
in recent weAks.
folk artists are eager to get a look
‘Per Diem’ Check Lights at their pop material but the NewYorkers are only bringing down
Up So
Can’t Steal Brill Bldg, versions of hillbilly
(Continued on page 79)
Washington,- March 24.

You

;

A

major aid to nitery operators
keeping the waiters in line will
the new type check designed
by Bert Diem. It not only permits
the patron to see the amount in
nearly total darkness but foils any
in

,

attempts at erasure;. It Will no
longer be possible for a garcon to
hike the check and return the
amount to its original figure before
- going to the cashier.
That’s been a
custom in some clip-cribs in
various parts of the country.
.

The process
to.

calls

for the check

be coated with a phosphorescent
put into use,

material. Before it’s
cashier exposes the

coated end
under an activating light, and
check will remain luminous for
several hours if amounts and other
mfo, such as table numbers and
number of customers at that table,
are written in
a specially prepared
rca crayon.

‘Lifetime’

May

Reprise

As 3-D B’way Musical

Schenck-T odd 3-D on 65m; Big B’way
%

Legit Twins;

TO HUT SPRINGS
By GEORGE ROSEN

Homblow Heads Prod
By ABEL GREEN

Piaf and Peals’ B’way

One

of

show

biz’s best-kept se-

Out of last week's annual spring
crets reached its climax yesterday
Debuts in ‘7th Heaven’ (Tues.) with news of the setting up
meeting of the Assn, of National
Edith Piaf and her husband, of Magna Theatre Corp. and ToddAdvertisers, which invited a record
turnout of key agency-client execs Jacques Peals, are mulling making AO as a new third-dimension, widerepresenting virtually all the bigleague network TfV programming
and multi-million dollar appropriations, has come the storm warnings long anticipated in video over
the mounting cost of shows.
The Hot Springs, Va., gathering
of the nation's leading advertisers
found the presidents of the two
major TV networks, Frank- Stan.

their Broadway legituner bow in
the upcoming adaptation of “Seventh Heaven.” Rights to the drama

screen, production-exhibition organization of giant industry poten-

were acquired last week by Stella
Unger from producer John Golden.
The adaptation, which Gen. Lyman Munson, former production
chief in Europe for 20th-Fox and

Magna Theatre Corp., the production-distribution outfit, is headed by Joseph M. Schenck as board

tials.
.

chairman and George P. Skouras
as prexy. Arthur Hornblow, Jr., is
v.p. in charge of production/ Board
of directors includes Richard Rodgers, Oscar Hammerstein 2d, Edward Small, Lee Shubert, Charles

recently director -of TV operations
for NBlC, will co-produce with de-

CBS, and Frank Whftfe, of signer Harry Homer or Jean DalNBC, invading the “enemy^ caitip ryjrtple", is being" readied for comto tell their story as they sought pletion by December, when Miss
to justify the continued splurge of -Piaf. winds -her run at. the Verbig biz in TV. From the temper sailles, N. Y.
of the closed-door sessions, it was
apparent that both White and
Stanton were “on the spot.” They
^ame armed with effective' pres- Birth
ton, of

1

of a

entations, designed to prove that,
on a cost-per-thousand basis and
the ability to achieve stratospheric
60’s and 70’s in the rating sweepstakes, any major advertiser would
be out of his mind to ignore a medium of such impact.
But to the Madison Avenue fraternity returning to their desks
this week after the unprecedented

Name:

Hit Disk, Sticks,

N.Y. Cafe Date

Seligson, Prof, of Law at New
University;
Judge James
Landis, former Dean of Harvard
Law School; Micliael Todd, for
whom the process is named; Horn-

York

i

blow and Skouras.
Development, which observers
see as being of great significance
in the new era- of the larger screen
and depth pix,. was in the making
for quite some time, but the tipoff
came last week Ayhen the parallel
trading and price-upping of both
United Artists Theatres and AmerOptical Corp. was noted.
insiders then pieced together the whys and wherefores of
Schenck's resignation from his
ican

Trade

New York cafes are becoming
and critical Hot Springs bout with increasingly important in the deTV, there was an ominous lull be- velopment of record names. Agen- $150,000-a-year post as chief production exec at 20th-Fox, ostenfore the storm. For out of the cies, particularly General Artists
sibly to devote himself to his theasponsor conclave came the firm re- Corp. and the William Morris oftre interests.
solve ‘that “something’s got to be

fice,

are

now

plotting the engage-

done if we’re going to live with ments of wax potentials so that the
TV.” This week the agency boys singer will be playing New York
were already at work reappraising just about the time a hit record
(Continued on page 50)
is figured to reach its peak.
According to long-range plans
by the percenteries, a singer with
a rising disk must play such spots
as Town Casino,. Buffalo; Moe’s

Twofers

in

Again

Situation

Bus

—

4

To Hypo

3 Hits’

.

Main Street, Cleveland; Chubby’s,
Camden; Blinstrub’s, Boston, and a
few others where they can be seen
by teensters. After that circuit has
been' played, it then becomes mandatory that a N. Y. spot be found,

Broadway’s biggest revival success of the season are “twofers.’
The bargain device, which apparently outwore its boxoffice-perking
potency a couple pf seasons ago,
has had a spectacular comeback in
the last few weeks.

(Continued on page 79)

Coincidentally, reports of Todd’s
mysterious journeys to the AOC
headquarters at Southbridge, Mass.,
and his frequent visits tp Skouras
Theatres headquarters were noted.
(Continued on page 20)
'

Vorhaus and Barzman,
Cited in Probes,

Italo Pic Prod. Billing
of two film industry personalities
Bernard Vorhaus and

Names

—

Ben Barzman

limes’ Atkinson to London

Drop

—

who figured in the
Congressional probe of Red influence in Hollywood, have been
taken off the credit list of the-

Till May; Funke Subs Here Italo pic, “Luxury .Girls,” for its
Brooks Atkinson, drama critic of American
release
by
United
Three current Broadway shows
are riding along to profitable busi- the N. Y. Times, has gone to Lon- Artists.
It’s
understood
Vorhaus
that
didon
to
cover
the
theatre,
and
will
ness with the two-for-ones after
being about to fo^ at the regular file cabled reports on^ current West rected the film and Barzman wrote
in
Epd
shows
it
Rome.
While
their
names
as
well
write
his
as
$4.80 scale. In the' cases of, “Moon
He show up in the Italian credits, the
Is Blue,” at the Henry Miller, and Sunday columns from there.

“Once In a Lifetime,” Hollywood
satire which established Moss Hart
playwright (in “Fourposter,” at the Golden, the sailed last Saturday* (2i) on* the S.S. American listing has Piero Musas a Broadway
collaboration with George S. Kauf- shows were longrun hits that had America with his wife, novelist “setta as director and Enno Flaiano
man), may come back as a legit finally declined to approximate Oriana Atkinson, -and is due back as scripter. In the Italian version,
.

>

musical with 3-D overtones." Jule break-even 8 level. The third, the
Styne is planning it for Phil revival of “Children’s Hour,” had
Silvers and Carol Channing.
also dwindled at the b.o. after sevRewrite would concern itself eral weeks of profitable grosses.
On the basis' of the substantial
with the* current Hollywood cataclysm having to do with the 3-D gross jumps, all three shows are
conversion, paralleling the original now* set to continue indefinitely.
play’s plot, which concerned itseif Also' at least one other established
with the Hollywood upheaval when hit is set to go on twofers, and two
sound came into being. The new or three others are reported mullpremise would have to do with ing similar moves. In every case,
third-dimension. Kaufman has ex- the show in question meets the
pressed willingness to do the recognized specifications for suc(Continued on page 79)
•
J
rewrite.

-

May

Mussetta received credit as assist5 on the S.S. Constitution.
Before departing, the aisle-sitter ant director along with Vorhaus.,
submitted' a sealed ballot for his
Barzman also scripted “Enselections in the annual N. Y counter” which was made in Italy
Drama Critics .Circle awards for and involved a number of Amerithe best shows of the 'season. On cans cited by the House Un-Amerithe basis of his reviews, his votes can
Activities
Committee.
UA
are figured to be “Picnic*’ as the eventually dropped “Encounter”
best play, “Wonderful Town” as from its release list and it has had
best musical and “Love of Four no bookings in this country. The
Colqnels” as best foreign play.
AFL Film Council has* urged a
During Atkinson's absence, ban on pix made abroad by uncodrama editor Lewis Funke will operative witnesses ‘in Congrescover the Broadway openings.
sional film probes.
'

'
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May Have Been Some Commie Slants
In Pix, Scripjer Tells
By ABEL GREEN

The Douglas Touch

There was some intra-BCA comthat Victor’s $100,000 sponsorship of the Academy Awards
"bailed out the picture business.
Even if that were literally so, in

ment

age of the Academy Award
presentations last Thursday
night (19). but if listeners
caught more of the sense of
glamour and expectancy than
did the viewers, it was largely

an industry where TV versus Hollywood hasn’t been a big romance
exactly, the Thursday (19) night,
NBC-TV two-hour show was a
notable highlight. It paid off for
both industries. It was a bigleague
event, of the type which TV thrives
on. And it was a corking commercial for Hollywood with RCA-NBC
picking up the tab.
It put a high-powered glamor
party, heretofore limited to about
1,000 people, into the homes of 40to-50,000,000 Americans. It reflected the serious side of Hollywood,
its earnest endeavor for artistic
and scientific achievement in a
manner which no amount of writ-

ten wordage could ever attain.
This was not mere casual glamor
in a race for another laurel or
award. The 25th annual fete of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
Sciences, originating from the Pantages Theatre, Hollywood, mirrored
the soberer rewards that come
from achievement. The winners
are those selected by their colleagues to emerge as their peers,
at least in this single year’s span
of endeavor.
As a TV show it was socko almost all the way. As a show biz
contribution it is of inestimable
value, perhaps even beyond the
ken both of NBC-TV and of Holly-

Cantor Plug of ‘Mamie’

Radio might have taken a
back seat to tele in the covert-

who was

Douglas

Paul

Oldie Kicks Back on Pub writer, told the House
Un-Ann*?
The rare case of a music pub- can Activities Committee todav
lisher being embarassed by a plug (Tues.) at morning session of sec
ond day’s hearings in Federal Bide'
happened last week following the Lang
to

world event. Speaking quietly but tensely, in an uninterrupted flow of word-pictures,
he gave the event a dimension
in the mind of the listener
that the teleyiewer, with the
reality of the picture before
him on his screen, couldn’t
c^tph.
It

was a much-overlooked
eventful
an
of

highlight,
occasion.

Chan.

Judge (His Wife Is Drama

1

the

oldie,

“My

-

HORACE HEEDT

'

FOR LUCKY STRIKE
JOHN LEER

Under Personal Management
111 Fifth Ave.,

New York

Johnnie Jolts ’Em
In

London Debut

London, March 24.
Johnnie Ray’s British -bdw provoked a series of unprecedented
scenes with his opening at the Palladium here yesterday (Mon.). Fans

swarmed aroiind the theatre

be-

earned a tribute in the Congressional Record via an insert by Rep.
B. W. (Pat) Kearney of N. Y. In
citing Cantor’s activities “to unite
the American people,” Kearney
said, “this is probably the only
country in the world where freethinking
citizens

and

may

Of

fore

using constitutional grounds,

pavmg way for committee to recommend contempt citation. Gordon

emphasized several times that
he
left the party and would
not

had

contribute “to the hatred on
either
side.f’

independent-acting
refer to the First

Pressed for an explanation

adamant stand,

of

the

•

'

i

agree on this truth*”

.

,

AURA

Became Member in ’43
Lang told the committee he became member early ui 1943, shortly after becoming a screen writer
following a career as filling station
attendant, sailor, drygoods clerk,
cartoonist for Screen Gems. He*
started at Metro in 1941 with
“Yank on Burma Road.” After attending an indoctrination course
with Carl Foreman, Sol Barzman
(brother of writer Ben Barzman)
and writer Lou Solomon, he eventually was transferred to the writers group. Indoctrination group
was taught by Michael Wilson,
Oscar-winning scripter last year for
“Place in the Sun,” nominee this
year for “Five Fingers” and recent-

had been working on contro(Continued on page 20)

ly

END

PERVADED

of hi*

Gordon replied
Land by her first hesitantly, “I believe ‘that there &
name.” “Mamie” was dedicated to only one truth; that God is an
acPresident Dwight D. Eisenhower’s tive morai force. That is the
only
wife on the TV show but actually truth. Everything' else is
colored
was written in 1941 for the legit by self-mtferest but both sides
can

Lady

and after his shows, with this
unique enthusiasm prevailing dur- musical, “Eygh Kickers.”
ing both his opening day shows.
Tilth’ Claim; Okay to Sex Ray is easily London’s biggest vocal hit with management forced
Vancouver; March 24.
to add an extra Saturday matinee Bigger Entry List Of
wood.
County Court Judge James A_ to cope with advance demands
Prelude to 'Going Steady’
which
already
newspaper
insure
a
sellout
for
If TV "bailed out the picture McGeer, husband of a
U. S; Films at Cannes
business” it was a terrific gesture. drama critic, today gave judicial his run. Act appears to be a model
More likely Hollywood gave TV a okay to sex on the stage “as long of showmanship and exceeded exHints Greater Festival
pectations*
value far in excess of the 100G
dramatized,” as he
Paris, March 24.
Tony & Eddie/ the record act, rewhich RCA paid the Academy (plus as it is properly
Favre Le Bret, prexy of forththe $150,000 additionally for the granted the appeal of seven per- ceived an ovation and others on
Cannes Film Festival,
time, ads, etc.). Certainly, it dram- sons convicted of putting on an in- -the layout include comedian Max coming
atized the future course of show decent performance of "Tobacco Wall, Andrea Dancers, comic Hal April 15-29, claims the list of U. S.
Monty; Lucienne, Bob & Ashour, entries in the fete show's the
biz on how TV and pix must “go
last month.
dance combo; Vogelbein’s Bears,, greater interest that American
steady” whether they like it or Road” here
police
court
aerialist Tosca de Lac and cyclists companies are taking in it. During;
The
upset
a
result
not. RCA got into the picture as
sponsor only after three studios decision that the Everyman The- Evy & Eveitb.
his recent trip to America he
'(Continued on page 25)
stressed that it was important to
•
atre group had put on a "lewd and
enter films of top calibre. Ameriobscene” play catering to “a large
can entries are “I Confess” (WB),
live in Heidt ‘American Way’
people
who
number
of
“Come Back, Little Sheba” (Par)
LACKADAISICAL
“The Sun Shines Bright” (Rep),
filth,” and cleared, the way for a
.In N.Y. Preem Tonight
“Peter Pan’MRKO), and “Julius
stock company to reopen the show.
N. Y.
Caesar” (M-G). Entry of the latJudge McGeer, whose dramaMore than 600 invited guests,
Prior to World Tour ter depends* on whether intricate
about 90% of capacity, witnessed critic wife, Ada, of the morning
Horace Heidt has New York subtitles are ready.
the New York end- of the Oscar News Herald, reviewed the producLe Bret said he heard the opinpremiere of his musical show, “The
ceremonies Thursday (19) at NBC’s
tion as “lively fare,” said he American Way,” at Carnegie Hall ion expressed in America that the
International Theatre in Columbus
fete is a sort* of entente between
Circle. Made up of possible award wouldn’t object to the portrayal of tonight (Wed.). Show, aimed at putwinners, their friends, working a bawdy house on stage as long as ting over the American way of Italy and France as far as prizes
life through music and personali- are concerned. He denied- this.
press and other newspaper and it was properly done.
ties, is scheduled for a four-month
Festival prizes are more impormagazine reps, NBC and RCA exEveryman producers said* they tour of the world, beginning July 1, tant commercially on the Conecutives, show biz celebrities and
planned to take the production on and has backing of the U. S. Air tinent than in the U. S„ and Le
film company flacks, the audience
the road in Western Canada and Force and the State Department.
Bret gave the example of the
sat calmly, almost lackadaisically,
possibly into the U. S* Pacific
Entire cast o£ 60 in Heidt troupe French pic,„ “Forbidden Games,”
as the' TV spotlight went to a sucNorthwest.
will make international-friendship which won the grand prize at the
cession of Hollywood winners at
Police court trial, which saw 36 tour, with stops at Tripoli, Austria, last Venice Film Fest. It had a
the Coast end of the cable.
Watching the proceedings from witnesses, including author Erskine Japan, Korea, India and Bran. Idea moderate commercial run before
Caldwell,
a rabbi and a United came from Heidt’s trip to Europe the prize. But on later release,
scattered television sets- in the
orchestra and via large screen visi- Church .minister, defend the pro- two years ago, when maestro gave after the kudo, biz was way ahead
for
shows
German of its initial run.
duction;
ended in a conviction Feb. friendship
ble only in the balcony, the New
York interest perked up somewhat 13. Crown prosecutor Gordon Scott civilians and found Russians had
Cannes Festival ruling stresses
as Boris Vermont rushed to the depended, on testimony of two po- 15 troupes in competition.,.
that pix must have been made durstage to accept from Frederic licewomen, a detective and three
ing the preceding year, have not
March an award as producer of private citizens, all of whom were
been distributed in a foreign coun"Light in the Window,” named the sent to the play by Chief Constable
IN try or have©been entered in any
top one'-reel short subject. With Walter Mulligan after anonymous
other film competition to be eligithe entrance of Shirley Booth at complaints to him.
ble for the fete. Subtitling of all
RUSS
11:03 p.m., the audience reaction
By agreement between Scott and
pix is also a pre-requisite. There
assumed a rabid rooting aspect as defense lawyer Tom Dohra, the
Toronto, March 24.
will be 30 films In the running
if a dangerous hitter had come to same evidence was read from tranDon Cornell has been tabbed to this year. Jury will award one
bat in a crucial moment of a base- scripts to Judge McGeer.
The star in the proposed filming of the grand prize for the best long film,
ball encounter. The New Yorkers, jurist said since he hadn’t seen the “Life of Russ Colujnbo,” and will
and six other prizes on the variwith only one hit, a scratch one play, he had, to depend on the wit- leave for the Coast this summer, ous
esthetic and technical aspects
at that, had seen many scoring nesses, who° were overwhelmingly according to dicker with Milton
of a film as they see. fit.
(Continued on page 25)
in favor of the defense.
Rackmil, president of UniversalLe Bret reported that so far the
International, and prez of Decca
Americans who have accepted inand Coral records, to which Cornell vitations are
Arlene Dahl, Fer9
is under contract.
3/25
nando Lamas, Lana Turner, Olivia
Rackmil is reported currently De Havilland,
Joseph Mankieclearing title on story rights with
wicz, Alfred Hitchcock and Frank
the Golumbo relatives.
Capra. All U. S. pic people now on
Enclosed find check for $
the continent will automatically be
invited. Le Bret feels that this
Please send VARIETY for
y*".

Critic) Clears ’Road’

of films was done in “subtle
man
ner.” However, in* response
to df
rect question from: Ren.

Sweetheart

Mamie,” his Sunday (15) CBS-TV
Morean
“Colgate Comedy Hour” stanza.
M. Moulder (D., Mo.)* he empi ,
la
Trade execs were watching* to see sized
that he was unable to eit*
ue
whether such a major TV plug any instances.
could put over a song but the test
Lang was the* second witness of
was hurt by the fact that Chappell the day, having
been preceded bv
Music, publishers of the Bert Julian
Gordon, who laid foundaKalmer-Harry Ruby tune, had no tion for a contempt
charge bv ••re"
copies 'of the tune on hand. Chap- gretfully”
declining to, answer
pell ordered a rush print job in the committee
questions regarding hi*
wake of jobber demands for sheet party membership.
Gordon ad-'
music.
mitted he had been a member
but
Cantor plug declined to elaborate. He
Meantime,
the
avoided

re-

AM

'

declared attempted slantine

big ride which Eddie Cantor gave

.

sponsible.

Douglas, handling the
end of the commentary, did a
job that any of the topflight
announcers of today could
* well envy.
An old hand at radio, the thesp brought to the
occasion all the excitement
and tenseness of a major

House Panel

Hollywood, March 24
There may have been instance*
of Communist propaganda in
film*
but “I cannot say for sure,” frinnri
ly witness David. A. Lang,
screen

\

Mugg’s ‘Variety’ Wordage

>

DON CORNELL TO STAR
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‘
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Dally’ News columnist Ed Sullivan and the Daily Mirror’s
(and Hearst-syndicatecU Walter Winchell was reflected In
an offbeat manner Sunday (22)
on Sullivan’s “Toast of the

Town” on CBS-TV.'
Program had a skit from the
recently folded “Two’s Company,” in which a pioppet star

who supposedly

doesn't

know

anything about showbiz calls a
columnist. Broadway version
had the moppet saying, “Get
me Walter Winchell.” On tele,
it was, “Get jpe Ed Sullivan.”

renewed

festivals,

American

interest

in

both through attending

personalities and entering of top
films will make this an international affair.

AB-PT Shrinks Stock
American Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres is shrinking its
outstanding
stock ahead
already
$262,400 to
of the issue

cumulative preferred
of schedule, the outhaving shelled out
acquire 16,400 shares
on the open, market.
AB-PT is obligated to reduce
the issue 4% annually via calls or
market buyups.
fit

Translated Into Swedish, So

He Scrams Smorgasbord
By BOB

CONDON
Stockholm.

The

jig is up!

translating

my

Someone has been

Variety pieces

into

Swedish and so I am leaving Stockholm and returning to the Gaiety
smorgasbord and the Sardi round
table.

My sense of humor about the
climate and the conditions here has
caused some measure of resentment in some circles and a large
measure among the bathing suit
manufacturers association.
I’d like to give a

few

tips to any-

one who is thinking of journeying
here for some well spent time and
where a .buck goes further than a
Joe E. Lewis vamp. Since the
crown is the standard monetary
unit and since you get, five crowns
for one Americano dollar, it is easy
to see

did

why

I stayed as long as I
I have spent the

—but now that

buck

like a fool these past four
months. I’ve got to go home.
Evidences of spring are counting
the house through a hole In a curtain of snow here * ond it bodes

well for the big celebration this
coming summer. The city of Stockholm will be 700 years old—no\V
what can you buy for a city that
has everything? In connection with
this septuacentennial they have
planned all kinds of tourist lures
including girls in summer dresses.
As soon as the Coronation is finished in London, Stockholm will
take center stage for a birthday
that will last six months-^-some
fool forgot the actual date.
The people here are very polite,
they, like Americans by apd large
and seldom have their hand out.
Tipping is still considered a polite
gesture for services rendered and
a warm smile always goes with the
acceptance. The food is wonderful
and if it swims you’ll eat it eventually.
The national liquors are
strong though rationed for private
use but visitors -can get ample sup(Continued. on page 20)

\

AND THE

3-D

R.O.
Scramble Seen for Markets

Distrib

Cinemascope, Metrovision, Paravision, Natural
Todd-AO with glasses, without .glasses, wide-screen,
vision
optical gadgets—-whatever is the uniform
Inncave screen, new
no disputing that, from left field, has come
pnd-result, there is
hypo to the b.o. that Hollywood has been groping for.
cinerama,

Left

Open by 20th Big-Screen Switch

that

at least, they're talking

last,

At

anew about

pictures.

confusion of claims by this or that system, and
•rhe continued
on the horizon, have not clouded the main
orts of others
that, once again, the public is film-minded.

issue

speeds" in the recording industry three or
The “battle of the
ago achieved one undeniable thing—it put a new focus
phonograph platter business. There was plenty of conon the
over 78s, 45s and 33s, and the merchandizing
fusion there, too,
attendant tooling-up for the new gadgets,
impact, despite the
extraordinary economic hypo.
resulted in an
four years

Like the diskery biz, records always had
So with pictures.
with Hollywood's recent crop of 2-D product.
duality, and so
strive for and achieve such a high
industry
an
did
Never before
quality product. Still it took an admitted
batting average of
from letf field, “Bwana Devil," to revolutionize Holly“dog,”

wood thinking.
Those grosses art undeniable. Cinerama's much slicker impact
by its limitations, until Monday's Detroit
was overshadowed a bit
stand. Hollywood still looks upon
opening, to the gne Broadway
Cinerama as something separate arid apart—Jaqk Warner says
Circus,
a mammoth show in a class
Ringling
“that's like the
” but when “Bwana," right in Hollywood’s back yard,
by itself
The rest is
'those unbelievable grosses, that was it.
realized

history.

brief reprise, also for the record, that once
It is historical, as a
Hollywood—like sound, which
aea in an exterior force hypoed
like Technicolor, which is a
was thrust upon the industry;

laboratory not
and so

servicing

plus-factor

spawned ‘from within the Hollywood

with this third-dimension excitehoped that maybe one day, let us say the next
filmmaking, will be something developed from

technical ranks;
ment. It is to be
to-

it is

within the industry.

along,
But the pix biz wiil never sneer at anything that comes
in the nick. It is pleasant to
like a pardon frofci the governor,
within and without the
note that despite all the pros and cons,
immediate new boxoffice
trade it has at leasts achieved an
they’ll
be with 'us for a long
dimension, even for the flatties and
both in the domestime. There are too many theatre potentials,
celluloid not to attract
tic and overseas markets, for conventional
Abel,
beaucoup customers.
.

Par $1,000,000 Jackpot Likely

‘Sheba Via

Academy Award
Cecil

of

Oscar spotlighting

Sheba” is spelling much added
Company
moola for Paramount.
execs say there’s no scientific way
to figure actual dollar values, but
publicity via
the unprecedented
radio and television and the public’s “want-to-see”
interest in the
films, as already evidenced, should
ditional

$750,000 to $1,000,000 adrevenue.

offered as conservathe totals could go
substantially higher.
It's pointed
out that NBC’s two-hour telecast
These are

tive

Payoffs

B.-f

Show on
“Greatest
DeMille’s
Earth” and Shirley Booth for her
apparance in “Come Back, Little

result in

on ‘Show,’

.

Blind Article

Omalla, March 24.
Empress Theatre, Fremont,
has a new gimmick that’s
boosted midnight show
grosses.

Spot advertises four
group

films, saying one of the
will be shown.

Last week’s choice was between “Come Back, Little
Sheba,” “Niagara," “Off
Limits" 'and “Stars Are Singing."

figures;

had tremendous audience impact
and general press space given the
ceremonies was unusually big because of the public interest
by TV.

More important,

created

are
year the
in Paris"
Metro, dollar-'
probably,

High Cost of 3-D
Color Prints New

the trade factors.
Last
top honors for “American

meant nothing to
wise,
since that pic had been
played off and a reissue would
have been in conflict with another
M-G musical, “Singing in the
flam,” which was in circulation at
that time.

Show"

‘‘Greatest

has

played

».000 dates

so far and Par figures
additional; Company has
prints in actual use this week,

(Continued on page 22)

GOLDWN FORMS C0RP.
FOR REISSUING OLDIES
oamuel

Hollywood, March 2
Golc^wyn
Product
'

as

organized

a

new

coi’po

Jvfn?

which bears the produi

wKitu

maiden name and thrc
some Goldwyn oldies

hpin<»

Jw cset

.

p
utirtn

is

* or

reissue,
(Mrs. Frances) Ho\
Rne for re-dis
‘‘

11005, * n

are

The

Real Glory," (
Conn
.
P
starrer of 1939, and “I
ce« Q
Pi rate," made in
* lth Bob
with
n
Hope in the lead.
,

'

Industry Problem
cost of prints for 3-D color
seen as ,an important factor
in speeding industry research for
stereo systems using only one film
such
Several
projector.
and
methods are currently in the works,
but none has been successfully
demonstrated.
Print problem is a double-edged
one, affecting both distribs and ex-

High

pix

is

Distribs other than 20th-Fox see

With Warner Bros,, Metro, 20thFox and Paramount operating on

20th’s Stock Spurt

a curtailed production schedule
as they await public reception to
3-D and wide-screen developments
before determining their future
courses, exhib concern is mounting regarding the availability of
product for theatres during the
waiting or possible changeover period. Concern, however, seems unwarranted, since a healthy backlog

Cinemascope,
been
stirring

which
has
considerable
York’s Wall
St. area, is credited by financial observers as being virtually the sole factor behind the
sharp rise in 20th-Fox common
stock issue.

comment

.

Indecisive state of indie produc-

with

in
shoot in

latter

whether to
Cinemascope,

has

quandary
flat, 3-D or
a

caused

also

to themselves, for a: limited time at least, over 20th’s Cine-

maScope

They won-

operations.

der what’s to prevent them from
,

moving

the market vacuum,

into

both domestic and foreign, which
20th
its
full-scale
creates
via
switch to the big-screen process.
Theatres not equipped for CinemaScope, but which play 20th’s conventional 2-D product, will have to
look to other companies to fill the
programming void left by 20th ’s
conversion.

Twentieth’s volume of business
to about $92,000,000 in domestic rentals and remittable earnings from abroad and, it’s figured,
a good portion of that coin may
be tapped by rival distribs in the
2-D-to-CinemaScope transition pe-

amounts
j

some uncertainty. Only Columbia
and Universal, although recognizing the 3-D era, are maintaining
unchanged production slates. In
fact, Col has announced plans for
an upped shooting schedule, with
a tentative slate of 25 pix from
now to October. RKO’s output is
still uncertain, although studio activity has recently resumed.
Counting indie product slated
for United Artists release plus the
available completed and workingon product of the aforementioned
filmeries, a survey reveals a total
of 196 pictures set for channeling
to theatres. Of course, this number
of available pix can be increased
by including the- product of Republic, Allied Artists, English imports, and the dubbed films of
Italian Films Export. The 196 pic-

(Contnued on page

New

Twentieth shares hit a new
high yesterday (Tues.) on the.
N. Y. Stock Exchange, closing at $19 for a 50c. gain. Low
for the year was $10.50.

exists.

tion,

in

some gain

78)

Exhibs

riod.

Disney on Tan,’

16m School Sale
RKO,

as the distributor, and
Walt Disney, c as ‘the producer of
“Peter Pan,” were on the receiving end of exhib blasts yesterday
(Tues.)
on two counts one involving the sales policy on “Pan"
and the other regarding the sale
of 16m films to schools and similar
outfits in areas where the distrib
has 35m customers and where the
Disney film is being peddled.
Burned at what it terms “confiscatory deals" on “Pan,” the board
#

—

,of

Mull Techni-Chromatic

Rap RK0,

directors

of

Allied

Theatre

Owners of New Jersey declared
that RKO-Disney policy “has made
exhibitors wonder it it’s worth-

Twentieth is figuring on theatres
by the thousands retooling for
CinemaScope, with release of “The
Robfe" next fall giving impetus to
the conversion. But the company’s
top product now plays around 14,000 domestic theatres, and it’s seen
likely that a substantial number of
these will remain in the 2-D busi-

ness for some time following advent of the new system. These
will be the ones eyeing output of
other distribs to make up for the
loss of 20th.

Foreign market presents an
(Contihued on page 68)

irn»

PAR SHELLING OUT 75G
FOR UNPRODUCED PLAY
Paramount

is

putting up unusu-

Tie for Tinted TV Use
while supporting Disney in the ally tall coin for “Sabrina Fair,"
Hollywood, March 24.
purchase of his regular cartoons." which property the company ‘acMerger of

Technicolor Corp! and
Chromatic Television Laboratories
has been projected here. Details
are being kept under wraps, but
apparently the amalgamation is designed to pave the way for Techni’s
entry into the TV field in anticipa-

Citing a letter addressed to
schools and signed by Phil Hodes,
branch manager, Jersey Allied charges that Disney subjects
are being offered that are not
available to exhibs.
In addition,
the exhib org says that the 16m
tion of tinted telecasting.
customers have been notified that
Chromatic, which is 50%*owned prices for the narrow-gauge prodby Paramount, for some time has uct have been lowered. “In view
been demonstrating for TV reps its of Disney’s deal for exhibitors,"
three-color, direct-view TV tube the Jersey outfit states, it’s curious
which can receive either tinted or to note that he favors non-theatriblack-and-white images. It was in- cal accounts as against men who
vented by Ernest O. Lawrence.
(Continued on page 20)
’

RKO

National Boxoffice Survey
Mild Weather Blamed for Uneven Trade; ‘Sheba

New Champ,

1

Academy

voting, this pic easily
soared to top position. Playing in
some 16 keys, the Booth-Burt Lancaster starrer racked up trade that
ranged fyom trim to terrific in

oke in Denver. “Glass Wall" (Col
rated drab in Frisco, “Ma and
Pa Kettle on Vacation" (U) did big
biz in Providence.
“Quiet Man" (Rep), brought back
to cash in on Oscfcr award, did

“Blue Gardenia" (WB) finished
great in Wash.. “Bad and Beautiful"
(M-G) is good in Philly.
“Anna" (IFE) continued nicely in
N.Y. on longrun.

“Above and Beyond" (M-G), still
good on extended-run in N.Y.,
Disney), first last week, finished
shapes fine in Montreal. “Angel
second.
(RKO- Face" (RKO) was disappointing in
“Hans C. Andersen"
Goldwyn) captured third position Pittsburgh and St. Louis. “Member of Wedding" (Col) did nicely in
while “I Confess" (WB) was fourth.
“Peter

•Pic is to be made for release in
the fall of 1954 as a starring vehicle for Audrey Hepburn.
The
play is being' skedded for presentation this fall (’53), with John
Fearnley indicated as the producer.

Trade Mark Registered

FOUNDED. BY SIME SILVERMAN

Pan"

.

(RKO-

arty houses..
“Moulin Rouge" (UA) landed fifth several
“Mississippi Gambler” (U) looms
money, with “Naked Spur" (M-G),
good
in
Boston. “Ivanhoe" (M-G),
hibitors. It’s likely to become more sixth.
hotsy in Cincy, is mild in Portland,
pronounced if and when 3-D hits
“City Beneath Sea" (U) wound
Ore. “Androcles and Lion" (RKO)
its stride and grosses on the depth up seventh, with “Jeopardy" (M-G)
pix come down to normal levels, a close eighth. Latter was inclined is okay in Chi.
“Tonight We Sing" (20th) shapes
where the economy factors are to be uneven in some 10 engageonce again brought into play.
ments in keys covered by Variety. slow in K.C. “Thunderbirds" (Rep)
big in N.Y. for second
continues
Example of What distribs can ex- “I Love Melvin" (M-G) captured week.
“Destination"
spot while
pect is set by United Artists, which ninth
“Breaking
Sound Barrier" (UA)
so far has spent $400,000 on more Gobi" (20th) was 10th. “The Star"
is rated stout in K.C. “Confidentithan 700 prints for its “Bwana (20th) and “Battle Circus". (M-G)
Connie"
ally
(M-G) shapes mild in
Devil." This is double the usual were runner-up films.
(20th), Indianapolis.
Lady"
“President’s
number of prints ordered on a
“Desert Legion" (U) looms oke
was
lively
with
session,
3-D
this
Present
launched
release.
good
Minneapolis.
in
“Man Behind
glasses requires two synchronized in Wash, and okay in Baltimore.
Gun" (WB) is doing all right in
projectors and polarized glasses at “Lili" (M-G) continued smash -in
Detroit.
the theatre end. A Technicolor- N.Y. on second round at the arty
( Complete
Boxoffice Reports
manufactured print costs $533 and Trans-Lux 52d Street. “Seminole"
on Pages 11-13)
L.A.
and
in
stout
Was
new,
also
(U),
(Continued on page 29)
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spots.

rights plus an additional $15,000
for Taylor to do the screenplay.

‘Pan 2d, ‘Hans’ 3d, ‘Confess’ 4th

Mild weather and only a few
new, big pictures again will make
biz at first-runs very spotty currently. The most encouraging feature in many key cities covered by
Variety was the manner in which
the Academy Awards gave not
only Oscared pix a fillip but aided

most

quired in the past week. It’s an
unproduced play by Sam Taylor,
and Par is paying $75,000 for the
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Its Practicality

By JOE SCHOENFELD

screenings of its new wide-screen,
stereophonic sound process, Cinemascope, here 'Saturday (21) to
\khat appeared to be a majority
opinion among professional picture-makers that it represented a
major step forward in film production and* exhibition. There were
some reservations, but they were
more than outweighed by the enthusiastic ‘‘yeas/*

last -Friday (20) in

It
Paramount ad-pub chief Jerry PIckman, figuring Shirley
Booth as cinch winner of the
Academy Award for her spot
in “Come Back, Little Sheba,”
.sent a brief clip from the film

.

telecasters

•

On Theatre TV,

a tremendous improvement over
the current screen size. While it
doesn’t have anywhere near the
depth illusion' of Cinerama, it has
much greater practicality in production 'and exhibition. Viewed in
this light, and on the basis of the

Filmites Claim

(Metro).
Color: Winton
(Rep); Argosy.

Washington, March 24.
The motion picture industry let
go with both fists last week at the
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. in the latest round of a “battle
of petitions” to determine who will

Exhibs Don’t Mind
\

presentations,

over NBC’s TV and
radio networks last Thursday night
carried

as

Story and Screenplay: T. E. B. Clarke, “The Lavender Hill Mob”
Rank Presentation-Ealing Studios.
Best Cinematography
Black-and-White: Robert Surtees, “The Bad and the. Beautiful”

.

Oscars Belt B.O.;

Academy Awards

(Metro).
(UI); J. Arthfcr

controversial

is

offers far

more

.

furnish transmissions service for
theatre tele. Replying to the telephone company’s opposition to its
'“compromise proposal” for a specialized theAtre TV service, the industry told the Federal Communications Commission that AT&T
just doesn’t want anybody else in
the TV transmission field.
Contentions by AT&T that it is
qualified to handle theatre TV requirements, the industry declared,
“reveal, if there Jias been any
doubt, the philosophy underlying
the telephone company’s position,
namely, that no restricted or limited common carrier, or for that
matter nq carrier of any description, other than AT&T, should be
authorized to furnish a theatre TV
transmission service.”

shift

of

Befcfc

Kramer, prod.

Best Film Editing

Elmo Williams and Harry Gerstad, “High Noon” (UA);
Kramer, prod.

5

First quarterly dividend following the. split of Warner Bros, into
separate picture and theatre com-

Pictures, Inc., and Stanley Warner
Corp., shareholders received $1 per
year or 25q. a quarter from the

Cinerama has a terrific advance
being sold out for the next
three weeks. The Music Hall here
was given
complete facelift in
addition to ’ installation of the
gigantic Cinerama screen. Detroit
date is the first use of the new
semi-portable Cinerama projection
booths. Cost of readying the theatre for Cinerama was less than

combined

$40,000.

panies

was

declared

yesterday

(Tues.) by the board of the pic
firm, with stockholders voted 30c.
per share, payable May 5.
Prior to divorcement and estab-

lishment of the new Warner Bros.

the

outfit.

screen. Don Hartman, studio production chief, emphasized that the
process they were viewing involves
no production problems. It is a

Under terms 6£

stockholders received a
half a share in each of the new
companies for each share of the

lens attachment combined with a
wider screen, permitting greater
size to existing pictures.

This is the process first revealed
(Continued on page 22)

sale,

N, Y. to Europe
Claudio Arrau
Brooks Atkinson

split,

combined former

outfit.

Should

the theatre outfit be as liberal in
Its dividend payoff, stockholders
obviously will realize -a gain over
the former parent corporation’s
rate.

Metro assigned Howard Keel to
co-star with Kathryn Grayson in
“Kiss Me Kate..” They were teamed
previously in “Show Boat” and
“Lovely to Look At.” Picture is
Metro’s first filmusical in the 3-D
process and starts April 20.

C. P. Skouras’ Further Buy.

Charles P. Skouras, National
Theatres prez, is continuing his
stock market plunge via investments in N-T’s common stock.
Skouras has purchased an addi-.
tional 7,700 shares .of the stock,
bringing his holdings to a 19,410
total.
The N-T issue has shown
strong gains over the last several
months, jumping from $3:37^ to
the present price of over $6.

Boris Vermont, prod.
Two-Reel: “Water Birds” (RKO), Walt Disney, prod.
Cartoon: “Johann Mouse” (Metro), Fred Quimby, prod.
Irving G. Thalberg Award
Cecil B. DeMille for Meritorious Production.

Best Foreign Film
( Honorary Award)
“Forbidden Games” (French), Arthur Mayer-Kingsley,

Special

Bob Hope:

Murdo McKenzie
Yehudi Menuhin
Bill' Morrow

i

I

L. A. to N. Y.
Maxwell Anderson
Binnie

Barnes

Charles Coburn

David Niven
Mrs. James E. Perkins
Molly Picon
Richard Thorpe
Joe Venuti

Bea Wain
Robert Whitehead

Story Properties in 35c
Pre-Sold Paper-Books

Billy Daniels
Ernie Flatt
John C. Flinn

company to buy an original
published in a 35c paper-book edi20th-Fox now is looking for
more of the same. Reasoning is
that it was a mistake to ignore the

Arthur Freed
Huntz Hall

cheap editions, and that a studio
has a lot to gain from lensing a

Rita Hayworth

novel that’s already had wide

First

Wendell Corey

tion,

James Wong Howe

'

20th Looking for More

:

Robert Benjamin
William Berke
Mort Blumenstock

Art Jacobs
Lew Kerner
Phyllis Kirk
Lisa Kirk
Richard Levine
Parke Levy
Harry Meyerson
Carmen Miranda
Sam Nathanson
David Niven
Otto Preminger
Irving Salkow

been looking
down their nose at what amounts
to pre-sold merchandise far too
long, according to Bertram Bloch,
eastern story editor for 20th, which
some time back bought “The
Racer,” by Hans Ruesch, a story
about international auto racing.
Bloch admitted he ordinarily might
not have acquired this particular
yarn, but that the studio considered
it a good property for Cinema'

Joseph M. Schenck
David Sebastian
Edith Sitwell
Jack Smith

Sam

cir-

culation.

Companies have

Norman Panama
Norman Pincus

Spiegel

Mel Torme
Youngstein

Scope lensing.

“The Racer,” published by BalBooks, first company to
break away from the reprint patlantine

tern in paper books, has an initial
printing of 200,000, with 20th paying down $12,500 on that basis. The
deal provides for two bonuses
when the volume reaches the 500,000 and 750,000. Limited edition
is also .being put out in regular
book form, selling at $1.50.

Europe to N. Y.
Raymond

Hurok

Inc.

Awards

Award.

Harold Lloyd: High Practitioner of comedy.
Merian C. Cooper: Industry Innovator.
Joseph M. Schenck: Production pioneer.
A. Arnold Gillespie: Special sets on “Plymouth Adventure.”
George Alfred Mitchell: For invention of the Mitchell Camera.

Max

.

‘

Specfial

Reg Connelly
Bing Crosby
Lindsay Crosby
Sol

Rouge” (UA); Romulus.

Best Documentaries
Short Subject: “Neighbours” (Canadian) National Film Board
Kingsley, Inc.; Norman McCanada,
Mayer-Edward
Arthur
of
Laren, prod.
Feature: “The Sea Around Us” (RKO), Irwin Allen, prod.
Best Short Subjects
One^Reel: “Light in the Window” (20th)j*Art Films Productions;

William Tallman
Richard Thorpe

Emile Littler
Samuel Matlowsky

Stanley

Black-and-White: Helen Rose, “The Bad and the Beautiful”
(Metro).
Color: Maroel Vertes, “Moulin

Andre Baruch
Pandro S; Berman
Charles Boyer

John Davis

Into Nat’I Theatres Stock

*

Best Costume Design

FLUSH DEL PREEM

for Cinerama was generally good.
Crix, who had seen Cinerama in
City, reported that the
projection both of sound and image
was better than at the Broadway
Theatre, N. Y.

Best Sound
Sound Barrier” (UA); London Films.

(‘Breaking the

—

New York

Music

Scoring of a Musical: Alfred Newman, “W^th a Song in My
Heart” (20th).
Scoring of a Drama or Comedy: Dimitri Tiomkin, “High Noon”
*
(UA); Stanley Kramer, prod.
Song: “Do Not Forsake Me, Oh, My Darlin’ ” by Dimitri Tiomkin
(music) and Ned Washington (lyrics), “High Noon” (UA); Stanley

CINERAMA

NEW WB’S 1ST DIVVY:
30c PER SHARE MAY

“The Quiet Man”

Romulus.

Hollywood, Maxell 24.
In other key areas, the b.o. was
Paramount’s new system, a comCinerama on June 1 from the spotty Thursday
Denver owners
bination of projection and wide
Broadway* N. Y., to the Warner claimed a 40-to-50% decline—
but
Theatre, the former house, may business bounced back
screen, designed to give greater
strongly
also, be used as an outlet for the
scope to the industry’s $350,000,000
(Continued on page 78)
backlog of 2-D film, was shown to
wide-scrpen medium:
Should “This Is Cinerama,” the
about 300 exhibitors by Y. Frank
company’s initial offering, show
Freeman, who cautioned them
continued b.o. strength when it
LUSH, $9,000 “not -to rush into anything*' in the
plans to unveil its second attracway of new screens or projection
tion, company may decide to operprocess.
He also explained that
IN
ate both houses simultaheously.
the system is not yet nfear the
Detroit, March 24.
Some basic installations, required
completion stage.
Virtually a packed house greeted
for the presentation of Cinerama,
Explaining some of the points of
the Detroit preem of Cinerama last
would be maintained at the Broadnight (Mon.) at the 1,200-seat Music the process, Freeman expressed
way.
Hall. This is the first showing out- Paramount’s belief that one of the
Dudley Roberts, Jr., Cinerama
side of N. Y. Opening night was big problems of the industry was
Productions prexy, denied aTeport
sponsored by the Women's Assn, to be sure the inventory “would
that the shift from the Broadway
of the Detroit Symphony Orch, not be dissipated” through premato the Warner was caused because
with more than $9,000 taken in on ture adoption of any new system
of a hassle with the Shuberts. In
the single night. House was scaled which would make currently comrevealing the possibility of a twoat $5-$10. Actually the theatre was pleted pictures hard to sell.
theatre operation, he stressed that
better than 95% sold out before
After seeing individual reels
the company had pleasant relations
the new 3-D Cinerama setup open- from several films in a showing
with the Shuberts and that the
move was induced ohly by a desire ed. Gala preem audience included that lasted about an hour, exhibs
Governor Williams, Mayor Cobo were told 'that the new screen is
for a hduse with a larger seating
and members, of the Ford and about one and one-half the width
capacity.
Chrysler families.
of the average screen. It is not
Quality of the image* and sound as large as the Cinemascope

planned

Stout,

(Metro).
Color: Paul Sheriff, “Moulin Rouge” (UA); Romulus.
Best Set Direction
Black-and-White: Edwin B. Willis and Keogh Gleason, “The Bad
and the Beautiful” (Metro).
Color: Paul Sheriff and Marcel Vertes, “Moulin Rouge” (UA);

factors.

the

Hoch and Archie

Bad and the Beautiful”

2 N.Y. Cinerama

Despite

C.

Best Art Direction
Black-and-White: 'Cedric Gibbons and Edward Carfagno. “The

(19), belted theatre b.o. in many
areas across the country, but exhibs
weren’t shedding any tears.
tp general film production and exOscar ceremony was seen as a nifty
hibition than does Cinerama.
in
industry
public relations and
This is concurred in by other
studio execs, who hailed the new an Immediate stimulant for individual
films;
theatre ops, in busiWidescreen process as “terrific”
and “wonderful.” Sharing in this ness 365 days a year, found no
enthusiasm were Dore Schary, pro- cause for weeping over the partial
duction head of Metro,, whose stu- loss of one night’s take.
In,N. Y. the first-runs were offdio will make pictures in Cinemascope via deal arranged between ish during the Acad session, which
Nick Schenck, Loew’s prexy, and was received in the east at 10:30
Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox head; p.m., but the earlier part of the
Industry’s reply, submitted by
Don Hartman, Paramount produc- evening was equally slow. Exhib attorneys
Vincent P. Welch for the
tion chief (see Par’s own 3-D “il- execs cited downbeat factors other
Motion Picture Assn, of America
than
competition
from the Oscar
lusion” process herewith); Milton
Cohn for the NaMarcus
and
show, although the latter doubt(Continued on page 22)
(Continued on page 68)
less didn’t help business. Product
in circulation last week generally
was of moderate quality and rain
further put the damper on the
Exhibs Get Full Glimpse
b.o. Circuit ops in the nabe areas
said grosses were down from norOf Par’s Screen Process;
mal, in some instances as much as
20%, but the product and weather
Freeman Urges Caution
situations similarly were cited as

Cinemascope

cost,

'

Best Writing;
Story: Frederic M. Frank, Theodore St. John and Frank Cavett
“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par); Cecil B. DeMille, prod.
Screenplay: Charles Schnee, “The Bad and the, Beautiful”

in

nouncements of the winners.
Clip showed Miss Booth in a
dramatic scene from the. pic.

DeMille, prod.

John Ford, “The Quiet Man” (Rep); Argosy.

rival companies.
will be a
topic for the next
few months is inevitable, but it
can’t be denied that the process

N. Y.

MPAA

clip in newscasts following an-

several members of the press in contrast to the
uninhibited enthusiasm of some of
the top men iff film production at

(Par); Cecil B.

ifest Perfrfntiaitoe*

who left for Rio yester(Tues.), joined the 'department
at thein 1949. He repped
film festival in India last year.

advance of
last Thursday’s (19) Oscar ceremony.
Indie stations not on the
NBC network, (which carried
the Academy show) used the
to

Show on Earth”

Actor: Gary Cooper, “High Noon” (UA); Stanley Kramer, prod
Actress: Shirley Booth, “Come Back, little Sheba” (Par); Hai
Wallis, prod.
Supjtortlni: Actor: Anthony Quinn, “Viva* Zapata!” (20th).
Supporting; Actress: Gloria Grahame, “The Bad and the Beautiful” (Metro).
Best Direction

Stone,

day

Pickm&n Pockets

most outParadoxically, the
spoken pessimism regarding Cine-

Cinemascope

Best Film
“Greatest

1

_

March 25 , I953

Rio

:

mascope eame from

That

to.

Harry Stone of the Motion Picture Assn, of America's international division, has been -assigned
to a post in Rio de Janeiro, MPAA
prexy Eric Johnston announced

and Low Cost

+

Hollywood, March 24.
Twentieth Century-Fox wound
up its four days of Invitational

MPAA’* Stone

lT^Jiiei>day»

Borderlie

Percy D. Cornwell
Robert Cravenne
A1 Crown
Fred Day
James Havens

Gene Krupa
Michele Morgan
David O. Selznick
Jonas T. Silverstone
Spencer Tracy
Robert Wolff
William Wyler

N. Y. to L. A.
Nate Blumberg
Les Harris
Arthur Hornblow
Dave Jacobson
Mort Lawrence
Bess Myerson
*.

Jr.

Gene Picker
Joseph M. Schenck
Arthur Schwartz

Mike Sloan*
Jule Styne

Mike Todd

’

Wednesday?

Mawh
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OVER SEAS STAKE
Disney

on Shorts Reissue Binge,

90 Being Packaged; Prelude to
the greatest 4
In what’s probably

the outfit's hisProductions, benrv Walt Disney
will offer exmonth,
ginning next
short cartoons.
ih s a total of 90
distributed by RKO,
3riefies, to be
•eissue spltirge in

;

packages of £ix,
about 45 min‘ach group to run
to run as a
designed
xes and
be’ sold

vill

in

thea;econd feature in double-bill
in singleres or as a supplement
spots.
‘eature
their own
In the past, exhibs on
jooked

a

mmber

collection

cartoons

of the back-

and sold them

mder a “Disney Festival” banner.
is givUnder the new setup,
feature-type dising the shorts

RKO

.

trimmings with trailers,
and selling accessories.
Immediate speculation in the
rade is that the reissue binge may
ribution

jressbook

prelude to a later sale of
Disney product to television;
\ngle is that the full theatre revenue potential will be reached by
a
iated
se

upcoming re-distribution and
the only additional income would be from tele.
Disney in the past has disivowed any plans to peddle any
However, with tinted
pix to TV.
:elecasting now coming into view,
ieals with the new medium are
seen more likely, since the Disney
product is so apt for presentations
;he

:hereafter

n color.

Religious

Hassle Brews

NEW PACTS DUE
TV?

IPKO Back Into Action With Surprise
Switch to All 3-D Product Setup

1

International film agreements in
Johnnie
Sub For seven majoty foreign markets, currently bringing U. S. distribs dollar
remittances of $90,000,000, or more
O’Connor in ‘Show Biz’ than
one-half of the industry’s enHollywood, March 24.
tire income from abroad, are curThere’s “reasonably good chance” rently up in the air or due for re9
negotiation this year.
that Johnnie Ray will replace.
Outcome of these talks is of vital
Donald O’Connor in “There’s No importance to the industry which
Business Like Show Business” for is becoming increasingly dependent on foreign revenue, now repre20th-Fox,
following
screenings of a test for producer senting close to 40% of its overall
Sol Siegel and composer Irving income. While it’s indicated that
Berlin. It’s understood the produc- the industry in 1953 will be able
er and Berlin were impressed by to match last year’s $135,000,000
the test, and are discussing rewrit- take, distrib execs also expect
they'll have to fight much harder
ing the role to fit the wailer.
Ethel Merman, Dan Dailey and to keep the dollars coming.
Countries where new deals are
Mitzi Gaynor are already set inpending include Britain, Italy,
the CinemaScope film.
France, Spain, Belgium, Brazil and
In some of these the inJapan.
dustry has firm agreements with
the respective governments, while
in others it is subject to rules and
regulations covering the importation of all foreign pix. While dollar shortages are plaguing governments in a number of these places
treatment of the film biz isn’t necessarily pegged on the economic
Hollywood, March 24.
Problem of adapting the stereo- picture. Latter is particularly true
phonic sound system to drive-in in Belgium, where the dollar position is quite favorable.
use is being tackled by 20th-Fox
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
and, according to A1 Lichtman, director of distribution, he believes Assn, of America prexy, left N. Y.
by
air Sunday (22) for Brussels
about 95% of the poser is licked.
CinemaScope screen is no problem and Rome, and from there possibly
into
Spain.
He was accompanied
for ozoner installation, being just

Ray May

(

Danny Kaye Pic

Be

to

3-D, Large-Screen

In

Combo

Hollywood, March 24.

upcoming
“Knock On
Danny Kaye indie with Paramount
Wood,”

will be filmed here in
combinaton 3-D and large-screen
process which Par is now perfecting, instead of in England as origi-

releasing,

weekend

in

utilize 3-D.

order to
Pic

rolls

summer,

this

with

Norman Panama and Melvin Frank
producing.

Par

is

financing.

Jersey Exhibs
Fight Clearance
Charging

that a contributing
factor to bad business in many
areas of New Jersey is due to “an

For Ozoners

antiquated and wholly unnecessary
clearance” over New York City,
Jersey exhibs are studying means
upset the present releasing
to
schedule. According to the Allied
Theatre Owners of New Jersey, the
present system “is an example of
a 20-year-old practice that long
ago should have been discarded.”
The failure of distribs to. recog(Continued on page 29)
nize changes until forced to do so,
as adaptable to outdoor theatres
exhibs charge, has resulted in serias to conventional houses. Getting
ous b.o. injury. Particularly atthree sound tracks to come in on a
was the clearance policy
single auto sound horn is another
Bar to Italo Govt/s Use Of tacked
maintained for' the city of Newark
matter, but it will be solved,
surrounding ^municipalities
and
Lichtman says.
U.S. Funds to Hypo Films In which, the Allied unit says, are
Lichtman reports that “20th welforced to play pictures months
comes independent producers to
America Due in Next Pact after their exhibition in New York.
the use of CinemaScope.” However,
Jersey org cites Metro’s “Above
sufficient lenses for other than
Clause specifically barring the
20th use are not available until Italian government from using and Beyond” as a prime example.
Declaring
that the picture is doing
August.
American funds to subsidize the
good biz, the Jerseyites complain
distribution of Italo pix in this
that it is still unavailable to Newcountry will likely be inserted
ark and Elizabeth and to the surinto any new Italian film agreerounding areas for subsequent
ment.

Monk Roles Cause Mixup

’

Change was made

nally planned.

20th Sees Stereo

Over ‘Martin Luther’ Pic;

RKO, long idle production-wise,
has its studio back in action and
pulling a surprise and complete
switch away from conventional 2-D
product.
Company has three
3-D’ers now shooting and starting
dates for three others are set for
up to May 15. There are two
others already completed.
Disclosure
that
the
Howard*
Hughes lot is going all the way
with that new dimension, at least
for the time being, was made in
New York, yesterday (Tues.) by
James R. Grainger, president.
Company recently picked up
rights to the Norling 3-D camera,
but only one of the new pix involves that system. This, completed,
is “Louisiana Territory,” which was
shot in the New Orleans area by
the subsid operation, RKO Pathe.
Other finished pic on the 3-D sked
is Sol Lesser’s “3-D Follies,” made
with the Stereo Cine process.
Grainger stated that the studio
is using its own system which, like
sgveral of the others in use, requires the use of polarized viewers.
Also, the films are adaptable to
standard 2-D showing in theatres
equipped
for
the
depth
not
product.'

With

between

Catholic

and

Protestant interests has developed
aver production of “Martin Luther”
with the former stressing there

no Catholic participation in
the film, it’s reported in the current Tablet. Catholic diocesan pubPic, based on the Protestlication.
ant Reformation leader, was made
in Germany by Louis de Rochemont Associates under the auspices
of Lutheran Church Productions
and was financed by six Lutheran
Church groups.
Quoting sources in Munich and
Cologne, the Tablet carried denials
that the Benedictines of St. Boniface Abbey, Munich, had contributed the Gregorian Chant to the
production. It' -was further stated
the pic was not given any official
assistance by the Catholic Church.
Mixup, which resulted in a 5repurt that a Catholic group appears
in the film, apparently stemmed in
part from the appearance in the
was

MONO’S 26-WEEK NET

Promise to

CLIMBS TO $309,771

this effect

was made runs.

Friday (20) by Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Assn,
of America
Hollywood, March 24.
Monogram Pictures Corp. for 26 prexy, during a conference with
officers
newly-forrrfed
Indeof the
weeks ended last Dec. 26 reports
Motion Picture Distribua net profit before Federal taxes pendent
tors Assn., headed by Joseph Burof $309,771, as compared with
styn. Johnston indicated he ’was
$235,582 for the same period the
sympathetic
to
the
complaints
in
the
year,
an
uppance
previous
brought by the indies against dis1952 period of $74,189, prexy Steve
tribution activities in this country
Broidy reported Monday (23)..
of Italian Films Export. Foreign
Allied Artists prez said in the 26 film distribs claim IFE is pushing
weeks ended last Dec. 27 a reserve them out of the market and they’ve
was set up for Federal income threatened to involve thd majors in
taxes of $88,000, whereas, because restraint-of-trade charges against
of the loss of carry forward credits, IFE.
no reserve was required for same
IFE is subsidized via an MPAA
period of the previous year. Net “loan” to the Italo industry, repreprofit in this 1952 period, after pro- senting 12 V2
of the, American disFederal taxes, thus
for
vision
continued on page 27)

INT’L SALES
’

PALAVER

SET BY AA FOR MIAMI
Hollywood, March

24.

the

Lesser

made, the.
Eastman color.
Now in work are “Second Chance,”
Robert Mitchum-Linda Darnell costarrer; “Arizona Outpost,” Gate
Robertson and Stephen .McNally,
and “Son of Sinbad,” with Keith
Andes and Ona Freeman.
Slated
are
to
start
“White
Swamp,” April 15; “The French
Line,” April 20, and “Thunder in
product

all

the North,”

I

Conflict

exception of
independently

entry,

is

in

May

15.

Hughes, Brewer, Jackson
|

Pool Ideas on Exhib Bar

Of

‘Salt’

Around the Earth

Washington, March 24.
Suggestions to keep the allegedly
Commy-produced pic, “Salt of the
Earth,” from being Shown in this
country or exported for foreign exhibition have been received by
Rep. Donald L. Jackson (R., Cal.)
from the U.S. Depts. of State and
Commerce; from Roy. M. Brewer,

chairman of the Hollywood AFL
Council and from Howard Hughes.

Suggestions, placed in the ConAllied Artists’ first international
sales convention has been set for gressional Record last week by
Jackson,
were solicited by him folMay 18-20 at Roney Plaza, Miami
Beach, prexy Steve Broidy an- lowing his speech in the House. He
charged the picture, shot in Silver
is bringing its
nounced here.
entire British sales force to the City, N. M., was loaded with Comfilm of actors, made up as monks,
U. S. for the meeting. Execs of As- my propaganda and would be
who render the Chant. That’s how
British-Pathe,
AA dis- harmful to the U.S. If shown in
sociated
it’s explained by an official of the
tributor, skedded to attend include foreign countries.
Lutheran Church Council in N. Y.,
Brewer pointed out in his letter
MacGregor Scott, general sales
as quoted by the Tablet.
manager, Ken Murray, secretary. that- the shooting was completed
Film,
originally
intended for
V. Comer and P. Giles are attend- in the U.S. and he understood the
showing only before church groups,
ing as exec delegates from the pic was being processed in Mexico.
is now being set for exhibition beamounted to $221,771, compared to
distribs He added: “The film council will
ABC theatre circuit.
fore the general public.
It’s set $235,582 for the same period of the
from 50 countries will attend. Nor- solicit its fellow members in the
to open a two- week, three-a-day previous year.
Gross income for
foreign theatre to assist in the prevention
prexy
of
ton Richey,
run at the Lyceum Theatre, Minne- the 26-week period ended last Dec. McCarthy to Survey
of showing of this picture in any
subsidiaries, will preside.
apolis, May 4.
Irving Pichel di- 27 was $4,540,684 as compared
Latin-American supervisor Ber- American theatres. But the extent
rected with Niall MacGinnis, Brit- with $4,330,861 for the same peIIA U.S.-0’Seas Setup nard J. Gates heads South Ameri- to which we can, as a union, take
ish player, in the Luther role.
veep-general action in such a matter is limited
riod of the previous year.
John G. McCarthy, former v.p. can delegation.
the restrictive feahas 33 pix sked- and head of the Motion Picture sales manager M. R. Goldstein by reason of
Broidy said
(Contnued on page 78)
ded and plans expansion of its Assn, of America’s international .is set to preside over the domestic
Totals of 31
Round-the-Clock ‘Spook’
color pix. Four color pix skedded division, has been named to do a distrib sessions.
“Black Knight,” “Wichita,” survey and make recommendations branch managers, three division
are
Shares
Preem for ‘Wax’ on Coast “Hajji Baba” and “Annapolis ’53.” on the International Information managers and studio execs will Loew’s
Administration’s film setup here attend.
Warner Bros, pub-ad veepee
and abroad. McCarthy, who quit
Short Interest Dips
Mort Blumenstock
into
pulled
last December and has
the
Gotham from the Coast Monday $2,100,209 Upbeat in U’s
Tending to show more confiextensive experience in the foreign 20th Mapping 2-D Shorts
(23) to
personally supervise the
dence on the part of Investors in
was appointed by Dr. Robert
preem activities for “House of
’53 1 st-Quarter Sales field,
interest
L. J. Johnson, new IIA head.
Wax,” company’s initial 3-D entry.
‘Trailers’ the two companies, short
CinemaScope
McCarthy is currently in N. Y.
Film bows at the Paramount April
A $2,100,209 increase in conboth Loew’s and American
in
on
launched
now
20th-Fox
With
departand
operations
the
for
studying
solidated world gross sales
production Broadcasting-Paramount* Theatres
For the Coast opening, set for 13-week period ended Jan. 31, ment functions. Next week he will CinemaScope feature
April and planning complete conversion fell- off substantially in N. Y. Stock
April
at the Paramount Down- 1953, was reported by Universal return to Washington, and on
town Theatre, Warners has set a Pictures and subsidiaries to the 8 he’s leaving for an eight-week of its pix to the new process, the Exchange trading this month, as
time being con- compared with February. Short inround-the-clock preem, with 12 Securities and Exchange Commis- tour of western European field studio will for the
opening ceremonies. scheduled dur- sion last week. Total for the first offices. After that, he will prepare tinue to turn out 2-D Shorts.
shares are those keyed to
Reasoning is that, for a good terest
the
lng a 24-hour
period.
midnight quarter of the company’s fiscal a detailed report evaluating
one-reelers will market valuation of the stock at a
.spook premiere” will
film department’s effectiveness and while anyway, the
launch the year was $15,526,975.
the Investor
and economies. serve the purpose of pointing up subsequent date, with
^t-hour show, with an aircraft
This compares to a world gross suggesting changes
profit only if the trading
s^ing shifters’ preem
The IIA’s film showing activities the contrast between conventional making a down.
set for 2 of $13,426,766 for the comparable
and the vastly expanded price goes
pix
n ^kman’s matinee
Figure doesn’t extend over 88 countries. Pix are'
for 4 a.m., period last year.
There were 6,070 AB-PT. short
f
.”i
completed form screen image achieved via Cinemabreakfast .opening *t 6 a.m., career
include excise taxes and counts either bought in
Twentieth execs feel. there's interest shares in February and the
Scope.
the
Sins matinee at 8 a.m.
and civic, only the foreign take actually or are produced by and for
March. The
handi- no better way of impressing the total fell to 494 in
press, luncheon
club, housewives, picked up by the company. There division. Lack of funds has
from
fell
Her- audience than by preceding a Loew’s short interest
Pool, shop girls,
screen stars and was no breakdown into domestic capped production expansion.
CinemaScoped pic with a “flat” 5,115 shares in February to 1,965
J ;5' ls I)r ems set * or varying pe- and foreign sales for the first ’53 bert Edwards is chief of the film

AA
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AA

AA

AA

AA

AB-PT
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J
rmds during
the day.

j

quarter.

,

section.

short*

1

in

March.
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SILVANA MANGANO
that “Bitter Rice" sensation

is

the industry's

leading Figure in her 1st American-Language
Hit!
from Coast to Coast!

—

NSW YORK! (The Talk of Broadway-—

in

2 Big Big Months at the Globe!)
in

CHICAGO!

for
in

SAN FRANCISCO! (2 BIG Weeks

at UPT's Big

and GREAT
in

(Looped-the-Loop

2 Terrific Months at the Monroe!)

between!

St. Francis!)

in all the spots

$

\

7001
l.f
•150,000.00 MT FOR CO-OP
ADVERTISING IN 400 NET DATES!
<?

m

PLUS

support to guarantee above-average cam-

PLUS special TV dip,
tie-up, PLUS special mer-

paigns IN EVERY SITUATION!

PLUS

tremendous music

chandising promotions that are the answer to every

YOUR PRESS BOOK AND
SPECIAL MATERIAL TODAY FROM NATIONAL
showman's dreams. GET

SCREEN SERYICEI

Watch those

grosses in Anna's April engagement%in: Philadelphia, Washington/
New Orleans, Memphis, Oklahoma City, Dallas, Seattle, Portland,
Des Moines, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Louisville!

Baltimore, Detroit, Atlanta,
Denver, Kansas City, Omaha,

BIG CAMPAIGN FOR "ANNA"
115 Walton

•

St.,

N.W.

1

'

•

•
\

.V.

1255

S.

Wabash Ave.

1

907

So.

Vermont Ave.

^

Ga.

Cypress 5868-5869
;

••

\

Atlanta,

^

^
•

j

NOW!

1

•

.

*;v

••

*•

•.

.

Chicago,

-

•

•.

••

Los Angeles, Cajif.

III.

Parkway 1716-1718

Harrison 7-7499
‘*1/^

l*

••

'•

«•

•*

•

V-v»

pffiam
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READY

Scandal of

NERO!

Gorgeous Gals and
Spectacular Fun!

e

For the 1st

time on

any

QUO

O. K.

LAUGHTER!

A Roman

T«h«Ji]r, March 25, 1953

TheYotmg

glamor of the world's

CARUSO

greatest singer!

All the fresh joy

and

to

.

.

.

Exciting, inside-

of

drama

POPE PIUS

X

Featuring the
glorious voice of

MARIO DEL MONACO
Metropolitan Opera Sensation

NEW, GORGEOUS

romance of 3 girls in
love

j

SPRING DATE ON THIS
BUSINESS BONANZA!

the -Vatican

a

ana

GRAB AN EARLY

An

screen!

All the youth

BOXOFffCEJ

fold the "Letter

ROME

3 Wives" way!

FACES IN A NEW
KIND OF LOVE STORY!

SUB-TITLED ATTRACTIONS FOR SPECIALIZED HOUSES!
The Best-Selling
AVAILABLE FOR
FERNANDEL**
READY
now a

NOW

Novel

SOON

PARENT MAGAZINE'S
AWARD FOR SPECIAL

is

Best-Selling Hit!

’'THE LITTLE

D IT

WORLD OF

iiMi

WINNER OF

MERIT!

AN

READY

ADULT FILM

SEXTETTE. SIX

UNBLUSHING STORIES
OF A NAUGHTY ERA!

MAGNANI m
BELHSSIMA
THE LIVES

ANP MORALS OF

JURIES
©ONE BY

SPECIAL PRE-RELEASE

KEY CITY ENGAGEMENTS

MOST BEAUTIFUL
WOMAN'S STORY
EVER TOLD!
Ready
’

for Spring

AMERICAN PREMIERE
SAN FRANCISCO
APR. 8

—

——

:

ttydnesJay*

March 25,

PICTURE GROSSES

Tan’ Powerful $23,000,
Denver;

‘Circus’ Crisp 16G, ‘Melvin’

,

»>

PS^tlETT

.

Up; ‘Confess’-Joni James Socko

Qii

—

——

1 95$

‘City’

Oscars Hike Generally Offish B’way;

Sock 14G

Denver, March 24.
here this week is
great at the Orpheurn. It is holding. Also socko
is “City Beneath
Sea” at Paramount. ."Seminole” shapes okay in
two houses. "Little Sheba,”" of
Best
"Peter

11

bet

‘Sheba’ 23G, 13th, ‘Moulin’ 39$, 6th,

Pan,”
‘

Fine 14G, ‘Girls in Night’ 10G, 2d
Chicago, March 24.

Loop boxoffice has
up somewhat, aided by the
Academy Award
and
newcomers
oddly enough, a check of
Ennol'i
houses revealed that
telecast of the Awards had no

.

kicked

Estimates Are Net

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i. e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the

Sown

the
Sver^ effect on attendance.
night
Thursday normally is a slow
nix houses.
_
in the
of the new product, ‘I Conhelped by Joni James and
band onstage,
Marterie
TtalDli
sockeroo $54,000
looks best with
lnnmin^ at the Chisago. Grand
$16, 000 with “Battle
looks brisk
”
“I Love Melvin” at the
circus
sturdy at $14,shapes
also
Palace’
’

°°Of the holdovers, “Niagara” at
Woods still is sweet $18,000 in
second round. “Girls in Night” at
the Roosevelt shapes fast in first
holdover round. “Member of Weddin®" at Surf looks good for sec-

estimated figures are net in-

come.

The parenthetic admission
prices,

however, as indicated,

include the U. S. amusement
tax.

‘Sheba’ Sturdy

“Bwana Devil” OJA), Fair $6,000.
Last week, “Taxi” (20th) and “Silver Whip” (20th), same,
Broadway (Wolf berg) (1.200; 5085)
“Member of Wedding” (M-G).
Fairish $6,000. Last week. “Battle
Circus” (M-G) (2d wk), $5,500.

—

—

Denham

(Fox) (2,525; 50-85)
“Little Sheba” (Par) (2d wk). Fine
$13,000, Stays again. Last week,
(Fox)

(2,525;

Esquire

.

(Fox*

(742;

50-85)

50-85)

(U>.
Okay $3,000 or
Last week, “Back on Broadway” (WBf and “Jalopy” (AA), $2,-

Seminole”

(

showing
staying power. “Little Sheba” at
Ziegfeld is sock for fourth frame
aided by Academy Award. “Peter
are

500.

,000, Indpls.

.

;

’

Last

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 76-$1.20)
—“Peter Pan” (RKO>. Sock $23.-

000 or over. Stays. Last week,
Indianapolis, March 24.
Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
Standout here this stanza is
“Cfome Back, Little Sheba,” which (3d wk), $7,500.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200;
opened at Circle the day before
Academy awards were announced. 50-85)—“City Beneath Sea” (U)
“Girls in Night” (U), Big $14,and
shapes
yery
strong.
But
other
It
000 or close. Last week. “I Love
entries, including “She’s Back On
(M-G) and “Confidentially
Melvin”
Broadway,” at Indiana, and “ConConnie” (M-G), $13,500,
fidentially Connie,” at Loew’s, are
doing sub-par biz. Lenten doldrums
and frenzy over- state highschool
basketball finals here Saturday are
blamed.
Off;
Estimates for This Week

Pan” still is trim in seventh stanza
at State-Lake while “Hans Christian Andersen” is stout for sixth
week at Oriental.
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)
—“I Confess” (WB) plus Joni
James and Ralph Marterie orch
onstage. Smash $54,000. Last week,
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50“Jazz Singer” (WB) with Anne Jef76)—“Little Sheba” (WB) and
freys & Robert Sterling plus HenLighting” (A). Lofty $14.“White
in
wk),
person, (2d
ny Youngman
000. Last week, “I Confess” (WB)
$25,000.
and Rhythm” (In“Romance
and
55-98)—
(RKO)
Grand
0.500;
“Battle Circus” (M-G). Nifty $16,- die), tepid $7,500.
week,
Last
(In“Iron
Cross”
000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)—
die) and “Blood Brothers” (Indie),
‘Back Op Broadway” (WB;. Slug000
Last week, “City
gish $8,500.
$6
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)— Beneath Sea” (U) and “Black
“Androcoles and Lion\’ (RKO) (2d Castle” (U), good $10,500.
wk'. Holding very well at $8,500.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427 50-76)
Last week, $12,000.
“Confidentially Connie” (M-G) and
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-S1.25)
Mild
“Prince of Pirates” (Col).
Andersen
Christian
"Hans
$8,000. Last week, “Battle Circus”
(RKO) (6th wk). Smart $18,000.
For
No
Take
“Never
(M-G)* and
week, $20,000.

Philly

1

Way

Whip'

NSG 10G

Philadelphia,

March

24.

Academy awards boosted “Bad
and Beautiful” at Arcadia and gave
“Quiet Man” a noisy return visit
to the Aldine. Sunday was off because the St. Patrick’s parade was
held that day. Holdovers which
are wearing out their welcome also

tomorrow (Thurs.).
“Salome” starts

its run today
(Wed.) at the Rivoli after an elaborate preem last night (Tues.). “Off
Limits,” new Bob Hope comedy
opens Saturday (28) at the Astor,
with “Stars Are Singing” folded
after only three dayfc of third
round.
Estimates for This Week
- Astor
70(City Inv.)
(1,300;
$1.80)—“Stars Are Singing” (Par)
First holdover
(3d wk-3 days).
round ended last night (Tues.)
slipped to $14,000 after fair $22,000 in first week. “Off Limits”

will hurt this round. New product
is no help. “Silver Whip” is in a

nosedive at the Fox and same is
true of “Back on Broadway” at
Stanley.

Answer”

(Indie), $11,000.
Estimates for This Week
50-76)—
(1,600;
(C-D)
Lyric
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—
of “Quiet Man” (Rep). Fat $7,500.
or over. Last week, “Don’t Care “Tropic Zone” (Par) and “Fangs
Arctic” (Indie). So-so $5,000. Last Last week, “Bandits of Corsica”
Girl” (WB) (2d wk>, $6,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)— week, “Girls in Night” (U) and (UA) and 3-D shorts, $4,700.
“Girls in Night” (U) and “Dance “The Maverick” (AA>, $5,500.
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.20)—
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (7th
Hall Girls” (Indie) (2d wk). Big
Good $8,000. Last week,
wk).
$10,000. Last week, $15,000.
(B&K) (2,700; 98State-Lake
$ 6 000
‘Sheba,’ ‘Noon’
$1.25>— "Peter Pan” (RKO) (7th Oscars
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 99-$1.30)—
“Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) (5th
wk>.
Great $25,000.
Last week,
wk). Fair $11,000. Last week, $13,$24,000.
In D.C.; ‘Melvin’-Vaude
000
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)—

98)—“I
(Eitel)
(2,500;
Palace
Love Melvin” (M-G). Fine $14,000

Up

.

,

“Member of Wedding”
Fine $4,500.

(Col)

(2d

Last week,

$4,-

.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55Golden Condor’*
and “Taxi” (20th) (2d wk).

98 '—"Treasure
(20th)

Light $8,000.

Last week. $9,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
“Niagara” (20th) (2d wk). Trim
$18,000 seen. Last week, $25,000.
World (Indie) (587; 98)—“For-

Tall $23,000,

lady’ 18G

Washington, March 34.
Big news along the mainstem in
is being made by a
session
current
pair of longruns, “High Noon,” in
Dupont, and
Lopcrt’s
12th week at
“Little Sheba,” in sixth round at
showcase.
Lopert
the Playhouse,
Both of these Oscar winners skylast
double
almost
rocketed to
week-end’s biz. “I Love Melvin,” at
vaude
solid
with
Loew’s Capitol,
bill, is ace newcomer. “Blue Gardenia.” at the Warner, looks trim.
“President’s Lady” shapes lively at

bidden Games” (Indie) (3d wk)
Big $5,000 in view for Award winner. Last week, $5,300.
Ziegfeld
98)—
(Lopert)
(485;
“Little
Sheba” (Par) (4th wk).
Lush $7,000 for Award grabber. Palace.
Last week, ditto.

Bangup $18,600

‘Sheba’

In Pitt;

‘City’

‘Angel Face’

Loud 9G,

NG $7,000
March

Pittsburgh,

24.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)—
“I Love Melvin” (M-G) plus vaude.
Solid $23,000. Last week, “Jeopardy” (M-G) plus vaude, over hopes
at $20,000.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-80)
“Destination Gobi” (20th). Big $10,000. Last week, “Thief of Venice”

Fox

(1,200; 50(M-G) (2d
in 10 days. Last

Circus”

Okay $13,000

week, $20,000.

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360;
Are Singing” (Par)

50-99)
(2d wk).
Light $12,000. Last week. $18,000.
Midtown (Goldman) 1,200; 85“Hans Christian Andersen”
$1.50)
(RKO) (7th wk). Steady $11,000.
Last week, $14,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2.500; 5099)—“Jeopardy” (M-G) (3d wk).
Last week, okay
Off to $8,500.
$13,000.

Stars

—

1

90-$1.50)
(3d wk).
$17,000. Last week, $18,000.

Trans-Lux (T-lJ- (500;
—“Moulin* Rouge? (UA)

Smash

Buff. Slow; ‘Jeopardy’
Fast 19G, ‘Singing’ 11G
Buffalo, March 17.
Nothing very exciting here this
with “Jopardy” likely to
best showing at the Buffalo,
$19,000 in nine days.
sturdy
where
“Stars Are Singing” looms good at
Paramount. “Never Wave at Wac”
shapes only tame at Century.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loews) (3,000; 40-70)—
“Jeopardy” (M-G) and “Hell Is
Fast $19,000
Sold Out” (Indie).
Last week,
or near in 9 days.
“Destination Gobi” (20th), $9,500.
stanza,

make

,

*

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)
Are Singing”. (Par) and

'

.

—

—

Second frame ended Monday (23
was smash $16,300 after hitting new

(4.820; 70-$1.80)

(UA) (7th wk).
Sixth round ended last night
(Tues.) edged ahead of previous
week, aided by interest in Acad-

emy

—

21st week ended Monday (23)
climbed to $4,300 after oke $3,600
for 20th round. Fact that “Water
Birds,” RKO-Disney short, is playing here is credited for part of
pickup since it was Oscared for
being best two-reel er.
60-$1.50)
Globe (Brandt/ <1,500;
r
—“Anna” (IFE) <6tli \vk>. Fifth
stanza ended last night (Tues.)’wab
good $11,000 after $14,500 for
fourth week.
60Holiday (Per-Rose)
(950;
“Thunderbirds” (Rep) (3d
$1.20)
wk). Initial holdover week ended
last night (Tues.) was big $11,000
after $14,500 opener.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.80)
“Above and Beyond” (M-G) (8th
wk). Current frame ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like $12,000
after nice $15,000 for seventh
week. “Jeopardy” (M-G) is due in
soon, likely March 30.
Palace (RKO) <1,700; $1.80-$6‘)—
Danny Kaye and all-vaude bill
(10th wk). Ninth round ended last
The
Saturday (21) was $52,000.
eighth week was $53,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)

The

*

—

—

12G, ‘Star’ Bright 9}G
Toronto, March 24,

“Come Back,

Little

Sheba”

is

getting capacity biz at two houses
here in second stanza with Academy award boosting take. It is leading the town. Of the newcomers,
“Jeopardy” jshapes nice at Loew's.
“Destination Gobi” looms good at
the.Odeon. “The Star is also nice.
“The Clown” continues lusty in
second frame at the Uptown.
Estimates for This Week
Elgin ton. University (FP) (1,080;
1.556; 40-75)—“Little Sheba” (Par)
(2d wk). Capacity $23,000 for both
houses. Last week, big $9,500 at
University only.
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, State
(Taylor) (863; 1,059; 955; 698; 35-

—

60)
and
(Par)
“The
Savage”
“Fangs of Arctic” (AA). Sad $10.Last week, “Girls in Night”
fU> and “Star of Texas” (AA),

500.

$14,500.

.

Imperial FP> (3.373i 40-75)—
“Iron Mistress” (WB) (2d wk). Dipping to $8,000. Last week, big
$13,000.

—

Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 40-75)
“Jeopardy” (M-G). Nice $12,000.
Last ’week, “Naked Spur” (M-G)
(2d wk), $8,000.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)—
“Destination Gobi” (20th). Good
Last week, “Tonight We
Sing” (20th) (2d wk), $11,000.
40-75)—
Shea’s
(FP)
(2,386;
“The Star” (20th). Nice $9,500.
Last week, “Never Wave at Wac”
(RKO), same.
$12,000.

Uptown (Leow) (2,743; 40-75)
“White Lightning” (Indie). Good
“The Clown” (M-G) (2d wk). HoldLast week, “Don’t Care —“I Confess” (WB) with Pat ti ing at big $9,000. Last week,
$11,000,
Page, Jerry Wald orch, Bobby $ 12 000
(Continued On page 22)

“Stars

*

(U) (4th wk-8 days), wound
at $4,000 after oke $4,400 for
third week.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
90-$1.50)
"Justice Is Done” (Indie)
(4tli wk). Third round ended Sunday (22) was good $6,800 after
$8,500 for second stanza.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
90-$1.50)
"Lili” (M-G) (3d wk).

up

Toronto; ‘Jeopardy’ Big

not set as yet.
(Loew’s)
—Capitol
“Moulin Rouge”

—

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-$1.20)
-—“Hills of Ireland” (Indie) (2d
wk). Neat $3,200. Last week, $4,000.

Mandy”

—

—

die), ditto.

(R&B) (561; 90-$1.50>—
“Penny Princess” (U). Opened yesterday (Tues.). In ahead, “Story of

new Bob Hope comedy, record with $17,200 opening week.
(Par),
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95opens Saturday (28).
Broadway (Cinerama) (1,250; 90- $1.80'— “Little Sheba” (Par) (14th
“Cinerama” (Indie) (26th wk). The 13th stanza ended yester$2.80 J
wk). The 25th stanza ended yes- day (Tues.) soared to sockeroo $23,terday (Tues.) was $40,000 after 000 after $13,000 in 12th week, duo
$39,000 for 24th week. Stays on, to Shirley Booth’s winning leading
moving to the Warner Theatre femme Oscar. Theatre did a slick
job ballyhooing fact that she is star
June 1.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.50) of this pic.
“Importance of Being Earnest”
The 13th round
(U) (14th wk).
ended Sunday (22) was $3,500 after ‘Sheba’
Capacity $23,000,
$3,900 for 12th week. “I Believe
in You” (U) opens next but date

awards, to hit $39,500. Fifth
week, $38,000.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 85-$2.20)
Andersen”
Christian
“Hans
Stanley (WB) (2,9d0; 50-99)—
“Back on Broadway” (WB).. Dim (RKO) (18th wk). The 17th week
okay $9,Monday
(23)
was
ended
$10,000. Last week, “Stooge” (Par)
000 after $9,500 for 16th stanza.
(4th wk), $8,000.
goWac”
(RKO)
Wave
at
50-99)
“Never
Stanton (WB) (1.473;
Mild ing in here next.
“Ride Man Down” (Rep).
90-$1.80)
(Davis)
(468;
Zone”
Arts
Fine
“Tropic
week,
$6,000. Last
“The Promoter” (U) (22d$ wk>.‘
(Par) and “Blood Brothers” (In-

—

l

—“Battle

wk).

,

SI

50-99)—“Sil-

Goldman (Goldman)
99)

Dupont (Lopert) (372; 55-$l)
.Oscar for Shirley Booth gave
Come Back, Little Sheba” a big “High Noon” (TJA) (12th wk). Soarpush at the Penn, where it opened ing on crest of Oscar wave to boff
da >’ s a fter Academy Awards $5,500 after $3,500 last week. Stays.
shindig. Looks like a certain holdKeith’s (RKO) *<1,939; 90-$1.25)—
(RKO-Disney) (6th
over. "City Beneath the Sea” is a “Peter Pan”
real b.o. winner at Harris. “Peter wk). Still bright at $10,000 after
Pan” and “Hans Christian Ander- $12,000 last week. May hold.
sen
Metropolitan (Warner) (1,200; 90runs at Warner and Fulton,
respectively,
are
winding
up $1.25) "Hans Christian Andersen’
strongly.
“Angel Face,” roundly (RKO) (5th wk). Very steady $10,week

.

(2,250;

vef Whip” (20th). Mild $10,000.
Last week “Treasure Golden Condor” Sf20th), $14,000.

(20th), $9,000.

000 after sock $11,000 last
rapped, is sad at Stanley.
May hold again.
Estimates for This Week
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 55-85)—
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$1.30)
Lady” (20th). Lively
ans
.”
Christian
Andersen” “President’s week, “Battle Circus”
DT
Last
$18,000.
(RKOi (5th wk).
Oke $7,000 or
(2d wk), good- $11,000.
(M-G)
near. Last week,
$8,500.
Playhouse (Expert) (435; 55-$l)
Harris (Harris) <2,200; 50-85)—
“Little Sheba” (Par) (6th wk). Sock
City Beneath Sea”
(U). Got way
thanks to Shirley Booth’s
)0 ve expectations
and will hold $6,500,
J'
tor
9 days. Sturdy $9,000 looms, Oscar, after $5,500 last week. Stays
^ast week. “Glass
Wall” (Col) and on,
Warner (WB) (2,174; 55-85)—
Mc CaU Desperado” (Col),
$4
e
“Blue Gardenia” (WB). Trim $12,v4 ftnn
000 in 5
days.
500. Last week, “Back on BroadLoe
^'s> (3,300; 50-85)—
“t
way” (WB), $11,500.
e
'.W 4l Sh0scar
^ba-’ (Par) N ° d0Ubt
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 55-$ 1)—
for Shirley Booth
“Member of Wedding” (Col) (2d
b mg tbl s
one a shove. Rave
wk). Steady $5,500 after $7,500 last
(Continued on page 22)
week. Holds another round#

(20th)

week.
Sutton

—

.

wk>.
000

are

»

•

near.

0I

—

Denham.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin <Foxi (1,400; 50-85)

same
Denver

Opener

some

strong spots Sargent. Clark Bros, onstage. First
among first-run houses in N. Y. this week ending next Friday (27 looks
stanza but they are exceptions to to reach big $78,000.
In ahead,
the general offbeat. Mild, spring- "She’s *Back on Broadway” iWB'
like weather Saturday-Sunday was with Skitch Henderson orch, Morey
damaging to the weekend trade Amsterdam, Monica Lewis, others,
especially the latter day. Steady onstage, mild $65,000 for 10 days
downpour of rain yesterday (Tues.) of second week. First week was
fair $50,000.
also was a handicap.
Paris (Indie) (568; 25-$1.80)
“I Confess” with Patti Page,
Jerry Wald band, Bobby Sargent “Hans Christian Andersen” (ItKO)
heading stageshow, lone new bill, (18th wk). The 17th stanza ended
(23)
was $6,500 afP'r
is heading for a big $78,000 at the Monday
Paramount. Several excellent re- $5,900 for 16th week. “The Freshviews are^ contributing to this man” (Indie) '(reissue) comes in
next but this runs through Easter
strong initial week.
Handing an Oscar * to Shirley and likely a couple weeks# longer.
Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; $1.50-$2'—
Booth for the best actress of 1952
Opens regular
sky-rocketed “Come Back, Little “Salome” (Col).
Sheba” to nearly double its previ- upped-scale run today (Wed.) after
ous week’s take at the Victoria. elaborate preem last night (Tues.).
“Sheba” is landing socko $23,000 In ahead, “The Star” (20th) <8lh
or near in its 13th stanza as against wk-6 days), $5,400 after $6,000 for
$13,000 a week ago.
Academy seventh full week but concluding a
awards given “Moulin Rouge” also nice longrun.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockeaided that picture, edging ahead
of its fifth round to obtain a ter- fellers) (5,945; 90-$2.40>— "Story of
rific $39,500 in its sixth week at Three Loves” (M-G) and stageshow
(3d-final wk). Off to mild $100,000
the Capitol.
final
session
“Lili” continues great at the in
ending today
bandbox Trans-Lux 52d Street (Wed.). Second week was fair $114,holding at $16,200 in second round, 000. “By Light of Silvery Moon”
better than many opening weeks. (WB) and Easter stageshow opens
It
hit a record opening week. tomorrow (Thurs.).
“City Beneath Sea” was nice $18,Roxy (20th) (5,886; 50-$2.20)—
000 in second session at the State. “Call Me Madam” (20th) with ice“Peter Pan” with iceshow on- show onstage. Opens today (Wed.).
stage rounded out a highly success- In ahead, “Peter Pan” (RKO-Disful six-week run at the Roxy last ney) and Iceshow onstage (6th wk),
night (Tues.) with $50,500. “Call wound up longrun here with $50,Me Madam” replaces today (Wed.). 500 after nice' $56,500 for fifth
“Tliunderbirds” continued very big Week. Makes a total of $484,000 for
doing $11,000 in second week at six weeks. This is only seventh pic
the Holiday,
to stay this long at Roxy.
“Story of Three Loves” with
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 85-$1.80)
stageshow dipped to mild $100,000 “Naked Spur” (M-G). Opens today
in third session at the Music Hall. (Tues.). In ahead, “City Beneath
The Easter stageshow with “By Sea” (U) (2d wk), held at good $17,Light of Silvery Moon” opens 000 after fine $26,000 opening

(

“Androcoles and Lion” at
ond
Monroe is holding well in its sec-

,

at

There

“Seminole”
U >. Okay $13,500,
Last week, “Back on Broadway”
(WB) and “Jalopy” (AA>, $12,000.

the

AH longer runs

‘Confess’-Patti Big 78G in

course, got a shot in arm to hold
as big in second week as opener

-

,

.

!
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‘Sheba’

Strong $30,000,

award announcement, isbig
othe*
here this stanza. Only
as the
S«?come" ‘‘Hitch-Hiker,"
is
campaign,
strong
of a
big at the Boston. Balance
S 3
holdwith
continuing
f maTors

Hill) (680;
u*>aeon Hill (Beacon
eftci20> “The Star” (20th) (5th'

foUowing $7,800
wk? Nice $7,000
40-85!—
Boston ’(RKO) (3.000;
"Hitch-Hiker” (RKO) and “Port
*16,000
Big
(RKO).
Staister”

week "Gunsmpke (U)
(RKO)
“Allegheny Upfismg

looms. Last

and
(r

Sr

60-80)-

(fndle)' (1,300;

Games” (Indie) (5th
Satisfactory $4,000. Last week,

“Forbidden
Avk>

?5

Fenway (NET)

40-85)-

(1.373;

and “Jalopy’
(20th)
“Niagara”
$3,500 foUowing
(U» <2d wk).
good 55.500 opener.

OK

Memorial

(IH5LO) (3;000;

Gambler”
Time For* Flowers
-

“Mississippi

“No

40-85)—
and
(U)

(RKO)
First week

w k'. Okay

$10,000.
was nifty $18,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; -40Sheba” (Par) and
851— “Little
“Tropic Zone” (Par). Tall $30,000.
(

9d

week,

Last

“Anna”

(IFE)

and

pPt

Midland

is

slow

very

but

chiefly

Based on 25

(

theatres

runs,

first

cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year

in-

Kimo

and 232

cities,

—“Jeopardy”

.

Okay

$10,000.

4

(

Last

week, “I Lovfe Melvin” (M-G) and
“Sky' Full of Moon” (M-G*, about
same.
‘Star’
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
“I Confess” (WB) and “Savage Mutiny” (Col). NSH $5,000. Last week,
(UA) and “Secret
“Limelight”
•
Sharer” (Indie), split with “Pitfall” (Indie) and “Whistle Stop”
(Indie) (reissues), only drab ^$3,000
San Francisco, March 24.
Market Street biz currently is for split week.
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,913;
spotty with numerous holdovers 65-85)—“Tonight We Sing” (20th).
obviously hurting. Brightest new- Sluggish $6,000. Last week, “The
comer is “The Star,” with big total Star” (20th), $7,500 in 8 days.
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;
at St. Francis. “Glass Wall” looms 50-75)—
“Little Sheba” (Par) (2d
dull at Orpheum. “Moulin Rouge” wk). Good $8,000, being spurred
shapes soek $12,000 in fifth ses- by Academy awards. Last week,
sion at United Artists while “Hans $ 12 000
Christian Andersen” Is rated capacTower, Uptown, Fairway, Graity at Stagedoor for fifth round nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
also. Both were helped by Oscar 700;
50-75
“Gunsmoke”
1.217;
awards.
Local biz reaction to (U) and “Tangier Incident” (Mono)
Academy Awards telecast was added at Tower and Granada.
hardly noticeable, most houses Fairish $12,000. Last week, “Treaschalking up same trade as previous ure Golden Condor” (20th) with
night. However, some spots were “Darling Clementine” (20th) (reissue)
at Tower and Granada,
off around 10%.
same.
Estimates for This Week '

Rugged 13G

beneficial effect on theatres gen-

.

»

— “Iron

Golden Gate (RKO)
95)

‘

Crown”

(2,850;

(Indie)

65-

and

“Port Sinister” (RKO). Drab $9,Last week, “Kansas Pacific"
(AA) and “White Lightning” (AA),

—

-

,

.

High 111
In
Rifling lllgll
lMrcua lUUUlg

1

000.

Deb, $20,000; ‘Hans’ Fat

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85) $7,500.
—“Niagara” (20th) and “Jalopy”
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-95)—
17G, ‘Behind Gun’ 15G
2d wk). Hep $10,000 after
(AA
Destination
Gobi” (20th) and
$14,000 for first.
Detroit, March 24.
Taxi” (20th) (2d wk). Drab $9,500.
(Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
State
“Come Back, Little Sheba,” rid“Naked Spur” (M-G) and ‘Bandits Last week, $14,500.
Shirley
Booth’s Oscar,
ing
high
on
wk).,Fair
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)
of Vorsica” (indie) (2d
good at the Michigan. “Man
first.
—“Naked Spur” (M-G) (2d wk). looks
$9,000 after good $12,000 in
is rated okay at the
Behind
Gun”
Nice $12,500. Last week, $16,000.
Palms. “Hans Christian Andersen”
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)
shapes fine at the Adams. “Des‘Sheba’ Terrif $12,000,
“I Confess” (WB) and “Golden tination Gobi” is weak at the Fox.
Madonna” (AA) (2d wk). Holding
...... .“Naked Spur” looms fairly sharp
at $10,000. Last week, nice $14,000.
ProY.; ‘Kettles’ Smash
Broadway-Capitol which iias
St* Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)
gone back to first-run policy.
“The Star” (20th). Big $13,000.
$9,000, ‘Star’ Big
Estimates for This Week
Last week, “Little Sheba” (Par)
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)
Providence, March 24.
(5th wk), $6,500.
“Destination Gobi” (20th) and
Biz is popping here again with
Orpheum
(No. Coast) (2,448; 65- “No Time for Flowers” (RKO).
biz.
nifty.
doing
stand
all but one
95)
“Glass Wall” (Col) and “Jack Weak $17,000. Last week, *TreasStrand is taking the lead with
or near. ure Golden Condor” (20th) and
“Come Back Little Sheba,” getting McCall” (Col). Dull $9,000
“Member of Wedding” “Moscow Strikes” (Indie), same.
hefty assist from the Academy Last week,
(InTechniques”
“Stereo
?nd
(Col)
honors
second
for
Tieing
award.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;
are Majestic’s “Ma and Pa Ket- die) (2d wk), $7,000.
70-95)—“Little Sheba” (Par) and
Albees
RKO
(1,207;
Coast)
(No.
Vacation”
and
Artists
United
tle on
Taxi” (20th). Good $20,000. Last
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) week, “I Confess” (WB) and “Tan
80-$1.50)
“The Star.” Both are socko.
Estimates for This Week
(5th wk). Sock $12,000. Last week, gieJ. incident” (AA),* $18,000.
1

(

-

.

,

^

—

8iG

—

#

—

—

—

Palms (UD) (2,961; 70-95)—
Behin d Gun” (WB) and

.

St

LUSH $8,500,
SEATTLE; ‘SHEBA’ 14G

‘PALMS’

itol.

*

,

w

I

Second was $19,000.
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
Back. Little Sheba” are* helping
Beyond” (M-G) (2d wk*.
“Above,
this Shirley Booth starrer to standFine $15,000 after fine $18,000 in
out

March 24.
Academy honors accorded “Come
position

$15,000.

here this week with

first.

sock take at Fifth Avenue^ “Down
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
Among Sheltering Palms” looks
Big $16.smooth at Coliseum. “-I Love Mel- “Thunder in East” (Par).
Last week, “Stop, You’re Kill000.
vin” shapes okay at Music HalL
(WB), $12,000.

24.

strength of

its

Academy award,

spots.

‘Seminole” is heading for stout
$21,000 in three locations. “Lili” is
good $9,000 at Vogue. Second week
of “Peter Pan” looms big $37,000

is

showing any real boxoffice strength
the
Ambassador.
at
Pantages lost one day be“Jeopardy” shapes mild at Loew’s. although
cause housing Academy presentaEstimates for This Week
tions March 19. “Call Me Madam”
Ambassador (F&M) (3,f)Q0; 60- is neat $10,500 in this week at Ritz.
75)
“Little
Sheba”
(Par)
and “Moulin Rouge” is good $10,000 in
“Face To Face” (RKO). Solid $17,- 12th week, two houses.
000. Last week, “I Confess” (WB)
Estimates for This Week
and “Torpedo Alley” (AA), $13,United Artists, Hollywood Para000
mount
(2,100; 1,430;
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)— 70-$1.10>(UATC-F&M)
“Little Sheba”
(Par).
“Stars Are Singing” (Par) and “All
Smart
$21,000. Last week. Holly
Ashore”
(Col).
Opened today Par and Orpheum,
“Stereo
Tech(Tues.). Last week, “City Beneath
niques” (Indie) (2d wk) and “Stars
Sea” (U) and “Redhead Wyoming”
Singing” (Par) (3d wk), $11,400.
(U), fair $13,500,
Orpheum, Egyptian (Metropoli50-75)—
Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172;
tan-UATC) (2,213; 1,538; 60-$1.10)
“Jeopardy” (M-G) and “BreakMelvin” (M-G) and “Jadown” (Indie). Modest $12,000. “I Love
lopy” (AA). Pleasing $21,000. Last
Last week, “I Love Melvin” <M-G)
week, Egyptian and L. A. Paraand “Chief Pontiac” (Indie), $14,mount, “Battle Circus” (M-G) and
000
60-75)— “White Lightning” (AA) (2d wk),
Missouri (F&M)
currently

'

—

1

.

—

.

.

.

(3,500;

“Angel Face” (RKO) and “Tangier $14,500.Angeles, Chinese,
Los
Uptown,
Incident” (AA). NSG $9,000. Last
Loyola (FWC* (2,097; 2,048; 1,715;
week, “Treasure Golden Condor’
70-$l. 10)—“Destination Gobi”
(20th)
and “Ride Man v Down 1,248;
(20th) and “Secret Sharer” (RKO).
(Rep), $10,000.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; Fine $30,000. Last week, Los Anand Uptown, “Magnetic Mongeles
90)
“Member of Wedding” (Col).
Fine $4,000. Last week, “Cry Be- ster” (UA) and “Bandits Corsica”
(UA),
$11,000.
loved Country” (UA), $3,500.
Loew’s State, Four Star, Hawaii
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
(UATC-G&S)
(2,404; 900; 1,106; 6090)
“Member of Wedding” (Col) $1.10)—“Seminole”
(U* and “Kan-

—

—

(2d wk).

first

Fine'’ $4,500 after $4,000
,

Pacific” (AA). Stout $21,000.
Last week, “City Beneath Sea” (U)
and “Redhead Wyoming” (U) (2d
wk), $12,800.
Vogue (FWC* (885; 80-$1.20)—
“Lili” (M-G*. Good $9,000. Last
week,
“Bad,
Beautiful”
(M-G)
sas

frame.

‘Spnr’ Sturdy $10,500,

Omaha; ‘Sheba’ 61G, 2d
Omaha, March

is

is

fair at Brandeis. “Little
trim in holdover at the

(12th wk-5 days*, $2,500.
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,752; 2,812; 74-$1.50)—“Peter Pan”

24.

Local first-runs are spotty here
this session, with “Jeopardy” standing out among new bills at the
State. “Naked Spur” shapes good
at the Orpheum while “I Confess”'

Sheba”

(RKO) and “Bear Country” (RKO)
(2d wk).
$49,000.

Big $37,000.

Last week,

1

Downtown, Wiltem (WB)

—

(1,757;

70-$1.10)
“Back on Broad(2d wk). Slim $7,000.

Omahar 2,344;
way” (WB)

Adams

(Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)

—“leaked

Orpheum

“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO).
Fine $17,000. Last week, “Bad and
I

—

—

Beautiful” (M-G) (4th wk), $6,000.

|

Girls” (Col), $14,000 in 11 days.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,626; 34^0)—
Limelight” (UA) (3d wk). Oke

Seattle,

March

Estimates for This Week
Last week, with Chinese, Loyola,
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 20-76)— $19,300.
Kit® (FWC) (1.370; 80-$1.50)—
“I Confess” (WB) and “Sea Tiger”
Zone” (Par) anw “Gambler and (WB). Fair $4,500. Last week, “Call Me Madam” (20th) (3d wk;.
Lady”
p $10,000.
y (Lip),
“Never Wave at Wae” (RKO) and Neat $10,500. Last week, $14,600.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.50)
Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25V- “Port Sinister” (RKO), $6,300.
“Four Poster” (Col* (2d wk).
“Peter P£n” (RKO-Disney) (5th
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 20-70) Light
$4,000. Last week, $4,900.
wk). Strong $15,000. Last week,
“Little Sheba” (Par) (2d wk) and
Wilshire,
Globe (FWC) (2,295;
$17,000.
“Scotland Yard inspector” (Par).
80-$1.50)—“Moulin Rouge”
782;
70Award
Shirley Booth’s Academy
United Artists (UA) (1,938;
(UA)
wk-Wilshire,
4th wk(13th
95)—i“Jeopardy” (M-G) and “Kan- helped this to trim $6,500 with secGlobe). Fast $10,000. Last week,
sas Pacific” (AA)' (2d wk). Slow ond feature added after $8,500
900
$9
opener.
$8,500. Last week, $15,800.
Beverly Hills (WT) (1,612; $1.50-

Boardway-Capitol (Korman) (3,500; 70-95)—“Naked Spur” (M-G)
Andersen” still is terrifie in sec- and “Babes in Bqgdad” (UA). Oke
ond round at Loew’s while “Above $15,000. Last week, “One Girl’s
and Beyond” shapes fine at Cap- Confession” (Col) and “Problem

(Col), $5,000.

Louis,

Film biz has hit a mid-Lenten
slump here and only “Come Back,
Little Sheba,” liberally plugged on

(AA).
Musketeers”
“glades of
Qkay $ 15tooO. Last week, “Tropic

Monti;

Mutiny”

First-run biz ranges from pleasing to excellent. “Sheba,” in two
conventional
theatres,
shapes
smart $21,000 plus nearly $31,000
in four drive-ins and one nabe.
Destination Gobi” looks nice $30;000 in four sites while "I .Love
Melvin” is pleasing $21,000 in two

In Sluggish St. L.

*

Albee (RKO) '(2,200; 44-65)— $13,500.
“The Star” (20th) and “Black
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; $1.20Swan” (20th). Big $8,500 or near. $1.80) “Hans Christian Andersen
Last week. “City Beneath Sea”
(5th wk). Capacity $16,000.
(RKO)
(Ui and “Sword of Venus” (RKO),
Last -week, same.
$7,000.
(Rosener) (400; ' 65-85)—
Clay
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
“Four Poster” (Col) (2d wk). Held
“Lawless Breed” (U) and “Ma, Pa
Last week, $2,000.
$1,700.
at
Kettle on Vacation” (U). Sock $9,Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377; 8o000. Last week, “Back On BroadFor Parson” (Indie)
$D_“Brandy
way” (WB) and “Angel Street”
Last
$1,200.
(2d wk). Still good at
(Indie), weak $5,000.
week, $1,800.
State
(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)
“Battle Circus” (M-G> and “Old
Overland Trail” (Rep). Mild $9,- ‘Thunder’ Boff $16,000,
500. Last week, “Taxi” (20th) and
“Prince of Pirates” (Rep). $8,000
‘Hans’ 40G, 2d
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44Montreal, March 24.
65*— “Little Sheba”
and
(Par)
Best newcomer here this session
“Midnight Serenade” (Par). Terwhich is big
rific $12,000 or near.
Last week, is “Thunder in East”
“Hans Christian
“Tropic Zone” (Par) and “Savage at the Princess.'

erally.

‘Sheba Solid 17G

In Spotty Frisco

,

24.

televising first-

runs report hearty weekend trade
for all excepting very weak bills.
“Little Sheba,” and £High Noon,”
with best actress and best actor
awards respectively, were .unusually stout over the. weekend although “Noon” is well down id
subsequent-run spots. Concensus of
exhibs was that the telecast had a

Estimated Total Gross
$503,800
This week
Based on 20 theatres
$414,700
Last year
theatres)
( Based on 23

(M-G) and “Rogue’s

March” (M-G). Dull

Academy Awards

Week

(RKO).

21G

After a general boxoffice dip for

$1,500. Holds. Last week, “Thief,
of Venice” (20th) (3d wk) $1,200.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75)

$2,480,400

$30,000, ‘Melvin’

Los Angeles, March

(Dickinson) (504; 65-85)

“Under Red Sea”

Week

Smooth

‘Gobi’

Broadway Grosses

week.
Estimates for This

,

atres,

“White Lightning” (AA), $15,000.
Orpheiim (Loew) (3.000; 74-$1.25)
—“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (4th wk).
Good $14,000 after $17,000 in third
Ul'

‘Sheba’ Smart 21G, ‘Seminole’ Same,

at four Fox Midwest
first-runs looks fairly good for biggest total in city. “I Confess” at
Missouri is dull. “Little Sheba” at
Paramount looms strong in second

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$2,233,100
(Based on 23 pities 201 the-

5

S6

14G, 4th

LA Perky After Academy Awards;

“Gunsmoke”

r
cp

“Mississippi Gambler
nvers with
°15 '“Niagara” best of secondhad little
f/ekers Award telecast
downtown suanv effect on
biz.
burban theatre
Estimates for This Week
Astor iB&Q) (1»500;
Andersen” (RKO)
.c
H ans Christian
Holding up at nice
rRth wk».
for 12th week.
$7,000
500 after

in 2d,

K.C.; ‘Jeopardy’ Dim 10G
Kansas City, March 24.
Slow biz looms this week with
spring weather and opening of
the

Key

its

S,<

8G

IS

drive-ins cutting in. “Jeopardy” at

Boston, March 24.
Sheba/' with
.•Come Back, Little
coinciding with
Met opening

°

‘Sheba’ Stout

Hub Standout;

Hep 16G, ‘Rouge

‘Hitch-Hiker

ncrvtas crosses

PSttfETf

70)

$}0,50jD.

(Tristates)

(3,000; 20-

Spur” (M-G).

Last

week,

1.80)

—“Hans

Christian Andersen”
(13th wk). Oke $5,500. Last

Good (RKO)

“Treasure

Golden Condor” .(20th) and “Silver

Whip”

week, $5,700.

Canon (ABO)

(533;

$1.20)—“Ed-

(20th), $10,200.
ward and Caroline” (Indie) (2d
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-76)— wk). Dull $1,500. Last week, $2,“Jeopardy” (M-G) and “Models, 200
Jnc .” (Indie). Solid $6,000. Last
week, “Bad and Beautiful” (M-G>
(2d wk), $5,000.
‘SHEBA’ -HUGE $18,000,
.

PORT; ‘NOON’ NEAT 7G

Heat

Chills

Cincy Biz;

‘Ivanhoe’

‘City’ $7,500,

Hot 12G; ‘B’way’ Okay 10G

Portland, Ore, March 24.
Biz is really perking here with
nearly all first-runs showing strong
product. “Four Poster” came in at
hiked prices along with “Peter
Pan.” Some managers here are advertising regular prices as a novel-

at
terrific
looms
$11,000. Last week, “Naked Spur” ty.
“Pan”
March 24.
(M-G), $10,500.
Orpheum while “Poster” is near
All houses here have new bills
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)— capacity at the Guild. “Come Back,
ing Me”
Estimates for This Week
trade continues me- “Ivanhoe” (M-G). Hotsy $12,000 at Little Sheba” is smash at ParaLoew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 75-$l)— this week but
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65yo*
“Down Among Sheltering “Hans Christian Andersen (RKO) dium. There is no standout grosser pop scale. Last week, “Jeopardy” mount and Oriental with an Oscarwinning promotion campaign.
Palms” 20th) and “Homesteaders” (2d wk). Smash $40,000 after $45,- in the face of spring warmth and (M-G), $11,500.
unGrand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85)— “High Noon” was brought back
Easter’s approach. “Ivanhoe,
(AA*. Smooth $8,500 or near. Last 000 first week.
*'
Confession” (Col) and for Academy laurels, being neat at
“One
Girl’s
StarS
Singing, (Par) ’
I
“Problem Girls” (Col). Oke $7,000 Mayfair.
$7 000
Last week, “Stooge” (Par) (m.o.),
F th Venue (Evergreen) (2,366;
Estimates for This Week
om<>.
c- nn
A
$ 8 000
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)
‘Little Sheba” (Par) -and Last week.
(Shor)
at the Pal(1,500; 55-85)—
okay
Keith's
looms
Broadway”
(WB),
“Back On Broadway” (WB) and
Lightning” (AAk
Socko (WB) and ‘‘Shut Big Mouth”
Good “Sab
ace. “City Beneath Sea” at Keith’s “City Beneath Sea” (U).
00 0r close Last week, “Star”
Antone” (Rep). Fine $8,500.
$ 10 , 000
Girl’s $7,500. Last week, “Niagara” (20th)
(9m?
J “
“One
while
good
shapes
”
and Taxi (20th) (2d Wk)
Last week, “Mississippi Gambler”
Orpheum (C.TK) (1,048; 34-60)— Confession” 'in the Grand looks (2d wk), $5,500.
$4 800
“Black Castle” (U) (2d wk),
and
(U)
and
(RKO)
“Women of Twilight”
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85)—
oke.
Liberty (Hamrick)
8 000
(2,264; 65-90) “Mr. Walkie Talkie” (RKO). Good
“She’s Back on Broadway” (WB*. $
for This Week
Estimates
(Parker) (400; 90-$1.25)—
SDUr” ( M-G) and “Des- $8,000.
Guild
“Desperate
Last week,
Okay $10,000 or near. Last week,
perate Search”
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-85)
(M-G) (3d wk). Oke Search” (M-G) and “Konga” (M-G),
(Continued on page 22)
Confess” (WB), $9,500.
“Battle v<£i«a*5” (M-G). Moderate “I
(Continued on page'22)
$7,000.
Cincinnati,
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Hollywood, March 15
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THIS

is*

one of the

big*

t

,

*

money

Time, will

biggest one of them.

the directly comparable “Going

Maybe

pictures of the year.
tell

My

about

that, as it did

Way,” but

it’ll

the

about

be big enough,

—

John Wayne’s all-around best picture to .date which
is taking in a lot of territory-^and it contains Jphn Wayne’s all-around
best performance, a pair of circumstances that augur an astronomical
box office total. -More than that, it figures to make a great many millions of motion picture theatre-goers very happy about the whole thing,
and to restore confidence in the old truism that motion pictures, when
they’re good, are the best entertainment show business has devised so
far. This is a picture to measure your theatre with, thus
if it dbesn‘t
gross capacity, sell the joint. But it will.
never worry. It

is

:

Michael Curtiz, the most versatile director on this or any continent,
rected the picture with

warm

unde rstan ding of

its

human

values as well as of

great comedy content;

its
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French-ItaJo Co.-Prod. Upbeat Looms;

Barnum-Bailey

May Send

Tab Version

Paris,

March

17.

*

Film companies of Rome
scheduled nine coyear six being
win be a 3-D.
one
while
tinters
spectacle pix or unT ux feels that
in the cinema
best
stories go
I

ux

an d Paris have
productions this

usual
today.

Also that increased co-proupped
duction with the resulting
appeal to
budgets have general
European audiences. Lux has ap
proximated $3,000,000 for this

upped schedule.
Marcel Carne, top Gallic direc“Therese Raquin”
tor has started
here with Raf Vallone and Simone
Signoret. It is based on a novel by
Emile Zola. Marcel Pagliero will
in
do ‘'Don't Stop Listening”
and
Paris, Oslo, Berlin- and Naples
aboard a tanker.
Gallic

Pic will

utilize'

and Italo actors.

A biggie on the agenda is the
G W. Pabst production of Homer’s
being

Ulysses.” The screenplay
done by Ben Hecht *nd Pabst.
Film will be shot entirely in Italy
and in color. This likely will be a
Kirk Douglas,
3-D production.
Sylvana Mangano, Michel Simon
and Henri Vidal are pegged for
is

•

the starring roles.
a

cupation of Italy in 1830. Pic will
star Alida Valli. Alexandre Blassetti is slated to do a sequel to his
-Olden Times.” Called “Actual
Times.” it will be a series of
sketches and stories about modern
life. A life of “Wagner” is slated
to be directed by Italo director
Gentilano and likely will star
March and Micheline
Fredric
Presle. Also planned is a group of
swashbucklers, “The Three Cor-

“Yolanda And The Corand “Brigand of Tacca Del

Lupo.”

Franco-London Film

is

another

big outfit malting Franco-Italo coIn preparation are
productions.

“Madame D...”
Ophul’s
which will star Charles Boyer, VitDaniele Darand
Sica
De
torio

Max

winding
the big costumer. “Lucrecia Borgia” under the direction of Christian-Jaque. It stars Martine Carol
and Pedro Armendariz.
Other co-productions are the
Orguiel“Les
Franco-Mexican,
leux” directed bjf Yves Allegret,
Morgan, Gerard
Michele
with
and Pedro Armendariz
Philipe
starred Franco-Spanish film,
“Sang Et Lumiere,” to be directed
by Georges Rouquier. and to star
Zsa Zsa Gabor and Danile Gelin;
Franco - Italo - German f i 1 m,
a
“First Love,” to be done by Jean
Renoir and starring Daniele Derieux.

Company

is

also

lorme as well as a Franco-German
pic, “La Vierge Du Rhin,” to be
directed by Gilles Grangier. Jean
Gabin will star in the last-named.

Salacrou in

Fight With

Comedie-Francaise Over

“Were

red,

I a

he star- den.
Congressman” and

“Atomic Fireman,” finished first
and second among the 18 boxoffice
toppers out of the 96 Mexican pix
exhibited here in 1952. Both “Cantinflas” pix played the swanky Cine
Roble.
“Congressman” grossed
$138,000 in six weeks and “Fire-

man”

$115,700 in five weeks.
Finishing third after the comedian’s first two winners was “Right
to be Born,” based on the novel
by that name by Felix B. Caignet,
Cuban author. This did $114,500
in seven weeks at the Cine Orefeon.
But
that during

“Bom” was unique

in

three weeks at
this stand it grossed more in that
period than did any film ever exhibited in Mexico in a three-week
period at one house.
its first

Aussie Gets

On

3-D Bandwagon

1

,

Richardson-Tarnation’

It is roofless

and seats

In Uneven London

Bow

65,000.

Season Launched

With 6 New Plays

the strawhat shutdown, some with
revivals of the vehicles they had in
production last years others with
entirely n£w productions.
Last
week six theatres reopened all with
new shows. Their measure of success will depend on the weather
because summer season got off
slowly this year, and is likely to
hold on longer.

Estimates for Last

VAFWara&DC.
*

j

On McCarran Act

My Wife,” at the Odeon with
Elina Colomer, Carlos Cores and

selle

garee.”

Jose**Cibrian.

^

BACKS
SPONSORED TV PLANS

sion at the National Comedy Theatre, as leading man to Fanny Navarro, who as president of the Eva
Peron Theatrical .Guild and as
titular “First Lady” of Argentine
entertainment (since Eva Peron’s
death), can take her choice- of any
leading man she wishes.

London, March 24.
Reaffirmation of the government
policy in favor of the introduction
of sponsored TV again was attack-

Stays indef.

likely.

Empire (MG) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (2d wk).

.

Federation that,

if

the operation of

ITALY’S FIRST 3-D

FILM TO BE ‘ODYSSEY’

.

Another light comedy was “An
Immoral Marriage,” by Gerardo
Ribas, in which Alberto Closas and
Irma Cordoba played all summer
at the Astral. This show has just
closed and Closas has been “commanded” to take over a 45-day ses-

Week

Carlton (Par) (1,128; 55-$1.70)—
“Moulin Rouge” (IFD). Opened in
smash style with powerful $12,600

London, March 24.
Steady $12,500 after fine $15,400
A warning has been sent to opening stanza. “Never Let Me Go”
Washington by the Variety Artists (M-G) preemed March 19.

.

of

.

Arg. Winter Legit

„

ed in the House
Herbert Morrison,
ed of the Labor
wanted to know

London, March 17.
“Moulin Rouge” dominates the
first-run scene here with its smash
opening in line with the biz it has
been doing across the Atlantic. Its
opening' last weekend was at capacity level plus, with large crowds

*

Alejandro Casona continues the the McCarran Act proves unreamost popular playwright. Alberto sonably oppressive, there was a
Closas and Amelia Bence will pro- possibility of reciprocal- tightening
biz trip to the U. S., Harry Seipel,
duce this Spanish exile’s “The up on this side against the entry20th-Fox executive attached to Third Word,”
at the Comico, but of U. S. performers.
Hoyts’ circuit, said that Cinema- later in
the year. Casona’s “Trees
This was* revealed at the VAF
Scope would be in operation over Die Standing,” which
ran three annual general meeting by R. W.
chain within the next few months. years here,
has been translated Swinson, the Federation’s new
According to plans set by Ernest into French for production
He also told
in £aris general secretary.
loop’s
topper,
“The by Madeline Ozeray. Gaby
Turnbull,
Morlay Federation members that repreRobe”* will follow the stereoscopic is mulling over
adapting Casona’s sentation.. had been sbnt to Washdebut of the 3-D “Bwana Devil” “Lady of the Dawn” to the
screen. ington, as well as to the American
Seipel said
around Easter Day.
Esteban Serrador is in equally Embassy in London, on complaints
the stereo fare wculd be surefire big demand as a director.
After by artists signed for camp shows
In this territory after what he had season in Chile,
he is to direct at in the American Zone of Gerseen firsthand in America.
both the Empire and Lasalle the- many. One of the main bones of
Also back in Sydney following atres here.
contention was the principle of
homeoffice huddles, Leroy Brauer,
The Empire opens this week with multiple auditioning to which exColumbia chief, said v his company “Love Begins Tomorrow” by Ro- ception had been taken.
had plans well advanced for 3-D berto Talice and Eliseo Montaigne,
The Federation secretary also
and that product would be geared Film-actress Susana Freyre makes commented on- the current negofor - playdates as soon as Aussie her legit bow in this. Ana Lasalle’s tiations for a London cabaret quota
cinemas became equipped. First is the only company readying s with the Ministry of Labor and
Columbia 3-D pic in Technicolor to translated play, namely “Anna Lu- the British Hotel and Restaurant
hit here will be “Fort Ti” ,next casta.” Since the actress is techni- Proprietors’ Assn.
Recently the
Columbia pix are key-re- cally Spanish, her company is vauders’ union Indicated that unMay.
Union
Greater
leased through
recognized as foreign. Hence,' she less finality was reached by the
Theatres.
can evade the rule that every legit end of this month, the matter
Metro has announced that first show must open the season with a would be raised in the House of
Commons,
3-D pic, “Arena,” will be seen soon native-authored vehicle.
The conference issued a warning
Radio scripter Abel Santa Cruz
to pace with other mooted 3-D
variety artists who contravened
to
films. Metro operates own circuit has his comedy,' “Mama’s Huscopyright
regulations by parodying
bands,”
with
Gloria
Guzman,
Juan
in 12 cinemas Down Under.
Offenders who continued
Carlos Thorry and Analia Gade songs.
Clay Hake, Paramount chief
this
practice
after April 1 would
back
at
the Smart Theatre afte'r a
here, also recently returned from
month’s successful strawhatting in have writs issued against them.
a U. S. visit, indicated that Par
Mar del Plata. Santa Cruz has just
would swing into the Aussie field
preemed a new comedy, “Mademoipronto via Paravision with “San-

50-$1.70)
(CMA)
—Gaumont
“Mississippi Gambler” (GFD) (3d
(1,500;

wk). Shaping to fair $4,200 after
average $4,900 second week. ’’Desperate -Moment” (GFD) in from

March

19.

*

«-'

Leicester Square Theatre

50-$1.70)— “Titfield

(1,753;

(CMA)
Thun-

wk). Mixed
critical reaction did not help but
this Ealing comedy hit pleasing
$7,800 opening week. Stays for regular three weeks with “Cruel Sea”

derbolt”

(GFD)

(2d

(GFD) set to follow.
London Pavilion (UA)
$1.70)

50—“Strange Fascination” (Col)
(1,217;

and “Hangman’s Knot” (Col) (2d
wk). Proving modest draw at $4,000
or near after $4,700 first week.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
“Street Corner”
50-$1.70)
( 2 200

—

,

;

(GFD). Only okay near $8,000.
(CMA)
Odeon, Marble Arch
(2,200; 50-$1.70)— “The Star” (20th)
(3d wk). With pic playing concurrent pre-release dates and general
release starting Monday (16), this
naturally took a dive with mild
$4,200 for final (3d) after oke
$5,800 in second week. “B’wana

Devil” (UA) opens March 20.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70)—

Sheba” (Par) (2d wk). Still
strong around $7,000 after heftj
$9,800 first week. “Stars are Singing” (Par) opens March 20.
“Little

Ritz (M-G) (432; £0-$2.15)— “Qu<
Vadis” (M-G) (48th wk). Still profit
able with $2,900 this frame. Stayi
until having to make way for a
quota pic.
Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70)—

“April in Paris” (WB) (3d wk). Current stanza holding firm around
Italy’s first 3-D venture, the Lux $6,500 after nice $7,500 for second.
Film-Ponti-DeLaurentiis
produc- “Stop, You’re Killing Me” (WB)
tion of the “Odyssey,” is Set to roll comes in March 19.
April 25 here. Kirk Douglas will
play Ulysses, with Silvana Mangano tripling into the roles of British Producer Urges
Circes,
Penelope, and Calypso.
G. W. Pabst will direct, with An-

Rome, March

17.

Free Interchange Of

thony Quinn, Michael Simon and
others featured in the large cast.
Ben Hecht and Jules Gray will collaborate on the script with Ivo Perilli,
Treuberg, Heurser, and Pao-

Talent, Technicians
Hollywood, March 24.

Provincialism Is impeding the
logical progress of the film indusversions will be made; a trty, British producer Raymond
3-D copy in Gevacolor; and a nor- Stross declared today 24) in an
mal print in Technicolor for regu- appeal for free and easy interlar distribution. Camera work will change of talent and technicians
be handled by Karl Strauss and among producers of the world.
Aldo Tonti, with extensive location Without such interchange, he conwork in Calabria and Sicily. It’s tends, the industry will continue to
probable that a Toto comedy in be divided into insular segments,
color will be used to break in the the largest of which, of course, is
3rD equipment.
located here in Hollywood.
“We've got to realize,” he contended, “that a film producer is a
linelli.

Commons by

_

Spam

to Enter Films
In Cannes, Berlin Fetes

the deputy leadOpposition. He
why they were
“playing about with this commercialization which will bring crime
and vulgarity to the TV screens.”
The issue was raised at question
time by Eric Fletcher who suggested that the British BroadcastingCorp.-TV. might lose some of its

key technicians and artiste to TV.
The Assistant Postmaster-General
replied that there had been no representations /rom the BBC, but
considered that the chance of alwas one of
Meanwhile
3,000,000
francs ternative employment
(S9.000) already have
virtues of the new government
the
been tied up
in the production.
Wakhevitch has policy.
9
a ready finished
Challenged by another Labor
the sets and the
costumes of Christian Dior and member, the Minister admitted he
J'icques Fath are ready as well as was engaging in special pleading
tae cast.
The
The play which was to for commercial television.
iicn'e opened
Wednesday (18.) was government happened to believe in
put off to a later
date.
in it, he staid.
-

‘Sheba’ Tall 7G, 2d; ‘Corner’ Oke 8G

Sydney, March 17.
Back at his Aussie base after a

^

in 2d,

London, March 24;
R. C. Sherriff’s latest comedy, seeking admission. It preemed at
He indicated that the circus must
which H. the Carlton last Friday (13) to an
Carnation,”
“The
White
of necessity be a tab presentation
M. Tennent presented at the Globe invited audience, and in the first
here.
Theatre last ‘Friday (20) after a week looks like smash $12,600.
Other first-runs mainly have
lengthy provincial tryout, is an unevenly amusing spectral comedy. been doing steady biz aided by
Play stars Ralph Richardson, who continued dry weather. “Bad and
He’s supported by Beautiful,” after nice first week at
is excellent.
Meriel Forbes, Harcourt Williams, the Empire shapes strong $12,500
“Come back Little
Colin Gordon, Meg Maxwell, Ken- in second.
neth Edwards, Edith Savile,' Gil- Sheba,” solid in its opening Plaza
lian Howell, Michael Nightingale, round ‘still is stout $7,000 in secFrances Clare and Peter Wigzell. ond.
New British entries also started
Play, which was directed by Noel
Willtrian, was well received, but fairly well, with “Street Corner”
Show has heading for okay $8,000 in first
press was lukewarm.
week at the Odeon, Leicester
even chance of success.
.Square. “Titfield Thunderbolt” is
Buenos Aires, March 17.
rated trim $7,800 in opening week
According to custom, most legit
at Odeon Leicester Square.
theatres here are reopening after

Was

from the repertoire.
Salacrou is
not content with the staging by
Julian Bertheau. He claims Bertheau is too busy with supervising
the staging of three other plays
to give his opus the care it needs
Salacrou has seen some of the rehearsals and expressed his disa’pprovat to the Administration Committee of the C-F.
Salacrou feels that actor Jean
Debucourt is also carrying too
heavy a load in top roles in “Don
Juan” and “Monsieur Le Trouhadec” to be able to give all the
time necessary for the lead in
Rire.”
Rules of C-F state that
once a play is accepted the author
does not have the right fo withdraw it before a three-year period
ls U P-.
Salacrou has, as yet, not
embroiled the Society of. Authors
in the controversy*

Dad’ Lively 12%G

$12,(00;

Mex

Reported here that WB, under
Stanley Higginson, and Universal,
Handled headed by Here McIntyre, \yill be
‘Rire’
well in the fore in the 3-D within
Paris, March 24.
the next few months and keep pace
Armand Salacrou has demanded with the opposition.
%
that the Comedie-Francaise with_____
__
draw the forthcoming presentation
of his legiter, “Histoire De Rire” BRITISH GOVT.

Way

City,

Possibility of a small edition of
Ringling Brothers-Barnum & Bailey circus playing hero, probably in
the fall, Immediately after its U. S.Canada tour, is described as very
2 Cantinfias Comedies
good by Felix O. Alarcon, local impresario.
He said Hans Lederer,
Top '52
Grossers the show’s rep, is due here soon to
talk over the deal.
Mexico City, March 24.
Instead of having tq bring canyas
“Cantinfias” (Mario Moreno), pop
Mexico comic, last year landed and other equipment down here,
show
could be given at the Plaza
twice among the top boxoffice films.
Mexico, local Madison Square GarTwo productions in which

Luchino Visconti will do “Sens,”
color film about the Austrian oc-

saires,”
saires”

Mexico

One 3-D on 9-Fdm Sked

6 Tinters,

‘Rouge’ Dominates West End, Socko

to Mexico
March 24.

Madrid, March

17,

•

Spain will be represented at the
film festivals of Cannes and Berlin

by

Cesareo
and

Filmes)

Oohzales
Vincente

(Svuevia

Casanova

(Cifesa Filmes). They will take
some of their available stars to the
shows to give Spanish dance and

song
,

Two

.

Rank Observes Good

Fri.
London, March 24.
Religious services and film shows
are to be held in 25 Rank theatres
on Good Friday while in nearly
400 others Methodist ministers
Francisqulta,” a folklore Madrid have been invited to speak to audioperetta, directed by Hungarian ences from the stage during norLadislao Vajda.
mal film program.
The theatres which will feature
the religious services normally
Other Foreign News
would remain closed Good Friday.
Admission will be free, and the
on Pages 17 and 18
services will run two hours.
recitals.

Pix to be presented will include
“Mysteries of the Flamenco Dances
and Songs,” featuring such dancers
as Antonio, Pilar Lopez, Ximenez
and Manolo Vargas, and “Dona

,

producer whever he may be
And if we can
headquartered.
work out more co-production deals,
more exchanges of fop stars and
other talent, business all over the
world will benefit.”
The current Hollywood AFL
Film Council campaign against socalled “runaway” film production
overseas, Stross believes, is a barrier to industry progress. He suggested .that top execs of the Council and of IATSE meet with rep*
(Continued on page 18)
film
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M-G-M

gaily presents

LOVE MELVIN

I

The Showmanship Musical I

TECHNICOLOR!
(

Take advantage of the big LOOK Magazine tieup. See press -book for details. Launched on Ed
•

TV "Toast of the Town”
program. M*G-M Records get constant Disc
Jockey promotion. Debbie Reynolds’ personal
appearances and Donald O’Connor’s plugs keep
America saying "I LOVE MELVIN.”
Sullivan’s nationwide

M-G-M presents

'*

J LOVE MELVIN” starring Donald O'Connor

Debbie Reynolds • with Una Merkel • Richard Anderson • AUyn
Joslyn • Color by Technicolor * Screen Play by George Wells
Additional Dialogue by Rath Brooks Flippen • Story by Laslo
Vadnay • Directed by Don Weis • Produced by George Wells
.

'

M-G-M- merrily

offers

SMALL TOWN GIRL
The Big Time Musical!

TECHNICOLOR!
"Entertainment as fine as you will play this year*

— Showmen's

Trade Review. "Excellent! For

and audience group s.”— Variety.

— BoxoflF/ce.

"Typical

M-G-M

v

"Definitely

age
BIG.”

all

lavish production,

tremendous.”— M. P. Herald. "Gay, sprightly
entertainment, spectacular dancing, laughs

talent

continuous .”— Hollywood Reporter.

M-G-M presents Jane

Farley Granger in **SMALL
• S. Z. Sakall • Robert Keith
Nat King Cole • Billie Burke • Bobby .Van • Cohr by Technicohr
Screen Play by Dorothy Cooper and Dorothy Kingsley • Story by
Dorothy Cooper * Music by Nicholas Brodszky • Lyrics* by Leo
Robin • Directed by Leslie Kardos • Produced by Joe Pasternak

Powell

*

TOWN GIRL” a with Ann Miller

'VAWITY'*' LONDON OFFICE
• St Mfvtln'* Plac«, Trafalgar Square

“Monsoon Ruling

Leaves British

Still

Irish

Censor Nixed
Dublin,

Producers Dubious ou Quota Films
London, March

-17.

defaults still conamong British exhibitors.
tinue
last full year
the
for
total
The
amounted to nearly 3,000 of whom
first featheir
of
short
043 fell

Mass quota

1

Coronation

nrpnt

Ttritain

Holds

Deifont in London

support-

ture commitments while
totalled 1,901.
ing quota defaulters
Latest returns published last week
by the Board of Trade covering the
1951-52 quota year show that the
average proportion of British films

London, March 17.
Because of his' Coronation activities, Bernard Deifont has
cancelled
his trip to America.
-

.

.

...

Js
sendi ng Keith
Devon, one of his executives, who
.

.was

exhibited in Great Britain .was
27 rc for first features and 249k
for supports.. Although the quota
basically stayed at 30%, authorized
ir*

Work

\

.

April 30. Devon expects to
be away for four weeks, dpring
which time he also will visit Hollysails

wood to
reduced the average counDeifont.

Delorme's

17 Films Last Year
March

light in five cases.

3-D Feature Pix Finally

Preemed

in

New Paris Legit Dubious;

17.

Film censor Richard Hayes nixed
17 films out of the 2,070 submitted
for his okay last year while 1,834
were passed without cuts. He ordered cuts in 217. Of the pix submitted, 391 came from the U. S.
b ggest suppIier was Britain
wfth e i
The Appeals Board considered
10 requests for reversal of Censor
Hayes’ bans and gave the green

Brit With

Cinema BaDet Rated Uneven But
Paris,
i

.
n
,
Kemer Off on Global

Inn to rlup
lUJJIUHUg
Reiner,

24.

Legit openings here this week
a new play added to the rep
of the newly-formed Daniele Delorme R ep Co. It was “Jehanne,
by two young playwrights, Michelle
Angot and Guy Haurey, but it was
not warmly applauded by the crix.
Consequently, it may not become a
strong part of the alternating rep
with Ibsen’s “Doll’s House.” Reviewers found this idea about a
sort of Joan of Arc who refuses to
listen to the voices and prefers
ordinary mating to martyrdom,
sketchy in unveiling, and more of
a vaudeville sketch than a play.

had

Annmpn

ttUUCIDeil

:

!

Manny

OK

March

foreign

sales

chief for Samuel Goldwyn, leaves
N. Y. tomorrow (Thurs.) for an
eight- to nine-week trip to the
Far and /Near East, as well as
Australia and New Zealand, in
connection with the global release
of Goldwyn’s “Hans Christian Andersen.” On his return home,

‘Man’ Next he’ll accompany Mr. and Mrs.
Goldwyn on an extended European
London, March 24.
visit.
They termed it uneven in style,
After the advance buildup of the
Reiner last week returned from but the acting was lauded. Conlast few weeks, 3-D has actually
arrived in London. Local 3-D pix a Latin-Americari trip. His forth- sensus was that it was a noble
were shown here two years back at coming travels will take him to the first try, but that the young comPhilippines, Hong Kong, Australia pany had a long way to go.
the Festival of Britain.
quota, 642
first-featurjfe
Tennessee Williams’ “Rose Tatscribed
The initial 3-D film was “Bwana and New Zealand, Indonesia,
Singapore,
Siam, Burma, India too,” adapted by Paula de Beauwere off by less than 5%.
Devil,” (UA) which opened dayPakistan, Egypt, Israel and Greece. mont, moved into the Gramont
theatres
3,140
Altogether
date
in
London,
Birmingham,
achieved or^ exceeded their quota
Leeds and Glasgow last Friday He’ll not only sell the film but also March 19, with Lila Kedrova and
map promotional plans. Danny Rene Havard in the leads. Producfor first features, and the three
(20). The London preem at the
.[Kaye, “Andersen” star, is current- tion is okay but play is long and
major circuits, Odeon, Gaumont
Odeon, Marble Arch, was attended
ly recording radio spots for the meandering. Show doesn’t seem to
British and Associated British, for
by leading industry execs, many
Buenos Aires, March 24.
pic in Spanish, French, Italian be Paris’ taste.
whom* no relief in permissible unof whoqi were witnessing their first
After
a
long
summer
spell
durand German. He’s doing the job
Piccolo Theatre De Milan, the
der the Act, had an average quota
full-length 3-D /feature film. Droping
phonetically.
which
film
grosses
.slumped
and
features
first
Italo rep company at the Marlgny,
of 32.5% for
ping the normal trade policy of
badly, the boxoffice is starting to advance press screening
presenting
29.5% for supporting programs.
Pirandello’s “Six Charfor nationacters in Search of An Author,”
pick up here, being aided by much al crix, United Artists and the J,
Sophocles’
“Electra” and a Harlecooler weather. However, not all Arthur Rank Organization invited
quinade by Goldoni, rates raves
of the bad biz can be blamed on the scribes tb the preem on FriArg. Board Issues
.
here but language difficulties will
day.
the torrid weather over
reliefs

trywise to 25.5%.
Of 4,598 returns received by
last January, 4,183 came from exhibs with quota obligations over
Of the
the whole of the year.
1,043 who failed to achieve the pre-

line

up suitable shows for

‘Devil'; Col’s

In addition, he will look

American acts for extensive
English vaude and show bookings.
at

Cool Weather Ups

.

Arg. Film Trade

j

Reaming Plans

Two

the last

Permits to Each

Yank

few months because product has
been very weak.

.On the same program was
ain’s

first

give this only limited appeal.

Brit-

3-D ad short commis-

Hypo Nip War Pix

sioned by the John Haddon Agency
on behalf of a local cigaret firm.
Buenos Aires, March 17.
It will be shown wherever “Bwana *
Tokyo, March 17.
Devil” is screened.
The Entertainment Board has
Hypoed by popular discussion of
The second Hollywood 3-D fea- the
just issued American distributors
rearmament of Japan, both matwo release permits each. In other Police Department here. “Street- ture likely to be screened in Britain is Columbia’s “Man in the jor and independent film producing
words, this is just enough to keep car Named Desire”
(WB)
is being
Dark,”
scheduled for
them active and to cover first-run set for release with advantage
opening companies here are embarking on
of
either .April 12 or 19 at the Davis a big program of Pacific war pix.
requirements, but leaving them as having been
seen here as a legit
Theatre, Croydon, biggest subur- At
uncertain as ever about how manyi “how
snow last year.
show
present 11 films c of this type are
year
“Father’s Little
ban house in London. This booking
permits they may get in the future
Dividend” (M-G) is due soon at the
was made -by Max Thorpe, the Co- in the planning stage,
and over what period.
Opera.
Toei, Which pioneered production
lumbia British topper, because he
The issuance of these licenses, '
“Royal Wedding” (M-G), day- did not want to wait until a West in this category with a film based
authorized by Entertainment Czar
on memoirs of soldiers killed in acRaul Apold, was "communicated to dating at\Metropolitan and Ideal, End theatre was available.
Cashing in on the current public- tion, is planning “General Tomothe U. S. distribs.via the Enter- is one of few popular b.o. hits of
tainment Board's assistant direc- recent weeks. “Pinky” (20th) went ity, Metro last week revived some fumi Yamashita,” with vet Sessue
three weeks day-date at of its pre-war three-dimensional Hayakawa expected to come out of
tor. The Board’s top man, Ernesto only
"Oh, Su- Pete Smith novelties shorts, going retirement to play the title role.
de Oliveria, has not been, at his_| Broadway and Ltixor.
£esk in a long time and is in vir- sanna” (Rep) and two local pro- into the Empire under the tag of Also planned by Toei is a film
tual eclipse. Reports are that this ductions were released this week. Metroscopix. These have been gen- based on a bestseller by former
Col. Masanobu Tsuji, now Lower
is because he is not seeing eye to
Argentine Sono Film's “Camille” erally panned by local crix.
roundup of third-dimensional House representative.
ej*e ttith Apold over the treatment
has been held over for a slxtft
of foreign distributors.
Shintoho is prepping “Battleship
week at the Gran Rex, having activity in the London Times last
The latter’s grip on all ‘enter- grossed $49,180 in the first three. week asserted that the most urgent Yamamoto” and “Japanese Militainment
matters, ' particularly This pic stars Zully Moreno with need was the standardization of tary Police.” Daiei plans two pix
everything concerning films, con- Carlos Thompson. Pic might have the various processes. The writer based bn activities of the special attinues as firm as ever.
Although grossed better if it had been re- believed the dye was cast in favor tack corps of “kamikaze.” Toho also
he had a trip to the U. S. sched- leased under less torrid weather of 3-D in Hollywood, and that Brit- plans “Eagle of the Pacific,” feaain, France, Italy and other coun- turing Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto.
uled for this month, there seem conditions.
to be no preparations for his deTop grosser in February was a tries would have to follow suit in Other war films projected include
two by Shinsei Productions, an inparture.
Presumably he may be local production, “La Casa Grande” due course.
die, “To End of Flowing Clouds”
reluctant to absent himself from
(Intqramericana), with 9 weeks at
and
“Last Days of Saigon.” Shootthe scene, for fear of losing his
the Opera and $105,340 gross. Of
ing of the former will begin this
grip on his propagandistic efforts
FILM
BIZ
OFF;'
the American films, the highest
month. Work is slated to start on a
in behalf of the Peron regime.
gross was done by “Three Secrets”
joint production of Shintoho and
Apold also has intimated to the
UNITS
(WB), with $46,299 at the Ocean.
Matsuo Kogyo in Hawaii next May
distribs, through he deputy, that
%
Zurich, March 17.
of “Mother of Hawaii,” which will
he will try to persuade the Argentine Central Bank to relax on the
Attendance at cinemas here feature Nissei soldiers, of the U. S.
AB-Pathe
Get
again slipped in 1952, especially in 442d Infantry Battalion.
recent measures which prevented^;
their withdrawing material from
this city. Compared to 1948, when
For 3-D Coronation Film 20 Zurich pix houses showed an atthe Customs.
Consensus of opinion is that
tendance
of 4,122,000. last year Dublin Musicians End
London, March 24.
Apold seems disposed to grant
Associated British-Pathe is to only 3,939,000 attended the 25 cinAmerican
film
companies just film the Coronation in 3-D if of- emas. In most cases, grosses also
3-Month Theatre Strike
enough to keep them guessing as ficial permission can be obtained. have slipped.
Dublin, March 24.
to whether the Johnston-Cereijo
Reasons for the^Jecrease are reThe company has made formal- apPickets of the Federation of
pact of 1951 is really in operation. plication to the Earl Marshal who ported to be overseating and the
Irish
Musicians
have been called
At the same time his slow-jnotion has the final say-so. Planning to greater number of big non-cinema
off the Theatre Royal, Dublin, after
methods of keeping the pact alive make a two-reeler in WarnerColor, shows,
especially
by
foreign
a three-month walkout. Bandsmen
just enough to keep it from expirAB-Pathe would use the Steteo troupes at increased admission walked out in a quickly called
ing create a constant feeling of inTechniques process which it em- prices such as ice and skating re- strike after a inter-union row besecurity. Moreover, these methods
ployed on previous occasions. It vues, ballets, jazz concerts, etc. An tween * Federation members and
also prevent the distributors from
would be the only newsreel com- added factor was excessive heat others attached to the Theatres
adopting an effective sales policy
pany to enter the third-dimensional last spring and summer. Although Branch of the Irish Transport and
with exhibitors because they never
field. Its first 3-D effort, “A Solid these conditions not giving any
know just what product will be Explanation,” was shown -at the c&use for alarm, it nevertheless ap- General Workers’ Union.
Walkout left the theatre with
available.
Naturally enough this 1951 Festival of Britain, and is.now pears evident that high grosses are
less than half a band.
Row .has
gives local producers an advangetting more and more scarce in
being released in the U. S.
ended on an as-you-Were note.
tage and constitutes just- one more
Before making his decision, the the local, market.
Federation will hold its jurisdicprotection angle.
Earl Marshal saw his first 3-D last
tion over dance bands while Union
Friday (20). His office is working
will continue to govern players in
French
Group
on a priority system which will
Italo Fete
theatre orchs.
Men involved in
give first preference to the press
Delorme
Formed
by
strike are to get Union cards again
D.
Platter Seller and newsreels. TV will be given
but reemployment in Theatre Royal
Paris, March 17.
No. 2 priority, with the three color
Milan, March 17.
will be dependent on vacancies in
Daniele Delorme, one of the leadTop Italian platter sales figures films coming third. Fourth place,
present orch.
here,
has
ing
actresses
young
for the past month were set by if there is a fourth* will be alformed her own rep legit group. It
Giovanni D’Anzi’s “Vicile D’Au- located to 3-D.
will headquarter at the Comedie- Metroscopics Set for
tunno” (“Autumn Path”), which recently won first prize at the yearly
Havana, March 24.
'Show' Opens in 2 Tokyo Spots Caumartin Theatre. Company will
include Jean Ricjard, Noel Roque^an Remo songfest. The Durium
Cuba gets its first 3-D pix on
March
17.
Tokyo,
vert, Lucien Nat, Christian Mar- March 30 with the showing of
disk sung by Flo Sandons sold an
An unprecedented day-date re- quand.
Serge Nadeau, Jane Morlet, Metro’s Metroscopics at the four
average 1,500 daily for a first lease of a feature film at two Tokyo
Jeanne Serval and Arthur Devere. Metro
month total of about 50,000.
theatres,
the
including
houses Is planned by Paramount
Previous monthly high, also a here
After the success of Ibsen’s “The big America and Rodi houses.
which will commemorate
u rium_Fi° Sandons,
Metroscopics
rep
schedthe
new
consists
three
House,”
Doll’s
of
birthday.
Par
80th
was compiled Adolph Zukor’s
o.v
Negro Zumbon” and “Tho Vo- will mark occasion by showing ule will be composed of “Jehanne,” shorts.
luto Bene,” which
The shorts will run one week.
topped 40,000. “Greatest Show” at Toho’s Hibiya Jules Supervielles’ “Belle De Bois”
leanvyhile, it was announced that Theatre and Shochiku’s Picadilly and the first presentation of GraActually, this type of 3-D is not
Gjaudio Villa’s recording of the starting April 25.
ham Greene’s first play, “Living new to Cuba, Metroscopics showing
Luna Rossa” had passed the 150,A special preem will precede the Room.” Miss Delorme will stage made its first appearance here 15
J00 mark in
as well as star in some of the plays. years ago.
Italian sales.
release. Pic will get $1.10 top.

Co.; Status Still

Vague

Several important new pix are
scheduled to be launched shortly.
Paramount is bringing “Detective
Story” into the Gran Rex after a
previqw for toppers of the Federal

'

1

™r

*

A

The Opera has inaugurated a
new grandiose ballet, “Cinema,”
.which draws its characters from
the early days of film-making.
Based on the dream of a filmstruck
ingenue this incarnates
Chaplin, Garbo, Marlene Dietrich,
Rudolph Valentino, Walt Disney
characters and others. Crix have
found dance ensemble uneven and
more* music hall than pure ballet.

However, much of it was praised,
and the dancers were found to be
in fine character in depicting the
figures of early film days. This will
be a regular part of the Opera r,ep

“Frederic General,” a costums
parody on a hero in spite of himself, opened at the Studio Des

Elysees. A new legit company has staged this farce. The
found it a bit talky but without pretention. They tabbed it diverting- in its ironic intrigues and
invention. In for only 30 performances, this will have a good offbeat

Champs
crix

run.

Mex

Govt. Checks Script

Of ‘Earth’

OK

SWISS

ICESHOW

May

HURT

Okay

1

New

Winner
Top

Rep

Cuba

•

,

1

°

for a long time.

See

If

as Mexican Prod.

Mexico
'Quick

to

action

City,

March

17.

on Michael

Wil-

script,
“The Salt of the
Earth,” in deciding whether or not
the pic the Silver City,
Mexico, miners are making can be trans-

son’s

New

ferred to Mexico for completion,
was promised by Lelo de Larrea,
chief of the National Cinematographic Board here.
Script was
personally delivered to him by
Rosaura Revueltas, the 42-year-old
Mexican actress, ,who played in the
film in Silver City until she had
difficulties with the U. S. immigration service. She since has volun-

returned to Mexico.
is viewing the script as a
matter of routine. It has to do
that with the' scripts of all films
intended for production in Mexico.
It is reported, however, that the
“Salt” script is being finecombed
to learn whether it contains anything that would be construed as
against Mexico’s anti-communism
stance or embarrass the Mexican
government and its people in any
way.
Miss Revueltas was feted at a
public reception in the Sala Chopin, swank local concert hall, by
many top film players including
Dolores del Rio, Martha Roth,
Esther Fernandez, Armando Calvo,
Miroslava, Emilio Fernandez, Cotarily

NCB

lumba Dominguez, Carmen Monand Jorge Mistral.

tejo

MartiibLewis to Glasgow
Glasgow, March 17.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
appear at the Empire here
the week starting June 15.
Kay Starr is skedded for same
theatre Aug. 31. Johnnie Ray heads
the American influx on April 6,
will

Billy Daniels is

due Li on

May

18.

;

cmurATiom
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Brit Exhibs Continue to Default

On Onota; 3,040 Guilty Last Year
London, March

17.

A statement aimed at clarifying
the definition of a British film,
which had been .expected from the

Brit.

.

to

remove

*52

export
assistant
E. Osborne.
Paul Mizukami, who aided* Osborne in getting AA of Japan
underway, will continue to work
with Johansen. Latter was with
Metro some 16 years.
*

J

existing

Altogether, 5,553,321 feet- of film

doubts.

Exbibs Showed

The uncertainty arose when a were scrutinized, this including
High Court Judge upheld the documentaries, shorts and cartoons
BOT’s refusal to grant a quota as well as features. The “U” (Uniticket for “Monsoon,” .claiming versal’) tag was accorded 1,787

At Nip 'Cinemas Lagged

films; 178

pany which had been formed with in 407 having a “U”
a nominal capital was not the “A” and 24 “X.”
maker of the film, but that it was
the work of a Hollywood controlled
'

Tokyo, March 17.
Although every one of the 84,000,000 Japanese peopld"statistical164 ly went to film, houses more than

certificate,

eight times in 1952, show biz failed
to thrive any* better than before,
according to a “White Paper” on
the industry for 1952 released by
the Japan Motion Picture Producers .Assn.

200 Films Each Year,

Since that ruling there is some
reluctance on the part Of British

More Pix

In ’52 But Attendance

were placed in the“A”
(Adult) category and 24 received
the “X” (Over 16 years) certificate.
Grading for feature* films resulted

that the Films Act stipulated that
a quota film must be the work of
a “British .film-maker.” In that
case, the judge ruled that a com-

organization.

Manager in Japan 18,440 Italo

E. F. Johansen, industry vet in
the Far East, has been named manager of Allied Artists of Japan,
according to Norton V. Ritchey,
prez of Monogram International
Corp. Launched last April, the

company’s Japanese subsidiary had
hitherto
been operated under

London, March 2^.
Out of 1,989 films viewed by the
British censor last year, three were
rejected outright- and cuts were
ordered in 285. These figures were
released last week by A. T. L.\ Watkins, secretary to the British Film
Censor Board.

ruling still persists. An assurance
in the House of Commons by the
BOT prexy that “genuinely Brit:
ish films” would rank for quota,
failed

Censor in

8

of
Rejected Only 3 Pix supervision
manager William

Board of Trade has been deferred,
and the uncertainty that has prevailed since a recent High Court

has

'VARIETY'*'

PSrTE¥tt
Johansen Named New

Bigger Foreign Market

subsidiaries of American companies to embark on new ventures
Biz
Urged to Aid
until there is a definite interpretation of the judge’s ruling.
Mexico City* March 17.
average present
Doubling
The issue was. spotlighted in the
House of Commons by Eric annual film production of about 100
Asmore
at those sections
aiming
and
of
Fletcher,, deputy chairman
sociated British Picture Corp., who qf Europe which like Mexican films
sits in Parliament on a Labor but see few of them fs the answer
called 'a - depression in
ticket. He got a. negative reply what’s
from the BOT prexy when he the. Mexican industry, some 20'
likely
producers,
told Angel Carvajal,
was
judgment
asked if the
to lead to changes in the Films Act. secretary of the interior, dining a

Mex

Exhibitors complained that there
was a 10% increase in films re-

.

Fletcher then asked: “May
take it that the president will regard the recent decision as being
applicable to the rather special
facts of that case, and that it won’t
be interpreted by the Board of
Trade to exclude from the British
quota certificate any genuinely
made British films?”
,

UA

Shite O’Seas Staff-

Ups Bek*eris in S. America
personnel shifts in
Artists’ overseas staff were
disclosed in New York last week

Extensive

United

by foreign chief Arnold Picker.
Sam' Bekeris* South America supervisor, was named supervisor of
all Latin-American Countries, and
will transfer his headquarters- from
Buenos Aires to Mexico City. He
replaces Alfred Katz, who .was
upped to the company’s homeoffice
.foreign staff.
George Kallman, formerly rep
in Mexico, was appointed manager
in Panama, succeeding Paul Wir,
Eric Pleskow, South
resigned.
Africa manager,^ becomes special
rep in Germany, "replacing Herbert
Headquartering
Horn, resigned.
in Frankfurt', Pleskow will serve
with Conliaison
as the company’s
stantin Films,

Germany.

UAJs distributor

'

in

'

South African managership is
being assumed by Leonard Pearlpreviously was stationed
in Trinidad. Moving into his old

man who

'

'

•

-

y

A
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Rome, March

.

spot is Ted RysfieM, ex.-RKO manager in Poland. Rounding out the
new appointments is the' assignment of Daniel Frankel as Belgium
He succeeds Albert
manager.
Steinhardt, resigned.

Aussie

TV

Manager

Scripts Musical Show
Sydney, March 17.

|

17.

Producer David O. Selznick
plans to. return to the U. S. in
the near future for a personal inspection of the 3-D situation. Producer, currently o^i “Beat the
Devil” location in Ravello, said he
wanted a first-hand look at various
dimensional systems.
Meanwhile, Selznick is supervising final work on “Terminal Station,” 'the Jennifer Jones-Montgomery Clift starrer directed here
by Vittorio DeSica, for Which he
has extra-Italian rights^ U. S. distrib plans for “Termini”. While
in the ]J. S., Selznick will also set
up plans for his “Gone With the
Wind” stage musical, planned for
four hours with a dinner intermis-

casting Corp.
Watson said he also was hopeful
of getting his show staged locally
during the Coronation year.

(Week ending Match 14)
Affairs of State, Cambridge (8-21).
Call Me. Madam, Coliseum (3-15).
Dear Charles, New (12-18).
Deep Blue Sea, Duchess (3-6).
Dial
Murder, We«t '6-19J.

•

Lovo of Colonels,

Ballets at Scot Festival
Edinburgh, March 17.

Spanish, American and British
ballet groups will be the dancing
/stars of this fall’s International
Festival of Music and Drama.
The American Ballet Co. will
make a return visit to the arts
show in its first week. In the second week, the Spanish Ballet of
Pilar Lopez will travel from Madrid to present two programs of

Spanish dances and music.

As

award, full-time members of the
British Broadcasting Corp. orchs
are to get an extra $5.60 weekly
while part-timers will benefit by
about $3.50. About 450 members
of the Musicians Union are affected by the decision, which includes
a reduction in working hours.
Present salary rates range from
$25.20 for part-time players to $48
for principals of the concert orchs.

The

Industrial Court, which decided the dispute, rejected a union
demand that BBC orchs should not
be expected to pl^y for both sound

and

Wyn

TV

programs.

Two Years
Milan,

Scot Contingent Set

Recent

•

statistics,

March

17.

which

have

corne as a surprise to local TV ofindicate that the number of
Centenary ficials,
television sets in use in ,Italy has
Gla*sgow, March 17.
reached the 8,000 mark, and is still
senior
Scot growing. There are 11 companies
Harry- Gordon,
comedian, will lead Auld Lang against the three listed last year
Syne' contingent at the new theatre now busy building receivers in
opening at Bulawayo in May for Italy, some on foreign licenses.
the Central African Rhodes Cen- Local TV activity has been garnertenary exhibition. Other Scot per- ing more press attention lately, the
formers set are soprano Louise recent $4,500 two-hour show feaBoyd and the Edinburgh Police turing the work of Garcia Lorca
Pipers. Highland scene with march- Was "spotlighted for praise.
ing clans will, be transported from
Principal delay, in the* northern
Alhambra Theatre here. Robert zones already served by telebeams
Nesbitt, London producer, who di- from Milan and Turin, is the price
rected pantomime at the Alhambra of sets. Italian-made 17-inchers
here,- is pacted as producer of the run about $400, with U. S. sets of
Scot variety stint.
same dimension tabbing at $500 to
Others set for the Bulawayo local customers. The 21-inch item,
junket are the Halle’ Orch, Sad- U. S. made, is about $600 here.
Problem will probably be. alleviler Wells’ Theatre Ballet, and John
Gielgud in “Richard II.” Convent ated somewhat by recent plans of
Garden Opera group will perform the Association- of Italian ElectriBenjamin Britton's new Corona- cal Industries. Group has set a
goal of 50,000 sets within«*a year,
tion opera, “Gloriana.”
0
with prices dropped to about $250
for a 14-inch set.
Potential drop in prices plus the
Attendance Dip, Big
opening, of new TV areas via relay

For Rhodes

Tax

MurdeF Mistaken, Vaudeville (10-4).
Paint Wagon, Her Majesty's (2-11).
Paris to Piccadilly, Pr. Wales (4-15).
Quadrille, Phoenix

.

Young

.

(9-12-50).
(11-12).

(2-12-53).

Eliz, Criterion (4-2).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
(Figures denote premiere dates>
L' Enfant Prodigue, Arts (25).
Herald Angels, Embassy (25).
Stalag 17, Princes (26).
Murder In Cathedral, Old Vic (31).
Redheaded Blende, Vaudeville (1).

AUSTRALIA
(Week ending Feb.
White Horse

28)

Inn, Empire, Sydney.
Larger Than Life, Tivoli, Sydney.
Seagulls Over Sorrento, Royal Sydney.
South Pacific, Majesty's, Mel.
.Casslno, Comedy, Melbourne.
Follies Berger*, Tivoli, Melbourne.
Annie Get Gun, Majesty’s, Bris.

LaBoheme, Princess, Mel.
Take It Off# Royal, Bris.

Milan

with

•

A

missions coincident with a rise in
operational costs is reported by
Sidney L. Bernstein in his chairman’s report to stockholders of
Granada Theatres, Net profit for
th. year ended last Sept. 30 was
$292,000, or $20,000 less than .the
previous year.
Emphasizing the heavy tax bur*
den which the industry, has to bear,
Bernstein pointed out that apart
from the high profits tax, exhibitors have to meet an admission
levy which absorbs 38%. of receipts while the Eady levy accounts for a further 3% slash.
These factors plus the reduced
buying power of the jpublic, he
avers, makes it impracticable to
operational
increased
recover
costs from a high rate of. admis-

fee for their noh-commercial view-

ing under the Italo monopoly setup.

1

Free Interchange

'

^

=5 -Continued

from page

15

the British Assn, of Cinema
Technicians and work out plans for
lowering the barriers which now
exist in terms of talent andv technicians working in other countries.
Such a meeting could also pave the
way for easing current British requirements on work .permits and
other red tape that snarls plans of
Americans to make* films in Engof

land.

Important Issue

..

sion.

Stross Is here lining up new production
arrangements following
completion of his “Rough Shoot.”
which starred Evelyn Keyes and
Joel McCrea and was directed by
Robert Parrish. He hopes to set
up similar deals, while here on a
three-week visit.
Producer, who also is an exhibitor in England, feels -that the
important issue at stake is the film
industry itself.
He pointed out
that because of a combination of
Circumstances it is frequently possible for a Hollywood firm to make
pix abroad at considerably less
cost than at home. N
“This' doesn’t mean that they
Wins Judgment
should move abroad,” he pQinted
out.
“But the cold fact is that if
In Hassle With Agent they have a chance to show a better profit on a picture that’s made
London, March 24.
abroad, this should be the deterAfter a hearing in the High
mining factor. Quicker return and
Court
lasting
throughout
last
a better profit on such films will
week, Frankie Howerd, the British
comedian, was given judgment for permit th studios here to keep operating and turning out other films
$6,800 in an action against Jack
Payne. The claim was based on on" which they may have to wait
ldnger
to get their money out.
a charge that Payne, as his agent,
had concealed part of the fees re-1 Naturally, these^ films made here
ceived for his services. The Judge are the ones that provide the bulk
of the employment for personnel in
said of Payne that he had seldom
seen a* more honest witness, and Hollywood but the added profit
Howerd woq on a cold point of law and quicker turnover on films
and not. on any dishonesty on the made abroad is what helps keep
the local picture moving.”
part of Payne.
“While here, Stross will also
During his cross-examination,
Howerd agreed that, if he had study the various 3-D and widescreen
processes now being dembeen employed by Payne in his
(Payne’s) own shows on the basis onstrated or in use. He was not
of the fixed minimum salary, his too optimistic about British reearnings would have been $33,000 ception to 3-D, pointing out that
films
have
been
less than he in fact had received. stereoscopic
Howerd said at the trial that at available in Britain for a couple
the Palladium irr the fall of 1950, of years, ever since the Stereoshorts
were introhe thought his salary was $1,660 a Techniques
week although he heard reports duced at the Festival of Britain.
These are the shorts now being
that Payne was receiving $2,520.
In addition to the judgment, the distributed in this country by Sol
Judge held that Payne was liable Lesser.
to * pay the comic an additional

Bernstein cited that the British
production industry, which is of
national importance and interest,
is dependent on a healthy exhibiting business and that its maintenance should not depend on subsidies from the British Film Production Fund and other such aids.
Consequently, the entire industry
has joined in presenting a strong
case to the government for tax relief. With an eye to the future,
the Granada prexy avers that his
company's closely watching 3-1?
developments.

Howerd

'

<9-12).

Importance, Savoy

connecting

stations

Rome, has revised estimates on
number of future Italian tele set
tn Granada Net Profit owners. Figure now is closer, to
150,000, to be reached within two
London, March 13.
years. Viewers will pay a yearly
slight downward trend in ad

*

South Pacific, Drury Lane (11-1-51).
Three Cheers, Casino (3-7).
Water of Moon, Haymarket (4-19-51).
Wild Horses, Aldwych (10-6).
Wonderful Time, Hlpp. (10*21-52).

Woman

Burden Cause Decline

1

(5-23-51).

Saville (9-25).

Man, St. Martin's.
Meet Callahan, Garrick (5-27).
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25).

Scale

.

3

Love From Judy,

Reluctant Heroes, White
Ring Out Bells, Vic- Pal.

London, March 17.
a result of an arbitration

See 154,004 Owners in

—

M

Escapade, Strand (1-20).
For Better Worse, Comedy (12-17-52).
Glorious. Days, Palace (2-28).
Happy Marriage, Duke York (8-7).
Little Hut, Lyric (8-23-50).
London Laughs,. Adelphl (4-12).

Seagulls Sorrento, ApoDo (6-14-50).
Shrike, Princes (2-13-53). «

Up BBC Musicians’

Sets But Prices Hurt;

|

;

Shows Abroad
LONDON

Legit

Watson, Associated TV,
Ltd., topper, has just written a
local musical comedy titled “Down
Under” in association with Hal
Evans, local composer. Watson has
put his, show, on tape and is sending it to London and N. Y. produc- sion.
ers for a hearing. Watson was
formerly with the British Broad-

John

.

|

leased in 1952, but that patronage
failed to increase proportionately.
Japanese films released last year
totalled 261 ^foreign films, 105. An
estimated 680,000,000 tickets were
sold at 3,600 houses for a* total income of $50,000,000, according to
the association.
A survey by the Motion Picture
Proddction Research Assn# and
Hosei University students revealed
talk from which newsmen were thgt Tokyo males attend the cinema
barred.
Secretary. Garvajal ex- more than femme patrons. Checkplained that the press was excluded up conducted- on 69,047 persons
so that the producers coiild have a who visited downtown Tokyo film
houses showed that 66.6% of them
real talk’ with. him.
These producers, however, im- were men.
Classified by vocation, white colpressed upon, -the secretary that,
government coin must Jbe forth- lar workers topped the list with
coming to make this plan work 34.8% and followed by students
because producing 200 or more pix with 26.1%. Farmers were last.
V
in 12 months requires too much
coin. Heads of the Bank of Mexico,
(pic trade’s own bank), the semiLondon Legit Bits
official Banco Nacional CineniaLondon, March 17.
tografico and the Nacional FinanSam
Wanamaker’s production of
ciers, government’s fiscal agency,
Sean O’Casey’s “fhirple ’Dust,” due
had an answer to this:
to start immediately, is being held
“Far better pictures must be up because Robert Chisholm, skedr
made before more government ded to play lead, has changed his
money can be provided.”
mind.
Th.ere’s
possibility
that
The producers, did not reply. Wanamaker may force him to apReported that Secretary Carvajal pear through Actor’s Equity. Show
had a star chamber chat with reps is due to open out of town for six
of local film studios after the pro- weeks, with first date at Edinburgh
ducers had bowed out. Reps said f April 20 or 27.
Lee Ephraim is just back from
the studios are in such a bad way
because of low film production New York where he signed Paul
that scrapping two of them, the Lukas to star ip “Night of the
Clasa and Azteca, which last, year Fourth” by Jack Roffey and Gordon Harbour. Play, which is from
consolidated as an economy measthe German by H. Bratt, titled
ure, would be an out because these
“Sprechstunde,” was televised Oct.
plants are regarded as very old,
21,. 1951. Peter .Ashmore will direp of the new .Tepeyac studios rect, with John Robinson
to play
reported that his plant ran in the his original role of Superintendent
red each year.
Roberts.. Show- will tour the sticks
for four weeks, opening in Edinburgh April 13. After that it 4Tomes
to the West End ... Philip Kin gSelznick Plans
Trip
has completed his new play on juvenile delinquency, titled “Serious
To Give 3-D
Onceover Charge.”
*
,

we

TV

LONDON ‘OFFICE

Martin's Plicit Trafalgar Square

Sf.

$8,000.

Howerd was ordered

to

.pay the costs of the last two days
of the five-day hearing.

London

Movietone's Coronation Film
London, March 17.
British .Movietone has confirmed
details oLits Coronation two-reeler

Tour
in color to be- known as “Corona-’
Edinburgh, March 24.
tion Day.” It will use the GevaThe London Festival Ballet Co., colpr system and will process with
now at the Empire here for a two- Kays and Cinecolor labs.
week stint, will sail from Liverpool
The Movietone production will
May 25 on a Canadian tour.
be supervised by Sir Gordon Craig
It will take part in the Canada and will be restricted entirely to
Festival June 4-17, and then will Coronation day events.'*' These will
visit
Montreal, Toronto, Quebec include the procession and the
and Ottawa.
ceremony inside the abbey.
Festival Ballet

4

.
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directed by
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CHARLES LAMDNI
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written by

JACK HENLEY •

produced by

LEONARD GOLDSTEIN
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Schenck-Todd's 3-D on

!11!

;

Continued from page 2

was known that he had been dis- is
with his ouster from Cin- Cinemascope.
Todd’s Ideas
erama of which he was one of the
It had been Todd’s aim to achieve
sparkplugs that got the ball rollone
ing with Lowell Thomas, and that a Cinerama technique via
he had his own ideas- about single- shooting lens because a dissatispanels”
"jumping
the
with
faction
that
achieve
to
projection
lens
“cinei^mic”. effect towards which that comprise the three screens of
20th’s CincmaScope (see this is- the present Cinerama techniqueTodd* has also come up with the
sue) and virtually every major and
idea of a screen made of comindie has been striving.
new material, one more
pletely
Todd-AO’s Setup
light-reflecting than
Second corporation, Todd-AO brilliant and
used by Cinerama and
one
the
Corp., which will distribute and
lease the equipment necessary for Cinemascope.

It

'

satisfied

wide-screen process, has

new

the

UA Theatres naturally will be the

an equally impressive board drawn
from show biz and business and

Skourag V*. Skouras?

finance personalities. Directors include Walter A. Stewart, AO

The

prexyf Frederick M. Warburg,
partner of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.; Dr.
Brian O'Brien, v.p. in charge of
research of

AO; Henry

S.

Wood-

bridge, v.p. in charge of business
development at AO; George P,
Skouras, who is prexy of United
Artists Theatre Corp.; .Lee Shubert,.

Schenck and Todd.

curious intra-trade slant

one Skouras (George)
he bucking another
(Spyros) perhaps will be answered by the fact that Magna
and Todd-AO will specialize
in “roadshow” pictures, whereas 20th-Fox*s CinemaSccpe,
which Spyros Skouras and
Darryl Zanuck are sparking,
is intended for mass Hollythat

might

UA

TheWith Shubert a partner in
atres (no connection with United
Artists Corp., the pic distribution
organization), Skouras as prexy
and Schenck as board chairman of
the parent Magna Corp., the addiHammerstein is
tion of Rodgers
in itself. a show bit first. It's no
secret that Rodgers, , on his past
winter's sojourn on the Coast
have “written his own
could
ticket” with virtually any major
lot (for “Oklahoma” and/or any
other property),
hence R&H*s

wood production.
The history of the Skouras
•

&

•

new

veflture.

first-equipped houses.

.A meeting

affiliation with Magna portends of the various hoard members is
much more for the new setup. (See to be held in N. Y. today (W<*L)
R&H’s statement herewith).
and Todd and Schenck are returnBoth have seen the new Todd- ing to the Coast tomorrow (Thurs.).
AO technique, whose name is bor- It is said that a $5,000,000 pro-

R&H-s Pix

duction, fund has beep set up.’ All
directors are investors in Magna.
Dr. O’Brien, who developed this
process, is president of the Optical
Society of America, Vice-chairman
of the Division of Physical Sciences of * the National Research
Council, and was given the Presidential Medal of Merit in recognition for the creation of military
devices. Dr. O’Brien was assisted
in this development by a large
staff ..of scientists and technicians,
including* Prof. Robert Hopkins.
Dr. O’Brien, only recently joined
American Optical as veepee in
charge of research, particularly in

Musical*

Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein
are launching
into indie film production with

a “limited number” of musicals as soon as their latest
stage musical, “Me and Juliet/*
is behind them. Two or more
of these pix are likely to be
distributed through the new
Magna Corp. on whose board
they’ve just been elected. Com- ‘

pany

is

headed by George P.

Skouras, prexy, and Joseph M.
Schenck, board chairman.
At least one otthe projected
RAH pix will be an original,
written and tailored especially
for the new wide-screen system

*

connection with the development
of “a new medium of* expression,
easily Adaptable <for the motion
picture, theatres of the world.” He
was director of .the Institute of
Optics at the Univ. of Rochester
before that,.
•

be handled by Magna. RAH
plan to continue their stage
continue
activities and will
writing and presenting a* new
stage musical every two years.
to

Am.

if

UA Theatres

In Sharp Wall

rowed from the showman coupling
American Optical, a long-,
established <New England optical
firm which will produce the equipment. The wide-screen device is
said to he virtually of Todd's con-

with

ception

Optical,

‘While

it

St. Upbeat
was taking shape, the

American

Optical-United Artists
Theatres tieup clearly was a strong
price-upping influence on the outstanding stock of » btffh outfits.
not invention in which
AO, which is a steadily-priced

he had assistance from

AO

.

'

sci-

issue

entists, particularly Prof. O’Brien.
It’s to he demonstrated by late
April or early ^May.
Production on Goldwyn Lot
Production will he on the Samuel Goldwyn lot. It’s known that
Goldwyn, a longtime stockholder
•in UA Theatres, was offered a
point over the peak price and refused to sell out. UA execs have
been seeking to buy up strategic
blocks of stock at half-point premiums. Goldwyn, however, apart

j

|

under normal circumstances,

closed yesterday (Tues.) at $39.75,
for a climb of about $10 per share
oyer the past seven weeks. UAT
was traded at around $10.75 yesterday, for a jump of $3.50 per
share in the past months Stock was
down to $4.50 last summer.
Joseph M. Schenck has control
of UAT via ownership of approximately 150,000 of the 600,000
shares outstanding. Primarily a

holding company, UAT owns 52%
of Metropolitan Playhouses, .which
has an interest in 128 houses in
the N.Y. metropolitan area. Circuit also has substantial investments in United 'California Theatres, Rowley United Theatres and
3-D or wide-screen production he Penn-Federal Enterprises. George
may utilize the Magna^technique. P. Skouras is president, Lee ShuTodd conceived of a 65m film as bert and Harry D. Buckley are
against the once-before-tried 70m v.p.’s.
strip which was the original Fox
his facilities to Homblow-Small (latter utilizes the lot’s
facilities frequently), is not a participant. At least not yet. It may
he that when and if he goes into

from leasing

-

Grandeur technique. Cinemascope
uses conventional 35m Stock. Observers yesterday -were commenting on the projected rivalry between Schenck-(George) Skouras
and Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy,

who has

just launched Cinemascope on the Coast.

It’s claimed that the 65m conversion is not expensive, the ToddAO process using a single projector and a single strip of film with
no glasses required. The formal
Statement said this was more than
just a magnification of the image,
and that “the true wide angle of
photography makes the observer a
participant in the action on the
screen.” Exactly the same impact

Served on Coast

—
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dent for blacklisting.”
During party membership

script.”

Lang gave the panel an insight
Universal-International homeofr
’into the party’s rigid control by
fice execs are holding a series of
that decision to lump
explaining
meetings here to determine future,
writers had come from New
production activities and to make a all
on to local group.
passed
York
’and
thorough study of the 3-D and
“We had a vote,” he added, “but
Wide-screen systems.
it was meaningless since the deciAttending the sessions are Mil- sion was already made.”
ton R. Rachmil, prexy; Alfred E.
Both pordoii and Lang spoke
Da#, executive veepee; William
freely before the television camGoetz, production chief; Edward
eras
in an attitude of calm that
Muhl, veevee; Charles J. Feldman,
initial
•general sales', manager; David A. contrasted with some of
session yesterday (Mon.).
day’s
Lipton, ad-pub veepee, and James
Fireworks
television
covover
manager.
executive
Pratt,
erage punctuated the dramatic
first day’s session ’in which the
committee learned for the first
time that Communist propaganda
‘Variety’
been successfully inserted into
had
"
Continued from page 2
two legit shows. These were the
Theatre’? ‘‘Sing for Your
Federal
ply by lying in front of the Palace
Supper” and the revue, “Meet the
and gasping.;
People,” both prewar offerings.
Sightseers can have a ball .here
Latter ran 15 months in Hollyas there i» more to look at than
wood. Almost as long on the road
at M3nsky-in-the-round. Four-hunand Broadway.
T
dred year old cafes are still shak“It made important money,” tesing down the fcitfchen crew trying
dance director
txr pick a permanent cook. Public tified former studio
v
buildings .that were reinforced 10 Danny Dare, who directed “Peoyears before Columbus took out ple.” Dare was the first witness in
his first papers are common. And committee history to present preeverywhere you go old girls of 20 vious testimony; under oath. Two
days after he had been named by
and-522 explain What is what.
Martin Berkeley in Coast hear* Small Talk An Art
ings, held in September, 1951, he
For the brave In heart I recom- appeared before the suh-comjnitmend the public baths where steam tee in Washington, denying he had
and a rub costs about six crowns
been a* party member. “It was
and women do the rubbing. Many stupid,” he admitted Monday. “I
of the barbershops have women became panicky. I knew I would
barkers and small talk is an art. lose my job a? director of the antiThis is a strong theatre town and communist show, ‘Crusade " for
v
^
the price is right. Movies, stage, Freedom.’ I needed it,
so I thought
opera and concerts every night of I could brazen it out.”
.the week. For jazz fans there are
‘Just Bored*
weird cellar clubs that make the
Dare said he was a member of
Montmartre look like the Lever
the party for only about three
Bros. Bldg, in N, Y.
There, are many sidewalk cafes months in the spring of 1939. He
and roof garden restaurants with joined because the party promised
dancing under the stars. The city action against Fascism but drifted
out because “J was just bored. I
is filled with trees and sunshine
and it stays .light until two or three couldn’t sit around add listen to
He
in the mefrning throughout the things' I didn’t understand.”
summer. I haven’t been in the sun volunteered to direct “People” for
a
group
which
was
party
offa
much as my passport faded and
shoot, the Hollywood Theatre AliiI've got' to get lighter.
ance.
Even little kids and dogs underBecause, “contrary to opinion,
stand. Swedish but almost everyone
•has some knowledge of English. If not everyone in Hollywood was a
Communist,”
production money and
you*Have a command of Germany
you do better but English is now" rehearsal space were hard to
the primary required language in find. As a result, the show .was in
the schools and you can always rehearsal more than six months.
find a kid to order a* drink for you. During that time, the Communist

—

not otherwise identified.

Hecht emphasized he knew of
no attempt to inject propaganda

He declared that as an
agent he had never pushed a client
merely because latter might be a
party member. As a producer, he
never hired for that reason, and
since December, 1950, has refused
to hire Communists at all, he said,

into pix.

TV Coverage
Writer Edward Huebsch, who
had ducked a subpoena but was
finally served at a Screen Writers
Guild meeting some months ago,
teed off pyrotechnics over television coverage with KECA-TV
pooling for other stations. Huebsch,
wearing a “Fire Velde” button on
his lapel, was accompanied by attorney William B. Esterman, himself an “unfriendly” witness at
hearings here last September.
Esterman demanded removal of

^

-

j

TV equipment on basis of recent
Washington District Court decision
acquitting a Kefauver Committee
witness who had refused to testify

j

i

J

'

—

he added was Gertrude Purcell,

Wordage

_

in

New York Hecht said he knew
Sylvia Siegel, Rose Pearson, Trudy
Peck, Robert Sloane, Georgia Birns
“all aspiring actors and actresses” new to the committee’s growing list. Only new Hollywood name

*****

before video. After a five-minute
huddlp,
the
committee
told

Huebsch to come back tomorrow
(Wed.). Understood schedule is being reshuffled so all “unfriendly”
witnesses will appear tomorrow,
'when video and radio will be
barred.
Final witness of day, soft-spoken
artist-writer Philip Eastman, invoked the Fifth Amendment in de.

clining to answer questions, after
telling committee he was lineal
descendant of a victim of the Massachusetts witchcraft hysteria, almost 300 years ago.

j

!

j

.

The King and Queen' often go
shopping like Mr. & Mrs. and well
they might for . the department
stores here compare favorably with
Saks-Fifth Avenue. The smaller
shops have wonderful buys—again
recallir^ the rate of exchange and
you can take out a nice bundle
without offending the customs.
Roach’s,
Indie
The water is on a par with N. Y.
Hollywood, March 24.
City, jind Philadelphia ought to
New indie film company, Lincoln import it. Clothing is fine as you
Productions, Inc., with a first-year get imported English woolens and
program of six pictures, has been tweeds at about one-third the
organized here with Hal Roach; American cost. Shirts and the like
Jr., as prexy, Jack Rieger as veepee are more -expensive. Skiing equipand E. H. Goldstein as general pro- ment of the ‘best quality goes for
duction manager. Initial produc- a song while songs come rather
tion will be “Captain Scarface/* high as the duty on American
starting early in May.
platters is way up there, man!
Product, partially financed* by
Swedish radio is subsidized and
Pathe lab, will he released through sounds a hit like* the BBC with a
Astor Pictures, New company will cold in the headf But when you
headquarter at Hal Roach studios, hear Alice Babbs sing “Empty Bed
but will have no connection with Blues” in Swedish you know
Roach’s TV activities.
you’ve heard everything.

New

1

'

=--

New by

Harold Hecht, prexy of Norma
Mexico. Writer* group, he said, Productions and a former dance
director and agent. He testified he
Hollywood, March 24.
was formed because the party felt was a party member about
three
All members of House Un- it would he valuable to have people
years, during which, time he also
American Activities Committee
FTP
producer
^similar
together.
a
interest
was
on
of
“Supper.”
$51,750,000
named in the ^recent
[Hecht said of aome 500 people insuit
blacklist”
to
"Writers Clinic
“conspiracy
volved in production at various
brought by uncooperative Red
Lang
disclosed for the first time times, about 40 were party memwith
served
were
witnesses
probe
bers. Script was slanted, he adsubpoenas yesterday (Mon.) in con- the existence of a writers clinic,
Only made up of top echelon party mitted, but after some cast mem*
nection with the action.
Ibers felt it wasn’t slanted enough,
ones not served were Reps. Francis members who were screen writers
V. J. Jerome, long ago identified as
Walter (D., Pa.) not arrived yet,
and wh6se function was to aid the party’s cultural commissar, atand Kit Clardy (R., Mich.), and Gorlpwer-level writer inembers to tended rehearsal, he 'pronounced
don H. Scherer (R., O.).
it okay. *
Attaches at Superior Court, overcome script problems. In this
^
.“Jerome said,” Hecht
where suit was filed March 10, select group, he said, were such “that if it were slanted recalled,
any more
commented yesterday that Con- previously listed party members it would become sectarian.”
Hecht
gressmen may have waived any a$ John Howard Lawson, Dalton said that. the party
expected him
immunity their positions might Trumbo, Lester Cole, Paul Jarrico,
to retain party members when apgive them, by accepting subpoenas. Dick Collins and Paul Trivers.
propriations were cut for FTP,
Lawsuit also named 17 firms, 20
In underlining his belief that •since he had a “hire-fire” position.
individual industry exe.es. Motion
been insert- He was particularly supposed to
had
propaganda
some
Picture Assn, of America, and
ed in prior years, Lang said, “It dispense with “Trotskyites.”
Society of Independent Motion
was not too diffi cult then. The war
Jackson, recalling the $51,750,Picture Producers.
was on and there was a spirit of 000 ‘“conspiracy to blacklist” suit
cooperation.”
brought against the majors and
“Now/* he told the committee with committee members by “unfriendU-I Execs Study 3-D
slow emphasis, ‘‘‘heads of the in- ly” witnesses a fortnight ago, comdustry are well aware of the situa- mented, “Well, it’s interesting to
At Studio Meetings tion; nothing could be inserted in know that there’s historical preceversial “Salt of Earth” film in

Hollywood, March 24.

brothers is the D’Artagnan
axiom, hence it is assumed that
Joe Schenck’s erstwhile colfrom'
leagues in 20th-Fox,
which company he resigned
only two weeks ago, know all
about his and George Skouras*

2S, 1953

Commie-Slanted Pix

\

Continued from pace 1

claimed for both Cinerama and

MwA

Party

had soured on FDR,

Exhibs Rap
Continue* from page 3

have made

j

_de-

cided he was a warmonger, so a
tune titled “Please Mr. Roosevelt
Won’t You Run Again” was tossed
out. Similarly, a previously simple
Senate setting for a spoof on

“Mr. Deeds Goes to Town.” “Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington,” became a skit satirizing FDR policies.
*

“I have since studied the script,”
he told the committee. “What I
thought was innocuous and amusing in those days I see now “what
it was meant, to accomplish:
to
propagandize and expound theories of the Communist Party line

—

at that time.”

Chairman Harold H. Velde "(R.,
and Rep. Donald L. Jackson

111.)

(R.,

Cal.)

both broke in to ask

3
what the policies were then.
“Depends/* cracked Dare, “on
what day you’re asking about.”
Only new name Dare contributed
was that of Ray Spencer, a writer.
Dare was followed to the stand

|

1

[I

~J

it possible for him to
turn out cartoons.”
Shifting the barrage to RKO,
tte exhib group complains that the
filmery is offering 16m accounts
Jthe same pix being pitched to theatres as reissue combos. It charges
that RKO “in order to bolster a
woefully weak release schedule if
making a lot of noise about ^ reissue combinations,” yet offers' the
pictures to narrow-gauge outlets
as well.
Citing RKO’s financial
difficulties,
the Jersey Allied
statement says that exhibs are
pondering If the policies of Disney
-and Samuel Goldwyn are to be
taken as that of RKO. The reference to Goldwyn is based on the
producer’s statement that if exhibs
did not like the terms on' “Hans
Christian Andersen/* they didn’t
have to buy it If RKO is following
the lead of the indie producers,
Allied says, prexy James R. Grainger “might- as well write articles
on how to lose friends and chase
exhibitors out of business.”
The Jersey unit indicates that it
will rigidly adhere to the policy
established by National Allied to
seek remedies through Whatever
channels that are necessary.

Wednesday, March 25, 1953
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ment The names of Teresa
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Wright and Macdonald
Carey are as persuasive as
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any a showman might want
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fine

and direction!”

— Hollywood Reporter
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“Praiseworthy on every
Tensely exciting

count !

Will pay off handsomely
if

shrewdly sold!”

— Boxoffice
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RKO
Produced by

BENEDICT BOGEAUS

*

Directed by

DON SIEGEL

*

Screenplay by

DOANE

R.

HOAG ... KAREN DeWOLF

1

nCTCIES

Pfikatrr
mediately on the heels of the Acadmy announcements. At a Boston
spot the film raked in $3,300 on
opening day, which was a new record, and is taken to show the cash
values of the Oscars in some in-

Execs Hail CinemaScope
Continued from part 4

.

screen and a revamping of the stances.
United Artists also is figuring on
sound system for the stereophonic
sound effect. The cost of the in- a payoff via the awards derby, Dishas set up a packaged combo
trib
a
thein
stallation of Cinerama
"High Noon,” - which brought
atre is estimated to be at least of
Cooper his statuette, and
Gary
three times that of CinemaScope.
This reporter saw Cinerama "African Queen,” Humphrey Bogart’s
award winner of Jast year,
shortly after Its N.Y. opening last
He was enormously im- for release shortly. Same comyear.
giving an ad-pub play to
pressed, as was everybody else. pany is
CinemaScope, however, is a worthy the Academy angles in its upcoma theatre.
ing release of "Return to Paraproin
and
some
Cinerama
rival
to
Press More Critical
dise,” Aspen Productions entry.
duction aspects Its superior. The
All the pro picture-makers were Cinerama shown in N.Y. did not Film has Cooper as star, musical
potentialities
the
with
impressed
evidence the possibility of having score by Dimitri Tiomkin, who won
the system offered for wide-screen licked the "cioseup” and "inti- awards this year for the score and
production and projection and the „
mate scene” in that three-camera title song in "Noon,” and camera
simulation of tliird-dimension. The [
work by Winton C. Hoch, who won
system. Another factor, and bothlatter point, however, drew the
ersome, was the Inability* to lock the cinematography prize last week
most criticism from the critical the three projection machines so for Republic's "The Quiet Man.”
portion of the press. They, claimed
that all three panels were synthat while CinemaScope gives enorchronized and kept from dancing
mous width and scope to a pic- away from the center panel. Still
the
in
ture, it fails- pretty much
handicap with Cinerama I
another
illusion of three-dimension, conwhich CinemaScope overcomes, is
Confnme* from pace 7
trasting in this respect, the newsfact that viewers have to sit center
papermen claimed, to Cinerama's
or near center of the theatre to during, it was obvious that an atimpact in that department.
tempt had been made to introduce
full and proper effect.
Opening day (19) of the Cinema- get the
showmanship in the proceedings:
PrHaidCMic
Scope showings, Darryl F. Zanuck
As a result, the portions devoted
the
standpoint
However,
from
of
The
“narrated" most of them.
to -practical visual demonstrations,
narration was in the form of a depth illusion and envelopment of
making intelligent use of props,
brief explanation of what the au- the viewer with sound in natural
came- over the best. When three
dience would see and how the film effect. Cinerama, is superior to
At the first CinemaScope. Latter isn't, in fact, educators took over for a questiondips- were filmed.
and-answer session, it became a
physical
removed
in
asfar
some
showing, he pointed ont that
dull classroom exercise-.
of the special shots were especially pect from other wide-screen proBad Ad Libs
cesses
shown
past,
in the
but the
made for the test CinemaScope
showings; he saidthat the audience major fault of the former wideA two-way audio hookup allowed
would see actual scenes from two screen processes have been solved studes at the Fordham and the Fox
CinemaScope features now in pro- by Cinemascope's- inventor, Henri to ask questions. However, it was
duction “The Kobe" and “How to Chretien, and that is the ability jo evident that the queries had been
Another pump suficient light into the wide planted and that the educator
Marry a Millionaire."
scene, he said, was from a 2rD pic- screen so that the sides and far panel had prepared answers which
ture, "Gentlemen prefer Blondes," comers don't blacken out.
they read monotonously from the
Such scenes as the N.Y. skyline teleprompter. One panelist, either
diet off-the-cuff with the Cinemascope lens just ar a test of the as seen from the bay, with the napping or nervous- with stageprocess with a musical production Statue of Liberty in the* fore- fright, started answering a query
ground; fhe Sun Valley snow and before a- student had even asked
number.
skiing shots, and the airplane over it Adlib replies would have- given
Wide Range of Teste
the High Sierras are extraordinar- the show needed spontaneity. The
The range of film Zanuck offered ily beautiful. The dramatic possiParamount was not in the- two-way
was particularly impressive. There bilities of the
process axe exciting- audio hookup because its projecwere action shots' and there were ly highlighted in the auto
race tion ran about 30 seconds behind
doeeups; there was panorama and scene, which
has its own impact the others, due to use of the film
some "tight" scenes. It appeared via a near-camera
auto crash; the storage, system.
that there were few problems for
airport scene; a street traffic shot,
Taylor Grant, ABC newsman,
the camera, which requires only and
a motorcycle cops* chase of aserved as overall moderator, tying
the Anaxnorphoscope lens and shots
motorist on a bridge.
the show together and introducing
in regular 35m. As for the photogBut the "big” item of the viewthe vari&nr educators.
Grant’s
raphy, other than a few blurred
ing was "The* Robe,” which from
pro spieling job, adroitly bandied,
shots; it could not be criticized, alevery aspect lends Itself to "super”
TwnHt,
ama*.
It*
contrast
the
stood
out
in
to
though not lookine
per- treatment.
The scenes from this teur efforts of the profs:
It's aphaps, on what appeared to be a
picture 'give the greatest weight
parent that for future demonstrascratchy screen. AU were uriEastto the medium’s potentiality. They
tions of this sort, it might be wise
man.color.
dramatic, colorful and absorbThe scenes shown included a are
to use actors.
ing. There's a swordplay scene
dirt-track auto racing scene; aerial
Although there were occasional
which should satisfy all cinematic
shots; airport scenes; Sun Valley
addicts; there's a shot of a fluttering pictures, the oyeraU efsnow and 'skiing scenes; a rehearsal fight’
fect was good, the picture quality
soldier
man
shooting
another
of the 20th-Fox studio orchestra
through the heart with an arrow being almost as good as that of a
under the baton of Alfred NewConclusion
that’s perfection from the stand- regular filmed show.
man; excerpts from the currently
point of staging and range of cam- of observers is that the /N. Y. exshooting “Millionaire” and "Robe,"
hibs,
offered
who
the
theatres
era, and there’s a cioseup of Vicand the brief dance number from
tor Mature that will titillate the gratis and even shelled out some
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" feacoin,
effectively
had
shown that
imaginations of performers who
turing Marilyn Monroe singing
theatre TV could be used by
dream
"Diamonds Are a Girl's Best larger of having their faces loom schools. View is that it’s now up
and
larger in the public eye.
Friend.”
to the educators to put on a better
The
Zanuck explained that in the scope impressiveness of Cinema- show.
HoU.
is heightened by the fact
2-D process, in which the picture that
the-screenings at the Western
is being shot, "Gentlemen” scene
Ave. studios were not held under
took four days of shooting. Cinthe most ideal conditions. The old
emascope took most of the same
stage is hardly a model of acoustic
scene, without changing the sets,
perfection, with the result that the
Continued from pace 4
in three and a half hours. It could
stereophonic sound was shorthardly be improved upon pictorichanged. Also, the screen appeared more than a month ago in Daily
ally and as for the difference in
scratchy, and therefore didn’t do Variety. Paramount also has three
cost, just subtract at least three
full justice to the film shown.
other experiments in work. They
days of shooting time. P.S.: Miss
Jerry Wald summed up many of are< refinements on Paravision, the
Monroe looks even better on wide
the viewers* feelings by saying, stereoptic 3-D process; a ~ widescreen.
after the CinemaScope showing, screen production and projection
Solves the ‘Cioseup*
"It has done one thing for Holly- process like the one displayed Sat'
The big question mark regarding wood
... it has lifted the celluloid urday, except that it uses only the
wide-screen has always been the
curtain and revealed that Holly- regular theatre screen.
"cioseup” and the "intimate shot.”
is capable of exploring better
M. A. Lightman, prexy of Malco
The film Zanuck showed gave wood
picture-making areas. It proves Theatres of Memphis, one of the
ample indication that these obthat the future of the picture busi- exhibs at the showing, figured that
stacles have been solved for the
ness is limitless.”
the Paramount process will "fill
most part. In fact, one airplane
the gap for something different in
shot of David Wayne and an unitheatres which don’t equip Cinedentified femme player in “How
maScope.” He joined several other
To Marry A Millionaire,” is as inexhibs in the opinion that the Partimate as a love-seat and completamount system had a 'lot to offer
ly acceptable to the eye on the
Continued from .pace 3
but
could not compare with Cinegigantic screen.
While CinemaScope doesn’t have and the call went out from the maScope. The Paramount screen is
homeoffice
to
all
branches
to
get
without
masking, but has wings on
the 146 degrees by 55 degrees periphery of human vision that Ciner- the 202 other copies playdated in the sides and bottom. Exhibs were
theatres.
Incidentally,
Par’s total told that it will have a curved top
ama boasts, its .screen is far wider.
The 20th-Fox process employs a of 412 "GSOE” prints is unusually as well as bottom in future experiments.
screen 64 feet wide by 25 feet high.
Since the general release of
high; Cinerama's screen is 51 feet
National Theatres division presiwide by 26 feet high. Cinerama, "GSOE” last July, Par has nixed dents, who viewed the screen, exhowever, gives a great illusion of exliib requests for re-bookings of pressed the opinion that it may be
depth, because of the far greater the circus epic. However, in view several years before the industry
curvature of the screen, but in of the new laurels for the film, adopts a standard process.
contrast to that is Cinemascope’s chances are that the distrib will
greater practicality for all theatres reissue "GSOE” on a full-scale
New Ozoner Near Trenton
in cost and installation, as well as basis in early summer.
Trenton.
motion picture production.
Nifty Timing
W.
Brook Whitlock, general raanUnlike Cinerama, which requires
Nifly
timing
prevailed
with ager of the Olden
Theatre
here,
structural changes, three projec- "Sheba.”
In anticipation of the
building a 1,000-car drive-in near
tion booths and lessened seating Oscar for Miss Booth, this
entry Robbinsville, N. J., on outskirts of
capacities
in
theatres,
Cinema- earlier had been booked for 260
scope requires only a new lens for houses, with the opening set for this city* Located on Route No.
130, ozoner is scheduled for May
the projection machine, a new last Friday (20), thus breaking
im- 15 unveiling.
*
Rackmil, UI prexy; Bill Goetz, tJTs
production head; A1 Daff, UI exec
proexecutive
Wald,
Jerry
v.p.;
ducer at Columbia, and Stanley
Kramer. 411 these studio and production toppers saw CinemaScope
the same day, but at different
screenings at the old Fox Western
Avenue studios, where Stage 6 had
been converted into a semblance of

a
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PORTLAND, ORE.
Suit” (U) (2d wk), $2,000.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90—
"Naked Spur” (M-G) (2d wk). Tall

LOFTY

‘CONFESS’

(Continued from page 13)
"Four Poster” (Col). Near capacity
$4,200. Last week, “Man In White

-

8G,

MPLS; ‘NOON’ BIG 7 *G
Minneapolis, March 24.

Slumping
ting
\

Last week, $14,000.
Mayfair Evergreen) (1,500; 65

$8,500.

1

90)—"High Noon” <UA) and “Song

grosses,

much help

aren’t

from

get-

current

—

—

newcomers
gives

-although- "I Confess”
evidence
of some
box-

office

vitality.

Other

1

arrivals
"Last of

In Heart” (20th). Neat $7,000 or Include "The Star,”
and the returned
Last week, "Ilia- Comanches”
jlku>l
dates.
return uaics.
"High
Noon." Much
in evidence,?
watha” (AA) and "Jalopy” <AA), «1
•
«
1 1
.
holdovers
comprise
"Desert Lethe
$5,000.
(2,000; 65- gion,” "The Promoter" and "Battle
Oriental (Evergreen)
90)—"Little Sheba” (Par)' and circus.” All three pictures are pro"Never Jake No For Answer” (In- riding real draw. Cinemas were
die). Sock $6,000. Last week, "An- hurt plenty last week and contindrocles and Lion” (RKO) and ued to suffer over weekend as a
Sword Of Venus” (RKO), $2,300. result of opposition from the BuildOrpheunt (Evergreen) (1,750; 90- ers Show which, thanks to Spike
$1.25)—“Peter Pan” (RKO) (2d Jones; packed the 10,000-seat Audiwk). Terrific $14,000. Last week, torium at every performance.
Estimates for This Week
$17,500.
x
/0
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
Century (Par) (1.600; 50-76)
j

_ _

I

J

—

:

;

65-90)—"Little Sheba” (Par) and "Desert Legion” (U) (m.o.). Here
Sock after healthy initial Radio
(Indie).
City
Last week, "Androcles stanza. Okay $4,000. Last Week,
$12,000.
ft
It .«r
^
and Lion (RKO) and Sword °* "Confidentially
Connie” (M-G), $4,...
wr
/r>Trm
nnn
(
„
j
Venus-” (RKO), $5,000.
000 in 8 days.
United. Artists (Parker) (890; 65Gopher (Berger) (1,026; 50-76)—
90) "Ivanhoe” (M-G) (2d wk). Mild
"Battle Circus” (M-G) (2d wk).
$5;000 on popscale run. Last week, Modest $3,500. Last week, $5,000.
$ 6 200.
50-76—
(Par)
Lyric
(1,000;
“HighNoon” (UA) (2d run). Brought
j.back to take advantage of Acade‘Lady’ Lush $9,700 In

"No For Answer”
-

I

f

a »

I

*

—

,

5

Balto; ‘Jeopardy

Awards publicity and soaring to
136 my
Last week, “Gungiant $7,500.

March

Baltimore,

and "Yellow Sky”

fighter” (20th)

24.

(20th) (reissues), $4,000.

"Jeopardy” at the Century and
"President's Lady” at_ the New
are the only, new entries making
much headway here this week.
"Come Back Little Sheba” at the

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)—
"The Star” (20th). Plenty of praise
for star and film, but dull $7,000
looms. Last week, "Desert Legion”

Playhouse- and "Hans Christian
Andersen” at the Hipp are holding

(U), $10,000.

KKO-Orpheum (RKO)

—

nicely.

(2,800; 40-

76)
"Last of Comanches” (Col).
Estimates for This Week
Slow $6,000. Last week, "Never
Century (Loew’s-UA) <3,000; 20- Wave on Wac” (RKO), $8,000.
"Jeopardy” (M-G). Brisk $13,70)
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600: 40-76)
Last week, "Confidentially
000.
"One Girl’s Confession” (Col)
Connie?’ (M-G), $6,300 in 5 days.
"Problem Girls” (Col). Just
and
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
okay $4,500. Last week. "Gambler
50-$1.25) "Hans Christian Ander(Lip) and "Bandits of
Lady”
and
sen” (RKO) (5th wk). Okay $17.Corsica” (UA), $4,000.
big- $20,000 fourth week.

—

—

—

300

after

Staying one more w eek.
Keith’* (Schanberger) (2,400; 2590) ^Stars Are Singing” (Par) (2d
wk).
Slow $6,000 after $7,000
opener.
Little (Rappaport) (310; 23-90)—
“Forza. Del Destino” (Indie). Good
$4,000. Last week, "Red Shoes”
(UA) (reissue) (2d wk). $3,500.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—

State

—

Whip”

"Silver

50-76)

<2.200:

—"I

PITTSBURGH

Fairish $4.-

(20th).

(Par)

Confess” (WB). Lavish praise for
this one with hefty $8,000 likely.
Last week, “Treasure Golden Condor” (20th), $5,500.
World (Mann) (400; 55-$1.20>—
"Promoter” (U) (2d wk). Nice $4,000. Last week, $4,200.

Last week, "Night Without
Sleep” (20th). $4,800.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)—

400.

Continued from page ID
notices helping, too, and should
"President’s Lady” (20th). Starts ge t fine $18,000. Should hold until
second week today (24) after okay “j Love Melvin” (M-G) comes in
$9,700 in first round.
April 4. Last week, "Naked Spur”
Playhouse (Schwaber) (430; 50- (M-G), $17,000 in 9 days.
90)—"Little Sheba” (Par) (2d wk).
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)
Topping first* week at $7,000. "Importance Being Earnest” <U)
Qpener took record $6,600.
wk). Finishing at close to $1,(3d
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 50-90)—
Last week, fine $2,"Back On Broadway” (WB). Dreary 800, not bad. even
opening stanza.
topping
500,
$7,000. Last week, "Thunder * in
Stanley (WB) (3.800; 50-85)—
East” (Par). $7,500.
Crix tore
35-70) "Angel FaceV (RKO).
Town (Rappaport)
~
* (1.500:
*
“Last Comanches” (GoP. Oke this one apart and sad $7,000 looms.
Last week. “City Be- Last week, "Back on Broadway”
$10,000.
(WB), staggered into $10,000.
neath Sea” (U), $11,000.
]

j
}

*

—

'

—

j

v

Warner (WB) (2.000; 50-$1.23)
—"Peter Pan” (RKO) (6th wk\
Strength of this one is amazing.

BUFFALO
(Continued from page 11)
Girl” (20th)
(AA), ditto

Stout

Center (Par) (2.100; 40-70)—"Silver Whip” (20th) and "Babes in
Bagdad” (UA). Fair S8,500. Last
week, “Thief of Venice* (20th),

,

5

!

!

against

$8,000

last

coming out for
nrp.
which had preLimelight” (UA) ttVUinh
viously been booked and then
yanked at Loew’s Penn.
.

.

<BasLD .34.00; 40-To»"Problem Girls” (Col) and "One
Girl’s Confession” (Col).
Fairly
good $8,000. Last week, "Desert

$7,500

e e k-.
>l
«T

and "Homesteaders”

Frnally-

111 A

\

m ..
SMPTE Taking

n

«

Road

to

To Explain 3-D Knowhow
Society of Motion Picture and
is planning
illustrated lectures on stereoscopy
in all exchange centers in the U. S.,
starting late in June. Showings,
which will use slides, will be aimed
particularly at exhibs and projectionists and will be designed not
only to show how 3-D works, but
also how to achieve the best effects.
The lectures, to be given mainly
by members of the Society’s stereo
committee, will stress various requirements at the projection and
production end via flat and stereo
slides. They will show how, unless
the machines are properly lined up
and other precautions are taken,
the image can deteriorate.
"It’s our aim to take the mystery
out of the whole thing,” an SMPTE
spokesman said. "We want the projectionists to know exactly what
.

Legion” (U) and “Bad Lord Byron”
Television Engineers
(Indie),
$10,000.

Century (20th Cent.)

70)—"Never Wave

at

(3,000; 40-

Wac” (RKO)

and "Faithful City” (Indie). Tame
$9,500. Last week, "Treasure Golden Condor” (20th) and "Big Break”
(Lip), $8,400.

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 13)
$4,500 in 5 days after $7,400 last
week.
Music Box (Hamrick) (85c-$1.25)

—"Hans C. Andersen”
wk).

Solid

$6,500.

(RKO)

Last

(5th

week,

$5,800.

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2.600; 6590)— "Tall Texan” (Lip) and "I’ll
Get You” (Lip). Lean $7,000. Last

week, "Back on Broadway” (WB)
and "San Antone” (Rep), $5,800.
Music Hall Hamrick) (2,263; 6590)
“I Love Melvin” (M-G). Okay
,
The
vhen
$7,000. Last week. "Confidentially ? appens > wl, y
Connie” <M-G> and "Angel Street” free Crimes will be accompanied
by the illustrated SMPTE booklet
(Indie), $3,000 in 5 days.
Paramount
Evergreen) (3,039: on wide-screen and 3-D systems
$l-$1.25i
"Bwana Devil” (UA) (3d which is currently in preparation.
*° S7.000 after swell That report should be ready by
*
$9,600 last week.
\ May 1.
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The shocking

science chiller

filmed behind closed doors!

The first great outdoor epic
of America in 3 Dimensions!

Wednesday* March 25, 1953
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PICTURES

24

sters are played

by

Tommy

Rettig

and Earl Robie.

Trucolor process is steadily improving, and Reggie Lanning’s

Film Reviews

lensing gives “Lady” good tints.
Settings for the O’Keefe family are
not in keeping with its financial
word-of-mouth circumstances, and there is an inand
color
efits
of
S«M of the Beiegade
congruous note in the overnight,
for good b.o. results.
producing, plus taking on the starWanger, with Edward Morey, Jr., magical transformation of a dilapContinued from pate «

ring role, **Son of the Renegade*’ serving as his associate producer,
is a poor copy of a mudi overhas
h^- stacked the film with producworked eater theme. It might 8«t
showmanship,

g“&
little

nd

sort in that

a

S

rXm™. rZ
unusual for an entrfof
t

it

is

ai

“*&, A good

j

?,jt - -* f
i^ated farm into

\

stca d.

model homeBrog.

Street Corner
(BRITISH)

job of direetion

)&
has a trio of femmes
tld*

British meller about femmes
on London’s police force; lack
of marquee names will hurt

neatly and accenting the action
high spots in top fashion.
Dan Ullman’s screenplay is laid
in u. s.
in 1880 in Kansas, in the “cold
war” period before start of the
London, March 17.
GFD release of London Independent
Civil War. Central character actuproduction. Stars Anne Crawally is the Kansas Pacific R.R. Producers
Peggy
ford,
Cummins.
Rosamund John,
Southern sympathizers are going to Terence Morgan. Directed by Muriel Box.
extreme lengths to bog down its Screenplay, Muriel and Sydney Box; camReginald
era.
Wyer;
editor,
construction, in order to keep it music. Temple Abady. At Jean Barker;
Odeon, Leicesforts, ter Square,
western
London. Running time, 94
Thomson at the camera manages from reaching
the northerners are trying MINS.
to provide some fair scenic effects. whereas
going. Mili- Bridget Foster .......... Jeggy Cummins
Jack Ingram is the top heavy, just as hal'd to keep it
Susan
;
Anne Crawford
the form of Ray
Terence .Morgan
staging a series of holdups for tary help is sent in
engi- Pauline
Army
an
Rosamund John
Hayden,
Sterling
Carpenter.
which he tries to frame
Lucy
Barbara
Murray
Climax has Carpenter and his neer. \ am then fundamentally pic- David Evans
Ronald Howard
the two Edna
Eleandl* Summerfleld
friends overcoming ^Ingram’s men tures the clashes between
finally Joyce
Sarah Lawson
as they plot a bank' heist Techni- factions, with construction
Farrar
Michael Medwin
allowed to go on unopposed when Chick
Gene.
cal work is adequate.
Muller
Charles Victor
tlie baddies are defeated.
Daughter of Joy
Dora Bryan
Eunice Gayson
Hayden. seems more at ease than Janet
Eisa
Yvonne Marsh
Call.
usual in a tailor-made role, and Helen
«....• Isabel George
impresses. Eve Miller gives depth Chief Inspector
Archie Duncan
(COLOR)
Michael Hordern
and understanding to her role of Det. Insp. Heron
Det. Sgt Weston
Lloyd Lamble
the femme interest, while Barton Det. Const. Brown
Contains ingredients to regRussell Waters
MacLane, per usual, is tops, this Inspector Gray
John Warwick
ister with outdoor fans.
time as the construction boss. Such
Columbia release of Sam Katrman other supporters as Harry Shannon,
Putting the spotlight on the
production.
Stars George Montgomery; Tom* Fadden, Reed Hadley and
women’s police force, this yarn enfeatures Angela Stevens, Douglas Kennedy. James Seay. Eugene Iglesi&s. Wil- Douglas Fowley are all goocU and compasses a. wealth of human inliam Tannen, Jay Silverbeels. John Hamil- there’s a particularly standout stint
cident which
makes absorbing
ton. Selmer Jackson. Directed by Sidney
Griffith in a comparaSalKow. Screenplay, John O'Dca, based from James
fentainment. This British-made pic
on story by David Chandler; editor, tively minor role.
has a strong lineup of local talent
Aaron Stell; camera, (Technicolor), Henry
is
photography
Neumann’s
Harry
and should register nicely in the
Freulich; musical director, Miscba BaIcaleinikoff.
Previewed in N. Y-, March dim at times, but okay generally. domestic market.
It deserves to
There’s an especially good scores
IS. *53.
Running time. 74 MIMS;
Jack McCall
George- Montgomery from Albert Sendrey, and editing make the grade on merit in overBose Griffith
Angela Stevens
seas territories but lack of marHanWalter
and
William
Austin
of
"Wild” BiU Hickok . Douglas Kennedy
Bat McCall
James Seay nemann results in a tight 73 min- quee names will be a handicap in
the U. S.
Grey Eagle
Eugene Iglesias utes of footage.
Neal.
SpargcT
William Tannen
The script by Muriel and Sydney
Bed Cloud
Jay SUverbeels
Box uses a London police station
Colonel Cornish
John Hamilton
Colonel Brand
...Selmer Jackson
as its focal point, weaving a series
Judge
Stanley Blystone
of cameos which are neatly dove<COLOR)
Attorney
Gene Both
tailed to give an overall picture
Hisega
Alva Lacy
U. S. Marshal
Joe McGulnn
of femme coppers.
Mild domestic comedy dealMain nerve centre of the plot
ing with the femme yen for a
is the Chelsea (London) police sta“Jack McCall, Desperado,” a
mink coat. Passable for routine
western with Civil War overtones,
tion.
There is the young woman
bookings.
has the ingredients to register with
who rescues a drowning kid from
outdoor fans. Technicolor tints
Hollywood, March 20.
the river, but whose act of heroism
RepubUc release. Associate producer- ends withHhe revelatioa that she’s
and a number of action sequences,
director, William
Seiter.
Stars Denincluding three chases, two jail- nis O'Keefe, RuthA-Hussey, Eve Arden, a deserter from the army and z
breaks and a bloody ambush, en- William Dcmarest; features Gene Lock- bigamist. There is the young marHope Emerson, Hillary Brooke, Tom ried girl* arrested for a shoplifting
hance pic’s appeal. Marquee value, hart.Rettig,
my
Earl Robie. Screenplay, Dane
however, is slight with name value Ltusier, Richard Alan Simmons; story, offense, whq is turned out of home
limited to George Montgomery. Leonard Neubauer, Lott Schor; camera by a $gur mother-in-law and be(Trucolor),
Reggie Lanning: editor, Fred
Film should get by as supporting Allen; music,
Stanley Wilson. Previewed comes involved with a gang of
fare.
March 19, '53. Running time,Mins.
There are other tense
thieves.
Dennis O'Keefe moments, including a scene in
Montgomery, as a southerner Jim Connor*Connor*
Ruth Hussey
fighting in the Union arms\ is mis- Nora
Gladys Jones.
Eve Arden which one of the female cops restakenly accused of treachery to the Harvey Jones. ......... William Demurest cues a child who has climbed to a
......Gene Lockhart
north and sentenced to hang. He Mr. Heggie
Hoxie
Hope Emerson top-floor window ledge.
escapes frpm jail and from there Mrs.
Mrs. CantreU
The cast maintains a high
Hilliary Brooks
on his main purpose is to prove Ritchie Connors
Tommy Rettig thesping standard. The principal
Sandy
Connors
Earl Robie
his
innocence. However, Union
Janie
Mary Field characters in uniform- are played

prominently cast and gives a play
to a romantic triangle. But the
scripting is inept and the staging
unimaginative as the film focuses
on Carpenter as he takes over a
ranch left by his outlaw father.
Carpenter is dull in the lead
and other players are handicapped
by the amateurishness of dialog
William
and story situations,

1

Hamburg are tautly handled, keep- ever, the count falls in love with
the daughter of Naples* police
ing the action rolling.
According to a reconstruction minister, who offers him refuge
Which Bogarde gives to his girl when he’s almost discovered ranriend, Mai Zetterling, he confessed sacking the minister’;? home. The
count is ultimately arrested and
;o a murder he did not commit,
when he had been told she was sentenced to hang, but the minisdead. Three ^men know the actual ter, due to the protestations of his
acts and one is the real murderer. daughter, allows him to escape.
Acting is generally, good, as is
The young couple Wage their own
private battle, outwitting the Brit- the direction. Uncredited job of
Jess.
ish arid German intelligence to get subtitling is very poor.
the necessary confession.
Bogarde, apparently destined to
Titfield Thunderbolt
portray man-on-the-run roles, plays
(BRITISH—COLOR)
his part earnestly and vigorously.
He is a lively, virile performer who
makes the best of his opportunities.
Light British comedy, okay for
Miss Zetterling again proves an atsome arty houses.
.

tractive partner, and
is a salient .factor in

her sincerity
her success.
General thesping standard is above

London, March

GFD

,

•

Joan

Hawkins

;

Jack Mc

Desperado

.

.

.

The Lady Wants Mink

<

’

Douglas Kennedy, and Mrs. Frazier.
an envious cousin, James Seay, Mr. Swiss
Dunn
murder his parents in the course Bud
Model
of trying to apprehend him.

sergeant,

M

Isabel Randolph
.'.Thomas Browne Hendy

Brad Johnson
Mara Corday

Following termination of the
war, Kennedy and Seay team up

Family audiences in the more
In an underhanded deal to steal general situations will find “The
a piece of Sioux land known to Lady Wants Mink” a passable little
contain gold. Montgomery finally domestic comedy, even though it
catches up with the duo and is extremely gabby, strains hard
eventually learns both were re- for its chuckles and stretches the
sponsible for the murder of his plot material out to 92 minutes of
Ke .gets his revenge by footage. Th'c cast Is familiar ajid
parents.
killing both men. As a result he’s the Trucolor hues excellent, which
brought up on a murder charge, may help its booking chances.
Script tries to derive its humor
but acquitted. His fidelity to the
from the national yen of femmes
Union forces is also established.
Montgomery has Angela Stevens for a mink coat, but the material
as an appealing femme interest. is thin, the situations tired and the
Chase scenes and ambush se- talk tiresome. Associate producerquence, where Indians, portrayed director William A. Seiter's handling and the playing by Dennis
along favorable lines, are mas
sacred, are handled effectively. O’Keefe, Ruth Hussey, Eve Arden

Thesping is along routine lines, as and William Demarest have to
depend on frantic antics to get
is Sidney Salkow’s direction. Techwhat laughs there are to be found
nical contributions are average.
in the screenplay by Dane Lussier
Jess.
and Richard Alan Simmons, which
was based on a story by Leonard
Neubauer and Lou Schor.
Kansas Pacific
Miss Hussey, wife of O’Keefe
(COLOR)
anjj the mother of two small sons,
decides to raise her own mink coat
Sterling Hayden toplines' okay
when hubby -can’t afford to buy
western; word-of-mouth will
one. The patio full of mink cages
boost to good b.o.
alienates friendly neighbors. Miss
Arden and Demarest, and rouses
Hollywood, March 17.
Allied Artists release of Walter Wanger ^production. Stars StcrUng Hayden,
Eve MUler; features Barton MacLane.
Directed by Ray Nazarro. Screenplay, Dan

tniman; camera. Harry Neumann; editors,
William
Austin,
Walter Hanncmann;
music, Albert Sendrey. Previewed March
17. '53. Running time, 73 MINS.
John Nelson
Sterling Hayden
Barbara. Bruce
Calvin Bruce

Smokestack
Gustfavson
Quantrill

Janus
Lt. Stanton
Casey

Morey
Farley
Stone
Gen. Scott

Eve MUler
Barton MacLane
.

Harry Shannon
Tom Fadden
Reed Hadley
Douglas Fowley
Bob Keys
Irving Bacon

Myron IleaJcy
James Griffith
Clayton Moore
Jonathan Hale

“Kansas Pacific” shapes as one
of the better pix to emerge under
the Allied Artists banner. A carefully executed production by Walter Wanger, film will reap the ben-

Coggett
Emily

Intiufate Delations
(BRITISH)

Ruddock
Vernon Crump

London. March 10.
Adelphi Film release of Advance Film

Alec Pearce
Seth
Clegg
Mrs. Blakeworth

Harold War-render.
Stars
production.
Marian Spencer. Directed by Charles
Frank; screenplay and adaptation, Charles
Frank, from Jean Cocteau's play; camera,
Wilkie Cooler; editor. Peter Bezencenet;
music, Rene Cloerec. At Granada Theatre,
March* 9, '53. Running time, 14 MINS.

Yvonne
Leonie
Michael
Madeleine

Nancy

O'Neil

The Ealing Studios again reveals
its happy knack of handling light
comedy which has characterized

Harold Warrender
Marian Spencer
Ruth Dunning
Russell Enoch

George

Gabrielle Brune
Sidney' James
Reginald Beckwith
Edie Martin
Michael Trubshawe
Jack McGowan
Ewan Roberts
Herbert C. Walton
John Rudling

so

many

of its recent

successes.

“Titfield Thunderbolt” is another
While the? subject
laugh-maker.
is not as strong, as some predecesJean Cocteau’s “Intimate Rela- sors, it should prove profitable b.o.
tions,” which ran in the West End In America, it should be a natural
some two years back and has been for some art houses.
filmed in Paris, has now been
The script by T. E. B. Clarke
lensed by an indie British comis in the lightest vein with a rural
pany. Its screen treatment adheres English setting. It is enhanced by
tofhe original, presenting an adult subdued Technicolor. There are
theme with adult dialog. Neces- no marquee names for the U, S.,
sarily, there is not much room for
the film relying for its strength
action, hut this should not hinder
on the characterizations.
success with audiences in
its
Titfield is a small English vilsearch of meaty, provocative enter-'
tainment.
In home situations it lage which gets worked up when
the government decides to close
should attract sturdy biz.
Apart from Harold Warrender, the unprofitable branch railway
The vicar and the squire are
who has some major British roles line. railway
enthusiasts and are
both
to his credit, and Elsy Albiin, who
heartbroken at the news. The only
hails from Sweden, the cast is new
by the decision are
ones
cheered
to films.
With this lack of marcomquee names, the picture will need the partners of a transport
see big profits by
pany
who
can
special selling, but there are obElsy Albiin

organizing a bus service.

vious exploitation angles.
There are only five characters

boy who

The

rail-

way

enthusiasts, however, refuse to
and persuade the
village tippler to provide the cash
by telling him he will be able to
start drinking far earlier if they
install a buffet car bn the train.

accept defeat,

in this yarn of a
love with his father’s mistress. The
young son has an unnatural mother
fixation the mother fears the separation from her offspring, while
The “Thunderbolt” is the railthe unhappy father has to sacrifice
his happiness in the hoy’s interest. way engine involved in the story.
The fifth character is the boy’s Once the basic situation is acceptaunt, who acts as sort of a peace- ed, the entire yarn concentrates on
maker and who has been in love the feuding between the rival factions with the opposition stopping
with the father since her youth.
Charles at nothing to block the train servadaptation
by
The
by Anne Crawford and Rosamund Frank, who also wrote the screen- ice. The script is jammed with
John, investing the roles with play and directed, tackles this sor- cbmedy incident all highly improbcharm and understanding. Peggy did theme with a frank realism. able but diverting.
The all-British cast has been
Cummins turns in & very satisfy- He has, at times, tended to place
ing performance as the young wife too much reliance on dialog using chosen with obvious care. Stanley
who is led astray while Terence stage methods rather than screen Holloway gives a polished performance as the village soak. George
Morgan is convincingly drawn as technique for his effects.
the man mainly responsible. BarWarrender plays the father with Relph does a fine job as the vicar.
bara Murray, Sarah Lawson, Ron- commendable sincerity and suc- Naunton Wayne’s contribution as
ald Howard, Eleanor Summerfield ceeds in achieving a measure of the town clerk is in typical vein
and Michael Medwin head an im- sympathy for his part in a distaste- while John Gregson does nicely as
posing feature cast. Direction by ful situation. Marian Spencer re- the earnest squire. A gem from
Muriel Box is smooth and efficient. veals a tendency to overdo the hys- Godfrey Tearle as the bishop and
Myro *
teria demanded by the mother, btit a powerful performance by Hugh
in her subdued moments is far Griffiths are among the strong
inore effective.
Ruth Dunning characterizations. Gabrielle Brune
Desperate
plays the aunt with wise restraint, fills the main femme role with
(BRITISH)
and Russell Enoch and Elsy Albiin charm.
London, March 17.
Charles Crichton keeps the fun
are nicely teamed as the young
GED release of Fanfare production
The girl, particularly, has rolling by bis expert direction;
Stars Dirk Bogarde, Mai Zetterling, Philip lovers.
Douglas
Slocombe has taken full
Friend; features Albert Lievcn. Directed some inspired moments.
Myro
by Compton Bennett; screenplay, Patrick
advantage of the rural setting in
Kirwan and George H. Brown, based on
his color lensing; and Seth Holt
novel by Martin Albrand; camera, C.
II Conte Di Santhas edited the film to 84 minutes.
Pennington Richards; editor, John Guth(The Count of St. Elmo)
vidge; music. Ronald Binge. At Odeon
fro.
(ITALIAN-SONGS)
Leicester Square, London, March 17, ’53
Running time. It MINS.
Cosmopolitan Pictures Corp. release of
Simon van Haider
Dirk Bogarde Itala Film production. Stars NeUy CorFluelit Ins Scliilf
Anna de Burgh
Mai Zetterling radi and Massimo Serato. Directed by
Robert Sawyer
Philip Friend Guido
Brignone.
Screenplay,
Ottavio
(Brutality)
falls in

‘

Moment

-

.

Elmo

M

j

.

Paul
Grote
Becker

Bones
Inspector

Trevor

Mink

Wood

Manservant
Valentin
Berlin Detective
Colonel Bertrand
SDanish Dancer

Albert Lieven
Frederick Wendhousen
Carl Jaffe
Gerard Heinz
Andre Mikhelson
Harold Ayer

Simone Silva
Walter Gotell
Friederich Joloff

Ferdy Mayne
Walter Riila
the ire of the landlady, who evicts
Gallardo
the family and the minks. The Ship’s Watchman ......Antonlon
Paul Hardtmuth
O’Keefes move to the country Anton
Theodore Bikel
where Miss Hussey has bought a
dilapidated
farm.
Not having
There is ample suspense and ac
enough trouble, O’Keefe gets him- lion in this British-raade meller to
self fired from his credit departcompensate for some of the weakment job with* a local emporium nesses in plot construction. The
by talking back to his boss. Gene German location provides the right
Lookhart. Also, he fights being atmosphere for this yarn of an ex
stuck in the sticks but, not unex- soldier who breaks jail to clear
pected^, finally takes to the out- himself of a life sentence for murdoor life, and the minks. Finale der. Should prove a good proposi
finds him refusing an opportunity tion for exhibs on either side of the
to return to the city, and reconcil- Atlantic.
ing with the Arden-Demarest menStory opens on a strong note as
age.
Dirk Bogarde makes a bid for freeThe four’ principals, along with dom while being transported to
Lockhart, Hope Emerson, a lady jail, and tension is fairly well mainwho deals in minks, and the others tained throughout the pic. His
in the. cast, do what they can with eventual jail-break and the manthe thin material. O’Keefe's young- hunt that follows in Berlin and
.

10.

release of a Michael

Balcon-Ealing
average; Albert Lieven, Friederich Studios production. Stars Stanley HolloJoloff and Theodore Bikel play the way, George Relph, Naunton Wayne and
Gregson. 'Directed by Charles Crichthree witnesses with conviction; JohnEditor,
Seth Holt. Screenplay, T. E. B.
ton.
Philip Friend is a typical British Clarke; camera, Douglas Slocombe: music,
intelligence officer, while Simone Georges Auric. At Odeon. Leicester
London,
March 3, '53. Running
Square,
Silva turns in a colorful bit as the time, 84 MINS.
mistress of one of the trio. The film Valentine ...t..
Stanley Holloway
George Relph
has been slickly directed and Weech
Naunton Wayne
smoothly edited, with excellent Blake-worth
John Gregson
Gordon
lensing by C. Pennington Richards. The Bishop
Godfrey Tear’c
Hugh Griffith
Dan
Myro.

Scotti; camera, Augusto Tiezzi; songs.
C. A. Bixio and A. Fragna; music, Ros-

(AUSTRIAN)
Vienna, March

Mayerbeer. At Cinema Verdi, N.Y.
Running time, 98 MINS.

sini

Nelly Corradi
Massimo Serato
Anna Maria Ferrero
Tina Laltanzi
Carlo Croccolo
(Iii

_ A

Italian;

trite

Bianca Barbiori
Conte di Sant’ Elmo
Laura di Cassano

Donna

Clelia

Alberico

English

story

and

10.

Sascha Film release of Hoela produc*
Alexander
(ion.
Stars Ilka Windiscli,
Kerszt, Edith Meinel, Kurt Jaggbcrg,
Maria Eis,, Walter Regolsbctger, Grita
Pokorny. Directed by Kurt Steinwendner.
Screenplay, Kurt SteinwoYidner, Werner
Rlemorschmid; camera, Walter Partsch;
music, Paul Kont; editor, Ircme Toma*
chik. At Kunstlerhaus Kino Vienna. Running time. 95 MINS.
Imre Karoly
Heinz Altrlngen
Stefan Karoly
Kurt Jaggbcrg
Elisabeth Karoly
Ilka Wtadjsch

Titles)

insufficient

English titles limit this pic’s appeal to nabe theatres catering to Alexander Riss
Alexander Kerszt
Grita Pokorny
Italian-speaking audiences. There’s Goose Girl
Altdorfer,. ...Gerhard Riedmann
nothing in film’s lengthy 96 min- Gerhard
Editl^Ielncl
Emma Rotter
utes to warrant art house book- Christine Kogcr
M*ria
Walter Regelsberger
ings. A few arias are delivered "Walter Roger
Maria fflemm
Margit Herzog
nicely by femme star Nelly Corradi, but these only offer spotty
With “Flight Into the .Reeds”
relief in what is an overall tire(export title “Brutality”), the Aussome production.
Yarn, which takes place in Italy trian film comes into its maturity
standpoint.
in_ 1860, has a young count, dou- from an international
bling as a masked bandit, using his It’s the first postwar production (o
stolen money to further a revolu- get away from the stereotyped
tionary movement against the in- yodelling, waltzes, Alpine hillbillies
cumbent government. In his ban- and betrayed farm girls Nwhich have
to
dit’s disguise the count wins the restricted Austrian production
heart of Miss Corradi, an opera the narrow confines of Germanic
singer waylayed by his men. HowiContnued on page 78)
•.

]
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PSS&IETY
Bobby Driscoll, Dean Jagger,
Milland, Olivia de
Havilland, Charles Coburn, Miss
Pickford, George Murphy, Miss
Baxter,
Colman, Miss Wyman,
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TV Showcase

Continued from page Z
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expenditures Next year Oscar will be wearing Edgar Bergen, Miss Young and
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Gwenn. As Brackett

Charles Brackett, as president
of the Academy, was his usual dignified self in pacing the proceedings. On the New York end former
Academy prexy Conrad Nagel and
two-time Oscar winner Fredric
March co-emceed the awards, such
as they were, from the International Theatre, being limited with the
grapevine knowledge that Shirley
Booth alone on the east coast had a
real chance for an Oscar. Kim
Hunter. Jose Ferrer, Leo McCarey,
Boris Karloff, Danny Thomas,* Eddie Albert were also within the
International Theatre which NBC

“These past 25 years hav.e cast
some long shadows,” and it is to

that walk down
wSs'called to take
the podium
The aisle, to mount
from
acceptances
routine
the
J"
alternate donors,
Bob Hone and his
of had hooked-up for the both-coasts
any
for
opportunity
this was the
to pick up, affair. Actually, Boris Vermont, as
the sawv cameramen
[producer of a one-reeler (20th >,
audience,
the
of
different ‘segments
recogniza- was the only other winner on the
which v. as loaded with
New York end.
an^vpther
marquee names
ble
Hope and Brackett explained the
dull rouVIPs Instead, the same
this or that per- Price-Waterhouse system of audittine" of following
ing the ballots; also why and how
aisle.
the
down
sonality strolling
the pit musicians were able to have
And what a natural for the sar- the correct cue music. The meenough
wasn’t
There
disnlay.
chanics of TV switches from N. Y.
torial
what there was zinged. to L. A, ’"and back were near-perof that, but
Rogers had a plus ehic job
I

j

I

j

Road

so well said,

i

TV’* ‘Invasion* Boost

the. credit of all that the industry
which shadows built emerged into

i

-

for Exhibs Vs. Majors Beefs

Paramount Theatre execs
so vivid a national house party
have found TV more of an
through the magic of electronics.
ally than an adversary in at
There is credit for all: Johnny
least one instance.
Green, who was a particular sparkPromoting the run of Coplug; maestro Adolph Deutseh in
lumbia’s “Invasion, U. S. A.”
the pit; along with Bob Welch,
at one of its Detroit theatres.
Richard Breen, William Kayden.
Par chain bought 10 local TV
William Bennington & Co.
spot announcements. Film in
Originally designed as an hour.
$29.its
first week grossed
the 7:30 p.m, in Hollywood meant
which is about three
000,
10:30 p.m. in New York. Later it
times normal for the location.
was figured to wind at midnight in
the east but at the last minute, in
order not to brook any public resentment, NBC-PiCA Victor de- ‘Daily Variety’ Poll
cided to let it run a solid two
hours, NBC hooked up 64 TV staUpset on Oscar Picks
tions, a 174- AM network, and a!so
recorded by Armed Forces Radio
But Still Batting
Network for transmission to GIs
Hollywood, March 24.
around the world.
Gary Cooper and Shirley Booth,
the favorites in the best-actor and
galloped
divisions,
best-actress
home without much opposition in
Lackadaisical N. Y.
last week’s Oscar derby, but there
;

i

j
1

.

OK

,

j

Washington, March 24.
Senate Small Business Committee, which has been investigating
indie’ exhibitor complaints against
major distributors for the past
year, finally gets its show on the
road next Tuesday 131) with three
days of hearings in L.A.
A subcommittee of the full committee will go to the Coast for sessions at which Southern California
exhibs, who originally started the
investigation with their appeal to
the committee, are expected to
provide most of the testimony.

Back in Washington, the Committee will open a week of hearings commencing Apri 13, At these
sessions, Allied States Assn, members are expected to provide much
of the fireworks, with Allied Board
chairman Abram F. Myers as the
leadoff witness. Anti-trust division
lawyers will also testify.
Chairman of the monoply subcommittee, which will handle the
is
Sen.
Andrew F.
hearings,

Schoeppel (R., Kan.). Other Senators on the subcommittee include
Salvo for Joe Schenck
HomContinued from page 2
was a slight upset in the best-sup- Charles W. Tobey (R.. N.H.),
lcinda
The winners, as indicated elseer Ferguson (R., Mich.), Russell D.
her. Marilyn
porting-actor class. Anthony Quinn
chassis, did right by
camopportunities
vanish
as
the
where
in
this
in
issue
final
the
GillLong
La.),
Guy
(D.,
and
M.
Maxwell, chirping with Hope in tabulations .in each category, ac- eras, riveted on possible eastern won by a nose from Richard Burette (D., IaJ.
one of the Oscar song contenders. cepted for themselves or in absen- winners, shifted away with the an- ton, who had been touted to win.
inquiry,”
“In
launching
this
Janet Gaynor and Ann Baxter also tia.
One of the more rousing nouncement of a Coast-based name. In the best-support ing-actress sec- Schoeppel said in a statement, “we
tion it was Gloria Grahame all the
were good style mannequins.
salutes was the special award -to
have no preconceived notions as to
On several occasions the cameras
pressroom,
the
to
switch
The
Joseph M. Schenck of an honorary were trained on Jose Ferrer, Thel- way.
the ultimate facts to be estaband the mention of its 450 cor- Oscar as an industry pioneer. This
Cooper was somewhere in Mex- lished by the hearing. Our sole
Ritter and Leo McCarey, posma
Hollythe
covering
respondents
ico, so his Oscar was accepted by
went
also for Harold Lloyd and sible. winners.
apwill be to attempt to retime
purpose
As
the
wood news front, was another for the double nod to Cecil B. De- proached for the “best actress” an- John Wayne, who also acted as solve problems confronting motion
great opportunity for some excit- Mille
producer
top
of
the
picture nouncement, all eyes focused on proxy for John Ford, winner of picture exhibitors, most of whom
ing TV sidelights which was fluffed. (“Greatest Show on- Earth”) and
Miss Booth who had been rushed the best-director award for meg- are small, independent businessIt°would have interested even the for the Irving G. Thalberg Memowas men.
via limousine by NBC to the tele- ging “The Quiet Man.” Ford
sitting in-person audience within rial Award. It was his first Oscar
Booth
“We shaH welcome the comcast site from the Empire Theatre somewhere in Europe. Miss
the Pantages Theatre who, like ih the 40 years of his 72 that he
N.Y.,
person
in
took
her
Oscar
in
ments and recommendations of all
where she is starring-in “Time of
the New York counterpart at the has been making pictures. In that
accepted
Quinn
Anthony
and
Mrs.
Booth’s
parties
who may have an interest
When
Miss
The Cuckoo.”
International Theatre, were eyeing period he produced 70 films. Dename was announced, as was antici- for her husband who was some- in this matter. We are particularly
the coast-to-coast events on a se- Mille mentioned he thought “High
The
of
the
border.
south
where
anxious to receive the views of the
pated, a thunderous ovation folries of monitors.
Noon” or “Quiet Man” would win, lowed, the first and only real emo- only winning player in person at distributors and spokesmen for the
The Awards’ aspects themselves not his “Greatest Show.”
eastern the Pantages theatre was Miss agencies of Government having retional
outburst
of the
should
were not dramatized as they
Grahame.
sponsibilities in the motion picture
DeMille didn’t let the Oscar viewers.
have been. More obviously, Hope’s
Cecil B. DeMille was right on field.”
smoke get in his eyes because he
heeding
apparently
Actress,
goggle-cved yen far an Oscar, his
In
realistically had an awareness that eastern emcee Conrad Nagel’s plea the job to accept two honors.
tongue-in-cheek burnup at Bing
“please addition to the Oscar for produc“almost 50,000,000 people are see- that
winners
possible
Crosby having won one. his genon
“The Greatest Show
ing this show tonight and I want hurry” because of the limited time ing
Nearly 100 Foreign Films
uine pleasure at having copped
to personally thank them. When allotted the New York end, rushed Earth,” he won the Irving Thalthe coveted kudos (he made capital
berg Memorial Award in appreciaas
work,
they
public)
slightly
do
good
(the
we
tripping
stage,
the
to
of this again, three days later on
Seen Dubbed in English
in
In the tion of his long years of service
respond, and when we do poor she ascended the steps.
the “Colgate Comedy Hour” on Sunwork they chastise us by their ab- tradition of a stage actress, she ap- the development of the motion picday!. best expressed the pleasure
For U.S. Distrib in 1954
sence.”
peared to address her remarks of ture industry.
of being awarded so estimable a
Other special awards went to Bob
Nearly 100 foreign films will bo
Janet Gaynor, first femme Oscar gratitude to the balcony.
statuette. Shirley Booth’s acceptas
proceedings,
York
the
drew
to
New
likewise
Entire
contributing
for
ago.
Hope,
years
dubbed
in English for distribution
ance was more in that vein, as was winner, 25
few an extraordinary salvo, and Luise viewed from the International The- laughter of the world; Joseph M. in the U. S. next year, according
Tiomkin’s. and a
Dimitri
since
aspect
“rushed”
to
pictures
a
contributions
atre, has
made two
Schenck, for great
to Peter Riethof, head of Riethof
others. But. basically, there was a Rainer, who
Ziegfeld” and “The Nagel and March were frequently the industry; Harold L^oyd, for dis- Productions, Inc., which handled
listlcssness and carelessness (1! in (“The Great
funnybone; the dubbing on I. F. E/s “Anna”
won two Oscars warned to keep the New York locating America’s
the reading of the contenders’ Good Earth”) and
got a job wordage down to a minimum. Of Merian C. Cooper, for his numer- and is currently working on three
names, and (2), there was no zing for her work and never
likewise the 120 minutes seen by home qus innovations: and George Al-' other imports.
or climactic exposition, by the sun- thereafter in Hollywood
viewers, only about 10 emanated fred Mitchell, for developing the
greeted.
Confident that lip synchronizaaward-presenters, was enthusiastically
dry
rotating
winners from .New York. A maximum of 14 film camera.
Oscar
past
of
series
tion will open up “thousands of
A
when they were handed the winawarding the sun- N. Y. cut-ins were planned by
For the second consecutive year conventional theatres and drivener’s name by the Price-Water- participated in
Darryl F. NBC, depending, of course, on the Metro registered the highest score ins” to foreign pix, Riethof feels
house emissary. An obvious basic dry categories. Thus,
three-time Thal- number of the eastern winners. with 10 Oscars, followed by United that this will prove mutually adhistrionic detail was completely Zanuck, the only
presenta- Only six were utilized, including Artists with eight. Metro had the vantageous to both Hollywood and
the
made
overlooked. Some of the name- berg winner,
Pickford the opening and closing shots.
edge because of two awards in the overseas producers.
readings also were mispronounced, tion to DeMille. Mary
for the “best”
Riethof said in New York this
Despite the drizzle outside, a Scientific and Technical departparticularly with the lesser known dittoed to DeMille
the sizable crowd was on hand to welmade
Disney
Walt
picture.
foreign contenders. Only the pubdents. Paramount ran third with week that the major stumbling
music awards. Olivia de Havilland come the celebrities. A pair of re- five wins, followed by 20th-Fox block which Hollywood usually enlic prints the next day identified
made the award tb John Ford (best volving Kleig lights gave the event with three, RKO and Republic with counters in negotiating new film
some of these for sure.
by the aspect of a picture preem. two apiece and Universal-Interna- agreements with Britain, Franca
Apart from these relatively mi- direction), accepted in absentia
< officiatand Italy is objection of those
Sharing the stage with Nagel and tional with one.
nor captious criticisms, it was Hol- John Wa^ne. Dore Schary
studio March
a
as
not
writer,
a
to the limited money
were Mercedes McCamas
ing
lywood's annual big show in the
Daily Variety’s sixth annual countries
the writers’ bridge and Kim Hunter, two formby their product in the U. S,
earned
best show business tradition. The production head) made
straw poll was off its customary
unusually
neither
seemed
However,
of dubbing on a
and
er Oscar winners.
turnout was gala in the finest awards
year and picked But with use
Charles got a chance to hand out a statuette winning form this
Metro’s
that
broader scale, he feels that bigger
couturier and white tie atmos- pleased
five of the eight top awards
only
and
“Bad
revenues will accrue to imported
because of the dearth of eastern
phere. The electric importance of Schnee got the nod for
for an average of .615 far below
the annual Oscar sweepstakes pul- Beautiful” (deemed a surprise in winners. Celebs in the audience in- its usual batting mark. But with pix.
Cost of dubbing an entire film,
sated over the image ortliicon and light of the advance dope favoring cluded: Boris Karloff, Jane Pickyear’s lapse, its all-time averForeman’s “High Noon”). ens. Eddie Albert, Danny Thomas, this
Riethof said, runs between $15,via Paul Douglas’ electric word Carl
age is .875, still ranking with poll-$20,000, depending upon tha
Greer Garson made the best male Sol Hurok. Eva Gabor, Pat O’Brien,
000
picturing on AM.
league.
award to Anthony Rosemary Clooney, Roddy McDow- taking in any
supporting
amount of dialog in the print. At
Bob Hope’s Sock Emceeing
One former Oscar winner who present
he’s doing the ItalianQuinn, and Edmund Gwenn made ell, Anna Maria Alberghetti, Eleastayed home and viewed the cereBob Hope was capital as con- the best femme supporting award nor Holm and Dave Garroway.
made “An English Love Nest” and
monies via television, .was Lionel
ferencier. He truly merited the
Grabame.
“Nobody’s Children” for I. F. E.
to Gloria
Barrymore, who took the best-actor
honorary special Oscar given him.
plus another for an independent
Parade of Stars
His stuff was bigleague and his witaward in 1931 for his performance company.
ticisms punctuated the proceedings
Miss Gaynor gave Gary Cooper Pro
Anti-Red Dualer
in “A Free Soul.” He will be 75
Also on the Riethof agenda is an
in high comedy quality. He “wel- the male prize (accepted humoron April 25, and is the oldest livItalian venture scheduled to roll
comed” the audience to “Sus- ously by John Wayne, who did so
Tiff ing Academy winner.
Campus
Minn.
Cools
Italy late this spring, on which
in
pense.” He rightly called this “Hol- well that Hope sneered, “he gets
he’ll function as co-producer. This
Minneapolis, March 24.
lywood’s most exciting giveaway pretty good laughs for a leading
project will be dubbed into EngUniversity of Minnesota Film
show, broadcast on a coast-to-coast man!*”), and Ronald Colman ditlish via a “separately produced
Awarded
nervous system.” He thanked “the toed for the femme topper, Shir- Society is taking the heat off itself John H. Harris
English negative. Extra negative,
Jean for its scheduled showing of the
wrestlers for relinquishing their ley Booth, in New York.
estimates, will alone cost about
La Salle Sign of Faith he
time; it shows what one group of Hersholt, Celeste Holm, Ginger Russian-made Commy propaganda
$20,000, but the expense will be
James
actors will do for another.” Hd Rogers,
Joan Fontaine, ^
film, “New China,” April 8 by, makPittsburgh, March 24.
justified since its use will enable
translated TV as “the place where Stewart, Frank Capra, Claire Tre- ing it part of a twin bill with
John H. Harris, founder of Va “perfect synchronization.”
Total
propaanti-Communist
movies go when they die.”
Metro’s
He vor, Jane Wyman. Loretta Young,
rietv Club, producer of “Ice Ca- dubbing cost would approximate
favors “TV because of its perpetu- Gloria Swanson, Ann Baxter, Ray ganda picture, “The Hoaxsters.”
pades” and “Ice Cycles” and owner $40,000.
Teresa
Disney.
al youth to
Walt
the Bowery Boys even Milland,
Unsuccessful efforts were made of a string of film houses here, has
'though Bernard Gorcey’s kid now Wright officiated in making the last December to induce the Film been awarded the La Salle College
Flack Post
Whelan’*
must look older than he did.”
awards.
other
Society, which sponsors seasons of Alumni Association’s Signum Fedei
Hope’s nifties were many: “Jack
This was all part of the great largely foreign motion pictures, to (sign of faith) Medal for 1953. It
Leslie F. Whelan, 20th-Fox InV arner still refers to TV as ‘that inherent showmanship. Song inter- cancel “Red China.” Several stu- goes annually to the person who ternational honieoffice flack, last
named chairman of
piece of furniture that stares back.’ ludes by Tex Ritter, Miss Holm,
dent groups led in the attack. has done most during the year to week (19) was
This ermine and diamond turn- Peggy Lee - Johnny Mercer, and Criticism was directed against the advance Christian principles. Har- the International Film Relations
of the adout here tonight reminds me of a Bob Hope-Marilyn Maxwell, chirpcounterpart
Committee,
the
showoccasional
part in founding
ris’
Society for including
He sucPPA meeting in Texas. . . . You’ll ing the Oscar song contenders, Russian
pictures among its offer- men’s organization, and its subse- £ub directors committee.
of Co^
see some great acting, especially further punctuated the proceedLipskin
H.
Lawrence
quent wide philanthropic work, ceeds
ings.
International.
5°u watch the losers cheering ings.
lumbia
in
which
honor,
the
,
him
,,
,
,
agitation stirred up brought
of
Because
end
the
the winners,”
customary
Whelan will serve the
The montage towards
(Which was some of
S0- 1952 went to Bishop Fulton J.
winners Paul .by “New China” booking, the
the stuff that was
Chairmanship of
one-year term.
lacking on the saluted past Academy
ciety has decided to forego the Sheen.
Jevel of local color.) Referring to Muni, Jane Darwell, Victor Mcthe
group is on a company rotation
on
•Philadelphia
to
will
go
Harris
the
admission charge for
usual
Miss
the array of
Hersholt,
Holm,
basis.
Oscars he said, “It Laglen, Miss
April 12 to accept the award.
April 8 campus exhibit.
looks like Bette
Wright, Donald Crisp, Miss GayDavis’ garage.
Ginger
which,
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The perfected POLACOAT viewer for
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soon be available through the 29
branches of the
will
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Inside Stuff—Pictures

New 3-D System Bows

No 3-D Without Glasses,

Hollywood, March 24.
First feature to be made in the
new 3-D process, Depth-CWVision,
will be “Barcelona,” to be pro-

were heard from field reps that exhibs in some cases are tryPar’s rental terms on the ground that the company is doing
in" to resist
financial front and -should ease up on costs of pix Theni-e'v on the
was said, keep published reports of the monetary stateit
aM-emen.
documenting their argument that the filmery is wellmerits to use in
to cut rentals.
heeled and could afford

duced

Mo<t of the pix companies, as with all publicly-owned corporations
make public their profits and losses under Securities &
a-e required to
/
Exchange Commission regulations.
•

-

independently

by

i

•

!
!

A nuisance tax on amusements was proposed yesterday
iTues.) by N. Y. City Council
President Rudolph Halley in

equipment. Howard Anderson and
his son, who developed the new
system, will do the lensing.

i

:
:

Fight City Halley

\
!

an address delivered by Jack L.
Warner to more than 400 exhibitors who had been invited to a
studio demonstration of “House of
Wax.”

*

s

his plan to cut the city’s defi\

cit.

i

He

suggests that $50,000,000
could be obtained from new
taxes on amusements, beer,
vending machines and overnight parkers. The taxes have
been authorized, but never
used by the city. Proposal will
undoubtedly bring beefs from
exhibs, restaurateurs, etc.

‘Pan’ First Since ‘Eve’

To Do Six-Week Run At
N.Y. Roxy; Take Is 484G
“Peter Pan” wound lip a sixweek run at the N. Y. Roxy yes-

i
S

terday (Tues
with a total of;
$484,000
for
the
engagement.
“Pan” is only the seventh screen
vehicle in Roxy history to play six

“It is time,” Warner declared,
“for exhibitors and public to he informed of the scientific facts of
three dimensions on the motion
picture screen. The most important
fact is that polarized viewers are a
comfortable part of viewing properlv
photographed three-dimensional motion pictures. Physicists
and physiologists, with all the facts
of optical science in their possession, are as yet unable to conceive
of the possibility of true threedimensional film viewing without
an accessory.
have proved to
our own satisfaction that there is
no inconvenience of any kind in
wearing polaroid viewers. We are
convinced that the public will wear
such viewers as effortlessly as they
wear wrist-watches or carry foun*
tain pens.
‘Those who have hot yet had our

;
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)
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Charles Simonelli and Phil Gerard, heads of U-I’s ad-pub department in New York, were in Indiana, Pa., last week for conferences
with the city fathers and James Stewart's parents relative to doings
with celebration of Indiana's 150th anthis- summer in connection
niversary. Idea is to tie in world preem of Stewart’s new U-I picture,
star
in his home town, with the fete.
along with personal of
Lots
of details are still to be ironed out, and while nothing’s been set
Stewart’s father still operates a hardware
yet, it looks like a deal.
store in Indiana and is one of town’s first citizens and civic boosters

Exhib Indifference,

I

stanzas.

The

RKO-Walt

Disney

pic

Economy Cue Windup

is

We

i**

rAUDAL
tumm

only production to hold for
ciJ
Af
Ul
such a lengthy run at the Roxy
S iUOYlCOme
since
“All About Eve.” “Eve”
Hollywood personality tours to
hung up its mark in 1950, doing
the hinterlands under the “Movie$538,000. All other six-week films
ran prior, many in the lush war time U. S. A.” banner have come
years.
to aq end for reasons of economy
“Pan” had the disadvantage, plus apparent exhib indifference
from a coin-scale standpoint, of to any further participation ih experience with three-dimensional
film production, as in ‘House of
getting only 50c. for kids at. all
“Movietime” campaigns for the Wax/ are prone to say they have
times during the run. weekend or
three-dimensional film which may
holidays. “Eve” engagement had present.
Council of Motion Picture Or- be seen without glasses. It is true
no such arrangement. While the
uniform 50c. juve scale worked ganizations, which had fostered that you can see it without glasses,
against the pic in some ways, it the “Movietime” tours, at the end but it isn't three-dimensional film.
There are some effects or illusions
also brought a record attendance
of this month will close its Coast possible in some small degree but
of youngsters to the Roxy.
office. It has been functioning un- science and our experience prove
Management felt that this was der Lou Smith especially to set up to us that the only real thing in
a good policy, probably bringing the tours. Smith will bow out of third dimension is the method we
thousands into the house that the COMPO setup.
are using to photograph, project
hadn’t been attending regularly in
Point was made by COMPO reps and see.
recent months. It also gave them
“I urge the motion picture makthat with the tours now off the altan
opportunity
to
familiarize
industry org’s agenda, at least for ers to let the public decide in the
themselves with the theatre, its
the time being, there’s no reason matters of merit and material and
stageshow and general policy.
to carry the expense of the Holly- to refrain from confusing with
“Pan” hit
opening wood headquarters.
$115,000
claims, counterclaims, statements
week and held at $110,000 in its
As for the theatremen, they’re impossible of proof, prophecies and
second stanza. Pic wound up its apparently too preoccupied with early decisions on ‘They will or
fifth week with $56,500, with $48.immediate business conditions and they won't.’ Let us eliminate con000 for the final (6th) session. It 3-D to give time and attention to fusion instead of creating it. Let
had the advantage of Washington’s “Movietime.” In any event, only us build our industry instead of
Birthday in its second week. “Call one eriiib area has a request now tearing it down.”
Me Madam” follows “Pan” at the pendidg for a visit by a group of
Roxy today (Wedi>,
Hollywoodites.
If this and other
the

as well.

Exhibs who last week converged on the Coast to o.o. 20th-Fox*s
Cinemascope wide-screen system, actually got their money's worth
out of the trip. Studio demonstrations covered practically the whole
range of current developments. At 20th they witnessed Cinemascope
in action. Paramount showed off its as yet unnamed projection system

which permits enlargement of ordinary pix via a concave screen and
attachment. And Warner Bros, turned the occasion
by giving exhibs a preview of its first 3-D effort,
Wax.”
of
“House

a wide-angle lens
into a tradeshow

Barrage of publicity on Adolph Zukor, as set off by observance
80th birthday and 50th year in the film industry, continued
over the weekend with a full page interview' with the veteran in
This Week. Lengthy piece by Oliver Jensen quotes Zukor relating
the highlights of his career, from 14th St., N. Y., penny arcade of
1903 to the present. Conclusion cites the Paramount board chairman's
present-day optimism and forecast of wider pic audiences via home
subscription TV. Zukor’s thoughts on the latter were covered in a
Variety interview in the March 4 issue.
of his

;

!

The following ad appeared recently in the Detroit Free Press:
“Lost or borrowed
Over 100 pairs of 3-D polaroid glasses. Not good
for general use.
Patrons returning same in person or by mail will
receive a pass, for any future programs.”
Norman Wheaton, Telenews manager, said that actuallv 500 pairs
of specs were missing from the Telenews despite a careful check of
outgoing patrons.
Glasses are of the “permanent” variety, costing
$1.50 a pair, Wheaton said.
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COMPO SULLIVAN KUDOSED AS
ar-

future bids are okayed by
headquarters in New York,

DOWNING BACK, M. H.
last week told of a carnival opfilm player junkets but under
from the Russian sector of the German capital
some setup other than “MovieBOUND TO ADD 3-D time.”
a good portion of his camy equipment. Caravan
ducked the People’s Police and made its way to the U. S. zone in an
in
the
film
theatre
The largest
Robert J. O’Donnell, chairman
unguarded moment. Situation, as 20th-Fox press reps were quick to world. Radio City Music Hall, in
of the “Movietime” campaign, said
point out. parrellels the screenplay in 20th’s “Man on a Tight Rope.” N.
Y., Mil have 3-D or new vision in N. Y. over the weekend that
which focuses on a circus troupe escaping from Communist terrain. pictures when and if the “right”
400 reps of the film capital went
system is available. Russell V. on field junkets since the program
Strange aspect of the upcoming RKO releasing schedule is the dat- Downing, managing director of the was launched in October, 1951.
ing of
Jet Pilot,” John Wayne starrer in color.
Film is slated to Hall, returned from the Coast yes-

rangements will be undertaken for

Newspaper accounts from Berlin

PIX PITCHMAN

j

erator who escaped
with his family and

‘

suing into distribution In late fall or early next winter.
“Pilot” is the outstanding pic in RKO’s backlog. The Howard Hughes
production, which reportedly has reached $4,000,000 in negative co&ts,
was produced three years ago.

terday (Tues.), after viewing tHe

Cinemascope System and other
3-D processes there, with the word Art Field Lash for Shorts,
Music Hall Mil be
that
the
equipped so as to be able to handle
to Exhibs
Sez Vermont;
any system.
The art field offers unlimited opDowning huddled yesterday with portunities for good film shorts, but
theatre staff engineers as to pos- it's largely up to the exhibs whethsible changes that might have to be er or not they are produced, demade on the vast stage to handle dared Boris Vermont, producer of
Continued from page 7
the new vision or dimensional pix. the Academy Award-winning short,
screen outfit’s first offering, of trained engineers. Same crews are
He indicated that its launching “The Light in the Window,” in N.
about SI 0.000 when it moves from shifted around to make the installawould depend largely on the pub- Y. last weeks. Pic, W'hich deals with
the Broadway, N. Y., to the War- tions and as soon as they complete
lic’s reaction and demands for such the art of Vermeer, w-as one in a
ne ^ 'formerly
Strand Theatre). one theatre they move on to a dif- innovation.
series of seven on great masters of
Shift is slated to take place June ferent site.
Roberts said he hoped
While on the Coast. Downing the canvas lensed in Europe. It’s
1. with the cost of the
changeover to conclude deals shortly for Cin- gave the o.o. to latest product, some a 20th-Fox release.
estimated at between $40,000 to erama installations in at least a
of it still in production. He was
Vermont, whose wife, Mildred
$50,000.
Cinerama Productions half dozen other cities, including
the activity in Holly- Barish Vermont, scripted the series
would bear the cost of the move, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh impressed by
wood over the 3-D medium and the andf WTote the narration, was one
W'ith the coin recoverable
from the and Cleveland.
strides already made in using new of the two winners who accepted
proceeds of the exhibition as an
processes.
their Oscars in N. Y., the other
‘'operating cost.”
being Shirley Booth. Vermont, a
Roberts, as well as other Cin20th International exec, said he
erama execs from New York and
Bar to Italo
was eager to produce another series
Need Only One Boothman
Hollywood, converged on Detroit
of art shorts, but indicated that
Continued from page a
last weekend to be
on hand for the
such a project w'ould have to wait
Monday 23 preem of ‘This Is Mbs’ frozen earnings in Italy. IFE
Hnb Court Ruling until the theatres showed a willIn
Cinerama” at the Music Hall, th(e disclaims the IMPDA charges, arguingness to recognize the unusual by
Boston, March 24.
first Cinerama
installation outside ing that it isn’t in direct competiMassachusetts exhibitors, who upping shorts rentals.
of New York.
tion with the indies. Johnston has
“Light in the Window,” an Art
^ith the Detroit launching set stated on a number of prior formerly were required to employ
Production pic, w on the Osand a Hollywood preem slated for occasions that he is opposed to the two licensed operators in the Films
car for its producer in the one-reel
their
screencan
now
run
booth,
April 29, Roberts revealed that the general idea of subsidies and that
category. It was disubject
company hoped to move into Chi- he was not in favor of continuing ings with only one, under a de- short
cision handed down by Superior rected by Jean Oser, with Maricago some time in
August, A deal present arrangements. He left N.Y,
Court Judge Francis Donahue. lyn Silverstone the associate pronas been closed for
the use of the Sunday (21) on his way to Rome to
Ruling stemmed from a suit ducer and research head.
Palace Theatre there, but
a delay renegotiate a new Italian agreebrought by three exhibitors last
fias been
caused by inability to ment.
June against the State Commiscome to terms with the Chi projecIt’s Burstyn’s position that the
sioner of Public Safety to clarify
Lex Barker’s Indie
union.
Operator of the members of his association do not
ts
regulations affecting booth propalace hopes to
j March oi
conclude these nc- oppose the principle of subsidies,
Hollywood,
24.
^o.iations shortly, Roberts said, and that they are protesting only cedures.
Lex Barker and Del Armstrong
nginal stalemate with the union against subsidized distribution as
Due to prevalence and wideoreed the Palace
safety film. Judge formed an indie film company,
to go back to currently practiced by IFE. While spread use of
onveiUmnai films, the theatre hav- there are indications that the Donahue held that certain rules Delbar Productions, to make three
product commitments until MPAA may have to agree to con- and regulations imposed by the pictures in Europe.
ay
Company has acquired film rights
Roberts figures it'll take a tinued subsidy payments of some Commissioner are “invalid, void
f;
u
dickto instali the
Cinerama kind to the Italians, Johnston has and unenforceable.” Court test to “The Black Pearl,” and is
Fall
ering
with the Edgar. Rice BurTheatres,
Flint
by
filed
to
was
made it clear he will attempt
attributed the delay in block use of any such coin for River; Community Playhouse, Wel- roughs for “The Outlaw of Torn,”
oudional openings to
lesley, and Telepix, Inc. of Boston. an adventure yarn.
lack of distribution.

rus, Jr., as

columnist-producer “a
has gone further with a
straight face than anyone else.”
In more serious vein, he described
Sullivan as a great salesman for
the motion picture industry and
as a potent force in “acquainting
, ..
. „
_
th
d c
?.™. < .!'
c ,SH^ U
Sullivan
declared that there
is

,

.

.

.

no

!

conflict

.

between

TV

and

films.

“When a new medium comes
along,” he said, “it may take away
from the other temporarily. However, later there Is a merger of

|

j

and no medium can kill
another if both have value.”
prexy Harry McWilliams
inducted Sullivan as an honorary
member of the org. Columnist was
the 12th such individual honored
by AMPA and the first new' one in
Col fadio-TV contact
11 years.
George Ettinger chairmaned the
interests

j

off

AMPA

j

1

AMPA,

spokesman for

called the

man who

Up

Cinerama May Offer

BY AMPA

Recognition of TV as a pic bally
medium was strengthened last
Thursday (19> by the film industry,
as the Associated Motion Pictures
Advertisers kudosed Ed Sullivan
at a Piccadilly Hotel, N. Y., luncheon for the aid given by his “Toast
of the Town” video stanza in pitching pictures.
Columbia executive Paul Laza-

s

*

24.

If you can see it without polarized glasses it isn’t a three-dimensional film. That was the gist of

I

;

A title change almost caused Pietro to lose an important break in
During the production of “See How They Run,” M-G
Life magazine.
mag to run a color shot of Dorothy’ Dandflackerv arranged for the
for the picture, of course. Later, however, the title
credit
rid^e. with
changed to “Bright Road.” Mag’s color pages are
of ‘the film was
the pic was run with the cutlines giving credit
put to bed early and
had choice of running story as originally planned or
to ‘’Run.” Life
pulling entire layout. Jt agreed, however, to include an additional
b&w shot, added later, that Miss Dandridge would appear in “See
How They Run,” which would probably be changed to “Bright Road.”

Warner

Hollywood, March

4-

Go

-

Showing of ‘Wax’

Tells Exhibs at

John

Brahrn, who is negotiating with
Valentina Cortese and Richard
Basehart for top roles.
To avoid the necessity of breaking in cameramen to use the new

ni'iint''

J. L.

27

^meeting.

guests

Dais
Hubbell

New

included CBS’s
Robinson, Jr.. Hoberta

Kenyon & Eckhardt exec
Dwight Mills, and Lincoln-Mercury
Peters,

regional topper Joe Lewis.

r

»

Nat’l Theatre Supply Tie

To Aid Specs
In

distribution of polarized

fl

3-D glass-

National Theatre Supply has
entered a tieup with Magic-Vuers,
Inc. Arch Oboler, who produced
the 3-D “Bwana Devil,” is chief
stockholder D f the latter outfit
es,

i

j

j
j

;

W hicli,

in turn, has distribution
rights to the 3-D specs made by
the Polacoat Co. of Cincinnati,

Under

*>

;

Distrib

another deal providing for

j

the

arrangement,

the

glasses will be made available at
each of the NTS branches across
the country. Oboler reps stress
that the viewing product is patentI protected.
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Hans Christian
Andersen

'A*

Want

^A'Xv.V

to read something good? Buy or borrow a copy of the new April Companion—
cn the stands right now. Settle down with

motion picture develops, from shaky
to smash finish.

Frances Goldwyn’s who-should-know-

Don’t miss Mrs. Goldwyn’s wife’s-eye-viqw
of the great movie maker in action. Don’t

better-thanJ story, I Love Watching

Sam

Make Movies Learn how Sam Goldwyn
really operates . 1 how he moved heaven
.

%

r*

Xii

.

W'-mk
xp*

i

y v m&

l^T
^.V^W-X-

and earth turning a hunch and a horde of
impossible temperaments into a tremendous
success called Hans Christian Andersen .

Sx&SS

in the big

Make Movies—
new April Companion.

The Companion

a fascinating story

shoulder

...

from the

picture•

a rare and genuine oppor-

rely on,

. . .

straight

sets out to

things in the lives of
instruct, to entertain

tunity to get behind the scenes as a great
ii’'

miss I Love Watching Sam

its

do important

readers : to inform , to

them Behind-the-scenes
.

Mrs Goldwyn?s are part of the
More than 4,300,000 women read

stories like
It’s

6tart

.

,

and

live

with every issue of

Woman’s

Home; Companion.

'w

Current Circulation

More Than 4,300,000
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Heroines
$8,000,000 Antitrust

Amusement Stock Quotatioiis

Sait in North Carolina
Charlotte, March 24.

(N.Y. Stock Exchange)
for Week Ending Tuesday (24)
Weekly Weekly Weekly
Vol.in
High
Low

1952-'53

Low

15%
43%

13Te
33
3214

Am

CBS. "A"
CBS, “B”
Col. Tie.

107 8
8

13!8

Br-Par

Th 370
.

37
29
27
85

.

. .
« .

•

Decca
41% Eastman Kdk
1114 Loew's
3% Nat’l Thea.
paramount.
21

11

48
18 ii
6

%

141
532
403
.
145
86
Philco
413
KCA
RKO Piets. \ 90
RKO Theats.. 264
Republic .... 62
6
Rep., pfd.
Stanley War.. 320
20th-Fox .... 924
128
TJniv. Pic. .

%

30%
36%
29%

26%
23%

m
4%

31/4

3%
3%

5%

%
n%

934

11

10
10
11

19

15%

%
%

8812
193/4

15

Univ., pfd.

Du Mont

2% Monogram

4

2%

314

.

Technicolor

20%

30%

Trans-Lux

.

...

13
10

%
%

14
6

6

37-8

w*
3%

378

%

34

27%

%
%
—%
+ 1%
-f %
+ %

37s

%
%

11

10%

17%
15%
64%
15%
78%

15%
64%
15%
797 a

+ 1%

16%

16

16%

-

3%

3%

30%

29%

19

2%
3%
4%

134

3%
4%

Cinerama
Chesapeake Industries (PatheL
*

11

U. A. Theatrer.

Walt Disney

8%
8V6
Dreyfus &

+

%

%

+1%
+ %

12

9%

*

by

—

Ask

Bid

Cinecolor

--

%
~
—%

3%
29%
3

Over-the-Counter Securities

deal

Picture
Assn.,
America
of
prexy, declared Sunday (22)
prior to leaving by air for
Brussels and Rome.
Johnston
explained
that
there was. limited time to
reach an agreement in Rome,
since the Italian elections were

Action charges that the distrib
defendants conspired to monopolize
interstate commerce in films.
In
addition, the complaint states, the
whole intent of the conspiracy was

induce the public to attend
screenings elsewhere and force the
Graham out of business.

to

approaching and Italian officials soon would be too preoccupied' with them to discuss
film. The MPAA head said he
was going to look out for the

-f-

%

Co.)

Rep. FDR,

Jr.,

Inserts Green

Rebuttal in Cong. Record

To

interests of the Society of In-

dependent Motion Picture Producers, which won’t be repped

Offset Collier’s Yarn

at the talks. Question, of continued subsidies to the Italian
industry is seen as the most
difficult obstacle to any quick

Rebuttal
statement by
Wall
Streeter Charles Green on charges
made against him in a 1951 Collier’s article was inserted into the
Congressional Record March 19 by
Rep. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr.
Latter told the House that, had he
known that Green had a libel suit
pending against Collier's, and that
he was engaged in a proxy fight
“for the control of another large
and reputable corporation,” he
would not have inserted the ar-

deal.

Italo-French Confab

Map

The

Continued from page 5

new fiscal year starting .April 1.
and Griffith Question of the American licenses'
economist who is s tied to dollar remittances. There
the is a possibility that the Japanese
particularly concerned with
foreign field. Johnston is expected government may allocate permits
to eventually visit all of the coun- on a per-company basis, a soluof
tries where deals are up for re- tion apparently favored by some
he American difctribs, since it sidenewal.
Italian situation is a problem, steps quarrels among the distribs
partly because of that country's over who should get what. In Brawidening dollar gap and the im- zil, while U. S. distribs still are
pression in Rome that not enough waiting for their $8,000,000 in acdollars are being earned by Italo crued earnings, disposition of curpix in the U. S. in relation to the rent income is completely up in the
amount of coin American distribs air.
take out of Italy. Hassle is likely
to develop over the question of

by George Weltner, Paramount Inprexy,

ternational

Johnson,

MPAA

continued American subsidies to
Idea is opthe Italian industry.
posed by Johnston and, even more
so, by the Socjety of Independent
Motion Picture ^Producers.

Early
Italy

London Talks

today

is

good for

a-

even on normal flat films, exhibs
have been complaining that dismini- tribs aren’t putting out enough

mum

actual remittance' of $6,000,000 to $7,000,000, even though the

American industry gets considerably more coin out of that country
via
production and other
means. U. S. distribs can remit
37% fe of their earnings at the
official rate.
Self-limitation keeps
the number of films imported to
225 plus

some

extras.

British pact, which
October, is likely to
tiated in

High 3-D Cost
Continued from page 3

runs out in
be renegoWashington, following the

customary preliminary talks in
London, Market is good for a minimum of $21,000,000 to $23,000,000.
Americans last year agreed to
one-year waiver of dollar convertibility under the Eady Plan.
Unless
the unexpected happens, U. S. distribs will go along with' ah- extension of the plan and can expect to
again benefit from Eady earnings
after October.
Spanish situation may be resolved when a Franco government
rep visits here in May. The com
panics aren’t happy with the •current arrangements, under which 60

color prints.
It’s true that the two prints on
a 3-D production can be separated
and projected individually for
normal, flat effects. At the same
time, distribs are anxious to play
as many dates as possible in 3-D
and the time lag between domestic
and foreign release is being cut,
print
additional
necessitating
orders. It’s believed that, abroad,
the fact that each print can be
used by itself will be more important than in the U. S.
Observers emphasize the difficulty of booking a flat version of a
3-D film into theatres, once the
3-D version has played in surrounding territory. Exhibs are fearful
that, once grosses on 3-D pix return to normal, distribs may tend
to cut back on expensive print
orders and that this would aggravate a situation which, they claim,
.

already

Collier’s

piece,

Gallic Pic

entitled

(23)

by Robert Cravenne, delegate
French industry-

Orpheum

government-sponsored org to promote export of French pix.
Primary reason for Cravenne’s
U. S. visit is to arrange for a
French Film 'Week in N. Y. in
October. He’ll also survey the general situation of French pix in this
market and report back to the government in Paris. His conclusions
are likely to affect the forthcoming
talks on a new Franco-American

a group

objected to

This

Him

However, as part of its campaign
against pre-release of pictures at
advanced admissions, NCA, according to its prez, ^.Bennie Berger,
plans to run a large newspaper ad
suggesting that the public refrain
from patronizing “Pan” and other
pictures
for
which admissiion
prices are raised. Organization,
says Berger, has been advised by
lawyers that this can be done
without incurring any monetary
liability for damages suffered by
the theatre.

The ad will be signed by North
Central Allied. In asking the pubsupport, Berger says frCA is
fi&ng only the first of a number
of gqns. Organization has written
to RKO. Disney and other distributors, he says, that if the pre-release advanced admission pictures
are not made available to local
subsequent run neighborhood and
suburban theatres according to the
accepted clearance schedule following completion of initial downtown firstrun, relief will" be sought
in the courts.
lic’s

Tulsa 'Andersen'
Tulsa,

Ad

March

24.

In a notice “to our customers”
coupled with its regular advertising of currently-playing fare, the
Sand Springs ozoner here advised
its patrons why it was not playing

“Hans Christian Andersen.” Ad,
appearing in the Tulsa Tribune,

“We would like to play it,
but upon asking RKO if we would
be allowed to run the picture, they
informed us that it wa§ a pre-release which is a gimmick to stick
the people, by raising the admission on pictures.”
The' copy further states that the
drive-in had been told by RKO
says:

—

that

it

would

cost

50%

of the gross.

“Therefore/’ the ad says, “we cannot run 50% pictures without
raising our admission. This picture
is just good Class-A material and
does not justify increased admission. When we can run the picture
without robbing our customers,
we will do so.”

in striking contrast to the
industry’s point-of-view,”

St Louis Court Decides

tribute Italian product. Latter will
be put into release in dubbed version wherever possible.

For

F&M in D’Arcy Suit;

No Monopoly

Involved
Cravenne was noncommittal on
St. Louis, March 24.
of whether or not the
Federal Judge Roy W. Harper
Italian
and
French
industries
might join hands to distribute in of the U. S. ‘District Court here
the U. S. IFE distributing activ- ruled yesterday (Mon.) in favor of
ities, subsidized indirectly by the defendants Fanchon and Marco St.
Motion Picture Assn, of America, Louis Amusement Co. and affiliated
have been sharply attacked by in- companies and officers in the MarW. D'Arcy-Shubert Theatre
die distribs of foreign pix in this tin
country.
The French exec com- $750,000 damage suit, which was
mented it was true that the French originally filed Dec. 19, 1946.
Judge Harper ruled that there
were anxious to have more films
shown here, but that local distribs had been no monopoly or conhad done a fine job, “and we spiracy and that failure of the thewouldn't want to eliminate them.” atre* under D’Arcy management
The French film fete in N. Y. was due to his “mode of operaprobably will use the Paris Thea- tion.” He added that at the time
tre, where at least six of the top D’Arcy leased the theatre it had
French pix available will be been closed for years, was run
screened. French stars will attend down and its projection equipment
He said that sucto aid in the French industry’s bid unsatisfactory.
for U. S. audience attention. Dur- cess of the venture depended on
quality
of
the
pictures,
exploitaing his one-week stay in N. Y.,
Cravenne will consult on the best tion, theatre condition and finances
and
that
JD’Arcy
lacked
the finances
way of putting on the show and
question
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Distrib
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•
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eight imports annually. Davis, prez will also gather cost estimates. He
their governments, it makes the Bronx Spanish House In
of the firm, is scheduled to leave leaves next week for Mexico to
situation difficult for the non-disshortly for Europe to line up fresh attend a French Film Week there.
tributors.
would like all or
Antitrust Suit product. He’ll be away about «a From Mexico, Cravenne will go to
$1,267,000
most of the 100 permits allocated
Anho Corp., operators of the month. New company, incidentally, Canada. He’s scheduled to return
by the government to the AmeriProspect Theatre, Bronx, N. Y., is entirely separate from Arthur to N. Y. in early _M!ay.
can companies. ’There is no officia
week filed a $1,267,000 anti- Davis Associates, which continues
last
remittance from. Spain, but coin
*
does come out.
trust suit in N. Y. Federal Court as a foreign film distrib.
In France, the current one-year against Clasa Mohme, Inc., distribNear Rule on Cal. Lot
Pac w under which American dis- utors of Spanish feature films, as
Los Angeles, March 24 x
GRANGER BAN LIFTED
well as Harry A. Harris and six
s are
erm
itted
toi remit $120,P
Suit by Arlynne and Teddi Sherrmrt
Hollywood, March 24.
a mon th at the* official rate corporations owned by the latter.
of the late Harry
daughters
man,
Samuel Gojdwyri lifted the sus111
an additional $120,000 going
It’s charged that Clasa Mohme
pension of Farley Granger, with Sherman, to regain possession of
into the capital
account, expires in and Harris conspired to deprive
Monday (30) on an California Studios, will be decided
‘•une.
American distribs get 121 the Prospect of first-run Spanish thesp leaving
11-city personal tour for '“Hans April 1 by Judge Newcome Condubbing permits, of
which 110 go product prior to 1950. Anho also Christian Andersen.”
dee in Superior Court.
t0 ’he majors.
to restrain the
.
j seeks- an injunction
Gross-Krasne, Inc., bought the
Granger was Suspended when he
J inan is
alstill making up its mind defendants from continuing an
lot for $135,000 after Sherman’s
“Golden
for
UI
to
loanout
a
nixed
n
*<»
number of foreign pix im- leged monopoly insofar as Spanish
death last falL
Blade” last year.
Pou permits to be given out for the pix are concerned.

to carry out the venture.
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., president
M.,' stated that the decision
of F.
of Judge Harper fully vindicates
the exhibitor defendants. The major producing companies settled
with D’Arcy for a sum believed to
be $30,000 shortly before trial. Arthur had refused to join in any settlement.

I

MPAA

hoisted admission
lawyers felt that

picketing.

which favors dubbing. Italo producers have set up Italian Films Export in N. Y. to promote and dis-

Davis, Lurie Partner In

Foreign

its

NCA

is

Italian

1

exists.

the

and members might
have made themselves liable for
damages, and also that the theatre
could have obtained a restraining
order from the courts to halt the

French imports.

lation of

prize

the first of its kind, takes
places at St. Nicholas Arena, N. Y.,
April 3, in a move to acquaint
production crews with 3-D techniques in advance of filming the
Rocky Marciano-Joe Walcott bout
in Chicago April 10.
Latter contest will be lensed in
3-D by the Stereo-Cine Co. as a
release by United Artists. Leslie
Winik, who’s serving, as production manager, arranged to shoot
some action in the. St. Nicholas
Arena ring to figure out ways of
avoiding flaws in Chi.
fight,

A

during

its officers

it,

CREWS

TO

But

scale.

j

“Dry run” lensing of a

Theatre

Pan” engagement which
tomorrow (25). NCA had

“Peter
starts

garding documental facts.
“The lie haunts me and will
probably haunt me to the end of film pact in June. The current
my life,” he declared. How Rep. agreement terminates June 30.
Cravenne said the future of
Roosevelt came to insert a 1951
article into the 1953 Congressional French films in this country was
Record had never been explained, tied to an expansion in the special
but the insertion does permit re- ized field rather than to dubbing.
prints and quotations from it with- “Personally, I am not a great beIt’s good for
liever in dubbing.
out fear of libel actioL.
only a very limited number of pictures, and I don’t think many
would
be
French productions
‘DRY RUN’ FIGHT LENS1NG helped by it,” he said. He added
that “not everything has been
AID 3-D
done here” to promote wider circuSET

m

permits

Week in OcL

Minneapolis, March 24.
counsel’s advice, North CenAllied has called off its
planned picketing of the RKO-

On

tral

of Unifrance, the

trying to remove the management
of 20th-Fox.
In his rebuttal, he
gave his side of the Minneapolis
matter, accusing Collier’s of disre-

Newest outfit to enter the forsingle-film 3-D system would,
of course, eliminate this difficulty. eign film distribution field is L. D.
It" can be accomplished via the Pictures Co., in which importer
when the>j Arthur Davis is partnered with forimport permits go to the American alternate frame method,
view alternately mer Mutual Broadcasting veepee
companies that actually distribute left and righteye
appear on the 35m strip of film, Walter Lurie. Latter, who left
Spain. Another 20 are allocated,
years ago, has been
on basis of merit, to Spanish dis- or by superimposing the two views Mutual several
frame, which brings active in financing independent
tribs for the non-distributing ma- on the same
He’s veepee of
packagers.
radio-TV
problems of registration.
jors. and 20 more for indie pix. up
L.D.
Since the Spaniards may get half
L. D. Pictures plans to release
and
three-quarter

Co-op Film Export;

Italian industry execs at the time
of the Cannes film festival in midApril, to discuss ways and, means
distribution
of
cooperating
in
abroad, is in the making. Plans
were disclosed in N. Y. Monday

“How Mobsters Grabbed a City’s
Transit System,” was read into $e
JRecord on two previous occasions.
It ties Green to a group of questionable characters who got ‘control
of the Minneapolis Rapid Transit
Co.
Roosevelt explained he was
interested in the piece because of
his fight against mobsters and
racketeers in legitimate business.
Green has been heading

To

Conference among French and

ticle.

$90,000,000 Stake

Deal Fuzzy

week or

•$8,000,000.
*

Hike; Tulsa ‘Andersen’ Rap

Unless a new Italian film
is agreed
on within a
10 days, there may not
be one, Eric Johnston, Motion

ham
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here by Mr. and Mrs. Allen B.
Thompson, operators of the GraTheatre in Graham, N. C.
They seek damages in excess of

•f
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29%
34%
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%
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Change been named defendants in an antifor week trust suit brought in Federal Court
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Eight majors plus North Carolina
Theatres, Inc., Wilby-Kincey Service Corp. and H. F. Kincey, have
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LIPPERT, JR., INTO PROD.
Hollywood, March 24.
Robert L. Lippert, Jr., is entering indie film production, forming
a company which will, release via

•

,

his

father’s

“Great Jesse
AnscoColor.

firm. ‘First

James

pic

Raid,’.’

is

In

and Caracas, April

27,

and San

Juan, Puerto Rico, April 28.
Robert L. Lippert acquired U. S.
distribution rights to "Bandit Island,” produced independently in

Row

Sicily, slated for

June

release.

Harold Wirthwein to Salt Lake

NEW YORK
Eugene

charge

In

Picker,

of

in-town (N.Y.) theatres,
made the following managerial
changes:
George Powell, formerly Loew’s
Kameo, Brooklyn, transferred to
Broadway, Brooklyn. Paul Swater,
formerly Melba, recently closed
transferred to the Kameo. Frank
Doherty, formerly Apollo, also
closed, now relieving in various

Loew’s

theatres.

Miss

Mary

mgr

Chambers,

Coney Isand Miss Dorothy Leavy,

formerly
land,

asst,

at

former assistant at the Warwick,
the latter closed, are relieving in
Brooklyn theatres. Miss Angelina
Spinella, assistant, who has been
relieving in various theatres, has
returned to the Alpine, Brooklyn.

Miss Marguerite Lovering, former
assistant at the Melba, and Miss
Mary Hughe's, formerly student assistant at the Apollo, will relieve
in Manhattan and Brooklyn theatres.

Steve Strassberg, former film
publicist, joined David
O. Alber Associates. He had been
with Loew’s, Eagle Lion and Re-

company

public.

George J. Waldman, former film
sales exec, named Metropolitan
sales manager for Polalite (3-D)
glasses.

ST.

LOUIS

Mrs. Zelma Unger replaced Mrs.
Melvin Maddy as manager of the
Macon*. Macon, Mo., a unit of the
Dickinson Theatres. Mrs. Unger
formerly
managed
the
Kaw,
Marion, Kans., for Dickinson.
Five ozoners in St. Louis County
started the 1953 season March 20
and each dished out gifts opening
night.

Dave Forbes
Freeburg,

111,,

relighted the Rex,

formerly operated

by E. Levtkemeyer and Edward
Poettgen.

The

Turner-Farrar
Theatres,
Harrisburg, HL, rushing completon of a new ozoner near Vienna,
111* Company now owns another
ozoner near Wasson, I1L, and 17

J

Briefs from the lots

Deals,

Sez Hakim; Preps Outfit

Glen Ford goes to Brazil next
to star in "The Americano,”
to be produced independently
by
Robert Stillman . . . Allied Artists

month

negotiating with Richard
English
to join that studio as a
writer-

producer ... William Alland reariv
ing "Chief Crazyhorse” at Ul a,
5
a starrer for Jeff Chandler
Kort Kasznar will portray Kathrvn
Grayson’s father in Metro’s ‘kK
.

Me Kate.’ • • • Henry Slate signed
term contract
Columbia start
ing with "Miss Sadie Thompson”

#

WB

Alexander Scourby drew heaw
role .in “The Big Heat” at Co'uZ
.

bia

little

Paramount
bought
“Sabrina
Fair,” authored by Sam Taylor
for production by Pat Duggan*
*

with Warners, calling for two
tures a year for seven years

pic-

George Dolenz drew top role
“Wings of the Hawk” at UI !

in

Cameron Menzies will
direct "The Maze” for Allied Artists. .
Rudy Bond signed term
William

.

pact at Columbia, starting
“Miss Sadie Thompson.”

with
Allied Artists and Associated British
will produce “The Black Knight”
jointly in England * . . Ross Hunter
will produce “Carmilla” for U. ...
.

.

.

Scott R. Dunlap’s next production
at Allied Artists will be “Bitter
Creek.”

Charles Lamont will direct “Ma
and Pa Kettle Hit the Road Home”

UI

at

.

.

Tommy

.

Farrell signed

for

featured role in Columbia’s
.“The Great Adventures of
Captain Kidd” . . . Touch Conners
plays the romantic lead in Sam

serial,

Katzman’s
Columbia

CHICAGO

“Sky
.

.

Commando” at
Howard Wright

.

menaces Gene Autry

Pony Express”.

the

Henderson

Champ
“From

&

i

Della Salvi, of the

.

.

with Audrey Hepburn starring
Keefe Braselle signed new contract

jr

I

.

nity.”
J

—

WB

.

.

theatres, makes her film bow in
Columbia’s “From Here to Eter-

j

Raine
cast at

Wilson

in "Last of
.

the

pilays

Donald

.

role

of

n

Columbia’s
Here to Eternity” . . . Jack
joined
“Elephant Walk”
i

Paramount

•

Inc

*

Now

On Co-Production

PITTSBURGH

LOS ANGELES

25, I953

Hefty Foreign Coin Ready

Just returned to N.Y. from a
City for Allied Artists exchange
houses in southern Illinois com- huddles.
three-month survey of European
munities.
Every
Happens
Universal’s "It
activities, Andre Hakim, former
Three men, one from St. Louis, Thursday,” story of a weekly
were sentenced to serve from two newspaper, will be world preemed 20th-Fox producer, states that
to 10 years in the Illinois pen for May 7 in Renfro Valley, Ky., as a there is hefty foreign coin availparticipation in burglary of the climax of annual Country Editors
able
fOr
co-production
deals.
Harlem Theatre, East St. Louis. Conference; will be followed by
Only $300 in cash stolen.
territorial openings in Kentucky, Hakim, who produced "O.Henry’s
Full House” for 20th, said that
Herb Bennin, St. Louis exchange Ohio and Indiana.
foreign distribs were anxious to
manager for Metro, recently upped
finance the physical aspects or
to the company’s Washington, D.C.,
production on a partnership basis
office hosted by the St Louis
Variety Club at farewell dinner,
Horace Allbright, manager of with American filmites who could
will be succeeded by Tom Ballet,
Ambridge Theatre, recalled to furnish scripts, name stars and diCharlotte, N. C.
the service; being replaced by rectors.
As part Of these deals, Hakim
Kerasotes Theatres, Springfield, George Jo sack.
increased theatre ownership
111.,
The Roxy in Monaca, closed for indicated that European film men
to 21 last week when it purchased several years, being remodeled and wanted eastern hemisphere* disthe New Garden, Canton, 111., from will reopen under a new name, the trib rights, with Americans retainEdward Phelps. Also operates the New Penn,/ Ethel Jelea and Mar- ing western hemisphere rights.
Capitol in same town, and three garet Wohnhas will operate. House .Producer discussed possible agreeozoners all in Illinois.
formerly was owned by Glenn ments with filmites in England,
The Bridge, 871-seater here, Floyd, now a Follansbee, W. Va., France, Italy, Germany and Spain.
owned by Clarence H. Kaimann, exhibitor, and the late Joe Huszar. In many instances, he reported that
shuttered April 17 for an indefinite
Harry McCartney, Jr., joined the the Europeans favored shooting
period.
Theatres publicity depart- the pictures In two versions
in
Western Amus. Co., sold its- 1,500- ment; takes
spot vacated by Danny English and in language of their
seat Arena Paducah, Ky., to unMcKenna,
left for the Army. own country.
who
identified interests which plan to
Lieutenant John Betters, who
When he left 20th several
convert the building to other uses.
completed 11 years in the Air months ago, after completing the
Tom Bloomer, Belleville, III., just
Force,
returned to Somerset to get soon-to-be-released "Powder Rivexhib will build two new drive-ins
near that town. He now operates his Roof Garden Drive-In ready er," Hakim said he .planned to
ozoners near Belleville and Alton, for spring opening.
launch his own indie production
The uptown Rialto, local theatre, outfit. But he delayed this venture
111., r» addition to two houses in
shut down.
1
Belle.
Skyway Drive-In near Erie ac- because of the uncertainty in the
Frlr.ma Amus Co., will relight
Dip- industry brought about by the adits nine ozoners in Illinois about quired from. Carl Guerrein by
son circuit, which also operate the vent of the 3-D and wide-sqreen
April 5.
trend. Instead, he has formed his
The Lyric, Farina, 111., purchased Plaza there.
Mary Lou Taylor resigned from own film outfit to organize packby Fay and Art Madden, .and refor indie production deals.
ages
Hanna Theatre Service.
lighted after facelifting.
Bill Nidetch, Claysville Theatre 3-D should suddenly spread, what
William Ford, owner-manager of
Bland, Blandinsville, Ill.,‘ will man-m owner, and a group have bought would happen to our inventories?”
age an ozoner near Springfield, Ilf., the big Smithmyer service station he asked. “I think the Paramount
for the Kerasotes Bros. Amus. Co. dnd restaurant on William Penn process provides some answers.”
Highway in Cresson.
Producer recently acquired the
U. S. sales and distribution rights
to the British film “Appointment
in London.”
George Curti, formerly .an inIllinois Drive-In anti-trust .suit
structor at the U. S. Army officers*
school at Monterey, Cal., joined settled out of court last week for
Hallmark Productions as foreign undisclosed sum.
Oregon Parker Chain Is
United Artists and Balaban
sales manager.
Foreign openings of WB’s first Katz spending $20,000 for the cam3-D production, ."House of Wax,” paign on “Moulin Rouge" which
Sued by Heir for ‘Abuses’
have been set for London, April opens at the State-Lake April 2.
Portland, Ore., March 24.
Twin Drive-In, first ozoner
15; Manila, April 22; Singapore
Irregularities in the administraand HongJKong, April 23; Havana, equipped house, will play "Bwana
Bangkok and Mexico City, April Devil,” March 27,
tion of the estate of J. J. Parker
About 75 theatres in the Chicago
25; Lima, April 26; Panama City
exchange area being converted to are charged in a suit brought in
3-D systems in the next two weeks. Federal Court here by John J.
Les Stepner, for the last 17 years Parker, son of the late theatrean executive with Jones, Linick, owner. Named defendants in the
and Schaeffer circuit, resigned to action are Mrs. Hazel Parker, the
enter the plastic field.
plaintiff's mother; Earl Herbring
Judge Philip Sullivan, Chi Fed- and the U. S. National Bank.
eral District Court, last week reYoung Parker, a Coast film-TV
fused the motion to strike Essaness
writer-producer, claims that finanTheatres as defendant in the Arraicial irregularities involve an untage Theatre anti-trust suit.
Jim Donahue, Paramount divi- identified key employee of J. J.
sional manager^ill at Mercy Hospi- Parker, Inc., and Parker Liberty,
Inc. All capital stock in these two
taL
Robert- Buchman, Wisconsin divi- corporations was left by the Elder'
Parker
to his wife and son upon
sion manager for Alliance Theatres, made assistant booker for the his death in 1941.
Mrs.
Parker,
Herbring and the
circuit to replace John Springer,
bank, are the trustees holding prinresigned.
cipal offices in J. J. Parker, Inc.,

STMOPTICS,
--

MmA

Wednesday,

ViCTOUBS

which has been

Producing

ELECTROAIRE
Sterilizers for

and Parker Liberty,

TOLEDO
City Council in
repealed the 3%

O.,

1947.
Louis Lutz, in the theatre biz
since 1920, named manager of the

when

it’s

distributed in 1955.

Parker, Jr., asks that the employee involved in the alleged irregularity be discharged, along
with his mother and the two trustees. Mrs. Parker, incidentally, is
rated as one of the country’s top
exhibitors. She’s been actively engaged in operating the nine Parker
houses. Young Parker reportedly
has never taken an active interest

State, Cuyahoga Falls, O., succeeding Adam Goelz, who is going into
auto biz. Mrs; Henrietta Kunkle
made manager of the Falls, and
Paul McAvitt, formerly at the
Falls, transferred to Cleveland.
Maywood Drive-In, near Indianapolis, one of first ozoners in area,
sold -by Melvin Cox to Earl W.
Bell, owner of the Bell in Indian- in the business.

X-^OUNTRY

j

Going from B’way to Hollywood,
or vice versa? ‘The Best Way” is
to ship your car, not to drive it,
advises Judsoff Freight Forward-

ing Division of National Carloading Corporation, now celebrating
its 75th anniversary. Judson has
shipped .thousands of cars and
trunks for stage, screen, radio and

TV

celebs.

You save wear and

tear on you

and car, actual driving costs,
storage enroute. and expenses involved in the long trip. Besides,
you have much better chance of
arriving in one piece yourself if
yop take rail or air and let Judson ship your car and belongings.

which

Inc.,

operate nine theatres in Astoria,

Pendleton and Portland. Mother
amusement tax and son, under the will, are each
in effect since to have half interest in the trust
Mansfield,

STARS* CARS

.

your trial engagement on
either coast extends into a solid
spot, just call Judson and have
youf car shipped to you.
If

See your telephone directory for
nearest National Caf-ioading Office or write to: Judson Forwarding, National Carloading. Corporation, 19 Rector Street, New
York 6. N. Y.

New York

Theatres

apolis.

3D VIEWING GLASSES

BOSTON
Arthur H. Lockwood, treasurer

Gifts,' Candy
Mark Ozoner Openers

Orchids,

^lUIIO
.

Inc.

37-40 12fk Street

Long Island City,

New York

Phone: RAveiiswood 9-1328

•

XUl~

CORDON MaeRAE

of Lockwood & Gordon EnterWith the drive-in season now in
"BY
LIGHT
prises, named chairman of Motion full swing
in the New York metroSILVERY
Picture Committee at Brandeis U
color byT
EWCI lUR • A Winter Bros. Picture
for- production of film depicting politan area, several ozone circuit
Pius TKMBUC IMl’S MUTEASTIXSTAtfSMff
the University’s history and activ- operators have offered use of their
ities.
facilities to the local clergy for
Harry Shindler took over lease
dawn services. Walter
of the Weymouth Theatre and in- Easter
stalled Maurice Sidman as man- Reade Theatres, which run six
fresh-airers in New Jersey and
ager.
“Leonardo DaVinci” set for Eas- N. Y. states, is making its sites
ter season at the Kenmore.
available, as is the Eastern Drive-'
Figures released
by Variety in loop with its Shore Drive-in at MONTGOMEIY GLUT
Club of New England show that Farmingdale, N, J.
the 1952 Jimmy Fund Drive colReade’s “under-the-stars” localected $375,624 which is nearly tions
all got underway Friday (20)
$25,000 better than previous year’s with
exception of the 9-W Drive-in
drive total.
at Kingston, N. Y., which resumes
William
"Larry” Gardiner,
vet RKO exchange sales manager April 4. Typical of the season’s
OUTDOOR
teeoff was the opening of the cirRefreshment
tesigned, effective April 11.
REFRESHMENT.
Jack Markell took over as tub- cuit’s Woodbridge, N. J., Drive-in,
SfRVKK /
Servke for
thumper at local Columbia ex- where orchids were presented the
frwnCeeat I
DRIVE - IN
change, replacing Bob Weiner, first 200 ladies. Men also rated free
I
teCemt
THEATRES ,
ever
who was transferred to Chicago. gifts, kids got free candy and popnr
Norman Glassman took over the corn was on the house.
lease on the long-shuttered Strand,
On the screen was “The Lawless
Haverhill, plans to reopen in April. Breed” (IU and ‘‘Caribbean”
(Par).
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Sponsor Deals Portend

Advertisers Doable Into Fib Houses

Late Night Old Pix-to-Live Shift
Tieals set last

WABC-TV

WOR-TV served
W
1„9 belief in
f°ertfnce
P

!^ „

to the

of

to

and

Hollywood, March

the commercial
post-11 p.m.

-

New York market, but

ference here with John Wayne
and Robert Fellows regarding
the production of a film starring the CBS-TV comic.
Gleason heads for Hollywood on completion of his
•eastern television season July

broadcasters.

Huppert for a
'ro Ss!the-board variety
r
h
fU
ABC flagship, and
e°nt on the
segm '",
Times Square
a r oact by
half-hour
five-a-week
Stores for a
St
to
wriB-TV indicate a desire
films
feature
~tlvay from the the late-hour
currently

Two d e

L

4.

Congress Asked

are
mainstay.
ro

toll

But just how effective
point of
Institute from the
programming and listener
vie v of
to
remains
be,
they'll
„

,

To Act

in

AFM

Vidpix ‘Blockade’

W

Washington, March 24.
Congress was urged yesterday
(Mon.) to outlaw Hollywood conthat WNBT, the
films It’s known
with tracts with American Federation
NBC flagship, was competing
of Musicians which prohibit telethe Ruppert
the WABC-TV for
vising of motion pictures. Testifypackage.
ing before the House Committee
ashas
films
feature
on Education and Labor which is
Playing of
sumed a sort of boomerang quality considering revising the Taft-Hartgenerally ac- ley Act, Richard P. Doherty,
for the stations. It's
for veepee of the NARTB, said that the
cepted that they’re responsible
building the late hours into com- televising of pix in which live musegments.
time
valuable
sicians are used is prohibited by
mercially
At the same time, the scarcity of an agreement between the AFM
available firstrun (unseen on tele) and film producers.
feature film product has posed the
Pointing out that music is incorquestion of high costs to the broad- porated into virtually every film,
new
what
get
to
order
casters. In
as background or otherwise, Doherproduct is available, they have to ty said the result of the agreement
bid high, then re-run the films a is "an
effective
tight blockade
number of times to get off the nut. against the use of all films, proSystem has largely precluded the duced by the signatory producers,
pacting of a single sponsor' for the on' television.
time, with advertisers using spots.
Doherty also- urged, legislation to
Film situation is such that it’s prevent "featherbedding” by the
live
AFM.
use
feasible
to
become more
.

WABD,

Duat that hour.
Mont’s flagship, has been following
Barry Gray’s 11 p.m. newscast with

OFFICIAL IN DEAL FOR

“Mono-Drama Theatre,” then

with the Bill Silbert disk jockey
segment until signoff time at midnight.
WABC-TV pattern hasn’t
been set yet, since new show
preems in April. WOR-TV segment
will have Ray Heatherton emceeing a different type of show each
night, each with a showbiz slant.
Of the remaining film-programmers, WCBS-TV and WPIX are
most likely to stick with features.
Both are prolific buyers, with the
former having recently completed

(Continued on page 50)

Ford 1-Shot Vidpic
Basis (or Series

will forgive the expres"the commercial” is rapidly
becoming one of the major cost
considerations in the thinking of

which Hollywood talent

many TV-minded advertisers, who
to now have been mainly con-

cerned with time and talent.
The SAG strike can largely take

OLD SILENTS, CARTOONS

,

'

in one TV series.
Screen Gems’ "Ford Theatre.”
Theodore St. John, who got
an Oscar for his writing chores
in "Greatest Show on Earth,”
Paramount’s "best film” winner, wrote the screenplay for
last week’s Ford drama, "The
Bet.” And among the onetime
winners who have appeared on
the program are Broderick
Crawford, Mercedes McCam-

SAG scales, it is entirely possible
for filmed commercials used on a
limited basis to cost more than

bridge and
of

advertisers,

by Screen Gems, which
makes among other things the
Ford Theatre” on NBC-TV. Firm
^ peddling one of the Ford provised

ductions as the pilot for the basis
of a new series.

with fairly extensive TV commitments, can roughly expect their
additional commercial costs this
coming year to approximate the
tab for an average half-hour show.
The increased fees for talent in
filmed commercials, however, are
only one aspect of the complex
problem of commercial production
costs. There are other factors which
greatly influence these costs, and
it is these variables
which to some
extent can be controlled that warrant a tight closeup, if advertisers
expect to get maximum effectiveness from commercials at a figure
that won't limit them to marathon

of the pic,

^

which

.

.

i

m

^

part

in

all

the

theatres.

“Thanks to the two-way traffic
from usual TV advertisers,” said
Leslie Wysong, eastern sales manager of the Alexander Film Co.,
Colorado Springs, "our business

ence under one umbrella, are making particular use of the 2,500
drive-ins pacted with his company.
Typical approach of the dual advertisers was that used last April
to September by the Ethyl Corp.
(via BBD&O). It spent an estimatBritish indie film producers may ed
$500,000 for 15-minute TV
provide a partial answer to the sports shows on 28 stations in 27
5
needs of pix-hungry American tele markets, and $150,000 for “minute
vision stations, under a plan being movie” commercials in 550 ozoners
engineered by American-British TV to reach autoists in the surroundMovies, firm headed by Nathan ing non-TV rural areas.
Kramer, former British distributor.
According to Reg Evans, veepee
Kramer, who has American tliea- of General Screen Advertising,
ProducInc.,
which is pacted with some
tre-tele rights to all Eros
tions pix, leaves for England next 3,000 drive-ins, biz is perking up
month to set similar deals with because many TV advertisers are
other producers. Under the Eros just becoming aware of the values
setup, he gets the pix as soon as j’of dual bankrolling, He points out
they roll off the lots, for syndica- that bankrollers are learning that
tion to tele stations here. He hopes filmhouse advertising, as a completo get a steady flow of 30 to 40 ment to TV, can pinpoint the mespix per year if hi£ forthcoming sage to Negro centres and foreign
language areas, and do it with
talks jell.
So recent are some of the films color commercials, too. Average
that WCBS-TV, N. Y., last Sunday rate is $4 per 1,000 viewers with a
night (22) showed the world pre- guaranteed audience at that,
National auto supply advertisers
miere of one of the Eros pix, "The
Steel Key,” Terence Morgan-Joan particularly have jumped on the
Rice starrer which doesn’t go into
(Continued on page 50)

Anglo Vidpix Tie

re-runs.

[

What are these variables, and
what can be done to control them?
Too Much Radio Thinking

!

-

!

j

|

j

;

i

j
1

j

|

'Official Films lasc week tied up dear..
Production of a radio commercial
two film packages, a group of about
100 "Felix the Cat” cartoons and was a relatively simple matter. The
a large catalog of top silent pix. actual radio commercial production
release in England until May.
Official is currently releasing 30 of
(Continued on page 44)
Kramer is currently syndicating
the cartoons in combination with
the 55 other animated pix in its
a summer replacement package of
to
be
remainder
13 recent mystery-type features
library, with the

syndicated later in the year.

SEG Reaches Agreement

Deal is pending under which a
With Telefilm Producers
packaging outfit would lease a
group of the silent films and add a
and
piano-commentary soundtrack
On Work, Pay Conditions
then peddle the package. If that
Hollywood, March 24.
doesn’t jell, Official will provide
Screen Extras Guild reached an
the soundtrack itself and syndicate agreement with Hollywood's leadthem on its own. Package is said ing TV film producers covering into include old Charlie Chaplin,
creased salary minimums and im‘‘Our Gang” and Keystone comedy proved working conditions. Conpix.
tract runs to Jan. 2, 1958, with in"Felix” films are owned by Pat creased wage rates retroactive to
O’Sullivan topper of Felix the Cat
Productions, which made the carAgreement was approved by
Owner Richard H. Gordon,
toons originally for tele.
SEG prexy,
of the silent films wasn’t disclosed. and Dean Johnson, representing

Bishop Sheen

DnM Show

is

TV

up 10% over last year’s.”
bankrollers, trying to reach a full audi-

While They’re Hot’

—

Roland Reed Productions, Hal
Roach Productions and the Alliance of Television Film Produc-

that he's edited
utes.

down

j

j

j

7S0G Added Tab

to 55 min-

Package must be bought in

entirety, but stations have a
choice of full length or edited versions.
Reason the British pix are avail-

its

able here so early is that the indie
producers as a rule don’t have regular American distribution deals.

On

Singer ‘4-Star’

With the
1

n’

TV

version of

Andy” going

as result of Blatz
there’s a strong

“Amos

on June 21
Beer cancelling,

off

possibility that
In some cases, American film importers buy the rights, but there the Singer Sewing Machine people
the
Thursday 8:30
will
move
into
are enough that aren't shown here
weekly basis with its
to provide a considerable running p.m. slot on a
Playhouse”
film series.
“Four
Star
catalog for TV.
“Four Star” and “A & A” share
the period on an alternate-week
basis. It’s a question now of whethLacey Vice Savage
er the Singer outfit can hike its
advertising budget to that degree.
Film Buyer It Would'mean an additional $750,William C. Lacey replaces Dave 000 for time alone, on year-round
Savage, who moved over to NBC- basis. Plus, of course; the cost of
TV Film Division, as film buyer for the additional pix.
WCBS-TV, N. Y. Lacey, who has
Four Star” agency is Young &
been with the DuMont network for Rubicam.
five years, joins the Columbia outlet April 6.
f
Glenn Truly has been named administrative
assistant
in
-the Ethel Barrymore Vidpic
WCBS-TV film buying setup, comSeries to Roll for IT
ing over from the scheduling section of the network kinescope deHollywood, March 24.
partment.
Interstate Television Is gearing
for resumption of its “Ethel Barryra0 e Theatre o/ the Air” vidpix
‘Happy Hypocrite’
F
senes in April, and Allied Artists
1
a
Ballet RS Telefilm producer Richard Hermance has
Sovereign Productions will start been named production consultant
on
in May -a ballet version of Max to TT prez G. Ralph Branton
Beerbohm’s story, "The Happy t*16 series to be lensed at AA.
j

As

WCBS-TV

|

f.

On

Film for 2

Weeks

tions.

!

stars

GE SEEKS WEB TIME

FOR MILLAND

fu

Edmund Gwen,
took

penetrate
thin-audience TV
markets, now reckoned to be about
25% of the U. S. population. Beginning in April, they will advertise especially heavy in the growing number of some 3,000 drive-in
to

Kramers 'Get 'Em

April 6 and 13 broadcasts of the
Gene Lockhart, Mae Clarke, Karen Bishop Sheen "Life Is Worth Livar P e and Lon McAllister, is
t
ing” program on DuMont yall he
Meet the Family.”
Production,
VIDPIX
which was telecast on NBC just a on film. Bishop Sheen leaves for
couple of weeks ago under a dif- Rome April 1, for a two-week visit,
Makon agency is shopping for
con cerned problems of and currently is filming the seg- network time for its Ray Milland
a father whose
vidpic series, to be backed by Gendaughter and sonIt’s
a
m-law moved in on him. Under- ments.
eral Electric, next fall.
Tuesday
done
being
is
Filming
stood pic was written
Music Corp. of America package.
with the
live
purpose in mind of creating a nights, following his regular
Milland show is a situation comairer. There’s a possibility he’ll edy in which the film star plays a
serie s but with
a complete enough
the April 20 program too, de- high
story line to
teacher- basketball
school
make it a satisfactory film
pending on last-minute plans for coach.
entry f or Ford.
Half-hour stanza will be
his Rome trek.
backed by two GE divisions, the
cre en Gems was reluctant
to
+ ,^
L
electronics and small appliances
aik about
the project, other than
divisions.
'INS-T«len«w* Tokyo Deal
Peddling it to agencies
nder the new title
International News Service-Teleand would
McConkey Vidpix Distrib
oange cast to meet the
photo
needs of news has sold its entire news,
McConkey Artists Corp., theatri* ndividual
sponsor.
Series, if an d newsreel service to Nippon
n?
cal booking agency, has added a
s so ^> "would
be shot on Television Network iii Tokyo under
r«i
I
tele film distribution department.
•”! u mb la lot.
Presumably, story a longterm deal.
.
Unit, headed by Lee Kraft, is
S ^ ave e
INS-Telenews has also sold its
er been cleared
r»
Ford or arc owned outright daily TV package to WPTZ, Phila- looking for vidpic properties to
Screen Gems.delphia and KPZA-TV* Pueblo* .
title

whom

A

come from dual'bankrollers trying

Academy Awards ceremonies.

Sept. 17, 1952.

Relatively new pattern for creation of vidpic series has been de-

Biz is booming as much as 10 °o
for the specialized companies that
book 60-second commercials in
some 15,000 filmhouses that permit advertising. Over 100 national
advertisers and 50,000 retail .dealers are expected to spend a peak
$25,000,000 this year in the field.
lush portion of this gravy will

worked

credit for bringing this situation to
the attention of both agencies and
clients, who suddenly are confronted with the fact that a large share
of the budget they had previously
earmarked for spots and programs
will now have *to be diverted into

First of all we should recognize
the fact, that probably one of the
main reasons for the high cost of
TV commercial production is that
in many cases it- is still thought of
in terms of radio. A lot of so-called
‘‘accepted practices” that worked
okay in AM, are now being enshrined in TV, and as long as these
treasured traditions continue to he
treated like Aunt Sue’s old antimacassar, the cost of preserving
their antiquity will quite likely be

is in-

volved in vidpix production is
the fact that one of last week’s
Oscar recipients and three exwinners who gave out Oscars
at the Academy Awards have

up

—

increased number of nationtrying to reach the
estimated 40,000,000 people living
in fringe areas not covered by TV,
are expected next month to 'spread
their
commercials
across
the
screens of film theatres.

Indication of the extent to

you

some programs. Major

,

of

JnVwNBT, WCBS-TV. WPIX and
WATV (Newark) staying with the

talent

If
sion,

commercial production. As a matter of fact, under the proposed

the deals,
will he
Vi* live vs film spread
WORWABC-TV,
with
Ihout ™en.
shows
TV and ABD carrying live
With completion

TV Fringe Areas

al advertisers,

Sooner or Later

(Radio-TV Director, Colgate)

24.

Jackie Gleason’s manager.
Bullets Durgom, held a con-

the

effectiveness,
be seen.

By LESLIE HARRIS

Pic for Gleason

the

validate

served to pinpoint the
facmg the
programming dilemma

New

in

An

they've also

its

To Reach Patrons

week.for late hour

on

nnsorship

SI

corns

FILM

-
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,

!

|

'
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\
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j

j

Hermance helms AA’s first 3-D
film, "The Maze,” April 20, but in
Lichine will direct the interim aids Branton since exit
terpsichore for the film, which from IT of Lee Savin. An AA procarries a $35,000 budget tab, and ducer will be assigned to the BarMichel Michelet will compose spe-;rymore vide j series when it rolls
for IT, a subsid of tbe stydio.
cial music,
i

Hypocrite,” as a special television
film special.

David

j

Wednesday, March 25, 1953
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Accentuating the Accent

RCA CHAMPS AT COLOR TV BIT, READY
TO START PRONTO AND ASK FCC OKAY
The. New Competition

Washington, March 24.
Interstate Commerce
told today (Tues.)
that development of a compatible
color TV system is proceeding fast
and that the industry, will soon be
ready to go before the FCC for
approval of standards.
Testifying at the opening of the
committee inquiry into the status
of color tele development, Dr.
Elmer Engstrom, veepee in charge
Laboratories, said ,RCA
of
“expects that it will file a petition
with the FCC for. the approval of
standards for compatible color TV
within six months, or possibly
sooner.”
If the Commission, after hearings, adopts standards for a compatible system. Dr. Engstrom testified, RCA “will immediately commence production of color TV receivers, tri-color tubes and studio
equipment” and NBC “will com-

The House

The radio-TV competition

Committee was

O’ConFor
terrific,
nor and Nina Foch last Sunday (22), it couldn’t be any
worse (or better).
Opposite the live O’Connor,

.

“ABC

celluloid

O’Connor,

Love Melvin”
Sullivan’s

in
film clip

“Toast

of

a

on

Caravan,” radio counter-

part of the

“ABC Album” which

the web is launching as a Sunday
night at 7:30 feature, will preem
April 16 as a Thursday at '9-9:30

on the NBC-TV “Colgate Comedy Hour” (8-9 p.'m.), was the
“I

Ed
the

Town.”
Opposite Miss Foch, radioemoting “The Old Maid” on
NBC’s “Theatre Guild of the
Air,” was the GE filmed Miss
Foch (9-9:30 p. m. on CBSTV) in “Trapped.”

Versluis Reversal

NBC’s ‘Flack It Up’

compatible
broadcasting
color TV programs and will offer
programs to commercial
these
sponsors and NBC affiliated sta-

As Pub Relations

j

m. stanza.
Airer, which will showcase new
fall programming, includes some
properties that will also be video
shows, as well as some designed
specifically for the

Among

AM

the packages readied by

program director, are:
“Country Lawyer,” based on the
Bellamy Partridge novel and produced by Henfy Denker; “One
Minute Please,” a panel series featuring “Mrs. Miniver” novelist Jan
“Dutch Auction,” an auction-in-reverse with Chuck Aery as emcee;
“Colonel Flack,” with Alan Mowbray in the Everett Rhode Castle
stories from the Saturday Evening
Post; and “Justice,” based on cases
from files of the Legal Aid Society.
Leonard Blair will be executive
producer.

Radio and tele can be used more
effectively by publicity men, two

indnstryites told flack conferences
last week. One of the broadcast
execs, Edward D. Madden, NBC
veepee and assistant to the president, announced that NBC had
The FCC, Engstrom said, has formed a TV consultation service
develop- for public relations firms to adbeen kept abreast of
ments as well as the work of the vise p.a.s on the most effective
National Television Systems com- way of using the medium,

RCA

Continued on page 50)

Shift of

Braves

TV

Horns of Dilemma
A lot of commercial-square

medium.

Robert M. Weitman, talent and program veepee, and Ray Diaz, ''na-

Gift to Industry

However, in the interest of
“bringing color to the public more

(

Inquiry Into

viewers like the CBS-TV “Omnibus” show so much that
they’re going out and buying
Fords.
This is bothering the Willysend.
no
people
Overland
Willys-Overland is an “Omnibus” Sponsor. The Ford Foundation (not in the car business) produces the program.

Struther, with panelites required to
impromptu speak for one minute;

tions.”

mittee and is not required to hold
hearings.
Dr. Engstrom said that as soon
as FCC approves standards for a
compatible system, RCA would
gear its production of color receivers to public demand.
In reciting RCA developments
in color, Dr. Engstrom announced
that his company has completed
“basic work” on a-tri-color camera
tube which will eliminate the pres-

by FCC Cues

p.

tional radio

mence

quickly,” Engstrom recommended
that FCC dispense with hearings
and “immediately authorize commercial broadcasts of color TV signals in addition to the broadcasting
of the incompatible color TV signals it has previously authorized.”

to:album;seiforabc

.

RCA

%

‘CARAVAN,’ RADIO FOIL

is

Donlald

,

Radio’s on an accent binge. Stations, particularly in the N. Y.
metropolitan area, are currently on* the prowl- for the GaborContinental type of flavorsome gab and it’s practically become
a fullblown trend. Now that Ezio Pinza (with his daughter) are
entrenched in the Saturday morning WNBC (N. Y.) lineup; and
both Eva Gabor (WJZ, N. Y.) and WMGM’s (N. Y.) Renzo Cesana
(Continental) are part of the Gotham broadcasting pattern, program managers are welcoming auditions, but with the “bring your
accent along” proviso.
Currently being pitched up for shows: Magda Gabor and Jan
Kiepura.

To FCG

and problems, to consult with public relationists on their individual
problems. “If you are willing to
discuss with us in confidence and
reasonable candor the problems of
a particular client,” he said, “we,
on pur part, will be happy to explore with you the problem and .see
if we can help in solving it through
the use of TV.”
Press agents generally could do
a better job of using AM and TV,
according to Dick Pack, WNBCWNBT (N. Y.) program and opera-

24.

President Eisenhower has nominated John C. Doerfer, chairman
of the Wisconsin Public Service
Commission, to be a member of
the FCC. Doerfer will replace
Comr. Eugene H. Merrill who was
given an interim appointment by
President Truman. Merrills’s nomination, which had not been acted
on by the Senate, was simultaneously withdrawn.
'

Pouring Into TV;
150G Felton Spree

games on WOR-TV, N. Y.

Bill

time and talent charges on
he show is said to run to nearly

for

$150,000.

At the same

time, station pact-

ed Tidewater Associated Oil Co.
as alternate sponsor for the postgame “Talk to the Stars,” the 15minute session also emceed by

Felton.
Second sponsor
been signed yet.
Last

hasn't
year’s

Gang v segment was backed by
Loew’s, Inc., while the post-game
stanza had Tidewater and Thom

McAn

as alternate sponsors.

-

.

plays the games originally scheduled ior the Braves, while the
new Milwaukee club now plays
those games originally scheduled
for the Pirates.

(Continued on page 50)

Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!

’53 Edition of Electronic

Mutual could have realigned its
schedule accordingly, except; for
A razzmatazz carnival atmosone stumbling block. Network had
no contract with the Pirates. This phere prevails this week at the
meant that instead of being able to normally staid 41st annual foursubstitute Pittsburgh for those day show of the Institute of Radio
until
staged
being
games Unscheduled for the Braves, Engineers
the network now has to draw up a [Thursday (26) at Grand Central
completely new schedule and to Palace, N. Y.
The $10,000,000 electronic-happy
completely modify its line arrangements. This is a major job in view exhibition, culled from 400 of the
of the short time left before the nation’s leading scientific labs, features weird streamlined devices.
start of the season.
S
g
Another party hurt by the transdfo tube 'the
^Ttaf„Vidf™«?ra
fer was Ballaotine Beer, which had
portable
Srofakerneiofcorna
planned to carry the Braves games
on radio and teevee in Boston.' Bal- TV set, a radioactive protection
that warns in what direction
gun
lantine and J. Walter Thompson
bomb, a rocket
agency had to drop the plan com- to run from an atom
igqiter, a radar-guided supersonic
pletely, since there was no avail-,
missile, an electronic thingumabob
able time in Milwaukee.
for switching off TV commercials
from an armchair, and an “oomphqmeter” for determining the
Husing Exits DuMont
voltage of a blonde oomph.
DuMont has dropped Ted Husing
Standout attention-grabber of
as announcer of its Monday night this Palace hoopla, however, is a
boxing show from Eastern Park- circus sideshow, complete With calway Arena. Move was said to have liope, pink balloons and carny
been prompted for reasons of econ- barkers, set up' by Stromberg Carlomy, in view of price Husing com- son-Magnerecord, Inc. Red thirdmanded.
flo^r circus tent blares the sign:
Web so far has slated Chris “The Greatest Sound on Earth!
Schenkel to take over, but this may The Great Binaural takes you into
be changed,
the third dimension. Multi-headed
•*
w*
4
** «•*.»**
m
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*

.
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Stfll
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Tune For
Razzmatazz

monster hears
pended to this

all!

TV

by a

operation.

The Commission’s grant

Snafus MBS Sked

(Continued on page 50)

•

Hearings on the case, which involves the permit granted to Versluis Radio & TV, Inc., in Muskegon,
Mich., will begin April 22.
The
case is unusual in that it is the
first time the Commission upon its
own motion reversed an action
after a rival broadcaster went to
court to seek review. It also constitutes the first recognition by the
agency that an AM station may be
affected

Pacting of Bank of Manhattan
The Doerfer nomination came
tions director. He told the Public- somewhat as a surprise as he had marks the first big splurge for
ity Club of N. Y. that the publicists been recommended for the Federal the staid financial institution in
Howevet, television. In fact, tele of late
don't have as much knowhow in Power Commission.
S
approaching AM and TV as they there had been talk recently that has been racking up more' and
considering more coin frbm the tills of banks.
was
Administration
the
do
for
the
print
media.
Transfer of Lou Perini’s fran
In N. Y., National City Bank sponchise of the Braves from Boston
Ex-flack Pack said, “Effective him for the FCC.
In view of Doerfer's experience sors the WNBT 11 p, m. cross-’
to Milwaukee by the National use of AM and TV calls for spethe-board newscast by John Mccarrier
regulation,
League last week has caused some cialized knowledge of program with common
multiple headaches on the broad- formats, structure of the industry, it’s believed the President selected Caffrey, while Chase National Bank
casting end. Hardest hit was Mu- varying needs of different produ- him to fill the shoes of Chairman has been on a heavy Spot spree on
tual, which has had to revise its cers, program execs and AM-TV Paul A. Walker, whose term as most of the tele stations.
June.
in
expires
entire schedule for “Game of the newsmen. Every major publicity or commissioner
But the big coin from the banks
Day.”
public relations outfit should have Walker is the only member of is coming in on the local level all
Franchise transfer saw Pitts- at least one AM-TV specialist. FCC with considerable common over the country’
Vidpic salesburgh moving in to the Eastern Smaller organizations should equip experience.. He was a member of men^ report that in practically
Division and the Braves into the
Western' half of the league,
with each club taking the other’s
schedule. That is, Pittsburgh now

fectiveness of a TV authorization
issued three months ago to inquire
among other things whether the
applicant had engaged in trafficking in TV licenses.

of

the

Versluis permit was challenged in
the U. S. Court of Appeals by radio
station
in Grand Rapids, an
applicant for a TV channel in that

WGRD
WGRD

had charged that
Versluis, which operates
(AM) in Grand Rapids, made over
$1,000,000 profit on the sale of

city.

WLAV

that before the

FCC

okayed
transfer
Versluis
Gang,” the half-hour stanza preBrooklyn
Dodger nounced he would reenter the
all
ceding

Surprise

Washington, March

•3

Rap

Washington, March 24.
In an unprecedented action, the
FCC yesterday tMon.) stayed ef.

Bank of the Manhattan Co. this
week picked up full sponsorship
WLAV-TV and
of Happy Felton’s “Knot Hole

Doerfer Naming

Speaking before the Public Relations Society of America, Madden
said the weh# has appointed a few
individuals, who .have an awareness of public relations practices

Lotsa Bank Coin

Trafficking

Tells all!”

Ap-

WGRD

an-

TV

a later time.
also
protested that the Muskegon TV
station would cover the Grand
Rapids area and would compete
with its
operation while WGRD
is tied up in hearings on its TV
applications and would gain “a substantial
competitive
advantage”
over
through a joint AM-TV
advertising rate.
However, the
commission dismissed the protest,
holding that
was not properly “a party in interest” and declaring the station’s allegations of
economic injury to be of “a completely general or speculative na-

field at

AM

WGRD

WGRD

ture.”

WIND to Get TV
-If Atlass Scrams

Washington, March 24.
Johnson-Kennedy
Radio
which operated AM station
WIND in Chicago, was granted a
TV permit last week but on condievery town they visit, one of the tion that H. Leslie Atlass, Sr., who
local banks has at least one spon- is CBS veepee in charge of the netsored show on the tele outlets. In work’s Central Division, sells his
addition,
banks currently com- 20% interest in the corporation.
prise a* large portion of the direct The requirement, which the applimail lists employed by the vidpic cant has agreed to, was imposed
firms, and their pitch is paying under the Commission’s duopoly
rules which prohibit two stations
off.
Guild Films’ “Liberace” Series, in a ’community being owned by
the
same interests. CBS recently
for example, is sold in 27 markets, of which about a dozen have acquired WBKB-TV in Chicago by
banks as sponsors.
United Tele- purchase.
vision Programs is slanting its
The J-K Corp. is principally
promotion on the upcoming “En- owned by John M. Knight, pubchanted Music” series at the lisher of the Chicago Daily News,
financial
institutions,
and just who holds 41% of the stock, and
about every other ^syndication out- Philip K. Wrigley, who holds 39%.
is pushing its more dignified
fit
The authorization will £ive Chiproduct at the banks.
cago its sixth TV station and its
Reasons given for the emerg- second UHF outlet. Previously, the
ence of the banks* as. video spon- Commission issued a UHF authorsors vary, but answer most often ization 'to radio station WHFC
given is that with most of the which is owned by Rep. Richard W.
institutions
offering
about
the Hoffman (R., 111.).
same services and interest rates,
Three other TV permits were
the tele plug is the one that
granted by the agency last week.
brings the customers to one bank
They .went to radio station KFSD
rather than to the one across the
in San Diego; Calif.; KLAS in Las
street.
Vegas, Nev.; and KLIX in Twin

The

Corp.,

is a yellow poster
revealing a painting of a four-headed freak ahd a moustachioed swami
squinting into a crystal ball.
Engineers,
nattily
attired
in
orange stripe jackets, strawhats,
and swinging Malacca canes, guiderubberneck scientists around inside
of tent. Foiir-headed monster turns
o’ut.tp be the first automatic tape
recorder-reproducer monitor sys
tern of its kind, developed for the
Civil Aeronautics Authority, used
for radio and phone intercommunication in airports. Unique design
permits simultaneous recording of
four individual channels on one
standard quarter-inch tape.
Binaural Technique
Falls, Ida.
“Third dimension- sound” proves
The Idaho permit whs issued
Fleming’s
to be the binaural technique for
over the dissent of Chairman Paul
Jim Fleming, news editor of A. Walker and Coimv Frieda Henproviding listeners with an added
depth to all noises heard over a NBC-TV’s “Today,” who le# after nock because owners of KLIX are
mike. To illustrate, scientists pres- 14 months in the post, has been identified with interests which preent heard terrifyingly real sound given assignments by Bill McAn- viously received three other TV
drew, the web’s special events di permits in southern Idaho. Miss
<?f an onrusliing. train, sound effect
Of a locomotive’s clanging bell .ar- rector.
Hennock felt that" the' Twin Falls
Fleming will do a cross-the- application should have been held
riving and departing, a ping pong
ball bouncing on various areas of a board show in a noon-time period up “to determine whether such a
table, snatches of a symphony, and and also a Sunday afternoon stan- concentration of ownership would
third Fleming series, also In be consistent with public intera boogiewoogie combo giving out za.
the news vein, is, being planned.
(Continued
est.”
on page 50)
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Toscy Ain’t Saying

CBS-TV Has

With Arturo Toscanini winding up his season’s maestroing on
broadcasts this Saturday (28) with the special
the NBC Symphony
of the Beethoven “Missa Solemnis,” NBC
benefit performance
for an answer as to whether Toscy
pressuring
execs have been
fall for another season of broadcasts.
the
in
return
to
intends
However, the 86-year-old famed maestro won't say yes or no,
to commit himself to his manager-son,
with Toscy even refusing
Walter Toscanini. For a number of years the noted conductor
has played it the non-committal way right up to the last minute,
but this season NBC officials fear he may decide to turn in his
baton permanently and domicile in Italy.
In the eventuality of Toscy refusing to return for the 1953-54
season, it’s a certainty that the NBC Symphony Orchestra will be
scrapped, with the network settling for a less expensive, unpretentious ensemble. It’s to meet such a contingency that the parent
RCA company has been developing its own RCA Victor Symphony
Orchestra for future recordings (comprised of NBC symph members and others). By its use of the RCA Victor symph, too, the
recording company is able to bypass the fee it has been required
to pay to NBC for use of the network orchestra.
In the hope that it can invite another season’s round of Toscy
broadcasts, NBC execs have offered the maestro carte blanche,
including the setting up of a spring tour of key cities, if he so
wishes, or any innovation or change he may care to make. But
as of this week Toscy has failed to give an answer.
*

In Daytime Sponsorship
Kickbacks, compulsive handouts

However,

it

& TV Commitwas dropped fromi.

the agenda, because the admen
could not see a possible solution
out of the ticklish dilemma.

Washington, .March 24.
Will the apparent “trend” toward share-time or “half” T-V stations become a boon or headache?
So far, the FCC has authorized
channel sharing in two cases in
the Monterey-Salinas, Calif., area
and in Rochester, N. Y. In each
case, competing applicants, anxious
to avoid expense and delay of
hearings, worked out arrangements
to share .the available channel by
dividing time equally, alternating

way

Brown,

Rocket Ranger” science fiction series for kids was
given the closed-circuit treatment last week, with office sets
within the confines of the CBS
building tuned in. Program

choice periods.

dept, then solicited critical appraisal of the show.
(P. S.
They liked it.)
Program goes into the Saturday morning 11:30-12 period, preceding the “Big Top”
show, effective May 2.

In each case the “half” stations
have agreed to share the costs of

and opmaintaining separate

construction

eration while
studios.

'

operations work out,
there’s good reason to believe that
many more applicants will “apply
to FCC to share channels. The advantages are many. The^ provide
stations to two applicants instead
of one. They eliminate costly and
drawn-out FCC hearings, a highly
important consideration in view of
the FCC’s shortage of examiners
to handle an immense workload of
If

these

competitive

applications.

of pre-testing properties

before exposing them to audience in general. A kine audition of the web’s new “Rod

-

(Meld’s Record
$2,500,000

Spread

Finally,

from the FCC standpoint, they get
stations on the air quickly.
’53
But the share-time operation has
its drawbacks. The system hasn’t
Chesterfields, with a major stake
worked out well in radio. At one
television, is suppletime there were many share-time in radio and
programming
AM outlets. Today there are few. menting its network
campaign
spot
of baseball
with a
The outstanding ones are
easily
the biggest
coverage
that’s
and WLS in Chicago, which share
in history for a single advertiser.
(Continued. on page 48)
Cigaret firm is bankrolling, exclusively or participating, in six major
markets, broadcasting games of six
major league clubs and four minor
leaguers, with a budget that’s got a

On

Balcasts

WBNR

New Format For

rockbottom pricetag of $2,500,000.
In New York, it’s got exclusive
sponsorship 'of the Giants, on
WPIX in video and WMCA on AM.
In addition, the AM segment goes
Although negotiations are still
out to an eight-state Giant network
m progress between Max Liebman set
up by the ciggie outfit. In PhilaNHOTV execs on the status delphia,
it carries both the Phillies
of ‘Show of Shows”
next season,
(Continued on page 48)
there’s every

Show of Shows’?

indication now that
marathon participation show,
one of the most lucrative on the
network’s video books, will be
subjected to some drastic “rethinking” both in terms of format
and exposure.
the

What new or different elem#Kts

win

be

W

introduced

into

“Show

Shows” for the ’53-’-54 ride are
b e determined, but it's
.“S
understood that Liebman sees eye
o eye on the
need for a reapthe sll0 w’s long familiar
ntent and format.
The question
ot modifying
the week-to-week ex£ sure of the
Caesar-Imogdhe
comedies- over a 39-week
.
15
being thrashed out,
u/ith
possi
y
* ess frequent
anno!>
appearances
next season.
de
*P ite some reuort<f
s h°w would return
in
sponsorship segments,
thatSh ° w of Shows” will be

^

b/rl ,u nt er
Participation f ormula h Utl
^ether under the exigin p 90
on
"? ,nute schedule, an hour

^
.

or

pL

worked

ouT

h0Uh!

iS

StiU t0 be

Boston Stations Don’t
Figure to Lose Coin

to

Celeste Deal

In a “get tough” era to cur>
excessive demands and inffaTed
prices of talent, deal negotiated between Celeste Holm
and NBC-TV whereby the actress will be exclusively bound
to the network for her own
series of •shows is regarded as
setting a unique pattern.

The

pix-legit star,

who

will

do a series as dramatic actress, singer and comedienne,
..reportedly has the right to accept or reject all script material, and she’s a 50% owner of

the package.

agency

producers are trapped right in
the middle of the kickback racket,”
the 4A spokesman said. “They’re
being forced to pay $50 to $100

handouts

Closed-Circuit Critics
CBS-TV came up with a new

—

transmitter

of

TV

Half Safe’ Dilemma

The

—

organization’s Radio

union technicians,

Door Slamming’
Hurting His Rep,

if

they expect to get a good production job on a show. The easy way
out is to say, ‘Wriat’s $50, if the
sponsor is bankrolling $10,000 for
the show?’ But those handoufs to
10 technicians a week can well
Martin Block, who just signed a
scare off an advertiser from the
increasingly
expensive TV me- fancy deal with the American
Broadcasting
Co. after 18 years
dium.”
with WNEW, reportedly told the
‘Open Industry Secret'
indie’s program manager, Bill KalWidespread boom of TV tip ex- and that he may walk out on the
tortion was acknowledged by Newrest of his 1953"pact with the New
man H. Burnett, national exec York indie 'if “the slamming of
director of the Radio & Television
doors” and “other irritations” don’t
Directors Guild AFL. While insist- cease.
Block feels that since the
ing his union members were not
announcement of his new five-year
party to the gouging, he admitted, pact with
ABC there have been
“The growth of graft is now an “invidious” publicity stories.
open industry secret. Like sin,
of his “slipping ratAllegations
everyone is opposed to it. But nobody wants to confess that they ings” and “loss of billings,” which
have
reached
publication
in oertain
demand graft, or that they’ve been
made .suckers out of by the extor- sources, says Block, are damaging
to his future status in the industry.
tioners.”
Furthermore, he can’t see the purSubtle technique used by grifters pose since Cl) he has nine months
with itchy palms was described by more to go with WNEW; (2)
he has
Harold Katan, assistant business considerable future business
and
manager, International Brother- (3) his
personal
gross
1952
of
hood of Electrical Workers AFL. In $187,000 (or $100,00 above the 87,one case reported to his union, he 500 he is guaranteed) was the result
said, a cameraman allegedly told a
of $937,183 in gross billings from
star performer on a TV show, his “Make-Believe Ballroom”
shows
“You’d better pay me off 25 smack- over WNEW. The station's gross
ers if you expect to come out billings in '52 were
$2,600,000.
photogenically on the screen.” The
The same ratio applies currently
performer protested to the ad
agency, which in turn demanded a and in light of some $650,000 in
billings
yet to be consummated in
new cameraman. IBEW reprimand- ’53
over WNEW, he can’t see the
ed the cameraman, and he was
sense
intra-station spleen beof
another camera
transferred
to
cause he made a better deal for
crew.
with
himself
ABC.
“I know that the payoff system
Latter calls for $200,000 annual
in TV is current throughout the
(Continued
on page 48)
industry,” Katan said. “But except
for this case, we have no absolute

Sez Martin Block

—

.

proof.”

Katan said the rakeoff stemmed
from the palmy days of radio, when
ad agency producers initiated the
practice of tipping technicians voluntarily. As word spread that a
certain agency was addicted to
handing out the boodle, other technicians came to expect a “gratuity”
as customary. Nowadays, he said,
if an agency TV producer didn’t
tip the head engineer, cameraman
and gaffer, some of these technicians unwisely do a fast burn, then
try to coerce a “tip.”
.

As Ex-Home of Braves

Cincy’s

WKRC Gabber

LOWELL THOMAS TO

JUNE

On the accepted premise that
the difference between profits andl
/loss in the operation of a nighttime SRO TV network lies in the
daytime sponsorship acceptance,
CBS finds itself today in an enviable position.
It is way out in
front of the pack, leading its closest competitor, NBC, by $10,000,000 in annual gross billings.
With the switchover of the Colgate-sponsored “Big Payoff” from
NBC to CBS next month, thus
giving Columbia TV the doublebarrelled “Strike It Rich”-“Big
Payoff” spread, the aggregate daytime video billings for CBS, Monday through Friday, will total $28,500,000 per year.
This is based
on 79 quarter-hour units of sponsored programming per week and
also makes provisions for contiguous rate discounts.
In contrast to CBS, NBC, which
suffered a double blow in the
“Payoff” defection as well as the
Lever
Bros.
cancellation
of
“Hawkins Falls,” shows a total of
44 quarter-hour sponsored units
per week, with aggregate yearly
billings of $18,000,000.

With “Payoff” checking off the
roster, the network is
faced with a wide open sustaining
gap extending from 10:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. and it’s precisely in this
area where CBS-TV is abundantly
rich in sponsored segments.
The NBC billings include the
early-morning “Today” show, with
its present 35% SRO status fetching a tidy $3,000,000 in sponsorship coin a year. The NBC lineup
also includes “Ding Dong School,”

NBC-TV

“Welcome Traveler s,” “Kate
Smith” (which, on the basis of its

A $1,000,000 libel suit against
the Cincinnati Enquirer filed Friday (20) in Common Fleas Court
by

Tom

McCarthy,

WKRC

news-

charged that the paper on
Feb. 26 published two statements
about him which were “false, malicious and defamatory.”

caster,

.

current 12 sponsors, is responsible
$7,000,000
gross
billings);
“Howdy Doody” and the Gabby
Hayes show.
The CBS commercial roster
reads: A full hour of Arthur Godfrey, “There’s One in Every Family,” “Strike It Rich,” “Bride and
for

Groom,” “Love

of Life,” “Search
“Guiding Light,”
“Garry Moore Show,” “Double or
Nothing” alternating with “Freedom Rings,” Art Linkletter’s
“House Party” and “The Big Pay-

for Tomorrow,”

off.”

Eddie Fisher’s

TV

Coke Bow Apr. 29
Coca-Cola has set its TV show,
cowing with a 15-minute twiceweekly stanza starring Eddie Fisher on NBC-TV April 29. Program

moves into the 7:30-7:45 slot vacated by “Those Two,” which has
been
cancelled by Procter Sc GamFiles $1,000,000 Libel
ble.
Coke Will also tape its
Wednesday and Friday telecasts
Vs. Daily in Water Crisis for airing on NBC radio on TuesCincinnati, March 24.
days and Fridays at 8 p.m.

Dan Doran, business manager,
Action grew out of McCarthy’s
Local 52, Motion Picture Studio
Mechanics Union, IATSE, conceded attack on proposed fluoridation of
the city’s water supply/’ It quoted
that his union has received 10 comBoston Braves to Milwaukee was
an editorial reading “In the last
( Continued on page 50)
a shocking surprise to citizens, 16few days we have had a depresstal radio, and TV stations which
ing demonstration of how much
carried their games the past couple
harm one news broadcaster can do
any
figure
to
lose
don’t
in a community. We refer to the
of seasons
In fact, it appears in
daily efforts of Tom McCarthy of
revenue.
some instances they’re off the
WKRC to create distrust of our
EXIT CBS IN
Braves sponsors have bepublic health authorities by mishook.
Lowell Thomas is reportedly representing the effects of fluoricome, increasingly scarce and the
he
startwhere
games
beRadio,
night
of
CBS
dation.
leaving
heavy schedule
“By misleading statements, decame a headache to program direc- ed his career 23 years ago, in June.
contract
livered in highly dramatic style,
tors of both WNAC-TV and WBZ- His Procter Sc Gamble
TV (who alternate in televising the Is up then, and there are no fu- McCarthy has aroused widespread
games) • with the articulate non- ture CBS plans for the newscaster. fears that flouridation will raise
baseball fans screeching when a
Thomas, busy on his Cinerama the total death rate, cause more
favorite program was supplanted business, is said to have other cancer and augment tooth decay.
newscasting plans. A good possi- This is by no means the first time
by a ball game.
Lone casualty appears to be bility is that he may again move to McCarthy has set himself against
the community’s welfare.”
NBC, w.hich he left back in 1947.
(Continued on page 48)
Boston, March 24.
While the sudden exodus of the

Billings

4*

pers, it's revealed in authoritative’
sources. The hush-hush rascality
allegedly affects all strata of the
video industry— unions, agency executives, show packagers, and performers but advertisers are said
to be the ultimate victims bled
by these “hidden costs.”

An official spokesman for the
American Association of Advertising Agencies revealed that the malpractice has become so prevalent
that a group of 4A admen recently
suggested that the whole matter be
thrashed out in a meeting of the

Over NBC,

With $28,500,000 Annual

and sub rosa “tipping,” are now
squeezing more than an estimated
$2,000,000 annually from TV top-

“A growing number

A Why Be

Advantage
|

tee.

Share-rime TV Station Trend Poses

$10,000,000

Don Ameche has been set as
permanent emcee for the show, but
a musical director hasn’t been selected yet. Herb Sussen will direct.
“Those Two” was a three-a-weeker,
and Monday spot hasn't been sold
yet by the net.
D’Arcy agency
repped Coke.
Coke is represented locally in
N. Y. tele with “Sense and Nonsense” cross-the-board on WNBT,
and “Do You Want to Be a Star?”
on WOR-TV thrice weekly. Coke
had tried to get Rosemary Clooney
for a network show, but Paramount, to which she’s under contract, registered objections and the
project was dropped.

Cleaners Like

TV

Spots

i,

Neighborhood Cleaners Assn.,
comprising some 600 independent
New York dry cleaners, have signed
for a six-week spot campaign on

WOR-TV. Commercials

will

have

cleaners themselves pitching one-

minute

spiels.

Lifton, Gold Sc
pact.

Asher placed the

**

RAMO-TCXEVISION
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Teleradio-MBS Shuffle Brings

Down

Curtain on O’Neil ‘Strange Interlude’
Number

toplevel

of

ments made

and

General Teleradio, the web’s parent company, would seem to indicate that O’Neil’s “strange interlude” pririod is ended at the network,, in the opinion of the skein’s
execs.

O’Neil appointed Jim Wallen,
veteran Mutual treasurer, veepee,
.

board member and treasurer of
General Teleradio. At the same
named Earl (Pete) Johnson and Bob Schmid as veepees
and board members of Teleradio,
in engineering and ad-pub capaci-

time, he

'

ties.
*>

Wallen resigns as treasurer of
Mutual, but retains his board membership. He’s to be succeeded by
George Ruppel, Mutual comptroller..
Pat Winkler, comptroller of
the Yankee network, a Teleradio
subsid,

parent

WOV's 10.5% Biz Hike
Reflecting the upbeat in foreign
acceptance
broadcast
language
both in terms of sponsorship and

audience,

WOV,

the bilingual (Ital-

ian-American) New York indie
grossed 10.5% more revenue in
1952 than in 1951, and went over
its previous banner year, 1950, by
6.5%,
New Pulse ratings reveal an average 10:8 daily rating for February (based on audience measurement in Italian homes), with an
average 3% hike in ratings over
the previous February during the
TV-saturated late afternoon-early
evening hours.
Pulse distribution of Italian auin the Gotham
dience .shows
vanguard with 45.1% rating. Closwith
est competitor is
13.2%.

WOV

WNEW

*

becomes auditor of the
company.
Johnson and

Schmid continue in their posts at
Mutual, doubling in brass in Teleradio.

Overall effect of the appointments, when viewed in.the light of
naming ex-NBCite Jim Gaines as
Teleradio veep in charge of the

(1) “Integration” policy designed
to bring Teleradio* (a General Tire
Rubber subsid, which controls
58% of Mutual and owns the Yan-^
kee and Don Lee networks plus

Deal

Runs Through June ’54
NBC
new

contract, last

week

f

that com-

Over

MBS-W0R

Engineers at Mutual Broadcasting System in New York and at

WOR

and WOR-TV, web’s Gotham

Okayed by FCC

.

FCC

consider the matter care-

“what may

well be a precedent for this type
ef alien telecasting into America.”

PABSTBREWSUP
SUMMER BOUTS
'

While there’s no definite commitment k as jyet, indications are

that Pabst will resolve

its

summer

boxing semester in the same manner as last year, negotiating a deal
" with the International
Boxing Club
for hot weather .fisticuffs on the

Wednesday night
CBS-TV,

at

10

slot

on

Because of the weather hazards

and the

inability to get involved in

postponements, it’s necessary for
Pabst to continue with indoor boxing on a year-round basis. Otherwise it would necessitate standby
attractions in the event of rain.
Deal is now being worked out to
originate the fights from air-cooled
arenas, etc.

.

.

.

Prockter Axings

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

1

.

*

$570,000

FEB. BIZ

business

a result of switchover of General

BONANZA

totalling

$570,000 rently in that
niche, moves to 6:30
was signed. Alexander W.' Dannenm. The '6:45 purchase had been
baum, Jr., commercial manager, p.
arranged through D&C. However,
announced month was most active
in the middle of the Winchell talks
in the

TV

station’s career.

Computation of $570,000 includes new business only, which
was placed by nine accounts, and
does not include renewals and regular biz, which were also active

HOLLYWOOD ...

IN

I*ps Angeles.

fully before establishing

.

3 Seek 153GIn

Cigar’s Robert Burns brands from
Donahue & Coe to Young & Rubicam.
Philadelphia, March ’24.
coach had been ordered
WPTZ set a new 'sales record forEx-Yale
the Sunday 6:45 p. m. slot on
during month of February in which
ABC-TV,
if Walter Winchell, curnew

Jthat
•

.

.

WPTPJN

Commerce Committee, who asked

CITY

.

lish a studio in

TV

l

.

IN

about the possibility of the gabber’s going into the 6 30 berth, the
General Cigar agency switch broke.
Y&R, it’s understood, is reappraising the entire Burns ad situation,
and has not yet made its decision.
:

.

CHICAGO

T. Schwinn, former advertising director of Household
Finance, appointed as chief lieutenant to CBS' H. Leslie Atlass . • •
Brissop and Jim Gray resuming the jazz and deejay
activities at Chi’s Streamliner Lounge. Club’s, Lurelene Hunter and
Ernie Harper warblings will highlight the nitely* 11:30 to midnight
slot. . , .
airing gjiopper interviews with a quarter-hour crossthe-board schedule at 3:45 p.m. Fahey Flynn will tape record for a
Tuesday and Thursday slot while Jim Conway does likewise with 4
tri-weekly . . . Olian and Bronner ad agency inking Lobex Products
with attendant radio billings .
will attempt to" appeal to
.
all interests with their new “Magazine of the Air,” Daily airing at
6:30 will run a feature-to-quiz format with Fahey Flynn and Don
Allen doing the 15 minute emceeing
adding Louis J.
.
.
Frenkel, formerly of Windy City's WJJD, to its §ales staff . . . J. K.
Oxnam joins the newscripters at Chi CBS via Waukegan’s WKRS . . •
E. H. Shorao,
Western Division sales topper, in New York

Newell

WENR’s John

WBBM
•

WBBM

.

WBBM

.

WBBM

for a

web managers

IN

WASHINGTON

As

T. B. C. Television,
station in
San Diego. Supporting the protest
is Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colo.),
member of the Senate Interstate

f
X

4-» » 4

**

ABC-TV Show

Commission by

NEW YORK

IN

»

4

Phil Hamburger, of the New Yorker, prepping a Reporter- At-Large
profile on the night owl pundits (Henry ‘Morgan* Eva Gabor, Barry
guest.
Eleanor Corrigan, Benton 8e Bowles publicity gal
Gray, et al) . .
Pact stipulates, that video com- who was tagged “outstanding woman of the year in advertising” by
mitments are either for Colgate the ad women of the Columbus (O.) Chamber of Commerce, addressed
Comedy Hour or any other spon- the group’s Irincheon Friday (20)
Fran Spanier into “Backstage
sorship. In radio he’ll continue his Wife” tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . WMCA’s “New World A-Coming” will
present half-hour program of re- profile Ralph Bunchy with Juano Hernandez starred, on Tuesday (31)
corded favorite and reminiscing.
ex-J. Walter Thompson and William H. Weintraub
. Laurel Cutler,
.
This series may be sponsored by flackess, joined C. J. Herrick Associates as veepee, handling AM-TV.
theatre owners on a plan proposed
G. W.‘ (Johnny) Johnstone, radio-TV director of, NAM, celebrating
by Bob O’Donnell of TexasJ
his 30th year in broadcasting this week.
Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS’ Frisco veepee, returned home after a
Al Simmons and Dizzy Dean get special citations at
.
week' here
.Allan
the Sports Broadcasters Assn, sixth annual dinner April 13
Four
Jackson, CBS newscaster, back after a month in Europe
jp
outstanding Negro college choirs will appear on a one-month series
Steve
Strassberg,
exover ABC radio, starting Sunday, April 5 . . .
Eagle Lion Films and Republic Pix, has joined the David O. Alber
Arthur
.'Flu bedded CBS Radio’s Bob Trout last week . .
flackery
.
Anderson, for 17 years a regular cast member of CBS* “Let’s Pretend,’*
employees of on temporary leave from show to do a lead in Robert Downing’s new
former
Three
Prockter Productions, Inc., who play “Around We Go” in Houston . . .Frank Thomas Jr. has been
claim they were summarily fired added to “Our Gal Sunday” cast . . . Andree Wallace new to “Backlast August, have filed a breach of stage Wife.” . . . Peggy Derr, wife of CBS Radio’s Spbrts chief, John,
South Invitation Golf tourney at Pinecontract suit against the firm in participating in the North
N. Y. Supreme Court which .asks hurst, N. C., this week.
a total of $163,000. Those pressing
Norman Brokenshire and singer Jack Berch start a five-a-week
the action are writer Abram S. series on gardening on WOR, with Jackson 8c Perkins, a nursery,
Ginnes, producer David Pressman picking up the tab . . . Nancy Ranson, wife of
publicity diand director Daphne Elliott.
rector Jo Ranson, has a prizewinning print displayed at the 14th anSeeking $93,200, Ginnes charges nual exhibition of the National Serigraph Society on W..4>7th St, . . .
that he was booted from writing Jay I. Weston has rejoined Hal A. Salzman flackery after service in
assignments on Prockter’s “Treas- Korea . . Nelson Case now spieling the commercials on 23* radio-TV
ury Men in Action” and “Big shows, per week.
Story” in violation of a two-year
employment pact inked in March,
1952,'Under the deal, he assertedly
Was to receive $700 per script for
J. Hugh E. Davis, who used to be Fax Cone’s top lieutenant in
the first two 13-week cycles of Chicago, has opened his own packaging firm here with his old friend
“Treasury Men” and .$750 there- and buddy, Bob Hope, as silent partner. He’s quartered in the late
after.
Ken Dolan’s office at Hollywood and Vine . . . Sidney Strotz, ex-NBC
Likewise, Ginnes contends that veepee, now prez of Coca Cola Bottling Co. in Pittsburgh, mailed out
he was to get basically the same business cards to note that Alice Tyler, his former secretary at NBC,
Mary
.
compensation for the “Big Story” is now associated with him in his new business venture
TV show plus $400 for each “Big Hlckox is back at KFI with her “women’s angTe” program. She is also
Story” radio script After his dis- bringing b.ack the kiddies favorite, “Jump Jump.” . . . Frank Pulaski,
missal, the writer maintains that who periodically takes time out from radio to work in pictures, gets
Prockter conceded its liability and his big break as Quintus in “The Robe.” , . * Dick Wylie, who left
offered to settle for an outright radio for politics 20 years ago, was found dead in Frisco, a suicide.
$15,000 as well as an additional In the 1930’s he was manager of Don Lee’s KHJ, then affiliated with
$9,750 if the firm failed to pick CBS > . . Floyd Holm, manager of the Compton office in Hollywood,
up his option at the end of the is being transferred to N. Y.
first 13-week period. However, the
company denied that there was any
. .

WOR

DuMont Mex Feed

Inc., applicants for a

M

+

June of 1954. On TV he’ll appear
on' 10 shows either as star or

most of the
in the
cideg to stay, and up to late yesterfunctioning of Mutual and the
day ITues.) were .still at the conTeleradio operations is now at an
trols. Meanwhile, 'negotiating teams
end* While there’s no exec veepee
haggled through Monday and yes(Continued on page 42)
terday in an effort to reach an
such arrangement.
agreement.
Producer Pressman, who also
Walkout, if it should come,
would affect network originations claims he was hired undeiT a twoyear
ticket, states in the complaint
from N. Y., operations of
and
that Prockter was willing to settle
WOR-TV.
for
$5,000. But he wants $46,800.
Issues separating the union and
network surround working condi- Similarly, Miss Elliott alleges the
tions rather than salary, according firm promised her a $3^000 settleto the union. One factor is union’s ment in contrast to the $13,000
demand for continuation of policy she asks in the suit.
Washington, March 24.
of keeping two men on duty at
Suit came to light last week
DuMont network received per- transmitter site,
rather than one, when Prockter moved for dismismission from the FCC last week .which the
web wants. Another con- sal of the complaint. Arguments’
to furnish transcriptions and kine cerns
rest periods after certain on the motion are scheduled to be
recordings of its TV shows to amount of
heard some time next month.
time at the controls.
Mexican station XELD-TV in .MatWeb execs held an emergency
amoras, Mex., for a one-year permeeting late Monday to decide on
iod. Matamoras is just across the
Hickman
border from Brownsville, Tex., and operating procedures ia case a
walkout started Monday at midcovers a substantial U.S. area.
night.
Presumably,
same
proceDangles' in Midair
No action has been taken as yet
on applications by DuMont and dures would hold if the engineers
Client Switches Agency
NBC to supply TV programs to walk out at a later date,
Mexican station XETV in Tijuana
Status of the Herman Hickman
and by Alvin G. Flanagan to estabshow on ABC-TV is up in the air as

feeding shows
filed with the

4

v

WOR

A protest against
KETV has been

»+

WMGM

Threat Hanging

are working, without a
outlets,
union contract pending settlement
of negotiations. But union. Local
and its video counterpart in 1212 of the Radio and Television
N. Y.) and the Mutual operations Engineers, International Brotherunder the same roof and manage- hood of Electrical Workers, has
ment, begun last fall, is just about given the network no indication of
complete. Teleradio execs have a how long the engineers will stay
top role in Mutual, and vice versa. on the job without a pact.
One-year contract ended at mid, (2) P.eriod where O’Neil himself night Monday (23). Engineers deshouldered
load

to

tbe Production Centres

&

&

San Diego to produce programs for transmission to
Tijuana. Flanagan was formerly
program director of KECA-TV in

From

:

i

Hollywood, March 24.
and^ddie Cantor firmed a

|

Engineer Strike

WOE-WOR-TV

operations and the
appointment of Glen Taylor, parent company’s operating veepee, to
.a vice-presidency in the web, is
felt in two directions:

New NBC

.

week by Tom

this

Cantor’s

mits the comedian to television for
next season and radio through

appoint-

president of Mutual

O’Neil,

Vednewlay, March 25, 1953

psssasff

confab.
.

.

.

WMAL-ABC, and

William C. Grayson, station

staffer, have been named to sales staff
affiliates, according to sales director

of*WRC and WNBW-TV, NBC

Jack

l^eff,

ex of

Joe Goodfellow .
WWTG.
DuMont added three new shows to weekly schedule: “Jamboree,”
three time-a-week interview-music-giveaway show, emceed by Art
Lamb, with music by Charlie Keaton, and sponsored by Consuiriers
Food Institute; Hazel Markel, Mutual’s femme correspondent, who
adds, to her radio chores a daily “Bazaar” show featuring items on
the distaff side; and “Western Tales,” an across the boards nighttime
western film show
. Mrs. Daman Saith of Radio India will be guest
at this week’s meeting of local chapter of American Women in Radio
and Television, at which new officers are to be elected . . . Richard
B. Wheeler upped from salesman to general sales manager for WTOPCBS radio and TV. The 34-year-old Wheeler was .account exec on
recent record-breaking Pick Temple-Giant Food Stores TV sales deal
. General manager Ben Strouse and WWDC-MBS
kudoed by town’s
Board of Trade for lending station .personalities Miltoit Q. Ford and
Bob Wolff to sock across recent Aut.o Show.
.

.

.

.

.

IN

CLEVELAND

.

.

.

Lawrence Webb, vice president and treasurer of WJW, will becom©
during February.
Meantime Ed & Pegeen Fitz- national sales manager for WLOK, April 1 . . . Georg© Duffy’s OrchLargest single sale was signing gerald continue
indef in the *6:30 estra, Ben Silverberg's string quintet and Jack Pollack’s Orchestra
of Esso Reporter, 7 to, 7:15 p.m. slot
with their “Manners” pro- have been signed for the next three
half-hour series sponsored
Mon.-thru-Fri., starting April 1. gram preceding
Winchell.
by. Musician’s Union Truste-e Fund . . . Dick Takas named as anContract was placed by Marschalk
nouncer for Maytag film programs on WXEL . . . Tom Carson,
arid Pratt, New^York, for Standard
staffer, signed "‘for Youngstown Kitchen five-minute cross-the-board
Oil Co. of New Jersey.
Banker to Coast On
6:25 p.m* WEWS sports stanza . . . Vernon Fladager to New York
for D’Arcy with James L. Bourke taking over the Cleveland Electric
ABC-TV 'Album’ Series Illuminating Co. account ... Jim Gtaner,
sports editor, taking
Don McNeill Simulcast
Bob Banker, ABC-TV assistant over the Gray Drug daily sports stanza while Bob Neal covers tht
-Marshall Drug signed for a 15-minute, Monday-thru-Fri**
eastern program director, goes to j
news slot at 6:45 . . . Neil Flanaga,
ABC-TV
Agenda the Coast next week to produce two day
news editor,
now moderating the “How’s Business” weekly stanza . . . PhoebO
ABC-TV is mulling entrance into editions of the web’s upcoming Wecht
junior Nancy Dixon, starring in Lakewood Little Theamorning tele next fall, with the “ABC, Album,” program which is
e s For L °ve or Money.” . . . Newscaster Bob Lang doing series
Don McNeill “Breakfast Club” ex- showcasing the skein’s new fall
istorycasts on background of cold war” on his daily
pected to be one of the main- properties. He’ll work with Cecil Sir
£
News
Parade.”
Barker, chain’s western program
stays.
manager.
Concept of web prez Robert E.
Kintner is to simulcast its strong
.
.
.
The shows will be the two-parter IN
early morning radio properties, dramatization of “Tale of Two
Ernest Loveman, president and general manager of WPTZ, recently
such as “Breakfast Club.” Under Cities,” and will serve as the audiPh lco Cor P* to Westinghouse, will remain with Rhilco when
r
i
discussion is a simulcast of the tion for “Pageant,” airer the
web FCC formally okays sale. Station spot will be filled by his assistant
latter as a one-shot project on the is designing as an hour-long
play- Holland V. Tookc . . . Patrick J. Stanton, owner of WJMJ, has been
occasion of its upcoming 20th anni. house based on great novels.
(Continued on page 46)
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CHLOROPHYLL PEDDLERS ON SPOT
Which

Web Has

the Rocket?

CBS Radio on a7-Show Creative

The competitive battle to determine which network hits home
films of the Coronation for TV showcasing has
base with the first
moved into a fast and furious Round Three, as the industry’s
of the film clips” was stepped up by NBC,
“race
first major
ABC and CBS. It's no longer a case of whether the webs have
problems,
for now the three networks have the
resolved their jet
planned cooperation of British Royal Air Force jet planes. The
prevailing gag around the trade is: “Which web has the rocket?”
In the race to get there firstest with the mostest, with each
web advancing the time of its telecast, it remained for CBS to
pull the switch of the Coronation. CBS-TV will hit the air at 5:30
a.m.— the start of the proceedings in London with direct, immediate coverage via the CBS Radio reports. Accompanying the
“old medium” sound for three hours, according to Sig Mickelson,
CBS-TV News- chief, will be a fluid variety of stills which he
hopes will provide more action than static and solemn ceremony

—

1

Westminster Abbey.
Otherwise, the three webs have advanced their Coronation programs to begin at 6 p.m., with an hour of films (processed in London) delivered by the British jets. CBS also will charter a Boeing
Stratocruiser from the British Overseas Airways Corporation,
specially equipped to process and edit films in flight.

in

Later in the evening,

ABC

plans a telecast from 9 to 10,
11 to midnight.

CBS from

from 10:30 to midnight and

NBC

Murphy s ‘Bed of Roses’ Radio Pitch:

i-TV

Binge for Spring-Summer Roster

IT STAKE

Ad
ing

agencies this week were turngrass-green with worry over

mounting criticism that
ening

to bust the
chlorophyll bubble.

is

WNBT, the NBC's flagship
video operation in New York,
is changing its station break
and
identification pattern
with class. Station has engaged Raymond Loewy the industrial designer, to create a
new pattern whichTl make
viewers more Channel 4-con-

threat-

$100,000,000

—

At stake for Madison Avenue
execs is an estimated $20,000,000
invested this year in radio and TV
to ballyhoo chlorophyll products.

The

more

optimistic

of

Returning from the Coast after
huddling with, veepee Guy della
Cioppa, the web’s Hollywood program boss, CBS Radio program
veepee Lester Gottlieb has set in
motion a seven-pronged program-

Programs Help Too

admen

hope that, if adverse criticism
grows more widespread, bankrolled will increase their air media

scious.

ming

spending to offset public skeptiPessimists, however, fear
chlorophyll advertisers may take a
raincheck on air advertising until
the storm blows over.

permanent

Severest blow yet to prestige of
chlorophyll peddlers came this
month when The British Medical
Journal printed a lead editorial
mocking the “wave of credulity”
about chlorophyll claims that has
“swept the U. S.”

The proposed lineup, involving
deals still awaiting finalization, includes the long-projected Eddie
Mayehoff series, “That’s My Boy,”
which will preem as a half-hour
radio stanza but which is being designed as an eventual entry in the

slotting.

network's TV roster. Mayehoff has
already been Jnked to a CBS conShow will emanate from the
Coast with the radio audition set
to roll next week/
new show with Elliott Lewis

tract.

CBS Radio $ Legit

A

1

No Need for Rate Cuts, Sez CBS Exec
CBS Radio prexy Adrian Murphy
has told the web’s affiliates business standards committee that he
sees stability for radio rates and
discounts for the 1953-54 season.
At the same time he announced a
new plan lowering costs of nighttime periods to advertisers who also
use daytime radio, without cutting
the web’s payments to the affiliates.

WINS, N.

150G

Y., signed disk

jockey

Jack Lacy to a new two-year pact,
under which Lacy will collect $150,000 for the two years. Dee jay currently is the mainstay of the sta-

tion’s staff, doing 30 to 45 hours a
week of broadcasting during the
appears at this time,” Murbaseball
season.'
phy said, “that the ’53-’54 season
During the rest of the year, Lacy
will not require changes in network radio time rates and dis- is on five hours a day, via his “Liscounts affecting the stations, un- ten to Lacy” and other segments.
“It

changes because of competitive moves or
other major factors.” He sees a
strong possibility that amendments
to affiliation contracts (resulting
from last year’s rate cuts) would be
extended from this August to
August, 1954.
less the sales situation

.

Murphy went on, “We are convinced that radio -will go into next
season stronger and more useful,
from both the audience and advertiser points of view, than at any
time in the last several years.
Among the encouraging signs for
radio stability next season are the
generally high level of interest in
radio on the part of many sponsors
arid agencies, as well as the early
signing this past week of- Edgar
Bergen for his return to network
radio next fall.”

B-M

Cancellation

1

Of Gleason Poser

On Participations

Like its competitive show, “All
Star Revue,” which fades off the
NBC-TV airlanes next month, the
Saturday night 8-to-9 Jackie Gleason program on CBS-TV is running
into sponsor trouble.
Bristol-Myers has served notice
At the same time, CBS Radio an- on the web that it is cancelling out
of
the Gleason stanza effective May
nounced that, in accordance with
The Leem2, after a 15-week ride.
(Continued on page 42)
ing sponsorship of the program
terminated last Saturday (21). but
CBS managed to pact Nescafe to
take over the Leeming segment.
With Schick continuing, it still
leaves CBS-TV with the problem

NBC Controller’s

of finding a third sponsor.

The

Bristol-Myers cancellation
(on behalf of its Ipana product)
raises again the question as to
In a wholesale shakeup of the whether participating sponsorship
men who make with the figures, deals on top-budgeted shows are
NBC has realigned its Controller’s economically sound, since one maDepartment in order to focus more jor sponsorship lopoff (as in the
attention on taxes and provide case of “All Star Revue”) can
throw the program into jeopardy.
more efficient operation.

Division Shuffle

The offices of the controller of
company and the controller for
Networks
Division
have
been consolidated, with following

the
the

changes:
airy
McKeon, former confor the -company, is now
director of the Tax Department,
reporting to the Treasurer, Joseph
,*?,

recent
staffs
in
after and
years
ago
five
that
getting business
sales

months have been going

they wouldn’t have dreamed they
could get to advertise on radio.
“
A. McDonald.
And in practically all cases, the
Charles
J.
Cresswelt, former salesmen say, these offbeat adverNetworks Division controller, is tisers are coming back- for more.
controller for the company, reIn N. Y., for example; an indie
porting directly to
Joseph V. Hef- station sold time to parking lots.
ernan, Financial
Vice-president.

Sargent, former Net-

orks Division assistant
controller,
anri

C ° nro1

’

Financial Planning
re P°rting to Cress-

John **• Hey wood, financial
P aiming manager,
and Edward
Programming and pronanClal manager ’ re P° rt
to s!.rgent
•

tlilto

di5n!
duector,

? Young, former budget
1S
director of Auditing

(Continued on page 42)

COMO SUMMER SUB

Radio Romances Offbeat Advertisers
Radio

troller

Series With N.Y.

Same issue of the respected
medical mag, according to the New
York Times, reported experiments
made by research team headed by
Dr. John C. Brocklehurst, Dept, of
Materia Medica at Glasgow U.
CBS Radio, as part of its ambiAfter testing chlorophyll against
smell of foul gases, skunks, perspi- tious spring-summer programming
ration, chopped onions and garlic, hypo, has blueprinted an hourthe chemist charged that chloro- long Friday night series to be
phyll has “no deodorant properties called “Stage Struck.” It will be
dedicated to the legitimate theatre
whatsoever.”
Popular journals are also jump-~|[_and huddles have already been inArthur Schwartz,
ing into this
pungent debate, itiated with
though taking a negative stand, president of the League of New
contrary to the Reader’s Digest York Theatres, for the League’s
piece, in 1950 when Paul De Kruif tie-in with the project.
Schwartz has expressed enthusiacclaimed chlorophyll as “nature’s
deodorant.”
Good Housekeeping asm over the projected series conrecently published an article alleg- ceived by CBS Radio program
ing chlorophyll tablets did not veepee Lester Gottlieb, particularwork for 50 femmes tested for a ly since an impressive showcase
week using no underarm deodor- with a coast-to-coast hookup could
ant.
Man's Magazine, national translate itself into an effective
heman pub, has a piece scheduled trailer in hypoing road legit acfor a few months hence entitled tivity. Gottlieb is talking to Hiram
“Chlorophyll Exposed,” which la- Sherman as a likely host for the
bels the claims for the green stuff series.
as “fraud and flimflam.”
As envisioned by CBS, the hour
Consumer’s Reports mag has de- showcase would be by, for and of
nounced
chlorophyll
violently, the theatre, with an attempt to
quoting
critical
comments
of capture all the pageantry of legit
American Medical Assn., American in touching on all aspects of the
As such the program
Dental Assn., and Federal Trade medium.
Commission.
Another
national would have a very flexible format
the
subject.
in
treatment
of
mag, The Woman, has published a
mildly debunking article called Through the League of N. Y. Theatres, CBS will endeavor to enlist
“The Truth About Chlorophyll.”
The hullaballoo already has ad- the support of name talent and
men fighting back. Warren Fales, have access to all historical records
Ipana Chlorophyll account exec at and data, as well as properties.
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield agency, says the accumulating criticism inspired Bristol Myers
CHESTERFIELD SETS
Co. to run a full-page ad in this
week’s Life Magazine.
Ad in the March 23d issue is
sA combination of the Ray Anheadlined, “Can Our Generation
Conquer Tooth Decay and Bad thony Orch and singers Bob Eberle
Breath?” It describes virtues of and Helen O’Connell have been
“the new ammoniated chlorophyll signed as replacements for Perry
tooth paste, Ipana,” with footnotes Como on the Chesterfield tele show
Replacements start
quoting American Dental Assn, and on CBS-TV.
the Society of Cosmetic Chemists. June 29, three times weekly for
Agency took pains to distribute 15-minute clips.
proofs of the ad to dentists.
Both singers were band-vocalists
“We're naturally sensitive about at the height of the swing era. Both
criticism directed against chloro- were featured with the Jimmy
Dorsey orch.
( Continued on page 46)

Theatre League

Lacy’s 2-Year

Rocky Marciano, who defends

his
cr.own against Jersey Joe Walcott
in Chi April 10. Tie-in is fact that
he’s training on the picnic grounds

owned by the furnace
presumably considers

outfit,

this

which
fact

and summer,

budgets.

"

Loewy is making a total of
six new designs for the station.
These will be tested in turn to
determine audience reaction,
with the best of the lot to get

cism.

roster for spring

showcasing indicative of the web’s
continuing attempt to inject an
element of freshness into a medium
operating
restricted
on

a

natural to grab off some top advertising-publicity values.
Most encouraging prospect is the

stores will follow the lead of others
throughout the country and step
into radio.
Reason for the new business on
radio is multi-fold. Salesmen say
that what’s largely responsible is
the fact that the stations themselves have gone out after that new
business, both in ferreting it out
and in advertising radio as a lowcost medium.
One interesting explanation offered by a station topper, however,
this: When television started
is

as producer-director, called “Crime
Classics,” is also set for audition,
with the story of the first woman
hanged in Continental United
States as a spy as the teeoff attraction. Program, also originating in
Hollywood, will have a background

score by Bernard Hermann.

A new melodrama series, “21st
Precinct,”
under supplementary
auspices of the Patrolmen’s Benevolent
Assn.,
will
Everett
star
Sloane. John Ives will be the producer
and
Stanley
Niss
the
director-writer.
(Team has long
been

identified
with
“Gangbusters.”) This one will come out
of the N. Y. program mill and is
scheduled for the Monday at 8 period during the “Suspense” hiatus.
CBS is currently in negotiation
with Will Rogers, Jr., for a halfhour series with a “Country Ed-

itor-type

agenda

is

format.
Also on the
a situation comedy series

designed -for both radio and TV,
to be developed by Hank Garson
along “Junior Miss” lines.
An ambitious “Stage Struck”
series in collaboration with the
League of N. Y. Theatres and a
proposed Johnny Green 45-minute
cross-the-board stanza as part of
the seven-show creative binge are
detailed elsewhere.

Johnny Mercers

CBS Radio Buildup
Lester Gottlieb, CBS Radio veepec in charge of programming,
has an ambitious cross-the-board
agenda on tap for Johnny Mercer,
planning a buildup for the songwriter as a potent personality.

Plan is to install Mercer in the
7 to 7:45 p.m. segment, Monday
through Friday, with his own summer showcase, giving him practically carte blanche
as singerpianist-composer-story-teller, with
guests, etc.
Mercer would move into the
three 15-minute segments now oc-

cupied by “Beulah,” “Junior Miss”
and the Jo Stafford show, which

comprise
the
board
Plan”

web’s

“Checker-

lineup.
However,
there’s a possibility that “Checkerboard” may latch on to a sponsor, in which case Mercer would
be shifted to another time segment

on the summer program schedule.

COLGATE QU1ZZER TO
REPLACE ‘BOB & RAY’
Colgate

is

replacing

its

NBC

Radio Bob Elliott-Ray Goulding
department stores, who more and
stanza,
cross-the-board at 11:30
Another station; a network flagship, more are becoming convinced that
p.m., with “The Phrase That Pays,”
sold spots to a New Jersey boiler- radio can do a selling job. Macy's
Walter
a
& Peg McGraw audience
no-radio
policy
its
abandoned
has
laundries,
as
maker. Groups such
participationer, effective Monday
dry cleaners, flower shops and even and is using a couple of the stacry
the
and
(30).
Show
has a telephone gimmushrooming,
hue
saturation
pre-weekend
for
fresh fruit and vegetable coops tions
have been using radio successfully campaigns. Wanamakers is definite- about “radio’s being dead” got so mick with the home audience also
along
sending
in
adverplaying
by
publicity
that
these
much
ly interested in radio since the
on the local scene.
Most recent example is order by time an appliance dealer got the tisers who at one time never phrases and suggestions for disthought of radio as a medium had guising them.
the Holland (Mich.) Furnace Co. appliance concession at the store,
Sponsor dropped VBob 8c Ray”
their attention turned to it, And
for two full network broadcasts on and using radio, cleaned out stocks
theory that following its
Mutual on March 28 and 29. Fif- that hadn’t been moved in years. when radio proved it wasn’t dead on the
“Strike
It Rich” (at 11), quizzer
in.
realized
the
came
they
fact
and
success
teen-minute specials call for inter- Stations feel that with the
In
in will inherit a bigger share of the
other
words,
they
came
it won’t be
Macy’s,
by
experienced
WisHarry
views by sportscaster
audience.
mer of heavyweight boxing chajnp long before all N. Y. department through the back door.
-

]

)

!
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DINAH SHORE SHOW
With Frank DeV 6 l J)reli>

BOMB TARGET—U. S. A.
,

guests
Producer-director: Eddie- Pola
15 Mins.; Mon,, Fri., 14 P.m.

•

NBC,

Godfrey, narrator;
David
Colltarweod,
Charles
Moore, Peter Hackes, Gen. Hoyt
Vandenberg, Val Peterson, Ron
j
Cochran, Chuck Wiley, others;
Ben Ludlow, music; Alfredo Antonini orch
Producer-Editor: Irv Gitlin
Supervisor:' Stuart Nayins
€0 Mins.; Fri., 9 p.m.
Sustaining

With Arthur

•

CBS, from

New York

CHEVgOLEt
transcribed from Hollywood
( Carrvpbell-Ewald
With Dinah Shore continuing to
ride in high gear on her twice-

weekly (Tuesday and Thursday)
tele show, her sponsors, Chevrolet,
have decided on a double barreled
attack by adding a 15-minute twiceweekly radio series to her airtime.
Thrush is as
It’s a wise move.
potent a song-seller on radio as on
Ty and there’s a guaranteed audience who can’t get enough of her
There’s still
mellow warbling.
bound to he some squawks from
dialers that Chewy has skipped
Wednesday in Miss Shore’s radio-

(tape)

CBS

Radio uncorked an ambitious hour-long documentary on
the civil defense picture on Friday
<20). Its theme was that Russian
atom bombers could reach every
vital target in the U. S. and that
CD-wise the U. S. is “only about
15% ready, although progress is
being made.'*
The program represented a great
expenditure of effort by the team
of public affairs director Stuart
Novins, producer-editor Irv Gitlin,
assisted by David Moore and Ted
Hanna, some 30 reporters and cor-

tele parlay.

Series, which is in for a 15-week
run, got off to a socko start Mon-

day

with thrush in top vocal

(23)

form. Her warm styling and velvety delivery made each rendition
She displayed her wide
a gem.
piping range at the outset with a
pair of tunes from “Hans Christian
respondents, plus CD officials and Andersen.” Opened with a lively
voluis^ers, CBS affiliates, etc. It rendition of “Thumbelina” and
was spliced together with more segued neatly to a standout slow
than 100 pieces of tape, in a ballad workover of “Anywhere I
That’s a Wander.” It was pop warbling at
smoothly-flowing* show.
tribute to the painstaking editing- its best.
Stanza got an added shot via
writing job, with Arthur Godfrey
Bing Crosby's guest stint. Croondoing a yeoman job as narrator.
patter was brief and breezy
er’s
dramatizaopened
'a
Show
with
tion of the messages attendant on and the duo got off a brisk treata recent report of unidentified ment of “You’ll Never Get Away.”
planes heading for the U. S„ short- Crosby’s Decca etching of “Hushly after “suspicious intelligence A-Bye” got a spin and a-solid plug.
It was a cheerful and tuneful
reports from behind the Iron Curtain.” That incident turned out to stanza .and the beginning of anbe a wrongo. but the airer was ad- other winning series for Chewy.
dressed to the question. “What if
Gros.
it were the real thing?”
the
throughout
times
Several
broadcast there were taped pick- STAN FREEMAN
ups from three formations of U. S. Producer: Steve White
1

SHOW

‘

planes which were testing our air Director: Bob Smith
defenses (Charles Collingwood with 15 Mins., Mon.-Frf.; 10:30 a.m.
the western task force, Moore with Participating
the central group and Peter Hackes WNBC, N. Y.
Stan Freeman, who’s been prowith the eastern unit). Although
initially effective, the inserts were jected as a radio personality during
the
past few months via his slotoverworked.
ting on Gene Rayburn’s earlybird
Gen. Iloyt Vandenberg, U. S. Air airer
over WNBC, is now suppleForce chief-of-staff, was quizzed menting
by Godfrey and made these points: his own his morning chores with
15-minute cross-the-board
the Soviet Union has a stockpile
show. Stanza, also broadcast over
of atom bombs; it “now has nearly
WNBC,
showcases
Freeman, for top
1,000 bombers that on one-way
results, as a gabber, disk jockey
trips can reach all important tarand
88
er. Program travels at a
gets within the U. S.”; and our
radar system couldn’t give all the breezy pace due to Freeman’s ininformation which would be need- formal and relaxed handling of the
proceedings.
ed in the -event of attack.
Freeman teed off opening show
Col. Justice Chambers, Federal
(23) with an intro patter tune,
Cochran
Ron
CBS’
CD exec, told
followed
by a pleasant piano-vocal
interview to origin the first
inate from FCDA’s top secret workover of “It’s a Lovely Day
Today.”
Both bits succeeded in
emergency operational HQ, that
our CD is only about 15% ready establishing him as an ingratiating
personality.
Besides his own songat present, “but within the next
six months we may be up to 50%” stering and fingering of the keyboard,
he
squeezes
in three pop
and FCDA Administrator Val
satisfaction tunes, adding effectiveness to the,
expressed
Peterson
spins
by
relating
some
hep backwith “remarkable strides” that are
-

AM

ground material.
being made.
Plugs for Robert Hall Clothes
Show included a roundup of
Jess.
opinion among ordinary, citizens and Vim were routine.
on their apathy to CD, ranging
from people who felt too far inland LOOKING BACK
to be hit, to 3 woman who beWith Jo Crombie, Nicky Kidd, WI1
lieved that bomb shelters scare
liam Aitken, Molly Urquhart,
people unnecessarily. It also had
Dave Bruce, Jack House, Jimmy
comments from CD volunteers,
Logan, Scottish Variety Orch,
such as a couple who felt they
under Kemlo Stephen; Andrew
“slept better” knowing that plane
Keir, narrator.
spotters were on duty.
t
Writer: Jack House
Wiley
taped
i

1

was
Chuck
plane making passes-

in a jet

at a mock
enemy formation. It was one of
the most exciting segments of the
program.
On the whole, it was a deftlyproduced entry, with its slickness
and broad scope made possible by
the tape-editing process. Music by
Ben Ludlow, conducted by Alfredo
Antonini, added to the effect. And
no small credit is due to Godfrey
for his heavy narrative chores.
Airer was a listenable report on
the CD situation and how it operates, but didn’t get to the roots of
the problem of “public apathy” to
civil defense. While it avoided an

editorializing tone, the object was
to spur public interest in CD and
program wound with a recording
of an atom blast and Godfrey’s
queries: “Is your town ready? Are
-

you ready?”

Bril.

NEWS FOR YOU
With Henry Clark
14 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 12 (Midnight)

TVULTEX CLOTHES
WTRY, Troy
News

originations,

edited

by

John Gibney and read by Henry

75 Mins.

BBC, from Glasgow.
U.S. influence on light entertainments in Scotland, from early Hollywood pix and U.S. tunes in early
’20’s
to Danny Kaye and U.S.
vaude artists in 1953, proved a
useful running thread for this nostalgic program, aimed to evoke
dialers’ memories on occasion of

Scot radio’s 30th birthday. Stanza
opened with “Sheik of Araby,”
closed with selections from “Carrousel” and “Call Me Madam,” and
traced general influence of American show-business on Scots entertainment plus resistance of Scotch
comedy vein to foreign trends and
influxes.

Stanza had strong scrapbook indialers’ memories
in motion with
story and song of years past. The
gay ’ 20 ’s, the, arrival of thj talkies,
terest,

setting

and conversations

(he changing' face of musical comdy and vaude, the songs of the
Hitler war days, the post-war
American invasion were reflected
in a knowledgable script penned by
Jack House, w.k. British scribe.
Legit thesper Andrew Keir,' in
lively crisp accents. Satisfied in
narration chores.

Clark, with commercials by Paul
Flashback recordings brought
Flanagan, are serviceable although from the waxery files the singing
not distinctive. International, na- voices of late Sir Harry Lauder
tional, state and area events are and Will Fyffe, and
of Scot comecovered, the last named being given dian Tommy Lome.
In current
ttsiderable attention.
waxing new comedian Jimmy LoMark’s voice is clear but not gan, representative of the younger
rful; his quiet delivery lacks school, paid tribute to comics of
ixibility. He could develop both, the old brigade and voiced his
lanagan, best known as a disk ambition to be as well respected
•Jockey, does the commercials in a in later years as the great Lauder.
'*ure albeit precise fashion.
Eddie Fraser completed r md
Jaco.
production chores.
Cord.

H
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CITIZENS UNION SEARCH-

medicine, u.

TRACK

s. a.

(Grow CLd Along with Me)
With Ben Grauer, moderator; Rev. With Ben Grauer, narrator, and
Dr, W. W, Bauer, commentator.
John Corridon, Ed Reid, Norton
Starring Pat O’Brteit
Mockridge, Richard S. Childs,
Producer: Marshal-Hester ProducWilliam Keating
tions
Klein
Producer: Robert
Director: George Voutsas
30 Mins., Sun., 1:30 p.m.
Writer: Mortimer Frankel
CITIZENS UNION
30 Mins.; Sat., 8:30 p.m.
WNBC, N. Y.
This is a newsworthy series NBC, from New York
First in a six-week series prewhich the nonpartisan Citizens
Union is offering to help New sented jointly by NBC and the
Association,
Medical
Yorkers in their “search for a new American
mayor.” Idea is to present each “Grow Old Along with Me” turned
plodding
somewhat
week a prominent civic figure, out to be a
would be mayoralty candidate or and fairly colorless show that
nevertheless put across its point:
other-wise, who is grilled by reThat in an age when people can
porters and other hep inquisitors expect to live longer, they must
on current political issues.
plan for their old age both menOn the fifth of the taped series tally and physically.
If this is undoubtedly of concaught last Sunday (22), guest was
the Rev. John Corridon. holy Fa- siderable interest and concern to a
ther of St. Francis Xavier parish, wide range of listeners, the presby Mortimer
scripted
w.k. as “priest for the N. Y. water- entation
front.” In his discussion of wharf Frankel didn’t rise above the roupiracy and racketeering unions, tine level, using the difficulties of
Father Corridon lacked the fire- a retiring 68 -year old to illustrate
Sen. the main theme. Pat O’Brien’s disof
fervor
and-brlmstone
Charles W. Tobey, who flailed gruntled characterization seemed
away at the same topic on WNBC’s badly overdrawn at times and the
“Youth whole stanza lacked punch.
preceding
immediately
.Wants To Know.” Even if he is
Future broadcasts will take up
less addicted to dramatic exhorta- such topics as rural health, exceptions and Bible-quoting, however, tional children, arthritis and anesFather Corridon made up for it by thesia, employing such well-known
his
authoritative
statements of stars as Helen Hayes, Claude
fact.
Rains, Kim Hunter and Robert
Most shocking revelation made Preston. Purpose of the series, acby the priest was the news that cording to Dr. Louis H. Bauer,
crime bigwigs had tried to apply American Medical Assn, president.
pressure on ecclesiastic authorities is to “give an accurate picture of
in an attempt to stop Father Cor-, medicine’s many-sided fight to imridon from probing tieups between prove still further the health of
city officials and union racketeers. the American people.”
These pressure tactics, he said,
Comments by Dr. W. W. Bauer,
failed miserably.
director of the AMA’s Bureau of
Surprising note was Father Cor- Health Education,' came to the
ridon’s contention that, not clean- point much more effectively than
ing out the criminal element, but the various efforts at dramatization.
eliminating the union's “shapeup” “You can’t roll back the years, but
hiring practice, was the first order you can make preparations to
of business in immediate reform. grow old,” he declared. “RetireThis could be done by establishing ment should be to as well as from
a legitimate waterfront union. He- something. Retirement time is not
castigated Joseph Ryan’s Interna- measured in years, but ... in what
tional Longshoremen’s Assn, as “a you have left to give.”
company union dominated by gangShow dragged out O’Brien’s
sters.” He said he could under- boredom with retired, life. Climax
stand the “excuse” of theD. A. and had the doctor telling O’Brien’s
police that they hadn’t been able son, age 42, that he too had better
to clean up waterfront violence, prepare for retirement.
O’Brien
since
no evidence-backed com- himself gets back to normal by
plaints had been lodged with them. starting a small mail-order busiHowever, he said there, was no ex- ness, Moral of the story: A man
cuse for the Mayor pigeonholing needs an interest in life.
Hift
all the detailed reports that crime
commissions have filed on unsav-

Producer: Jack Charest
Writer: Charest
30 Mins., Fri. 8:30 p.m.
WCAU, Philadelphia

New documentary series was
taped at Eastern State Penitenmarking the first time the
okay has been given to any station

.

tiary,

to interview lifers at any institu“Track 13” title is convict
tion.

jargon for

Atkins delves inter past via queries
such as “Did you like your parents?” Prisoner recounted events
from his days as a young hoodlum
and first skirmishes with the cops,
to gun-toting, reform school and
the final chapter.
Warden Burke, a veteran penoligist, said Convict 4842 had an
I.*Q. of more than 130 and is a
student of atomic physics, in its

j

!

1

ory waterfront skulduggery, espe- TUNE TEASERS
cially the dope-smuggling traffic With Bill Yearout, M. C.; Peggy
stagemanaged by Communists. If
Clark,
Bob Jones, Cowtown
he were mayor, said the priest, lie
Wranglers (3)
would call on the Federal Govt, Director: Yearout
and politicos from both parties in Producer: Ken Heady
N. Y. and N. J. States to help root 15 Min., 11:15 Mon. thru-Fri.
out the wharf rackets.
Sustaining
Lead questioning of Father Cor- KCMO, Kansas City, Mo.
Program designers here have
ridon was handled adroitly by Ed
Reid, Pulitzer-prize-winning Brook- made a staff talent game out of
listeners requests, and it.
playing
lyn Eagle scribe and author of
“Mafia”; Norton Mockridge, N. Y. comes off as a lot of ether fun.
send in requests for tunes
Listeners
World-Telly reporter and co-author
of “This Is Costello”; Richard S. which studio talent is asked to play
memory. Out of a
from
sing
or
the
Childs; former chairman of
Citizens Union; and William Keat- score or more songs pitched at the
ing, N. Y. Crime Commission coun- studio crew daily, the station is
selor. Ben Grauer’s moderating is paying out only $5 or $6 a day for
notable for its unobtrusiveness. miscues, at rate of a buck per each
Series, which will grill Tammany song crew can’t play or sing.
Hall leader Carmine De Sapio next
Bill Yearout of the studio staff
Sunday, is distinguished for the handles the m.c. chore and keeps
way it stirs up political fireworks things rolling by pitching song
in a restrained, intelligent fashion. requests at musicians and likewise
umpiring the proceedings. He has
++
Peggy Clark, songstress; Bob Jones,
piano-organ, and Cowtown WrangRadio Follow-Up
lers, western trio, to cover the field.
|
They are able to come up with
44
*4-4 44 44
T44 444444t
»
sufficient recognition on more than
Bing Crosby and Dinah Shore 75% of the songs, holding up. the
utilized Mattfeld’s “Variety Music interest and making the listeners
Cavalcade” as a springboard for dig for songs to stump them.
their songalog originating (taped)
Yearout usually tries the song
from Palm Springs. Crosby and out on a designated musician, but
his writer-producer. Bill Morrow, any of the crew can supply the
have been partial to the Variety answer If able. This makes for
anthology of songs .(as compiled by some scrambling- to get in under
CBS’ musicologist, Dr. Mattfeld) the reasonable time limit, and
on previous occasions, and this comes across to the listener as
past Thursday night’s show over almost entirely spontaneous. There
CBS made the Southern California is only the bare checking necessary
country and local color the musi- for BMI and ASCAP licensing
cal theme of their chatter and chirp- purposes before
the .listener reings. It permitted Crosby some
quests are tossed in a grab bag
droll opportunities with some im- from
which Yearout chooses at
possible song titles in between his random.
easy-styled vocal references to the
Quiz evidently has a listener
Ramona country, Capistrano, Avalon and the like. He did a newie, following, as it draws over 1,000
letters
weekly, besides keeping
“Avalon Town,” in more sprightly
rhythm than Miss Shore’s reprise talent on its toes on song recogniQuin.
of the Buddy. DeSylva-Al Jolson tion.
oldie, “Avalon.” The former should
par the latter in future durability.
It has strong potentials, especially
WU’s
Capsule
if already waxed by Crosby. On
Western Union has brought a
the subject of Bing, one of his
favorite musical aides, Perry Bot- five-minute slot on ABC radio at
kin, did a stint with WMGM’s 8:55
p.m.,
to
precede Walter
Henry Morgan one post-midnight Winchell, starting Sunday (29).
which was distinguished by the Agency is Albert Frank-Gunther
guitarist’s
literate
style
at the Law.
mike and his professed complete
Quickie show has a novel apignorance of any new Crosbyana.
Botkin kept reiterating, “It’s all In proach. Western Union will wire
the Saturday Evening Post; why, four or five celebs on a hot curI’ve learned more about Crosby rent issue in the news, asking them
from Pete Martin’s serial than in to telegraph their views in 100
all my years with Bing.” Abel.
words for airing on the program.

»+
M

M

1

ABC

Show

sentence.

background of interviewees. Numbers of convicts are given but no
names, although fake tags are used
for story purposes. Thus No. 4842
becomes “John B$ker” as Reporter

.

+

life

Inmates tell own stories in flashbacks with Warden C. J. Burke
pointing out futility of crime as
exemplified in windup on “Track
13.” Endorsed by the Crime Prevention Assn, and the Pennsylvania
State Department of- Welfare, session opened with Welfare Director
William Brown extoling program.
John Atkins acts as the “.Crime
Reporter” who probes into the

|

*

13

With John W. Atkins

LIGHT

peacetime applications. Prisoner’s
delivery gave no evidence of toughness employing good grammar and
diction throughout. Warden pointed
fact up to young listeners that here
was instance in" which they couldn’t
sneer “John Baker was too dumb.”
“Baker” sounded warning to
youth of the peril in getting off on
the wrong track, and evidenced the
personal torture of the condemned
man’s mind working overtime reviewing the past. Even for the part
of
audience with no criminal
potential, stanza still has emotional
pull by virtue of subject matter.
Penitentiary show marks another
step in WCAU’s extensive revamp
of its radio schedule under presi-

dent Donald W. Thornburgh’s com-

munity service programming.
Gagh.

WORLD GOVERNMENT
With Henry Fonda, others
Producer-director: Stanley Pratt
Writer: Mrs. George Truesdel
15 Mins.; Sun. (23), 5 p.m.
Sustaining

WPBC,

Minneapolis
This transcribed show, arranged
by the Minneapolis chapter of the
United World Federalists, brought
stage and screen star Henry Fonda
to the

Twin

Cities airways to plead

the cause of a limited international world federation as the most
effective way to prevent an alldestructive atomic world war. Appealing here in “Point of No Return,” Fonda not only lent prestige to this cause locally, but also,
as to be expected, proved an eloquent and convincing advocate of
a
strengthened and expanded
United Nations. He undoubtedly
made converts for the proposed
international union which so many
other leading citizens the world
over now urge. In giving the pro-

gram air time, WPBC performed
commendable public service.
Show cleverly took the form of

a

a three-way discussion of world
federation in which two localities,
Mrs. George Truesdel, a civic
leader, and Wilbur Owen, a prominent banker, participated with
Fonda, They, too,* as well as another Minneapolitan, Stanley Pratt,
who introduced the panel, did a
masterful job along with Fonda.
Points made were that the limited

World Federation would

af-

ford the only possible solution to
the problem of how to avert the
atomic war. It would maintain an
orderly international level the
same as local, state and federal

governments do in this nation,

ac-

cording to the panelists.
Progress toward achievement of
the goal in other countries as well
as the U. S. was detailed during
the discussion and prominent proponents were named. It was emphasized that the time for action
is when the United Nations’ charter comes up for revision in 1955.
Even if Russia doesn't go along,
the panel agreed, a built-up,
stronger United Nations will provide an effective force to deter an
Rees.
aggressor.

THE PARSON’S PORTRAITS
5 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 6:15 p.m.
Sustaining

WOKO,

Albany
“The Singing Parson”

to his
stories

narrates,

own organ accompaniment,

on the genesis of famous
hymns, in this unusual five-minute
program. He calls it “A birdseye
view of your spiritual life.” Feature is smoothly if- sometimes
rather dramatically presented.
also
“Singing Parson,” who
broadcasts on a morning show,
possesses a pleasing voice and good
mike technique.
He addresses
Jaco,
listeners as “Beloved.”
•
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For

years. Mister

w

rarfio

PLUS

3.

has been chanting variations

the best buy in advertising.

As

star vocalist for

on a

theme: network

single

Mutual, he

now

takes stage
*

new

center with a resounding

refrain: network radio
.

— Mutual-style — will

keep

^

s

right on being the best buy, come

with the following solid

lyrics

what may.

And he accompanies

these original

facts:

TV America

Throughout Non -TV

Throughout

America, where nearly

(where radio

listening

still

Throughout

all

Mutual

apply that

will

America,

0
9

O

.

17,000,000 radio
are

families

beyond reach of

still

adds up to over 72,000,000

same discount to evening

family-hours a day, vs.

costs for all affiliates

%

Mutual

television,7

85,000,000 for

delivers
0

now

double the audience tuned

To

man

the

starting right

now

discount

to evening radio costs.

six

months

that’s

geared for low-cost mass

in 1953.

May we

television

after

each

tower is

new

installed.*

means a guaranteed good buy forever—

in the sponsor’s box, this

on the one network

50%

within effective range of TV,

‘

any other network.*

to

applies a

TV) t Mutual

sales,

today and

tomorrow-

translate this into profit-encores for you

\

*J.

A. Ward,

Inc,, million -interview

tA. C. Nielsen,

*MBS

Inc.,

Non-TV America

January-December, 1952.

Rate Card #17,

effective

study.

^

January 1,1953
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of 560

affiliates
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New York
Ernie K»t»cs and Edith Adam*,
early morning team,
judge the Asbury Park Easter Sunorchid
-promenade ... Dick
day
Haynaea planed in from Coast to
guest star on “Scott Music Hall”
show on NBC-TV tonight (Wed.)
Badio Video Associates has pack•
aged “When I Grow Up,” haifhour and pariidpationer with talented kids ,
Wendell Corey,
who recently completed "Laughing

WCBS-TV

. .

.

Anne”
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London,

Alexander and Mort Lewis writing
the script for “Hollywood Screen
Test” special show on ABC for the
Foster Parents' Plan for War Children. Stu Erwin is set for the cast
of the telecast next Monday (30).
IsaUh S. Bard received a Kalthree plays fo? NBC-TV’s “TV tenborn foundation fellowship to
televiPlayhouse” . . • Newscaster Bich- make a study of radio and
sion practices relating to air time
ard Tobin preems a Saturday after- given political parties
Naomi
noon news show on WOH-TV this Lewis enters her 30th month of
week.
doing voices of Bootie and Polka
Donald Buka has lead on "Treas- Dottie on AB C~TV’s "Bootie Kaury Men in Action” tomorrow zootie”. .Leatrice Joy guesting on
Merrill E. Joels plays "Broadway to Hollywood” on Du(Thurs.)
the grandfather of his own seven- Mont tomorrow (Thurs.). . .Karen
year-old son, Kerry, on WPIX’s Lindgren playing the lead on
"Drama of the Seder” Passover WABD’s “One Woman’s Story”
show Sunday (29) . . Lee Grant this week.
signed for a part on the first "ABC
Album” stanza with Paul Douglas
Les Coiodny, of the William
Hollywood
Morris agency, back from a FlorJim Hoffman ankled KNXT to
ida vacation
Gerald Savory is join KTTV as acount exec . . Febdirecting his own play, "George ruary set sales in L. A. area were
and Margaret,” on WOB's "Broad- 21,357, bringing overall total of TV
. . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and-white UHF experimental signals so that manufacturers at Institute of Badio Engineers convention can have some idea of UHF
reception on their sets displayed
the Grand Central Palace
.
WPXX shifting times on two of1 its
filmed shows, with Charles Laugh1

.

vidpic moving

from Tuesday
Wednesday and ex-Sen. Blair
‘Meet Your Congress” belng shown earlier on Sundays
. .
Bleard Nash signed to -script
_
to

Moody j

.

ning March 26

. .

stockholder in

KGUL-TV,

James Stewart, quarter-hour

. . . No-Enamel
Paint
Galves- designating Olian and Bronner as
ton, emceed opening ceremonies the ad agency to handle its radio
for station Sunday . . . Cliffie Stone and TV billings . , . Jae Fisher relaunched new show on KLAC-TV, signed his WBKB gales berth to
with Tom Ashbrook Dodge-Plym- join Free & Peters rep outfit
outh dealers sponsoring hour-long Billy Leach will debut
.

on

Lea

remote from El Monte

TV

WNBQ

Mining and Manufacturing buying
the Tuesday morning slot of NBC’s
“Ding Dong School.” The Scotch

.

tapers are billed through B.B.D.O.
.

,

.

.

WBBM-

* . .
TV with a variety - musicale
Harris, TV-AM director for Col- dubbed "Luncheon With
Billy ”
*
Samuel Sustainer which airs
and
gate-Palmolive-Peet,
March
Northerns of William Esty Ad- also include Millie Coury30 will
and
vertising, in over weekend to sup- Jeannie Williams
.
. .
"Overtures
ervise switcheroo of "Big Payoff” with Art Van Damme”
bows out
and
CBS-TV
to
on NBC-TV
March 27 after two months of susCity March 30 for two weeks, with taining on Chi’s
. . . Thom
show then returning to Gotham McCan Shoes will pick up
a 13.
deejay Bob Mc.
. . KLAC-TV
tab for WBKB’s "Boxing
week
*
virus
.
from
recovered
Laughlin
From
_ Rainbow” ... Minnesota
Allied Building bankrolling Dan

Lundberg show on KECA-TV for
13 weeks . , . Fletcher Jones picking up tab oh KLAC-TV's Friday
night "Owl Movie” . . . Tito Guixar, ill with pneumonia in Mexico
City, was unable to appear on his
KTTV show, and Eddie Dean
Kerner of Motion
sets in L. A. region to 1,536,852 subbed ... Lew
Jerry Lawrence and Kath- Pictures for Television skied to
Fox
erine Steele host "We’re Having a N. Y. for huddles with Matty
.
Party,” teeing off on KLAC-TV and other company toppers .
Proof” . . Marcel Hillaire will do April 2, with Baker Boy Cakes and "Voluntarily Speaking,” pub-servKTTV,
a lead on "The Web” Sunday (29). Bread angeling
preems
on
program',
ice
. CBS’ Richard
Bob Pollock is scripting two net- Lewine returned to N. Y. after arwork shows on Sunday (29), NBC’s ranging production details for
Chicago
"Hallmark Theatre” and CBS' “There’s One in Every Family,”
"The Web”
. Phyllis Kirk will
Nancy Wright, Don Jacoby ahd
TV show recently shifted here
.
star on NBC’s "TV Playhouse” Silton’s Jewelers bankrolling Mon- the dixieland “Adorables” joining
same night in "Wish on the Moon” day Night "Moonlight Movie” on the
Danny
With
“Breakfast
. .
Westinghouse feting 44 win- KECA-TV
KLAC-TV prexy O'Neill” march froha CBS to
ners of its "European Holiday” Mortimer Hall back from junket to ABC’s WBKB March 30
sales promotion contest Saturday Mexico City . .
Pierpoint Land- expanding their National Assoc, of
(28) at the Plaza, prior to their ing sponsoring “Action Fishing” Manufacturers telepix from a Satdeparture for Paris
Alton on KECA-TV for 26 weeks begin- urday slot to a cross-the-board
.

arrived from
Hollywood Monday (23) to guest
star on NBC's "Show of Shows”
.
.
.
Saturday (28) . .
Stibra Productions has just completed 13 quarter-hour marionnette films for
kids. Show will be nationally syn- way TV Theatre,” starting Monday
dicated by Lakeside Television Co. (30), and on same night NB C-TV's
Robert Montgomery
will air
DuMont web broadcasting black- his tele adaptation ofshow
"Burden of
in

-.

.

.

.

Tom Duggan, WNBQ

sports-

caster, scribbling

a column for Chi

Herald American

.

Win

Stracke,
NBC "Animal Fun” host will vocalize as ‘Paul Bunydn at a special
Museum of Science and Industry

,

.

.

program.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WNBQ

.

.

.

merchandising

London

.

.

mag c f„

8a|

..

Easter TV programs include a
Passion play on Good Friday, an
Easter vigil on Sunday and a
children’^
special
play,
"The
Flower on the Thorn Tree,” by
. Alicia Markova,
F. D. Cummins
currently guesting with the Sadler's Ballet at Covent Garden, has
been inked for three TV dates, her
first with the BBC since 1948
Nigel Kneale has done an adaptation of "The Lake*’ which will be
aired next Sunday (29) with Irene
Eileen
Thorndike
Worth,
and
Marie Ney in the leads. ProducHarold Clayton
tion is by
.

.

.

.

.

Murphy’s Bed
Continued from pare 35

MENT

GUNTS
1

Baltimore’s top

has

M.C.’

winning vra$

-the

women!

with

—

other networks* practices of counting an advertiser’s use of daytime
periods in computing the advertiser’s network gross rate, it will
afford advertisers, for every quarter hour sponsored in the daytime,
the opportunity of buying a nighttime quarter-hour at 25
of the
nighttime network hourly rate.
(Ordinarily, sponsors pay 40% of
the hourly rate for a 15-minuter.)
New policy is not continuity in
the accepted sense and it does not

%

r

a

affect advertisers’ daytime costs in
any way, nor does it reduce the
rate of CBS’ payment to affiliates
for eithgik current or additional
business, Murphy said.

si.

VS

JOfCROGHAN
*

^Announcer and- B.G/s]
man-friday "sells. ’em*

NBC

for keeps.''

Controller

Continued from page 35 -

^

and Systems, reporting to

- 1

Cress-

well.

Francis X. O’Shea, former Net/

work chief accountant, is chief accountant of the company, reporting
to Cresswell.
Frank Dellet, who
continues as West Coast controller,
also reports to Cresswell. *

Joseph J. Akulonis, former as*
budget director, is assistant
Tax Department, reporting to McKeon.
Joseph A.
^

sistant

director of the

'DON REDDING
WBAL’s
Manager,

cal broker

K.K,

Kent, tax accountant, also reports

Sales Service
correlates lo-

and

to

McKeon.

terrific

results.
I

Lhmm

Teleradio-MBS
Continued from page 34

at the web, Taylor is a veep without portfolio, supplementing the
work of the operational veeps. Ap-

pointment of Gaines gives

W

OR an
operating head, vice Ted
Streibart, while Johnson’s official
entry into the Teleradio family
gives
an official engineering
chief. Ditto Schmid's, appointment
on the advertising-public relationsresearch side.
T

official

WOR

ROLL1E BOUABEAU,
Merchandising

Man*;

—

ager^
personally supervises campaigns fog
sponsors.

“Honest

to

Couple of other key
were announced.
Bert

goodness magic” say Kitchen Karnival sponsors!

And here s why:

Participating sponsors are guaranteed concentrated merchan-

dising in Baltimore area food stores, with point-of-sale
displays planned
active in-store merchandising men. Products are mass

displayed

prizes
* .

JIMMARKIEWICZ
Detail

man

on

the

checking sales,
display*. Gets orders^
Reports weekly.

.

the

. .
.

by

given as

or used as refreshments on luncheon broadcasts of Kitchen
Karnival

show

that keeps producing

50,000 WATTS

more and more and more

customers.

NBC

IN

MARYLAND

street,

S,

Co,

is

on his own now, with co-ops a separate and autonomous division of
the network.
And vet producer

Herbert Rice now heads up a new
program development department
for the web and WOR-radio.
Latter two appointments would
seem, to substantiate O'Neil’s statements that he’s primarily in radio
and has no plans for setting up a
tele network, despite ownership by
Teleradio of three key video stations.
Co-ops have been accounting for an increasing proportion of
the network’s revenue. And program
development
innovation
would indicate that O’Neil feels he
hasn’t gotten the most out of his
‘

Nationally Represented by Edward, Retry

changes
Hauser,

manager of co-op programming,

network’s potentialities.

1953
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CHEVROLET DEALERS
MONDAYS AND

of

JNT'OV

10:00-10:15 P.M., EST

on

TELEVISION
“The Dinah Shore Show”
for the

TUESDAYS

Same Sponsor

AND THURSDAYS

7:30-7:45 P.M., EST

C-TV

RCA VICTOR

Records
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Continued from page 31

monial queen's uppers clicked, or
the client thought the announcer’s
hair was too long, a substitution
could be quickly made without the
comptroller having
conniptions,
Sudden rush calls for insertion of
a new copy slant were routine. It
simply meant the mail room boy
shouldn’t stop past Colby's on the
way to the studio.

With TV, however, things are
considerably different. Production
of a commercial is a highly technical, expensive
undertaking, and
last, minute changes or revisions
in a motion picture studio cost

—and

money

.

lots of

it.

A

television

commercial must be thoroughly
planned in advance down to the
final
fardeoiit.
The time factor
which barely existed in radio becomes all important in TV and
each -passing minute must be
viewed in terms of dollars. The day
when the account cxec, the copy
writer, a guy from the client, and
the director could
engage in

—

—

lengthy deliberations in a control

room over an announcer's

psmett
—

.

.....

—

.

I

L

|

jWiwJiy, fell

individual elements not only provides cost flexibility and control,
but will drastically improve the effectiveness of the finished commercial. 90% of the added costs
can be detected in a properly prepared storyboard. While thinking
creatively is certainly desirable, if
in the preparation of the storyboard, there’s realistic study in
terms of the added costs, in relation to the actual value of any extreme flights of fancy, it can make
the difference between Rn expensive and a moderate costing commercial.
This is the time to decide whether a low key mood scene with two
characters leaning on a balustrade
will visualizq»a country club dance,
or whether you actually need a
•room full of dancers, and two
transitional scenes to get them out
on the balcony. The fewer changes
of scene, and characters used, the
stronger the impact of the commercial sell, and* the lower the cost.
The storyboard stage should also
decide just how much of the scene
need be shown in the frame. If
she’s, brushing Her teeth before a
mirror, you don’t need a wide
angle shot of the entire bathroom.
.

intona- Are
and
complicated
changes
or whether or not the em- crosses necessary? Does- a waterfall
phasis should be placed on the first background make the sell stronger,
or last syllable is over, unless cost Uian having the model standing in
is not a factor.
Casting changes front of a picket fence? Does she
which in radio seldom amounted to have to move irom’ the kitchen, to
over $75 can now cost thousands. the dining room, to the living
In fact, if one were to ask what room? And what about the shot
is the single most expensive factor
sequence? Cutting to a closeup. can
in producing a filmed commercial, often be more attention-getting
the answer would most likely be^ than dollying in, if time is of the
disorganization. And relying on ra- essence,
and a pan can be executed
dio traditions and practices is one more quickly
than a trucking shot.
of the most effective ways of com- An
involved sequence of medium,
pounding this confusion.
long, and closeup shots is' someTwo-Way Disorganization
times distracting, and recent retenBasically the two major factors tion and recall studies have shown
affecting both cost and quality of fairly conclusively, that half the
film commercials are: failure to effects a director laboriously works
properly appraise and prepare the out are not even noticed by most
commercial before going into pro- viewers. While we do not mean
duction, and lack of organization to infer that good composition and
in scheduling and shooting the movement are not important in a
actual film.
commercial, consideration should
Generally speaking the pre-pro- certainly be given to \yhether the
duction costs of television commer- additional cost for special effects
cials are moderate, They involve and extra production values conthe creation of the idea, the ex- tributes to the selling impact.
position, and preparation 'of the These factors directly affect the
storyboard. Yet, unless great care cost of your finished commercial,
and thought are exercised in this and as Horace Schwerin has
stage of the commercial, a great pointed out many times, the over
deal of needless expense will result emphasis of production values, is
later On. Careful evaluation of the by far the most common cause of
tion,

2$, I953

.

reducing interest in the sales message. Cleavage and copy points are
not compatible, and few sales
stories can compete with over indulgence in visual gimmicks.

Appraising TV-Film Comm’ls
was t matter of choosing an announcer, small cast and perhaps a
few .sound effects. Changes could
he made at the last moment, and if
you later discovered your testi-

.

Inside Staff-Radio

Cautious sponsors who’d rather avoid controversy- than the -plague
have an unusual and unlooked-for supporter in Eleanor Roosevelt
What About the Copy?
absent from the airwaves. The ex-First Lady admits that “for
now
timed
to
coHas the copy been
incite with the action on the screen? a sponsored program perhaps a non-controversial figure is best.”
Mrs, Roosevelt made the comment in her monthly column, “If You
Fully half the. delays in shooting
are caused by the dialog being Ask Me,” in the current issue of McCall’s, answering a reader who had
either too long or too short to cover also been a radio-TV fan. She pleaded lack of time last year and
the visual movements of charac- then made the contrdVersy comment, admitting “there are people
ters in a scene. Opening an ice- who dislike me wholeheartedly as well as people who like me.” The
box, and) crossing into another erstwhile broadcaster said she’d like to be back, “if possible.”
room usually benefit from covering
In L.A. American Federation of Television and Radio Artists
dialog, but if it isn’t in sync with
the action at the time it is re- notified its members the national board, seeking to enforce policing
hearsed, it can mean a costly delay. of its transcription code, orders that failure to notify AFTRA of work
Trimming and padding dialog in dates will result in disciplinary action,, maximum penalty being fine
a studio can usually be depended and suspension or expulsion from union.
This marks first time AFTRA has undertaken such drastic measupon to invite contributions from
dolly ures, and is being done to insure that re-run provisos of transcription
the
including
everyone
pusher, and trying to dodge a code will be. enforced. Member must report to AF'TRA within 48
sound boom, and edit the copy that hours of end of date on work, or will be termed guilty of conduct
satisfies at the same time is not prejudicial to union, and disciplined.
recomended. Neither is relying on
Frank Bourgholtzer, NBC's White House correspondent since 1947,
most actors’ ad libs.
This can be avoided by visualiz- has been named web’s chief correspondent in Paris, in a switch which’
ing and indicating the action in the brings William Frye, present Paris rep, hack to this country. Bourginitial creation of the commercial. holtzer, who tackles new job April 1, will be responsible for news
By either pre-trimming the copy coverage in France, as well as NATO and SHAPE. At the same time,
to fit the action or vice-versa, and Paul Archinard, net’s vet French correspondent, will step into the
indicating the timing on the story- newly-created post of NBC meager in Paris.
The 33-year-old Bourgholtzer, a native of New York, Was upped to
board will eliminate considerable
confusion and speed up a shooting the White House job a year after joining web in August, '46. He
schedule tremendously.- Yet, oddly achieved national fame when he persuaded President Truman to play
enough in an examination of over the gold piano in the East Room during the television tour of the
100 different storyboards, only White House.
four had been pre-timed.
Latest example of public service among New York stations pitchThe time to simplify the commercial get rid of the gimmicks, ing for the Negro market comes from WLIB. Station's Negro newscaster
read of the exploits of Pvt. Courtney Stanley*, who was comstreamline the sales message, eliminate the extra sets, and actors, and mended for his bravery in fighting off 15 Reds while protecting a
pre-time the copy, is in the story- medic "who was treating a wounded officer.
Campbell got in touch by phone with Stanley’s mother in Louisiana,
board stage. To make changes of
any but a minor nature after props and after she trudged 22 miles to the nearest phone,, recorded their
conversation
and later aired it. Meanwhile, he sent five questions
and facilities have been ordered
means additional cost, and if through Army channels to Korea for Stanley to answer on tape.
changes have to be made in a stu- Finally, station has been getting letters with requests to forward them
dio during actual shooting, this to proper authorities asking that the GI be recommended for the
cost can be thousands of dollars. Congressional Medal of Honor.
It is well to remember, one of the
main reasons film producers insist
on high contingency fees jji their
estimates, is because* they have
been burned too often, by last
minute delays and changes. It is
Continued from page 39
of primary importance that in the
production of television film com- hobbies and activities at home and beginning and end of “Canteen”
horseback rid- reminds of the old radio technique
mercials, the first step the prep- at school, including
ing, attending fairs and running an of whipping up the guests into
aration of the storyboard be given
electric train (the one boy). All forced enthusiasm.
top priority. Too often the “storyhelp on the farm.
Program’s pull is attested by
board stage” is given the once over
Miss Baxter announced current large studio audience, without even
lightly treatment, and the result best food buys and Stone gave out
a promise of giveaways. Only gilts
is usually a commercial that costs the weather report.'
Rees.
are a few corsages and attendance
more sells less.
is remarkable, since some people
must get up with the milkman to
This is the first of a series of TV COFFEE CANTEEN
reach there in time. While hit
three articles by Mr. Harris on With Lee Stewart
disks are played, local talent is
Television Programs and Commer - Director: Art Stober
given a break
Bob Manning,
cial Film Techniques.
The other 105 Mins., Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.
Frank Murphy, Sandy Stewart, A1
Martino
two will appear in subsequent is- Participating:
and Composer Moe
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia
Jaffe’s new “High School” is virsues of Variety.
Lee Stewart, who co*conducts the tually a standard on show, with
“Bandstand” matinee with Bob couples who met in high school
Horn, leads this morning session brought up to dance to lilt.
solo. Geared *to homemakers and
Gagh.
especially those
their offspring
who like their dancing early-^a
feature is the invitation of service
j
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INSURANCE

men from

military installations in
area, with USO hostesses to help
out as terping partners.
There are also a children’s
“bunny hop”-rr-a moppet version of
the afternoon show’s major teenage activity; interviews with the
uniformed guests and the hostesses;
guest shots (although the early
hour cuts out most of the stage,
and nitery folk); musical films and
a quiz show of sorts (name the next
line of this songh In spite of a
tendency to be a little too surprised
by the hometown of a soldier;
Stewart gets across a pleasing
sincerity.
The loud applause at

SARRA
brings

L

TO YOUR TELEVISION
The

vision thatSarra brings to television'commercials,

goes far beyond mere seeing. Vision, in the sense

JEWELRY, FUR

&

LIABILITY

For the
Entertainment Field

BROADWAY BROKERS
C0RP.
150 Broadway, New York 38
REctor 2-2195

we

mean, includes creative advertising imagination to
sense the dramatic possibilities in a product story.
It

includes expert knowledge of

story in visual terms to

how

recognition and buying action.

attention,

It is truly

Sarra’s

system of quality control

the

extending

from story board through production
Vtde-0»riginal prints
laboratories.

You

made

the field
with a package of

first in

swjtervision.

And in its literal sense supervision means
. . .

A.B.T.V.

express the

to

win the viewer’s

all

to the finished

in Sarra’s

own

MYSTERY

are assured of clear, uniform

reproduction from Sarra’s sales-effective productions*.

*
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MINUTE
BRAND NEW FEATURE

way

THRILLERS!
FIRST 13 NOW AVAILABLE. ALL EDITED BY
FILM EXPERTS. THESE FEATURE FILMS CAN
ALSO BE HAD IN THEIR ORIGINAL LENGTH.

SPECIALISTS IN VISUAL SELLING

New. York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

American-British T.V. Movies, Inc.
YlUVIflON COMMERCIALS

•

PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS

•

MOTION PICTURIS

*

SOUNO SLUM

FILMS

200 W. 57th

St.,

DlrtcNn:

N. Y. C.

JU 6-7198/9

NATHAN KRAMER—MICHAEL HYAMS

W^lnwlan M.rch

25,

Now— the

2 top favorites are together

"lie roost remarkable cooking program la the history of radio aad television”

CHICAGO’S

TOP

Now on
Channel 5

AMONG

FAVORITE

Chicago’s

TOP TV

11:00-12:00 Noon

ALL LOCAL TV

station

Monday

SHOWS

WN8Q
thru Friday

*Final results of the Annual
i

1SSB

ini rw\ t a- /. v.yivv n r>

TV

Forecast Magazine Audience Poll show

CREATIVE COOKERY

voted the

"Top

Favorite” television

show of

local

shows on the

all

air!

For availabilities on
Creative Cookery call
Station

WNBQ-Chicago
or

NBC

Spot Sales

Chicago -New York -Cleveland
Hollywood - San Francisco
,

.

Atlanta*
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Creative

Cookery

is

Charlotte*
Associate*, Inc*

^

*^<r\

o

-

*Bomar Lowranc • and

WNBQ

J...O

Antoinette
conducted by Francois Pope, director of the nationally famous
Pope,
Robert
and
Frank
sons,
two
his
by
assisted
ably
He is

Pope School of Fancy Cookery.

instructors at the school. Creative

Cookery

is

a Personality Features production*

NBC

in

CHICAGO

KAMO-TELEVISION
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BAB’s

From the Production Centres

.

Continued from page 34

elected president of Philadelphia Television and Radio Broadcasters
John D. Scheuer, Jr., executive assistant to the general
Assn.
manager of WFIL and WFIL-TV, will serve as moderator of radio
and TV panel at the meeting of Philip Chapter, American Public ReBenedict Gimbel, Jr., president
lations Assn., in the Warwick (26)
,
of WIP, has been named program chairman in charge of radio and
Panfor Philadelphia's 26th Educational Week for the Blind
American Airlines, launching a “get acquainted flight” campaign,
learned the power of a TV announcement. Airline asked Mary Wilson,
cooking show commentator, “Pots, Pans and Personalities” to
toss in feeler on 2 p.m. show, planning to open the full publicity
campaign next day. Miss Wilson made announcement at 2:28 p.m.
and by 4 o’clock Panhad issued 400' “free” flight tickets (total
number available) and had to suspend phone calls for rest of day . .
Milton' S. Eisenhower, head of Penn State College and brother of
President Eisenhower, was among 350 dignitaries and business execs
to send congratulatory wires to WPTZ on first anni of station’s “TriState Farming,” one of few regularly skedded TV programs directed
exclusively at farm audience .
Half Brent, WIP director of sales,
.
has been named v.p. and director of sales.
.

.

,

.

.

TV

.

.

.

WPTZ

Am

.

.

IN PITTSBURGH

.

.

.

Deejay Jay Michael’s contract at WCAE has been torn up and he
Jan*
has bagged a new one which runs through June, 1954 .
Ellen Ball has started a new daily program on WJAS called “Down
to Earth.” It airs for 15 minutes Monday through Friday morning- at
9:40 .
Nettie Steinhauser, wife of Si Steinhauser, radio and TV
editor of the Press, back home after three months with their daughter’s
family in Miami Beach . .
Gloria Bergman, who is Jane Wilkens
on the Wilkens jewelry radio and teevee shows, and her husband,
Ted Okon, have dated the stork for late summer
Post-Gazette
.
has started a weekly column called “Boos and Boosts” in which
readers can air their likes and dislikes among teevee and radio fare
“Happy’s Party” is going off the DuMont network at end of next
*
.
-4
U- U"
.

.

.

.

.

.

month, but sponsor, Florida Citrus Commission, will keep it on locally
Saturday mornings over WDTV as in the past. Under present setup,
entire hpur is carried here but only the last 30 minutes on the web
$642,
.
/ Jan Andree has landed partial sponsorship, La Golondrina Cafe,
far his “Star Show Case” on WPIT . . . Channel 2 now carrying Westinghouse’s “Freedom Rings” Tuesday and Thursday afternoons at 2,
which has shifted “Let’s Visit,” with Harold V. Cohen, Post-Gazette
drama editor and Variety mugg here, and his wife Stephanie Diamond,
Anticipating a membership
to the 1 o’clock slot on those days .
Faye Parker’s Radio and Teleof
1,000 radio stations within a year
vision Workshop lost its lease and project has been abandoned.
Broadcast Advertising Bui
the
reau, Inc. (now 785 stations). has
IN
.
.
.

D Day’ Target

.

MINNEAPOLIS

Twin City Ford Dealers sponsored broadcast

1

The

(23), encompasses (1) studies of
radio’s
audience and
sales potential, (2) increasing radio’s sales effectiveness studies by
three times, 3) a campaign to put
stations working on local

nighttime

.

BAB

distributors and brokers, and (4)
tripling sales pressure on adver-

Speaking in opposition was J. E. Hyde, owner of radio station KDHL,
Fairbault, who, as a “taxpayer,” objected project would cost too much
and argued it would be more economical for the state to buy time
on existing TV commercial stations for educational programs. Answering Hyde, William McNally, chairman of WCCO-TV board, a proponent,
declared commercial stations can’t do full justice to educational programs because of other commitments
WMIN brought play by
.
play broadcast of NAIA basketball tournament in Kansas City in which
Hamline Univ of Twin Cities was a contestant .
George Grim,
.
ace KSTP-TV personality, back from his Hawaiian jaunt for Minneapolis Morning Tribune on which he’s a columnist and resuming his
.

on the Rational level.
The board also took action to
permit radio stations outside the
tisers

U

into-

.S.

BAB on same

basis as

.members.

statesside

.

Salt Lake City—Ralph Trathen
former treasurer and gen. mgr, of
Associated Amusements, operators
of motion picture houses in Utah
Idaho and Nevada, has joined the

.

many

plan, approved in a Board
Directors
meeting Monday

of

.

.

5

problems.

.

other shows.

KDYL-TV.

sales staff at

.

Chlorophyll

miiiiiiniiimii

Continued from page 35

KALAMAZOO

:

Cancer Society Sets

“In fact, we’ve
of the claims
People tend to be

phyll,” says Fales.

been keeping a

file

made against it.
skeptical about a
product. We hope

Extensive AM-Tele

new

wonder

Ipana’s ‘Time
Smile’ show on CBS-TV, the
‘Spade Cooley’ show on KTLA, and
our just completed sponsorship of
‘Break I’he Bank' on ABC radio,
help present our point of view.”
An advertising topper at the
Pearson PharmacalCo., bankroller

Plans for Fund Drive To
American Cancer Society

CORAL RECORDS
MCA

Dir.:

\

rMOTION

FICTURK STAG!
for

SOUND SHOOTING
completely equipped with
boom, lights end sound.

flats,

MOTION PICTURE SOUND
RECORDING, MIXING, DUBBING.
TRANSFER: SERVICE:

from 1/4 -lnch

Ampex,

Rangertone,

I

Fairchild

35mm magnetic, 14mm magnetic
14mm and 35mm film.
35mm and 14mm Interlock pro-

to

jection.

Reasonable Rates

SOUNDVIEW

STUDIOS

I

29 Flatbush Av*., Brooklyn, N. Y.
ULster t -2450
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publicity upsetting the present
trend for chlorophyll dentrifice,
though it might cut into sales of
subsidiary products allegedly
blended with chlorophyll, like
shoes, pajamas, pipe tobacco and
toilet paper. “Consumers already
take chlorophyll for granted as a
plus-value in tooth paste,” he said.
“We know that, because of their

>

II

‘

•. •

quired the patent on water soluble chlorophyll for $200,000 from
the original scientist who had developed it, Dr. Benamin Gruskin.
The company is headed by two
former ad execs from J. Walter
Thompson, O’Neill Ryan, Jr., and

Henry Stanton,

Sr.

Rystan Issues

manufacture licenses to other
firms (a right which is now being
challenged in the courts), hut the
company itself only manufactures
ethical products—that is, medical
products not advertised to consumers.

Most vehement defense

*4 A &.

THAR

SEATTLE

of prod-

AS A TV MARKET!

ucts containing the green stuff is
made by the Chlorophyll -Industry
Committee, group of eight companies producing chlorophyll from
alfalfa headquartered at 220 E.
42d St., N. Y. Charles Bowman,
president of Bowman Feed Products, Holland, Mich., company producing chlorophyll for some 100
dog food firms, maintains recent

(241,832 Sets
Against 232,700!)

rash of criticism is stirred up by
“frontpage publicity hounds.”

%

WKZO-TV

-Bowman maintains the firitish
experiments were not done “rea-

N.

Outlet for Kalamazoo-

Grand Rapids) reaches
28 rich counties in
Michigan and Northern Indiana
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ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES,
New

*

'

HOOS

‘he

to

f;

om

its

Los Angeles

Inc.

Son Francisco

“Danger,” CBS-TV, segments of
the “Kate Smith Show,” NBC-TV,
three-times-weekly. news stanzas
on the Don Lee Coast web, plus
26-week spot radio and TV.
“Many
so-called
chlorophyll
products are rightly open to the
growing criticism,” according to
James Stanton, veepee in charge
of sales promotion for the Rystan
Co.
He- contends that many- flyby-night operators have jumped
onto the promotional bandwagon
of legitimate chlorophyll producers, but these “coat-tail outfits”
put an innocuous amount of expensive
chlorophyll
into
their
non-deodorant products. As a consequence, valid chlorophyll products are tarred with the same
brush as these gyperoos.
It was the Rystan Co. which ac-

in which

129,3% more
l

Times' reporter Robert

TV

Plumb has come up with the
most quoted wisecrack in the controversial nature’s green industry.
After noting that a peak 40,000
tons of high-grade alfalfa was

ers

last

year from U.

making

for
quips:

Plumb

S.

evening

than Station
“B”I Get all the facts!
vietcerM

FETZER IIOAKA$TINt
CtMfMr

farm-

chlorophyll.

KALAMAZOO

“More and more,

alfalfa is being sold in drugstores
and less and less is being eaten
repeat purchases.”
by cows.”
Sales of Chlorophyll Amm-ident he said, would be pushed via
a hefty $1,500,000 in TV and
$500,000 in radio this year. The
advertising will be carried (via
Cecil & Presbrey
agency)
off

Ufa

—

Videodex reports
that WKZO-TV gets

K.

bought

(Official

Basic C.B.S. Television

sonably,” and he describes - as
“asine” claim by Dr. Alsop H.
Corwin, chemistry topper at Johns
Hopkins U„ that not chlorophyll
in products but added peppermint
or licorice, kill odors. Bowman is
particularly scornful of skeptics
who say: “Why doesn’t a goat
smell good, since it eats chlorophyll in alfalfa every day?” Bowman points out that chlorophyll
must be applied in powerful soluble form before it becomes ef-

King” on Du Mont, and spot radio fective.
and TV (via Dancer, Fitzgerald &
Whether the beefs will boost or
Sample agency).
decrease
James Barker, assistant adver- vertising" radio-tele chlorophyll adstill remains moot. Meantising manager for Block Drug Co.,
while, not the air comedians, but
said he couldn’t see the negative
the
Y.

"HOOmiMARmUB"

The

plan-

AM

Montreal

Seville,

is

ning an intensive drive for its fund
campaign next month via radio and
television. Society, with its Radio
and Television steering committee,
headed by Kenyon & Eckhardt prez of “Hollywood Opening Night” on
NBC-TV and segments of “The
William B. Lewis, has virtually set
Early Show” and “Late Show” on
its campaign with tele and radio WCBS-TV, N. Y.
(via Harry B,
kits, tieups with networks, stations, Cohen agency), said he was definitely worried about recent cold
talent and agencies.
water throwh on chlorophyll. “As
Included in
kits are spot an- a result, we’re stepping up our
nouncements by Gregory Peck, magazine advertising and buying
Shirley Booth, Laurence Olivier, another half-hour show on NBC-TV
Vivien Leigh and numerous others; this week for Ennds,” he said,
five-minute case history narrations “The only way to combat adverse
and musical show; 15-minute clas- propaganda is to tell your story to
sical music programs with Met- a larger section
of the public more
opera stars Robert Rounseville and often. We’ll be spending
$3,000,Dorothy Kirsten and a folk music 000, on advertising this year, the
airer*with Eddy Arnold; a 15-min- bulk of it in TV,
to show that we
ute baseball round table with come- have faith in
chlorophyll’s deodordian Joe E. Brown and N. Y. Herald ant value.”
Tribune columnist Red Smith and
Advertising exec for American
a
30 - minute
variety
segment Chicle Co., producer of “kissingemceed by Bing Crosby,
sweet Clorets,” said the rash of
Tele kit includes number of 20- anti-chlorophyll articles was “not
seconcj, and one-minute films, plus good for business,” but retailers
telops, slides and flip-boards with had reported no perceptible drop
appropriate copy, plus other visual in sales as yet. The company has
items. Both kits were prepared by dropped its participating sponsorWalter King, director of radio-TV ship of the “Jackie Gleason Show”
for the Society.
on CBS-TV, but hopes to offset
All programs will stress the critical publicity by its bankrolling
theme: “Cancer strikes one in five! of “Date With Judy” and “Twenty
Questions” on ABC-TV, “Rocky
Strike back! Give!”

Opening March 26

LIVE

set April 1 as “D Day” for the
start of a $642,000 budgeted plan
of attack on radio’s big selling

of entire series of

seven Minnesota state high school basketball tournament games over
WCCO . , Several other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations also broadcast the contests. Although* games were sellouts state' high school
association refused to allow telecasts ... Disk jockey Steve Cannon
switched from WISN, Milwaukee, to Twin Cities’ WMIN . . WCCO-TV,
which has been televising Minneapolis Symphony orchestra concert
series, had University Concert band on one of shows ,
Array of
.
speakers representing several statewide business, educational, civic,
labor, farm and political organizations appeared before Minnesota
state legislature House and Senate committees to urge. $2,167,000 appropriation to’ permit launching of state educational TV network.
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MPTV
voted Mimber
distributor of

FEATURE FILMS

FOR TELEVISION
TV stations

by the

of the nation

Our function is to supply TV stations with
the largest

westerns,

. . .

and most complete selection of feature

and

film programs'

TV.

serials for

the finest "on the spot" distribution service

.

,

and beyond question
QUALITY

This

we have done and will continue doing

to the very best of our ability.

There

is

an

“on hand

99

MPTV branch

office with

film selection in your area

New York

655 Madison Ave.

Boston

2 T6 Tremont Street

E.
•

H. Ezzes

Fred Yardley

Chicago

830 North Wabash Ave.

John Cole

Dallas

3905 Travis Street

Ken Rowswell

Detroit

221

Los Angeles

9124 Sunset

SEE US AT THE NARTB

Call or write

your

1

Woodward Ave.

SHOW

IN

APRIL

Art Kalman

Dave Wolper

Blvd.

.

.

local representative

MOTION PICTURES FOR TELEVISION,
655 Madison Avenue, 'New York City 21

a complete

—TEmpleton 8-2000

INC.

!
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CBS-TV’s “Omnibus” put on one
its better shows Sunday (22),
and the credit for this goes largely
to two leading ladies of the theatre, June Havoc and Agnes de
Mille. Miss Havoc, with her delightful cavorting, and .Miss de
of

with an expressive ballet,
the session a creative and
atmosphere that's been absent far too often.
>
The two pieces, “Happy Birthday, Aunt Sarah,” and “Three
Maidens and a Devil,” took up
most of the 90 minutes, the remainder consisting of a lecture by
host Alistair Cooke on the naturalist, John J. Audubon, a film on the
first day of foraging of a fox and a
pic on home craftsmanship.
“Happy Birthday, Aunt Sarah”
was a musical farce, with a book

gave

lively

t

by

George

NETWORK EXECS
If

“Aunt Sarah” character, and music
and lyrics by Kay Swift. It was a
lightweight affair, presumably in-

a capabU,
intelligent, experienced (and somewhat
personable) WOMAN available for a
good job in Hollywood or LA. My 15
yrs. oxperience — 5 Station AM, 4
Agency, 3 Network, 2 TV, 1 Kim —
includes writing, both commercial and
.

.

skip this, because I'm

’

j

New York Times is planning to jazz up its photos in the entertainment section, particularly in the Sunday edition. At present,
almost all of its pictures on the radio-tele page come from publicity
Boston Braves
sources. However, it will in the future assign a staff photographer
to shoot the pix it wants.
Continued from page 33
As part of the growing attention to pictorial quality, Jack Gould,
sportscaster Jim Britt, wh'o, for the',, radio-tele editor, is running a cut/ along with, some of his review
past couple of seasons, has de- columns.
’scribed the Braves games excluj
l

j

—

Osser did a fine batoning job .on
the Respighi score.
Cooke’s lecture on Audubon wasinteresting, the type of offbeat
that's a natural for “Omnibus,”
but the naturalist’s color prints lost
their impact viewed over black

In Boston, Chesties participates

WNEW

This spread
tary to

its

is

On^ with an aversUn ts capable wemen.

Plans

call for

dinner to be an annual

affair.

only supplemen-

Cunningham

&

Walsh Libel

agented regular AM-TV programming, which includes bankrolling
of such programming staples as
Arthur Godfrey on AM-TV, Perry
Como on tele, “Dragnet” on both
media, Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis
on radio and a couple of AM newscasts.

TV

WFAA

WOV

Box Y-32053, VARIETY,
154 West 46th Street
New York 36, N. Y.

committee.

;.

i

TV

WBAP

ful interview!

?

on Red Sox coverage, via WBZ-TVy
and WNAC-TV and radio via^ Gillette, which is backing a Saturday afternoon series of 10 top
WHDH and the Yankee network. horse races on NBC-TV and ABC radio, starting April 18, is adding
Both Chicago teams, the Cubs a public service feature to the bangtail broadcasts, Safety razor outfit
and White Sox, are backed on tele will contribute a pure-bred Hackney pony which will go to the highest
Chan.
and white tele.
via a participating sponsorship on bidder from the viewing public, with all coin coming in to go to the
WGN-TV, while ciggies have the Damon Runyon fund for cancer research.
Cubs exclusively on radio on
A rhubarb may develop when the CBS-TV Newsreel unit gets
WIND. In Los Angeles, ChesterMarlin Block
fields has one-third sponsorship of under way. The plans are to have the newly-created outfit use 16m
— rnntttinMl from page 33
I
the L.A. Angels and Hollywood film, and eventually service many programs, including “See It Now.”
Stars on KHJ-TV (pricetag on that The latter show, however, uses*35m film, and does not intend to change.
guarantee, against future extended is known to be
Conflict will have to be decided soon, since the new newsreel unit
$160,000), while in
horizons because of network possi- San Francisco it sponsors on Satur- is scheduled to start full operations in
May. Otherwise a duplicating
bilities plus television. Block avers
day only the games of the Seals “incompatible system” will prove expensive.
that he was in the mood to dicker and Oaks on KPIX and KGO-TV.
f

U

Ay east for a purpose -

Up until practically the zero hour last week, it didn’t look as if
Pittsburgh would get a look at the Academy Awards telecast. City’s
only channel, WDTV, and WJAC-TV* in nearby Johnstown, which
covers part of Pitt, announced couple of weeks ago that they weren’t
going to carry the Oscar ceremonies, and even 48 hours before, RCAVictor ads in Pittsburgh papers called attention only to' the radio
coverage on station KDKA. But obviously network and sponsor pressure congealed at the same time and on Tuesday (17) WJAC-TV. came
through with the announcement and they took the entire program.
held out a little longer and also a little shorter. Pittsburgh’s
only channel merely showed it for 45 minutes, from 11:15 until mid-

how

story

Share-Time

handling.

*

j

He feels he can eclipse any grassroots or “local level” dee jay favorites by doing it in big league network style, because he “enjoys a
quicker-release” edge via his diskContinued from page 33
ings, plus the fact that the recording artists veer to him for inter- time on a 50kw transmitter on the
and
views and the like more than with 890 kc clear channel;
which divide time on two
some of his colleagues!
channels to coyer the Dallas-Fort
Who Gets ‘Ballroom’?
Worth, Tex., area;
in New
Question of whether Martin York which shares the 1280kc spot
Block takes his “Make Believe with WHBI in Newark, and
Ballroom” title with him to ABC in New York, which shares the
when he exits WNEW, N, Y., for 1330kc frequency with
in
his
new five-year contract, or Brooklyn and
in Troy,
whether
has the right to N. Y., a non-commercial station op-

dramatic, production, direction, account
servicing, packaging, writer and talent

Will

*

'

of
blatantly outrageous
Les Smith and Vin Maloney, his
Aunt Sarah was a spy, Ronny aides, are .WNAC staff members
Graham scored opposite her with
and will remain with the 'station.
his caricature of a general.
As it stands now, WHDH will
Miss de Mille’s ballet is in the
form of a medieval morality play, carry the home and road games of WDTV
which
(of
maidens
three
the
with
the Red Sox with WNAC-TV and
Miss de Mille was one) personifying WBZ-TV continuing to handle the night.
Greed, Lust and Pride. On their home games on an alternate basis.
way to church, they are aecosted
Walter Winchell-sparked Damon Runyon Cancer Fund has gathered
and tempted by the devil. Latter,
momentum in a new direction, formation of the new Radio-Televisionusing lures adapted to the natures
Newsreel Working Press Assn. New group will stage a benefit dinner
of each, fihally succeeds in capturfor the Fund at the Waldorf May *27, affair to be tagged the Mike &
Chesterfield
ing all of them. Miss de Mille,
Screen Press Dinner.
Janet Reed and Lucia Chase scored
— Continued from page 33
I
Honorary committee has been set up which includes CBS prexy
maidens, while Yurek
the
as
Lazowski was excellent as the devil. and Athletics on WCAU-TV and; Frank Stanton, Motion Picture Assn, of America topper Eric Johnwas
Miss de Mille’s choreography
WFIL-TV as a participating spon- ston, and a number of topflight radio-teevee-newsreel newsmen, among
clean and outright, telling its
them Winchell. Ray Bloch orch will play the benefit, with other
sor, with WPTZ carrying the radio
story simply and with humor. Glen
talent yet to be signed. John Cameron Swayze is chairman of the
versions.

AM

You Are a

i

ftnly as

for renewal if given
permission, not in competition
with any of his coincidental time
over WNEW.
programming via
Block has some special ideas on
network operations for his disk
jockey show, separate and apart
from what he essayed for Mutual
Broadcasting System some years
ago, when he originated from his
own Encino, Cal. -studio.

STATION MGR'S

Council of the Authors League of America voted last week to subexec puts it this way:
“If Block wants to take it with him, mit to the ALA membership an amendment which would give
Telethere’s nothing to prevent it. How- vision Writers Group delegates to the council the
right to vote. At
ever, if we want to keep it, also,
Block cannot stop us,” which por- present, reps of the TWG, which has group rather than guild status
are observers and have voice at council meetings but no vote.
tends the possibility of two N. Y.
ALA body also approved supplementary provision of the 35-page
stations using the tag.
Rightful heir to the title has contract with the Alliance of TV Film Producers. Part of the part
been a subject of controversy for which went into effect last Nov. 24 had previously been approved.
many years extending to the West New provisions, covering rewriting and polishing scripts, credits and
Coast, where A1 Jarvis, the Holly- similar clauses, will be retroactive to Feb. 20. Supplementary prowood disk jockey, long contended visions are now making the rounds of the vidpic producers for signing.
that he originated “Make Believe

a showcase for the sively for WNAC, necessitating
singing, dancing and general tom- WHDH, which formerly carried
foolery talents of Miss Havoc. And home games of both Hub clubs,
in that respect it was a riotous to import Curt Gowdy to handle
success, with Miss Havoc a pure the more popular Red Sox. While
comic delight in recounting the Britt is currently sans assignment,

tended

a

TV FILR PRES’S

Gynexecuphobe
.

(who

Oppenheimer

shares libretto credits in the upcoming legiter, “Carnival in Flanders”) based on Frank Sullivan’s

with

P*S

A WNEW

Mille,

i

Inside Staff-Television

trade.

Continued from pa^e 39

“Broadway

Theatre,” it’s a little surprising
that they should come up with a
had play. That unfortunately was
the case with last week's presentation, “Kick-In,” the 1914 Willard
Mack meller.
An involved and at times incredible story and weak characterization left stager-director Gerald
Savoy and the cast little to work
with. It was simply a case of having picked a bad one.
Of the cast. Richard Webb was
most believable as an ex-convict
who was going straight but found
the police hounding him and his
wife, Meg Mundy, after a -jewel
theft believed by the police to have
been perpetrated by one of Webb's
friends. His role was the most reaand he delivered it
sonable.
smoothly.
Miss Mundy tended to overact a
bit, but since her part called for
little in the way of action or characterization, there wasn’t much
much else for her to do except get
hysterical at times. Richard Hylton, as Miss Mundy’s dope-addicted
kid brother who finally turned up
with the missing jewels, made the
best of his role, which alternated
between being a scared kid and a
vengeful thief.
Much of the weakness of the
story lay in the part of the Police
personally
who
Commissioner,
grilled all the suspects, was* in turn
a scoundrel and a fatherly type,
and, in all, did all the things police
commissioners just don’t do. W. O.
McWaters’ characterization hewed
to the story and tended toward the
cliche, and he consequently didn’t
do much for the play.
Touch of brightness was added
by Jean Carson as a floozy, but
Dehl Berti’s job as a brutal cop
was overdone. An unnecessary bit
was a foreword to the effect that
police are really good fellows after
all, and really not the villains depicted in the play. It was unnecessary because nobody in his right
mind could have mistaken the play
Chan.
for reality,

A6ENCY V

continue with the long-recognized
tag, is one of the facets of the
switchover that’s intriguing the

Comment
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Law Would Curb

Telemen, Not Solons;

Echo of Duggan Hassle
Chicago, March 24.
Faint echoes of the Tom DugganJim Norris feud are being heard

TV

downstate as a

libel

law found

way to the agenda in the state
capitol at Springfield.
Sen. W.
Connors, sponsor of the’ state laws

its

which now place radio

vitriol

Mat.:

William Morris Agency

broadcasters.

Connors,

who once sued Robert

Montgomery and

NBC

—

the networks that have the
headache in servicing shaTe-time
affiliates and station relation departments of the webs don’t relish
the prospect of programming onehalf a TV station. In the case of

TV Film

for slander

—

Institute.

Saturdays, S-9 p.m., EST

under

such restrictions, stated that telecasters must assume the same responsibility as do publications and

reportedly settled for $5,000.
WEVD and
defines TV libel as malicious and
knowing defamation.
Politicos,
WBBR
however, would be exempt under
WHAZ
the proposed law should they employ a few barbs via the medium.
erated by Rensselaer Polytechnic

WNEW

Now starring an NBC'e
ALL STAR RKVUI

X

Distfjb Corp.'

Soaks series

of TV. Films, Pilots, etc,

Outright

purchase or on leasing basis.
i

Writ* Box Y*438 f Variety,
St., New York 36

j

154 West 46th

j
•

It’s

WGAL

WLEV-TV

WHEC-TV
ester,
to

and WVET-TV in RochCBS must feed its programs

.WHEC

LANCASTER, PA.*

Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton

Selling

on Friday evenings one

week and Friday mornings the
must do likewise on the
other days in the week. DuMont
has the same problem with WVET.
While the operation is confusing,
some consider it no more so than
servicing the single station market
where four networks feed programs to what amounts to “onequarter affiliates.” And with the
expansion of TV there will be
many communities with only one
or two TV stations.
In its application to the Commission,
conceded that the
experience of share-time stations
in
has been unfortunate “in
most instances.” But this should
be no precedent for TV, it asserted, as the visual medium presents
different
engineering
problems
(which precipitated time-sharing
in AM), and offers greater opportunity for programming, service
and revenue.

Bethlehem, Pa.

next. It

MR. CHANNEL 8.

.

.

symbol of WGAL-TV’s

now gives
Vw*iarger coverage,
bigger

increased power,

audience, greater sales potential to WGAL-TV advertisers.
"'Market includes Harrisburg, York,

WGAL
AM

TV FM

A Sleirmon

Station

Ooir McCollough
Prejidenl

.

Lancaster, Reading,

Lebanon

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER Assodates
New York

Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco

the
"only single

J

WQ

reaching

Intat.IltUn OC'cn-* Atph»
***

entire

j$r'°

tulkrtei

nttM-cgO-w

C***'

r »4,v.

e~o

WHEC

*•*0

°w; t

x.

O

AM

A

Steinman Station

Ropreeented by

ROBERT MEEKER Associates
Now

York

Chicago

Lot Angelos

San Frencltc#

!

yty edncsdsy,

Book

fNYC

Match 25^

1.953

P^RIETY

W1P GOES ON

Festival

of all aspects
Complete coverage
from writing to reading
of books,
r
to sell *p£ an
Jf“
“and publishing
j|
been scheduled by
S has
for
station,
municipal
SSyC N. Y.
annnual Festival of Books

March

CBS-TV ‘ADVENTURE’

Philadelphia, March 24.
WIP scored its second exclusive
coverage of narcotic raids within
a year, when it went along with
Federal squads in a series of early
morning 'foray on 100 known and.
suspected dens, in the early hours
of March 18.
v

Agenda Witb Top Names

Tfint

A TOP

SECRET REEFER RAID

Blueprints Elaborate

Murray Arnold, program

29.

direo-

!„d

publishers

?erf

Ilka

tor,

including

Olm

WIP taped its coverage of
the dragnet, and ° scooped town
with broadcast on the 8:15 a.m.
news show.
Broadcast reportage
included
such
spectaculars
as
breaking down doors, routing of
dope pushers and peddlers, wild
statements of innocence, and the
agents’ questioning on suspects.
area.

Bennett
nmvnes Clifton Fadiman,

Etobeth

Chase, Gilbert Seldes,
Janeway, Budd Schul-

nelly

Perelman, Marc ConPorter,
Katherine Anne

Merle

Miller,

hprff

S.

J.

Rex Stout,

John

Will
Mason Brown, Edward Weeks,
Frederick
Oursler, Sean O'Casey,
Station’s
participation marked
fewis Allen, Bernard De Voto,
Eudora Welty, Carl Sandburg, Og- second time Commissioner Joseph
and
MacLeish
Archibald
Bransky
Nash,
'has let WIP in for exden
clusive coverage on a top secret
Faith Baldwin.
Programs will also feature Ty- raid.
Fredric March,
rone Power,
Florence Eldridge, Ben Grauer and
showbiz personRadio Execs Nominate
a number of other
alities in

readings and discussions.

Festival
N. Siegel,

was set up by Seymour

WNYC

director, with
the Authors’ Guild, the American

Book Publishers' Council, American Booksellers Assn.,

Book Manu-

facturers Institute, Children’s Book
Council, city’s public libraries, the

Mystery
the
and
Club
Writers of America.Tapes of the broadcasts will be
made available to members of the
Educational
Assn,
qf
National
Broadcasters, which will get the

PEN

*

recordings

from

WNYC.

,

!

The joint CBS-TV and Museum
of Natural History, program project,
“Adventure,” will be a full-hour
show, half film and half live, to be
presented on the web Sundays beginning in May.

The show
p.m.)

N. Y. f cross-the-board at 9:55 a.m.
He had done the show, which reports the upbeat items in the news,
for two weeks early in January.

Kenny

NBC-TV

gets a four-week sustainand will bow off if the
key doesn’t latch on to

a bankrolled

i

|

j

Nominating committee of Radio

Television Executives Society
last week selected following list of
officers

and board members:

President, Jim Gaines, General
Teleradio v.p.; first vicepresident,
George Schupert, v.p.-general manager of United Artists Television
Corp.; second vicepresident, Robert Burton, v.p.-counsel of BMI;
secretary,
Claude Barrere and
treasurer, Joseph A. McDonald,
NBC treasurer.
Board members: Robert Sarnoff,
NBC v.p.; G. W. (Johnny) John-

will

of the

summer

in part (5 to 6
“Omnibus” time, as
fit

replacement. “Omnibus”
off the air after broadcast of

3.

Facsimile Wire Service

For

TV

Stations Set

For Balto Preem Mon.
A new national facsimile wire

—

chores for

WMBR

in

AM,

FM

and

TV.

j

Announcement by CBS-TV prexy
Jack L. Van Volkenburg that the
web would spend $520,000 to produce
films,

fall

series

of

26

half-hour

“The Search,” dramatizing

cultural projects of 26 universities,
has led to conjecture that the move
was timed to undermine the campaign for an educational video net-

work.
Controversial

question

was

conference attended by top CBS
brass and reps of 17 university
presidents. John Beaufort, Chris-

tian' Science Monitor ed, noted
that Milton S. Eisenhower, prexy
which feeds TV* stations
of Pennsylvania State College and
with developed photos and spot
chairman of National Citizens Comnews flashes simultaneously, tees mittee
for Educational TV, was not
off next Monday (30) when it goes
present,
but had forwarded a
into operation at WBAL-TV, Baltistatement commending CBS-TV’s
more.
planned series.
Facsimile system, operated by
“Is there any link,” Beaufort
International
News Service, is
then wanted to know, “between
notable for way it transmits picthese CBS-TV cultural programs
tures and news bulletins through
and the current attempt of educaAT & T telephone

lines at same
time. Both arrive at station through
an electronically operated teletype
machine on the same sheet of
paper, captions running beneath
the photos.
Pix are already developed, unlike radio photos, and
INS maintains fine detail in the
news pictures is as clear as regularly -sriapped photos.

The

Own

Project Where Educ’l
I

service,

16-hour-a-day
facsimile
technique will be launched 'at
WPTZ, Philadelphia, at end of
April and at WNAC-TV, New
Haven, by June 1.
INS, which
stone,
AM-TV director; Elli- spent two years perfecting the
ott Sanger, WQXR, N. Y. exec v.p.; service, says at least 12 TV stations
Charles Ayres, ABC Radio v.p.; on the Coast and in mid-West are
Bruce
Robertson
and
Marvin “hot” to take on facsimile also.
Kirsch, tradepaper execs; Lester “Today” show on NBC-TV has
Gottlieb, CBS v.p.; Chris Witting, been using facsimile transmission
DuMont topper; Reggie Schuebel, since last January, but this is first
Wyatt & Schuebel partner, and Eu- time it is being offered to indigene Katz, Katz agency prexy.
vidual stations on a national basis
Jacksonville Roger A. Langston,
former Florida State Theatres ad
manager, takes over promotion

With

in

raised at end of a two-hour press

NAM

Kenny’s WNBT Reprise
Nick Kenny, radio-tele columnist
for the New York Mirror, on Monday (30) launches a five-minute
“Good News” stanza: on WNBT,

ing ride

&

CBS Moving

AS ‘OMNIBUS’ SUB

and his assistant Varner Paulhave 70 sen, accompanied the Federals on goes
Week-long festival will
May
inter- the biggest crackdown in
with
programming
six years
hours of
discussions by writers on the illegal drug traffic in this
and
Jfews

Parting

RADIO-TELEVISIOX

tors to get st^te-supported

TV

ed-

ucational channels?”

David

Jacobson,

CBS-TV

lations topper, replied:

re-

“No com-

ment.”
Telford Taylor, Dr, David Henry
and Harold Schiff N. Y. educators stymied in their attempts to
get Gov. *Thomas E. Dewey’s TV

—

26-Univ.

TV Cant Tread

said no pitch has yet been made
to win sponsors for the university'
series set for Sunday afternoons
beginning Oct. 1, but a “suitable”
advertiser would be acceptable. Interesting, he said the Ford Foundation would retain its 4:30 to 6

p.m. spot on CBS-TV next fall,
though not necessarily with “Omnibus,” and it definitely would not
bankroll “The Search.”

University series will be produced-directed by Roy Lockwood,
Oxford University grad 'and exstaffer with “March of Time” motion picture section.

apolis men, half of whom will
die
of
heart diseases;
Columbia U.’s studies of the bottom of
the ocean; U. of North Carolina’s

“Aristophanes Visits Old Smoky,”
story of its dramatic arts department’s twice-annual tours through
neighboring states; U. of Michigan’s “English Language Institute,”
where foreign students learn English in eight weeks; U. of Chicago’s
“The Old Folks,” study of aging
in people after 40; Brown U.’s
studies in navigation adventures;

and Iowa U.’s “A Farm Boy Looks
Commission to sanction state fi- At Art,” study of its integrated
nancing of 10 educational stations fine arts program.
agreed that commercial teleSig Mickelson, web’s director of
casters would like to nab educanews and public affairs, said the
tional TV^ channels for themselves.
However, none questioned CBS- series would.be cued to win “large
TV’s motives in now cooperating audiences in the millions” via
showmanship, lik€ “See It Now,”
.with universities.
“You Are There,” ^nd “Omnibus,”
“Far from harming our attempts but would probe deeper into the
to win educational TV channels,” psychology and sociology of modsaid Dr* Henry, vice-chancellor of emjiving.

—

,

New York University, “the CBS-TV
series may even help us.
It will

demonstrate that educators have
the material, and can acquire the
knowhow, to interest many viewers.
Omaha Dick Chapin, assistant There’s no reason why commercial
general
manager of Lincoln’s and educational TV shouldn’t live
Chamber of Commerce, resigned side by side.”
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., veepee
to become account exec for KFORin charge of CBS-TV’s programs,
KFOR-TV in that city April 1.

—

St.

Louis

— Charles C. Farrer, reWJLD

cently with

exec

Ala.,

asst, to

publicity.

INDEPENDENT Producer
SIX New Audience Participation Shows

“MAKE A MILLION”

“YOU’LL BE SURPRISED”

“CALLING ON AMERICA”

“THE MONEY MARKET
“JACK IN THE JUKEBOX”

WALT FRAMER PRODUCTIONS
America's Leading

INDEPENDENT TV

123 W#»*

PLoio 7-0000

44ffc

Producers

Stroot

Now

and WJIN, Bir-

has been named
William E. Ware, prez
of KSTL that becomes the second
local TV station about Sept. 1.
Frank E. Heaston will be the station’s director of promotion and

mingham,

America's Leading

“THE MAGIC HORSESHOE”

He’ll get to-

gether three permanent writers
and use additional freelancers to
assemble film documentaries. Projects dramatized in series will iftclude U, of Minnesota’s “Last
Man’s Club” involving 300 Minne-

LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND!
SALES RESULTS THRU HEART APPEAL
ENTERTAINMENT VIA CREATIVE IDEAS!

Offers

49

York (30) N. Y.

—

HAMO-TEUEVISION

so

VeJnttday, March 25 , 1953
program bat done in the sphere of
enlightenment.

ptitflifc

TV
st

‘Kickbacks’

c^Unwbi from
Is ~

pare

n

plaints from ad agenciei^\rithln the we have to bribe others to perform
functions.”
past two years, alleging that prop their salaried
Jay Rescher, business agent for
or grip men were trying to gotige
Local 644, International Photogextra moola. However, Doran said raphers Union, IATSE, said that if
the- beefs really derived from .misth$ kickback racket were as wideunderstanding, rather' than chi- spread as claimed, it should be excanery.
posed by all elements of the video
“In each case,” he said, “our industry. He pointed out that a
union men neglected to inform the head cameraman in his union reagencies, until they started on the ceives $357.50 a week minimum,
job, that they were used to being and an associate cameraman $264
paid above the $30-a-day minimum per week, and that if they were
scale. Our rule now is that one of ever found coercing “bribes” they
our members must specify in ad- should rightly he expelled from the
vance of a job whether he wants union.
to be paid over the minimum. We
don’t consider it illicit, if a TV
producer w*rts to tip a union man
voluntarily. Some of our men get
Pix-io-Live
as much as $100 a day, but that’s
Continued from pace 31
an individual arrangement established by the TV producer.”
deals for firstrun product with ReScrlpters Squawk
public Pictures and with AmqriChevigny,
According to Hector
can-British TV Movies for its “Late
national prexy of the Radio Writers Show.” WPIX, through its repeatGuild, “many” TV scrlpters were ing formula on “First Show” has
boiling mad about talent agents found an' economically feasible
exerting blackjack techniques. He way of playing off high-priced pix
cited the typical case of a 10%er, and can afford the hardship imalso a TV show packager, who tried posed on its 11 p.m. “Night Owl
to pressure a Guild member into Theatre.”
leaving his agent and signing up
But WNBT, which is tied up with
with him, if the scripter expected only one film distributing outfit, is
to get freelance assignments from looking for a way to' get off the

Old

,

the 10%er’s package shows. The
writer, refusing to be coerced, lost
out scripting, a drama show, but
did manage to get a five-month assignment on a soap-opera by threatening to expose the agent’s doublehanded skullduggery.
4
‘We’ve found several of these
talent agents, also serving as show
packagers, who’ve even gone so far
as to ask all rights from writers
they're supposed to be representing. These rights are then held by
the agent himself for his own packages,” Chevigny said. ‘‘These agents
are in a mighty unfair ambivalent

I

Continued from page 31

bandwagon, but other bankrollers
too are using the dual screen-TV
approach. Among the big spenders
in filmhouse advertising currently
are United Fruit Co. (via BBD&O);
Chevrolet (Campbell-Ewald agency); Fleischmann Yeast (J. Walter
Thompson); Amazo Dessert (Kenyon & Eckhardt); Bond Bread
(BBD&O); Carnation Co. (Erwin,
"I told him that Ruthrauff Sc Wasey); Kellogg Cereals (Kenyon
Ryan has a policy that even forbids & Eckhardt); Lucky Strike (BBD&
its personnel to accept Christmas O); Oldsmobile (D. P. Bros., Degifts,” the R&R exec said. “I said troit); and S.O.S. Co. (McCannthe same thing to an orchestra Erickson).
leader who tried to slip me an envelope containing dollar bills as a
‘commission’ for getting him on a
TV show. We don’t want overtures
‘Flack It Up’
from people trying to buy us off.
Continued from page 32 =Similarly, we don’t want to feel

NBC’s

-

for

now TV program

MAC

ideas.'
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isting sets.

Under questioning by Rep. William L. Springer (R-H1.), Dr. Eng.
strom conceded that color will
the “Cadillac” of TV “for a while ”
Committee chairman Charles A

Wolverton (R-N.J.) announced that
Dr. Ernest Lawrence, inventor of
the Lawrence tri-color tube, will be
unable to appear this week and
will testify later.

Wolverton* also said the commitRegarding plans of the National tee ,has postponed scheduled
the vOJdahoma Public Service Comvisits
Production Authority to revoke its to N. Y, to April 14 for color
mission before coming to FCC.
demSelection of Doerfer, which is ban on manufacture of color sets onstrations.
virtually certain to be confirmed for the CBS system, Dr. Engstrom
by the Senate, changes the compo- said he does not believe such acsition of the FCC to three Repub- tion will result in "substantial
licans, three Democrats and one broadcasting of incompatible color
Hurry! Harry!
independent. Merrill is a Demo- programs or mass production of

as a formality prior to appointment. Since Walker’s term has only
Although CBS indicated that rea short time to go, there’s specu- ceivers and adapters needed for its
lation the President may let him system were ready to be produced,
stay as chairman until he names a Engstrom testified} Columbia “acsuccessor.
tually put only a few sets on the
Doerfer, 49, was formerly city market.”
Finally, he said, less than four
attorney of West Allis, an industrial suburb of Milwaukee. He was months after the CBS system was
appointed to the state Public authorized, “The whole sorry chapService Commission in 1949 by ter was brought to a close when
former Gov. Oscar Rennebohm. He the Office of Defense Mobilization
has participated in telephone -rate issued a press release announcing
it
had officially requested the
cases before the FCC.
proponent of the incompatible color system to suspend its plan for
the manufacture of color TV re-

;

Continued from page 32

with some hot licks. Now being
tested for TV, this refined recoiling system has already been used
to transmit “third dimension” classical music over WQXR, N. Y.WCAE, Pittsburgh, and WJR, Detroit.

Another centre of
the

RCA

attraction

display of transistors,

is

fin-

gernail-sized substitutes for radio
and
tubes. Technician Richard

TV

j

F. Snyder explains that these diminutive devices, still in the experimental stage, require far less
power than an ordinary tube.
They’re contained in an RCA radio
set, the size of a cigaret package,
which can be fitted into the pocket
of a hospital nurse. The nurse can
be paged, without creating a loud
rumpus, by a hearing-air earphone
tucked into her ear and connected
by wire to the half-pint radio.

Transistors also work wonders
with a portable TV set, five inches
by seven inches by 15 inches. While
an ordinary TV set takes 250 to 300
watts, these substitute tubes only
require 13 watts of power.
A device for lazy TV viewers,
so new it yet has no official name,
was demonstrated' by Lee Baker,
sales engineeer, Television Equipment Corp. This $50 electronic
”
ppivers
Advertiser Revolt
gimmick, the size of an alarm
Spent $20,000,000
clock, permits a viewer to sit far
- Continued from page 1
Engstrom said that RCA spent away on his armchair and change
.their TV properties and commit- $20,000,000 on color TV research the volume, channel, intensity and
and last* year alone
image of his tele set.
ments for the future.
Officially, nothing was settled $5,000,000,
Asked by Rep. Joseph P. O’Hara
at the meeting. It was, in the opinDetroit Bob ‘Reynolds has been’
ion of ranking agency and adver- (R-Minn.) if there has been a man“sit-down
strike” appointed sports director of WJR.
tiser execs, a good, constructive ufacturers’
against
production
of
receivers
for
off-the-record session. But the pattern of the thinking and the dis- .the CBS system, Dr. Engstrom re“The day has passed, the
quietude was crystallized in the plied:
FOR RADIO TV FLAYS PICTURES
N#w Material
conversation pieces at the Hot ship has sailed and there are now
GUARANTEED RESULTS
23 million sets in .use and I
Springs, bistros and bars.
wouldn’t invest any of my money
My Service* ar€ FREE if | D»n‘t Ooubl.
With Texaco already incepting in production
of sets to receive that
The Laugh* in Yeur Prrnnt Preduetico
the rebellion against TV prices system.”
“way over our heads” by cancella„albert berg
Questioned by Rep. James Dol35i W. 34th St.
New York City, N.Y.
tion of the Milton Berle show, feellivej* (R-Iowa) regarding a stateing is that, ‘long before the curtain
ment by Dr. N. W. R. Baker, chairrises on the ’53-54 season, .other

—

’

spent

'

—

their personnel with a basic working knowledge of the media.”
He added that ideas should be
tailored to fit specific programs,
rather than “broadside buckshot
attempts to hit all shows.” He advised plug-seekers not to confine
themselves to interview shows and
giveaways, noting that “anyone
who knows his way around can
find a lot of other AM-TV outlets major advertisers will translate
for his clients, if he has a good their beefs into actuality by turnstory to tell.”
ing in their options.
Madden said NBC recognizes the
For the networks it poses a critiimportance of good public rela- cal situation. Granted that the
tions and views this as a need to Stanton-White
cost-per-thousand
find new ways to serve the public. melodies had
a soothing swing to
He said that the web has “responsi- the Hot Springs delegates, .the adbility reports,” which each, pro- vertiser
primarily is concerned
ducer has to file, showing what his over his future stake in TV
because
the mounting cost for time and
programming, with its attendant
proximity of a $2,000,000 outlay
for a coast-to-coast network spread,
are pricing him right out of the

Frobltm: Making up a low-cost film

Solution:

Dr. Engstrom told the committee that RCA has started on production 61 approximately 7,000 tricolor picture tubes in its pilot
plant in Lancaster, Pa., and has
so far supplied 477 tubes to 177
different companies.
He said the company has also
drama series, also spoke to the
Public Relations Society luncheon. worked out plans for mass production of the tubes and has designed
a unit to produce 2,Q00 tubes a
month. This unit, he said, which
Will serve as a prototype for other
units in the industry, will he availContinued from page 32
able this year.

sequential system
promised to
broadcast at least 24 hours of
color programs a week, actually
they never broadcast more than a
fraction of that. And none of those
broadcasts was in the choice hour
in the evening, in which some
were promised. In addition, those
broadcasts were confined almost
exclusively to New York City,”

at Ruthrauff
Ryan Agency said that small-time
show packagers were frequently responsible for encouraging graft.
He said a packager had approached
him with proposal, “If you buy
our new show for your client we’ll
give you a piece of it as a gift.”

HAVING TROUBLE?

camera for com- be estimated that receivers would
TV.
cost around 50% more than blackand-white sets and eventually only
25% more. He added that color at
tachments would not be practical
as they would cost more than ev.

ent three-tube
patible color

hook on its “11th Hour Theatre,” although- he is now eligible for
perhaps to return to auiormula that retirement, having been with FCC
saw it starting the 11 o’clock since its creation in 1934.
sweepstakes three years back with
Meanwhile, the expected designathe Jerry Lester-starred “Broad- tion of Comr. Rosel Hyde, as first
way Open House,” which it had to Republican chairman of the agency
abandon after successors to Lester, has failed to materialize. Hyde
who exited the show after a series was called to confer with the Presof tiffs, didn’t work out.
ident two weeks ago, presumably

Advertiserc Double
18

Color Bit

Continued from page 32

incompatible color receivers'.”
A considerable portion of Dr.
Engstrom’s testimony was devoted
to criticism of the CBS color system and of the FCC for authorizing
it. Recalling RCA’s opposition to
the Columbia system, he said:
“Although
the
people
who
sponsored the incompatible field

&

executive

he said, many entertainment programs can incorporate “significant
material of culture and enlightenment.”
Albert McCleery, producer of
NBCVTV’s “Hallmark Theatre,”
and Herbert Bayard Swope, Jr.,
director of the Robert Montgomery

RCA Champs at

crat. It also makes four lawyers
on the Commission. The others are
Walker, Robert Bartley and Frieda
Hennock,
Not until a successor to Walker
is chosen will the Commission have
a Republican majority and it is
believed that the President will
allow Walker to fill out his term

position.”

An

"Where a

particular program has made no
specific contribution over a period
of time,” Madden said, “we sit
down with, the producer and try
to work out ways and means of correcting the situation.” In this way,

COMEDY— WRITER
—

man

of NTSC, that development of
a compatible system is not imminent, Dr. Engstrom said that “in
all sincerity” he felt that the industry is ready for commercial production. “I am more optimistic
than Dr. Baker indicates,” he.
added.*
Asked about costs of color sets,

TV

film organization seeks tie

up with

film outfit to complete video series

. . •

will invest capital.

Write Box V-83453

Variety, 1 54

N.w

W.

45th

St.

York 3t. N. Y.

medium.
As to those Nielsen-Hooperhappy rating figures spiraling into
the 60’s and 70’s, the advertisers

Like the Petry

“Any

man

advertiser can

advertisers

should

KSTP

know, too, that -even these will
level off to the 30 and 40 norm of
radio’s
best years,
once those

says

...
.

.

.

most
.

use

Radio."

single-market station ratings are
deflated by the competition of other
stations in the area.
If, too, the networks are worried,
it's because the advertiser is still
asking: What’s the program pattern for the future that will permit
for a sane TV economy? The
“White Paper” didn’t go unheeded
by the agency-client delegates. For
the' White approach to the future
sales formula had its roots in the
“magazine concept”-participationshare-th e-show pattern evolved by
Sylvester L. Weaver, now vicechairman of the
board. To
many of the agency-advertiser
echelon in attendance, it was a
significant
revelation
that
the

NBC

Ask Your Petry
Man.

NBC
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FAULKNER ADAPTS
OWN STORY FOR TV

MC-TV

on

aired

Brooch,”

Continued from pate

the Coast along with the other ABtoppers, prexy Leonard Goldenson, ABC prez Robert E.* Kintner
and exec veepee Robert O’Brien,
Morris,
Ties
Two
packages are “Expose,” a mysterioso Ffel series,
starring Barry Sullivan, and “Pride
of the
Family,” starring Paul
Hartman (the dance satirist) in
a situation comedy as the bumbling
head of a household. Both are on
film and pilot pix are already in
the can.

April
in CBS-TV

The

2.

play, a

Psychological drama of a Southern
matriarch and her influence on her
marriage, stars Sally Forrest,
so ns

Natwick.
p an Duryea and Mildred
Move to get Faulkner, Nobel
initiated
was
TV
into
Prize winner,
Lux story
bv Richard McDonagh,
Author, who has
screenplays including

From William Morris

j

the

,

;

;

sonalities not now a regular part”
of the video picture.

Ziv’s

ABC’s

‘Freedom, U.S.A.’

“Freedom,
transcriber,
starring Tyrone Power,

Ziv

USA.”

picked up by union sponi has bden
sor, Local 815, International Brotherhood of Teamsters, A. F. of L.,
for

New York

beginning

airing

on

Sunday, March

WABC,
29,

in

the 9:30-10 p.m. time slot. Program, relating Washington adventures of idealistic Sen. Dean Ed-

wards (Powers), features Edwin C.
Hill and Francis X^Biishman.
Local 815, using program in an
organizational drive, claims this is
first union sponsorship of a regular radio entertainment program,
and admits it has eye on future TV
commitments.

—

Charles M.
West Palm Beach
Higgins has been appointed commercial manager of radio and TV
for WIRK and WIRK-TV by stations’ president, Joseph S. Field,
Jr. Higgins is a former N. Y.
agency and network account exec
for William H. Weintraub agency
and Mutual Broadcasting.

Stronach

TV

veepee

Alexander

also stressing the propwhich the new acquisitions are to be utilized. Idea is to
put them in vehicles whicl\ exhibit
their unique talents but which also
do not burn them out. Thus, in the
case of Jessel, the “toastmaster
general” has been given a show,
“The Last Word,” which has audience participation, through sponerties

is

in

taneous’ speechmaking.
“ABC Album,” the 7:30-8 p.m.

Sunday* series which will showcase

some

of

the

projected

fall

pro-

gramming, starting April 12 with
legit actor Donald Cooke as host,
is strong on situation comedy and
drama. Tabs for these airers will
be in the $12,000-$20,000 bracket,
which indicates the network’s
concern for a realistic price struc-

!

ture.

On

the Bolger vidpix ABC will
have an equity in the rerun rights.
Bankroller will hkve an option of
going off the air at the end of 39
weeks or staying on witfi a summertime rescreening of 13. Naturally, cost of reruns will be below
the price for the original showing.

I

I

M

Clubs in
.

To protect Minor League basenetwork. It’s the initial pacting
ball from the ravages of radio
signed to incept a creative group and TV, Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
within the network, comprised of (D-Colo.), a member of the Sen-,
established writers, for the .devel- ate Interstate Commerce Commit-*
tee, last week introduced legislaopment of new program ideas.
Robinson has several other click tion to exempt the clubs from the
writers in mind in an expansion anti-trust laws.
of the new division.
The Senator, who is president
of the Western League, told the
Senate that Minor League baseball will be “through” unless his
Yanks
Ballcasts
bill i& passed.
During the last
four years, he said, 20 minor*
As Veeck Forgets Bite leagues have folded and many of
Declaration Monday (23) by St. the remaining 39 are “weak and
Louis Browns’ owner Bill Veeck wobbly” and may fold before the
that he’s dropping his demands for present season ends.
a share in television receipts of
Johnson’s measure would legalhome clubs will bring a couple of ize a former ban on Major League
changes in the radio-TV plans of broadcasts and telecasts in comthe N. Y. Yankees.
munities
with
Minor
League
Yanks, who. had banned all clubs. The ban was dropped in
Brown games from radio and tele- 1949 when the Department of
vision, have informed WINS that Justice informed the Majors it
station will carry the 22 games with was in violation of the anti-trust
the Browns that had been cut from laws.
“The Minor Leagues,” said the
the schedule. On the tele front,
Yanks had cut the Browns out of Senator, “find themselves in the
their WPIX schedule, setting plans anomolous and ridiculous circuminstead for a WPIX pickup of 13 stance and situation of being deroad games to fill out the 77-game stroyed by Major League monopschedule. Bombers haven’t made oly under the anti-trust laws of
up their mind whether they’ll drop the U. S. enacted primarily to
the road schedule or simply add eliminate monopoly.
In this parthem 'to the rest of the schedule, ticular case, the anti-trust laws
now filled by the return of the St. impose monopoly instead of proLouis club.
Practically certain, tecting against it.”
Johnson said that “in the long
though, that WPIX will pick up
the season opener at Washington run” his bill will not hurt radio
or TV but will result in “more
April 13.
telecasting and broadcasting of
better baseball” than if the “present ruinous policy of destroying
‘Those 2’ Exits April 24
the Minor Leagues” is continued.
“Radio and TV, properly used,”
It is now firm and official that
Procter & Gamble, sponsorship of he said, “can and has helped baseball.”
Restoration of the ban, he
“Those Two,” starring Pinky Lee
and Martha Stewart, * ends April added, “will, of. course, stop net24. Soap maker is also relinquish- work broadcasts and telecasts of
ing the time, three quarter hours* Major League baseball into Minor
a week on NBC-TV.
Conflicting League territory, but it will proreports had P & G both renewing mote Minor League broadcasts and
and cancelling the comedy strip telecasts by Minor League clubs in
and at one time renewing the time their own territory, and that will
be good for radig and TV, and it
but not the. show.

Revamp

Hem-

Teamster Union Buys

League

Washington, March 24^

under a new Robinson pattern de-

0
chain
done has
inked “Passport to Adventure,”
a. story of intrigue abroad with pic
many
star Cesar Romero in the lead. It
Say's “To Have and To Have
in also
is on film.
Not” knocked out adaptation
While some of the talent bought
record .48 hours, most of them in
House editor has been on other webs, as George
office of Random
McDonagh has Jessel, Bolger*(wha did one shot
Saxe Commins.
work and on NBC’s “Colgate Comedy Pour”)
other plans for Faulkner
proof that top and Romero (who did some
further
says this is
tele
to en- guesters),
writers need not be afraid
Kintner emphasizes the
policy is not A raid but one of ofter TV market.
fering “new and outstanding p*er-

editor.

Johnson Moves -to Protect Minor

Hubbell Robinson, Jr., CBS-TV
programming veepee, has signed
Ronald Alexander, author of the
“Time Out For Ginger” Broadway
legiter, to a term contract with the

MCA

MCA

i

1

SIGNS CBS-TV PACT

1

PT

“Lux Video

moves
•Theatre” when the. program
9-9:30 p.m. spot
tn new Thursday

Start

e»

television work, his own adapof his short story “The

tion

RONALD ALEXANDER

If

possible CBSWilliam Faulkner,
NBC-TV s
rry counterweight to
will have his
Robert E. Sherwood,

KANO-TEIEVISIOX

yfiSzitiTY

AM-TV Ban

promote community spirit
everywhere, which is essential to
radio and TV and to America.”
Johnson said his bill does not
affect network broadcasts and telecasts of World Series games or the
will

All Star

game

in July.

“The networks that want to ex^Major
League baseball in
every Minor League park throughout the country,” he said, will be
ploit

“stopped” by the restoration of the
ban, “but in the overall picture
that will be a good thing for them
and for everyone else.”

$32,500 ASKING PRICE

FOR CBS-TV’S ‘FATHER’
CBS-TV salesmen
the

dling

network’s

are out ped“Life With.

Father” film series, which stars
Dennis King and Martha Scott.
*
Asking price for the *show,. one of
the more ambitious on the web’s
program agenda, is $32,500.
CRS has a lot of coin invested
in the ex-legit smash, including installation of a separate production
unit. It’s reported CBS stayed shy
of the agencies until a third pilot
brought Jn the desired TV property.

Pearson Back—Locally
Washington, March 24.
Drew Pearson TV show here,
now running Saturdays (6.457 p.m.) on WTOP-TV, is being. sponsored by Emerson Television and
Radio of Washington, D. C., distributor.

Show was booked by

the Gamble
Agency which plugs radio
strongly for its clients and
.which grabbed up the Pearson
show as soon as it was offered.
Columnist-gabber, dropped by
ABC and DuMont, is anxious to
get back to the networks and regards this show as a stepping

Adv.

and

TV

'

.stone.

SECOND YEAR
"Breakfast with Music"

9

to 10 A.M.,

Mon. thru

Fri.

WNBT- NBC-TV

*

MOREY AMSTERDAM
'Y.k-.-puk'

Just Concluded

decca records

PARAMOUNT

THEATRE,

New

York

(Thanks to Bob Shapiro and His Swdll Gang)
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Longhai Disk Reviews
.By

HERM FCHOENFELD.

ican Maidens” is another lively
piece of material by cleffer Bob
The sputh-of-the-border
Merrill..
strain and Wayne’s solid projection
of the colorftft lyric could send
“Gone” is a
this side winging.
of melancholia in a once-lightly- lovely ballad which Wayne hanexcept
for a couple
tastefully
of
dles
over Hawaiian groove by, way
an Edith Riaf tune and Uart Sir- of lapses into a belting style not
all.
at
suitable
man English ‘lyric.
The Four Freshmen: “Baltimore
Florlan Zabach: “Red *Canary”“ April In Portugal” (Decca). “Red Oriole”-“Poinciana” (Capitol). This
Canary,” kicked off by Vincent harmony group’s version of “BaltiFlorlno on Okeh, gets an original more Oriole,” with Don Barbour
followup on this cut. Zabach’s soloing, is a moving, altogether extrick fiddling with support of* a cellent side which is Trobably too
could push this far out of the ordinary to -hit in
choral group
charming number into the hit the pop field. .It stands up under
brackets. The Cloverleafs’ version repeated spins and rates close jock
for M-.G-M is too similar to Fio- attention - for “ unusual program
“Poinciana” gets an overrino’s to step out. On the Decca fare.
and hi*
reverse, Zabach cornea up with an- studied rendition.
champagne MUSIC
Jeri Southern: “Just Got To 83rd
other good instrumental slice on
Consecutive Week, Aragon
the fine instrumental, “April In Have Him Around”-” Weep For
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif, L
The Boy” (Deccp).. “Around,” a
Portugal.”
Exclusively for Coral Records
Three Dons 8c Ginny Greer: light rhythm ballad, is sold via an
“OH HAPPY DAY” backed
“Say You’rfc Mine Again”-“Tutti- attractive Jeri Southern vocal in
by “Your Mother and Mine”
Frutti £aby” (Allied). This indie a. lightly swinging style. Okay jock
launching,' of “Say You’re Mine and juke fare. Flip is a moody
Again” by this vocal combo has idea framed in an interesting set for Victor. Miss Christy delivers
*
the earmarks of a sleeper. It’s a ting.
with* unusual simplicity and could
Buddy Cole 'ik Gloria Wood: click big. Flip is a conventional
fresh-sounding, stop-time slice for
Canary” rhythm time with Miss Christy rea juke natural. Bottom deck is “Hello Sunshine”-“Red
(Capitol). “Sunshine,” a click for verting to her more familiar jazz
okay but not standout.'
Spike Jones: “Lulu Had. A Norman Brooks on, the Zodiac style.
Baby”-“The Boys In the Back- label, gets its initial cover by a
Orch: “Latino”-

“Sweet Thing”“Why Come Crying To Me” (Victory). A smart rhythm novelty: and
socko projection by Dinahs whotC
add up to a click side on ''Sweet
Thing.” Flip is a commercial bit

Dinah

Shore:

.

•

.

LAWRENCE WELK

•

'

.

.

Johnny Hodges
“Through the Night” (Mercury).
This jazz combo whips up a mein
rhythms
Latin
of
lange
“Latino,” a swinging jazz side due

Best Bets
DINAH SHORE
Victor

Come Crying To Me

*WJty

ELORIAN ZABACH

..RED

Decca'
Allied

Album Reviews

SAY YOU’RE MINE AGAIN
:.

•

.Tutti-Frutti

.

Baby

Victor

“Lulu” is a sapolioed' rewrite of in old bawdy street
song apd Spike Jones’ snappy cut
might do a repeat of the “Sweet
(Victor).

Calendar

The first cast
(Columbia).
album set of a video revue, this
albumization of an ArthurN GodFriends” CBS-TV showbqmfrey
pares favorably with the average
Broadway musical. Joan Edwards
and Lyn Duddy have fashioned

Show

The Boys in the Backroom

;

TV

Arthur Godfrey’s

LULU HAD A BABY

SPIKE JONES
room”

CANARY

.April in Portugal

DONS-GINNY GREER.

3

Flip
fop big play in this market.
is another smooth slice featuring
good ensemble and soio riffs by
this crew of vet jazzmen.

SWEET THING

...

&

major on

this side. Gloria Wood’s
delivery is lively but doesn’t have

that Jolsonesque flavor which sold
the original. Flip is an okay .slice

some fine numbers for this original
Violets” click. Flip is a catching of “Canary” by Cole and Miss
score and the Godrey troupe deworkover of the oldie in a rinky- Wood with rhythm backing.
livers with zest. Highlights of this
Jerry
Colonna: “Down By The
tink barrelhouse style.
are Marion Marlowe’s warbling
Harry Grove Trior “Little Red Old Millstream”-“Sweet Adeline” set
in Love Again”; Haleloke
Monkey”-“The Magic Music Box” (Decca). Via multiple-dubbing and of “I’m
Godfrey's duo on VEaster in
and
(London). “Monkey,” a BBC ^se- his familiar vocal antics. Jerry
Waikiki”; Julius La Rosa's hanries’ theme, has a haunting strain Colonna comes up with corned-up
Symphony” and
which could build into an impor- slices of two barber-shop tunes. dling of “Summer
“Give' a Cheer.”
tant instrumental but not of “Third “Millstream” ha*s a clever harmony Janette' Davis’
in
the cast are
featured
Others
Mari Theme” stature. “Music Box” passage which gives it good juke
The Mariners, Frank Parker, Lu
potential.
lacks pop power.
Chordettes",
The
Simms
Ann
and
Dean Martin: “There’s My
Vicki Young: “I’m Wond’ring”Batoner Archie Bleyer furnishes
“Goodbye, Charlie, Goodbye” (Cap- Lover”-“Little Did W^ Know
backchoral
and
lively
orch
itol).
Capitol’s new canary, Vicki (Capitol). “Lover” is a fine ballad
grounds.
Young, debuts with a pleasing but the lyric is better tailored for
Bette Davis: “Two’s Company”
form on “Wond'ring”. with an easy, distaff singers. Dean Martin, how.

,

’

.

The score for the legit
lucid style. She’s equally effective
revue,. “Two’s Company,” was not
on “Charlie,” which has been get- Reverse is routine.
Rosalind
Patton:
point
on ther Broadway
“That
Same
strong
a
ting a lot of wax Versions. Miss
Old Song”-" When I Was Young” stage, and in a wax set, this defect
Young’s slice could step out.
ever,

gives

it

a listenable

(Victor).

slice.

.

Sauter-Finegan Orch: “Yankee
Doodletown”-“Now That I’m In
Love” (Victor). This Sophisticated
crew has been churning out some
sparkling wax sides but maybe
they’re too hep to be commercial.
“Doodletown”
is
still
anotfipr
tricky arrangement for the cogne•

(Allen). Rosalind
Patton, Elliot
Lawrence band, vocalist, debuts as
a single on wax with a cute number in “Same Old Song.” She registers as a stylish material handler.
Flip is a slow-tempoed ballad with

A
F

A A a A AAA
ffFFffffV
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Me

Loose on Broadway,” a rousing number; but she can do little
“Roundabout Roll Along,
with
Sadie” or “Purple Rose,” hillbilly
The “Just Like a Man”
takeoff.
number comes off unevenly. Milton Rosenstock. maestroes this set
in okay fashion with other vocals
by Peter Kelley, Sue Hight, David
Burns, Hiram Sherman, Bill Callahan and Deborah Remsen,

doubtful chances.

10 Best Sellers

on Coin-Machines

»»» +~M

Patti

3.
4.

Gaylords
Perry Como

5.

Kay

.

,

Sow’s With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week ( more in case x>f ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research Inc.; Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director, Alphabetically listed.
,

Survey Week of March 13-20, 1953

A
A

Fool Such As I
Stolen Waltz
Because You’re Mine

.

.

.

.

...

Mercury
Mercury

Starr

8.
9.

F. Laine-J.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Columbia

..

Boyd

.

Joni James

Columbia

....

.

M-G-M

.

Downhearted
Even Now
Golden Years

.

.

.

.

Four-Star

Paxton

i

Pickwick,

— t“Houdini”
Nasai

Gomen

Paramount
Disney

Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me
How Dp .You Speak To An Angel *“Hazel Flagg”
Hush-A-Bye— t“The Jazz' Singer”

—

I Confess *
I Don’t Know

Keep

Mills

Chappell

. .

Remick
Witmark

.7

Republic
Shapiro-B
Montclare

Secret

It a

Mister Tap Toe
My Jealous Eyes
Peter Cottontail
Pretend
Rachel

..'

.....Famous

Brandom

Say It Isn’t So
Say It With Your Heart
Second Star To The Right
.

Side

Two

Halliburton
Berlin
Feist

.

— f’Peter Pan”

Disney
..Shapiro-B

By Side

St. Patrick’s
Till I Waltz

Jo?ii

James

....

.M-G-M

Mills Bros

.

Day Parade

Wild Horses
Wonderful Copenhagen
Your Cheatin’ Heart

Patti

Page

.

’
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

Mercury
Columbia
.Mercury

.

.

.

.

.

.Mercwy

....

Ralph Marterie
Georgia Gibbs
Dinah Shore
Patti Page
*

Eye

Bull’s

Again With' You
Shillelagh O’Sullivan'

Village

Longridge

— 1“Hans

Simon
Christ’n

.

Andersen” Frank
Acuff-R

Second Group
Chappell

April In Portugal

Be Still My Heart
Bye Bye Blues

Broadway
Bourne

\

Caravan

Mills
Jefferson

.‘

Ecstasy Tango

Everything

I

Want

Is

You

Have You Heard
Haven’t Got A Worry To
Hot Toddy

Com.

My Name

Coachella

Believe

I

Lovely Weather For Ducks

— i“Stars Are

Me

Cromwell

:

Famous

Singing”.

BVC

•

Longridge
Chappell
Broadcast
Capri
Porgie

.*

Salomee *“Hazel Flagg”
Song From Moulin Rouge
Tell

—

t

“Moulin Rouge”

You’re Mine

Why

Don’t You Believe Me
You Belong To Me
Ytyi

Can Never Give

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Me Back My

Heart

Brandom
Ridgeway

•

,

Harms

Top 10 Songs On TV
(More in Case ef Ties)
Because You’re Mine
Don’t Let The Stars Get In Your Eyes

Feist

Four-Star

Believe

I

My

Cromwell

Sweetheart

Mamie

T. B.
.

Side By Side

Takes Two To Tango
Waltz Again With You
Wild Horses

Five

f.

.

.

.

.

.

Mercury

Bob Carroll
Four Aces
Frankie Laine
Jo Stafford

LaRosa

Eddie Fisher
CFigures in parentheses indicate number
of weeks song has been in the Top

Columbia
Columbia
.... Cadence

.

.

.

.

.

.

Blue Skies
Blue Tango
Guadalajara
I’m Gonfia Live Till
One Night Of Love
Pals
That’s

My

Three

Little

Harman
Simon

Top Standards
of Ties )

Berlin
Mills

Peer
Die

I

National

Bourne
...Bibo

Desire

You Came

A

Mills

Words
Long Way From

Harms
St.

Louis .......... Jewel

101
,t
*

Filmusical.
*•

4

*

Harms

Frank
Bellemeade
Shapiro-B
Village

(More In Case

•

Victor

*

Julius

& A

Brandom
Famous

‘

Till I

Mindy Carson
'

& R

Hill

Pickin' Sweethearts

WHY

1

Saritly-J

.

No Two People

Second Group

CARAVAN
SEVEN LONELY DAYS
SALOMEE
WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
SAY. If WITH YOUR HEART *
IF YOU TAKE MY. HEART AWAY
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
A FOOL SUCH AS I
ANYWHERE I WANDER
DOWNHEARTED

Feist

. *

Doggie in the Window
Don’t Let The. Stars Get In Your Eyes

M-G-M

Joni James

Jo Stafford
Nat (King) Cole

DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
TWICE AS MUCH
MY JEALOUS EYES
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE

You’re Mine”.

Capitol

7.

10 .

Robbins-M
Sheldon

.

•.

— t“Because

Twice As Much

.

.

Page

8.

.

Symph

—

2.

’

$4.95).
Authoritative
chestral support. Issay Dobrowen (London,
conducts the Radiodiffusion Fran- reading, with Wilhelm Backhaus
skill
and
with
fine musiplaying
Album ably captures
chise Qrch.
the color, character and elemental cianship and getting fine support
Vienna
Philharmonic
the
from
unmood of the spectacle.
lie der Clemens Krauss. Orch’s singRachmaninoff:
Dances (Columbia, $5.45). Richly- ing tone stands out.
Chopin: Mazurkas (Vox, $5.95).
symphony suite,
scored
Slavic
somewhat sprawling and loose, is Distinguished playing by Guiomar
of 11 mazurkas, varied in
the
Novaes
zip
by
played with romantic
under mood, all elegant in performance.
Philharmonic
Rochester
Erich Leiiisdorf.
Moussprgsky: Pictures at an
Tchaikovsky:
and
Massenet: Le'Cid (Ballet Music Exhibition
and Moorish Rhapsody) and Alsa- Romeo and Juliet. (RCA Victor,
off
shows
Guido CanDisk
De$5.45).
(M-G-M,
$4.65).
tian Scenes
lightful, catchy ballet music well telli’s impressive gifts as conducthe
“Pictures,”
both
Covent
but
with
tor,
the
recorded
by
played and
Garden Orchestra under Warwick the NBC Symphony, and the
the
Philharwith*
melodic
Tchaikovsky,
Pastoral,
Braithwaite.“Alsatian” suite on the reverse is monic orch, lack excitement. Readings are "to "polite,, with not enough
good backing for cohtrast,
Br on.
Beethoven: Songs and Brahms: bite and drive.

Oh Happy Day
Open Up Your Heart

Teresa Brewer

i

'

Bette Davis’
practically fatal.
warbling gives this set some curiosity appeal. She’s okay on “Turn

June Christy: “Let Me Share
Reverse .is a swinging Your Name”-‘Tve Got a Letter”
workover of the William TeJl (Capitol). The former Stan KenOverture theme, Anita Boyer vo- ton band thrush scores with her
most commercial number in “Share
calling.
Bobby Wayne: “The Mexican Your Name,” which was etched
Maidens”-“Gone” (Mercury). “Mex- several months ago by Damito Jo

A
tAA
f T f

.

Victor,

is

scenti.

f^mrr

Godunov Zigeunerlieder (Mercury, $5.95),
Boris
4 LP, $22.68). Im- Brahms’ lovely gypsy songs and
the more imposing Beethoven numpressive recording of the complete bers sung with taste and
distincopera,* in Russian, with an out- tion (although with occasional wanstanding performance by basso dering off pitch) by Mpt mezzo
Glaz. Unusual disk.
Boris Christoff in the title role, Herta
Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 2
and strong vocal, ensemble and orMoussorgsky:

(RCA

'

I

*

* A

Legit musical.

*
«i

J

>

\

I
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TOP WRITERS’ PEAK ASCAP COIN
Bands Gripe at Unfair’ B.O. Reports

by Ballroom Op Assn.

Circulated

beenf
Although the band
upswing during the
/in a steady
between orch Jackie
Sst year, relations
KSers and the ballroom operators

Net Hits $501,000; Take

Capitol’s

’52,

biz has

M

PORTER’S 78G

in Finn’s 10th

Major bone

of

A

are still strained.
two groups
contention between the
distributed to
the band report

around the country by the NaOperators Assn.
tional Ballroom
According to the orchesters, the

cracked into the disk market recently via his Capitol Record album, “Music for Lovers Only,”
moved into the publishing field
last week with the formation of
Jaglea Music. Firm will be affiliated with Broadcast Music, Inc.
Initial tune going into Jaglea’s
catalog will be “Melancholy Seren-r
ade,”
which,
incidentally,
was
penned by Gleason. Leo Talent,

ons'

nbOA

report,

which

is

pegged to

operators
ballroom
the
inform
^
bands b e.
around the country on
and. detrimental to
value, is unfair
and places anthe touring orchs
band agencies
other obstacle in the
leaders are
The
booking hurdles.
squawking that the ops are sending
band dates to the
in reports on

without taking into considerthe various outside influon proences (weather, coin outlay
motion, etc.), which effect a band's
bad
reThey claim that thje
take
ports, without explanations of any
extenuating circumstances, tend to
$our the majority of the NBOA-ers
on buying a particular band.

NBOA
ation

!

Now Up to Dewey

New Band
one-niter

Move marks

RCA

was

set two months ago by Benny
Goodman who reorganized his orch
one-niter hop through the

A

for a

midwest and the Coasfc.
Shaw will use Texas tooters on
ms initial swing and if b.o. reaction
is strong
it’s expected
that he’ll
Jorm a permanent crew
for national touring. The
trek, .which is
oeing booked via
General Artists
t-orp., will
teeoff in mid-April.

,

IMPACT

LOU LEVY LOSES SUIT

S.

be ?
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S

DECCA PACT

Hollywood, March 24.
ws Sisters Monday were
of charges
they

n

,
fllnds

from corporation

° Wn

a

e st
Superior
n denied
\\3in
’,

.

in

three-quarter

Judge

Frank

the petition of Lou
° f the other
Q uart er
a receiver to take
1
lpany Pending trial of
*
in -ni
Recounting suit.
t
eVy loi>mer
manager of trio

Wn

1

/
f° r

intciw
ove-Mh*

T

BMI’sNARTB

‘

am;

6

usband of Maxene
Cl aimed that
the trio, as
directors'
f
co oration
“misappi-oprUtefl^f
fund and were guilty
of
?

Andrew^

I

?

i

^

f

^sacrepH
i

«

Judge

there wasn ’t an y

sowing
refused

>

ujalteasance.”
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DONALD O’CONNOR

TURNOVER

ANDREWS SISTERS

d

Juke Ops’ War

•

Shaw

four-to-six-week

,

Setup

N.Y. Piracy

swing through Texas.

•.

as

D.C. Licensing

the second -time this year a vet
orchster has decided to hit the
one-niter circuit again.
Pattern

VS.

1951 figure, the plattery disclosed
|.

Chest to Fight

After a close to five-year layoff
heading up his own working orch,
Artie Shaw is forming a new band
a

Job

Andy Wiswell, vice-prexy at today in the annual report to stockMuzak for the past seven years, holders. Report was accompanied
has moved over to Bourne Music by a special 45 rpm platter tagged

executive assistant to Saul “The Capitol Record,” which outBourne, the firm’s owner. It’s a lined the company’s history in
newly-created spot at the publish- words and music.
ing company in which Wiswell will
FirnFs net for 1952 was $500,993,
take over many of the administra- equal after preferred dividends,
tive functions formerly handled by to $1.01 a share on the
476,230
Bourne himself.
Latter is cur- shares of common stock outstandrently planning a long European ing. Net in 1951 was $408,493,
trip for this summer.
equal after preferred dividends to
Inc., is Jaglea’s selling agent.
Via his Muzak duties, Wiswell 75Vfc cents a share on the same
Specifically, Irving Berlin’s pay- has been close to the disk phase number
of
outstanding shares.
off, via ASCAP last year, was $87,- of the
music biz as well as the Firm’s 1952 net was figured after
000 domestic.
Cole Porter’s was more technical contractual prob- provision for $644, 000 for the payTheir take was swelled lems of a publishing company’s ment of Federal taxes.
$78,000.
between 25-30% additionally from operation.
Wiswell, along with
Total assets and working capithe
foreign
performing rights Bourne, will assist in the profes- tal of the
plattery reached a 10societies.
sional end but latter department year high in 1952. Total assets were
The next group of writers, com- will remain under Jerry Johnstone. listed at $7,189,315 compared to
prising eight, got annual royalty
$6,694,021 at the end of 1951 and
melons ranging between $40,000
$6,301,202 on Dec. 31, 1946, when
and $44,000. This group comprised
the firm first offered stock publicthe estates of Jerome Kern, George
ly.
Working capital hit $3,362,940
Gershwin, Gus. Kahn and Lorenz
as compared to $2,760,475 and the
Hart,
along
with
Richard
Rodgers,
firm reported that all cash and reMovement of cleffers into the
ceivables exceeded all liabilities.
publishing business is on the in- Oscar Hemmerstein 2d and Ira
Net sales for the year jumped
crease. Trend, which is now roll- Gershwin.
to $14,738,341, as compared to
ing in high gear, was sparked by
The next group of 12 earned
1951’s $13,385,548.
example set by Sid Prosen with his between
and
$23,000
$26,000
Company purchased and retired
clicko “Till I Waltz Again With domestic,
and
these
included
10,515 shares of its $2.60 cumulaYou.” Prosen who penned the tune, Johnny Mercer, Jimmy Van Heusen,
tive, convertible preferred stock
also published it via his Village Dorothy Fields, Jimmy McHugh,
at a cost of $385,127, increasing
Music firm.
Johnny Burke, Arthur Schwartz,
Chicago, March 24.
the equity per common share by
Many of the established pubs Frank Loesser, Jule Styne, Leo
J
Jukebqx
operators
are
building
29
cents.
/fc
have been attempting to stem the Robin, Harold Arlen and the esIn the annual report to the
cleffer-into-publisher tide by latch- tates of Walter Donaldson and a big war chest with which to fi^ht
current
some
efforts
Congresby
stockholders, prexy Glenn E, Waling on to the younger crop of writ- Sigmund Romberg.
sional members to amend
the lichs also announced that the firm
ers with exclusive pacts but there’s
The technique of 30-30-20-20
a growing list of writers who feel percentages figures in the reevalu- Copyright Act to permit licensing had cut its list of single record rethat they can pick up plenty of ex- ated royalty dividends. One 30% of tunes for juke performances. leases by one-third, issuing a. total
Immediate target of the juke ops of 412. Firm put out 69 albums
tra coin via their own pubbery
bracket is for accumulated per- is the bill introduced a couple of of
popular music, 28 classical aloperations.
formance ratings or availability; weeks ago by Sen. Pat McCarran bums, 28
single-record albums of
Examples of the cleffer move in(Continued on page 59)
(Dem., Nev.) which would elimi- children’s music and two chilto the publishing field are Ervin
nate
the
present
licensing
exempdren’s
record
readers.
Shirl and Jimmy Drake who’ve
tion of coin machines.
placed their song, “I Always Shake
The juke fund is being raised by
The Tree,” into their Jericho Music Les Paul-Mary Ford In
an assessment of 50c per box on
firm. Tune hit the shellac market
every music operator in the counlast week via Pearl Bailey’s Coral
Burn at Cap’s Kay Starr try. If all the juke owners come
Bill
etching. Sherm Feller, composeracross, the fund could top $250,Boston deejay, currently is riding
Disk
Multiple-Dubbing
000 since it’s estimated that there
high with his Roxbury Music operare between 500,000 and 600,000
ation which is publishing his tunes,
Hollywood, March 24.
“My Baby’s Coming Home” and
Les Paul & Mary Ford doing a now in operation.
“This Is Heaven.” Latter is getting big burn at Capitol Records’ execs
Large juke ops are particularly
Efforts of the disk industry to
a strong play via Julius LaRosa’s for making and releasing the cur- worried about the McCarran bill push
an anti-piracy bill through
indie Cadence release. Other writ- rent Kay Starr hit, .“Side by Side.” since it would exempt those jukethe New York State legislature was
ers who’ve scored with the publi- The Paul-Ford team are sore be- boxes owned directly by individual
successful this week right before
cation of their own material are cause the Starr etching was made locations from paying performance Albany
lawmakers adjourned their
Jack Gold with “My Favorite Song” with the same multiple-dubbing fees. Such an exemption would sessions over
the weekend. The
(Continued on page 59)
process which they have used on encourage the one-machine owner Wilson Bennett bill would make
their string of hits on the Capitol as against the large operators who" the piracy of disks a misdemeanor
dominate the field at present.
label.
punishable by a jail sentence.
The compulsory performance li- Similar bill
was passed during last
The duo reportedly threatened
Limited Edition Of
(Continped on page 58)
year’s session but was vetoed, withto ankle the diskery aS a result of
out explanation, by Gov. Thomas
by
Side.”
over
“Side
the
hassle
$52 Toscy-Beethoven Set Latter side was originally part of
’/.
Dewey.
Although bill was set back last
an album but was subsequently isSurprise 250G Sellout sued as a single. Paul-Ford, inci- Morris Tags Gordon,
year, the music publishers and
diskers have virtually killed off the
RCA Victor sold itself short on dentally, have a unique arrangeMarks. Pads Fogarty
pirates by instituting treble-damthat $52 specially embossed album, ment with Capitol under which
age
suits against such operators.
to
the
containing all the nine Beethoven they retain the rights
To Exclusive Deals In several cases, Harry Fox, pubsymphonies, as recorded by Arturo masters which they cut independlishers’
agent and trustee, and,
Paul is an electronics exToscanini, and having produced a ently.
Publishing firms are still eyeing
quarter-of-a-million item it is for- pert and has etched many of the the cleffer field to latch on to writ- music biz attorney Julian T, Abcles
fended from pressing any more. hit sides with his wife in their ers via exclusive pacts or working have been successful in eliminating
Even when a&r topper George home studio.
agreements whereby they’d get the diskleggers via this route by
tunes
Marek and sales manager Larry
first crack at future output. Most claiming that copyrighted
Kanaga broached -the idea of the
recent firms to effect a writer al- were used without licenses.
liance are E. H. Morris and E. B.
5,000 limited edition order it was
DECCA’S EP
figured to be a prestige but not a
Marks. Morris last week pacted
tunesmith Irving Gordon to a twosellout item.
IN 500,000
year exclusive deal while Marks
While the same nine symphs,
individually, come to around $40,
Click impact of the 45 rpm ex- inked a writer-publisher pact with
SIGNS
the special leatherette packaging, tendcd-play patters on the market composer Alex Fogarty.
As part of Decca’s move into
Gordon, an ASCAP writer, has
embossed medallion and the mae- is again spotlighted by Decca’s
the
film
Any“Be
business via its controlling
tro’s signature made the 5,000 first
turnover of 500,000 sets a week written such tunes as
J(and only) edition a collector's following its entry into the EP thing” and “Sinner or Saint,” while share in Universal Pictures, the
4tem and a quick sellout.
field.
The. sale represents orders Fogarty, a BMI writer, is credited diskery has inked s actor Donald
Because of the “limited edition’* from distribs which have already with “Haunted Town.” “Unless O’Connor to a term pact. Jimmy
basic merchandising, Victor now had a big reaction to the EP’s You’re Near Me” and -“First Sign Hilliard, Decea artists & repertoire
chief, arranged the deal while on
of Spring.”
finds itself unable to press more on the retail level.
the Coast last week.
despite the sales demand.
The 500,000 platters are spread
O’Connor is a freelance thesp
over 18 different EP sets which
in Hollywood but has worked in
Hoopla
comprised Decca’s initial release.
numerous. Universal pix. O’Connor
Diskery is following a policy of
Carlin’s ‘Peter Pan’ Push
Broadcast Music, Inc., has set also plays in 20th-Fox filmization
not duplicating its past albums in its fifth annual dinner for past
of the Irving Berlin musical, “Call
Steve Carlin, head of RCA Victor
sets.!
the
EP
and present directors of BMI and Me Madam,” whose soundtrack
kidisk division, heads to Chicago
the National Assn, of Radio &. Tel- has been packaged into a Decca
this week to set up exploitation
evision Broadcasters at Dave Chas- album starring Ethel Merman.
plans for the label’s. “Peter Pan”
Pianist Claudio Arrau, completRestaurant in Los Angeles,
album with Chi distribs.
ing his 12th consecutive tour of en’s
Willard Alexander to Hollywood
He’ll also huddle with Burr Till- the U. S., left -by plane Thursday April 29.
Get-together will be held in con- to set up one-niter tour in thii
strom, of the “Kukla, Fran & Ollie” (19) for Amsterdam, to open his
conven
NARTB
junction
with
the
territory
for Sauter-Finegan muslConcertgeChicago
with
survey
other
European
tour
show, and“
a
properties suitable for juve wax.
i « « - *»•* JfiPA 4?*Vt
fi&w ffcftsstes
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for

the writers are reappraising the
payoff values that have resulted
from the so-called point system
under the second Consent Decree.
Where, heretofore under the AAand-downwards system, bunched
were all sorts of songwriters into
set groups, the point system has
tended to increase the payoff to
top writers to
heretofore undreamed of proportions. Likewise
it has cut down on the currently
non-productive writers.

That Pot O’Gold In

terp trade requests.

Sets

the

More Writers Eye

The orchesters also are squawking about the liberties taken by
some ops in sending in their estimation of what a band’s guarantee and percentage deal should be.
Recurrent instances of ops reporting that certain orchs are overquoted at a $1,000 or $1,500, have
caused bandleaders and managers
to combat the circular.
A group of leaders, managers
and agency men recently attempted to form ah. industry-wide org to
distribute their own report circular
to the operators, but no definite
action has yet been taken.
Meantime, there’s been an increasing number of ops around the
country who are disregarding the
info submitted by the NBOA cirThey’ve discoverved that
cular.
bands which have received .bad reports from one op have done excellent business for another and vice
versa.
Others have discontinued
submitting reports to the circular
and buying bands via their' own
personally gathered info and their

Artie

Music

Comedian Jackie Gleason, who

2

As

American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers Wiswell Exits Muzak
approaches its annual meeting and
Publisher dinner in New York on April 7,
For Bourne Exec

Now

Anniversary Year

Hollywood, March 24,
Capital Records’ net sales were
up an appropriate 10% for the
firm’s 10th anniversary year and
net income soared 35% abov£ the

I

Gleason

Up

•

A— m n
-

•
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FELLER STEPS INTO

On

CAFS

the Upbeat
,

Abramson,

Atlantic
Records prez now With tlie'U. S,
Air Force Dental Corps, furloughing in New York this week ;•*
George Renay orch to play 'at the
annual Parade of Progress Exposition in* Wilkes-Barre, Pa., the week
thrush Beverly
of April. 20 . .
Fowler began a two-week stand at
the Bradford Hotel, Boston, Sat-

Herb

Lt.

.

.

•

.

Kansas City
A1 Donahue at the Jung Hotel,

Gastel New Orleans, April 8 for a month.
. Carlos
urday (21)
planed into New York Monday (23) Midland Attractions has set Stewfor Billy May’s opening at the Ho- art Scott orch (5) into the Cipango
Murray LUth, gen- Club, Dallas, March 23 for an intel Stajtler
manager of definite stay.
professional
eral
Orch recently played
Shawnee Press, on a disk Jockey the Drum Room of the President
trek through the midwest
here as a foursome. .Midland also
Tiffany
into
the
Shearing
George
has set Kurt Bell into Robert DrisClub;. Los Angeles, April 3
coll Hotel, Corpus Christi, and
^
Bill Farrell pencilled in at Moe’s Ernie
Ray (5) into Riverside
Main Street, Cleveland, April 13 Casper, Wyo., for the summer Club
seadisk
Jordan
handling
Kappl
.
son
The Continentals hie to the
promotion for Norman Brooks.
Coast for fortnight at the Chi Chi,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Ambrose

in process of forming
new lineup for tour of dance halls
for Mecca circuit Already signed
three vocalists, Irish-born Carmel

stint

Palladium

.

.

Mary Small,

Glasgow,

plays

stint,

and
Cardiff,
Bristol
First two placings unchanged in top list of best selling
pop records here. (1) Guy Mitchell’s
Newcastle,

Derby

.

.

,

Window”

is third,

his eight piece orchestra. This is a
smartly styled outfit; in the sweet
and rhythmic genre, that’s caught
the fancy of habitues who attend
this lush room.
Van’s been fronting a band the
last 17 years and has built a con-

May, siderable rep on the
Coast for his
solid, commercial outfit.
Layout, which reflects stress on
reeds and rhythm, includes piano,
two-step
drums, bass, trumpet and four

facilitates

patron's

the

Hollywood, March 24.
hoofing efforts.
Ray Anthony band cancelled a
May'-s arrangements are

saxes, with leader’s alto sax tooting
lending notable support in the
wind section. Bass player John
Dickens has lent a hand in whipping up quota of pert arrangements that encompass such memory lane* pieces as “Cuddle Up a

typified

Little Closer/’ “Cecilia,” “Dream
a Little Dream of Me,” “I’m Al-

ways Charsing Rainbows,” “Crazy
Rhythm,” “Somebody Loves Me,”
et al. Although accent is on the
oldies, book include a representative number of newly-minted pops
and a smattering of south-of-the-

.

.

after

Only
being ninth last week ^ .
song for the Coronation that is
beginning to show sd far is Box
& _Cox’s “In A Golden Coach
(There’s A Heart of Gold).”
.

(8)

With Paul Miller
Hotel Westward Ho, Phoenix
Second tenant to occupy the new
Concho Room is Garwood Van and

T

.

“Red Feathers”; (2) Como’s “Don’t
Let The Stars.” Lita Roza’s “Doggie in the

'

GARWOOD VAN ORCH

.

after

solo to

plenty of flexibility to the
band’s vocal setup.
The band’s book accents a collection of oldies plus the flock of
recent wax sides made by May,
The repertoire is- spread equallv
over rhythm numbers and ballads
all tastefully presented.
Hcrin.

Omaha

Quinn and Australians Lorrae DesCarr. Mary Lou
Williams waxed four sides for

of the group

performs competently

give

four-week stand at tfie Hollywood by his use of unusual and interestPalladium, following the setting ing tonalities from the sax section.
in New York of a deal whereby The reeds supply the color with
band will be part of a package put Charles Doremo, on tenor, hanTex Beneke in at King’s, Nor- together by GAC prexy Tommy dling the solo assignments with
folk, last hight (24)
Glenn Rockwell as -summer replacement excellent tone and melodic inven.
.
Hudson combo, featuring thrush for Perry Como's CBS-TV Chester- tiveness. May, himself, doubles on
Margie Wilson, began engagement
trumpet and trombone in a brass
field program.
at Twin City Club, Alliance . . .
section that hits with precision.
Palladium date was June 30 and Trombonist Dick Nash is standout
Adolph Lesser orch set for oneniter at Scottsbluff’s Terrytown video show starts June 29. Anthony w ith his solos while drummer John
April II
.
Versa-Tones into crew is booked two weeks at Ciro’s Markham ties the band together
June 5, then doubles back east. with his firm rhythms.
Mac’s 30 Club, North Platte
.
Walter Harfold quartet held over In CBS package, band shares billAdding to the crew’s versatility,
at Cave under Hill Hotel . . . singer ing with Helen O’Connell and Bob May recently added a choral 'group.
Rudy Rotella joined organist Eberle.
The Encores, comprising four guys
Frankie Drummy at the Torch
and a gal singer. This combo regGuy Lombardo added University
Irving Fields Trio booked into isters neatly on the vocal assignof Nebraska Coliseum to his tour the Thunderbird Hotel, Las Vegas, ments with clean, listenable harApril 13.
starting April 2.
monics. Aside from the ensemble

mond and Wally
.

H’wood Palladium for TV

here March 27.

also

the ‘freshness.

for

member

chores, each

however, has not lost sight of the
average customer and has given
his beat a rock-firm base which

.

Palm Springs, April 3. Crew is
the most-played act for Eddys'
Restaurant, finishing their fourth

London

counts

Ray Anthony Cancels

.

British Decca

repertoire chief, Sid Fel-

took over his assignment at the BILLY MAY ORCH (16)
New York branch last week. Feller With The Encores (5)
had been on the Coast for the past Cafe Rouge, Hotel Statler, N. Y.
Billy May’s band, one of the curmonth being briefed for the post
by the Cap brass there. Alan Liv- rent crop of click musicrews to
ingston, Cap’s a. & r. topper will be launched via the disk promotion
continue to headquarter at the route, has become a solid band biz
fixture since its formation about
Coast branch.
two years ago. A staple seller for
Feller’s appointment fills the gap
Capitol Records, May recently has
left last year when Dave Cavan- been riding the one-niter gravy
augh was switched from the N.Y. train and currently is playing his
a. & r. spot to the Coast’s kidisk first New York hotel date here with
division. Since then the pop chores a short two-week booking.
had 'been handled by Dick Jones,
This band has caught on because
who .doubled from his work °as of its fresh arrangements over a
classical a. & r. head. # Jones now steady beat.
The aggregation of
will devote his full time to the five sax and eight brass with a
classical end of the diskery's. out- three-man rhythm' section dishes
put.
up sounds that are more in the
hepster grove than is usual for a
modern-day dance band. That acler,

run... Xavier Cugat
booked into Vogue Terrace week
of April 20. .Billy Arnold’s Manhattanites, with Vickie Leigh, open
a run at Colonial Manor April 3
...saxist Sonny Stitts has a 10day stop set for Midway Lounge
middle of next month.
an., indefinite

<

&

artists

Jl

New York

Band Reviews

N.Y. ASR POST
new eastern pop

Capitol Records

.

border rhythms.

The Vanguards (Paul

Miller,

Wes

Ceremony, and Garwood Van)
handle the three-part vocals with
pleasant harmonic shadings, and
Paul Miller Is creditable in the
solo work.
Band is booked for a month here.

. .

»

'

Jona.

•

Chicago

BETAIL DISK BEST SELLEBS

Freddie Cole' has eight days at
the Regal Club, Columbus, beginning April 3
Mel Tonne has
a string of engagements In Ohio
Dayton,
Esquire,
starting with the
April 6; Blue Crystal, Glrad, April
13; Yankee Inn, Akron, April 20;
Palm Garden, April 27, Columbus,
and Moe’s Main Street, Cleveland,
May 4 ... Tommy Reed has- a fiveday stay at the Memphis Air Base
Ernie Rudy returns
May 21
to Melody Mill April 8 for a six
.

.

.

m
3

o

U

7^

frame visit.
Peggy Taylor

signed another
with Associated Booking.
Four Jays play the Offit Air Base

OS

retail disk best
sellers based on reports obtained from leading stores in
9 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this
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PATTI PAGE

.

.

set for 21 days at the Muehlebach,
Four
Kansas City, April 22
.
Freshman set for the Blue Note
April 10 for two stanzas.
Nellie Lutcher goes into the
Jamboree Club, Oklahoma City,
April 17 for a week .... Les Paul
.

&

2

“Doggie in the Window”.
“Till I

TERESA BREWER

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“Tell

6

a two-piano team with Bobby
Cardillo at the ..new lounge in the

Apartments in East
Cardillo had the band at
the Monte Carlo for a long time.
Jaynes was originally with the
Deuces Wild at the Midway...
Ray Anthony plays a one-nighter
at the Sunset Ballroom in Carrolltown April 6
Guy Lombardo
plays Syria Mosque April 27-30.
First three nights will be for
Shriners ... Grace Mitchell, pianist
with Jean Wald’s old all-girl band
here, "is* now playing at the City
Club in Erie
Lisa Kirk’s booking at the Twin Coaches has been
shifted from April 13 to May 4
organfat Frances Gill into the Nite
Cootf of Fun on the Northside for

Kenilworth
Liberty.

.
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Kansas City, March
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(Victor)

8
(Columbia)

“Song From Moulin Rouge”.

PERCY FAITH

:

(Columbia)

18A 14

“Swedish Rhapsody”

18B

“April in Portugal”

LES BAXTER
..

“Anywhere

I
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Wander”
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HANS CHRISTIAN

SWEETHEARTS

KAY STARR

ANDERSEN

Marion Marlow#

Kay

DANNY KAYI

Frank Parker

Decca

DL
A

,

•'

4

*

i

•

i

i

weeks

after several

of

new

to thjs area.

7

(Cadence)

1

FIVE TOP

«

(Capitol)

JULIUS LaROSA
18C 19

8

*

week

remodelling during which it was
converted to self-service operation.
Jenkins is largest record retailer
here and carries records as a major
department in 8 out of its 10 stores
un Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma.
Revamped policy here is being
carried out under F. B, Downing,
manager of the record department.
Self service record departments
.

(Decca)

“Less Than Tomorrow”

PERCY FAITH
.

9

(Columbia)

“Downhearted”
.

24.

Jenkins Music Co. is extensively
record selling in
its
connection with store remodelling
and 75th annl celebration currently under way. Record department in its store here was reopened

revamping

(Dot)

Were King”.

EDDIE FISHER
16B

Jenkins Revamps Disk
Depts. to Self-Service

(Columbia)

HILLTOPPERS

16A

24
16

(Victor)

a Secret”.;

RICHARD BOWERS
..

.fund-raising

..

7

14

12C

a

Veterans Hospital

24

8

“Gomen-Nasai”

is

10

(Victor)
•

12B 10

benefit for the

Radio Guild.

“Hot Toddy”

“Keep

outfit orof

by employees

(Capitol)

“Wild Horses”

JO STAFFORD

Performance

25

8

1

RALPH FLANAGAN
12A

8

10

‘Pretend’*'

PERRY COMO
10

fall

&

(Capitol)

COLE

N.Y. Shindig

the American Society of Composers, Authors
Publishers for
the purpose of .entertaining at veterans’ hospitals, is staging its first
show at the Palm Gardens, N. Y.,
Friday night (27).

30

(Mercury
You're Mine”.

(KING)

Initial

Workshop

The Variety Workshop,

38

By Side”

“Side

NAT
8B 13

Variety

Sets

“Your Cheatin’ Heart”.

.

.
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w

8

KAY STARR

form

,

Q

•

1

JONI JAMES (MGM)
8

12D

is quitting the Midafter five years to

.

3
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Pittsburgh
way Lounge
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(Coral)

HAMISH MENZIES
Reid Jaynes

G

2
4

i
3

W

GAYLORDS

.

.

4)

i

X!

F, LAINE-J. BOYD (Columbia)
“Tell Me a Story”

.

.

w

L
0

P

BMI.

Carl Haverlin, BMI jprexy, said
that Kay’s appointment “highlights
the increasing emphasis we are
placing on contemporary material.”
Kay, incidentally, was the winner
of the George Gershwin Memorial
Contest several years ago and composed and conducted the music for
the 1948 documentary film, “The
Quiet One.”

A

(Victor)
Stars in Your Eyes”.

“Don’t Let

Eddie Howard, Johnny Bachemin
and Sharkey' Bonana band are fea-

.

O
T
£

33

sion of

T

G
os

PERRY COMO

.

tured for nine days at the Rock
Island, 111., Auto Show, April 17
.Modernaires headline at the
.
Cotton Carnival, Memphis, week of
Five Blazes do eight
May 9
days at the Midtown, St, Louis,
Ken Griffith settles
.
April 3
down for three weeks at the Colony
Club', Cape Giradeau, Mo., April
Gary Wells has been inked
23
Jack Teato Capitol Records
garden’sr group «omes into the mid*
west with two-week session at the
Blue Note April 10 and two more
at the Frolics, Columbus, April 24

Ji

O

•

“I Be/ieve”

.

the Golden; Reno. April 22

b

U

T

a]

Waltz Again With You”

FRANKIE LAINE

Mary Ford headline two Food

Shows, St. Paul, April 4 for 10
days, and Duluth, April 15 for 10
mofe . , Betty Cloonfey does two
weeks at the Thunderbird, .Xas
Vegas, April 2 and a like time at
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Omaha, May 12 week and also in
Omaha, Pee Wee Hunt has a threeweek pact at Angelo’s April 17
June Christy is doing a. string of
midwest one-nighters ... Gail Robbins has 14 days at the V ark Lane,
Denver, May 10
Henry Brandon

o
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'
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1

pact
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ADVISER POST

Ulysses Kay, longhair composer,
has joined the staff Of Broadcast
MuSic, Inc. as editorial adviser on
modern concert music. He’ll work
with the writer and publisher divi-
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ULYSSES KAY’S BMI

.

5433
919
9-364

Columbia

B

331

STYLE

Starr

363

7
5
TV CALENDAR

SHOW
Arthur Godfrey

Capitol

H

4

BHBHi

.

Columbia

CL

6241

B.331

C

331

Meytrson to Chicago
Chicago, March

24.

Harry Meyerson,.M-G-M Records
artists Sc repertoire chief, delayed
his
York return from a two-

New

week Coast trek a couple of days
for a stopoff in Chicago to wax
several sides with Joni James.
Thrush is currently appearing at
here.
the Chicago Theatre
~
n /r

*.
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Best British Sheet SeDers

to Europe

(Week ending Mar

Named Manager

Now'

Marek

Don’t Let the Stars.

Glow Worm

who

re-

just

where Marek was

In Italy,

IN

mices

Long-play disks

are

Placing
racing

,

.

Chappell
Connelly

Connelly

,

Red Monkey, .Robbins
Went Your Wedding. Victoria
Oh Happy Day
Chappell
Little

CONNELLY, ABERBACH
IN IIS-RRIT
DFAI
1 UD mHjiYu
Hi
ILiJ* Dill 1 • PIIR

.

of Innisfree
Maurice
Takes Two to Tango .F. D. & H.
Love of My Life
Reine
Here in My Heart.
.Mellin
Ecstasy Tango
Bron
.

.

2,

Records

sell-

Holzman as syndicate sales manHolzman was formerly with
the Louchheim Co. in Philly, Col’s

.

Boston, March 24.

Arnold Moss’ new concert ver-;
sion of Stravinsky’s “Histoire du
Soldat,” which, he preemed at Bos-

distributor in that city,

S

Jim Sparling formerly handled ton’s Jordan Hall Feb. 25, will be
syndicate sales along with other recorded by Decca.
duties. Under the new setup, SparRecording will again feature
late next month with manufactur- ling will concentrate on the phono- Moss as narrator, with Richard
graphs division which currently is Burgin, concertmaster of the Bosing to begin next fall. Plant will
handle television sets and com- promoting Col’s new high-fidelity ton Symphony Orchestra, conductbination radio-phonos as well as unit along with the low-priced at- ing seven of that oreh’s first-d'esk
platters. Victor’s plant in Madrid tachments.
men in .assist.
will likely be ready for operation
a couple of months after the

back to an original decision by the
music contractor
any Negroes ^t

Ziegfeld Theatre
not to employ
al1 in the pit
Negro musicians

.

;
|

over but also the more .commercial forms of pop music. Such popstyled music as put out by Hugo
Winterhalter and Henri* "Rene also
has a big market available in
Europe.
The Victor exec declared that
live music performances in Europe are as numerous as ever. In
Hanover, where Victor also has a
plant, the effects of the wartime
bombing are still evident but the

OF
|

|

practices.

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

RCA Still Must Wrap Up

.

Coin Machines
Bands

Retail Sheet

Retail Disks

Bill

Music

Hayes (M-G) for Cast

Album

as Published in the Current Issue

of

R&H’s

^Although Radio Corp.

Mopping Up Steadily

While the
are taking to the road again in unpfecedented numbers this spring
and summer to take advantage of
the growing ballroom business, the
semi-names and territorial bands
have discovered long ago that the
one-nighter is the payoff part of
the
band business. There are
bands in the midwest territory that
probably don’t have more than
four or five location dates all year
but are netting $20,000 to $25,000
yearly via the bus stops..
With heavy industry still on the
upswing and Armed Forces camps
going strong, it’s not unusual for
a band, even without a record affiliation,
tor
get $500 a night,
that’s for four or more nights a
week with the booking offices picking a $250 or $300 date for Monday
or Tuesday to fill-in the rest of the
week.
Percentage
dates
have been
heavy in these parts too with most
of the groups wanting to take such
an arrangement. There is such a
shortage of good dance bands that
the orchs are repeating in such
spans as short as a month.
An example of one group is the
one-nighter of Jimmy Palmer at
the
a

:

POSITIONS

Broude Bros, to Handle
3 Chemis Legit Tunes
Three

songs penned by Jay
Lherms for the legit drama, “I
round April,” have been picked up
^Broude Bros., Music.
Show, which is skedded for a
".roadway preem during the week
6 stars Constance Bennett,
tk
rue Chemis
tunes to be published
U e are l Fou " d April Con'
’

Last

1

2

ARTIST AND LABEL
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

2

1

TERESA BREWER

Week Week

PERRY COMO

^ook

monga."

You ” an d “Cuca-

1

)

5

5

6

GAYLORDS
KAY STABB

7

8

FRANKIE. LAINE

8

F.

LAINE-J,

9

7

NAT

9

JO STAFFORD

(Columbia)

(KING) COLE

tor’s “Call Me Madam” album in
which diskery couldn’t get show's
star, Ethel Merman,
her Decca pact.

Side by Side

(Capitol)

BOYD

banner. Case is similar, although
not of the star proportions, to Vic-

VW Horses

^our CheaW Heart
Tell Me You’re Mine

(Mercury)

10

(Columbia )

New

^our Cheatin' Heart
Tell Me a Story

.?

{Slsfchasl
,

.
1

j

TUNES

1

i

POSITIONS
'

Week W«lt

(*ASCAP.

fBMI)

PUBLISHER

TUNE

1

2

*DOGGIE .Ifi THE WINDOW

2

1

tTILL

3

3

4

4

fDON’T LET THE STARS GET IN
fTELL ME YOU’RE MINE

5

5

*KEEP IT

6

7

*SIDE

7

6

8

10

*PRETEND
*1 BELIEVE
fYOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
fTELL ME A STORY

9

..

10

. .

I

•••••• Santly-J oy

WALTZ AGAIN

Village

YOUR EYES.

A SECRET

BY SIDE

•

of

Writer Credits

A

Pretend

(Capitol)

(Columbia)

because

For ‘Happy Day’ Hit
“O Happy Day," Don Howard’s
.

,

certrt° -T
t
1

(Coral)

(Victor)

6

tween Walker and RCA Will have
be agreed upon before the
to
crooner can wax his “Me and Juliet” assignment under the Victor

TONE
Doggie in the Window
Till I Waltz Again

JOM JAMES (MGM)

Melody Mill, DubUque, Iowa,
Tuesday (17) set for $600 and
percentage.
Jammed packed

dancery at $1.75 admission, giving
the young maestro
$1,162, $560
uiore than his guarantee.

No overtures for a Hayes lendout to Victor have yet been made
to Frank B. Walker, M-G-M topper, but some arrangement be-

TALENT
This

Ameri-

&

:

Circuit
Chicago, March 24.
major band leaders

‘Juliet’

of.

ca is angeling the upcoming Rodgers
Hammerstein 2d legituner,
“Me and Juliet,” to the tune of
$200,000, RCA Victor does not yet
have the entire cast for its planned original cast album in the bag.'
Snag in the overall original cast
wrapup is Bill Hayes, production’s
feature singer, who’s an M-G-M
Records pactee.

NOTE The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at 'under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Vabietv. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines)
and'three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

On One-Niter

last

six

and symphony orchestras.
The
group states that “the hiring system, which permits this condition,
makes no pretense of harboring
any vestiges of fair employment

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

town has two opera houses running fulltime. That’s being duplicated in all other European cities.

Territorial

’

appealed to A1

The Major and Minor Assn,
claims that only the minimum requirements as regards the hiring of
Negro members of Local 802 were
satisfied in the “Porgy” case. The
group contends that there are numerous qualified Negroes who are
being discriminated against by theatre owners, producers, contractors

Scoreboard

in Europe. He said that not only
the straight jazz disks were going

Last month

British

Italian factor.

Marek said that U. S. jazz is
currently enjoying peak popularity

7

?

!
,

publish- Manuti, prexy of Local 802, Amering exec, and Jean Aberbach, Hill ican Federation of Musicians, for
final- assistance in securing jobs, but
have
topper,
& Range Music
ized a deal to set up publishing Mannuti said he couldn’t interfirms in the U.S. and Britain. Re- vene because the local was not an
ciprocal operations will be known employment agency and could not
as Reg Connelly,' Inc., in the U.S. upset the present system of hiring.
and° Aberbach Music, Ltd., in Manuti, however, agreed to make a
Britain. Aberbach previously ex- personal appeal to the contractor
ploited most of his tunes in Eng- in behalf of the Negro, tooters.
The six musicians also wrote a
land via Chappell, Ltd., but under
the hew deal, Connelly will have letter to the cast of “Porgy" while
British rights to all of the Aber- they were playing overseas to enbach copyrights, including those in list their aid in the fight. Subsethe Alamo firm, an ASCAP affiliate. quently, the producers of the show,
Connelly; who heads the Camp- Robert Breen and Blevins Davis,
bell-Connelly company in Britain, cabled Billy Rose, "owner of the
also has another U.S. outlet via Ziegfeld, to instruct the theatre's
the Dash-Connelly firm here. Con- contractor, Morris Stonzek, that
nelly sails back to Britain on the “we positively want several Negro
musicians in the orchestra." As a
Queen Mary Friday (27).
result ,the four musicians were
hired for the orch.

Reg Connelly,

SYNDICATE SALES
more
m
®re accent on chain Moss-Stravinsky ‘Soldat’
Patter sales, Columbia
To Be Disked by Decca
has appointed
Marvin

fger.

m

*H

Dash

Walkin’ to Missouri

utleta for

ine there for about $9.50 which
nuts them beyond the .reach of the
consumer .mass. In England, however, disks are priced at $5- or
about the same as in the U. S.
Victor’s Italian plant, incidentalto be completed
]y, is expected

:

His new job is in the sales depart- 34-man orch.
ment of an electronics school.
The “Porgy” squawks are traced

.

,1

.

g^g

I

24.

after 25 years of
WAhrocVa nnrl
U
U surcaned
ed
last week call
state^^as?
roimdine states,
rounding
it quits and sold band to his sax
player, Loyson (Skeets) Mahoney.

Box and Cox
Comes Along a Love.Kassner
.

The issue of alleged discriminaa 2 ainst Negro musicians in
the p ft s
0 f Broadway shows
has currently been spotlighted
case
egn produ<
“! e
d es !. I W ;
*! on
J? ?iJL?jP
J?
T
tlie Zieg
eld
Theatre,
N. Y.
A
?_
oup of Negro Voters organized in
the Ma j or and Mj nor Musicians
Assn., are protesting over the fact
that only four Negroes are in the
tion

!

Mort Wells,

Isle

HOLZMAN’S COL SPOT

in-

.

4

WaIIc
rveurco
weilh ttptiriKa
^
From Band Business
Omaha, March

Second 12
That’s A-Why
In Golden Coach

branch

specting Victor’s new plant, he
said that the chief drawback to
hieeer platter sales was the high.

\fm-f
ATlori

Me...F.D.&H.

You Belong to Me
Make It Soon

Cap for the past several years in
the promotion division of the Coast
branch and as sales rep and assistant manager of the Cincinnati

major European
vears. All of the
companies, including the Philips
the Deutsche
and
Holland
Co of
Gramaphone Co. of Germany, are
field and
turntable
the
entering
players at
will supply .three-speed
probably
but
prices
moderate
higher than the cheapest models
available in the U, S.

.Morris

Lafleur

Don’t Believe

Burrell as Atlanta branch
manager.
He succeeds Donald
r.rnpd from a tour of England and
*
Comstock, who’ll return to district
rnntinent.
th
sales activities. Move takes effect
the
expected
he
said
Marek
A Pf n
Phonograph situation to be eased
Burrell had been associated with
considerably in the next couple of
chief

..

Legit Pit Orch Issue

1

.Dash
Because You’re Mine. .Robbins

Ca^
Robert

RcT Victor^* overall^rtists

repertoire

Tabu Accents
—

,

55

Squawks on Negro looters’

‘Porgy’

14)

—

0f Cap’s Atlanta Branch

ea

^

.

London, March 17.
Broken Wings
Fields
Wonderful Copenhagen. Morris
She Wears Red Feathers. Dash
Doggie in Window. .Connelly
Outside of Heaven
Wood

Disks, Sez

mu-4
The European appetite for
aS
Ve
g
c ’s
Burrell
sa^e3
disk
t“expanding
ke

cheaiTTurntable* for Ihe”" verale

1

ORCmTRAf^nj$I€
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Turntable Production

s

,

Four Star
Capri
Shapiro-B
Shapiro-B

Brandom
Cromwell
Acuff-R
Montclare

|

!

click disk on the indie Triple
label, is being given new writer
credits as a result of an author-

ship claim by an amateur Washington, D. C„ songwriter, Nancy
Binns Reed. Song was credited to

Don Howard (Koplow) originally,
but he agreed to share billing with
Miss Reed after the latter made
her claim. A cash settlement was
made by Howard to Miss Reed under which he will also receive all
future royalties from the publish-

Bregman, Vocco & Conn.
Miss Reed said that she composed the song many years ago
while a counsellor at a girl’s camp.
She didn’t put it on paper but it
was sung by the camp girls as Miss
Reed’s tune. Howard heard the
tune from one of the girls and

ers,

lyrics of his own before cutting the tune. The identity
of the original writer was unknown
to him at that time and when Misi
Reed made her claim, he agreed
to make the settlement.

added some
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TO AMERICA'S No.

1

DANCE BAND
(1953 Billboard

Foil)

ralph flanagan
WITH A NEW TRAIN-TUNE

HIT!

hacked with

MOON
RCA Victor Record No. 20/47-5237

This Week's

BEST SELLING RCA

POPULAR

Victor Records
Playing

7 B rpm/45 rpm

Tim*

#20/47—5095..
Ralph Flanagan
l

HORSES/I CONI
Co mo

#20/47—5152..

2:45/3:05

DO YOU SPEAK

#20/47—5137..

2:22/2:24

#20/47—5064.

2:37/2:30

#20/47—5212..

2:58/2:58

Perry

Eddio Fisher

T LET THE STARS
Como
TRAIN, TRAIN,

Perry

N,

Buddy Morrow

MAGIC TOUCH/V

#20/47—5209.

.2:28/2:40

Hugo Winterhalter
L IN PORTUGAL/

#20/47—5052.

3:15/2:25

#20/47—5238

2:38/2:30

Freddy Martin

STOP/I'M WITH

.

Dorothy Loudon

GONN

#20/47—5216..

.2:30/2:45

ACY TANGO /W;

#20/47—5185..

2:30/2:30

#20/47—5176.

2:50/2:27

N'T KNOW/HEY
Buddy Morrow

#20/47—5117..

3:04/2:40

VIOLINS/FAND/

#20/47—4997..

2:56/3:28

L

LIKE I'M
Sunny Gain

The Three Suns

IMEE/LET

ME KN

Dinah Shore

Hugo Winterhalter
IEN NASAI (Forgi
Harry Belafonte
ELY EYES/SMALL
Vaughn Monroe

“#20/47

—521 0

2:20/2:29

.

•
i

#20/47—5145..

2:55/2:22

#20/47—5193..

2:38/2:25

& ROSE

#20/47—5192..

2:25/3:05

Eddy Arnold
'T LET THE STARS
Homer and Jethro

#20/47—5214..

....2:20/2:32

#20/47—5225..

2:40/2:44

#20/47—5229.

2:15/2:48

#20/47—522 8.

2:25/2:54

COUNTRY-WESTERN
Eddy Arnold

INLIGHT

RHYTHM & BLUES
number ooo/fool that be
I

Otis Blackwell
I

WANNA KNOW/LAUGHING BLUES

»

The Pu Droppers

BREAKFAST BALL/BLUE FAIRY BOOGIE
Boats Brawn

'

1

'

'
'

RCA Vi CTOR
FIRST

!

N

1

TIPS TO DEEJAYS:
""HIS MASTER'S VOlCt'j

t

’

THESE ARE THE HITS THAT

MUSiC

ECOPCED

-

MAKE A GOOD PROGRAM

GREAT!

•

o

.

.
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E H. Morris Cops

Legal Field Day

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

In Jack Robbins

Pix Scores Front
retail sheet

Results

of

settlement

the

4->

music

.

ASCAP

t

BMI

w
P

to the publication rights for the
scores from upcoming filmusicals

on

National
Rating

by the three pic studios. The settlement was made ^out-of-court on

Forthcoming pic scores to be
published by Morris are WB’s “A
“Star Is Born," penned by Harold
Arlen and Ira Gershwin; Metro's
“Latin Lovers/' by Leo Robin and
Nicholas Brodzky; 20th’s “Farmer
Takes A Wife," by Dorothy Fields
and Harold Arlen and the interpolated songs for the same studio's
production of “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes" by Hoagy Carmichael and
Harold Adamson. Original Broadway production score was written
by Leo Robin and Jule Styne and
are published by J. J. Robbins &

Title

and Publisher

2

2

Waltz Again* (Village)
*Poggie in the Window (Santly-J)~~

"3

3

*Keep

10
12
7A

8

7B

7

~7C

8
6

10

11

U

15

15

77

dickering for pubscore from
musical on Paramount's schedule. Par was dropped
from Morris' original suit because
he had previously published the
scores of several Par pic musicals.
In the past, however, the scores
from Metro and 20th filmusicals
had gone to its subsid, the Big
Three, while the Music Publishers Holding Corp., .the Warner,
firms, got the
pic scores.
Before the Morris-pix companies
accord, the studios had an absolute right to assign pic tunes to
their own publishing affiliates.

upcoming

WB

Weinstoer, Coral Records

manager,

headed

Pittsburgh .area ‘this
the distrib situation.
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CORAL & OKEH PICK UP
KIDISK FIRM’S MASTERS
&

Scores, -firiri specializing in the writing and producing
of kidisks, moved into the pop
field this week. with. the. purchase
of four of its independently etched
Scripts

masters by two major platteries.
Coral Records picked up two ballads, “It’s The Strangest Feeling"
and “I Don’t Have To Close My
while .the. OJkeh label
Eyes,"
.

latched on to two rhythm numbers,
“Why, Darling, Why?” and “Go
tunes, which were written

The

&

Scores’ execs,
by Scripts
Peretti, Luigi Cr.eatQre and

Hugo

Herb
were waxed with Peretti
heading up the orch and crooner
Mace Barrett on .the .ballads and a
vocal combo, The Travelers, on the
rhythm sides. The Travelers also
were signed to a. five-year pact by
Okeh.
Meantime, the ballads were
picked up for publication by Shawnee Press, Fred Waring’s firm, and
the rhythm tunes went to Harman
Music.

ME

. .

7

71

6

The debut concert of a new
chamber orchestra under the direc.

MuliC Frorn
T^O Grocf C o' o-zq Of

Maiic by

It’i

Franz Allers, now is
skedded for To.wn Hall,. N. Y.,
April 5 with cost of the rehearsal
and the performance costs jointly
underwritten by. the. Local .802,
AFM| Music Performance Trust
Fund of the recording industry, the
Composers-Authors.Guild of Amertion

*

JESSE GREER

ica,

Program Today Yesterday's

of

the American Composers Aland the Canadian League of

liance

Composers.

OK THE BEACH
WITH YOU
WORDS A

-

two previously skedded

Orch’s

-

which were to take place
at Town Hall under the auspices
of the
Friends of Music, were

concerts,

New

cancelled because the

New

•

(1619 Broadway,

Now

York)

Another

BMI

K

Pm Up'

Hit

THE SONG from
WOULIN ROUGE
Published by

P.r.

r

.

BMI

RECORDS

ManLaT' Felicia
HmH R«b,

^ ant* eri -I
Columbia I
-

•

Axel Stordahl-Jun*

7 BRPADCilBTMWtClKc.

Friends

bond covering the
musicians’ salaries. .It was the
first
cancellation
In
the
New
Friends' 17-year history.
failed to post a

MUSIC, INC.

I

London!

‘

Hutton

Symph

Works

to Nix Choral

in Tiff

With

AGMA

is

vice-prexy of the
developing into a law-

day with four court

ac-

in the works.
Legal
claims and counter-claims stemmed
from the inability of the *duo to
reach a settlement under which
both could operate in the samp

company.
The legal Scoreboard currently

stands as follows:
(1), Robbins ’
kickoff suit to oust Kassner from
the firm for his alleged failure to
fulfill the terms of his pact under
which he was taken into the J j
Robbins firm; (2), Kassner’s counter-suit against Robbins for as1

sault, libel and breach-of-contract*
(3), Robbins’ suit to collect $475
in personal loans which he made
to Kassner; and (4), Kassner’s suit
to dissolve the claimed partnership

and

the assets.

split

Key

actions are Nos.

Robbins

launched

1

his

and

4.

action

against Kassner on the grounds
that the latter failed to finance the
music firm as allegedly agreed

upon two years ago when he joined
the company.
According to Robbins, Kassner then declared he
would float the company without
asking Robbins for any more
money. In the 'subsequent period*
however, Kassner is charged with
tapping Robbins for more coin
with which to operate the company.

Hassle between the N.Y. PhilKassner’s counter-action for disharmonic and the American Guild
olution for the firm stems from his
of Musical Artists came to a head
contention
that he Was made a full
Employment rate of songplug- last week when the Philharmonic partner when he originally joined
declined to recognize AGMA’s jugers around the country hit its
Robbins.
Latter
contends that Kassrisdiction of vocalists, choristers
highest point in six years last week.
ner had options to buy a 50% share
Of the 550 members in the plug- and dancers in choral work pres- in the company if he paid $5,000
entations. Move cancels out, with
gers’ union, Music Publishers Conone exception, presentation of yearly for 10 years. Kassner alact Employees, only 14 weren t on
choral works on next season's pro- legedly only made the initial $5,pubbery’s payroll lists in last week’s
grams. (Exception will 'be a per- 000 payment and hence permitted
tally.
of Beethoven’s “Missa the options to expire. Another
formance
Bob Miller, MPCE prez, admits
Solemnis,” which was skedded for charge .made by Robbins is that
that -the low unemployment is parEaster Sunday this year, but will Kassner was giving too much time
tially due to the large number of
carried over to next season be- to his own companies instead of
contactmen who've opened up •be
on the Robbins'
cause of maestro Dimitri Mitrop- concentrating
their own firms in the past couple
setup.
oulos’ recent illness).
of years but, he added, there’s a
^Kassner
was ousted as vice-prexy
Break came early last week
definite upswing in the plugging
of the publishing company last
4 sought to negotiate
activities.
Although the pubs still when
for renewal of its first contract week by the board of directors,
need the clicko disk to bring their
with the Philharmonic, which was consisting, of Jack Robbins; his
tune in, they 'also realize that they
signed last year. Union is -attempt- wife, Rose, and his son, Howard
can’t discount value of contacts in
(Buddy).
Lew Dreyer is acting
ing
tele, radio and orch fields.
The istersto organize professional’ chor- as legal rep for Robbins with Moraround the country and it’s
New York pluggers, too, are inton Miller (& Miller) in Kassner’*
creasingly being used as deejay expected .that other major orchs in corner.
the U.S. will have to reach some
contacts through the east and midagreement
with
before
west.
Christopher Lynch, Irish tenor,
MPCE, incidentally, has appoint- scheduling choral works.
According to a Philharmonic kicks off a 20-city concert tour Fried Mac Kooper (Walt Disney Muday
(27) in Chicago.
rep, the orch was willing to grant
sic)' to the exec board, replacing
Bernie Alberts (Big Three), who AGMA’s jurisdiction in instances
ankled the biz. Leo Diston (Chap- of operatic works presented in
A Solid Ballad Hit!
concert form, but would not recogpell Music) was named to head unnize its jurisdiction over choral
ion’s public relations.
work presentations. It also was admitted that the orch’s economy
’
kick was another factor in its deJoseph Krips Appointed
cision to drop choral music next

At 6-Year High

l

AGM

.

.

AGMA
.

N.Y. Chamber Orch Finally
Bows Under AFM Auspices

coral
decca

- Jerry Gray

N.Y.
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It a Secret (Shapiro-B).
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*1 Believe (Cromwell)
Side By Side (Shapiro-B)
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Morris' $6,000,000 suit against the
three studios which charged a conspiracy by pic companies to monopolize
the publication of pic.
scores through their publishing
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allowing independent
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Buffalo

Symph Maestro

•Buffalo,

March

24.

Josef Krips was named permanent conductor of the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra this week.
Krips, formerly of Vienna and
presently conductor of the London
Symphony for the. second consecutive year, made his American debut in Buffalo on Feb. 15, receiving an ovation from the newspaper

season.

Broader aspect of the disagreement is that the union, which reps
most of the major singers in the
could refilse permission to
vocalists to appear as soloists with
the Philharmonic even in works
U.JS.,

without chorus.

£

HEART
LEO FEIST,

*

Stanton to Roxbury Firm
Frank Stanton has been named
professional manager of Roxbury
London Music, succeeding Bert Haber who

critics.

SAY IT
WITH YOUR

Krips is presently in
where, after conducting in Holland recently shifted to the professional
and Strasbourg, he will conduct staff of Sheldon Music. Roxbury is
a series of concerts for the Coro- owned by Boston deejay Sherm

At the same time, it was Feller.
announced that in his first season
Stanton previously had been
in Buffalo, he will introduce a with Southern Music.
Beethoven Festival.
200- G Drive For Houston Symph

^

INC

BALLAD SINGERS
RECORDING COMPANIES
An Old Time Standard

nation.

Boston, March 24.
$200,000 maintenance fund
drive for the Houston Symphony

A

Jake Ops

Orchestra will be conducted here
from April 1 to 17 for the 1953-54

Continued from page 53

censing is criticized by the juke season.
ftobert
ops as an unwarranted tax. They
the drive.
contend that they already pay the
copyright owners of tunes via their
purchase of disks. The performance fees hence would be an additional tax. The American Society
of Composers, Authors & Publishers, as one of the major collection
agencies, has been Urging passage
of the McCarran bill. Although no
specific licensing fee is provided
for in the bill, it’s estimated that
a nominal tax of lc per tune per
week on the coin machines wduld
total over $5,000,000 annually.
.

W. Kneebone

will

head

ON THE
SHORES OF ITALY
A

BEAUTIFUL

WALTZ SONG
Pub. by

LEO

FEIST, Inc.

799 7th Av»..

Naw

York City

America's Fastest
Selling

Records!

1
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v .Disk Companies’ Best Sellers^

Band Exec

Bril

To See

CAPITOL
1.
PM SITTING ON TOP OF THE WORLD.

Petrillo

|

SLEEP
BLUE GARDENIA

2.

CAN’T

On Exchange Deal
London, March

1

Z

17.

BABY’S COMING HOME
LADY OF SPAIN

,

COLUMBIA
TELL ME A STORY

2.

X

.

+
J

;

3#

J

„if
headed by Red Norvo Trio, t
J,nit
Penner. and
nr!n«/ Art Pepper,
Shelley Manne, Art
jazzites, which he
five more name

+

choose while over.
is already booked for 28
at Frankfort. Ger<lavs. opening

many. June 5. to
France,
to.

Alan Dean,

contract,

exclusive

has under
to return to

4.
i

played to turnaway biz, and Cortibo
could easily have given 12 more

shows in key towns.
Local bandleaders would wholeheartedly support any favorable

and are prepared
to vote the abandoning of all reagainst
American bands,
strictions

move by

Petrillo,

being fully cognizant of fact that

5.

3.

obstinacy in keeping
of
out
English
aggregations
America is deemed among the top
bandleaders here to be a very
Petrillo’s

shortsighted policy.
They maintain that at most there are not
more than six English toppers that
would venture an American trip to
exploit their talents against at least
three times the number of American bands that would welcome Eu-

ropean engagements, especially on
this Coronation year.

ASGAP Coin

wanted to be classified. The
20% brackets are for current performances and seniority.
Berlin and Porter, as the foremost American songsmiths writing
both words and music over a long
they

period of years, enjoy that doublebarrelled payoff in their special
lofty brackets.
writer like Loesser, who now also is a
man,
thus finds himself moving along
fast despite his relative juniority
because of the double-credits on

w&m

performances.

turned

Disk runs 13 minutes and features such

Page

Ralph Marterie
Rusty Draper

Eddy' Howard

artists as Ella

Mae Morse,

singing “Cow Cow Boogie,” Cap’s first disk and an immediate, hit;
Johnny Mercer’s “Strip Polka,” an early hit by one of the company’s
co-founders; Stan Kenton; Tex Williams singing "Smoke, Smoke,
Sriioke,
the firm’s first million-seller; PeggyJL.ee with "Manana,” the
diskery’s all-time second best seller; Pee Wee Hunt’s "Twelfth Street
Rag”; Nat (King) Cole on ""Too Young”; Les Paul & Mary Ford on
"How High the Moon”; and such firm history highlights as "Bozo the
Clown,” narration listing the ccmpany’s growth in the classical field
from Telefunken to Cetra-Soria and hit tunes by Ray Anthony, Billy
May and Kay Starr.
Capitol Records learned the meaning of inflation when it set out
to promote "Yokohama Mama,” warbled by Harry Kari, the new
nom-de-necdle taken by Harry Stewart whose previous Cap releases
have been Swedish-accented affairs done under the- monicker Yogi
Yorgesson. piskery figured., it would* cost around $30 te send to Tokyo
a- batch of letters and stills of 'Stewart masquerading as a Nipponese
and then have them remailed to U. S. deejays-as a promotion stunt.
Jap customs officials, however, slapped an export-import duty of
70,000 yen on the stills and Cap’s yen for an overseas promotion
gimmick became even more expensive when the Japanese affixed

Entire project

wound up

costing 218,000

Leo Edwards, brother of the late Gus Edwards and himself a songsmith and prez of the ASCAP Charter Members Assn., volunteers:
"Just for the record barbershop quartets never wore mustaches,
and Diamond Jim Brady never was Lillian Russell’s sweetheart. Hollywood please copy.” This will* be part of “Accompanied By,” his

—

memoirs as pianist and composer for many vaudeville headliners he
accompanied in the heyday of vaudeville.

Georgia Gibbs

M-G-M

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
I’LL BE WAITING FOR YOU

1.

2.

KAW-LIGA

3.

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
HAVE YOU HEARD

Distrib Switch.

M-G-M

Records

Hank Williams

4.

5.

ANNA
I LOVED YOU

Joni James
Crickets
Silvano

Mangano

RCA VICTOR
HOT TODDY
SERENADE
WILD HORSES
I CONFESS
HOW DO -YOU SPEAK TO AN ANGEL

Ralph Flanagan
Perry

Como

.Eddie Fisher

DOWNHEARTED

4.

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES

5.

LIES
TRAIN, TRAIN, TRAIN
I CAN’T GET STARTED

2d Ave. Jazz
Bob

Maltz,

downtown

eastside,

is

operation uptown for
a one-nite stand at Town Hall
will remain
Stuyvesant
April 4.
his

dark on that date.

Among

Pittsburgh territory over
Herman Gimbel, diskery’s Balti-

artists

.

Perry

Como

Op Moves

to Town Hall
who for the past few

years has been presenting weekend jazz concerts at the Stuyvesant
Casino on New York’s Second

Avenue,

.

Buddy Morrow

Uptown

moving

to tighten its distrib-

Joni James.

’•

WISHING RING
YOU’RE MINJS
MILK AND GIN

‘

3.

move

.Patti

.

WHILE YOU DREAM
NO HELP WANTED
TEXARKANA BABY
GOMEN-NASAI
SOMEONE TO KISS YOUR TEARS AWAY
SEVEN LONELY DAYS
IF YOU TAKE MY HEART

8.

—

transshipping stamps, etc.
yen, or $409.

CARAVAN

2.

2.

the other 30% is for the value of
the catalog over the last five or
10 years; writers had the choice
of designating into which category

division,

Russ Morgan

DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
MY JEALOUS EYES

1.

Continued from page 53

M-G-M

Red Foley

MERCURY

1*

In a

Hamish Menzies

In what is believed to be the first instance of a record firm reporting to its stockholders on one of its own products a disk—
Capitol Records has concocted a history of the firm for distribution
with the annual report. Tagged "The Capitol Record, a decade of
growth,” the- seven-inch 45rpm platter is a history of the firm’s ten
years of operation, narrated by George Fenneman.

against

Britishers.

mor

Four Aces

I’LL BE HANGIN’ AROUND
THE GOLDEN YEARS

5.

5.

his

Mills Bros.

HOT TODDY

Americans would fulfill the longneeded stimulant, but only on condition that Petrilfo removes the

A

Pinetoppers

Lawrence Welk

LESS THAN TOMORROW
PLAYIN’ DOMINOES, SHOOTlN’ DICE

4.

.

.

Teresa Brewer

TWICE AS MUCH
SOMEONE TO CARE FOR
YOU FOOLED ME
IF YOU TAKE MY HEART AWAY„
YOU CAN BE IN LOVE

2.

4.

barrier

Karen Chandler

DECCA
1.

British bands are in dire need of
new ideas, and the importing of

longstanding

|

Teresa Brewer

LOVE TO FALL ASLEEP
TILL i WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
HELLO BLUE BIRD
SEVEN LONELY DAYS
SMALL WORLD
MINNIE THE MERMAID
SAY IT ISN'T SO

8.

whom he

England for short tour,
But Davison’s main mission is to
confer with James C, Petrillo on
reciprocal band exchanges, and for
Britthis he has the blessing of the
ish Musicians Union.
18
after
that
is
Feeling here
years veto, it is time that ban was
removed, with American bands
again given freedom to come over.
This Is further exemplified by the
Norman
of
appearance
recent
Granz’s "Jazz at the Philharmonic”
jamboree, at J. Arthur Rank’s
Concert
State Cinema, Kilburn.

Percy Faith

I’D

gium, Sweden, Denmark, Italy and
Switzerland. He also has contract
for

Jimmy Boyd

DANCIN’ WITH SOMEONE
BREAKIN’ IN THE BLUES
GOODBYE CHARLIE, GOODBYE

1.

2.

Bel-

Holland,

tours

Johnnie Ray

CORAL

will

be toHowed.by

—

Boyd

Frankie Laine

SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
SWEDISH RHAPSODY

5*

•

Unit

.F. Laine-J.

,*

MY BUNNY & MY SISTER SUE
TWO EASTER SUNDAY SWEETHEARTS

4.

all-star jazz
an Skitar

fir
a deal for

fnmake
to make

Kay Starr

BELIEVE

!

ggJJ

ances

Nat (King) Cole

LITTLE BOY AND OLD MAN
GLAD RAG DOLL
SOMEBODY STOLE MY GAL
y0 UR CHEATIN’ HEART

;

*

wax

Les Paul-Mary Ford

1.

I

"April In Portugal,” the Raul Ferraro tune currently getting hefty
coverage, has been kicking around the U. S. and Europe under
one tag or another since 1847. SongTtrfjoke originally in Portugal as
"Coimbra” with a lyric by Jose Galhardo. Two years later it moved
over to France with a new lyric by Jacques Larue and a new title,
“Avril au Portugal.” In 1952 it was given an English lyric by Barbara
Gordon, who titled it "The Girl From' HaZairey.”
Tune never got off the ground in Great Britain abd was transported
to the U. S., receiving a*new lyric by Jimmy Kennedy and another
title, "Whispering Serenade.” A few indie labels cut "Serenade,” but
it remained, a dormant platter entry. However, when tune was pushed
a few months later as a straight instrumental under the "April In
Portugal" tag, it began to make some noise in the market. Renewed
interest in the tune sparked to Chappell to reassign Kennedy to work
on a new lyric but the "April In Portugal” tag will stand.
The French click, "La Vie En Rose,” which was penned by Louiguy
(music) and Edith Piaf (words), received a similar abortive start in
1948. in its U. S. transposition to "You’re Too Dangerous, Cherie” by
lyricist Mack David. Two years later, however, tube's U. S. publishers,
Harms, Inc., reissued the number under its original tag with a new
David lyric, and it developed into one of top clicks of 1950.

Ford

Nat (King) Cole

MY

Jack Parnell, f
eWS as Ted Heath,
I
Dankworth, Tito Burns t
Tnllnny
Tolinny
to New York 4
and Vic Lewis planes
trip.
10-day
J
March 28 on a

Davison is going to finalize deals
Stan Kenton orch.
fn import the
to
European tour. and
for a six-week
with the Minisdickering
is also
for English appeartiv
try of Labour
He also intends
orch.
of the

L. Paul-M.

NOAH

X
handling such ±

band agents;

.
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Inside Stuff-Music

AHUST

I

PRETEND
DON’T LET EYES SHOP FOR HEART
SIDE BY SIDE

the top
Harold Davison, one of
T 0Ca l

OnCHKSTKAS-MirSIfc

PfitziEfr

More Writers
Continued from page 53

(Gold Music) and Lee Erwin and
Mel Howard with "Hello Sunshine”

(Erwin-Howard

Music).

and His Orchestra

Irving

*

Peck launched
own firm, Mark-Jules Music,

Fields and Fletcher
their
their

Play

week
own

for the publication of
output. Initial item in
is "Mr. Piano Player.”
Situation of writers’ publishing

last

who’ll be show- their catalog

cased at the Town Hall presentato
own tunes is a throwback to the
tion are George Lewis, George
more- Washington -Richmond dismusic biz days of the 1920s and
Brunis, Lee Collins, Jim Robinson,
tnb.
when such songsmiths as Irving
Zutty Singleton and Albert Nich- ’30s
Neal Sterling will assist Gimbel olas. Program for the concert will Berlin, Sammy Stept-Buddy Green
s
sales
manager of the Pitt be emceed by A1 ”Jazzbo” Collins, and Charles Tobias-Al Lewis set up
?
In recent
their own pubberies.
branch.
disk jockey;
years Frank Loesser has stepped out
LatMusic.
Frank
firm,
with own
ter pubbery now iis riding high
with the Loesser score for the
Samuel Goldwyn pic, "Hans Christian Andersen.”
its

Buddy DeFranco
t

SUMMERTIME
MGM

WNEW

Fred Day, London music pub-

Day & Hunter) in
for a few days before
hit British West Indies vacation

lisher (Francis,

New York

with Mrt. Day.

11411

K 11411

OVER THE
RAINBOW
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Garland, Hope,

TROA’s ‘Ethics and Abuses’

Monroe Tapped

Jimmy Diirante’has Ibeen signed
for two -Cafe dates following his
Four-wBfek stand At the Copacabaria, N. Y., starting April 6. The
Schnoz is pacted for the Latin
Quarter, Boston, May- *15-, and- theTwo major one-nighter^ wittk :j*fcer a group which underwrote Town Casino, Buffalo, May 26. 4
combaseball
Former
^he.series.
Durante will be preceded, at the
Judy Garland and Bob Hd^tieawf-’
inlssKmer Happy Chandler and Copa by Jack Carter, who opens
Ing a pair of shows will be.pl*yed Gov.. Lawrence Wetherby are on April 2 as successor to the current
at the University of KentUjSy-Gql^ he festival committee.
Danny Thomas.
iseum, in Lexington, April 29 and i 49dth Hope and Miss Garland
the'
opening
Garland,
Kentucky
in
t^e
Miss
.probably
take
30.
will
two-night series, will be supported Derby while in the a tea. Sid Luft,
by the Vaughn Monroe orch, plus Miss Garland’s husband, will look
the retinue usually traveling with over the horse-country locale as a
this outfit, and two acts still to possible location for her forthcombe booked. Hope’s show will in- ing equine film, “Man O’ War.”
clude Morton Downey, Marilyn
Festival show will be produced
Maxwell and Buddy Morrow’s by Jimmy Colligan, former genband. Advance sales indicate sell- eral manager for Mike Todd and
Boston, March 24.
outs for both nights.
Sonja Henie. Bill Doll is handling
Irked by demand of American
Gross for both nights is expect- national exploitation.
Artists for $2.50
Guild
of
Variety
ed to go to $60,000 on a scale from
per person insurance coverage on
$1 to $3.50. Profits will go to exspots, nitery ops
local
acts
playing
panding the festival next season Reading’s 1st Vauder in
have organized the Boston Cafe
and putting it on a year-round baOwners Assn, with a view to comIdea is by Hugh Meriweather,
sis.
Yrs., So They Didn’t Figure bat this and other “discriminatory”
a Lexington architect, who got to•

Boston Forms Org,

e

.

.

.

Albany, March 24.
Theatre Restaurant Owners of America, Inc., has been chartered
here with leading cafe operators as directors. Its declared purpose
Ja .to, promote, on a non-profit basis, “the adoption and application
of highest business ethics among its members, to secure by all
lawful means greater economy and efficiency in the operation of
theatre restaurants, to create and promote ideas for increases of
business in theatre restaurants, and to correct and reform abuses
:

relative thereto/*
Directors arei Louis E. (Lou) Walters,- Latin Quarter, New York*
George A. Hamid, Sr., Atlantic City, N. J.; Benny Resh, Detroit;
W. E. Willepger, Elmwood Casino, Windsor, Ont.; Leonard Litman’,

Pittsburgh; Harry Wallens, attorney Maurice Lutwack, Herry Altman -and Jack Grood, Buffalo; Mix C. Cohen, Baltimore; Mike
Chiado, Dearborn, Mich.; Paul M. Bruun, Miami Beach; Harry
Galanter, Syracuse; Dallas Gerson and Herman Comroe, Philadelphia; Herman Pirchner, Cleveland; John Muresan, Merchantville, N. J.

.

.

TROA and AGVA in Mex

Standoff

25

•

On Pennsy’s Sunday Law
Reading, March 24.
The show of Ralph Slater, hypnotist, was . pulled Saturday night
(21) at Loew’s Theatre after a fourday run. It Was originally booked
for a week.
Larry Levy; Loew’s manager,
termed business “slow.” In 'the
original booking, a state law forbidding Sunday shows other than

rulings.

meeting- last- -week,
th$t while they’re
willing # to negotiate., any. adverse
action, such as pulling an act or
show by the union, would result
in wholesale abrogation of mem-

Group,

at

AGVA

warned

.

.

-

contracts, thereby scuttling
entertainment in local niteries:
Operators also hope to ignite
some action on repeal of Government’s 20% tax and have skedded
another meeting this weekend to
films was forgotten and the act
was pulled rather than hold over chart the course.
normally
for Monday and Tuesday,
light days.

DONALD RICHARDS
Star of

This was the first vaude shows
at Loew’s in 25 years. The 1,750
seater upped its scale on 50c tickets to 65c and 70c ducats to 90c.

$9

Levy stated

THERE’S MUSIC IN THE AIR

FRIDAYS, CBS RADIO
9-10 P.M.. EST

NETWORK,

acts will

he hooked

they are of sufficient pull and can cope with the
theatre’s limited facilities.
in

the future

if

•h

DAVID 1. SHAPIRO
v
Al 4-1077

Persona/ Mgt,

Jack Bedell’s V.P. Hitch
With Expanding Mercury

V-

p

*

.<<"•.

A
'

Jk' ¥s

Jack Bertell has joined Mercury
Artists Corp., N. Y., as a veepee
Agency, owned, by Leonard Green
is now in the midst of expansion
which includes removal to larger
qqarters on Fifth ave.'May 1. MAC
recently hired Dick Schack, at one
time with General Artists Corp
and Roy Gerber and Norman Weiss,
who head the theatre and cafe de

<•

/

THE CHORDS
(nifrliRiMta/iifi wilfc6ut

partments.

CLUB DATES—Week MOf. 20
Week AprN./2

Pittsburgh, pa.,
Capitol Thoatro,

Wash ., Dir

Bertell has

personal
handled,

C.

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
Club Data Booking* by

Dir,:

bat dunm

harry greben

203 N. Wabaih Aw.
Chleass,. III.

I
I

fcell
:

I6N B'Wa*
M«* Verb

lately

been in the

management business. He
among others, Mimi Ben-

and Jan Murray* both of

whom

he recently signed over to the William Morris Agency. He is thus
in the position of being a veepee
Y(uth one firm and having acts with
another.

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN

(REALLY?)
1619

C/O lltVINO CHARNOFF
BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CITY

Prior to his p.m.

stint,

Bertell

was with Music Corp. of America
having gone' there when MCA
bought out the Columbia Artists
Bureati from CBS. He had been
at the

CBS

subsidiary for severa

bers’
live

•

•

ANTA’S STERN TO HEAD
’54 OMAHA CENTENNIAL
Omaha, March

24.

Alfred Stern, director of com-

showmanAmerican National
Theatre & Academy, New York,
last week was named managing director of Omaha's 1954 Centennial.
Stern, who also headed Detroit’s
munity and
'

ship

lor

industrial,

the

‘

250th birthday, celebration, in .1951;
the Reading, Pa., Bicentennial in
1948,

Automotive
Detroit’s
Jubilee in 194‘6, is due to

and

Theatre Restaurant

uary.

Owners off

COMEDY MATERIAL

Variety Artists are at a standstill
on reaching an accord after a 10-

For All Branches of Theatrical*

TROA
hour* meeting last week.
last week came in with a brace of
proposals which call for an inde-

THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE
(The Service off ffh# STARS)

FUN-MASTER
First 13- filos $7.00—-All 35 Issues $35
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beginning with No. 1 No Skipping!
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book,. $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET..,...,.. $25 a
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk...$25 e
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •

—

pendent
between an act and the cafe and
an arbitration setup in which disputes are to be aired before one
TROA rep and an AGVA rep. If
no 'accord is reached, then a neutral third party is to be chosen by
each member.
The major contention remains
the welfare fund payments. TROA
proposed a system in which spots
using an average of 10 acts weekly,
at an average of $250 per act, for
more than sik months of the year,
pay $250 annually to the welfare'
On acts getting more than
fund.
$250, operator would be empowered to deduct 1% of the acts pay
with no deduction to go over $5
relationship

contractor

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00
i
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS,

Cafe

Winnipeg, March 24.
In an unusual switch a nitery operator here has been building up
concert dates for sock payoffs at. his
bistro. Not only that, but the concepts at the Auditorium here only
precede the cafe engagements by
a day.
Don Carlos-, boniface of the spot
of that name, brings in the attraction usually for a Sunday, concert
date with the act playing the cafe
the rest of the week. He has the
Deep River Boys doing double duty
Week of April 10 and on May 25
he has Chico Marx set.
1

No

200 W. 54th

Worth ovor a thousand

St..

C,O.D.'s

GLASON
New

York 19-Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

LEW

BLACK
and

PAT

DUNDEE

As part of this proposal,
T.ROA promised that once a year
ail TROA members would hold an
AGVA night when a portion of the

weekly.

(Beauty arid
the Least)

A now

not# In

Glamor Comedy
GERBER-WEISt
AGENCY

to the wel-

1697 Broatlway.N.V.

AGVA

’Em—Concert Then

$300,

BILLY

fare fund.
rejected the plea for the
indie contractor status of acts, and
downed the arbitration proposal,

Winnipeg Op Doubles

Status of Acts

America and American Guild of

Golddn
set up offices here next month.
Celebration will* open next Jan- receipts would be given

‘

years.

On Welfare Fund,

Club Dates

NAT DUNN

but countered with another propoAcsition on the welfare fund.
cording to Jack Irving, union’s
national administrative secretary,

BOB

(Continued on page 67)

(Bobby)

t

ROLLINS

Dick Henry Books Balto
Dick Henry, has been signed as

Now

exclusive booker for the Chanticleer, Baltimore. It’s -a return engagement for Henry at this spot.
Several- years ago, while with the

Flaying

CLEVELAND
Mar. 22-29

MINNEAPOLIS
Apr. 4 to Apr. 12

William Morris Agency, he pacted
the acts for that cafe,

Thanks to

Henry’s initial show starting
April 6 will include Joey Bishop

WILLIAM SHILLING

165 West 46th Street
Now York City

and Linda Shannon.

ARCHIE ROBBINS
Back After

TRIUMPHANT LONDON SEASON
TV

LONDON PALLADIUM
“Music Hall” which you emceed

was duo

In

was

no small measure to your

-

•

PRINCE OF WALES

show of tho year.

the top
brilliant

—Richard Afton

(BBC-TV),

PRINCE OF WALES
*

“Bine# ho

CIRO'S CLUB

This

work.”

first hit

himself as a slick comic via
His reputation will

%

London « year ago, Robbins has made a name for

a

series of cabaret.

be enhanced by

TV and Vaudeville

dates.

his current contribution/'— Variety.

LONDON PALLADIUM

TV

“For

my

money, Archie Robbins

hit

the jackpot/1

—Dick Richards, Sunday

Thanks to LEW & LESLIE GRADE, VAL PARNELL, BERNARD DELFONT, RICHARD AFTON, K.

C.

THEO

Pictorial,

THE SANDS
DAIMMV
t

•

THOMAS

•

LENA HORNE
EDITH PIAF

NANETTE
FABRAY

'

.

A
»

»

Daringly ransacking the show business heavens,

The Sands has presented

Room

in its

fabulous Copa

the greatest series of back-to-back

bookings

in

the history of after dark entertainment.

i

«

(

/

«

BOB
STERLING

^

*

ANNE
JEFFREYS

PETER
& MARY
LIND HAYES
HEALY
TALLULAH
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In N.Y. State Assembly, Senator Says
Albany, March 24.
“The lobbyists do quite a job ,”
commented Senator jfred G. Moritt (D., Brooklyn) to Variety as

<
•*

-

Grade Agency Pacts
Schlesinger Theatres

v
London, March 24.
the legislature adjourned (21) wiEh
his bill authorizing cities to levy a
The Lew and Leslie’ Grade Agentax up to 50% on rentals, gratuities, cy 'has obtained exclusive booking
and other income received from rights for the Schlesinger group of
the operation of hat-checking facili- South African theatres, known as
ties and concessions, still bottled the International Variety and Theup in the Assembly Rules Commit- atrical AgenCy. The new deal takes

Frafik Sennes is slated to open
Causes Loss of
a branch agency in Beverly Hills
»'
April 6. He’ll be in.eharge of that
Denver, Match 24.
office, with his brother, Tony, head*
The Tropics, nitery, owned by
ing the Cleveland headoffice. An- Warren St. Thomas, was 'destroyed
other brother, Rocky, will go into by fire Friday afternoon (20) with
the Cincinnati office, while Larry a loss of around $200,000.
St.
Gengo remains in charge of N. Y. Thomas said, only $60,000,^83 covoperations.
ered by Insurance,.
Opening of the Bevhills .office
Firemen were uncertain as to
was made necessary by the in- whether the fire was started by an
creasing need of’ Coast talent for Arsonist or by defective wirings
the Desert Inn, Las Vegas, which
/
Sennes books.
.

—

‘OPRY’S’

effect and embraces
iftore than 200 theatres.
The agency plans to negotiate
with leading U. S. stars to play the
IVTA circuit as well as prominent

As

several years past, the
measure received quick approval
by the Senate, but did not come to
the floor for a vote in the Asfor

•

FOR CALIF. STRING
Hollywood, March 24.
“Grand Ole Opry” troupe has
been set for a one.-niter tour of

sembly.
British and European artists.
Sen. Moritt, attorney, songwriter
The deal, signed here last week,
and onetime vaudeville and radio follows other exclusive booking
vocalist, contends that hatcheck deals
negotiated by the Grade
concession companies make “fabu- agency in recent months'. It now
lous profits” for a service which has exclusive representation for
should be free.
theatres in Denmark, Sweden and
Australia.

California

^

MIRANDA STARTS TOUR
OF EUROPE IN MILAN

composed

Washington, March
season is* planned

20-event

from using
for any group

versal Attractions, Inc.,

the

name Ink Spots

that will compete with Billy Kenny
,and %the Ink Spots.
Both Fuqua
and Kenny, members of the origi-

nal groiip, split last summer, and
both formed unjts which seek to
use the Ink Spots tag.

The Gale Agency claims that in
June, 1951, a contract between the
Ink Spots and Gale was signed.

Therefore, Universal and Fuqua
are acting illegally in offering a
group known as the Ink Spots, Gale
charges.*

;

by Super Attractions,
Inc., which has grown in tyo years
to be the biggest D. C. booker of
year

Gale Agency is seeking an injunction in N. Y. Supreme Court
to restrain Charles Fuqua’ and Uni-

Office stated that since Kenny at
that time had authority to sign for
all the members of the group, pact
by. Marty* Landau, op- inked at that time is still in effect.

erator of the Riverside Rancho,
western-music ballroom, .who is
paying a flat $2,000 nightljr for the
Star
unit headed by Red Foley.
of the NBC program will be accompanied by six other regularsfrom the air show.
Landau will supply a local band
in each, of the towns, the troupe
will play on the trek, which starts
in San Deigo, May 18. Dates already
have been set in auditorium in
Bakersfield, Long Beach, Fresno,
Sacramento, Richmond and Red-*

24. *

-

A
this

MUSIC
arranged

2G 1-NITERS

FUQUA

VS.

OS OIK SPOTS LABEL

200G

immediate

tee.

GALE AGCV.

Tropics, Denver, Fire

Sennes’ Bevhills Branch

Hatched 831

-

A#

-

.

one-night stand entertainment, -and

which now routes most of its bookRome, March 24.
ings over a four-city circuit. The
Carmert Miranda opens a Euro- 1953 .season .teed off earlier with
pean tour tonight (Wed.) with a a single, SRO performance of wood City.
In 1948 Landau promoted Foley
stand in Milan*. South American “John Brown’s Body” at the 3,800singer has been set for a six-vPeek seat Constitution Hall, and has the and an “Opry” troupe on five onehereabouts, grossing $48,000,
niters
trek of Italy by the William Morris Lauritz Melchior show a display
office, playing one, two and three- now, having opened Monday (23). including a sellout at the 6,000nighters.
“Grand Ole Opry,” hillbilly seat Shrine Aud here.
After the -Italian dates, she’ll show with which Super Attractions
‘Opry* for Laddies
move on <or a series of appear- has a direct deal, will probably he
Houston, March 24.
ances on the Continent, concen- brought in twice this year, and will
The Houston Fire Dept/ will
trating on France and the Scandi- also do the rest of the circuit in
of “Grand
appearaq^e
the
navian countries.
Baltimore, Richmond and Norfolk. sponsor
“The Biggest Show” will also be Ole Opry” here starting April 29
here.
Last summer’s “Spiritual at Sam Houston Coliseum.
-

METIS
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Salt#

1104

Circle 4-304?

Cavalcade,” complete with
works, will be repeated in June.
In 1952, it drew- 18,000 paid admissions to Griffith Stadium despite a transit strike before the day
of the performance. Another ’52
innovation which becomes a regular annual. event is the Cerebral
Palsy benefit show featuring Guy
Lombardo*. Other attractions have
not yet been artnounced.
Super Attractions was launched
in 1951 by; Irvin Feld, drugstore
and record shop proprietor, to
offer flashy pop attractions, such
It
as jazz band-jitterbug nights.
has branched in a short time to
(Continued on. page 64)

TERRE STEVENS
"
"A Great Artiste
FRANK PALUMBO

fire-

V
''V

V.s

i

*

'

*

Picon’s London Return

London, March 17.
Molly Picon, who hasn’t been in
England for 15 years, is returning
for three song recitals, at the Scala
Theatre, April 1, 2 and 4.
*

Yiddish; stage star is presented
by local Impresario M. Susman,
with opening show already disposed of, to be given in aid of the
Jewish National Fund. The other
two shows are already virtually a
sellout.

Miss Picon, prior to her London
play one-nite stands
28 at Brussels; March 29,

Currently In

Nan Fabray at Plaza, N.Y.
Lisa Kirk has been .signed for
the Persian Room of the Plaza
starting April 2 as a substitute for
Nanette Fabray, originally scheduled for that spot. Miss Fabray
cancelled out because of illness.
Following her recent stand at the
Sands Hotel, Las Vegas, Miss Fabray went to Hollywood to rehearse
additional material for the Persian ifcoom, -but was felled by the
flu.
She’s still 6n the Coast recuperating.
'
Bambi Linn & Rod Alexander,
originally carded as the accompanying act, couldn’t work out
schedules so that- Persian Room
and
rehearsals
"appearances
wouldn’t conflict with “Your Show
of Shows,” the NBC-TV layout on.
which they are appearing. Wally
Boag is subbing.
Evelyn Knight and. Johnny
June Belmont are slated to open
at the Persian April 30. Room* Is
now set to close for the summer in
mid- June. It’s probable that .another bill to follow Miss^. Knight
wilL be signed.

March

Antwerp, and March 31, Alhambra,
Paris’. Immediately after her London .appearances, she will depart
for Palestine, where, she i^- to do
12 concerts for charity, with entire
proceeds to the Palestinian Home
for Children.

-

Philadelphia

STAR MANAGEMENT
Avo. f New York
BAsido

144 7th

4-0*1#

!

>

DORAINE

i

and ELLIS
ROMANCE

IN

SONG"

CARIBK HILTON HOTKL
San Juan, Puerto Rica

.

(MAR.

’

17-MAR.

i*
w;

3<rf

&

s

HARBERS
*

.

Francesco Mele, Inc.,
chartered to conduct a theatrical
attraction business in New York.
Capital stock is 100 shares, no par
value. Directors are Pietro Francesco Mele, Hyman Jacobs and
Jeanne Friedberg. Theodore Charnas was filing attorney.

Now

PERSIAN

will

dates,

and

Philadtlphia

Lisa Kirk to Sub Ailing

ROOM

Plaza Hot* I, N. Y.

Pietro

and

*

DALE

Jerry Wayne's Petition
Singer Jerry Wayne filed a pebankruptcy in N, Y. Federal Court last week.

His

tition in

Listed were $20,827 in liabilities

and $475

in assets.
.

Just Concluded:

40-CITY

CONCERT TOUR
4

NOW: Shoreham

STECHER and HOROWITZ

Hotel, Wash., D. 0.

Twin Piano

Next: Copley-Sheratoft, Boston

BILLY GILBERT
Oponing March

?0-

Just Concluded'

*

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
-NEW YORK

Qasls Club, Muncio, Ind.

Direction:

MERCURY

ARTISTS CORP.

April 13

Thanks to RUSSELL

TRITON c HOTEL
Rochastor, N, Y.

254 West 54th

Street/

New

York

Personal

— Mercury

MARKERT'and RAYMOND PAIGE
Maiiagomonf

Mannurment

DAVID L. SHAPIRO
AL 4-1077
For Night Clubs

Artistry

Artists

CAROf A MICHLIN
lit Wasf 57th

St.,

Ntw

York It

COIambas 5-2040

i
„-.,w sd«y,

March 25. 195j__;
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THE VERSATILE

Just

Concluded 4 Weeks
\

LA VIE EN ROSE, New York
*

i

Opening April 2nd
LATIN CASINO, Philadelphia
followed by

LAST FRONTIER, Las Vegas

*
1

*
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PICTURES:

Soon

to
r

MGM s

be Released

—

“BRIGHT ROAD”

(Starring Role)

“REMAINS TO BE SEEN”

Beginning

in

June

SOUTH AMERICAN TOUR
Public Re/af ions:

MURIEL FRANCIS

Direction:

Personal Manager:

EARL MILLS

(featured role)

—

—

.

.

VAUDEVILLE
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Calvet Vice Patachou
Lucienne Boyer’s Coast
In Cesar Romero Unit '

Eddie Fisher Sheds Khaki

|

Four-City Circuit
-

Continued from page 62

various other segments of show

ranging

from

to
staging their
jive

show they booked

biz,

longhair.
offerings

Originally
in the National Guard Armory and
Uline’s Arena, the brothers hsive
spread out and also book into Constitution Hall, Griffith Stadium,
the town’s big league ball park*
and the big outdoor Carter Barron Amphitheatre. Starting in one
city, the Felds are not only now
booking some attractions for the
entire 4-town circuit, but also
spot an occasional attraction as
far away as Pittsburgh.

Bow

Armory

the

at

last year.

In addition to Super Attractions,
the Feld Bros, operate a Super
Drugstore, which is more than
half record shop, and three Super
Musiic stores which claim to do one
of the largest retail record businesses in the U, S.

Saranac Lake

Vaude, Cafe Dates
*

New York
Storch leaves the Versailles April 2 and returns there
April 12. Meanwhile, Carmen Torres takes care of the show solo
Edwards Bros, off to England for
a 10-week tour of the provinces
Gaston Palmer set for the Palmer
House, Chicago, July 30... Valerie
Noble in third holdover at Pecos
Ravazza
Carl
Newark
City,
opening May 26 at the Shamrock,
Bob Carroll into Town
Houston
Casino, Buffalo, April 20. .Vic
Damone tapped for El Rancho, Las
Vegas, July 15.
.

.

.

.

,

.

Municipal
Auditorium,
largest one-day showbiz take in
that Virginia town. Oddly enough,
one of their few money lixsers was
the Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis

.

.

.

.

Dallas
Billy

May

orch, Sarah

Vaughan

and other acts booked' for State
Fair Aud. April 23 under sponsorHarry
.
ship of H, D. McElroy .
James band will play the Aud.
Dorothy
Shay headApril 27 .
.
lining the anni show at Shamrock
backed
by Eddie
Hotel, Houston,
Spike Jones &
O’Neal orch
Houston
the
will
top
City Slickers
Sports Show at Sam Houston Coli4-12
Stewart
April
seuip,
.

PATRICIA

,

.

and

.

.

.

.

Room

HOTEL PIERRE
Now

'

York

.

Scott’s five-piece combo
at the Cipango Club.

CAPPELLA
Cotillion

'

opened

Beverly Allison to Work
N.Y. Carnaval Exclusively
Beverly Allison has been booked
Into the Carnaval Room Of the
Sherry-Netherland Hotels N. Y.,
starting April 6. Singer comes in
under a deal in, which the hotel
.will provide costuming and publicity in exchange for exclusivity
When working this area.
The Wiltfam Morris *agency negotiated.

offsprings

from show

who

biz

remained here after regaining their
health. A. B. (Tohy) Anderson, for
mer film salesman, is now manager
of Schine’s Pontiac Theatre and
mayor . of Saranac Lake. Fred
Buck, city manager and supervisor,
played piano in silent picture days
when it was don6 from a cue sheet,
Helen O’Reilly, nitery hostess of
Prohibition days, is owner of local

REFRESHING

". . .
. . « infect patrons with tjtir
Jiappy attitude • . . get excellent mitt . . . handsome team
has unusual encore » * % off very Well ..."
VARIETY

—

dance satire ... a duo with

of youthful energy well distributed

.

lots
€

.

—CHICAGO

TRIBUNE

SPECTACULAR

steps and lifts ... his part
. .
shows up unusually well and she accomplishes^ the complicated twists and turns . . . "
BILLBOARD

—

May 20. It’s
show McHugh unveiled

^

and “We The Patients.”
Robert (Metro) Viniello
Sims,

Yonkers, are

Proctor’s

new

arrivals

h v>'

-i;.v w
v

-

^

§ A'h..

$
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si

f
*
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Couple of Post-Season

RESTAURANT AND BAR
W. 44 St., New York LU 2-4411
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

53

* TALENT CONTEST*

MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize: Troftsiional

A mtrM

Ouelleat* frln*

Engagement
le

tfc«

Cut

tl Tlti

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON,
presents

:

'll

Currently
LIDO, PARIS

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL MAROUANI AGENCY PARIS

American Rep.:

WHEN

BOSTON

IN
It's

th»

HOTEL AVERY
Avery

\

A Wdihfngton

Sts.

‘
'

The

Home

of

Show

Folk

i

ANNOUNCEMENT
At the meeting of the National Board of
AGVA held February 2-6, 1953, the Board
resolved that

any person, firm or corporaon the basis

tion guilty of discrimination

creed or union activity
connection with the employment of

of race, color,
in

AGVA

British

Colonial

'
'

Hotel, Nassau,

Bahamas,

,

s

'

V

members, be declared Unfair and

remain Unfair subject to further action
of the Board.

American Guild of Variety Artists

British

Indies

JAYNE

Management:

LORD LEDDY

i

NEWMAN

Byron and Margaret Ann

TALBOT

MANNERS
ADOLPHUS HOTEL
Dallas.

Currently

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
New
Thanks

Texas

Weeks of March 16 and March 23

Orleans, La.

TOM MARTIN
G.A.C.

Direction:

I

i

Currently:

fix
*

:

and SIR LEON

JOHN and JUNE B

1

ill.

v

'
,

Grant’s Riviera

In Hong Kong Stands
Hong Kong, March 17.
The Xavier Cugat show which
opens
this week at the Lee Thethe

West
%

Singer, incidentally, flas signed
with Music Corp. of America for
radio and tele. This agency procured the Coke show for him. General Artists Corp. will continue
to
handle him ih other fields.

Show Sells Out

atre, is booked for a two-nighter
the
principal speaker here for boost- at
Skyroom nitery here.
ing local tourist trade as guest of Troupe includes ’singer Abbe Lane,
Chamber of Commerce.
Four Step Bros., Los Barrancos,
Max Rosenthal, Randforce Thea- comedienne Tulara Lee, Aura San
tres, skedded for a double major Juan,
the McQuaid Twins, Jose
.operation, while William Notting- Wong and
Juan Guerrero.
ham, staffer of Pearl Theatre,
Theatre and nitery dates were
Philly, and recently a father, massold out in advance at a $3.50 top
tered an operation and is back in
for the stage show and $10, with
circulation.
dinner, at the Skyroom.
Write to those who are

f
'

Fisher is slated for the Paliadlum, London, May 11. He’s also
scheduled for a Coca-Cola tele*
*
show.

OFF AGVA’S NIX LISTr

Ralph Hench, manager of
N. Y. office of Holiday mag, was

*

s

,

Morris Dennison,
staffer
of
Randforce ' Theatre, Brooklyn, in
for the general o.o. and medical

s

ss^ss>-

lt
locally at

extra well.

•

'

Winter-

*

i't

4

Hugo

accompanist Hugh Martin

and

JAY MARSHALL
'' '

of a family

composer who performed a similar
chore for Judy Garland during her
Palace
engagement;
and
the
Beachcombers. Pic will be “Houcae
of Wax” (WB).

SHERMAN SUES TO GET

RKO, Cugat
doing

Larue’s from Jerry Brooks.

S'*

samee

Dress

of tht Beachcomber
here.
Spot, which was operated
by Ed Fielding,' had one of the
most disastrous seasons in years,
having gone into the red for a reported $500,000.
In another nitery deal, Hutton’s,
N. Y. eatery chain, has taken over

s' ,

s

arranger-conductor,
halter;

'

Thruman

much

Layout will comprise his friend
from Philly, Joey Foreman;
his

theatrical pressagenf and
editor, is now editor of Adirondack
Daily Enterprise here. Eddie (&

operation

'S

constitutes very

package.

Nason,

Miami Beach, March 24.
Norman Schuyler has taken over

VC *

resume his vaude career
Paramount Theatre, N. y
same day. He’s set for three
weeks aso head of a bill which
10 > wil1

the

Ciro’s at Christmas time.

Miami Beach Transfers

\w *2

the

dis

at the

id
room’s bookings. She had insisted
’s
that the spot book Benny Strong’s
orch to back her and the outfit
^
5S
stays on the bill to back Miss
Boyer.
b.
Grove also has set Jimmy Mc-

starting

of B’way Par
April

a
Producer Noel Sherman has filed
Shop.' Harry against the American Guild of Va-‘
riety Artists in N. Y. Supreme
d
Court for an injunction to forbid
»,
the union from processing "unfair”
Hurst)
Vogt,
former
standard actions against him.
Sherman
n
vaudeville act, is top colurrifiist for
claims that union’s placing him on
n
local gazette and co-editor of Sara
anac Lake Rehabilitation Guild the list has prevented him from
earning a livelihood.
News, a monthly magazine.
to
Sherman
was
declared
be
unJoe (UA) Phillips topk 18 months
's
to beat the rap and left here for fair for failure to pay off salaries
Gotham with an all-clear. Ditto and transportation on “Water
Helen Vick, 'of the. Dallas Warner Capers,” which he produced and
^
Bros, staff, who graduates after was presented in South America
a
one year.
last year.
Union had to shell outt
Eva Wecker back to N. Y. after $4,000 for transportation to bring
a bedside chat with her hubby, members of the troupe back to the
!
Morris, whose progress is of speU. S.
Total transportation claim
cial note. Abe Collister of the E, M.
Lqew Theatres took time out to is $13,159, but some members paidl
[their own fares back.
Union, exreminisce
with
Forrest
(Slim)
Glenn and left for Boston lauding cept for the transportation, wantsS
the
rest
of
the
$33,654 in claims to
O
this institution.
Murray (& Burns) Kissen bedded go to arbitration. However, Sherwith ^ serious relapse for an in- man claims that he personally iss
definite period. His wife planed not responsible for the "Water
r
in during his recuperation. They Capers” fiasco since he was an emcelebrated their 35th wedding anni ployee of a corporation which ran
at a parly tendered by A1 Brandt the show.

Hollywood

observation.

"...AMUSING

Same Day

Eddie Fisher* who’s being
charged from the Army on

c

!

Larry

As Topper

Saranac Lake, N. Y., March 24.
Many of our town fathers are Hugh and his unit for a fortnight
lt
(

Norfolk

April 10, Opens

-

By Happy Bcnway

I

|

Biggest prestige builder was last
summer’s 16-day run of the Monte
Carlo Ballet Russe at the Barron
Despite rain, they
Amphitheatre.
claim that the audiences they drew
were the largest to which the ballet has ever played anywhere. They
also built their rep with a twonight sellout of "Don Juan in
Hell” at Constitution Hall. They
grossed $20,000 flast Oct. 4 at the

NOW APPEARING

e
at Cocoanut Grove
Cesar Romero and Corinne Calare being teamed in a unit
Los Angeles, March 24.
which will include a line for an
hurriedly
Boyer,
booked
Lucienne
,a
opening at Top’s; San Diego, April as a replacement for Yma Sumac,
C
J
10.
Layout was originally to in- will make her Coast debut April 8
clude Patachou, but her presence at the Cocoanut Grove of the Amn.
hiked cost of the package consider- bassador Hotel for *a two-week
*k
ably, so she’s being peddled solo stand.
She’ll be accompanied by
>y
by the Lev^ & Leslie Grade agency. the Nita Bieber Dancers.
Other dates are being lined up
Miss Sumac cancelled out to esfe’
for. the Romero-Calvet setup.
say a tour, leaving a hole in the'
vet

-=

:

|

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

)tyt(

<

.
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Composed by

HARRY NOBLE
•and one of America's
TOP tO SONGS .
ORIGINAL HIT RECORD
by Noble and King is one of

-the

England's

BEST

SELLERS.

and
Currently Appearing
*

—

<»
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SUPPER CLUB ENGAGEMENTS

IN

EUROPE

ei-
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Hotel Pierre, N. Y.

It

floor.

whams

Gogi’s LaRue, N. Y..

who

Stern,

’em.

m

-

But there is np gainsaying her
vocal style, ahd after some reroutining, perhaps with a view to first
et over her Cap impact with “Le
f iacre” and “Don’t Let the Stars
Get In Your Eyes,” she’ll travel
“Eyes” was actually
smoother.

first done by her although Perry
Como’s subsequent plattering, and
also one or two of the other male
colleagues, eclipsed her pioneering
Mentioning her French extraction, she might do one more such
number, not necessarily such overly familiars as “La Vie En Rose,
but something unique* In the same

idiom, despite Jier. expert stylizing
of “Fiacre,” that one is now so
closely identified with Jean Sablon, both in the parallel slick
saloon circuits and on .wax, that a
substitution there, too, might be
in order.
She has a natural, mike voice
and her knowledge of the microphonic technique becomes quickly
-

Carle’s orch.

The Copsey three follow with a
sensuously exciting “Frankie Sc
Johnnie” terp interpretation. (The
complete costume changes neces-*
sitated routining the
order.)

show in .this

George Gobel, booked in here at
$650, is a comic who recently
started rising in the midwest and
His standup
is new to the Coast.
monolog style—part homespun and
part smart delivery of delayed
catchlines—is rather .fresh around

circuit.

.

'

•

that*

St alter. Hotel, L. A.
(TERRACE ROOM)
Los Angeles, March 20.
Gobel, Harold Stern*
(22), Bob Copsey
pancers (3), Frankie Carle Orch
(14), Ron Perry Orch (5); $2
George

r

Singing- Strings

'

cover.

'

*

'

.

In a town where nitery bills are
tending more and more to brief
one-man or one-woman shows, the
Statler deliberately reverses gears
and herewith trots out a floorful of
entertainment personnel, Preceding this booking Hildegarde and
her own orch under Bobby Norris’
baton went it. alone.
This is a layout which will have
to build biz primarily on word-of-'
mouth, and off that it should
mount. Frankie Carle has a solid
•

rep here, and his draw will be
the only automatic one. His band
recently played the' Terrace Roofri
hnd has been returned because
spot found* that lately, following
th£ only floorshow of an evening,

crowd would disperse.
.

Carle’s

contagious

very necessary in a setup
this.
Talent cost for this
for instance, is ‘'about $7,300,
and since policy (which really
should be changed to conform to
other niteries here) is to toss ’em
one show nightly, save Saturdays,
when two are offered, the 'patrons
who come early, have a leisurely
dinner and then lean back and- relax during the floorshow during
which, incidentally, no table serv
ice is dispensed. It creates a prob
lem.
it is

such as
s:

bill,

—

The 75-minute show is opened
by the Bob Copsey Dancers (one
man, two maids) doing an 11-minute East Indian barefoot routine,
Garb looks authentic and the angular aqtics are good, but what
really gets the idea across is the
bizarre facial makeup of the three.
Next, Harold Stem’s Singing
Strings swirl on from rear of room
q wesoiqely* Jills, .up* the entire
*

k

,

Color is Janis Paige’s forte
a
carrot-hued
coiffure’
through a^rich tan and a bright
costume, she presents a picture in
Technicolor.
Then, in a wide
stance, a “mobile unit” attack pre-

From

sents the colorful action.
Her only serious moment

work with tongue-in-

(outside of hotels) in Montreal.

Headliner is Josh White, return
cheek ahd give the stunt a comic
instead of the usual serious coat- ing to Montreal for the first time
ing, kidding each other, paying in several seasons. Balladeer packs
guests and the trick itself, serves as great a wallop as ever and offers
to make the acp more effective and a cinch songalog that includes such
more in a tony supper club’s faves as “Molly Malone” and “One
groove. Their magic travesty, pat.- Meat Ball” to contrast effectively
ter and clowning also help to cre- with more literal and earthy items
ate a rib-tickling occasion.
as “Sam Hall” and “Cindy.”- ReA big click in their initial Flame peated requests on night caught
Room appearance the preceding kept guy on for more than 10 num
fortnight, Teddy & Phyllis Rodri- bers, and despite a twisted ankle
guez hold over and again are show- which cut down mobility on the
stoppers with their superior step- stand, he covered all tastes even
ping and amiable antics.
Their to a brace of audience partish sesdown-to-earth approach and evi- sions.
dent personal enjoyment enhance
White is ably backed by bass
the act’s -entertainment value and player Jack Kostenuk and 88’er
spell some novelty. Their South Len Berger throughout
stint with
American Charleston version con- pianist. Fred Toldy filling intertinues a knockout.
Rees.
ludes in the semi-classical vein.
Newt.

in the nitery field. With
ceptions, management has played
safe with name attractions from
Overseas rather than run the risk
building up unknown local
Of
artists.
It is

a welcome change there-

fore, to see, a completely British

production at the Embassy Club.
Not only has local talent been recruited but the cast is comprised
.

mainly of unknowns, and some of
the girls are still undergoing
The venture may haVe
training.
seemed a hazardous one, but the
opening night turnout was reminiscent of the crowds that are a

its

exuberance, vivacity and

and

sense takes up too much time and
received rather quietly. Kudos

is

to

show

Them
tions

biz,

“They’re Not Making

Like They Used To,” menTed Lewis, et al., with brief

impreshes of each and a good copy
This is dropped too
o£*Jolson.
quickly and could be built much
bigger.

Comic

starts

with

his stories,

some pooches which aren’t particularly talented but what they do
is cute. K-9s engage in very few

but mostly have a doggone
good time knocking over differsize
suitcases which they arent
rive in. A comely mistress, Alma
Michael, gets prettily mixed up
trying to keep them out of a station porter’s way. One little mutt
balances on a rope for a swing.
feats,

Starlets start things off in their
usual exciting manner, this time
in brief red for some intricate precision.

Pigalle 9

London

London, March
“The Blue

16.

Bird,**

Trevil,

'

tomer

taste.

This type production would have
been enhanced 100% if the performers worked on a stage. As is,
most of the intricate stepping is
missed by those sitting in the rear
of the room and even those who
defy convention and stand on their
seats, .lose many of the finer moments. The show is in for an indefinite run and looks like a
healthy grosser for the Barnett
•

Myro.

brothers.

Since its inception almost two
years back, the Pigalle remains the
only pop-priced night spot specializing in full-scale cabaret. In that
short time the innovation has paid
off handsomely, and the big restaurant is a favored haunt for outof-towners and tourists in search of
modest-priced food and entertainment. It’s the best value of its
kind in the West End.
In keeping with the name, the

shows always have a distinctive
Continental flavor and ever since
the first presentation the manage-

Eddys’, K. C.

Kansas City, March 18.
ment has brought over artists from
The Continentals (5), Tony Di- Paris and other European centres.
cover.
Orch
(8)
Pardo
$1,
Current revue adds a Parisian
.

;

Frequent appearance of the -Continentals here is almost a tradition
by now, this being the fourth time

*

Abbey Albert, new
show

tall,

) j

•

here, opens the
88'ing of Grieg
concertos.

her

Al Bernie is: slow to roll but
seems over the hump about the
time he’s ready to quit. Pure non-

with Catherine
Pamela
Sellers,
Peter
The company, is gaily cos- Palma, Bryan Johnson, Joy- Major,
tumed and the routines have a Donald Craig, Louis Conrad, Show
producunique vitality. The movement, Girls (6). Dancers ( 13
rhvthm and grace of the dancers tion and choreography, Mme.
Muir,
is,
Frank
There
sketch,
Darmora;
staging.
highlight the
Norden; special music,
perhaps, an overdose of terping at Dennis
JohnBryan
the
lyrics,
Essex
but
Francis
vocals,
of
;
the expense
dances are far better than the son; Lew Stone Band; $2.50 minisongs and much more to the cus- mum.

ing in
youth.

5

acterization of “loser in love,”
orch leader which builds into ditty, “If There’s
with expert a Girl for Every Guy in the World.”
Tchaikovsky Rib-tickling table of impressions
•on* Gable, ’'Cooper; Colman hits for

Paige herself with
well-designed frame.
is

-

The production, staged and devised by Buddy Bradley, is refresh-

Baker

.

moments. “Lady is a Tramp” gives
her good ppportunity to animate
and best arrangement is “Pennies
From Heaven.” Best from her book

covers were necessary

additional

t& cope with the overflow.

the group has played the room and
the Eddy Bros, spot not yet four
Hotel, Balias
years old. This time around the
El Rancho, Las Vegas
(MURALROOM)
musicomedy foursome is .all it has
Dallas, March 20.
Las Vegas, March 20.
been in previous dates, and that
Dick Lee, Abbey Albert Orch
Jack Carson, Connie Towers, means healthy biz for the two
Rio' Bros.
(9); $1 cover.
(3), Zoris
(2), Roy weeks.
On the basis of this perChamberlain, Bob Ellis Orch ( 10 )
formance the singing outfit looks
Dick Lee, handsome 22-year-old no cover or minimum
good for plenty of future dates
blond trading on his first Essex
here.
platter sides, is on the bistro J)elt
Finding himself minus a headFoursome basically is a singing
with a surprisingly good sesh. En- liner for one frame between the group, but polished and embellishthusiastic youngster works hard departing Billy Daniels and' on- ed with precise choreography and
with his vocals and displays a good coming Guy Lombardo package, light comedy touch.
Lineup Of
tonal range. Opener here was bonlface Beldon Katleman tagged Jay Moffet, Ben Cruz, Bob Garson
marred by a noisy half-a-house and Jack Carson to make with the. and Garr Nelson, with Ivan McInan off-and-on mike, yet he scored funny biz, with a 'fortnight in the tyre supporting at the piano, hanwith a lusty “Why Don’t You Be- offing later this year. Result is dles most "anything in. the song
lieve
Me” .and finely shaded turnaway, SRO, and crowded field, ranging from novelties and
“You’ll Never Walk Alone” to a casinos.
broad cqmedy to the sweeter balnice mitting'.
Carson has refurbished his en- lads as well as Latin rhythms and
Lee gets off rhythm oldies, tire act since romping across the more full-blown numbers.
“Them There Eyes” and “After El Rancho Vegas boards' several
Off to a lively start with appro?
You’ve Gone,” capably but with ex- months ago. Material is sharper priate parody to “The Continenaggerated
arm-waving.
Ample With yocks running a steady tal,” and offer a variety including.
plugs are inserted for his waxin’gs, stream throughout his split ses- LeRoy
Anderson’s
“Syncopated
“Infatuation”
and
“Eternally,” sions. Following a brief turn by the Clock,” medley of spirituals, “I’ve
which are reprised, naturally, in Zoris, the burly comedian hits Got You Under My Skin” in balhis act. Lad is a comer, has ability sharply with gags from TV to
lad style, “The Sheik” as a workand a fine voice. When he absorbs Texas, culminating in a special “I out for their repertory of vocal
show savvy and sheds the string Love It Here in Las Vegas.” Re- sound-effects, and again in pair
bowtie, he should carve a name turn is marked by his typical char- of Latin tunes. “Casey
at the Bat”
*

.

memory of the lush days.
room was jammed to capacity and

.

for himself.

.

Novelty material is addressed to
such as a trick-lyric
ringside,
“Hopalong Paige” with Stetson and
guns. Youthful verve helps slack

A Calypso “Down in the
Indies,” chanted by Betty Holt,
in colorful individual achas
girls
The
Marc.
tion.

*

.

i3

"Why Don’t You
Me,” sung straight to
someone away off on the horizon
second number,

Believe

which may account for nonsensish
“They’re Not Makbeginning.
ing” seems a setup for an opener.
events,
would seem to
of
Revise
straighten Bernie’s act. Material
okay. A nice
are
promotion
and
voice isn’t exploited enough.
Excess
Baggage has
called
Act
few ex-

,

dancing

rhythm kept ’em around buying
drinks and he’ll do it again. Fact
is,

they

mum.

.

Possibly this bill would flow
She -hits her stride from
more evenly if Gobel and Harold derly,” “September Song” and “It
midsection on to a strong end-reswapped spots. Too, if Stem Takes* a Good Man To Do* That”
Stem
sult with the Merman-Garlandcould utilize his singing quintet show her off in an assortment of
Martin impressions. An unsuspectbit
more it would be welcome;
a
that range from
ed (at least until that point) flair their chirping is the only caroling piping moods readings
to -hot
Warm ballad
for comedy v was her Texas hillbill.
Carle’s
crew
out
on
tinkles
shouting.
Encores strong
rhythm
billy, nasal twang-voiced version
its highly danceable arrangements with
in French
“Padam-Padam”
inconas
Wiedersehen,”
“Auf
of
before and after show, alternating and anglais.
gruous a conception as 'could- be withyRon
Perry’s essentially LaTed Straeter's orch hits a neat
imagined. It got a spontaneous
tune
combo.
Bert
beat for the terpsters while Pepito
salvo. This segued into “Stars In
Lopez fills the niche for the rhumYour Eyes,” wearing the same 10Gros.
baddicts.
gallon skimmer, and perhaps she
Hotel Radtssoiw Bpls.
should explore moire in the com(FLAME
ROOM)
Montreal
Rdliy Foo’s,
edy vein. Certainly -the slick bisMinneapolis, March 21.
Montreal, March 20.
tros could use a change of pace
Lucille Sc Eddie Roberts, Teddy
Josh White, Len Berger, Fred
from the pash and/or other Sc Phyllis Rodriguez, Don McGrane
Toldy; no cover or minimum.
straight chirps. Her VAdios” (avec
Orch (7); $2.50 minimum.
flowers) was a warm signoff.
Cappella & Patricia, in the en
Basing their rep on a superb
Lucille &( Eddie Roberts’ annua
kitchen,
tr’acte spot, are expert ballroomexcellent
service
and
visit to this class' room is producologists who have’ been away over
surroundings plus a solid single
tive of the accustomed and exfour years in London and Continacter in Starlight Room, the man
pected
of
customer
pleasamount
ental bookings. They also make
agement of Ruby Foo’s continues
mention thereof. Their routines ure-. First-rate*, entertainers,, they to lure the coin to this swank outhave entrenched themselves as lo
are imaginatively conceived, and
eatery when most of the
cal supper cluh favorites, and their skirts
his holds of her in upside-down
in’
midtown are going
performance
oii
this
occasion boites
and other equilibrium and gravity- should further cement their
through
the worst pre-Easter sespop
defying holds are spontaneous ap- ularity
sion in recent years. Current aftet*here.
plause-letters. Per usual,, maestroCouple’s “thought transference” dark slump has little or no effect
impresario Stanley Mqlba, who is stunt still proves
a never-failing on biz at this particular spot; where
responsible for the talent roster source
of surprise, amazement, most cafes are trimming vbudgets
along with his standard dansapa- mystification and even laughs, each etc.. Ruby Foo’s is expanding and
tion, does a competent emcee job
usually
providing Friday (20) opened two new rooms
performance
Abel.
some astonishing results. The fact bringing capacity to 700, the largest

Rbna, March 19

.

Janis Paige, Al Bernie, Excels
Baggage, Riverside Starlets, Bill
Clifford Orch; no cover or mini,

London

Embassy

here, .Better* just about all of his
material is fresh. It took the crowd
a few minutes to warm to him,
but by the time he got around to
finally using the guitar he carries,
doing a takeoff on the Ink Spots'
Maybe” styling, he had many in
near- convulsions. Comedically,
Gobel has the whole bill to. him
self; he not only- suffices, he’ll
make the grade on the bigtime .cafe

Reno

Riverside,

<

'

evident.

.

sock results. Long duet with Con-

nie Towers,- *' You Can Have Your
Beridce Parks, Ted Straeier Rancho Grande,” bowls ’em in. the
Orch; Pepito Lopez Band; $5 mini- aisles with neat prop breakups for
mum.
great tag. Roy Chamberlain has
the driver’s seat in accomping
Gogi’s LaRue has its best chance from the 88, downbeating the Bob
to crack into the eastside’s class Ellis crew and giving Carson and
nitery belt With its Qurrent attrac- Miss Towers excellent backing.
tion, thrush Bernice. Parks. Miss
Miss Towers, fresh to Vegas
Parks IS" the third' headliner here from eastern vidshows and one
(preceding were Joanne Gilbert nitery stand, impresses with looks
and Celia Lipton) since room add- and by better-than-average thrush-,
ed acts to its already established ing. Although her term is short*
plush eatery policy and. she’s sure consisting of “Zing - Went the
to help Gogi's in its new effort.
Strings of My Heart” and “All
Mdss parks is a savvy songstress the Things You Are,” the blonde
whose pro qualities project eyeful gets plenty of appreciative
She
throughout the repertoire.
mitting, particularly in the duet
knows how to peddle a tune for with Carson.
top impact and gets ditto Tesults
Rio Bros, keep everything movfrom rhythm numbers as well as ing in light vein following Carson’s
ballads. Although the room, which
first foray, by their nonsensical
is wide and broad, impressed as a
“Cisco Kid” romps with the prop
cold spot for a performer. Miss
horses. Cap with their slpw-motion
Parks purveys plenty of warmth in stickup for okay exit chuckles.
with
her songalog and emerges
prime with a fair adagio
hefty palming. Her red tresses and Zoris
display. Male of pair is garbed in
costume, designed for s.a. values,
skin loin cloth and spends
leopard
help.
onstage tossing the
Her show knowhow is evident not his moments
in leopard skin leotard,
femme,
only in her song-selling mannerborders. Rob Ellis orch
.the
around
producisms" but in the effective
well to all scores and
tion values that go into her 25- responds
Will.
minute turn. She gets plenty of cues.
power into her big songs via an
Club,'
which
backing
etched vocal choral
London, March 16.
comes out over, the mikes. It's disu Rhapsody in Rhythm,** with
concerting at' first but grows on
Elizabeth Shelley, Charles Yates,
the .listener for socko effect.
Miss Parks opens with a stand- Ann Emery, Duke Diamond, Billy
out arrangement of “And The An- Sproud Orch; $4.25 minimum
gels Sing,” then switches to a
Latino-grooved “Just A Lot of
There was a time when the
Love.” Changes pace again for a “made in Britain” tag meant somerousing rendition of the current thing, but as result of the postwar
faith tune click, “I Believe.” Such invasion of Hollywood and Broadfollowup songs as “Do It Again,” way stars, local perforfners have
“House of The Rising Sun,” “Ten- only had restricted opportunities

has been leading a combo out at
Glsele MacKenzie, Cappella &
he Bevhills Hotel, has done this
Patricia, Stanley Melba and Cluco v hing before, notably at Las Vegas.
Relli Orchs $1.50 and $2 cover.
His group consists of 10 fiddles,
two viols, bass, drums, piano, acGisele MacKenzie/ Frehch-Can&- cordion and a mixed vocal quintet.
dian songstress who has created a
Colorfully togged out, and with
bit of a vogue on CaPttoL records
precision timing, group gives put
came into the, plush- GotUlioos with Viennese and gypsy airs,
Boom of the Hotel P^re. twdier a •“Hora Staccato,” with the vocalists
sartorial handicap but; won .them -~a good, unbilled unit by the
over with her vocal .yeryc >and. Way—chiming in on ‘‘You Are
Accoutred^- ,p e.rh,a p.^J Love” and a Romberg medley of
bounce.
“wrong,” according,, to the?' syelfe “Softly As Tn A Morning’s Sunstyle of costuming* this' is a me- rise,”
“One Kiss” and “Stoutchanical detail that cap readily be Hearted Men.”
The act took 25
corrected since, obviously, the bal- minutes. Judging from th£ tumullerina type of costuming isn’t for tuous reception, it probably could
her; also, as a slim gal she might have stayed as long again. Act is
be wise in exposing less decolle- getting $2,650 weekly, same as
tage.

"

.

comedy entry, with,
whistling “Sabre Dance” kidded at
close.
Ably backed by Tony DiPardo orch, closing with a rousis

1

slapstick

ing" hand.

Quin.

chirper and’ an Italian terper to
costar with a British impressionist

and

vocalist.

Catherine. Trevil, who headlines
the cqst lineup, is an experienced
nitery performer with the lead at
the Paris Lido as one of her main
of herself with a few pop numbers
in English and one or two added in
French. She has a. clear and smooth
'Voice but lacks that extra vivacity
Which this type of prdduction demands. As a singer She gets by, but
there can be littie or ho justification for her embarking in a terping
specialty. She tries, but it’s clearly
out of her range.
On the terping Side, however,
the production has a positive asset
in Pamela Palma, a dark-haired
Italian looker Who makes with the
hips With compelling voluptuousness. This girl has style, rhythm
aipd exuberance and is the standout
personality of the revue.
Peter Sellers, a popular, local impressionist* disappoints with his inadequate Script. He has two spots
on the bill, .first, in a “Groucho
Marx disguise and subsequently as
a yarn spinner. On neither occasion
#

does he make

any real
Bryan Johnson puts over

impact.
his own

pleasingly but is a wees,
stage personality.
Entire show is lavishly costumed"
ahd the big numbers are boldly/
rected. The can-can finale, parUcu*
D;nwe
larly, draws strong acclaim.
music is provided
by the Lou fei-one
'
Myro.
aggregation.
lyrics

.

,

'

'

Wednesday? March 25, 1953
*

PfinrjEifr

scores as a surprisingly relaxed
Village Barn, N. Y.
funnyman with an odd kind of
jrmest Sarracino Clara Cedrone, charm
that registers strongly.
Mims Mattie
Mavis
Peak
rwT

L

The Stork, London

costume items. Material is entirely
Hotel Jefferson, St.
in French but gal uses some EngLondon, March 17.
(BOULEVARD ROOM)
Jack Hilliard, Pat Morrissey, lish intros to make it easier for
In smartly-paced stint, Colonna
St, Louis, March 20.
Lee,
Zippy
&
the Anglo-Anlericans and is best
At Forman,
Danny
Termer
Orch;
cover.
$2.80
Louise Hoff, Stan Fisher, The
Huston Orch; uses props sparingly this time out,
when kidding a typical HxistenDan 'Hardin, Ted
thus adding to effectiveness of oc(3), Hal Havrid Orch
f
tionalist singer or parodying a Rudells
$2.50-3 minimum.
Since his recent visit to Americasional twirl on mustachio, eye(7); $1-1.50 cover.
Spanish bullfighter,
rolling
ca, A1 Burnett, longtime operator
and
songs
operation
starting
in
Midway through offering she
The Meyer Horowitz
whisper with roaring crescendo. of the Stork Room, seems to have does
into a newer type of
Out-of-towners in large numbers
“Can’t Get a Man” from
is dipping
which had a. long run Even trombone is employed only acquired a taste for U,S. cabaret “Annie,” but the sudden switch attending a, convention in this
policy, one
and
it al- once, in ripsnortin’ ride on Burke- performers. On his return he was from her regular comedies fails to plush downtown spot received a
eastside,
upper
the
11
Heusen
tune
“Chicago accompanied by Jack Hilliard, who register song with patrons. Miss sample of* top entertainment in the
?
SSvs offers a lot of entertainment. Style.
-Freight-payers respond* to made a socko impact with the late Fayol works entire show without a current layout, 0 with some new
the gay ’90s
This excursion into
solo with heavy mitt, realizing night clientele, and now he has
hiss-the-villain-cheermike because of active style- which faces and a returnee grabbing
Seller with
trombone is no prop a la Jack added Pat Morrissey to the cur- requires plenty of room and she hefty yoeks. and solid palm-pound+he-hero approach has a good poIt’s a format Benny »violin and sensing Colon- rent lineup. The combination spells makes herself heard in all corners ing.
Louise Hoff, a curvaceous
tential in this spot.
na’s
sound musicianship.
boffo biz in any language.
blonde cdhiedienne wearing a tightits own customers
without forcing.
that soon bripgs
“Chicago
Style’’
generally good for
is
such
ShQw< opener, Francis Brunn, is fitting, eye-filling off-the-shoulder
a
Performers of the calibre of
with it and it's
smash, in fact, that comic might Miss Morrissey are quite unique little short of sensational with his gold lame creation, cops solid okays
g
a
use it as opener instead of “You locally; This
attractive
blonde, juggling, which he offers at an for her nifty chatter and thrushing
j?s virt1ially axiomatic that the
Can’t
backbone of this ^type of showing pany Take It With You,’’ in com- with a curvaceous chassis, gives exhausting pace for a socko 15- in her debut this room.
with
Taylor
Sarracino
Ernest
Sisters,
of
She’s the headliner but finds her
vocal
the impression of a single-track minute session. Brunn has patrons
ic the hiring
trio. Revamped “Wish You Were
mind when it comes to selling a on the edge of their chairs and tootsies trampled by Stan Fisher,
and Clara Cedrone, vets of the ‘Old
Here”
draws
to
a
persolidity
boffs
that
give
harmonica virtuoso making his
plaudits
build
to
big
climax
a
build
a
for
as
song. It is sex all the way, unKnick, who
formance of this .kind. Sarracino “Caroline,” “Oh Marie” and “Ja ashamed and unabashed. Nature guy balances several rubber balls, second p.a. in this room since last
Da.” Italian-style reminiscences of
rple
villain
the
December
enacts
a
spins
few
rings
juggles
all
and
and probably will be
and
directs
provided her with curves and she
deals with dastard- life with grandfather also socks uses that natural asset to exploit in unison. A natural for quick re- back again.
in a meller that
across.
Only
mite.
Miss
widow’s
lukewarm
Miss
turns
in
this
room.
Hoff,
and
kidding herself about
response
is
ly deeds
every number. She does more than
Emcee Leon Lachance spots a her weight, tees off her chore with
Cedrone, who plays the protecting to several gags on dated bopster half-a-dozen songs but the customand
fine
3-D
gives
a
heroine,
themes,
neat
likely
couple
of
songs
during
and
switch
the
show
on “Shine On Harof
a
pencilled
mother
ers are not so interested in what
serio-comic touch to the proceed- out by now; Otherwise, Colonna’s she does as in the way she does the eight Lucky Girls dd three vest Moon,” does a talk-singtfof the
new
stint
is
exhibit
trials
and
*
surefire.
production
-numbers
that
tribulations
of an Arthur
ings.
it.
She had the room worked up
Also armed with new material
their hoofing and aero abilities, to Murray dance instructress with a
The others in the cast are Mattie
to a state of fenzy by the time she
*
(by
proprietress;
Ben
saloon
best
Newt.
bit
of
Oakland),
torso-wriggling
advantage.
sultry
Guy
to
emphasize,
Cherney
a
Sondi,
did her bowoff.
continues with a zany bit of a
Russ Peak, the hero, and Mavis has some standout bits in songaIt’s tough sledding for a mere
femme witness decked out in mink
Mims, the heroine. TPs good fdn log. First is tribute to Caruso, male vocalist to follow, but Jack
Bflinstrub’s, Boston
before an investigating committee,
with a hep audience that will pitch Crosby, Richman, Jolson in which Hilliard, already firmly established,
Boston, March 20.
thrills “Marriage Is a Wonderful
in with the spirit of the occasion. handsome singer offers impreshes soon has the ringsiders around to
Lads (5), The Langs (5), Thing” and then, switching to a
to
stage
this
of
difficult
Four
styles
and different moods
It's a bit
them
of
thinking.
way
He
gives
his
type show in a spot with no stage, without outright carbons. Begoff the complete box of tricks, wham- Cabot & Dresden, Edna Sc Leon, Dixie dialect, wins more heavy
but this handicap has been over- closer starts with “Sound Off” in ming home each tune with his Ted Cole Michael Gaylord Orch yocks with her interp of -a southern
come by a set of footlights on the GI gag theme, then builds skill- winning personality. The standard (8), Rosanna Latin Orch (5), Lou belle imbibing too many mint
Weir; $2 minimum.
juleps. A cartwheel exit is her
floor, which gives the* necessary fully into patriotic rouser motif.
novel way of winding her stint.
Latter has sentiment and trade of his vocals is way above average
atmosphere.
for this type of stint and it is a
into
go
their
Fisher, exuding personality, has
principals
then
might
label it cornball, but audiThe
Although the Four Lads were
tribute to his skill that he could
a repertoire ranging from pop
olios. Miss Cedrone and Russ Peak ence here loved it as most audipackage
Johnnie
Ray
part
the
of
excerpt
2
a.m.
customers
an
give
with
vocal
taketunes
stride
to symph stuff and the mob
good
ences
save ultra sophisticates
hit a
Metropolitan last
that played
from “Pagliacci” and have them summer, thisthe
offs on the old vaude teams. Miss should everywhere.
is the group’s initial couldn’t get enough of him. His
for
more.
yelling
sprightly
bit
tapheavy
of
a
stuff is ditto sock. In the
does
Cherney,
Mims
knocking around San
top-billed local nitery stint and the
With this array of talent, oper- boys acquit themselves nicely, lighter vein, a medley of ‘‘Sugar
ping for. good results, and Miss Francisco several years, may make
Sondi indicates that she can get it this tirtie with impetus of ex- ator and emcee Al Burnett takes especially with the younger ele- Roll Blues,” “Wish You Were Here”
less of the limelight than usual ment. Packing plenty of movement, and “Tiger Rag” wins an equally
on in most situations as far as song pert material.
projection is concerned.
Padding out bill, Taylor Sisters but introduces acts effectively. guys warble a variety of styff, in- solid mitt. Request brought almost
One of the experienced dance turn in okay but overlong seg in Danny Termer’s orch accompanies cluding uptempoed numbers, pop a score of songs for more salvos.
The Rudells, two males and a
hands is Al Norman, who acts as undistinguished vocals. Don How- both artists with style and pro- ballads, a spiritual, “Ezekiel in the
heckler during the drayma. Nor- ard, KSDO disk jock with remote vides the terping rhythm. Myro\
Valley,” clinching with disclick, shapely blonde looker, is the secman, an eccentric terper, has some from this nitery, is effective em“Mocking Bird,” aided by rhythmic^ ond trampoline act to appear in
this room during' the current seaclever steps. Routines are inter- cee and Tommy Marino’s orch does
of ringsiders.
Latin Quarter, Boston handclapping
spersed with some excellent com- well for terpers and in. showbackInsertion of a production num- son but this trio includes a nifty
• Boston, March 21.'
edy and he gives the display a ing.
ber, “Swixie Bop,” permitting the c<pmedian who pulls big laughs with
Don.
(13),
Miguelito Valdez Orch
high degree of solidity.
boys to trace music trends via his zany stuff. Triple twists, etc.,
Ken Remo, Shanghai Twins, Bob vocalizing a few bars, received nice seem secondary to one of the lads*
On top of the regular show is
Carousel, Pitt
Conrad Line Charlie Wolke Orch reaction. While at times diction is forward and backward
Zippy & Lee, a chimp act, that’s
jumps
Pittsburgh, March 19.
(8); $2 beverage minimum.
been seen on the “Howdy Doody”
not too clear, possibly due to use through a small hoop while in midFrances Faye, Walter Long,
air, for a solid register.
More of him under
tele show.
harmonies
group’s
of
but
one
mike,
Hal Havrid's boys have plenty to
New Acts, the Ted Huston orch Luke Riley Orch (5); $3.50 miniWhile current lineup at Latin plus (youthful) effervescence and
«
do backing up the acts, but they
does the showbacking and lull en- mum.
Quarter cannot be dlassed as tops spirit score down the line.
acquit
tertainment is by Dan Hardin at
themselves with eclat.
of the season, the Afro-Cuban
Following the usual custom here,
It’s
been a few years since rhythms and tootlings of the Mi- supporting layout is staunch, unthe piano.
Jose.
Sahu.
Frances Faye wa;s last around here guelito Valdez crew certainly tab it
doubtedly a major reason why spot
and town may have forgotten what as the most frantic. Maestro sets
Bill
such
local
fave.
become
a
has
Sans SoucK
B’ch a load of dynamite she is on a cafe the pace fon_band, which consists tees off with Edna & Leon, a clever
Miami Beach,* March 21.
floor. Za-zu-zaz gal reminds them
of four saxes, four trumpets, and aero duo with a solid array of
Alan King, Jana Jones, Sacasas of it in a hurry, however.
included in rhythm section, tricks, hand balancing and lifts.
Orch; $2.50 beverage, minimum.
From the moment she sits down bongo
Continued from page 60
steering them through a raucous While femme member is a shapely
at the piano and tosses her first
sesh of Latin rhythms, changing looker, guy's outmoded gay *90s
Two returnees to the smart Blue gag, Miss Faye is in command. pace midway to insert a subtle hairdo tends to detract, walkon TROA said thaf the AGVA night
could conceivably result in $500,Sails Room in this oceanfront hotel They don’t come any better at
medley of Kern and Gershwin impresh pointing to comic routine
make for a likely pair of young- palming a crowd right off and tunes.
000. He then told the TROA delewhich doesn’t develop.
sters who are. on their way up in keeping it there. The more than
gation that if TROA revealed its
to
throughout
Cabot
&
hard
the
terp
department,
works
In
Valdez
the cafe circuit and are prospects half hour she’s on seems like half
sock across the sesh, which in- Dresden show to slick advantage membership roster to 'AGVA and
for video.
that.
Keyboardology is hot and cludes his vocalizing of the usual stepping through lively and grace- put up $100,000 in escrow against
Alan King comes back a much solid; she sizzles her songs over on
“Babalu,” a subdued “Rhumba ful routines winding with exhaust-* the $500,000 that could result,
more assured comedian, with his a barbecue pit and then kicks in Rhapsody,” lifted from a Hebrew ing conception of perpetual motion AGVA would then
go in for creatmaterial tightened to make for with some jazz fireworks, showing
chant, energetic pounding of bongo danced to “Prelude in C^harp ing its own insurance fund for the
steady build. Sparks the giggles off individual members of the Luke
drums and winding garbed in an Minor.” Rounding out bill are the membership. However, he said
from walkon with well-knit series Riley band in the process that
pink sports jacket, Langs, three guys and two femmes, the entire proposition would hinge
outlandish
of one-liners and short yarns that would slip a bop emporium wide
prancing through an upbeat samba whose teeterboard antics generate on TROA providing AGVA with a
take in topical matters. He works open.
Elie.
joined by Bob Conrad and his line gasps.
roster of its members and putting
in theme on children with sumNew status as a Capitol waxer is
.
up the escrow .coin.
mer-camp sequence a howler that no doubt some help, but it’s just girls.
of layout is incongruous
Balance
hits home with'- ringsiders. Effect added professional heft since Miss
Ankara, Pitt
‘Broken Promises*
this type production, 'although
of TV on moppets is another boffo Faye was crocking ’em in spots for
Indications point to both organi20.
Pittsburgh, March
the crest of his
with the lines on the original side. like these long before the dee jays Ken Remo, riding
Redheads (3), Randolph & Co., zations hitting a belligerent mood.
M-G-M
platter, “Mexico,” registers
Zinger is the
Hollywood run- were spinning her platters all over
songs. Guy Martinet Sc Andre, Bob Rhodes, There have already been charges
around with link to the Jelke trial. the place. She rocks ’em and socks’ nicely with half a dozen
Walter Gatye Orch; no cover or of broken promises. The Western
Winds with “Babalu” done serio- em. For a finish, she brings on has nifty pipes and. savvy to war- minimum.
New York Cafe Operator Assn., a
comedy style to wrap up. King Walter Long, who emcees and rant buildup. Bill 'tees off with
Shanghai
Chinese
mixed
Twins,
TROA subsidiary, has joined with
never lets up pace and keeps play- opens the show with some of the
Ankara has reopened with a sock the Chicago Cafe Owners Assn, on
ln
b * s tempo to jiud’s moods to most skillful hoofing they get iri duo, with a standard sesh of aero
and
handstands.
tricks
of
more
than
shutdown
show
after
a
National Labor Relations Board
add to overall impact.
niteries these days. The .two of
Bob Conrad an<T his newly in- two months./ Room has been re- action in Chicago, determination
In tough opening spot, Jana them put on an ad lib afterpiece
Jones stamps herself again as an that’s solid and ties a little show stalled line are also on hand with modled extensively to increase the of whether cafes come under the
three production numbers that suf- seating capacity, and can mow acnpcomer in the songstress ranks. up in a big way.
jurisdiction of the Taft-Hartley
Cohen.
fer from overproduction.
Charlie commodate around 500.
It’s one
Took a number to warm them up,
Wolke batons show and splits cus- of the most attractive spots around Act. No determination was made
then had them throughout short
Adolphus Hotel, Dallas tomer terpology with Valdez band. these parts in the new dress, with by the boSVd. AGVA, however,
(four-number) stint. Lass is an eye(CENTURY ROOM)
Elie.
They’ve stated that the cafemen showed
loads of genuine class.
catcher,
with vocal ability to
“bad faith” in joining recalcitrant
Dallas, March 20.
installed a permanent ice rink, covmatch. Handles herself in showered by a dance floor that slides Chi ops in the NLRB action. TROA
manly manner and displays warm ^ Jayne Manners, Herman WaldContinental,
Montreal
flenied such intention, declaring it
cover.
Orch
man
$1
while
the
bandstand
underneath
(9^;
pipes with Lena Horne overtones
Montreal, March 20.'
the shows are on, and that's going was of utmost necessity to get a
m delivery.
Lily Fayol ( with Jo Montet), to be a real novelty when finally determination in order to know
Local debut of Jayne Manners,
, .® e st of her array is “Scratchin*
Francis
Brunn,
Leon
Lachance,
where they stand.
unveiled.
My Back,” an Irving Fields origi- six-foot-two blonde looker, at supThe Lucky Girls (8), Johnny Di
The icers don’t resume until
Some elements in AGVA want
n(* soc k version of “Lover per shows only, is an innovation
»
April 6 but meantime, Ankara the union to pull unfair actions on
here. Dot Franey’s longtime ice Mario Orch (6); 85c admission.
Came
back
to
encore
with
JjJ*?*
hasn’t anything to worry about. some of the top cafes on the TROA
Cheatin’,” raising demands for show fills the luncheon and dinsessions nicely as the elongSince Lily Fayol’s appearance in The Redheads are in until then, rgster on the basis that they are
E? re Could have stayed on. ner
thrush needs only a click record ated thrush gets off an impressive Montreal four years ago at the and these boys carry the ball, First not living up to their agreements
quip stint that amply Cafe de ,1’Est, the breezy Gallic time for them around here but it by refusing to pay the
to bounce her into top
brackets, song and
weekly
Come- chirper has enhanced rep consid- won’t be the last. They’re on for $2.50 welfare levy.
oacasas orch is expert, per usual, pleases the late crowds.
As support of
n
showbacks and keeps the dienne’s 40-minute sesh combines erably with numerous boite en- nearly three-quarters of an hour that contention, they say that the
S oor filled for the dansapation. parodies, on “South Pacific” faves, gagements in Paris; the’ lead in and not one dull spot all the way.
Live” and the French version of “Annie Get Their instrumental work (piano, cafemen feel that it’s illegal under
iiati.n Pianist
batoiieer has himself a zesty “Wake Up and
Fine bit is Your Gun,” through a stack of bass, guitar) is tops, but it’s in the Taft-Hartley to pay $2.60, but per* bl
r p in
arek and adds “Adelaide’s Lament*”
?
?
plenty impetus to draw of the straight ballading of the oldie, platters and a couple of 'films. Miss special material song field, all with fectly legal for the cafes to pay
"
t00m
Fayol is a ranking fave here due a sharp comic edge, that they mop $250 annually for all. employees.
“Fools Rush In.”
Lary.
the
administration
Tipping her upcoming Lorelei mainly to her disking, and current up. Easily the best new act town Apparently
Lee role in a London staging of stand should boost appeal "judging has seen in years, and a sure shot wants to explore all avenues before
Top’s, San Diego ,
cafe
tne
1953
big
in
wind
up
unfair
are
Blondes,”
to
actions
taken.
Prefer
from opening night biz.
“Gentlemen
Sa*i Liego, March 21.
Backed by the superb pianoisms Sweepstakes.
On the other hand, TROA feels
canary gets off sock versions of
T
Colonna, Guy Cherney, “Little Girl from Little Rock” and of Jo Montet (who also cuts a
Martinet Sc Andre have put to- that its members fnust protect
(3), Don Howard, the “Diamonds” hit. Encore brings hefty accordion side prior to her gether a breakneck apache that’s themselves in any contingency,
mv anno Orch, Sally Ann risque lyrics’ to “Bad Little Girls performance), Miss Fayol whams plenty flashy, with a lot of muscu- whether it’s from disobeying the
avis, Betty Hall
Jones; no cover Do So Good.” Though Miss Man- over her satire with the accent lar mayhem tossed in, and Ran- T-H law or from excessive Union
or minimum.
ners’ vocal efforts are rewarding, heavy throughout on broad com- dolph, assisted by his wife, is a welfare taxes.
it’s the comedic Vein of her mate- edy arid plenty of hoked-up rou- goodlooking magico (with a strong
Attending the meeting for TROA
C°Jonna is „ socko all the rial that wins the stay-up-laters, tines. Gal is of medium* height, resemblance to screen star Joseph
were Harry Altman, Town Casino,
ay, breaking
in new' material at such as “It’s only fair to tell blonde and at show caught? wore a Cotten) who rates with the topa
Lenny Litman, Copa,
Buffalo;
Kahl
His
sleight-of
-handers.
devoid
drawer
dress
s
afternoon
gray
class
replaceneat,
nitery. Consid- you I’m the Republican
fr JS
a 3rtj froxn W.k.
ment for Margaret Truman,” and of the usual plunging neckline, tricks are headily deceptive and Pittsburgh; Col. Maurice Lutwack,
Props
hatai e i?
counsel,
and Herman ComTROA
°ar
backexecution.
good
they’re
razor-edge
in
made
a
al.,
which
call
et
dare
mustache,
acrobatic her challenge, “Don’t you
evlf
jroe, -Powplton Cafe, Philadelphia.
screeching voice
p)any..#n?jmfiked
, Cf>hen-i
Colonna rme. Christine!**
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Trial Reyes

Malayan Lounge
The Calypsoans

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK ENDING APRIL
Ff

*
.

mis

Rumberes
Music Bex
BeUe Barth
Don Ostro 3
Mac Fadden

fcalaw Indlcote npenlnf

EZIO PINZA

LADY ODIVA

Soncs

^Underwater Strip
8 Mins.
Apollo* N. Y,

29 Mins.
Sands* Las Veras
•Singapore
3 Peppers
Ezio Pinza is taking his immerMagnetones
sion into nitery floods quite hard.
Novotones
Deauville
san Marine Hotel
Vocalions 3
Apparent nervousness puis him in
hil Brito
Nautilus Hefei
5 aimer Dancers
Napoleon Reed
both hands
•a state of deepfreeze
Quintones
Arne Sultan
Sorrento
clamped securely on the microGomez Sc Beatrice
Charles & Samara
Freddy Calo Oro
lifesaver
possible
phone?,
as
a
Marc .Kahn.
Joe Harnell
Alan Kola Ore
Faddock Club
through his melodic churnings. In
Tony Pastor's
Jimmy Day
spite of a frozen attitude, the name
Miss Memphis
Ray Bourbon
Sheila Sheen
Peggy Saunders
itself is enough to lure capacity
Jose- Enriguez
Ernie Bell Ore
audiences into the Copa Room
Cole
Jackie
Flo Parker
each show.
The Mithens
Patty Lee
Vagabonds Club
Sans Soud Motel
Someone failed to tip the basso
Vagabonds (4)
Alan King
off as to routining and delivery
Jana Jones
Maria Neglia
Frank Lynn.
Condos Sc Brandow within this new (for him) medium.
Sacasas Ore
Elisa Jayne
Rigidly standing before a mike
Frank Ldnale Ore
Ann Herman Acre
and blasting away with big pipes
Saxony Hotel
•Eleanor Guipo
Los Chavales do
Versailles Hotel
makes for distortion, both ^transEpana
Jack Kerr .
port and in the selling of his wares.
Nino- Rinaldi 3
Pupi Campo Ore
Repertoire is on the stodgy side
until he breaks into a couple of
CHICAGO

day of shew

Him

Lady Odiva

a sepian version
It’s a similar turn of
Of Divena.
underwater undressing and ballet
with an offbeat appeal and a

*

—

'

(WR) Walter Read#

Music Hall

Jacqueline Langee

Dancing Waters
MyrtUl 8c Pacaud
3 Carsonya
George SawteUe
Audrle Wilson

Sym.Ore

Paddy

-

M

<R)

Clift

ROCKFORD

Palace «> 27*21
Je Lorraine

Peiro Bros

Woody

Marquis
Fran Warren
Darvas 8c Julia

Lsuner Twins.
2 La Tinos
B.

Donhills

Kaye

NEW YORK

Lynn

Sc

Oman

Lester

Jo Lombardi Ore
Paramount (PI 21
Jerry Wald Ore
Bobby Sargent
,
Clark Bros
Roxy (I) 23
Ice Colorama

WASHINGTON
21

Capitol <L>
Carroll

Helen Halpln
Sanders
Blue Not#

Renita Kramer

Bouna

<T) 23

Tommy

Trinder

Botonds

A

HOlsma

Normah Vaughan

De

.6

Tivoli <T> 23

Edwin Styles
Loveday Hills
Mary Parker

Norene Tate
Garland Wilson
Mao Barnes
Copacabana

Peter.

Adoraples

Dolores Hawkins

Ramona Lang
Purcell

Jack
V Marsh
Ted Marian
Sc. Chenely
M Durso Ore
HACKNeY
Frank Marti Ore

Eric

.

Leonard

Empire

'

Priestly

Cerneys

A1 Brandon

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome <M) 23
Valerie Moon
Shelia Hamilton

23

(SI

Alfredo Sadel

Jack Durant
Stan Stennett
Henri Vadden Co
Austral

Tony Somers
Jack Hartnett
Hamilton Brown
.

Stewart

F

.

B Carr MacKenzle -Reid
Dorothy.
BLACKPOOL
R Sc I Gray
palace <!> 23*
Martell Sis
Jimmy O'Dea
LEEDS
Maureen Potter

L

Ffelo dc

El Chico
Perla Marini
DeLeon dc Graclella

Empire

Danny Cummins

Hoy

Vernon Hayden
Girls

Fred Sloan

BRADFORD

*

LEICESTER

Anne Shelton^
Gwen Beaumont
P Darbsn Sc Wendy H Society Girls
Alfred Marks
(LINCOLN
Kelroys
3

1

Andrea Dancers

-» Vogelbeins Bears

•Palace <0 23
Nitwits

De Camps
C Harriott
Evans
Ron Parry

Har Monty

Palladium Girls
Skyrockets Ore

,

Jothia

J

A

de

White

Empire (M) 23
3' Monarchy
George Cameron
Tommy Cooper
Karen >Greer

de

G

B Adams
dc

Palace

G H

PARK

Joan Edwards
Sopwlth Wood
Archie Glen
Jack Taylor

Savoy

& Doreen

Stevens
Bayers Dogs

Kee

GLASGOW

C

Empire (Ml 23
Brough dc A

Andrews

Sc

1

Eddie

Harry Secombe

Edward Victor

%

The

Belles

SWANSEA

Colby's

Cannon
Nicholas

Lou Williams
Singers

Crobble
Yolandos

-Joe

Earl 'Sc Oscar
Roslnas

Kenilworth'

dc

23

little

girl

sion

not the basic issue,” it asserted.
“The fact is that they have not in
the past furnished, either in quantity, or quality,

characteristics identified

with the chanteuse style, marked issue that the company indicated,
by no songs in English hut a de- even as vaguely as it now speaks,
livery plenty dramatic and over to when, where and how soon it could
enthusiastic response.
Half-pint furnish the service desired in any
shows lots of talent and training, quantity. Moreover, the cost inlooks, plus that patter acent faformation which it has furnished
vored by nitery customers, and is
to date affords

tops for any visual medium.

ZIPPY

& LEE

Chimpanzee
15 Mins.
Village Barn, N, Y,

Troplcana

Zoraida Marrero
Jose LeMatt
Miguel Angel Ortiz

7

costarrer preems March 30 at the
Mayfair, N. Y., following the run
of Metro’s “Above and Beyond.”
In what probably is the heaviest
saturation campaign for a feature
picture to hit -Gotham TV, the
Mayfair has bought a big 12-day

Pat Clayton

on WCBS*TV and

WOR-

TV, N. Y„ for “Jeopardy.”
Drive, already under way, calls
for 81 10-, 20- and 60-second announcements on WCBS-TV alone.
That's the biggest splurge for a
picture on the outlet since Loew’s
State’s campaign last year for

Sc

no reliable

mation* of what charges
proposed.”

McStay.

Serenata Espanola
Sans SoucI

spot. drive

re-

quirements ...”
Furthermore, the reply sadded,
“it was not until the pressure of
this (FCC) proceeding forced, the

mike.
In her first cafe date on this side
of the pond, she shows plenty of the

European

service sufficient to

meet the industry’s minimum

inforwill be

Referring to AT&T’s testimony
before the FCC that it can meet
transmission
for
requirements
large-screen
TV, the industry
questioned the value, of this testimony without cr&ss-examination.
Also, it pointed out, representations by AT&T that it is in .the
public interest to have general
common carriers furnish theatre
TV service are “argumentative”
and not tested under cross-ques’

•

tioning.

Finally, the industry told FCC,
“in addition to its persistent refusal to recognize the requirements of the theatre
industry,”
company’s inability to meet cur«

TV

is further handicapped
by demands of the broadcasting
industry for network service.
some humorous gimmicks were
The picture industry declared
thrown in: In its present state it’s that, notwithstanding AT&T’s inlittle more than a display of rais- terpretation
of its “compromise”
ing and house-breaking chimps, plan, it has not abandoned its origbut an entertaining one at that.
inal request for exclusive chanJose.
nels.
It is prepared also to go
ahead at hearings before the. Commission to support an exclusive alEMITT SLAY TRIO
location t>f frequencies, “if the
Instrumental „
case is to proceed in that "direc10 Mins.
tion.”
Apollo, N-Y.
This is a driving combo that’s
sure to click on the rhythm
blues belt.
Comprised of organ,

rent needs

&

guitar* and drums, group
produces a frenetic beat and an
offbeat sound that adds up to exciting listening.
solid bet for
jazz nitery work.
electric

A

With Emitt Slay on guitar, RobWhite on organ and Jacktown
on drums, trio drives across such
r.&b. tunes as “Greasy Spoon,”
“Woman’s Last Words,” “My Kind
of Woman” and “Brotherly Love.”
White handles the bulk of the
Buy was vocal assignments

Continued from page 3

portant factor, additionally. Exhibs overseas, it’s presumed, will

the lead taken by their
U. S. counterparts.
Majority of
theatre ops abroad will stay with
situations
particularly
2-D,
in
Lomba/dy Hotel
Babs Ware
Tony Baric
where native product— British,
Tommy Numez Ore Pedro Ore
French, Italian, etc. is. given a
Zina Reyes Dancers Enrica Sc Novello
RKO’s “Sudden Fear.”
Willie Hollander
Henry Taylqr
in a blueshout play equal to o/r even greater than
Delmonico
Lord Tarleton
made through Donahue
Coe manner that gets top- response.
American imports. There obviJose Sc Aida
Michael Selker Ore
agency, with Terry Turner, of GenCarlos St Melisa Ore Jeanne Moore
All are standout instrumentalists ously will be a scramble among
El Mambo
eral Tele-radio, who also evolved and repertoire
Lou Collins Club
other,
distribs for the added' playis
well-integrated:
Carlos Ramirez
Jimmy Casanova
the “Sudden Fear” strategy, work- One of the best Negro combos
Cook Sc Brown.
Ann Dc Don
to ing time in these spots caused by
ing on the deal.
Raguel
The Goofcrs
come
along
in
some
the
time.
absence
,Gm.’of new 20th 2-D pix.
(•» <')
.* /!•-. Jfz
» h
I)'*'-.
> .r.v- 1’
*8V>;
1)1
in •)
)'K-'
ti o *' (
Jo Thompson
Eugene Smith
Eddie Snyder
Delano Hotel
.

P

a

—

Chlquita Sc Johnson
Gloria 8c Rolando

Continued from page

LaRue
Juan Cortez Ore

Harmon Juan Luis
Eleanor
Grymes

is

ple-clutching and running the lingers through her hair when the
lyrics deal with unrequited love,
but she can also §witch to the more
bouncy tempo and she spurns the

‘Jeopardy’

Random

Jack C&vaUaro Ore
AI Lozito
Ruth Palmer^George Chattrton

Sc

Continued from page 4
tional

lots of that Gallic fervor in delivery, complete with dramatic tem-

Johnvna Hotel

Dee Darling
Tony Matas

Emile Petti Ord

Cove

Arau

Trump.

Exhibitors Theatre TeleviCommittee, conceded that
with a big voice in the Continental
style.
A pale-faced redhead in AT&T may be qaulified to furnish
black, she has a high soprano and a theatre tele service. “But that is

Susanne Laszlo

Myles Bell

L'Alglpn

Cork Chib

D Ramy
WOLVERHAMPTON

|

.

Sc

is

AT&T Hogging

.

17 Mins.
Barclay Hotel, Toronto

JJlra'a

Pearl Bailey
Lou Bellson

CeUa Pena
Magdalena
Gloria Wilson

Patti Moore
Leon A Eddie's
May© Bros
Babe Baker Revue
Tony Lopez Ore
Sandra Barton
Selma Marlowe Line Kitty O'Kelly

D'dc

Jo# Poynton

Camile Stevens

Chuy Reyes Ore

Joy Skylar

Hippodrome 0)
Cavan O'Connor

Miml Law

Treniers (7)
Clover Club

Ben Lessy

Jack Simpson
Marcia Owen

Palace (I) 23
Billy Whittaker

,

BlUy Grey

Sis

Gommer

Monica Boyar
Celebrity Club
Alan Gale
Larry Foster
The Haydocks <2)

<

Corona

Hiram Club
Bobby Barton
Lee Taylor
Ginger Marsh

Clro's

23)

F Bamberger

GRIMSBY

Gaiety Girls

Billy

Damltd Jo

Empire (Ml 23
Wonderettes
Jack Jackson
Agnettes Sc Silvo

M

Ronald Chesney
L Rayner dc Betty
Ossie Noble
Nino

Gregg Anders
Lee Brooklyn
Audrey Ann
Earl Daruey
Irma Logan

(I)

Flash Lane
Marie Stowe

June Gardner

Red Capo

Harry Nell
George Michel
Melomaniacs
Joy Pearse
Wendy Horner

.

Honey Lee Walker

Princess Tara

Chris Columbo
Teddy King Ore

SCUNTHORPE

L

Zorlta

Casablanca Hotel
Vina

4 Colony Boys
Denhls Lawes
Vocal Tones
De Vere Lovlies

Empire (M) 22

Gaiety Club

tariff

Miss Corby* dressed in a low-cut,
bright green gown night catight
confine her
Pat’s), doesn’t
(St.
talents to the Hammond. She onehands it most of the time, using
her other mitt to tickle a small
xylophone perched atop the organ,
to play a piano at her side, to rattle
castanets or to wave at w. k. guests.
She’s a good bet for the better

HAVANA

Don Charles Oro

Maya Ore

St Denis Bros
Olga Vartina

Josef Locke
Allen Modley

P

Peggy

Johnny Lockwood
Granger Bros
Johnny Matson

5 Fisher Girls
Arthur Scott
Sercno dc Joy

Mandy S

Rita

dc.

Royal CM) 23.
Tessle O'Shea

Jack Tripp
Manley & Austin
Robert Harbin
Helga Barry

Sylvia

Sc

PORTSMOUTH

Welch

FINSBURY

Gtn

dc

Len Dawson Ore
Frolic Club
Kathie McCoy

Charlie Farrell
University 4
Mickey Roselle

Crochet
Marettas

23

(I)

Elliott

Leslie

Ron

O'clock

Martha Raye
Paul Grey
Ted Wells 4

Frank Stanley Ore
Brook Club

Curzon 3

P Hatton

Five

‘

Jimmy Grippo

.

Grosetto

Re'o

Grant

Cox Twins
Allies Twins

-

Renea

Blltmoro-Torraee

NOTTINGHAM

Lacy Tp

Sc

Harvby Bell

Empire (Ml 23
1 J 4c B Warriss

23

(I)

Harry Roy Bd
Stanley Watson

Bobby ‘ Escoto Oro
Freddy Calo Oro

Mai Malkin Ore
Bar of Musle
Rill Jordan
David Elliot
Guy Rennie
Beth ChaUis

NEWCASTLE

Bobo
Metropolitan

Joe Delilah

Tony

Raydlnl

Rio Ron de Rita
Melomaniacs
Duvals

Sam Gyson

Algiers Hotel

Buddy Walker

Lea Puopees 3

Granada (I) 23
Harry de Betty
4 Nordics

Dunn

23

Pan Yue Jen Tp
Lynda Ross

'

Howard
Somonne

8c

EAST HAM

B

(SI

although

biz terrifically
steep.

Zippy & Lee comprises a cliimanzee and his trainer.. It's th$
kind of act that’s more appropriate
for school demonstrations than a
Bassis
Last Frontlsr
nitery, but there are few who
Earl Barton
Belle N Orleans'*
wouldn’t be charmed by the simian
Barney- Rawlings
Marilyn MaxweU
Noonan Sc 'Marshall K Duffy Dansations no matter in what medium he’s'
Normandie Boys
•Cliff Ferre
presented. Lee seems to be a seriOre
Al
Jahns
K Stone Quintet
ous chap who seem^ to know a
El- Rancho Veg&s
Devlyn Dancers
° Guy Lombardo Ore
great deal about the care and
Roy FitzeU
& Revue
Bob Millar Ore
training of these upright mammals.
This cute chimp roller skates,
does simple chores such as feeding
Celia Cruz
Casino National
himself with a spoon, and a couple
Hermanos Palau
Rocio Sc Antonio
of simple
dance steps. There
Havana Cuban Boys Mercedes Valdes
aren’t enough tricks to form an act
Montmsrfro
Xiouiara Alfaro
in the professional sense unless
Gall GaU

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

Albert Modley
dc Crackpots

Dr C

JSkyliners

Joan

Sc

Hippodrome

V

Bashful Boys

Songs

'

,

MANCHESTER

.

Dodge

de
Sc

blonde looker

a packed room for each of her four
nightly sessions has boomed bar

a

SUSANNE LASZLO

Beverly Alber
Stella Brooks
Dick Hazard Tx‘lo

,

.

CHELSEA

Cafe Gala
Bobby Short

-

Goffros

sc

such Vegas ^gambling haunts,
Pinza could reconstruct his entire
repertoire and still eschew the
banal in choice of songs.
Undoubtedly, his .return for one
month next January will; see such
changes and a more easygoing spots.
artist, which Pinza definitely is,
Will.
nerves or no.

’

Palladium (M) 23
Johnnie Bay
Toeca De Lac
Max Wall
Evy dc Everlo *
Tony dc Eddie

Hayes

Sc.

Hotel

Chanson
Landre Sc Verna
Ray Noble Ore
Bar of Music
Ann Anderson

“Across

fill

.

LONDON

Donovan
Brian Kent
E Bogan Girls
'

Ambassador

Compasmon de
;

line,

ease. However, to click solidly With such diverse crowds as

.

Claude Williams
Los Galentos
Eddie Wood

Edmon

BRIXTON

Impress (I) 13
Eddie Gray,.
Arthur English'
Peggy Powell
2 Playboys
Cycling Astons

No. % Fifth Ave
Bob Downey...
Harold Fonville
Hazel Webster
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks

the

more

lOS ANGELES

G

dc

.

>

**

BRISTOL

^

|

Cheryl Corby,

with talent, Is the best single to
hit this class spot in years. And

Break-in here at the Sands for
three frames will doubtless bring

NEVADA

B .r*"T*U"
C dc Candy Ross

Bmplre (I) 23
Reggie Dennis Rev

i

songs.

crowded room.”

Palmer House
Kyle MacDonnell
Sc Cass Tippy* A Cobina
D1 Mattiazzis
Skeets Minton
Johnny Morton
B DeVoye Sc B
Chez Adorabies (8)
Lorraine
Brian Farnon Ore
Conrad Hilton HotT Claire Leonard
M Abbott Dcrs (8)
Jeanne Soqk Sc
Emil
Coleman Ore
Teddy Roman
Colstons (2)
Vine Gardens
Deadenders
A1 Mack
Jack Rose
Gloria Brooks
Margaret Naylor
Madelyn Wallace
Bill Jordan
Dcrs <4)
Herman Maricich
Pancbo Ore

•

Palace (S), 23
Dickie Arnold
Kickle Warren

B4ttr

reaching

(8)

I

_

ISi

Hild Dcrs

Bob Kirk Ore

.

Skylons

Hylda Baker
3 Loose Screws

The Foursome
Nancl Crompton

D

her aquabatfes and strip.
Wellstacked and graceful. Lady Odiva
sends across waves of s.a. throughTank room limits
out the stint.
her movement but she manages
some exotic turns and spins. Strips
from flowing evening
^casually
gown down to bikini for eye-riveting effect. Dim lighting techniques
Gros.
hypo mood.

Pacific,” retains a less transfixed
delivery, and the only use of hands
occurs in “Some Enchanted Evening,” but even this in stilted gesture as he arcs a direction upon

-

Melville Birley
Msrcellis -

Des Dale
Gaye Sc Van;
Eva May Wong
BRIGHTON
Valerie Walsh
Hippodrome (M) 23 Maurice Stoller
Jopn Sc Ernest
Lush Thrasher
.

Calling

•

Erie Lloyd.

Alhambra (Ml 23
Lester Ferguson
K'& J Stuthard
Gaston Palmer
Marie De Vere
Ballet Montmartre
Arthur Woesley
L Sc L Rogers
Darlys Dogs

lighter,

relax.

.

Roy Walker

Derry O’Dqnovan

Moxon

23

.(Ml

Lester

Louis Hayden
Max Carole

Moll

Sc

Christine

grows

Freddie Stewart
Sonny SaAds
Galvan
Carolyn Carpenter
{Madeleine Goddard
BUI BaUey
Eddie Bradford Ore Bobby Ramos Ore
Alvardo de la Crus Larry Marvin^
Joe LaPorte Ore
Carlos Camacho
B Gray's Bandbox Dick Stabile Ore
D'AqUila Ore
Charley Foy's
Enrique Vizcaina
Betty Reilly
Park Sheraton
Embers
Spider
Bill Russell
Milt Hertta
Donald Novls
Barbara Carroll
Roy MacNair
Bishop
Pendleton
Joan
Hyera
Frankie
Bunty
Greene
Town St Country “Shecky''
Mary Foy.
Hotel Ambassador
Bert Stone
. .
Bob Carroll
Marquerite Padula
Jules Lande Ore
Eddie ShineDupree Trio
Hotel Astor
Sammy /Wolfe
Jimmy Ray
Bob Melvin
Joe Okey
Three Suns
Biltmoro Hotol
Three Riffs
•Hotel Biltmoro
Abbey Browne Ore
•Gale Robbins.
Johnny Morris Ore Willie Shore
Mocambo
Michael Kent Ore
Hotsl Edison
Mary McCarby
'Two Guitars
Lee Marx
Henry Jerome Ore Slgi Ahern
Eddie Oliver Ore
Trio
Bari
Gene
Hotel New Yorker Eli Spivak
Castro
Joe
Quaftet
Hal Derwin Ore
_
Teddy Powell Ore
Misha Usdanoff
Joan Walden
Kostya Poliansky
VEGAS,
LAS
SldTKroftt
Versailles
Bobby Blake
Carmen Tbrres
-Sahara
Desert Inn
Collin dc Leemans
Larry Storch
Beatrice Kay
Jimmy Durante
Adrian Kollln) Trio Salvatore Gioe Oro
Sylvan Green
Eddie Jackson
Panchito Ore
Hotel Pierre
Johnny O'Brien
Cover’ Girls
Villas# Barn
Giselle Mackenzie
Sa-Harem Dancers
Kathy Barr
Cappeila dc Patricia Ernest Sarracino
Cee Davidson Ore
Matiazxls
De
Ore
Huston
Ted
Stanley Melba Ore
Sands
Roth
Jack
Cedrone
Clara
Chico Relll Ore
Ezio Pinza
Jules Buffano
Russell Peak
Betty Sc Jane Kean
Dncers
Arden
Hotel Flax*
Donn
»
Mattie Sondi
Dominique
Hayes
Ore
Carlton
Jean Sablon
Mavis Mims
Copa Girls
Harbers dc Dale
Don McKay
A1 Normon
Ray Sinatra Ore
SI Cortez
Dick La Salle Ore
Village Vanguard
Joaquin Garay
Monte Continentals
Silver Slipper
Corey
Irwin
Hotel ^Roosevelt
Bette Black
Kalantan
Pat Carroll
Jack Flna Orch
JiU Adams
Hank Henry
Sylvia Syms
Hotel St. Ragle
George DeCarl Ore Beau Jesters
Flamingo
Rosalind Courtrlght Clarence Williams
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Trio
Milt Shaw ore
"Annie -Get Gun'*
Sparky Kaye
Waldorf-Asteiie
Horace „Dlaz Oro
Jacqueline James
BUI WUlard
Patachou
Hotel Stetlor
Earl Covert
Marah Gates Hllyd
Nat Brandwynn©
Billy May Ore
Jack Rutherford
Palominos
Mlicha Borr Ore
Hotol Sherry
Cynthia -Latham
Geo Redman Ore
Wive)
Netherland
MUton
Roy
Gloria PaU
Noble
Sal
Bouvier
Yvonne
Teddy Hart
Thunderblrd
Bob Leo
Hugo Pedcll Ore
Bradley Mora
James Barton
T orris Brand., Ore
Estelle Loving

C

.

Lugosi 3

Alonso Ore

A1 Castellanos Ore

Sc

Sc

Bruno

She works in a tank with plexiglass front giving ample view of

Atmosphere CHERYL CORBY
and. he begins to Organ
up his w.k. “This 30 Mins.
Nearly Was Mine,” from “South Blackstone Hotel* Omaha
folk

Italian

Dick Peterson
Dick Silter
Dennis Sc Darlene
Buddy Rust
Olllfe Clark
Boulevar-Dears (6)
Frankie Masters
Ore
Edgoyater Beach

Foley Miller
Monica Lane
Franklin

Norman Paris
Julius Monk

Chateau Madrid

Beverley Sis

Jeanette Raphel
Patrick O'Donnell

Bob McFpdden
Chez Farce
Dave Barry

'

Danny Thomas

BRITAIN

sisters

Midge Minor
Art. Waiter Ore
Le Vie en Rose
Peggy Lee
Beachcombers
Leo De Lyon
Van Smith 3
Leon St Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Arlyn Stuart
Art Waner Ore
Oliver Dcrs
Le Ruban Bleu
Cell Cabot
Susan Johnson
Jimmy. Komack

G Wood

Paulis

Harry Moreny
Toni Lamond

.

’

Herb Corey
Joe Benjamin
Ronnie Selby 3
Madmoiselles
Alice Ghostley

Ames

Carl

SYDNEY

Grace Nichols
Raquql
IrvJng Burgess
Black Orchid
Harry Belafonte
with M Thomas
Janet Brace

Plroska
Carl Conway
Dagenham Pipers
Bix Brent

Bon Solr
KonarsH Jimmie Daniels

Promisor Olgo

Sonya Oorbeau

Murphy

Nancy Steele
Vicki Carol

WELLINGTON

,

Peplto Lopez Ore
Latin Quarter
Ted. Lewis
Leni Lynn

Bari Howard
Jimmy Lyons 3

Opera House

Bob Wednock
Velyh St L" French

-

Felicia

John Huson

Blue Angel
Hal White

JStevens

Ted Straeter Ore
Cy Walters

Goodman

Collins Hilton

;
Lowe Sc Ladd
Bert Dnke 3
Guy Nelson v
Frank Cook

Rhodes

Naomi

Lee Carroll
Lsrue
Bernice Parks

Glue Angel
*
Robert Clary.
Kirkwood dc

waiter Pym
John Lee

Tivoli <T) 23

Fayes 3
Daresco 3

Ellse

Dizzy Gillespie

June Jagq

MELBOURNE

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel Warwick

Sarah Vaughan

Blrdtano

,

Low -Hite & Stanley
Johnson Sc Madill
•Los Robertas

CITY

Bandbox
Harry James Ore
*

Bob

AUSTRALIA

Bon

Empire e(l) ,23
Jack Lewis
Dawkes & Rose

Clttnin Cavallero

Danny Kaye Rev

niteries.

•.

YORK

Capt Willis Seals

Corps de Ballet

Ballet

Warren Mitchell

Sunny Fox

Rockettes
Palace

Volants
Globe Girls

.

Patricia Drylie

Bey

All

Llhds Si Lana
Chicago tPl 22
WOOD GREEN
Ralph Marterle Ore
Empire (S> 23
Lewis It Van
Richard Hearne
Joni JStnes
Tanner Sis
Roger Ray
George Martin
MIAMI
Boyer 8c Ravel
Olympia (P) 25
Migal Twins

19

(l>

Delly Kin

CHICAGO

CITY

is

good booking potential. Should
dd okay also in the intermediary

j

NIW YORK

„

...

4

!

New Ads

’

Deo

St

Shofo Club
Retail# A^Stevo
Faust# -Curbelo
Sc Held

Rafael

*
or split week
whether
<l> Independent;
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit. (FM) Fanchen Marco;
Tivoli; CW) Warner;
Stoll;
CO
(3)
RKO;
(L) Loew; (M) Moss; (F> Paramount; (R>

_

Tano

Leonard Young.
Gallab Dancers

1

full

*L

A.Tttbei

Danny Yales org
Monte Carle

*

In connection jeuitH

Numerals

Bemlo MayersoB
Ore
Julio Romero
Val Olman Ore

Martinique Hotel

Ms nolo

March 25, 1953

‘

Perry Bruce
Acres O'Reilly
Ralph Gilbert
Don Charles Ore

ert

&

.

j(

i

|

i

=
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‘
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HOUSE REVIEWS

Ufi&IEff

Leader also plays the show book

Capitol,

Wash.

burst of Speed in all 'the singles.
His songalog is punched across for
good reception. The Negro singer
hasnt changed his routines to any
extent for a long time. There’s apparently little need for it in his
case since he still gets top effect.
Alan Carney, who emcees, is the

.

Bobby Sargent, in surprisingly sharp style.
Paac,
Washington, March 19.
Roger Ray fills the comedy slot
Wald Orch;
Karen Chandler, Joel Gray, Al
l Rros ?2), Jerry
remewed ,n in excellent fashion aided by a prop Gordon, De Santos Trio ; “I Love
(WB),
^confess':
marimba, mainly used for slapstick or to enable him to lean over Melvin” (M-G).
Variety Feb.
and get confidential with the audiat the
This lines up solidly as bright,
ence. He gets chuckles with his
Pniencv of disk names
is again spotlighted
quips, some tinged, and laughs hep vaude, and
Capitol crowd
hooking of Patti Page with his pratfalls. However, the shows
appreciation
throughout.
repeat
tl,IS
Parav.JflSiiner of the current
audience really starts yocking it There’s less variety than usual
as
which, incidentally, up when he starts a fake
here,
but
each
lavout
scores,
act
^nf
battle
m° uri n on a Saturday (21) in- with the
Headliner Karen Chandler, one
band and continues with
d
l> ow
open, his bit
.
a nf "the" usual midweek
of catching an imaginary of the newest jukebox f^ves, hds 3
is a fast- coin
This
biz.
fresh, washed-behind-the-ears perin a paper bag,
to hypo
1
Page getsonality and tuneful pipes to go
Lewis &
Itnne show with Miss
comedian fare neatly Van start off the act with it. Her voice has range, true
okav support from
with their terp unison
Sargent and the Clark Bros. work on the miniature stairs; then pitch and warmth, and she sells
on this basis.
do some brisk challenge steps, and herself >«,,
hoofing team.
J|
a con- encore with a nostalgic
Miss Chandler
impresses as welsoftshoe,
Miss Page, who has been
Mercury
replete with strawhats, that gets come departure from the usual
on her
sistent bestseller
even
glamor
and
performer
sultriness
offered in
the
tap
solid
team
off
a
with
is
a fast hand.
f. nvines
the music department. Sticks to
with a deceptive
Zabe.
though she works
tunes, with accent on her own
to overpop
trying
not
In
casualness.
disclicks. Best bet is “Hold Me,
intimacy with
all she achieves an
Thrill Me, Kiss M.e,” which catawhich probably is
the customers
pulted her to top of the heap.
For
of all.
Edinburgh, March 18.
the best salesmanship
Billy Rusk, Aitken & Gordon, Also solid are “That Old Devil
she is delivering
stand,
current
her
Moon”
and “Don’t Let the Stars
standards
The
Clanceys (2), Ramoni Bros.
of
» familiar repertory
Gpf in Vmir Eyes.” Get’s good but
anddisclicks which builds into a (2), Burgess Bros
(3), Angus
not
all-out
reception from galof
Campbell & Johnny Lane, Jack E.
with her warbling
hig sendoff
with a Raymond,
Pearl
Whyte, Irene leries.
‘‘Doggie In The Window,
Joel
Gray
zooms
effect
onstage to mild
prop Her
Bruce, Venmore Girls, Helen Fowlive puppy as a
reception and bounces off with
hillbilly ler Orch.
tiveness in the POP-styled
mo$t
of
the
mob
loudly
workon his side,
her
vein is displayed with
His is a singing-terp routine with
Billy Rusk, well-groomed, erect
if such tunes as "I Went To
comic
accents.
rather
than
straight
phenomyoung comedian, tops so-so vaude
Your Wedding” and her
comedy. Pint-size and teenage in
Waltz” hit of a layout, adding
enal “Tennessee
considerable vital- looks, he’s a cross between Eddie
>
ity to bill that has goodly proporcouple of years ago
Cantor and Jerry Lewis, both ol
In the comedy slot, Bobby Sar- tion
of
conventional acts and whom he imitates as part of act.
gent starts off unevenly with some sketches. Rusk, one of the upcomMaterial is punchy and well
routine gags but recovers quickly ing school here, is vigorous in atsuited to his “little guy” personwith his takeoff stints. His carbon tack and wins sympathy of stubality and his sizable talent. Ribs
the
of a Ukranian millworker in
holders via innocent comical man- his own youth in a novel
arrangeUS. is cleverly executed, Sargent nerisms and catch-phrases.
ment of “Do You Remember?”
using his expressive mugg to milk
and
clowns
In
series
of
tind
bounces
musichall
to
delight
sketches.
imhis
is
the laughs. Not so good
Rusk is supported by femme chir- of customers. Hasn’t quite hit the
pression of a nitery operator. This
exact
format
for
per
and
his
comedienne
specialized
Pearl
Mhyte
He
overlong.
and
is overdrawn
however, with a socko and by Jack E. Raymond, long- kind of talent, but has certainly
closes,
made a good start, and walked off
Groucho Marx tutn in which his time English foil. Best sketch is an
here to near show-stopping *mitt
makeup, facial grimaces and lop- oldie domestic scene with family
action at performance caught.
and
visitors,
first
in
actual
converand
accurately
ing gait are sharply
Al Gordon and his dogs raise
sation, then seen as they would be
done for a heavy payoff.
curtain while the De Santos trio of
if
speaking
true
thoughts.
Clark
spot,
the
In the opening
Greater part of bill is not one Latin terpers ring it down. Both
Bros, click with an exceptionally
are sound acts in their field and
ood hoofing turn. The Negro duo to excite stubholders, settings bedo well.
and his canine
Sash some fancy precision tap ing conventional and novelty ele- comics areGordon
a perennial fave here
ment
into
lacking
smoothly
in
type
segue
of
fodder
of-j
terping and
Gordon are a and continue to be One of most reintricate challenge routines with fered. Aitken
kilted duo scoring in homely Scot liable animal acts in vaude,, De
no letup in pace.
Santos, two men and a gal, have
Jerry Wald’s orch cuts the show songs, notably “The Crookit Bawa flashy routine of south-of-border
opening
a
after
with
bee.”
in okay style
dances
liberally
sprinkled with
Best of support acts is that of
swinging “Lover Come Back To
some strictly North American adaThe
band’s
subinstrumental.
the two Ramoni Bros., hard-workMe”
gio
and
aero.
Score neatly in mitt
sequent workover of “Love For ing terpers who put much energy
h ,j‘
tl
Pa

sn

lhjM

next-to-closer, and
weave their usually

.

.

2

.

Chicago, Chi

were waiting

for. Jerry Carr, pit
arCornell’s
and
ranger, also rates a bow.
First theatre appearance in a
year after their cafe dates, Marshall & Caesar are sharing the
marquee billing in a lusty stint of
prinl new
npw frn vanrfp-anprc hilt
material
all predicated on their pattern of

accompanist

.

eye-gouging and mutual mayhem,
with Jerry Marshall euphemistical-

Chicago, March 20.
James, Ralph Marterie
Orch (16), Roger Ray, Lewis &
Van; “I Confess ” (WB).
Joni

two-weeker leans heavily
on waxworks in pairing two contrasting disk names and the duo
should do much to counteract the
usual Lenten low grosses. In addition, two supporting acts are excellent in-between fodder.
There
isn’t much letup along the way
with this hour show. Both platter
favorites
are
localites,
which
should add to the b.o.
Joni James, who has beeri clicking with one hit after another,
seems to have all the ingredients
that will make her not only a top
record seller but a sock cafe and
theatre attraction.
However, she
suffers from a sameness in repeatv
This

ing

her plaintive tales; a little
relief in two or more tunes would
be a better balance. The overarranged “Birth of the Blues” isn’t
the answer, either, as it’s too stylall

ized.

Naturally, this petite
reserves her biggest hit,

Don

You

t

Believe

Me,”

femme
“Why
for

a

strong closer.

’

Ralph Marterie is also on the top
rungs of the disk ladder and, with
the exception of playing two weeks
a
e Param ount Theatre, N.Y., is
J ii
still a novice in the
picture houses.
However, seasoning of one-nighters and location dates makes this
outfit right at home
on this large
Grouping of five saxes, four
trombones, four trumpets (includ-

n
e mae stro), and four rhythm
?u
with
a guitar added, adds up to
l c
nc)r e Power than has been
! -u./
exhibited on these boards in a
long time.
Most of the orchs that have appeared here lately have attempted
to he jacks-of-all
departments
singing
groups, comedians and
giveaway artists. These are just
inusicians,
perhaps a rarity in
these times."
*Ien break the curtain with a
biassy “After Midnight”

i

?

>

and then

version of “In a Perwhich gives the

a”

Garden,”

first °PP°rtunity to
core with his
mellow trumpet on
ew sol ° Passages. Band picks
nn
P again after the Lewis
& Van
‘.Protend/* a sharp conmut
scoring
od
which
11 Phi
h ts he guitar work of DarA
rin 1?
an<i saxman Charles
.

i

,

0

both of whom get brisk
i-njf/n
the final tune the musirianc*
ns ^ e t back into
the upbeat with
nne arrangement
of “Caravan.”
-

’

playing straight man.
youngsters are a riot in
ly

Academy

Flor.

of

Musie

9

N.

«e

.

Both

that order.
Choice of “Annie” to begin the
series was wise. Filled with fave
tunes, many of which have become
has
production
the
standards,
sparkle in its 80-minute running
uccu pared to
Dialog ima
has been
time. X-»I«iue
l

Y

^n

a

s

1

an di-

1

u5?? to become
9*J°f have
i il’ orn ? accustomed
n^J?1 ctnmpd
ences
to the different manner of entertainment

their

footlights;

plus

being tossed over the
therefore it takes a

matter of about 10 minutes befoiy
full attention is concentrated.

This coincides" with entrant of
Annie Oakley, performed very
well by Jacqueline James, thrush-

stretch sees a commendable loosening up of their act, with Caesar

“Doin’ What Comes
showing evident improvement on ing
Immediate followup begins the
timing and delivery.
interest moving along the
Natur’lly/'

boy-girl
P lot line wlth Earl Covert’s easyZ° in & Portrayal, of Frank Butler.
voicing “The Girl That I Marry.”
Segues are fast< making the st0 ry
thread easy to follpw as the western yarn unfolds. Highlight is the
three-way warblin? of “Show Busi-

f

diversitv b^ith^llane Bras* onelf
inrfn their eccentHc dancin^nd
n Minda Lang
Lane for
f or her novelty
no veil v

'

SwouW
oit«adX

‘

gagged
impressions of film stars and pop
singers, a hilarious Cagney-Bogart tough guy takeoff. Their nitery

knockabout routine,

,

Al Martino ( with Joe Sinatra),
Sherry Britton, Alan Carney, Bob
Angus Campbell & Johnny Lane, Howard, Martin & Florenz,' Mage
in which former, another youthful & Carr, Tokayer Troupe (6), Nick
Francis Orch; "Stronghold” and
comedian, shows much promise.
“
‘Outlaw Women ” (Indies).
Vaudery, catering to man-in-the
street type of customer, is well
The Skouras chain has embarked
patronized here by variety enuic most
must ambitious
aimmiuus iiaue
nabe vaude
vuuuc
thusiasts starved for good music- on the
1
hall In a city where legit, revue
dTcredU to a midc!#
and ballet are given greater pride
tt
du
of place by civic heads and crix.
Gord.

•

.

&

department.

(FLAMINGO, LAS VEGAS)
‘

First of a series of tabshows deWith new arrangements of “I’m
current
Fair ” piua
plus ‘rived from tw.k. musicals,
Yours”
xuurb
Isn’tt ran,
and “It
ana
it is>n
s.
Leighton D«ni
Brill &
Ben
two-frame
is
doother standbys, Don Cornell
Kamsler
Irving
production
of
Bering a rousing five-a-day stint, cornlin’s “Annie Get Your Gun” will
plete with the jeans set for moans
and squeals and later jamming the be a good test booking for this
nitery mecca on the prowl for
stage door in hundreds. Also pop
something different. Without top
ular with the adults on suave per
names in lead roles, management
sonality and patter, Cornell had a
gander to
reception
whammo when is also taking a close
so
pop musicomcaught that he had to stay on for find out whether
edies can offset dwindling supply
25 minutes, including a begoff on
of headliners.
Brill & Kamsler
unfilled aud requests,
have a contract with the Flamingo
Singer is in top form on tempo to supply several tab versions
switches from romantics to comedy after
October,
including
“Girl
pops, notably his “It’s a Lie” on Crazy,”
“Where’s Charley?” “Genlatter, but it’s those robust, unretlemen Prefer Blondes,” and “On
quited love songs the customers Your
Toes,” but not necessarily in

’

into their routines. They garner
solid applause garbed in wideshouldered style as a couple of
English spivs or tricksters. More
comedy from a cross-talk duo,

his

_

Palladium, Edinburgh

however, marred by a
in
an over
confusing tempos
Herm.
arrangement.
dressed

Annie Get Your Gun

comedies

Las Vegas, March 20.
good response.
"Annfe* Get Your' Gun,” with
His windup is still the soapbox ora- Jhcqueline James, Earl Covert,
tion and it gets a healthy mitting, Jack ^Rutherford, Cynthia Latham,
especially in this Union Square Roy Mttton, Teddy Hart, Bradley
neighborhood*
Mora, Kirby Smith, John Dorrin,
Closer is the Tokayer Troupe (6) Bertram Yarborough, Kathryn Alwho give the show another speed bertson, Natasha Carr, Patricia
session. Their teeterboard work V r hite;
Ensemble, Kathryn Alcontains most of the standard bertson, Eileen Broderick, Peggy
preV
tricks,
AV1W) but
MUb they’re
done with
Tf 1 Vli
V11WJ V* UVUW
Drew, Jane Heyes, Barbara Slate,
cision and showmanship. The Nick Jean Stuart, John Dorrin, Harry
Francis orch showbacks on stage, Nofel, Charles Presscott, Talmadge
Jose.
Russell,
Robert Troutman, Bill
White; musical director, Arthur
Lief, director, Yarborough; choreCasino 9 Toronto
ographer, Roy Milton; music and
Toronto, March 20.
lyrics, Irving Berlin; book, Herbert
Don Cornell, Marshall & Caesar, and Dorothy Fields; produced by
Lane Bros., Mind a Lang, Paul Leighton Brill & Ben Kamsler;
Kohler & Jain, Jimmie Cameron, Torris Brand House Orch; no covArchie Stone House Orch; “The er or minimum:
Ring C UA).
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Umdd ^nn

Tf^hipp

m a2 r /m h^>° ^ Ivn ir
ir
nAfnWv°^Mfti9” anIT “Qnhi?p
h t0 d
St k5
"ta°£
h te d n ;^Tent f or a
i-

I

EH

oM ^

f

£&

Chartfe
^eddy"^’
and Earl coyelt as
saar“Wild
scene

'SSf’wK

ra&SSF

“ anH rlAintr a cnnP _ Terrif
1CiJ u mood,
of
muuu
LHC ittn
the iicai
\IIC
heartl UJ.
of the
14th ou
St. snupr
shop„ -11
8 Horse Ceremonial Dance receives
ping section for a five-day vaude hfffself
insistence
Cornell’?*
nimseil at Don l^Oineil
S insistence.
fvna
With Bertram
fturtrnm YarborVarhnrwith
plaudits,
semester. With the present type
Archie Stone’s orch gives hefty ough’s enactment of Chief Sitting
Buddy Johnson Orch (14) with bills, the bargain-seekers in that backing throughout.
McStay.
flavoring
by
tern
authentic'
Bull,
Ella Johnson, Nolan Lewis; Lady area should flock to this house. It’s
ensemble and modernized ritual
Odiva, Jay Smythe, Emitt Slay one of the better buys around, and
Roy
Milton.
stomp
Ifia^il
Olympia*
by
Trio, Pigmeat & Co. (3); "Chain one which errs on the side of lavSpecial credits for performances
ishness.
Miami, March 21-.
of Circumstances ” (Col).
Booker Al Rickard has devised
Donald Richards, Roily Rolls, go to Cynthia Latham with her
of Dolly
a catch-all card for the first try. Raul & Eva Reyes, Bob Karl, Rich broad -characterization
Tipoff to the paucity of top NeHe figured that singer Al Martino & Gibson, Les Rhodes House Orch; Tate; the ebullient mannerisms of
gro names around today to play
Kirby Smith as Pawnee Bill; the
while
would
capture
the
teen
trade,
Kansas
(AA).
Pacific”
has
this Harlem flagship (house
delightful thesping of young BradSherry Britton, doubling from the
been running sans marquee power
52d, St. Club Samoa, would lure
Current lineup is one of the ley Mora as Little Jack. Also in
for the past month) is fact that
The
male
patronage.
the
straying
better layouts to play here in re- for kudosing are specialty dancers
Apollo vaude is throwing in the
boxoffice theory, as evidenced at cent weeks, with the blend build- Natasha Carr and Patricia White,
towel next week and switching to
with brief but neat terps.'
day,
during
first
attendance
the
the
ing
steady plaudits,
a triple-feature grind policy. InDirecting and staging by Yarproved to be correct, but it’s quesDonald Richards is playing this
person policy resumes April 3,
with Brill
types
these
two
tionable
whether
_
„ - . in conjunction
..
arena professionally for the first borough
,
however,, with the Ravens, fave
of audiences should be mixed. Of time (he was part of Special Serv- & Ka msler for the- Flamingo enheadlining.
vocal combo,
without
accomphshed
irons
was
kind
headliners
of
this
course
two
ice unit on th g Beach during
Current bill is mediocre fare
a slower pacing n) and garne rs himself warm re- y
similarly result
1°® f
with only the musical sequences,
U
P] e
have^been
used
could
Some
spe^
ception via his well-arranged group
whipped up bv. the Buddy Johnson
western
er
wun ^ wes
with
props,
neuverea 'props,
ro P s
in the forepart of the display and of tunes turned out in robust ban- neuvered
orch and the Emitt Slay Trio (lata consecutive run of four singles tone style. Mixes pops with the theme idea carried out by murals
ter reviewed under New Acts),
Torris
stage.
flanking each side of
row averted.
better musicomedy hits, with topbringing 4he 70-minute sesh to life; in a
Aside from the general slowness per the “Finian’s Rainbow” array. Brand orch conducted by Arthur
Johnson gears his repertoire for
Lief works behind a scrim throughof pace, it’s one of the big values
Roily Rolls is biggest crowdthe pewholders and each itenpi, inout, yet gives top support to all
the entertainment Held. The
] easer
on bill with his droll ap- necessary backgrounds.
strumental or vocal, comes over 1”
Will.
Mage & Carr, have p
Gets them
(0
whammo. It’s a high-spirited out- bill s openers, which
p ianistics.
designed
are
routines
good
uicldy wit £ French-accented gab
fit with plenty of drive and show£
than to display
Cisco-Pancho’s Circuser
manship. and the sidemen make for giace rather
j n tros to his impreshes of keyboard
plussed by work on midget
an attractive stage grouping in
Chicago, March 24.
Martin
& Florenz types,
In the deuce,
Cilia.
mitting
*
i.
j
Qpaiaa
ucay^ luiinug
their bright red dinner jackets.
concery
Sparks heavy
-r mmnptrv
na
Duncan Renaldo & Leo Carrillo
b
For the ballad entries, Johnson
with easy effective approach to his (Cisco Kid & .Pancho) have been
although some of their character- routine.
anri
j
i-_„
v^i,*
uses crooner Nolan Lewis and latHad them all the way and
s ig ne d as headliners for the Cole
1 T?n
He's got a
easily.
scores
ter
longer
stayed ..on
...... Bros. Circus Chicago stand, April
„
ranle^see^rlil^outdated ?he -could
m have
,
smooth, romantic technique that
.Terp slot is solidly handled by 7 to jyj ay 3
atch-a-cha routines seems like a
builds such tunes as “Tenderly”
Raul & Eva Reyes, regular reaugment the sawTe j e ^ uo
’20s.
and “Love For Sale” into socko recall of thedoesn’t always hold a turnees to this ljouse. They're still
own wester n
thcj
jth
Martino
b (
blues
high-powered
listening. The
their zmgy Latino rhythhandling
the
but
proper frame,
s ow<
items are belted out by Johnson’s note in its
mic ideas in fresh manner and are
b.o. and
fine
as
far
as
is
result
net
Her
effect.
sister, Ella, for okay
into their now
reaction are concerned. His socko when they hit
'Circus Time' Exhibit
repertoire includes “Don’t Leave crowd
standard “Shoeing the Mare.”
big number, “Here in My Heart,
Me Now” and “Hittin’ On Me.”
New York Historical Society will
undertakes
a heavy
Bob
Karl
the
of
share
greater
Lady Odiva, underwater strip- gets theC
of
“Circus Time” exhibit at its
utilization
ventro
assignment
in
a
hold
Dlaudits “WhlT Don’t * You Believe
per, who shares the top marquee mv’ aicn ensile iic effect on the four dummies. Exchange of voices quarters starting the first week in
spot with Johnson, is reviewed
confusbecomes
on
the
group
a
^
^
April, timed for the April 1 openyounger element.
under New Acts.
off i n
,
g of Ringling Bros, and Barnum
Miss Britton does a tasty song in 8 at times. Overall, comes
Jay Smythe, energetic skateof
Elimination
warm
response,
dance, latter accompanied by to
& Bailey Circus at Madison Square
tapster, opens the layout with a and
wood-partners
or
the
two
of
one
Display will inraiment.
shedding
of
N. Y.
gradual
Garden,
fast-paced turn. His heel-and-tap- the
modest basis, espe- could add to more solid build.
clude posters, paintings, picture*
ping on the rollers includes take- It’s all on a
matout
round
Rich
Gibson
In
legislation
current
with
cially
of noted performers and freaks
offs on the rhumba, Charleston,
good ters with their marimba and xylo- and other bits of circusiana.
applejack and mambo. Winds to effect Miss Britton shows a
bits. Stint is spun out in
phone
"else
everything
also
and'*
Emmett Kelly Is
good mitt with a roller-tapping voice
smooth and showmanly fashion to , Circus clown
(hit's Dermlssible Her ‘results
.
stint on a table.
Les slated as the subject of a press losatisfactiry
y in iill Vcc- earn them healthy returns.
Pigmeat & Co* work through entirelv^^ satlslact
headquaiSociety’s
the
at
terview
prothe
Rhode house orch backs
some standard blackout sketches tions
Lary.
J ters AJpril 3.
Gros.
Bob Howard gives the major ceedings' in apt style.
that please the house.
ill
in

'

Apollo, N. Y.
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Looming A&Result of New Talks
End .of

employment of atien artists in
British and American theatres is
in sight. After a week of intense

Kaye Back
Hayden

confabbing, there are high hopes
of an early pact between British

and

Equity

Actors

-

•

Adopting the familiar technique
of high-level diplomacy* both parties to the negotiations are maintaining a discreet silence on details. So Tar they’ve refrained from
revealing the terms of the proposition submitted on behalf of Amerlcan Equity.
Overall Policy
It’s generally accepted, however,
that settlement is not being sought
on the simple basis of one-for-one
exchanges, but on an overall policy
of interchange of artists and productions. This would give legit theatre on both sides of the Atlantic
a needed stimulant.
On basis of past statistics, the
British union has been in the most
exon
position
advantageous
changes, so far as legit is concerned. According to latest figures,
there is a majority ,.pf three to one
in favor of British artists playing
America, as against U.S.'* performers working in Britain. Unlike its
New York counterpart, however,
British Equity not only organizes
in the legit field, but its activities
•

extend throughout films, iadio, .TV,
opera and ballet.' It's in some of
the other branches of activity, riot.ably films, that actors are called to
Hollywood, in comparison with
'

>
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Schenectady, March 24.
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Telb SUffS

Recreation of the legitimate tneatre public is, imperativee, and return by leading actors to roan
tours, in order that the entire aucnence potential be reached, is propably the most important single
method by which* that goal can be
So said Margaret Webreached.
ster in an address on “The Theatre

London

who

understood that
the Screen Actors Guild was in
vited to send a delegate, but de
dined to do so. It reportedly
claimed that it had no special comwith the alien probmittee dealing
4
«
«• «
*
lem, and did not wish to become
involved in such negotiations at
the present time.
Among a number of British
thespers, there has always been a
feeling that they are too frequent'

.

1

•

a

-m

for him.

Inside Stuff—Legit

said that the living theatre

is.

in

and dangerous straits today, hut that its disappearance
would be a measure of the failure
of American civilization. Through

difficult

dor.

of radio and television took their toll of the legitimate public. Miss Webster stated,
but this was not the only factor.
The difficulty of transporting casts
amjI
4Vi a unwillingness
imiirilliTi (tiiACC
settings and the
and

The advent

On Member Entry

values, that’s so

therefore,

pact should be of an all-embracing
character controlling every section
of entertainment
While such thinking persists,
there is no thought of delaying the
current talks on the' pretext of
reaching an industry-wide settlement. If a common basis can be
found within the next few days,
the British union will be ready to
ink the agreement

much more

gravy.”

For the second time in a few.
Sacks feels “Call Me Madam” will be “ready for TV rights” in a
months, the Assri. of Theatrical year or so, directly after 20th-Fox filmization has run its course.
Press Agents & Managers has Likewise, the “Juliet” deal entails an RCA Victor album, certain radio
admitted a manager to membership and TV rights, plus other values.
after originally stalling action on
Sacks adds, “RCA is very much in show business, directly and inthe matter. In this instance the directly, and plans to play more and more a direct role in show biz.”
George
w
as
question
in
candidate
company manager of
Banyai,
Brooks Atkinson's review in the N. Y. Times last week of “Camino
“Horses in Midstream,” currently Real” is an illustration of the difficulty sometimes involved in tabutryout in Washington.
lating notices as pro pr con. On first reading, the review seemed
Banyai, who was Gilbert Miller’s unfavorable, but on reconsideration it was evident that although the
Europeah scout and an author's critic condemned the theme and content of the Tennessee Williams
agent for several years, was sub- play, he praised it as a theatrical presentation. So. although the
mitted by the producer for admit- piece was hardly likely to send a reader to the boxoffice, it actually
tance to ATPAM. When the union rated as a positive vote. It occasionally happens that, on the question
delayed admission. Miller threat- of whether a review is pro or edm a reader may disagree with the
ened legal action. However, a union critic who wrote it, presumably because the writer hasn't expressed
rep has since declared that the himself clearly as he assumes. Critics rarely admit writing a noATPAM’s subsequent acceptance of opinion review, but detached readers are apt to rate many notices
Banyai under the “new blood” as on-the-fence.
clause ’was not related to the pror

:

.

[Lester’s ‘Cost

Hus’ Deal

Posh Equity To

For Tlanders’ on Coast
Prior to Broadway

Bow

Reprise O’Brien

Los Angeles, March 24.
Efforts are being made to have
The longest pre-Broadway jump
in legit history has been worked Christopher O’Brien, who was ousted about a year ago as Coast rep“Carnival in Flanders,”
out

for

resentative of Actors Equity, to be

open here July 6 as a returned to the job. Spot became
upcoming Civic vacant recently with the resignaLight Opera season. Paula Stone- tion of Charles Meredith to go
into the touring edition of “Affairs
Mike Sloane production goes into of
State,” as sub for the ailing
rehearsal in the east shortly, and
George Brent. The latter has since
will play Philadelphia and Boston
recovered, but Meredith is out as
Uta Hagen will take over the before jumping to the Coast.
union official.
femme lead in “Deep Blue Sea,”
It will play here for four weeks
O'Brien, whose ouster by Louis
effective May 4, when the Terence and then play four weeks in San
Rattigan drama reaches Chicago. Francisco under the auspices of the M. Simon, the then executive secretary, precipitated a union squabShe'll succeed Margaret Sullavan
Light Opera Assn, there. It
.Ward Morehouse has resumed Civic Sept. 7 at the Century, N.Y. ble during the winter and spring
is due
his daily drama column in the N. Y.
of 1952, had a number of adherents
“Mutually profitable” deal has on the Equity council, and the latWorld-Telegram & Sun following
a severe illness. .Jill Melford, who been worked out, according to CLO ter are urging his reappointment
returned to England several months managing director Edwin Lester. to the post. However, others who
ago after several years in the U. S., Understood the show is guaranteed opposed him on the previous occais set for the cast of the London all operating expenses plus rails,
sion, including some who also favcompany of “Seven Year Itch.”
in addition to a “modest” weekly ored Simon's exit, are fighting the
.

which

will

highlight

of the

.

.

' Jennie
Goldstein is the oldest
actors to tour were othmember of the cast of “Camino
Thus, the theatre lost touch
Real,” but the only one in the
with the majority of its public; troupe wiio’s a junior member of
that public turned to other in-4 Actors Equity. Latter is because
teres ts.
she’s a recent transfer from the
Jewish Actors Guild ... Stephan
ly left out in the cold when it
Slane, general manager for the last
comes to film casting, and that,
FIELD two seasons at the South Shore
any Anglo-American

of

veepee Manie Sacks makes no bones about the whyfore of
company’s fancy investments in legit: “It’s simple, to make money.
We invest in scientific research and we invest in talent to make a
profit. So it is with our $225,000 ihvestment in Leland Hayward’s
‘Call Me Madam,* and now our $200,000 for 40% of ‘Me and Juliet,’
the new Rodgers & Hammerstein show. They and Irving Berlin aren’t
bad headliners to b?ck, we think, and if coincidentally we get other

RCA

his

•

film in British

talks, it’s

by

replaced

and Modern Life” in Memorial
Chapel, Union College, here last
week, under auspices of the Sche- ducers agitation.
nectady chapter, American Assn,
ATPAM last fall admitted Richof University Women.
ard Homer under somewhat simiMiss Webster listed sponsorship lar circumstances. In that case,
of theatre groups by cities on the Gertrude Macy and Walter Starcke
same basis as opera organizations, sponsored the application under
the formation of an American rep- the “new blood” clause and after
training
and
theatre,
ertory
the union held up action, the progrounds other than Broadway, for ducers* attorney threatened to sue
by
means
additional
as
actors,
under the Taft-Hartley Act, wherewhich the theatre’s status can be upon Homer was admitted and beCommenting that “if came company manager of the
improved.
America is leading mankind into an short-lived “I’ve Got Sixpence.”
American century, it cannot afford
to leave the American theatre behind,” the Shakespearean producer

the ages, she continued, the theatre has mirrored the life and times
studios.
of the world’s peoples; it has been
Prior to opening of the current and should be a goodwill ambaSsa-

U.S. players

William
Hughes, King admitted that
Variety’s out-of-town review
on “Cargo” made up his mind

N

season on the Kate Smith TV show,
and also doubled for Claire Bloom
the
sequences in
dancing
in
Charles Chaplin, “Limelight.”
who
dancer
dramatic
Kaye,*
Nora
the
left the N.Y. City Ballet for
recent Bette
j ead terp spot in the
Davis legiter, “Two’s Company,” is
returning to NYCB for its spring
se ason, which starts at City Center,
5,

$65,000
Original Investment
77.070
Gross for last four weeks
weeks
8,377
four
last
Profit for
123,480
Total profit to date
12,348
Author-director John van Druten’s share
1.073
N. Y. State tax
17,370
Bonds and cash reserve
*
date
to
83,337
profit
Distributed
9,352
Balance available for distribution
(Note: The Gertrude Macy-Walter Starcke production opened Nov.
28, ’51, and played 261 performances at the Empire, N. Y. It has been
touring since Sept. 1, ’52.)

f

was

.

May

AM A

CAMERA”
“I
(As of Feb. 28, ’53)

as English
(the bit role he had in the
third act was that of a Briton)
as Maxie Rosenbloom, so he
quietly withdrew from the cast
after the show’s first w eek and

eral years, will rejoin
i.c,
lOJO Ttanpov
.
.
atre, which she left in 1948. Dancer
...
.
the ^ roupe in July, when
overseas for a tour. In addiit
yCB duties, Miss
tQ h?r
Havden made 10 appearances this

jjy.,

Show Finances

made him sound

to Ballet Theatre

•

Since his arrival in London last
week, Alfred Harding, repping the
American thespers’ union, has been
in almost daily session while, apart
from the joint discussions, the
British union has called, two special meetings of its full executive
to consider the proposals transmitted from America. Second of these
sessions took place last Friday (20).
Current negotiations with BritJsh Equity are the first stage in a
three-fold plan, conceived by the
U.S. union, which intends to seek
further pacts with the Society of
West End Theatre Managers and
Ministry of Labor. It Is now
thought likely that there will be
joint representations by the British
and * American unions to these
other bodies as soon as a settle-

ment

to N.Y. Ballet;

Melissa Hayden, lead ballerina
for sevAmerican with the N.Y. City Ballet
Ballet The-

Equity.

King's English

Pittsburgh, March 24.
After reading his notices following the opening of “White
Cargo,” Sheppard King 3d,
husband of Sarnia Carnal, who
stars in the revival, decided to
let his wife look, after all of
the acting in the family.
Producers agreed with crix
accent
Texas
King’s
that

End to Long D.S.-Bril Equity Hassle

London, March 24.
the prolonged hassle over

Wednesday, March 25, 1953
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many

profit.

proposal.

Terms

of the deal, it’s believed,
enable “Flanders” to recoup
part of the production cost and any
possible tryout loss sustained in
In addition, it permits
the east.
the show to remain out of New
York until the opening of the fall
Music Circus, Cohasset, Mass., will season rather than come in late
UNLIMITED, SEZ SCRIBE also have' the title of associate man- and try to build during the sumaging director this year. David mer.
Greensboro, N. C., March 24.
Marshall Holtzmann is attorney and
As time goes on, the outdoor managing director of the tent
drama, as a new theatre form, will Producer Alex Cohen and his wife,
not only bring good entertainment costume designer Jocelyn, are visit- Hardwicke’s Change In
to the whole country, but will also ing. tl\e Riviera.
Managing director Dorothy Cherhelp bridge the gap between the
‘Midstream’ Upsets Ads
*
nnck of Rochester’s Arena Theatre
campus and Broadway.
Washington, March 24.
This view w as expressed by Ker- will be in New York this weekend,
Entry of Cedric Hardwicke in
mit Hunter of the U. of North casting for “Nina,” which will open
a
month.
Also
lining
up the cast of “Horses in Midstream,”
Carolina, who now has three out- in about
door dramas in production at people for the summer season at currently trying out at the Shubert
Boone and Cherokee, N. C., and at the Arena and Corning (N.Y.) Sumhere, involved an advertising situamer Theatre.
Galesberg, 111.
Samuel Matlowsky, assistant mu- tion last week. Since advance ads
“The outdoor drama is growing
sical director of “Porgy and Bess” had listed him for the male lead,
by leaps and bounds, with the flew
yesterday (Tues.) to Cannes. as well as stager, of the Andrew
Carolina Playmakers acting as a
There he will conduct two all- Rosenthal play, the house managekind of clearing house to give ad- Gershwin concerts Saturday
(28)
ment insisted .on adding a line to
vice and assistance,” he explained. and Sunday (29) at
the Cannes
the effect that he wouldn’t actually
“We know of at least a half-dozen Music Festival.
.appear
until the performance last
new localities ^planning outdoor
Winifred Heidt, N.Y. City Opera
dramas for 1954.”
Co. contralto, has been signed for Thursday night (19).
Hunter was one of the principal the dual roles of Mrs. Rip Van
The British star had originally
speakers at the final session of the Winkle and her twin sister in the been slated to succeed, Geoffrey
fourth annual Southeastern The- new musical, “Rip Van Winkle,” Lumb for the scheduled opening
atre Conference, held at the U. of to be premiered this summer at here Monday night (16). When that
North Carolina with the coopera- the St. Louis Municipal Opera. Mu- performance was cancelled, he was
tion of the National Theatre Con- sical was penned by Edwin Mac- to have gone on Tuesday (17), but
Arthur, musical director of the he subsequently
ference.
decided to skip
Hunter, in his address, said that Muny Opera, and Morton Da Costa. that and the Wednesday shows., In
Anton Coppola, musical director
IaJt year approximately 400,000
demanding and getting the exfor
the
N.Y.
legiter,
“New
Faces,”
witnessed the outdoor productions
will take a day off Friday (27) to planatory line in jads for the three
in the southeast. “This meant apconduct the Hartford Opera Co.’s intervening days, the Shubert manproximately $800,000 in boxoffice
production of Verdi’s “Othello,” agement claimed that it had to
receipts and at least $4,000,000 in
with Met stars Eleanor Steber, keep faith with Us local public,
tourist trade,” he said. “The field Mario Del
Monaco and Robert which had been led to expect Hardof the outdoor drama, tlierefore, is Weede, at
Bushnell Memorial Au- wicke to appear from the initial
unlimited.
ditorium.
performance.

ers.

Those against the move intimate

will

they will vote
have the “evidence” of a year
ago brought out and reconsidered.
This “evidence” reportedly conthat, if necessary,

to

sists of affidavits and statements
by members containing charges of

OUTDOOR DRAMA

.

misconduct of various kinds on the
part of O’Brien. On the basis of
these documents, as w ell as on the
testimony of Simon and others,
O’Brien’s plea for a vote of confidence was turned down by the
council and he was permitted to

.

resign.

—

DOT M’GUIRE TO RUN
LAJOLLA.PLAYHOUSE
La Jolla, Cal., March 24.
With Gregory Peck and Mel Ferrer busy on film work in Europe,
Dorothy McGuire, third of the cofounders and producers of La Jolla
Playhouse, will operate the silo
summer with her husband,
John Swope. Season will run from
June 30 to Aug. 30.
Swope, who has been associated
with several N.Y. theatrical en-

this

deavors, will function as executive
producer for the strawhatter’s seventh season. He'll be assisted by
Ruth Burch, who has been casting
director and associate producer at
La Jolla since it was launched by
the so-called Actors Co. All members of the group were under contract to David 0. Selznick when the
project was started.

.

-

The “evidence” was then

sealed on the ground that its publication might be detrimental to the
interests of the union.
Following. O’Brien’s exit, Willard
Swire, an assistant executive secretary, was sent to the Coast as temporary successor, but he returned
to the homeoffice last summer
when Meredith was given the as-

f

j

signment permanently. Swire is
understood to be unavailable for
the Coast spot again, but pending
the selection of a permanent representative, Francis Clark was sent
there from the homeoffice to fill in.
No specific date has been set. for
the "co^cF to" dedde" on" a' permanent appointment.

Kerr Asked to ‘Tea'
John Kerr, who made a click
Broadway debut recently in “Bernardine,” has been signed for the
juve lead in “Tea and Sympathy.”
Robert Anderson drama to be produced in- the fall by the Playwrights Co., with Elia Kazan diresting.

He’s the
Walker.

son

of

actress

June

Wednesday? Maick 25, 195S

PVSmEfihr
John Forsythe Tapped

Mgt Raps Critics'Savage’ Reviews Bot

B’way House Scramble Blocks Future

For Patrick’s Teahouse’
John Forsythe is set for “Teahouse of the August Moon,” John

Praises His News Story on Theatre Ban
Hartford, March 24.
Denial of admission to the New
Parsons Theatre here last week of
Theodore H. Parker, drama critic
for the Hartford Courant, is the
result of several attempts to have
the scribbler tone down his notices and editorial content of his
weekly column, “The Lively Arts.”
For Parker it was the second ban
slapped on him in recent years.
First cajne a few seasons back
when management of the Shubert,
at New Haven, took objection to
his notices and put the ban on
him. This never came to a showdown state, because the Shubert
never made .any overt move to
actually keep him from thd theatre, Parker gaining admission by
ducat purchase.

Brenda de Banzi, featured in the
London production of
“Murder Mistaken,” may repeat

current

a critic’s ticket

‘Four Colonels’

|

the Courant, as a quar-

j

(20) in

a three-word note in the middle:

“See page one.” Page one carried
story of the ban.

"Girl” company manager later
asked Parker to come into the
theatre as his guest, and theatre
management offered to refund

(Continued on page 75)

Actors Equity Slate Seen
TIpset’

Win for

Liberals;

2-1 Margin Vs. Tories’
Makeup of the nominating committee for the coming annual election of Actors Equity is regarded
by union insiders as an upset victory for the liberal forces. All six
.

membership

representatives
on
the committee, named at the recent quarterly membership meeting, were put up by the moderate
liberals.
They defeated the conservative candidates by approximately 2-to-l. The meeting was
well attended.

As a result, the liberals will
have a 6-to-3 edge on the nominating committee which selects the
official slate for the anpual election to be held at the membership
meeting June 5. On that basis, the
prospect is that the regular ticket
will be at least mildly
liberal.
However, any faction not satisfied
with the makeup of the official
slate may put up an independent
ticket, as has occurred on various
occasions.

Those elected to the committee
at the

membership meeting March

13 include Ruth McDevitt, Beatrice
Straight, Neva Patterson, Melvyn

Douglas, John Marriott and George
Keane. Council representatives inc’ude Frederic Tozere, who will be
cnairman, and Wynne Gibson, considered ultra conservatives,
and
Leorge Britton, regarded as a
moderate, conservative.

signed.

‘Okla.Y 10th Anni Party
Washington, March 24.

“Oklahoma” will mark its 10th
year as a continuous
legit attracn 0
arch
?1I

ra°i

^b*

National.

when

the musiplaying here ** the
31.

Black

in

T heatre
.

ic

Guild,

its

producer,

1
a ala bac Hstage party,
witiir-” -??
a£
U1 d 0 ** icials
ty ricist Oscaf
Hamn?
l
lc rstein
2d, composer Rich.
’

-

a -ri

p

rmnw? eeru’

direc tor

Rouben Ma-

choreographer Agnes de
-Ainie’
anc c leste Holm, Alfred
brak-P
?
other numbers of the
original*
1

1

an/e.

Broadwa y

cast in attend-

Probing

D. of

j

!

Elephant," breaking in this week
in New Haven, are hung up with
only vague assurances of New York
houses. “Men of Distinction” is
understood to hove a theatre on
an “if” basis, as does “Masquerade."
Latter two are rehearsing
prior to tryout tours.
Situation can be critical, since
losses on road tryouts are apt to
be murderous for almost anything
but an indicated smash with at
least one b.o. name in the cast.
Under present conditions of production financing, few managements can afford big tryout deficits, so shows that go heavily into
the red and can’t be brought in
quickly are in danger of foundering.

Or. as happens at least a few
times each season, the original
management has to give up its
stake in the production in return
for being bailed out. A fairly common alternative is to curtail the
scheduled tuneup tour and bring
the show to Broadway before the
doctoring is completed.
In the ^present instance, the
managements of “I Found April”
and “Pink Elephant” are under-

continued on page

75)

Surefire Schonceit Star

System—If

You’re His

Friend, You Get Billing
Lou Schonceit, head of the
Mackey ticket agency, N! Y. has
his own method of determining who
gets billing In current Broadway
f

On

shows.

the big board on wall of

his office, facing patrons, the various attractions are listed, with

.

*

FONDA MULLS
OF

ETHEL

ADDED

SONG

^

.

tions,

We Go”

is

slated for a three-week

run beginning April 8.
The Alley Theatre here, offering
non-pro arena productions, is currently dark following the run of
“Stalag 17,” which closed March
15. Operation is skedded to relight
some time next month with “The
Rose Tattoo.”

Guild Seeking Carey
For ‘Wedding’ Lead

carrying on a dispute with a child
was subject to possible misinterpretation and unjust criticism.

Miss Hecht’s understudy, Ellen
Barrie, who took over the precocious brat in the Vina Delmar

comedy-drama,
it

will

now

continue

permanently.

Three to One’
As

to

Preem

Pitt Spring

Revue

Pittsburgh, March 24.
Pittsburgh Playhouse has decided to forego an original for its
annual spring musical this year
and instead will do the Nancy

Schonceit’s designated stars.
In
each, case the selection is a matter
of personal whim.
“They’re friends, of mine,” the
broker explains. “If anyone doesn't
approve, he can make up his own
slate.

This

is

my

agency,

the

lead

in

of-

Theatre

the

Guild’s proposed Broadway production of Hagar Wilde’s “The Tin
Wedding,” slated to open next
September.
Film star was in the play’s tryout last September at the Westport (Conn.) Country Playhouse,
but the Broadway opening was
postponed at that time for the

playwright to revise the script.
«

V

'

»

i

41

isn’t it?”

He

says he’s never had complaints.
Those gifen billing last week by
Schonceit were Beatrice Lillie ("An
Evening with Beatrice Lillie”),

Richard

Whorf

Shirley

Booth

Cuckoo”),

Year

Itch”),

You Were

(“Fifth

Season”),

(“Time of the
Ewell
(“Seven
Harry Clark (“Wish

Tom

Myron McCor-

Here”),

mick (“South

Pacific’’),

and Con-

stance Carpenter (“King and I”).
Among actual stars omitted wefre
Maurice Evans (“Dial
for Mur-

M

der”),
Tyrone Power (“John
Brown’s Body”), Victor Moore, G.
Carroll and Beulah Bondi (“On
Borrowed Time”), Vivienne Segal
and Harold Lang (“Pal Joey”),
Yul Brynner (“King and I”), Rex
Harrison and Lilli Palmer (“Love
of Four Colonels’’), and Rosalind
Russell (“Wonderful Town”),
No producers are mentioned on
this list. However, among the incoming productions, special prominence is given to Bernard Hart,
whose revival of “Room Service” i9
due soon. Hart is Schonceit’s pal
and a frequenter of Sardi’s restau.

rant in the same building as the
Mackey agency.

Kaycee Opera Festival

Hamilton-Mofgan Lewis “Three to
One.” This Is the revue made up
Pays Off With 30G B.O.
of sketches and songs from the
At Dallas Theatre ’53 three Hamilton-Lewis shows, “One
Kansas City, March 24.
For
the Money,” “Two to Make
Dallas, March 24.
Second week of the two-stanza
Theatre ’53 here begins a three- Ready” and “Three for the' Show.” opera festivals of the Kansas City
Overall production will be di- Philharmonic Orchestra came off
week run next Monday (30) of
“The Day’s Mischief,” new sus- rected by Fred Burleigh, with Ken as well as the first week, with nearpense drama by Lesley Storm. Welch in charge of music and capacity houses in the 2, 572-seat
Sixth and final new script of the Frank Wagnor doing choreography^ Music Hall for both performances
season will be directed by Ramsey “Three to One” opens a four-week Thursday (19) and Saturday (21).
Burch.
Final production will be run May 2.
Bill, was
a double-feature of “1
Original spring musical tradi- Pagliacci(’ and “Cavalleria Rustic
Richard Brinsley Sheridan’s “The
Rivals,” April 20 to May 9, re- tion started at the Playhouse with canna.”.J
placing his previously - announced couple of revues by Charlie GayFestival, on two successive weekcomedy, “The School for Scandal.” nor, which were later condensed ends, was something of an experiWith “Late Love,” Rosemary into the Broadway hit, “Lend An ment of the Philharmonic, which
Casey’s new comedy, racking up Ear.” However, Burleigh wasn’t hopes to establish the project as ah
the best b.o. of the current sea- able to come up with anything new annual spring event. Last week’s
son for regular three-week runs, this year and decided to put on two-night program offered “Li
through Saturday (21), hit play is something established. Incidental- Boheme,” Four performances drew
now in repertory for a fourth week, ly, none of the Hamilton-Lewis nearly 10,000 payees, with gross
musicals ever played Pittsburgh.
near $30,000, just under capacity*
through Saturday (28).

Suspense Drama to

Bow

.

Macdonald Carey has been
fered

t

for
the performance as a benefit, notification of the cancellation came to
him from the Shuberts.
Management, however, has not
yet taken any action, but it’s reported the Robert Fryer, show’s
producer, is dickering with the
unions for a waiver to schedule an
extra performance Sunday* April
12, without double pay.
Action was sparked by N. Y,
News columnist Ed Sullivan’s re,cent accusation that the National
Guardian is a Commie-front organization. .Another block of seats for
the same performance had been
bought by the Speyer Hospital for

|

Animals.
youngster was dropped.
Charges against Miss Hecht,
nine-year-old daughter of play“Love of Four Colonels ” Peter wright Ben Hecht, were brought
J.
Ustinov’s comic fantasy co-starring by the “Mid-Summer” management
Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer, is and members of the cast. Virtually
now operating in the black. The everyone involved in the case
Theatre Guild-Aldrich & Myers refused to be quoted on it, but it
production earned back the bal- was learned that other players in
ance of. its production cost last the company and representatives
Government investigation of the
of the management accused the
Week, its 10th on Broadway.
legit truckers’ organization and the
Show’s fast financial click rates youngster of misbehavior onstage, teamsters union is
underway in
as something of a surprise, as it including ad libs and bits of visual
New York.
drew only a four-three nod from business tending to disrupt the
According to several producers
the first-string critics and was gen- performance.
and managers, Dept, of Justice
erally figured as pretty specialized
The situation reportedly erupted agents have been seeking possible
for mass popularity. However, the in violent backstage
quarrels, with evidence relating to monopolistic
original London production, now Miss Hecht’s mother,
who invari- practices of the Allied Theatrical
in its 10th month, is still playing ably accompanied
her to the thea- Transfer Assn., Inc., which into profitable business although the tre, siding with the
youngster and, cludes all the principal legit haulauthor recently stepped out as star. it's claimed, defying orders
from ing companies and the Internation“Colonels” was capitalized at the stage managers and company al Brotherhood of Teamsters
&
$80,000 and involved $65,557 pro- manager. Hecht was quoted
by Chauffeurs, Local 817.
duction cost. .The show earned one daily as denying that
Although details are vague, it
his
$5,185 operating profit on its try- daughter had been insubordinate. has been learned that Attorney
out and an additional operating It was intimated that other
cast General Herbert Brownell has givnet of $45,820 on its first seven members were jealous
of the en a go-ahead for the probe and
weeks at the Shubert, N. Y. The moppet and plotted against her that subpoenas have been issued in
outstanding balance as of Feb. 28 because she drew favorable
com- New York. It’s reported that haul
was $14,552, but that was recouped ment in the reviews.
ing of TV as well as legit scenery
in the next three weeks as of last
studied,
When the case was brought to s
Saturday (21).
the Equity council at its regular
The backers have thus far been weekly
meeting March 17, the
repaid $20,000, representing 25%
’ROBERTS’
charges were ' within the union’s
of their investment, and according
jurisdiction, and a hearing was set
to the Feb. 28 accounting there
for next Tuesday (31). However,
U.
MINN. REPRISE
was $23,843 balance available after one
council member raised a quesMinneapolis, March 24.
deducting $20,000 for cash reserve.
tion of whether something coqld
Here in “Point of No Return,"
Backers have been informed that
not be done to alleviate the situa- Henry Fonda,
onetime U. of Minanother payoff is due “shortly.”
tion for the “Mid-Summer” cast nesota
student, says he may rein tl}£ interim. It developed that turn
to play the title role in “Misunder extreme circumstances the ter Roberts,” which lie
created
SHUTTA’S
union by-laws permit the council and in which
he has appeared
to take summary action pending a here, for
a single performance in
IN ’APPEARANCE’ full hearing. The council then a
U. of Minnesota Theatre provoted .unanimously to suspend Miss duction on the campus.
Houston, March 24.
A new tune, especially written Hecht until the case could be tried.
It would be for a benefit to
for her use in the presentation Of
Subsequently,
union
officials help the theatre’s drive for money
’.‘Personal
Appearance” at the arranged a settlement. The man- to build its proposed $1,000,000
Playhouse here, was introed by agement agreed to release the campus playhouse.
Dr.
Frank
Ethel Shutta during the last week youngster from her run-of-the-play Whiting, theatre director, made the
of its three-week run, which wound contract, and at the urging of request to Fonda, who immediately
up March 16. Number, labeled Equity officials, Mrs. Hecht ac- indicated his interest in the proj“Pratt, Kansas,” was penned by cepted that arrangement.
ect and proposal.
Dr. Whiting’s
Carl Victor Little, whose column,
plan is to raise part of the needed
The situation was a delicate
By the Way,” runs daily in’ the not only because the union badone,
funds
by
a
number
of
such special
to
Houston Press. Miss Shutta (Mrs. deal with a non-member
benefit hit plays’ productions with
(Mrs.
George Kirksey), onetime Ziegfeld Hecht) on a matter involving
their original stage and screen
a
star and ex-wife of former orch member (her
daughter), but be- stars.
leader George Olsen, resides here cause it was felt that
Equity’s posiand is active in local legit produc- tion as an organization of
adults

Now

to ease so they can

!

to that effect was approved yesterday tTues.) by the uniorf council.
As, a result, the case against the

“The Late Edwina Black,” which
opened last Wednesday (18), is curThe committee will nominate 10
rent at the Playhouse and is schedcouncil candidates, to serve five
uled to run another two weeks.
years; five replacements
to fill un- Preem of Bob Downing’s “Around
expired
terms of resigned council
members, and a second vicepresident candidate to
succeed Raymond Massey, who recently re-

schedule New
formance of “Wonderful Town."
Broadway legituner starring Rosa- York openings, and two others are
in rehearsal with no contractual
lind Russell, appeared imminent
guarantee of a Broadway location.
yesterday (Tues.). According to
“I Found April,” playing an exJohn McManus, editor of the Natended shakedown tour with Contional Guardian, weekly publicastance Bennett as star, and “Pink
tion which had bought 300 seats
,

1

Hecht, moppet actress
up on Actors Equity
charges last week by the management of “Mid-Summer,” will not
return to the cast of the show at
the Vanderbilt, N. Y. Agreement

and had then

column of blank newsprint on
page two, under headline “Odets
Play Presented At Parsons,” This
was followed by name of play and
cast, then the blank space, with

i

HGd-Summer Brat

Langner and Charles Bowden (who
operate the house with Nancy
Stern) had called him a week previous to ask him to stop sending
Parker to review plays, because his
reviews were so “savage.”
Review of “Girl” appeared Friday

of the April 8 per-

.

.

her barmaid characterization in
the Broadway edition scheduled
for next fall. However, the deal
may hinge on whether the actress
can leave the original troupe in
time for the play's -tryout late this
spring at the Alcazar, San Francisco. The Broadway presentation
is slated for fall.
Edward Choate and George Ross,
who are associated with Wauna
Paul in the London production,
are doing the Janet Green melodrama in the U.S. David Wayne
Jenny
and Alexis Smith are set for the
brought
leads, with H.C. Potter directing.

refused to accept a purchased
ducat. Courant’s managing editor,
William J. Foote, said that Philip

ter

\

Rehearsal

in

j

N.Y. Ditto of Brit ’Murder’ “Mister

Roberts,” is getting out of
a film commitment for the legit
assignment.
.
t,-,
T
Robe rt Lewis
will stage th e show,

and 2

‘April,’ ‘Pink’

Another of Broadway’s periodic
booking jams is raising managerial
Blast Vs. leftist’ Benefit
blood pressure this week.
With
only one regular legit house availMay K.O. April 8 Town’! able, two shows are on the hook
out of town waiting for the tieup
Cancellation

Evans and George Schaefer are
producing in the fall. Actor, whose
last previous .Broadway appearance
was as Henry Fonda’s successor in

Brenda de Band May Do

Last week Parker claimed he was
barred from the opening (19) of
“Country Girl,”
Clifford Odets’
stating the theatre at first refused

him

Of

Patrick’s dramatiration of the Vern
Snider novelet, which Maurice

•

.
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Dance Collab Skeds
Two-Week B’way Run
rjavt.raifl
on

Philadelphia,. March 23.
induction
C? Feuer-Emest H. Martin
with
two acts (20 s^n
•f mmlcal
"core by Cole Porter and book by Abe

W

Burrows. Features luo, Peter Cookson.
^i^des,
Hans conreid. Gwen verdon.

SKA

by
numbers staged^
bv Burrows. Musical
.
~
-Michael Kidd; sets and lighting, Jo Mlelcostumes. Motley. At Slmbert.
liner;

JS2

^

53

,hla
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Gwen verdon

“American Dance,” collaboration
chorelibretto. Act II rises above Act I of contemporary American
Rothsin this respect, with a very funny ographer, which the B. de
studio
child Foundation for ‘Arts &
duel scene and some grand
J of Sciences
fnn it~rt BUI
But xxierc
there are plenty
launches at the Alvin
fOOling.
potentialities HI Act I, tOO. JMLan
Theatre, N. Y., for two weeks,
a
a g e ment used the experiment of
April
opening
14, will present, in
7 30 curtain and it worked out well. addition to 10 Broadway premieres
Actual show-time was 7.45 to 11.03 of recent successes, a new work by
and that means that 45 or 50 min- Doris Humphrey and a revival of
uies could be taken out. That won’t Martha Graham’s “Letter to the
that tichten^ne ought to be World,”
Spring season will bring toActually it’s
exceptional.
something
getber, for the first time, works
Waters.
that already.
'by Jose Limon, Misses Graham
and Humphrey, along with new
liver Since Paradise
works, not yet seen on Broadway,
Ottawa, March 14.
by May O’Donnell, Pearl Lang,
apresent
Theatre
Repertory
Canadian
a.
J.
acts
by_
Nina Fonaroff, Merec Cunningham
tion of comedy in three
Priestley. Directed by Sain Payne. Sets bj
Helen McGehee.
Armstrong. At LaSaUe Academy. and

Hay on Broadway
f amliio Real
Cheryl Crawford and Ethel Rainer
j

;

.
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LNo Ottawa, March

Ferdinand Hilt
Clarence Hoffman
'2
David Collver
Plainclothes Man
Jon Silo
Walter No. 3
Joe Cusanelli
Cafe customer
i. .......... Clarence Hoffman
Vendor
Ferdinand Hilt
Landlord
Waiter No.
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Garde Rep. No. 1

Ferdl

SUSSfC i
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SSt

K

...... Tont Panko
g
A rthur P
3
Ai L anti
.V.V.'.'.'.V.
ReaStrar
Socrates Birsky
2
Garde Rep. No.
Dancers: Shelah Hackett. Ina Hahn;
Dama ICrupska, Vera Lee, Roberto Onlgman, Beverly TasranL Pat Turner, Ruth
Vernon, JDeedee Wood, Ralph Beaumont,
Socrates Birsky* Michael De Marco, A1
Lanti, Bert May, Tom Panko. Arthur Partington, Eddie Phillips, Michael Scrit-

judge No. 2
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W®Gieath
Winifred Canty

m
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romp with a little music, a
fairly recent London. success, is a

Ahead Sans Stars

linjg-

six-person, single and* simple setter—mainly curtains and arches
and
wth a minimum or
two pianists Who Can act A little,
a P air of &ood 0 uves an ^ an ex
tremely versatile older couple.
play’s steady level of. wit, with

Persistent beefs by strawl.at operators relating to increased operational costs is apparently being
substantiated by recent announcements of* a few silo operators.
Herbert Kenwith, who’s been operating the Princeton (N. J.) Summer Theatre for a number of
years, isn’t going to relight this
Theatre had followed a
season.
guest star policy and rated as a
bigtime silo venture.
trio* of other theatres, also
former big league operations, have

;

many very funny moments and a
undercurrent of COnshould excite

thought,

s tructive

fusion ui
of
A IUSion
BlOauWay Intel esc.
commedia del arte and Pirandello,
with a dash of vaude, in which
older leads play three or four roles
each and let the audience in on
impending switches, it’s a refreshing novelty.
Story follows a romance, played
brief pin-pointed scenes in
in
raise d-level plain interior, from
first mee ting through marriage,
mutual boredom and near-disinteg3ratioiff with both partners deve i op
P ijig outside heart interests, to
skilffuii y. ha ndled final reunion,

•*
.

With Cole Porter's latest show,
“Can-Can,” the production firm of
Cy Feuer and Ernie Martin may
not have achieved the virtually
surefire proportions of their Guys
and Dolls,” which preemed at the
same house here (Shubert) two seasons back, but if not they ve- certamly come remarkably close, with
a theme and material totally difierent.

^

which

s

tm

A

.

announced plans to employ resident companies with a thumbsdown policy on high-priced visiting talent. These strawhatters are
the Olney (Md.) Playhouse, the
Playhouse
(L. I.)
Westhampton
and the Corning (N. Y.) Playhouse.

might be strengthened

Equity Library Proves

.Joseph Anthony
Vivian Nathan
Rolando Valdez

Window

A. Ratt

Wallach

Nehemlah

Pevsoff.

Fred Sadoff
Ernesto Gonzalez
Martin Balsam
Mike Gazzo

laughably tough gypsy, David T
Stewart as the degenerate, Frank

Salem Ludwig
David .?. Stewart

Loan Shark
Baron
Lobo

.

Ronne Aul
William Lennard

Waiter
Romantic Poet
Plane Navigator
Plane Pilot
Market Women
.

.

Vendor

Lord Mulligan
Gypsy
Esmeralda
Nursie

.

,

.
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woman,

Lucille Patton

Hobe.

Page Johnson

Hurd Hatfield
Antony Vorno

N.

Martin Balsam
Charlotte Jones.
Joanna Vlscher

Y/s

‘Dictator’ Critics

Shock

Ruth Volner
Parker Wilson
Jennie Goldstein
Barbara Baxley

Britisher;

Tight

Space as Gag to Bores

Salem Ludwig
Mary Grey

A

lot of nuggets of wisdom are
packed in a slender, 60-page book,
“An Experience of Critics” (Ox-

David Jv Stewart
Parker Wilson
Medical Student .......... Page Johnson
Hurd Hatfield
Ancient Knight

Instructor
Assistant

ford U. Press, $2.25).

Playwright

As a theatrical abstraction, Christopher Fry discusses the ap“Camino Real” may be dramatic proach to criticism generally, and

A

actor Alec Guinness pats critics
it’s a boxoffice dud.
elusive fantasy, it may on the back in a foreword. Meat
fanatical enthusiasm with a of the book, however, is the tight,
few playgoers, but most are likely terse comment by eight prominent
to find it incomprehensible and un- British drama critics, who develop
satisfying.
their credos while in a sense anart,

but

diffusive,
stir

not easy to explain what the swering Fry and Guinness, Edited
play is about.
The Spanish ably by Kaye Webb, with amusing

It’s

the

title is said to
(the full tab is

mean “Royal Road”

illustrations

by Ronald Searle,

|

&

.

and suddenly gushes water when

Quixote enters.
Occasional passages of this phanShows in Rehearsal
tasmagoria are moderately amusKeys C (Comedy), D (Drama),
ing,
if
without clear meaning. CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
There’s -a funny scene, for example, MC (Musical Comedy),
(Muas Kilroy, the wandering Yank, is sical Drama), O (Opera).
enticed
by a seductive coocli
Evening With Will Shakespeare
dancer into the clutches of her (D) American Shakespeare Festigrasping gypsy mother. And there’s val Foundation, prod.; Mary Hunat least one effectively staged scene ter, dir.; Basil Rathbone,
Faye
as Casanova is overwhelmed in a Emerson, Eva LeGallienne, Marfiesta fandango.
garet Webster* John LUnd, Viveca
Most of the time “Camino Real” Lindfors, stars.
is
interesting at best, but not
Masquerade (C)—-Ben Tornkms,
genuinely engrossing and certainly Alvin Cooperman, prods.; John
not moving. And if, as one nearby Larson, dir.; Veronica Lake, Charles
observer suggested, it’s the "author’s Korvin, stars,
muda (31-5).
*
Late Edwina Black Playhouse, miserable conception of life, or at • Me and Juliet (MC)—Richard
leasts his own life, then it’s down- Rodgers, Oscar Hammerstein 2d,
Houston (23-5).
right depressing and probably piti- prods.; George Abbott, dir.
On Your Toes (Patricia Bowman- able.
Men of Distinction (C)—Chandler
Georgie Tapps) Paper Mill, Mil“Camino Real” is the sort of .Cowles. Martin Gabel, prodv.;
burn, N. J. (23-29).
show that is apt to bring favorable Gabel, dir.
Private Lives (Marsha Hunt):
Bernard
notices for the actors, director and
(C)
itoom .Service
Palm Spring (Cal.) Playhouse designer, possib’y to some extent Har.\ Don, Hershey, John Murray,
(24-5).
because, since no one can be absb- prods,; Mortimer Offner, dir.
:

MD

—

—

Conductor

Pembroke

—

Lawrence Winters, Negro baritone of the New York City Opera,
will make his European operatic

Davenport debut

merits full credit for his direction
Of the Porter score.
A real, and a rather unexpected
feature, however, is the lusty,
flavorsome humor of the Burrows

this

“Sixteen Blocks on makes a lively, provocative book.
the Camino Real,” but the first
“No critic has any right to his
part is printed in smaller type in place ... if he lias become bored,”
the program, with only the last two says Ivor Brown of the Observer.
words in the standard lirge type). “Critics must be stage-struck folk.
Perhaps author Tennessee Williams Weariness is unforgivable.” Later
is being sardonic* for he repre- on he adds, “I believe that the ideal
sents life as a torture chamber in critic is an enthusiastic introducer.”
which nearly everyone is doomed Then he takes up the situation in
to -despair and destruction.
N. Y., “where two or three men
But it’s difficult to be sure of are said to be the dictators of boxthat, or much else, except that office success.
This is a shocking
“Camino Real” is a thoroughly state of affairs, and 1 hope it will
baffling, rather unpleasant show.
not get as had as that over here
The program lists time and place (London).”
as “not specified,” and maybe it
W. A* Darlington, of the Daily
should have extended that plea for
Telegraph, who in addition to his
unfettered imagination to the play's
London chores writes a foldaily
meaning as well. Something dire is
obviously on the playwright's mind, lowup letter later on for the N. Y.
writes;
“A daily-paper
Times,
and if he doesn’t succeed in making it clear, he at least suggests critic, given the chance, would
on his firstever
go
back
hardly
that it's pretty unsavory.
Anyway, the locale is apparently night verdict. . . . In 14 years, I
a sort of plaza in a vaguely foreign have never altered my original
land. It has a snooty hotel-bistro opinion.”
on one side, a combination fiopThe News Chronicle’s Alan Dent
house-brothel on the other, and a (in a dig at the length of U. S.
long stairway at the rear leading notices) says: “Space restriction
to a wall and gate that offers escape (in England) has done one valuto the exceptional few whose souls able thing; it has gagged and manhave not been corrupted by luxuri- acled the bores.” Later he adds,
ous self-indulgence.
“A good critic has no business to
Does the cruelly jeering hotel be consciously kind or consciously
proprietor represent despotism and
unkind; it is his sole business to
thought-control, as well as venality
My
just.
and cynicism? It's hard to be sure. be just and nothing but
eventual undoing as a critic
How far may a spectator go in in- own
kindness
of
will
be
streak
fatal
the
terpeting the characters of the degenerate fop and the lash-carrying in me.”
Philip Hope-Wallace, of the Manyoung brute who exit together?
What does the relatively uncom- chester* Guardian, believes that
plicated American merchant sea- “criticism . . . can often be as fully
man signify? Honesty, sentimen- creative an art as that of playmaktality and
a touch of naivete? ing or acting,” Punch’s Eric Keown
Possibly.
says: “I don’t believe that today
From at least one viewpoint, such the critic has any profound influcharacters as Casanova, Camille, ence on the drama of his time.”
Don Quixote, and Lord Byron, and And the New Statesman
Nation’s
such eccentric creations as. the two T. C. Worsley advises that “the
street cleaners personifying Death, critic is concerned only with the
may represent anything that the finished product. It would be fatal
playwrights or a' fancy-free play- for him to concern himself with
goer cares to read into them. Same anything else.
Once critics fall
. .
goes for incidents like the crowd
Into the trap of viewing the theatre
of wretches who flee in an airplane
with the same eyes as the author
and are subsequently killed when
or the actor, their usefulness is at
it crashes; or the fountain that is
Bron.
dry through much of the action an end.”

—

able sets, including a roof-top vista.
Several cabarets, street scenes and
courtrooms. Motley's costumes here
play a more than usually vital part.

.

Silvera as ‘the sadistic hotel proprietor and Vivian Nathan as a blind

-

a httle

“Can-Can,” in all local billing
pianos set moods, with blues,
Pump-Primer to Actor
and advertising, highlights Porter, pops and some u ght classics; pianwilh Abe Burrows, who wrote the istg comm ent occasionally, and the
book and has done a hangup direc- older leads frequently, on central
Getting Back to Legit
That S as it drama when not stepping into it
tonal job, second.
New York.
should be. Porter, a man. who knows f01
roles
Editor, Variety;
his Paris almost as well as he
d i?ecUon job was carried
Tr
knows New York, has been working £f abl * b Sam Payne
Reoent articles- about Equity
Amelia
° ut
yea
(sinc6
S
JJ“
and Eric House are constantly Library Theatre have prompted
!X&
George
SSZSh* hE virtuoso as the older leads.
me to write concerning my exe
Gri
wltt
s^?e isSore
perience with that excellent organsome of his earlier hits. It’s' not ca P able Juveniles,
ization, particularly for the benefit
easy toiiick outstanders. His lyrics
of those who may have some lingerare, as usual, of major importance
with plenty of Gallic spice and
ing doubts as to its. real and lasting
flavor, ft seems rather evident that
value to members of our profeshe must have given Burrows some
sion.
advice on the book, too.
Present
The cast does not have a’ single
I left New York, and a modestly
The
name that might be called big boxflourishing career in the- theatre in
Westwood, Cal., March 17.
three 1942, for a four-year hitch in the
office here but it's, tbp-drawer
UCLA presentation of drama inStetson.
by Helen Sloan
throughout. The almost certain acts (five scenes)
Army, and followed that with two
Directed by Edward Hearn. Setting by
sensation should be Lilo, gal from John Jones. At UCLA. Westwood, Cal.. years on the road. On my return
_
the Paris musical halls, who does March 7,. 1953.
^
„
to New York in 1948, I was- faced
Castello
Richard
Jed Knox
a fabulous job as Pistache, npt-too
Bernice Smith with the sizable task of reviving
Irene Bates-Bascombe
fUSSy femme who runs a Parisian Ufcth Bate*
Audrey Lazier the interest of old employers and
e. j. Andre
night club where the famous can- David Bates
arousing, the interest of prospective
sta
;
can (time,. 1893) is featured. She ?,;l r BatM
vf?&
new ones. It was tedious and for
can sing and act and has a most Clyde Bnseombe
Alec Ross
the most part unrewarding work,
magnetic personality. About the
until I appeared in an ELT produconly fault that might be brought
In its continuing program of
against her is that her French (and trying out at least one new play tion that fall.
very charming) accent makes it dif- each semester, the UCLA Drama
That one production “showcase”
ficult to understand some of the Dept, is faced with the same prob- enabled me to accomplish almost
worthier Porter lyrics.
lem besetting Broadway producers immediately the task of getting my
the paucity of good scripts. The career started again, and saved me
Peter Cookscn,* who turns from
being a stuffy and priggish judge school, however, can afford to many more months of patient permore readily, and this fact sonal contact work. The phone
agreeable
gamble
into a red-hot lover, is
and possessor of a fine voice. Hans probably accounts for the selection rang, jobs came in, and as 1 glance
Conreid is both immensely funny of Helen Sloan Stetson’s generally over my books, I realize that the
and surprisingly authentic as a unacceptable “Wedding Present.”
majority of the work' I have done
Mrs. Stetson has drawn on one
sculptor with few morals but plenty
of charm, and,. Gwen Verdon is of the basic ideas of “Glass Me- since that production stems directexcellent as his not-too-fussy girl nagerie” the mother who envi- ly and indirectly from it. It was a
sions great things for her children pump-primer of Inestimable value.
friend. Erik Rhodes is also out
standing, as a belligerent
(and and is seemingly unaware of their
I don’t believe that my experilimitations and the near squalor in ence has been exceptional. On the
amorous) art critic.
indulges
she
live,
which
they
while
contrary, it is- becoming commonPhil Leeds, Robert Penn and
culture glands. This place. The realization of that fact
Kayton Nesbitt definitely deserve her overactive
c
°
* a "" ,Ur " f
mention and praise as the sculp- time, there’s a whole family of should remove any doubts that the
tor’s artistic cronies, and they in- ’em. And since they are about as Equity Library Theatre is one of
dulge in some neat and saucy unsympathetic a lot as was ever Actors Equity’s most important
Porter comedy numbers. It’s a long placed on stage, the audience can’t functions, and that its stimulation
cast with many fine bits, both male drum up too much interest in the of
great new audiences of theatreand femme, and the casting stands eventual “rescue” of the youngest goers is a vital contribution to the
out as one of the show’s major daughter by an insurance salestheatre
at large. Herbert Nelson
man whom the family considers
assets,
“Can-Can,” surprisingly enough. beneath its stature.
Edward Hearn has staged it with
Is not overboard on dancing. To be
sura, the song from which the title as much pace as possible under
Current Stock Bills
Is derived is done several times, the circumstances, and the student
( March 23- April 5)
nd very well, unless one wants to cast isn’t experienced enough to
S a captious and suggest that even rise above the dialog. Best of the
Death of a Salesman Arena,
Ffencli gals weren’t displaying so performances is that of Audrey Lazmuch bare flesh in. those fin de ier, who shows promise as the Rochester (23-28),
siecle days. There is only one bal- young daughter. Richard Castello
Kind Lady (Fay Bainter) Berlet, a good one. Michael Kidd is the is likeable as her rescuer.
mudian, Hamilton, Bermuda (24-29).
John Jones is credited with the
Choreographer. Jo Mielziner has
Late Christopher Bean (Betty
Kap.
supplied a number of truly memor- fine single set.
Field) Bermudian, Hamilton, Ber-

A

Abdullah

Street

future

sustained

..

Eli

Street Cleaners

.

romance-need

Priestley’s

B.

J.

Woman

Her Son
KUroy

in

performance occasionally
out into the aisles and, in
instance, through the stage
boxes. In the huge, and frequently
difficult-to-identify, cast there are
impressive portrayals by Eli Wallach as Kilroy, Joseph Anthony as
Casanova, Jo Van Fleet as Camille
Hurd Hatfield as Byron and Quixote, Barbara Baxley as the siren
dancer, Jennie .Goldstein as the
one

A/A Bard
Henry Silva

Officer

Gentleman of Fortune.

Bum

The

spills

Guy Thomajan

Survivor
Rosita
Blind

j

Frank Silvera

Gutman

Lady Mulligan
*

.

done. Even so, Elia Kazan’s staging seems uninhibited and admirably fluid, and Lemuel Ayers has
supplied an elaborately nightmarish setting that, extends out over
the orchestra pit.

Jo Van Fleet, Joseph Anthony* Jennie
Goldstein, Frank Silvera, Barbara Baxley,
Hurd' Hatfield. Directed by Elia Kazan;
production designed by Lemuel Ayers;
assistant to director* Anna Sokolow; Jncl'
dental music, Bernardo Segall; production associate, Anderson Lawler. At National. N.Y., March 19, '93; $4.80 top ($0
Friday, Saturday and opening nights).

2d Officer
Grotesque Mummer ....... Gluck Sandor
Jo Van Fleet
Lady of Legend

Anvei(n*Tlal1
Hall
Amelia
Margaret Griffin
George McCowan

Rosemary
Paul

.

torale.

_

Helen

•

.

wme M nn

13, '33.

philio

*

lutely sure what they’re supposed
to be portraying, the assumption
tends *o be that it’s eloquently

(in

association with Walter P. Chrysler, Jr.)
production of dratpa in three acts by
Tennessee Williams. Features Eli Wallach,

this June, singing the title

role in “Rigoletto” in Stuttgart and
Amonasro in “Aida” in Augsburg.
Winters will also appear in concert in Switzerland* Italy, Austria,

Holland and Scandinavia.
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JsSriOty
Kit’s ‘Wife’

Chi Legit Holds to Steady Keel;

S.F.;

Madam’

4

24.

all

attractions Sat-

rincing of two
urday (21) hypoed grosses slightly,
nest of the plays continued on
However,
pV en keel, more or less.
lark of large conventions and some
have been hurting the window

SuIIavan-'Sea*

‘Mary’

$25,700,

way in Lenten Dip;

2d Neat 11G

San Francisco, March 24.
The “Constant Wife” with Kathanne Cornell opened at the Curran
Monday (16), to mixed reviews, but

$36,600, ‘Murder’ $14,700

March

Chicago,

OK

LEGITIMATE

$20,000

‘Porgy’ $38,100, ‘Camino’ $13,900 in 5,

offered praise for the star.
Estimates for Last Week

^Constant wlfc Curran
*

(1st

Roz

wk)

(C-$4.20; 1,775) (Katharine Cornell,

For Okay PhiHy Week

Robert Flemying, John Emery).

A

$25,300 (previous week, $27,000);
at most closing April 18, to tour.
off

March

fine $25,700.

24.

ilh ”°
position * Margaret
c„lY
<( „&?
Suiiavan’s
“The Deep Blue Sea”
c !°cked up a satisfactory first
week
at the Forrest, with b.o.
bolstered
by American Theatre Society-Theatre Guild subscription.

“Male Animal’* started at the
Monday (23), with
Blackstone
“Affairs of State” the next entry,
April 1. “Mrs. Mcat the Selwyn
Thing” starts a run at the Erlanger

-

Poster’

M

Hot $26260

$53,600, ‘Picnic’

Broadway was generally

a

bit last week.
Receipts
John Loves Mary, Alcazar (2d shows skidded, but a few regiswk) (C-$3.60; 1,147) (Jackie Cooper, tered small gains, with a weekend
Peggy Ann Garner, Harry Carey, pickup a factor. Conditions are exJr.).
Stepped up to a pleasing pected to remain about the same
$11,100. (Previous week, $10,200). this week, but a dive is anticipated
One Moment Please! Marines’ next week (Holy Week), with the
Memorial Theatre (7th wk) (R- fact that Passover occurs at the
Aoril 6 and Jose Greco has a
Two new attractions arrived last $3.00; 640). Nice $3,500. (Previous same time perhaps adding a negaweek's stay at the Opera House night
b
tive note.
(23), the premiere of Cole week, $3,200.)
April 7.
Porter’s “Can-Can,” at the ShuOf the new arrivals, last week’s
Estimates for Last Week
bert, and “The Country Girl,” with
“Camino Real” drew a split press
rail Me Madam, Shubert (9th Sidney Blackmer, Dane Clark and
(three pro, four con), with box(Stritch-Smith) Nancy Kelly, at the
2,100)
($5:
wk)
Locust.
office prospects not yet clearfy inDoing very nicely with $36,600.
dicated. The previous week's My
Estimates for Last Week
For Murder, Harris (8th
3 Angels” had a potent first fuil
Dial
The
Deep
Blue
Sea,
Forrest
(1st
stanza, “Porgy and Bess” looks
wk) ($4.40; 1,000) (Richard Greene) wk) (1,760; $4.55) (Margaret
Sullapromising, but the transplanted
Holding very well with $14,700.
van),
Star’s name still plenty poStal’ $14,700,
“Misalliance” looks questionable.
Farfel Follies, Selwyn (3d wk) tent, with play getting mild critical
of parties is reception. Okay
There were no closings last
($4 40- 1,000). Flood
$20,000.
Boston, March 24.
giving’ this Yiddish-English show a
week, but “New Faces”
exits
Stalag 17” in its third week at March 28 for the road and “Pal
hefty $21,400.
the
Colonial,
and
Joey”
Blackstone
(3d
wk)
leaves
*90,
“Fourposter,”
April
in
also
to
18,
tour.
Paris
‘McTHING’ $30,500, D.C.; a second
frame, at the Shubert, There’s now a question of the
($3.80; 1,535) (Cornelia Otis Skincontinued to pull satisfactory biz April 11 closing date for “John
ner). Ended three-week stay Sat‘HORSES’
$4,400 last week. Seven o’clock curtain Brown’s Body.” No openings are
urday (21) with okay $16,80Q.
at “Fourposter” the past two Tues- slated for this week.
Washington, March 24,
The Shrike, Erlanger (4th wk)
days has been so successful that
Estimates for Last Week
Helen Hayes wound up a thrde- the innovation
($4.40; 1,334) (Van Heflin). Broke
will be continued
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
up here Saturday (21) with bright week run of “Mrs. McThing” at tonight (24).
CD
the National Theatre with a sock
$20,700.
(Comedy-Drama)
R (Revue),
“I Am a Camera,” starring Julie
MC
Comedy), MD (Mu$30,500 in the till for the final stan- Harris,
bowed into the Wilbur last sical (Musical
za. “Oklahoma,” always .a strong
Drama),
(Opera).
O
night (23) for a two-week engageOther parenthetic designations
draw in this town, moved into the ment.
$41,700;

Philadelphia,

rain

‘Angels’ $21,900,

‘

Hub

SLACK

Picnic, Music Box f4th wk) (CD$6-$4.80; 1,012; $27,000). Over $26,-

200 for first week off Theatre
Guild subscription (previous week,
$25,000).

Porgy and Bess, Ziegfeld i2d wk)
Almost $38,(previous week, $34,000 for

(0-$6; 1,628; $48,244).

100

first seven performances).
Seven Year Itch, Fulton <18th
wk) <C-$6-$4.80; 1,003; $24,400).
Nearly $24,700 (previous week,
$24,500); Tom Ewell gets star bill-

ing starting this week).

South Pacific, Majestic (205th
wk) (MC-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha
Wright, George Britton).
Almost
$32,600 (previous week, $33,000).
Time of the Cuckoo, Empire (23d
wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,082; $25,056)
(Shirley
Booth).
About $14,600
(previous week,
star’s
$14,700);
winning of a film Oscar expected

provide a

to

b.o.

boost.

Time Out for Ginger, Lyceum

wk) (C-$4,80; 995; $22,845)
(Melvyn Douglas). Nearly $13,600
(previous week, $14,000).
Wish You Were Here, Imperial
(39th wk) (MC-$7,20; 1,400; $52,080).
Almost $46,300 (previous
week, $47,000.
Wonderful Town, Winter Garden
refer, respectively, to top prices;
Estimates for Last Week
number of seats, fcapacity gross (4th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,510; $55,200)
fourposter, Shubert (2d wk) and
/A
stars.
Price includes 20% (Rosalind Russell). Over $53,600,
($4.20; 1,700) (C r oayn- Tandy).
amusement tax , but grosses are with party commissions limiting
Wound up second week with $17the gross (previous week, $54,000).
net: i.e., exclusive of tax.
T
400.
v
Camino Real, National (1st wk)
17 Colonial (3d wk) ($4.20;
,
(D-$4.80-$6;
1,172; $30,000). Opened
1,500).
Held to $14,700.
last Thursday night (19) to three
favorable notices (Atkinson, Times;
‘Gigi’ $15,200,
Mirror; Hawkins, World‘Camera’ Okay $22,500 In Coleman,
Telegram & Sun) and four pans
(Chapman, News; Kerr, Herald
N. Haven, Wilmington
Tribune; McClain, Journal-American; Watts, Post); first four perr
New Haven, March 24.
formances and one preview
Three-day stand of the prize- grossed nearly $13,900.
Los Angeles, March 24.
winning “I Am a Camera,” with
One of the town’s three offerChildren’s Hour, Coronet (14th
Julie Harris, at the Shubert last
wk) (D-$4.80; 1,027; $28,378). Over ings folded over the weekend, leavweek (19-21) did okay biz on four $14,700 with twofers (previous ing “Gigi” in virtual command
performances at $3.60 top. Gross week, $14,700).
of the legit situation here this
reached an approximate $11,400.
Crucible. Beck (9th wk) (D-$6- week.
Business wasn’t strong in
Current is premiere of “Pink $4.80; 1,214; $31,000). Almost $21,- any of the houses.
Elephant,” marking Steve Allen’s 500 (previous week, $22',000).
Shutdown was “Life With
legit debut, due Thursday-SaturDial
for Murder, Plvmouth Mother,” which finaled after eight
day (26-28).
(21st wk) (D-$4.80; 1,062; $30,377) weeks
at
the Carthay
Circle*
(Maurice Evans).
Over $30,400 “Take Now Thy Son,” Maurice
(previous week, $30,500).
Schwartz’ first venture at the Civic
$11,100 in 4, Wilmington
Evening with Beatrice Lillie, Playhouse, is continuing.
Wilmington, Del., March 24.
(Booth (25th wk) (R-$6; 739; $24,Estimates for Last Week
Julie Harris in “I Am a Camera” 184) (Beatrice Lillie). Over $18,100
Gigi, Biltmore (2d wk) (1,636;
chalked up a good $11,100 in four (previous week, $22,100).
$4.20).
Dull $15,200 for the first
Fifth Season, Cort (9th wk) (Cperformances (16-18) in the 1,223full week.
Above operating cost,
$4.80;
1,056;
$25,639)
(Menasha although less than 50% capacity.
seat Playhouse.
Skulnik, Richard Whorf). Nearly
Life With Mother, Carthay CirThis was the sixth and final of- $25,200 (previous week,
(16th

,

TOP BANANA*

Detroit,

National last night (23) for its umpteenth D. C. stand.
In sharp contrast to the Hayes
opus, hopefully Broadway-bound
“Horses In Mid-Stream” brought a
miserable $4,400 to the Shubert
Theatre for the first part of its

DETROIT

‘STATE’ 101G,

March

24.

“Top Banana” grossed a big $41 ,«
700 in its second and final week
at the Shubert. Current is “White
Cargo,” in for a week.

two-week engagement: The play,
A poor $10,500 was grossed by which drew mixed reviews, but
“Affairs of State” at the Cass. Cur- mostly on the negative side, has
rent is “Mrs. McThing,”. starring been slated originally for a further period of polishing in Philly
Helen Hayes, in for a iortnight.
before heading for New York, How-

Makes Full Weeks

‘Pacific’

a

ing up fas

ha^bewi^ecided^to
jump directly to Manhattan for a

—

•

A

Out of One-Nighters, Etc.
Hershej% Pa„ March 24.
“South Pacific” set two records
week; It set one precedent by
playing a full eight-performance
week at this normally split-week

(March 23-April 4)

M

Affaire of State (George Brent,
with a $49,454 gross at the 1, 904- Haila Stoddard, Irene Hervey, Donald Woods)
Cox, Cincy (23-28);
seat house.
spot

and established a

b.o.

record

—

Rodgers-Hammerstein tourer

Selwyn, Chi

is

week at the MuniAuditorium, Charleston, W.
normally a one-night stand.

Call

playing all this
cipal
Va.,

‘Cargo’

Gets

NSG

$6,500

For Weeki n Pittsburgh
March 24.
They just wouldn’t buy Samia
Gamal in “White Cargo” last week
Pittsburgh,

Nixon, even with two-for-

at the

ones the

first

five

and house hit a

performances,
for the

new low

season at $6,500.

No help from the press either, all
of the erix dismissing the piece as
a tired relic. "White Cargo” makes
a mistake,
too,
in.
using Miss
Lamal’s specialty, her belly-dance,
only for a fleeting minute or so
in the third

act.,

has Constance
April.

’

‘Return’

Nixon currently

Bennett in “I Found

$25,100, Mpls.

Minneapolis,

March

24.

Playing its Twin Cities’ engagement exclusively here, “Point
of
No Return,” starring Hemy Fonda,
was hampered by a slow
-start and
wound up with $25, 100 at a $4.80
ln
the T^SS-seat Lyceum.
*
TiE>„i
1° C1, ftics’ raves for play
.

(1-4).

Me Madam— Shubert,

'

,

Can-Can— Shubert,

r'fl

Philly (23-4).

‘Constant Wife (Katharine CorRobert Flemying, John EmCurran, S.F. (23-4).
fering in the subscription series.
Country Girl (Sidney Blackmer,
Dane Clark, Nancy Kelly) Locust,
Ballet Theatre $35,900
Philly (23-4).
Deep Blue Sea (Margaret Sulla(Est.) for 7 on Splits
van) Forrest, Philly (23-28).
St. Louis, March 24.
Dial
for Murder (Richard
Ballet Theatre grossed an estiGreene)—Harris, Chi (23-4).
Dickens Readings (Emlyn Wil- mated $35,900 last week on seven
performances, including' four on
liams) Biltmore, L.A. (30-4).
guarantee. Enroute east from a.
Fourposter (Jessica Tandy, Hume Coast tour, the troupe
appeared in
Cronyn) Shubert, Boston (23-28). Pueblo, Col., last
Monday (16) and
Gigl
(Audrey Hepburn) Bilt- the following day In Wichita, both
more, L.A. (23-28); Metropolitan, on guarantees, which run from
Seattle (30-4).
$3,500 to $5,500.
Good Nite, Ladies Aud., RochCompany snared $4,400 in Toester (22-23); Majestic, Hornell, peka Wednesday (18), played a
N.Y. (24); Erlanger, Buffalo (80-4). guarantee in Lawrence Thursday,
Guys and Dolls American, St. and did two shows in Kansas City
Friday. Matinee brought $3,300,
L. (23-4).
while the evening performance
Ilorses in Midstream
(Diana again
represented a guarantee.
Lynn) Shubert, Wash, (23-28).
Saturday’s date here drew $5,700
I
A Camera (Julie Harris) into the till. Meanwhile, this week’s
Wilbur, Boston (23-4).
series is again split.
I Found April (Constance Bennett)
Nixon, Pitt. (23-28).
‘Girl’ $12,600 in Hartf’d,
Maid in the Ozarks Court Sq.,
Springfield, Mass. (23-28); ErlanSpringfield Split-Week
nell,

ery)

—

—

—

M

—
—

—

—

—

—

.

Am

—

—

—

0

opacity final nights.
ir
nt at tlie Lyceum are the
ThS G
CC 0 Dancers, with “Top
m
sta l, ring Phil Silvers, arriS\r
u
Vin g March
30 for two weeks.

^

‘Okk7

March

24.

'*

Chi

Gross of $8,800
by “Country Girl” at the New ParMrs. McThing (Helen Hayes)— sons here last Thursday through
Cass, Detroit, (23-4).
Saturday (19-21) in four performOklahoma National, Wash. (30- ances. Although coverage of show
by
Hartford Courant was omitted
4).
Paris *90 (Cornelia Otis Skinner) because of barring of paper’s critic
the house, subsequent frontby
Nixon,
Hanna, Cleve. (23-28);
page stories of incident buoyed the
Pitt. (30-4).
terrifically.
b.o.
(Steve
Allen)
Elephant
Pink
Show had racked up $3,800
Shubert, New Haven (23-28); Shu-

—

here at Ford’s, last
week
v?
the
sevent h time in 10 bert, Wash. (30-4).
'
sea.nnc ,,
seasons
g rosse(j $24,800.
Point of No Return (Henry
nC
t 0
0f earfy ^ril booking o f **!h i n
Moines
(26Fonda)-—KENT, Des
e Coi ntcy Girl” leaves
nothiL ?!! +
i
28); Music Hall, K.C. (30-4).
schedule excent
Si
South Pacific (Janet Blair, Webb
due in at the
Lyric
* c f
for
CharlesQ1 a two-night
stand May 4. Tilton) Municipal Aud.,
ton, W.Va. (23-28); Memorial Aud.,
,

—

GRECO

$6,500,

CINCY

Cincinnati,

j
$6,500
three

SUn<iay (20)

l0 P was
$3.69.

‘

Louisville (30-4).
Stalag 17-^Colonial* Boston (23-

4).

—

Top Banana (Phil Silvers) Davidson, Milwaukee- (23-28); Lyceum,

•

(23-28).

Hazel Flagg, Hellinger (6th wk)
(MC-$7.20; 1,527; $53,000) (Helen
Gallagher, Thomas Mitchell, Be-

nay Venuta, John Howard). Over
week, $51,300).
John Brown’s Body, Century
(5th wk) (D-$6-$4.80; 1.645; $43,000) (Tyrone Power, Judith Anderson, Raymond Massey). Over $30,300 (previous week, $27,200); now
considering extension of run a
couple of weeks beyond scheduled
$48,800* (previous*

—

vacation.

‘DoUs’ $40,400, St. Louis;
‘Streetcar’ Pulls $14,000
St. Louis, March 24.
“Guys and Dolls” Is still a hot
draw. Show wound up the second
of four weeks at the American
Theatre with a sock $40,400.

Crix dished out plaudits for
“Streetcar Named Desire,” with
Uta Hagen as visiting lead, at the
April 11 closing date.
Empress, and play closed a oneKing and I, St. James-(104th wk) week frame Sunday (22), at the
(MD-$7.20;
1,571;
$51,717)
(Yul usual $2.50 top, with an estimated
Brynner). Ne'arly $45,000 (previ- $14,000. “You Can’t Take It With
ous week, $47,200).
You,” with Gene Lockhart, tees off
Love of Four Colonels, Shubert a week at the Empress tonight

(10th wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,361; $39,000) (Rex Harrison, fcilli Palmer).

Approached $32,000

(previous

week. $34,000).

$11,000 (previous week, $12,000).
Misalliance, Barrymore (5th wk)

(C-$3; 1,060; $24,990). Nearly $11,-

000 (previous week, $10,000).
Moon Is Blue, Miller (107th wk)
(C-$4.80;

920;

$21,586)

Cook, Barry Nelson, Janet
Almost $11,000 (previous

(Donald
Riley).

week,

$11,600).
3 Angels, Morosco (2d wk)
(C-$6-$4.80; 912; $26,000).
Nearly

My

previously in Springfield, to give
$21,900 (previous week, $16,000 for
a $12,600 total for the week.
first six performances, plus $4,100
for two previews).
'ANIMAL' $6,400, COLUMBUS
New Faces, Royale (45th wk)
(R-$6; 1,035; $30,600). Over $16,Columbus, March 24.
800 (previous week, $10,600); clos“Male Animal,” returning to ing Saturday
(28), to tour.'
scene of its plot for the third time,
On Borrowed Time, 48tli St, (6th
took in a lean $6,400 at the Hart- wk) (CD-$4.80; 925; $22,297) (Vic**

Take Now Thy Son, Civic Playhouse (2d wk) (376: $3.60), Drew
a dour $4,700 for 10 days.

Reached $33,200 (previous week,

it

man. Top was $3.75.
Gross was held .down considerably by fact that Ohio State U„
after which the campus in the play
at Minneapolis (30-4).
White Cargo Shubert, Detroit was patterned, was having a spring

March 24,
C0 Dancers drew a thin
Vnr « v
performances
In
f ®

cle (8th 'Wk) (1,518; $2.40). Finalcd
with $9,850, giving it $79,850 for
"lie run.
Marginally profitable.

$34,400).

Mid-Summer, Vanderbilt (9th
wk) (D-$4.80; 720; $18,500) (Mark
March 24.
Stevens, Geraldine Page).
Over
was racked up

(23-4).

:

$25,300).
Fourposter, Golden (74th wk)
(C-$4.80; 769; $19,195) (Sylvia Sidney, Romney Brent). About $9,100 (previous week, $10,300).
Guys and Dolls, 46th St. (122d
wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,904).

Hartford,

—

$24,800, Balto

Baltimore,

Chi

(23-4).

Performance and customer
enthusiasm, attrac-. ger, Philly (30-4).
ui
Male Animal Blackstone,
no^ i steadily and had near,

w m, LA

Week

.

Current Road Shows

Community Theater here last

at the

’

tor Moore, Leo G. Carroll, Beulah
Bondi).
About $10,900 (previous
week, $10,500),
Pal Joey, Broadhurst (64th wk)
(MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602) (Vivi-l
enne Segal, Harold Lang). Over
-

r

ri*

(Tues.).

Slavenska-Franklin Co.
Okay $17,000 in Frisco
San Francisco, March

The
Co.,

Slavenska-Franklin

which opened Tuesday

24.

Ballet
(17) at

the 1,550-seat Geary to warm crix
reviews, chalked up an okay $17,000 for its six-day, eight-performance run.
Troupe’s ballet, “Streetcar Named Desire,” heavily bailyhooed,
proved highlight of engagement,

‘April’

8G, Toronto

Toronto, March 24.

Constance Bennett in “I Found
April” grossed a bad $8,000 in a
pre-Broadway week here, with the
Royal Alexandra, a 1,525-seater,
scaled at $3.50 top with tax.
Reginald Denham, who replaced
Luther Kennett as director, was
here for doctoring, with a whole
new’ first act trying out on first
night of the Toronto opening and
plenty of changes ana hefty rehearsals here the whole week.

*!
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Minnesota Barns Look
For Biggest Summer

Coast Actors’ Benefit Nets $1500

Minneapolis, March 24.
Strawhat theatre may have its
biggest season in Minnesota this

f

year.

Hollywood, March 24. ±
Operating on the theory that
“The Lord Helps Them Who Help
Themselves,” an organization of
local thesps put on a five-day bene-

j

M

C^anrliot
Qnocnn
Strawhat beason

Set by Penn. Group
p oa js nff P- March 24

performance here ending to-

.

•

Old Log Theatre will be back in
operation at Lake Minnetonka.
Setup near Duluth, on Lake Superior North Shore, is expected
back in the field.
Hottest activity, however, will be

Berks Playere, Inc., will present
night (Tues.) of a new informal a second season of summer stock tre aficionados from St. Louis have
show designed to raise money for at Green Hills Theatre, near here. remodeled a building at Nisswa,
the 6,300 Cub, one of the better George R. Snell, owner of the barn Minn., resort town 18 miles away,
known local social clubs for re- theatre, said an agreement for the as site for a summer production.
And Brainerd* residents are organhabilitated alcoholics.
1953 season wa§ signed by James
Organisation stands to net around
izing a company to build a theaEL Mantis, president of the group.
tre,-ready for operation this spring,
$2,500 for itself, since the actors
period,
covers a 12-week
Pact
special
a location ^hich now accomoworked for nothing under a
starting June 15. Mike Kesdekian, on
Equity clearance and the only cost professor of drama at Penn State dates a night club and aufusenient
involved was the nominal rental College, will return as director of centre.
of the 400-seat Las Palmas Thehe troupe.
atre and salaries of an IATSE
Kesdekian disclosed the season
switchboard operator and a pair of would include such productions as
pit pianists. Show wasn’t a musical
“Dark of the Moon,” “Summer and
or a revue but it had occasional Smoke,” ‘The Importance of Besnatches of music in it.
ing Earnest,” “Death of a SalesGroup.^-iyhich calls itself Actors
man” “Charley’s Aunt,” “The SilAssist, includes some of the least
Whistle,” “The Corn Is Green”
ver
anonymous members of Alcoholics and a George Bernard Shaw play,
Anonymous in town.
probably “Pygmalion.”
Dallas, March 24.
Show was written and directed
The musical fantasy, “Dark of
by Larry J. Blake, and while it of- the MOon,” is expected to launch
State Fair of Texas la^t week anthe
in
outstanding
fered nothing
the season.
nounced its six summer shows for
way of a theatre presentation, it
the 12th season of State Fair Musiwas a pleasant evening’s diversion.
cals, opening June 8 and ending
Since this is about all that was inAug. 30, in the air-conditioned
tended. there can’t be any carping ‘Mrs. McThing’ Is Hexed
State Fair Auditorium.
on that score. However, Blake has
The 12-week season will open
a germ of an idea in “The Informal
Theremin Thief wtih
“Brigadoon,” with Stephen
Theatre,” and with good material
MacDonald and
Jet
Douglass,
it might have a chance as a comIllnesses Hiram Sherman, June 8-21. “Best
Cast
Tops
mercial offering. Blake sat on the
Debbie Reyn24.
.with
March
Forward,”
Washington,
Foot
introducthroughout,
apron
stage
Cast of “Mrs. McThing,” playing olds and Vivian Blaine, follows,
ing each scene and occasionally exran
Me, Kate”
“Kiss
week,
5.
here
last
National
22-July
the
June
scripting
plaining his motivation in
an easy and informal ap- into a combination of illnesses, is skedded for July 6-19, with no
it.* It’s
theft.
Crazy”
“Girl
of
case
and
one
present.
leads set at
proach that might be adapted to withdrawals
some of the little theatre offerings When the troupe pulled out for De- has Jack Carson and Margaret
actress
“New
troit over the weekend, one
Whiting, July 20-Aug. 2.
hereabouts.
was left behind and a musician Moon,” Aug. 3-16, will have Brian
Eddie Garr Bit
Sullivan and Rosemary Kuhlman
Best of the Blake bits was a Tun- took off for Boston.
During the latter part of the in the lead roles. Closer, “Paint
ing gag yclept “The Man Who
Went To Dinner,” in Which vet stanza, moppet actor Robert Mari- Your Wagon,” Aug. 17-30, is yet
came down with German to he cast.
vaud'e, legit nitery comic Eddie Garr otti
two performprogressively delineated the plight measles, missing
director,
Managing
Musical’s
of the guy who tried to get a tabte ances; Mildred Chandler contracted Charles R. Meeker, Jr., is in N. Y.
remain here
and
had
to
pneumonia
for one at the town’s eateries ana
this week to complete the new
kept being pushed into the bar to when the company left; Marga Ann season’s casts.
wait. Denouement of course was Dieghton had an attack of larynInevitable. A bit called “Coinci- gitis, missing one performance, and
dence” had some poignant touches pressagent Carlton Miles turned in
in the yarn of a doomed gal whose his notice to the management.
Also during the stand here, a
final moments on earth send an
fit

j

For Dallas Fair

When

1

composer back
Kent Taylor starred

his

erstwhile

to

craft.

in this

one as the composer.

knowledgeable thief
technically
broke into the theatre and removed
insides of the
electronic
the vital

theremin used for musical effects
standard in the Mary Chase play. As a convaude-nitery tap and soft shoe sequence, Mischa Tulin, who plays
turn. Blake had another good idea the freakish instrument, had to go
in “A Different Hamlet,” in which to Boston, where engineers at the
Eugene Wesson and John Warbur- Massachusetts Institute of Techton offered different delineations nology are making the tricky reof Shakespearean characters but pairs.
the piece was stretched too thin for
top appeal.
N.Y. Stock Group
Among those taking part in the
showings were Richard Keene,
Take
Over Penna. Barn
Lil; Dorothy Vaughn, Kit Guard,
Easton, Pa., March 24.
lian Miles. Billy Benedict, Jack
The
Town
and Country Players
Dick
Kramer,
Allan
Lomas,
Thome, Charles Delaney and of New York will occupy the Hayloft
Theatre
near here this sumRalph Gamble, who produced. Paul
John Eyed, Allentown ad
Gerritts was a last-minute addition mer.
to the show, and he socked over agency exec, will be the producer,
the slick skating bit that used to with John Cameron, of New 'York,
in charge of all productions.
Kap.
be a vaude standard.
Plans call for 11 plays and one
musical comedy. Eyed said. Cameron was director at the Paper Mill
‘Madam’ to Tee Off Pitt
Playhouse at Millhurn, N. J., for a

Among

the specialty bits, John-

ny Mack reprised

his

New

*

.

10-Wk. Outdoor Season
Pittsburgh, March 24.
Civic Light Opera Assn, will tee
off its 10-week 1953' outdoor sea
son at Pitt Stadium June 15 with
“Call Me Madam.” Other shows

To

some

of the people already signed
by William Wymetal, managing di
rector, include Robert Weede for
“Blossom,” Kyle MacDonnell for
“Blondes”; Brian Sullivan, Shan
non Bolin and Jack Goode for

Brenda- Lewis and
Brooks for “Waltz;
for “Music in the
Air;” Martyn Green for “Mikado,
and Bill Johnson for “Jamie.”
Jack Schlissel returns to CLOA
this season as business manager
“Marietta”;

Lawrence

Wilma Spence

and Howard

Newman

as p.a.' Lat-

now on the road ahead of Margaret Sullavan’s “The Deep Blue
Sea,” will leave that show in Chicago middle of next month to return to Pittsburgh. It’s virtually
set, too, for Robert Gordon to be
the book director again.
ter,

(LENOX HILL,

and against
an imaginative setting created by
John Raymond Friemann, talent in

tive, telling direction,

brought in for one-week stands.*
who frets over her big, wayward
Season will open May 30 with daughter, but also invests the
“Born Yesterday.”
“Annie Get character with a quiet, impressive
Your Gun” will close.
Fredye Marshall is a
dignity.
praiseworthy Hagar, playing with
skill and understanding the strong,

Herman

inParis, March 17.
Henri Varna production and staging of tent on gratification of her own
an operetta in two acts and 19 tableaus, desires, De Rouen is effectively
based on the English operetta by Hugh ruthless as the killer while
Peter
Morton. Adapted by Varna, Marc Cab and
Rene Richard; music, Gustave Kerger; Dyneley makes a kindly, timorous
orchestration. Armand Bernard; costumes personality of the sheriff. Mark
and sets. Jose De Zamora; choreography, Dignam exudes a quiet dignitv
as
Maud Mansfield. Stars Francois Martel,
Fernand GUbert, Marina Hotine. Robert the protecting Jew who looks on
Allard; features. Little Barra, Sylvain, the Negro child as the persecuted
Bucher, Josette Grisy. At Mogador, Paris. Christ Child.

S3 top,

„

•

Harrv

.

,

Marina Hotine
Francois Martel

Daisy
.

Fernand Gilbert

Franklin

Robert AUard
Little Barra

Bob
BiU
Maigre

golden-voiced woman who is ruled
by her heart instead of her head.
Miss Marshall’s singing, as fine as
her acting, is a hefty asset to the
production.
As the illegitimate daughter
around whom Hagar’s life is centered, Doris Raynon is properly

Josette

—

directs the

Dorothee

Therese Bucher
. ,

Gnsy

Paris.

March

17.

r
Mary Morgan production of comedy in
Henri Varna has put together three
acts by Jean Wall. Directed bv
another of his; sumptuous operettas Jean Wall. Adapted from S. N. Behrman’s
Set and castumes. Jean Cromwhich seem to be what the Gallic •‘Jane.’*
Salnt-Georges Theatre. Paris,
brugge.
garish and March 6,At
is
It
public wants.
'53. $3 top.
with a vintage book. This
has neither the topgrade music or
pacing and thesping to give it the
disarming simplicity which the
show needs to take the weight off
the slow-moving proceedings. This
is a rich dish for the Gallic tastes.
It should run as long as its predecessors, “Violettes Imperiales” and
lavish,

Dorothee

Tower
Anne Tower

•Emilie

.....

.

Denise Grev
Yolande Laffon
Catherine Erard
Jean Galland
Pierre Morin
Daniel Ceccaldi
Robert Party
Pierre Huchet

.

William Tower
Lord Frobisher

GUbert
Peter Shay

WUson

“Dorothee” is a French adapta“La Danseuse Aux Etoiles.”
tion of S. N. Behrman comedy,
Based on an 1850 operetta which “Jane,” which was based on
Somplayed N. Y. and London simulta-

neously, this has a playboy heir to erset Maugham short story. Jean
automobile millions being found by Wall’s French version follows origliis staid father to be engaged to
inal plot closely, telling story of
two Broadway golddiggers at the middle-aged Liverpool widow,
who
same time. He is disinherited, but
his true love,

now

a Salvation

Army becomes

lass, comes through by arranging
all with the father. The father gets

a taste of highlife, and goes on a
binge. Worked into this meandering plotting are a night in Chinatown (gives a well costumed Oriental dance motif), an auto race which
good staging effects make one of
the highlights and the usual choral
and specialty numbers.
Francois Martel, as the hero, is a
pleasing tenor, but is stiff and cold
in thesping. This does not help
his more romantico moments. Marina Hotine is a pert singer thesp
who makes the most of the Belle
role, with good timing and operetta
presence. Fernand Gilbert is the
comic, blowhard father of the
flivver era. Robert Allard is good
as the loyal, scheming valet.
Joe,
The specialty act of Joe
with tiny gal acro-terper Maritza,
Les Caris a pleasing interlude.

&

an aero terp duo, do well with
a coordinated tumbling routine and
gagging. Costumes and sets are
elegant and staging keeps this
creaky plot moving. Choreography
Mosk .
is standard.

letti,

Five Philadelphia
Physicians
London, March

17.

Renee Soskin (Hampstead Theatre, Ltd.)
and Mark Marvin production of drama in
three acts by Hugh Evan6. Directed By
Andre Van Gyseghem. At Embassy, Lon-

leader of

Judy
Cade

London,

Peter Dyneley

Mark Dignam

Izzy

Although this is an American
play, it has not been produced
there so far, and is here for a threeweek tryout with a mixed British
and American cast. It is a heavy,
symbolical treatise that should
gnaw at public conscience because
with racial persecution
it .deals
But it is unlikely to attract popular
attention.

As a first play this commands
respect, written with obvious sincerity and a strong sense of dramatic effect, identifying an up-to-date
problem in corresponding biblical
of man’s inhumanity
situations
throughout the ages. Set in the
southern States a decade ago, story
concerns three men and two women
involved in a murder of a Negro
who had been acquitted by the
local court for killing a white man
in a fight, Reed de Rouen, brother
of the first victim, gets his brutal
revenge as the head of a lynch mob.
His girl realizes he is tiring of her
and clutches frantically at any
method of holding him. Her kid
poverty, dreams of
herself in fine clothes,

sister, sick of

decking

making no secret of her

indiffer-

.

:

-

lacks

drawing-room

fi-

nesse and gives the part careless
handling. Pierre Morin as a harddrinking publisher registers some

good

comedy

moments

in

his

scenes with Miss Grey. Daniel Ceccaldi, as Dorothee’s second husband, contributes nice work. But
“Dorothee” is minus the necessary
polish and has an air of having
been put together quickly. It looks
like a fast -Paris flop.

Curt.

Sud
(THE SOUTH)
Paris, March

Reed de Rouen

Duke

so-

a double-dealing villain. Some of
the good Behrman-Maugham dialog is also missing which is not so
good because the play needs all
the lively gab it can get.
Denise Grey gives a sound, funny performance as Dorothee, but
most of the others lack high-comedy style. The script is given rather rough farce treatment. Jean
Galland, as a suave novelist, the
role played by Roland Squire in

Valerie White
Sheila Shand Gibbs

Mary

London high

and marries a young man
and then a wealthy newspaper
publisher as her next husband.
Wall has switched the scene from
Chamberlain England of 1938 to
postwar England of today. He also
has altered two of the lesser charmaking Dorothee’s (or
acters,
Jane’s) second husband a nephew
of the gruff publisher and changing the fiancee of her niece into
ciety

don. $1.59 top.

'Fialkof f is prexy.
ence as to how they are obtained.
Chorus was here two years ago ingenuous and visually attractive,
De Rouen starts a frenzied hunt
on a tour of several months. Group but she does not seem up to the for the young son of the murdered
also made several tele appear- demands of the intensively dra- colored man, fearing the boy will
ances, one of which was on the matic final scenes. As Lissa’s se- testify against him. The child is
ducer, Gillie Bluden, Jay Flash rescued by the old Jewish cobbler
Perry Como show.
Riley is effective, as is William who hides him in the girl’s bedv
Martell as Saint Julien Wentworth, room, calling on the streak of
the white mail who befriends Hagar mercy in her harlot soul to give
Red Barn Takeover
and Mamba. Louis Girard is hardly sanctuary. The killer is warned the
Westboro, Mass., March 24.
Operation of the Red Barn The- convincing in the role of the judge. boy is nearby and the young girl
Conrad Frederick has evoked turns Judas and divulges her sisatre, local strawhatter, has been
taken over by a corporation com- some fine choral effects from the ter’s secret for the customary
Shots and the
prised of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney supporting players, who include traitor’s purse.
Leyba, Phillip Lindsay, child’s cry are heard and the two
Sawyer, Shirley Watson and Rich- Claire
Therese Merritte, Joyce Mordecai, women are left with the appalling
ard C. Daniels, all of Worcester,
Henry Romiche, Benny Tattnall, results of their betrayal;
Mass., and Dr. Kendall G. StevenRobert Wilkes and Lavinia WilValerie White has much of the
son of Marlboro, Mass. Group liams. Costumes >by Diane Elizabeth
burden of interpreting the play’s
plans to run an 18-20 week sea- Rust and lighting by Joyce B. Talal message on her
shoulders, and
son with a resident stock company. are important contribution" "'/his, realistically conveys the despair
A May opening is contemplated. production.
Vene,
and doom of the scarlet woman.
.

Andre Van Gyseghem

play with a nice contrast between
violence and reverence.
Clem.

Sylvain

Kissie Kiss
Miss Sissipy

N. Y.)

“Mamba’s Daughters,” by Dorothy and DuBose Heyward, serves
to showcase some fine NegFo talent
for Equity Library Theatre, though
the play itself seems too melodramatic for Broadway revival.
Should another Gershwin arise,
this could provide book for a folk
opera, as did the authors’ “Porgy.”
Under Jack' P. Ragotzy’s sensi-

the large cast are accomplished in
acting and singing. Ragotzy uses
these South Carolina field workers as a chorus to mirror the hopes
and fears of the race and as individuals who respond to the plight
of the central character, Hagar.
Notable among this group are
Lillyn Brown as Maum Vina, John
Bouie as the preacher, Edith AtukaReid as a sharp-tongued gossip, and
John Fleming as the dependable
store clerk Davey.
number of years.
The two leading roles are exThe house will not be operated
on a star system. Eyed said, but pertly played. Lulu B. King as
not only brings out the
Mamba
one or two '“name players will be
shrewdness of this little woman

“Blossom Time,” “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” “The Mikado,” “Louisiana Purchase,” “Naughty Marietta,” “Three Wishes For
Chanteurs Tour Due
Jamie,” “Music In the Air,” “Lady
in the Dark” arid “The Grea
Les Petits Chanteurs de Paris
Waltz.” Only two of them, “Mariet
will start a concert tour in the
ta” and “Waltz,” have been pre- U. S. in October.
Chorus of ?0
sented under the stars here before boy singers will be toured by
Casts haven’t been set yet, but Celebrity Concerts Corp., of which
set are

Mamba’s Daughters

Plays Abroad
Shand Gibbs gives a bright
La Belle De New York Sheila
performance as the youngster

17.

Spectacles et Productions de France pro*
duction of drama In three acts and four
scenes by Julian Green. Directed by Jean
Mercure. Set and costumes by Georges
Wakhevitch. At Athenee Theatre. Paris.
$3 top.

Regina
Ian Wicziewsky
Mrs. Strong
Angelina

Anouk Aimee
Pierre Vaneck
Jeanne Provost
Annie Fargue

Edouard Broderick. .. .Michael Etcheverry

Jimmy

Uncle John
Mr. White
Eric MacClure

Fermor
Jeremy
Mrs. RioUeau
Miss RioUeau
Barnabe

Eliza

Seige Lecointe
Georgefc Aminel

Jacques Monod
Francois Guerin
Glscle Bauche
Souinah Maneue
Germaine Delbat

Claudie Carren

Langoul

Julian Green, author of “South,”
makes most French writers feel as
though they( not he) came from Virginia. This American-born novelist
writes only in French and has others
translate him into English.

American has written
French) the best new play of

An
(in

Paris’ theatre year.

“South” has the background of
a Carolina plantation on the eve
of the Civil War, relating the story
of the strange influence a guest (a
young Polish refugee serving as a
Union officer) exercises on members of a southern household and
of the destruction his visit reaps.
Pierre Vaneck, the Polish lieutenant. is an embittered and mocking young man who impresses
everybody with his morbid melanHis host, Michael Etchcholia.
everry, treats him as his son, and
his host’s adolescent daughter is
secretly in love with him. Climax

comes when Francois Guerin, an
Idealistic

young, southern planter,

arrives to ask for the girl’s hand.

The Polish ' officer, sick with depression and fearing the coming
war, insults Guerin and is challenged to a duel in which he al1

lows himself to be killed without
any attempt at defending himself.
But the power of the Polish lieutenant’s hold on those who have
known and loved him survives his
passing, his death symbolizing t0
(Continued on page 75)
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Vancouver

Vancouver, March 24.
Financial difficulties have forced
J
producers
Thor Arngrim
and

_

—-

have creaked a bit in 1920 as far Stuart Baker to
Sad
abandon plans for
as logic and plausibility are cona 12-week summer season of musith*»m their own defeat and doom
ce
story of the fearless, cals that was
that lies ahead.
war
to
the
have
n
been directed
*n
and high-handed dowager living in
Green has managed the stage
Mary Hunter, of N. Y.
Long Island mansion filled byArngrim
fprhniciue splendidly in telling his
and
Baker announced
with hidden treasure and with
chorv Mostly because of faulty dion ly a jittery maid companion for the foldo this week, and added
Option the first act is too slow.
they had cancelled all arrangecompany
until
as
it
in
power
masked
builds
bandits,
the
But “South’*
suspect gardener and other spooky ments with New York and London
moves ahead to an intense draGreen’s gift for figures show up is still' as sound agencies and Chorus Equity.
matic climax.
Earlier plans called for an arenaand satisfactory as ever for theatrlear and effective dialog and abilstyle production in the 2,300-seat
characters rical shudders,
itv to draw interesting
Georgia
Production is okay. Georges ViAuditorium of six musiouickly indicates talent. Plot of
mo- taly, clever director, who has three cals, with leads imported from
the play is not complex, but
are open shows
Paris, has staged this U. S.
Miss Hunter had already
tives of many characters
“South” straight. Play has some humor of made orie trip to Vancouver in Janto various interpretations.
us own, but Vitaly avoids bur- uary for auditions of local talent.
should prove valuable property
top
pro- lesqueing the characters and plot,
requires
but
legit*
Meanwhile, Arngrim and Baker,
forU.S.
Claire Jordan as the owner of who run
duction. Film sale will probably
the city’s Totem Theatre,
haunted
house,
the
N.Y.
of
fate
Madeleine
the
Chemon
depend
are
also
facing accommodation
production. However, the pictur- mat as the ndrvous maid, Jean Oz- problems with their 380-seat arenaenne as the medico and the reesaue background of ante-bellum
style house.
mamder
of the cast register in
South, the tragic duel sequence
Lease on present quarters runs
Curt.
and the fascinating, if sometimes their assignments.
out May 31 and will not be re-,
mysterious, story should be in its
newed.
They have turned their
*
company into a participating somm
Staging at the Athenee is lavish
1
I
ciety, in an effort to raise- $160,000
but not one that helps the script.
|
by public subscription to build a
Jean Mercure’s direction has a
new theatre.
Continued from pace n
tough time in creating the atmosIf the bid fails, Arngrim and
.
«
nhere of the old South and falls
,
,
stood to have been verbally prom- Baker announced
they will go to
back on many stage tricks. Georges
b
Shuberts
not
to
worry
Y
Toronto or Montreal for TV work.
Wakhevitch’s set is superb one but
seems palace-like for a Carolina about getting a New York theatre
Costumes when the time came. However, no
house of that period.
suitable house has become avail- ’Omnibus’ Showing Brings
and lighting are tops.
Rolc of Lieutenant Wicziewsky able for either show in the current
gets good surface interpretation juggling, so the producers of the
‘Fled.’ Reprise at Metop
youthful Vaneck, two uncertain ventures are getting
fro unknown,
A special non-subscription perwho has stage presence and an ex- understandably jittery,
cellent voice. But depth of charAs of yesterday (Tues ), the key formance of Strauss’ “FledermauS”'
acter is never touched in this role, theatres in the situation are fig- will be given by the Met Opera
S
e
ur€(* to be tbe Barrymore (where April 6.
a?nifir Annee,
Snie2 film actress, as the “Mihail imr*”
Anouk
Opera, according to the Met/ is
fining cncn imci
northern niece; Annie Fargue, as
ness,/
Vanderbilt ( Mid-Sum- being given in response to demand
Angelina, and Serge Lecointe as
er
by ^» tbe created by the recent TV produca youngster are best. But the act- PJ
tion of “Fledermaus” on “Omnijng of some others in the cast is National ( Camlno Real” drew a bus,” Feb. 1.
questionable
press
and
is
an unthe
text. “South” is
at odds with
fine play and looks set for a long- certain b.o. commodity as yet), the
48th Street (“On Borrowed Time” Ballet of Birmingham
Curt.
run.
•
has been hovering around the
To Be Preemed in April
w
i* MiAUve- break-even point) and possibly the
L'Anigme de I*
Royale (“Horses in Midstream,”
Birmingham, March 24?
Souris
Birmingham’s new Civic Ballet
due April 2, is crystal-balled as an
will preem the new ballet, “Jones
(THE BAT)
unknown prospect).
Valley Legend,” story of BirmingParis, March 10.
Yes, No, Maybe
Denis find 'Marcel
tlsrcel Msurey production -of
~o£
TKp Alvinn tlv
Alvin whirh
11 v xvAnt
WniCU recently
Went ham, April 7 at 'Temple Theatre
drama in 3 apt* by Mary Roberts Rine- „. * ne
Paul Newell, professor of
hart and Avery Hopwood. Adapted by dark With the Collapse of “TWO*S here.
book g “,ntil composition at the.U. of Alabama,
Companj
Jd
Coiombier. At £r&nd Guignoi, Paris. $3 next fall, but it s considered a has written the music; Lola Mae
trifle large for light comedies. The Jones Coates, who did the “High„
1
brow, Lowbrow, Middlebrow” balLillie AUen ...?^.?f Madeie^Chimbfa" Longacre, recently relinquished by
Biuy
Jacques Jouanneau station WOR, is available, but a let at the Choreographer’s Work8
fairly costly J° b of reconversion shop in New York, is the dancing
Dale
: : : : : : ; : ; ; ; ; MdSES SKi!
lead and doing the choreography.
Doctor Weils
Jean Ozenne for legit is required.
Anderson.
••••• Louis Arbesaier
An out-of-town male dancer may
ac
Avon* until recenuy
The
rccpntlv -usea as
xne Avon,
Richard Flemin*
Jacques Gaffuri
Reginald Beresford
Xavier Renault a radio studio by CBS, is also be brought in to dance the role
available on a four-walls rental of Ore.
The 32-year-old Mary Roberts basis, but its capacity is estimated
Rinehart- Avery Hopwood thriller to be only about $17,000 a week at
is getting its initial Paris producScheduled B’way Openings
a $4.80 top, and it also would retion appropriately at famous horror quire
Horses In Midstream, Royale,
reconversion.
house, Grand Guignol, and the an“New Faces” exits the Royale April 2.
Gui g*w>l refluire-ithis week, but “Horses in MldI Found April, unspecified thea1
h
e D
lllC at "
stream ”
due there A P ril 2* as tre, April 13.
teniDts^at
faSf
le
thil type
t?np of
nf fare.
™P ts at this
“ t, “ 1
Room Service, Playhouse, week
'.taov»
”
noted.
uie
J
leaV
S
"
y
“Bat” still is' ‘a good mystery £
°/
{“5 of April 6.
,?
roadhu s
play. It creaks a bit, but it must
L ln
?
Debut, unspecified theatre, week
T
“Love
ofJ‘ Four Colonels” immedi-

for the purchased ticket. ^pouring out destructive criticism
Parker and thq Courant spurned week after week to the people of
both offers.
Hartford.”
Technically, No Bait
Technically,
Parker was

-

.

•

,

necticut. Said also that he (Parker)

was making bookings difficult, that
producers were becoming afraid to

come

-

.

. : : :

Helen Hayes Sore

Bowden cited to Variety a conversation which he had with Helen
Hayes recently in which she took
offense at Parker’s review of “Mrs.
McThlng,” in which he called the
play “unmitigated claptrap.” Said
also that she wouldn’t play this
territory again. Bowden said he
had gotten the same intimation
from other legit bigwigs.
However, Harold Kussel, manager for the Hayes show, told the

.

:

Courant by phone from Washing-

-

ton Sunday (21) that he admired
the guts of the house but thought

•

V

..

*T

,

transfers there from the
Shubert to make way for the incoming “Can-Can.”
ately

WALTER

The Playhouse, currently dark,
booked for “Room Service” to
open April 6. “South Pacific” final-

-

"Dart”

is

WAHL
Featured

Comedy

in

Hit

BANANA"

"TOP

Currently 78th

New

Week

(Mar. 23-28)
Direction

JACK DAVIES

10th Month as
"The Secretary of State"
in

ME MADAM”

Now

criticized

New

Parsons and said

Playing

CHICAGO

plays.

'

management

told Vari-

ety that “eight or nine theatre

in the Hartford area who
review our plays, without sacrificing their prerogative of unbiased
criticism, have shown that they un- letters and telephone calls.
derstand and are sympathetic to
the problems inherent in this kind
of a theatre. Although their reEquity Shows
of April 20.
Men of Distinction, unspecified views have certainly not always
( March 23 -April 5)
been laudatory, they have been
theatre, week of April 20.
helpful to the authors and genuCan-Can, Shubert, April 23.
Mamba’s Daughter Bryant H.S..
constructive.
The ninth Queens, N. Y. (27-28).
Masquerade, unspecified theatre, inely
critic has, to quote one of our
week of April 27.
Within the Gates Lenox Hill
Me and Juliet, Majestic, May 28. many congratulatory letters, been Playhouse, N. Y. (25-29).
critics

—
—

1

NATHAN DETROIT

Starring as

net.

in the National

"PORGY AND
Currently ZIEGFELD.
“Cfib

.

ansa.”

NEW YORK

famoiii m«»tr* nod ffithir *f *c«t, 1« •
vivid {partin’ Life. HI* I* * remarkabl* perfarmRobert Caleman, Dally Mirror.

Company

“GUYS and DOLLS’’

BESS"

Currently

AMERICAN THEATRE,

CutUwdy.

—

Mgr.: BILL MITTLER, 1*1 « Broadway.

1

Now York

the

Courant on Saturday (21) carried a wire from the New Parsons
management praising the paper
for the manner in which it reported the barring of Parker. Incidentally, the story of the barring
was written by Parker. Telegram
commended the paper for presenting both sides of the matter and
said it was an example of the finest tradition of American journalism. It was signed by Langner,
B.,vden and Miss Stern.
New Parsons took an ad in
Monday’s Courant pointing out
that its stand was endorsed by
countless numbers of patrons via

gotten “Carnival in Flanders” late
in May, but the latter show is now
set for a summer tryout run on
the Coast, and isn’t due on Broadway until September. Meanwhile,

Spar tin* Ufa

of

showed

-

and the Century are mentioned).
The Century, currently housing
“John Brown's Body,” was to have

CAB CALLOWAY

it

said that “all my life I have been
squarely against such restrictions
of opinions and free speech.”
Walter Winchell also blasted the,
action of the Parsons for banning
Parker, and praised the paper for
“backing your critic to the hilt.”
In a telephone call to the paper,
Winchell said the controversy reminded him of the time he was
banned from 38 Shubert theatres
because he failed to praise bad

at another house (the City Center

“Moon Is Blue” and “Fourposter,” which some weeks ago
were figured nearing the end of
their runs at the Henry Miller and
John Golden, respectively, have
bounced up with the aid of twofor-one trade and are now prospects to continue indefinitely. So
is “Children’s -Hour” at the Coro-

of

“very poor judgment.”
He said
that experience of theatre men in
New York had shown that barring
newspapermen is “unwise.” Odets

ly too large for a modest-sized
straight play, however.

m

SHUBERT.

.Parsons

the action

also

a

BURGHER
“CALL

they were wrong.

>

“John Brown's Body” may extend
week or more beyond its scheduled April 11 closing, after which
it would be available. It’s obvious-

FAIRFAX

picture

—

town for a pop-price engagement

Playing

DAVIDSON, MILWAUKEE
JOSH MEYER

ly vacates the Majestic late in May
to make way for the upcoming
“Me and Juliet.” The longrun
Rodgers-Hammerstein smash will
go on a brief tour, then return to

to this territory.

In a- statement Bowden pointed
out that he and his associates had
come to Hartford two years ago to
open the New Parsons as part of a
program “to revitalize the American Theatre by decentralization.”
If it will further this aim to “revitalize’-’ the theatre, “I will revoke
the license that the ticket constitutes.”

^

..

with

,

J

.

together

—

IMSut

,

ning,

from reviewing at the Parker being denied admission, ran
house. He was denied admission, to nearly three full columns on
which the Parsons management in- page on’e Friday morning (20).
sisted was not the same as barring. On second day, Courant editorialHowever, it all adds up to the ized on matter, saying it would
same.
not replace Parker on the beat.
Norman Bernstein, attorney for Space devoted on page one sans
the theatre, told Variety that the pictures ran to nearly three coldenial is founded in common law umns again with runover. Third
and not in statutes. Says that pur- day (Sun.) Courant again played
chase of ticket is license to attend the yarn to the hilt on page one.
and house has right to revoke the
Parker Boxscore
license at any time it sees fit.
Parker rebutted the whole matParker told Variety that last
ter
Variety
to
with a finale quesyear attempt had been made to
have him tone down his notices. tion, “How can the theatre be reHe said that Bowden, John Fank- vitalized with crummy plays?” A
hauser, then house publicist, and boxscore of Parker’s reviews, aphimself had a three-way confab. pearing on page one, shows that
This was at the close of the New the critic panned seven of 24
Parsons first season, sometime in shows at the house in a two-year
the spring. Bowden, at that time, period.
tried to get Parker to soften his
News of the New Parsons ban
notices. Fankhauser, says Parker, brought varying reactions around
stymied that effort, and said that town, but strong criticism from
the theatre should respect Park- several top names in and around
er's right to criticize as he pleased. the business. First was from ClifThe matter was then closed.
ford Odets, author of “Country
Justifying its Parker ban, Bow- Girl,” which Parker was to have
den told Variety that Parker was reviewed. Brooks Atkinson, drama
not helping theatre along in Con- critic" of the New York Times,

m

,

Courant story of Parker's bannot

banned

1

.

Continued from page 71
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Also,

.“Venus
Venus and
ObeyV"
Andre Obey’s

SCULLY’S

Adonis/' Jean Giraudoux’s “ElecFrancis Fergusson's “The
tra,”
tra/’
King and the Duke,” Louis MacNeice’s “The Dark Tower” and
Bertolt Brecht’s “Galileo.”
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a dinlensers, originally planned
but
ner for the end of February,until
and marked time

postponed
Eisenhower gave them a nod
y)eek.

last
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Who Wilt Publish Truman?
William Jay Gold, articles ediwith
tor of Life, has been huddling
ex-President Harry S. £ruman at
in
home
Mo.,
Independence,
his
connection with the weekly s deal
Hillman,
for his memoirs. William
Farwho did “Mr. President” for
channel
rar. Straus & Young, may
openan
is
it to that firm, but it
bidding proposition: Life, which
owns

followall rights (book, -etc.,

ing its own first serialization) has
,
the say on that.
„
Schuster published
Simon
Life’s previous editorial features,
PicIn” and H/r__
We^ Live ...
“World
IT VJ.AM
fr
torial History of Western Man,
but may not do the Truman auto-
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Buckley on Holt Board
William E. Buckley, v.p. of Henry
Holt & Co. Inc., elected to board
of directors of that company,
Bucklev joined Holt Oct. 1,.>1949
as manager of Trade Department,
and in December, 1950, was ap-

pointed v.p. He was previously
with Doubleday, after four years
in the Navy as a Lieutenant-Corn-

n. Y.
N.

Frederick Woltman of the N. Y.
World-Telegram & Sun won the
reporting award for his stories on
police brutality. Features award
wen t to N. Y. Times’ Jack Gould
went
fq r his “unbiased reports” on radio
for
and television. Series of stories on
housing conditions won the special
articles award for the Brooklyn

Dan Noonan and Leslie
Hanscom. Bob Wendlinger of the
Eagle’s

among
Davis

others, was ABC’s Elmer
“for his courageous, ininterpretation of the
in the spirit of Heywood

dependent

news

—

Broun.”

had,” N€vv Yorker

Award
Edward W. Bates, newsman in
Albany, N. Y„ for over 50 years
and member of the N. Y. Herald
Tribune staff since 1931, has won

mag

prez R. HFleischmann told the% firm's 590
stockholders in his aiinual report
last week, peak costs and taxes in
1952 held the year’s net profit per
Earnings,
share down to $2.19.
however, were still 15c better than
the $2.04 racked up /the previous

*

-

a total of 3,917 pages of
gross revenue amounted to
$7,212,097, against 3,617 pages and
$6,341,618 for the comparable 1951
Average Weekly circulaperiod.
v
year was
ji/Oi
vr uo ywt/tvAv369,915 and *retion
HUH last
1 CIO
$2,289,533 to the company
turned
am
-n
i
l
J Readership showed a 21,coffers.
384 rise over ’51 and circulation
by
increased
likewise
Income
income
Shares outstanding re$153,865.
mained unchanged at 265,779, exeluding 17,868 in the company
cluding
treasury.
Net profit was $581,946, compared with the 1951 take of $543,Stressing the mag’s spiraling
Fleischmann pointed out
costs,
that negotiation of new contracts
“between our printers and their
employees” recently forced printing costs upward by 4.6% and another hike is scheduled to take ef.
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City, L.

I.,

public

Black, prez of Publicists
Guild, finishing his satirical novel
of the Middle Ages, titled “Fig" for
T.paf Over
Ovpr the
thp P!ar
fnr next
nPYf. winEar/'
Leaf
ter publication.
Herman G. Weinberg, foreignfilm title writer, translated Stefane
Mallarme’s essay on French painter Berthe Morisot for May issue

_
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—
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ren,

Pa.,

as* a

stand-in.
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On Guard

Far East.
Actually, no producer has a secret process. At best, he has a wellguarded improvement over an old process. The Greeks had a word
for it. In fact, “stereoscope” comes from two Greek words meaning
“to see-solid.” The beauties of stereoscopic sight are, however, denied
to the

One-Eyed Connellys of this world. You need two eyes to see
it, two projectors to show it, and two Polaroid

two' cameras to film
lenses to view it.
Zukor, the grand old
it,

man of pix, the 80-year-old Alpine guide who
climbs those long flights of stairs to see the daily 3-D rushes of “Sangaree/' believes plane pix, like plane geometry, are for beginners from
now on. Color and 3-D are as vital to the life of tomorrow’s product,
he believes, as solid geometry, trig and such are to a mathematician.
He even offered to shill for “Sangaree,” and Pine
Thomas, who
came into this biz by the backdoors of picture houses, where they began as pressagents, were quick to see this exploitation offer as a natural.
So we will get Zukor; in color and three dimensions, telling
everybody how lucky he is to see all this and Paravision, too.
The present craze illustrates once again that the craze is hot always
to the swift, nor the medals to those who establish a beachhead, except perhaps posthumously.
The fact that Pete Smith did a short
years ago, that Par had the system gathering dust since 1938, that Al
Jolson was pencilled in to star in “The Customer Is Always Right”
for Lester Cowan in the first three-dimensional feature in the, then
new Polaroid process, does not take away from Arch Oboler the priority of getting there fustest with the mostest.
Had the public response been a yawn, that would have been the end
of 3-D for another long time. But it wasn’t. So timing once again becomes a matter of knowing what the public wants when it wants it
most. Long before Oboler, Pine
Thomas, Dr. Gunzberg, or any of
these latter-day specialists in stereoscopic perspective, were bom.

&

&

Wheatstone

(1833), Brucke (1841), and Brewster (1842), had worked
the deal all out. In fact, the Dutch had binocular telescopes in the
'

Mrs.

Buchwald was too busy with hOr
Paris publicity business to accompany her husband to the States,
States.
Annual Bob Leavitt awards of
the American Society of Magazine
Photographers are scheduled to be
presented tonight (Wed.) at the
Hotel Vanderbilt, N.Y., to Henri
Cartier-Bresson, Dr. Rowland S.
Potter and Roy E. Stryker. Awards
’were voted the trio by the Society
membership for “outstanding contributions; to photography in 1952.”

M

Par’s eminent octogenarians claim they’ve had Paravision
for 15 years but saw no reason for introducing it as long as pictures
were doing alright in 2-D, the Gunzberg Bros, guard their sole Natural
Vision camera at Warners as if it contained the secret of peace in the
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Third edition of .Art Buchwald’s “The Hollow Man.”
“Paris After Dark” has been published in France. This is
Play Series Shift
is. a guide
with asides culled from Buchwald’s
Publication of Series I and II of
column for thtf Paris edition of the “From The Modern Repertoire,”
ReDertoire.”
e
yAc? i? ld Tfibune. First edition by legit-film critic Eric Bentley,
in 1950-51 sold 20,000 and second has shifted from the U. of Denver
in 1952 sold 25,000, with most of Press to the Indiana U. Press,
the turnover among American sol- Second series, recently published,
mers in Germany.
includes such plays as Christian
“ Jest
tW0 edltl0 ? s h ? d 64
Satire,
Irony,”
9fabba s
ov.Vf?
ana
tne
e
new
one
e
has
bas
been
upped
Alexander
Ostrovsky’s
“Easy
*9
•
X _
AA
•
at*
on
°Jl
wltb
hi ber P rice tag, of Money,” Octave Mirbeau’s “The
409 francs ($1); Others sold for 300 Epidemic,” Frank Wedekind's “The

A

Garden

Ivan

,

.

year.
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Inc.,

relations firm.
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Time, Inc., Hits- Coin Peak
Time, Inc., hit a revenue peak in
1952. with total of $155,786,000, an
increase of $7,214,000 over 1951,
its annual statement reveals.
The
upbeat is mainly the result of increase in advertising income. Life,
Time and Fortune advertising revenues were .the highest in history.
Fly in the blue-ink ointment is
the accompanying increase in total
costs and expenses (up $7,432,000),
which left the operating profit
($13,453,000) slightly less than last
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press.

.

pegged to the

m

Daily Film Renter, in Hollywood
to study three-dimentional systems,
signed to write
Vonne Godfrey signed
a weekly column about Hollywood
for the London New Musical Ex-

1

He also
n,ext
September.
noted that compensation paid many
of the firm’s employees, as well

‘Paris After Dark*

Bates

i

feet

New

Mail,
Mail.
Strassberg, former film
David O. Alber
exec,
account exec.
of the
Bernard Charman, editor-of

f

m

as contributors, is
cost-of-living index.

Sunday

Steve

joined the
flack, joined
office in N. Y. as

the 1953 alumni award of the Leg- of Gentry mag.
Jack Lait and Lee Mortimer will
islative Correspondents Assn, for
“excellence in reporting legislative uo Hollywood Confidential in» a
three-part serial for a new Ziffaffairs.”
Bates also moderates a weekly JJSY*? suspense-type mag, still unpanel program from Capitol Hill titled, slated for the fall.
Earl Wilson’s nitery aide on the
over WOKO,
N. Y. Post, "Blair Chotzinoff, son
of music critic and NBC ' exec
Dettmer Chi 11- A Critic
ttiiv uuu
yvwa Samuel Chotzihoff, into the Air
ivv/gvi.
has been
Roger Dettmer, who
doing
out-of-town music reviews Force as $ jet pilot soon.
<*_
*rt
-ir tt
i
m_ i
J__1
Murray Jr., whose faWilliam Murray,
for the N. Y. Herald Tribune, takes
over as drama and music critic for ther was the late head of the Wilagency’s radio-TV
the Chicago Herald-American this liam Morris
dept,, has written a satiric novel,
week.
Ann Marsters, who has been “The Best of AH Possible Worlds,”
doing double duty as film and which S&S is reading at the mohient.
drama reviewer since the death of ment.
Mike Stern, European correpondAshton Stevens, July 11, 1951, goes
Publications, whose
back
film desk, while ent for Fawcett
TT ... _
«
<i%Y
T
Charles Buckley, who has been Random House book, “No Innocence
Abroad,”
will hit the stands
covering the mus
music beat, leaves the
April 29^ will return from Italy in
feature side,
time to do a spate of radio-TV-personal appearances to plug the hook.
Irish Blue-Pencils
Blue-1
Busy
Ken W. Purdy, editor of True,
After investiga
investigating 717 books in
of Pub- authored a shortstory about an
1952, the Irish Censorship
C
auto
race, “Change of Plan,” which
lications Board
banned 539 of
them, according to the' board’s appeared in Atlantic Monthly last
September.
Editor, Martha Foley,
report
just issue<
issued
in Dublin, nine4
« . ^
— — — ii. r
i
i'.
ii
ty seven out of 1114 periodicals ex- J us £ chose it for her forthcoming
anthology,
“Best
American Short
amined were also
alsi
nixed.
Appeal Board revoked several of Stories of 1952,” soon to be issued
the bans, but reported that it could hy Houghton, Mifflin.
not consider 46 appeals which had
Tempus fugit dept.: Frank Sculbeen made by groups of members ly’s 19-year-old Sylvia and scenarist
of the Oireachtas (Congress), be- Manuel Seff’s daughter, who were
cause copies of the books were kids together in Hollywood, now
unobtainable. Authors concerned classmates at Smith but didn’t
included John Steinbeck, Arthur know it
until well into their
Koestler, Somerset Maugham and freshman year. Incidentally, Skip
Marcel Proust
Scully, the oldest, has been yanked
out of Air Force Intelligence into
Roeburt’s Whodunit Encore
pilot training.
John Roeburt, radio-TV whoArt Buchwald, N.Y. Herald (Pardunit scripter, carrying the adven- is edition) columnist, in N:Y. on a
tures of his “Tough Cop,” previous quickie huddle with the paper’s
mystery meller bestseller, forward head office and’ a possible book
with another book for Simon & deal, visiting his bride’s (the forSchuster later this year, titled mer Anne McGarry) family in War-
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Jimmy Logan, Scot comedian,
penning weekly humor piece in the
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advertising revenue
advertising,
and kfV'oWation that we have ever
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again.
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From

McEvoy

P.

J.

„ authored “The
‘The
James T. Farrell
Time,” which Vanguard
N. Y. Mirror .copped the prize for Face of Time,,
Press is bringing out next Sep“pictorial reporting.”
other awards were bestowed tember.
Malvin Wald wrote an article,
his diFred
upon
.m
...Zinnemann for
«
••
nmL _ T1 ^.1. TV- -..m- --.1
1 ACO
rection of the film, “Hjgh Noon”; “The Best Documentaries of 1952,”
victor Moore, for his performance for the April issue of Films in
“On Borrowed Review.
legiter,
in
the legiter.
Daniel D. Mich, editorial direcTime”; Jacob L. Holtzmann, for
backing a plan for educational tele- tor of McCall’s mag, in Hollywood
vision in N. Y. Stage; and Carl for two weeks to study the film
Sandburg, for “good writing” in situation.
Garden City (Doubleday subsid)
“Always the Young
his novel
Maureen Connolly, will reprint “The Spice of Variety”
Strangers.’'
Walter P. Reuther, George Meany (Holt; $3.50), anthology of_Variety
and Linus Paling respectively won pieces, in a $1.49 edition next fall.
Dick Osborne, flack formerly
prizes in the sports, labor and
with the Ed Weiner office and Hy
science fields,
joined Townsend & WilGardner,
Also awarded a special prize,

Yorker’s Peak *52 Biz
Despite the “highest volume of

year-

._.
rn
CHATTER
~
_

Scottish

Y. April 17.
N. .Y..

New

.

Federal Judge.

week.

of
0 £ outstanding, services to society
and law and his. humanitarian outlook,” Accolades will be presented
look”
at the
t he guild's ball at Hotel Astor,

-

mander.

last

Learned Hand won the award in
« for his half
h alf century
public
pubUc affairs “for
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Oboler must feel like a guy who dropped a pebble into a mill pond,
only to be washed up more dead than alive on Redondo Beach in a
resulting tidal wave. I’ll bet he never expected to see Three-Dee stampede an industry that has lived (and handsomely, too) on one crisis
after another for 50 years.
You look at the trades, and even the dailies these days, and murder,
suicide, dope and divorce have become mighty flatchested news-items
compared to three-dimension pix. The only studio not steeped in tricornered hat-tricks is Chaplin’s, and that’s because it’s closed.
The only consolation I get out of all this is that while I have yet
to make my first quarter, Oboler won’t make the most out of 3-D pix
either. Some other guy, or combination of guys, will move in and clean
up. At the moment I’m inclined to favor (Bill) Pine & (Bill) Thomas,
because those Dollar Bills are in the best favored cleanup position.
But if you talk to any Hollywood producer, he is sure he has the picture that is headed for $12,000,000 before the year is out. The freres
at Warners are sure it’s theirs. Prisoners of Zanuck feel it’s all theirs,
because Polaroid will not be in for a piece of their take.
Drugstores Loaded
Personally, I feel that the wearing of glasses is by no means the
claim it will be. Drugstores are loaded
dissenters
few
a
hardship
with sunglasses, I estimate that the Scully Circus buys 27 pairs a
year. They are lost, sat on, spat on and sometimes worn. They are
seemingly as essential as halters.
Bill Pine believes picturegoers will buy their own and take a certain pride in trying to outdo the dame. in the next seat. “I bought my
own,” he said. “Paid $2.19 for them, but by the time they become
part of picture-going, they probably will be down to 39c. The paperframed ones used at ‘Bwana Devil’ cost a dime.”
Some people, of course, will not need them. They are probably
cockeyed to just the right degree. Then, too, there are some who
will see 3-D by self-hypnosis. I wouldn’t be surprised if I were among
them.
I was invited to Par to see some rushes of “Sangaree,” which was
switched from 2-D to 3-D after 12 days of shooting, f was told to go
I groped my way in the dark, sat down and
in the studio theatre.
looked on for 10 minutes before a studio cop came in and hauled me
out. Seems I was viewing “Pony Express,” a 2-D Technicolor pic, hut
it looked like 3-D to me.
I was
I was told the secret stuff was up two long flights of stairs.
pooped when I reach'ed the rendezvous. After me came not the brass
of Par but its 18-carat gold. I nearly passed out (I was podped from
the climb, anyway, remember) to see Adolph Zukor hurry in and grab
off a front seat. Don Hartmann, D. A. Doran, Bill Pine and Bill Thomas,
and in fact everybody of the top echelon, barring C. B. DeMille, was
*
there,
All reached for glasses from a diplomatic pouch, stretched off and
swooned at what they saw. Oddly, most people think 3-D is for outdoorers, but what shots were shown that day were mostly interiors.
It looked like theatre-in-the-round and gave a grand illusion. Of course,
if you tilted your head too far eitheij to the left or right, you found the
grand illusion was n.s.g. It looked like an American Weekly illustration where the color plates didn’t quite match but overlapped.
But if you sat up and paid attention to your business, it was hopeMoreover, there are no bad seats in a house showing 3-D. Even
ful.
those seats off to the side and under the screen where Mickey Rooney
looks like a giant on stilts show no distortion in 3-D as long as you’re
wearing Polaroid glasses.

‘
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Scillly

Hollywood.
It’s a matter of record (and I’m sure the files of the FBI, where they
toss in everything, will back me up in this), that I was the first scribe
to say a kind word about the Obolerian version of 3-D. And if you
think at this moment that I’m trying to live it down, you're crazy.
For $5 anybody can have photostats of. letters which have passed
between Arch Oboler and me to prove that we were two great minds
floating down a river that not only had length and width but depth.
The only difference is that he so far has made $1,750,000 and I haven’t
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17th century. Voitlander, Porro, Greenough, Dove, Czapski, Tschermak, Fritsch, Zeiss and Wenham all contributed a , measure of enlightenment to the science of sight. Among them, they long ago perfected instruments for the observation of three-dimensional objects
with two eyev
These fellows discovered that a single eye, when moved, surveys
180 degress in a horizontal direction and 135 degrees ill a vertical direction. The two fields overlap and a smaller conical space, is formed
in which both eyes see simultaneously.
Outside of this space you
cannot get stereoscopic vision. The shape and size of this “natural
vision” is not the same for all nature. Rabbits see only 34 degrees;
birds about 15 degrees..
So the field of 3-D is limited, though once a planetoid was discovered by binocular means. It’s called Stereoscopia. Where it is, I
have no idea. It’s up to Pine
Thomas to find it. Maybe they can
hide the profits of “Sangaree” there till tax reductions become a reality.
They and 3-D should live that long.
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Broadway
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Norman

day (30).
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s
Soencer Tracy due in from
abroad tomorrow (Thurs.) on the
Queen Mary.
City Investment’s Bob Dowling’s
private pilot has the s$me name,
just coincidence.
but no relative,
Metro star Debbie Reynolds left
Gotharti Monday (23) for tour of
England cities on behalf of
Melvin/’
-•I Love
Metro producer Arthur Freed
arrives from Jthe Coast Monday
London April 2
(30) and sails for
“Rhapsody/’
to begin work on
Impresario Sol Hurok flew to
(21)
to finalize
Saturday
London
rp nertory and other details of Sad’53-’54 U.S.
Ballet’s
Wells
ler’s

^
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Kirk, co-star of
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"»hyllis

moted by Tony Stecher still prosLondon
pering, last Tuesday’s at AudiHollywood
Larry Adler planes to Johannes- torium drawing a record crowd of
Anna Sten putting on a oneburg early in July for series of six 8,238.
company.
recitals to aid the Jewish National
Lucille & Eddie Roberts at Hotel woman art exhibit.
Joel Preston joined the BlowitzThe Olympia, one of the big film Fund.
Radisson Flame Room for annual
houses here, returns to legit status
visit,, with dancers Teddy & Phyllis Maskel flackery as an associate.
Anne Shelton makes her local
Cliff Almy in from the Philipwhen it houses the Roger Nicolas cabaret debut at the
Rodriguez and Don McGrance orBagatelle with
pines fqr annual visit to Warners.
musical, “Baratin,” next month?
a four-week run beginning next chestra held over.
Faith
Domergue laid up with a
n
0us sin
hit “When Monday.
rm^
*
spinal Injury, sustained in a fall.
1
Ji ® Child Appears” feting its
General
Artists
Corp.
John
is
reported
Buckmaster
withdrew from
500th performance with a gala
“The Robe” because of serious illparty for show biz folks at Maxim’s. after Lita Roza and Dickie Valenness.
By R. F. Hawkins
Jeanne Moreau, in hit play, ^ n c- Both are top singers with
Ted
Heath band.
Mouloudji and Yves Joly nightly
Raymond Stross in from London
.Dazzling Hour,” to get lead role
Morton Fraser and his Harmon- at the Rupe Tarpea.
to line Up talent for two British
in French adaptation of
Peter Us- ica Band have left for Germany to
William Wyler visiting John films.
tinov comedy,
“Love of Four entertain the 12th
American Air Huston oil “Beat the Devil” set in
Red Allen booked for Alabama
Colonels.”
Force for two weeks.
Ravello.
State Champion Rodeo in BirmGeorge Reich, American dancer
Arthur Dent, managing director
Paul Baron writing and direct- ingham.
of Roland Petit “Ballets de
Paris” of-Adelphi Films, going to
Phyllis Kirk guest of honor at
Man- ing music for “Resy,” benefit sotroupe, inked to' stage new
Wanda chester this weekend to tellthe
ciety show.
the Foreign Press Correspondents
Dziris musical for Paoni in Rome
trade there about 3-D.
“Civetteria,” with singer Claudio luncheon.
during summer.
Visitors to London include Wil- Villa, is the new show at the QuatJeapette MacDonald became an
liam Pizor, director of Lippert tro Fontane Theatre.
honorary member of Las Vega?
Productions, and Joe Eisinger,
Franca
Veleri’s
Carnet
Opera
“2nd
de
Assn.
Pittsburgh
Hollywood playwright.
Notes’’ ending long 100-performJack Cohn and Abe Schneider
By Hal V. Cohen
Producer Jack Hylton and wife ance stay at Teatro dei Gobbi.
in from N.Y. for huddles with
Sammy Walshes now making Mi- Fifi hosting at a ball for the comVittorio Gassmann starring in Harry .Cohn.
arm Beach their permanent home. ng 0
of daughter Jackie, “Tre Quart! di Luna,” new Italian
Merian .C. Cooper and Lowell
n
Jackie Heller home from brace \
Aprili 8,
at Dorchester Hotel.
play by Luigi Squarzina, at the Thomas to Detroit for the Cinerof cruises but still under doctor’s
Hannen Swaffet' presented with Valle.
ama opening.
care.
a silver writing stand by the LonPatricia Rdc, Philip Reed and
Francis Pierlot celebrating his
Jan Murray topping Carousel bill don Variety Club to commemorate Jean-Pierre Aumont here for work 60th year as an
actor with a role
1 1S
ee k> Ilona Massey opens his 50 years as a Fleet Street on TV series titled, “Disaster,” at in “The Robe.”
V ,, ^
April 4.
journalist.
Titanus studios.
Mieko Hishida, “Miss Cinderella
Andrew Rosenthal’s play, “Red
Ankara has held over The Red“Quo Vadis” following up a of Japan,” in from Tokyo as guest
heads for an additional two weeks Letter Day ” to be aired by the charity preem with extended-run of Walt Disney.
BBC next Saturday (28) with Fay and upped prices at the Rivoli and
or a month in all.
Sterling Hayden passing up the
Dee Stout resigned as press Compton repeating her. original Quirinetta here.
Honolulu yacht race year to work
stage role.
agent

w^

from the Coast Mon-

arriving

^eatre Marigny

1*^

o£ "Por «y and Bess”
?
here leading
Decca to put out a
Playing disk by the original

Pana-

‘

Warners

“House of Wax/' arrived from the

.

Coast for bally activity prior to the
April 10 preem Of the 3-D film at]
the Paramount.
Charles Schlaifer, adman and
member of the board of Menninger
Foundation, in Chicago to address
the meeting of the Foundation on
1
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“Mental Health vs. Mental IUness.”
Larry Adler, just back from London cerncert bookings, planning to
revive “Fasten Your Belts/’ with
Shoshani Damari, Israeli singer,
for Francis Mayville’s enterand Miklos Gafni, tenor, as an inAlicia Markova received a public
prises; Seim# Cohen replacing her.
timate legit revue package.
Local
dancer Ruth (Pivirotto) ovation when she guest-starred in
Only recently returned from a Vernon
the.
Sadler’s Wells Ballet produchas quit
Palm Beach and Havana holiday after over two “Guys and Dolls” tion of “Giselle” at
Covent Garden
years to go into
with Joseph P. Kennedy, Phil
Opera House.
uan-can/
Reisman has gone back to Florida
Joan Tetzel postponed her return
oe l Wesiey, who was Regina in
for^nother 10 days of golf at the (i Another
to N. Y. in order
Kennedy home. Reisman is vee- Playhouse, Part of Fdrest” at the lead opposite Alanto play femme
landed a bit on BroadLadd in his
pee of Kennedy Industries, since way
B ritls h P ic for Columbia,
in “Pink Elephant.”
leaving RKO.
Hell Below Zero.”
Bill Thunhurst and his wife, Jean
Veteran actor Charles Coburn Qrillespie, were in from
Jimmy O’Brien, for 10 years
N. Y. for
arrived from Coast Monday (23) visit with Bill’s family.
He recent- manager of Percival Murray’s
Cabaret
following Chicago stopover. He’ll ly ..quit “South Pacific”
Club, took over the Adeafter two
laide Hall’s Calypso Club in Regent
be on hand to attend Roxy open- years.
street; has renamed it the “Eve.”
ing next month of Warners’ “TrouDrury Lane theatre, which has
ble Along the Way/’ in which he
.
keen housing the London edition
Wayne and
co-stars with John
Vienna
of South Pacific" for the last 16
Donna Reed.
By Emil W. Maass
months, is to pay stockholders a
Metro producer Pandro S. BerNicole Heesters filming at Siev- bonus of
in addition to the
man sailed for London yesterday ering Studio.
annual 10% divvy. .Profit is up
(Tues.) to begin work on “Knights,
Rudolf Holzer elected President almost $28,000 at
approximately
of the Round Table.”
Director of
Authors Society.
$54,000.
Richard Thorpe Is due in Gotham
Gertrude Grob-Prandl inked by
Saturday (28) and planes out the
San Francisco opera for fall season.
following day to join Berman at
State Opera singer Margaritha
M-G’s Herts studios.
/
Australia
Kenney inked for South American
Rosalind Courtright, who opens concert tour.
By Eric Garrick
tomorrow (Thurs.) night at the St.
Barry Greenberg, Warner’s home
Hedwig Blteibtreu, 60 years on
Regis’ Maisonette, closes April 22, Burg Theatre, feted
in leading part office rep, planed for looksee.
flies to Hot Springs, Ark., for the
;J. C. Williamson’s revival of
of “Demetrius.”
April 25 wedding of her daughter,
Rudolf Kattniggs opera, “Miran- “White Horse Inn” okay at EmStephanie to William de Jemett, da,” preemed with so-so
pire,
Sydney.
success at
Dallas admsn, and flies out again Gratz Opera House.
Another plea Will be made to the
to open the 29th at the Ritz-Carlgovernment
Music
for lifting of heavy encritic Max Graf lectured
^
ton, Montreal.
at USFA Cosmos Theatre on “Mu- tertainment tax on cinema seats.
An international contest for mu- sic Life in New York.”
Kiwi revue unit, currently play
sical compositions with prizes toVindobona Films working on mg under the Williamson managetaling $6,200, has been set by the' Ernst Marischka pic, “Feldherren ment, will leave for London shortCongress For Cultural Freedom, Huegel” by Roda-Roda.
ly.
European Center of Culture and
“Dial ‘M’ for Murder” will bow
Music director George Gruber,
Italian National Radio Network. of Vienna Singing-^Boys, has new into
Comedy, Melbourne, next
Contest will be held during an in- spot in Grahamstown South Afri- April under the Williamson ban
ner.
ternational conference on contem- can Conservatory.
porary music in Rome. next year.
Evie Hayes scoring in “Kiss Me
Kate’’ for Williamson after click in
“Annie Get Your Gun” for same
Portland, Ore. •
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By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
Teatro Espanol converting to a
pic house.

Victoria Theatre has new musical
show, “Beauties' Fair.”
Lupe Acapulco and her Mexican

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan

management.
Aussie government^ royal com-

I

The Royal Guards and the Eli mission for TV will begin hearings
Sisters in at Amato’s Supper Club shortly in Sydney. Pic biz
toppers
Russ Beard and Sal Capilli for two weeks.
will give evidence.
formed new Arcadia Talent Agency.
Norman B. Rydge, chairman
The Drunkard and 10 acts set
Sarah Vaughan, Nat King Cole, for the Mayfair for three
Union
Theatres,
will
days Greater
Billy May package show booked for
launch a major drive for more
starting March 26.
Arena April 9,
John Hawker, The Chaudets, and cinema biz March 26.
Local thrush Jo-Ann Tolley has Fran
Hoyts’ circuit and Universal have
& Ronnie Meier held for sec- product-pacted
three-year contract with ond week at Clover Club.
again for 33d conM-G-M Records.
secutive year. New deal was signaCandy Renee tops burlesque at tured by Ernest Turnbull and Here
Victor Hugo, Little. Rathskeller
bandsman, is personal manager for the Star. Tempest Storm set new McIntyre.
)
house record here last week.
Johnny Ray O’Brien.
Penn V alley Playhoiise signed
William Dugkan back after vacaOscar Karl weiss for final offering tion and biz trip. Has “Top BaMinneapolis
of season, “Affairs of
nana” and “Guys and Dolls” inked
Anatol.”
By Les Rees
tony Palumbo, manager of re- for April and May at the AuditoriComedienne Weela Gallez concently closed New Click,
and Club um.

Ballet at

Emporium

nitery.
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.

off to
prospects.

California to o.o. cafe

—

thors General Society, planed to
Buenos Aires where he will lecture
on the theatre in Spain; also will
launch his musical, “La Caramba.”

Symphony.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway
Margaret O’Brien appearing in
“Kiss And Tell” at Palm Beach
Playhouse.

Seymour Weiss

(Roosevelt,

New

Orleans) visiting with Joe E. Lewis
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Jerry Clark added to announcing
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Norfolk.

Trapeze star Don Dorsey tp headShrine Indoor Circus here

line

April 6-11.

Frank Fay and Irene Ryan to be
featured at Creighton U’s Diamond
Jubilee April 18.
Izzy Ziegman, former owner of
Chez Paree nitery here, opened a
laundry in Las Vegas, Nev.
George Stichka Co. signed to
produce stock for Seward County

Pills, back
Marigny for month. Rodeo
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Naval Hospital March 19.
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Washington
By Florence S. Lowe
Oscar Levant scored last Saturday (20) in concert with National

O’clock Club for 10 days in midApril to head for Manhattan and
TV show.
Latin Quarter closed its most
succesful season Sunday (22) with
big party celebrating Joe E. Lewis’
birthday.

Harry and Ben Smith, Toronto
and cafe operators at the
Lord Tarleton while they gander

Library of Congress preemlng an
exhibit of thC late- George Gershwin’s manuscript scores.
Helen Hayes guest of honor and
speaker at St. Patrick’s Day luncheon of Women’s National Press
Club.
Artur Rubinstein, here for Constitution Hall concert last Sunday
night (22), feted at supper party

by American Newspaper Women’s
Club.

Variety

Club

and

Film

Row

joining forces in a farewell dinnerdance to Jerry Adams, retiring

branch manager, who. goes
San Francisco next month.

[‘‘Metro

to

hotel

Bogota, Colombia

talent here.

California theatre joins Union
Circuit as. second-run house.

San Diego

Alba

Mery,

signed by
By Dqn&ld Freeman
Howard Blake new disc jockey Colombia.
Spanish

Chilean

radio station
stock

warbler,

La Voz de

company headed

KFMR.
by Conchita Montes, Pedro Borcel
Jerry Colonna and John Payiie
and Rafael Alonso will stage “The
due to follow Nellie Lutcher at Dance” by Edgard Neville.
Top’s.
Martinez de la Torre
proJean Leon Destine and “Fiesta duction director of radio new
network,
in Haiti” dance group due April 11 RCN. Alejandro Michell
Talento,
tinuing at Vic’s.
for Russ Auditorium program.
Chilean radio producer, added to
Harvey Lembeck afid Patricia RCN staff.
Frolics has added exotic dancer
Hardy in for personals at Fox theaNina Sansone to its show.
Spanish comedienne Guadalupe
Stage and film actor Walter Abel tres for “Girls in Night” openings. Munoz Sampedro and stock comMarais and Miranda, South Af- pany signed for April at Colon
visiting in the Twin Cities.
Colonial holding over “Doc” rican folk song exponents, in town Theatre under auspices of ministry
Evans’ Dixieland band indefinitely. briefly oneway to vacation in En- of education.
Builders’ Show with Spike Jones senada.
Tribune columnist Neil Morand his gang continuing at Audigan’s wife, Caryl, a hit in Globe
Mexico City
torium.
St. Olaf Choir made annual ap- Theatre production of “Light Up
Joan Crawford cancelled her trip
Sky.”
the
pearance. with Minneapolis Sym-,
down here.
San Diego Philharmonic drew
phony orch.
Ernesto Lecuona and orch due
Stringberg’s “There Are Crimes well in season’s third concert in here March 21 for radio-TV dates;
and Crimes’’ is Twin City' Civic Russ Auditorium, with Werner then go to Spain.
Janssen
conducting.
Playhouse show.
Alfredo Gomez de la Vega, MexiBallet
Theatre set for two
can actor, reheaslng the lead in a
Northrop Auditorium nights, under
Spanish version of “Death of
Chicago
Minnesota U Artists Course sponSalesman” which he intends to presorship.
Ice Capades opened at Chicago sent at the Palace of Fine Arts
Bob Hickey here ahead of Ship- Arena March 23 for 17-day stay. shortly.
Sara Guash, Chilean actress,
stad & Johnson “lee Follies,”
Carelton Miles In ahead of “Mrs.
scheduled for Arena, March 29- McThing” which opens at the Er- inked to co-star with .Michelle
Morgan and Gerard Phllllpe in
April 12.
langer April 6.
University of Minnesota Touring
Mary Pickford made Chi.her first “Tifus,” pic in French which.
Co. brought “Ah, Wilderness’’ into stop on her tour promoting U. S. Mauricio de la Serna will start
making here after' Easter.
Minneapolis for two campus per- Savings Bonds.
on

staff at

.

.

Dixie Dunbar
?ve shows in

e

John Swope and Dorothy McGuire bought the- Corinne Griffith
estate in Beverly Hills.
Rudolf Friml sailed on the
President Cleveland to play for
servicemen in Japan and Korea.
Dennis Day to be presented with

—

.

4

stock.

Totter as a board member of the
Screen Actors Guild.

English
pic,
“Lavender Hill the Manhattan College Alumni SoMob,” a 'hit at the Fantasio.
ciety’s Medal of Honor April 11.
“Dona Francisquita,” operetta by
Connie
Immerman,
longtime
the late Maestro Vivesj being made N.
Y. cafe boniface, joined the Las
into pic by Cifesa.
Vegas Hotel Sahara staff in an exThe Apolo Theatre has the com- ecutive capacity.
edy, “Please Lend Me Your Wife,”
Bevhills Hotel prexy Hernando
by Salvador Bonavia.
Courtright bought one of those
Legit actor Rafael Rivelles will
lavish formal estate houses near
star in pic, “The Kiss of Judas.”
his hostelry five bedrooms, six
Rafael Gil will direct.
maids’ rooms, private elevator, etc.
Legit author Fernando Soldevila
for his songstress-wife, Rosalind
presenting' new play, “Albert and
Courtright, who feels certain she’ll
Francina,” at the Romea.
^ind
Comedia Theatre has’ passed its a la up writing a nonsense book,
Betty McDonald’s “The Egg
500th performancd*of Arthur Milahd I,” which she’ll call “The
ler’s “Death of a Salesman.”*
House and I.”
Moreno Torroba, veepee of Au-

.

By Ray Feves

summer

Verne Smith succeeded Audrey

Barcelona

j

Seward this summer.
John W. Kelly of Boys
new head of Omaha Magic

at

Rev.

Town

is

Society, succeeding Clarence Dahlgren.

WOW

announcer Lyle DeMoss
the road with his talk,
“Educational Possibilities in TV.”
Lincoln’s Shrine circus slated for

hitting

1
Fran aise production.
May 7-13.
Kntv fir^
Edward Schimmel, manager of
tr0U P '
heading*?”* tPs”
u - *>• to begin a series
1
Blackstone Hotel, opened yearof ciiikV.
b d t eS beglnni
celebration of 40th ahni of
long
hfl March 31.
Ed l h D 1 r
? nd Jacques Peals Schimmel Hotel system. It houses
tack here,
and will give a song' most visiting .celebs;
)

'

.

/

‘

James Grainger, new

RKO

Felix B. Caignet, Cuban novelpic version of whose book, “The
Right to be Born,” was the allRichard Greene tossing a party time top box office hit here last
to be set In for fortnight, engagements' of other* being only for 10 for 100th performance of the New Lyear, will produce a film here based
York company of “Dial
For on his latest, “They Who Must Not
days.
Be Born.”
Weekly pro-wrestling card* pro- Murder.”

“Top Banana,” due at Lyceum
March 30, will be first big musical

dent, in town for sales
.with divisional, managers.

presi-

huddles

M

ist,

*

Wednesday, March

Fliifht Ins

cynical maid, lends a shapely
chassis to the scene wherein the
honest man mentally undresses her
while she is serving coffee. Leasing is polished and editing keeps
up the illusion of the twin conversations without any recourse to
and fine tempo. Leasing is fine in trick photography.
Mosk.
helping to convey the subtle
moods. Anouk Aimee is good as the
Des Lebeiis
strange maiden while Jean-Claude
(House of Life)
Pascal has the looks for the young
(GERMAN),
lieutenant. Editing is tops. ‘Ofsoj^
Vienna, March 17.

SehUI

.

lands. If “Brutality’' seems ta follow in Italian realistic footsteps
likely
it does a good job of it and is
to be rewarded accordingly both at

Haus

original story by Bunroku Shishi,
serialized last year by a -national
daily newspaper, was meant to be
'

FilmBacklog

a satire, on the topsy-turvy condiContinued from page 3
tion in post-war Japan, epitomized
in the “international” city of Yokohama: "But the screen version falls tures of the eight majors includes
far short Of what it was designed pix set for release, films completed
to be, chiefly because of bad script, but not scheduled, pictures being
crude directing and poor editing.
edited or in other stages of prepRoughly, the story concerns the
films currently facing
of two sets eg romantic aration and
activities

abroad. Pic is playing
'One is that of the vain,
pairs.
to soclto returns at first-runs here.
International Film .release of Flelio* social climbing directress of an
Iijfedell
Awashima),
production. Stars Gustav Froehlicn, Cor* orphange
(Chikage
While no masterpiece, this has
(The Unfaithful)
nell Borehers. Gertrude Kuckelman, Edith
who tikes a fancy- to Canadian
much to offer for U. S. audiences;
Mill. Directed by Karl Hartl; screenplay
(ITALIAN)
Lutzendorf from novel business man (Bob Booth) .who
certainly for art houses and maybe
Felix
and
Hartl
by
Genoa, March 17,
by Kathe Lauibert. Camera, Frank Koch,
be a fraud.. Other
for wider distribution.
Minerva Film release of PonU-DeLau- Josef Illig; sets, Franz Bi and Botho turns out to
Film story is laid in a little- rentlia production. Stars May Britt, Gina Hofer; music. Bernard Eichorn. At Flleger pair is made up of a tough, bomFerrero. Pierre
Marla
weird
Anna
a
Austria,
LoUobritida*
MINS.
time,
95
Running
of
part
Vienna.
Kino.
known
bastic Yokohama prostitute (MaCressoy; features Irene Papes, Marina
picturesque landscape of shallow Vlady,
yumi Kurata) who tries to fleece
Carlo Romano, Tina Lattanzi.
great
Directed
and
Weber.
jungle
Tanis
reed
above
the
Fawcett,
cut
great
considerable
Pi
Charles
lake,
a good-hearted Negro U. S. soldier'
Monlcelli: story, Ivo PerlllA:
flat steppes swarming with wild by Steno and PeriUl, Brusati, MonicellA, general run of German language (Danny Williams). In the end, the
screenplay,
much
as
people
primitive
Trovafrom
top
a
a
long
way
life and
product, but
orphange directress loses her lover,
Stemn camera, Aldo Tonti; music.
Hungarian- and Jugoslav as Ger- joli. At Lux* Genoa. Running time, 97 standard, -“House of Life” is an the orphange (in a fire), and her
MINS
best
the
gets
work
Camera
-years'
manic.
The prostitute also loses her
Gina LoUobrlgWa encouraging sign that a few
job.
LulIa'Possentl
May Britt more of hard work may -put the man (he is wounded in Korea and
from this setting and contributes Liliana
Ferrero
Maria
Anna
rural
of
Cesarina
saga
film.
position to dies in a hospital in Japan), but
much to the
*
Pierre Cressoy Reich's industry in a
Osvaldo
crime, it shows village bullies
In the acquires, motherly affection for
compete internationally.
hounding
PapaS
Irene
lad,
a
local
beating up
Mrs. Aziali .
tearjerker, woman-appeal classifi- her Afro-Asian son.
Carlo go*”* 11 ®
Azzall .......
though
him to his death for allegedly steal Mr.
okay;
will
be
the
pic
cation,
Lattanzi
Tina
Carla’ BeUaris
Miss Karutsa, in her first screen
ing a bicycle he had only bor-- v
it’s
a doubtful bet outside the appearance, gives a remarkably rerowed and returned.
homegrounds.
The Ponti-DeLaurentiis producalistic portrayal of a streetwalker.
Dramatic complications come
House of Life” is a big, very Williams, a U. S. Navy man- stateam has come up with anwhen the local .gendarme, ably tion
in
sets
fancy maternity hospital. Pic
other able, tight production
at the naval base at Yokoplayed by Gary Cooperish Alexan- “The -Unfaithful.” Pic has a find out, in .a “Grand Hotel” way, to tioned appears
to be „ capable of
der Kerszt, is told by his fiancee. in Swedish import May Britt, plus iiell the stories and backgrounds of suka,
stronger things if given better diIlka Windisch, that she is the alibi
for re- rection. The scene where he visits
competent
and
bedded
value
women
marquee
of
batch
good
a
of his principal suspect, having acting from a large cast headed by production. Guardian angels, who
the orphange to see his half-Negro
spent an idyllic night with him on Gina Lollobrigida and Pierre Cresare involved in their own rather son is the single compelling one
the lake when the murder was soy.
Otherwise, this a
Likewise, story has exploit- pointless love story, are male doc- in the filmon
in
closes
committed. Suspicion
able elements, thematically. Should tor Haidt, incompetent hands of collection of comical antics which
the real culprits with action conGustav are not funny at all.
hats.
ever-youthful
healthy export value if veteran,
a
prove
wellin
principally
centrated
properly placed, and looks better Froehlich, and his female assistant.
staged flashbacks, showing what
than for the
for
dubbing
cast, not always skillfully
big
suited
A
suspects
was happening to various
strictly arty trade.
chosen, supplies the usual cliche
when the crime was committed.
Story of men, wivfes and their types: the woman whose husband
Belt
Tension is held to a high level lovers spotlights a sharp accusaneglects her because she only bears
throughout, despite a degree of
hypocritical, only surface
Continued from page 4
of
girls; the opera singer, whose
tion
baby
sequences
early
in
confusion
pure, present-day society, intent mate chooses her hospital stay as
points west
caused by jumpy cutting and too
on saving, face at all costs. Main a time for philandering; the un- Friday. Denver and
hit, oblittle dialogue.
line shows activities and varideserted mother, who falls were the areas hardest
Performances are simple ana storyaffair's of a pro blackmailer, loved,
viously because of the Acad timous
for a good hearted gardener.
strong, a* refreshing contrast to
emantelecasts
and
both
T
fruitful
assistant,
radio
whose
the
his
Cressoy,
ing,
Dr. Haidt and
acting. Pierre
middle-European
usual
snooping into adulterous activities of whom love children more than ating from Hollywood at 7:30 p.m.
Miss Windisch emerges as
of
cheated
living
him
a
earn
almost
and petty thievery
Coast time.
anything, are
strong prospect for stardom, being
and the hate of all involved. When happiness when the assistant learns
both Comely and an effective
girl that
Spotty L.A. Biz
a wrongly-accused servant
an accident suffered
thespian. Rc is well sustained by
But
commits suicide, no one has adolesence left her sterile.
Los Angeles, March 24.
a musical score played by a gypsy courage enough to mar his own
to
out
handed
happy endings are
Reaction Jto the Academy Awards
* ensemble anti a Croatian mandolin
suf- all, without exception. Okay techproviding
by
rep
and
name
telecast Thursday night was noorch. Leasing is outstanding. An
Routine direction,
ficient evidence to pin rap on the nical credits.
on Hollywood Blvd.,
interesting fact about the pic
climax, but strong u in one birth scene ticed most
punchy
a
In
person.
guilty
where business was slack, particuthat it was brought in by a young^
girl’s employer, herself a victim where doctor struggles to save a
than
less
for
houses.
group
nabe
cooperative
larly in
of the man’s liner sews up plot by baby's life.
ts™.
$25,003
First-run reaction was spotty.
shooting him.
Some houses topped Wednesday's
Though containing conventional
grosses, others* divided the blame
Deux: Crimes
elements, story is well-handled
Valorgue
for the slump equally between the
and convincingly acted. Miss Britt,
(Two Love Crimes)
Valorgue)
of
weak bills and rain that
lead
Baker
telecast,
(The
(FRENCH)
a Nordic looker, makes a fine
(FRENCH)
started at the usuaL opening show
in her first big part,’ while Cressoy
10.
March
Paris,
charmtime.
Paris, March 17.
nicely thesps his role as the
ProCoclnor ^release of Cite Fllma-Peg
MINA DE VANGEL
ing villain. ' Ann* Mari* Ferrero, duzione
Fernandel.
production. -'-Stars
AGDC release of Como FUm-Argos pro- Gina Lollobrigida, newcomer Ma- Directed
Chi Nabes Down
Henri VerneuU. Screenplay.
by
duction. Stars OdUe Versois, Alain Cunyi
and Irene Paps. top the Pierre Lozach. Yves Favier. Jean Manse
Chicago. Marfch*24.
features, Jean Sevais, Marie Sabouret. rina Vlady
camera. Charles SuU»:
the Academy
of
Telecasting
Directed by Maurice Clavel. Maurice femme roster, with good character Gatidin. At Balzac, Paris. Running time,
Barry. Screenplay. Clavel, Georges Rou- support from Carlo Romano, Tina
Thursday (19) had
here
Fernandel Awards
quler from a novelette by Stendhal; 'cam*
Camerawork
SurVilbert little effect on Loop houses.
era, Eugene Schuftan; editor, Monique Lattanzi and others.
Henri
Mavor
Lamy. At Biarritz. Paris. Running time, and other production credits are Girl
Pierrette Bruno vey of the downtown
spots reLeda Gloria
41 MINS.
Hawk.
Mother ^ .......
topgrade.
businight’s
the
while
that
vealed
LE RIDEAU CRAMOISI
prica
Ardisson nsss was off from the rest of the
Postman
(The Scarlet Curtain)

home and

Le

.
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Oscars

the cameras.
^
Distribs discount any talk of a
shortage, stressing that there is

product to carry the industry for the rest of the year.
Long before that time, -they indicate, the studios will be operating
full blast to turn out the pictures
the public wants, he they flat, 3-D
or wide-screen. The hiatus in production, it’s indicated, is only temporary, as the. industry takes a
breather to weigh and sift public
reaction to the new film mediums.
sufficient

-

Some

studios emphasize that a
temporary halt would have been
time regardless of
the 3-D excitement, since they
have built up a hefty backlog of
in order at this

product.
Solid Metro Lineup

Metro, for example, has a solid
lineup of 42 pictures almost immediately available,

.

Le Boulanger D©

.

.

-

.

. . . . . . . . . . .
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AGDC release of Como Film-Argos production. Stars Anouk Aimee. Jean-Claube
Pascal; features Jim Gerald, Marguerite
Garcy. Directed by Alexandre Astruc.
Screenplay, Astruc from a novelette by
Barbey D’Aurevilly; camera,. Eugene
Schuftan. At Biarritz. Paris. Running time

La Vie D’Un Honnete

week

Homme

it

was no worse than normal.

in this film is remHowever, spot check of the nabe
iniscent of the one in “The Bakers houses brought out the fact that at(The Life of An Honest Man)
Fernandel is the baker who tendance was down markedly. SurWife.”
(FRENCH)
honor.
is concerned with his Son’s
prisingly enough, however, admisParis, March 16.
&se the credibility is sions at the sub runs were way up
41 MINS.
Hoche release of General Film produc- But in this
a onebecomes
Marpic
features.
the
as
Simon;
Michel
stretched
Stars
tion,
Friday night, especially at the
Claude
Marconi,
Lana
Fernandel.
Pierry.
man tour de force for
These two medium-length films guerite
Gensac. Written, and directed by Sacha
may houses showing award - winning
are being played together here un- Guitry. Camera, Jean Bachelet; editor, Pic will do well here and there
films.
patronAt-Marlgnan, Paris. Run- be a good chance for U. S.
der the inclusive title of “Two Raymony Lowy. MINS.
time, 100
on the Femandel name
Love Crimes.” The work of the ning
Michel’ Simon age perhaps
Albert
Philly Biz Off
machinations
Marguerite Pierry and the hearty rustic
two young directors is being hy Wife
Philadelphia, March 24.
Laurence Badie in the typical Gallic vein.
poed here plus the offbeat aspects Daughter
Lana Marcohi
Countess
to
given
is
Business was “generally off” due
Femandel, a baker,
and the Gallic crix prize, garnered Landlady
Pauline Carton
Claude Gensac sudden rages and pigheadedness to the Academy Award telecast
by “Curtain” as the most original Evelyn
with
character
Thursday evening (19). jSoldwyn
but is an endearing
new 1952 pic. Films are mood
Sacha Guitry, who usually does his humor. After his son leaves for first-runs reported only normal
pieces with a tendency towards
of
one
to
bom
Thursday night drop, and “Moulin
pretention, and limited in appeal. everything in his films, has con- the army, a child is
the village. The Rouge,” at the Trans-Lux, conEffete handling makes this palat- fined himself only to writing and the young girls in
the child with the tinued to play capacity.
able only for some arty houses in direction here. .He has created a mother deposits
him his son is the
the U.S. The intended poetry and deft, ironic film whose looksee at baker and tells
Fox Theatre, Warner chain and
pic starts
psyche-probing takes hold very manners and morals among the rich father. At this point the
much-touted TV show
that mo- others said
machinations
gimmick
its
that
vehicle
piquant
makes this a
rarely.
Warner
them noticeably.
hit
of
up
setting
and
“Mina De Vangel” concerns a could do in arty house in the U. S. tivate a strike
out that “She’s
pointed
spokesman
Though treatment here is lite- rival factions in the town. ^directed Back on Broadway,” at the Stanromantic German girl who is
has
Vemeuil
Henri
brought to live in France. She is rary in the usual Guitry style plus
crisply. There- are a whole series ley, did twice as much business
filled with disgust after an inter- some epigrammatic asides, he has
of comical fights, all With a high Wednesday with preview from 4:30
lude with an aging French roue, added the foolproof playing of
Although never on, as it did all day Thursday. Fox,
risible content.
but falls in love with a simple mar- Michel Simon as a pair- of twins,
achieving the larger aspects of which ran “Treasure of Golden
ried man of integrity. She goes to one who was rich and .the other
this is a worthy Condor” with preview of “Silver
Wife,”
“Baker’s
talk
and
of
work in his home as a servant. Her happy. The abundance
entry in the recent spate of bucolic Whip” Thursday night, found biz
final night of love with him leads subtlety of action may make this
pix being made here. Lensing is “completely off.”
to suicide on her part. Although lose a lot in subtitling.
and editing is good. Character
fine
Film men felt the Academy
Story concerns the family of a
Odile Versois and Alain Cluny are
actors are old hands at portraying Award competition beneficial in
has
been
are fine in th£ir roles, film lags rich, honest man which
rustic types. Pierrette Bruno the. long
the
run, because it set peoand editing is vague. Leasing hy reduced to boredom and contempt is a fresh find as the girl, with
Schuftan has the proper mood for one another. Into this setup Ardisson having a prize in the zany ple talking about films and thinkidle
honest man’s
the
in
terms
quality but direction is not up to comes
ing
of pix.
role of the slow-witted mailman
turning the literary aspect of yarn. brother whom he had passed off Femandel carries the pic with his
Film loses interest before half as dead for many years. The fine timing and ingratiating perDenver Dips
loafer implants a feeling of loss
finished.
Denver, March 24.
Mosk.
sonality.
“Scarlet Curtain” fares better in the brother, and when the rich
Academy
Telecasting
of the
with a strong progressive mood. man goes to visit him and finds
Awards is credited with clipping
"It concerns a young Napoleonic him dead, he changes places with
grosses in television areas in and
(Confusion)
billeted in
officer
a bourgeois him. In the new guise he gets to
around Denver from 40 to 50%,
(JAPANESE)
household. Father, mother and see what his* family is really like,
with some houses complaining they
Tokyo, March 17,
beauteous' but glacial daughter and
his
the
happiness
tastes
might
just as well have closed up
A Shochlku production and release.
never say a word to the young man brother must have had.
Stars Chikage Awashima, Sakae Ozawa.
as countless meals go by. One day
Guitry has given this careful Features Mayumi Kurata. Directed by for the night. However, one longhe feels the girl's hand on his un- treatment, and has made intriguing Minoru Shibuya. Screenplay by Ryosuke range observation was that awards
from novel by Bunroku Shishi. Cam- being made on television would do
der the table, and then she comes throughout. Simon is excellent as SaitO
era, Toshiro Mayuzuml; music. Hiroyukl
theatres more good than a Movieto him one night. They have many he subtly underlines the com- Nagaoka. Running time, 91 MINS.
time USA tour.
romantic interludes until she dies pletely different twins in their re“Come Back, Little Sheba,'” now
in his arms one night. Terror fol- actions aiid ways of life.
Maris
first
a
Mossa”
the
of
“Yassa
lows as he tries to dispose of the jguerite piery is fine as the arid, projected series of films treating in its second week at the Denham,
body.
scheming wife while the re- the issue of American-fathered was strong the first week. Day afDirector Alexandre Astruc has mainder of the cast holds up its children in Japan. This Shochlku ter the awards, it got another shot
done “Curtain” with discretion end well. Claud* Gensac, as the forerunner is a notable flop. The ‘in the arm.

The baker

•

stu-

19 have been
are completed
but not scheduled and seven are
presently before the cameras. The
Metro slate includes only one
film,
“Arena,”
three-dimension
which is being shot in the company's MetroVision, a processrequiring the use of Polaroid specs.
In addition, Metro has indicated
that it would start work shortly
on a film in the Cinemascope process, with “Knights of the Round
Table,” set for production in England, reported as the first M-G
film to receive the wide-screen
treatment.

m

•

most of any

dio. Of this total,
set for release, 16

’

D’Amour

19^3

125,

'

Columbia, with 26 pictures, has
the next largest number of productions, with two 3-D films in the
lineup, “Man in the Dark,” a b&w
film, and “Fort Ti,” a tinter. 20thFox’s slate lists 25 pictures, with
21 completed fiats, two stereopix in
production, “Vicki” and “Inferno,”

and two Cinemascopes ditto, “The
Robe” and “How to Marry a Millionaire.”

UA

has pacts for 25 indie films
for the rest of 1953& In addition,
prexy Arthur Krim is negotiating
for 'films which will carry the company’s release slate into ’54. Besides the 3^D “Bwana Devil” it is
currently releasing, it’s figured
(hat at least a pair of upcoming
films will be depth pix. Par has
total of 18 films, including the Completed threer-dimensioner, “Sangaree,” and two shooting, “Sisters
From Seattle” and “Money From
Home.”
has 16 pictures, mainly the output of indies. Although
the company has announced plans
for 3-D pictures, ft hasn’t revealed
any definite production plans to
date. Studio hopes to increase its
slate by the addition of about four

RKO

re-releases.

’

Hughes, Brewer

-

,

Continued from page 9
tures of the Taft-Hartley Act.”
Hughes agreed that the Silver
City shooting was completed, but
said there was no indication where
the footage was being processed.
He suggested the best way to block
pic would be for film labs, rawstock suppliers, musicians and recording technicians, operators of

sound, recording equipment and
dubbing rooms, and so on to refuse

any assistance.
Sec.
of
Commerce Sinclair
Weeks pointed out that the Igxport

Yassa Mossa

.

l

Control Act permits the President
to prohibit or curtail Exports of
any article which might affect our
foreign policy. He said an export
license for a specific motion picture could be revoked, and if the
revocation were violated, possible
criminal prosecution could result.
He added, however, that any such
policy would have to be decided by
the State Dept.
Asst. Sec. of State Thurston B.
Morton duplicated most of what
Weeks said but added: “Section 5B
of the Trading with the Enemy
Act would apparently offer control
over the export of any item. The
history of this legislation did not
contemplate Its use as a means of
censorship. Its terms, however, are
broad and general in nature, and
can be employed to prohibit any
type of export. This act is administered by the Treasury Department.”

a

1

^Jnivdav. March 25, 1953

.

P’Kftmtr

'79

She was starred in Bold,” “Worm's Eye View” and
Thp Ninth Guest” in 1930 and also “Reluctant Heroes.”
appeared in “A Room iq.Ked and
White” and “Greater Love.” In
JOSEPH ORECCHIO
addition, she had played summer
Joseph Orecchio, 72, former
stock.
member
of the Metropolitan Opera
Husband and brother survive.
chorus and later director of the
dio and Television Directors Guild
opera house claque, died March 19
(AFL), a former actor and busiJOSEPH* D. McDEVITT, SR.
in West Brighton, S. I.
ness rep of Actors Equity, died
Joseph D. McDevitt, Sr., 71, exWife, son, two daughters and a
March 19 in N. Y., of
heart at- vaude
performer,
died
March 19 in sister survive.
ta 9 k.
His Broadway acting career
included .performances in “The Philadelphia. McDevitt had toured
LEE PHELPS
Father” (1926) and “The Manhat- ;he U. S., England and Scotland in
Lee Phelps, 59, former vaudeters” (1927), the 1932f and 1936 pro- a .sketch, “Piano Movers and the
ductions of “Cyrano de Bergerac” Actress.” His wife, Miriam Quinn, villian and film-legit actor, .died
and in “Marching Sons’’ (1937). appeared in the act from 1910 to March 19 in Culver City, Cal.
Hale had toured the U. S. with 1929. Also in the act was Andy Phelps had been in films for abou$
the Walter Hampden repertory Kelly with whom McDevitt had 35 years as character actor.
Wife and two daughters survive.
company and was a member of the been partnered earlier, playing
“State of the Union” company with Ricoby’s “West Minstrels.” In
later years he was a theatre manheaded by Howard Lindsay.
Leggett Brown, 41, assistant to
Hale served as business rep for ager in Philadelphia and Camden, the director of public relations for
Equity from 1938 to 1950, While N. J.
the Ford Motor Co. and secretary,
Besides his wife, a son and a for
with the union he was active in
four years, to the late Alexliaison work connected with the daughter survive.
ander Woollcott, drama critic, author and actor, died March 22 in
rJnnoceuce.”
I

OBITUARIES
IRENE BORDONI.
59,

Irene Bordoni,

musicomedy

m

N. Y*
died March 19
legit
Bordoni’s most recent
Sn?
M Lrance
was in the out-of-town
“fnrrtier

p

f voU
Sfnt

month's Broadway

last

of

U?aeeie.” She left the cast
Y. In
tue show came to Jf.
national coroshe joined the
toured
and
nl nf “South Pacific”
Septemp
that musical until
-?h
role of
last year in the

t„r-

Sire

KS
19

1

Jfof

m

B°orn

,

.

al

Paris, Miss Bordoni be® her stage career at the age of
line at the Theafi in the Chorus
After playing
tredes varieties.
Parisian revues she
I number of
N. Y. in 1912 to appear at

B1

1

'

m

cameto

.

NATHAN

STEINBERG

V.

Fort Lauderdale, Fla., of a brain

Nathan Victor Steinberg, 42, tumor.
owner of a string of film houses,
died March 20 in New Rochelle,
Clair Nicholson, 77, owner of a
N. Y. Theatres owned by him In- troupe that
presented “Arkansas
cluded the Itidgeway, Stamford, Traveler” at one-nlghters
for seven
Conn.; the Parkway, Mt. Vernon, years throughout
the country, died
N. Y.; the Square, the Dale and
March 17 in Gibbon, Neb.
the Grande, N. Y., and the Pix,
Jersey City. At one time he had
Mrs. Josie L. Emerson, 83,
been a professional boxer in Chimother of actress Hope Emerson
cago.
and
former stage player in her
Wife, two daughters, two sons,
own right, died March 20 in Holly*
a brother and a sister survive.
wood. She did character roles in

Jack

-

FRANK

L.

midwestem

GRIFFIN

stock.

Frank L.

Works
Winter Garden In /The Fust

Progress Administration’s
She remained in the U. S. theatrical projects. He had also
time been secretary of the Federation
which
during
years,
for two
with Els*© Jams hi of Arts Unions, which included
she appeared
labeled “Broadway to Equity, the American Federation
a revue
In of Musicians, the American Newsin vaude.
Paris” and toured
returned to paper Guild and other unions. Dur1914 Miss Bordoni
ing World War II he served in the
featured
Europe where she was
“L’Impresario,” at the Army as a special services officer
a musical,
and in 1950 returned to the servPalace Theatre, London.
on Broad- ice in that capacity as a lieutenIn 1915 she appeared
ant colonel, remaining for about a
and
way in “Miss Information
year.
“Hitchy-Koo.
1917 starred here in
A grandson of Edward Everett
starred
The following year she also
with the Hale, author of “The Man Without
in “Sleeping Partners”
Country,” and a descendant of
a
two years
late H. B. Warners and
Bernard Nathan Hale, he was also related
later appeared with Sam
novelist John P. Marquand.
to
1922 she
in “As You Were.” In
Surviving are his wife, a son
played in “The French Doll” and and a daughter; two brothers, Herthen in “Little Miss Bluebeard,”
the

Affair ”

m

,

Griffin, 64, motion picArthur L. Lundgren, 62, nitery
ture pioneer, died of a heart attack March 17 in Hollywood. His performer, died of a heart attack
shortly after finishing his act,
career began in 1906 as an actor
'Cactus Wilson,” with his partner
with the Lubin Co. in Philadelphia.
in a Rhinelander, Wis., spot. Wife
Following that be became a direcand' nine children survive.
tor for Mack Sennett and William
Fox. Later he took up screen writMother of. Mortimer C. Watters,
ing for First National.
He had

bert Dudley Hale, an

RKO-Pathe

exec, and Robert Beverly Hale, associate curator of American painting and sculpture of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, N. Y.; and

JACK KAPP
March

three sisters.

MRS.
25, 1949.

A Token of Everlasting Memories
Always

in

tht Hearts of

IRENE and

MAXWELL ANDERSON

Mrs. Gertrude Anderson, 48, for-

SAM LUTZ

which she appeared in Lobdon
1925.
During that year she
appeared at the Lyceum, N. Y.,
in.“Naughy Cinderella.” The following year she was showcased in
“Mozart,” which flopped, and in
1928, scored in Cole Porter’s “Paris." She also did the film version
of “Paris” with ZaSu Pitts and
Jack Buchanan in 1929.

in

in

also

mer actress, script writer and wife
of playwright Maxwell Anderson,
was found dead March 22 in the
garage at her home in New City,
N. Y. Police reported the death
as an apparent suicide from carMrs.
bon monoxide poisoning.
George Davis, a neighbor and the
widow of composer Kurt Weill,
found Mrs. Anderson, who, according to a police report, could have
been dead from 24 to 36 hours.
Before her marriage to the playwright in 1933, Mrs. Anderson had
been an actress, under the names
of Gertrude Maynard and Mab
Maynard.
She had appeared in
the Broadway production of Anderson’s “Night Over Taos” In 1932
and In Sidney Kingsley’s “Men in
White” the following year. Mrs.

Cincinnati, died March 22 in Rochester,
N. Y. Also survived by a daughter

His wife survives.

,

m

and

AARON BARON
Aaron Baron,

music

critic of
daily, died

67,

vive.

1

A

HOLMES

.

.

.

'

.

SHERMAN FOWLER

aX

11

bed^it/zen

^‘rorvivS.
p
8is tant

ended in
was a natural-

^

RD

by her
F-

flrst

HALE, III
In 4fl

P ale

*

*

exec secretary
0 f the

MRS. RODNEY G. FISKE
Mrs. Brenda Dahlen Flske, actress,
in N.Y. A graduate nurse, she studied dramatics
while working at the Presbyterian
Hospital, N.Y. She later appeared
on Broadway in such plays as Dis-

mar' died March 17

«

as “

Ra- honored Lady” and “The Age of

Continued from page
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that is, if the disk is still on the
upbeat.
Thiis,
a
high-pressure
pitch for the Paramount Theatre
apd/or LavV^e en Rose or Copa-

cjbana- must then be made if the
singer is 'tq cash in on the' platter.
1

The agencies regard cafe and
theatrp appearances to be the payoff for hittiiig.a disk. Thus, whjle
performers are in New York,
hookers are able to case chirpers
and possibly set., them on some
lucrative guarantee and percentage deals in theatres. If the verdict by N. Y. reviewers is on the
favorable side, important out-of-

towm
etc.,

cafes, television guest shots,
result virtually, every time.

La Vie en Rose has reached a
favored position as far as bookings
are
Operator
concerned.
Monte Proser. has cracked that he
spends more time listening to records than to entreaties of agents.
He has been able to get top singing names on the strength of being able, to provide an excellent
showcasing,- Agents prefer that
spot over some other cafes because
of its small size.
^
It’s been an open secret in the
trade that the diskers are willing
to work much- below' their accepted
salaries when going into La Vie.
As a result, this 125-seater has
been able to get Joni James, Guy
Mitchell,
Georgia
Gibbs,
Nat
(King) Cole and others.
Rusty
Draper, whose “No Help Wanted”
on Capitol is on the upbeat, is
booked into that spot for May 15.
It’s been a profitable procedure
for La Vie. This postage-stamp
boite is too expensive for the
juves, but there are enough hep
elders to make the cafe pay off
handsomely. In fact, spot is to be

enlarged during the summer.

Twofers

in

Again

Continued from page

1

cess with the cut-price gimmick.
That is, each is an established
click and/or is headed by at least

Ralph Moore, cinema manager, one b.o. name.
Current comeback of twofers

died ip Leeds, England, March 6.
He started in show biz at age 11
Frederic Watson, 77, composer- with a. travelling choir.
conductor,
died March A7 in
Orange, N. J. Watson, former acMother, 78, of Joe Becker, of
companist for Sophie Tucker, had RKO Theatres’ film_ booking ofmade the first arrangement of fice, died March 19 in Brooklyn.
George M. Cohan’s “Over There.”
"J
A former secretary of the EnterWidow, 80, of Scott Joplin, ragtainment Mgrs. Assn., he had also time composer and vaudevillian,
conducted band concerts in Cen- died March 17 in N. Y.
tral Park, N„ Y.
Wife and a sister survive.
Conrado Del Campo, 73, Spanish
conductor and composer of operas,
died of cancer March 17 in Madrid.
FRANKIE FARR
Frankie Farr (Farinacci), 50,
Herman F. Hampy, 40, former
screen actor and nitery performer,
died March 20 while appearing at music director of WEEK, Peoria,
a Tulsa, Okla., cafe. A native of 111., died in that city* March 16.
Albany, N. Y., he went to HollyMother, 65, of John C. Chamwood about 30 years ago. Among
his credits were “The Great Zieg- pion, producer-writer, died March
feld” and “Gone With the Wind.” 15 In Santa Monica, Cal.
Surviving are his wife, two sons,
Mother of Mike Lee, St. Louis
his mother and a brother.
manager for UA exchange, died in
Casper, Wyo., March 7.
C. E. (DICK) WYLIE
C. Ellsworth (Dick) Wylie, for
A. J, Vasey, 7ff, pioneer British
mer manager of KHJ, Los Angeles,
was found dead March 20 in San exhib, died in Bridlington, EngFrancisco, a suicide, according to land, March 5?
the police.
Louis VoSt, 75, cinema proprietor,
After leaving the Don Lee stain
Manchester,
England,
tion, which he managed in the died

FREDERIC WATSON

MACPHERSON

'

sister.

Dr, Hagbard Brase, 75, for more
than 30 years conductor of the
Lindsborg r Kan., Messiah Chorus,
died March 18 in Lhidsborg.
*

the Jewish Day, N.Y;
March 17 in N.Y. In 1923 Baron
became music critic of the Jewish
Daily News, leaving in 1938 to join
the Day. He often translated his
Patrick £•. Adams, 52, foreman
review’s into as many as four of
the property department at
languages for distribution through- 20th-Fox,. died March 15 at his
out the country.
Culver City home.
A sister and two brothers sur-

Anderson had also worked with
headlined the Pal- the Group Theatre in N. Y. and
vaude shows a number of in 1947-48 was producer of the
times and also played radio and Rockland Foundation Summer Thenitery engagements, in addition to atre.
touring both here and abroad in
In 1951-52 she was a script edi
various musicals.
Other than ap- tor for “Celanese Theatre” in tele- 1930s, Wylie became special assistpearances at the Palace, Miss- Bor- vision.
At the time of her death ant to California’s attorney genoom was absent from the Broad- she had been working on a series eral.
way stage for about 10 years, re- of short stories for “TV presentaturning in 1938 as star of “Great tion in England.
Anderson, in
REV. J. R.
Rev. John Roderick Macphgrson,
Hollywood for the past four
hearing
planed
east
mtmths,
upon
61, founder .and conductor Of the
In Matnovy of
Kirkintilloch Junior Choir, died
of his wife’s death.
FRANK NORMAN HEARN. JR.
in Glasgow March 17. His choir,
Mrs
daughter
Surviving are a
by
who went away March 24, 1932
to composed of local juveniles, was
marriage,
first
Anderson’s
on British theatre platforms
in
w.k.
Never forgotten by Mather
ended
which
Charles Maynard,
divorce; a' son of Anderson’s by a and on radio.
JULIA KNOT HEARN
trip to America has been
mother,
her
and
former marriage
planned for next December.
also participated in
VICTOR H. CLARKE
Rose's attempt to revive
JACK
v! j
vauae.
Victor H. Clarke, 72, associated
Jack Holmes, 40, songwriter and
film industry for 28 years, musician, died March 15 at his
with
the
®? rd ? n l bit her stride
ln 1 4
b1 the Broadway pro- died March 18 at his home in home in Hollywood. In addition to
d»it?A
S ?
He became manager playing ' trumpet in numerous
°f .‘Louisiana Purchase.” Vista, Cal.
pa Y ed 111 the film version of of Famous Players-Lasky Studios name bands, he wrote the bestth»
Island
in 1928 and three selling “Blacksmith Blues” and
on
Long
,(1942) and in 1947 in
years later* moved to Hollywood, other tunes. .
l?.0ast revival. In 1950 she apserved
at various times
he
.where
d
Wife, son and father survive.
dy From Paris,”
vhlch
fi?i ?!f ¥*
as studio manager at Paramount
? “ folded during Its tryout.
he retired in
When
Metro,
and
married twice. Her first
B.
labor
e
to
Benjamin Sherman Fowler, 78,
Edgar Becman, a •1948 he was a member of the Assn,
Frenoh t f
relations department of the
died March 22 in Yonkcomposer,
d
mana
r
ended
S?
.
in divorce
°Th«
Th ® second, to E. Ray of Motion Picture Producers.
He wrote the music
ers, N. Y.
Goet, ,. ,
His wife and two sons survive. for a number of songs and instruproduce
d
some
of
her
show*;
during the ’20s,
mental pieces, and composed the
Miss Bordoni

ace

WCPO,

been a freelance writer since 1928. general manager of

Disks, Stix, Cafes

March

6.

H

“Command

Decision,” “The Heiress” and “Voice of the Turtle” got
substantial run extensions from
the come-on, it failed to work for
various other shows. But “Rose

1

1?

Tattoo” used them effectively during the summer of 1951.

MARRIAGES
Ann Buckles to Paul
Hartman, Williamsburg, Vg., March
14.
Groom is comedian.
Mrs, Sana Roache to Victor
Borge, Owensboro, Ky., March 17.
Bride assists groom, a comedianpianist, on his touring show.
Florence Wolfe to Marks Levine.
Lillian

March 7. Groom is prez oi
National Concert
Artists Corp.*
bride is NCAC exec sec. and
Levine’s assistant.
Josephine Ashley to Hugh Car-,
michael, Oban, Scotland, recently.
She’s English repertory actress.
Neva Patterson to Michael* Ellis,
March 22, New York. Bride is a
featured actress in “Seven Year
Itch,” at the Fulton, N.Y.; grooni
is legit producer partnered with
James Russo.
N.Y.,

&

»

Daughter, 16, of Lloyd L. Mahon,
owner of the Avon Theatre, Dallas,
died March 19 in that city.

BIRTHS

Garland G. Brady, 42, pianist,
died in Denison, Tex., March 14.

It’s

19.
March
Chicago,
Mother is a former publicist for
Mercury Records; father is a disk

daughter,

Hop on Pops

Continued from page
age
tunes.

1

jockey on WIND.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Birnie, son,
Hollywood, March 17. Father is
an assistant film director.
Mr. and Mrs. Bebe Kranze,
daughter, N.Y., March 16. Father
is the son of B. G. Kranze, United
Artists’ general sales manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Bortz, daughter, N. Y., Feb. 20. Father writes
the radio-TV airer, “Big Story.”
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Kaplan,
daughter, Minneapolis, March 21.
Mother is the daughter of Leon J.

resulting in a lot of

disappointment on both sides.
Interest of the country artists
in pop material may be presaging
the end of that fertile vein of folk
music which' ha$ been a do min at-*
ing influence in the U.. S. music
market for the past couple of years.
Another explanation that’s current
is that the country artists are trying to widen their appeal by building the pop sector of their reper-

Bamberger, RKO’s sales promotion
manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hillman,
son, March 19, New York, Father
is an NBC-TV staff director.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Barsch,
daughter, March 24, New York.

toire.

In Nashville, the disk jockeys
are also laying heavily on pop
music and many of them are
tone poem, “A Moonlit Sky.”
playing more pops than hillbilly.
Wife survives.
The most popular show of all, however, still remains the WSM-origJACK RAYMOND
inated “Grand Ol’ Opry” blowouts
Jack Raymond, 61, British film
on Saturday nights but pop infludirector, died March 20 in London.
creep
Pix directed by him included ences are even Beginning to
in here.
l
Were
Knights
“When
Rate,”
“The
'

—

|

,

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Reimers, daugh*
Hollywood, March 13. Father
KTTV announcer.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hubbard,

ter,
is

Hills

is

virtually the only time* the device
has been used successfully in several years.
After such hits as
a r v e y,”
“Born Yesterday,”

Mother’s .father is agent Charles
V. Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard R. Falk,
daughter, Yonkers, N.Y., March 23.
I Father is a N.Y. flack.
.
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Pretty as

a Magazine Cover

« •

Sunday Times

''Jane Morgan, a blonde American singer, whose
good looks are alone sufficient excuse for her ap-

pearance/

1

A.

tt

A vivacious

B.

Wilson, The Star.

leading lady in Jane

Morgan/1

.

The Times.

"Jane Morgan

is

an American singer of

able sprightliness/ whose voice
than her blonde prettiness/ 1

is

no

consider-

less attractive

The Scotsman.
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